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From the New York Globe
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CANNED
MAKES

MUSIC
ROUNDS

Plays the Whole Day Through
for Our Men and the Wounded
French.
Bj/ .JUXIUS B. M OOD.
Globe and
New 'York
the News.
(Cable
cafo toDaily
Copjrlsht.
1917.)ChlTHE AMERICAN ARMY IN
FRANCE. Dec. 11.— In a certain unnamed spot a few miles back of the
French front are the long one-story
frame— tTaVracks of a regiment of
American" railroad engineers. These
buildings, with those of a French hospital, near which is a cemetery that
is daily growing larger, form a mushroomlike military city. Day ajid night
.the American* -take- trains vp under
lire
and ' return to sleep and rest in
the barracks.
Every morning, and sometimes oftener, according to how the fighting
goes, they bring in a long train which
stops at an equally long platform,
while Its- load of helpless, suffering,
and bandaged humanity is carried
into the wards of the adjoining hospital. Each one who is more seriously
wounded is. taken farther to more
comfortable and better equipped
pcrmaneat hospitals in southern
France. Thp wounds have been
bandaged in the temporary field dress
ing stations, but only in a few cases
has there been an opportunity to
wash off tli<t dirt of the trenches before the patients aro hurried to this
evacuated, hospital. Then starts the
flgtrf"?6""Tan
back the flickering flame
of life.
In that war born city Is one phonograph. Grand opera singers, amusing
actors, and entertaining speakers do
not come to that hospital in the war
zone. A single box of "canned music"
is all they have to relieve the monotony of the puffing locomotives, the
stifled groans of their fellow wounded
and their own gnawing pain. Occasonally German bomb dropping machines seem reluctant even to permit
these fragiles of humanity escape.
It 1» Never Silent.
One thoughtful New York mother
sent this ray of brightness to her son,
a captain In a railroad regiment. He
turned it over, records and all, to the
hospital so that all might use it. Now
it is never silent day or night until
taps sounds. Early In the morning
It starts on Its rounds throtiKh the

Sonora

Sonora

I hospital wards and by evening it
reaches the Y. M. C. A. hut and
' finishes the night on a rough pine
in the officers' quarters
j board table
i grinding
sick times.out the old, familiar homeOccasionally when work is slack the
the mato run on
owner goes
1 chine.
Here himself
is his descripti
of a
i Sunday
afternoon in that strange
i city sight:
"I spent an hour and a half play' men
ing thecarried
machinein inthe
a ward
whereThere
two
records.
I were from sixty-five to seventy-five
■■ men in the ward. Some were sufferi ing from pneumonia and still others
were terribly burned by mustard gas.
Nearly half of the remainder had not
seen daylight for a long time. All
eyes seemed to be bandaged and there
was an everlasting coughing.
"I started off with the "Marseillaise" and every last man who
jhad an ounce of strength left in his
I system sat up on his cot at selute
] and tried to raise a bandaged hand
I If one was left. After that we had
! some American marching songs,
| comic opera, grand opera, and every ; tfc.'ng left oil the tt >m out racoriis.
Records Nearly Worn Out.
"We have used these records until
I they sound like the proverbial tin can.
I wrote to America
a couple of
; months ago for more, but they never
jmaterialized.
The machine
day In the hospital
and weworks
use allit
I only when the patients have gona to
jsleep. It woudl be a calamity If they
1 were deprived of its solace."
f For military reasons I am not per: mitted to give the name or location of
this Aerican
regiment
which, in
jaddition to its war work of carrying
|forward ammunition and supplies and
; bringing back the wounded and dying
lis also spreading the good samarltanism of music. However, anybody who
wishes to answer thevappeal can send
them to me and the American postoffice here will see that they are delivered. Anything in the line of
music is a balm in the ears of the
wounded, even of the French Pollu,
who does not understand English.
Send them In care of Junius B. Wood,
war correspondent American Expeditionary Force in France.

IN the trenches and battle
zone of Europe
25,000
'm
Sonora
Portable Style Phono' fi
graphs, distributed by our
London
representatives, are
with the British army.
In thousands of American
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homes the beautiful Sonora
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of confidence and optimism,
for entertainment and restful
pleasure, and as a conqueror
of loneliness, worry, and
"the
$50

blues."
$55
$60

$110

$140

$275

$160

$375

The

above

Art

$85

$105

$180

$200

$500
are stock

Models
Special

$1000
models.

made

to

Order.

1 Q"| ^ was
greatest
the history
of Sonora.
Each
LsLJ
New theYear
findsin this
wonderful
phonograph
established more firmly in the public's esteem.
The Sonora is of unequalled quality. It is easily sold
and offers to you the opportunity for splendid profit
and the development of a substantial valuable business.

Some territories are still open.
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INVENTION

MAKING

THE TELEPHONE

Cents

AID SELLING

Dealers Inclined to Fix a Limit on Number of
Records That Will Be Delivered Without Extra Charge to the Customer — Cuts Into Profits

Canadian Talking Machine Man Produces Fly<»
ing Dirigible Torpedo Usable
on Land or Sea
Which Has Attracted Considerable Attention

Proper Use of Telephone Frequently Means Time
and Money Saved for the Talking Machine
Dealer Who Uses Some Originality in Work

Retail stores throughout the country, particularly the big department stores, have at the suggestion of the Federal authorities, and as a result of the labor shortage, been making every
effort to cut down the volume of free delivery
•of goods, and at the same time much of the
expense of the system by educating the public to
carry away with them all small parcels. A number of talking machine men have fallen in line
with the campaign, with a view to cutting down
the volume of record deliveries. In St. Louis,
for instance, the talking machine retailers have
entered into an agreement to refuse to deliver
free less than six records. In other words, a
customer buying five records must carry them
home himself or pay additional delivery charges.
It would seem to be a move in the right direction. Taking all factors into consideration,
the net profit on an individual record, particularly of the popular type, is comparatively small,
and to pay out as much as SO per cent, or more
of that profit to cover delivery doesn't smack
of good business. The practice has been carried
on in the past under the broad term of service,
it being felt that the customer would carry away
enough records personally to balance it, but a
definite rule on deliveries, and the minimum set
on the number of records that will be delivered
without charge, eliminates the element of chance.
It gives the dealer what is due him as profit.
It is just one of the trade improvements that
can be laid directly to wartime conditions.

Emile Berliner, widely known through his inventions inthe talking machine trade, and whose
improvements in the telephone made long-distance talking over a wire practicable, is now the
inventor
a flying
"dirigible
torpedo," utilizable
on
land asof well
as on
sea.

With the price of printed matter still soaringskyward and with mailing costs materially advanced by the war tax, the telephone may come
into more general use as a means of selling records. Merchants in a great many lines of trade
outside of the talking machine field have been
steadily placing greater dependence on the telephone as a means of keeping in intimate touch
with their patrons. In fact, it seems logical to
presume these merchants in other fields have
broken the ice, so that the increased use of the

WOULD

MAGNETIZE

NEEDLES

One Writer Believes That It Would Prove Convenience to Talking Machine Owner

Dr. Berliner's contrivance is in effect a small
aeroplane — a monoplane in miniature — run by a
little gasoline engine and motor and carrying
a propeller and a rudder that is set before
launching. It has other means of automatic
control, with a gyroscope to keep it level.
The machine is nothing more nor less than
an artificial bird that holds a torpedo in its
beak. More definitely speaking, the torpedo,
carrying a heavy charge of high explosive, is
held by spring arms in front of the little aeroplane, so as to be set off on striking the target:
For use on the sea, the flying torpedo may
be modified by attaching beneath it a small plane
set at such an angle that the machine on striking the water will skip along over the waves toward an enemy ship, the difficulty of hitting it
with gunfire being thereby greatly increased.
Dr. Berliner's latest invention has been the
subject of considerable notice in leading papers.
SOLDIERS

WHO

ARE

REAL

'phone by talking machine merchants will be
cordially received.
A certain talking machine dealer has adopted
the plan of mailing out the new record lists
each month and then instead of following up his
customer by mail, he calls each one by 'phone,
-runs over the list somewhat after the manner
of a grocer enumerating household necessities,
and, where the customer evinces interest,
he places that record on the group to be sent
up on approval. When the records are delivered on approval, a personal letter accompanies
them, outlining the individual beauty of each
record. Thus the dealer introduces a maximum
of the personal element at a minimum cost.

ARTISTS

AS

WELL

AS

ARTISANS

Members of Company B, 306th Infantry, Make Special Case for Popular Priced Talking Machine
Which They Find the Keenest Source of Pleasure and Entertainment in the Camp
The talking machine is undoubtedly the
greatest comfort to the men in the camps, as it
is to the men in the trenches at the front. No
other musical instrument affords them such
pleasure, because it brings into their lives the

placed it in a case which they specially built and
decorated themselves, with the result that they
have now something very unique in an outfit.
The outside of the cabinet shows as a decoration the great seal of the United States, and

A writer in "System" makes the following
suggestion regarding the handling of needles
that might prove of interest to some members
of the trade. He says: "I would magnetize my
steel reproducing needles so that instead of
lying flat in a tray and scattering all over its
surface they would bunch together. This would
make them much easier to pick up and would
prevent them from rolling out of the tray at
every jar.
"When any of them fell into the top of the
phonograph, instead of being compelled to pick
them out one by one, my customers could easily
brush them into a corner and remove them all
at once. The same would be true should the
tray containing them be upset."
ON "GOING

AFTER

BUSINESS'

"Only about one sale in ten is a floor sale —
the other nine are accomplished almost entirely
by outside effort, by carrying the instruments
out for home demonstration," remarks W. H.
Stoakes, Edison dealer at Grinnell, Iowa.
"There is more than a grain of truth in what
Mr. Stoakes writes," says the Editor of Edison
Diamond Points. "There are many of them. We
have long preached home demonstrations and
outside canvassing. The man who stands behind
a counter all day and waits for customers to
come to him will wait a long time. You should
leave your counter and go after business.
"Time was when the dealer did not find it
necessary to go after business. Times have
changed.
" T hauled out eleven instruments into the
country and sold nine of them inside of two
weeks,' writes Chris Verwers, of Keota, Iowa.
"If you have a Ford all the better. As George
Silzer puts it 'Crank her up and hit the highway for those sales that won't come to you.' "
This suggestion is well worth considering.

1917, Underwood & Underwood, N. Y.
Company B, 306th Infantry Enjoying Themselves
other decorations which emphasize that the
best in song and music, and enables them, when
men of this company are not only artisans but
they are so. inclined, to dance to its inspiring
music. The men in the camps, however, are just as
artists. Around this talking machine the members of Company B gather in the evening and
inclined to the good-looking talking machine
spend
hours listening to the music of the day,
as are their folks at home, and the picture hereincluding very often music of the better type,
with is of unusual interest in this connection.
for the men who are in camp do not leave their
It shows how the members of Company B, 306th
musical taste and inclinations at home.
Infantry took a popular-priced talking machine,
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FROM almost every angle 1917 has proven a most unusual
year in the talking machine industry. It has been a year to
test the stability and permanence of the trade and be it said that
the trade has not been found wanting under the test. War has
brought with it many problems for both talking machine manufacturers and dealers. Its effect has been first of all to curtail
supplies and labor, and to hinder the transportation of peace
products to an alarming degree. But, on the other hand, it has
brought with it a wide recognition of talking machines and records as genuine essentials in the equipment of military units.
The coming of the New Year sees the talking machine more
firmly intrenched than ever in the hearts of the people, and as
a result the future looks bright indeed.
Review of Holiday Business in Machines and Records
Despite the war and despite the high cost of living and other
factors connected therewith, the holiday business in talking
machines and records reached proportions that swamped the
facilities of both producers and retailers. Conditions made it
impossible for many of the manufacturers to keep their output
up to a point reached the previous year. Transportation problems likewise have had their effect, and there really seemed to
be something the matter with the dealer who could say he went
through the month of December without suffering serious loss
of sales in some manner and through no fault of his own.
It was a noteworthy fact that the big demand was for machines selling in the neighborhood of $100, and therefore, the most
serious shortage was in that type of machines. Machines retailing at from $20 to $40 were not such good sellers, and both
jobbers and dealers had the experience of seeing these machines
lie on their shelves without moving while at the same time they
were turning down orders for the more expensive models, or at
least endeavoring to install temporary substitutes.
Factories Couldn't Turn Out Records Fast Enough
The record situation was similarly embarrassing. Aside
from the call for standard vocal and instrumental numbers, it
seemed that everyone who owned a talking machine or expected
to own one, wanted records of "Over There," "Goodbye Broadway, Hello France" and the other hits of the day, and the result
was that the record supply in no sense met the demand. Of
course there were plenty of records, but while they were frequently accepted as substitutes, they were not just what the public were crying for. The factories could not simply turn out the
required records fast enough. It was impossible, and the result
was embarrassing.
In order to relieve the record situation and help clear up
the jobbers' and dealers' shelves and to enable the factories to
catch up with orders, several of the companies have shown an
inclination to cut down on their monthly lists of new records.
The Victor Co. has taken the first step in this direction, by including only fourteen new selections in its January record supplement, and it is stated that the same plan will be followed out for
several months to come at least. Several other companies have
arranged to adopt the same method, or are contemplating some
such action, in an effort to clear the decks for the coming year.
The Industry on a More Permanent Basis
During the past year or so the industry may be said to have
settled into more or less permanent channels, and this fact also
augurs well for the future. In 1915, it will be remembered, there
was a great influx of new concerns into the trade. Hardly a day
passed without its group of new corporations setting forth their

COMPANY
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Every
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a

a

intention of making machines or records. They apparently felt
that there was great wealth simply waiting to be grasped. There
were also many new concerns in 1916, but the number had
dropped off materially from the previous year.
It is quite evident that many of these corporations were of
the fly-by-night variety. Their object was to sell stock and
plenty of it and to offer machines at retail far under established
prices and for that matter far below established quality. Many
of these concerns dropped by the wayside without delay; 1917
has seen the clearing out of others, while the companies properly organized, and with the correct appreciation of the status of
the trade, have survived and established what may be looked
upon as permanent positions in the industry.
That the trade condition in this particular is more or less
settled is a matter of congratulation for both the trade itself
and the public, for it acts as a protection to both sides.
Must Have Courage to Plan Ahead
From present prospects it is safe to assume that 1918 holds
great possibilities for everyone in the talking machine trade, but
to take advantage of the opportunity, the trade members must
have faith in the future and the courage to plan ahead. If early
ordering was ever necessary, it should be doubly necessary during the months to come. It is going to be harder than ever for
the factories to keep up production to a high pitch, and with the
war demands on the railroads, harder than ever for the wholesalers and retailers to get the goods within a reasonable time
after they are shipped. It is only by working far ahead that even
a fair measure of protection can be assured. In other words,
the retailer who does not place his orders for holiday stocks in
the spring at least, is simply taking big chances on the future of
his business. It will mean tying up some capital, and perhaps
a little financial strain, but the sacrifice will be worth while, if
the trade members plan to stay in business.
Why the Talking Machine Is a Necessity
The big banking interests and some Government officials
are preaching the doctrine of rigid economy by the general public, advising them to discontinue the purchase of anything not
ranking as a necessity of life. This doctrine in itself should revert
to the benefit of the talking machine trade. The fact that the
Army and Navy have already absorbed thousands of talking
machines of various types and thousands, if not millions, of records, and are at the same time appealing for more with the full
endorsement of the officials, is the best indication that the talking
machine is a recognized wartime essential. From the viewpoint
of economy, it can also be viewed in a favorable light for it
requires a minimum of outlay in proportion to what it has to
offer. The machines themselves are comparatively low priced,
and record libraries can be built up by the expenditure of only a
few cents weekly.

In fact, it can safely be asserted that the talk-

ing machine is one of the real "essentials" to the nation in war
times.
New Year Going to Mark Important Era
From every viewpoint, it would seem that 1918 is going to
mark a new era in the progress of the talking machine, as well
as genuine prosperity for those members of the industry who
have the courage to take full advantage of the opportunity that
is there. Certain it is that the manufacturers are not letting the
grass grow under their feet. While frankly able to meet only a
percentage of the demand for their products, they have kept
up their advertising to the full limit, and in some instances a
little stronger than ordinary, and plan to do
so in the months to come in order that the

Talking
Machine
Hardware
We manufacture hardware for all style* of cabinets
Lid Supports
Door Catches
Sockets
Needle Cupi
Sliding Casters
Tone Rods
Needle Rests
Continuous Hinges
Knobs, etc.
BEST QUALITY
LOWEST PRICES

WEBER-KNAPP

January 15, 1918

Jamestown,

N. Y.

public may be kept in- close touch with talking machines and records until such time as
the industry can take full advantage of all
the selling opportunities that exist or will
exist. It is this spirit of building for the
future that is responsible for the present
strong position of the talking machine.
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Victrola IX-A, $57.50
Mahogany or oak

Victrola VI-A, $30
Oak

Victrola XI-A, $110
Mahogany or oak

Victor

Supremacy
Victor
for

every

Just

with

supremacy
music

how

is a real

asset

retailer.

much

of

an

asset

de-

pends upon the retailer himself —
no limit to the measure
of his

success.

Victor

Talking

Machine

Co.

Camden, N. J., U. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Wholesalers

Victrola XVI, $215
Victrola XVI, Electric, $270
Mahogany or oak

"Victrola" is the Registered Trade-mark of the Victor Talking Machine Company
designating the products of this Company only.
Warning : The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or sale of
any other Talking Machine or Phonograph products is misleading and illegal.
Important Notice.
Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically
co-ordinated and synchronized by our special processes of manufacture,
and their use, one with the other, is absolutely essential
to a perfect Victor reproduction.
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Victor
Albany, N. Y
Atlanta, Ga

Gately-Haire Co., Inc.
Elyea-Austell Co.
Phillips & Crew Co.
Austin, Tex
The Texas.
Talking Machine Co., of
Baltimore, Md Cohen & Hughes.
E. F. Droop & Sons Co.
H. R. Eisenbrandt Sons, Inc.
Bangor, Me
Andrews Music House Co.
Birmingham, Ala. Talking Machine Co.
Boston, Mass Oliver Ditson Co.
The Eastern Talking Machine
The Co.
M. Steinert & Sons Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y... American Talking Mch. Co.
G. T. Williams.
Buffalo, N. Y. . . . . Neal,
W* dT&
ClarkC. &N.~Andrews.
Neal Co.
Burlington, Vt. ... American Phonograph Co.
Butte, Mont
Orton Bros.
Chicago, 111
Lyon & Healy.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Chicago Talking Machine Co.
Cincinnati, O
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Cleveland, O
The W. H. Buescher & Sons
The Co.
Collister & Sayle Co.
The Eclipse Musical Co.
Columbus, O
The Perry B. Whitsit Co.
Dallas, Tex
Sanger Bros.
Denver, Colo The Hext Music Co.
The Co.
Knight-Campbell Music

Wholesalers

Des Moines, Ia....Mickel Bros. Co.
Detroit, Mich
Grinnell Bros.
Elmira, N. Y
Elmira Arms Co.
El Paso, Tex W. G. Walz Co.
Honolulu, T. H
Bergstrom Music Co., Ltd.
Houston, Tex Thos. Goggan & Bro.
Indianapolis, Ind. . Stewart Talking Machine Co.
Jacksonville, Fla.. Florida Talking Machine Co.
Kansas City, Mo. .J. W. Jenkins Sons Music Co.
Schmelzer Arms Co.
Lincoln, Nebr Ross P. Curtice Co.
Little Bock, Ark..O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Los Angeles, Cal. . Sherman, Clay & Co.
Memphis, Tenn....O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Milwaukee, Wis ... Badger Talking Machine Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.Beckwith, O'Neill Co.
Mobile, Ala
Wm. H. Reynalds.
Montreal, Can Berliner Gramophone Co.,
Ltd.
Nashville, Tenn O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Newark, N. J
Price Talking Machine Co.
New Haven, Conn. Henry Horton.
New Orleans, La. ..Philip Werlein, Ltd.
New York, N. Y...Blackman Talking Mach. Co.
Emanuel Blout.
C. Bruno & Son, Inc.
I. Davega, Jr., Inc.
S. B. Davega Co.
Charles H. Ditson & Co.
Landay Bros., Inc.
New York Talking Mach. Co.
Ormes, Inc.
Silas E. Pearsall Co.

Omaha, Nebr

A. Hospe Co.
Nebraska CycleCo.,Co.Inc.
Peoria, III
Putnam-Page
Philadelphia, Pa.. Louis Buehn Co., Inc.
C.
PennJ. Heppe.
Phonograph Co., Inc.
The Talking Machine Co.
H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pa W. F. Frederick Piano Co.
C. C. Mellor Co., Ltd.
Standard Talking Machine Co.
Portland, Me
Cressey & Allen, Inc.
Portland, Ore Sherman, Clay & Co.
Providence, B. I... J. Samuels & Bro., Inc.
Kichmond, Va
The Corley Co., Inc.
W. D. Moses & Co.
Bochester, N. Y...E. J. Chapman.
The Talking Machine Co.
Salt Lake City, U. Consolidated Music Co.
The John Elliott Clark Co.
San Antonio, Tex. Thos. Goggan & Bros.
San Francisco, Cal. Sherman, Clay & Co.
Seattle, Wash
Sherman, Clay & Co.
Sioux Falls, S. D.. Talking Machine Exchange.
Spokane, Wash. Sherman, Clay & Co.
St. Louis, Mo
Koerber-Brenner Music Co.
St. Paul, Minn W. J. Dyer Si Bro.
Syracuse, N. Y....W. D. Andrews Co.
Toledo, O
The Whitney & Currier.
Washington, D. C.Cohen
& Hughes.
E.
F. Droop
& Sons
Robt.
C. Rogers
Co. Co.
.rhlmlinniiiiiii'fumM'niUUii^
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FILING

DISC

RECORDS

The enormous demand for "National" Record Albums keeps apace with the ever increasing demand for machines and records, and
our output capacity has been enlarged to meet the greater needed supply. Record Albums have proven themselves to be the best and most
convenient, as well as economic, method of filing and keeping disc records.
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Albums are an Indispensable Requisite in the talking machine business and wherever records are sold.
An accessory that is necessary and worth while. Practical and handy. Save time and records. A profitable
adjunct to the business.
All owners of machines and records want Albums to file and preserve their records.
We manufacture disc Record Albums containing 12 pockets to fit cabinets of all sizes and styles. We also make Albums containing 17 pockets. With
the indexes they are a complete system for filing all disc records.
For durability, finish and artistic design, our Albums are unsurpassed. We have unexcelled manufacturing facilities, and considering quality our
prices are the lowest. Write us giving quantity you may desire, and we will quote prices.
OUR

ALBUMS

NATIONAL
WIDDICOMB

ARE

MADE

TO

CONTAIN

PUBLISHING

PHONOGRAPH

CATALOG

VICTOR,

CO.,

COLUMBIA, EDISON,

239

DEDICATES

PATHE,

S. American

TOAST

TO FIGHTING

MEN

Dr. M. Goldstein, of Boston Book Co., Writes
Some Patriotic Verse

The Widdicomb Furniture Co., of Grand
Rapids, Mich., have just published their first phonograph catalog entitled "The Widdicomb, a
Finished Product." It has been prepared in a
very attractive manner and thoroughly describes and illustrates the eight Period models
constituting this attractive line. They embrace
examples of the Chippendale, Colonial, Adam,
Queen Anne and Early American Schools. Fine
coated paper is used throughout and perfectly
prepared half-tone work reproduces in detail
the fine architectural points of each model, which
are most distinctive. On each page the slogan
of the company appears. "Play it Yourself."
The various constructive and individual features of the Widdicomb phonograph are described in detail. Among the many improvements mentioned is the tone control, operated
from a distance, whereby the operator by means
of a decorative cord is able to give added expression tohis records — the action of this modulator is similar in effect to the devices used by
the manufacturers of player-pianos. The tone
control is found on all models of the Widdicomb. The tone chamber, accessible record
files, balance cover support are also described.

Herewith is reproduced a little New Year's
toast dedicated to our soldiers and sailors, the
work of Dr. M. Goldstein, who is connected
with the Boston Book Co., the prominent New
York manufacturers of record albums:
A Toast to our Boys in Khaki,
A Toast to our Boys in Blue,
A Toast to our Brave and Plucky,
A Toast to our Red, White and Blue,
-V Toast to our Allies on Land,
A Toast to our Allies on Sea,
A Toast to those Heroes in Command,
A Toast to the Brave and the Free.
REFRAIN
Hurrah for our Boys in Khaki,
Hurrah for our Boys in Blue,
Hurrah for the Brave and the Plucky.
Hurrah for our Red. White and Blue.
CABINET

WORKS

The Jordan Cabinet Works, of Brooklyn, was
recently incorporated witli a capital stock of
$25,000. Those interested are E. E. and E. B.
Jordan, Jr., and A. B. Wilson.
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BARTLETT MUSIC CO.'S DISPLAY
In Window Dressing Contest Conducted by Los
Angeles Express and Tribune
Los Angeles, Cal.. January 6. — The Los Angeles Express and Tribune recently conducted a
window dressing contest which was unique in

Price, 65 cents

Publisher, Fine Arts Bldg., CHICAGO

We hear a lot of "necessary evils," but did
you ever hear of an unnecessary good?

The Phonograph Clearing House,
Manhattan, has been incorporated.

$1.25
Dealer's
ASM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR REGARDING IT!
SEYMOUR,

DISC RECORDS

Bartlett Music Co.'s Window Display
many particulars, and which scored an emphatic
success. The contest embraced many industries, and each house participating presented its
display in the window of the Los Angeles Express and Tribune. Herewith is shown the window display prepared by the Bartlett Music Co.,
Columbia dealers. During the week of this
display a number of people called at the
offices of the newspaper to inquire on what
floor the phonograph department was located,
as they wished to buy a Grafonola and records.
These inquiries were directed to the nearest
Columbia dealer, and the display thereby served
a dual purpose.
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seasonable, but the standard compositions, the classics so to
speak, do not sell in as large numbers as they should, largely
because of the lack of attention given them by a large army of
salesmen. This neglect is entirely due to their lack of real
knowledge of these numbers.
While the leading manufacturers of records tell something
about the high-class records in their bulletins every month, yet
the salesman should have a wider knowledge of the composers
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BUSINESS during the holiday season so recently closed more
than exceeded the prognostications indulged in the early
part of December. Christmas trade opened up slowly, but the
closing days showed tremendous activity in the demand for
machines and records. Reports from correspondents in different
parts of the country vary considerably as to the volume of trade,
for it was most uneven in many respects. Some States showed
an activity that equaled the same period of last year, while
others had quite an increased trade in records but a falling off in
the sales of talking machines due to local conditions and the
lack of stock. But taking the holiday business of the Nation
as a whole, it was, in the face of war conditions, in the main
satisfactory.
Record business has assumed formidable dimensions, and
this was demonstrated not only during the holidays, but during
the first weeks of the New Year. While the demand for popular
numbers, and particularly patriotic numbers of all kinds was
large, yet there is no question but that the demands for records
of standard vocal and instrumental numbers, especially the standard operas, is becoming an increasingly important feature of the
record business.
Leading jobbers and dealers inform The World that this
aspect of the business is as marked as it is pleasing. The growth
in popularity of records of high class instrumental and vocal
numbers can be greatly aided if the dealers or salesmen concentrate on bringing these records to the attention of their customers. In this way they can help to move what is usually a
slow moving section of their record stock and help to elevate
the musical taste of the owners of talking machines. They can
do this more effectively if they know something about these highclass songs or instrumental numbers themselves — if they know
the composers and the character of their compositions and impart this knowledge to the buyers of these records. In this way
they give these records an interest that would be lacking were
the customer induced to buy one of the records without giving
it the consideration which it would receive if the buyer was properly interested in the selection and its composer.

This is well worth while, for there is no question but that
the artistic and musical merits of the talking machine are being
more widely recognized to-day than ever before. Evidence of
this fact is to be found in the records now on the market of the

The dealer and salesman should make a resolution this first
month of the year to give more attention to their record departments— to learn more about the goods they are handling, not
merely in a commercial way, but also to know the composers and
their works. In this way they will be able to meet the requirements of their particular customers, and help educate a large
number of people who are ambitious to expand their record
library by including records of distinct and enduring musical
merit.
AT

no time in trade history was it so necessary to cultivate an
optimistic viewpoint as far as business is concerned as to-

day. The abnormal conditions brought about through the war"
have a tendency to bring about a hysterical state of mind that is
as harmful to the individual as it is to an industry and to the
nation. Now is the time to cultivate that desirable quality in the
world of business which we call confidence, and which is also as
great an essential in the winning of the war.
We must not give credence to every rumor that is put out
portending to calamity or trouble, for there is nothing that
weakens the morale of our business forces quicker than the insidious annoying little rumors that incline one to pessimism and
indifference to necessities whether of war or business.
One thing that we must keep in mind is that the Government of the United States is not wilfully or willingly desirous
of bringing disaster to the business men of this country despite
the constant flow of "non-essential industry" news which is
reaching the daily newspapers throughout the country from correspondents inWashington.
WE

may be in the position of an industry that is not entirely
essential to the military conduct of war, but our industry is
one that is wholly essential to civilization. We need not become
panic stricken because one man in the U. S. A. might do without
musical instruments. They said in England, when war came,
that no one must dream of buying anything new, whether motor
cars, pianos, talking machines, or clothes. But the folks went
on buying just the same ; and yet the war loans have been floated
over there with complete regularity and success. Why? Because the people have found they need music almost as much as
they need food ; and a good deal more than they need rich, expensive food and drink.
Despite the enormous sums which the Liberty Loan Campaigns, past and future, will bring into the national treasury, the
Government will still depend principally upon taxation to raise
money for the purpose of financing the extraordinary expenditures
of war. Unless the industries of the country are kept going on a
profit-making basis, the Government will not be able to
The more profit an industry makes, the greater will
returns to the Government, and the larger will the
become. Therefore no sensible man will believe for

levy taxes.
be its tax
war-chest
an instant

that the Federal authorities are going to hinder any line of business arbitrarily, or will place stultifying restrictions around a
business that otherwise would be able to contribute a quota
towards keeping the war-funds at high-water mark.

is a big field to be developed here — one that unquestionably means much for the musical advancement of
America, and one that will help in a trade way as well. The
popular and patriotic records will always sell, because they are
THERE

COME what may, we are in war, and in it to win. To obtain
our purpose, we shall keep business going all the time; but
that does not mean that everything must go on just as it did be-
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fore the war. That is impossible ; and so much the better.
Whatever comes in the future, every bit of brains, nerve and skill
in our industry will be needed.
We must continue to make talking machines and records,
and continue to sell them and sell more of them than ever before
to a people who will be working, planning, organized and organizing; to a cheerful, to a purposeful, to a victory-making people.
We must inaugurate and maintain a campaign of publicity that
will awaken the people of America to the value of music as a
necessity — as a companion that will bring comfort and cheer in
days of sorrow as well as victory.
Music by means of the talking machine is a necessity. It
supplies the fighting forces as well as those who are working at
home for the success of the Nation with that force that replenishes and freshens. For it is hard to define the mysterious
power of music in a great crisis such as we are now going
through. It is the food that nurtures the Nation's soul, that
stimulates brave deeds, and that increases the determination to
surmount all difficulties.
THE development of export trade not only during the war,
but after peace is declared, is considered by every student
of the nation's needs to be absolutely essential to the progress of
our country. A forward step in this direction was the passage
recently by the Senate of the Webb Export Combination Bill,
which it is expected will be enacted into law at an early date.
This measure is a highly desirable recognition of the principle
of co-operation in foreign trade which has had the support not
only of the National Foreign Trade Council but of the leaders
in all branches of industry. American exporters have long been
greatly hampered in their efforts to compete with foreign exporters in the markets of the world by their apprehension that
the Sherman Act forbade combined effort, including even the
organization of joint selling agencies. The Webb Bill removes
such disadvantages as may now be imposed by our anti-trust
laws to the end that American exporters may be free to utilize
all the advantages
binations offoreign
and a combination
prices of American

of co-operative action in coping with comrivals united to resist American competition
of foreign buyers equipped to depress the
goods.

The passage of the Webb Bill will mean the definite recognition by Congress of the principle of co-operation, and it should
prove a very substantial benefit to the nation's export trade.
DURING the past year talking machine dealers in various
sections of the country through local organizations have
taken steps to eliminate entirely or at least control within reasonable bounds the practice of sending out records on approval, and
it is to be hoped that the elimination of this practice or at least its
curtailment to a negligible point will become general throughout

HAPPY

MACHINE

WORLD

the country during the present year. As a matter of fact present
conditions offer to the dealer an excellent opportunity for taking
the bull by the horns and eliminating bad business practices that
have grown up with competition. Stock is going to be short both
in records and machines, and with such a situation the retailer
can come pretty near to picking his trade. If he has the record
the customer wants make the customer buy it outright. If the
records don't suit, the approval plan is not going to sell them.
At the same time under that plan the records may be out of the
store when somebody else is ready to buy them. Taken from
every angle this is the time to clean house without facing the
danger of serious loss of business to competitors.

JUST at this time the presentation by the Musical League of
Philadelphia of detailed figures showing that nearly $102,000,000 are spent annually in that city and vicinity in various forms
of musical activity, should serve to interest every member of
the trade, no matter in what part of the country he is located.
The additional fact that there is a permanent investment of
approximately $20,500,000 in musical establishments and musical
instruments in that one city alone must also not be overlooked.
Figures of this sort go far to emphasize the necessity of music
and the part it plays in civic life. The citizens of a city the
size of Philadelphia, whose population is approximately 1,700,000,
do not spend an average of $60 apiece annually on a mere fad or
hobby, but demand value for their money.
Talking machine men could do good work for the industry
by compiling, or assisting to compile, similar figures for their
respective cities 'or towns. The aggregate amount spent for
music annually, as compiled by such means, would undoubtedly
impress the country to a staggering degree. A few authentic
figures are better than hours of wild conversation in securing
public recognition for music and the things that make music.
AT

least 50 per cent, of the war rumors that are abroad these
days should be summarily dissolved into thin air. Among
those rumors which should receive scant attention are those purporting that this or that plant has been anywhere from 60 to 100
per cent, commandeered by the United States Government. The
Washington policy as expressed by such men as Willard, Gilford and Garfield does not include drastic action against any industry. Where individual plants are utilized for war work,
moreover, the manufacturer will have no reason for concealing
the facts. When his plant has been taken over a manufacturer
will immediately inform his clients with respect to his inability
to supply them with goods, because there would be nothing to
gain in a business way by holding back the truth and there is good
will to lose. Therefore, unless direct word is given out by the
manufacturer in person, rumors bearing on commandeering
should be discountenanced.

YEAR!
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Best

"The worst thing about having to employ so
many new clerks," said a tired talking machine
dealer, as he looked about at a number of "new
beginners" attempting to wait on the trade in
his store during the holiday rush, "is training
them. It's a job that I haven't much time for,
and one that takes a lot of steam."
Yet, without question, the new clerk who is
not given the advantage of sympathetic coaching is sure to make a lot of mistakes, and will
fail to render the sort of service customers of
the store are demanding.
The soldiers who go to France are given
several months of intensive training before they
get on the firing line. They receive instruction
in the methods of warfare which are being used
in the world conflict, so that when they take
their places in the trenches they are prepared
for all developments.
The new salesman, especially the one just
starting out in selling work, is green timber. He
needs coaching and instruction. He needs to
have confidence instilled into him, so that he
will not lose his nerve when a tough proposition is presented.
The best way to improve work in the store
is to have a weekly conference or "round table."
This can be made so interesting and enjoyable
that the clerks, instead of dodging the meeting,
will welcome it. It should be accompanied by
"eats" of some sort, so that the social spirit
will be developed, and bashful clerks encouraged to speak their minds.
The boss can be the chairman of the meeting,
and can outline subjects for discussion, but it is
a good idea for him not to attempt to monopolize the conversation.
Let salesmen, especially those who are experienced enough to be able to give good advice,
discuss the problems of their everyday work,
because such discussions will give the newcomers an idea of what they may expect.
The merchant can devote some of the time to
the description of new models of machines and
the new records, comment on changing prices,
etc., and he should also explain the policy which
is back of the store, so that customers will get
from sales people an expression in line with the
actual policy of the establishment.
Just now, when most prices have been increased, explanations of high prices should be
made intelligently, and advances not simply excused "on account of the war." There is a
good reason for the advance in price of every
commodity which is carrying an increase, particularly talking machines, and it is a good idea
to inform the sales people on this subject. Customers frequently inquire about these things,
and they should be given an intelligent answer.
In the smaller store, where there are only a
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of the business, were in charge, make the work
of new employes doubly difficult.
The arrangeme'nt of record stock in some logical way (there are several good systems in use)
will enable the rawest recruit in the sales army
to take care of his own work without having
constantly to ask questions of the dealer or one
of his assistants.
The dealer who is training his help should be
possessed of lots of patience. He must expect
mistakes to be made, and be ready to correct
them without animosity. In the case of employes who are just being broken into business
harness, reproofs are often taken keenly to
heart, and the dealer can afford to be generous
in his attitude on this subject.
If he shows that he does not demand infallibility, but only earnest intelligent effort, he
will win confidence and loyalty that will go far
to keep the mistakes from being repeated.
The new clerk who is made to feel that committing an error is not fatal, but that making
the same mistake twice is a capital offense, will
develop a spirit of determination to do things
right, and will soon display ability that will
ican less need for supervision.
One mighty good way to improve the work
of new clerks is by enlisting the aid of traveling
salesmen representing both the jobbers and the
manufacturers.
The travelers are often just as good retail
merchants as those who have stores, because
they are constantly calling on the dealers, and
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Use the traveling man in the clerk's training
school, but don't forget that, no matter how informal, there should be a training school.
(Copyright, 1917)
AUDITORS

MEET

Second Convention of Auditing Department of
Columbia Co. at Hotel McAlpin a Great Success— Important Matters Were Considered
The second annual convention of the auditing
department of the Columbia Graphophone Co.
was held at the Hotel McAlpin, New York, on
December 28 and 29. The two-day session was
devoted exclusively to a discussion of problems,
methods and systems of branch auditing, accounting, stock keeping and inventorying.
Henry C. Cox, comptroller of the company,
brought to the attention of the conference a new
manual of instructions for the guidance of the
company's bookkeepers, which will shortly be
ready for distribution to the branches, and explained such of its provisions as are new. The
discussion of these new features and of branch
accounting generally was highly interesting and
beneficial to everyone in attendance.
At the conclusion of the dinner at the hotel
on December 28 the entire party were the guests
of the company at the Century Theatre.
The convention adjourned late in the afternoon of the 29th, every one expressing appreciation of the benefit derived from the free discussion of so many topics of special interest.
Those present and assisting were: M. Dorian,
chief auditor, and E. O. Rockwood, T. Allan
Laurie, Homer Reid, H. L. Moorey, F. S.
Binger, W. G. Wustenfeld, W. E. C. Heym, F.
M. Snell, S. S. Gilroy, R. A. Grant, C. Klebart
and Harry P. Victor. Hayward Cleveland, one
of the veterans, was not able to be present, owing to his detention on the Pacific Coast, but
he sent a helpful telegram which was read to
his associates, and his place at the conference
table as well as at the banquet was marked by
a vacant chair.
A most gratifying and highly appreciated incident of the conference was the reading of a
letter from H. L. Willson, general manager of
the company, congratulating the auditing department on its fine work during the year and
wishing each member of the staff continued success and a Happy New Year.
CHARGE

OF DEPARTMENT

H. V. Boswell, formerly with the Rudolph
Wurlitzer Co., of Louisville, Ky., has taken

STOP
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and this is especially true of sales work. *
After the new clerk has seen how his friend
Bill, the traveling man, handles a difficult customer, and how quickly he gets under the hide
of the grouchy individual whose bark is usually
worse than his bite, he perks up considerably.

TAKES

lutely guaranteed.

G.

they know good methods when they see them.
Furthermore, they are nearly always more
than willing to co-operate with their customers
in every possible way, and if they are asked to
help in coaching a new hand, they will be glad
to do so.
Many of these old-timers have seen service
behind a counter themselves, and their suggestions are based on practical experience, and
consequently are worth more than a lot of finespun theories.
Sometimes a traveling man will jump in and
do a little sales work himself, if there happens
to be a lot doing on a busy day. An ounce of
demonstration is worth a pound of argument,

COLUMBIA
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few clerks, the proprietor can put in odd moments to good advantage in explaining to the
new employes the methods which it is intended
they shall use and something about the features
of the line handled.
In this connection it is well to note that
with new sales people having to be trained, now
is a good time to study the arrangement and
marking of record stock. Obsolete methods in
this respect, which were tolerable when experienced salesmen, familiar with all of the retails

The"Standard"Circular
Cleaner grips the surface and clings as if on
rails. A cleaner that
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the

York

charge of the Kaufman-Straus Co.'s talking machine department in that city. He succeeds
Robert Duffy, who is now with the Columbia
Graphophone Co., of Indianapolis.
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INDIANAPOLIS

REPORTS

A

PROSPEROUS

HOLIDAY

H. A. W. Smith, manager of the Pathe Shop,
said that nearly one-third of the large Christmas business was cash, and that the record
business was unusually good. The new Pathe
art models which Mr. Smith has on display are
attracting much favorable comment, and indications are that they will prove popular sellers.
The Pathe Shop has been using animated picture advertising in local theatres, showing people dancing to a Pathe machine and this advertising isproving worthwhile, Mr. Smith said.
H. E. Whitman, manager of the talking machine department of the Pearson Piano Co.,
said that the holiday business showed a demand
for the larger Edisons and Victrolas. The record business was so large the clerks were
worked overtime in caring for the customers.
A. E. Pfeiffer, manager of the Starr Piano
Co., said that the Starr machine enjoyed a good
sale during the holidays. The fact that it plays
all records made it popular with - the public,
Mr. Pfeiffer added.
Serge Hallman, manager of the Aeolian store,
said that the Vocalion department enjoyed a

SEASON

Large Percentage Did Cash Business — Dealers and Jobbers Report Trade Increases as Compared
With Last Year — Optimistic Regarding New Year — Interesting News Budget of the Month
Indianapolis, Ind., January 5.— The holiday business came up to the expectations of most of the
local talking machine dealers and apparently is
keeping up. The retailers are still busy selling
records and machines and the wholesale men report that orders from dealers have come in almost as steadily as before Christmas.
A noticeable feature of the business was the
large percentage of cash business and the size
of the down payments. Nearly all the dealers
comment on this.
Ben Brown, manager of the Columbia store,
said that the total increase in business over December of last year would run nearly SO per cent.
Increases in the business of dealers in the smaller
towns in his territory were especially noticed
by Mr. Brown. Mr. Brown is making arrangements to go to New York to attend the conference of the Columbia managers.
At the Stewart Talking Machine Co., distributors of the Victor line, business was reported
as far ahead of last year. Emerson Knight, advertising manager, said that he believed the Victor Co.'s advertising on the ground that music
was more essential during war than in peace
had proved effective in stimulating the business.
Jewell Cartmill, secretary of the Kipp Phonograph Co., said that business was not only bigger than last year before Christmas, but that it
was keeping up and that dealers throughout
their territory continued to send in orders after
Christmas. The demand for a few styles caused
a shortage, but the company was able to handle
its Christmas orders nicely.
R. S. Goldsbury, of the Pathe department of
the Mooney-Mueller-Ward Co., said the demand for records had almost depleted the stock.
The new art models of the Pathe have proved
popular and many orders are coming in for
these, Mr. Goldsbury said. The entire supply
of electric Pathes was sold out.
O. C. Maurer, in charge of the talking machine department of the Kiefer-Stewart Co., said
there appeared to be a strong demand for the
oak finish cabinets in the Sonora machines.
Business in the Stewart phonograph, which the
company also distributes, was remarkably good,
Mr. Maurer said. Dealers also made heavy
demands for the Emerson records. Mr. Maurer
said the outlook for business in the coming
year was exceptionally good.
A. H. Snyder, manager of the Edison Shop,
said that there was an increase in total business over last year, and that from December 15
the daily sales record showed a marked increase over any previous ones for the same
period with larger down payments and a trend
toward the higher-priced machines.
Mr. Snyder used an especially attractive window display just before Christmas. He had
the window fitted out like a living room and
had a woman and a five-year-old girl knitting
while two small children played on the floor

near an Edison machine. The Christmas spirit
and the showing of the place of the talking machine in the home were well brought out.
Newspaper advertising featured a similar idea.
George Standke, manager of the Brunswick
Shop, is highly pleased with the first holiday
business of his store, which ran above his expectations. Mr. Standke said he was pleasantly surprised at the size of the cash payments and
added that he believed in selling goods and
not terms. Prospects for a good year look
bright to Mr. Standke.
"I did not run short of machines because I
have been in the talking machine business long
enough to know how to get around that," said
Mr. Standke. "I did my buying early. I have
never been able to understand why experienced
talking machine men should ever complain of
any shortage. They know what the demand for
machines is during the holiday season and they
ought to get their orders in early. Let them
start ordering in the spring for their Christmas
business. They should not expect a factory to
be able to turn out their orders at the last

good holiday trade, and that business was holding up nicely.
C. P. Herdman, manager of the Columbia department of the Baldwin Piano Co. store, said
that his stock of machines had been so selected
in advance that he was able to get through the
holiday season without the usual trouble of running short of particular styles. A large part of
the business was from out-of-town buyers, and
this was nearly all cash.

Mr. Standke has a number of the new DeLuxe
minute." of the Brunswick on the way and almodels
ready he has sold the first sample model he
sot.
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Every dealer was pleased with the way we handled his holiday
orders, and with our local newspaper advertising with his name
attached.
We'd be glad to hear from you —maybe we have something of
interest to you.

The
BELL
TALKING
MACHINE
CORPORATION
Of fices and Show Rooms, 44 W. 37th St., New York
Factory, 1 to 7 West 139th St.
LOCAL TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTORS
Schubert Phonograph Distributing Co., 308 Lyceum BIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Smith-Woodward Piano Co., 1018 Capitol Ave., Houston, Tex.
J. A. Ryan, 3231 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
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SALES

DETROIT
914 Ford Building

CHICAGO
4414 No. Campbell Ave.
MUSIC

FOR

U. S. SOLDIERS

IN CUBA

How Uncle Sam's Boys Have Been Cared for
in This Important Essential, Thanks to Courtesy of R. C Ackerman and Otto Heineman
R. C. Ackerman, export manager of the Otto
Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., New York,
who returned recently from a trip through Central America and Cuba, brought with him the
accompanying photograph which depicts a body
of American soldiers in camp, near Camaguey
listening to a Vanophone machine playing
Emerson records. The
Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. handles both of these products in the foreign field,
and the company owes
this picture to the courtesy of Major Halford,
commanding officer of
the First Battalion,
Seventh Regiment, U.
S. Marines.
Mr. Ackerman made
Major

N.J.

N.Y.

TOLEDO.
OFFICES
ROCHESTER
159 St. Paul Street

posts of United States soldiers in Cuba. "Our
boys" are down in that country at the present
time co-operating with the Cuban forces to prevent any tampering with the sugar crops, and
the importance of this vigilance will be readily
realized by all who feel the scarcity of this all
important commodity.
SOUTH AMERICA LIKES THE 'TALKER'
There is said to be an increasingly good market in South America for talking machines made

Halford's acquaintance in Camaguey on the occasion of
one of the concerts American Marines Near Camaguey, Cuba, Enjoy Talking Machine Music
which Mr. Ackerman gave the guests of the
in this country, particularly for those made to
sell at wholesale for from $4.50 to $25 each,
hotel. Major Halford has had long experience in Latin countries, having been in the
says the New York Times. Several large commission houses in this city with connections in
Philippines as well -as Cuba. As members of
the Southern markets report having done an
Mr. Ackerman's family have fought in every
U. S. war from 1776 down to the service of extremely good business this fall in these lines.
It is pointed out by the head of one of these
Lieut. Ackerman on Admiral Dewey's flagship
houses that South Americans are a music-lovin the Philippines, Major Halford was pleased
ing people, and that the popular-priced talking
to accept Mr. Ackerman's offer of a gift for the
machine of good reproduction and tone qualities
United States soldiers of a Vanophone and a collection of Emerson records.
is a great favorite with them. Also it is said
Otto Heineman, president of the Otto Heinethat this country is getting a large part of the
business in these lines which formerly went to
man Phonograph Supply Co., has amplified this
Europe, which it will hold after the war is over.
by making an equivalent present to each of the

OHIO.

UTILIZING

BOSTON
723 Oliver Building
VACANT

WINDOW

SPACE

Placing Record Posters in Vacant Store Windows Opens a New Avenue of Publicity for
the Progressive Talking Machine Retailer
The United States Government in the exploitation of the various Liberty Bond issues
has seen fit to put posters in the windows of
every available vacant store. This is an ide»which if not immediately opportune for the talking machine dealer may be of value at a later
date. Record posters could undoubtedly be
placed in the windows of many vacant stores
at a very slight expe'nse, and if it is advisable
to spend thousands of dollars in order to have
one window front on a prominent street, it is
probably good business to have as many window fronts speak for your business as is possible, especially when the cost of the additional
ground street windows is very small.
DISPLAY

SERVICE

CO. MOVES

The Display Service Co., formerly located at
16 West Nineteenth street, has moved to 114
West Seventeenth street, New York. This
company specializes on original and artistic window displays and has lately been catering to the
wants of the talking trade. It is now sending out catalogs describing its products.
DEALERS EVERYWHERE ARE SELLING
QUANTITIES OF OUR
HANALEI
BANJUKES
(Ukuleles in Banjo Form)
A bigger hit than the Ukulele because much louder
and more pleasing in tone, and of more substantial
construction. Perfect two octave scales. A thoroughly practical instrument for both solo plaving
and club work. Send for illustrated catalogue and
price list today, as
The Banjuke Is One of the Biggest Sellers
in the Musical Instrument Line.
SHERMAN,
CLAY
& CO.
Sole Manufacturers
163 Kearny Street
San Francisco
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PAY THE RENT

Posters Advertising Special Records Can Readily
Be Attached to Sides of Vehicles

How the Sonora Phonograph Agency in Atlantic
City Has Built Up a Successful Trade

The idea has recently been advanced of advertising records by the use of poster cards
prominently displayed on the sides of the dealer's delivery wagons or delivery cars. A good
many of the posters which feature individual records or general types of records such as the
Hawaiian are of a standard size. This makes
it easy to attach a frame moulding on the side
of the car with a slit in the top to permit removing old posters and inserting new ones. A car or
wagon moving down the street invariably attracts the attention of pedestrians, and it seems
quite likely that the brilliant record posters will
implant the idea in the minds of a good many
to drop in to buy this or that particular record.
The children, or the people in the street, are
also likely to be attracted and their comment
is also apt to produce sales.

Atlantic City, N. J., January 5. — When the
Sonora Phonograph Agency was established at
711 Boardwalk, this city, about three years ago,
it was predicted that it would never succeed,
because people on that thoroughfare were there
for pleasure rather than business, moreover,
others had tried but had failed. Good-natured
ones deemed it might be possible to make both
ends meet were several different makes han-

PATENTS

CLEVER

WINDING

Emile Kaliski Invents System for Winding
Machine by Raising and Lowering Cover

The big things of life are the unexpected
ones. The little things, the courtesies, the right
hand of fellowship, the smile, all pave the way
to the Big Opportunity. Be courteous to every
man, give him your best service, no matter
what his clothes, no matter where his home.

windows constantly. This has proven a splendid trade attracter, and emphasizes also the
value of the window-dressing department, published in The World each month, to talking machine dealers throughout the country. The picture herewith is rather a poor representation of
one of the many methods used in window display by Mr. Jordan. He has made it a point to
arrange a proper window for the special seasons of the year as well as for special days.
By this means he has increased Sonora sales
beyond expectations, and this despite financial
conditions and the high cost of living, due to
war times.
TALKER

DEVICE

Emile Kaliski, president of the Kaliski Music
Co., Ltd., Monroe, La., has just secured a patent
on a clever winding device for talking machines.
In Mr. Kaliski's invention the raising and lowering of the lid of the machine serve to operate
the racket wheel connected with the motor and
thereby winds up the spring without further
attention. The advantage claimed for the new
winding device is that it obviates the necessity
of marring the side of the talking machine case
to provide an opening for the usual winding key.

January 15. 1918

Window of Sonora Phonograph Agency
died, but with one instrument — most assuredly
not!
Nevertheless, A. E. Jordan, of the Sonora
Phonograph Agency, has proven how unwise it
is to prophesy, for he has made good in his
venture, thanks to his original methods of attracting the attention of the millions who pass
his store in a year. The keynote of his success may be discovered in his clever window
displays, which never fail to attract, and the
line he handles. He believes that a good window should pay the rent, and this means much,
for rents are high on the Boardwalk.
With this end in view the Sonora Phonograph
Agency has made a practice of changing its

HELPS

THE

ORDER

CLERK

A talking machine of the dictating type has
been put to new and excellent use by a prominent Eastern concern. It had been the practice
for the telephone order clerk to write out the
order in longhand as it was received over the
wire and then repeat it to the customer for verification. Now a talking machine has been installed and the order clerk repeats the order over
the telephone and into the transmitter of the
dictating machine at the same time. When a
cylinder is full it is taken to a typist to be transcribed. The saving of time is considerable, and
it is declared that mistakes have also been cut
to a minimum.
FEATURE

RECORD

SELLING

CABINET

Emerson dealers throughout the country are
utilizing to excellent advantage a record selling
cabinet which is well calculated to produce and
stimulate sales. This cabinet, which is designated as "Emerson Record Selling Cabinet Xo.
4," is of all steel construction and holds 100
records. It has ten separate compartments or
pockets, each holding about ten records in envelopes, ten titles visible. All parts and joints
of the cabinet are electrically welded into one
solid fixture, and it presents a very attractive
appearance.

DAYTON

MOTORS

They
Stand for Excellence
of Motor Construction.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Your success as a phonograph builder depends upon the success
your instruments enjoy in the home. That success will be short
lived if the instruments are built of other than the best parts
obtainable. Therefore, the best motor must be used — the best tone
arm, the best sound box.
In the Dayton Motor we have that best motor. Because it is
simple of construction. Because it is noiseless and will not mingle
a single discordant sound with the strains of artist or opera record.
Because it runs evenly and without vibration.
Those are the reasons why the Dayton Motor excels. Those are
the reasons why an avalanche of business from builders of phonographs who know a super-grade motor has forced us to reincorporate
our Company on a larger scale in order to handle the business.
The

DAYTON

TONE
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Run without
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Vi-

up and give

long service.
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build business.

and

You, Mr. Builder, are striving for success in phonograph building.
Be sure you build upon a foundation of excellence and permanence
rather than upon one of sand. Use Dayton Motors, Dayton Tone
Arms, and Dayton Sound Boxes.
Please the user by placing in your instruments parts that will
satisfy To do so is to build a customer business that will redound
to your credit in a bigger and a better business.
Dayton Tone Arms and Dayton Sound Boxes — like Dayton Motors
come in several sizes. All are built scientifically and at prices
that will interest you.
Write today for complete information. Investigation is always
worth while and we invite it.

Thomas
Manufacturing I Company,
Dayton,
322 BOLT STREET
:
: :
:
:
MAKERS OF
MOTORS—

Run
Run

ARMS—

Ohio
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BOXES
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To say that there is a serious shortage of
records most in demand is to reiterate a fact
that has been most painfully impressed upon
the average jobber and retailer during the past
few weeks who has seen hundreds of dollars
in potential sales lost because certain types of
records could not be delivered rapidly enough.
At the same time the jobber or retailer saw on
his shelves hundreds of records that under ordinary circumstances might be considered fair
sellers, but in no sense "hits," and insofar as the
present was concerned simply represented tiedup capital.
With holiday business past, it would seem
that this phase of the situation should receive
more than casual consideration. Any man who
knows anything at all about records will realize
that the really worth-while selections in the
record catalog are not in any sense confined to
the half-dozen or so numbers that are featured
strongly each month with special placards or
by other means. He knows as a matter of fact
that there are real gems on his shelves that
require only proper exploitation to insure their
sale. Knowing these facts it is up to him to
get busy.
Educational work in the talking machine store
is too often accepted as meaning the work of
interesting school authorities and school children in records included in special educational
lists. In short, educational work is taken to
mean school work, when as a matter of fact
the term should be applied with equal strength
to the education of the grown-up in what the
record lists as a whole have to offer.
The average owner of a talking machine, unless he is unusually enthusiastic, does not take
the trouble to delve deeply into the mysteries
of the record catalog in an effort to discover
hidden numbers that may appeal to him. For
the most part the talking machine owner follows the current supplements with more or less
regularity and finds therein a sufficient number
of records to meet his requirements without
considering the records that have gone before.
In this particular he requires educating just
as much as the child in order that he may realize
the good things that are hidden away among
the thousands of records listed in the ordiOPEN

TALKING

to
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the

WORLD

By

Attention

nary catalog, and thereby keep the retailer's
stock moving by purchasing such records occasionally. He is not going to do the delving himself. He is not going to select a dozen records
by their names only and spend an hour having
them tested only to find that none meets with
his particular requirements. The dealer will
have to do this work for him.
It is a known fact in good salesmanship that
the customer can be handled much more satisfactorily and quickly if he is limited in his

Help
Find

the

Customer

the Hidden

Gems

in the

Catalog"

Record

Bringing

selections. In buying a cravat, for instance, a
man will pick out one from half a dozen shown
him and be satisfied much more easily than if
he tries to make a selection from a rack containing a hundred or more cravats of varied designs.
The same rule applies to record selling and the
answer is this:
In addition to featuring the new records
monthly, the dealer should also make it a point
to play for each customer from the catalog numbers two or three records of various types that
he knows to be good. In a surprising number
of cases the customer will take at least one
of these records, of which he previously knew
nothing and probably cared less, because it has
been hidden from him in a mass of other
records.
It must be remembered that the 'companies
do not record selections on the spur of the moment. There is always some point, either in the
character of the music itself or in connection
with the recording artists, that is calculated to

of

Buyers

make that record of special interest. The retailer, ifhe is alive, will recognize and emphasize this point, and give the customer some idea
of why that particular record is worthy of attention.
These hidden records may also be featured
profitably with the newer releases in window
displays. One record thus shown alone with
the proper sign attached to it is bound to attract attention, and likewise result in some sales
if the selection is a good one. Displayed alone
it cannot but help stand out prominently, and
this system
display a will
be found"
morecatalog
effective than toof group
dozen
or more
records in one display on a chance that one
or two may be selected. In other words, limit
the range of choice, and the customer makes a
selection with that much greater readiness.
The featuring of catalog records in special
ways is not in any sense a theory. Dealers in
various sections have been doing just that thing
for years and, be it said, doing it most successfully, with the result that their entire stock of
records has kept turning over in a way that has
made it an asset instead of a liability.
It is a very fine thing to announce and advertise that a dealer has on hand every record
in a certain catalog, but it does not pay to have
every record simply as a talking point. Every
record in the catalog is intended to sell, and
with very few exceptions will sell if given the
proper attention.
This fact is proven by the special holiday
lists on which appear records that have been issued years before. Ordinarily they could lie on
the shelf and disintegrate into dust before being
asked for by a customer, but by properly exploiting certain selections as being most appropriate for the Yuletide, they attract attention
thai means sales.
Giving talking machine owners the records
they come in and demand is not salesmanship.
It is simply order taking. To take a record out
of stock and convince them that it is the record
they want, means selling goods, and that is
what the average talking machine dealer will
have to do during 1918 if he wants to keep on
doing business and make a profit while waiting
for the delayed delivery of the self-selling hits.

LABORATORY

Emerson Phonograph Co. Has Special Quarters
in the Columbia Trust Co. Building, 362 Fifth
Avenue, New York, for Recording Purposes
The Emerson Phonograph Co., New York,
manufacturer of Emerson records, has announced the opening of a new recording laboratory, which is up-to-date in every detail and
acousticall)*- perfect. This laboratory is located
on the fourth floor of the Columbia Trust Co.'s
Building at 362 Fifth avenue, on the corner of
Thirty-fourth street, and easily accessible.
The floor has been equipped throughout with
the most modern and approved types of recording mechanism, and Arthur Bergh, musical director of the Emerson Phonograph Co., personally supervised the installation of the machinery and the lay-out of the different rooms
and offices. There are two large-sized recording rooms, with two orchestras, and nothing has
been spared to facilitate the work of the artists
and the recording experts.
For some time past the Emerson Phonograph
Co. has been looking for a new recording laboratory, for it had outgrown its first laboratory
a few months after placing on the market its
seven-inch universal cut record, and with the
advent of its new nine-inch record new recording quarters were absolutely imperative. The
present laboratory will give the company an opportunity to adequately handle both its seveninch and nine-inch recordings.

Phon
d'Amour
THE
TONE
MASTERPIECE
To truly appreciate the Phon d'Amour it must be seen,
heard and compared. One must see and have explained
the Fritzsch inventions — the marvelous wooden
the ingenious reproducer and sound amplifier.
One

must

diaphragm,

hear a favorite record played, first on another

instrument, and then on the Phon d'Amour.
Then will come the realization that here indeed is a wonder
phonograph — a marvelous, artistic instrument that plays any record
of whatever style or make, that glorifies the best made records
and niters the imperfections from less worthy ones, a phonograph
that establishes a new and higher standard of artistry and craftsmanship. See it, hear it play, compare it.
Ike FRITZSCH

PHONOGRAPH

the

COMPANY

228-230 West 7th Street. Cincinnati, O.

Copyright Comoaoy
1917 by
TheTrade-Mark.
Fnusch Phouugraph
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JOHN H. WILSON, MANAGER,
Boston, Mass., January 3. — The aftermath of
Christmas is not exactly pleasant to consider.
It is not due to trade exactly that there is a
depressing feeling abroad, but to the weather,
which has been so excessively cold as to hamper
trade of pretty nearly every description. Boston
along with other parts of New England and
the East has been in the grip of a frigid wave,
which has continued for a number of days. At
this writing a snowstorm is setting in which
may add to the difficulties and during such
weather as is now being experienced here people will not go out unless for the most urgent
reasons. At the cantonments — one here may
speak specifically for Camp Devens at Ayer —
the weather has been colder than here, but the
soldiers have been able to keep comfortable, and
it has been a godsend that they have had so
many Victors, Columbias, Edisons and the like
to keep them entertained. During the past
several weeks a number of machines have been
sent to the camp largely through the thoughtfulness of friends. Added to the general cold
situation there is the fuel problem, which is
getting more acute every day, and a few of the
talking machine warerooms have barely escaped
closing because of empty bins. But in such
cases a load of coal arrived at the eleventh hour
and saved the situation.
Christmas Business Late But Strong
Xow to go back to the Christmas business.
It did not begin as early in December as it
should, but almost in every case the really busy
period started on the 15th. From then on all
the warerooms were filled, and on the Saturday and Monday before the holiday there were
crowds of people besieging the retail establishments. Take it all in all, the business done in
Boston was surprisingly good considering the
general conditions. Several places were heard
from where a bigger business could have been
done if the requisite amount of goods could
have been secured from the factory. One interesting feature of the Victor business was the
heavy demand for the records of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, which were first announced in the December catalog. Toward the
end of the month there was scarcely a dealer
who had a single one in stock.
Busy Times at Steinert's
The business of M. Steinert & Sons Co. for
December was a surprisingly good one. Both
the company's warerooms in Boylston street
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man's good men who are in the nation's' service, Joseph Carlson and John Canivan, have
dropped in to pay their respects, which helped
to brighten up things up a bit. Carlson is in
the Signal Corps at Camp Devens, and he has
more than one object in calling around as often
as he can. Carnivan, who had a furlough at the
Christmas season, is with the rifle range at Annapolis. Md.
Attending Meeting of Columbia Managers
Manager Fred E. Mann, of the Columbia Co..
is in New York to remain for the rest of the
week. He went over especially for an important meeting. M. C. Perkins has arrived in town
from Springfield, to become assistant to Manager Mann. Mr. Perkins was the manager of
the Springfield branch which was discontinued,
as mentioned in this department last month.
The business at the Columbia headquarters was
extremely heavy, and it is a notable fact that
the heaviest call was for the high-priced machines.
New Vocalion Period Styles
Manager R. S. Hibshman, of the Vocalion Co.,
is telling his patrons of the new period styles
which the company has lately put out. There
are sixteen of them and they are magnificent
examples of the cabinet-maker's art. Several
of these are already in Manager Hibshman's
Eoylston street warerooms.
Increase in Emerson Record Prices
Local Manager Oscar W. Ray, of the Emerson
Phonograph Co.. is making known to the dealers
in his territory news of the advance in the price
of Emerson records beginning January 15, the
new price to be 35 cents. Those dealers with
whom he has come in such personal touch so
as to discuss the situation are more than satisfied with the new arrangement, as it gives them
a wider margin of profit, and will give them
more of an opportunity to develop their territories. Under this new plan dealers will get
their first shipment of goods direct from the
factory, and subsequent shipments will be delivered from the Boston headquarters. Mr.
Ray says he plans to give dealers the quickest
kind of service, and he is looking for a most
prosperous year ahead. The dealers are now
getting the new foreign catalog of records, and
those that have been tried out are adjudged as
good records as have appeared on the market
in a long time, especially with regard to the
band numbers.
Ill
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with thirteen good "dealers in Boston and the
suburbs, and he plans in the very near future
to increase this number to twenty-four. Six
agencies have been placed in Providence, all of
them high-grade places. Among the latest
dealers to take on the Sonora are the United
Talking Machine Co., of Brockton, and the
C. F. Wing Co., of New Bedford. Mianager
Nelson says the holiday business was way ahead
of what had been looked for, and this was especially true of the Jordan Marsh Co., the largest
department store dealers in Boston, which had
taken on the Sonora only a few weeks before.
Ditson Business Only Limited by Supplies
The Victor business at the Oliver Ditson Co.
was excellent during the holidays. According
to Manager Henry A. Winkelman it would have
been better if the factory could have sent the
goods as fast as the}- were needed. While
speaking enthusiastically of the holiday business
Mr. Winkelman qualifies the statement by saying that had the general conditions been as in
former years the demand for goods would have
been phenomenal.
Two of Manager WinkelII

is based

he

And
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and in Arch street, which latter place is so convenient to the downtown business section, had
a busy time of it from the first part- of the
month. Russell Steinert, manager of the Victor business of the company, told your correspondent that there were times when the eleven
booths on the second floor and all of those on
the ground floor were occupied by patrons, and
so great was the crowd that records had to be
tried out even in the foyer and the corridors.
Planning New Columbia Stores
At the warerooms of the Grafonola Co., of
New England, Manager Arthur C. Erisinan reports a good business also. The total sales
in machines and records were of an exceedingly
gratifying character. Since the return of Norman Mason as sales manager for this house
there has been a betterment of conditions, for
he, through his previous association with Manager Erisman, knows exactly what is demanded
by the store's customers. For a week or so
before the holidays Manager Erisman established a store in Federal street close to the
South Station and- quite a number of machines
were sold. Plans are under way to locate several stores throughout the city.
Many New Sonora Dealers
Manager Richard Nelson, of the Sonora, has
in the past four weeks placed this equipment
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Old Department Store Closes Doors
The W. & A. Bacon Co., one of the oldest
established department stores in the city, has
finally closed its doors. It met with financial
difficulties back in August, and the business was
placed in the hands of receivers, but the general business conditions have been such that
the company has not been able to weather the
storm, much to the regret of its many friends.
The Victor, Columbia, as well as the Emerson
Cos., were represented in the talking machine
department, which, under the management of
George J. Krumscheid, has been doing a very
good business, this being one of the best paying
departments in the whole store.
Greetings From W. S. Parks
W. S. Parks, the new manager of the Baltimore Columbia warerooms, did not forget his
Boston friends during the holidays, as many of
them received holiday greetings, showing that
he had not forgotten the happy days spent in
Boston as assistant to Manager Fred E. Mann.
Mr. Parks sends word that he is now quite his
old self again.
Interesting Personal Items
Manager Richard Nelson, of the Sonora Co.,
and his family spent Christmas with his father's
family in Albany. The senior Mr. Nelson is
the Episcopal Bishop of the Albany diocese.
Interesting letters continue to be received
from John Alsen, who is with the 101st Regiment somewhere in France. Several of these
letters come from Alsen's old associates in
George Lincoln Parker's Victor and Edison department, ofwhich he was manager before leaving to join the army.
One of the latest of the salesmen to join
Manager Arthur Erisman's staff at the warerooms of the Grafonola Co., of New England,
is Louis Besserer, who comes into the business with a wide knowledge of music, as he is
an accomplished violinist. For some time he
was leading violinist in the orchestra of the
Boston Opera House. He is proving an able
salesman and a genial, affable manner serves him
well in dealing with customers.
Brunswick Expansion in Boston Territory
The Brunswick phonograph is steadily growing in popularity throughout the New England
territory, thanks to the indefatigable labors of
R. H. Booth, manager of the local office. The
instrument is not only well represented in this
city just now, but agencies are being closed in
every city of importance throughout the East.
The tone quality of the Brunswick, thanks to individual constructive features, has made a strongappeal to purchasers, and the general character
of the case design is always artistic, and the
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finish excellent. Mr. Booth has a capable road
staff who are doing good work. Mr. Walter
is now visiting a number of points in the New
England territory and is making some very excellent connections for the Brunswick. The
general trade outlook as far as this house is
concerned is most gratifying, and 1918 promises
to be a record-breaker.
H. L. Royer Adds the Sonora
Herbert L. Royer found very little time to
himself during the holidays, and with his Victor
outfits he showed his patrons the Sonora, which
he now carries in stock.
Royer's place around
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the corner from Summer street was found by
many persons to be a very convenient place.
Manager Longfellow, of the Edison and Victor department of Chickering & Sons, lost the
services of L. C. Christensen, his repair man, a
fortnight ago, he having gone into the naval reserve, and is stationed at Hingham.
Ricardo Constantino, son of the famous singer,
who is attached to the staff at the Grafonola
Co., of New England, is going over Saturday to
New York and Bridgeport, where he plans to
study the late models of the Columbia machines,
(Continued on page 22)
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both at the warerooms and the factory. He also
will visit his brother, Antonio Constantino, who
is in charge of the record department of the
Columbia's Fifth avenue store.
William Ellsler returned a few days ago from
New York, where he went to spend the holiday with his aged mother. Ellsler is one of
the valued employes of the Grafonola Co. of
New England.
Taking an Inventory
Manager Silliman, of the Pardee, Ellenberger
Co., has been extremely busy since the holidays
taking an inventory of the stock of the Edison
equipment, and in this he has been assisted by
his staff of traveling men, who have not as yet
started off into their respective territories.
Manager Silliman reports a very good December business throughout New England, and the
indications look good, he says, for a brisk business from now on. Mr. Pardee, head of the
house, who was in town a few days ago, is well
pleased at the business done during the past year.
Activity With Talking Machine Co.
The Eastern Talking Machine Co. found its
convenient location in Tremont street of the
greatest advantage during the Christmas season, and throughout most of the month of December the warerooms, with their comfortable
booths were filled with buyers, who were bent
on purchasing the more expensive outfits. The
Eastern had a very heavy call for the records of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and its large
supply, laid in very early, was soon exhausted.
Handsomely Decorated Warerooms
Among the handsomely decorated Victor and
Edison warerooms during the Christmas season
those of the C. C. Harvey Co. in Boylston street
were among the more artistic, largely because an
artist and professional decorator takes care of
the scheme each season. Manager White and
his staff of clerks had a busy time of it attending to customers for the past several weeks.
Kept Busy on Deliveries
Warren Batchelder, manager of the Victor department of the A. M. Hume Co., had such a
busy season that for several nights toward
Christmas teams were delivering Victor outfits
way into the early morning.
R. A. Young, who took charge of the Victrola department of the H. Batterman Co., the
large department store at Broadway and Flushing avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., last October, reports having closed a very satisfactory holiday
business. Mr. Young was formerly with the
Lion store in Toledo, O.
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Read the Trade Mark carefully,
that It isand
trulyyou'll agree
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Attractive Window Prepared by New Dealers'
Service Department of Columbia Co. Should
Stimulate the Trade of Dealers

The World's Musical Instrument
Improves All Records
Send for our Special Propo&ilion
HOFFAY TALKING MACHINE CO., Inc.
3 West 29th Street
New York City

The new dealer service department of the
Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, which
is under the management of H. L. Tuers, has
prepared a February window display that is
even more effective than the one which was introduced to Columbia dealers last month. This
latter display was accorded a welcome reception from Columbia representatives throughout
the country, who state that it proved a powerful stimulant to record and machine sales.
The February display, which is shown here-

A. M. STEWART

PLAYS

SANTA

CLAUS

President of Stewart Talking Machine Co., Indianapolis, Makes Substantial Christmas Gift
to Every Employe of the Company
Indianapolis, Ind., January 5.— Santa Claus,
through the medium of Alexander M. Stewart,
president of the Stewart Talking Machine Co.,
well-known Victor distributors of
this city, was very
good to ployesthe
emof that
company. Mr.
Stewart personally visited each of
the many employes of the
company
on
Christmas Eve,
and in addition to
extending the
usual greetings of
the season preeach member ofsentedthe
staff
with a substantial
gift as a mark of
appreciation for
loyal
rendered services
during
the year. 1917.

Columbia Window Display for
with, consists of a Handy Orchestra cut-out,
three half-sheet cards featuring new Columbia
records, two quarter-sheet cards announcing
new records by Oscar Seagle and Bert Williams,
six small cut-outs and a series of price tickets.
This display well reflects the determination of
the new department to furnish Columbia dealers with a series of highly artistic window displays which will act as an impetus to sales.
The February window display is lithographed
in eight colors, and the display is furnished to
the dealers at actual manufacturing cost, which
is exceedingly small, compared with the value of
the material supplied. This low cost is made
possible by the fact that the Columbia dealer
service department is in a position to order very
large quantities, which lowers the cost per unit.
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Portland, Ore., January 3. — Miss A. Bennett,
of Eilers Music House, this city, has the reputation of being the best record seller in Portland.
She sold over $2,000 worth of records during
December. Miss Bennett says there is a constant demand for the "Missouri Waltz," and
they can not get enough records of "There's a
Long, Long Trail," for which there is a big
demand. Many machines are being sold by this
house.
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by the way, has
proved the record year in the history of the
Stewart Co., and this means much when the business record of this enterprising Indianapolis
house is considered.
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and records. Opera music suggests an operatic
window. There are many scenes from operas
that can easily be incorporated in your window
displays. Instrumental solo records, dance
music, music for special occasions such as
Easter, the Fourth of July, Christmas, Washington's Birthday, all suggest good ideas for
window trimming.

CONVENE

Very Successful Gathering of Edison Dealers Held in Milwaukee-^Tone Test Given at the Pabst
Theatre a Feature of the Convention — Many Interesting Papers Read — Officials Present

Milwaukee, Wis., January 5.— One of the
recent successful conventions of Edison dealers
was that held at the Hotel Wisconsin, this city,
recently and which was attended by approximately 150 dealers in the Wisconsin zone, many
of them accompanied by their wives. F. K.
Babson and C. E. Goodwin, of the Phonograph
Co., of Chicago; T. J. Leonard, general sales
manager of the musical phonograph division of
Thomas A. Edison, Inc.; L. A. Zollner, supervisor for Thomas A. Edison, Inc., in the Milwaukee zone; and A. E. Schiller, mechanical instructor for Thomas A. Edison, Inc., in the
Milwaukee zone, also were present.
One of the features of the convention was a
tone test at the Pabst Theatre, given by Julia
Heinrich, formerly of the Metropolitan Opera
Co.; the lecturer representing the Edison laboratories was Miss Huldah Voedisch. This tone
test was given to a capacity house and aroused
much enthusiasm.
Another feature of the convention was the
banquet at the Hotel Wisconsin, which was attended by most of the dealers and their wives
who attended the convention.
As is the rule at all the dealers' conventions
the addresses of company officials were supplemented by business papers read by the dealers
themselves. One of the most interesting of
these was that of W. E. Bosshard, of Tomah,
Wis., on the subject of "How I Make Tone Tests
Pay." Mr. Bosshard described in detail how
he had gone about arousing interest in tone
tests and sent out invitations to 600 people and
had succeeded in packing the local armory to
the doors, although its seating capacity was 600.
He told of the work done by the artists and
how he had followed up the tone tests by keeping in touch with those who had attended. One
of the immediate results of the test was two
cash sales of C-250 instruments. Mr. Bosshard
concluded by saying that he had been repaid
many times for the expense connected with the
tone tests by the interest it aroused locally in
the New Edison and the actual business booked
as a result.
Another particularly interesting paper was that
on "Window Displays," read by Geo. Eicholz,
of Milwaukee, who said in part:
"When you first look for a location for your
store you take into consideration three things —
floor space for selling your goods; your window
space; and how many people pass the location
of your selection. The value of your location
is judged by the latter two things and from
your window and the passer-by you must get
your money back. As the speaker before me
said, you must create a desire before you can
sell, so your window display must be staged in
such a manner as to create a desire to own in
the passer-by.
"If you advertise in a newspaper (which is
considered the best form of advertising) and
you get 15 per cent, of its readers to see your
ad, you certainly get returns; but with a good
window display you can stop 50 per cent, of the
people passing; therefore, I say your window is
the best form of advertising, with the newspaper
second.
"You may say, 'I have often tried to stage a
good window but failed.' I say try until you
get one or two good displays and they will suggest other good displays, and after once succeeding you will wonder why you ever failed in
displaying your goods to the best possible advantage.
"You will ask, What do you consider a good
window or what constitutes a good window?
Your record catalog will give you many ideas
as to a good display; almost each selection
listed therein is a good title for a window display; for instance:
"Your Hawaiian records suggest a Hawaiian
window and that interests people who have a
machine in Hawaiian records, also it interests

people that love Hawaiian music in a machine.
'Old Folks at Home,' 'My Old Kentucky Home,'
'Dixie' and other Southern melodies suggest a
display of Southern folk songs. Such a window
sells Southern melody records as well as machines to people that like the old songs of the
South. Patriotic music suggests a patriotic dis-

"And now I am going to tell you what we do
if we want to make an especially good display.
We call all the boys together in the store and
tell them to suggest something for a good display. Each makes a suggestion and then we
work it out together, so that our best windows

play.
"I find that the most attractive displays can
always be made by a combination of machines
VICTOR

CO. SUES

have never been a one man's idea."
CONCENTRATE

FOR INFRINGEMENT

for Featuring Machine Named "Victoria"
Omaha, Neb., January 4. — The Victor Talking Machine Co., of Camden, N. J., filed suit in
Federal Court last week against Brodegaard
Bros. Co., operating a jewelry store at Sixteenth
and Douglas streets. The plaintiff alleges that

DISPLAYS

Houston, Tex., January 7.— The Haverty Furniture Co., of this city, has a. ways made it a
point to paj particular attention to its window
displays, recjgnizing that the proper dressing
of a window very often yields handsome dividends in actual sales, in addition to furnishing

the defendant is infringing the plaintiff's trade
mark and trade name and misleading the public.
The complaint states that Brodegaard Bros.
Co. is selling the "Victoria"; that' the name
"Victoria" is placed on the machine in the same
position as the name "Victor" on the plaintiff's
well-known machine and that folders are printed
.n such a way as to mislead the public into believing that the "Victoria" talking machine is
the "Victor."
Samples of the folders advertising the machine
are appended to the complaint. It is pointed out
that one of these folders shows a picture of a
man standing beside the "Victoria" machine and
holding in his hands a "Victor" record, all of
which, it is alleged, is part of an intention to
mislead and deceive the public. A photograph
of the window at Sixteenth and Douglas streets
containing the display of the machines is also

Artistic Display of Haverty Co.
invaluable publicity for the house and the products that are featured.
The Haverty Furniture Co. handles the line
of Columbia Grafonolas and Columbia records
manufactured by the Columbia Graphophone
Co., New York, and these products have formed
the basis for many effective displays. House
furnishings and talking machines lend themselves admirably to comt'.ied display, and the
accompanying illustration will give a fair idea
of the attractiveness of some of the Haverty
Furniture Co. 's windows. This is only one of
several recent artistic efforts.

appended, with a sign reading "Victoria talking machine, $45." The advertising folders are
printed in foreign languages.
The petition is signed by Charles K. Haddon,
vice-president of the Victor Talking Machine
Co. It states also that the trade name, good
will, etc., of the Victor Co. "are worth far more
than
$1,000,000."
Damages
are asked from the defendant and
an injunction preventing the defendant from
continuing to offer the "Victoria" machine for
sale under that name.

ALBUM

ON WINDOW

How the Haverty Furniture Co. Brings the Columbia Line to Public Attention

Brings Action Against Brodegaard Bros. Co.,
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The young salesman in question has plenty of
ambition and pep, and, as the manager expressed
it, the gall of a brass monkey, but unquestionably lacks polish. He rarely lets a prospect get
away. He can enjoy the experience of being
thrown out almost bodily following a definite
refusal of the prospect to buy the machine he
offers and then call up in the morning and explain that he has reserved a special model, and
then ask shipping directions. Putting it over in
that manner is almost his daily habit.
The real gem of his work, however, cropped
out recently when, being the only salesman left
on the floor, the manager was reluctantly compelled to send him out -in answer to an inquiry
from a prominent society woman. The best
the manager hoped for was to hold the prospect
until a polished salesman could get on the job.
The young man in question called on the lady,

THE POLISH

How One Young Man Managed to Handle the
High-Class Trade on Sheer Nerve — Was so
Rough and Nervy That He Proved Most Entertaining to the Bright Lights of Society
In practically every treatise on salesmanship
one reads that the salesman must of necessity
cultivate a most refined bearing, that he must
learn to place himself apparently in the social
position of his prospect. If he is dealing with a
plebeian he must act as the plebeian, but when he
deals with a society queen he should have that
in his manner which conveys that he is of an
equal, if not a little superior, social plane.
As is the case with all rules, the foregoing has
its exceptions, and one of the exceptions was
brought to light recently in an Eastern city.

January IS, 1918

spent the greater part of the evening entertaining her in his own crude way, and solemnly assured her that she was indeed fortunate in being able to command his time, inasmuch as his
special work with the talking machine company
was to take care of the higher class trade, leaving the ordinary salesman to handle the usual
run of things. He actually convinced the woman
that she needed a model costing several hundred dollars and closed the sale on that basis.
The manager reached the store the next morning prepared to inquire where the good salesman should start on the case, when he received
a message from the society matron asking, with
an ill-concealed laugh in her voice, for "the
young man reserved for the high-class trade."
It developed later that several of the most
polished salesmen in town had called on that
particular prospect, but that the rough boy with
an exhibition of nerve that would have abashed
anyone more polished had simply galloped away
with the prize. The lady explained that he was
the funniest and most entertaining salesman she
had dealt with for some time. She simply
couldn't turn him down without an order.
WHY

CASH

TRADE

IS ADVISABLE

George E. Brightson, President of the Sonora
Phonograph Sales Corp., Inc., Speaks With
Approval of Credit Men's Resolutions
George E. Brightson, president of Sonora
Phonograph Sales Corp., Inc., recently spoke
with the utmost approval of the resolutions
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It was a further belief of the conference that
foodstuffs and the daily necessities of the home
be
purchased and sold on a cash basis alone.
purchase."
"Carrying beyond a short period individual
credits should neither be asked nor granted under the unusual conditions of to-day," said a
second resolution, "and it is sincerely urged
that this recommendation govern the credit
granting of retail merchants, and its reasonableness be so presented to the consumer that no
dispute may arise regarding its absolute necessity. Observance of this plan will keep at a
minimum the total sum of individual credits and
release capital that may be required for the national defense.

"We are well pleased with Delpheon and think you have
made a great improvement by the use of two reproducers
and the improved horn. Delpheon sells on its merit . . .
We are only sorry that we did not get in touch with you
before, so that we could have spent some of our advertising money and energy on Delpheon instead of other
makes in the past two years."
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adopted by
New Yorkran:Credit Men's Association. the
The resolutions
"Recognizing that the credit granted by the
retail merchant to the consumer, known technically as the individual credit, is one of the most
rigid forms of credit, and that it is neither wise
nor economic to tie up large amounts of capital
in such forms of credit, it is sincerely recommended both to the retail merchant and to the
consumer that all forms of supplies be purchased and sold on terms of payment the first
of the month following the date of purchase, or
in no event beyond thirty days from the date of

points

on trial will prove

for it.

"This is precisely what I have been advocating
for a long time," said Mr. Brightson, "and it is
a pleasure to learn that the undesirability of unnecessary long credits is now becoming apparent to many. The easy-payment plan I have
long regarded as a growing evil.
" 'Nothing down and $1 a week' is demoralizing to any business, and is not the right way
to put an organization on a sound and substantial foundation."
AUSTRALIAN

Dealers and Distributors write today

The
BAY

DELPHEON
CITY

COMPANY
MICHIGAN

VISITOR

IN NEW

YORK

Charles Tait, managing director of Allan &
Co. Pty., Ltd., Melbourne, Australia, was a recent visitor to the trade in New York. Mr.
Tait has been in the United States for over eight
weeks and does not contemplate returning home
until he has thoroughly visited the American
music trade centers. Allan & Co. handle in their
chain of stores many well-known American
pianos. They are also Victor talking machine
jobbers and control a large business.
The K. & E. Phonograph Exchange, of Manhattan, has been incorporated with a capitalization of $1,000 by Irving Kesner, Hyman
Edelstein and Solomon Manhcimer.
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Woolworth Building, New York

TALKING

MACHINES

FOR

THE

CAMPS

Their barracks have proved popular with soldiers who are not quote so fortunate in owning
a Pathe. Mr. Smith said that he had sold several $25 Pathes to be shipped as Christmas
presents to local boys in Camp Shelby.
The Starr Piano Co. is now displaying in its
window a Starr machine in its special trunk to
be used as an armj' or navy model. Mr.
Pfeiffer says that already he has received many
inquiries from soldiers and from friends of soldiers regarding this outfit, which sells complete
at $75.
Ben Brown, manager of the Columbia store,
said that the talking machine in his opinion will
play a big factor in the war, not only at the
front but back at home.

Soldiers of Motor Supply Co. No. 317 Solicit
Records From Indianapolisites — Leading Dealers Experiencing Profitable Soldiers' Trade
Indianapolis, Ind., January 5.— The soldiers in
the Motor Supply Co., No. 317, who are expecting to leave Fort Benjamin Harrison soon,
have made a request of the people of Indianapolis asking for their used talking machine records. They have a small Victrola which they
say helps them greatly in passing away the
time and in driving away the. blues and they are
desirous of stocking up on records before they
leave.
Women at the Red Cross Shop, in the L. S.
Ayres & Co. store, are receiving the records for
the soldiers. The soldiers made their plea for
records through the local newspapers.
Although most of the soldiers who were
stationed at Fort Harrison have left, local talking machine dealers are getting reports from
Camp Shelby and Camp Taylor of the great
enjoyment the Indiana soldiers are getting from
the few talking machines they selected and now
have in their camps.
H. A. W. Smith, manager of the Pathe Shop,
made a special proposition on a Pathe to the
members of the 139th Field Artillery, which is
now at Camp Shelby, Miss. The soldiers took
the Pathe and a large number of Pathe
records to the camp with them. Hardly
a day goes by but what some mother or
friend of the soldiers of this company comes
into the shop and tells Mr. Smith of the pleasures the boys are getting out of the Pathe.

A CLEVER

ADVERTISING

VICTOR

''One pound of learning requires ten pounds
of common sense to apply it." There is a lot
in that old Persian proverb.

IN SCRANTON

Scranton, Pa., January 3. — The Scranton
Talking Machine Co., 215 Lackawanna avenue,
this city, has purchased the Victor agency and
a substantial stock of Victrolas and records from
the E. A. Fenstermacher Co., of 215 Wyoming
avenue. The stock was removed to the Scranton
Co.'s store, where a large Victor department
has been opened in addition to the Columbia
department operated successfully by the company for several years.
MAGNIFYING

The Home Music Co., Lancaster, Pa., who
handle the Columbia line of Grafonolas and
records, have hit upon an original method for
advertising the new Columbia records in the
local newspapers. The company takes a generous space and then reproduces the words of
the choruses of the various songs, with the
number of the Columbia record on which the
song appears shown plainly at the bottom, together with the name of the company. According to reports the original method of advertising
is getting excellent results.

AGENCY

Scranton Talking Machine Co., Columbia Dealers, Now Have Victor Department

STUNT

Home Music Co., Lancaster, Pa., Reproduces
Words of Songs in Local Advertising to Call
Attention to the New Columbia Records

WESER

BUYS

TELEGRAPH

CLICKS

A diaphragm and horn similar to that used in
connection with talking machines has been
utilized to advantage by two Western inventors
to amplify and make more audible the weak relay clicks of telegraph instruments. The weak
clicks are transmitted to the diaphragm, whose
vibrations act upon the air and shoot the corresponding sounds out through the horn in greatly
increased volume. The new invention is believed to be especially valuable in connection
with long telegraph lines.
NEW

QUARTERS

IN SAN

FRANCISCO

The California Phonograph Co., San Francisco, Cal., has moved from 975 Market street
to much larger quarters at 1009 Market street,
that city, where two floors are occupied and an
equipment of fifteen soundproof booths has
been installed.

PHONOGRAPHS

For 39 years the piano trade has recognized

in Weser

instruments

the highest

piano and player piano value. It always has been our delight to invite comparison of the Weser products with those of other makers. Many of our best
dealers have been acquired by such comparisons.
Weser

Phonographs

are making

rapid headway

in the same

manner.

Compare them with the world's most expensive makes — in tone quality — in
appearance— in reliability, and solidity of construction, and we are content to
abide by your decision.
The Weser
Phonograph
will play any record.
Made in satin finish mahogany. Other woods on special
order. Electric motor will be furnished if desired.
Write

for catalog.
WESER

520-530

West

43rd

BROS.,

Inc.

Street

NEW

YORK

WESER

BROS
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TRADE

INCREASES

Business of Unusual Proportions Transacted During Holidays — Co-operative Publicity a Great Help
— Optimism Prevails Regarding the General Trade Outlook for the New Year — Trade News

Milwaukee, Wis., January 5.— Fresh from a successful holiday selling season, the results of
which probably never before were equaled in
Milwaukee, talking machine and phonograph
dealers of this city are leaving no stone unturned to make the early months of the New
Year exceed previous corresponding periods in
volume of sales. They have become imbued,
and justly so, with the idea that conditions
which ordinarily would be considered wholly
unfavorable are by no means deterrents if the
will is there to do. That was proven during the
holiday season recently closed. There is. not a
single dealer in Milwaukee who did not show
a very appreciable increase in sales, compared
with a year ago, which had been the high-water
mark up to that time.
Local dealers probably were more fortunate
than those in some other large cities because
they had behind them the full power and influence of a co-operative advertising campaign,
conducted by the Milwaukee Association of
Music Industries, at a cost of about $3,000. The
stirring appeal of the series of full-page advertisements could not be denied. The spirit of
the war was combined with the spirit of music,
and the result was that many homes that never
before knew the appeal of the talking machine
now are equipped with it.
Jobbers as well as retailers have but one report to make relative to Christmas business in
1917, and that may be summed up in the phrase,
"Just fine." It is a fact that at the beginning of
the holiday buying season the feeling in the
trade was that if dealers could reach the
record of sales of 1916 they would consider
themselves fortunate. Now that increases of
from 25 to 50 and in a few instances 75 per cent,
were shown there is ample cause for elation.
Only a shortage of machines, records, needles
and other supplies kept business to the limits it
did reach.
Members of the Badger Talking Machine Co.,
Victor jobbers, were weak from exhaustion
when Christmas came. Never before did the
house experience so great and urgent a rush of
business. Up to the last minute on Christmas
eve retailers were imploring the company to
help them out.
In some instances relief was given by picking up machines of certain styles which did not
sell as well as others in certain districts and
turning them over to dealers in other districts.
In this manner quite a few disappointments were
overcome and stocks were rather nicely readjusted.
Miss Blanche Brewster, of the Victor department of the J. B. Bradford Piano Co., showed
herself to be a true patriot and an exponent of
the essentiality of music among soldiers in
camps by raising a fund for the purchase of a
Victrola for Company H, 340th U. S. Infantry.
Camp Custer, Mich. All of the boys of Company H are from Milwaukee and letters from
the camp indicate that Miss Brewster's gift was
one of the most welcome surprises the boys had
ever experienced.
The Yahr & Lange Co., wholesalers of the
Sonora in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, entertained its thirty-five traveling representatives
and department heads at a banquet in the Calumet Club on December 27. The company has
been distributing the Sonora for less than a year,

but made a most remarkable record, and the
banquet was more of a Sonora love feast than
anything else. Arthur Roelke, manager of the
Sonora department, was one of the principal
speakers and congratulated the travelers for
their splendid efforts in behalf of the Sonora
line, which, he said, is destined to make a new
and greater record of expansion during 1918 in
Wisconsin and upper Michigan, because of its
great merits.
The Kroeger Bros. Co., which opened Pathephone departments in its three big department
stores on December 1, is delighted with the
early success of the innovation. The company
acquired a fourth store on January 1 and a
Pathephone department was installed immediately.
The Wisconsin Chair Co., Port Washington,
Wis., a large manufacturer of fine office furniture, has entered the ranks of producers of talking machines. The machine is being marketed
under the trade name of "Vista" and has a universal reproducer. The branch plant at Grafton, Wis., is making records and supplies.
A boxed Victor machine destined for the L.
M. DeVaud Co., Marion, Wis., disappeared mysteriously from the depot platform a few minutes
after it had been unloaded and has not been
heard of since. The theft took place in broad
daylight.
A. G. Kunde, distributor of the Columbia, reports that holiday business exceeded his highest
expectations and that the reports he has received
from his dealers bear a similar cheery tone. The
number of Columbia retailers in Milwaukee
county now has grown to twenty-five, but all
seem to thrive on competition.
Edward R. Sweeney has joined the Badger
Talking Machine Co., and is assisting in covering
the Wisconsin territory.
The Wisconsin Cabinet & Panel Co., New
London, Wis., one of the largest of the woodworking plants of the Thomas A. Edison group,
henceforth will furnish all of the box shooks
and shipping cases required by the various Edison cabinet factories throughout the country.
There is a large and well equipped box factory
in connection with the plant and this will be
enlarged and become a more important division
of the New London works. Several more nailing, sticker and printing machines will be installed at once and the force increased from
twenty to at least fifty more.
ONE SMALL

TOWN
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Portland, Ore., January 3. — Eastern Oregon is
strong for the New Edison. In Baker, with a
population of about 7,000, Carl Adler is the only
licensed Edison dealer in the town, and he sold
112 machines to the people of Baker and the
adjacent country for the Christmas trade. A
big advertisement in the Baker Herald gives the
names of the 112 "music lovers who have been
made happy and contented by the possession
of the New Edison phonograph purchased at
Adler's." Incidentally, Mr. Adler is an enthusiastic reader of The Talking Machine World,
which may be one explanation of his success.
Aug. D. Volkman & Sons, Iron Ridge, Wis.,
city. been appointed Columbia retailers in that
have
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READY-FILE.
There

is no

reason why, if

you sell READY-FILE, your
accessories business should
not double this year. Every
owner of a Victrola is a
prospect for READY-FILE.
Every Victrola X and
you sell in 1918 means

XI
an

extra profit to you — and
READY- FILE sells itself.
Why

not

profit ?

get this extra

We'll help you.

To our accessories line we
have added the READY
NEEDLE POINTER — the
newest and simplest fibre
needle pointer on the market. Send for a sample. If
you don't say it's the best
pointer made we'll refund
your money. Fill in the
coupon — it means more
profit to you.

COUPON

— MAIL THIS TODAY

READY FILE CO.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
I enclose

75 Needle
cents forPointer.
sample Ready$4.25 for sample set Ready
File.

Please ship to the following address:

Street
No._
Na
City

estate-

My Favoiite DistributorPERSONAL

SERVICE

The members of our Company are always available and
will gladly see you personally or write you at any time we
can possibly serve you.
Why not communicate at once with us?

BADGER

TALKING
VICTOR

MACHINE
DISTRIBUTORS

CO.

135 Se cond Street
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Ready

File

Indianapolis,

Co., Inc.
Ind.
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Manager of Talking Machine Department of
Famous & Barr Store Takes Charge of Piano
Department — Has Made Fine Record

St. Louis, Mo., January 4. — John F. Ditzell's
amazing success in promoting the Famous &
Barr Department Store's Victrola department
from a four-demonstration room affair to one of
thirty-two rooms since last February has
brought him unusual honor and much hard work.
He has been made manager of the piano department, which is housed with his department
in the wide aisle on the sixth floor of the building.
Mr. Ditzell is not a piano man and says that
he never has been.
He came here from Kansas

TALKING
LANSING

MACHINE

OFFICE

WORLD

IN SAN FRANCISCO

Basis of Attractive Window Display of the
Home Furnishing Co., Columbus, O.

Boston, Mass., January 5.— E. H. Lansing, of
this city, whose khaki covers for talking machines have attained national fame by reason
of their reliability and excellent construction,
has just closed arrangements with Walter S.
Gray, of San Francisco, Cal., whereby he will
have on hand a goodly stock of Lansing covers.
This will give Mr. Lansing's many friends in
the Western part of the country more prompt
service than is possible at the present time. The
headquarters for Lansing khaki covers in San
Francisco will be room 422 Chronicle Building.
In view of freight conditions, this particularly
timely step will enable the trade in the Far
West to get quick deliveries of Lansing covers
just when they need them.

Columbus, O., January 5.— The Home Furnishing Co., of this city, which handles the products
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York,
recently presented one of the most artistic window displays that have been prepared by a local
talking machine dealer for some time past. This
display is shown in the accompanying illustra-

OF SERVICE

"The business this year has been remarkable
for the proportion of cash sales and the short
credit asked."
ATTRACTIVE

PATHE

STORE

IN GRAND

RAPIDS,

FlfRNISHWG

CO.

Display

of its own equable value."
NEW

THE HOME

if

RENDERED

"I am looking for the store where there is
less talk of service waiting and more proof of
service rendered," remarked a buyer the other
day. "I shall be able to recognize that store
without difficulty, for its advertising will be
truthful, its windows attractive and its merchandise of obviously superior standards. And
when I have found it I shall not hesitate because of the prices I am asked to pay. For the
record of service performed is the best proof

"The Christmas season has been a splendid
one for us. We did more than double the business of any previous year with ease and satisfaction to all concerned. I was complimented
by the Victor Co. on the Victor ads with which
we prepared the way for our Christmas selling
campaign. The keynote to our advertising here
has been to put a touch of human nature into
all advertising, and we find it pays. Most of
our advertising texts are the perplexities of the
actual customers.

THE PRODUCT

Walter S. Gray in Charge and Will Handle a
Full Line of Lansing Talking Machine Covers

PROOF

Jonn F. Ditzell
City last February as a Victrola manager when
the two departments divided the space about
equally, with the odds rather in favor of the
pianos. It has been the prediction of observers
recently that the piano department would have
to get out of the way very soon. Perhaps that
is what the heads of the store thought, and to
save it they made Mr. Ditzell manager.
"I hardly know what to say about the piano
department," says Mr. Ditzell. "The management of that department came to me entirely
as a surprise. But I regard the talking machine
as so much of a musical instrument, and have
built my campaigns on it with that opinion uppermost, so I think they will fit the piano department. I,of course, will select only welltried pianos and players and will apply talkingmachine sales and advertising methods to them,
and I believe that these methods will win.

VISUALIZATIONS

29

MICH.

W. F. Graham, Antigo, Wis., has opened a
talking machine and music store at Grand
Rapids, Wis., in the MacKinnon Building. Mr.
Graham is an expert at sewing machines, and
the music business is an outgrowth of his sales
and repair business in that line. He expects
to do particularly well in the exploitation of talking machines.

An Unusual Window
tion, although a photograph hardly does justice
to the many distinctive features of this window.
In preparing this display the company took
cognizance of the fact that the success of any
window setting depends in a large measure upon
the visualization of the product that is featured.
It was decided to present a Columbia Grafonola
No. 110 as the keynote of this window, and in
order to keep the instrument in the center of
the display an ingenious decorating arrangement
was used. How well the company's idea was
carried out may be seen in the photograph. This
window attracted considerable attention in local
talking machine circles, and the principle of
visualization will probably be used as the basis
of other window displays along similar lines.
H. J. Luethy, Random Lake, Wis., is a new
Sonora retailer in southeastern Wisconsin, who
is building up a good business.

Manufacturers-Jobbers-Dealers

PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers attached to
PERFECTION ball-bearing tone arms No. 3 and No. 4
play all lateral cut records, on all types of Edison Disc
machines. Made in nickel and 24 carat gold finish, extra
fine quality disc.
Tone arms fitted to
Edison machines only

PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers No. 3, No. 6
and No. 7 fit all types of Victor and Columbia machines.
Made in nickel and 24 carat gold finish, extra fine quality.

HANGERS

The Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y., has mailed to its dealers three very attractive hangers which can be displayed to excellent advantage by Pathe representatives. One
of these hangers features new Pathe records
made by Rube Goldberg, famous cartoonist, who
sings his popular hit "Father Was Right." There
are also presented on this hanger other popular
hits from the Pathe catalog.
Another hanger gives a list of new Pathe
dance records, which are meeting with a ready
sale throughout the country, and the third
hanger features the new monthly supplement
of Pathe records. This supplement contains a
splendid group of operatic records, the latest
dance numbers and popular song successes.

These reproducers and arms are the very finest made mechanically. The PERFEC"
TION FLEXI-TONE reproducers are the most perfect phonograph reproducers built,
reproducing all lateral cut records, from highest pitched soprano, to lowest pitched
bass, as perfectly as the records were recorded in the recording room. Wonderful
clarity of sound, as well as great volume. Extra fine quality of finish guaranteed.
Manufacturers, jobbers and dealers will find in this line of reproducers just what they
have been looking for, as they are assembled by skilled workmen especially adapted
to this kind of work, producing a product built with watchlike precision.
All accessories in stock ready for immediate shipment. Phonograph
manufacturers can have PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers
fitted to their machines
Write for prices, information, etc.
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Thomas Mfg. Co. Increase Capital to $300,000 in Order to Handle Avalanche of Motor Business
— Something of the "Live Wires" Interested in This Enterprise
Dayton, O., January 8.— Brief reference was
made in The World last month to the increase
in capital stock of the Thomas Mfg. Co., makers of Dayton motors, tone arms and sound
boxes, of this city, to $300,000. Of this $200,000
is preferred, and it has been underwritten by
the United Security Co., of Canton, O., one of
the largest bonding concerns in the United
States. The $100,000 common stock issue has
been taken up by the old stockholders.
This $300,000 increase in capital stock of the
company has been brought about by the growth

ton inventive genius and Dayton manufacturing
skill that made the Dayton motor.
M. H. Mathews, founder of the Thomas Mfg.
Co., retains the presidency and general management of the company, being the heaviest owner
of the common stock. G. M. Mathews is vicepresident. W. R. Funk, business manager of
the U. B. Publishing House, one of the largest
in Ohio, is secretary. F. B. Jennings, connected
with the Thomas Co. since its inception, is
treasurer.
Associated with these men on the board of

that business during the past months had exceeded his fondest expectations. He told of five
orders which alone aggregated nearly $300,000,
and of a score of smaller orders also rapidly
being filled. President Mathews smilingly referred to the future of the Dayton motor as
something tremendous, if indications were borne
out. And, judging by the hum of machinery,
modern and ably handled, and the general bustle
about the plant, it certainly looks like even the
most optimistic dreams ought to come true —
so far as Dayton motors, tone arms and sound
boxes are concerned.
This article shows a view of the main plant
of the Thomas Mfg. Co. It is located in the
heart of Dayton, just a half block from the
Union Station. It occupies 300,000 feet of floor
space. Another factory building stands two
blocks east, near the Miami-Erie Canal, and it
has floor space aggregating 55,000 feet.
Mr. Mathews stated that for the present there
would be no building operations, but that the
entire increase of capital would be devoted to
the expansion of equipment and the refining still
further the products produced.
The local papers have devoted considerable
space recently to the growth of the business
of the Thomas Mfg. Co., and the Journal particularly had a full-page story giving illustrations of the various departments of this establishment, and telling in detail of the success
of the motor, sound box and tone arms turned
out by this establishment, and emphasizing that
the business has been built on the basis of
quality. In fact, the Thomas Mfg. Co. is right
on the map these' days.
NEW

Plant of the Thomas Mfg. Co., Dayton, O.
directors are Hon. E. E. Burkhart, twice Mayor
in popularity of Dayton motors, tone arms and
of Dayton and now one of the firm of Burkhart,
sound boxes — also other articles of manufacHeald & Pickrel, a leading firm of attorneys in
ture turned out by the Thomas plant.
This increased demand is due to the general
Dayton; A. C. Jackson, formerly cashier of the
excellence of the Dayton product. In fact, the
Dayton Savings Bank, now assistant secretary
of the United Security Co., Canton, Ohio, and
aim of the Thomas plant from the very start
has been quality of material and workmanship,
Chas. W. Slagle, president of the Merchants'
feeling sure that the trade would appreciate a National Bank, Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. Mathews informed our representative that
high-grade motor, tone arm and sound box.
That belief has been justified by the big volume
offices of the company have been located in
of business booked and now rapidly being cared
Chicago, Toronto and New York. The New
for by this concern.
York office is operated under the name "The
The Thomas Co. has long been one of DayThomas Phonograph Parts Co.," and is located
at 18 West Twentieth street, in charge of
ton's leading industrial units. The Dayton motor is the prime motive force behind this wonC. J. Kronberg, J. J. Freund and H. Gerderful industrial expansion. It is the result of
main. The Chicago office is located at 1330
Otis Building, 10 South LaSalle street, and is
scientific experiment on the part of Dayton
inventors and mechanics. Dayton inventors
in charge of F. E. Reid, for many years in
brought out the Wright Aeroplane, the Omar
the phonograph business in Minneapolis. The
Fare Register for street cars, the National Cash
Toronto office is in charge of Paul K. Wood,
a very well known figure in the phonograph
Register, the Delco Electric Starter, the Daymotor industry; also Frank J. Foley, formerly
ton Computing Scale and a host of other wellknown specialties. Dayton, the home of 1,000
a leading attorney of Toronto, also at one time
connected with a leading phonograph company
factories, is known as the "City of Precision"
of Canada.
because its mechanics are accustomed to the
During the interview President Mathews said
building of exact machinery.
And it was Day-

VICTOR

REPAIR

PART

CATALOGS

The Victor Talking Machine Co. has just issued for the use of its dealers a new repair
part catalog for Victrolas VIII-A and IX-A,
and also for the latest type Victrola XXV.
Owing to change in the mechanical equipment
of the new model as compared with the old
type, the new repair part catalogs are very necessary to the dealer and should be filed carefully.
The Victor Co.'s suggestion that the repair part
catalogs be preserved in the new style patent
spring binder, supplied at cost by the company,
is a good one. It will keep the catalogs all together and available whenever required.
Extensive improvements have been made in
N.
the J.music store of Harold N. Stillwell, talking
machine dealer on East Main street, Freehold,

"NICHOLSON"
New Catalog Showing New Style*
RECORD
CABINETS
strictly high-grade construction at prices
BELOW COMPETITION
Write for a copy of the catalog and our
special free advertising help for dealers.
Sectional Bookcase* and Record Cabinet*
K. NICHOLSON FURNITURE C0.,c^y'
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How

to

Talking

Make

TALKING

the

Machine

[During the past two months we have had a number of
inquiries from dealers, particularly from the smaller towns,
in regard to making the instalment accounts profitable, and
we take the liberty of printing below an article written some
time ago for The World by Marion Dorian, chief auditor
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., which is so pertinent that
it will undoubtedly be read with interest and profit. —
Editor.]
We hear about the difficulties incident to instalment business. If dealers have had losses
with this class of business it is largely because
they have not gone about it in the right way.
There are five cardinal rules for the successful handling of instalment accounts. These
have been thoroughly tested, and a fair try-out
will prove them powerful aids in making instalment business what it ought to be.
There are exceptions to all rules, and circumstances will arise when it is wise to suspend the
rule temporarily. In such cases the sensible
dealer will act accordingly.
The five rules follow:
1. Investigate the customer in advance of delivery of goods.
2. Sell him no more than he can pay for comfortably.
3. Let terms be simple and clear-cut. Make
sure the customer understands and accepts them.
4. Enforce those terms.
5. Do not allow arrears to accumulate.
Three-fourths of the trouble dealers have with
instalment accounts is due to anxiety to secure a good sale. Insufficient or no investigation is made as to the responsibility, reputation,
or antecedents of the customer. The sale is
hurriedly consummated, the goods delivered and
shortly thereafter the dealer learns to his sorrow that the customer is not what he represented himself to be. In many instances both
customer and goods disappear.
It is easy to ascertain all it is necessary to
know about the customer. His resources and
income; his reputation for prompt payment and
his general standing in the community. This
should be done before the goods are delivered
and will insure you against surprises.
Rule 2 is equally important. The advance investigation informs you as to the prospect's income; how permanent it is and what demands
are made upon it by his family. With this information in your possession you can determine what it is safe to sell him. Suppose a prospect receives a salary of $20 per week, and has
a family of four. If he has been receiving this
salary for some time and his reputation is good,
you are justified in assuming he can safely pay
$2 or $3 per week. More than that is dangerous, because allowance must be made for
possible sickness of some of his family, which
will make greater than ordinary demands upon
his income. Eight to twelve months is the
period within which an outfit should be entirely
paid for. Allowing for a $2 a week payment
spread over eight months a customer could in
that time pay for an outfit costing $64. That
would be the limit which the wise dealer would
sell him. Many dealers make the mistake of
selling a customer double the amount he can
pay for comfortably, with the result that the
payments become harder as they multiply and
each payment day the customer feels he is carrying a burden. Consequently his attitude becomes one of antagonism and he pays grudgingly; whereas, if sold a bill he can pay for comfortably, he does it cheerfully.
Many customers who buy goods on the instalment plan are of limited business experience. A complicated instalment lease is to
them an incomprehensible thing. Your lease
should be as simple and clear-cut as is consistent with adequate protection. The terms of
the contract should be made clear, and customer should accept them in all particulars.
Salesmen should be prohibited from making
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Instalment

Business

Department

Successful

verbal agreements with customer. If special
terms are made these should be written into the
contract itself. If this is not done disputes are
apt to arise which are destructive of the mutual
confidence which must exist to insure a continuance of patronage. The customer should
be furnished a copy of the contract, so that he
can refer to it at any time. In this way you
gain the customer's confidence and he will not
only give you his own future business, but induce his friends to do likewise.
Terms should be made as reasonable as you

By

of

Marion

Dorian

3;i
delay. The moment the first lapse occurs, get
right after him and remind him that the goods
were sold on definite and accepted terms and
that you expect him to perform his promise.
If his payment has not been made by the close
of business on Monday have the collector at his
place of business or residence on Tuesday morning and you will save money. Even the most
obdurate customer will respond to this kind of
treatment, especially if the call is made promptly.
If you enforce the terms and train the customer to make payments regularly no arrears
will accumulate. If you allow two or thre.e
payments to lapse it is like drawing eye teeth
to get a customer to make up the arrears. You
may secure subsequent payments regularly, but
lapsed payments hang fire until the end. Instead of getting your account settled within
the contract period, it runs over some months,
and persistent dunning, which often results in
the loss of a good customer, is necessary, to
say nothing of the added expense to which the
dealer is put.
These rules may not be new or presented in
a novel way, but if followed they will result in
better and more profitable instalment accounts.
They may be summarized as: Selecting a customer wisely; selling him judiciously; starting
him correctly; keeping him in the straight and
narrow path, and, finally, making him an asset,
because you have sold him an article which has
afforded him and his family unlimited pleasure
and made it possible for him to pay for it without discomfort. In so doing you have made a
lasting friend.

Marion Dorian
can afford, but once these have been agreed
upon and accepted they should be enforced
rigidly. There is no easier way to spoil good
customers than by giving the impression that
terms are mere formalities. There is no surer
way of getting a list of accounts in bad condition than by ignoring the regular date when an
instalment is to be paid. If the customer has
agreed to pay on Monday train him to make
the payment on that day and not on some other
day. If his payment is not made on Monday
notify him immediately to bring in the payment
or make it to your collector without further

EMERSON
MEN offices
^DOING
At the executive
of theTHEIR
EmersonBIT"
Phonograph Co., 3 West Thirty-fifth street, New
York, a service flag with four stars testifies to
the fact that four members of the company's
forces are now enlisted in Uncle Sam's forces
in the fight for democracy. These boys who
are ''doing their bit" include C. D. MacKinnon,
of the sales staff; Frank Hennigs and Jack
Lawrence, of the recording department, and Joseph Greenwald, the competent and popular
head of the Emerson shipping department.

Si RA.DIVARA
KNOWN

FOR

TONE

You, as a dealer, know that the chief selling feature of any phonograph is TONE.
And comparison of STRADIVARA tone with the tone of all other phonographs will prove to you
that TONE is the supreme selling feature of the STRADIVARA.
A tone of exquisite clarity and violin-like resonance — free from needle or motor vibration — a tone as
peculiar to the STRADIVARA as the time-mellowed purity of a genuine Stradivarius is peculiar to the
genius of Stradivari himself.
A tone that is largely due to the fact that the STRADIVARA is the only phonograph in the world
that embodies a spruce sound board, built on the principle of the violin and piano.
Hear STRADIVARA tone and you will be quick to realize that you
have at last found the tone that SPEAKS for itself and for your profit!
The

Stradivara Plays EVERY
Kind
Each Stradivara is equipped with the
Stradivara Automatic Stop Device.

of

Record

7 Models— from $45 to $225
Progressive Dealers: Stradivara sales are going strong in the trade. And that
their strength is rapidly increasing is attested by good reports from our dealers.
Get in line for a share of Stradivara profits today. Write
for the most liberal discount proposition ever offered.
Distributors of Lyric Records — Write jot Proposition.
From
$45 to $225

a

SCHILLING
PIANO
CO.,
Wholesale Distributors
112 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK

Inc.
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' From the very first, we have made Emerson Records, the biggest,
values in the phonograph field. We have been continually improving

35c

fullest
every-

thing that went into their manufacture — from the raw materials to the kind of
artists and selections, but up to now we have never found it necessary to raise
the retail price.
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January and February are the two biggest record months of the year — this
opportunity therefore comes to you at a time when you can do the largest
volume of Emerson Record business.
Emerson Records at the new price are a remarkable value — for with the many
new improvements you are giving an exceptional record at an unusually low
price.
The
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of merit
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United States Consul Lucien Memminger, of Madras, Makes a Report Which Throws an Interesting
Light on the General Situation in That Country — Trade Is Largely Undeveloped
Washington, D. C, January 4. — United States
Consul Lucien Memminger, stationed at Madras,
India, has sent to the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce the following report regarding India's trade in talking machines:
"A firm in Bombay which deals in talking machines has branches at Madras, Calcutta, Rangoon, Delhi, and other cities. A representative
of this firm states that-it has been dealing more
largely in the Swiss machines than in others, because it is able to sell them at a much lower
price. The Swiss machines, for example, retail
at $9.08 to $48.67, whereas the lowest price he
is able to quote on certain American machines is
$22.71, and they run as high as $84.35. Before
the war the Madras firm had agencies in all
towns of any importance in the Madras Presidency, such as Madura, 134,130 inhabitants; Tanjore, 60,341; Trichinopoly, 123,512; Rajahmundry, 48,417; Bezwada, 32,867; Guntur, 40,529;
and Negapatam, 60,168. These agencies have
been closed, as the business fell off during the
war on account of the difficulty of obtaining
supplies regularly, and the higher cost of manufacturing, transportation, insurance rates, etc.,
which necessitated higher retail prices locally.
There has been also a pertain tightness of
money, causing a reduced demand for such articles as might be considered luxuries.
"The dealer mentioned states that talking machines are very largely in use in Madras among
those who have means to buy, beyond the bare
necessaries, certain comforts or luxuries which
cost only a moderate amount. In the wealthier
homes of the zamindars, rajahs, etc., a certain
number of such instruments is found, but not
to the same extent. Of the total population
of Madras, 518,660, the merchant said about 6
per cent, might be considered as possible users
or purchasers of talking machines.
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the Presidency; Bangalore, principal city of
Mysore; and Secunderabad, in Hyderabad State.
Usually it is well to address the branches direct.

piano, where it frequently happens that when a
certain note is struck some object in the room
will rattle in sympathy. In the talking machine
this sympathetic connection generally results in
undue amplification of a particular tone.
In the new cabinet the sound, instead of being
.Sou rid -exit to
atmosphere Sympathetic
...
/ resonators

"There are few here who deal exclusively in
music and musical . instruments. One music
dealer, however, has an establishment of considerable extent."
PLAN

TO CORRECT

TALKER

Def lecTc
resonators
Sympathetic

TONES

New York Inventor Designs New Machine for
Equalizing Tones of Talking Machine and
Giving Each Its Proper Value

Motor
discharginq
Sound

A talking machine cabinet designed to sift,
correct and beautify sound before it is thrown
to the atmosphere, has been invented by Henry

amplifier

C. Miller of Saratoga, N. Y. The inventor's
idea, as set forth, is to correct defects in some
of the tones which are unduly magnified by the
horn or other amplifying device.
The principle of the invention is better understood when it is made clear just how and where
a tone is changed from true to false on some
talking machines, before it reaches the ears of
the listener. Assuming all sound vibrations
recorded in the grooves of the disk to be true
it is noted that in passing through the reproducer and into the horn a certain tone is unduly
magnified. If a horn of a different volume is
substituted, this defective tone can be made to
assume its proper value. This is due to the fact
that the horn which serves to magnify the sound
is in itself tuned to a certain key by virtue of
its size, shape and weight, and naturally responds to vibrations of a tone to which it is
keyed.
The same idea is set forth in the case of the
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN

resonators
Sympathetic

H. C. Miller's Plan of Equalizing Tones
directed from the horn to the atmosphere, is
thrown downward into the open ends of a
series of "sympathizers" and resonators, each
carefully keyed to vibrate in sympathy with a
different tone. To accomplish this result, it is
necessary to provide a sympathizer to correspond with every tone in the musical scale.
When a record is played on the new machine,
each tone will set into vibration the particular
amplifier which has been tuned to correspond
with it. Thus every tone will receive equal amplification before it is thrown on the air.

"A large proportion of the poorer people, he
said, is not unfamiliar with these instruments,
even though they do not possess any, as it is
a common practice for companies or individuals
to tour the country, giving concerts with the
machines, and taking up collections from the
villagers or country people who gather to hear
them. In this way the machines have penetrated into the most remote districts.
"It is said that the greater number of records
sold here, except among the European community, are in Indian languages — Tamil, Telugu,
Marathi, Kanarese, Hindustani, etc. Of these
the first two are the most generally in use in
this district, Hindustani not being commonly
employed in Southern India. For Europeans,
however, of whom there are about 4,000 in Madras and 14,000 in the Presidency, nearly all English people, records are in English. A fair number of talking machines is found in homes of
the Europeans, but probably not in as great a
proportion as among the moderately well-to-do
East Indians.
"The merchant who has been quoted states
that his firm now gets records in English from
London, these being made either there or in
America; while some in Hindustani are obtained
by him from Bombay. He is of the opinion
that Calcutta is the only place in India where
records in native languages are actually being
manufactured. Formerly many such records
were made in Germany, as firms there sent representatives to India to record the songs or
recitations of the leading Indian artists, and
afterwards reproduced these on discs which were
then offered for sale in India.
"Several Indian dramatic or musical artists
have a reputation throughout parts or in all
of India, and records reproducing their bestknown pieces are popular. Instrumental music,
comical songs, etc., also make popular records.
"A list of department stores is forwarded.
They not only sell at Madras, but also have
branches at other points in Southern India, as
for example Ootacamund, summer capital of

PERFECT

PROTECTS
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LIGHT
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Gives the Right Light, at the Right Place, at the Right Time, All the Time
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Hundreds of Disk-Lites Sold and Not One
RFT IARTT
DlLil ITY
lYLfLilri
1 1
Returned Because of Faulty Construction
Your Salespeople and Customers Will Not Lose Confidence in the Disk-Lite

I
|

I
|

CCD VIPF
The Disk"Lite is Made To Serve as well as to Sell.
UEiIl Y 11/Ej
One Style— One Price — Everlasting Satisfaction
Repeat Orders from Leading Dealers are Proving Disk-Lite Success

S
j

| JOBBERS AND DEALERS — Continue your Holiday prosperity by stocking the Disk-Lite. |
Send for samples. Prove to yourself the superiority of the Disk-Lite,
|
|
the Perfect Phonograph Light.
RETAIL PRICES : $3 Nickel Finish ; $3.50 Gold Finish. Liberal Discounts

j DISK-LITE
MFG.
CO.
Washington,
D. C. I
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STEEL
65c per thousand.

NEEDLES
Immediate Delivery.

MOTORS
turntable
$1.25
10-in. turntable $1.40
turntable, double spring... 3.50
12-in. turntable..... 3.85
turntable, double spring
6.75
turntable, double spring
7.50
turntable, double spring
9.50
MAIN SPRINGS
No. 0— )i in.
20 gauge 8 ft. 6 in. 25c ea. 100 lots 20c ea. 1000 lots 19c ea.
No. 1— H in.
25 gauge 10 ft.
39c ea. 100 lots 35c ea. 1000 lots 33c ea.
No. 2— 13/16 in. 25 gauge 10 ft.
39c ea. 100 lots 35c ea. 1000 lots 33c ea.
No. 3 — H in.
25 gauge 11 ft.
49c ea. 100 lots 44c ea. 1000 lots 42c ea.
No. 4— 1 in.
23 gauge 10 ft.
49c ea. 100 lots 44c ea. 1000 lots 42c ea.
No. 5—1 3/16 in. 27 gauge 18 ft.
90c ea. 100 lots 85c ea. 1000 lots 80c ea.
GOVERNOR SPRINGS
$1.00 per hundred. Special price on large quantities for motor manufacturers.
SAPPHIRE POINTS AND BALLS
Sapphire Points
13c each in 100 lots
12c each in 1000 lots
Sapphire Balls
15c each in 100 lots
14c each in 1000 lots
NEEDLE CUPS
$20.00
per
thousand,
$17.50
per thousand in 5,000 lots. Larger quantities
still lower.
8-in.
10-in.
12-in.
12-in.
12-in.
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PHONOGRAPH

CO.,

TONE ARMS AND REPRODUCERS
Baby, to play 7-in. records only
$ .60
No. 1 — Tone Arm and Reproducer
90
No. 2 — Tone Arm and Reproducer, for playing all records
1.25
No. 6 — Tone Arm and Reproducer, for playing all records high grade. 2.25
No. 7 — Tone Arm and Reproducer, for playing all records high grade. 2.25
No. 8 — Tone Arm and Reproducer, for playing all records high grade. 2.25
NEEDLE CUP COVERS
$10.00 per thousand, $9.00 per thousand in 5,000 lots. Larger quantities
still lower.
RECORDS
The "Popular" Brand, 10-in. double face, lateral cut, all instrumental:
32c in lots of 100
30c in lots of 1000
29c in lots of 5000
We also manufacture special machine parts such as worm gears, stampings,
or any screw machine parts for motor manufacturers.
Special quotations
givencustom
for Canada
Merchandise delivered with
duty, warandtax all
and other
freightexport
paid bypoints.
us.
Write for our 84 page catalogue, the only one of its kind in America.
Illustrating 33 different styles talking machine and over 500 different phonographic parts, also gives description of our efficient repair department.
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man, but use judgment in selling them. Keep
his interest going. Do not smother it.
"A bird in the hand" may be worth "two on
the bush," but if you have strings on the two
on the bush, you can keep all three. Never let
a customer leave your store without some
string of interest or desire to pull him back. A
sale is valuable just in proportion to the surety
you have- that there will be another.

SUCCESS

the Milwaukee Talking Machine and Piano Dealers Got Increased Business Stimulus and
Satisfactory Results Through Association Effort in the Domain of Publicity

Milwaukee, Wis., January 5.— Although the New Year's the association published an excluholiday season is over, the Milwaukee Associa- sive phonograph advertisement for the benetion of Music Industries is going right along fit of that division of the industry. The word
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advertising campaign,
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/^ev.
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The campaign was undertaken at the midIT SEEMS only an exquisite bit of cabinet work. A piece of furnidle of November and
ture almost too beautiful to be placed in an ordinary setting.
covers a period of ten
But at the press of a tiny lever it places all the music of the world
at your command. It/s a musical instrument, yet it is^ infinitely
weeks. It undoubtedmore than any musical instrument. It has tapped the fountain heads
ly was responsible to
of music.
has reached creations
the greatest
of the a'ge.
Their
voices Itsandcallinstrumental
have artists
been contributed
a considerable degree
to its treasure-troves. Yet no melody is too simple, no instrument too humble to have escaped the magic touch of its rendition.
for the splendid busin e s s which talking
Music 15 priceless— its value cannot be computed in cold terms of dollars and cents. A
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will be aided, their creative powers quickened by the music of the world's greatest artt-its.
keeping business good.
There is no member of the family who will not be benefited by a phonograph in the home
—no home thnt will not be made cheerier, more inviting — a better home.
There will be no appreciable slack season
You are pausing on the threshold of a new year The hapin this city this year
pines itwill bring to your family depends largely on yourself.
Resolve NOW that the New Year shall bring Music into your
if the efforts of the
home. ALL the Music of ALL the World — A PHONOGRAPH!
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THINK

OF THE

NEXT

SALE

In Dealing With Customers it Will Be Always
Well to Keep in Mind the Sales to Come —
Some Pointers on the Danger of Overselling
If you are looking for an idea to give to your
dealers and their salesmen which will make them
the pride of the service, here is the message for
your next call, says the "Peptimist."
Never make a sale without thinking of the
next one. Always have in mind the sales to
come. This will make you more conservative
in your statements and more careful in your
analyses of your prospects and what you sell
them. Moreover, you will always aim to send
your customer away with a "I-want-some-more"
feeling. This is the secret of sales success.
It is well known a first sale seldom pays for
itself — your profits lie in repeats. The next
sale, and the next and the next are where Columbia dealers make money.
There are just two thoughts to keep in mind
in selling for the next sale:
(a) Study your customer's wants. Fill those,
not yours. Satisfy him, not yourself. Even if
the first purchase is small, better have it satisfactory inevery particular than unsatisfactory
in one. Never force a man to buy what he is
not willing to buy. This does not mean to limit
your sales. Offer him ideas, introduce him to
new records he does not know of, but do this
in a manner of giving him the benefit of your
greater knowledge of Columbia product, not in
the manner of a man simply trying to sell records. Every succeeding sale depends on the
pleasure the customer finds in the preceding one.
(b) Do not oversell. Use judgment. This
is an intricate problem and one by which the

FIRE IN MILWAUKEE

Flames Break Out in Building Occupied by the
Phonograph Co. of Milwaukee on Christmas
Morning and Cause Loss Estimated at $20,000
— Orders Filled From Chicago
Milwaukee, Wis., January 5.— The Phonograph
Co. of Milwaukee, jobber, and the Edison Shop,
retailer of the Edison, encountered a rather exciting experience at the close of the holiday season. Earl}' on the morning of Christmas fire
was discovered in the three-story building, the
first floor and part basement of which is occupied by the Edison dealers, and the remainder
of which is a furniture repair and refinishing
shop. The wholesale department and stockrooms were badly damaged, while the retail
salesrooms were scorched but not rendered unfit for continuing business. Fortunately the fire
came at a time. when the stockrooms were fairly
depleted by the holiday rush or the loss would
have mounted into many thousands of dollars.
Four firemen were injured in the effort to save
the building and contents. The loss is estimated at $20,000 to $25,000, fairly well covered
by insurance. The record stocks were relatively much less damaged than machines.
Wholesale orders have been filled from Chicago while repairs are being made and new
stocks provided. The retail department was'
open for business as usual on December 26, and
while little evidence of fire could be seen in the
retail warerooms, the smell of smoke filled the
air and told a mute story of a narrow escape.
The Edison Shop is one of the handsomest of
its kind in the country. William A. Schmidt,
general manager, was undaunted by the loss
and within a few days' time was ready for both
wholesale and retail business as usual.

both the piano, player and grand and the talking "phonograph" was officially introduced as the
machine and phonograph received the joint bene- designation of all makes of instruments producfit. But during the week between Christmas and
ing sounds from records.
ALWAYS
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The World is in receipt of Christmas and

real salesman can always be known. Realize
it is better to sell a man ten records in two instalments than to crowd the ten into the first
sale. Always keep in mind, the ten, twenty,
thirty, fifty records you know you can sell a

New Year's greetings from Thomas Edens Osborne, the enterprising talking machine man
of Belfast, Ireland. The kindly sentiments expressed are most cordially reciprocated.
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Philadelphia, Pa., January 8. — The Philadelphia jobbers and dealers in talking machines
have just seen through the greatest year in the
history of the industry. It has been a profitable year for all concerned. Both lines of the
trade have come through the year with a good
balance to their credit. What they might have
done is a question that could only be answered
through the amount of business that they have
been compelled to divert from them on account
of not being able to supply the goods. There
was a shortage that was considerable, but probably not more than the previous year.
Just what the new year is going to bring
forth I have not found one dealer who is willing to make a prophecy. The general trend is
for carefulness. As one dealer said to me the
past week, "I think nothing better could be done
for the trade than to have the sign 'Be Cautious'
printed and placed on every desk." This it is
not to be inferred to mean that there is going
to be a big slump in the business, but that the
dealer will be wise who does not take too much
of a plunge until he sees the way the wind will
blow.
Closed a Great Sonora Business
F. D. W. Connelly, the Philadelphia manager
of the Sonora Co., went to New York the day
after New Year to transact some business at
the company offices. He reports an elegant
business on the Sonora all during and previous
to the holiday season, and while it was not necessary to do so, this statement was confirmed
by other dealers, who made emphatic the big
December demand for the Sonora. The Sonora
Co. advertised quite liberally, and big business
was the result. Manager Connelly is arranging
for a concert to be given on the second floor
of the Sonora Building on the 11th of January.
Frank J. Coupe, the general advertising and retail sales manager of the Sonora Co., was in
Philadelphia Tecently.
Blake & Burkhart Closed Big Year's Business
Blake & Burkhart report that they have had
a wonderful Christmas business in Edison's, and
it went considerably beyond their expectation.
The last week before Christmas was phenomenal,
and Christmas Eve they had the biggest record
demand they have ever experienced in any one
day.
They report that they are certainly well
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pleased with their year's business. Among their
recent visitors was Charles Gardiner, the supervisor of the Edison zone,
New Sonora Agencies
The Sonora Co. has, at present, nine agencies
in this city, and the most recent firm to take
the handling of this machine was James Bellak's
Sons, who also handle the Victor.
William Keech, formerly a salesman at the
Sonora store, has opened a Sonora warerooms at
2808 North Broad street, and is meeting with
very good success.
Louis Buehn Co. Ahead of Last Year
Louis Buehn, of the Louis Buehn Co., says:
"Business for December was quite satisfactory,
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so far as sales were concerned, but very unsatisfactory in other ways." Their inability to get
records held down their total sales considerably
for the month. Lack of machines also curtailed
the month's business. "The demand apparently
was just as strong as ever," says Mr. Buehn,
"and for the intermediate grades, Nos. 9, 10
and 11, it was excessively large. One year's
business closed slightly ahead of last year.
This was brought about through the considerably increased record business, and in spite of
the reduction in the machine business."
Penn Co. Reports Enormous Record Trade
The Penn Phonograph Co. also report that
they had a very good December business; it
was exceptionally large in records, with which
they were very well stocked. Their record
stock, says Mr. Barnhill, has practically been
"shot to pieces," and the present supply from
the factory is practically "nil." They are simply living now on their reserve. They have
only a few machines left. In the new year
they expect to carry a very much larger stock
than heretofore and will rearrange the upper
floors of their building to handle it, and to make
the work easier.
Columbia Co. Rearrangement of Quarters
The Pennsylvania Talking Machine Co., whose
name has been changed to the Columbia Graphophone Co., the big jobbing establishment in this
city of the Columbia on North Broad street,
have been making a considerable rearrangement
of their offices and other departments. All the
offices of the "big men" have been moved from
the fifth to the fourth floor, including those of
W. C. Fuhri and A. J. Heath. Both men are in
New York this week for several days. The
Dictaphone department of the company has been
taken from their Broad street establishment, and
has been removed to the second floor of 924
Chestnut street, where they have suitable quarters and are more in the heart of the business
section of the city.
Establish Fifty Pathe Agencies
Your correspondent found Mr. Eckhardt, the
head of the Pathe Shop in Philadelphia, at his
warerooms Tuesday, slightly cold and anxious,
awaiting the additional installation of more radiation, but warm and complacent inside and
{Continued on page 3S)
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highly elated over the business that the Pathe
Shop did during the holiday period. The
Pathe Shop did not open until November 30.
Mr. Eckhardt says: "Our business was all that
I had hoped it would be. Not getting open
until November 30 we had not the time to apprise the people of .the wonderful proposition
we had to present to them. There were, however, a goodly number of them who found out
for themselves. We had an extraordinary business for the time that we were open. And much
of it was a cash business and especially large
first payments. The line commends itself to
the higher element of music lovers."
Prepare to Start the Spring Drive
Mr. Eckhardt has already been able to establish upward of fifty dealers to handle the Pathe.
Arrangements are being made to start the spring
drive, which, with the experience of the last
month, will enable the company to present the
Pathe more forcibly.
A series of concerts will
AN IMPORTANT

ACCESSORY

Growth of the Record Album Business of the
National Publishing Co. of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Pa., January 9. — How one enterprise develops another is well illustrated in
the enormous demand for albums for holding
disc records. These albums are made in book
form. The interiors consist of numbered envelopes or pockets of strong fibre paper for
containing the records, and are securely fastened
to the back for giving the necessary strength.
Each album is made to hold usually twelve records, and there are index pages inside of the
front and back covers, on which the title of
each record and the envelope number may be
written. This affords a complete and handy
system for filing records and keeping them in
excellent condition. The albums are generally
put in cabinets, and frequently in book cases,
and when a record is desired an album is placed
upon a table or the lap, which avoids the strain
of stooping or getting on the knees to search
for some particular record in an old filing device. For convenience and practicability record
albums have surpassed any other filing system
ever tried or tested.
Any man of middle age can well remember
when the talking machine business was in its
infancy and see the wonderful growth within
the past ten or twelve years and the tremendous
output of records, which are bought continually
long after a machine has been purchased. Thus
it will be seen that record albums are a most
important accessory, for they have solved the
problem of keeping and preserving records.
The National Publishing Co., of this city, report that their large and well-equipped factory
for manufacturing albums is kept full of orders
all the time. There has been such a large increase in the demand each year that they have
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be inaugurated about the middle of January
which it is expected will startle the music
lovers of this city. The dealers will be invited
to attend.
Harry Weymann Is Optimistic Anent New Year
Harry Weymann, of H. A. Weymann & Son,
Inc., says: "As usual at this time of the year,
a quantity of machines was delivered the day
before Christmas, and quite a few of our out-oftown dealers sent their trucks to avoid the express and freight embargoes, and in order to
make their delivery to their customers in time
for Christmas. Our entire wholesale and shipping departments worked until 9.30 on Christmas Eve, until the last machine was shipped out.
"Our record orders in December have exceeded any December since we have been in the
Victor talking machine business." M'r. Weymann is quite optimistic as to the coming year,
and believes that the war is not going to affect
the trade, and that the Victor Co. are going to
be able to supply a big percentage of the demand for talking machines and records that will
assuredly be placed upon them.
enlarged their output facilities to keep step with
the growth. Knowing that The Talking Machine World is distributed among practically
all of the talking machine manufacturers and
dealers in this country and abroad, they take
this means of thanking their many hundreds of
customers for the orders they have received,
and to state that they will always be ready to
serve the trade in the future.
EFFICIENCY IN DEALERS' PUBLICITY
O. J. Dreyer Suggests Charging Dealers for
Printed Matter so as to Avoid Waste — Would
Impress Its Value More Effectively
In a symposium which recently appeared in
"Advertising and Selling," a well-known advertising magazine, relative to the desirability of
charging dealers for publicity matter, O. J.
Dreyer, advertising manager of the Globe-Wernicke Co., Cincinnati O., contributed a very interesting article. This company, which manufactures the Brown disc record cabinet and sectional record1 files, is also the world's leading
manufacturer of office filing cabinets and sectional bookcases, and is a national advertiser of
considerable renown.
Mr. Dreyer's article, which is entitled "Charge
Dealers for Matter," reads as follows:
"There are many kinds of advertising, and
there is much waste in every kind, but by far
the greatest waste is in the distribution of catalogs and printed matter to dealers for their
use, and this includes envelope enclosures, circulars, booklets, pamphlets, and, in fact, anything which they receive from an advertiser free
and send to their customers and prospects.
"In the case of printed matter being sent direct to consumers by the advertiser: If the
mailing list is strictly up to date, there is no
waste and in this case the advertiser has full
control of the printed matter.
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"Where the advertiser sends the printed matter to the dealer to be distributed by him, the
advertiser loses all control of it. The dealer
has the best of intentions, usually, to send out
all printed matter which the advertiser will send
him. If the dealer requests the advertising matter from the advertiser the chances are he will
send it out, but then, he is human like the rest
of us, and it is often overlooked, neglected and
finally goes to the furnace or paper baler. If
he does not request it there is still a greater
percentage of waste.
"Investigations by the traveling salesmen of
an advertiser will prove that most dealers have
printed matter piled up in basements and warerooms, which they intend to use but never get
around to the point where it is actually used.
Of course, some of that which comes in at a
psychological moment is sent out, but most of
the printed matter is received, placed to one
side and then neglected.
"There is just one way to remedy this trouble and eliminate this enormous waste, and that
is for every advertiser in the country to make
a nominal charge for all advertising material
supplied to dealers. Ten per cent, of the cost
will undoubtedly solve the problem. Thus,' if
a catalog costs 10 cents a dealer should be
willing to spend 1 cent for it. If booklets cost
$50 per thousand a dealer should be willing
to pay $5 for each thousand he desires to use.
The dealer then has a monetary value in the
advertising material and will not waste it."
Walter J. Staats, auditor of the Victor Talking
Machine Co., Camden, N. J., has been appointed
Federal Fuel Administrator for Camden and
Gloucester Counties, N. J.
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"A carload of phonographs is just being unloaded this morning, so we are feeling more contented," remarked W. D. Stevenson, of the Canadian Phonograph Supply Co., London, Canadian distributors of Starr lines, when The
World called. "We had practically cleared our
stock prior to receiving this delivery, and this
enables us to continue giving our dealers the
same prompt service that we gave when the demand was not quite so heavy."
R. W. Burgess, of the Pathe Co., has just returned from a successful seven weeks' trip to
the West, where he went as far as Saskatoon.
While there Mr. Burgess opened up a great many
valuable accounts for the Pathe western distributors, Messrs. R. J. Whitla & Co., Ltd.,
amongst which were Cross, Goulding & Skinner; Furnishers, Ltd., and Ashdown's of Winnipeg, as well as Campbell & Campbell, of Brandon, Man. Mr. Burgess personally had charge
of the big opening at Ashdown's, and demonstrated the Pathephone to a very large and appi^ciative audience. To demonstrate how easily
it could be done he proceeded to sell for cash
on the opening night one of the superb new
Louis XVI Pathephones, and a large assortment
of Pathe records, a total cash sale approaching $400.
A. F. Meisselbach, of the Meisselbach division
of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.,
Newark, N. J., and one of America's pioneer
motor manufacturers, recently paid his initial
visit to this city. On a former occasion Mr.
Meisselbach had seen something of Western
Canada while on his way from the Western
States to Vancouver. He expressed himself
quite pleased with Toronto. Mr. Meisselbach is
much impressed with the rapid growth of the
phonograph industry, and to him the number
of homes without a phonograph is but an indication that the industry is only in its infancy.
Ralph Cabanas, for over two years manager
of the Columbia Graphophone Co.'s business,
with headquarters in Toronto, resigned from
that position on December 31 and in a short
time proposes visiting Mexico to look into business conditions there. On coming to Canada
in 1915, Mr. Cabanas expected to remain until
matters became normal and required his return,
to again give personal attention to his business
interests in Mexico. During his stay in Canada
Mr. Cabanas has thoroughly familiarized himself with methods of doing business here and
leaves with the satisfaction of having seen Columbia trade develop to the extent of this year's
volume, being a little more than treble that of
his first year. On a recent visit to New York
he was congratulated by officials of the com-

pany on his record here. He has made many
warm personal friends in and out of the trade
who will regret his departure, but at the same
time extend very best wishes for a complete
revival of his former business success in Mexico.
Thomas C. Watkins, "The Right House," of
Hamilton, Ont., have taken on the agency for
Brunswick phonographs and records.
R. R. Gauvin, a leading furniture dealer of
Smith Falls, Ont., has opened a new phonograph department and has secured the agency
for Pathephones and Pathe records.
F. A. Girdwood, proprietor of the Rexall Drug
Store, Perth, Ont., has added the Pathe line
of phonographs and records. D. J. Ritza, another eastern Ontario druggist, has likewise
taken on the Pathe.
R. S. Mason, formerly with the J. M. Greene
Music Co., Peterboro, and son of the manager
of that firm's Lindsay branch, has leased a
store in Orillia, where he will handle Brunswick
phonographs and records.
Among recent trade visitors to Toronto were
M. H. Matthews, president, and L. A. Baxter,
vice-president and superintendent of the Thomas
Mfg. Co., Dayton, O. This firm has opened up
a Canadian branch in Toronto in the Kent
Building, which is in charge of P. K. Wood
and F. J. Foley. At the Canadian branch it is
the purpose to carry for immediate shipment a
large stock of each of their five types of motors
and of the four designs of tone arms and sound
boxes together with all necessary parts.
At the Stanley Piano warerooms, Yonge
street, the Brunswick phonograph line is now
being strongly featured.
S. E. Lumdsen, a well-known piano dealer of
Arnprior, Ont., has secured the agency for
Pathephones and Pathe records for his district.
M. E. Standfield has started on the road
wholesaling Starr phonographs and records for
the Canadian distributors, the Canadian Phonograph Supply Co., London, Ont.
D. R. Doctorow, credit and sales manager for
Leonard Markels, the New York motor manufacturer, spent a few days in Canada early this
month, during which he closed some substantial
MONTREAL'S

PROSPERITY

Canada

of

orders. Mr. Doctorow informed your correspondent that he was arranging at the factory
to have a service man come to Toronto for two
or three weeks in the interests' of Markels motors and parts.
New Victor dealers in Toronto are High Park
Music Store, Roncesvalles avenue, and the St.
Clair Music Store, St. Clair avenue.
The Phonograph Shop, 310 Yonge street, Toronto, is featuring the Solophone.
A recital was recently given to a number of
invited guests by Manager C. R. Coleman, of
Thos. Claxton, Ltd., this city, to demonstrate
the playing of various makes of records with
the Bliss reproducer. The faithful reproduction
was enthusiastically commented upon.
Whether or not talking machines should be
displayed in the piano booths at the Canadian
National Exhibition provoked a spirited discussion at the recent annual meeting held in Toronto, Ont., of the Canadian Piano and Organ
Manufacturers' Association, resulting in the decision that they may be shown, but that the exhibition committee shall have power to enforce
the rule that talking machines and player-pianos
shall be demonstrated only in the soundproof
rooms behind closed doors. It is proposed to
interview the exhibition authorities with respect
to suitable accommodation for the manufacturers of talking machines wishing to exhibit.
The Hudson Bay Co., following the concert
of the Hawaiian players and singers in costume
with the Bird of Paradise Co., who were filling
an engagement here for a week, had a thirtyminutes' recital of Bird of Paradise Hawaiian
Music through the medium of the Starr phono-

_

After Record-Breaking Holiday Season Talking Machine Men Plunge Into Plans for New Year —
Geo. W. Hopkins Addresses Toronto Ad Club — Travelers Make Good Report — New Ventures
Toronto, Can., January 9. — A full house greeted
Geo. W. Hopkins, sales manager, Columbia
Graphophone Co., who made a special trip from
New York to address the Toronto Ad Club,
at the Board of Trade, December 11. Mr. Hopkins is recognized as one of the leading sales
managers in the United States, and his talk
here met with enthusiastic approval, delivered,
as it was, with punch and pep, and the result
of an intimate knowledge of the selling field.
The J. Coulter Co., Ltd., are putting on the
market the Harmonola, a new cabinet phonograph, to be sold through the jewelry trade in
three models.
C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., Ottawa branch, during
the month of December gave noon hour recitals
which were entirely informal and included popular and classic, secular and sacred music. This
firm handles Columbia, Pathe and Sonora lines.
The Music Supply Co., Columbia distributors,
are running some strong advertising in conjunction with their dealers.
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Arthur Middleton appeared on December 27graph.
28
with the Winnipeg Oratorio Society. He is
well known through his connection with the Edison Co., and Edison dealers made capital out of
his appearance by featuring his records.
Reed & Robinson, Edmonton, Alta, are
handling a large volume of business with the
Aeolian-Vocalion line.
Lucy Gates, the Columbia artist, delighted
large Winnipeg audiences in that city lately in
a song recital.
The Mason & Risch Co., Ltd., local Victrola
representatives, stated that the buying of Viclarge. trola records for Christmas giving was unusually

REFLECTED

IN

HOLIDAY

SALES

Big Run on Higher-Priced Models — Some Generous Advertising Campaigns — Many New Agencies
Announced for Prominent Lines — Stores Enlarged and Remodeled to Take Care of Future Demands
Montreal, Ont., January 4.— The local talking
machine trade were all unanimous in stating
that the holiday trade of 1917 goes down on
record as one of the best in their history and are
all agreed that the talking machine has certainly
come into its own. Several reasons are advanced for the large increase. First, the large
amount of money in circulation, the demand this
year being practically for the more expensive
machines, and this was forcibly brought to the
attention of y'our correspondent
by nearly
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every dealer called upon. Secondly, the manufacturers have spent large sums of money in
printers' ink using full pages exploiting their
products and educating the people to the advantages of music in the home, especially in war
time. Thirdly, the dealers themselves in addition to the appropriation allowed them by the
manufacturers for advertising supplemented this
largely by running good-sized copy. Fourthly,
the Christmas(Continued
Club ideaon had
stimulating efpagea 42)
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DOMINION

feet in disposing of a large number of machines
on the instalment principle, although from various interviews cash business predominated.
There are many more reasons that could be advanced, but these are the principal ones. Record Gift Certificates were never as popular as
this year and promise for its future big business
in this respect. Why not extend this and make
a birthday certificate?
D. S. Cluff, representing the Canadian Phonograph Supply Co., London, Ont., Canadian distributors for the Starr machine and records, has
just returned from a highly successful trip in
the Maritime Provinces, where he opened a
large number of new accounts.
J. G. Bradt, manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., Toronto, was a recent visitor to the
trade in Montreal.
Local Brunswick Shops handling Brunswick
talkers include Berlin Phonograph Co., Ltd., 153
St. Catherine street, East, who are East End
representatives; Geo. A. Peate, 584 St. Catherine street, West, representatives for Eastern
Ontario and Quebec, and the Cowan Piano &
Music Co., 633 St. Catherine street, West, West
End representatives.
H. P. Labelle & Co., Ltd., are now featuring
the Starr line in addition to other makes handled.
Some of the local branch stores of the United
Cigar Stores are featuring Emerson records.
The members of the Montreal Publicity Association at a special luncheon at the Rose Room
of the Windsor Hotel recently heard an appeal
from Mrs. F. W. Stewart on behalf of the Superfluity Shop and the toys made by the returned
soldiers.
An address was given by G. W. Hopkins, general sales manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, one of the four men
chosen by the United States to handle Government publicity, who spoke on the little things
that make big business. Mr. Hopkins was full
of valuable hints for salesmen and advertising
men as to the best ways of promoting business.
S. H. Brown, retail manager of the Berliner
Gramophone Co., Ltd., and P. Decker, manager
of the 417 store, sent a substantial supply of
smokes to Messrs. Dewar and Reece, who recently enlisted in the United States Marine
Corps.
Eighty-nine Columbia Grafonolas constituted
a unique showing in the window of Layton Bros,
and was the largest number of talking machines
ever displayed in a Montreal store window. The
publicity thus gained brought most wonderful
results.
Henderson & Richardson, Board of Trade
Building, handle the Stewart, and the day before Christmas had sold their complete stock.
They report an increasing interest in Operaphone records.
The Edwards Furniture Co., Sherbrooke, Que.,
are now stocking a line of phonographs.
J. A. Hurteau & Co., Ltd., have completed
alterations to the interior of their store, adding
a number of soundproof booths and new lighting effects throughout. It presents a most attractive appearance. Pathe and Sonora business has never been as good before in December, said this firm.
W. J. Whiteside experienced his first Christmas business with the Victor as his leader. He
reports being sold out of every model in the
store with the exception of one machine which
he uses for demonstration purposes. As regards his supply of records it was sadly depleted. The majority of Victors sold were for
spot cash and included the higher-priced styles,
very little call being noticeable for the smaller
types.
The Berliner Gram-O-Phone Co., Ltd., evidenced alarge demand for the first records of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
The Canadian Graphophone Co. report both
wholesale and retail Columbia business away in
excess of last year as regards the month of December and are well satisfied with the number
of Grafonolas and Columbia records disposed
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CANADA— (Continued

from page 39)
cated to the advantages of owning a phonograph
of sold as Christmas gifts, the popularity of
was
amply
demonstrated at the warerooms of
which is steadily increasing every year.
J. W. Shaw & Co., where Columbia Grafonolas
Lieut. "Gitz" Rice has just recorded for the
were sold in large numbers as well as Columbia
Berliner Gramophone Co. two Victor records,
records.
ten-inch, as follows: "Fun in Flanders" (Parts I
Pathephones and Pathe records enjoyed a
brisk demand at the store of G. A. Holland &
and II), 18405; "Honey, Will You Miss Me?"
and "Take Me Back to the Land of Promise,"
216016.
Son Co.
Wm. Lee, Ltd., are handling the new GoldenLieut. "Gitz" Rice needs no introduction to
tone needle, which they state is selling freely.
Canadians. His fame as an entertainer reaches
far beyond his native Montreal. When the call
NEWS FROM NORTHERN PROVINCES
of the Motherland was heard he went overseas
with the First Canadian Contingent, and saw
Talking Machine Trade Most Active in Provaction at Neuve Chapelle, Ypres, Festubert,
inces of Saskatchewan and Alberta
Givnechy, Loos, the Somme and Vimy Ridge.
Then he was badly gassed and sent to a hospital
Wm. H. Field, manager, Saskatoon Piano Co.,
in England, and is now in Montreal on sick
who features "His Master's Voice" lines, is addleave.
ing a number of sound-proof rooms on the
His ability as an entertainer led to his being
ground floor. The firm is also planning an addetailed to organize entertainments for the men
dition to the rear of the building occupied by
at the front, and he was awarded a commission
them. The Victrola department, at present loin order to make his efforts fully effective. Lieut.
cated in the basement, has been outgrown, and
Rice took charge of all musical entertainments
to meet the need of more rooms it was decided
within the Canadian lines, and, with the aid of to locate these on the ground floor.
the various concert and musical troops organized
A Columbia distributing agency has been
from different regiments, was able to entertain
opened up in Calgary, Alta, by James E. Williams.
70,000 soldiers every week.
The authenticity of the songs and jokes on
these records is vouched for as true to life in
the trenches. Other records by Lieut. Rice
will be issued in the near future.
The Berliner Gram-O-Phone Co., Ltd., have
enlarged considerably their two St. Catherine
street, West, stores, thus giving them a larger
number of demonstration rooms and even with
the additional rooms at their disposal customers
had to wait their turn in line during Christmas and New Year's week.
The report of Charles Culross, Sonora and
Aeolian Vocalion representative, is to the effect
that the demand was confined largely to the
most expensive styles of both makes and which
he stated sold with much less effort than the
smaller machines.
A. Comtois, 1473 Notre Dame street, West, is
handling His Master's Voice products.
The Berliner Gram-O-Phone Co., Ltd., report
a holiday business equal to the record volume
established in December of previous year. The
rush came in the last three days preceding
Christmas and kept up continuously until New
Year's Eve.
Goodwin's, Ltd., report a good steady flow
of trade for Edison Diamond Discs and Amberolas.
"We are not so eager for trade that we take
all talking machine sales that are offered us,"
said Manager Henry Hamlet, of Wm. Lee,
Ltd., who do an extensive business in Edison
Amberolas and Columbia Grafonolas. "We are
daily turning down sales that are offered us, as
we only want business that is absolutely of a
high
nature."who is handling the Brunswick
Geo.class
A. Peate,
phonograph in Eastern Ontario and the Province of Quebec, is very optimistic over the future possibilities of this make and predicts a
great future for the Brunswick. He has already sold a large number to leading local musicians of national repute, who he states are in
a position to judge and compare. Two traveling representatives will start out on the road
the first of the year.
Sales Manager W. W. O'Hara, of Layton
Bros., told your correspondent that on Christmas Eve they were left practically without an
Edison machine on the floor, and were cleared
out of everything above $200. Columbia Grafonolas and records also shared in the prosperity.
"Months ago we placed what we believed sufficient orders to fill all our wants," he said, "but
we never anticipated the onslaught which came
as an avalanche and cleaned us out."
According to Norman F. Rowell, manager of
the phonograph department of C. W. Lindsay,
Ltd., holiday business this year was unprecedented, and Columbia, Pathe and Sonora machines were the gainers.
That the music loving public are being edu-

Nipper, the famous Victor dog, was a prominent and attractive feature in a recent display
of Heintzman & Co.'s Moose Jaw store. The
Victrolas shown were all of satin finish, and
with an attractive arrangement of "His Master's
Voice" records the window presented a striking
appeal. A later window by reason of its artistic
simplicity was particularly good. A cabinet machine and one of table size were shown against
a background of denim.
The Victrola department of Heintzman & Co.,
Ltd., at Calgary, is now in charge of B. Gillespie, formerly manager of Western Gramophones Co.'s branch in that city. Mr. Gillespie
is a thorough and consistent Victrola enthusiast, and finds a ready response to his enterprise in giving service to the public. Four years
ago Mr. Gillespie commenced his Victrola experience with His Master's Voice. Ltd., Toronto, later transferred to Western Gramophone
at
Winnipeg, and then to that firm's branch
Co.,Calgary.
The Child & Gower Piano Co.. Regina, Sas.,
are handling a large number of Vocalion phonographs and Columbia Grafonolas.
Jos. M. Tees, formerly of Winnipeg, where
he was one of the pioneers in the music business, is now a citizen' of Calgary. Mr. Tees is
manager of the Imperial Phonograph Co., which
firm is featuring Columbia lines.
The Hudson Bay Co,, at Calgary, have taken
on the Columbia line. The formal announcement
of this event took the form of a series of four
recitals in their "Temple of Music" on the fifth
floor, but which is being removed to the fourth
floor. The recital attracted audiences that
crowded every available inch of floor space. The
programs were of such artistic value and so
well rendered as to win from this department's
competitors most generous compliments to the
work of J. F. Fisher, manager of this branch
of the Hudson Bay Co.'s business. Mr. Fisher
came west a few months ago from Toronto,
where he was on the staff of the Nordheimer
Co. The influence of his knowledge of his business, his friendly personality and broad appreciation of the place of music in the lives of the
people, is daily reflected in the improved service
of
his department and appreciation of his patrons.
The "no records exchanged" sign is hung conspicuously inthe store of Mason & Risch, Regina, Sas. Asked as to the difficulty of enforcing the rule, Mr. Poison, manager, replied that
he found it of considerable advantage not to exchange records, as customers naturally preferred
unused stock. He told of a Scotsman and his
wife who had transferred their record trade to
his Victrola department, their explanation being
that by doing so they were assured of the records purchased being all new.
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ORE.

As Is Usually the Case the Holiday Demand Cleans Out Available Stocks — Patriotic and SemiPatriotic Records Have the Call — Machines in Period Styles Make a Hit
Portland, Ore., January 3.— The volume of
talking machine business throughout Oregon,
and particularly this city and vicinity, is practically limited by the available supply of machines
and records, and the demand is spread over all
the leading lines of instruments. In other
words, conditions existing at Portland are as a
rule those which, according to reports, exist
in practically every other section of the country.
From present indications there will be no let-up
in business for the coming months at least.
The G. F. Johnson Piano Co., by selling "It's
a Long, Long Way to Berlin, but We'll Get
There" and "Send Me Away With a Smile," is
not losing any friends. R. F. Callahan, the genial
talking machine salesman, delights in patriotic
records, which he says sell like hotcakes. But
he also has the fine taste to recommend the best
classic reproductions to discriminating buyers.
He says the Boston Symphony Orchestra records sell immediately after being heard. He considers them the most wonderful reproductions
of orchestra music ever made.
The William and Mary model of the New
Edison machine is being sold at the Meier &
Frank store at the old price, with only a nominal
sum added for war tax. January 1st the prices
on all Edisons were advanced and Portland people took advantage last month of the opportunity to buy these beautiful instruments at the
old figures and sales during the Christmas holidays were numerous.
Louis Older, formerly with the Columbia
Graphophone Co. there, and now in the Canadian army, stationed at Vancouver, B. C., got a
six-day leave of absence last week and celebrated it by coming down to Portland and
marrying Miss Suzanne Glen, stenographer of
the Columbia Graphophone Co.
The Cowan Classique, one of the most beautiful talking machines ever brought to this city,
is having a fine sale. These beautiful instruments
have been sold to owners of some of Portland's
handsomest homes. The case is not its only
recommendation, as the tone is unusually full
and sweet.
Miss Emma Reynolds, of the Hyatt Talking
Machine Co., reports many good sales. Many

machines were sold for Christmas gifts. The
sale of records is constantly increasing. Those
of Galli-Curci are very popular. The Hyatt Co.
handles the Victor, Columbia and Edison machines.
P. Murphy, of the Jackson Furniture Co. of
Oakland, Cal., is now salesman at Bush & Lane's
Piano Co. here. Mr. Murphy sold a thousanddollar Sonora machine immediately after joinTRADE

OPTIMISTIC

AND

CONFIDENT

D. Bartelstone Tells of Conditions and Prospects
Experienced on Recent Trip — Closed Many
Contracts With Manufacturers of Standing

weaken the envelopes.

NEW

factor in the coming year's developments.
The Lucky 13 Phonograph Co. now numbers
among its patrons some of the best-known members of the trade, who have been taking advantage of the company's offer to keep them
supplied with all phonograph parts immediately
upon receipt of their orders. The company
carries large stocks on hand, and Mr. Bartelstone has been in a position to take advantage
of several important contracts during 1917. For
the new year this service will be even more intensive than in the past, and a number of new
lines will be announced in the near future.
D. Bartelstone has been associated with the
talking machine industry for a number of years,

YORK

RECORD

ALBUM

Each album has a system of interlocking which makes each envelope
an individual container. Riveted at the back so that the strain cannot
Ends are brass finished.

ALBUM

& CARD

D. Bartelstone
uted materially to his company's success. He is
well known in local trade circles, and according
to his present plans will visit the trade throughout the country at frequent intervals this year.
A CONVENIENT

BLACKMAN

SOUVENIR

Combined Desk Rule and Blotting Device Carries Holiday Greetings to Trade

Indestructible and guaranteed to be the strongest album on the market
Metal-back and other grades also manufactured as heretofore.
NEW

and in addition to being a competent executive
and merchandising man also possesses an invaluable technical knowledge of the talking machine business, a knowledge which has contrib-

D. Bartelstone, head of the Lucky 13 Phonograph Co., New York, returned recently from an
extended Western and Northeastern trip, which
included a visit to a number of the company's
clients. In addition to securing good-sized orders for the coming year Mr. Bartelstone closed
contracts whereby his company will be in a position to offer manufacturers and dealers maximum service during 1918.
In a chat with The World Mr. Bartelstone
commented upon the fact that the great majority
of the members of the talking machine industry
seem to be imbued with optimism and confidence in the future. The manufacturers report
the closing of a satisfactory year, and, judging
from their plans for 1918, the question of service to their clients will be a most important

Announces
A

ing the Portland house. The Sonora is selling
rapidly. A carload has just arrived for Bush &
lane and is being quickly disposed of.
Wm. Gadsby & Sons, the large furniture
house, have just stocked up with a complete line
of Columbia Grafonolas and handle these machines exclusively.
Miss Ethel Brown has taken charge of the
talking machine department of H. Jennings &
Sons. This house sells Columbia Grafonolas
and Windsor machines.
Miss H. Perry, formerly with Byron Mauzy, of
San Francisco, is now saleswoman with the Bush
& Lane Co. here.

CO., 23-25 Lispenard St., NEW

YORK

The Blacknian Talking Machine Co., Ne\v
York, the prominent Victor wholesalers, remembered their friends in the trade with a most attractive and useful holiday souvenir in the form
of an eight-inch celluloid ruler on one side of
which appears monthly calendars for 1918, and
to the reverse side of which are attached several
strips of blotting paper that should prove a
great convenience in blotting signatures on letters. The Blackman souvenir will find a permanent place on many desks.
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Braid white
Ry wauam
Machine
Xalking
he could not obtain a hearing at all. Even his
[Note. — This is the eleventh in a series of articles on the symphonies, operas, piano compositions galore,
songs he had to give away, almost. Franz
quartets and quintets for strings, and no less
general subject of the musical possibilities of the talking
machine. The aim of the series is to develop these posLachner,
many years later, once related how he
sibilities from all angles, thus opening up fields for sales than 600 songs, many of which, such as the "Erland
Schubert
had a mind one day to go to the
King," "Gretchen at the Spinning Wheel," the
expansion oftentimes neglected wholly or in part. — Editor.]
country for an excursion, but neither of them
"Serenade," "Hark, Hark the Lark," "Who Is
SCHUBERT UNFINISHED SYMPHONY
had any money. So Schubert hunted up a
Sylvia," are well known through records to every
talking machine man.
bundle of songs he had recently written down
The other day I was listening to some CoSchubert was born in 1797 near Vienna and
and gave them to Lachner, asking him to take
lumbia records at a friend's house and, in lookthem to the publisher, as Schubert himself was
died the year after the great Beethoven. His
ing over his collection, the title "Symphony in father was a poor school teacher and the boy
too shy to present himself there again. After
B minor (Unfinished)" caught my eye. What
was educated at the school maintained for the
much hesitation, the publisher consented to pay
memories that name brings back! How I refive Austrian florins (about one dollar) for the
choir
boys
of
the
Imperial
Chapel,
a
place
membered that very young fellow whose pennies
bundle of manuscript! The two took this money
amongst
whom
had
been
secured
for
him
at
the
were few and far between, but who scraped up
age
of
eleven,
on
account
of
his
beautiful
voice.
and went off, happy as kings. At lunch time
each week enough to buy a gallery seat at the
The fare was scanty, the discipline severe and
they stopped at a little inn. While waiting for
St. Nicholas Garden, in New York, so that he
the child suffered under it. But he was already,
their meal, Schubert found an old cracked spinet,
might hear Franz Kaltenborn's orchestra on
at which he sat down and began to play over
although he had no formal musical education, beTuesday nights. This was way back twenty
ideas for new songs that had occurred to him
ginning experiments in composition. When he
years ago, or very nearly that long. Kaltenon the road. Soon the landlady and all the
was
sixteen
his
voice
broke,
and
he
was
disborn made a brave attempt to popularize ormissed from the school and choir. Three years
other guests had stolen silently into the room
chestral music in New York during the summer
followed
of
miserable
attempts
to
teach
in
his
and sat listening entranced! Some of these
by giving it in a place where you could sit and
father's school. This finally had to be abandrink beer while drinking in metaphorically the
songs, says Lachner, were among Schubert's
doned altogether, but Schubert nevertheless
music from a very good band. His players
The Unfinished Symphony
greatest.
found time, during the year 1815, when he was
were nearly all Philharmonic men and they made
As
I
said
before, poor Schubert could get no
but eighteen years old, to compose two syma pretty large hit that first season. Every Tueshearing
for
his
larger works, and that is the very
phonies, five operas and one hundred and thirtyday night was symphony night, and I shall never
reason why the unfinished symphony is really
seven songs! Some of these songs have since
forget that it was on one of these Tuesdays that
been sung all over the world and are still in"unfinished," having only the first and second
I first heard the Unfinished Symphony of Schumovements. The circumstances were somewhat
cluded in the program of every song recital.
bert.
i
An obscure musical appointment was, at this as follows:
The Talking Machine Eoute
time, refused to him on the grounds that he was
In the year 1821 the Musical Society of Gratz
You talking machine fellows, do you know
in
Austria elected Schubert to honorary mem"imperfectly qualified!" Poor Schubert!
what you might be giving the great American
Schubert at The Inn
bership. The obscure composer was delighted
public in these serious times if you would but
The rest of his life was passed quietly and
at
the
recognition
and announced that he would
help them to get acquainted with some of your
compose a symphony for the society as a mark
obscurely. He lived sometimes at home, somereally fine record's of symphonic music? It is
of his thanks. He at once set to work and fintimes in rooms elsewhere. His songs sold fairly
such a pity that the people have been taught, by
ished the first two movements.
He had just bewell
after
a
time,
but
often
for
miserably
insufnewspaper jokes and by general indifference, to
ficient
prices.
For
his
larger
works,
however,
(Continued
on
page
47)
sneer at everything which dares to call itself
"artistic." But, thank heaven, those days are
passing and we are coming to better understanding. Still, there is much progress yet to
THE
be made, and in no direction can it be made more
surely and rapidly than via the talking machine
route. The talking machine is the best musical
educator the people ever will have, and in these
1918
days, when we are entered on a great and trying
task, we need the encouragement and the
TRIO
strength that come from great music; need it as
we never needed it before.
It is up to the salesmen to encourage with all
their hearts whatever will tend to bring about a
better popular understanding of, and demand

»

for, high-class records. The people's heart is
right. They want good music, but they don't
know what to ask for. They don't know what
to listen to. It is up to you to tell them. And
how can you tell them if you know no more
than they do?
That is why these articles are written; not to
instruct you in a superior way, but to furnish
ideas that may lead you to take a more definite
interest in these things and to make yourself
better acquainted with them.
The home folks will not be wanting fox-trots
and jazz when the brothers, husbands and sons
are at the front. It is up to the talking machine
man to decide what they shall have in place of
the appalling drivel that once suited everybody.
Franz Peter Schubert
Will you listen, then, while I tell you something about this record: Columbia A5748, the
Unfinished Symphony of Franz Schubert, in two
parts, one on each side of the disc? It is worth
while hearing.
Franz Peter Schubert was one of the world's
neglected genuises. You often hear of such, but
seldom know of a real specimen. Schubert's
case was genuine. All his life was passed in
poverty and disappointment. He died at the
early age of thirty-one, in something very like
the weakness of an improperly nourished body.
In his short life he managed to compose ten
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E in many
Wcost
BUT
could cheapen
our factory
ways as by using gum and birch

and finishing to resemble mahogany — but we don't.
We use mahogany and walnut.
We
We

could use two coatings and rub by machine — but we don't.
use three and rub by hand.

We

could save money by using motors that wind with a grind and run with a

rumble, with a wabbling turn table — but we don't.
We use a precision motor — as silent to wind and run as your watch.
We

a scratch at every turn — but we don't.
We use an acoustically correct and properly constructed tone arm and a brilliant reproducer that conforms to the perfection of the rest of the machine —
Great volume — little surface noise.

Adam No. 5
Dimensions, 21x22x45
inches. Exposed parts
nickeled. Mahogany.
Shelves for records.

We could save by using a 10 or 15-lb. iron casting for the concealed horn —
but we don't.
We use a machined and carved round neck conforming perfectly to the shape
of the tone arm.

Price $100— with electric motor $125.

We

< "Play It Yourself"
We

could use a poorly constructed tone arm and reproducer with a rattle and

could save by using albums or racks in our higher priced machines— but

we don't.
have built in containers that conform with our beautifully designed cabinets.

We could save by using the usual cheap slide or damper as a tone control — but we don't.
Our modulating device is exceptionally fine and is controlled to any degree by the operator, from a distance if
desired, without muffling in the least.
We could have a cheap man assemble many machines a day — but we don't.
We

assemble so carefully and accurately that four machines are a day's work for a well paid mechanic.
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But How
We realize the prestige of the older concerns and
know that to make a success we must build carefully and pay every attention to the details of conand equipment.
to
produce a struction
perfect
machine, Our
at a facilities
moderate"allow
priceusand
with a better discount for the dealer.
The dealer with the Widdicomb line is not only
selling the phonograph but complete satisfaction
as well.
Apply at once for particulars and territory. Catalog and discounts now ready and orders piling up
fast.
Prospective jobbers will be amply repaid by a visit
to our factory.
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gun the Scherzo when some misunderstanding
arose, apparently, between him and the Gratz
musicians. The work was laid aside, and although, according to Sir George Grove, whose
authority is final, it did come into the hands of
the Musical Society, it was never performed, but
remained forgotten until 1865, when it was disinterred and performed for the first time at one
of the concerts of the Vienna Gesellschaft der
Musikfreunde in the same year. Since then it
has been played constantly, and is now given at
least once a year by every important symphony
orchestra in the world.
Allegro Moderato
Schubert certainly never heard his manuscript
performed, and yet it stands as a model of
euphony and delicate perfection. It contains
many novel ideas in the way of orchestration
and general treatment and is of a captivating
beauty that appeals to the musically unlearned
as quickly as to the professed musician. Let us
look into it a little more closely.
The first movement (Part I on the record)
allegro moderato is agitated and stressful. It
opens with a solemn theme intoned by the
stringed-basses. After nine bars of this, the
first and second violin take up a rippling accompaniment, which, a little later, is interrupted by
a secondary tune from the oboe. This is joined
by other reed instruments, with the dancing violins continuing underneath. Suddenly horns and
bassoons break in with a challenging chord. A
few notes of preparation follow, and then
emerges in the 'cellos what is perhaps the sweetest bit of melody in all the literature of the symphony, the famous second theme of the movement; gracious, charming and tender.
As the strains of the 'cellos die away, the violins take up the tune an octave higher and play
with it lovingly. But a change impends. A sudden pause comes. Then, without warning, the
entire orchestra crashes into a series of ascending chords which lead higher and higher until
there modulates out from them the second theme
again, tossed around between violins and 'cellos
until the first theme returns and is repeated as
in the beginning.
A second section of the movement now opens,
with a third tune taken from the original oboe
melody of the opening. It mounts onward and
upward, until the whole set of subjects is hurled
together into another maelstrom of orchestral
color, to emerge at last in gentle alternate repetitions, drawing to a lovely and thrilling close,
with unison chords and a roll of the drums.
Andante con moto
As the first part is stormy and stressful, so
the second is heavenly in its> peace and harmony.
Three little melodies are voiced together at the
opening, in stringed, brass and reed instruments,
respectively. After some little- working out of
these in canonic form (that is to say, by one
voice following the other in imitation first on
strings, then in reeds and so on) there comes
out a second melody all by itself, in the shape
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of a solo for the clarinet, accompanied by a
syncopated running figure in the strings and
oboes. This works up to a sort of climax, and
then dies down again into the melodies of the
opening. These are repeated and finally develop
to a close, the little canonic imitation frisking
around from one set of instruments to another,
till, quietly, almost dreamily, the movement
draws to its gentle end.
Schubert left some two dozen bars of a third
movement written out. There is no trace of any
sketch for a finale.
It will not be doubted by any one who will
calmly sit down in a quiet room to listen to this
symphony that Schubert has here touched
heights of beauty which few have reached. The
storm and stress of the first movement are
everywhere concealed in the velvet glove of
sweet melody and graceful treatment of the instrumental work. The pure appealing loveliness
of the second movement comes to one like a
breath from heaven. Schubert, poor, obscure
and neglected, Schubert, that ugly little man
with the thick spectacles, whom the sweet Fanny
Vogel could not make up her mind to marry,
who was too shy to approach the bedside of
dying Beethoven, whose best friends thought
him a bit unpractical and stupid; this Schubert
touched immortal heights of inspiration,
dreamed immortal dreams of beauty, such as
few others, either before or since, have been

Ward's

Khaki

permitted to conceive in the great realm of
music.
You who may have thought that the music of
the masters is obscure, recondite, hard to understand, listen to the sweet loveliness of Schubert, and know that the immortal language is
always simple, always easy, always clear to those
who listen to it with open ears and minds ready
to be taught. Study, let me urge you ever more
earnestly, the great treasures of musical beauty
that forever, have been stored up through the
genius and skill of the men who have made the
talking machine what it is. Make up your minds
definitel}' that the immortal inspiration of the
great souls who have expressed themselves in
great music is going to be wanted by the great
American people during the strenuous days of
the war. Do your part in making it easier for
the people to get the consolation, the strength
and the encouragement which lie buried in these
splendid records on your shelves. You will never
regret any trouble to which you go in this connection.
C. A. WOODS

PIANO

CO. IN NEW

HOME

The C. A. Woods Piano Co., formerly located
at 1323 St. Nicholas avenue, New York, has
moved to new and larger quarters at 1327 St.
Nicholas avenue, where special attention will be
given to the talking machine department. The
company features the Schubert phonograph with
a gratifying degree of success in the Washington Heights section.

Moving
Covers
PROTECT YOUR MACHINES FROM ALL
KINDS OF WEATHER
and will enable you to deliver them
free from dust, scratches, bruises
and all other finish destroyers
Our covers are faced with Standard Khaki,
lined with a heavy grade flannel, interlined
with an exceptionally good grade of heavy
cotton or felt, diagonally and closely quilted,
and manufactured according to the usual
superior "WARD

New

London " quality.

Grade
"D"$5.°«
"K"No. $7.5?
Carrying Straps:
No. 1 $1.00; Grade
No. 2 $2.00;
3 $3.50
ORDER SAMPLE COVER ON APPROVAL
With Name of Machine silk embroidery on any Cover; extra, __25c.
With onDealer'B
NameCovers,
and Address,
first Cover; extra $1.00
Same
additional
each extra
50c.
Write for booklet
The
C. E. Ward
Co.
(Well-known Lodge Regalia House)

Grade "D" Cover with No. 3 Straps.

101 William St., New London, Ohio
Also Manufacturers of Rubberized Covers
and Dust Covers for the Wareroom
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Motif

And an additional source of phonograph profit

Ik

Art

Period

Pathe

Phonograph

In three designs — William and Mary, Sheraton and Jacobean
It is the right thing at the right time — the timely answer to the demand
for an Art Phonograph that will fit into the modern scheme of period
interiors.

Sheraton Design — in Satin Finish Mahogany.
With Spring Motor $190, and $200 electrically
equipped.

And it's of double significance to the dealer because of its astonishingly low retailing price of

$190
and because of an attractive discount.

There isn't a vestige of doubt about it. In the Art Period Pathe
Phonograph you've got something tremendous to offer, at a low price.
You will be handsomely repaid for your selling efforts.
This new "phonograph motif embodies all of the five star Pathe
Phonograph selling features :
No

Needles

to Change!

THE PATHE SAPPHIRE BALL
it is permanent. It never wears out.

takes the place of needles. And

Pathe Records
Won't
Wear
Out
We guarantee every Pathe Record to play at least a thousand times
with the Pathe Sapphire Ball without impairing the unexcelled beauty of
tone.

The

Pathe

Phonograph
of

Plays

All

William and Mary Design — in American Walnut
Finish.
cally With
equipped. Spring Motor $190, and $200 electri-

Makes

Records

Each Pathe Phonograph, at any price, plays not only Pathe Records,
but all other makes of records.

"Controla"
Pathe
The
W ith the Pathe "Controla" you may increase or decrease the tonal
volume of the Pathe Phonograph at will.
Write now for details and tie up early with the ever-growing trend
toward Art Period furniture.

Jacobean Design — in Fumed Oak. With Spring
Motor $190, and $200 electrically equipped.
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Sammarco, Ruffo, DeCisneros
sively Pathe artists.
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dance

and

others — most

list of records:
successes,
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of them

exclu-

latest patriotic,

at the moment

they

popular,

become

musical

successes.

Profit based on the vast new world of melody unfolded by that repertoire: Europe's best
songs, sung in practically every foreign language, by native artists of renown; quaint folk songs
and melodies ; romantic
bands.

Profit

based

on

gypsy

the

instrumental

genuine

PATHE
We

Profit

based

on

Profit

based

upon

satisfaction

every Pathe

TONE—

in the
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record
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excelled beauty of tone.
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guarantee:
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around
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the name
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prices enable

you
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PATHE

FRERES
20 GRAND

The Pathe Sapphire Ball
Enlarged many times

Pathe

Freres Phonograph

PHONOGRAPH
AVENUE,

Company

BROOKLYN,

of Canada,

COMPANY
N. Y.

Ltd., 6 Clifford Street, Toronto
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General Conditions Throughout This Territory Most Promising— S. H. Nichols Succeeds Kenneth
Mills as Columbia Manager— J. C. Roush Visiting the East— Wheeling Music Co. Incorporated
Pittsburgh, Pa., January 9. — The Pittsburgh
talking machine trade reports having closed one
of the most successful years in the history of
the business, despite the shortage of both machines and records. The holiday season passed
former marks by a good margin, and dealers
are only wondering how large their sales might
have been if it were not for the scarcity of
goods. Stocks in most instances were deleted,
but are gradually being replenished to meet the
steady demand that continues. One of the most
serious obstacles confronting local talking machine distributors at this writing is an embargo
placed by the Government on all classes of incoming and outgoing freight. It is understood
that this measure is only a temporary one, and
it is expected that some improvement in shipping conditions will result from the Government
control of the railroads. General conditions
throughout this territory are extremely promising, and the trade is quite optimistic as to the
outlook for 1918. From reliable sources it is
learned that it is the intention of the United
States Government to place a total of
$110,000,000 worth of war orders here within the
next six months. Orders exceeding $55,000,000
were placed with local plants during a recent
week.
S. H. Nichols, formerly for a number of years
district manager of the Columbia Graphophone
Co. in this territory, comprising Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Detroit, Buffalo and other points, has
been appointed manager of the Pittsburgh
branch of the company, succeeding Kenneth
Mills. Mr. Mills has been transferred to the
Columbia branch at 55 Warren street, New York
City, as assistant to Manager Lambert Friedl.
Last June Mr. Mills succeeded Mr. Friedl as
manager here, and it is interesting to note that
they are again associated in the same organization. Mr. Mills is followed by the well wishes
of a host of friends in the local trade.
The Buehn Phonograph Co., local Edison jobbers, tendered a dinner to their employes on
Thursday, December 27, at the Fort Pitt Hotel.
Covers were laid for eighteen. After the dinner
the party attended the theatre.
Among visitors who called on the Buehn Phonograph Co. recently were the following: Harvey Howard, Cameron, W. Va.;' L. R. Cope, Lisbon, O.; S. G. Patterson, New Brighton, Pa.;

A

Quick,

Easy,

Howard Ross, of the Ross Furniture Co., Fairmont, W. Va.; H. H. Findt, Steubenville, O.;
W. B. Pfleghardt, Charleroi, Pa.
Edward Crede, auditor of a local bank, has
been announced winner of the second prize in
the Edison contest started "Edison Week" in
October.
J. C. Roush, president of the Standard Talking Machine Co., local Victor distributors, is
spending a week or ten days in the East on business. He will visit the Victor factory.
T. C. McGinnity, of the road staff of the Standard Talking Machine Co., has joined the colors
with the field artillery, and is stationed at Camp

Clear —
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phonograph

Yonkers, N. Y., Inventor Designs Machine for
Playing a Half Dozen or More Disc Records
in Succession and Automatically
A new phonograph designed to play a number of disc records in succession, and without
the attention of the operator after he has started
the machine, has been invented by Lucien M.
Flagg, of Yonkers, N. Y., who is at present enlisted in the United States, Naval Reserve. Mr.
Flagg has just been granted a patent on his invention, which is illustrated herewith.
The invention is cleverly conceived, and is pro-

Excellent Report by Grafonola Department of
Haverty Furniture Co. — Other Prominent
Lines Also in Strong Demand
Atlanta, Ga., January 4. — Manager Thornton,
of the Grafonola department, Haverty Furniture
Co., this city, reports the holiday trade very
active. The business of the Haverty Co. was 50
per cent, larger than 1916, which, up to that
time, was the largest month in the firm's history.
The Cable Piano Co., Victor dealers, are reported as having done the largest business in
their Victrola department since the department
was organized. All other Victor dealers enjoyed
a very greatly increased business.
Phonographs Inc., the Edison dealers and the
Diamond Disc Shop, also Edison retailers, had
a most satisfactory business, their best sellers
being the $200 and $250 types. The New Edison has been well received in Atlanta.
All dealers in the trade are anticipating the
largest year's business that has ever been done.
The various army camps near Atlanta have contributed materially to the success of the trade.
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L. M. Flagg's Multiple Phonograph
vided with a series of turntables bearing records.
The tone arm is placed in position at the top,
and as each record is played, the sound box and
tone arm are lifted therefrom by a mechanical
arrangement lowered and placed in playing position on the record below. After the bottom record has been played, the tone arm and sound box
are automatically lifted and placed in position
above the top record. Means are provided
whereby the operator may omit any record in
the series or repeat the playing of a record if'
desired. The mechanism may also be regulated
to stop playing automatically after any record.
The mechanism is designed particularly for electric operation. Special attention has been given
to the means for making the mechanism as fool
proof as possible. The use of a semi-permanent
needle obviates the necessity of frequent needle
changing and permits of the playing of a series
of records several times without any attention
to that detail from the operator.
The first model of the new instrument is about
five feet high, three feet six inches wide, and
two feet eight inches deep, and is designed to
accommodate six records.
ARKANSAS

havewrite
a good
but
us atsurprise
once. in store for you. Don't delay,

Dept. A.

MULTIPLE

IN ATLANTA

that we can't tell you about them here. Get our
Illustrated Folder and see for yourself. But there's
one big reason why you should get this folder —
PROFITS. Unless you send for this folder, you'll
never know what big profits you can make. We

ELMBROLA

PATENTS

Sam Houston, San" Antonio, Tex. Corp. Don
Morrow, of the Standard inside force, returned
from Camp Lee, Va., over the holidays.
The Wheeling Music Co., Wheeling, W. Va.,
has been incorporated to deal in talking machines and other musical instruments, with a
capital stock of $10,000. The incorporators are
Joseph N. Johnson, Frank Sweitzer, Frank Porterfield, Jr., S. Porterfield and G. Bowman, all
are residents of Wheeling.

The Elmbrola is a" beautiful machine — a sweet, cleartoned phonograph — one you would surely buy for yourself ifyou wanted one for your own home. Compare
it with any other — it compares with the best. Note
the Elmbrola's woodwork, the finish, and then put on
a record. There are so many exclusive features in the
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CITY DEALER

PROGRESSES

K. Weller Daniels, of Arkansas City, Kan.,
has installed new equipment for his rearranged
department where Edisons will be handled. And
he is going at the business aggressively. He
has been using pages in the local papers, effective copy prepared by himself, that is getting
the trade.
No "guesser" ever won shoulder straps in a
contest with a "knower."
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What is salesmanship? What will bring a
salesman closer to his point of selling a talking machine than judgment of human nature?
Nothing, absolutely nothing, for when a man
enters a talking machine store and the salesman approaches him in the wrong manner, the
salesman is pushing him away and will be unable
to obtain his confidence. No matter how attractively arranged1 a store may be, and no matter
how inviting its atmosphere, if the salesman does
not approach his prospect properly half of the
otherwise good impression made by the store
is lost.
The talking machine salesman should always
make it a point to show his prospect around the
entire store, meanwhile listening to what the
prospect has to say, noticing his actions, and,
by watching his eyes, learning what attracts him
the most.
A talking machine salesman never goes wrong
if he endeavors to find out what the hobby of
his prospect may happen to be. No matter
what the hobby is, whether it is hunting, or fishing, or billiards, or even stamp collecting, the
salesman will find that the hobby offers him an
easy medium through which he can gain the
confidence of the prospect.
The salesman who knocks his competitor is
in reality boosting him instead. It never pays
to knock a competitor or any other make of
talking machine. There are many good talking machines made, and the salesman who is
willing to admit that there are other good lines
besides the ones he is handling will make an impression on the prospect, and will cause the
prospect to have greater confidence in all of
the statements made by the salesman concerning his own line.
In demonstrating a talking machine the salesman should always play something which, in his
judgment at least, will find a responsive chord
in the prospect's heart. When selling a middleaged customer a piece like "Silver Threads" or
"Annie Laurie" is bound to be pleasing. When
dealing with a prospect who believes he knows
a great deal about music other tactics are necessary. Say to this kind of a customer, "You, of
course, are familiar with this selection from
'Aida.' " Then proceed to play a selection from
that or some other opera which you have named.
While this is mere flattery, it leads the prospect to believe that you have a good opinion
of his knowledge of music and it helps to place
him in a pleasant frame of mind and one in
which he will more readily respond to the ideas
and suggestions you advance in your selling
talk.
When explaining the construction of the talking machine the salesman should spare neither
time nor effort to make the customer understand anything that he wants to know about the
instrument. The wise salesman will "tear the
talking machine to pieces" if necessary to make
clear any point the customer wishes to know
concerning the way the talking machine is made.
One of the strongest selling arguments any
talking machine salesman can offer is the fact
that he works for a one-price house, which every
talking machine house should be. If a customer knows that the price marked on the tag
is the one which he will have to pay and that
all customers are treated alike so far as prices
are concerned, he will have a great deal more
confidence in both the house and the line of instruments being handled than he will if he
knows that by haggling the price will be
brought down.
It is impossible to judge a sale absolutely
until the salesman has spent a little time with
the customer, and as each prospect is different
from every other each deal must be handled a
little bit differently in some points at least. The

Nature

expert salesman is the one who can think faster
than his customer and who can direct his
thoughts and his questions along lines which
will make the sale easier. This can be done
only if the salesman has right ideas concerning
TO SHARE

PROFITS

Department Store Owner, With Large Retail
Talking Machine Interests, Announces Plan
Whereby Employes Will Participate in Profits
According to a recent announcement employes
of the John Wanamaker stores in New York and
Philadelphia are to be classified according to
their importance during the coming year and
their sales are to be averaged.
A fund of
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$400,000 is virtually to be set aside to be distributed in extra commissions.
The plan is ostensibly a method of sharing
profits, but under the signature of John Wanamaker the explanation is made that if the profits
do not permit the withdrawal of $400,000 the balance lacking will be taken "out of the pockets"
of the firm. Nor will $400,000 be the maximum
amount, for if conversely profits are large the
extra compensation will be increased. This is
an important move.
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human nature, and therefore judgment of human
nature and getting the confidence of the customer are the two big things which constitute
manship.
the foundation of real talking machine sales-
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A New and Artistic Field of Profit
Open to Victor Record Retailers
Appeal to the eye as well as to the ear!
Your customers delight in the music of Alma
Gluck, Caruso, Schumann -Heink, GalliCurci, Kreisler, Patti, McCormack. Let
them, also, see these Victor artists.
The pictures reproduced here are the only HANDCOLORED
of these
artists
on the 'PHOTOGRAVURES
market. They were made
for us seven
by a
New York firm of lithographers. They are eleven
by fourteen inches in measurement, just the right size
for the demonstrating booth or home.
35c

TO

RETAILERS

Thirty-five cents each is the price to retailers, two
dollars and twenty-five cents a set. The retail price
should be strictly held at sixty-cents. This allows a
fair profit, although each one might easily bring a
dollar. To every retailer ordering six or more sets
another complete set will be given FREE. Order
now by postal card.
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A "SELLING BOOK" FOR NEW EDISON
M. M. Blackman Produces a Volume of Information That Is Invaluable for the Salesman
Concerned in New Edison Exploitation
Kansas City, Mo., January 4.— A year ago M.
M. Blackman, manager of the Phonograph Co.,
distributors of Edisons in Kansas City territory, told members of the Edison Diamond Disc
Jobbers' Association at the convention in New
York of a new plan he had conceived for assisting salesmen to perfect themselves in their
job of selling Edisons. Last September this
plan, worked out by Mr. Blackman and the
Gundlach Advertising Agency of Chicago, was
put into effect, with the issuance of a magnificent volume, with sixteen pages 12 by 15j^
inches, the "last word" in de luxe printing of
original drawings, photographs and text — and
yet far from being merely ornamental. The
volume tells the whole Edison story, of the conception, the painstaking evolution, the production, and the performance of the "music recreating" equipment. The work is a marvel of concisenes — for this whole story is told in less
than 3,000 words, including description of construction features, of Mr. Edison's search for
best ways of doing things, of the re-creation
tone tests, of the music that is the soul of man,
and even comments of critics of well-known publications, who attended tests.
Five thousand copies of the book were published. And last September they were distributed to jobbers, who passed them along to
dealers. Perhaps the most important result
from the book is right there with the dealers,
who through it have gained a new conception
of marketing Edisons, and think and talk of
them with a higher enthusiasm.
Dealers have studied the book, imbibed its
spirit, and kept it where customers could see
it. But in addition to using it as the keynote
and guide to their store selling, they have supplied their salesmen with copies. The salesmen have taken these books on their sales visits
and there have fulfilled the original function
for which the book was intended.
It is in reality a "selling guide." The salesman, opening the book when he begins his sales
talk, can if he desires — or if he has not learned
the contents thoroughly — merely read the pages
to the customer, displaying the pictures at the
same time. This sales talk is logical — developed
— even to the last paragraph in the book, which
is designed to "get the name on the dotted
line."
The salesmen have usually been importuned
to leave the book so that some absent member
of the family might see it; but since it is the
only one each has, the request usually had to
be denied — the salesman could come again.
But the enthusiasm of the prospect over the
book, and its impressive way of presenting the
subject, was anticipated in the plan of Mr.
Blackman. There was to be a miniature of the
large volume, six by eight inches, an exact
duplicate, which the salesman could leave— and
which, of course, the members of the family
would later use on others, backed by the en-
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President Wilking, of the Ready-File Co., Tells
of Trade Expansion — Important Jobbers Fall
in Line — Big Foreign and Domestic Orders
Indianapolis, Ind., December 29. — In spite of
the war the talking machine accessories business
is looming bright for 1918. Although raw materials are higher and freight shipments more or
less delayed, yet the outlook is excellent, according to F. O. Wilking, president of the
Ready-File Co., of this city. This company,
manufacturing a filing system for Victrolas and
a fibre needle pointer, has done a tremendously
big business the last year.
President Wilking recently returned from an
extended trip to the East and reports business
flourishing. He put in Ready-File in most of
the important Eastern houses, including the
Penn Phonograph Co., H. A. Weymann and
Louis Buehn, Philadelphia; Blackman Talking
Machine Co., arid.S. B. Davega, New York;
American Talking Machine Co., Brooklyn;
Henry Horton, New Haven; J. Samuels & Bro.,
Providence; the Oliver Ditson Co., M. Steinert
& Sons, Eastern Talking Machine Co., Boston;
Cressey & Allen, Portland, Me., and GatelyH'aire, Albany, N. Y.
•
The Ready-File Co. recently received an order for 2,000 sets of Ready-File from J. W.
Jenkins' Sons Music Co., of Kansas City. This
concern writes that 90 per cent, of the Victrolas X and XI it sells are equipped with this
filing system. The company recently filled orders from Cuba, Australia and England, which
indicates that the war is not stopping business
altogether in these countries.
President Wilking announces that the recent
delay experienced by the company in filling orders for Ready Needle Pointers has been obviated and this new accessory is now being manufactured on schedule. The company already
has a big lot of orders from the trade throughout the country awaiting shipment.
The Ready-File Co. expects to have an ex-
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hibit at the National Music Show in New York
and will have a few surprises for the trade the
coming year.
STATUS

OF JANUARY

RECORD

LISTS

Victor Co. Calls Attention to Importance of the
First Supplement of the New Year to Those
Who Have Secured Machines at Christmas
An important fact regarding the January record supplements that is not generally appreciated by the usual run of talking machine dealers is the relation it bears to the new talkingmachine owners — those who have just received
their machines the previous Christmas. In a
letter accompanying the January Supplement of
:
Victor ne tly Records,
the Victor Co. says most perti"The most important supplement Victor retailers receive during the year is that for January. It is the most important because it is the
first supplement which comes to the attention
of thousands of new customers. A copy of the
supplement for January, 1918, is handed you
herewith.
"Can you get a mental picture of all the thousands of people who, for the first time in their
liyes, are now enjoying all the delights that a
Victrola brings into the home? Can you get a
mental picture of their unbounded enthusiasm?
If so, you will realize very clearly that the January supplement is, and will always be, the most
important of the year.
"When you put their first supplement into the
hands of these new customers, they will fully
expect that you will be able to supply them with
any record listed therein, arid for your own individual good, for the reputation of your own business, it is of the utmost importance that you
should not disappoint these people who will inevitably become regular customers of the store
that gives them the best service."
Fame is no snob. She weighs merit from behind abandage.
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talking
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We

we

of the enormous
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you

are in the position

demand

two

ways.

to sell you

the

finest looking and scientifically constructed cabinets at reasonable prices.

We

can

sell

you

fully

equipped

machines under your own trade mark
or ours, in carload lots at jobbing
discounts.
If you are a dealer, please bear in mind
that we manufacture only high grade

had gained
the 'salesman's
talk and thusiasm
the theyview
of the from
handsomer
edition.
These miniatures were distributed just before
Christmas, and salesmen have therefore had a
few weeks' use of them.
The book — both the large one and the miniature— might be called a catalog; yet it is far
more than a catalog, in design — and principally in function. It never gets into the hands
of anybody except a real prospect, who has had
the Edison presented to him by a salesman, and
who has had his interest in every page aroused
by that salesman. And anybody except the
owner of one of the miniatures who sees it, must
nearly always see it while the owner is telling
about the excellencies of the Edison.
The Numm Electric Co., of Amarillo, Tex.,
have opened a branch house in Wichita Falls,
and have been fortunate in securing the Victor
agency, formerly held by Harrison & Everton,
' at that place.
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Our prices and discounts are fair to the
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Write us today as we are now placing orders
for raw material for our 1918 requirements.
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have such unusual, high-grade,
priced MACHINES
been offered.

Phonograph

of the Future

will invariably

be

lowEQUIPPED

WITH
MOTOR

ELECTRIC

IMPORTANT
Be prepared ! More and more the public
is demanding the electrically-operated phonograph that does away with the constant
necessity of winding. Connect with a line

We urge dealers to inquire AT ONCE
for our BIG DISCOUNTS and order
our literature in regard to all of our product.
Our prices and our qualities are our success. Hundreds of dealers are enjoying this
success with us.

that has already "electrified."
Electric operation is only ONE of the exceptionally fine features of our 1918 models.
Every feature has been refined and perfected. All of our 1918 models are supplied
with double spring motors, instead of the
electric motor, if desired.

"LIVE" Agents Wanted Everywhere
Our

Famous

Model

Leader

"Master"

Of our Model " Master" we feel we have
a right to be justly proud. Never before
has the public been offered an opportunity
to buy a large, strictly high class phonograph
at anything like the price for which we offer
this model. Our Model "Master" is of
such unusual value that it has created a sensation throughout the entire phonograph
world, for there is not a single machine in
the majket today which can favorably compare with it in value. No finer looking
machine made for the low price we offer.

For Every
^e perfectT0rie

Model

Model

F

An unlimited market for our Model " F,"
the only perfect, inexpensive, floorcabinet machine in the country.
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Motor,
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Spring

Motor,
■ $110
SPECIFICATIONS:
52 in. high, 23 in. deep and 22 in. wide
We

SPECIFICATIONS:
48 inches high; 2U'/z inches wide; 20'/i inches deep

are Distributers

OPEROLLO
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RECORD

DEMAND

TURNED

SCALES

IN

BALTIMORE

year in good shape. Record business with these
firms was what helped business immensely, for
there were times when they were without machines other than those they had in their demonstrating booths.
The Brunswick is being handled by the local
Brunswick Co. and also by the music department of Brager's Department Store. The Kimball talking machine is being handled here by
the H. D. French Piano Co., the W. W. Kimball Co.'s representatives, and the firm has been
able to sell all that have been shipped here.

TRADE

Business for 1917 Exceeded Last Year— Holiday Trade Closed With Fine Record— Larger Prices
Demanded and Paid— Liberal Advertising Brings Results— News of the Trade

Baltimore, Md., January 8.— A prosperous year
was closed by the talking machine dealers and
distributors when the month of December
passed. Shortage of machines and shortage of
records at various times during the year apparently did not interfere with the gross business when the final tabulation was made, for
without exception business showed a substantial
increase over the year of 1916.
December closed with a fine rush. Buying
was of a class that pleased the dealers without
exception, for a great deal of cash business was
in by all of the dealers.' Larger paygathered
ments were demanded and obtained by the dealers. The increased prices of machines did not
affect the business in any way.
Unlike previous years the machines that had
the big call were those above $50; many dealers
found it difficult to get a sufficient number of
machines of the higher grade, while all of them
still retained their cheap machines after the
holiday rush had concluded. Business continued
after Christmas with a fine class of buying.
Heavy sales of records is what, in many instances, made possible the increased business
over last year. Yet the supply of records was
at no time equal to the demand made upon the
jobbers and dealers. There is still a shortage of
records and machines, but dealers are hoping
to have this cleared up now that the rush has
concluded.
Dealers advertised liberally throughout December both in the newspapers and other mediums and used mail matter, leaving no stone unturned to build up a real month's business. The
dealers were aided in their big advertising drive
by the ads of the various factories.
Stormy weather during the close of the month
held back some buying. W. C. Roberts, of the
E. F. Droop & Sons Co., Victor distributors,
' stated that December was a most remarkable
month for business. Cash sales in particular
exceeded expectations. The big business was
in records as well as machines. The year closed
about 25 per cent, in excess of the previous
year, and it was due to the extraordinarily large
sale of records, while the machine business was
under that of 1916. Looking toward 1918 the
firm feel that this is going to be a good year
for business and they plan to increase their
sales force with experienced and trained men.
S. C. Cook, assistant manager of the Baltimore
branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co., says:
"Business was simply great in December and
for the year 1917 was enormous. That's the best
thing 1 can say. We were so far ahead of
1916 — and that was a great year — that I would
not give out the increased figures. Records and
machines are both coming along every day, and
we have managed to keep all of our dealers
satisfied, which was some job."
W. S. Parks, the Baltimore manager for the
Columbia Co., is out of the hospital after be-

ing a patient for more than six weeks. He was
able to be at his desk in final days of the Christmas branch and was pleased beyond measure.
He left on New Year's day to attend the conCity.
vention of Columbia managers in New York
Jesse Rosenstein, for the National Piano Co.,
Pathe distributors, reports business fine for December with a general increase for 1917 over
the months of the previous year that the firm
handled the line. The firm was handicapped in
some measure by the delay in shipments, due to
freight congestion.
I. Son Cohen, of Cohen & Hughes, Victor distributors, reports business satisfactory for December, but not much of an increase over the
previous year. The business for the year has
not been figured up as yet, but will show an increase. Machine and record shortage from time
to time kept business back. Mr. Cohen left on
Wednesday for New York to stir up more machines and records for Baltimore and during the
month of December he also made a number of
trips to both the Victor factory and the Victor
offices.
Department stores having talking machine departments, aswell as furniture houses with talking machine departments, did exceptionally
good business during December and closed the

VICTROLA

OUTFITS

Automobile Club of Delaware County Presents
Outfit of Victrola and Records to Each of
Five Regiments From That District

Philadelphia, Pa., January 5.— The Automobile Club of Delaware County recently purchased and presented to each of five regiments
from this section now in active service a complete Victrola outfit, including records and
needles. Each outfit consisted of a Victrola
VIII with six record albums containing in all
102 double-faced Victor records; 10,000 needles
were included in each outfit and both machines
and records were packed in specially constructed
pine boxes for transportation, the boxes being fitted with handles so that the outfits could
be carried easily by two men. Deep appreciation from both officers and men was the reward
of the club members for their thoughtfulness
and generosity.
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Mechanics and Laborers Put Extra Earnings Into Talking Machines and Records During Holiday
Season — Heavy Increase in Population Presages Live Business for 1918 — The Month's News
Buffalo, N. Y., January 5. — According to the
reports of holiday business coming from local
dealers, the public generally has been talking
machine crazy. Practically all of the stocks
have been cleaned out or greatly depleted, and
many more machines and records could have
been sold had supplies been available. Mechanics and laborers made up a large proportion
of the buyers, for this class of workmen are
making more money than they ever made before, and are ready and willing to spend it for
talking machines. It is estimated that the
Christmas trade just passed was 25 per cent,
greater than that of a year ago.
The prospects are that prosperous conditions
will continue throughout 1918. Buffalo's population is increasing by leaps and bounds and it is
estimated that there are now 530,000 people, with
the people still pouring in. With a big suburban
territory to work, the dealers have every confidence in future business.
"There was an unprecedented demand for machines and records and there was not a dealer in
our territory whose 1917 business did not surpass that of 1916," said V. W. Moody, manager
of the Neal, Clark & Neal Co. "It was necessary, however, to make a few substitutions of
special-finish Victrolas. Our method of distribution was such that none of these dealers lost
business, and few, if any, carried any unsold
stock after December 25." The business done at
the attractively arranged new retail store of the
Neal, Clark & Neal Co. fully met with the estimated forecast of the firm. While not able to
advertise machines as extensively as in other
years on account of the shortage, the store made
a special drive on records and did approximately
fifty per cent, more record business in December than was forecasted for the month.
O. M. Kiess, manager of the Buffalo branch
111!

A

of the Columbia Graphophone Co., attended a
meeting of the company's branch managers of
the United States and Canada in New York City
this week.
"Our Edison stock moved very fast," was the
holiday report of Charles J. Hereth.
The King Furniture Co. is featuring Columbia Grafonolas. The manager of this section
is Harry S. Cohen.
The Adams-Koenig Co. handles the
phone, manufactured by the Hallet & Davis
Piano Co.

A new show window has been completed at
the Buffalo branch of the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Co. A service flag bearing forty-three stars
supplies a striking background for the window.
W. P. Tanney is manager of this branch, and
R. E. Harrington is a member of the sales force.
In their large ads in the newspapers every
day during the holidays Victor & Co .played up Teck Theatre audiences attending performSolo
ances by Harry Lauder and other stars are acthe Pathephone strongly. The window discustomed toview the display of Columbia Grafoplays of Christmas goods at this store were
nolas in the show windows of Winegar, Lindchanged frequently. A demonstration was made
say & Seales, located in the Teck Building.
daily by a live Santa Claus and a big business
was booked.
HOLIDAY GREETINGS ACKNOWLEDGED
"We are satisfied with our holiday trade," said
C. H. Heineke, manager of the Victrola departThe World takes pleasure in acknowledging
ment of Denton, Cottier & Daniels. "We were
and reciprocating greetings of the season from
practically sold out and didn't have enough mamany of its friends in the trade. Cards have
chines to meet the demand. We found our
been received from H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.,
two new extra demonstrating rooms a big neHarger & Blish, J. C. Roush, of the Standard
Talking Machine Co.; Lester Burchfield, of
W. D. Andrews, of W. D. & C. N. Andrews,
cessity."
Sanger Bros.; E. P. Hamilton, of Frederick
spent New Year's in Buffalo. "Our holiday
Loeser & Co.; Mickel Bros. Co., W. D. & C. N.
trade was limited by the goods received," was
Andrews, and many others.
the report of this firm. "We had the biggest
record business in our history. We were short
E. M. BAKER^NEW POST
of records." This store featured window displays of $20 and $30 Victrolas as suitable gifts
Edward M. Baker, formerly advertising manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., has been
for soldiers and'others.
"Every machine of every other type, which we
appointed
manager
Condensed advertising
Milk Co., New
York. of the Borden's
received, was shipped immediately to dealers,"
said Mr. Andrews.
The F. G. and A. Howald Furniture Co., of
Charles Wright, employed for eleven years by
Columbus,
O., have secured the agency for the
W. D. & C. N. Andrews, was a holiday visitor.
Brunswick
phonograph.
He is now at Camp Dix. Fred P. Besser, for111111111111

Logical
in excess of regular
Victor dealers who

HIS MASTERS VOICE

merly with this firm, is at Spartanburg. Major
H. H. Noyes, who traveled for W. D. & C. N.
Andrews in the Buffalo territory for five years,
is serving his country in France. He is with
Pershing's army.
E. O. Hock, Victrola salesman at Robert L.
Loud's store, expects to go to Camp Dix February 15.
Lingard Loud, son of Robert L. Loud, has
passed an examination for the aviation corps,
and is awaiting a call from the War Department.
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EDISON

THE
ARTIST

Famous Metropolitan Prima Donna Latest Addition to the Edison Family of Musical
Celebrities — Scores New Triumph in Opera
Frieda Hempel, noted Metropolitan Opera
prima donna, is now an Edison artist. The Musical Phonograph Division of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., has just announced the acquisition of
Madame Hempel to its present galaxy of Met-
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years at the Metropolitan . . ." The Musical
Courier pays tribute as follows: ". . . Her
popularity has rapidly and steadily increased until she has become one of the foremost among
the favorites of the public . . ." These opinions are confirmed- by the Chicago Courier,
which says: "Frieda Hempel, who has been heralded throughout this country as one of the
greatest artists ever appearing at the Metropolitan . . , has won a place . . . which no
one, not even Sembrich, could till."
Madame Hempel comes of a music-loving family. After three years of thorough and conscientious study she made her debut at one of the
smaller European court theatres. It was a great
triumph. Subsequently she was summoned to
Bayreuth — an honor said to have never before
been accorded to so young and so inexperienced
a singer. From that time on her career has been
one of brilliant success. She has sung in most
of the great European opera houses and has the
distinction of being the only woman in the world
upon whom the Belgian Officer's Cross of the
Order of Leopold has been bestowed. This is
only one of many honors.
Madame Hempel's view on music's place in
war-time takes on an especial interest at this
•time. In a recent interview she made the statement that "the musical reaction of the war is
very evident. People instinctively turn to music
to ease the terrible strain for a little while."
INTRODUCE

NEW

SIZE OF RECORD

Emerson Phonograph Co. to Place a Nine-Inch
Double-Disc Record on the Market
The Emerson Phonograph Co., New York, is
now ready to place on the market a new nineinch double-disc record, which will retail at 65
cents. The first list of these new records will
be ready on the 15th of the month, and, judging
from the enthusiastic comments of Emerson
dealers, this record will be accorded a hearty
welcome from the trade in all parts of the
country.
Frieda Hempel
ropolitan artists. Madame Hempel is one of
the shining lights of Mr. Gatti-Casazza's stronghold on Broadway.
Madame Hempel's joining the Edison organization occurs at a time when the name of Hempel is on the tip of every opera-lover's tongue,
as a result of her brilliant debut in "The Daughter of the Regiment."
The music critics of the New York newspapers have been lavish in their praise of Madame
Hempel's performance in "The Daughter of the
Regiment," and have not hesitated to assert that
she surpasses even the famous Sembrich, who
was the last artist to appear in the same role
at the Metropolitan, some ten years ago. Madame Hempel herself considers "The Daughter
of the Regiment" to be one of her best roles.
Madame Hempel's vocal and histrionic accomplishments so impressed the critic of the
Musical Leader that he declared her to be
one of the greatest favorites heard in

The new Emerson nine-inch record is a universal cut record, similar to the Emerson seveninch records which have been on the market for
some time past. These records can be played
on all makes of machines (with one exception)
without any attachment, this feature being the
paramount factor in their signal success.
Monthly lists of new selections will be issued
for the new nine-inch records, and some of the
most popular artists now before the public will
be included in this library. The company is planning to inaugurate an extensive merchandising
and advertising campaign in behalf of its nineinch record, as it believes that a universal cut
double-disc record, retailing at 65 cents, will
meet with a ready sale everywhere.
The Columbia Graphophone Mfg. Co. has
been incorporated under the laws of Delaware
with a capital stock of $30,000,000, to engage in
the manufacture and sale of graphophones and
other sound reproducing instrumentalities.

Mr.
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OFFER

PHOTOGRAVURES

OF ARTISTS

Stewart Talking Machine Co. Issues Series of
Artistic Prints of Noted Victor Stars for Sale
to Talking Machine Owners
Indianapolis, Ind., January 4.— "Although thy
voice I have often heard, thy face I have never
seen." Using this well-known and popular quotation from the genial poet Moore as a sellingtext, the Stewart Talking Machine Co., Victor
jobbers at Indianapolis, are offering to the trade
hand colored photogravures of seven noted Victor artists, the artists being Galli-Curci, Caruso,
McCormack, Schumann-Heinle, Alma Gluck,
Patti and Kreisler. They were made from unusual
photographs. These photogravures measure
eleven by fourteen inches — an appropriate size
for framing — and were hand-colored in delicate
tints by a firm of New York artists. They sell
for 35 cents apiece to the dealer and allow a
clear profit. of 15 to 50 cents on each one. These
photogravures are being marketed on the theory
that every one who hears a record of any of the
seven artists is a ready, prospect for an artistic
print.
NEW BRUNSWICK

AGENTS

DOWN

EAST

Important Houses Take the Representation of
This Well Known Line in Their Territory
Boston, Mass., January 9.— The Boston headquarters of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
the phonograph department of which is under
the capable management of R. H. Booth, at 94
Washington street, has, as reported in the Boston letter elsewhere, closed an excellent volume
of business within the past few months, and excellent reports are being received from the traveling representatives. For instance, F. H. Walter, who has been covering Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island, for the past ten weeks, has closed some
very
ritory.important accounts and reports a growinginterest in the Brunswick phonograph in his terAmong dealers who have been recently booked
by Mr. Walter are the Wentworth Music Co.,
prominent music dealers, who have stores in
Waterville, Pittsfield and Madison, Me.; Chas.
F. Wing & Co., prominent talking machine dealers, New Bedford, Mass.; J. L. Chalifoux, the
large department store of Lowell, Mass.; Kneupfer-Dimmick Co., piano dealers, Lawrence,
Mass.; R. P. Marble, Attleboro, Mass. All these
establishments have placed substantial orders for
the Brunswick line, and are bringing- its merits
to the attention of the public. Naturally Manager Booth is pleased with the substantial advance of the Brunswick in his territory.
The Peoria Phonograph Co., 418 South Adam
street, Peoria, 111., was damaged to the extent of
over $8,000 by fire recently. Four thousand dollars insurance was carried on the stock in the
possession of this company.
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"RECORDED"
IN HUMAN
INTEREST
INTERVIEW
By Wm. H. Nolan, New York Talking Machine Co., New York

"Heifetz telephoned for some more records,"
the boy said to me the other day as I stepped
into my office.
'"Heifetz?" I queried, my mind on other things.
"Yes — Jascha Heifetz, the violinist. He got
one of the new
Victrola XVI
electrics the other
day. What kind
of records do you
suppose he
Though we do
wants?"
not
sell records to
retail purchasers,
the opportunity
to secure worthwhile experience
seemed to present itself, so I
responded to the
Heifetz inquiry
W. H. Nolan
with a personal
call. But when it came to picking out records
for Jascha Heifetz, I confess I was not entirely
sure.
It was the morning after the third concert of
the young Russian violinist who had become
the rage of America — hundreds had been turned
away from Carnegie Hall unable to secure admission. The papers were carrying big headlines about "The Musical Marvel of the Age,"
"The Wizard of the Bow," "The Genius of the
Violin," "The Reincarnated Paganini." The
most conservative critics piled superlatives upon
superlatives trying to describe" his greatness.
And in the end they were all compelled to resort
to the frail apology, that "words could not express his genius."
I gave up trying to figure out the musical
wants of such a youth, and decided to ask

Heifetz to name them himself, selecting some of
the famous records of Elman, Zimbalist and
Kreisler, and, adding a couple of the new records of the Boston Symphony for variety, and
along with a few of the most unusual records in
the catalog, I started for the apartment of the
Heifetz's at St. James Court.
In a separate package I carefully carried a
bundle of records which I thought might interest the nineteen-year-old boy. They were nothing more or less than the first four records
Jascha Heifetz had recorded for the Victor Co. —
the first records, in fact, he had ever made.
In response to my ringing of the bell, the
door was opened by a short, dignified man of
middle age — quite Russian in type. From a
room, but one adjoining, came the wonderful
tones of a violin, in a Paganini "Caprice." I explained that I had called to see Jascha Heifetz.
"In a few moments, please," he answered in
rather hesitating but good English. "My son
has not yet finished his practicing. He began
so late today."
"Perhaps the concert last night is the reason
for that," I ventured.
"Concert . . . No! No!" explained the
father, brushing the idea aside with the wave of
a Russian cigarette. "It is the Victrola that»he
would spend all his time on. He got up an hour
earlier than usual — and he has played all the
records he has over and over again. I could not
get him to begin his practicing — and it should
always be done in the morning."
The "practicing" sounded like a concert performance, to one listener at least, and just as
he had crashed down the scale in thrilling thirds,
his father called his name and spoke a short
phrase to him in Russian— the passage was repeated on the violin. The father spoke a brief
word — evidently of approval" — and the playing
went on. Once again he interrupted the player

"Pathe
Their
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at the end of a difficult passage — at least it
sounded difficult — and again the passage was repeated until it won the word of approval. Shortly
thereafter there came a finale that would have
aroused any audience to a frenzy of enthusiasm.
Mr. Heifetz rose and led the way to the music
room.
There stood the tall, slender young wizard —
in a gray tweed suit, the coat of which had been
replaced by a fresh white linen jacket, his round,
boyish face flushed, his light brown hair ruf^
fled, and his black slippered feet headed straight
toward the Victrola. He greeted me enthusiastical y— or perhaps it is nearer the truth to say
he greeted the records enthusiastically — then
suddenly seeming to remember, he turned to his
father and said:
"Did it go all right the last time?"
There came the anxiously awaited nod of approval— and the priceless instrument that lay on
the piano was forgotten in the wonderful mahogany instrument that graced the corner of the
room.
I always thought I had a good talking knowledge of the Victrola — but by the time Jascha
Heifetz had put the Victrola through its paces
for me I had a much greater one. No boy with
a new drum or a new engine had ever been any
happier. It is the first talking machine Jascha
Heifetz had ever had, and he fairly took it to
pieces to see how the wheels went round.
He discovered how to attach the motor to^an
electric plug in the wall, but he didn't take any
chances until he made sure the electric lights
in the apartment were 110 volts. He found the
voltage instructions in the back of the machine.
We got to talking about electricity, and I
learned some more facts from the young Russian.
He played the violin records of Elman, Zimbalist and Kreisler and his eyes grew bright and
he nodded his head in acclaim as the records of
the brilliant artists of the violin revealed the
beauties of their playing. Again and again he
exchanged understanding glances of enjoyment
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They signify not only the largest record collection in the world, but
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with his father as test passages for the violin
were reproduced on the disc.
Then he tried out the different needles, expressing great interest in the Victor tungs-tone
needle which reproduced brilliantly the violin
music. He was also delighted with the fibre
needle, which produced such a soft, mellow tone.
He wanted to know what the needle was made
of — and where the bamboo grew — and couldn't
the material be obtained anywhere but in Japan.
The records of the Boston Symphony Orchestra seemed almost uncanny to him — and he left
the room for a moment to bring back his mother
— a gentle, sweet woman, to hear the Tschaikowsky Fourth Symphony.
The comradeship between the boy and his parents was a pleasure to see. If he enjoyed anything, they must enjoy it too. And always there
was the air of respectful obedience of looking up
to his father and his mother for suggestions and
advice. Jascha Heifetz is wonderful — but Mr.
and Mrs. Heifetz are even more wonderful, for
never once, by manner or speech, did they convey the impression that they were the parents of
a genius. At last I undid the smaller bundle of
records and slipping one out of its envelope
handed it to the young violinist with the remark
that "here was a record he might like to hear."
The music began. Young Heifetz came a little closer to the instrument and suddenly stopped
short — -it was the "Valse Bluette," the first record he had ever made.
"Listen, mother," he said as he reached put
his hand and drew her nearer, and he looked up
into his father's face and smiled. With intent,
wondering eyes he watched the black whirling
disc, his lips puckered, then parted in a smile.
He blushed like a school-girl. When the record
was finished, he reached out for the second — the
Schubert "Ave Maria" — one of the most beautiful "Ave Marias" ever written. Then came
the "Chorus of the Dervishes" from the Beethoven "Ruin of Athens," and last of all the
"Scherzo Tarantella" of Wienawaski. This number perhaps more than any other shows Heifetz's
absolute command over the seemingly impossible in technique.
The wonder of it all — this mere boy standing
before . me, a youth of nineteen, a genius.
Since he was nine years of age he has been thrilling thousands with his violin. He has played in
all the cities of Russia and all through Denmark,
Norway and Sweden. He has traveled across
the barren plains of Siberia and now he has
braved the perils of the ocean and brought his
art to America.
In spite of the hupdreds of skilled violinists,
and the present recognition of the great artists,
Jascha Heifetz sprang into fame in New York in
one night, and his four months' tour throughout
the country has only deepened the first marvelous impressions. Now he has recorded his greatest, numbers, and the thousands of persons who
may not have an opportunity to hear the great
violinist in concert, in person, may hear him as
many times as they wish in their own homes
through the medium of his marvelous Victor
records. His art, which is thrilling the musical

world, comes to the Victor owners with absolute
reproduction.
Heifetz's records show the marvelous purity

Jascha Heifetz grinned — a plain boyish grin.
"Say, father," he said, evading my question,
"was I all right on that?"
As I was waiting for the elevator I had the
feeling that those records would be played again
and again — that Jascha Heifetz might get acquainted with himself. And even as I was pondering over genius and the youth upon whom it
had been bestowed — the door opened, and the
reincarnated Paganini, forgetting all about
genius and its solemn responsibilities, called out
abruptly:
"Say, do you suppose I could have that record
of Harry Lauder's— 'Stop Your Ticklin,' Jock'?"
PLAN

TO ENLARGE

DEPARTMENTS

Grand Rapids, Mich., January 7.— At the annual meeting of the Friedrich Music House, of
this city, to be held this month, plans will be
discussed for. enlarging several departments in
the company's store. Special attention will be
given to the talking machine department, which
is fast outgrowing its facilities.
A PAIR OF HOLIDAY
Jascha Heifetz
of technique and tone that can only come from
a youth touched by the divine spark. A youth
whose art, though perfect, will deepen with the
experience that years only can bring.
"How do you like the records?" I asked young
Heifetz as the last note of his own record faded
away.

The American Talking Machine Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., presented to their friends in the trade
a clever holiday reminder in the form of a small
hand mirror bearing on the back the company's
advertisement with the catch line: "We want to
do business with the man on the other side."
The company also distributed a second souvenir
in the form of a magazine pencil.
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Records

The better the facilities you furnish your customers
for housing records the greater the quantity of records you
will sell.
Look carefully at the cabinet.
It invites you to fill it, in fact, you cannot resist the
temptation to fill it. No matter how many sections are
bought there will be empty compartments and these are
always in sight, and the records too are always in sight.
Any record is so easily found and quickly replaced that
this cabinet adds an extra charm and fascination to the
playing of records.
Suppose each of. your customers had this cabinet and
you had a sample on your salesroom floor to remind them
to buy additional sections. Not only would the sale of the
cabinets increase but what a tremendous increase in the sale
of records would result and there is excellent profit in the
sale of both.
Each section has 90 compartments numbered consecutively from 1 up. Globe-Wernicke Catalogue No. 3 1 7
r W describes and illustrates these goods fully.

Section by section it grows with
the growing record library.
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you always.
No searching— No confusion.
Records lie flat when drawer
is closed — No warping.
Records are vertical when
drawer is open. Every record
at your fingers' ends.
A separate
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for

No Scratching— Rubbing— Cracking or Breaking.
The Brown Disc Record Cabinet
was devised to preserve a record
perfectly and thereby insure
Perfect Reproduction of Sound.

Same as No. 4 but with
Table Top. For use with
Victrola VIII and IX.
Columbia Grafonola 15, 25,
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"Music in the Home," a New Volume by Anne
Shaw Faulkner, of Special Value in Training
Parent and Child in a Proper Appreciation of
the Sort of Music for the Home
One of the latest additions to the literature
that will aid the talking machine dealer in developing a more general interest in music, and
particularly talking machine music, in the child
mind and in the home with a resultant increased
demand for both talking machines and records,
is a new volume entitled "Music in the Home."
The author is Anne Shaw Faulkner, a writer
of recognized standing in musical circles and
who possesses a thorough knowledge of educa-

TALKING

MACHINE

the sale of the volume to their customers will,
in the future, make for greater sales of records
of the standard sort, thereby building up record
libraries in the home that will become permanent and insure continued interest in the talking machine. The book has also been adopted
and endorsed by the National Bureau for the
Advancement of Music and by a number of
schools. It has also been featured successfully
by various talking machine wholesalers and
dealers, particularly in the West.
Anne Shaw Faulkner (Mrs. Oberndorfer) is as
well known as a lecturer on musical subjects,
as she is as a writer, and has appeared before
many of the largest clubs, schools and colleges
in America. She is the authoress of "What
We Hear in Music," used by many high schools
and colleges as a text book.
"Music in the Home" is published by Ralph
Fletcher Seymour, 410 South Michigan avenue,
Chicago, 111. The price is $1.25 net.
KEEPING

THE

STOCK

IN ORDER

Why the Neatly Kept, Orderly Talking Machine
Wareroom Invites Customers and Holds
Trade — Some Points Worth Noting

Anne Shaw Faulkner
tional work in connection with the development
of interest in the talking machine.
In the first place, "Music in the Home" is a
book that gets away from the. stilted text-book
style, and, yet avoids the technical. The message which it carries is presented in plain, ordinary language, readily understandable and
likewise distinctly interesting. It is planned as
an aid to parents and teachers "in the cause of
better listening," which brought down to plain
terms means an aid to training the child to get
the most out of the music which it hears. It
is intended more for the home than for the
school, more for the mother than for the teacher,
and thereby makes an appeal to parents that is
of the strongest sort.
An idea of the character of the contents may
be gleaned from the various chapter headings
which include: "The Home Education of the
Listener," "The Language of Music," "What
Music Tells Us," "The Architecture or Form
of Music," "The Importance of Nationality in
Music," "The Characteristic of Folk Music,"
"The Message That Music Brings," "The Stories
That Muisc Tells," "The Correlation of Music
in the Home With the Studies of School,"
"Music in Its Relation to Geography," "Music
and the History of the World," "The Literary
Sources of Music" and "Music Every Home
Should Know."
Miss Faulkner has succeeded in linking up
music with history and geography and in giving
it an interest beyond that which is confined to
itself; in other words, by getting away from
the usual practice of treating music as a thing
apart.
The musical selections suggested in the various chapters are of the standard variety, and
without exception found in the leading record
lists. This is particularly evident in the chapter .devoted to "Music Every Home Should
Know," wherein several hundred songs and instrumental numbers are carefully classified under
a variety of headings.
"Music in the Home" has already been purchased in considerable quantities by prominent
talking machine companies who are utilizing it
in their work of exploitation in the belief that
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The old saying has it that the "apparel oft
proclaims the man," and this is just as true in
the matter of looking after your stock or your
store front as it is of your person. The dusty
windows and' the ill-kept store are a serious deterrence to business progress and dealers should
keep these facts in mind. The neatly kept, orderly establishment is always inviting to purchasers, and it will be found that the majority
of them gravitate to talking machine establishments that are so arranged.
In this connection the following excerpt from
"Peptimist'' is timely and the application to the
Columbia product is just as applicable to every
other line of instruments which the dealer handles :

"The wise dealer knows that the public will

never hold his product in any higher esteem than
he himself holds it. That is why an inviting
store front; neat, tidy and ample demonstration
space, and artistic surroundings always count.
This idea can be pushed a little further. The
way that a dealer's salesmen handle Grafonolas
and records has a big indirect effect on the
customer. If records are left lying around loose,
out of their jackets, or if Grafonolas are allowed to become dusty and parts taken off, an
impression is given that the machines and records in that shop are not valuable enough to
receive special care.
"Put it up to the dealer. Point out his own
impressions, say, buying a necktie. If he goes
into a store and finds a pile of neckties on a
counter jumbled together in chaotic confusion,
if the salesman picks one out here and there,
breaking loose the main mass, like a dish of
spaghetti — it may be a good tie but impressions
are against it. If he goes into a store where
the salesman carefully takes out boxes and selects ties from individual packages it may be
no better a tie, but impressions are decidedly
in its favor.
"Your friend dealer will see the point. A
few suggestions regarding the careful handling
of records — for effect as well as efficiency — will
create an impression well worth while. Taking
care of the instruments is equally, if not more,
important. The Columbia Grafonola is not a
box — it is a musical instrument. You never
find a piano minus a pedal or half a dozen keys.
You find piano salesmen treating pianos with
respect. The dealer who treats his Columbia
with the same respect commands an equal regard for Columbia products from his customers."
SECURE

THE

S0N0RA

AGENCY

The Hessig-Ellis Drug Co., Memphis, Tenn.,
have secured the agency for the Sonora phonograph throughout that territory, and have
opened a substantial talking machine department.

Tone-the

vital

thing

IF you, as a manufacturer, can talk and prove tone superiority
in your product, you have a selling argument to overshadow all the "talking points" of cabinets, and designs
and accessory features.
And you can talk tone superiority. You can put out a
product that will be a revelation in tone-purity, tone-quality,
tone-volume. When you realize what vivid, lifelike, colorful
tone can be produced and sustained by the talking machine
equipped with
Parr

Magnetic Reproducer
fitted with the

Vibratone

Patented

Diaphragm

These two dominating and proven inventions open up
wonderful possibilities for manufacturers eager to put their
product at the top-notch of class and character.
Take the Parr
Magnetic Reproducer —
The most sensitive of
reproducers. The permanent
magnetic device, an integral
part of the reproducer, acts
on the stylus box. Its possibilities in giving warmth and
delicacy in
tonalpassages
reproduction the
of quiet
make old-style sound boxes
seem obsolete. And in fortissimo passages where ordinary reproducers
unpleasant, music create
destroying
blasts, caused by; the needle
jumping and losing its grip,
the Parr
Reproducer, Magnetic
with its marvelous
flexibility, follows every
wave and vibration in the
record and takes everything
the record holds.

You want

your product to be RIGHT

If you want your product worthy of your name, you
certainly And
want it that
in its
vital
feature.
will product
be right to'
if itbeis right
equipped
withmost
the Parr
Magnetic Reproducer — the reproducer for those who seek
perfection.
The indestructible, non-crystallizing, always resilient
VIBRATONE' PATENTED DIAPHRAGM
Possessing all the good points of mica diaphragms, it overcomes
all mica's bad features. Guaranteed uniform in quality, free from
bubbles, blisters and waves, the Vibratone Patented Diaphragm is nonporous,
non -absorbent.
It has
a definite function and it performs it. It improves tone;
in fact it creates new tone possibilities for every reproducer of other
types.
PARR
MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
1 UNION SQUARE
At Fourteenth St.
NEW YORK
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Planning for Holiday Stocks Early in Year Saves the Day in Christmas Rush — W. S. Gray
Opens Jobbers' Distributing Agency — Columbia Men Visit Headquarters — General News
San Francisco, Cal., January 1.— While business .was hardly up to expectations at some of
the local talking machine departments during
the early part of December, it picked up about
the middle of the month and the rush from then
until Christmas more than made up for the comparative quietness of the preceding two weeks.
As a matter of fact, the trade reports the closing
of a banner holiday season, both in machines and
records, and especially in the higher-priced machines and patriotic records. Notwithstanding
the freight congestion and consequent slow deliveries on late orders, most of the local houses,
at least, were very well supplied with stock
with the exception of a few certain models, having placed their orders for holiday goods early
in the year in anticipation of increasing difficulty in getting goods from the Eastern factories as the year advanced. In some instances
holiday stock had been stored here for several
months prior to the time it was needed.
Reports from other sections of the Pacific
Coast received by local jobbers indicate the
closing of a verj' successful year not only in
the San Francisco Bay district, but for the Western territory as a whole. In a few isolated spots
business was hardly so good as might have
been desired, depending upon local conditions,
but it was sufficiently active in other vicinities
to bring the total volume up to a very satisfactory showing.
Opens Jobbers' Distributing Agency
Walter S. Gray announces the opening of a
jobbers' distributing agency in this city. It
is his intention to supply the talking machine
dealers of the Pacific Coast with all trade accessories, such as Lansing delivery covers, record delivery envelopes, steel needles, etc. Mr.
Gray has been Pacific Coast sales agent for the
Domestic Talking Machine Corp. for some time
and will continue in that capacity, with headquarters at the same location on the fourth
floor of the Chronicle Building.
Closed by Holiday Trade
James J. Black reports the closing of an exceptionally fine holiday business in the talking
machine department of the Wiley B. Allen Co.
Business was a little late deveoping, he says,
but the week before Christmas was sufficiently
active to bring the month's business up to a
very satisfactory figure. The strong demand
for high-grade machines was most noticeable
and record sales were the best in the history
of the business. Not only did December business show a substantial increase over the corresponding month of 1916, but the year 1917 was
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better all through than the preceding one, according to Mr. Black. In checking over holiday business he was gratified to find that first
payments ran larger than at any other time in
the history of the firm's business, which, he says,
was probably due to the fact that practically all
workers are getting increased remuneration for
their services nowadays. The Wiley B. Allen
Co.'s store in Oakland, Cal., did an exceptionally heavy business in December, the end of the
holiday season finding very little stock on hand
there. The Saturday before Christmas was a
banner day at the Oakland store. Very good
reports are also coming in from other branches
of the firm's business, especially from the Northwest.
Only Difficulty Was Getting Stock
In regard to holiday business, Andrew G. McCarthy, of Sherman, Clay & Co., says the. demand for Victor goods left no possible ground
for complaint — the only difficulty was to get
sufficient stock to supply the needs of the Western trade. The shortage was particularly noticeable on the large styles of machines. Record sales far exceeded expectations. Taking
the year as a whole, Mr. McCarthy says Sherman, Clay & Co.'s Victor business showed a
substantial increase over the preceding one.
They do a wholesale business only in southern
California, and the reports from that section
are very gratifying. In the Northwest both
wholesale and retail business has been active,
according to the reports coming in from Seattle, Portland and Tacoma. Spokane, however,
seems to be a little slower.
Columbia Men Off for New York
Just before leaving for New York, after
Christmas, Fred A. Denison, district manager
for the Columbia Graphophone Co., reported a
banner holiday business on Columbia products

$

1 5

Shelton

Retail

Electric

Machine
FULLY GUARANTEED

Talking

Motor
FOR ONEYEAR

Cranking of the phonograph
is now passe.
Users can give the clockspring driving mechanism a
rest by letting the Shelton
Electric Phonograph Motor
motor is not attached to
"doThis
it electrically."
the cabinet — simply placed on
it. No changes necessary exunwinding or taking off*
crank cept
handle.
Phonograph can then be
played either electrically, or
mechanically as before.
Be the first in your locality
to cater to a sure demand for
these motors.

in his territory. The object of Mr. Denison's
trip was to attend a convention of the company's managers from all over the country.
Others to go from the Western territory inU. S. Patent
cluded C. V. H. Jones, P. F. West and T. O.
July 31. 1917
Moore, of San Francisco; W. F. Stidham and
Mr. Mathews, of Los Angeles, Cal.; G. H. WillSHELTON
ELECTRIC CO.
iams, of Seattle, Wash., and L. D. Heater, of
NEW YORK— 30 East 42nd Street
Portland, Ore. Mr. Denison and the San FranCHICAGO— 30 East Randolph Street
cisco delegation are expected back at headquarBOSTON— 101 Tremont Street
ters about the middle of January.
SAN FRANCISCO— 62 Post Street
W. E. Henry, who represents the foreign record department of the Columbia Graphophone
Co. on the Pacific Coast, has been successful in year throughout, everything considered, he says.
Clark Wise, of Clark Wise & Co., reports an
interesting a great many Western dealers in
this branch of the business. In several instances
unprecedented demand for records during December, and machine sales were fairly active
large stocks have been installed, and Mr. Henry
is getting very satisfactory reports from all also, although not so good in proportion as record business.
along the line. He plans to leave shortly on an
extended trip through the Southwest .
Geo. T. Hively, manager of the talking machine department of the Eastern Outfitting Co.,
Higher-Priced Machines in Demand
which
handles Columbia products exclusively, is
At the Edison Shop, opposite Union Square,
very well satisfied with holiday business, and
holiday business was well up to expectations,
he considers prospects good for 1918, providaccording to W. J. Carson, who was particuing stock can be obtained the same as usual.
larly well pleased over the large number of
high-priced machines sold the last few days beJas. D. Moore, who has been manager of the
fore Christmas — even on the Christmas Eve —
Victor
department of the Lion Department
which brought the month's business up to a
St ore in Toledo, O., for the past five years, is
much higher figure than was anticipated early
in the month.
receiving valuable assistance from Wallace Currier, who recently assumed the position of asEdw. Humphrey Goes to Byron Mauzy
sistant manager of that department. Holiday
Edw. Humphrey has resigned as manager of
the Victrola department at Hale Bros., one of business with this house has been excellent.
the large department stores of this city, to go
A good question for a retailer new to the busiwith Byron Mauzy as manager of his talking
ness to ask himself: Is your stock of goods
machine department. Mr. Mauzy was very well
such that your customers want and does it suit
pleased with holiday business in that part of his
establishment.
In fact, 1917 was a very goodVA. the conditions of your locality?
MONTREAL
CAN.
CHICAGO, ILL.
WEST PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA
AMELIA CO.
(Insulation Dept.)
PA.
PA.
INTERNATIONAL
MICA
COMPANY
MICA
DIAPHRAGMS
Let our Diaphragm Department take
care of and
your samples
Diaphragmpromptly
Difficulties
and be upon
covered
on this essential part for the futu
Quotations
forwarded
request.
Offices and Factory, 37th and Brandywine Streets, WEST PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Greater
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New

Repertoire

Record

Sales

Year!

NOT
only do Pathe Records represent the largest and most unique
record repertoire in the world: music of which America still knows
little — the great voices of all Europe;

romantic

instrumental

en-

sembles of the Old World's Bohemia; the famed military bands, the
songs and melodies of lands that live romance; the brilliance and beauty
of a world of art so far a closed book to most Americans —
To say nothing of the regular monthly list of up-to-date patriotic,
sentimental, musical comedy and popular song successes and dance novelties—
- I
But they represent continuous

sales

And increased "record dividends" to the dealer — because there is a fast-growing demand for records that play without needles. And Pathe Records mean:
No Needles to Change
THE PATHE SAPPHIRE BALL takes the
plaee of needles. And it is permanent. It never
wears out.

No Needles to Change
THE SAPPHIRE BALL
takes the place of needles.
And it is permanent. It
never wears out.
Pathe' Wear
Records
Out Won't

Pathe Records Won't Wear Out
Here's the Pathe Record Guarantee: "We guarantee every Pathe Record to play at least a thousand times with the Pathe Sapphire Ball without

We guarantee every Pathe
Record to play at least one
thousand times with the
Pathe Sapphire Ball without
impairing the unexcelled
beauty of tone.
The Pathe Phonograph
Plays All Makes
of Records
Each Pathephone, at any
price, plays not only Pathe
Records, but all other makes
of records.
The Pathe "Controla"
Pathe or"Controla"
youWith
may theincrease
decrease
the tonal volume of the
Pathe Phonograph at will.

impairing the unexcelled beauty of tone."
Pathe recordings are not merely phonographed recordings of such
world-famed artists as Muratore, Muzio, Cavalieri, DeCisneros, Grace
Hoffman, Ober, Slezak, Urlus, Bispham, Sammarco, Ruffo, Weil and
others. They are the realism of those voices.
Pathe Records cost no more than other records and because they offer
the dealer an unusually generous discount.
Write

Williams-Davis-Brooks
26

East

for details TO-DAY

& Hinchman

Congress

DETROIT,

Street

Sons
F

MICHIGAN
The Pathe Sapphire Ball
Enlarged many times
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Washington

Birthday

Window

Suggestion

for

By Ellis Hansen
Readers
World
Machine
Talking
quires gray matter, but imagination, elbow
"If
put bit
a little
lovin' into
importance of making the window trimmers' job
And you
a little
of gladness,
and alla the
littlework
bit ofyouyou,do,
worth while. Give due credit to the trimmer
grease and good judgment besides. If anyone
And a little bit of sweetness, and a little bit of song
Notlong;
a day will seem too toilsome; not a day will seem too
of your force can make your window stand out
and don't let some one higher up swipe the
And your work will be attractive, and the world will stop
and appeal, as is the true mission of a show
glory if glory is due. Allow a reasonable
to look,
. ■ i r
amount of money for display material and other
Andbrook,
the world will see a sweetness, like the tinklin' of a window, he should be rewarded not only finanexpenses as you would for any other branch of
cially,
but
by
your
confidence
and
trust.
Faith
In the finished job; and then the world will turn to look
at you
in business is really
With a world's appreciation of the thing you ve found to quite as important as
The Winning Way — From Houston Post.
faith in religion.
do."
When we give a
Every live talking machine dealer is continually studying over the important problem of man that we know
creating the best impression. He likes to have
can be trusted our
his efforts stand out, way ahead of those of his
confidence and excompetitors.
press our faith in
him and his work,
Department stores depend largely upon barwe make easier all
gain sales. This, of course, is out of the question with the talking machine dealer. There is, his tasks and rein o v e, or help to
however, one other means used to a great extent by department stores which should also
remove, the greatappeal to talking machine dealers, and that is
est obstacle on his;
the show window. By using taste, brains and a road to success.
certain amount of effort the progressive dealer
Don't think this is
can impress his customers through his show winmere talk, because it
dows and in the creation of impressions most
is not; it is my own
dealers realize that it is the first glance that experience, as I shall
really counts. If a window is attractive, clean
presently relate.
and interesting it appeals irresistibly to the many
When L. F. Geissler
pedestrians who pass it daily. People are quick
engaged me about
to notice interesting displays and few things help
seventeen years ago
more to get a store that valuable business asset
to take charge of the
— good will. Encouraged by the editor of this
Sherman-Clay winjournal, I shall design a number of inexpensive
dows in San Frandisplays in this and succeeding issues suitable for
cisco I had never
small s'how windows and not only describe them
trimmed a music
window before.
with illustrations and diagrams, but I will actually make up a limited quantity of the display
Somehow Mr. Geissparts that cannot easily be obtained by retail
ler had faith in me
Washington Birthday Window Designed Especially by Ellis Hansen for
dealers. These parts can be obtained from me
and never hampered
The Talking Machine World
at a very reasonable price and thereby enable
me with restrictions, neither did he allow anyone
advertising. Arrange for a place to store all
dealers to get the full effect of the illustrations.
to tell me how to do my work. He trusted me
used display material and if you hold the trimThe woodwork and easily made parts will be to do the right thing. Consequently, I planned
mer responsible let it be under lock and key.
described in full so anybody at all handy with
and worked as never before and as a result made
Now for the display. It should not appear
tools will be able to make them.
until the month of February, but by changing
a success of it. The other distinguished houses
Before explaining the making of the display
that I have been with have treated me very
the picture in the center the rest of the display
would
always be appropriate for a patriotic
much the same way and especially my last employer, E. H. Uhl, manager for the Rudolph
window. ■
How to Make Display
Wurlitzer Co.'s Chicago branch. In the three
years that I worked for Mr. Uhl I cannot recall
First make three simple frames or panels; two
one instance of being told what to do or called
uprights (see diagram A) and one top frame
(B). Use basswood strips one inch square,
down in regard to my work. During that pewhich can be obtained at your nearest lumber
riod I made a most complete fiasco in building a float at considerable expense to be used
yard. Make the uprights six feet ten inches longDetail of Scrola
by eleven and one-half inches wide. Put two
for the advertising men's street parade. The
float almost collapsed before it was one block
crosspieces (D) as shown in diagram four inches
here shown I want to advise every dealer interon its way. Of course, I felt very humiliated
ested in the plan to select some one handy with
from top, the other thirty-six inches from bottools in their employ to have full charge of the and unhappy and expected to get what I thought
tom. Drill quarter-inch holes in center of crosspieces. Next make top panel (B). Length four
was coming to me. Mr. Uhl was in Cincinnati
show window. Most of the large stores have
realized the need of a window trimmer and have
during the accident and upon his return I told
feet ten and one-half inches, width, eleven and
one-half inches, with a crosspiece in center.
either a special trimmer or a clerk who puts in him frankly that nobody but myself was to
blame for the failure. Instead of calling me
part time for display work. But even the small
Now cut two pieces of one-fourth inch wood
dealer with only one window and a few clerks
11V.
ought to have one person and one person only
to take care of the show window, and to be held
responsible for the appearance of that window.
It d'oes not necessarily have to be a man. I
know of several stores where women clerks are
bft.io
D
doing very well indeed as window trimmers.
Dealers, however, should realize that it takes
time and money to make attractive displays. The
would-be window trimmer can no more invent
or construct without mental equipment than he
can without material with which to work. I
know of dealers that do not consider the trimming of their windows as work, but rather as a
pleasant pastime, a mental rest from the daily
humdrum of every day toil, a labor of love,
which, though added to the regular daily duties,
should make the person elected to do it thankful
and happy! And then dealers wonder why their
show windows don't bring results. Any dealer
that wants to get results from his windows must
first of all recognize window trimming as work
— tedious, exacting work, work that not only re-

4-ft

/o'A

m-

^e#j>£/? Over $1/ 6ft IO m
Key to Arrangement of Washington Birthday Window Display
two inches wide by eleven inches long (C).
down he put his arm around my shoulder and
These pieces are used to fasten the top piece
told me not to worry but forget all about it as
he would forget it. No wonder, I could do
(B) to the two side panels (A). Four one-inch
screws will hold the panels together securely.
good work for a man of that calibre.
(Continued on page 68)
These remarks are intended to emphasize the
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WASHINGTON BIRTHDAY WINDOW
{Continued from page 67)
Make the three frames rigid and secure; Then
proceed to tack on the scrola. "Scrola" is the
name that I have selected for this new decorative material. It stands out in strong relief,
being made of heavy cardboard, machine cut
and colored by one of the most expert air brush
artists in America. After the scrola has been
tacked on turn the frames and tack blue crepe
paper on the back. Sixteen five-pointed stars,
three inches in diameter, should be cut out of
white paper and pasted on the crepe paper back
of the scrola as indicated in the picture. By
using three incandescent lamps back of the
frames a very beautiful effect can be produced.
Pictures of Washington can be had from ten
cents up. Any frame of suitable size will do,
but an oval frame is to be preferred. The two
American flags used are four by eight feet in
size and cah be obtained in most stores at $1.50
each. The folds in the drape are three inches
wide and the arrangement is so simple that anyone who tries can duplicate the effect by studying the photograph. The record stands at the
bottom of the display were fully described in
last month's World. The placing of the phonograph is, of course, up to the trimmer and depends on the number of instruments to be used.
Three-sixteenth inch "by one and one-fourth
inches round-headed stove bolts are used to bolt
the four records on uprights. The ten records
used should, of course, be patriotic selections.
The smallest size window used should be seven
feet square. The scrola all ready to be tacked
on frames can be obtained all complete for $5
money with ordtr or C. O. D. by writing to
Ellis Hansen, 600 South Harvey avenue, Oak
Park, 111. This simply covers the cost of production, with a very slight additional charge for
handling.
P. C. Peuser, who recently entered the retail
field at Franklin, Pa., with a store at 139 Adams
avenue, has secured the agency for the Sonora.
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EXPORTS

The Figures for September Presented — Exports
Show Machines Decrease and Records Increase
Washington, D. C, December 30. — In the summary of the exports and imports of the commerce of the United States for the month of
September, 1917 (the latest period for which it
has been compiled), which has just been issued by the Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Commerce and Labor, the following
figures regarding talking machines and supplies
appear:
Talking machines to the number of 6,437,
valued at $191,157, were exported in September,
1917, as compared with 7,955 talking machines,
valued at $181,847, sent abroad in the same
month of 1916. The total exports of records
and supplies for September, 1917, were valued at
$150,554, as compared with $106,054 in September, 1916. For the nine months 63,659 talking
machines were exported, valued at $1,606,555, in
September, 1917, and 45,210, valued at $1,128,602,
in 1916, while records and supplies valued at
$1,330,759 were sent abroad during 1917, as
against $823,858 in 1916.
GENEROUS

CHRISTMAS

VICTOR

FRENCH

COURSE

IN DEMAND

Represents a Timely Contribution to the War
Needs of the Country From the Talking Machine Trade — Being Strongly Featured
Victor wholesalers and retailers generally are
evincing more than usual interest in the new
Victor course in practical French for the American soldiers, which, as has been announced in
The World, is contained complete in three
double sided records, accompanied by explanatory text books and selling retail at $2.50 for
the course.
The Victor Co. has issued for use and distribution by the retailers a most attractive folder
explaining the idea back of the preparation of
the course and some facts regarding it. The
folder is illustrated by interesting photographs
of the American soldiers in France and a sec-

BONUS

For Employes of Otto Heineman Phonograph
Co. — Get War Saving Certificates in Addition
The Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.,
New York, presented its force of employes
with a handsome Christmas bonus in recognition
of the fact that they had contributed materially
to the closing of the company's biggest year.
In addition to this Christmas bonus, every
employe in the Heineman executive and sales
offices throughout the country was presented by
Mr. Heineman with a $5 war saving certificate,
and accompanying this certificate was a suggestion from Mr. Heineman that the employes recognize the Government's splendid thrift plan embodied in this war saving stamp plan.

KOCH-O-PHONE

$24.50
The KOCH-O-PHONE is the FORD of the
Phonograph world. There is no charge for the
name or expensive advertising added to the cost.
Most people would rather pay $48 (resale price)
than $100 for the same amount of pleasure.
Plays all makes of disc records. No disconnecting needed in exchanging from one make of record to another. Simply turn the sound box and
change needle to suit make of record. This machine for tonal quality and volume is not excelled
by any $100 machine on the market.
No. 23— Height 43 in., width 19^ in.,
double spring worm driven motor; 12
all metal trimmings are nickel plated;
hogany finish. With tone modifier;
125 lbs

depth 22 in.;
in. turntable,
made in maweight about
$24.50

Cabinet alone, complete with needle cups . $15.00
Equipped with tone modifier
...
50 cents extra

Tone Arms and
Sound Boxes
(Genuine Mica)
Our new universal tone
arm and sound box, No.
3, has proven a big success. Has all the desired
requisites in the way of
producing a clear, rich and
musical tone.
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Victor Poster Design of French Course
tion of the first lesson is also reproduced to give
an idea of its character.
The new course, as it stands, represents a most
notable contribution to the war. needs of the
country from the talking machine trade, and in
announcing
tor Co. says: the course in the booklet the Vic"The directors of the Victor Talking Machine
Co., desirous of contributing to the comfort, the
welfare and the safety of our gallant troops, ordered the preparation of a practical course in
French which would take care of the soldier's
immediate needs, serve as a working basis for
further development, and be put on the market
at a small fraction of the usual cost.
"To accomplish any such ambition it was
necessary to make sweeping departures from
precedent. It meant endless study, endless consultations with recognized authorities, endless
elimination of nonessentials. This finally has
been achieved and a practical, comprehensive
system has been devised through which a working knowledge of French may be obtained
quickly. Instead of costing $40 or $50, it costs
The point is made that the course is in no
sense intended to be a grammatical treatise on
the French language, but is designed to enable
the American fighting man to make his needs
known directly and in idiom if necessary.
It is expected that many thousand sets of the
$2.50."will be sold in the near future to follow
records
the thousands of sets that have already been
ordered.
EXTRA

CO. DIVIDEND

The Victor Talking Machine Co. has declared the regular quarterly dividend of 1J4 Per
cent, on the preferred and 5 per cent, on the
common stocks; and an extra dividend of 15 per
cent, on the common. The extra dividend was

Price
$1.50
In Lots of One Thousand

Manufacturer
KOCH,
ANDS
NEW YORK
296 Broadway

VICTOR

No. 2
Real Mica, 95c
in 100 Lots
Imitation Mica, 85c

payable December 15.
The Columbus Stradivara Co., of Columbus,
O., has been incorporated with a capitalization
of $100,000 for the purpose of manufacturing
musical instruments, W illiam J. Shaver being
one of the principals.
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Columbia Graphophone Co
Woolworth Building, New York
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DEMAND
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PARTS

Illustrated in the Development of the Business of the Doehler Die-Casting Co., of Brooklyn—
by This Company Most Completely Equipped
New Fireproof Building Recently Occupied
increase shown in volume of business but in
The Doehler Die-Casting Co. are completing
the
actual size of their Brooklyn plant. During
Not only is the
a year of great advancement.
the year a seven-story glass and concrete addition was added to their already large plant,
running through and facing on the next street.
This new building at Court and Ninth streets,
Brooklyn, is already filled and contains the general and executive offices of the company.
This building is entirely fireproof and offers
the best of working conditions to the many employes. It is modernly equipped and contains
among its features a "First Aid" room and employes' restaurant. During the year the aluminum die castings of phonograph parts, perfected
by the Doehler Co., have become very popular
in the trade.
The remarkable growth of this firm is shown
by the fact that ten years ago they employed
twenty men and now they operate four factories

Where Estimates and Costs Are Figured
situated at various points throughout the country and employ well over one thousand men.
The Doehler Die-Casting Co. are very optimistic over the new year, which so recently made
its debut, and are making plans accordingly.
BUYS

Section Devoted to Casting of Phonograph Parts

BETHLEHEM

T. M. CO.

Penn House Furnishing Co. Buy Assets and
Good Will of Company Formerly Owned by
E. J. Delfraisse — Business in Good Shape
Bethlehem, Pa., January 14. — The assets, stock,
fixtures, leases, and good will of the Bethlehem
Talking Machine Co. of this city was purchased
last week by the Penn House Furnishing Co.,
of Allentown, Pa., Max Chanoch, president.
The Bethlehem Talking Machine Co. has been
conducted for the last two years by E. J. Delfraisse, who has become Western representative of Jacob Doll & Sons, of New York. The
company had no liabilities, which speaks well for
a talking machine business, as seldom, when
changes of this kind are made, are there nothing
but assets to figure on. A. F. Jones, who has
been connected with Mr. Delfraisse, will remain
under the new management.

FOR

NEW

THE

YEAR

Branch Managers of Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. Visit Headquarters in New
York to Talk Over Future Campaign
Otto Heineman, president of the Otto Heine"man Phonograph Supply Co., was the host during the New Year holidays to several of his
branch managers who visited New York to talk
over plans for the new year. Among these visitors were S. A. Ribolla, manager of the branch
in Chicago, and C. T. Pott, manager of the
Canadian branch at Toronto.
Both visitors spoke enthusiastically of the
business outlook in their respective territories
for 1918 and substantiated this optimism by
bringing with them good sized orders to be
filled immediately. Their sales totals for 1917
indicated that the Heineman business in their
sections had far exceeded expectations, but they
expressed the belief that 1918 will far out-distance these figures.
While here, M essrs. Ribolla and Pott conferred with Mr. Heineman regarding the important new plans to be announced in the near
future and made arrangements whereby the
manufacturers in their territories will be afforded excellent service during the coming year.
Both of these visitors, in addition to the other
Heineman branch managers, will spend some
time in New York the end of this month, when
the annual conference of the Heineman sales
staff will be held.
PARAGON

Main Entrance Doehler Die-Casting Co.

Executive Offices of the Company

PLANS

DISCUSS

MFG.

CO. INCORPORATED

Hickory, N. C, January 7.— The Paragon Mfg.
Co., of this city, has been capitalized at $30,000
for the manufacture of talking machines. The
company is planning to produce three styles of
cabinet machines and will merchandise through
the dealers.
FACTS
KENT

ABOUT

THE

ATTACHMENT

NO.

1

To Play Lateral Cut Records on the
Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph

Patented March 2. 1915
It has been recognized by experts the most perfect
device of its kind on the market.
It has been on the market ever since the Edison Diamond
Disc made its appearance.
Itin can
had with or without reproducer and is made
two belengths.
It is guaranteed by the Manufacturer in every way.
F. C. KENT & CO.
Manufacturer of Phonograph Accessories
24 Scott Street
Newark, N. J.
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Retail
Price

Width. 23
Depth. 21"
Mozart

10 in. and 12 in. records are in-

Height,
47"
Width, 23"
.Depth, 24"

Depth, 24'

$100

creasing dealers' sales fourfold. January supplement ready to be mailed
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CINCINNATI

"With conditions rapidly becoming normal,
and many problems being solved, there is no
reason' to expect anything else but a most successful talking machine year during 1918. The
big question will be stock, and it will be necessary for the progressive dealer to look far ahead
in placing orders for his requirements for the

TRADE

Western Manufacturers Watching Situation Carefully in Expectation of Increased Demand for
Local Products — Deliveries by Motor Trucks — R. J. Whelan Resigns — Review of the Trade
Cincinnati, O., January S. — Talking machine
manufacturers of the Middle West believe that
a continuation of the present freight and express
conditions in the United States will create markets for their output right in their own centers,
thereby completely changing the situation of this
important industry.
As is generally known, the larger manufacturers are located in the Eastern markets and
the factories about Cincinnati believe that if
these are to be handicapped in the future in the
delivery, of the finished product it will cause
dealers to turn to producers nearer home. That
is the way the present condition of traffic is being figured out. In the meantime, talking machine manufacturers as well as the piano industry of the Mid'dle West is looking about for
some one to institute a truck system between
the larger centers in the Ohio Valley, which
method of transportation will be relied upon by
"home" manufacturers as an outlet for their
energies.
Richard J. Whelan has retired as manager of
the Cincinnati branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co., the change taking place this week.
His successor has not been appointed. The
branch is temporarily in charge of F. F. Dawson, of thefuture
New have
York not
office.
Mr. Whelan'sHe plans
for the
materialized.
has
had charge of the Cincinnati district slightly
over seven years.
There was a falling off in the holiday business in the Middle West and Manager Greulich,
of the Cable Piano Co., who is an enthusiastic
Victor dealer, believes this may have been due
to the appearance of the Government's questionnaire, which reached the homes of prospective
selectives the week before Christmas. That appears to be the only excuse that can be given
for the decrease. The trade generally found the

buyers wanted medium-priced machines and the
average payment was higher than was the custom during the holiday rush of a year ago.
Chas. L. Byars, manager of the Vocalion department ofthe local Aeolian store, in commenting on the December trade, said that while the
volume of Vocalion business was not as big as
hoped for, yet the quality of accounts opened
could not have been better. He remarked:
''The dealers and merchants of the country can
do considerable toward allaying the apprehensions of the people by talking and acting in an
optimistic manner concerning business conditions. If a dealer himself will be convinced that
there is no shortage of money in the land, a
very small percentage of unemployed, a higher
average wage than ever before, he will have no
trouble in taking an optimistic view of condi-

New models are to be produced about February 1by the Crystola Co. One will sell for
less than $110. The style and details of the other
have not been formally adopted. Ben Schwenger, the Cleveland district representative, was
in town this week, arranging for his year's supply of Crystolas.
Mr.year."
Neumeister, of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., is getting through a satisfactory amount of his required supplies and
generally speaking is well satisfied, considering
conditions.
The Fritzsch Phonograph Co. will enter the
South American field, having arranged to be
represented there by the North Brazil Machinery Syndicate, with headquarters at Forteleza
Ceara, Brazil. The South American firm represents some thirty-eight American concerns. The
Fritzsch house, launched less than a year ago,
has twenty dealers to its credit, including a firm
in Australia, and is doing a splendid business.
Their products are winning much genuine appreciation.
The All-Ohio Singing Contest, as conducted
by the Columbia Graphophone Co., in connection with the Scripps newspapers, came to a
close last month, at Columbus, O., when Miss
Ruth Stein, of Akron, and E. C. Mulholland, of
Toledo, O., were selected as winners. H. A.
Herrick, the Columbia's special representative,
personally escorted the winners to New York,
where they will have their voices recorded in
the Columbia's laboratory. It is expected now
that the records will be ready for the market
the latter part of January, and a'l are anxiously
looking forward to hearing the records of the
successfj.il contestants.

Manager Dittrich, of the Victor department of
the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., said:
tions."
"The New Year has started off with a rush,
especially in record business, and record stocks
are disappearing rapidly. Most of the dealers
report that it is absolutely impossible to keep
their record stock complete, owing to the tremendous demand, which exceeds anything previously known in the talking machine line.
"In reviewing the holiday business, we find
that December started off in good shape, but that
towards the middle of the month business began to fall behind that of last year. Last
week, however, proved to be the busiest week
that Cincinnati merchants ever remember having experienced.
"While machine sales came up splendidly during the latter part of December, the record business was the one big surprise of the season, and
as most dealers were well prepared, splendid results were secured.
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Winning

Outfits

Holiday

Salter Cabinets, made

to harmonize

with portable models of standard
machines, enable you to offer
your trade outfits which serve
land customers who would
otherwise

to

escape.

The felt-lined compartments of which
we are the originators are a feature
of all Salter Cabinets. Each record
has a compartment to itself, is thus
protected against scratching, breakage
and dust, and is instantly accessible.
SEND

FOR

CATALOGS

We also make a beautiful line of sheet
music and music roll cabinets.

SALTER
No. 19. Cabinet
(DOUBLE DOOR FRONT)
Made especially to hold the Victor- Victrola, No. IX

337-49

MFG.

N. Oakley
CHICAGO,

CO.

Boulevard
ILL.

No. 111. Cabinet (Opened)
For Columbia $50.00 Machine
inches high. Top, 23 x 19/< inches
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THE

BRILLIANTONE

STEEL

NEEDLE

CO.

New Company Organized in New York WithB.
R. Forster as President to Specialize in Steel
Needles — Offices in the Marbridge Building
The new year has ushered in a new needle
house into the talking machine industry. It is
entitled the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co., of

B. R. Forster
New York. Although the firm is new, the "men
behind the guns" are not new to the trade.
B. R. Forster, the president and treasurer of
this new concern, has been connected for some
years as the general manager with I. Davega, Jr.,
Inc., and in that position developed an enormous
needle business for that house.
H. Ettinger, vice-president, has had a large
experience and acquaintance throughout the
trade through his former connection as the

Costs

No

TALKING

MACHINE

January IS, 1918

manager of the talking machine department of
Kranich & Bach.

SAFETY

H. A. Acton, another experienced man, is appointed as secretary.
The Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. opened offices on January 2 in the Marbridge Building,
Broadway and Thirty-fourth street, suites 657
and 658, and Mr. Forster extends a cordial invitation to members of the trade to visit them

Pertinent Suggestions As to Means for Avoiding
Factory Accidents Offered by John D. Otis
and M. M. Jones at Recent Committee Dinner

H. A. Acton
at the above address and to his out-of-town
friends to make their offices their headquarters
while in town.
This company will specialize entirely in steel
needles, in medium, half-tone, loud and extra
loud grades, and have selected for their slogan
the following line, "Highest quality uniformly
pointed steel talking machine needles made in
America by American labor." They plan to begin deliveries of needles on February 1.

More

Than

Purchasers of small Victrolas want a Converto Cabinet the minute they see one
— because: it takes the place of a stand, covers the machine, converts it into a
handsome cabinet type, provides dust-proof record compartment — all at a cost
no higher than for simply a good stand that has none of these features.

PATENT

APPLIED

Talking

Machine

Sound

a

HINTS FOR EDISON

WORKERS

Safety suggestions of value to workers were
given by John D. Otis, of the American Museum
of Safety, and by M. M. Jones, personnel department of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., following
a dinner of the Workmen's Committee of the
Edison Phonograph Works, in the clubhouse of
the Thomas A. Edison Association, Orange, N.
J., recently. The speakers gave an outline of
what safety committees can accomplish and advised the men to specialize their investigations
so as to become experts in eliminating dangerous hazards, and to secure the greatest possible
benefits from their study of conditions in the
plant. The need of teaching workers to anticipate
and avoid dangers which naturally follow carelessness and lack of caution was pointed out
and the speakers urged the men to at all times
"think safety," as well as to act safely, when
going about their daily work. Co-operation between men on the safety committees with foremen was pointed out as an excellent method of
securing good results.
The human element, Mr. Otis pointed out, is
the biggest factor in plant accidents. All the
guards in the world, in his opinion, will not save
a man from injury unless that man keeps his
mind fixed on his tasks and at all times pays
strict attention to the operation he is engaged
in. He paid a compliment to the safety committees and declared that, owing to the interest
taken by them in their work, the co-operation of
other workers is being secured, and the men are
disposed to listen to suggestions made from time
to" time for their safety.
Motion pictures were also shown, illustrating
accidents of various kinds, each film presenting
a different lesson.

Good

Stand!

It appeals likewise to present owners of small Victrolas. At little additional cost it gives them a
cabinet machine. It revives interest in their machines
and in buying new records.
Front doors of machine open through upper doors
of cabinet and combine to make a continuation of
the horn. The Converto is broadly protected by
patent. Two sizes, ietailing for $20 and $25 —
allowing a good profit to dealers.
This is a substantial proposition attested to by

FOB

Cabinet

Setting Victrola into Cabinet

WORLD

many of the
country's
leading
Write
for Prices
and dealers.
Particulars
The

C. J. Lundstrom Mfg. Co.
LITTLE FALLS, N. Y.
Branch Office: Flatiron Bldg.
New York City

Doors Open for Playing

Completely Closed
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MORE

USE FOR THE PHONOGRAPH

Cortina Academy of Languages Using That
Argument as Basis for Campaign
The Cortina Academy of Languages are carrying on a campaign along the lines of getting
more use out of the .phonograph. It is their
contention that the phonograph in the home is
too often reserved for purely entertaining purposes. Through various forms of advertising
literature and car cards, the owner of a machine
is advised of the possibilities in their phonograph for acquiring the knowledge of one
or two additional languages.
Through the use

TALKING

MACHINE

JOE SCHWETZ

GENERAL

MME.

MANAGER

I. Davega, Jr., Inc., Victor distributors, 125
West One Hundred and Twenty-fifth street, announce that Joe Schwetz, who has been connected with the firm for years, has been appointed general manager of the wholesale department.
Mr. Schwetz succeeds B. R. Forster, who recently resigned and is now in business for himself. Mr. Schwetz has been Mr. Forster's assistant for some time and is thoroughly conversant with the work.
Mr. Schwetz has a wide acquaintance in the
field and his efficient management, together with
that of Abram Davega, who has general supervision over all affairs of the company, gives
great promise of a fine year ahead for that company.
Records show that I. Davega, Jr., Inc., have
just concluded one of the best years in the history of the firm. During the coming year it is
announced that they will handle Victor products
exclusively. As a further aid to dealers, they
have obtained a supply of record cabinets for
4's and 6's, of which they have a large stock
on hand.
LIKE WESER

of attractive "home" photographs, one of which
is here reproduced, the ease and comfort of selfeducation in the home is attractively portrayed.
The necessity of acquiring a knowledge of
military French was anticipated by the Cortina
Academy and the result was a set of military
French records that are proving very popular
throughout the country.
While this campaign is, of course, primarily
intended for the increased sales of Cortina records, the effect is bound to be felt by the trade
in general through supply sales as well as instruments, and to the dealers carrying the Cortina line the campaign should prove especially
helpful.
TO INCREASE

OUTPUT

s

Factory Making the Wall-Kane Steel Needles
Enlarged to Meet Growing Demands

The Daniels Music Co. recently opened elaborate Edison parlors at 106-108 East- Fifth avenue, Arkansas City, Kansas, where they are featuring afull line of Edison Diamond Disc phonographs and records.

Retail

Philadelphia, Pa., January 7.— One of the recent visitors at the new Pathe Shop, recently
opened by the Philadelphia Pathephone Co., at
1026 Chestnut street, was Mme. Claudia Muzio,
the prominent operatic soprano, who is a member of the Metropolitan Opera Company, and
an exclusive Pathe artist.
Mme. Muzio has made several Pathe records
which have been very well received by the dealers, and when she visited the Pathe Shop she
expressed her keen appreciation of the handsome warerooms which the Philadelphia Pathe-

INCORPORATED
The National Phonograph Co., Chicago, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000.
The incorporators are Martin Rasmussen, Harry
Rasmu.ssen, and Frank Cummings.

Trade

OF NEEDLES

"It is a sound business principle that in order
to succeed any merchant must give the public
the greatest value for its money," said D. F.
Tauber, president of the Progressive Phonographic Supply Co., New York, sole distributor
of the Wall-Kane steel needles. "This principle certainly applies to the needle business and
our dealers tell us that they have been able to
give their patrons splendid service and value in
the Wall-Kane needle. This needle, through
the use of chemical processes, plays ten records
perfectly, and these same processes give the
point of the Wall-Kane a coating that benefits
the record and adds to its longevity.
"At the present time our needle is being handled by progressive jobbers throughout the
country and our recent factory enlargements
will enable us to increase our output materially
during the coming year. I may add further that
we have received quite a number of letters from
dealers, referring to the excellent tone quality
of the Wall-Kane needle and the satisfaction it
is giving all users."

SHOP

Mme. Muzio and the Pathe
phone Co. have established, congratulating Mr.
Eckhardt upon the progress he is making and
upon the exquisite decorations in his retail shop.

A Weser phonograph has been a source of entertainment for many of the soldiers at Camp Dix,
Wrightstown, N. J. The machine was presented
to the Twenty-first Company, Sixth Battalion,
153rd Depot Brigade, who have expressed their
appreciation in a letter to Weser Bros., 520-530
West Forty-third street, New York, which was
signed by every man in the company, as well
as Capt. W. H. England. A number of records
were also sent with the machine.

The

VISITS PATHE

PHONOGRAPH

Members of 21st Company, 153rd Depot Brigade,
Send Letter of Appreciation to Weser Bros.

Cortina Illustrative Idea

MUZIO

Prominent Pathe Artist Inspects New
Quarters Opened in Philadelphia

Placed in Charge of Wholesale Victor Department of I. Davega, Jr., Inc. — Company Reports
Excellent Business Record for 1917

SOLDIERS
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Is

Advised

That I have been granted United States Letters Patent No. 1,244,944, dated October 30th,
1917, on a cabinet for Talking Machines (the
design of which is shown herewith) and for
which the following claims are made:
1. A cabinet for a talking machine having a top on which
the casing of the machine is adapted to be supported, an inclosure rising from said top, and formed of cleats which are
adapted to engage the sides of the base, certain of the cleats being
fixed to said top and another cleat forming a gate for entrance
into the space of the inclosure, and means for holding the gate
in closed position and permitting its opening.
2. A cabinet for a talking machine having a top on which the
casing of the machine is adapted to be supported, cleats rising
from said top forming an inclosure for the sides of the base of
said machine and adapted to interlock therewith, one of said
cleats being separate from the other cleats and movable forming
a gate for the insertion of said base into the space of said inclosure, the inner sides of the cleats overhanging so as to form
interlocking joints with said base.
I am prepared to protect my interests under
said patent to the fullest extent and all infringers
will be prosecuted^vigorously.

DESIGN

OF CABINET
PLACE

(Signed)
ORDERS

Record Delivery Envelopes
Record Stock Envelopes
Catalog Supplement Envelopes

CLEMENT

BEECROFT,

CLEMENT

BEECROFT

NOW^FOR
Record Cabinets
Talking Machine Needles
Peerless Locking Plates

309 West
Susquehanna Ave.

Philadelphia,

Pa.
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THE

HANDSOME

NEW

DELPHEON

MODELS

New Hepplewhite Model Table Machine and
William and Mary Model Cabinet Machine
Recently Added to This Comprehensive Line
The Delpheon Co., Bay City, Mich., has just
placed on the market two handsome art models
which are shown in the accompanying illustrations. The table machine will be known as the
Hepplewhite niodel and the cabinet machine as
the William and Mary model. The latter will
retail at $200 and the former at $400. The William and Mary model will be equipped with all

TALKING

MACHINE

WORLD

The Hepplewhite model measures fifty-six
inches long, thirty-six and one-half inches high
and twenty-five and one-half inches deep. It is
made of the very high grade mottled mahogany
and the experience and knowledge of the Delpheon finishing department is used to excellent
advantage in giving this instrument a most beautiful finish. It has a beautifully carved grille
and the posts are also carved. A heavy plank
top is used. The center front section curves
outwards, while the two end sections curve inwards.
On each side of the grille are the standard
Delpheon individual compartment record files

Hepplewhite Model Delpheon
Delpheon features, including the three spring working on slides and giving a total capacity of
motor playing seven ten-inch records. Only the 210 records. This model will be equipped with
very choicest five-ply mottled mahogany is used gold hardware with the exception of the drawer
throughout.
pulls, which will be finished to match the wood.
ACTION

ON STEPHENS

BILL COMING

Predicted That Congress Will Take Up the Discussion of Measure Early This Year
Washington, D. C, December 30. — Congress'onal action on the Stephens Standard Price
bill early in the coming year was confidently
predicted to-day by E. A. Whittier, secretarytreasurer of the American Fair Trade League,
who is in Washington following the opening sess'on of Congress. Mr. Whittier has kept in
close touch with the progress of the measure
and his prophecy, therefore, carries some weight.
Mr. Whittier also took occasion to reply in no

uncertain terms to the statement issued by the
National Retail Drygoods Association concerning the recent complaints filed by the Federal
Trade Commission against Mishawaka Woolen
Mfg. Co. and the Cudahy Packing Co., and
charged that the statement was issued without
any real knowledge of the facts in the case.
"Mr. Howe is quoted as saying," declared Mr.
Whittier, "that 'the fact that advocates of price
maintenance are seeking a new law is in itself
evidence that the present law (the Clayton Act)
prevents their doing what they would like to
do without laying themselves open to prosecution.' This certainly indicts Mr. Howe's intelligence, or his sincerity, for everybody else

January 15, 1918

An electric motor will be used. The reproducing
equipment is the same as on the other models,
with the exception of the resounding chamber,

William and Mary Model Delpheon
which is of unusual size and gives a remarkable
tone quality.
In spite of the fact that the Delpheon Co. has
not yet sent out photographs or descriptive literature featuring these two art models, the first
order on each model given to the factory has
been sold out. From all indications these two
instruments will be very successful and the factory is planning to devote considerable time to
the production of these art designs.
knows, even if he does not, that the Stephens
bill was introduced and actively supported in
Congress a year before the Clayton Act was
drawn. Moreover, it will be difficult for Mr.
Howe to find anything in the Clayton Act which
even remotely involves the Stephens bill stabilization principle for the prevention of predatory price cutting. Rather, its whole theory
supports that principle and eliminates cut-throat
competition and unfair discrimination."
It has been said we don't succeed so much on
our own acts as we profit by the mistakes of
others.
And there's a lot of truth in the statement.

A

AMERICAN

Clear

in Tone,

Beautiful

in Design,

Smooth

Running

Motors

The American phonograph, whioh en-bodies all the good qualities and special features that the buying public demands, has no equal as to price,
beauty and tone. You cannot afford to be without this popular line for your holiday business. The American line has many fine features,
beautiful in design, finest of material and workmanship, and the right quality of rrotor for each particular model, making a well-balanced line at
popular prices and a ready seller.
Mr. Dealer: Whether you are at the present tim? handling any other line of phonographs or are yet undecided as to what line you will have,
a*k us for the full particulars and you will find that this line will increase your profits and add materially to the volume of your business
PRICES

No. 3-$18.50

No. 5- $23.50

QUOTED

ARE

WHOLESALE

No. 6-$29.00
No. 10-$47.50
We stand back of every American

No. 13-S61.00

No. 22— $85.00

AMERICAN
PHONOGRAPH
COMPANY
Main Office and Factory, 111 Lyon St., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
503 Cable Bldg., CHICAGO
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CELEBRATED

Executives Prepare a Very Pleasing Surprise for Entire Force at Christmas Time — Substantial Evidence of Appreciation of the Work of the Men — Entertained Also at Travers Island
On Christmas Eve, as a surprise to the office
and sales force of the New York Talking Machine Co., the executives had set up, trimmed
and brilliantly lighted, a beautiful Christmas
tree, which seemed to symbolize the spirit pervading the whole organization.
As the members of the New York Talking
Machine Co. gathered around this tree singing

more tangible form than mere words the company's sincere appreciation of the loyal services
rendered throughout the year.
The week following, on New Year's Eve, part
of this group, composed of the sales and office
force with their wives and sweethearts, were the
guests of Vice-President R. J. Keith at the
Travers Island Club House of the New York

is a very noticeable feature in the New York
Talking Machine Co. organization.
335 STARS

Grinnell

s

SERVICE

At the entrance of the Edison Laboratories
in Orange, N. J., hangs the great Edison service
flag, twenty feet long and twelve feet wide, and
bearing 335 stars, each one representing an
employe who has gone from the Edison plants
to render active service to his country in this
present emergency. The flag not only serves
to eulogize those who have entered the service,
but likewise acts as an inspiration to those who
are still following their peaceful pursuits while
awaiting their turn to serve.
NEW

CORPORATIONS

The Superior Mfg. Co., Wilmington, has been
incorporated under the laws of Delaware with a
capital stock of $350,000 to engage in the manufacture of talking machines.
The Electrone Co., Inc., Dover, has been
chartered under the laws of Delaware with a
capital stock of $100,000 to engage in the registration of vocal and instrumental sounds on
discs, etc., in other words, to make talking machine records.
The Uniset Reproducer Co., Chicago, has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000 to
manufacture mechanical devices for phonographs
and musical instruments.
Articles of incorporation have been filed by
the Melodious Reproducer Co., of Milwaukee.
The capital stock is $25,000, and the promoters
are Clarence M. Ustick, Everard H. Grove and
D. C. Van Dyke.
The National Phonograph Co., Chicago, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000.
The incorporators are Martin Rasmussen, Harry
Rasmussen and Frank Cummings.

Record

Service

— Through

A GOOD

FEATURE

Victor

TO PUSH-

Records

of

its promptness; the vast extent and completeness of our stock; the care with which every
order is filled; the transportation facilities at our
command and the unswerving aim to be of definite
assistance to the dealer in building a greater Record

business —
"FIRST

AID"

Affords for you a most satisfactory
means of, at all times, keeping your
stock

FRENCH

— and
FOR

AMERICAN

SOLDIERS

There's a vast field here for business — an
already present demand.
Have the French course in stock. It is in a
sense a patriotic duty — and insures added profits.
Send

Us

Your

Order

at highest
best

point of completeness

serving

your

record

buy-

ing public.
A constantly increasing number

of aggressive dealers

are taking advantage of our superior service. You'll
find it not only pleasing but helpful. Try us on your
next order !

Today

Glad to place you on our list to receive our
advance announcement of best selling Records
regularly each month.
"You'll find it of value. To have~us mail this
doesn't obligate you in the least.

GrinnellBros
Distributors, Victrolas
First

and

FLAG

Service Banner Measuring 20 by 12 Feet Now
Hangs at Entrance to Laboratories

SOME

Christmas Party of New York Talking Machine Co. (Sales and Office Forces Shown in Picture)
Athletic Club. Gathered about the table, which
the beautiful old Christmas carols and wishing
was artistically and gayly appointed for this
one another a "Merry, Merry Christmas," a
occasion, were a happy group of people. The
spirit of good-will, fellowship and loyalty to one
another was evident on all sides. Christmas to
dinner, dancing, and merrymaking made New
the employes of the New York Talking Machine
Year's Eve a memorable one for Mr. Keith's
guests, one of whom was Miss Marie Morrisey,
Co. meant more than long hours and the hanthe attractive and talented concert contralto.
dling of a tremendous volume of business.
Piled high underneath the tree were gifts and
At 12 o'clock Mr. Keith wished to the group,
and to each one individually, a New Year filled
packages for everyone. A. D. Geissler, presiwith health, happiness and prosperity, and the
dent, after distributing the many gift boxes,
surprised each of the group with a Christmas
return toast to him voiced the feeling of felenvelope, which, as he stated, expressed in a
lowship, good-will and co-operative spirit that

IN EDISON

State

and Records
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Detroit
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THE

BRUNSWICK

PROGRESS

IN THE

TALKING

EAST

NEW

Exceptional Holiday Demand for Brunswick
Phonograph — Sales Conference in New York
— New Representatives Announced — Anxiously Awaiting the New $1,500 Art Model

COMPANY

MACHINE
FORMED

WORLD

est sounds. The New England Talking Machine Co. and its president, Chas. P. Trundy, are
well and favorably known to the trade and their
new product will, no doubt, receive the high
popularity that it deserves.

IN TEXAS

Verhalen-Delpheon Sales Co., of Texas, to Distribute Products of Delpheon Co., Bay City
Dallas, Tex., January 8. — A company has been
organized in this city for the purpose of distributing the products of the Delpheon Co., Bay
City, Mich., in Texas, Oklahoma and the Southwest. This company will probably be known
as the Verhalen-Delpheon Sales Co. Walter
Verhalen, of Dallas, is at the head of this organization, and is now making plans whereby
the dealers in this territory will receive efficient service and co-operation. Mr. Verhalen
made a trip to Chicago some time ago to look
over high-grade lines of talking machines.
While there he saw and heard the Delpheon,
and was so favorably impressed with this instrument that he visited Bay City and closed
the deal for distributing rights in his territory.

The New York offices of the Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co. have concluded an exceptionally
fine holiday season, exceeding in volume of
business the same period of the year previous.
During the last week of December a sales
conference of twenty-five representatives of the
company was held at Thum's, on Broadway, after
which all "did their bit" at a banquet which was
served. At this meeting plans were made for
the coming year and new policies were adopted
increasing the already high facilities of the organization.
It is announced that the following new salesmen have joined the Brunswick staff: F. H.
Walter, E. S. Campbell, J. H. Wengrovious
NEW REPRODUCERS ANNOUNCED
and Chester Abelowitz, men who are well known
in the field and experienced.
New England Talking Machine Co. Calls AttenAil members of the stales staff are awaiting •
tion to New Line of Perfection Flexi-tone
eagerly the coming of the new $1,500 model of
Reproducers and Points Out Their Advantages
the Brunswick, which is expected to arrive almost any day. Advance information states that
Boston, Mass., January 5.— The New England
Talking Machine Co., of 16 Beach street, this
this new model will be finished both in English brown mahogany and American walnut and
city, announce their new Perfection Flexi-tone
equipped with the universal electric motor. As
reproducers to the trade. These new reprono advance photographs of the new machine
ducers allow for great interchangeability of rechave as yet been received there is a great amount
ords among the various talking machines. A
of interest in its arrival.
very attractive circular is being sent to the trade
calling the attention of the dealer not only to
The New York office have been very busy
the many merits of the reproducer, but also the
opening new accounts during the past month.
Among them might be mentioned, Edward
great sales help it affords the dealer. PerfecStrauss, 94 Court street, Brooklyn; the Flatbush
tion Flexi-tone reproducers attached to Perfection ball bearing tone arms Nos. 3 and 4
Music Co., 932 Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn; the
Riley-Hogan Co., 125th street, and a departplay all lateral cut records on all types of Ediment in the large department store of H. C. F.
son disc machines and Perfection Flexi-tone
Koch & Co., 125th street. In the last case the
reproducers Nos. 3, 6 and 7 are designed to fit
New York office of the Brunswick-Balke-Collenall types of Victor and Columbia machines. It
is claimed for these reproducers that they have
der Co. operate the department themselves. Reports already received from these new dealers
a wonderful clarity of sound and will reproduce the sounds as perfectly as the recording
indicate the popularity of the Brunswick machine in their locality.
at the laboratories, from the highest to the low-
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PLAN

TO SIMPLIFY

BUSINESS

Credit Men Suggest Rules After Studying Office
Procedure That Are Worthy Consideration
In order to co-operate to the greatest possible
extent in supplying the nation's need of men for
war service, the National Association of Credit
Men recently made a study of office procedure,
with a view to economizing labor there by simplifying processes. As a consequence J. H.
Tregoe, secretary and treasurer of the association, was provided with three rules, copies of
which he has sent out to all members of the
association, with the statement that they were
drawn up by the Committee on Commercial
War Economy, and the request that they be observed. The rules are:
"1. That checks received in the course of merchandising, and unimportant letters and communications, benot acknowledged.
"2. That every dispensable and non-productive office or business device or system that
can be released without decreasing the real
abilities of the business be suspended during
the war.
"3. That credit departments shall not inquire
of other departments in unimportant cases, and
that promiscuous and merely general inquiries
be Mr.
discontinued."
Tregoe, in the letter accompanying these
rules, points out that even small economies of
this description in office procedure may not only,
in the aggregate, prove of value in conserving
the working resources of the nation, but may
also be vitally important in enabling the individual business to weather the hard times of the
war period. These suggestions are well worth
adoption by talking machine dealers who are
seeking efficient methods of transacting their
business.
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Every One Pleased With Volume of Business for 1917 — Uneasiness Regarding the Securing of
Stock in View of Transportation Conditions — Window Displays Receiving Much Consideration
Los Angeles, Cal., January 5. — In spite of the
shortage of stocks and the slowness with which
freight -has been moving during the fall months,
all previous records were broken in the talking
machine business during the month of December. The demand for the medium-priced machines was noticeable, but a great many more
than usual were disposed of during the holidays.
Not that the large models were entirely overlooked, as a good many nice sales were made by
the local dealers in the more costly designs,
but the mass of the people seemed to be interested in machines from $100 to $150. Both
record and machine stocks are very low at present and there are probably fewer machines and
records in Los Angeles to-day than ever before
at this time of the year. The outlook is not
good for a replenishment at present, as the jobbing houses are not holding out any hopes for
any shipments in the very near future. Just
what the outcome will be is problematical, and
in the meantime dealers are talking up the
models they have in stock.
Just what effect the taking over of the railroads and steamship lines by the Government
will have on our transportation facilities is a
question at present. However, all local dealers
are hoping for the best, as they figure that unless
freights are entirely stopped they cannot be any
worse off than they have been for the past six
months. All indications point to a good business during January, as great activity is being
shown in all lines of business. This part of the
country is badly in need of rain, and although
no damage has been done so far some of the
crops will be much shorter than usual if we
do not get -some rain in the very near future.
Barker Bros, had a banner holiday trade and
C. B. Boothe, their manager, says that all past
records for December were broken. Barker's
had the usual trouble in getting records and
certain models of machines, many of which were
entirely out of stock before Christmas. Mr.
Boothe reports the sale of one of their own
make period models. This was a very handsome
machine and was so constructed that either the
Edison Disc, Victor or Columbia interior could
be installed. Price, $1,250. The volume of
business was so great that Mr. Boothe was compelled to close the talking machine department
at 5.30 on Monday, the 24th, in order that the
force could catch up with their orders.
C. S. Ruggles, manager for Sherman, Clay
& Co., local Victor jobbers, says that he is
thinking seriously of taking a vacation unless
he is able to get some goods in the near future.
Victor dealers all over Southern California are
clamoring for machines and records and the
Sherman, Clay & Co. stock is, of course, getting perilously low.
The Diamond Disc Distributing Co., local
Edison jobbers, report a tremendous business in
both Edison disc and cylinder machines and records. The C 250 and C 150 models were the
best sellers during the holidays and Mr. Lovejoy, the manager, says they are running short
on these two models and future shipments from
the factory are uncertain. There was a big demand for the new Edison period model, the
William and Mary, and all the dealers were
sold out before Christmas. This is bound to
be a popular machine and a ready sale for it is
assured when the jobbers receive a new shipment.
The Southern California Music Co. just closed
a most prosperous holiday business and many
more machines and records were sold than ever
before at this season. A large number of standard models were sold, but the medium-priced
machines were mostly in demand.
The Columbia Graphophone Co., wholesale,
report a fine business during December, .and
were in a better position to supply their dealers
than the other jobbers, as they had an extra
large stock on hand before the demand became
80 heavy. The Columbia Co. has put in quite

a number of new licensed dealers in Los Angeles
during the last year, and report that they are
all
ness.doing well and steadily increasing their busiAll local dealers are paying more attention
to their windows than ever before and during
Christmas week some very unique and beautiTHE

VALUE

OF GOOD

ADVICE

A New York business man relates that an exemploye of his, after being in business about
eighteen months, found it difficult to meet his
obligations. He said, in commenting on the
case :
"As it not infrequently is found to occur in
such cases, he was fairly beside himself and
requested me to call on him. After giving me
a resume of his affairs his first impulse was to
consult a lawyer. Instead of doing this I advised him to see his creditors, be open and

ful window displays were on exhibition, and
81
attracted an unusual amount of interest and
comment. This city has long been famous for
its fine show windows, and during the last two
or three semi-annual Fashion Shows the music
stores and window displays have compared favorably with some of those of the smartest shops
on Broadway. The people of this city are great
"window shoppers," and the talking machine
dealers are awaking to the fact that their windows can be dressed in such a way that they
will greatly increase their business.
above-board with them, and explain affairs as
they actually existed. At first he remonstrated,
but when I demonstrated to him that no possible harm could result in doing this he finally
decided to adopt my idea, and he called a meeting of his creditors.
"His creditors, almost without exception, acted
splendidly toward him, with the result that he
is still in business and gradually getting on his
feet again.
"I am strongly of the belief that if more and
wider publicity were given to this method it
would be an advantage to debtors and creditors."
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Closed Most Satisfactory Business in 1917 — Freight Congestion and Shortage of Stock Badly Felt
— Detroiters Without Exception All Optimistic — Good Work of the Local Association
Detroit, Mich., January 7. — Well, one more
year has passed and it is indeed gratifying to
know that the talking machine industry has prospered during the preceding twelve months and
that the coming twelve months are very encouraging for good business. With very few exceptions every dealer in Detroit says he enjoyed
a very good trade during 1917 — better than the
year before — and that the new year has started
off excellently. The holiday business in December was very brisk, even if it did come in the
ten days before Christmas. The early part of
the month was just fair, but it brightened up
considerably right after the 15th. The shortage
of some particular models did not seem to make
much difference because dealers were able to
sell the customers something else. The announcement by many dealers that prices would
advance January 1 had a lot to do no doubt with
getting people to buy in December. December
was a good month, and January will be a good
month as compared with a year ago.
Record business is excellent even right now
and has been. Patriotic popular numbers, such
as "Over There," are in demand and are selling
fast, as are also good dance numbers.
Now that the old year has elapsed some of the
dealers are planning an early departure south
for recreation and rest. C. A. Grinnell, of Grinnell Bros., will leave any day for his winter
home at Sea Breeze, Fla., while Max Strasburg
is planning to go golfing at Pinehurst. Others
will take short vacations, feeling that they have
earned the same after the strenuous December.
The coal situation is proving somewhat of a
setback to business, many families doubling up,
and not buying machines as they had previously
intended. However, this condition is not interfering with the record business, which, as before
stated, is just as brisk as ever.
The Edison Shop, according to R. B. Ailing,
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had a dandy year in 1917, many good dealers
having been added to the list. Retail business in
Detroit and throughout the entire territory has
been on the increase.
Frank Bayley, Edison dealer on Broadway,
says that his Edison business ran far ahead of
expectations. He and the Edison Shop comprise the only downtown dealers and naturally
their business would be good. The Edison Shop
used many half and full pages in the local papers during December, which helped all Edison
dealers.
Ed Andrew, manager of the talking machine
department of the J. L. Hudson Co., says: "We
more than reached our quota for December, also
for the twelve months of 1917 — so that we
haven't the least complaint to make. We have
been very careful in our credit department so
that our collections have been unusually good.
You know it's not always how much goods you
can sell as how much you can actually collect
each month." The Hudson store is now selling
both the Victrola and the Sonora, and has been
boosting both of them very strong.
Wallace Brown, now dealer for Brunswick
phonographs, said he had a dandy holiday busiL
ness, selling a great many more machines than
he had really planned for. He is determined
that 1918 shall be even better. Frankly, Mr.
Brown did not expect a big business during 1917
on Brunswicka, feeling that it would take six or
seven months properly to introduce the phonograph to the Detroit public.
The Detroit Talking Machine Dealers' Association has accomplished excellent results during
the year just passed. Some very bad trade evils
have been eliminated, partially or wholly, and
only by proper co-operation. The organization
has been working harmoniously and every member feels that he has received more" than his
"money's worth" for his dues.' During 1918

even greater results will be accomplished, if the
plans in contemplation do not go amiss.
Generally speaking, Detroit looks mighty good
for 1918. Its industries are staple; war orders
for trucks, munitions and shells, running into
millions and millions of dollars have already
been let, and a number of new million-dollar
factories are being erected to handle nothing
but war orders. In addition, it is expected to
make Detroit the center of the manufacture of
airplane motors and parts, and already several
big orders in Detroit have been placed by the
Government. Detroit business men are all optimistic and really believe that 1918 will be one
of the greatest years in the history of the town.
Keenan & Jahn did a nice December business with the Aeolian-Vocalion. It was really
their first month with this line. John D. Angeli, manager of the new department, says that
a' great many people have been in "looking"
with promises that they would buy later:
Sam Lind, Columbia manager, says he has had
a very big year, with more and better dealers
than ever before.
Williams, Davis, Brooks & Hinchman Sons,
Michigan Pathe jobbers, had more business in
1917 than they thought it possible to secure, and
are exceedingly well pleased with their affiliation
with Pathe. They have disposed of more machines and records than they originally planned
on, and have surprised the factory several times
with telegrams for more goods. They now have
a big stock and are in excellent condition to fill
orders from their dealers.
LOCATED

IN NEW

QUARTERS

The M. A. Barker Music Co., Poplar Bluff,
Mo., is now located in new quarters in the
Greer Block, that town, where they are featuring Columbia Graphophones, Starr phonographs
and other musical goods.
The Brdwne-Wolf Drug Co., of Healdsburg,
Cal., with headquarters on' West street, has
taken the agency for the Victor talking machine.
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Roll of Honor, Bearing Names of All Those
Now in Armed Service of Country, Now Installed in Hall of Administration Building
In paying tribute to the hundreds of their employes who have entered the military service of
the country, the Victor Talking Machine Co.
has departed from the service flag idea and as
a result there now appears in the main hall of
the Administration Building in Camden a tall
mahogany pedestal, surmounted by a silken
American flag and bearing, on swinging panels,
the names of the Victor employes to the number
of over five hundred who have entered the service of Uncle Sam, together with the department
in which they had been employed. Surmounting the roll of honor is a placard on which appears the following: "In appreciation of the
splendid display of loyalty by members of all
departments, the directors of the Victor Co.

have ordered that this roll of honor, containing the names of the employes who are known
to have gone direct from this plant to join the
armed forces of the country, be posted and maintained during the period of the war."
ENTERS THE FIELDJN MILWAUKEE
Triumph Phonograph Co., Organized in That
City, to Manufacture Machines of New Type
Milwaukee, Wis., January 7. — As the result
of years of study of the reproduction of the
human voice by mechanical means, Albert C.
Ehlmann, a well-known singer and musician,
has evolved a new phonograph which will be
manufactured and marketed under the name of
the "Triumph." Mr. Ehlmann has organized
the Triumph Phonograph Co. with a capital
stock of $25,000 for this purpose, and with him
are associated Julius E. Kiefer and Robert A.
Kiefer. Offices have recently been opened in
this city.

The Triumph Co. has decided for the present
to contract for the manufacture of its product.
It has made connections with concerns specializing in such work so that the machine will be
constructed strictly in accordance with the plans
of the designer and under his direct supervision.
Mr. Ehlmann has been elected secretary-treasurer and general manager of the new Company.
Julius E. Kiefer is president and Robert A.
Kiefer is vice-president. An active selling campaign is now being planned.
GRAND

RAPIDS

DEALERS

TO MEET

Grand Rapids., Mich., January 7. — The annual
meeting of the Grand Rapids Retail Music Dealers' Association will be held on January 17. An
elaborate program is now being worked out for
the occasion. Otto Friedrich, of the Friedrich
Music House, and Clayton Hoffman, of the
Herrick Piano Co.. are in charge of the arrangements.
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The Important Part Played by the Talking Machine in Stimulating a Love for Music Forms
Subject of Editorial in Munsey's Magazine
In the December issue of Munsey's there was
an excellent editorial in which the importance
of the talking machine and the player-piano as
factors in musical development and appreciation was dwelt upon in a very sympathetic way.
These two instruments were estimated as among
the most notable inventions of the age, and it
was pointed out that the true musical artist
neither feels nor affects contempt for the talking machine or the player-piano. In this connection the writer says:
"He (the artist) knows that the roll of perforated paper can sound chords which the fingers
of Paderewski cannot compass; that the earliest
appreciation of musical timbre and orchestral
coloring may be derived from half a dozen black
discs.
"In music, as in every other art, the first
requisite to the development of a sound and
cultivated taste is frequent contact with the
work of artists. A person of sufficiently acute
mind, hearing music and more music and more
music of all kinds, could conceivably end by deducing for himself every principle on which
music is based. A person of merely average
intelligence who will use it as he listens will, if
opportunity to hear music comes often, arrive
eventually at a fair understanding of what constitutes good music. More than that, he will
have some inkling why it is good, and will appreciate what he hears at somewhat near its
actual worth.
"The case for vocal music is even stronger.
We shall have an unusual lot of it this winter,
and the reference is not to concert platforms, but
to chorus-singing in the home, in the church,
in the camp. The chorus is a community enterprise hitherto undeveloped in America, but less
likely to suffer neglect in the future. Interest
in choral singing has been powerfully stimulated
by the plans of Major-General Franklin Bell
and others to make the American soldier a singing soldier because, as General Bell rightly declares, asinging soldier makes a fighting soldier. Choral singing is capable of developing
more enthusiasm than any other form of the
musical art. It can progress to the heights of
Parnassus, and it carries the singer with-it.
"The secret d'oes not lie in the artistic knowledge and appreciation acquired, but in the kindling of generous emotions, their liberation or
'motor discharge,' as psychologists would say;
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above all in the creation of that contagious fellowship and general good-will which are vital
to the success of an army and richly profitable
to the life of each single human soul."
COLUMBIA

MANAGERIAL

CHANGES

Geo. W. Hopkins, General Sales Manager of the
Columbia Co., Makes Important Announcement
Geo. W. Hopkins, general sales manager of
the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, has
announced the following organization changes
effective as of January 1:
R. J. Whelen, manager, Cincinnati branch, resigned.
F. F. Dawson, of the general sales department,
temporarily in charge of the Cincinnati branch,
as acting manager.
F. A. Denison has been appointed manager
of the San Francisco branch.
K. Mills has been appointed assistant manager of the New York branch.
S. H. Nichols, at his own request, has been
appointed manager of the Pittsburgh branch.
H. A. Yerkes has been appointed field sales
manager, and, as the title indicates, will actively
represent the general sales department in the
field.
CATALOG

OF THOMAS

PHONOPARTS

Details of the Dayton Motor and Other Talking
Machine Accessories Made by Thomas Mfg.
Co. Set Forth in Elaborate Manner — New and
More Comprehensive Catalog Now in Work
A booklet that should prove of interest to talking machine manufacturers or those who contemplate entering that field is the elaborately
designed illustrated catalog of phonoparts issued by the Thomas Mfg. Co., of Dayton, O.,
recognized as among the largest manufacturers
of motors, tone arms, sound boxes and talking
machine parts for the trade. The present catalog
of the company serves to show various models
of the Dayton motor complete and ready for installation, and with the various excellent features clearly indicated.
Facing the pictures of the motors there appear plates showing the various parts disassembled. Each part is carefully numbered, and the
name of each appears in a list printed underneath the plates.
The second section of the catalog is used to
illustrate and describe the various models of
tone arm and sound box combinations, with the
specifications of each detail carefully set forth.
Special attention is given to descriptive matter
regarding the Dayton sound boxes. Turntables
and other Thomas Co. products also receive attention in the catalog.
Of general interest are excellent views of the
exterior and interior of the great Thomas Mfg.
Co. plant, illustrating the actual work of making phonograph parts, and two pages given over
to a semi-editorial on building business and emphasizing the qualities of the service idea.
The Thomas Mfg. Co. announce that they
have now in preparation a new and more elaborate catalog which will be ready for publication in a. few weeks.
OVERENTHUSIASM

Get your share of this business. An ideal gift for the
boys in training or the trenches. It often sells a machine
with it.
The course consists of an authoritative Military Manual
containing a foreword by Major-Gen. Leonard Wood.
WITH face
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double
discs). Send
for full information.
Advertising (L0-I2n
matter,
military poster-hangers free.
Also Spanish, Italian, germarr, and English
and French for Spaniards
CORTINA ACADEMY OF LANGUAGE
12 East 46th Street. New York
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UNWISE

Many advertisements are made misleading,
not through any deliberate intention of being
dishonest, but because ! of the' overenthusiasm
of the advertising man whorsomehow seems
to think that the goods and3values his store
has to offer are far better than those of any
other store. He feels that each item advertised has to be lauded to the skies, although,
as a matter of fact, it is just an ordinary piece
of merchandise at a fair; price. That is the reason many old established stores prefer to print
advertisements with little descriptive matter.
The Wasech Phonograph Co., Salt Lake City,
Utah, has. changed its-name to the AshworthO'Loughlin Co.
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WALL-KANE
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is superior
to any
ordinary
and

why

it plays

10
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steel
needle

records

perfectly

No. 1

No. 2
The Wall-Kane Steel Needle is the finest grade of ordinary domestic steel needle,
wonderfully improved by chemical processes, which, briefly described, are as follows:
The highest grade of steel needle of domestic manufacture, and playing one
record only, is first subjected to chemical processes by which the grain of the needle
is made very much finer (see illustration under magnifying glass).
After this process the needle looks all black, like illustration
No. 1. Considerable quantity of the charcoal in the original
needle is now eliminated, and the needle greatly strengthened
by the finer grains and the elimination of the charcoal.
The needle is then subjected to various chemical processes,
which result in softening the point so that the grooves of the
record are very much benefited. While in this process the
needle looks like illustration No. 2.
Three different coats of certain chemical solutions are
then placed on the point of the needle, so that, by the
protection afforded by these coatings, the needle will positively
play at least ten records before the friction with the grooves
reaches the original grain of the point.
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The Schmelzer Arms Co., of Kansas City, Are
Catering to Needs of Uncle Sam's Boys —
Handle Great Volume of Holiday Business
Kansas City, Mo., January 3. — The Schmelzer
Arms Co., prominent Victor wholesalers and
dealers, who have as their slogan: "The most
interesting store in Kansas City," report an unusually active holiday season, despite the fact
that they saw real money getting away from
them owing to a serious shortage of Victor
goods. The Schmelzer Arms. Co., however, in
addition to being talking machine jobbers, are
also one of the largest sporting goods houses in
the world, and have a building with a 125-foot
frontage, devoted to sporting goods of all kinds.
There is even an entire floor devoted to toys
which is a mighty active place just before Christmas.
The talking machine business during the holidays was notable for the demand for the higher
priced machines, although there were quite a
few medium priced outfits purchased for the boys
in the military camps.
The Schmelzer Arms Co. recently opened a
completely stocked store in the zone established
just inside the reservation at Camp Funston,
Kansas, which is one of the largest camps in
the country. The space in the zone is leased to
concessioners by the Government and each concessioner must erect his own building, although
all must be of uniform design. In the zone are
to be found three theatres, a billiard and pool
hall, and stores of all sorts, the idea being to
meet the demands of the soldiers without requiring them to leave the' reservation and meet
the temptations in the various towns nearby.
The prices in the zone are practically governed
by the general managing, and are in every case
to the advantage of the soldiers. The Schmelzer
Arms Co. building there is fifty feet square, and
two stories high, and contains about practically
everything
in the sporting goods line from

45th

OF

This handsome metal enamel display stand holds 60 packages, 2 doz.
extra loud, I doz. medium and 2 doz. loud ; each package containing 50
WALL-KANE NEEDLES, retailing for loc. Price of stand to dealers,
$4.00. Single packages, 6}4c.
PHONOGRAPHIC

SUPPLY

CO.

Street

NEW

YORK

clothes to fishing tackle. There are also talking
machines and records on hand.
The company has closed the banner year in
its history, due largely to the untiring efforts
of the officers, who are Chas. J. Schmelzer,
president and treasurer; Harvey J. Schmelzer,
vice-president and secretary; Arthur A. Trostler, assistant secretary, and Stanford S. Madden,
assistant treasurer.

of attractively decorated warerooms, and his
stores are models in this respect. Well lighted
and ideally arranged, his establishments have
won the enthusiastic approval of all visitors.
The Delpheon line is completely "at home" in
New York, and the Delpheon Sales Co. is preparing to handle an extensive wholesale business
in this territory during the coming year.
MISS

ENLARGES

IMITATIONS

ITS BOOTH

EQUIPMENT

The Delpheon Sales Co., of New York, Augments Its Conveniences for Dealers
The Delpheon Sales Co., 25 Church street,
New York, local distributors for the products
of the Delpheon Co., Bay City, Mich., recently
added a number of booths to the equipment of
its New York warerooms in order that
out-of-town dealers
and interested music
lovers might have
maximum convenience at their disposal when listening
to this successful
phonograph. These
booths are furnished
attractively a h d
comfortably, the furnishings and decorations being in complete accord with
the musical qualities
of the Delpheon and
the success which it
has achieved
throughout the
country.
J. I). Mauton, head
of the Delpheon
Sales Co., is a firm
believer in the value

TRUSSLER

JOINS

NAVY

Miss E. A. Trussler, a member of the Columbia Co.'s advertising department, has been appointed a yeoman in the U. S. Navy, and on
January 1 assumed her new duties at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. Miss Trussler leaves for
this patriotic work with the good wishes of all
her associates, with whom she has been very
popular for several years past.

The Attractive Quarters ot the Delpheon Sales Co.
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- Chicago, III., January 10.— What is the use of
trying to do a thing yourself when you can get
others much more competent to do it for you?
The proper thing to do at the present time is to
review the talking machine business for the
last year and to make a forecast regarding the
future. With this idea in mind the Chicago representative of The World asked a number of
leading men in the talking machine trade of
Chicago to do this very reviewing and prophesying. Of course, this is a very busy time. Inventories are in progress and plans are in the
making for the new year. By no means all of
the men who were written letters on this subject responded, but those who did accomplished
the task to the entire satisfaction of the inquirer,
who is very sure that the trade at large will
read with great interest these communications.
Here they are:
Griffith P. Ellis' Interesting Views
Griffith P. Ellis, sales manager of the Chicago
Mfg. Machine Co., in discussing the business situation, said:
"After closing our books with the most successful month of the largest year in our history, Ican't feel anything but pleased over general conditions in the talking machine business
for 1917.
"The year was one that brought its alarms
to the talking machine industry, just as it did
to all others. It was a period of mental readjustment to wartime conditions, with no precedent to guide the trade, as in previous wartime
periods the talking machine industry was not
of any substantial proportions.
- "When war was first declared there was a
feeling of anxiety as to the future, but as the
first few weeks passed after the declaration of
war and retail sales remained about normal, the
feeling of confidence returned.
"The two offerings of Liberty Loan Bonds
also proved upsetting for perhaps three or four
weeks around the period when the strong drive
was on; but the lull in business was only temporary and was subsequently offset by increased
purchases by the public shortly after the close
of the bond selling campaign.
"Had these various economic disturbances
been predicted at the start of 1917, it is quite
possible it would have had a psychological effect on the campaigns of retailers, and it is

quite likely the results would not have been
nearly so satisfactory. As nothing of this kind
could be guessed at with any degree of accuracy
early in the year, the trade naturally laid plans
as in previous years and set out with the full
determination to surpass 1916 — the banner year
in the talking machine industry.
"So well formed were these plans that practically without exception retailers were able to
meet the emergencies arising out of our entrance into the war and pull through with a
highly satisfactory year's business. Most retailers showed a splendid increase over the previous year's business, and I think I can say that
without exception every account on our books
showed an increase in record sales.
"Probably the most gratifying feature of the
year's business just closed is the effort that
was made by the more aggressive retailers to
concentrate their efforts toward the increase of
their record sales. Quite a few retailers showed
the wisdom of devoting as much as 75 per cent,
of their total annual advertising appropriation
to featuring records.
"Many novel ideas were devised throughout
the year, and the result was a very largely increased record business. In fact, this was the
general condition with most of our accounts,
and I think I am safe in saying that practically
98 per cent, of the accounts on our books showed
record increases anywhere from 30 per cent, up
to 200 per cent.
"It is a great satisfaction to feel that the retailers have come to a realization of the possibilities of this vitally important and profitable
end of their business.
"The wholesaler had burdens to bear in the
way of increased corporation income taxes and
war taxes on floor stocks of machines and records that were not passed on to the retailer,
and which made serious inroads in the net profits
of the wholesalers. Our company, for instance,
had to pay thousands of dollars in war taxes to
cover our floor stocks — not one cent of which
was passed on to the retailer or to the public.
"The Victor Co.'s action in absorbing the entire war tax on records gives splendid and
praiseworthy evidence of their willingness to
carry, in so far as they were able to do so,
the increased burdens brought on us by the war.
"The reports of our traveling representatives
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indicate there are no stocks in dealers' stores,
and such machines as they are receiving from
time to time are going right out immediately to
take care of sales already made. The demand
seems insatiable and there appears little likelihood that retailers will be able to accumulate
any considerable quantity of machines during
this year. The goods are sold before they reach
the dealer's floor.
"With twenty billions of dollars being spent
by the Government — with labor fully employed
at higher wages than ever before — and with savings deposits for 1917 showing an increase of
millions and millions of dollars (in spite of all
the money that was invested in Liberty Loan
Bonds, Red Cross, Y. M. C. A. and other wartime contributions) I can't see anything but a
wonderful year ahead of us in 1918.
"I am, first of all, an optimist; but in view of
the fact that the Victor Co. have orders for machines and records which will more than take
their entire output for months to come, I can't
see anything but hopeful signs for our business;
and I believe that even the calamities of the
world's greatest war will not bring about anything but continued good business, limited only
Why Business
Will Stand Under Stress
by factory
production."
Lester E. Noble, manager wholesale talking
machine department of Chicago branch of the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., said:
"In going over the talking machine business
for the year 1917, the most striking feature to
my mind is that the business has proven itself
to be one which will stand up under stress, such
as has pervaded the country during that period.
That fact signifies that the talking machine business is a standard line of endeavor and also signifies that the talking machine itself is a necessity. This latter point is prove.n by the fact
that businesses consisting of the handling of
articles that are not necessities have suffered terrifically during the last year, while the talking
machine business has not only held its own, but
has gone ahead of last year, in demand at least.
Difficulties that manufacturers have encountered
have tended to diminish the normal supply of
merchandise, or at least to eliminate or cut
down the usual increase in supply, but this fact,
while appearing to be a handicap in the face of
(Continued on page 89)
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Wade and at no time since then has it failed in "consistent
performance."
Noth'ng has yet equaled the simplicity and ease of operation of this plier principle — it gives 18 or 20 new, perfect
points to a fibre needle even in the hands of a child — it is
strong and durable and its material and workmanship are
guaranteed.
"Consistent performance" is the secret of its large sales.
ARE YOU GETTING YOUR SHARE OF THIS BUSINESS BY
CARRYING A SUFFICIENT STOCK AT ALL TIMES?
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increased demand, has proven to be a benefit to
the talking machine trade generally. It has
proven a very great benefit from the standpoint
of credit. The talking machine retailers have
taken the instalment and record approval features of their business so much for granted that
in a great many cases this feature of their business, which normally may be very good features, have become detriments to the business
generally through loose manipulation. The
shortage of incoming stock has tended generally to make them handle credits more conservatively as regards initial payments and length of
terms, and logical limits with regard to approval
sales, and in a great many cases which have
come to the writer's notice, retailers have discovered that these features were not being properly handled heretofore. Another very good
feature, brought about not entirely by the shortage of merchandise, but also by general conditions throughout the country, is that the buying
of talking machines is being done more logically by the different classes of people. That is,
people are buying talking machines of a price
that is within their means, thereby making the
business generally more healthy from the financial standpoint than has been the case heretofore.
"From the writer's viewpoint, the prospects
for 1918 are very bright. The demand will,
without doubt, be normal, and there is strong
indication at the present time that the supply
will be very nearly normal, and that there will
be no radical interruption of manufacture."
The Government Should Encourage Business
Charles F. Baer, manager Chicago office Columbia Graphophone Co.:
"The year opened with a rush. Business was
excellent, showing a substantial increase month
by month over the previous year, notwithstanding that war was declared the early part of the
year — the flotation of two issues of Liberty
Bonds — which money would have under natural
circumstances gone into the purchase of talking
machines, musical instruments, automobiles, and
what not.
"The public had just about survived the first
bond issue and business was again commencing
to get back into a normal state, when the second
bond issue was floated and we are now recovering from that.
"The press and the public speeches of some
of our bigger men have not been conducive to
the proper advancement of business as a whole,
for instead of dealing out encouragement, they
have dealt out discouragement and yet with all
this our business has been better than it was
last year.
"There is no question but that the civic morale
of our people in this country is bound to right
itself, for in that respect we are the greatest
nation in the world, and with all classes of labor
in demand, with money flowing back and forth
throughout the country, there can be only one
answer for the year 1918 — and that is: It will
be substantially satisfactory from a business
point of view."
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use along with their advertising "copy" that are
very original and artistic in every detail. The
price of this service is very nominal, and an
idea of what this company is offering may be
had from the following:
For Victrola advertising service they submit
fifty-two cuts a year, or one each week, and
for the Victrola half service twenty-six cuts a
year or one cut every second week. For featuring records they have replaced the old style
envelopes for mailing supplements and have
gotten out a very interesting Victor folder for
the dealer to send to his customers. Records
are also popularized by Victor display cards
which are gotten up under the personal supervision of a highly trained and specialized advertising manager, who has under his personal
jurisdiction not only a large and highly competent force of copy writers, but also a staff of
commercial artists, whose work is considered as
being among the best in the city. The drawings
that these artists turn out have all the simplicity of composition and line at their command that it is possible for artists to have. The
figures used in these cuts, whether they be of
line drawing, crayon or color, contain the necessary action and proportion that is necessary to
make a drawing that will pass the eye of the
most critical observer. Piano advertising is also
handled by this service department and is offered to the dealers who represent the Lyon &
Healy line of pianos. Circulars and prices are
furnished upon application and a good idea ,oi
the draftsmanship that is rendered by the art
department may be seen on the full-page advertisement of Lyon & Healy in this issue.
C. L. Davidson Recuperating
C. L. Davidson, president of the Talking Machine Shop, who was mentioned in the columns
of The World last month as being confined to
the hospital suffering with an attack of appendicitis and gall-stones, has improved very favorably since his operation and is now resting up
at his home in Park Ridge.
Returned From New York Convention
Chas. F. Baer, general manager of the Chicago
branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co., returned last week from New York, where he attended the annual convention held by that company on January 1, 2 and 3. They had three
days and one night of solid session of interesting and enthusiastic business talks and much
valuable information ■ pertaining to plans and
propaganda for the sales for 1918 were discussed. The information gained by Mr. Baer

next to religion, is the world's greatest solace.
Don't be Sales
afraid Increased
to stick up100forPer
music'
Cent."
Messrs. Schiff, who control the destinies of
the Vitanola Talking Machine Co., state that the
sales of 1917 showed an increase of 100 per cent,
over those of 1916. This is due in a large measure, no doubt, to the attractive new models that
they have recently adopted. Vitanolas are good
machines inside and out; so are the Schiffs, or
they could not have accomplished what they
have accomplished.
Made Life of Boys More Happy
The Armstrong Drug Co., Pontiac, 111., recently opened a new Brunswick Shop. Dave C.
Miller, manager of the new store, with the assistance of E. S. Bristol, special representative
of the talking machine department of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., formerly opened the
affair, and nightly concerts were held for a week
and were attended by great numbers of the
townspeople. One of the most interesting happenings of the event was made possible through
the courtesy {Continued
of D. T. Trumbo,
assistant superon page 91)
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was conveyed by him to his sales force at a
banquet, which was held at the Palmer House,
Chicago, on Monday of this week. There was
a very interesting and enthusiastic meeting held
after the banquet during which Mr. Baer conveyed the information he had obtained at the
convention in -New York. Every man in the
sales force went away with a determination
that he would "go over the top" in 1918.
G. I. Stanton Improving
G. I. Stanton, advertising manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., has for the past two
weeks been confined to the German Deaconess
Hospital, where he is suffering with an attack
of bladder trouble. Whether an operation is
imminent is uncertain at this time, but it is
thought by the physicians in charge that this
will not be necessary as he has been improving
greatly within the past few days.
Not Books, Why Music?
"Our business has stood the shock of diving
into war with remarkable steadfastness, in spite
of a great shrinkage in the market value of
nearly all the gilt-edge securities, and in the
face of a propaganda of retrenchment apparently
backed by the Government the public does not
see fit to lay aside the music of the phonograph,"
said C. E. Goodwin, manager of the Phonograph Co., Chicago.
"I quote a paragraph from a letter from Mr.
Maxwell, vice-president of Thomas A. Edison,
Inc., for the benefit of those in the trade who
may at times have misgivings or qualms of
conscience about keeping this trade in the front
right now when there is so much strife and suffering in the world. Mr. Maxwell says: 'When
you meet a man or woman who thinks a phonograph is an extravagance ask that man or
woman if good books are an extravagance.
There is scarcely anyone who would dare say
that books are an extravagance, yet books have
limitations that music does not have. Music,

Lyon & Healy Service
"Advertising is all right if you advertise all
right" is the fundamental principle on which
the service department of Lyon & Healy are
working, and for that reason they are offering
to their dealers printed announcements and cuts
of every description in order to further the idea
and instruct their numerous dealers as to the
proper methods to employ in getting business.
Not only is this department offering printed announcements to their dealers, but subscribers
for their advertising service are given cuts to
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With direct factory branches in the 36 leading" trade centers, we
are always in a position to make prompt deliveries to meet your requirements. This means your order will be shipped when you want
it, as you want it. Disappointments are avoided. Our manufacturing
conditions are such that we are able at all times to supply all models
in all finishes promptly.
This enables the dealer in small towns and remote places to have
the same advantages as the dealers in the large cities. A service
enabling them to be in a position to make almost immediate delivery
of any model listed. An advantage that means much in these days of
close competition.

The

Illustrated is Model 175 which
retails at $180. Height, 49^/2 in.
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tells in detail, the other advantages of an affiliation with The House
of Brunswick. It points the way to more and bigger profits. It also
describes the many points of Brunswick superiority and exclusive
selling features. Write or wire for this proposition. There is still
some open territory.
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intendent of the Pontiac Reformatory, who gave
permission for Mr. Bristol to give a benefit concert for the boys of the institution. Mr. Bristol took one of the large-sized Brunswick machines over to the cell house on Sunday evening and played numerous Pathe records on the
machine. The cells of the institution are arranged in five tiers in rows about 320 feet long.
There are four of these blocks of cells altogether, each separated by a fire wall, and it
was, therefore, necessary for Mr. Bristol to
give four individual performances in order that
all the boys of the institution could hear the
music. Mr. Trumbo, the assistant superintendent, was very pleased over the success of the
affair and said that that was the first time anything of this kind had ever been attempted in
the institution and stated that any time a talking machine man came to town he would be
more than pleased to have him give a concert
for the boys. On Monday, the day after the
concert, Mr. Bristol, the Brunswick representative, paid a visit to the institution's work shops
and with the permission of Mr. Trumbo interviewed many of the boys regarding what they
thought of the idea. AH interviewed showed
their appreciation of the event and hoped that
Mr. Bristol would return soon and give them
another concert. There is in this institution a
band composed of the boys, which frequently
gives concerts, but this idea was new to them,
and the McCormack records, patriotic songs,
band pieces and cornet solos that were rendered on the machine were something that they
do not frequently hear, and they were, therefore, very enthusiastic to have Mr. Bristol play
for them again.
He Went Broke
The Chicago Talking Machine Co. recently received aletter containing a check and the following information: "The paying teller at the
First National Bank of Chicago refuses to honor
this check. Therefore, I am returning it to
you asking that you straighten out this matter,
gjlll
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as the above bank informs me that they no
longer carry this checking account." The
check in question caused a great deal of wonderment as to what kind of a fellow it was who
could hold on to a dollar, the amount the check
called for, for such a long time, as it was dated
February 24, 1899! One of the officials of the
company remarked: "It certainly took a long
time for that gink to go broke, but 'Sherman
was right, Some
this war
sure on
isDeliveries
." '
Record
In order to help make Christmas deliveries
on time both A. B. Stoll, manager of the Brunswick Shop, and C. V. Yates, of the sales department, came down to the warerooms the Sunday
before Christmas and each donned a pair of
overalls and worked all days as "Hikers" on
one of the delivery trucks. This was necessary, owing to the fact that there was a shortage of delivery men and over seventy-nine machines were promised for delivery that day. Five
auto trucks were employed to take care of the
work, but only eight helpers showed up instead
of ten.
"Two Aces Change Places"
C. L. Egner and W. F. Fries, both travelers
for the Victor Co., have recently been changed
from their old territories and new districts have
been allotted to them. Mr. Egner formerly
traveled throughout the State of Missouri, but
is now transferred to the territory embracing
Illinois and Wisconsin. Mr. Fries formerly
looked after the company's interests through
Michigan, but will now look after the Iowa territory.
Record-Lite Attachment Popular
"Music in the Home," by Anna Shaw Faulkner,
author of the popular work entitled, "What
We Hear in Music," is now on sale at the Edison Shop and has created quite a demand and is
receiving much favorable comment. The accessory department has also been having quite a
demand for the "Record-Lite" attachment for
phonographs for the past month.
The demand

Late

to

Resolution

You

for these lights has increased to such an extent
that it has become necessary to lay in a larger
stock than was the custom heretofore.
Hold Educational Convention
Mrs. Frances E. Clark, head of the educational
department of the Victor Co., with headquarters at Camden, N. J., presided at an educational
convention which was held in the Congress
Hotel on January 2, 3 and 4. Fourteen traveling, representatives . of the Victor Co.'s educational department attended and various means
and methods applicable to this department were
discussed.
The Six Best Sellers
The six best sellers in the Victor library for
the month are: "Somewhere in France Is the
Lily," and on the reverse side "My Sweetheart
Is Somewhere in France"; "Missouri Waltz""Danny Boy" (vocal selection by SchumannHeink); "I'd Love to Be a Sailor" (a new
Lauder selection); "There's a Green Hill Out in
Flanders," and reversed, "Say a Prayer for the
Boys Over There"; "The Rainbow of Love."
The six best Columbia sellers for the past
month are: "Over There," and on the reverse
side "I May Be Gone for a Long, Long Time";
"From Me to Mandy Lee," reversed, "All Bound
Round With the Mason Dixon Line"; "Send
Me Away With a Smile," and reversed side
"My Sweetheart Is Somewhere in France";
"Life in a Trench in Belgium" (parts one- and
two) "Poet and Peasant" (parts one and two,
overture); "Livery Stable Blues," fox-trot, and
reversed
Band."sellers for the past
The six"That
best Jazz
Edison
month are: "Battle Hymn of the Republic"
(Old plantation melody) "Explanatory Talk for
La fatal pietra" (The Fatal Stone); "Aida," and
reversed "La Fatal Pietra"; "Awakening of
Spring" and "Pirouette"; "New York Blues,"
and reversed "Saxophone Sobs"; "Ellis March,"
and reversed "One, Two Three, Four Medley
Waltz"; "It's{Continued
Nice to Get
Up in93)the Mornin',"
on page
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is, to investigate the Empire Dealer's proposition, and to apply for the
THAT
exclusive agency in case same is still open for your City.
Empire dealers all look back on 1917 as their most prosperous year, and
forward to 1918 as being still more prosperous. Not in the actual money profits
alone, but in the more permanent profits that come from a clientele of satisfied
customers. They are all Empire boosters, and are glad to pass the good word for
Empire products and policies along to other Dealers. This has been evidenced in
numerous instances recently, where good sized orders were placed by dealers that
we had never even quoted, who
took the Empire agency on the
recommendation of an Empire
dealer.

Write today for our complete
catalogs of Empire Machines
and Empire Records, and full
information regarding our
Splendid Dealer Helps -:-

Empire
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Machine
Talking
JOHN H. STEINMETZ, President
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Co.

Chicago,

111.

The Empire, Model B. conceded to be the
greatest value ever ottered in a
high grade talking machine.
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and reversed "When the Bonnie, Bonnie Heather
Is Blooming, I'll Return Annie Laurie to You."
The six best sellers for the month in the Pathe
library are: "Within the Garden of My Heart"
and "Love, Here Is My Heart"; "Arrival of the
U. S. Troops in France," and reverse side, "Hail,
Hail, the Gang's All Here!"; "It's a Long Way
to Berlin," and on other side "That's What Ireland Means to Me"; "Till the Clouds Roll By,"
and reversed "Just You Watch My Step"; "Allah's Holiday," from Katinka, and reversed
"Merry Widow Waltz"; "When the Boys Come
Home," and on the other side "Danny Deever."
The six best Emerson's for the month are:
"My Sweetie," and reversed "Good-bye Dollie
Gray"; "I Don't Want to Get Well," and reversed "Cocoanut Dance"; "Joan of Arc," reversed "Hands Across the Sea"; "The Dixie
Volunters," and on other side "Washington Post
March"; "Hail! Hail! the Gang's All Here!" and
"Cold Turkey"; "Hello, My Dearie," and on the
other side "Chu Chin Chow."
New Hiawatha Line
The Ottawa Pianophone Co. recently presented to the trade their new Hiawatha phonograph, which they feel marks the attainment of
an ideal, being the result of a definite intention
to produce a musical instrument that will incidentally be accepted as a standard of perfection. The new machine is an expression of
quality and refinement in every detail and is indeed a masterpiece in mechanical perfection.
The design is neat and the dignified lines lend
grace and charm to the beautiful furnishings. A
feature of this machine is that the modifier is
built in and is a part of the machine and not
an attachment. The machine plays all records
with the same attachment. At present they are
offering six cabinet machines ranging in price
from $50 to $100 and one table machine which
comes in mahogany and oak, high polish or dull
finish. They are equipped with double springs,
powerful and silent motors, automatic stops,'
tone modifier, speed regulator, etc. The new

All
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factory at Ottawa, 111., has splendid railroad
facilities, being situated directly on the side of
the Rock Island Railroad. This factory is
equipped with modern machinery and is operated by skilled workmen under the supervision
of a man who has had many years of experience. The plant is up-to-date in every particular, operating its own power plant seasoning rooms, which guarantee against warping, and
this wood after getting out of the season room
is guaranteed to pass a most rigid inspection.
The capacity is 300 machines a day, thereby
enabling the company to render prompt and efficient service.
Empire Talking Machine Co. Improvements
The Empire Talking Machine Co. report that
they have had an exceptionally good start for
the new year, and that the business of 1917
succeeded the biggest year in the history of that
company. Not only does this apply to talking
machines but also to records, and from present
indications January will be a very good month.
This company has just issued a sixty-four-page
record catalog which includes their January and
February supplements. This catalog contains
sixteen more pages than any they have issued
previously and 16 very beautifully illustrated.
Many new artists have been- added to the Empire list and the new records just being issued
by that company are far superior to any they
have previously put on the market. The surface noise, has been eliminated to a minimum
and in some records it is absolutely undiscernible. The Empire machine has been steadily
proving its worth and is receiving favorable
comment throughout the trade. The new
motor this company is installing in its machine
is guaranteed to play five twelve-inch records
with one winding and the style and finish of the
cabinet is very beautiful. This company is now
in splendid shape to take care of their dealers'
needs and has added several expert and experienced shipping clerks to its already large shipping department, which in itself is an assurance

Dealers
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that the dealers' needs will be taken care of
immediately.
Wade & Wade Cutters
About nine years ago, when the late Samuel O.
Wade introduced his first needle cutter on the
market, there was much speculation as to
whether it would prove successful or not. A
great many maintained that it was a very simple
contrivance, but that, being operated on the
"plier" principle the same as a plier used by an
electrical worker, that there could, therefore, be
no precision made in the cut as there was bound
to be a certain kind of spring to the jaws when
the tension was put on the handle. Nevertheless
Mr. Wade "nursed his invention" and kept
plugging away with the dog determination
for which he was characteristic and shortly before his death a few months ago put upon the
market the cutter that worked on the "plier"
principle, an instrument that was perfect in
every detail. It is said by many in the trade
that nothing as yet has equaled the simplicity
and ease of operation of this "plier" principle.
The little workshop in which the present Wade
& Wade fibre needle cutter was founded has
grown in the nine years it has been in existence
to wonderful proportions and this institution
has now attained a point where it can turn out
thousands and thousands of these "pliers" in a
year. The material of which these "pliers" are
made is strong and durable and the workmanship is positively guaranteed. Each cutter is
also guaranteed to be foolproof and constant
in operation. New Repair Company
After careful investigation as to the wants of
the dealers in the trade, E. O. Chapman and
J. J. Elwart discovered that dealers in the
phonograph business in general were without
proper repair service and for that reason they
put their heads together and inaugurated the
Mid-West Phonograph Repair Co. They are
prepared to handle
all kinds
repair business
(Continued
on pageof 95)
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This Automatic Record Container Insert is made in
two sizes — 80 and 100 record capacities. Can be
placed in any cabinet.
The individual cabinets illustrated here are equipped
with Automatic Record Containers, giving them double
the filing capacity over all other cabinets of the same
size. Isn't this worth while ?

Holds 100 Records

Holds 100 Records

Mr. Dealer: You will find this a most convenient
carrying case for your salesmen. It holds 25 records,
either 10 in. or 12 in. It is equipped with numbered
guide cards and index book.
Write us today for full particulars about our line of
individual filing cabinets, equipped with the most
economical record filing device, which is protected by
U. S. Patent.

Holds 100 Records

Manufacturers: Write us for our proposition
on shop rights to equip your line of talking
machines with Automatic Record Containers

Automatic
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in general and are lining up numerous dealers
whose business is not large enough to have a
repair department of their own. Both of these
gentlemen have been in the motor manufacturing business for a number of years and are
thoroughly experienced along this line, thereby
being able to guarantee absolute satisfaction.
Salter Holiday Outfit
The Salter "trade winning holiday outfits"
which were especially put out in combination
with the regular Salter line to take care of the
holiday trade were in far greater demand during
the holiday season than had been anticipated.
These cabinets were made to harmonize with
the portable models of standard machines and
enabled the dealer to offer to his trade outfits
which served to land customers who would
otherwise escape. A feature of these particular
Salter cabinets was the felt-lined compartments
of which this company were the originators.
Each record has an individual compartment
for itself and is thus protected from scratching, breakage and dust, and is instantly accessible. The many Salter dealers in order to insure delivery in time for the spring trade are
placing their orders now. They are doing this
as a precautionary means, as from present indications there will, no doubt, be more business
done in the next few months than ever before.
Personals and Visitors
Recent visitors to the city were: H. T. Smith,
Cable Piano Co., and G. Herman, J. L. Hudson
Co., both of Detroit; Miss Minnie Springer,
Pearson Piano Co., Indianapolis, Ind.; Ed. Winger, Winger Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.;
H. G. Power, Taylor Carpet Co., Indianapolis,
Ind.; F. W. Clement, of the Chas. Roat Music
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.; E. H. Jackson, Talking Machine Shop, Rockford, 111.
The Monarch Talking Machine Co., Inc.,
Philadelphia, Pa., has increased its capital stock
from $5,000 to $100,000.
ARMS
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FILING RECORDS

Interesting Details Bearing Upon Latest Device
Placed on the Market by the Automatic Container Co., of Chicago
Chicago, III., January 10. — Manufacturers, as.
well as dealers, will be interested in the new
device for filing talking machine records, which
is being marketed by the Automatic Container
Co., 301-303 Tacoma building, this city. Their
full page "ad" appears in this issue, featuring

from page 93)

The Automatic Container Co., marketing this
device, is a new corporation which has purchased, and is enlarging, the business formerly
carried on by Frank P. Read, the inventor, of
Chicago. Mr. Read is president and general
manager of the new company, and Fred M. Sargent, of Evanston, 111., is secretary and treasurer. The company enters the field with bright
prospects for a good business.
MUSIC

A REAL

WAR

NEED

Some Timely Reading Matter Being Sent Out
With Lyon & Healy Letters
A new and very tasty envelope stuffer is now
being sent out on an extensive scale by Lyon
& Healy. It is included in practically every
letter sent out by this great Chicago institution _
and is entitled "Music Serves a Very Real Need
in War Time." It is printed on an antique
stock in blue ink, and contains pertinent quotations from a number of sources. The quotation from the Chicago Tribune is as follows:
"It may not be amiss to bring out the fact
that in war time music is an essential. It is a
necessity in the ranks of the fighting men, for
it instills the firmness of morale necessary to
success in war; it is important in the lives of
civilians, because it strengthens moral fiber and
dissipates depression. Whether it be the stirring strains of the sonorous band, or the sounds
of a soothing symphony, it is a tonic in war
time; it is the mental exhilaration that engenders

The Automatic Container
a new line of individual filing cabinets in which
dealers will be especially interested. Manufacturers, however, will be particularly interested
in the "Automatic" filing device as applied to
the standard talking machine cabinet. The cut
accompanying this article illustrates the practicability of the new automatic container built
into a standard cabinet.
This "automatic" record container, which is a
patented article, is beyond a doubt one of the
most attractive devices for record filing which
have yet appeared on the market. When the
containers are filled to their capacity, the cabinet contains a solid mass of records separated
by thin guides, only. The space usually taken
up by shelves, racks, partitions and albums is
eliminated. Maximum filing capacity is therefore afforded; actually from 50 per cent, to 100
per cent, more records can be filed in a given
space than by albums, racks, or other device.
When the container is drawn from its place
in the cabinet, the weight of the records automatically throws the side rods of the container
outward, thus giving the necessary expansion
and making each record immediately accessible.
The opened file-pocket remains open until the
record has been returned to its proper place.
The simplicity and convenience of: this device
should appeal to manufacturers and dealers.

There isrecuperation."
also a pithy bit of comment by Lyon
physical
& Healy which is worthy of consideration:
"And if music is a powerful aid to men of
action, its importance to those who can do little
but 'stand and wait' is even greater. Every old
person and every child who can have recourse
to music for an hour a day is thrice blessed.
"There is no magic about music. Every man
or woman who works intensely for a long period
finally lowers the nerve force and the result is
an irritable and excited condition.
"Listening to sweet music, preferably melodies that awaken pleasant recollections, slows
down the nerves and in a short time makes almost arebirth of the individual."

Needles
phire
Sap
FOR
PATHE
and EDISON RECORDS
These needles are made in Switzerland
of Asiatic Sapphires, which are recognized as the best.
$3.00
SendPrice
check with
order or goods willPer
be sentdozen
C. O. ZX
Quotations gioen on larger quantities.
CHARLES J. W00DARD
Room S03 Cable Bldg. 57 E. Jackson Blvd . , CHICAGO
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great quantities as they did during the holiday
THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
season and the tendency is, as may be judged
from the way orders are coming in, that they
Discussed by L. C. Wiswell, Manager of the Vicwill keep right at it indefinitely.
tor Dept. of Lyon & Healy, for The World
"Another thing that is worthy of mention is
the amount and quality of publicity that was
Chicago, III., January 11. — L. C. Wiswell, manager of the Victrola department of the house of given to the various makes of machines in the
local papers for the past few months. These
Lyon & Healy, when interviewed by a representative of The World this month, said:
newspapers have been commenting upon this
fact themselves. Never in their history have
"The retail trade in general during the past
they had a like amount of space devoted in their
year was very fortunate indeed and did a bigger
papers to talking machines and the art work
business than they had ever dreamed of or dared
contained in some of these advertisements are
anticipate. The one factor that kept the trade
down and which exerted a major influence in really masterpieces in themselves. This condition still prevails in the papers, and for that
keeping it from reaching greater proportion was
reason I base my opinion that this young new
the shortage of machines as is well known. This
year will go down in the history before the
shortage did not apply to one particular line
new one comes along as being the greatest ever
only, but existed in all the well known
makes, which was very unfortunate indeed.
known in the talking machine trade."
With the records, however, the situation that
prevailed throughout the year was exceptionally
A CHANGE IN CHICAGO
favorable and during the holiday season the dealChicago, III., January 11. — The Hallet & Davis
ers in general sure went "over the top" for once
Piano Co., of Boston, discontinued on January 1
in their life anyway.
their Pathe jobbing agency in this city, which
"I have talked with the heads of various other
was located in the Shops Building on Wabash
houses and have been assured by them that the
avenue. This does not mean that the Hallet
situation was absolutely satisfactory in every
& Davis Co. are going out of Pathe distribution
detail with the possible exception of the aforeby any manner of means. It simply means that
said shortage of machines. The year of 1918
they are going to cultivate more thoroughly
is bound to be an excellent one and can only
than ever before the New England and Eastern
be measured by the amount of energy and pep
States. Hallet & Davis have transferred their
that the dealers exert. There has, within the past
accounts in this territory to the Fuller-Morrison
few. months, been a great number of new maCo., the great wholesale drug house which has
chines placed in homes. It therefore naturally
recently taken on Pathe distribution in this terremains that the record departments will beneritory. B. O. Ainsley, who is manager of the
fit greatly by this. The pace set by various
Hallet & Davis talking machine branch here,
wholesale dealers and jobbers in the trade durwill go East about the middle of January. J.
ing the latter part of the year was amazing.
C. Tidmarsh, who has been associated with him,
Some said it was only a spurt 'and that they
were merely trying to unload for the holiday
is now traveling for the Fuller-Morrison Co.,
season. This, however, has proved untrue as
and helping in getting the Pathe department organized and in good running order.
these very same wholesalers and jobbers are today working just as hard as they were before
The Fuller-Morrison Co. is the largest establishment of its kind in the world and keeps a
the holiday season began and are shipping in as

force of over fifty salesmen on the road constantly. M. P. Mears, sales manager of the
company, says that they have the situation well
in hand at present, and that this section of the
country will be covered thoroughly is assured.
LET

THE

PUBLIC

KNOW

The Chicago Talking Machine Co. have prepared and are sending out to their dealers a
very handsomely illustrated Victor window card
featuring the "Missouri Waltz" and "Kiss Me
Again Waltz." This card is mounted on very
heavy material and portrays in the foreground
a couple waltzing and also an illustration of a
large Victor cabinet machine. In the background are several more couples, the interior
of a ballroom being suggested. This display is
a beautifully colored hand-lithographed window
sign 22-inch by 28-inch and was prepared especially to increase the sales of Victor dealers.
ADD

TO CHICAGO

MOTROLA

OFFICES

Ernest Horcher is now in charge of the service department of the Chicago offices of the
Jones Motrola Co. Mr. Horcher was formerly
connected with the New York branch of this
company, but came on to Chicago last week.
Robert E. Rae, sales manager, and Harry E.
Merrian, electrical expert, both of the same company, with headquarters in New York, spent the
last week visiting Manager Hey, of the Chicago
office of the company, and attending to details.
ANGELUS

TRADE=MARK

INJUNCTION

Judge Manton in the Federal Court last week
granted a temporary injunction to the Wilcox
& White Co., manufacturers of the Angelus
piano players, against Frank J. Leiser, doing
business as the Angelus Phonograph Co. Infringement of trade-mark and unfair competition was charged.

of
CABINETS
Made of five ply stock of genuine Veneer, given
five coats of finish and each cabinet hand rubbed,
which gives to Hiazvatha cabinets the wonderful
polish
such as is found only in the most expensive
furnishings.

Walnut and mahogany, in the dull or
high polish. Oak in high polish or
fumed. Every cabinet built in a thorough manner. Hiawatha construction
is guaranteed to last indefinitely, not
merely glued together but dove-tailed.
TONE QUALITY
The tone of the Hiawatha can best be
described in one word, "natural," revoice tone.
or selection in the producing
fullthe artist's
rich natural
MOTORS

AND

TONE CHAMBER
Made of genuine spruce, is known as
the straight way type, extending from
the mouth of the tone arm, with no
obstructions to break the sound waves.
The use of spruce wood in the Tone
Chamber has the same effect in reproducing the tone as it has in all high
priced violins.
TONE MODIEIER
(Eatent applied for)
Built in on top of motor board as
part of the machine, not an attachtaste. ment, modifying the tone to suit evenCapacity 300 Machines per Day

EQUIPMENTS

Our motors are made of the highest grade material obtainable, using double spring in all hand
power machines, are silent and powerful, equipped
with automatic stop and speed control. Electric
Motors $25.00 extra, every motor guaranteed fully
for the period of one year.

J
STYLE 100
Other styles

PLAYS ALL RECORDS
Your selections are not limited to records of any
single make, as the Hiazvatha plays all makes of
records with the same attachment.

Indicating Retail Price, $35, $50,'$75"

OTTAWA

City Ad£^;
PIAN0PH0NE'ALL COM
ORDERS PAN
F. O. B. Y
FACTORY"

The Home of Hiawatha
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INTRODUCED

This New Reproducer Is Said to Be an Absolute
Departure From Other Sound Boxes on the
Market— Will Play All Kinds of Records— The
Men Behind the Company
Chicago, III., January 10. — The Uniset Reproducer Co., Cable building, this city, which has
just incorporated, is putting a new reproducer
on the market, which many term one of the
greatest inventions that have appeared in the
talking machine* field for many years.
This reproducer is an absolute departure from
all the other sound boxes which are now on the
market. It will play all records, of no matter
which make or description, such as the Victor,
Columbia, Edison, Pathe and Gennett records,
etc., in one and the same position, without any
change of any kind.
We understand that this reproducer can easily
be slipped on all the tone arms of the standard
made machines, and once it is put on, it will remain in one and the same position, reproducing
all the different records equally well. In consequence the possibilities of this Uniset Reproducer are tremendous.
Manufacturers and assemblers of phonographs
will be able in the future to employ a perfectly
straight tone arm and thus do away with all the
disadvantages which are common to tone arms
that have joints, bents and kinks, which very
often work loose, rattle and create other unpleasant noises when playing the record. Another vast field for the Uniset Reproducer is
amongst jobbers, dealers and the individual owners of machines.
There is no question but that the average talking machine owner does not care to be confined
to one particular make of records; there are
many beautiful records and titles in other catalogs which he may not be able to enjoy, but his
sound box will not reproduce such records.
Although, of course, there are arrangements in
the market that make it possible to play different
makes of records on a phonograph, it is reasonable to assume that the Uniset Reproducer will
receive special consideration, as it is simplicity
in itself, and as it is not necessary to change
the position, which means more or less trouble,
to the user of the phonograph. The Uniset
sound box will sell at $5.00, n. p. retail; $6.00 for
the Edison machines, and the gold plated sound
boxes will possibly be $1.00 more. We understand that the Uniset Reproducer will be ready
for delivery about the first week of February,
and orders are now being accepted.
The president of the Uniset Reproducer Co. is
James B. Orth, prominent business man of Chicago. W. .Hadert, the vice-president and general manager, is a man of twenty-two years' experience intalking machine trade. He knows all
branches from factory and recording to selling.
He has traveled for important concerns all over
the world and is by virtue of all this experience
well equipped for managing a concern of this
kind and for marketing the product in a most
efficient manner. Joseph Juttler, secretary and
treasurer, is a gentleman of wide experience in
the business field, a man with a personality and
is to be considered as a distinct acquisition to
the company. The board of directors is constituted of the above, together with Richard Bauer,
of the well-known Chicago piano manufacturing
house of Julius Bauer & Co., and Wm. Meissner, the inventor of the Uniset reproducer.

SPECIALIZES

IN PLATING

Joseph Musante, electro-plater and silvermith, 168 Centre street, New York, has recently
entered the trade, specializing in the plating of
phonograph parts. His special process of finishing in gold which prevents turning black has
already strongly appealed to a number of
houses in the trade. The other finishes used
are silver, nickel and antique.
It ain't the individual nor the city as a whole,
But the everlastin' team work of every bloomin' soul. — Adapted from Kipling.
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POSTER

RED

CROSS

QUILT

BRINGS

$700

Victor Talking Machine Co. Issues Attractive
Poster Featuring French Records

Embroidered With Names of President Wilson
and Thos. A. Edison and Is Auctioned Off

The Victor Talking Machine Co. has just issued a large three-color poster featuring its
series of French language records. There are
three records in this series, the records containing those French words that will be found of
greatest use to the American who finds himself "somewhere in France," and the French
words and their English equivalents can be
learned more readily through the medium of a
talking machine than through almost any other
way. The poster itself represents an American
soldier talking to a French soldier and a pretty
little peasant girl. The poster is not only artistic in every sense, but should prove a valuable
aid towards popularizing this very practical
series of records issued by the Victor Co.

One might think that a quilt which would
bring $700 would be embroidered in gold, but
such was not the case with the Red Cross quilt
auctioned off December 29 at the Edison Laboratories atOrange, N. J. This particular quilt
had embroidered on it the names of President
Wilson and Thomas A. Edison, both being contributors. The quilt consisted of many small
squares with red crosses in each, the name of
the contributor being embroidered in each square
around the cross. The quilt was made by Mrs.
A. Q. Almquist, of West Orange. After much
spirited bidding the quilt went for $700, which
goes to the West Orange Community Unit of
the Orange Chapter of the Red Cross.

No use talking, the individual who makes a
habit of looking efficient is cultivating the habit
of being efficient.

If at times you find embarrassment in meeting customers, make it a point to study the
manners and methods of successful people and
see how they meet strangers.
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Office and Factory :

No. 9 Vandever Avenue, Wilmington,
TALKING
MACHINE
COMPANY,
Recording Laboratory and Showrooms: 35 West 31st Street, New York City
Pacific Coast Distributors : The Stern Talking Machine Corporation, 1085 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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REPAIRS
TALKING MACHINE TROUBLES
HOW TO REMEDY THEM

AND

Conducted by Andrew H. Dodin
[This department of The Talking Machine World is designed for the service of all classes of our dealers, including those who make, and those who sell, talking machines.
Andrew H. Dodin, who conducts this department, has a
wide and
as a repairer
of talkingrepair
machines andenviable
conductsreputation
an exclusive
talking machine
shop at 176 Sixth avenue, New York. Tell him your troubles through The World and he will help you if possible.
The service is free. — Editor.]
EQUIPMENT

FOR

MAKING

REPAIRS

There are many dealers who are driven away
from the idea of making small repairs and adjustments by the fact that they think the tools
and equipment necessary for the work would
cost more than the benefit derived from immediate adjustments.
On the contrary the cost of the necessary
tools is surprisingly low and I am going to
give a list and the approximate cost price of
those needed for making small repairs and adjustments and also a list of the average repair
parts which a dealer should always carry in
stock.
In the first place a suitable space should be
set aside for the placing of a work bench. In
the absence of suitable lumber for its making
use can be made of machine cases. It is possible to get from four or five of these packingcases sufficient suitable material to make an
ample sized and strong enough work bench.
The first purchase in the tool outfit is the
bench vise, and in selecting it you should be
careful to get one which will open far enough to
hold the largest sized spring cage. A suitable
sized vise can be obtained for from $3.50 to
$6.00.
The following list of bench tools are all that
are necessary for making small repairs on motors, to which can be added those special tools
made and sold by the several talking machine
companies for use in adjusting their particular
makes of motors, and which can be obtained
from the distributors of these companies:
1 riveting hammer
$.50
1 ball hammer
60
3 sizes of screwdrivers
each, .30
1 round file
20
1 flat file
20
1 thi ee-cornered file
25
1 nail set
10
1 oil can
.15
1 jackknife
.45
1 pair round nose plyers
85
1 iron bench block
.50
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For sound box adjustments it is almost imperative, for good results, to have those tools
supplied by the respective companies and aside
from these it is only necessary to have a small
alcohol lamp, small screw driver, and a very
light hammer. A 1x56 tap for threading thumb
screw hole in Victor needle bars and a 2x56 tap
for the same purpose for Columbia sound boxes
are necessary. These are obtainable at about
25 cents each.
Lubricant for springs can be obtained from
the various companies, or if you prefer to mix
it yourself use Dixon's No. 633 graphite mixed
with heavy oil to about the consistency of molasses. For heavy springs like the Columbia
a better mixture is Dixon's Graphitoleo. It is
also necessary to have a small can of good oil,
and vaseline for use on gears and governor
spirals. Some gasoline for cleaning purposes,
a small bottle of white shellac for glueing mica
to gaskets in sound boxes, and some emery
cloth constitute the balance of supplies.
If you are a Victor dealer the following parts
will be found to be in almost daily demand by
the repairman.
Catalog No.
Main springs
3014A.
2141A.
Winding ratchets
3017A.
1949P.F.
Pawls
183P.F.
2512C.P.
Winding shafts

3041
A.
2510A.

Turntable spindle gears
Governor
Governor
Governor
Governor
Automatic

2758B.
3029B.
spindles
3275P.F.
963P.F.
springs
282P.F.
1729P.F.
spring screws
3075P.F.
spring screw washers... 3066P.F.
brake springs
2810P.F.

Brake leather
Rubber
washers '
Turntable felts

1057P.F.
883P.F.
393P.F.
750P.F.
For Victor sound boxes the following are
always in demand:
Catalog No.
Needle set screw
1228B1.
Rubber insulators
304P.F.
Mica diaphragms
'. . 414P.F.
Needle bar tension springs
487B1.
Diaphragm screw
471 P. F.
Diaphragm screw washer
1030P.F.
The Columbia dealer will find the following
parts very necessary: main springs, governor
springs, spring cage tab screws, winding ratchet
and gear assembled, pawls, winding shafts of
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various lengths, main drive gears, turntable
spindle gear, governor spindles, mica diaphragms,
gaskets and needle thumb screws.
The dealer who equips his repair man with
the tools, supplies and repair parts as I have
outlined above will find that he will be able
to handle nine out of ten repairs.
"A. H. Dodin,
Overcoming Noise in Motor
"Care of Talking Machine World.
r'I am stuck on a Heineman No. 7 motor. If
it is wound just a little it runs very nicely, but
if it is more than half wound it is very noisy.
I find that touching the turntable just a little
will stop the noise. The turntable must be
touched several times during the playing of the
record to insure quietness. It is just like applying a light brake. It must be a very simple
adjustment and I do not like to bother the
maker of the machine or the motor with it.
"Scott Lane."
The trouble is without doubt in the adjustment of the governor — either the governor spindle is too tight in its bearings or the spiral worm
of governor sets too far into the fibre gear
cuts. Try adjusting at these points but do not
attempt it until you are sure the motor is entirely run down. — Andrew Dodin.
MICKEL

BROS.

C0/S

GOOD

REPORT

Victor Wholesalers in Omaha Pleased With Results for 1917 and Prospects for Future
Omaha, Neb., January 5. — Geo. E. Mickel, general manager of the Mickel Bros. Co., Victor
wholesalers of this city, reports that 1917 was
a very good year for his company, despite the
problem of getting stock, and that they are looking forward to 1918 to be even better than the
year just passed even though they have the
problem of transportation and shortage of goods
to meet. Mr. Mickel has been on a visit to
dealers in the territory and finds the majority
of them in a most satisfactory condition.
ALL FOREIGN

MAIL

CENSORED

Government Policy in This Respect Announced
by Postmaster-General
Washington, D. C, January 7. — PostmasterGeneral Burleson recently made formal announcement that a censorship of all mail entering or leaving the United States is being conducted at New York as well as the Canal Zone,
Porto Rico and larger seaports of this country.
The announcement reads:
"Censorship of international mail has been inaugurated pursuant to Section 3 of the Trading
With the Enemy Act and Sections 14, 15 and
16 of the executive order of October 12, 1917."
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cost

We have left over from a large contract a number of cabinets, all of which we
have equipped with mechanisms, making a complete Talking Machine, as illustrated.
While they last, we offer them at $6.50 each, net cash, F.O.B. our factory.
Orders for less than five machines will not be accepted.

Specifications
Oak or Mahogany Cabinet, 15 in. wide, 17 in. deep,
8 in. high. Nickel-plated Tone Arm and Soundbox.
Single Spring Motor.
10 in. Turntable.
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WAREROOMS THAT ARE "DIFFERENT"
New Establishment of the Silverstone Music Co.
the Center of Interest During the Holiday
Season — Initial Recital Held — Formal Opening Will Occur Some Time This Month
St. I,ouis, Mo., January 4. — The new warerooms
of the Silverstone Music Co., Edison jobber,
which will be formally opened at a date this
month as yet unset, are different from any other
in this city, and Mr. Silverstone says that he
has carried out many ideas that are entirely original with him.
The first floor fixtures, which consist of a recital hall and three demonstration rooms, are
built entirely of quartered oak, finished in what
is known as silver gray. The entire floor sidewalls are paneled in oak. The windows and
doors have the small, long glass, the effect in
the recital hall being that of a small- chapel.
The decorations are carried out with specially made lighting fixtures, small busts of musicians and specially designed and stained desks
and chairs. The recital hall, although smaller
than the old one, seats more because of a different adjustment of the space. On the blank
wall side of the recital hall a door was put in to
relieve the effect there. It is a real door with
open panels and back of it to lend space idea
is a looking glass.
The third floor is the machine sales floor, and
as the customer steps into a small hallway, for
all the world like the hallway in an old-fashioned house, he finds in front of him a room that
duplicates a formal parlor, slightly stiff in furnishings, and in front of him a phonograph.
The salesman sees the customer seated and asks
to be excused to get some records. In an alcove, well curtained off, he starts another machine. So entirely unexpectedly the prospect
hears a machine play. In some instances this
has been taken for real music and in all trials
the effect has been good.
This entire floor is finished with ceiling-high
partitions and the various rooms are decorated
and furnished as the different rooms of a flat.
The effect is very good.
The second floor, finished in white and gold,
is a record sales floor. It is frankly a business
floor with everything for the convenience and
comfort of the customer, with no space wasted.
The warerooms include two shops, one for
the mechanical parts and another for the woodworking department. There are storage floors,
a large shipping room. Mr. Silverstone has a
private office on the second floor and the
cashier's force and the sales offices are on a
balcony over the shipping department.
The initial recital in the warerooms, which
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the Silverstone Co. occupied before the Christmas rush, was by Marie Alcock, who came here
to sing solo parts with the Pageant Choral Club
in the "Messiah." The affair was entirely informal but very successful.
The best test of the new Edison quarters was
during the holiday trade when, with the second
floor not yet finished, the largest retail trade
of any similar period was handled without serious trouble. It is true that the recital hall was
used for record demonstrations, and that the
areaway on the first floor was used, but everybody was waited on.
TRADE

PERIL IN ENGLISH

BILL

Proposed Law Would Remove From Register
Trademark Used as Name of Article
A despatch from London states that representatives of American manufacturers in England are much alarmed over a bill pending in
Parliament providing that if the proprietor of a
word or trademark so uses his mark as to lead
the public to regard it as the name of an article
it shall be removed from the register of trademarks. If the bill is passed many American articles which have become popularized through
name trademarks will probably be imitated under the same name and Americans will have no
redress, thus entailing untold loss to them financially if not the ruin of their business in England.
Americans here say that cargo space for England is now so restricted that the trade in many
articles has already become greatly affected, and
that if the bill becomes a law imitators may be
successful in getting control of all the business
before the cargo space is increased and normal
conditions are resumed between the United
States and England commercially.
The attention of the American Consul-General, Robert P. Skinner, has been called to the
seriousness of the situation, and if the representations of American representatives and ofcials here are unavailing, Washington will probably be asked to intercede with the British Government for the removal of certain objectionable
features of the bill.
EXPANSION

WITH

OQDEN

CO.

The sectional record cabinet and sales system manufactured by J. B. Ogden, of the Ogden
Sectional Cabinet Co., Lynchburg, Va., continues
to grow in popularity throughout the country.
Since moving to the new factory they are much
better equipped to supply the needs of the
trade, and this business promises to be a very
important one during 1918.

DEMAND

January IS, 1918

FOR MELOPHONE

LINE

Advance Orders for the Products of This Company Indicate Continued Prosperity for 1918
Henry Sobel, president of the Melophone
Talking Machine Co., in a recent statement to a
representative of The World, stated that the new
dealers handling the company's line of machines
are steadily increasing. He says the outlook
for the present year is exceptionally bright, as
the number of advance orders for shipments for
the first few months of the year has been
quite heavy. While the Melophone Co. have
been featuring their expensive machines during
the past few months, the demand for the popular-priced machines has by no means been
small, all of which made the year 1917 one of
great prosperity for the company.
"BUBBLE

BOOKS"

POPULAR

Chicago, III., January 11. — The local branch
of the Columbia Graphophone Co. has recently
received an exceptionally large stock of ''Bubble
Books." This was made necessary owing to
the great demand which has sprung up for these
books within the past few weeks. The book is
devoted exclusively to childhood songs and
stories, such as "Tom, Tom the Piper's Son,"
"Mary Had a Little Lamb," etc. It was illustrated by Rhoda Chase and is gotten out by the
Columbia Graphophone Co. in conjunction with
Harper & Bros., publishers. The book contains
a printed text of these little childhood songs and
stories on pages which are made in the form of
an envelope, each envelope containing a sixinch Columbia record. When the record is put
on the machine and is started off one may read
the words that are being sung or spoken on the
pages, and on the opposite page is a picture
illustrating the song or story. The book has a
hard cover and is printed in four colors. It
contains three records and retails at $1 per book.
ANENT

EXPORTS

TO LATIN=AMERICA

Since the war began American exports to
Latin-America have increased 100 per cent, in
value, while those of Germany have disappeared
entirely, declares the American Exporter, New
York, in its current issue. In 1913 we shipped
to Latin-America merchandise values at $323,775,885. In 1917 we shipped merchandise to the
same market valued at over $650,000,000. Our
exports to-day to Latin-America actually exceed
in value Germany's annual exports before the
war to the combined markets of Canada, the
United States, Mexico, the West Indies, Central
and South America, plus those to Russia.
No. 150

No. 100
Our factory leader. Simple
in design; priced within
reach of all. yet artistic
enough
for the most discriminating.

Needledem inreceptacles
set in tansliding disappearing
receptacles. Heavily nickel
plated on all exposed metal
parts.
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Heavily posed
goldmetalplated
on all
exparts.
Sound
Chamber has special carved
doors opening out from it.
These instruments are made of genuine mahogany of exquisite workmanship
and design, and compare favorably with the most expensive standard machines
now upon the market. They are unapproachable in their priced class anywhere.
The prices of all standard makes of Phonographs have been increased. We
have determined to keep ours the same until after the Holiday Season. Write
us for our agency proposition TODAY.

JUST
TEAR with THIS
Oil- card or
rutletter
it inhead
an envelope
youryoubusiness
and we will
scud
Immediately
free of charge a beautiful illustrated cata- Inc.
log of high-grade
machines.CO.
MKLOl'HONE
TALKINGcabinet'
MACHINE
Lafayette
St., N. Chicago
Y.
27 E. 378
Madison
St..
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ABSOLUTELY

imponderable things which keep men in a high,
resolute state of mind. To that crucial end

ESSENTIAL

Will Payne Handles This Subject in a Masterly Way in the Current Issue of the Saturday Evening
Post — Believes in Winning the War Without Destroying Industry
As has been said before, some of those in authority in Washington and other parts of the
country, and the general public at large, will
not be convinced of the fact that musical instruments are absolutely essential by the emfact by raanu-'
that instruments
been laid
has dealers
phasis thatand
facturers
in upon
musical
or
by trade publications. The really convincing
argument must come from those on the outside,
and with no mercenary interests in the music industry.
It is particularly gratifying, therefore, to note
the manner in which Will Payne, the noted
writer, in an exceptionally able article on "Business That Isn't Necessary," in the Saturday
Evening Post last week, upholds the cause of
music and of the making and selling of musical
instruments from the practical, rather than the
theoretical, standpoint. Mr. Payne emphasizes
the great economic danger that lies in shutting
down any industry no matter how non-essential
it may appear, suddenly and without warning,
and how it is absolutely necessary to provide
for the resumption of all industry oh a basis as
near normal as possible immediately upon the
declaration of peace. His conclusions are understandable and sensible.
"Shutting down the factory is quite simple,"
he says. "All you need do is lock the door and
walk away. Anybody can do that. But starting it up again after a long period of idleness,
repairing the deterioration, assembling the materials and labor force, and so on, is much more
difficult. It isn't merely the factory. There's
no use starting up a factory unless you have an
outlet for its product. These particular factories have an elaborately organized outlet covering the entire country — their agents and dealers in every considerable town. Except -the
youngest of them, those agents and dealers were
doing something else before they went into the
business. They have put their skill and energy
and capital into that. If the business were shut
down a good many of them would be broke;
most of them would be out of a job. Mainly
they would, of course, begin seeking something
else to do. The whole extensive organization
of the business would begin to fall apart and
vanish. No scratch of the pen could build it
up again out of hand."
He touches right on the music trade when he
says:
"The music shop on the corner looks non-essential enough; nothing in it that you can eat,
wear, throw at an enemy or raise the winter
temperature with for more than a few minutes.
It represents also consumption of materials and
labor. If you look over the materials you will
find they consist largely of expensive woods
that are of very little utility except for an ornamental purpose. So far as waging war or
down-to-brass-tacks subsistence is concerned the
lumber used in building a small reviewing stand
from which the mayor inspects a parade would
be worth many times all the wood in the shop.
Aside from wood, there is perhaps a hundred
pounds of wire. But all the material in the
shop, for war or hardpan subsistence, would
hardly be worth carrying away.
"And if you sorted out all the labor you
would probably find that much of it was not
very useful for military purposes or hardpan
subsistence. It is largely labor that is especially skilled and valuable for that particular kind
of work.
"Nowhere has the war strain been more severe than in France; but the luxury shops of
Paris have by no means been cut out. Many
of them are open and doing business as usual.
They are woven into the business fabric of the
country. To cut them out would start a raveling that would probably weaken the business
fabric even for war purposes. They produce
war taxes and bond subscriptions. A good
many people subsist by them.
True, it is not

absolutely necessary that those people should
subsist. They could just go and jump into the
river, thereby decreasing the consumption of
food. But France doesn't wish them to do that.
"Our music shop contains nothing to eat,
wear, hurl or raise the temperature. But the
hardest-pressed belligerent finds it advisable to
maintain military bands. I am told that the
German Government — whose rigorous efficiency
for war is daily held up for our emulation — expends agood deal of money, labor and precious
materials for the purpose of keeping a supply
of talking machines in the rest and concentration
camps all along behind the battle front, because
it finds that popular music played on these
machines invigorates the men's mind and makes
better fighters of them. The military critics
are always talking about the morale of the different troops — that is, about. the state of their
minds. By the common judgment of experts
nothing is more essential in this war than those
WINDOWS

AS TRADE
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How the Goldberg Co. Emphasize the Value of
the Talking Machine as a Solace and Entertainment in Military Hospitals
The Goldberg Furniture & Carpet Co., 161st
street and Third avenue, New York, one of the
most successful furniture houses in the upper

music contributes as well as canned beef."
Then, again, says the writer:
"Cutting out is simple enough, but building
up is another matter. The vital thing in any
business is its organization — the human associations by which it is carried on. Shut it down
and the organization immediately begins to disintegrate. Building it up again takes time and
effort. No business organization whatever
should be destroyed. Cut down where necessary but never cut out. Prune but leave roots
and trunk.
"Say it is a talking machine business. If
there is war work — time fuses, small shells, uniform buttons, or what else — that it can do to
advantage, turn some of its capacity over to
that — gradually so as not to disorganize the
factory — and preserve the business organization.
We want it now to pay taxes and buy Liberty
Bonds. Sure as sure can be we shall decidedly
want it to help take up the slack when war
production ceases and the millions of hands now
engaged therein must turn to other employlumbia records. Incidentally it may be mentioned that this display is built around the material prepared by the new Columbia dealer
service
ment." department.
The Goldberg Furniture & Carpet Co. has
built up an extensive Colufhbia following in its
section of the city, and Manager Gall has made
it a point to offer his patrons efficient Grafonola and record service. The Columbia department is growing rapidly, and a portion of this
success may be attributed to the up-to-date and
progressive sales and merchandising methods
which are utilized at all times.
GEORGE

W. LYLE

LEAVES

FOR

WEST

George W. Lyle, assistant to President Widmann of the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co.,

The Goldberg Co.'s Attractive Window
part of the city, recently utilized its large show
windows for a very attractive Columbia display,
shown in the accompanying illustration.
This display is particularly interesting at this
time in view of the fact that it is intended to
depict the solace and entertainment provided
in military hospitals by the Grafonola and Co-

NOW

IS
TO

Records

Brooklyn, N. Y., left last week for a month's
trip to the Pacific Coast. Mr. Lyle will visit
the Pathe jobbers throughout the country, and
will also call upon many of the Pathe dealers.
There are a number of important deals for
Pathe representation now pending, which will
be closed by Mr. Lyle while he is away on this
initial trip of the new year.
Enthusiasm is a habit, belief is a habit, persistency isa habit, politeness is a habit, salesmanship is a habit.
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REPLENISH
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prove that the next three months
for selling the

TIME
STOCK
are the best in the year

VICSOMIA
Mr. Dealer:
Don't miss sales by being out of
stock.
Order NOW.
If you are not familiar with the " best reproducer for playing EDISON RECORDS," send us
$3.50 and we will send you one on 10 days' approval.
Money refunded if not satisfactory.
State Make

Vicsonia
313

East

134th

Manufacturing
Street (Bronx)

of Machine

Company,
Inc.
NEW
YORK, N. Y.
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dance,
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more

time

vocal,
Less

taking

in

profits.
Columbia
Woolworth

C. K. BENNETT

REVIEWS

CONDITIONS

General Manager of Eclipse Musical Co. Reports 1917 as a Most Successful Year in Cleveland Territory — Thoroughly Optimistic Regarding Outlook for Future

Cleveland, O., January 7— In discussing business conditions during the year just closed and
the future prospects of the talking machine business in this section, Chas. K. Bennett, general
manager of the Eclipse Musical Co., prominent
Victor distributors of this city, remarked: "I
am pleased to say from a personal observation
that this section of the Middle West has just
passed through a most successful year, in fact,
the most successful one in the history of the
talking machine business. Even though a great
many dealers were constantly calling for more
show a splengoods, every dealer's business willthe
percentage
did increase over 1916, in fact
than that
more
deal
great
a
will amount to
which the factory produced.
"I have talked personally with a great many
dealers in the last few days and without an
exception each one has told me personally the
same story with regard to the quality of business done, and more particularly the fact that
cash sales during December were three and
four times as great as during the same period
in 1916.
"The record end of the business comes in for
a big share of the credit for increased sales, this
applying not only to the large exclusive shops
and department stores in the larger cities, but
to the little fellows in the small towns. I had
a verbal report from one small dealer whose
purchases during the year of 1917 will not exceed $800 and whose record sales during the
month of December amounted to over $342. Success such as this reflects great credit on the
Victor Co. for the publicity given the line and
the demand which they are helping to create,
to say nothing of the wonderful qualities placed
in the goods.
"Another very conspicuous item that I have
observed was the fact that a great many more
high-priced machines were sold during the past
two or three months than during the same period
of 1916, indicating beyond question of doubt
that the prosperity in our country is now being
enjoyed by a different class of people than heretofore, who, like the wealthy man, enjoy the
good things of life equally well.
"Business since Christmas has kept up at a
very pleasing gait, in fact most of the large
stores have retained the extra help taken on
for Christmas, and the demand indicates that
this rush is going to continue for some little
time.
"The success of the dealers above mentioned
during the holidays was so pronounced and their
surprise so great that this has inspired them to
continue the active campaign and thus reap the
full benefits.
"The talking machine business has never been
in a more healthy condition, nor has the demand been greater, and with every dealer fully

realizing this condition the clamor for goods
is just as pronounced as it was before Christmas, and with every other condition equal I
predict that 1918 will show up even more prosperous than any year in the history of the
business."
BETTER

BUSINESS

BUREAU

REPORTS

Secretary C. L. Dennis Issues Comprehensive
Statement of the Activities of the Bureau
During November — Eight New Cases Taken
Care of and Many Complaints Investigated
Milwaukee, Wis., January 5.— C. L. Dennis,
secretary of the Better Business Bureau of the
National Association of Piano Merchants, has
just issued a most exhaustive report of the activities of that bureau during the month of November.
During the month the bureau gave direct attention to eight new cases, and two old cases,
growing out of charges of misleading advertising and also investigated a number of miscellaneous complaints. The work was carried on
where possible in co-operation with the secretaries of local Vigilance Committees. Of the
eight new cases handled two were due to overpricing, two to "explosive'' advertising of special sales, one to "factory prices'' advertised by
a "gyp" dealer, one to questionable special sale,
and one to the efforts of the manufacturer to
protect his rights against encroachment by a
dealer. Price comparisons were the cause of
the trouble in most cases.
The report emphasized particularly the activities of "gyp" dealers in many cities, and it
was found that the present situation in the country is being taken full advantage of in forwarding this class of operation. It is suggested that
complaints regarding "gyp" dealers be forwarded to the bureau as soon as possible with
full information in order that prompt action may
be taken.
Of the eight new cases taken up by the bureau during November two were in Indianapolis,
one in Chicago, two in Davenport, la., one in
Peoria, 111., one in St. Louis, Mo., and one in
Stroudsburg, Pa. The miscellaneous complaints
taken care of came from a score or more cities.

Graphophone Co.
Building, New York

The trade has been much interested in the report of the bureau's work being sent out by Secretary Dennis, and the members have expressed
themselves in complimentary terms. A full report of the bureau and its work will be made
at the meeting of the executive board, committees, and State Commissioners of the National
Association of Piano Merchants, to be held at
the Biltmore Hotel, New York, January 30 and
31. 1918.
UNCLE

SAM'S

MEN

HEARD

FROM

Roy J. Keith Gets Interesting Letters From W.
G. Porter and Morris Owens
Roy J. Keith, vice-president of the New York
Talking Machine Co., received a few days ago
a very interesting letter from W. G. Porter, who
was formerly one of Mr. Keith's "right-hand
men", in the executive offices, and who resigned
to become a member of the Ambulance Service
in the U. S. Army.
Mr. Porter, who has a host of friends in the
local talking machine trade, is now serving his
country "somewhere in France," and his letter
reflects the good cheer and optimism which
made him one of the most popular members of
the local wholesale fraternity. Mr. Porter is
serving in the same company as Joe Swan, another member of the New York Talking Machine Co.'s staff.
Mr. Keith also received in his New Year's
mail an interesting communication from Morris
Owens, who was formerly a member of the company's sales staff, and who is now with the 104th
Field Artillery at Camp Wadsworth, Spartanburg, N. C. In his letter Mr. Owens expresses
only one regret, namely, that his former associates— Messrs. Porter and Swan — managed to
reach the firing line in France before he did.
In other words, his letter emphasized the spirit
of patriotism and unselfishness which is going
to be an important factor in the conflict "over
L. W. Essex, secretary of the Manophone
Corp., Adrian, Mich., has resigned his position
with
there."this company. His plans for the future
have not as yet been announced.

We have a

Six Models
Retailing From

Splendid
Proposition for
Live Dealers

i 4ka eon
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$75 to $175
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SALES
COMPANY
Distributors
25 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK
Telephone — Cortland 4744
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H. L. WILLSON'S

MESSAGE

TO TRADE

General Manager of Columbia Graphophone Co.
Extends New Year Greetings to Columbia
Dealers Through Columns of The World
H. L. Willson, general manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., sends the following message to Columbia dealers, through the columns
of The World:
"By the courtesy of The Talking Machine
World, I am able to send a New Year greeting
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and we believe to Columbia dealers than any
previous year. We are entering the New Year
full of confidence in our dealers, in our product,
and in our policies, and in 1918 we hope to give
you heartier co-operation and better service, and
exert a little more effort in every direction in
order that you may reap bigger sales, bigger
profits and greater satisfaction in your representation of our company.
"We take the opportunity of thanking all Columbia dealers for their splendid loyalty and cooperation in1917, and wishing them a happy and
satisfactory New Year in the efforts we know
they will make in 1918 in their own and our
behalf."
BAKER

JOINS

TRAVELING

STAFF

George A. Baker, connected with the local
wholesale branch of the Columbia Graphophone
Co., for many years has been appointed a member of the company's traveling staff, and will
visit the Columbia dealers in Brooklyn. Mr.
Baker assumed his new duties the first of the
year, and from all indications will achieve very
pleasing success.
. During the past few years Mr. Baker has been
in close touch with Columbia dealers in this
territory, and his intimate knowledge of the
details of talking machine merchandising well
equips him to fill his present post. He understands the dealers' problems, and is in a position to render them efficient service and co-

IT WAS

Ready File Co. Tells of the Results Secured
Through Advertising in The World — Many
Orders Received From Foreign Countries
C. Stanley Garrison, advertising manager of
the Ready File Co., Indianapolis, Ind., writes
as follows to The World regarding the results
secured by that company through its advertisements carried in the columns of this paper. He
says:
"You will be interested in knowing of some of
our advertising experiences in The Talking Machine World.
"As a result of our double-page spread and
our page spreads, we have received orders from
Canada, Cuba and England and several fat ones
from here at 'home.' While we expected results
from local circulation, we will admit our surprise at the way The World pulls abroad."
NOW

H. L. Willson
to Columbia dealers, through the news columns
of a trade paper which for years has stood
staunch and true to musical instrument manufacturers and dealers.
"Nineteen hundred and seventeen has closed
with a bigger year, bigger prospects, and greater
satisfaction to the Columbia Graphophone Co.
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PERSONAL!

For a store salesman, especially, the habit of
shaving every morning, for example, is a good
habit. No man can shave himself without following it up with clean linen, brushed clothes,
a shine, and a smile which begins at his heart
and spreads out. Omit the morning shave, and
you have not only discounted your appearance
for the day, but you have discounted your
efficiency for the day.
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IN MEMPHIS

John A. Hofheimer, who was formerly connected with the Maison-Blanche Co., New Orleans, La., is now associated with B. Lowenstein & Bros., Memphis, Tenn., where he is
making an excellent record in the talking machine department of that business. Mr. Hofheimer is a practical, progressive man, who has
given much consideration to the problems of the
industry and their solution.

operation.
SOMEWHAT

TO BE EXPECTED

OF CO-OPERATION

Every one of us needs the very closest cooperation ofthe other fellow. If you are selling,
try to know your merchandise better, be enthusiastic about it, be agreeable to your customers, look neat — in a word, sell better than
you ever sold before; or, if you are in the
executive end of the business, do your work in
such a way as to be satisfactory to your department and to yourself. Remember, you are
the final judge of the honesty of your labor.
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So big, in fact, that one cannot sit down and realize it all at one sitting. But
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Bishop Mitchell, of St. Paul, Tells People of
Toronto the Blessings of the Talking Machine in the Home and in the War

You

need

Record

this
New

System

Improved in design and construction.
UNITS fit flat together on the end.
DOUBLE drawers in the Base.

Bishop Mitchell, of St. Paul, Minn., recently
preached in a Toronto church on the importance
of education because of its effect in enlarging
the vision of the soul. In illustrating his thought
he, said: "Unfortunately I myself had not the
early advantage of a thorough musical education and for many years my ear was dull to
the concord of sweet sounds. Thanks to the
player-piano and the talking machine I have
gained an understanding of some of the great
music of the world and my power of appreciation is wonderfully enlarged. To that extent
my life has been made fuller and more interesting. Some musicians, generally those whose performances are only indifferent, affect to look
with contempt upon what they are pleased to
call 'canned music' They are surely wrong.
Not long ago a young woman assured me that
she could not endure a player-piano, it was so
mechanical. If it were half as mechanical as the
playing of this very young woman the inventor
would not be proud of it.
"I come home after a hard day. I ask one
of the greatest artists in all the world to sing
to me. If I do not like his song I can stop it
in the middle without discourtesy. If I like it,

SOLID ardOak
finishes.and Birch in all standFiling

350-10 inch
Records

VICTOR

NUMERICAL

CATALOG

The Victor Co. has just issued its new numerical catalog listing all records up to and including the November supplement for use in
combination with the November record catalog.
In this numerical catalog extra pages are provided for adding to the catalog the new records
issued every month.
The suggestions made on the inside of the
front cover are particularly valuable. Properly
used, this catalog will insure efficiency in ordering and handling records. This is particularly true in meeting the requirements of the
smaller stores.
The six divided spaces before each record
number afford a most convenient method for
keeping track of the demand for each particular record — a most important essential in the
successful conduct of a business and one which
should be taken advantage of.
JOSEPH
MUSANTE
Electro-plater and Silversmith
Cold, Silver, Nickel and Antique Finishes
Specializing in phonograph parts and musical instruments
168 CENTRE ST.
NEW YORK
Telephone, Franklin 3053

Write for
Our Manual of
Dept. K.

350 -12 inch
Records
Patented Adjuster for
Usm$ 10 inch Records
Soft, Flat Springs
Hold Records dlpri^M
find Prevent Warping .

Capacity 2150 thin records, 1075 Edisons.
Every record at your
finger tips as simple as
1 — 2 — 3.

I say 'Sing it again,' and he sings it again in
the same glorious and fervent tone. I may even
cry 'Sing it again,' and he sings. To me the
talking machine and the player-piano have
opened a new world of beauty and discovered a
very universe of splendor."
The eloquence of the bishop was not ill-placed.
Beyond the shade of a doubt, the public appreciation of the best music has advanced more
since the invention of the phonograph than in
a hundred years previous to its appearance. On
the remote praries of Alberta, Scotti and Destinn and Rappold and Caruso are singing every
evening. In the miner's cabin, on the frontiers
of civilization, on the widespread seas as well
as in the luxurious city home men and women
are gaining an insight into the glories of an
art formerly obscured by clouds and darkness.
Even on the battle front the art of the greatest
living musicians may be appreciated. Many
significant stories have come to us from the
war zone, but one thinks most frequently, perhaps, of the request of the unlucky Townshend
force captured by the Turks in Mesopotamia
more than a year ago. While besieged at Kut el
Amara and cut off from the relieving force proceeding up the river they got a message through
the enemy's lines. "Send us some phonograph
needles." The needles were delivered by aeroplane.

Model No. 2150 DP
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4300-10 OR 12 INCH
RECORDS
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"A NEGLECTED

WAR

CABINET

ASSET"

President Bird, of Manufacturers' Association of
New Jersey, Tells of the Service That Trade
Organizations Can Render the Government
by Giving Accurate Information
Under the heading of "A Neglected War Asset," J. Philip Bird, president of the Manufacturers' Association of New Jersey, has emphasized the value of existing trade associations in
assisting the -Government in its war work, by
providing the authorities with accurate information regarding capacity, equipment and organizations of various manufacturing plants that
might be utilized for Government work. The
suggestions of Mr. Bird are fully in accord with
what has been done, and is being done, by the
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce and
are therefore of interest to the music trade men.
He says:
"In the possession of our long established national craft organizations is practically all the
information needed by our Government officials
for the prosecution of the war as to location of
plants, number of men employed, capacity, etc.
These American craft bodies have at their fingers' ends concrete, definite and up-to-the-minute information on the ability of every industrial
plant in their respective and correlated lines.
They know every minute of the day where labor
is scarce and where it is adequate or plentiful.
They have authentic knowledge as to supply
and demand for important raw materials.
"If this highly perfected machinery - and organization were taken advantage of by the Government, itwould unquestionably save our officials the expenditure of considerable time, energy
and money now being devoted to the gathering
and usage of such necessary information on our
economic and industrial resources.
"The patriotic co-operation of the thousand
and one craft organizations ought to be availed
of. The Government would be most willingly
served with trustworthy trade data by the steel
men, rubber men, live stock men, hardware men,

iOak
$55
I Birch $60
UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED

CO., Inc., Lynchburg,

Va.

implement makers, engineers, garment producers,
paint manufacturers, etc., through their well
established trade associations.
"An arrangement of this kind would, with
proper authority behind it, almost automatically
avoid the evil of any district shortage of labor
or raw materials causing delay in placing or
delivery of important rush orders for badly
needed supplies. It would place the industries
of the nation under the practical and most effective control of a patriotic, voluntary and co-operative dictatorship, similar to the present voluntary censorship which our American newspapers
are working under so satisfactorily. A properly
drawn up set of rules, fixed by official promulgation as a supplementary method, would likewise solve the much mooted problem of essential and non-essential industries.
"Each craft association being a specialist in
its own line, it is evident that no single national
chamber of commerce, manufacturers' association, or even a State chamber or association,
has the necessary facilities for doing what trade
or craft bodies can do. This machinery for
the carrying on of America's most gigantic enlected. terprise— winning the war — should not be neg"Let us cease encouraging 'Manufacturers'
War Congresses,' etc., etc., who pass resolutions
and go home, and turn our efforts to the utilization of this neglected war asset. The present
instrumentalities are adequate to the present
CLOSED SATISFACTORY BUSINESS
demand."
The Phonograph Clearing House, Inc., New
York, which carried its first announcement to
the trade in last month's World, reports the
closing of a very satisfactory business during
the past few weeks: S. N. Rosenstein, president of the company, states that his concern
found one hundred items for as many manufacturers and dealers, and that he had received inquiries from all parts of the country and more
are coming in every day.
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New York Evening Journal, in Cartoon and Poem, Urges Public to Send Disc Records to Men
Now in Training for Military Service — The Value of Music in Preserving Morale
The important part that the talking machine
plays in the life of the soldier or sailor has
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the Y. M. C. A., who so far as possible will see
that they are distributed in accordance with the

COLUMBIA

MEN

IN u. s. SERVICE

Imposing List of Officers, Directors and Employes of Columbia Graphophone Co. in Service of the Government in Various Capacities
The accompanying list of the officers, directors
and employes of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
New York, who have entered the service of the
Government, is a remarkable tribute to the patriotism and unselfishness of the members of the
Columbia organization. President Whitten is
devoting almost all of his time to the U. S. Navy,
and every Columbia employe who has entered the service of the Government is proud
of the fact that the head of the company is
sacrificing all of his personal interests to assist
the United States in its fight for democracy.
■ The Columbia factories at Bridgeport, Conn.,
can also boast of a service flag that is a tribute
to the whole-hearted patriotism of the employes
at this plant. At the present time 285 members
of the Columbia factory staff are "doing their
bit" for the Government, constituting a splendid
body of well trained men:
List of Enlisted Men
Officers and Directors — F. S. Whitten, president, lieutenant in navy; Capt. John J. Phelps, director, navy.
Executive Office Employes — M. D. Easton, army; J. E.
army.
Barry, army; E. L. Manning, army; E. C. Nelson, navy;
Edw. Shannon navy; Edw. Prink, army; C. C. Couper,
Baltimore Branch — Jos. Heilman, navy.
Boston Branch — Eugene Martin, army; D. E. Ballou,
army; Wm. Townsend, army; F. L. Dickinson, army;
F. D. McCutcheon, army.
Chicago Branch — Vincent Farnham, merchant marine;
Gregory Dorian, navy; A. B. Russell, signal corps; M. C.
Master, radio division navy; Wm. Finger, mechanical staff,
ordnance department.
Dallas Branch — E. B. Shiddell, army; Fred Winkle, navy.
Kansas City Branch — Walter Hoag, army; Marco Randazzo, aviation.
Los Angeles
Powers,
army. Branch — W. O. Ryle, army; Lawrence
Newson, navy.
Haven Branch — W. W. Knott, army; Harold Wilarmy.
New Orleans Branch — A. F. Fortier, army; E. J. Hymel,

)Star Publishing Co., 1917.

Warren St. Branch, New York — J. A. Sieber, navy; J. A.
Johnson, navy; W. E. Guthrie, army; J. D. MacDonald,
army; R. Wagner, army; Wm. Strohmyer, army; Joseph
Jones, army; Edw. Flanagan, army; Walter Gaffney, army;
J.
D. Turbidy,
S. Barr, army;
army. C. R. Rhodes, army; A. Vernon, army;
Philadelphia Branch — Joseph Callahan, army; John
Kelly, army; Chas. Glasgow, army; Benj. Thomas, army;
Jos. Mollick, navy; Albert Lancaster, army; . Wm. Page
army; W. H. Appleby, navy; Wm. Wagner, army.
Pittsburgh Branch — B. D. McCampbell, army.
Portlanl, Me., Branch — Clyde Skinner, navy.
San Francisco Branch — Andrew C. Love, army;
Kuhn, army; Quinton Worthington, army.
Kirk
St. Louis Branch — Clyde Roos, army.
List of Drafted Men

OVER
HERE-AND
OVER
THERE
It is only a half-worn record
It is only a half-worn record
Of some old, familiar air,
Of an old, familiar air,
Yet it makes of the dreary dugovt
And you hardly know that you hoar }t
A bit of home over there.
> As you doze in your Morris chair.
Executive Office^-D. V. B. Allen.
Gone
are the shivering trenches
Baltimore Branch — William Freeman.
The zleel on the window rattles,
And the stretch of bloody loam;
Chicago Branch — F. Lindgren, J. Peterson, L. Batchelor,
.While the blasts of Winter blow,
Every heart with the music's turning
But what do you care for Winter
G. Simpson.
Back to the Old Folks at Home.
Indianapolis Branch — Bynum C. Fletcher.
By your fireside's cheery glow?
And each for his Annie Laurie
Warren St. (N. Y.) Branch— T. Mulligan.
What is a half-worn record
Would lay him down and diePhiladelphia
Branch — Louis Dickinson. .
And a ditty of other days —
Strange how a half-worn record
San Francisco Branch — Lou Batchelor, Jack Bates.
It is Just a Song at Twilight,
Brings a tear to the soldier's eye! C. B. Q.
Hoard through a dreamy haze.
NOW MAKING PHONOGRAPHS
Cheer tip our beys m camp or aboard ship by sending them any disc talking machine records you can spare.
They will keep our soldier and sailor lads in good spirits these long Winte{ evenings. Any Army or Navy agency will
gladly forward whatever records yoo may turn in.
The Coops & Sons' Piano Co., which moved
its factory to Pasadena from the East about
N. Y. Evening Journal Cartoon and Poem Urging Gifts of Records to the Boys in Service
four years ago, has begun the manufacture of!
been strongly emphasized recently through the
expressed desires of the donor. The campaign
phonographs in addition to its piano line. The
energetic campaign being carried on by the New
carried on by the Evening Journal demonstrates
new machine is described as a first-class model,
York Evening Journal to have talking machine
that the value of the talking machine is being
retailing in the neighborhood of $100.
owners contribute new and old records for the
universally recognized.
use of the men in camps or on ships. Several
days recently the Journal ran special frontpage stories emphasizing the desirability of talkDIAPHRAGMS
MICA
EDGE
CRYSTAL
ing machines for the fighting men and publishing letters from soldiers and sailors asking for
Let us send you samples today of our diaphragms
M
records or telling of their appreciation of gifts
of records received.
and you will readily understand why the best talking machines are equipped with Crystal Edge Mica
I
On one evening the Evening Journal covered
gms exclusively.
diaphra
four columns of its editorial page with the cartoon and accompanying bit of poetry reproduced
We use only the very finest selected mica, the best
C
herewith, and it is reported that the effect of
diaphragm material in the world. To insure a
the campaign has been immediately apparent,
A
for the holiday trade place your orders
supplyately.
immedi
with the result that practically every camp and
a great majority of the ships had new supplies of records for the, Christmas season. The
APPLIANCE CO., 109 West Broadway, NEW YORK
PHONOGRAPH
contributions of records are being collected by
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Leaders in Important Lines Predict That the Industrial Activity of the Nation Will Be on a Tremendous Scale During the Year Just Beginning — Optimistic Viewpoint Heartens All
Industrial and financial activity on a tremendous scale is foretold for 1918 by representative men in various important lines, whose
views have been gathered for the January number of System, the "magazine of business."
Demands of the war will, of course, be of chief
importance and will engage general attention.
Income of supply agencies will be greatly augmented, but the outlook in other directions is
also for prosperity because business of every
character will adjust itself to the war situation,
and the experience of 1917, in which unprecedented Government requirements were met
without disturbance of business, will be continued, according to the best opinion. High
wages will be coincident with widespread economies.
Following are some of the views sent to the
magazine:
Nation's Aim Is to Win War
W. P. G. Harding, Governor of the Federal
Reserve Board — The paramount business of the
United States at this time is the winning of the
war, and the activities of the American people
are directed to this end. The production, manufacture and transportation of those articles
which are necessary for the maintenance of the
population of a nation engaged in war and for
the support of its armies in the field must be
stimulated in every possible way. The Government is the largest purchaser of supplies, the
chief customer of business, and its financial requirements will be very heavy. The people are
fast learning habits of thrift, of industry and
of economy. Over 10,000,000 of them are holders of Government obligations in which they
have invested their savings and for which many
have themselves gone into debt, thus pledging,
their future earnings and economies for the
support of the Government.
Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the board of
directors of the United States Steel Corp. — It
is up to us to prove our continued loyalty to
the Government; but, more than that, our loyalty to ourselves in the performance of duty.
If our country is defeated in the pending military conflict your property and business and
mine will be of little value. We shall have retraced our national steps a century and a half.
The wealth of the country will be seized and
retained as prize money by other nations. We
have been forced into the war and we are com-

The

pelled to fight in defense of our persons, our
property and our sacred honor. There is no
escape. We are in the war to the end, however costly and bitter the struggle. No man,
no country, was ever engaged in a more righteous or a more compulsory defense.
Business Dominated by War
Frank A. Vanderlip, president of the National
City Bank — The business situation in 1918 will
be dominated by the war, and the energies of
this country must be concentrated as fully as
possible upon winning the war. In the aggregate the production of the industries both in
quantities and values will be enormous; they
will be greater than ever before, employment
will be complete and the aggregate of payments
in wages will be far ahead of any previous year.
The income of our farmers will be larger than
ever before. There will be an unusual distribution of income among the masses of the people, and this purchasing power will make a
large market for necessities and essentials, not
to speak of what may be classed as luxuries.
There is a great resource as yet hardly touched
in the army of women who have never gone
into industry but who will respond now to our
appeal to their patriotism. The problem of
America is to speed up its productive machinery
to the highest possible limit.
Schwab Is Bullish
Charles M. Schwab, chairman of the board of
directors of the Bethlehem Steel Corp. — I have
always been bullish on the United States. I
can see nothing ahead to make me modify my
attitude; a tremendous significance attaches to
how squarely we meet the problems, apparent
or not yet apparent, which lie before us. We
can think only of the successful prosecution of
the war — in its every phase — for the end of the
war is nowhere in sight. We shall be successful in the measure that we put business before
pleasure.
Charles H. Sabin, president of the Guaranty
Trust Co. — Demand for additional capital is
greater than ever because of general business activity, but the Government's demand for money
also is unprecedented, so the bankers must
bear the double strain of colossal loan
flotations and the financing of unexampled trade
activities. In addition, a considerable volume
of maturing obligations must be provided for.
Fortunately, the machinery for relieving much
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B. D. Caldwell, president of Wells, Fargo &
Co. — I do not believe there will be any let-up
in the business of this country during the coming year or, indeed, during the war, the end of
which does not appear to be in sight. The performance of our part in the successful prosecution of the war is the greatest business we have
ever undertaken, and will require that every
enterprise which can help in the least degree
shall strive for the high-water mark in activity
and efficiency.
Demand Exceeds Supply
Alba B. Johnson, president of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works — War involves prodigious
expenditures and these produce business activity. Therefore, as long as the present conditions of war exist, there must continue to be a
demand exceeding the supply, resulting in
strongly sustained prices.
Charles E. Mitchell, president of the National
City Co. — When the exigencies of the times
have come home to all, then will America awake.
She will bear taxation without grumbling. She
will treat her railroads fairly, that they may
wax strong for her needs. She will stamp out
sedition, which now flames about her very
skirts. She will lend every assistance to her
corporations that they may produce in abundance. She will, while demanding fair play for
her laborer, insist that he toil unremittingly for
the common good.
EXHIBIT

AT AUTOMOBILE

SHOW

The Doehler Die-Casting Co., Brooklyn, exhibited at the National Automobile Show held
at the Grand Central Palace from January 5 to
12. Although the exhibit was naturally devoted
in a larger way to automobile die-castings, there
was shown a very fine exhibit of die-castings
of talking machine parts. The display was
varied and wide in scope and contained diecastings of sound boxes, tone arms, tone arm
necks, in fact, every possible part of a talking
machine that could be die-casted. The exhibit
was
show.well visited by the thousands attending the

MUSIC FOR "OUR BOYS"
"Music for Our Boys in the Service" is the
heading of a timely and effective poster mailed
to Columbia dealers this week. The text of

tone.

^ Constructed to give service and absolutely guaranteed.
^ No superfluous parts, and production
uniform — no seconds.
•1 Supplied
diaphragms.

of the pressure exists in our strong, centralized
banking system and its great credit resources.
George E. Smith, president of the Manufacturers' Export Association — We must buy from
neutral countries in order to carry on our own
war preparations; if we buy from them we
must also sell to them or we shall not be able
to pay for what we buy. Therefore, I think
that it is a very high duty to develop our export trade in the most intensive fashion and
with the highest possible efficiency. We may
not — probably we shall not — have goods enough
for both the home and the foreign markets; that
which is sold in foreign markets helps us to pay
our way in the war, and hence I should give the
foreign markets the preference over the domestic.

Sound-Box

of records.
sweet
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or

composition

<][ Our composition diaphragm is a staple
product and is guaranteed to be the best
for all sound box purposes, has stood the
test equivalent to 200 years' wear and
still in service, thousands of them in use in
homes throughout the U. S. and Canada,
WRITE TODAY FOR; SAMPLES AND PRICES
New
Jersey Reproducer
10 Oliver Street
NEWARK,

Co.
N. J.

this poster reads as follows: "Send some Columbia records to your soldier. There's a Columbia Grafonola in his Y. M. C. A. or Knights
of Columbus Army Hut. Bring your records to
us and we will deliver them for you." It is interesting to note that a Columbia Grafonola
may be found in the army huts mentioned, as
it indicates the remarkable popularity of this instrument.
LEAVES

ON WESTERN

TRIP

Leonard Markels, well-known motor manuturer, left New York Sunday for a Western
trip, and according to his present plans will
visit Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis. During the past few months Mr.
Markets has received letters from many Western
manufacturers regarding contracts for 1918, and
will close these contracts while away on his
present trip.
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"BED-SET"

BOOTHS
Demonstration Booths Mean
Additional Record Business

Increase Your Record Sales
Write for a copy of our
NEW CATALOG
Van Veen "Bed-Set" Sectional Booths can
be erected as easily as a bed (no skilled
labor required). Booths shipped on short
notice anywhere. Room sizes any multiple
of 3 feet. High grade finish, will match
your sample if desired. Sound-proof construction. We design and build complete
interiors. We also build record racks,
which are described in our new catalog.

If a special feature is desired, different from regular catalog design,
we will build it to suit. Illustration
shows special design of front for
booth. This can be varied to suit
owner.

Prepare for a Machine Shortage
by Developing Record Sales

Van Veen Booths Will Pay for
Themselves by Increasing
Your Record Sales
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TO TOUR

Collins, Harlan, Campbell, Burr, Meyers,
Murray and Others in Group Giving Concerts
in the East — Of Particular Interest to Talking
Machine Owners and Retailers Everywhere
As is announced on another page of The
World this month, the Popular Talking Machine
Artists, the men who have made records of the
popular kind for so many years that their names
are known and esteemed in the majority of
homes, and who are represented in all the leading monthly lists, are now preparing for their
spring concert tour.
At intervals during a year or more, these
artists, including Henry Burr, Arthur Collins,
George H. Meyers, Albert Campbell, Byron G.
Harlan, Fred Van Eps and Billy Murray,
with Theodore Morse, the noted composer, at
the piano, have given concerts in various cities
in the East and have met with unqualified success, through co-operation with local talking
machine dealers.
The voices of Collins and Harlan, Albert
Campbell, Billy Murray and the rest of them,
have long been familiar in the homes of the
country through the talking machine, and the
public generally, especially in the smaller cities
and environs, have shown a surprising interest
in the opportunity to hear these artists in person on the stage, and to see them at close range.
Whether they appear on the records as members of the Peerless Quartette, the Sterling
Trio, or as individuals, the interest has been
the same, and it has been a rare occasion when
the artists have not played to capacity audiences. Instances are cited where talking machine enthusiasts have traveled from fifty to
seventy-five miles each way just to see and
hear their favorite record artists in the flesh.
The concerts given by the artists are made up
of solos, and chorus numbers, and comedy bits,
which, with a generous number of encores, run
somewhat over two hours. Where practical the
concerts are held with the co-operation of the
local newspapers and talking machine dealers of
the various lines, for, as the artists without exception sing for at least two record companies,
and in some cases for a half a dozen or more
companies, practically every dealer in town has
some direct interest in their work and stands to
benefit by their appearance before his customers.
In some cases one dealer will arrange for the
concert by himself, and more often dealers will
co-operate to bring the feature to their city. Instances are on record where newspapers have
printed two and four-page supplements featuring the concert, the artists and talking machines
generally, and carrying a substantial amount of
advertising from local retailers to make the
venture pay and to give it impressiveness.
As one newspaper puts it in a review of the
concert: "It is something unusually interesting
to hear a "coterie of the men who, taken together,
have made more talking machine records than

&

CO.,

<Z2&fi%> Marbridge

BIdg., 47 West

any other people on earth." Another says: "It
is particularly pleasing to see and hear this
aggregation — to gaze directly at persons who
have been announced on the printed covers for
years." Still another paper says: "This is an
event of special interest to owners of talking
machines, as it affords them the rare opportunity of seeing these artists in person and watching the manner in which they 'put across' the
various songs and instrumental numbers that
have become so popular the world over."
Among dates scheduled by the Popular Talking Machine Artists for next month are: February 6,Syracuse; 7, Buffalo; and 8, Rochester,
all the dates being made through the co-operation of local talking machine wholesalers and
dealers.
GROWING

IN POPULARITY

The Widdicomb Line of Phonographs Has
Won Favor Among Lovers of Artistic Creations in Phonograph Making and Designing
Grand Rapids, Mich., January 9. — The Widdicomb line of phonographs recently introduced
to the trade is meeting with a very cordial re-

34th St., New

TO PRESERVE

GREAT

York

SPEECHES

Society Formed to Make Talking Machine Records of Speeches in Congress
St. Louis, Mo., January 10. — Guy Colterman, a
prominent attorney of this city, has founded a
society to be known as The Nation's Forum,
which will make the talking machine aid in winning the war. The society plans to use records
of speeches by American leaders in Liberty
Loan campaigns and other patriotic activities
all over the country. It is also planned to make
permanent records of great speeches and messages in Congress and elsewhere, so that posterity may listen to the voices of the war leaders
of 1918.
ADVANCE

RECORD

PRICE

On January 15 Emerson records heretofore
retailing at 25 cents will be advanced to 35 cents
retail, thus affording a much larger profit for
retailers and jobbers. In addition, the company
is beginning to shift its new 65-cent records
which, from all indications, will meet with an
active demand from dealers handling machines
that do not include record lines.
The company states that, by the use of more
economical methods in manufacturing and selling, it succeeded in reducing its expenses considerably during the past few months. This
saving, added to the increased profits derived
from a larger volume of business, enabled the
company to close a very satisfactory year.
War service and business service should and
can go hand in hand these days.

Widdicomb Queen Anne Model
ception. The experience of the Widdicomb
Furniture Co. in catering to the furniture trade
has enabled them to offer a line of phonographs
whose cabinets have achieved instantaneous popularity even before the fine tone of the phonograph is heard. The accompanying illustration
shows one of their console models in the Queen
Anne style. Their years of furniture experience had taught them that the Queen Anne style
ranks high among the various period styles.
The other popular periods are all represented in
the various artistic models in the line made by
this company. It is their contention that as
phonographs are essentially pieces of living
room "furniture great care must necessarily be
given to the cabinet and its harmonious relation
to the other furniture in the room.
The Widdicomb Furniture Co. have also seen
to it that every other part of the machine
matches in perfection to the cabinet that contains it. This is notably evident in the remarkable reproducing qualities of the instrument which contains so many distinctive features, among which is the modulator which is
featured in the phrase "Play it yourself."

Phonograph

Clearing House, Inc.

Found 100 items for 100
manufacturers and dealers
last month.
Phonograph Clearing House, Inc.
Disposed of an equal
number of items for an
equal number of manufacturers and dealers during the same period.
What
What

Do
Have

Get

You

Want?

You

to Sell ?

It or Sell It

Through
Phonograph
House,
51 East 42nd Street

Us
Clearing
Inc.
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President of New York Talking Machine Co. Discourses in His Usual Interesting Way on Business Conditions and Prospects — Lessons Learned in 1917
tions. How
can anyone say what is to be?
"The largest industries in the country have
offered their entire resources to the Government. Iunderstand the Victor Talking Machine
Co. was amongst the first to do so. If labor,
material, fuel and transportation conditions
permit the Victor Co. to make even as much
merchandise as they made last year, then the
business of the retailer and the wholesaler will
be as large as last year.
"We are selling Victrolas and Victor records,
that is true, but essentially what we sell is
music — a product no longer considered a luxury, but a necessity — -shown by the liberal ap-

The representative of The World was thinking of business conditions more than worldwide conditions when he visited recently the
offices of Arthur D. Geissler, president of the
New York Talking Machine Co.
The first question asked Mr. Geissler was
worded "A lot happened last year, didn't it?"
the aim of this question being to get Mr. Geissler's ideas on the different changes in organization, methods of distribution, etc., which had
transpired during 1917.
In answer to this question Mr. Geissler said:
"Yes, not only last year but the year before
that and the year before that. But now, what
a different atmosphere seems to pervade, that
we have the first inklings of peace and that we
can, for a moment, stop and consider all the
dreadful debauchery and waste of homes, lives
and treasure since this war began.
"And now that we are in it, how fortunate it
was that France was ready — that Great Britain
was ready with her navy — that little Belgium
was able to throw herself into the breach until
France could gather her-self together and hold
the onrushing tide — and then Britain was able
to sustain that support!

DEMAND

FOR FIBRE

NEEDLES

Continues to Grow, Judging From the Increased
Activity With the B. & H. Fibre Needle Co.,
Chicago— A Chat With President F. D. Hall
Chicago, III., January 10. — "From present indications," said F. D. Hall, of the B. & H. Fibre
Mfg. Co., when called upon by a representative
of the World this month, "it looks as though
the trade in general is threatened with another
avalanche of business for the coming year. Not
only in this country has business been exceptionally good, but there has been an enormous
increase in the export trade lately. Shipments
to Central and South America and Australia are
being handled in a more expeditious manner than
for some time past, and now that the Government has taken over the rail situation, the trade
can rest assured that all freight in transit hereafter will be sent over the quickest possible
routes and that there will be no delay at the
point of destination. This will have an effect
upon the dealers to whom the goods are being
shipped of giving them the necessary stimuli to
get out and do more business than they have

"What must be the feeling to have them 'over
there' now to know that we, too, are really 'in
it!' The months of recruiting and enlistment —
the filling up of officers' instruction camps — the
draft bill — the shipping and food regulation —
the huge appropriations — and finally, for them
to realize the glow of heart with which we
greeted their Joffre, their Balfour and their
Italian Mission — 'Vive L'ltalia,' I say. She understands and must — sore beset as she has been.
"We have had our drives for money — it has
been a year of preparation. Our resources — our
resolutions — are the things now that must count
this year.
"You ask me to predicate business condi-

propriations made by the Government for provision of music to its soldiers and sailors, realizing that mental and physical strength comes not
through food alone. And through the Victrola,
we are furnishing to the people the most inexpensive medium, of relaxation, pleasure and inspiration.
"You ask me what was the greatest lesson
learned in 1917? I feel that through the Liberty Loan issues we have learned that huge
sums of money can be raised by the Government
without disturbing business seriously. Through
the placing of these funds in the hands of the
best consumer that business has ever known —
the Government — we have a consequent speeding up of industries which has caused the
country at large to look upon Washington with
confidence, and feel that big business, small business and the laborer will be treated fairly."
done, knowing that their orders will be taken
care of promptly. The freight situation prevailing towards the latter part of the old year was a
major factor in keeping a great many dealers
from taking in all the business that was possible
for them to do.
"The raw material which we use for the manufacture of fibre needles is of better grade and
quality than we have ever had before, and the
Porto Rican fibre, samples of which the Government sent us some time ago, has proved its merit
and is equal, if not superior, to the material that
we have been receiving from the Orient.
"We have installed many new and improved
machines for the manufacture of our needles and
are turning out a product that is far superior
both in quality and workmanship than ever before. Of course, this necessitated a large increase of our forces and we have made all preparations to take care of the trade for the coming year, which, no doubt, will be a banner one.
We have .also made many improvements and
have added several new features to our latest
needle cutter and are also prepared to take care
of the demand that has been increasing so rapTALKING
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TO MEET

Men, Inc., will be held in the directors' room of
the Merchants' Association, on the ninth floor
of the Woolworth Building, at 2 p. m. on January 16. Many important matters will come up
for discussion at this meeting, and all members
are urged to attend. Arrangements for the annual dinner will be submitted, and the reports
of the various standing committees will be read.
Among recent applications for membership, to
be acted upon at this meeting, are those of the
Berlin Department Store, 1013 Broadway,
Brooklyn, and Schmuckler & Singer, Inc., 133
Canal street, New York City.
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New Applications for Membership and Annual
Reports to Be Acted on at Coming Meeting
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The next meeting of the Talking Machine
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Nye's Brunswick Shop Now Located in the
New LaSalle Building, That City

"doing your bit" to provide the necessary
entertainment and relaxation for the pub-

Minneapolis, Minn., January 5. — One of the
first business concerns to move into the recently
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WILLIAMS
CO.,
VICTOR WHOLESALE EXCLUSIVELY

Street

completed LaSalle Building, this city, is Nye's
Brunswick Shop, conducted by Ex-Mayor Wallace G. Nye and1 Geo. M. Nye, and in which the
Brunswick phonograph is featured, together
with Pathe records. The new quarters are most
elaborately furnished. In addition to a full line
of phonographs, the Shop also has on display
a big assortment of billiard outfits which are
also manufactured by the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. With the opening of the new shop,

in addition to
carry its eco-

BROOKLYN,

Inc.

N. Y.

Wallace G. Nye remarked: "I find the harmony
of the Brunswick Shop most agreeable in contrast with the discord of public life."
Miss Frieda Hempel, the Metropolitan opera
soprano, will start on an extended concert tour
early in February.
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Woolworth Building, New York
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A POPULAR

COLUMBIA

MAN

Vice-President of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Tells of Great Business in 1917 and Gives Reasons Why
There Should Be a Large Purchasing Power This Year

Frank K. Pennington, Assistant General Sales
Manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co.

Reviewing the business situation at the request of The Talking Machine World William
Maxwell, vice-president of Thos. A. Edison, Inc.,
writes:

These bankers make the not uncommon error
of ascribing to everyone else their own state
of mind, or that which they observe in their
immediate associates. The class of people with
whom a banker comes most frequently in contact is not the class from which the phonograph
dealer will get his business in 1918. The workingman and the farmer are the people who will
make the phonograph business good in 1918.
There are literally millions of families in the
United States who heretofore have felt that
they could not afford phonographs, but who, in
1918, because of increased earning capacity, will
(despite the high cost of living) feel both able
and inclined to make their homes better places
to live in by 'purchasing phonographs. These
people will not feel that they are committing
an extravagance when they purchase a phonograph. On the contrary, they will feel, and feel
rightly, that they are making an investment for
the benefit of every member of the family circle.
"The thing that worries me now in connection with our phonograph business is the possibility that the increased purchasing power of
these millions of families will find our dealers

We take pleasure in presenting herewith
Frank K. Pennington, assistant general sales
manager of the Columbia^ Grahophone Co.,
New York, and one of the most popular members of the Columbia organization.
Although he has been connected with the
Columbia for less than a year, Mr. Pennington

and ourselves unprepared to meet the demand."

Frank K. Pennington

"Our phonograph business in 1917 was the
largest in our history, and was 20 per cent, ahead
of 1916. The present indications are that our
orders for 1918 will be considerably in excess
of 1917, but we may not be able to manufacture
as many phonographs as we made last year. We
expect our record production to be materially
larger than last year.
"Among a certain class of bankers, particularly the smaller bankers who absorb their
opinions on broad financial questions from the
public statements of large bankers, it has become quite the fashion to speak with gloomy
foreboding of what the future holds in store for
the musical instrument industry. It has been
reported to me that various small bankers have
said in effect that under present conditions they
can-'t conceive of anyone buying pianos or phonographs.
"The pleasing fact remains, however, that people are buying phonographs and pianos in very
large
quantities — particularly phonographs.
REARRANGE

SUPERVISORS'

DISTRICTS

MOST

APPRECIATIVE

OF OFFER

New

Schedule for Edison Phonograph Supervisors Became Effective on January 1 — Visit
Factory for Get-Together Conference

Otto Heineman, president of the Otto Heineman Supply Co., has received a letter from
Major General George Barnett, Commandant,
Headquarter U. S. Marine Corps, Washington,

The following rearrangement of Edison phonograph supervisors' territories has been announced by the musical phonograph division of
Thos. A. Edison, Inc., as having become effective on January 1. The supervisors and the
territories which they will cover are as follows:
H. R. Skelton, with E. F. Bedford, as mechanical instructor for the territory embracing Boston, New Haven, Albany and Syracuse; C. S.
Gardner, with J. C. Knipper, as mechanical instructor, for New York, Philadelphia, Williamsport, Pa., Pittsburgh and Richmond; N. Johnstone, with J. Finlayson, as mechanical instructor
for Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Indianapolis
and Chicago; L. A. Zollner, with A. E. Schiller,
as mechanical instructor for Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Des Moines and Sioux City; C. W. Burgess, with D. Lawson, as mechanical instructor
for El Paso, Kansas City, Omaha, Denver, Ogden, Utah, and Helena; J. A. Shearman, with
C. A. Harrington, as mechanical instructor for
Dallas, Atlanta, New Orleans and St. Louis;
D. M. Martin, with H. D. Gumaer, as mechanical instructor for all of Canada.
Over the Christmas holidays Supervisors
Skelton, Gardner, Johnstone and Martin, and
the entire staff of mechanical instructors, were
at Orange to participate in a get-together conference, during the course of which they were
entertained at dinner by the company.

D. C, acknowledging Mr. Heineman's offer to
furnish each of the U. S. Marine Corps stationed in Cuba and at other points with a Vanophone and collection of Emerson records, for
which this company acts as export agents in
the Latin-American field.
In a chat with The World Mr. Heineman expressed great pleasure at having an opportunity
to provide some amusement for "our boys."
Mr. Ackerman, export manager of the company,
states that the U. S. Marine boys are anxious
to be sent "over there." Their enthusiasm can
be readily appreciated, for outside of the patriotic spirit involved the Marine Corps is as fine
a body of men as ever have fought for Uncle
Sam, and this division offers special attractions
to the young American with red blood in his
veins. Service on land, at sea, or in the air is
open to him, and the fact that the Marine Corps
contains no conscripted men appeals to many
young Americans who desire to offer their services to the Government, in preference to waiting
for the draft.
From F. W. Woolworth: "There are plenty
of opportunities for young men today. Many
fail because they are not willing to sacrifice. No
one ever got far who was in bondage to the
body." This is especially true to-day when a
great war is facing us.

has already won the esteem, friendship and admiration of every one of his co-workers. His
door is always open for visitors to the executive
officers, and his many years of practical sales
experience, combined with his magnetic personality, has given Mr. Pennington an entree
into the heart of every Columbia man. He is
proving an invaluable assistant to George W.
Hopkins, general sales manager of the company,
and it is Mr. Pennington's earnest hope and
ambition that he will soon find time to visit
every Columbia branch and become personally
acquainted with all his co-workers.
EDISON MAN GIVES LIFeTtQ COUNTRY
The first man of the Edison organization to
give his life for his
country was Leslie
Parker Colton, of the
record stock department, Edison Phonograph Works, Orange.
N. J. He was a sailor
on the Battleship
souri." His death"Misoccurred the day followset ing the date originally
Mr. for his marriage.
Colton had been
three years with the
L. P. Colton Edison organization,
H
nlisted in the navy and had seen but two
weeks' service.

No man can help an organization to become
ul and more efgreater, better, more successf
ficient without making himself the same.
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HINGES

Beauty

In many beautifully designed, finely finished Talking Machines, Pianos, Music Cabinets, Piano Players, and
Benches, the elimination of the unsightly protruding Hinge is essential to preserve the beauty of the design.
Design and Construction
The fine cabinet work which is required in many instances to preserve the disguise of the instrument
requires that the hinges be as inconspicuous as possible. SOSS Hinges are Invisible.
Write for catalogue "T"
SOSS
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
435 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
S SAN FRANCISCO 164 Hansford Bldg.
Branch
Offices
LOS ANGELES, 224 Central Bldg.|
(DETROIT— 922 David Whitney Bldg.
Canadian Representatives — J. E. Beauchamp & Co., Montreal. Can
AN

IMMENSE

CABINET

FACTORY

Plant of Globe-Wernicke Co. in Cincinnati Has
Over Twenty Acres of Floor Space
The accompanying picture will give some idea
of the magnitude of the Globe-Wernicke fac-

the Globe-Wernicke Co. is accustomed to handling carload or trainload orders with ease and
convenience, so that prompt shipments to its
clientele are the rule and not the exception in
the trade.
The Globe-Wernicke Co. is recognized everywhere as the leading manufacturer of sectional

ELECTRICALLY

EQUIPPED

OPEROLLOS

All Models in 1918 Line to Be Provided With
Electric Motors, It Is Announced
Detroit, Mich., January 7. — Simultaneously with
the new year comes the announcement of the
Operollo Phonograph Co.,
Inc., of this city, that the
1918 models of the Operollo phonograph will all be
equipped with electric
motors. They announce
that their motive in bringi n g out an electrically
operated phonograph is in
response to the numerous
and repeated demands of
the buying public to
which they have ever lent
an attentive ear. The
choice in the matter is
still left to the buyer,
however, as these models
will be equipped with double spring motors if desired. Electric motors are

The Great Plant of the Globe-Wernicke Co. at Cincinnati, O., Where the Brown Record Cabinets Are Made
tory at Cincinnati, O., where the Brown disc
record cabinets are manufactured. This plant
has a ground area of fifteen acres, with a floor
area of over twenty acres, and is considered the
largest plant of its kind in the world. The resources of this factory are so enormous that
PROMPT

SETTLEMENTS

NECESSARY

Credit Men Should Remember That Present
Conditions Should Discourage the Carrying
of Long-Standing Open Accounts
In line with its advice to credit men that "the
nation is at war, and it is time to put your house
in order," the December letter of the National
Association of Credit Men points out that the
carrying of a large number of open accounts
results in an expensive waste that ought not to
be permitted under present conditions.
In the opinion of the association, prompt settlements should be expected, and asked for
where they are not made voluntarily. The merchants who are slow by habit or custom should
be pulled up and shown that they cannot expect
credit favors unless they arrange to take proper
and reasonable care of their accounts. The
merchant disposed to be a little shrewd in his
practices, taking advantage of unearned discounts, returning merchandise freely, or doing
those little tricks which add to the burdens of
Wall -Kane
Needles
60 packages without stand, $3.90; 60 packages with stand, $4;
100 packages without stand, $6.50 ;
single packages, 6V£c, any quantity.
ORDER NOW
RICHMOND NEEDLE CO., 2014 Fifth Ave., New York

office files and sectional bookcases, and the company's policy provides for maximum service to
its dealers and the public. The Globe-Wernicke
Co. has attained very pleasing success with the
Brown disc record cabinet, which is carried in
stock by progressive dealers from coast to coast.
the credit man, it is felt, should be shown without hesitation that the days for the indulgence
of these practices are past, and that, if he expects the best in treatment and prices, he must
give his best.
"This is no time," continues the letter, "for
the credit man to be flabby in his treatment of
accounts, to be a jellyfish in the hands of his
debtors. Rather he must remember that prudence, skill and fearlessness can do a world of
good in credits generally, and put his own house
in a position that will make it solid, no matter
what may happen, and give it ability to contribute its part to the national defense."
LIMIT FIFTH

AVENUE

°niy
one to
of the
features
be many
found fine
in
the new models, it is also reported by the firm.

THE ANSWER SHOULD BE "YES"
Geo. W. Pound, counsel and general manager
of the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce,
calls attention to the fact that on the second
page of the questionnaire, which registrants
under the draft are required to fill out, are these
questions:
"Is your business essential to the conduct of
the war?" to which it is urged that all men
from this industry answer "Yes."
"What is your business?" to which the answer

"Music."
should
Therebe are
many thousand men employed in
the various branches in the industry who will
be called upon to fill out the questionnaires,
and it is pointed out that the answers outlined
as above will do no harm and will perhaps set
those with whom they come in contact to thinking of the importance of the music trade.

SIGNS

Ordinances Just Passed Bar Signs of All Kinds
Which Overhang More Than One Foot
Another step toward the conservation of Fifth
avenue has been taken by the Board of Estimate
in the adoption of two ordinances regulating the
placing of signs on buildings on the avenue between Washington Square and 110th street.
The Fifth Avenue Association has been working
for these ordinances for some time. They prohibit business signs or signs of any nature being
carried out over the building line more than
one foot. Illuminated signs are not permitted
to extend at all over the building line.

REPAIRS
All Makes of Talking Machines
Repaired Promptly and Efficiently
TALKING MACHINE REPAIR
AND SALES CORPORATION
ANDREW
H. DODIN, President
176 Sixth Avenue
New York
TELEPHONE, CHELSEA 8437
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Shipments by Express so Slow That Many Dealers Use Their Own Cars — St. Louis Trade Surpassed Expectations as a Whole — Interesting News Items From the Saintly City
St. Louis, Mo., January 8. — In the main, the
talking machine business in St. Louis this year
undoubtedly surpassed expectations and expectations were for a larger business than last year,
despite conditions. The stocks of machines were
very heavy at the beginning of the holiday season and they held out well. Practically all lines
were broken as to certain styles, but there were
enough machines of every kind to supply needs
if the person insisted on a certain make and
was not exacting as to style.
Several heretofore exclusive dealers added machines to meet the holiday demand, taking on
lines that do not demand the carrying of record
stocks. In this manner the Smith-Reis Piano Co.
and the Vandervoort Music Salon added the
Brunswick and the Grand Leader Department
Store added the Sonora. These firms made liberal window displays of these types of machines
before the holiday season closed.
One unexpected condition put a number of
country dealers at a disadvantage. That was
the complete congestion of the express companies as to outgoing freight. Several dealers
located fifty miles or so from St. Louis declined
to accept the explanation of no shipments from
local wholesalers and came to town to see about
it. The machines ordered were loaded again
and taken to the station and seldom did the
dealers succeed in getting them shipped.
Manager Staffleback, of the Pathe line, turned
a new deal in this connection. He got his drivers out at 4 a. m. and loaded his shipments onto
trucks and applied at the express offices for
shipments this early in the day. As a rule, he
found the outgoing cars not loaded at that time
and his shipments were accepted, but when the
available cars were loaded, all later offers were
refused. Some dealers twenty miles from the
city sent their own trucks to obtain goods.
The Aeolian Vocalion had a very merry
Christmas, according to Manager Guttenberger,
of the talking machine department at Aeolian
Hall. Business far exceeded previous records,
it is reported, with a big call for higher priced
machines.
This recalls that every sales manager in
town
remarking
the high
cash onis sales
and theon short
term ' percentage
credits asked.of
The record made this year never has been
equaled, so say all of them.
But, strange to

say, the advertising for long terms was never
more noticeable. Several of the large dealers
published offers of terms that allow eighteen
months on machines at $100 and less and twentyfour months on machines at $200.
C. R. Salmon, of the Columbia wholesale department, isagain in possession of the Columbia sales cup for record distribution. He was
the first winner and also he is the first salesman
to win the cup the second time. He may not
realize on his ambition to win the cup enough
times to gain ownership, as on the day the cup
arrived Mr. Salmon filed his National Army
questionnaire and waived all claim for exemption. He expects to be called for service in the
spring, but is hoping in vain, he thinks, that he
ship.
will have time enough to cinch the . cup ownerRecord sales were extremely heavy this year
and the dealers have noted with great pleasure
the number of persons, even those not owning
machines, who have adopted the rule of giving
records as gifts. It is notable that a good many
of these gifts were high priced records, those
which machine owners had expressed a desire
to own, but did not feel they could afford. This
note in the sales is reported often by the Victrola dealers.
The Silverstone Music Co. is trying the effect of talking machine music on egg production, having loaned an Edison Disc machine to
a local newspaper for use in the paper's booth
at the poultry show, which is running at this
writing.
TRADE

CONDITIONS

IN VANCOUVER

Kent Piano Co. Tone Tests — Pathephone Advance in Vancouver — British Columbia Talking Machine Co. Incorporated
Vancouver, B. C, January 8. — During the early
part of the month the Kent Piano Co., Ltd., of
this city, conducted a series of tone tests at
Vancouver, Victoria, Grand Forks and Trail.
These were by Hardy Williamson, of the Edison
list of artists and well known in Ontario through
his recitals with the Edison Diamond Disc. In
Vancouver the Kent Piano Co. issued invitations
for a recital in the ballroom of the leading hotel.
W. E. Townsend, of the Hudson Bay Co.,
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was recently in Toronto and reported splendid
sales of Pathephones in Vancouver. The Hudson Bay Co. are strongly featuring the Pathephone and are putting splendid selling effort behind it, which is bound to bring good results.
Walter F. Evans, Ltd., recently devoted considerable space in the daily newspapers, comprising aseries of Victrola advertisements pertaining to construction, educational in character,
illustrated and cleverly written.
The Hudson Bay Co., since adding the Columbia line a few; months ago, through the efforts of Manager E. Gowan have created a wide
and profitable clientele for this department of
the firm's business.
The British Columbia Talking Machine Co.,
Ltd., have incorporated at Vancouver, B. C,
with a capitalization of $10,000.
Informal Friday evening recitals in the store
of Fletcher Bros., Victoria, have been found very
profitable by the house. These recitals are held
on the ground floor, where there is a large
phonograph and piano display floor, into which
the main entrance opens. Many sales are attributable to these Columbia recitals.
PRAISE

Single

Spring

Motor

STARR

PHONOGRAPH

Son of Starr Co. Retail Manager Tells of Value
of Starr Phonograph Trench Kit
Richmond, Ind., January 1.— Charles Curtis,
First Class Private, Field Hospital No. 149, Third
Division, Camp Shelby, Miss., son of E. S. Curtis, manager of the Richmond retail wareroom
of the Starr Piano Co., spent his Christmas vacation with his parents in this city. While here
he was a visitor at the Starr store and also at
the Starr Piano Co. factory. He was very much
interested in the new Starr phonograph trench
kit now being manufactured by the Starr Co.,
and said that music was one of the most enjoyable luxuries of camp life. "In the evening,
after our day of hard work, we always have
songs and the boys play on their guitars, banjos
or mandolins, and we never get tired of it,"
young Curtis said.
"The boys of the training camps will certainly
enjoy these phonograph trench kits, as they are
just the thing to furnish a good supply of fun."
Henry Gennett, president of the Starr Piano
Co., in behalf of the company, presented Private
Curtis with a complete Starr phonograph trench
outfit for his division, and also a good supply
of Gennett records.
The company officials were assured that the
gift was very much appreciated and that nothing could have pleased the men more.
NEW

Melophone

FOR

FORM

FOR EXPORTERS

War Trade Board Prepares New Form of Agreement Which Is of Interest to Manufacturers
of Musical Instruments Who Are Exporting
Washington, D. C, January 5.— The War
Trade Board has prepared a new form of agreement for shippers exporting goods to their own
branches or agencies abroad to supersede all
previous forms. In issuing the form the board
warns shippers that the mere signing thereof
does not necessarily mean that licenses will be
granted. Heretofore when the War Trade
Board granted a license to the shipper to ship
to his own branch it exercised no control over
what the branch might do with the goods on

COMPLETE

WITH

10-INCH TURNTABLE

Simple in construction, the most satisfactory and durable of all small motors.
Plays 2 ten-inch records rvith one winding.

their receipt. " The branch might sell such
goods to an enemy house.
It is therefore to make the bureau more effective and at the same time not to work hardships to reputable shippers who have branch
houses in foreign countries that the new form
has been prepared.

Three years' successful record as the best single spring motor manufactured.
PRE-WAR PRICES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES

W hy is it that the man who prepares for good
business usually finds it? Because, subconsciously he fights to live up to his own expectations.

Melophone
Talking
Machine
Co.
380 Lafayette Street, New York
29 E. Madison Street, Chicago

(.'has. H. Mutnby, 226 Broadway, Bayonne, N.
J., has secured the agency for the Sonora phonograph.
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Managers of Columbia Branches Visit New York for First Conference — The Many Interesting
Practical Talks and Visit to Factories Thoroughly Enjoyed — Banquet at Hotel McAlpin a Fitting Finale — Geo. W. Hopkins, General Sales Manager, in Charge of Arrangements
The first conference of the branch managers
of the Columbia Graphophone Co. was held in
New York the week of January 2, and was a

get better acquainted before the real work of
the conference started.
On Thursday the visitors were tendered a re-

of unusually, valuable addresses were delivered,
included in which were the following: "Executive Co-operation," H. L. Willson, vice-president and general manager; "Factory Support,"
C. A. Hanson, general works manager; "Motors,"
E. L. Tanner; "Traffic Problems," R. L. French,
traffic manager; "Tone and Tone Reproduction,"
John J. Scully; "Our New Cabinets," N. T.
Moore: "Record Stock in the Factorv." Chas.

Conference of Columbia Managers at Recital Hall in Fifth Avenue Shop
success far beyond the expectations of Geo. W.
ception at the Columbia Co.'s executive offices
Morison, superintendent record stock; "What
in the Woolworth Building, and at 11 a. m. left Our Laboratory Means to You," Geo. W. Beadle,
Hopkins, general sales manager of the company,
who was responsible for the introduction of the
for Bridgeport, Conn., to spend the day in that
consulting engineer. After luncheon the visitors attended a demonstration of the new deconference, and who handled the many incidencity and to visit the immense Columbia factories. At noontime the managers, together
tal details that made the conference of practical
signs, which was given under the supervision
with the executives of the company, and the
value and of benefit to everyone in attendance.
of John J. Scully, and the remainder of the

Banquet of Executive and Sales
The managers arrived in New York January
2. and on that evening were entertained at dinner at the City Club of New York,- where an informal pow-wow gave them an opportunity to

Organization of the Columbia Graphophone Co. at the Hotel McAlpin, January 5
department heads from the executive offices, as- afternoon was spent in a visit to the East and
sembled for luncheon at the Hotel Stratfield, West plants. On Thursday evening, the managers, executives and executive department heads
Bridgeport, Conn.
(Continued on page 114)
number
During the course of the luncheon a
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were entertained at dinner at Little Hungary.
Papers Read on Friday
On Friday morning the real work of the conference started, and the managers assembled at
the recital hall of the Columbia Co.'s Fifth Avenue Shop. With Mr. Hopkins as chairman of
the conference, and
President Whitten
as the first speaker
of the day, the
conference w a s
launched auspiciously, the following vital talks
being given : "The
S. W h i 1Fran1 e n.
Big cisVision,''
president; "Drifting," G. W. Hopkins, general sales
manager; "Reports— What They Mean to You
and to Us," O. F. Benz; "Supplements,"
Paul Hayden; "Ordering of Records," A. R.
Harris; "Dealer Service Department." H.
L. Tuers; "Team Work," F. K. Pennington,
assistant general sales manager; "Educational
Department and How it Helps You," Frederic
Goodwin, educational manager; "International
Record Department and 'E' Series Records,"
Louis E. Rosenfield, sales manager, international
record department; (Anton Heindl. manager of
this department, was confined to his home with
a serious attack of grippe); "Recording Laboratory," E. N. Burns, vice-president; "Export
Sales," E. F. Sause, manager export department;
"Artists," Theodore H. Bauer, concert and
operatic director and adviser; "Artists' Follow
Up," Lester L. Leverich; "Outstanding Points
of This Day's Conference," G. W. Hopkins;
"Period Design Grafonolas and the Fifth Avenue
Shop," H. E. Speare, manager Fifth Avenue
Shop.
Theatre Party Friday Evening
On Friday evening a theatre party at the
Hippodrome served to act as a balance to the
serious work which the managers and department heads had accomplished during the day.
Saturday's Conference Subjects
On Saturday morning the conference was resumed, and the following addresses were enthusiastically received: "Advertising Plans for
1918," "W. H. Johns, vice-president, George Batten Co.; "What This Advertising Means to
Salesmen and Dealers," R. W. Knox, advertising manager; "Co-operation Between Sales and
Advertising," G. W. Hopkins, general sales
manager; "How You Can Help the Dictaphone,"
Frank Dorian, general manager, the Dictaphone;
"Technical Work We Are Doing for You," C.
M. Goldstein, manager, research department;
"Musical Menus," A. R. Harris; "What an Audit
Mcalis to You," Marion Dorian, auditor; "Retail Merchandising," G. W. Hopkins; "Representation," F.K. Pennington; "Question Box."
Geo. W. Hopkins

A DECIDED

SUCCESS

Before adjourning, the visiting managers expressed their keen appreciation of the splendid
program of business talks which had been prepared by the sales department. Mr. Hopkins
and Mr. Pennington were congratulated upon the
careful thought and consideration which they
had bestowed upon every detail of the program,
and the managers were unanimous in stating
that the conference would enable them to greatly enhance the efficiency of their individual organizations in1918.
Banquet at the Hotel McAlpin
On Saturday evening the managers, executives,
members of the executive departments in the
W oolworth Building and the members of the
Dictaphone selling organization were the guests
of the officials of the company at a banquet
held at the Hotel McAlpin, w-hich was a most
enjoyable affair in every way. The Dictaphone
division had also held its annual conference the
week of January 2, and had succeeded in making their conference of practical value in every
respect.
At the banquet on Saturday evening N. F.
Milnor, general sales manager of the Dictaphone
division, presided as toastmaster, and filled this
important post with his customary good cheer
and ability. He prefaced his introductions of
the speakers of the evening with the remark that
all of the addresses would be informal, and that
each speaker would talk for only a few minutes.
Francis S. Whitten, president of the Columbia Co., was the first speaker of the evening, being accorded an enthusiastic reception from the
members of his organization. Mr. Whitten paid
a tribute to the men with whom he is associated,
and smilingly told the guests that they should
all feel the company was "their company," giving them some idea of the expectations of the
Columbia executives for the new year.
Mr. Whitten was followed by several members of the Columbia executive organization, all
of whom spoke pertinently and in a manner
which won the hearty enthusiasm of every Columbia man present: H. L. Willson, vice-president and general manager; Frank Dorian, general manager of the Dictaphone division; Edward N. Burns, vice-president; George W. Hopkins, general sales manager; Frank K. Pennington, assistant general sales manager; Marion
Dorian, chief auditor; C. A. Hanson, general
manager of the Columbia factories. George
Edward Smith, president of the Royal Typewriter Co., and prominent in industrial and financial circles, was another speaker at this dinner
who earned the hearty applause of the diners.
Musical Entertainment on the Program
One of the surprises of the evening was the
introduction of Lieut. Gitz-Rice, of the Canadian
Army, who had returned only a few days previous from the battle front abroad. Mr. Gitz-Rice
proved to be an entertainer of exceptional ability, and his rendition of topical patriotic songs,
as sung by the boys in the trenches, together

with his fund of timely stories, evoked encore
after encore.
The musical program at the banquet called
for the appearance of many popular Columbia
artists, whose records have achieved phenomenal
success in all parts of the country. Theodore
H. Bauer, concert and operatic director of the
Columbia Co., was in charge of the musical entertainment, and well deserved the hearty congratulations he received at the close of the
banquet.
Prince's Orchestra, which is an exclusive Columbia organization, accompanied the artists,
with Chas. A. Prince, director of the orchestra,
at the piano. Among the artists who appeared
during the course of the evening were the following: George Barrere, Henry Burr, Collins
and Harlan, Frank Croxton, Miss Amperita
Farrar, Arthur Fields, Chas. Harrison, Jose
Mardones, Theodore Morse, Van and Schenck.
Miss Genevieve Zielinska and the Peerless and
Stellar Quartets. All of these artists were
obliged to render many encores and were the
recipients of congratulations from everyone.
Prizes Awarded Dictaphone Men
One of the pleasant events of the evening was
the presentation of prizes and medals to the
members of the Dictaphone selling organization
who had made their quotas in 1917 and in previous years. N. F. Milnor officiated as the
donor of these gifts and complimented each
member of the organization upon his splendid
work in 1917, which had enabled the Dictaphone
division to close the biggest year in its history.
E. N. Price, of the Pittsburgh branch of the
Dictaphone division, who had won fifteen prizes
during the year, on behalf of the Dictaphone
Sales Club presented Frank Dorian and Mr.
Milnor with diamond studded gold fobs, as a
mark of appreciation and personal esteem.
"Columbia Convention Camouflage"
One of the features of the banquet was the
appearance of an attractive booklet entitled "Columbia Convention Camouflage." This booklet
was also prepared in the shape of a record which
was presented to everyone in attendance at the
banquet. Arthur Fields sang the record, which
was composed by Howard Johnson. This booklet, under the heading, "Columbia Medley," read
as follows:
laugh,
It costs some dough, as we all know, to buy a phonograph.
I tried to buy one just last week, and couldn't help but
The agony a man goes through selecting a machine;
They try to grab your coin so hard they make the eagle
scream.
I looked at different makes till nearly dead:
At last I met a gentleman who said:
The Columbia's a gem when in motion,
Won't you come to our offices and sec?
It's famous from ocean to ocean,
Come down and look it over, please, with me.
So I thought it over and said I'll go along,
When we hit the office, I could see I stood in strong.
Everyone I saw there had a smile upon his face,
I was introduced to everyone around the place.
There
Put thewasPepMr.in Hopkins,
Pepsin gumhe'sso the
manyfellow,
yearsdon't
ago. you know,
Try and get away from him, you'll get it in the neck;
He can sell you stuff until your bankroll is a wreck.
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Next was Mr. Hanson; he's the factory support;
When I looked him over, I could see he was a sport.
He gets all complaints, and puts them all upon the shelf;
He just says forget it, boys and then forgets himself.
There was Mr.
Tho' they call
When the day
Business is so

TALKING

Willson, tho' he's quite severe he's nice,
him the big boss, he's not without a ''Vice."
is over, he is never through his toil,
rushing that he burns the midnight oil.

Next was Mr. Hayden, and I noticed by his hair
That he was a genius who had missed the barber's chair.
In his eyes he had a look as wild as it could be,
Maybe some wild women gave it to him, don't you see.
There was Mr. Tuers, quite the nicest little thing —
These remarks are all in fun, so don't mind what I sing —
When I looked him over, there were two things that I
missed:
Flower in his buttonhole and watch upon his wrist.
I
I saw Mr. Pennington, he's bigger than an ox;
Everybody says that he's as crazy as a fox.
Tho' his hair is redder than the blush of any quince,
All the boys agreed and told me that he was a "prince."
Next was Mr. Heindl, he's a man of many tricks,
Speaks a lot of languages — I think it's thirty-six.
When I talked a bit with him, he took me by the hand,
English was the only thing he didn't understand.
Next was Mr. Benz, the man who's never known to shirk,
When I looked at him I knew he was a bear for work.
All day long he dictates, many letters he will write;
He dictates all day, but still his wife dictates at night.
Next I met a fellow, who is known as Mr. Jell,
If I didn't mention him he'd he as sore as — well
If I had my way I'd like to put him on the pan;
All that I can say is that he's just a married man.
Mr. Knox was on the job, I shook his hand with ease;
Knox was pasted in his hat, and Kno(cks) were on his
knees.
As the advertising man friend Knox was introduced,
So you see that goes to prove that ever Kno(ck's) a boost.
There was Mr. Burns, the man who picks the records out,
When it comes to picking he is there beyond a doubt.
If the records turn out good that don't increase his fame;
If they're bad, it's always Mr. Burns who gets the blame.

Next comes Mr. Sause, the man who makes the foreign
sales,
tell you many tales.
When you speak of traveling he'll not
the worst:
My advice to Mr. Sause is really
Speaking of America, why don't he see it first?
Then came Mr. Bauer. Talk of Oscar Hammerstein,
Bauer makes old Oscar look as tho' he were a shine.
What I'm going to tell you now is worse than any crime:
Harris says that Bauer has a temper all the time.

When I mention Harris, then I mean a friend of mine,
Also of each jazz band that you meet along the line.
He played me a record that he values more than pearls —
You all know the one I mean, made by the Watson girls.
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ference were the following: Westervelt Terhune, Atlanta; W. S. Parks, Baltimore; Fred E.
Mann, Boston; O. M. Kiess, Buffalo; C. F. Baer,
Chicago; A. W. Roos, Cleveland; F. R. Erisman,
Dallas; S. E. Find, Detroit; Ben L. Brown, Indianapolis; E.A. McMurtry, Kansas City; W. F.
Stidham, Los Angeles; W. L. Sprague, Minneapolis; H. M. Blakeborough, New Haven; W. F.
Standke, New Orleans; Lambert Friedl, New;;
York; A. J. Heath, Philadelphia; K. Mills, Pittsburgh; G. P. Donneliy, Portland, Me.; L. D.
Heater, Portland, Ore.; C. V. H. Jones, San
Francisco; G. H. Williams, Seattle; I. W. Reid,
St. Louis; James P. Bradt, Toronto, Ont, Canada; W. C. Fuhri, F. A. Denison, H. A. Yerkes,
R. F. Bolton and S. H. Nichols.
SITUATION

IN THE

TWIN

General Shortage of Stock Felt in That Section
— Working Hard to Catch Up on Orders —
Business Totals for Year Show Big Increase
St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., January 7. —
The talking machine business in the Twin Cities
of St. Paul and Minneapolis is chugging along
like an automobile full of gasoline. Before
Christmas the dealers, both retail and wholesale, had all they could do to supply the machines, and after the holidays they had all that
they could do to supply records. This does not
imply that no machines are, being sold. On the
contrary, the dealers still have considerable difficulty in supplying machines.
W. J. Dyer & Bro., the St. Paul jobbing house,
has not yet caught up on orders and despite the
best efforts of Mr. Dyer and George Mairs, head
of the talking machine department, they are
unable to ship certain styles of machines. Beckwith-O'Neill Co., the Victor jobbers in Minneapolis, substantially relate the same story. The
situation is somewhat less restrained than it was
two months ago, but the house is short of many
popular styles. The record demand is something tremendous, and an extra force has been
organized to fill the calls from every part of
their territory.
Likewise the Edison business was at a feverish
pace. President Laurence H. Lucker, of the
Minnesota Phonograph Co., the Edison jobber
in this territory, reports that the volume of sales
for December, 1917, equaled the grand total for

Next was Mr. Dorian, who sells the Dictaphone,
Friend of all stenographers who like to work alone.
Wives of all the business men declare that he is great;
Hubby cannot alibi, "I'm at the office late."
I saw Mr. Goodwin; he's an educated chap;
He's a "highbrow"— I could tell by looking at his "map."
I must give him credit in these simple little terms:
He's the guy that puts it over on the other firms.

The

Now my little tale's nearly all over, all over,
But there's one man who's a Rover.
We wish the battle was all over, so -he'd be here as of yore.
"Big Vision" Whitten, our president, I mean.
He's in the navy, and here he's seldom seen.
the day when it's all over
So praycomefor back
to us once more.
He'll

At the start of the banquet a silent toast was
drunk to the memory of Edward D. Easton.
former president of the company; F. K. Warburton, former vice-president, and Andrew Devine, former director.
A toast was also given in honor of Lieut. Mortimer D. Easton, a director of the company,
who is now serving his country with credit
"somewhere in France."
Those Who Were Present
Among the managers who attended the con-

the year 1913. Numerous new accounts were
opened within the territory and the entire organization isriding at high tide, as there has
been but little diminution in sales after the holiday season. There still is a shortage of goods
in the more popular styles, but the want is being supplied rapidly and normal conditions soon
will prevail.
The Columbia concern has had a remarkable
record in this territory. Manager Sprague at
present is in New York to reap the rewards of
his success, in which are included a silver cup
and many high praises. His record includes a
100 per cent, increase in December over the
best previous December in this territory, a 100
per cent, increase for the year 1917 over 1916,
and the opening of scores of new accounts. In
December alone he opened thirty-one new accounts with substantial houses in South Dakota
and introduced the Columbia machines in some
of the best stores in the Twin Cities. According to all reports, he earned the silver cup and
then some.
Minneapolis is making a new talking machine.
It is called the Munola and is financed by Minneapolis capital. It was advertised rather extensively during the holiday rush.
F. J. Pellegrini, associated with the Columbia
Co. for seven years, leaves the concern this week
to enter a new line of business in Chicago.
In general it may be stated that the talking
machine trade in the territory tributary to the
Twin Cities is in a most satisfying condition.
A holiday activity is observable in all the houses,
whether wholesale or retail, and there is every
indication that everything will be moving in good
style for weeks to come.
GEORGE

E. BRIGHTSON

A GUEST

George E. Brightson, president of the Sonora Phonograph Corp., New York, was a guest
last Wednesday evening at the dinner of the
first panel of the Sheriff's Jury, held at Delmonico's. This dinner was attended by several
hundred of the most prominent members of the
industrial, financial and legal circles of New
York City.

Bliss

Will

also of the "Dictaphone." its own;
I saw Mr. Milnor, that
has a meaning all of
Milnor is a name
buy, you'll all agree to that,
you
when
you
He can trim
But he is one (Milliner) who has never trimmed a hat.
Next was Lester Leverich, the marvel of the age,
Faster in the office than the boy they call the "page."
Ninety miles a minute is his record, so they say;
Don't know where he's going, but he knows he's on his way.
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Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Announce Decision in the Interesting Contest Inaugurated During Edison
Week — First Prize of $1,000 Won by Earle Insley — Interesting Compilation
Owing to the enormous number of entries in
the Edison Week Patchwork Advertisement
Contest conducted by Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,
Orange, N. J., from October 20 to 27, 1917, inclusive, the announcement of winners has just been
made.
The sales and advertising forces at

narrowed the advertisements down to one hundred, which selections were presented for the
final consideration of Edison officials. It was
from this hundred that the winners were selected
after many readings and re-readings by the officials charged with the responsibility of selecting
the w i n n e r s, who
emerged in the persons
of the following:

e) (^producing ^jnstnimw^- L-e-H*""
that does not betray itself" in the very presence of tbe~^
It is a wonderful thing to see and hear an instrument re-creating a human voice that is right there beside it

thoroughly Edison has made it possible to reproduce all
shades of tone' and sweetness of the human 'voice. Miss Miller TV«t3.>V»v,
standing beside one of the Phonographs, ^^sang
with her self, it being impossible to distinguish be-"}
^tween
the singer's
living voiceblended
and its Re-Crea^onjjTShe
bars and
the instrument
perfectly . with her sang
voice.a few
She ceased and the .instrument continued the air with the same
beautiful tonal quality. Had Miss Miller attempted such a

Vj/GJWr^v**" Vriv&.\tfv

Firstby prize,'
Won
Earle $1,000—
Insley,Nanuet, N. Y. This
prize-winning advertisement was made up
of words, phrases and
sentences clipped from
tone test notices appearing in twenty-eight
of the leading papers
of the country, and was
arranged in the most
effective manner to so
join the different sections as to make the
strongest kind of endorsement of the Edison product and its reproductive qualities and
of the performance of
the Edison artists.
Second prize, $500 —
Won by Edward Crede,
337 Fourth avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Third prize, $250 —
Won by Miss Jane P.
Kelly, 318 Soutli Water
street, Crawfordsville,
Ind.

in the early days of this country,
been hanged for a witchwould havein Salem,
-s^J Concert
The large audience of magc-lovers \ sat enthralled
under the spell. of the wizardry which reproduced a human
voice, thejnost delicate violin tones and the blare of a brass
band with such fidelity that.no one hear ing also the same
music at first hand, could tell which was the iczl((^^c^\^. — ^Sfcl"
instrument was a stock phonograph intended solely for the home^
Perhaps the artistic merit of Mr. Edison's • invention
can in no way so well be attested as by the fact that 600
members of the Handel and Haydn Society of Boston were

Fourth prize, $100—
Won by Miss L e t a
Worrall, 1034 West
Seventeenth street, Des
Moines, la.

"9V\w "W^-riv JJEEE)
The Winning Edison Advertisement Prepared by Earle Insley
Orange had expected to make all readings of
Fifth prize, $50 — Won by Gordon Roper Diver,
the advertisements from the preliminary to the 88a Girouard avenue, N. D. G., Montreal, Canada.
final reading, but the quantity of advertisements
Ten prizes, each $10 — Won by Mrs. Florence
was so far in excess of what had been expected
Bassett, 430 N. Beaudry avenue, Los Angeles,
that the task was beyond the capacity of even
Cal.; J. G. Bourns, 513 Washington street, Olymthe extensive organization at the Edison laborapia, Wash.; Miss Katherine Gest, 1203 Sectories. When it was realized that the force at
ond avenue, Rock Island, 111.; Harold H. Hertel,
Orange could not cope with the situation alone,
56 Loomis street, Naperville, 111.; Mrs. Ray Keeit was decided to turn over to the senior class
gan, 407 Gore boulevard, Lawton, Okla.; Alof the School of Journalism at Columbia Uniphonse Kirschner, 234 East Third street, Brookversity the preliminary readings. These readings
lyn, N. Y.; Miss Vida Laughrey, 44 North Mar-
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phonographs
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ket street, Oskaloosa, la.; Mrs. A. E. Peterman,
Theodore, Ala.; Miss Katharine Sartelle, 419
Sterling place, Madison, Wis.; Josephine A.
Sheehan, 33 Gage street, Fitchburg, Mass.
The details of the Edison Week Patchwork
Advertisement Contest were announced in fullpage advertisements in a list of national publications appearing in September. The principal
requirement of the contest was that advertisements submitted must be made up in their entirety of excerpts taken from the booklet, "What
the Critics Say," a compendium of the criticisms
of the famous Edison Tone Tests taken from
country.
approximately
1,500 newspapers throughout the
Prospective entrants were furnished an entry
blank, together with a specimen patchwork
advertisement, either by the local Edison dealer
or direct from the company at Orange.
The final decisions in the contest were made
the week preceding the Christmas week. Telegrams were sent to the winners, advising them
of the fact, so as to reach them Christmas
morning.
Professional advertisement writers and all employes of the Edison Co. or connected with the
organization in any way, or members of their
families or households, were barred from the
contest, in order to put the contest on as fair
a basis as possible.
The advertisement that won the first prize will
be reproduced in a forthcoming advertisement of
the Edison Co., which will appear in a list of
weeklies and monthlies of national circulation.
SAYS COLLECTIONS

ARE REMARKABLE

The credit manager for one of the largest
wholesale houses of its kind in the country is
authority for the statement that there is nothing in the present condition of collections that
could be taken to confirm reports heard in various quarters of poor business on the part of the
retail trade. "Taken as a whole," he said to
the New York Times, "collections were never
better in the history of this house. The way
the Southern trade is paying up is really remarkable, and high-priced cotton is the answer.
While other sections of the country can hardly
be said to be settling up as rapidly as the
South, there is absolutely no fault to find with
the way remittances are coming in generally.
December, as a rule, is not a big month for collections, and yet we can already see evidences
that the money which will come in this month
will not be a great deal less than the amount
received during November."
Most people don't turn over a new leaf until
the old one is full.
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London, England, E. C, January 3. — At this
period with this harrowing war still proceeding,
and the prospects of its end seemingly as remote
as ever, it is not so easy to offer the usual New
Year's greetings, or indulge in prognostications
regarding business for the New Year. It goes
without saying that manufacturers, factors and
dealers are determined to make the gramophone
business as live an issue during 1918 as it is
possible with conditions as they are to-day. We
enter the New Year with the peoples of the
world at death's grip — battling to-day as never
before in living history, to achieve a permanent
peace, for enemy people as much as for the people of the allies. To that sentiment — to its
early achievement — must we dedicate our
thoughts and wishes on this, the opening of the
New Year. Our New Year's wishes must be
for an early triumph over the common enemy
of mankind, at the same time registering a silent vow to act his or her best in a spirit of
determination to "carry on" until to all men are
secured those inalienable rights that are essential to civilization and to the world's progress.
To Soothe the Savage Breast
One is somehow reminded that music hath
charms to soothe the savage breast, and though
perhaps the connection is not too close, it is a
relief to switch over one's mind from the allabsorbing horror of war to the charm and consolation of good music. Its dissemination by
means of gramophone records has brought
untold comfort to thousands of sorely stricken
and nerve-wrecked people, and it is not too much
to say that this concentrated value of music is
recognized, even officially, as a national tonic
of incalculable worth. The gramophone
trade can therefore justly regard its existence
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E. C, LONDON,

WORLD
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with a certain amount of pride, and "carry on'
in the knowledge that as an industry it is in
reality less a luxury than a national necessity,
for by no other means is music so widely and
usefully distributed. As the music channel of
the masses, our trade is more justified in its
existence than is the pianoforte, organ, sheet
music, or other section. To my mind, it is too
obvious for argument, and I have the satisfaction
of knowing that in the circumstances of this
painful war, not alone at home, but in the
trenches, the first thing the soldier, sailor, or
munition worker turns to for relief and nervesoothing effect, is the glorious, the invincible,
gramophone! It is a logical sequence, then,
to find that the demand for machines and records is more insistent than ever. The instruments have to be rationed when possible, so as
to secure as wide a distribution among dealers
everywhere as is compatible with output. But
when it comes to records^ — well, output is nothing short of gigantic. Manufacturers are working at high pressure all day, and nig-ht where
labor is available. In like measure is the situation from the retail viewpoint, and altogether
this season bids fair to create a wartime sales
record!
Price of Needles Up — Reuse of Old Needles
The correspondence published in these columns the last few issues anent the subject of
utilizing waste steel needles by the simple
method of repointing them, continues to meet
with the support of the trade, and certainly has
aroused a degree of interest generally, all of
which is most encouraging. From recent inquiries and reports I am more than ever convinced that the scheme is a practical one. More
important still, and this is becoming widely rec-
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ognized, isthe absolute necessity for immediate
experiments along the lines suggested, in view
of the war demands for all available supplies
of high-grade steel. .
This fact brings to mind that the price of new
needles is steadily on the increase. From time
to time announcements are made by this or that
firm to this effect, the most recent being an
intimation from "His Master's Voice" Co. increasing the retail price of their needles to
eighteenpence per box of 200, 7/6 per thousand,
subject to the usual trade discount. This in
itself indicates, and indeed confirms more than
anything else, the need for steel economy. Let
us not try to balk this solid fact; it has to be
faced, and the sooner the better. Individually,
a few members of the trade have shown sufficient foresight to plan ahead. They are making experiments with a view to discovering the
best possible method for repointing old needles,
and in one case at least resharpened needles
are actually on sale. I am not going to say that
they are, ipso facto, as good as new, being slightly more scratchy, but I assert, after experiment,
that these needles offer good results, and excellent prospects of complete success.
To my mind, it is a sufficiently important
matter for an official trade investigation. I am
not satisfied to leave the matter to individual
effort; I want to see action taken by a committee expressly convened by the whole trade for
that purpose. The faults of one experiment
might easily be remedied by another, and this
is considerably less difficult to achieve by coordinated effort than it is by uncontrolled individual attempts to solve the problem.
The secretary of the British music trade de(Continued on page 118)
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AUSTRALIA: S. Hoffnung & Co., Ltd., Sole
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Limited, 163, Pitt Street, Sydney.
NEW ZEALAND: Gramophonium, Ltd., 118-120
Victoria Street, Wellington.
SOUTH AFRICA: Darter & Sons, Post Box 174,
Capetown; Mackay Bros., Post Box 251, Johannesburg; Mackay Bros. & McMahon, Post Box 419,
Durban ; Ivan H. Haarburger, Post Box 105,
Bloemfonteln ; Franz Moeller, Post Box 108, East
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EAST
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HOLLAND: American Import Co., 22a, Amsterd
Veerkade, The Hague.
ITALY: A. Bossl & Co., Via OreQcl 2, Milan.
EGYPT (Also for the Soudan, Greece and the
Ottoman Empire): K. Fr. Vogel, Post Box 414,
Alexandria.
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fense committee has again been approached
A Home Needle Repointing Apparatus
I am now able to offer an illustration of the
with a view to securing his co-operation and advice. By our next issue I shall hope to be in extremely clever device for resharpening used
a position to report progress in this direction,
needles, about to be marketed by the Johnson
as obviously the music trade committee is in Talking Machine Co. This attachment is easily
the best possible position to raise discussion on
fitted to any make of gramophone, and is described as follows :
the subject among its members with a view to
arranging the terms of reference upon which to
commence official investigation.
The First Resharpener of Used Needles
Meanwhile, of especial interest is the subjoined letter from L. H. Mealey, of Seacombe,
who may justly pride himself upon being the
first to take up in a practical way the question
of resharpening used needles:
"Dear Sir — I hope you will give me an opportunity of
explaining my process of sharpening gramophone needles.
During the summer months finding that it was almost impossible to obtain needles from factors, I decided to try
and sharpen used needles. My first attempt was with
• A. —rial,Wheel
of carborundum
and polished
mateis fitted composed
on the outside
with a band.
This wheel
foot power, and later I had a small electric motor in- revolves
when put in action against the turntable.
stal ed. Iobtained the correct grade of wheel for sharpenB. — Base which holds lever D. Under this base is
fitted a spring to cause pressure on the turntable of the
ing and had an automatic machine made by which it was
wheel.
possible to repoint many thousand needles per hour. All
C. — Standard to hold needle clip, fitted with swivel at
went well until I received my first order to sharpen 5,000.
top to allow tube which holds needle clip to move up and
down.
Amongst these were about twenty different sizes and
— Lever which allows wheel to engage or disengage on
theD. turntable.
shapes of needles, and I found that the automatic arrangement would take one size of needle all right, but would not
E. — Tube fitted with standard C, through which needle
take various sizes and shapes. I then had to resort to holder fits.
F.
— Needle holder, which pushes through tube E. This
hand tools, and although this process was slow at first, I holder
clips needle and is held in position in tube E by
found that a little practice was all to the good. I am
rings 1— 1. The needle holder can be made for various
now able to turn out a very good number of needles per ways of holding needle.
G. — Tension spring. This can be made to fit any posihour. I had window bills printed, and also packets for
tion, so that it will cause the needle to bear with pressure
packing needles. One window bill which I exhibited
on the sharpening wheel.
H. — Screw which holds wheel on to rod D. 1 — 1. Rings
brought in 100 needles in the first fortnight, but we are
which are fixed to keep needle holder in position.
collecting now from shop customers alone on an average
S.000- needles a week. On July 29 I wrote to Johnson
"Everybody who has seen this device," writes
Talking Machine Co., Ltd., Liverpool. They were de- Mr. Johnson, "prophesies a big sale for it, but
lighted with the idea of resharpening needles, and I unfortunately it is almost as difficult to get labor
have sharpened several thousands for them since. I supand material to make the apparatus as it is for
plied posters to two other Liverpool factors and several
dealers who made good use of them, and I also wrote to us to buy needles. But I hope, if I have any
luck, within the next month to have some of
J. E. Hough, Ltd., as well as to the Columbia Graphophone
Co., Ltd.
them ready for the market."
"I find there is no difficulty in collecting needles and
The Hertford Record Co. Makes Its Debut
none in sharpening, and I think if factors and dealers will
Though
within the knowledge of, so to say,
only wake up to the fact that there is almost a famine in
needles, and start collecting used needles, they will find
the inner circle of the trade for the last few
that the present shortage can be got over.
months, it will be news to many that the Lon"Personally I have not bought any new needles for
don and Hertford businesses of the Carl Lindthree months, and I have sold quite a few thousand to
strom
and Fonotipia Cos. have been bought out
factors and dealers. Yours faithfully
L. H. Mealey."
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of Trade and His Majesty's Treasury. We hereby give you notice that all prices and conditions
of sale relating to the orders that are in hand
at the works will be withdrawn as and from
Monday, November 19, and that all orders executed as and from that date will be the subject of an increased price concerning which we
will write you early next week, giving you the
new prices and the new conditions of sale.
"While we have had the responsibility in connection with these works so far as the purchase
is concerned as and from the day the deposit
was paid on May 12 last, we have not been able
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The new company is thoroughly all British
throughout its personnel and capital. The subjoined letter issued to the trade this month is
in itself sufficiently explanatory, and we cannot
do better than quote it at length. It is issued
by the Hertford Record Co., Ltd., from their
London gffice, 62 Oxford street, West 1, and
reads as follows: "We beg to inform you that
we have now completed the purchase from the
controller appointed by the Board of Trade
under the Trading With the Enemy Amendment
Act, 1916, of the business heretofore carried on
under the names of Carl Lindstrom (London).
Ltd., Fonotipia, Ltd., and others, and that this
company is now in possession of the works,
premises and stock alike at Hertford and at
City road, E. C. We shall continue the chief
business of manufacturing records as heretofore,
but everything will be under the sole and direct
personal control of the directors of this newlyformed British company, which has been registered with the express sanction of the Board
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by a new concern styling itself the Hertford
Record Co., Ltd., of which Sir George Croydon
Marks, M.P., is chairman, and H. M. Lemoine,
one of the first directors.
This sale at last finally disposes of the sole
remaining enemy tainted concern, though in saying this we take the opportunity of recognizing
the proper conduct consistently displayed
throughout a trying period by its then British
directors.
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to take over the control until now. We, therefore, take this opportunity of thanking you for
the consideration that you have given to the
controller, the staff, and all those concerned
with the manufacture and supply of the goods
in connection" with the orders that you have
favored the controller with during the extremely
difficult period that is now closing, and we look
forward to the continuance of the friendly relations with perhaps a closer connection than has
heretofore been possible, as we are desirous of
serving you in the future to the fullest extent
in our power. The chairman of this company
is Sir George Croydon Marks, M.P., well known
for many years as chairman of the National
Phonograph Co., Ltd., and of other companies
in which T. A. Edison was interested, while
H. M. Lemoine, formerly assistant manager of
the National Phonograph Co., Ltd., and latterly
manager of Associated Copyrights, Ltd., will be
actively and personally concerned as a director
of the company. The whole of the existing
members of the staff and others engaged at the
Hertford Works, also the recording experts, are
being retained by this company. Yours faithfully, Geo. Croydon Marks, chairman."
It only remains to record our welcome to the
new company, and this we do right heartily,
feeling assured that with such men at the helm
as Sir Geo. Croydon Marks and H. M. Lemoine,
its future commercial progress will be crowned
with complete success. Apart from its experienced personnel, the company possesses a very
fine up-to-date factory at Hertford, admirably
planned and' equipped for handling a large output of quality records expeditiously. It will
be interesting to know under what name the
records will be christened, as presumably new
names will be adopted, and, as stated in the company's letter to the trade, whether or not the
price increase foreshadowed will be in conformity with the alterations recently made by the
leading record manufacturers, i. e., from 1/6
to 2/—.
Opening of Pathe Freres' English Factory
As announced in these columns several
months back, the great French house of Pathe
had planned to open up on British soil a suitable record and machine factory for the purpose
of insuring complete and prompt deliveries of
their goods to the British trade. In pre-war
days most of the Pathe goods were made in the
great Paris factory. Difficulties of manufacture
and transport were then unknown, but since the
outbreak of war great and increasing trouble in
this respect has-been experienced. I need not
elaborate the reasons; they are all too obvious. It
is sufficient to say that matters had reached such
a pass during the last few months as to render
the establishment of an output independent of
Paris vitally necessary. Hence, with characteristic common sense, plans were prepared to the
desired end. This in itself was a task of no
mean magnitude, bearing in mind the official
mobilization of industries, labor, idle factories,
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machinery, etc., all over the country. Nothing
daunted, the company's British manager, A. E.
Beckett, set about his task. District after district was scoured, most to no purpose from the
results viewpoint, until at last his persistence
and energy were rewarded by the discovery of a
likely place at West Drayton, Middlesex, a few

Soundboxes

IF you are after a genuine offer of
soundboxes, you'll do well to
communicate with us immediately.
We have tens of thousands of perfect
soundboxes, fitted with the best

miles from the great "His Master's Voice" factories. Having come to terms with the powers
that be, Mr. Beckett was next met with the difficulty of putting into effect the necessary alterations and improvements to the existing buildings. Resources were none too easily available
for the purpose; labor and material were scarce;

quality mica. Confidently recommended for cheaper machines, absolutely reliable and give excellent
reproduction. Price to clear

time was pressing. All things came to "them
as wait," and it may be added, to ' them as are
determined." And so, in due. time the factory
was ready for its new occupants.
Here then, at West Drayton, is established
for the first time in the history of our trade,
the foundation of a large and progressive French
enterprise, which, it may be confidently predicted, is but the forerunner of a great expansion, to take effect as and when circumstances

$50 per gross, F. O. B. London.
Orders for less than gross lots not accepted

permit.
With these new facilities of quick output at
their disposal Pathe are on the high road to
remove the handicap under which they operated
commercially in the past, in relation to the
prompt marketing of current music.
The situation of the factory for water power,'
rail and road transport, could not be better, as
every such facility exists in close proximity
thereto. An up-to-date record-pressing plant
has been installed, and suitable arrangements
made for machine, sound box and other assembling shops. The present buildings occupy but
a portion of the land available for new shops.
This land will eventually be covered, as circumstances not unconnected with wartime exigencies
permit, with new buildings, record and cabinet
plant, etc. It only remains to heartily congratulate the Pathe people upon their excellent start
this side of the channel.

Write for new illustrated
Complete Catalogue

First Records by Granados, the "Sussex" Victim
Invested with a special interest, therefore, are
the records of Granados' Spanish dances, which
have been recorded specially by Sir Henry J.
Wood and his orchestra for Columbia, the first
two of which are announced this month. These
are the "Villanesca" (or Rustic Dance) and the
"Andantino quasi Allegretto." It was on his
return voyage from New York, in 1916, where
he had scored a huge success with these dances,
that the gifted composer fell a victim to German
"Kultur" in the ill-fated "Sussex."
The Gramophone Trade Roll of Honor
Apropos the suggestion made in our last issue,
anent the above I have received from the Columbia Graphophone Co. the following list of gallant gentlemen, formerly members of the Columbia Wandsworth factory staff, who have
given their lives in the service of their king and
country: Tom Woods, Sixteenth Middlesex; R.
Nye, London Rifle Brigade; B. Robertson, W.

GUARDSMAN
REGISTERED

10

inch

Wire "Knolaslepe, London".
W.H. Reynolds (1915) Ltd.
45, City Road, London, E. C.

E. Anderson, Buffs; Sidney Plumbridge. Rifle
Brigade; James Maloney, W. Yates, Oxford and
Bucks Light Infantry; F. Doughty, Alfred Goodman, E. Surrey Regiment; Arthur Goodman,
East Surrey Regiment; A. Gillman, - Welsh
Fusiliers, and T. Green.
Popularity of "Guardsman" Records
The Invicta Record Co. has just issued a most
attractive supplement; it is full of good things,
so
tion.good that it seems invidious to make a selecI was not surprised to hear that, despite almost overwhelming difficulties incidental to the
critical time in which we now live and that business men have to face in every direction,
the export trade of this enterprising company
steadily increases. The extraordinary foresight
with which they appear to be gifted enables
them to anticipate the popular demand in a way
that can only be described as telepathic. We
strongly advise our readers to get into touch
with the Invicta Record Co., Ltd., by sending
immediately a request for their complete catalog and latest supplements.
The Man of Many Parts
Such is the slogan adopted by W. H. Reynolds, Ltd., of City road, London. Its immediate success has inspired competitors to imitation, the best possible compliment. What it
means is that Reynolds' stock of machine parts
and accessories, if not as multifarious as in prewar days, is nevertheless still amazingly big,
circumstances considered. Practically every line
is cataloged, and a copy of this diverse and useful price-list may be obtained by any bona fide
trades upon written application to the firm.
(Continued on page 120)
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including, "Marching Through Georgia" — "Dixie" — "Arkansas Traveller" — "Red, White
and Blue" — "Star Spangled Banner," etc., etc., Recorded by Full Regimental Band of
H. M. SCOTS GUARDS.
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In addition to this side of the business, Messrs.
Grand Opera in English
A
new
artistic
and sales field of endeavor has
Reynolds factor high-class disc records, and
carry their own lines of machines, of which their
been opened up by the enterprise of His Master's Voice Co. During the last few years grand
special at the moment is the "Bijouphone," a
compact portable model which wants a lot of opera in English has become increasingly popular, and will be all the more appreciated by the
beating. It is of remarkably sweet tone quality, is equipped with reliable motor and fittings,
music-loving public now that this company has
embarked upon the issue of a large number of
and has compartment room for about twelve
records carrying the best songs from most of
records. A really wonderful instrument, is the
general verdict!
the popular operas sung in English by the leadUnmusical Warfare
ing British operatic artists. The first list was
Apropos the occasional complaints ventilated
issued in August, with additions during the succeeding months. The result from a sales point
in the press by suburban sufferers anent the
of view is eminently satisfactory, for, with sucabuse of gramophone playing, usually by a near
ceeding monthly issues, the November returns
neighbor, a highly amusing article recently appeared in the London Star newspaper, as a have shown a sales advance of well over 1,000
per cent, compared to the August figures. Of
comment upon an advertisement in the Times.
course, the Gramophone Co. know how to do
The article in question bears the startling capthings in the way of smart advertising, but withtion: "Advertiser who is arming for record reout depreciation of this expenditure, the enorprisals," and proceeds: "If you have one of
mous sales advance indicates of itself that there
those great three horse-power gramophones that
exists a rich and wide field for commercial culyour neighbors are tired of, here is a chance
tivation. Dealers have been quick to recognize
to dispose of it. An anguished advertiser in the
this by stocking up on these records to the fulTimes is looking for a loud (second-hand)
lest possible extent.
gramophone wanted for reprisals. No delicateMore Records Increased in Price
toned drawing-room instruments need appl}\
As
foreshadowed
in this department, other
What the advertiser wants is a brazen-lunged,
record
manufacturers
have followed the pricebellowing contraption, a six-cylinder machine
increase example set by the leading companies.
with a funnel like a tunnel, and an effective
The further price changes in question apply to
range of about two miles. The sort of thing
that Hammersmith people buy to amuse the "The Popular" series of records, which are now
folk of Kew. There ought to be brave doings
up to 1/8, the "Clarion" disc, now 2/ — , the
when that gramophone comes home. Shortly
"Clarion" cylinder record — to 1/4, the "Cameo"
after dawn this morning the enemy opened fire record — to 1/3, and the "Bull-dog" record to 1/8.
With the exception of the "Clarion" ten-inch
with their ten-inch records, 'Ipecacuanha,'
double disc, the price increases are very small,
'They're W earing Them Higher in Hawaii,' and
but it is sufficient to confirm that which I have
'Hicky-Wicky-Yaka-Hoola.' Our twelve-inch
all along maintained — the absolute necessity for
batteries replied, and put in some effective forhigher charges in view of the rapid advance
tissimo work with 'The Cellar Door by Moonof
all manufacturing, carriage, labor and other
light,' "Drinking,' and the 'Soldiers' Chorus.'
costs.
Reinforcements in the shape of a dust-bin lid
Some H. M. V. Statistics
obligato were brought into action, and by breakfast time the enemy batteries were silenced, and
The latest issue of "The Voice" to hand contains many interesting tips, of value to all dealers,
the man next door was heard to go out for more
oil and records. Except for a few bricks and a apart from other pithy items pertinent to "His
summons the rest of the neighborhood has so
Master's Voice" service. Of the latter, subjoined
are a few instances. A little lubricating oil goes
far preserved its neutrality.
a long way, and yet the company use in their
"It would be interesting to know in what
factory no less than twelve thousand gallons per
suburb this harmonious warfare is being waged.
House property ought to be cheap there in a year, in addition to two hundred thousand gallons of cutting and cooling solution for autotwo."
day orThos.
matic machines!
Edens Osborne Keeps It Up!
To give some idea of the extent of the H. M.
War or no war, the value of advertising does
V. works it may be mentioned that the length
not diminish. Politically, there are many adof leather belting used to drive the machinery
verse elements to good business existent in Ireland to-day. but the natives, whatever their
— if put end to end, would measure close upon
fifteen miles.
political outlook may be, never fail of their
The machine factory is a building of six
homage to good music. Hence, our Belfast
floors, having a total floor area of 140.000 square
friend, Mr. Osborne, keeps up his interesting
editorial advertisements in the local press to
feet. This is stated to be only about onegood advantage. Business. I learn, is excellent,
quarter of the ultimate buildings it is expected
the demand being almost beyond the limits of will be erected at some future date. The winsupply. This is as it should be. Nevertheless,
dow area of this builidng is as much as 42,000
a meed of praise is due to Mr. Osborne for his
square feet, so that it is obvious the maximum
of natural light is secured.
consistent methods in the face of not altogether
favorable conditions.
Another little item tells us of the arreat in-
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Horn, Hornless & Portable Disc Machines
REX GRAMOPHONE CO. 2 Elizabeth Place
Rivington Street, LONDON, E.C. 2
Cable Address "Lyrecodisc, London" Enquiries Solicited
terest the war staff takes in doing its little bit
towards the provision of solace for the troops.
The collection box is sent round weekly, and
so well is it supported that since June, 1915, a
grand total of 750,000 cigarettes and 360 pounds
of
ice. tobacco has been sent to men on active servLauder's £1,000,000 Scheme for Disabled Soldiers
"If it comes to pass that after the war disabled
soldiers are found selling matches or bootlaces
at street corners, then I wish to God that my
son had not laid down his life for his country."
Such were the moving words addressed by Harry
Lauder to a great audience at the St. Andrew's
Hall, Glasgow, in his appeal for £1,000.000 to
be devoted to keeping in comfort disabled
Scottish soldiers and sailors. To aid this scheme
the Gramophone Co. have published a record by
Mr. Lauder, one side of which carries his appeal for help, and the other his famous song,
"Shoulder to Shoulder," A proportion of the
profits from the sale of this record will benefit
the fund, and this generous action on the part
of the company will doubtless infuse all dealers
with the desire to support the fund by putting
forward their best efforts in the sale of the
record. In addition to this dealers might well
co-operate in assisting Harry Lauder to collect
as large a sum as possible, not only to swell
the gramophone trade contribution, but to secure the required total as speedily as possible.
We have no doubt that the Gramophone Co.,
Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex, would willingly acknowledge on behalf of the organizer any- contributions their dealers and other members of
the trade might feel disposed to make.
New Record Issues of the Winner Co.
A champion list of records is that issued recently by the Winner Co. The titles itemized
make a wide appeal by reason of their diversity.
They are entirely in keeping with the high character of the previous list which includes records of Captain Bruce Bainsfather's successful musical production, "The Better 'Ole." of
which are recorded Selections I and II, introducing most of the local hits of the piece. It
is a record of "some" merit, the recording and
rendition thereof by the Royal Court Orchestra being of extreme qualit3'. This same orchestra is also responsible for some diverting
selections from the two popular revues.
The handsome fifty-page catalog, No. 91. introduced by the company last month includes
all records issued up to and including last October, and should be in the hands of every member of the trade.
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THE

WORLD'S
ADVERTISING
Any member ofCLASSIFIED
the trade may forward
to this office
a "Situation" advertisement intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure,
and it will be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will be at the
rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the
cost of same will be 25c. per line.
WOULD you pay not less than $7,000 yearly?
I am a sales creator! Do you want a high-class
sales manager as well as a thorough advertising manager? Do you want a man who will
increase your business; who will create a large
number of new customers — and originate selling
ideas — and keep those customers everlastingly
plugging for your product? In other words,
are you willing to pay not less than $7,000 yearly (or $5,000 yearly and interest in business)
at the start to the man who will walk into your
office, sit down at his desk, and do business
"right off the reel?" Will you pay for brains,
ability and experience? But last and best of
all, do you want a man who will bring the business to your office with letters, reading like this:
"Gentlemen: find enclosed, check and order, etc.,
etc." Cash with order business direct from
dealers? I am the man who can put this over,
provided you have honest goods, goods that will
stand up to every honest statement I make in
my correspondence. You must have a highclass product, I don't care whether it be phonographs (or other line of merchandise), I will
make good. Twenty-seven years of successful
salesmanship through the mails, advertising and
with a sales force is worth to any high-grade
concern not less than $7,000 yearly. If my "ad"
interests you let's get acquainted. Address me
"Box 484," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED— A thorough experienced Edison jobbers' traveler and also manager
with all the constructive dynamic attributes of
character, a live wire and hustler. Can hold
and build up trade, enthusiastic and convincing.
Highest references from headquarters. Address
"Box 485," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York.
RECORD EXPERT with fifteen years' experience wants position as RECORDING— LABORATORY—or MANUFACTURING man.
References. Please write "O. H. W. 15," care
The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
New York.
SITUATION WANTED— Middle-aged man
with fifteen years' experience in phonograph
construction, would like to become associated
with honorable concern desiring to build or
building talking machines. I have several valuable inventions to offer along with my knowledge of the art for the right concern. Address
"Box 486," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York.
MANAGER OF VICTROLA DEPARTMENT— Doing one hundred thousand dollars,
desires a change January 1 or thereabouts. The
vicinity of New York City preferred. Age 27,
salary $3,000. Further particulars by letter.
Address "Box 479," care The Talking Machine
World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
WANTED— A small outfit for recording
lateral ten-inch records with a complete outfit
for manufacturing records. Address, with full
details, "Box R. M.," care The Talking Machine
World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED by expert mechanic with thorough knowledge of motors, assembling, cabinets and inspection of finished production. Competent to take full
charge.
care The Talking Machine
World, 373Address
Fourth "Box
Ave., 487,"
New York.
SALESMAN — Calling oh talking machine and piano
dealers, to handle a profitable side-line that may be developed. Territory open. Proposition one that most dealers will not refuse. Steady return on repeat business.
Address
"Box
488," York.
care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New
WANTED — Experienced salesmen in the talking machine
and piano trade (having a slight knowledge of wood finishing will be an asset), to sell a meritorious article as a
side line. Write for particulars at- once, as territory is
going rapidly. Our offer to the trade gets the business
for the salesman. Address Master Mfg. Co., Box 96,
Camden, N. J.
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FOR SALE
A talking machine business in a city of over 300,000, established over ten years, doing over $50,000
per year, will sell stock, fixtures, lease and Victrola
contract. Will take from $15,000 to $20,000 to
swing. A golden opportunity. Reason for selling,
owner has made enough to retire. Address Golden
Opportunity, care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York.
FOR
SALE
Long established furniture factory, well and favorably known and successful — factory well equipped —
150,000 square feet floor space — has had considerable
experience in making high grade cabinets — labor conditions good, no unions or labor troubles — cheap
labor — good reasons for selling. Correspondence
confidential.
Address 373
"Phonograph,"
Talking Machine World,
Fourth Ave.,care
NewTheYork.
SPOT CASH PAID— WANTED
Any amount of records in all languages,
Talking Machines, Horn or Hornless,
also parts of all makes. Address Phonograph and Record Exchange, 2104 Third
Ave., New York. Telephone 7848 Harlem.

STEEL
NEEDLES
FULL TONE MADE OF THE BEST CARBON STEEL WIRE
100 in elegant envelopes,

- - - «P«»«W
needles,SPRINGS
Per 1000 MAIN
Columbia Size, 1" x 0.28 x 11' long, - - Each, $0.60
" %"x 0.23x10'
" - - "
0.35
" X"*0-22x sy2* " . . " o.24
Mica diaphragms for Columbia soundboxes, Each, $0.30
" Victor "
" 0.15
" all standard
"
" 0.20
FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO.
1491 DeKalb Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.

FOR

SALE

Four-minute indestructible records, all
new clean stock 10 cents each in 100 lots.
Denninger Cycle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

STEEL
NEEDLES
Loud tone. 200 in envelope. A few million to
close out at $5.25 per million or 55c per thousand,
in hundred-thousand lots. Bargains in motors,
tone arms, parts, and complete machines.
FULTON TALKING MACHINE CO.
640 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

FOR
SALE
A phonograph and photograph business doing over
$30,000 per
annum.
Will sell
at once.
—
Account
of other
business.
Location
in NewReasons
Jersey,
45 minutes from Broadway. Address R. U. Wideawake, care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York.

TRAVELERS visiting talking machine trade can make
$50.00 per week easily, selling our sensational novelty for
talking machines as a sideline. Pocket samples. Excellent
proposition. Only first class men need apply. State parand district you cover. Address Uniset Repro111. ducer Co.,ticulars,Wabash
avenue and Jackson boulevard, Chicago,

DIAPHRAGMS
Made from chemically treated fibre. Better than
mica and cost one-half. Will stand immersion in
water. Have wonderful musical qualities. Made
in all sizes, flat and convex. Prompt deliveries in
any quantity.KAROLA LABORATORY,
Bloomfield, N. J.

POSITION WANTED — Would like to work in phonograph store or anywhere else in phonograph line. Address
"Box
489," York.
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave., New
SITUATION WANTED— Experienced Edison salesman
and manager open to offer. Hold similar position now.
Age
33, World,
married.373Address
"Box New
490," York.
care The Talking
Machine
Fourth Ave.,
WANTED — By a New York
man to develop a phonograph
by letter
state experience
dress M. only,
Weingarten,
286 Fifth

manufacturer, an expert
motor. Answer in detail
and
AdAve.,salary
New expected.
York.

SITUATION WANTED— Superintendent at present employed, thoroughly familiar with every angle of the phonograph business, desires to make a change. Address "Box
491,"
care
New York. The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
SITLTATION WANTED— By high grade finishing foreman.chines.HaveWill had
several
talking
be open
for years'
positionexperience
February on
first.
Want ma-to
connect up with a good, live, growing concern, one that
would appreciate first class finishing, production and efficiin every
respect.
of cases,
men - inthefinishing
room, encythe
output
whetherState
tableamount
or floor
salary
you
would
pay
for
an
Al
man.
Address
"J.
D.,"
306
East South Grand Ave., Springfield, 111.
SITUATION— Mechanical engineer thoroughly understanding the manufacturing of phonograph parts, complete
machine assembling or machine work, is open for a position
as superintendent or production manager. Highest credentials as to World,
ability.373Address
ing Machine
Fourth "Box
Ave., 473,"
New care
York.The TalkENERGETIC— Young man with clerical, order and
executive experience, familiar with the phonograph record
line,
desires position in any part of the country. Address
Ohio.
Philip
Greenberg, 2325 East Sixty-third St., Cleveland,
WANTED — Capable, experienced, reliable person to take
charge of disc manufacturing department. Address "Box
480,"
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
New York.
WANTED — An experienced salesman for outside work
on Edison phonographs and records. Position of manager
is open for the right party. Please give, references and
stateingsalary
Machine required.
World, 373Address
Fourth "Box
Ave., 481,"
New care
York.The TalkSITUATION WANTED — If it were possible to secure a
sales manager who has sold over $21,000 worth of phonoin one him?
year, Have
to manage
your department,graphs,
would personally,
you consider
good position
now.
Will explain reasons for wanting to make a change. Will
furnish signed statement of business done. Strictly conAddress "Box
care The
World, 373fidential.
Fourth
Ave., 472,"
New York
City. Talking Machine

MAGNET

WANTED — %An expert talking machine assembler by a
manufacturer in New York City. Permanent position for
a man who thoroughly understands the assembling of popular pricedWorld,
machines.
Address Ave.,
"Expert,"
care The Talking
Machine
373 Fourth
New York.
WANTED — A superintendent for a talking machine
plant who is a capable executive and who can organize an
efficient working class. We want a progressive and thoroughly efficient man who can take complete charge of the
plant, which is one of the most complete in the country.
Give full details as to past experience, training, etc. All
repliesTalking
held strictly
"Box New
476," York.
care
The
Machineconfidential.
World, 373 Address
Fourth Ave.,
WANTED — Experienced talking machine salesmen who
are familiar with the wholesale trade, and who are capable
of handling a first class line of machines and records.
There is an excellent opportunity for the right men, with
unlimited earning possibilities.^ Give full particulars_ in
first letter. This is a proposition that will place the right
men with one of the best equipped manufacturers in the
trade.
Address
World, 373
Fourth"Box
Ave.,477."
New care
York.The Talking Machine
WANTED — By a New York distributor an assistant reSalary
to start
$14. World,
Address373"Repairs,"
Box
478, pair
careman.The
Talking
Machine
Fourth Ave.,
New York.
SITUATION WANTED— Experienced Edison manager
and -salesman open to offer January 10. Hold similar position now. Broader
wanted.
Address Ave.,
"Box New
482,"York.
care
The Talking
Machinefield
World,
373 Fourth
SITUATION WANTED— After first of year by experienced Grafonola salesman. Texas or California territory. Warrant department will positively get results. Address H. Burdge, 4207 Oak, Kansas City, Mo.
• POSITION
WANTED—
two' experts
manufacture
of
disc records.
ThoroughlyBy familiar
with in
latest
and best
method of recording, electrotyping, pressing and equipments.Fourth
Address "Box
World, 373
Ave.,378,"
New care
York. The Talking Machine
WANTED — First-class finishing-room foreman for highgrade cabinet work; also several cabinetmakers. Address
"Cabinetmaker," care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED— Experienced talking machine repair man desires position. Chicago preferred. Address
"N. O. 2," care The Talking Machine World, 209 South
State St., Chicago, 111.
WANTED — By an established New York manufacturer,
an experienced salesman to visit the dealers. Excellent
proposition for the right man and a side-line arrangement
will
also Machine
be considered.
"Opportunity,"
care The
Talking
World, Address
373 Fourth
Ave., New York.
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WORLD
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The Frank G. Robins Co., Columbia Representatives in Havana, Cuba, Now Carrying Complete
Line of Grafonolas on Display in the Lobby of the National Theatre of Cuba
The Columbia Graphophone Co., New York,
was recently advised by its representatives in
Havana, Cuba, the Frank G. Robins Co., that
they had leased the lobby of the National Theatre of Cuba, and in that famous and magnificent
opera house would carry a complete line of

ments to be found in any part of the world.
For a number of years past the Frank G.
Robins Co. has handled the products of the Columbia Co. as exclusive representatives in that
country, and it has built up a business which
has reached phenomenal sales totals. The«line

January 15, 1918

ilege to occupy this valuable space was keenly
contested for by the leading merchandising
houses in Havana, the Frank G. Robins Co.
emerged successful, and now occupies the entire lobby with its Grafonola display.
In addition to this artistic display the Columbia line will also be shown in Havana in the
new ten-story building now being erected by
the Frank G. Robins Co. for their exclusive use
on Obispo and Havana streets. This building,
with the exception of the edifice occupied by
the National Bank of Cuba, will be the finest
commercial building in Havana.
The illustrations of the Columbia display pre-

views of the Columbia Grafonola Display in the Lobby of the National Theatre of Cuba, in Havana
sented by the Frank G. Robins Co. as shown
Columbia product. The significance of this lo- has been displayed at retail in a store on San
cation may be gleaned from the illustrations
Rafael street, the principal business street in herewith, following closely on the recent opening of the magnificent Columbia Shop in New
Havana, but the sales of Columbia product grew
herewith, for the space occupied by the Frank
York, indicate that the artistic possibilities of
so rapidly that the company was obliged to look
G. Robins Co. in the lobb3r of the National
Theatre of Cuba constitutes one of the finest
the Columbia line are now being recognized the
for new quarters. It finally secured them in the
world over.
National Theatre's lobby, and although the preand most artistic', talking machine establishAMERICAN

GRAPHOPHONE

CO. PLANS

Reorganization of Concern Under Way — New
Title to Be Columbia Graphophone Mfg. Co.
— Exchange of Stock to Be Made
Arrangements have been made by the American Graphophone Co. for a plan of reorganization and exchange of stock, and a circular signed
by President Francis H. Whitten, outlining the
details of the plan, has just been mailed to the
stockholders. It involves the incorporation of
a new company, the Columbia Graphophone
Manufacturing Co. of Delaware, to succeed the
present American Graphophone Co. of West
Virginia, and stockholders are asked to exchange
their present holdings for shares in the new
company. The present company has outstanding $2,500,000 non-cumulative preferred and
$7,500,000 common stock, both of $100 par value.
The new company is to have $15,000,000 7 per
cent, cumulative preferred, of $100 par, and
150,000 shares of common stock without par
value. This capitalization is considered sufficient to meet the financial needs of the business
for some years.
Stockholders are offered four options under
which -they may exchange their holdings, the
options expiring on May 1 next, with the provision that President Francis S. Whitten may
terminate it any time between February 1 and
May 1, 1918.
Do You Collect Your Accounts?
FOR some time past we have been using
a follow up system of collecting both
our installment and open accounts
that has brought us wonderful results. 90%
of the work done right in your office. Saves
attorneys' fees and keeps the good will and
patronage of your customer.
The complete layout, simply explained,
sent for $5.00. Cash with order. We refer
you to any Victor, Edison or Columbia
Jobber in our section as to our reliability.
HYATT TALKING MACHINE CO., Portland, Oregon

The holder of 100 shares of preferred can exchange his stock for 100 shares of preferred
and 25 shares of common of the new company;
or he can exchange it for 110 shares of new
common. If the holder wishes to divide his
option he can get 50 shares of new preferred
for 50 old preferred and 67j^ shares of new
common for the other 50 shares of preferred.
The holder of 100 shares of common stock
can take 100 shares of new preferred and 20
shares of new common, or he can take 105
shares of new common in exchange. If he desires to divide his option he can use 50 shares
for a like amount of new preferred and the
other 50 shares can be exchanged for 62^ shares,
of new common.
There will be considerable of the capitalization of the new company remaining after the
exchange is- completed and this stock will be
kept for future needs. The change of the name
from the American Graphophone Co. to the Columbia Graphophone Manufacturing Co. is for
the purpose of associating the name of the company with the name of its product — the Columbia
Graphophone.
It is asserted that the business increased considerably this year and sales for the eleven
months, both in America and Europe, were between 25 and 30 per cent, ahead of the same
period of 1916. Each month's sales last year
showed an appreciable increase over the same
month of 1916.
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NEW

H0FFAY

CATALOG

ISSUED

Volume Intended, Primarily, to Prove Source
of Information for Dealers and Salesmen —
Features of Hoffay Instruments Described
The Hoffay Talking Machine Co., Inc., recently issued a new catalog which is intended,
among other things, to be a source of information to the dealers and salesmen of Hoffay instruments. All the patented features of the
Hoffay talking machine are described minutely
and are accompanied by illustrations showing
the parts from several angles. The Hoffay
"Airtight" sound box and the "Resurrectone"
diaphragm are shown to particularly good advantage, and the qualities of these parts are
minutely described. The several models of the
Hoffay machines are shown and the new retail
prices accompany the illustrations. The book
is artistic from every standpoint.
CHANGE

NAME

OF BRANCH

The Columbia Graphophone Co., New York,
announced recently that the name of its Philadelphia branch had been changed from the
Pennsylvania Talking Machine Co. to the Columbia Graphophone Co. This branch, which
handles the Columbia products exclusively at
wholesale, is under the management of A. J.
Heath, and is one of the branches in the territory of W. C. Fuhri, district manager.
RECORD

DELIVERY

ENVELOPES

START THE NEW YEAR
WITH A GOOD SUPPLY
by Placing Your Order Now
Samples and Prices Furnished Cheerfully
Write Today
LEWIS

Get the Best Always
C. FRANK

654 Book Building

DETROIT, MICH.
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Washington, D. C, January 8.— Phonograph.—
Edward Rogers, Rosedale, N. Y., assignor of
one-half -to William A. Courtland, Brooklyn, N.
Y. Patent No. 1,243,980.
This invention relates to phonographs and has
for its primary object to provide an improved
construction, combination and arrangement of
parts in an instrument of this character whereby
a plurality of disc records can be played thereon in succession without the intervention of an
operator. One of the objects of the present
invention is to 'provide improved means which
will automatically remove a record from the
turntable of the phonograph as soon as such
record has been completed and replace it with
the next record in order. A subsidiary object
of the invention is to provide record holders of
improved construction which are adapted to automatically start the reproducing needle at the
beginning of the records and control the removal
of said records from the turntable.
Figure 1 is a plan view of a phonograph constructed in accordance with the principles of
the invention; Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the
same; Fig. 3 is a side elevation at right angles
to Fig. 2, parts being removed and parts shown
in section; Fig. 4 is a sectional view of one of
the record holders; Fig. 5 is a detail section on
the line V — V, Fig. 1; Fig. 6 is a detail section
on the line VI — VI, Fig. 1 ; Fig. 7 is a frag-

mentary detail in elevation; Fig. 8 is a fragmentary detail on an enlarged scale.
Phonograph. — Lewis Cole, Chicago, 111., assignor
to the Talk-Sing Co., same place. Patent No.
1,244,588.
This invention relates to phonographs suitably arranged for use in toys and other devices,
such as cigar cutters, clocks, dolls, savings banks,
etc.
The objects of the invention are to provide
simplified and improved means for starting,
stopping and goyerning the speed of devices
of this class; to provide improved means for
automatically disengaging the stylus at the end
of operations of the device and restoring the
stylus carrying arm to its initial position, ready
to repeat operations and to provide improved
means for causing the stylus to resiliency engage arecord.
Figure 1 is a front elevation of a phonograph
constructed according to this invention.
Fig. 2.

is a rear view. Fig. 3 is a left side view. Fig.
4 is a right side view. Fig. 5 is a plan view.
Fig. 6 is a sectional elevation taken on the

TO

tary table of the phonograph. Fig. 9 is a detail section showing a manually operable winding gear for the motor. Fig. 10 is a detail section of a sound-controlling curtain for the phonograph amplifier. Fig. 11 is a front detail

TALKING

RECORDS

line 6 — 6 of Fig. 4. Fig. 7 is a detail in section
showing the record support. Fig. 8 is a sectional detail taken on the line 8 — 8 of Fig. 2,
and shows part of the starting and stopping
spring lever.
Toy Phonograph. — Lee A. Collins, Louisville,
Ky. Patent No. 1,245,568.
This invention relates to an improved phonograph and has as its primary object to provide
/fid/

a device of this character which will constitute
an attractive toy.
The invention has as a further object to provide a toy phonograph designed for attachment
to a wall or other support and which may be
easily mounted in position to be operated. And
the invention has as a still further object to
provide an improved and simple means for manually operating the phonograph.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of the improved
phonograph showing the manner in which the
device may be connected to a wall or other support'and particularly illustrating the mechanism
employed for manually rotating the record carriage of the phonograph. Fig. 2 is a top plan
view of the device with the sound box removed,
and Fig. 3 is a fragmentary perspective view
showing a slightly modified form of operatingmechanism for the device.
Drive Mechanism for Combined Phonographs
and Player-Pianos. — Melville Clark, Chicago, 111.,
assignor to the Melville Clark Piano Co., same
place.
Patent No. 1,246,053.
The purpose of this invention is to combine
in a single casing a phonograph mechanism and
a player-piano mechanism, and to arrange for
driving the phonograph from the same motor
which drives the take-up roll of the player
mechanism. The invention consists in the features and elements of construction contributing
to this result and their combinations described
and shown in the drawings: Figure 1 is a perspective view of a player-piano having a phonograph mechanism embodied in its casing in ac-

cordance with this invention. Fig. 2 is a plan
sectional view of most of the drive gearing for
the take-up roll and the phonograph. Fig. 3
is a detail elevation of certain portions of the
drive gearing shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a detail elevation of a gear shifting device. Fig. 5
is a detail view of a clutch shifting device for
the take-up roll. Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic view
of the pneumatic connections between the tracker board and certain pneumatics adapted for automatic control of the two mechanisms. Fig. 7
is a detail view of a disengageable connection in
a tempo-controlling means. Fig. 8 is a detail
elevation of speed-varying means for the ro-

elevation of a spring motor for driving the
mechanism associated with this invention. Fig.
12 is a diagrammatic side elevation of certain
gear trains of the motor shown in Fig. 11. Fig.
13 is a detail of the motor brake. Fig. 14 is a
detail view of the speed-controlling cam for
actuating the brake and the reversing train.
Talking Machine. — Louis Lumiere, Lyon,
France, assignor to the Victor Talking Machine
Co., Camden, N. J. Patent No. 1,246,763.
The main objects of this invention are to
provide an improved talking machine including a cabinet, sound reproducing means including a comparatively large vibratory diaphragm

inclosed in the cabinet, and sound amplifying
means inclosed in the cabinet and arranged to
co-operate directly with the diaphragm; to provide improved means for supporting a diaphragm in position to co-operate with a sound
record; to provide improved means for supporting and rotating a sound record in co-operation
with sound reproducing means; to provide improved means for holding a rotary record support against rotation; to provide improved

sound reproducing means and other improvements. In the drawings herewith Figure 1 is a
fragmentary top plan view of a talking machine
constructed in accordance with this invention;
(Continued on page 124)
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Fig. 2 a fragmentary end elevation partly in vertical transverse section on line 2 — 2 of Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 a fragmentary vertical section on line
3— 3 of Fig. 1; Fig. 4 a fragmentary side elevation of a portion of the machine shown in Fig.
1; Fig. 5 a fragmentary top plan view of a modified form of this invention; Fig. 6 a fragmentary front elevation partly in vertical transverse section on line 6— 6 of Fig. 5; Fig. 7 a
fragmentary side elevation partly in vertical
section of the machine shown in Figs. S and 6;
and Fig. 8 an enlarged fragmentary vertical section on line 8 — 8 of Fig. 5.
Phonograph Needle. — Frederick L. Wood, Meriden, Conn, assignor to the Aeolian Co., New
York.
Patent No. 1,246,694.
The present invention relates to a novel phonograph needle for use in reproducing sound
from sound records. The advantages of said
needle will be apparent to those skilled in the
f

art from an understanding of the drawings. In
the latter, Figures 1 to 4 inclusive are more or
less diagrammatic representations of different
stages in the process; and Fig. 5 is a mid-longitudinal section of the finished needle shown in
Fig. 4.
Record for Talking Machines. — Ademor N.
Petit (deceased), Orange, N. J., assignor to John
L. Lotsch, Brooklyn, N. Y. Patent No. 1,246,651.
This invention relates to records of the type
wherein a sinuous groove of substantially uniform depth is cut into a tablet which is caused
to rotate beneath a cutting tool of the proper
shape and configuration, and its object is to
produce an improved record groove, the walls
of which are so proportioned and shaped as to
reproduce the sounds which were employed to
produce the original record with more clearness
and distinctness than has been possible from
records heretofore devised.
Another object is to produce a record groove
which will retain its shape and reproduce the recorded sounds with fidelity and without false
tones.
A further object is to produce a record groove
wherein the reproducing tool will always properly engage the record surface notwithstanding
the wear to which the tool may be subjected.
Figure 1 is a sectional view of a portion of a
talking machine showing a recording tool in

'-^
A-

operative relation thereto. Fig. 2 is a sectional
view of the same, taken at right angles to Fig.
1. Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view of a
record groove and cutting tool. Fig. 4 is a
similar view of the groove showing a reproducing stylus of ordinary construction engaging with the groove. Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 are
sectional views of modified forms of groove.
Fig. 9 is an enlarged plan view of a portion of
the record groove.
Reproducer. — William Troupe Lakin, Cumberland,
Md.
Patent No. 1,246,616.
This invention is an improvement in reproducers, and has for its object to provide a device of the character specified, wherein the stylus
bar is mounted parallel with the diaphragm, and
is supported in knife edge bearings and points,
to give it the greatest possible freedom of movement, which influences the diaphragm.
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In the drawing: Figure 1 is a front view of
the reproducer. Fig. 2 is a section on the line
2— 2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a partial rear view.
Fig. 4 is a section on the line 4— 4 of Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 is a perspective view, looking from below, of the stylus bar. Fig. 6 is a similar view

of one of the supporting pins for the stylus
bar. Fig. 7 is a perspective view of one of the
mounting brackets for the bar. Fig. 8 is a
perspective view of one end of the fulcrum of
the stylus bar looking from above, and Fig. 9
is" a partial edge view of the reproducer.
Sound Box Adapter. — Anthony Vasselli, Newark.
X. J., assignor by Mesne assignments to Otto
Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Inc., New
York.
Patent No. 1,246,506.
This invention relates to devices whereby the
talking machine may be adapted to play records
of the laterally undulating type or records of
the "hill and dale" type and it consists primarily in the tone arm of the usual construction having at its free extremity a peculiarly
shaped connection to which the sound box may
be attached and by which the sound box may
be shifted from a position in which a diaphragm lies in the vertical plane to a position
in which the plane of the diaphragm will be at
an angle of about 60 degrees to the plane of the
record and this without removing the sound box
in any way or changing the radial distance between the center of the tone arm pivot and the
point of the needle.
In the patent to Catucci No. 1,156,130, dated
October 12, 1915, an adapter is disclosed which

is designed as an attachment for one of the <Srwellknown types of talking machines now on the
market so that when in use records of the "hill
and dale" type may be played, or by removing
the adapter and fastening the sound box to the
tone arm in the usual manner records of the
laterally undulating type may be played. In
the present invention none of the parts are removed, and it is only necessary to swing the
sound box from one position to the other and
vice versa to play all styles of records now on
the market.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of the improvement with a well-known sound box attached
thereto and so much of a tone arm as is necessary to illustrate the invention arranged to reproduce records of the "hill and dale" type.
Fig. 2 is a plan view of the same. Fig. 3 is a
side elevation similar to Fig. 1 but showing the
sound box arrangement to play records of the
lateral undulating type. Fig. 4 is a plan view
of the same. Fig. 5 is a fractional view partly
in section of the improvement. Fig. 6 is a cross
section of line 6— 6 of Fig. 5. Fig. 7 is a cross
section of line 7— 7 of Fig. 4. and illustrates an
improved sound box connection with the tone
arm, or adapter. Fig. 8 is a plan view of the
screw used in such connection. Fig. 9 is a
side elevation of said screw showing one of its
flattened sides.
A further object is to provide improved means
embodying a joint, whereby the sound box is
adapted for vertical adjustment and improved
means whereby any wear on the parts of the
joints may be readily taken up and the joint
maintained tight.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a tone arm em-
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bodying this invention and showing the sound
box in position to play one type of record. Fig.
2 is a top plan view of the parts shown in Fig.
1. Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 1 showing the
sound box in position to play another type of
record. Fig. 4 is an elevation of the sound box
and the adjacent portion of the tone arm as
taken from the opposite side of Fig. 1. Fig. 5
is a detail sectional view taken on line 5 — 5,
Fig. 1. Fig. 6 is a detail sectional view taken
through the tone arm and fastening means for
the sound box.
Phonograph Sound Box Connection. — Charles
S. Burton, Oak Park, 111. Patent No. 1,247,219.
The purpose of this invention is to provide
an improved connection between the sound box
and the tone arm of a phonograph, adapted to
permit swiveling of the two connected parts for
adjustment of the sound box to two positions,
and particularly adapted to permit such adjustment for adapting to zigzag and hill-and-dale
records, the specific purpose being to insure the
adjustment from one position to the other being made completely and not halted with the
parts at an intermediate position.
In the drawings: Figure 1 is a side elevation
of a portion of the tone arm and sound box em-

bodying this invention in one of its forms. Fig.
2 is a section axial with respect to the two intertelescoping and swiveled members. Fig. 3 is
a detail side elevation showing the two parts
at a different adjustment from that shown in
Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a side elevation of a modified
form, the parts being broken away and shown
in axial section. Fig. 5 is a detail section at
the line 5— 5 on Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is a detail section at the line 6— 6 on Fig. 4. Fig. 7 is a view
similar to Fig. 3, showing a modified form.
Circle Line Wave Double-Disc Record for
Sound Producing Machines. — John A. Sowell,
Sacramento, Cal., assignor of one-half to E. E.
Sowell, same place.
Patent No. 1,247,163.
This invention relates to improvements in
double-disc records for sound producing machines, the object of the invention being to produce arecord which will carry a greater number
of impression lines to a given diameter than the
discs now commonly used.
A further aim of the invention is to so construct the record that it will allow of a better
reproduction especially as the needle of the
sound producing machine moves toward the
center of the record.
The invention embodies a record formed in
radial waves with a slight inclination upward
from the outer edges of the valleys between the
waves to the inner. edges thereof so that as the
needle travels toward the center of the record
it will move on a slight inclination upward, caus-

ing it to maintain a slight frictional action which
will greatly increase the efficiency of the sound
production. Also by reason of these waves the
impression lines are relatively longer than they
would be on flat surface, and hence a greater
number can be placed on a record of a given
diameter than on the now commonly used flat
records.
In the drawings similar characters of reference indicate corresponding parts in the several
views.
Figure 1 is a top plan view of the improved
record. Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken on a
line X — X of Fig. 1 and twice enlarged. Fig. 3
is an edge view of the record as shown in Fig. 1.
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TALKING MACHINE CO.
POPULAR SONGS
The Land Where the Good Songs Go.
Aliee Green-Charles Harrison
Give Me the Moonlight, Give Me the Girl,
Henry Jordan
When the Great Red Dawn Is Shining,
Alan Turner
When You Come Home
Elizabeth Spencer
Any
Time'sTime
Kissing Time Elizabeth
At Siesta
Anna Spencer
Howard
There's a Vacant Chair in "Every Home
To-night,
Shannon
Four
The Dream of a Soldier Boy
Charles Hart
The Dixie Volunteers American Quartet
I Miss the Old Folks Now
Van and Schenck
DANCE RECORDS
My Sweetie — One-step,
Joseph C. Smith and His Orchestra
Some Sunday Morning — Medley Fox-trot,
Joseph C. Smith and His Orchestra
VOCAL RECORDS
Serenade (Sing, Smile, Slumber) (Gounod),
Olive Kline
In an Old-Fashioned Town
Elsie Baker
Cinderella (Fairy Tale)
Sally Hamlin
Jack and the Beanstalk (Fairy Tale),
Sally
Hamlin
RED SEAL RECORDS
Frances Alda, Soprano
Rule, Britannia!
Thomas Arne
Sophie Braslau, Contralto
(Cello obb. by Alfred Lennartz)
I'm A-Longin' fo'Karl
You,Fuhrmann-Jane Hathaway
Mabel Garrison, Soprano — In French
(Flute obb. by Clement Barone)
La Perle du Bresil — Charmant Oiseau (Thou
Brilliant Bird)
Felicien David
Philadelphia Orchestra
(Leopold Stokowski, Conductor)
A Midsummer Night's Dream — Scherzo,
Mendelssohn
Clarence Whitehill, Baritone
The Two Grenadiers Heine-Schumann
Ernestine Schumann-Heink, Contralto
Just Before the Battle, Mother Geo. F. Root
Evan Williams, Tenor
Tim
Rooney's
Missouri Waltz,at the Fightin' 'Nora Flynn
Joseph C. Smith and His Orchestra
Kiss Me Again — Waltz,
Joseph C. Smith and His Orchestra
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10
10
10
10
10
10
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10
10
10
10
12
10
12
10
10
12
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12
10
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COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO.
POPULAR HITS OF THE MONTH
A2451 Take Me Back to Dear Old Blighty,
Arthur Fields 10
When Yankee Doodle Learns to Parlez Vous
Francais
Arthur Fields 10
A2443 We'll Knock the Heligo into Heligo Out of
Heligo Land!
Arthur Fields 10
Hail! Hail!Irving
The Kaufman
Gang's All
and Here,
Columbia Quartet 10
A2442 One Day in June
Campbell and Burr 10
Land
Henry Burr 10
A2445 Rock-a-Bye
I Want to Go to the County Mayo,
J. O'Connell
Over in Erin
J.M.Malachy
White 10
10
A2444 I'm
Coming Back to You, Poor Butterfly,
Hugh Donovan 10
Chimes of Normandy
Robert Lewis 10
A2447 The Dixie Volunteers Peerlees Quartet 10
Don't Try to Steal the Sweetheart Sterling
of a Soldier,
Trio 10
DANCE RECORDS OF THE MONTH
A2419 Livery Stable Blues — Fox-trot,
Handy's Orchestra 10
That "Jazz" Dance — One-step,
Handy's Orchestra 10
A2420 The Hooking Cow Blues — Fox-trot,
Handy's Orchestra 10
Miss Rag — Fox-trot Handy's Orchestra 10
A2448 Ole
Somewhere in France Is the Lily — One-step.
Introducing (1) "That's a Mother's Liberty
Loan," (2) "Don't Worry, Dearie,"
Prince's Band 10
Wait Till the Cows Come Home — Fox-trot.
Introducing (1) "A Sweetheart of My Own,"
(2) "Along Came Another LittlePrince's
Girl," Band 10
A600S Chin-Chin-Chinaman — Fox-trot. Introducing
(1)
"One Day in June," (2) "Oh! Papa, Oh!
Papa," (3) "Our Wedding Day,"Prince's Band 12
Doing His Bit for the Girls — One-step. Introducing (1) "Just as Your Mother Was," (2)
"It's a Long, Long Way to the U. S. A.," (3)
"Down Where the Sweet Potatoes
Grow,"Band 12
Prince's
A6009 Over the Top — One-step. Introducing
(1) "Dixie
Volunteers," (2) "Nephews of Uncle
Sam,"Band 12
Prince's
Since I First Knew You — Fox-trot. Introducing
(1) "There It Goes Again" (2) "You're My
Little Indiana Rose," (3) "In the Land of
Wedding Bells"
..Prince's Band 12
A6010 Riviera
Girl Waltzes. Introducing (1) "Just a
Voice to Call Me Dear," (2) "Will You Forget?" (3) "Man, Man," (4)Prince's
"Life's Orchestra
a Tale," 12
Dodola
Waltz
Prince's
Orchestra
12
COMEDY SELECTIONS OF THE MONTH
A2438 No Place Like Home
Bert Williams 10
Twenty Years
Bert Williams 10
A2430 Climbing Up the Golden Stairs,
Harry C. Browne 10
Johnny Get Your Gun
Harry C. Browne 10
VOCAL SELECTIONS OF THE MONTH
48651 Nozze Di Figaro "Deh Vieni Non Tardar,"
Maria Barrientos 12
49260 Madam Butterfly "Un Bel Di Vedremo,"
Tamaki Miura 12
49259 Rigoletto — "Bella Figlia Del' Amore,"
Boston National Grand Opera Co. Quartet 12
A2449 Vent Jesu
Paulist Choristers of Chicago 10
Allelulia Haec Dies,
Paulist Choristers of Chicago 10
A2446 Little Mother of Mine
Charles Harrison 10
God Bring You Safely to Our Arms Again,
Charles Harrison 10
A2432 Cradle Song 1915
Charles Harrison 10
The Old Refrain
Charles Harrison 10
A2452 There's a Long, Long Trail,
Oscar Seagle and Columbia Stellar Quartet 10
Calling Me Home to You
Oscar Seagle 10
A2435 Then
You'll Remember
Stiles
The Minstrel
BoyMe : Vernon
Vernon
Stiles10
A2427 Way Down Yonder in the Cornfield,
Columbia Stellar Quartet 10
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S. R. Henry's Barn Dance,
Columbia Stellar Ouartet 10
OLD
"WAR
TIME"
A2436 Break the News to Mother,MELODIES '
Henry Burr and Columbia Stellar Quartet 10
Just as the Sun Went Down ... Peerless Ouartet 10
FAVORITE HYMNS
A2431 Just As I Am
Henry Burr 10
Lead, Kindly Light
Henry Burr 10
INSTRUMENTAL NUMBERS OF THE MONTH
A60O6 Rienzi Overture — Part I,
Columbia Symphony Orchestra 12
Rienzi Overture — Part II,
Columbia Symphony Orchestra 12
A6004 The Lost Chord
Gatty Sellars 12
Largo
Gatty Sellars }2
A2434 Butterfly (Papillon)
Josef Hofmann 10
Spinning Song
Josef Hofmann 10
A2426 Anvil Chorus, from II Trovatore .. Prince's Band 10
RoyalNOVELTY
Italian March
Prince's Band 10
TROMBONE NUMBER
A2429 Slidus Trombonus
Leo Zimmerman 10
The Four Stars
Brass Ouartet 10
TWO HAWAIIAN TRIOS
A2450 The Missouri Waltz,
Louise, Ferera and Greenus 10
Little Alabama Coon,
Louise, Ferera and Greenus 10
SPECIAL MENTION IN FEBRUARY SUPPLEMENT
A2124 Someone Else May Be There While I'm
Gone, 10
Al Jolson
I
Ain't
Prepared
for
That
.
.
.
.George
O'Connor
10
COLUMBIA BEDTIME STORY RECORDS
A7525 Peter Rabbit Plays a Joke,
Thornton W." Burgess 12
Little Joe Otter's SlipperyThornton
Slide, W. Burgess 12
A7526 How Old Mr. Toad Won a Race,
Thornton W. Burgess 12
How Old Mr. Toad Happened to Dine With
Buster Bear
Thornton W. Burgess 12
A7527 When Old Mr. Toad Was Puffed Up,
Thornton W. Burgess 12
Buster Bear Gets a Good Breakfast,
Thornton W. Burgess 12
A7528 Little Joe Otter Tries to Get Even,
Thornton W. Burgess 12
The Teaching of Reddy Fox,
Thornton W. Burgess 12
A7524 The Joy of the Beautiful Thornton
Pine,
W. Burgess 12
Johnnie Chuck Finds the Best Thing in the
World
Thornton W. Burgess 12
EDISON
28278
28279
3402
3403
3387
3398
3411
3391
3399
3406
3397
3401
3388
3390
3404
3389
3408
3407
3394
3396
3392
3395
3405
3409
3410
3400
3393
3386

BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS
CONCERT LIST
Amore o grillo — Madame Butterfly (Puccini).
Tenor and Baritone, in Italian, orch. accomp.,
Guido Ciccolini and Thomas Chalmers
Battle Hymn of the Republic (Howe). Baritone,
orch. accomp
WAR-TIMEThomas
HITS Chalmers and Chorus
Camp Songs, U. S. Army— No.
1, of Male Voices
Chorus
Camp Songs, U. S. Army — No.
2,
Chorus of Male Voices
Naval Reserve March (Sousa),
New York Military Band
So Long, Mother! (Van Alstyne). Tenor, orch.
accomp George Wilton Ballard and Male Chorus
NEW YORK'S LATEST
All I Need Is Just a Girl Like You (BurkhardtOlman).
Soprano and Tenor, orch. accomp.,
Rachael Grant and Billy Murray
Bungalow
in Quogue
"The
Riviera Girl"
(Kern). Soprano
and— Tenor,
Rachael
Grant and Billy Murray
I'mLineAll (Schwartz).
Bound 'Round
With orch.
the accomp.,
Mason-Dixon
Tenor,
Vernon Dalhart
comp.,
Knit, Knit, Knit! — "Jack O'Lantern" (Caryll).
Soprano, Contralto and Contralto, orch. acGladys Rice, Helen Clark and Marion Evelyn Cox
Musical
Sam accomp
from Alabam' (Thomas).
voices, orch.
Premier Male
Quartet
MyandHawaii,
You're
Calling
Me
(Lewis).
Soprano
Tenor, orch. accomp.,
• Gladys Rice and Vernon Dalhart
Sweet Emalina, My Gal (Creamer-Layton).
Tenor, orch.DANCE
accomp
Vernon Dalhart
RECORDS
All I Need Is Just a Girl Like You (Olman).
One-step
Frisco Jazz Band
More Candy (Kaufman). One-step
Taudas' Society Orchestra
Paddle-Addle (Synder). Fox-trot,
Jaudas' Society Orchestra
Waltz Memories
.Jaudas' Society Orchestra
SONGS (Ford)
AND ..BALLADS
Rest Things in Life Are Free (Johnson-Tracey).
Tenor, orch. accomp
George Wilton Ballard
Is It 'Nothing to You? (Edgar-Trevor). Soprano,
orch. accomp
Betsy Lane Shepherd
Two Roses (Gilberte). Contralto, orch.
accomp.,
Caroline
Lazzari
When the Lights Are Low (Lane). Contralto,
orch. accomp
Helen Clark
INSTRUMENTAL
Ballet Egyptian, Nos. 1 and 2 (Luigini),
American Symphony Orchestra
Ballet Egyptian, No. 3 (Luigini),
American Symphony Orchestra
Love, Here Is My Heart (Silesu). Violin,
piano acoomp. by John F. Burckhardt,Herbert Soman
Offertoire — Op. 12 (Donjon).
Flute, orch. accomp Weyert A. Moor
Spanish Fandango (Schwartz),
New York Military Band
Valse Llewellyn (Wiedoeft (Saxophone, orch.
accomp
Rudy Wiedoeft
Vampire — Dance Characteristic (Losey),
Sodero's Band

EDISON DIAMOND DISC RE-CREATIONS
82133 Battle Hymn of the Republic (Old Plantation
Melodv) Recessional (de Koven). Baritone
and Chorus
Thomas Chalmers
83035 Explanatory Talk for La fatal pietra (The Fatal
Stone) — Aida (Verdi).
La Infatal
pietra Soprano
(The FatalandStone)
Italian.
Tenor,— Aida (Verdi).
Marie Rappold and Giovanni Zenatello
80371 My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice
Samson and Dalilah (Saint-Saens). Cornet
Louis Katzman
Triumphal
March
—
Aida
(Verdi)
Sodero's
80372 Loin du Bal (Gillet) Creatore and
His Band
Band
Marc.he Lorraine (Ganne) .... Creatore and His Band
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80373 Awakening of Spring (Bach) Peerless Orchestra
Pirouette — Intermezzo (Finck) Peerless Orchestra
50454 New York Blues (Rag Classical) (Frosini). Accordion P. Frosini
Saxophone Sobs (Erdman). Saxophone,
Rudy Hawaiians
Wiedoeft
50455 Ellis March — Instrumental Duet Ford
One, Two, Three, Four Waikiki
Medley — Hawaiian
Waltz, Orchestra
50403 It'sBaritone
Nice to Get Up in the Mornin' (Lauder).
Glen Ellison
When the Bonnie, Bonnie Heather Is Blooming
I'll Return, Annie Laurie, to You Glen
(Ellis).
Baritone
Ellison
PATHE
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NEW OPERATIC GEMS
63019 La Remains),
Gioconda in (Ponchielli)
Italian"Suicidio"
Claudia(Suicide
Muzio 12
Otello (Verdi) "Ave Maria," in Italian,
Claudia Muzio 12
NEW OPERATIC AND CLASSIC VOCAL RECORDS
60070 Aida
(Verdi) "O patria mia" (My Native
in Italian
Rosa Land),
Raisa 12
II Trovatore (Verdi) "D'Amor sulP ali rosee"
(Love, Fly on Rosy Pinions), in Italian,
Rosa Raisa 12
27505 Hymn
Polski
(Pozaraw)
"Polish National
Hymn," in Polish
Adamo Didur 10
O Matko Moja (Prusinowskiego) ("O Mother
Mine"), in Polish
Adamo Didur 10
27006 Le Pere la Victoire (Ganne), in'Auguste
French, Bouilliez 10
Hymne
de Mameli
(Novaro)
"Fratelli d'ltalia"
(Brothers
of Italy),
in Italian,
Auguste Bouilliez 10
59051 Manon
(Massenet) "Le Reve" (The
in 12
French
EdmondDream),
Clement
L' Adieu du Matin (Chizat) (Farewell of the
Morning), in French
Edmond Clement 12
NEW POPULAR-PRICED OPERATIC RECORDS
51002 Zaza(Zaza,(Leoncavallo)
piccola
zingara"
Little Gypsy),"Zaza,
in Italian,
Baritone,
Alfred
Costa 12
II (Tale
Trovatore
(Verdi) in"Racconta
di Azucena"
of Azucena),
Italian, Mezzo-Soprano,
Maria Passed 12
26008 Carmen
(Bizet)
"La fleur que .tu m'avais
in French.
Tenor
Leon jetee,"
Beyle 10
Le nie"
Barbier
de
Seville
(Rossini)
"Air
de
Calom(Slander's Whisper), in French,M.laBasso,
Dupre 10
60068 Humoresque (Dvorak), Violin Solo, Piano ace,
Jacques
Thibaud
Romance (Svendsen), Violin Solo,
Piano
ace, 12
Jacques
Thibaud
12
NEW STANDARD BALLADS
25007 Carmena (Wilson) "Vocal Waltz," Soprano,
.
Carissima
(Penn), Soprano Grace
Grace Hoffman 10
52027 A Little Love, a Little Kiss (Silesu), Tenor,
Craig Campbell 12
Believe Me, if All Those Endearing Young
Charms (Page), Tenor
Craig Campbell 12
40114 Comin'
Thro' the Rye (Old Scottish
Melody, 12
Soprano
Rosina Buckman
The Land of Long Ago (Ray), Soprano,
Rosina Buckman 12
25005 Flow Gently, Sweet Afton (Spilman), Baritone,
Hugh Allan 10
There's Nobody Just Like You (Penn), Baritone,
Hugh Allan 10
20268 All Through the Night (Boulton),
Gordon Baritone,
MacHughes 10
Absence Makes the Heart Grow Fonder (Dillea),
Tenor
Milton Bernard 10
NEW RECORDINGS BY THE HAWAIIANS
20272 The Honeysuckle and the Bee (Penn),
Pansy Faces Louise
(Penn), & Ferera Waikiki Orchestra 10
Louise
& Ferera Waikiki Orchestra 10
20285 Ninijso (Kilima),
Louise & Ferera Waikiki Orchestra 10
One, Two,
(Alau)Hawaiian
... Irene Orchestra
Greenus, 10
with Three,
Louise Four
& Ferero
NEW BAND AND ORCHESTRA RECORDS
70154 Midsummer
Night's
Dream
(Mendelssohn)
"Wedding March"
Gille
Orchestra ' 14
Le Prophete (Meyerbeer) "Coronation
March," 14
Gille Orchestra
20273 Liberty Loan March (Sousa),
American Regimental Band 10
The Invincible Eagle (Sousa), March,
American Regimental Band 10
29194 Duncan Gray (arr. by Shipley Douglas), Humorous Paraphrase Lndon Military Band 12
The Two Gendarmes (arr. by Shipley Douglas),
Humorous, Paraphrase. . .London Military Band 12
29196 Le Dernier Baiser (Tosti),
Tzigane Orchestra of Budapest 12
Kis Grof (Renyi) . .Tzigane Orchestra of Budapest 12
40106 Harry ley
Lauder's
Favorite
Songs Regimental
(Lauder), Band
Med- 12
Selection
American
Scottish Country Dances "Petronella,"
Highland Orchestra 12
20279 Father
Right (Goldberg) "Humorous
Song," 10
Piano Was
acc
Rube Goldberg
Blame it on Poor Old Father (Williams)
"Humorous Song," Comedian, Orch. accomp.,
Billy Williams 10
POPULAR HITS OF THE MONTH
20276 Somewhere in France Is the Lily (Howard),
Baritone
Thomas Conkley 10
Daddy Found You Down Beside the Garden Wall
(Olman), Tenor
Harry McClaskey 10
20278 When You Come Home (Squire), Contralto,
Jean Sterling, with Lyric Trio 10
Your Flag and Country Want You (Rubens),
Contralto
Tean Sterling 10
20280 That's
the
Kind
of
a
Baby
for
Me,"
from "Ziegfeld Follies of 1917" (Egan), Tenor,
Noble
Sissle 10
He's Always Hanging Around (Blake),
Tenor,
Noble Sissle 10
NEW PATHE DE LUXE DANCE RECORDS
20281 Gold and Silver Waltz (Lehar),
Pathe Dance Orchestra 10
Jack o' Lantern (Caryll),
Medley Republic
Fox-trot. Band 10
American
20282 The Darktown Strutter'strot American
Ball (Brooks),
Fox- 10
Republic Band
Homeward Bound (Meyer-Jentes) , Medley Onestep
American Republic Band 10
20283 We're Going Over (Lange),
MedleyRepublic
One-step.
American
Band 10
Paddle Addle (Snyder), American
Fox-trot, Republic Band 10
20284 Leave it to Jane ( Wodehouse-Kern)
, Medley Band
Fox- 10
trot American Republic
Umbrellas to Mend (Kaufman), One-step,
American Republic Band 10
NEW SACRED VOCAL RECORDS
60069 But the Lord
Is Mindful
of HisKathleen
Own (Mendelssohn),
Contralto
Howard 12
O Rest in the Lord (Mendelssohn), Contralto.
Kathleen Howard 12
(Continued on page 126)
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20286 O Dry Those Tears! Contralto, Violin Obbligato.
Marian Crawford
My Faith Looks Up to Thee (Mason),
Marian Contralto,
Crawford
20275 One Sweetly Solemn Thought (Ambrose), Contralto Rose Bryant
I Need Thee Even- Hour (Lowi-v),
WilliamTenor
Wheeler
UNIVERSITY QUARTET SINGS OLD FAVORITE
20250 Bright College Years (Yale Song), unaccom..
University Quartet
Funiculi-Funicula (Denza), unaccom.,
University Quartet
NEW INSTRUMENTAL OFFERINGS
27007 Scherzo in E Minor (Mendelssohn), Piano Solo,
Rudolph Ganz
Spinning Song (Mendelssohn), Piano Solo,
Rudolph Ganz
20244 Sylvia
(Delibes) "Pizzicato," Violin
Solo,
Piano Ballet
acc
Jan Rubini
Serenata (Moskowski), Violin Solo, Piano acc,
Ian Rubini
20270 Napoli
la Bella
(Cocq) "BeautifulA. de
Naples,"
Accordeon
Solo
Benedetto
Bout-en-train (de Benedetto), Accordeon
Solo,
A. de Benedetto
20271 Pigtails and Chopsticks (Hesse), Xvlophone Solo,
R. Humphries
Concert Polka (Steele), Xylophone Solo,
R. Humphries
EMPIRE

TALKING

MACHINE

CO.

5522 Aloha Oe (Farewell) — Soprano Solo,Rose
orch.,
acc,
Dreban
Myorch.
Sunshine
Jane
(Brennan-Ball)
—
Tenor
Solo,
acc
Manuel Romain
5523 Will You Remember (from "Maytime") (Romberg)— Tenor Solo. orch. acc. .. .James Harrod
Somebody's
Boy (Esrom-Morse) — Charles
Tenor Ryan
Solo,
orch. acc.
5524 Mother, Dixie and You (Johnson-Santley) — Tenor Solo. orch. acc
Irving Kaufman
I'll— Be
a Long,
Long
Way
From Home
Tenor
Solo,
orch.
acc
Henrv(Miller)
Burr
5525 Hail! Hail! the Gang's All Here (Esrom-MorseSullivan) — Quartet, orch. acc Empire Four
It's a Long Way Back to Mother's Knee (Sterling-Grossman-Lange) — Tenor Solo. orch. acc,
Harvey Hindermeyer
5526 She's Back Among the Pots and Pans Again
(Jerome-Hanlon-Further) — Comic selection,
orch. acc
Ada Jones
Long Boy (Herschell-Walker) — Comic selection,
orch. acc
Byron G. Harlan
5527 Mine, Mine, Mine — Comic Dialogue,
Golden-Heins
The Cannibal King (Dorothy Fyfe) — Comic
Duet,,
orch.
acc
Collins-Harlan
5529 Aloha Land — Hawaiian Duet Louise- Ferara
Moana Girl — Hawaiian Trio (Miss Irene Greenis
singing)
Ferara-Greenis
5531 Some
Tazz Blues (Lake)- — Fox-trot. .Empire Band
Set Aside Your Tears (Till the Boys Come
Marching Home) — One-step (Gilbert-FranklinFriedland)
Empire Band
5532 Alabama Slide (Johnson) — Fox-trot. Empire Band
Some Day Somebody's Gonna Get You (GilbertMorgan) Band)
— One-step (Intro.: Jazbo
Johnson's
Hokum
Empire
Band
1070 Caprice Viennois (Fritz Kreisler) — Violin Solo.
Piano acc
Eugene DuBois
Caprice de Concert (Perlet) — Concert Polka,
Empire Band
1071 Carmen Selection No. 1 (Bizet) ... .Empire
Band
Light Cavalry (Suppe) — Overture. .Empire Band

10031
7634
7632
7633
7630
7631

7636
7600

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
12
12

Ill Marbrldflc Bldfl.. 34th SI. and Broadway. New York City
Manufacturers of Regina Music Boxes; Reginaphones;
Coin-operated Mandolin Orchestrions; Vacuum
Cleaner* and other specialties.

WORLD

EMERSON

7292
7299
7301
7293
7300

7295
7296
7297
7266
7298
7273

PHONOGRAPH CO.
(January List)
My Sweetie (Berlin). Tenor solo, orch. accamp.,
George Beaver
Good-Bye, Dolly Gray (Barnes). Patriotic solo,
orch. accomp
Harry Evans
I Don't
Want song
to Get Well (Johnson-Pease-Tentes)
Character
Eddie Nelson
Cocoanut Dance (A. Hermann). Piano, banjo
and saxophone
Van Eps Banta Trio
Joan of Arc (Bryan-Weston-Wells). Patriotic
solo, orch. accomp
Arthur Burdin
Hands Across the Sea (Sousa). March.
Emerson Militarv Band
Sentimental Oriental Nights (Gilbert-Friedland).
Tenor solo, orch. accomp
Wm. Sloane
Popularity (Cohan) — One-step. Piano, banjo
and saxophone
Van Eps Banta Trio
The Dixie Volunteers (Leslie-Ruby). Character
patriotic song, orch. accomp
Eddie Nelson
Washington Post March (J. Philip Sousa),
Emerson Militarv Band
Hail!
The Care.
Gang's (Esrom-Morse-Sullivan).
All Here! What the
DeuceHail!
Do We
Character song. orch. accomp..
George L. Thompson
Cold Turkey (Donaldson) — Emerson
One-step, Dance Orchestra
Indianola (Henry-Onivas) — Fox-trot,
Van Eps Banta Trio
Yah De Dah (Kaufman) — JazzEmerson
fox-trot, Militarv Band
Wait Till the Cows Come Home (Caryll-Caldwell),
Baritone solo, orch. accomp
Tack Warner
I Want What I Want When I Want It (BlossomHerbert). Baritone solo, orch. accomp.,
Arthur Burdin
Some Sunday Morning (Kahn-Egan-Whiting).
Soprano and tenor duet, orch. accomp..
Ada Jones ana Robert Grant
On the Dixie Highway (Friedman) — One-step.
Piano, banjo and saxophone. . .Van Eps Banta Trio
Slidus Trombonus (M. L. Lake). Trombone comedy. Orch. accomp
Burt Smith
The Mice and the Trap (O. Kohler). Scherzo.
Emerson Symphony Orchestra
Old Grey Mare (Frank Panella). Comic duet,
orch. accomp
Collins and Harlan
I'mToldOldMeEnough
for
a
Little
Lovin'
— Mamma .
So Last Night (Skidmore-Walker)
Character song, orch. accomp
Ada Jones
Just You (Con Barth). Tenor solo, orch. Frank
accomp..Woods

I Love You
(Carrie
Contralto solo, Truly
piano and
violiniJacobs-Bond).
accomp..
Alice Louise Mertens
7276 A Broken Doll (Tate). Soprano solo, orch.
accomp
Rosalie Zeamons
The
Rose (O'Hara-Greene). Jack
Baritone
solo,Blush
orch. accomp
Warner
7294 Hello, My Dearie (Buck-Stamper). Soprano
solo. orch. accomp
Marion Wilson
Chu Chin Chow (Buck-Stamper). Tenor solo,
orch. accomp
George Beaver
IMPERIAL
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POPULAR (January
HITS OF
List*!THE DAY Rose Dreban
5522 Oloha Oe (Farewell)
Mv Sunshine Jane (Brennan-Ball) .. .Manuel Romain
5523 Will You Remember (from "Maytime")berg) James
(RomHarrod
Somebody's Boy (Esrom-Morse) Charles Ryan

REFERENCE

DEALERS
Send for our "Trial Proportion" on the
Regina Hexaphone the latest and best paying popular priced coin-operated instrument
for use in public places.

MACHINE

POPULAR BAND RECORDS
10028 La Marseillaise — Marcia Reale (National Airs of
France and Italy)
Gennett Military Band
God Save the King — Rule Britannia (English
National Airs)
Gennett Militarv Band
10014 March
Gennett Military Band
NationalPatriotic
Emblem (Rosey)
March (Bagley),
Gennett Militarv Band
10022 Culver Black Horse Troop— March (Gillespie),
Gennett Military Band
For the Freedom of the World — March (Zamecnik)
Gennett Military Band
7556 Marche Militaire, Op. 51, No. 1 (Schubert),
Weber's Prize Band
Marche Militaire, Op. 51, No. 2 (Schubert),
Weber's Prize Band
POPULAR WAR SONGS
7618 Good-bye Broadway. Hello France (ReisnerDavis-Baskette) — Tenor with orch. acc,
Rolland Ball
The Ragtime Volunteers Are Off to War (McDonald-Hanley) — Tenor with orch. acc,Frank Perry
7627 Somewhere in France Is the Lily (Johnson-Howard)— Tenor with orch. acc
Arthur Hall
When Yankee Doodle Learns to Parlez Vous
Francais (Hart-Nelson) — Tenor with orch.
acc
Arthur Hall
7623 It's(Fields-Flatow)
a Long Way —to Tenor
Berlin, with
But orch.
We'll acc,
Get There
Arthur Hall
Over There (Cohan) — Baritone with orch. acc,
Jack Kimbal
7629 Hail!
Hail! — the
Gang's
All Here
(Esrom-Morse- .
Sullivan)
Vocal
Quartet
with orch,
Peerless Quartet
I Jentes)
Don't — Want
(Pease- JohnsonTenor towithGetorchWell
acc
Arthur Hal!
7624 Send Me Away With a Smile (Weslyn-Piantadosi) — Baritone with orch. acc
Jack Kimbal
I May Be Gone for a Long, Long Time (BrownVon .Tilzer) — Tenor with orch. acc Harry' Ellis

7302

QENNETT RECORDS
VOCAL RECORDS OF SPECIAL MERIT
Mary
of —Argyle
Ballad) James
(JefferysNelson)
Tenor (Old
with Scotch
orch. acc
Harrod
Eileen Allanna (Marble-Thomas) — Tenor with
orch. acc
James Harrod
I Hear You Calling Me (Harford-Marshall)—
Tenor with orch. acc
Harry McClaskey
Sing
Love's
Lullaby (Terriss-Morse)
Tenor
withMeorch.
acc
Harry— McClaskey
Before the World Began (Sterling-Solman) —
Tenor with orch. acc
Harry Ellis
Sunny Sue (Wood) — Tenor with orch. acc,
Harry
Ellis
DANCE RECORDS
The Spinning Top — Waltz Gennett
(Knecht).Dance Orchestra
Valse Fascination — Waltz (Gray),
Gennett Dance Orchestra
Go to It — Fox-trot (Ossman),
Vess Ossman's Banjo Orchestra
Rag — A Minor — -One-step (Lenzberg),
Ossman's
HUNGARIAN Vess
BAND
MUSICBanjo Orchestra
Hungarian
Folk Song (Raczi)
(1) Racz
Laczi Notaja; (2) Nem loptam en eletemben,
Original Hungarian Gypsy Band
Hungarian Folk Songs (Hubay Bela) (1) Ha ki
megyek a temeto arakaha; (2) Voros bort ittam
az ejjel; (3) Hejre Kati,
Original Hungarian Gvpsy Band
TYPICAL HAWAIIAN MELODIES
Honolulu March (Guitar Duet)
Louise-Ferera
Kilima Waltz (Hawaiian Steel Guitar with Guitar
and Ukulele acc.) Louise-Ferera-Greenus Trio
Hapa Haole Hula Girl (My Hawaiian Maid)
(Cunka) — Instrumental Duet
Louise-Ferera
Kawaihau Waltz — Hawaiian Medley — Instrumental Duet
Louise-Ferera
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5524 Mother, Dixie and You (Johnson-Santley),
Irving Kaufman
I'll Be a Long, Long, Way From Home (Miller),
Henry Burr
5525 Hail! Hail! the Gang's All Here (Esrom-MorseSullivan)
Imperial Four
It'sling-Grossman-Lange)
a Long Way Back to Mother's
Knee Hindermyer
(SterHarvey
COMIC SELECTIONS
She's Back Among the Pots and Pans Again
(Jerome-Hanlon-Furth) Ada Jones
5526 Long
(Herschell-Walker) Byron G. Harlan
5527 Mine. Boy
Mine, Mine
..Golden-Heins
The Cannibal
King (Fyfe)
NEAPOLITAN
SELECTIONS Collins-Harlan
5528 I m'arricordo 'e te (I Will Remember) (E.
DeCurtis)
Dominick Pacifico
Adrianella (Naldini-Mario) Les Iris-Palange
OPERATIC SELECTIONS— VOCAL
3119 Carmen
— II fior che avevi a me (Flower Song)
(Bizet)
Salvatore Giordano
Manon — II sogno (The Dream) (Massanet),
Salvatore Giordano
3120 Barbiere Di Siviglia — La Calumnia (Slander's
Whisper) (Rossini)
.Enzo Bozano
Roberto II Diavolo— Evocation (Meyerbeer),
Enzo Bozano
1070
. INSTRUMENTAL SELECTIONS
Caprice Viennois (Fritz Kreisler) — Violin solo,
Polka Caprice De Concert (Perlet) ....Eugene
ImperialDuBois
Band
1071 Carmen Selection No. 1 (Bizet) Imperial Band
Light CavalryDANCE
(Suppe)
Imperial Band
SELECTIONS
5530 You Don't Have to Come From Ireland to Be
Irish — One-step
Imperial Orchestra
Give Me the Moonlight, Give Me the Girl and
Leave the Rest to Me — Fox-trot. Imperial Orchestra
5531 Some
Jazz Blues — Fox-trot
Imperial Band
Set Aside Your Tears (Till the Boys Come
Home) — One-step
Imperial Band
Alabama Slide — Fox-trot
Imperial Band
Day Somebody's Gonna Get You
— One-Band
5532 Some
step
Imperial
$3,000,000,000

TRADE

BALANCE

Figures Show Economic Resources of U. S. to
Wage Winning War
Washington, D. C, January 2. — America's
exports were estimated to-day at the Department of Commerce to have passed the $6,000,000,000 mark in 1917, a new high record. Imports were below $3,000,000,000, and the trade
balance in favor of the United States probably
will be more than $3,150,000,000, when final statistics are computed.
The country's gold supply showed less increase than last year because of the substitution of credits for cash in handling allied purchases after the United States entered the war.
Imports of gold in March amounted to $139,000,000, but in November were less than $3,000,000. The total for the year was estimated
at $537,000,000, compared with $686,000,000 in
1915.
Exports of gold showed a heavy increase over
the preceding twelve months, due chiefly to
the large movement to Japan, Spain and South
American countries. The total was estimated at
$374,000,000, compared with $155,000,000 last
The trade balance of more than $3,000,000,000
with the country at war was regarded by ofyear.
ficials as the best evidence that this country has
many.
the economic resources necessary to defeat GerA NEW

INCORPORATION

The Automobile Record Container Co. has
been incorporated under the laws of the State
of Delaware for the purpose of manufacturing
talking machines and parts. The capitalization
of the concern is $50,000, the incorporators being
Frank P. Read, of Chicago, 111.; Fred M. Sargent, of Evanston, 111., and Harry G. Chamberlain, of Glencot, 111.

GENERAL

SUPPLIES

Keep Your

Record

StocK with

NEEDLES
WE MANUFACTURE
Diamond needles for Edison
Sapphire needles for Edison
Sapphire needles for Pathe
in stock ready for delivery
MERMOD & CO., 505 5th Ave., N. Y.

Costs about $2.00 for 250 records for 50 years
Send for 3O*pag0 catalog
THE SYRACUSE WIRE WORKS.
SYRACUSE
NEW YORK
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VICTOR
DISTRIBUTORS
VICTORS EXCLUSIVELY
We make a specialty of getting the order
out on time — every time.
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
CINCINNATI AND CHICAGO
Two points of supply; order from the nearer
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Leading

Machines

Jobbers

in

America

SERVICE
Where

Dealers

May

EXCLUSIVE

Secure

FIRST

VICTOR

WHOLESALE

JOBBERS
ONLY

The

COLUMBIA

Standard Talking Machine
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Co.

Product
TEST
OUR

IT.
Victor

VICTOR

Record

Service

has a reputation for efficiency.
Suppose you try it.

Kline & French
PHILADELPHIA

Co.

«onor,
CLEAR AS A BELL
In PENNSYLVANIA, NEW JERSEY
and DELAWARE

You,

Every

Mr.

To

Jobber

talking machine

jobber in

this country should be represented
in this department, no matter what
line he handles or where he is located. The cost is slight and the
advantage is great. Be sure to have
your card in this department of
The Talking Machine World
each month. It will pay you a big
profit on the investment.

DISTRIBUTORS

I'ryorGa.,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co., 03 N.
Atlanta,
Baltimore,
Md., Columbia
Graphophone Co., Ill
West German
St.
St.
Boston, Columbia Grapbophone Co., 137 Federal
Buffalo,
Main N.St. Y., Columbia Grapbophone Co., 622
Chicago,
HI., Ave.
Columbia Graphophone Co., 14 N.
Michigan

Sherman,
Co.Spokane
San Francisco. Los Angeles, jflay
Portland, &Seattle,
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS OF
VICTOR PRODUCTS

Cincinnati,
Columbia
119 W., O.,
Fourth.
Ave. Graphophone Co., 117Cleveland,
O., Colombia Graphophone Co., 1375
Euclid Ave.

>%{sm THt INSTRUMENT 0T QUALITY

Refers

CO.

Distributors

Wholesale Distributors for

This

Exclusively

EASTERN TALKING MACHINE
177 Tremont Street, Boston
VICTOR

E. F. DROOP
& SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET. WASHINGTON. D.C.
231 N. HOWARD STREET. BALTIMORE. MD

Smith,

Ready, Full Stocks, and Prompt Deliveries
from Convenient Shipping Centers
all over the United States.

Dallas,
Blm Tex.,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co., 1011
Denver,
arm Colo.,
Place. Columbia Stores Co., 1608 GlenDetroit, Mich., Columbia Graphophone Co., 401
Woodward Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind., Columbia Grapbophone Co.,
44 N. Pennsylvania St.
Kansas City, Mo., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
1112 Grand Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
745 S. Broadway.
Minneapolis, Minn., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
412-414 Nicollet Ave.
New Haven, Conn., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
206 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
517-525 Canal St.
New York City, Columbia Grapbophone Co., 55
Warren St.
Omaha, Neb., Schmoller & Mueller Piano Co.
Philadelphia, Pa., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
210 N. Broad St.
Pittsburgh.
Co., 101
Sixth St. Columbia Graphophone
Portland, Me., Columbia Graphophone Co., 43
Exchange St.
Portland, Ore.. Columbia Graphophone Co., 429431 Washington St.
gait Lake City. Utah. Columbia Stores Co.,
221 South West Temple.
San Francisco, Cal., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
334 Sutter St.
Seattle, Wash., Columbia Graphophone Co.. 911
Western Ave.
Spokane. Wash., Columbia Stores Co., 818
SpragueMo.,Ave.Columbia Grapbophone Co., 1127
St. Louis,
Pine St.
Tampa. Fla., Tampa Hardware Co.

DEALERS WANTED — Exclusive selling rights
given where we are not actively represented.
Write for particulars to the Columbia Graphophont
Co., Wholesale Department, Wo»lworth Building
New York.
Headquarters for Canada:
Columbia Graphophone Co., 86S-5-7 Soraorrs Ave
Toronto. Out. .

W.J.

DYER

Saint

Paul,

&

BRO.

Minn.

VICTOR
& EDISON
Distributors
Quick Service for all points in the Northwest. Machines, Records, Supplies.

The

PERRY B. WHITSIT
Distributors of

CO.

Victrolas and Victor Records
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Southern Victor Dealers
l argest Stock VICTROLAS and RECORDS.
Prompt Shipment and Low Freight Rates.
WALTER
D. MOSES
& CO.
Oldest Music House in Virginia or North Carolina.
RICHMOND, VA.

OLIVER
DITSON
COMPANY
BOSTON

Chicago. _____
Largest V I C TO R Tal king
Machine Distributors East of
Creators of " The Fastest Victor
Serrice."
Let as tell 70a more
about our service.

The

New

Edison

Official

Laboratory

Model—

William

Mary

and

Cabinet

Developed

in

Walnut,

won—
A PRODUCT
OF
THE EDISON
LABORATORIES

JOBBERS OF THE NEW EDISON, EDISON RE-CREATIONS,
EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA AND BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS
New York — The Phonograph Corp. of El Paso — El Paso Phonograph Co., Inc.
LOUISIANA
Manhattan.
New Orleans — Diamond Music Co., Inc.
Syracuse
— Frank E. Bolway & Son, Inc.
MASSACHUSETTS
W. D. Andrews Co. (Amberola Ogden — Proudfit UTAH
Sporting Goods Co.
Boston — Pardee-EHenberger Co.
VIRGINIA
Buffalo—
W. D. & C N.. - Andrews
only.)
- "L%'_Co.
MICHIGAN
(Amberola only.)
Richmond— C. B. Haynes 4 Co.
Detroit — Phonograph Co., of Detroit
OHIO
WISCONSIN
MINNESOTA
Cincinnati — The Phonograph Co.
Milwaukee
— The Phonograph Co. of
Cleveland — The Phonograph Co.
Milwaukee.
Minneapolis — Laurence H. Lucker.
OREGON
MISSOURI
CANADA
Portland — Edison Phonographs, Ltd.
Kansas
City
—
The
Phonograph
Co.
of
Kansas City.
PENNSYLVANIA
Montreal— R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Ltd.
Philadelphia — Girard Phonograph Co.
St. Louis — Siiverstone Music Co.
Pittsburgh — Buehn Phonograph Co.
St
John—
Thorne && Co..
MONTANA
Toronto— R.W. S.H. Williams
SonsLtd.Co.,
Williamsport — W. A. Myers.
Helena — Montana Phonograph Co.
RHODE ISLAND
Ltd.
NEBRASKA
Providence — J. A. Foster Co. (Amberola Vancouver — Kent Piano Co.. Ltd.
R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Omaha — Scbultz Bros.
only. > TEXAS
'.». .'- ' • iScEe-vlBi Winnipeg—
Ltd.
NEW YORK
Dallas — Texas-Oklahoma Phonograph Calgarv — R. S. Williams & Sons Co..
Albany — American Phonograph Co.
Co.

THE NEW
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles — Diamond Disc Distributing Co.
San Ltd.Francisco — Edison Phonographs,
COLORADO
Denver — Denver Dry Goods Co.
' Inc. CONNECTICUT
New Haven — Pardee-EHenberger Co.,
GEORGIA
Atlanta — Phonographs, Inc. < '' {r^&f&i
ILLINOIS '<
Chicago — The Phonograph Co. *«kS
James I. Lyons. (Amberola only.)
INDIANAIndianapolis— Kipp Phonograph Co. v.
Des M..i;;es—
Harger tc& Blish.
Bliah.- . . « fl|3r
Sioux
City — Harger
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Shaw Supply Co. Takes Over the Eilers Talking
Machine Co. and Now Handles Three Leading
Lines of Machines and Records

Noted Victor Artist Heard With Chicago Grand
Opera Co. in New York — Her Remarkable
Career — Puts Royalties Into Liberty Bonds

Talking Machine Trade Should Be Interested in
Efforts of Music Industries — Better Business
Bureau to Protect Legitimate Business

Tacoma, Wash., February 1. — John Ramaker,
manager of the phonograph supply department
of -the Shaw Supply Co., 1015 Pacific avenue,
announces that his company has taken over the
Eilers Talking Machine Co.
"We have been handling the Edison and Columbia machines," said Mr. Ramaker, "and with
the addition of the Victor machine we will now
be carrying the three standard makes of talking
machines. We are enlarging our space to accommodate our new stock and will have three new
record rooms, making a total of eight record

One of the stars who are making history with
the Chicago Opera Company, which has attracted large audiences at the Lexington avenue
Opera House, New York, the past few weeks,
is Amelita Galli-Curci. This distinguished soprano was not entirely unknown, either here or
in the West, for her voice, through the Victor
records, has long been appreciated. Naturally
the desire to hear this artist was strong, and
there was much uneasiness when it was rumored

The Music Industries Better Business Bureau,
which has headquarters at 432 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis., with C. L. Dennis as secretary, is
doing good work in checking fraudulent advertising of musical instruments in various sections of the country.
As has been stated before in The World, the
bureau makes a monthly report of its activities
and the report for December recently issued is
particularly interesting. Although the bureau
was organized under the direction of the National Association of Piano Merchants, Secretary
Dennis has also directed his attention to advertising of all types of musical instruments, including talking machines. Among the cases
handled by the bureau during December were
two in Chicago, III, both concerning the advertising of talking machines in a misleading manner.

rooms."
Mr. Ramaker also announced that with the
addition of stock the Shaw Supply Co. will introduce anovelty into Tacoma in the form of
daily talking machine recitals. The artistically
and comfortably furnished record room at the
front of the Shaw Supply Co. will be used for
these recitals, which will be given daily from 10
a. m. until 5 p. m.
"When I was East recently," said Mr. Ramaker, "these novelty recitals given daily by the
various music houses were very successful. Some
of the houses even served tea during the afternoon. Women down town shopping would drop
in and listen to the music for a few minutes.
We will commence these recitals at once and invite all Tacomans to attend."
W. M. RANDOLPH

WITH

B. H. ROTH

Takes Charge of Victrola and Sporting Goods
Departments in Big Stores in West New
York, N. J.— Expects to Increase Business
William M. Randolph, formerly connected
with Landay Bros., New York, is now associated
with B. H. Roth, of West New York, N. J., one
of the largest exclusive Victrola dealers in Hudson County. Mr. Roth has enlarged his parlors
and taken the two adjoining stores, adding large
and well stocked sporting goods, kodak and
toy departments. Mr. Randolph will have full
charge of the A^ictor and sporting goods departments and expects to increase the business
materially. The sporting goods line is not new
to Mr. Randolph, for he was formerly buyer of
sporting goods for a large New York house. He
also has had wide experience in the talking machine field.

Mme. Amelita Galli-Curci, Soprano
that owing to a needed rest she would not be
able to sing in this city, but this newest of
prima donnas, unknown in this country a year
and a half ago, appeared in New York and conquered. As a matter of fact she swept musical
New York off its feet.

Mme. Galli-Curci's career is an interesting
one, and it appears that she has never had a
singing lesson in her life, that as a girl she heard
all the operas at La Scala; that Mascagni, her
piano teacher (she was a professional pianist
before she became a singer), told her singers
were born, not made; and, having found she
was so born, she had taught herself. And never
would she let any one, not even her husband,
hear her practice (if practice is the right word
for what coloratura sopranos do when in training). She locked all the doors, she said, and
made her piano her only intimate.
TALKING MACHINES FOR HAITIANS
The Italian soprano confesses that in an incredibly short time she has collected royalties
Natives of West Indian Island Show Strong
from
450,000
talking machine records and put
Desire for American Products
'this money into Liberty Bonds — practical and
patriotic, isn't it? Mme. Galli-Curci and her
Since the occupation of Haiti by the United
painter husband, Luigi Curci, who is a marquis
States there is said to have developed throughout
but doesn't mention it, who are "at home" at 27
the island a strong demand for merchandise
West Sixty-seventh street, have expressed themmade in this country, says the New York Times.
selves as delighted with New York and its peoThe latest manifestation of this development is
a number of orders for low and medium priced
Next spring Mme. Galli-Curci expects to visit
phonographs which exporters in this city have
California. One fact stands forth, that no matreceived during the last few weeks from Haitian
ple.ter where she goes her voice and her ability
importers to replace goods formerly obtained in
will be known in advance by reason of her
Europe. Some of the higher-priced machines
Victor records — among the greatest aids to pubhave also been sought, though in more or less
lic appreciation existing to-day.
limited quantities. The South American trade
in American phonographs seems to be continuINTERESTING THE CHILDREN
ing strong in spite of high freight rates and the
difficulties of transportation.
The children of to-day are the men and women
of to-morrow. Build for the future of your
The advertising of your store is a reflection
store by cultivating the children to-day. Imof its personality! You are as much a part of
pressions are easily made. It will not be hard
for a talking machine dealer to win their friendthe store's advertisement as the printed daily
ship, he has such a fascinating line to interest
store news! You are part of the "inside adv.,"
the daily paper and auxiliaries represents the
and entertain them. And they'll not forsake you
later, when they grow up.
"cover and trimmings!"

One dealer used the name of a prominent machine as the basis for selling his own instruments, and the other made most extravagant
statements regarding the capacity of the factory
producing his machines and the profits that
could be made by selling them. In the first case
several papers were persuaded to refuse the advertising, and similar action is expected in the
second instance.
Talking machine dealers throughout the country who are suffering at the hands of unscrupulous advertisers and "gyp" dealers, would do
well to acquaint the Better Business Bureau
with the facts.
PRICE

CUTTING

A MENACE

Damaging to the Manufacturer and Inimical to
the Public Welfare — Points Worth Considering
Price cutting is not only damaging to the
manufacturer but also inimical to public welfare. Careful buyers do not care to deal with
the price-cutter. They rightly question his good
faith, suspect he has a different price for different buyers, and are convinced that when he loses
on a standard article this sacrifice is made up
on other articles. The person who never buys
unless he can get a bargain, the haggler over
prices, is the advocate of the price-cutting practice. Fixed prices have stabilized business and
given a fair field to. the small dealer, who is
hardest hit by the price-cutting practice. We
are glad, therefore, remarks Leslie's Weekly,
that one of the leading makers of an advertised
commodity has determined to fight in the courts
the Government indictment that the company's
refusal to sell its products to dealers who persistently cut prices is in violation of the Sherman law. We agree with Mr. Sidney Colgate
that a -'great ethical principle" is here involved
that affects vitally the entire manufacturing industry, that every manufacturer has "the moral
and legal right to protect his good will and his

good
HOWname."
JARDINE IS "DOING HIS BIT"
A. E. Jardine, who conducts the Sonora
Phonograph Agency at 711 Boardwalk, Atlantic
City, N. J., has just lost his best demonstrator
in the person of Fairfax A. Jones, who has
joined the Aviation Service. Last April Mr. Jardine's son, who was acting as sales manager of
this establishment, joined the Naval Service,
and is now a commissioned officer on the U. S. S.
"Wisconsin" "somewhere at sea." Meanwhile, Mr.
Jardine is not only loyally contributing to the
forces of Uncle Sam on land and sea, but he is
"doing business as usual," and thus helping to
stabilize industrial conditions.
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The average talking machine salesman if he
can induce the prospective purchaser of a $50
machine to take one worth three or four times
as much feels that he has done a good piece of
work, that he has justified the term salesman as
applied to himself and is looking out for the
interests of his house. In a great many cases
the salesman is right, but there are some cases
where to induce a customer to invest several
times the amount originally intended shows bad
business judgment, and may lead to embarrassment later.
It frequently happens that a man feels that he
has $50 or $60 to spend for a talking machine
and starts out to buy one at that price, with
the intention of paying cash for it. He is also
prepared to buy a few records, and with his
machine payment out of the way at one time
may be expected to keep on buying records, possibly in small quantities, at regular intervals.
If the salesman gets hold of such a man and
persuades him to invest in a $150 instrument, for
instance, the customer, finding that he cannot
pay in cash, grabs eagerly at fhe regular terms
of the house which may be as low as $10 down
and $10 a month. The result is that fourteen
months are taken in paying off the obligation,
the house has to wait for its money and the
customer, meeting his payment every month, has
little left to buy records, and the whole deal is
indeed most unsatisfactory to both parties. If
this same man had been permitted to buy his
$50 machine and a few records each month, the
total saies during the fourteen months would
have approximately equaled in amount the price
of the $150 machine, and the few records bought
with it. Meanwhile, the dealer would have had
the use of the cash he received from the customer.
There are, of course, many instances, on the
other hand, where people inquire about cheaper
models who could well afford the more expensive styles. The salesman owes it to himself to be able to judge in some manner the
customer's buying power and govern himself accordingly. The salesman who oversells the customer, however, is not only placing on his customer aburden he should not bear, but is adding to the dealer's troubles, by giving him a new
account to fret over, for the customer who has
not contracted to pay more than he really feels
he can afford to pay is going to be slow in meet-

MACHINE

Oversells

Good

In closing any kind of a sale, too. the salesman would do well to look at the cash side,
and to endeavor to close on that basis if possible. There are too many salesmen who at the
first sign of hesitancy on the part of their customer immediately emphasize the point that
the machine can be bought on very low terms.
In other words, they place all their cards on
the table at once. It is just as easy to concentrate on the sale of the machine first and talk

Customer

M

Can

Is Good

■

What

Afford

Customer
Judgment

for cash. They forget that if the customer really
wants the records and- does not feel like paying
for them at the time, he will most likely come
back and get them a little later, and that if
he once finds out that his record purchases may
be added to his account without argument, he
will be inclined to overstep the bounds and
keep his account on the books for an indefinite
period. Credit is a mighty valuable thing,
whether it is individual credit or business credit,
and it should not be handled carelessly.
It is cash business that helps men to pay the
rent and discount bills, and the salesman who
leaves it to the customer to ask for credit and
to suggest terms will find that his volume of
cash
crease.business will show a most satisfactory in-

the
m

§

His

Business

ing his obligations, and will keep the collection
department hustling to see that the payments
are met.

"Selling
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MORRISEY'S

35,000=MILE

Popular Young Contralto Gave 74 Concerts on
Recent Tour — Visited Many Military Camps

He

to Buy
Miss Marie Morrisey, contralto, the brilliant
young Edison artist, who is recognized as
.one of the foremost concert singers of the day,
is a true American musically as well as patriotically. Her programs show her loyalty to
American composers, and she featured American

Business"

terms afterward. If the demonstration is so effective that the customer feels that he really
wants to buy the machine and certain records,
he is much more easy to handle than if he is
sold on the question of terms alone.
When the customer feels favorably impressed
with the machine but hesitates to buy with the
explanation that he is in doubt if he can afford
it just then, that is the opportunity for the salesman to announce that the instrument can be purchased on time if desired, and suggest that 20
per cent, down and 20 per cent, a month would
prove satisfactory. He will find that just as
many machines will be sold on that basis as
when he rushes to put forth the minimum terms
of 10 per cent, down and 5 per cent, or 10 per
cent, a month.
There are some salesmen who are so anxious
to sell records, for instance, that where, the
customer is paying for a machine they will insist
adding the price of half a dozen records to his
account, to be paid for on a monthly basis, rather
than be satisfied with the sale of three records

songs in a recent record-breaking three months'
tour on which she traveled 35.000 miles and gave
seventy-four concerts — ten of the concerts just
"doing her bit" singing for the soldiers in the
camps.
"Just a-Wearying for You'' and "Last Night
When You Said Good-bye," well known to Diamond Disc owners, and "Happy Days," which is
soon to be recorded, found a much-encored place
on her program.
"American audiences love American songs,"
declared Miss Morrisey the other day, "and
they are going to have a chance to hear many
of them. One good effect of the war will be
the bringing forth of American composers. This
country is not lacking in composers, but heretofore there has been rather listless encouragement for them, and very little opportunity to
be heard. Now, with many foreign composers
left off our programs, there is a great cry for
American composers, musicians of great talent,
who have been patiently waiting, and who successfully are answering the cry.''
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Victor

Talking
Machine
Co.
Camden, N. J., U. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal. Canadian Wholesalers

"Victrola" is thedesignating
Registered the
Trade-mark
the Victor
products ofof this
CompanyTalking
only. Machine Company
Warning : The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or sale of
any other Talking Machine or Phonograph products is misleading and illegal.
Important Notice,
Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically
co-ordinated and synchronized by our special processes or manufacture,
and their use, one with the other, is absolutely essential
to a perfect Victor reproduction.

Victrola XVI, $215
Victrola XVI, Electric. $270
Mahogany or oak

HIS MASTERS VOICE
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
Victor
Albany, N. Y
Atlanta, Ga

Gately-Haire Co., Inc.
Elyea-Austell Co.
Phillips & Crew Co.
Austin, Tex
The Texas.
Talking Machine Co., of
Baltimore, Md Cohen & Hughes.
E. F. Droop & Sons Co.
H. R. Eisenbrandt Sons, Inc.
Bangor, Me
Andrews Music House Co.
Birmingham, Ala. Talking Machine Co.
Boston, Mass Oliver Ditson Co.
The Co.
Eastern Talking Machine
The M. Steinert & Sons Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y... American Talking Mch. Co.
G. T. Williams.
Buffalo, N. Y
. W. D. & C. N. Andrews.
Neal, Clark & Neal Co.
Burlington, Vt American Phonograph Co.
Butte, Mont
Orton Bros.
Chicago, 111
Lyon & Healy.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Chicago Talking Machine Co.
Cincinnati, O
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Cleveland, O
The W. H. Buescher & Sons
The Co.
Collister & Sayle Co.
The Eclipse Musical Co.
Columbus, O
The Perry B. Whitsit Co.
Dallas, Tex
Sanger Bros.
Denver, Colo The Hext Music Co.
The Co.
Knight-Campbell Music

Wholesalers

Des Moines, la. ... Mickel Bros. Co.
Detroit, Mich Grinnell Bros.
Elmira, N. Y
Elmira Arms Co.
El Paso, Tex
W. G. Walz Co.
Honolulu, T. H Bergstrom Music Co., Ltd.
Houston, Tex Thos. Goggan & Bro.
Indianapolis, Ind.. Stewart Talking Machine Co.
Jacksonville, Fla.. Florida Talking Machine Co.
Kansas City, Mo.. J. W. Jenkins Sons Music Co.
Schmelzer Arms Co.
Lincoln, Nebr Ross P. Curtice Co.
Little Rock, Ark..O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Los Angeles, Cal. . Sherman, Clay & Co.
Memphis, Tenn O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Milwaukee, Wis... Badger Talking Machine Co.
Minneapolis.
Beckwith,
O'Neill Co.
Mobile, AlaMinn. Wm.
H. Reynalds.
Montreal, Can
Berliner Gramophone Co.,
Ltd.
Nashville, Tenn O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Newark, N. J
Price Talking Machine Co.
New Haven, Conn. Henry Horton.
New Orleans, La... Philip Werlein, Ltd.
New York, N. Y. . . Blackman Talking Mach. Co.
Emanuel Blout.
C. Bruno & Son, Inc.
I. Davega, Jr., Inc.
S. B. Davega Co.
Charles H. Ditson & Co.
Landay Bros., Inc.
New York Talking Mach. Co.
Ormes, Inc.
Silas E. Pearsall Co.

Omaha,

Nebr

rfj£5EFIpiA.
Hosne
Mickel
Bros.Co. Co.

mm

Peoria, 111
Putnam-Page Co.. Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Louis Tiuehn Co.. Inc.
C. J. Heppe.
The George D. Ornstein Co
Penn Phonograph Co., Tnc.
The Talking Machine Co.
H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc
Pittsburgh, Pa W.
Frederick
C. C.F. Mellor
Co.. Piano
Ltd. Co.
Standard Talking Machine Co
Portland, Me. . : . . . Cressey & Allen. Inc.
Portland, Ore Sherman. Clay & Co.
Providence, R. I... J. Samuels & Bro., Inc.
Richmond, Va
The Corley Co.. Inc.
W. D. Moses & Co.
Rochester, N. Y...E. J. Chapman.
The Talking Machine Co.
Salt Lake City, U. Consolidated Music Co.
The John Elliott Clark Co.
San Antonio, Tex. Thos. Goggan & Bros.
San Francisco, Cal. Sherman, Clay & Co.
Seattle, Wash
Sherman, Clay & Co.
Sioux Falls. S. D.. Talking Machine Exchange.
Spokane, Wash .... Sherman, Clay & Co.
St. Louis. Mo
Koerber Brenner Music Co.
St. Paul, Minn W. J. Dyer & Bro.
Syracuse, N. Y....W. D. Andrews Co.
Toledo, O
The Whitney & Currier Co.
Washington, D. C.Cohen
& Hughes.
E. F. Droop
& Sons Co.
Robt. C. Rogers Co.
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The enormous demand for "National" Record Albums keeps apace with the ever increasing demand for machines and records, and
our output capacity has been enlarged to meet the greater needed supply. Record Albums have proven themselves to be the best and most
convenient, as well as economic, method of filing and keeping disc records.
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Albums are an Indispensable Requisite in the talking machine business and wherever records are sold.
An accessory that is necessary and worth while. Practical and handy. Save time and records. A profitable
adjunct to the business.
All owners of machines and records want Albums to file and preserve their records.
We manufacture disc Record Albums containing 12 pockets to fit cabinets of all sizes and styles. We also make Albums containing 17 pockets. With
the indexes they are a complete system for filing all disc records.
For durability, finish and artistic design, our Albums are unsurpassed. We have unexcelled manufacturing facilities, and considering quality our
prices are the lowest. Write us giving quantity you may desire, and we will quote prices.
OTJK
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PAY

Butler's Music House, Marion, Ind., Believes in
This Policy — Patriotic Records Featured
Marion, Ind., February 8. — Despite the severe
winter weather and the abundance of snow that
kept many people off the streets, Butler's Music
House of this city, of which Edwin Butler is
the head, followed its usual practice of changing

VICTOR,

CO.,

night appears the company's service flag with

239

PAIHE^

S. American

OF BENTON

M. HARGER

Harger & Blish, Inc., Des Moines, la., have
sent out memoriam cards announcing the death
of Benton Merritt Harger, president of that
corporation, who died recently at his home in
Hollywood, Cal.. where he had resided for some
years past. Mr. Harger had not been prominent in the trade of late years, merely retaining
a financial interest in the corporation which
bears his name. Following the death of his wife
two months ago, Mr. Harger suffered an epileptic stroke from which he rallied, but a second
stroke proved fatal. Mr. Harger was born in
Syracuse, N. Y., April 12, 1839, and during his
long, active life had been one of the foremost
citizens of Dubuque.
The man who attracts attention is the man
who is thinking all the time, and expressing
himself in little ways. It is not the man who
tries to dazzle his employer by doing the theatrical and spectacular.

Talking
Machine
Hardware
We manufacture hardware for all stylet of cabinets
Lid Supports
Door Catches
Sockets
Needle Cups
Sliding Casters
Tone Rods
Needle Rests
Continuous Hinges
Knobs, etc.
BEST QUALITY
LOWEST PRICES
WEBER-KNAPP

COMPANY

-

Jamestown,

N. Y.

AND

ALL

Street,

its five stars. The background for the display
consisted of large-sized flags of our Allies with
the Stars and Stripes in the center. Opportunity was also found for showing the popular
models of the Victrola and the Edison Diamond
Disc phonograph, for the company handles both
lines. The display of records about the floor
served to facilitate the making of selections by
those who stopped to look.
That the entire display was effective was
proved by the increased volume of record sales.
DEATH

Butler Bros.' Record Window Display
the window display each week, and even under
the most unfavorable weather conditions the efforts put into this work were more than repaid
by the sales registered.
The company has been paying particular attention to featuring patriotic records, and the accompanying illustration shows one of their recent windows devoted to that purpose. As will
be seen, the Victor French Course for Soldiers,
embodied in three records, is strongly advertised in the center of the display, while on the

COLUMBIA, EDISON,

MAKE

OTHER

DISC RECORDS

PHILADELPHIA,
BIG RECORD

IN SMALL

PA.
CITY

Huntley-Stockton-Hill Co., Greensboro, N. C,
Sell 178 Edison Phonographs in a Six Weeks'
Holiday Drive — Good Team Work
The Huntley-Stockton-Hill Co., of Greensboro, N. C, who handle the Edison line of
phonographs and records, report an unusually
active demand for those goods, a demand stimulated considerably by the energetic efforts of
the company's staff.
During the six weeks' holiday drive, ending
January 1. the company disposed of 178 machines as a result of competition developed by
two selling teams.
In a letter to C. B. Haynes & Co., Edison
jobbers, of Richmond, Ya., the company says
regarding its holiday drive:
"On about the 17th of November we divided
our sales force into two teams and told them
that the team that sold the most machines would
receive a fine dinner and twenty-five dollars
($25.00) in gold. There w:ere only three or four
machines sold until the first of December, when
they began to get busy, and by the first of
January one team had sold eighty-seven and the
other ninety-one, making a total of one hundred
and seventy-eight machines, which we feel is a
very good showing for a town of this size, and
also taking into consideration that we have only
had the Edison line for a little over one and
one-half years.
"We feel that if you could have supplied us
with all the machines that we wanted we could
easily have sold two hundred and fifty. We
want to thank you, as well as the Edison factory, for the co-operation you have given us
in the way of advertising matter, and we expect
to sell twice as many machines in 1918 as we
The company's record of business is particu1917."
did inlarly
good when it is considered that Greensboro has a population of approximately 30.000.
of which about a third are negroes.
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Victrola' js the Registered Trade-mark of the Victor Talking Machine
Company designating the products of this Company only.
Warning : The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or
sale of any other Talking Machine or Phonograph
products is misleading and illegal

Victrola XI-A, $110
Mahogany or oak

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically co-ordinated and synchronized by our special processes of
manufacture, and their use, one with the other, is absolutely
essential to a perfect Victor reproduction.
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ORDER

well in advance, and order up to the hilt, is the advice that should be followed by the talking machine wholesaler and retailer just at the present time. For, remember,
placing orders and getting the goods are two widely separated
and distinct things at present.
The freight situation continues serious. With fuel, foodstuffs and munitions having the right of way on the railroads,
and with the Government in control of the transportation systems to see that this priority order is enforced, the shippers
and consignees of freight not coming within those favored classes
must take their chances of delivery, and they are long chances.
Until weather conditions improve, there are only certain days
when freight of certain classes will be received by the railroads,
and then only in limited quantities. Moreover, there have been
tight embargoes placed on the bulk of freight by several Eastern
railroads, and there probably will be more embargoes in the
future. The wise and logical thing to do, therefore, is to get the
jump on the situation wherever possible by having goods on order
and ready to ship at every opportunity.
Freight received by the jobber and dealer in norma"l times
within a week or so after shipment — now takes anywhere from
six weeks to three months en route. That means that the jobber and retailer must work at least that far ahead.
There has been much talk of the curtailment of the manufacture of "non-essentials," or all those goods not required to provide the necessities of life. Such curtailment would depend upon
the point of view of the men issuing the order, and who might or
might not have full appreciation of what music means in the
present crisis. Assurances from Washington, however, are to
the effect that no such discrimination will be practiced by the
authorities, that any curtailment order will apply broadly to all
manufacturers, and no one group of industries will be singled
out for special attention.
The Garfield order can be accepted as proof of this attitude,
and with assurances of a square deal from Washington the trade
can go ahead and by foresight and the exercise of the proper spirit
keep at least even with the game.
IT may interest talking machine men to know that there is a
strong movement among piano merchants in the East, backed
by the National Piano Merchants' Association, to eliminate the
advertising of instalment terms, and to leave that question for
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adjustment between the customer and the salesman as circumstances warrant.
It has been proven to be a fact that where minimum terms
are quoted in an advertisement, such as $1 down and $1 a week,
or $5 down and $5 per month on the various models, simply as
a bait, the prospect comes into the store filled with the idea that
those amounts are all he is expected to pay on the instrument he
selects, and consequently most of the business is done on that
basis, although in many cases the customer is in a position to
pay either cash or substantial amounts each month. Where it is
advertised that the terms may be arranged to suit the customer's
convenience, provided they are within reason, the average
amounts received as first payments and the instalments arranged
for each month are much higher than the average.
The ordinary business man in making a $200 purchase, for
instance, would hesitate to offer $5 or $10 to bind the bargain and
agree to pay a similar sum monthly. He realizes the amount of
the investment and generally offers an initial payment averaging
at least 20 per cent, of the amount of the purchase. Advertising
of terms does not affect the talking machine dealer as much as it
does the piano dealer, but while in the former case the average
value of an individual purchase is smaller, there is at the same
time an equal tendency to cheapen the products. A $200 machine for which the dealer will accept $5 or $10 as first payment
does not seem nearly as valuable to the purchaser as would be
the case if he had to pay $25 or $50 down.
Advertising that the dealer will accept the customer's own
terms, if in reason, appears to the ordinary reader to be a most
generous proposition. The customer feels that he is safe to make
a purchase because he can pay for it any way he sees fit, and his
terms, ninety-nine times out of one hundred, will be better than
the minimum terms that the retailer has been in the practice of
asking. Just now every dollar in cash has an added value, and
if by adopting this idea of the piano man the talking machine
dealers can bring in the cash on their sales in larger quantities
and with greater rapidity, then it certainly is worth trying.
THE
drastic orders of Fuel Administrator Garfield closing
down practically all of the industries located east of the
Mississippi River for the five-day period from January 18 to 22
inclusive, and for each of the nine Mondays following, naturally
hit the talking machine trade hard, although probably no worse
than it hit hundreds of other industries.
Wherein the talking machine trade suffered, and will suffer,
particularly, is that the majority of the larger factories are far
behind in the production and delivery of orders booked for
machines and records, and had relied on uninterrupted work
during January and February to catch up in some measure
with the demand so as to fill the holes in the retail stocks left by
the holiday rush.
The spirit of the trade, however, was admirably shown in the
observation of the Fuel Administrator's order to the letter. In
practically every instance the factories shut down tight on the
days named, keeping only a portion of the office force on hand to
look after the mail.
Certain manufacturers in many industries apparently found
a loophole in the order permitting the heating of plants and offices
sufficiently to prevent damage to stock and the freezing of
sprinkler systems. The heating thus deemed necessary ranged
from 35 to 50 degrees, and it was found that employes could do
certain work in that temperature without discomfort. In view
of the fact that the greater part of the work in talking machine
and record manufacturing is done by machinery, even to the
varnishing of the cabinets, and that the use of machinery was
absolutely prohibited on the "fuelless" days, however, put the
bars up against any manufacturing activities.
Although there was naturally a strong protest immediately
the order was issued, the talking machine men, manufacturers,
jobbers and dealers fell in line with other business interests and
accepted the order as a war necessity, and made the best of a bad
situation.
According to reports from Washington, it seems, as this is
written, that the effect of the five-day closing down and the sub
sequent workless Mondays has not been as satisfactory as hoped
for in effecting a saving in coal, and in permitting of trans-
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portation of fuellRi increased quantities on those days. Therefore, instead of the order being rescinded in part, it is not improbable that it may be, in some manner or other, extended.
Meanwhile indications are that the trade has adapted itself
to the changed conditions and is working along lines that will
overcome in a considerable measure the effect of the shut-down,
by increased efforts during the five working days, and overtime
occasionally, when feasible. There are still many who grumble
anent the severity of the Garfield order and who are not yet
thoroughly convinced regarding its necessity, but these are war
times, and the great majority of the people of the United States
comprehend that there must be fire where there is smoke and
have set themselves to grin and bear it, regardless of personal
opinions — in other words, to use a familiar advertising" slogan,
"there's a reason."
A little extra effort, a closer attention to details, and the goahead spirit will enable the trade to overcome these and other
obstacles and, barring unforeseen conditions, make 1918 just as
good a year for the talking machine industry as has been
predicted.
THE merchant and his salesman should bear one fact in mind,
that the first impressions are the most lasting, and if you
give a man a good impression of your place when he enters you
have accomplished half the battle of separating him from his
money.

A quick walk forward, a pleasant greeting and close attention are not hard things to give, but they will make sales
where a glum dyspeptic countenance, with mouth drooping at the
corners and a general look of having liver trouble, will put a customer in an antagonistic mood that will mean a hard fight to
win his trade.

THE
desirability of applying the trade acceptance to all
classes of transactions in buying and selling merchandise is
becoming more generally understood in all the leading industries of the country. Leading trade associations are recognizing
the value of this plan of putting credits into available liquid form,
in this way expanding the use of commercial paper.
There is no doubt but that the war, through its related activities, has done much in forcing developments which formerly
and for some time recently had appeared disposed to hang fire.
For instance, the trade acceptance, an institution whose merit is
obvious, and which for years has been included among the fundamentals of commercial systems in practically every other civilized business country of the world, was up to a year ago understood but by a small number of people in this country, while a
greater number considered the matter hardly worth their time
or effort. What a change, however! Today every merchant
and business organization is giving this subject the closest consideration.

MACHINE

WORLD

The matter of credits has been much in the public mind since
the United States entered the war, and business men in particular have become alive to the beneficial results of the use of trade
acceptances, with the result that this subject is before the country
in a new light. People are getting a better comprehension of
how it will broaden industry by liquidizing credits, and thus give
the merchant greater opportunities for trade expansion.
MANUFACTURERS
and jobbers are giving considerable attention these days to the subject of advertising. Every live
man to-day concedes that advertising is a necessity, one that returns good dividends on the investment when space is properly
utilized. In this connection it is well to bear in mind that every
advertising medium has two costs — space cost and service cost.
One gives use; the other gives results. Space cost is fixed.
Service cost varies. The amount this varies determines the
amount of results — that is, the amount of value received. But
this varies always in proportion to the circulation of the medium.
The more representative the circulation the higher the service.
Since you purchase advertising space to put it to use and secure
results, it is false and momentary economy to consider any but
the medium of greatest representative circulation. Results,
through use, soon offset any initial saving in cost of space.
Service includes safety. It protects your reputation and guaranyour sales. policy.
Let "Service First" be your motto ; it is ours —
it is tees
a winning
And, talking about advertising, there are many concerns in
this and other industries which, through lack of courage or for
other reasons, during the war, have set about curtailing expenses by cutting down, or eliminating their advertising appropriations, and thus undermining the value of their sales departments.
Economy along these lines is not sound nor sensible. The
concerns that will reap the harvest when the harvest time of
peace comes will be those which have had the courage to push
their businesses in the face of war, and the foresight to maintain their advertising campaigns, and keep their sales organizations just as close to normal as conditions will permit.
Money spent along this line is not money thrown away by
any means. It is money definitely invested for future dividends.
It insures a permanence of name value and develops a cumulative
effect that cannot be extinguished — one that will bring most
satisfactory returns.
The business men who lose courage and plan to hibernate during the period of the war are, unless peace comes unexpectedly, going to find themselves and their advertising forgotten and their names but distant memories. The time the
live ones spend in going ahead the others must spend in starting up again — a handicap which no successful business man
desires to have placed upon him.
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It is not difficult for the average talking machine salesman to recount the humorous instances that occur in the course of his experience
in the store, of the people who have come in
without any knowledge of what they wanted
or with the wrong name for the desired record,
and people who have been confused as to artists
and makes of machines, and brought their troubles to the salesman. These instances for the
most part are really funny, but the time to
laugh at them is when the customer has left
the store, and when there are no outsiders to
hear.
We all know of the story of the brawny Irishman who entered a talking machine store and
demanded a record by "Al. McGluck." The
incident is related as a story, but the average
salesman has to meet demands equally as ridiculous every d'ay in the week. Every customer is not well versed in the names of musical
compositions, nor can everyone pronounce correctly the names of foreign artists. In* fact, there
are many salesmen, supposed to be authorities,
who have weird methods of pronouncing some
of the artists' names.
When a customer enters the store and asks,
as did the colored woman, for the record "Human
Rest," it is up to the salesman to inquire casually if the record wanted is not "Humoresque,"
and to act as though the customer had simply
made a slip of the tongue. No matter how peculiar may sound some of the demands of customers, to the salesman who knows his line of
records there is always a possibility of associating the customer's demand with some record in stock. The words may be different, but
there is a phonetic similarity that cannot be
mistaken. To grasp that similarity upon the
instant and to save the customer embarrassment by bringing the desired record forward
without delay is one of the traits of the salesman who knows his business.
We have seen incidents where the salesman
has smiled in a superior way at the demand of a
customer, and taken long enough to explain to
that customer just where he, or she, was in
error in pronouncing the name or indicating the
desired selection. We have seen these customers flush with embarrassment, or more frequently with anger, and hurry out of the store
before completing a purchase. Even when the
customers did stay after being corrected, they
acted as though their feelings were hurt and
only bought the one record asked for to prevent the further embarrassment of having the
salesman sneer as they went out empty handed.
We have seen occasions where salesmen have
smiled and actually laughed at the mistakes of
a customer.
It doesn't require statistics to prove

Record
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The man or woman who comes in and pronounces the name of some foreign composition or some foreign artist casually and without hesitation generally has much experience
with the higher types of music, but the person
who comes in and stumbles is exploring a new
realm, and the salesman who is looking towards
the future of the business should make a special effort to make that exploration pleasant and
to remove the stumbling blocks of almost unpronounceable names with courtesy and tact.
Then the customer leaves the store with the
feeling that he has been well treated and will
come again, rather than with the feeling that he
has been laughed at and that his trade is not
wanted.
Moreover, if after the exit of the customer
making the humorous mistakes the salesman
sees fit to laugh by himself, or in company
with his fellows, that fact is noticed by other
customers who happen to be present, and we
may be sure, if any among them is not quite
sure of his ground, he is going to think awhile
about coming into that store again, unless for
a record that is perfectly familiar to him. Of
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course if the salesman's sense of humor is strong
enough to overcome his sense of business and
he can only control himself sufficiently to let
the customer get out of the store, why, there
is generally a stockroom in the basement or in
the rear of the talking machine store to which
he can repair and roll on the floor in glee for
a few moments to relieve his feelings.
When he is selling records the salesman is
not paying for and should not expect free entertainment. The customer comes into the store
not in the role of a comedian but in the role
of a purchaser and should be treated as such.
The adage "Laugh and grow fat" is all right
under certain circumstances, but the salesman
who laughs at customers' mistakes is going to
grow thin through lack of nourishment and
the wherewithal to purchase same.
NEW

Laugh

without making some mistakes, and every mistake thus recorded in the talking machine store
may be accepted as proof positive that another
convert has been won over to the cause of good
music.

LIST

to
□

Customers

One of the great problems of the talking machine has been to bring into the lives of the
musically uneducated the greatest works of the
masters. The man or woman who formerly
depended for his music upon the vaudeville
theatre or even the hand organ can now play
at home and by means of the talking machine
the great arias and symphonies that under ordinary conditions would be as foreign to him
as Chinese. It is but natural that the average
mortal cannot delve into this new musical world
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Fatten

Quicker Under Influence of Music — Should
Help Increase Meat Production of Country
Kansas City, Mo., February 5.— Now comes Arnold Berns, of Peabody, Kan., pioneer cattleman, one who has seen the Texas longhorn give
way to the grade Hereford and Shorthorn in the
cattle industry, and declares that the phonograph can be made a great factor in fattening
cattle. At the meeting of the Kansas State
Board of Agriculture at Topeka, Kan., Mr. Berns
said that the phonograph will serve to quiet
the nerves of cattle in the fattening stalls and
make them more susceptible to the grains and
feeds given them and that they will take on
fat faster by being quiet and less nervous.
"Many of the cattle in our Western feed lots
and stalls," said Mr. Berns, "have been raised
on the ranges of the West where the howl of
the coyote has been the music of the range.
These cattle taken off the range and confined in
close quarters naturally become restive and nervous and miss the sounds and music of the ranges.
"Two bunches of cattle fed under identically
the same conditions near Peabody, Kan., differed in weight and price when marketed. The
man who sold the higher priced bunch of cattle
was asked for an explanation by his less successful neighbor and was told that the seller
of the higher priced bunch of cattle had arisen
from his bed when he heard the cattle running
around in nervous excitement in the feed lot
at night and had gone down and talked soothingly to them until they became passive and
their fright had passed away.
"Not many of us would care to get up of
nights and go to the feed yard to talk or sing
to a restive nervous bunch of cattle that were
not taking on fat because of their nervousness,
"The phonograph could be employed to take
the place of the human voice under such circumstances. We could start with a coyote record that would cause the range cattle to forget
their homesickness and the longing for the
freedom of the open prairie ranges and then we
could educate them up to some of Caruso's or
Melba's wonderful arias or the "Marseillaise" or
some of the patriotic airs. Think of how undefeatable an army of soldiers would be if fed
on beef that had been fattened to the music of
such soul-stirring war airs as we are all hearing
Mr. days."
Berns spoke on "Cattle Feeding as a Busithese
ness" and his introductory remarks were in relation to phonographic music as a feature of
cattle feeding. His address was easily the leading feature of the Topeka meeting.
The Brunswick Shop, Dallas, Tex., has installed a stock of Columbia Grafonolas and
records.
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Manager of Eclipse Musical Co. Elected President of Talking Machine Dealers' Association
of Northern Ohio — Annual Banquet of That
Organization to Be Held on February 20

Major H. H. Noyes, Who Formerly Traveled for
W. D. & C. N. Andrews, Buffalo, Writes of

Cleveland, O., February 2. — At the recent annual meeting of the Talking Machine Dealers'
Association of Northern Ohio, held in this city,
Charles K. Bennett, manager of the Eclipse

Buffalo, N. Y., January 21. — "The Frenchman
warms himself by suggestion. He builds a fire
in the fireplace and so long as he can see a
small blaze he is content."
This was one of the many interesting comments of life in France by Major H. H. Noyes,
who traveled in the Buffalo territory for W. D. &
C. N. Andrews of this city for five years. Major
Noyes is now serving his country in France.
He is with Pershing's army and an interesting
letter from him was recently received by Mr.
and Mrs. C. N. Andrews.
Referring to the subject of heat Major Noyes
said: "We are different. We build a fire and
put in a good-sized chunk of wood for a back
log and really get some heat. We bought wood
at about $14 a cord. Coal is a luxury. If one
has a piece of hard coal he wears it on his finger
in place of a diamond. The houses here are
cold and have no furnaces.
"The weather here is so rotten that I cannot
wax very eloquent over the scenery. There are
wonderful roads and lots of woods, which are
mostly planted. Conservation is a religion here.
They plant trees which they are not allowed to
cut for thirty years or more.

Charles K. Bennett
Musical Co., Victor distributor, was elected president for the year 1918, with H. E. Roos, of the
Columbia Graphophone Co., vice-president;
James Card, of the Lakeside Music Co., secretary; A. L. Maresh, of the Maresh Piano Co.,
treasurer, and E. B. Lyons, of the Eclipse Musical Co., recording secretary.
The annual banquet of the association will
be held at the new Hotel Winton on February
20, and the program on that occasion will be
an elaborate one. Among the speakers will be
Henry C. Brown, assistant to the general manager of the Victor Talking Machine Co.; J. Raymond Bill, associate editor of The Talking Machine World, and a representative of the Columbia Graphophone Co. An autographic message
from Thomas A. Edison is also looked for.
KEEPING

SHOW

WINDOWS

Experiences With Pershing's Army in France
— Asks About the War Sentiment Here

'We eat, sleep and work war, but still you

folks know more about the war than we do,"
continued Major Noyes. "We are concerned
with our own particular ' little world and have
our hands full. Would be glad to learn the
mental attitude of the people in the United
States. Are they taking this war seriously or
not? They should and the pacifist and slacker
should not be allowed to sport and exhibit their
views, for they are a menace. The pacifist is the
worst enemy we have — worse, in fact, than the
boche, and that is beyond one's comprehension. I have personally seen things over here
on my trips to the British and French fronts
that make one wonder whether or not civilization is more or less of a myth.
"One group of German prisoners wouldn't
believe the American army was here. They
thought we were British dressed in the uniform
of the U. S. A., just to impress and mislead the
Germans. A German prisoner, who had lived
in America for several years, said to one of our
men that the entrance of America in the war
would make no difference. He also said that
although we might get a few men over casually,
a U. S. troop ship would never reach Europe.
The funny part of this is that while he was
talking a big fleet of transports was steaming
in and he hadn't noticed them. When his attention was called to the fleet and he was told it
was one of several already landed, he looked
dazed for a minute and then turned away —
Do your bit — but don't talk of it beforehand!
licked."
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Those who are located in regions where the
illuminating medium is natural or artificial gas
have experienced considerable difficulty with a
peculiar greasy deposit on plate glass windows,
which gives to them a bluish appearance regardless of the amount of energy expended in
the cleaning. If after having followed the ordinary procedure of cleaning a piece of glass, a
small sack be made of coarse cheese cloth and
filled with lamp black and the glass thoroughly
polished with this and then polished with a clean
cloth, it will assume a brilliancy unobtainable
by any other means.
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TALKING
MACHINE
CORPORATION
Offices and Show Rooms, 44 W. 37th St., New York
Factory, 1 to 7 West 139th St.
LOCAL TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTORS
Schubert Phonograph Distributing Co., 308 Lyceum Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. A. Ryan, 3231 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
Smith-Woodward Piano Co., 1018 Capitol Ave., Houston, Tex.
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There is in Chicago a group of technicians
in the piano trade who meet at regular intervals and discuss scientific matters relating to
the designing and construction of pianos and the
development of tone with a view to finding
some means for improving their product where
possible. A recent meeting of the technicians
was devoted to the study of tone composition,
and of particular interest from the viewpoint
of this industry was the consideration which
was given the talking machine, which helped to
illustrate many points in the discussion.
In his opening remarks F. E. Morton, acoustic engineer of the American Steel & Wire Co.,
the chairman, said: "A knowledge of acoustics
may be had by any one who can hear. In instruments and voices we learn to recognize certain combinations of those partial tones making up the entire tone and without specific analysis we hear a sound and say: 'That is the
sound of a cornet or the sound of John's
voice.' When we understand why we can tell
one sound from another the pleasure of hearing
and comprehending is multiplied. There is not
a sound that you hear during the day that is
not interesting from a scientific viewpoint.
The fact that a sound may be reproduced,
whether the characteristics are quite the same
or not, is a matter of tremendous interest from
the days of the little cylinder with the tin-foil
around it up to the present day when the sound
and reproduction are so nearly identical. That
it is not exactly the same in quality as recorded
is obvious to the listener. I have more respect
for the talking machine now that I know its limitations than I had before I learned them. I also
know more of its possibilities. I want to explain briefly for your direction in listening
that first we will hear the natural voice and
then the reproduction of that voice on this
talking machine. The recording studio is a factor. Any room is a reverberating chamber and
hence there are echoes.
"The diaphragm of the recording instrument
possibly has a better ear than we have and the
echo is recorded. The better the reproduction
the more obvious the echo. The voice energy
enters a receiver — a horn. That horn has a certain number of cubic inches of air which determines its pitch. The column of air vibrates
more intensely in response to its own keynote
than to any other. The horn material also responds with a greater degree of intensity to
its own keynote, which may or may not be the
same as the column of air contained. The diaphragm also has its keynote to which it responds with a quality peculiar to flat bodies. It
responds to odd numbered high partials with
greater intensity than to other partials. In the
reproducing the process is reversed and the
same conditions obtain. If the reproductions
were made by the same diaphragm through the
same horn and into the same room as that in
which the record was made each augmented
partial would be doubled. If reproduced
through another instrument having another
horn of different cubical content, a different
keynote of horn material, a different keynote
of diaphragm, other odd numbered higher partials would be augmented as would also the reverberation inthe room. And so it is that we
have a number of sounds foreign to the one to
be recorded.
After very many repeated experiments there
is no doubt in my mind that a talking machine
record of a banjo number gives a better banjo
tone than the banjo itself. The same is true of
the xylophone. Those partial tones characteristic of the banjo and xylophone are the ones
augmented. There are certain voice qualities
which are improved by recording and reproduction. There are other voices and instruments
which are not improved, but all are changed.

MACHINE

Piano

Technicians

Composition

With a knowledge of that change we have no
difficulty in appreciating all.
"You recognize another's voice but it is doubtful if you would recognize your own voice recorded and reproduced. Let us go back to our
accepted piano tone composition, having a relative intensity of 50 per cent, in the fundamental
and the other six partials in sequentially decreasing intensity until only a trace of the seventh is audible. A heavy stroke on a piano
key brings out partials to or above the twenty-
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fourth. By means of the resonators they may
be heard.
"The horn material and the diaphragm are
loads carried by the talking machine and constitute its limitations. If these loads were eliminated a true reproduction would remain. .Break
a talking machine record and with a microscope
observe the track of the needle and you will find
there truly recorded all the tone it was given
and more, because it recorded the vibrations of
part of its own material."
"It is not a limitation of failure to record but
of faithfulness. If a horse hauls' a wagon weighing a ton and the contents weighing one-half
ton the limitation cause of hauling capacity is
the weight of the wagon, or one ton. The horse
hauls both. I am not criticizing the talking
machine. It is a wonderful instrument. E. H.
Rose will now sing for us, alternating with his
own record on the talking machine as a demonMr. Rose (Prince Lei Lani, Hawaiian tenor)
stration."

a

a

a

In

a

a

sang "Pua Sabinia," "Aloha Oe" and the "Rosary" (Schumann-Heink), taking one period
with his voice, the next with the record and so
on throughout the number.
"Applying the same theory to the reproduction
of piano tone," remarked Mr. Morton, "I confess
I spent many hours trying to find the cause of
some apparent distortions. I couldn't understand why a piano record sounded so much like
a cross between a banjo and a xylophone.
The limitations are not failure to record or reproduce, but are caused by other partials,
other tones. In volume I think we could approach very closely the volume of the original
instrument. The augmented partials would become more obvious than in the talking machine
of smaller tone chamber, or horn. We can't
magnify the good without magnifying the evil.
The relative intensity of partials contained
in a tone determines its quality. If that relative intensity is disturbed the quality is
changed. The mere increase in intensity of
one partial above its normal degree would
change its quality and this factor, as I have already mentioned, would account for its distortion. It is wonderful that we get as true an
effect as we do with that handicap. If you have
a nasal-toned piano, with odd numbered high
partials, you put your tone regulator on the
job, expecting him to make a perfect-toned
piano. When such tones appear on a talking machine record we are apt to condemn the talking
machine. By the collaboration of the piano
manufacturer and the talking machine manufacturer that fault may be eliminated. We are
fortunate in having the assistance of M'r. Harold Triggs, who will play for us. We .will
then have the reproduction of this number on
the piano itself — an instrument not yet on the
market, a Brambach electric player grand —
and reproduced by the autograph roll, then reproduced on the talking machine." Mr. Triggs
played "The Polonaise Militaire," which was
then reproduced on electric player grand.
Mr. Morton (at talking machine) : "I am
playing a certain sustained portion of the composition over where the echo occurs. It is in
effect not unlike
a 'shake'
which18) follows what
(Continued
on page
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(Continued from page 15)

sounds like a 'plucked' tone. It is not improbable that this results from the reflection of
energy by the walls of the studio, and that this
'shake' is really an echo. You could build on
the tone of a piano almost any combination by
addition. The upper part of the register is
much better than the lower."
"Now note particularly the difference in
the lower and upper registers (demonstrating).
From about middle C up the tone more nearly
approaches the tone of the piano. From middle C, the farther down the less fundamental is
observed. Mr. White has expressed just what I
wanted to bring out and with that this point:
Analyses have been made of the tone of the
various parts of the piano scale. By means of
the phonodeik it was determined with whatever
degree of correctness the instrument might
show, that the low notes — wound strings — had
very little fundamental. If I recall, down in
the next to the last octave there was barely a
trace of the fundamental. That seemed unreasonable to me because we can determine the
pitch of those notes, and it is the fundamental
which determines the pitch. A possible explanation might be that the 'taps' on the atmosphere are less frequent at a point where
there are only sixty-four vibrations per second than two octaves higher when there are
256. When the rate is only sixty-four per second the intensity, or rather carrying power, is
not so great as in the upper register. At the
same time I have a strong impression that, given a piano of such size that bass strings of
correctly proportioned length and pliability
may be used, the recording diaphragm will
respond with sufficient intensity to influence
favorably the reproduction. If we get a
stronger fundamental with a long pliable bass
string than we do with a short stiff one, it
would be fair to assume that a balance of tone
would result, and also that any company making records would be glad to pay the price for
a piano that would improve the reproduction."
After considerable discussion on the question
of piano tone, and the necessity of having a
long string in order to produce the desired
fundamental tones in the lower register, the
question of reproducing music on the talking
machine again came up, and it was agreed that
much of the trouble lay in the diaphragm, as it
is difficult if not impossible to design a diaphragm that would be suitable for reproducing
very rapid vibrations or very slow ones with

Ward's

TALKING

Khaki

TECHNICIANS

equal faithfulness. For the diaphragm would
respond to its own keynote with a greater intensity than it would to that of another pitch.
In the course of his discussion Mr. Morton
offered some interesting suggestions regarding
the recording of voices. *"I suggest to those
making records of male quartets," he said, "that
the second bass be placed closer to the horn,
the first bass a little farther, etc. It would rid
us of the predominant tenor and give us the
grateful fundamental.
"I feel that the public will be much more interested in all records having full strong fundamentals, however produced, than they will in
the average present records, both orchestral
and vocal. If those in charge of studios will
understand that when the public says: 'This is
a good and this is a poor tone' and we analyze
both it will be found that the one which the
public says is good has a dominant fundamental
and the one which the public says is poor has
little fundamental, they will effect a grateful
"I would like to ask what instrument records
change."
sell most readily to the public," asked one piano
man, to which E. H. Rose replied: " 'Cello, violin and harp records."
' There are some very excellent tones reproduced," declared Mr. Morton, "but their relationship isdistorted. Take two violins, viola
and 'cello. The 'cello is usually too light. We
glory in a passage where it comes out strong
We like to hear a male quartet with a good
substantial second bass. To determine in a flat
vibrating body the true pitch — the fundamental
— you can use this instrument known as a phenendoscope. You can locate sounds foreign to
the desired tone in your piano, vibration of case,
plate, etc. When you get through with it you
can put it on your car and locate engine trouble.
It is an aid to listening and any aid to listening is very well worth while. And now, to return to the talking machine, the diaphragm being
flat and vibrating in odd-numbered segments, the
attempt has been made to crown it. Just as
soon as you near the arch you approach the
unresponsive. It has too much resistance. It
is not practical. Some day we will get away
from the diaphragm entirely. The horn idea
will never be entirely satisfactory as a true recorder or reproducer. The horn idea, or tone
chamber, is distorting.
"In the meantime we have records to-day that
couldn't be Feplaced by any other means. Think
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what the record of ancient history would mean
in our talking machine studios to-day. Think of
some of the great speeches by Roman senators
handed down for us to-day as phonograph records. If there is anything on earth that should
be encouraged it is the talking machine industry
and everything pertaining to it. Give it its
proper place. It has a big place and is one
which will redound to our glory if we back it
up
Thepiano.
talkingIt machine
take
the strongly.
place of the
never willdoesn't
and never
can. The reproducing piano probably is the
closest we can come to-day to a reproduction
of an artist's work. The gradations are not
as fine as we wrould like to have them, but we are
SOME GOOD PUBLICITY IN DENVER
progressing."
C. B. Wells, Publicity Manager of KnightCampbell Music- Co., Gets Interesting Story
on Music on Farm in Representative Papers
Denver, Colo., January 19. — C. B. Wells, manager of publicity for the Knight-Campbell Music
Co., is doing some excellent work in the interests of music and musical instruments generally. Only last week he succeeded in having
printed in the Weekly Rocky Mountain News
an interesting story on ''Music Greatest Asset of
the Country Home," the writer being Burt Wells
himself, lover of music, cowman by experience
and inclination, farmer by pre-natal instinct, by
the grace of God a penpusher. The story told
of the lonesome hours spent by women on farms
and ranches far from the center of things and
how music provides enjoyment in the evening
for all hands. Of course the Victrola and the
player-piano were referred to particularly. In
addition to having the story in the Weekly
News, which reaches about 25,000 country homes,
it also appeared in the annual stock show souvenir edition of the Record Stockman, which
circulates in a vast territory in the West. The
story was accepted at its face value and cost
the Knight-Campbell Co. nothing, although in
fairness be it said that the company's name did
not appear throughout the article. Mr. Wells
is of the opinion that the same idea could be
worked out profitably by piano and talking machine men in other sections of the country.
ASSOCIATION DUES NOT TAXABLE
War Tax Law Held to Apply Only to Social
and Athletic Organizations
Washixgtox, D. C. February 5.— Commercial
organizations, even though they have social features, are not subject to the war tax, according
to a ruling just issued by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue.
The Commissioner ruled:
"Particular attention is called to the fact that
the tax is imposed only upon dues or membership fees, including initiation fees, paid to any
social, athletic or sporting club or organization,
where such dues or fees are in excess of $12
per year. The tax does not attach upon dues
paid to chambers of commerce or other business
organizations primarily organized and maintained for the furtherance of business interests.
Such organizations may have social features
without incurring liability to tax, provided such
social features are entirely subordinated to the
predominant purpose of the organization."
NEW INCORPORATION
The Audion Phonograph Co., New York, has
been incorporated, with a capital stock of $5,000.
by A. LaGattuta, V. Himmer, Jr., and W. L.
Sawyer.
The successful venture anchors to an achieved
success, no matter how minor or humdrum the
job was.
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Some Interesting Facts in This Connection Set F orth by Junius B. Wood, a War Correspondent
Who Tells of the Joy They Bring in the Hospital and in the Camp
What a talking machine and even a limited
supply of records means to the soldiers at the
front, and particularly in the military hospitals,
was set forth recently in a graphic manner by
Junius B. Wood, who, writing for the New York
Globe, said:
"In a certain unnamed spot a few miles back
of the French front are the long one-story frame
barracks of a regiment of American railroad
engineers. These buildings, with those of a
French hospital, near which is a cemetery that
is daily growing larger, form a mushroomlike
military city. Day and night the Americans take
trains up under fire and return to sleep and
rest in the barracks.

ever, anybody who wishes to answer the appeal
can send records to me and the American postQRAFONOLA

IN MOTION

PICTURES

Release to Be Made Shortly Will Feature Mae
Murray and the Columbia Grafonola
The Universal Film Mfg. Co. will shortly present a new picture entitled "The Eternal Columbine." The star in this film will be Miss
Mae Murray, one of the most popular and successful motion picture actresses now appearing

Miss Mae Murray and the
before the public. A Columbia
quite a part in this new picture,
panying photograph presents a
Miss Murray and the Grafonola
ter of the stage.

office here will see that they are delivered. Anything in the line of music is a balm in the ears
of the wounded, even of the French Poilu, who
does not understand English. Send all you can
and what you can in care of Junius B. Wood,
war correspondent, American Expeditionary
Force in France."
IMPORTANT

"Every morning, and sometimes oftener, according to how the fighting goes, they bring in
a long train which stops at an equally long platform, while its load of helpless, suffering and
bandaged humanity is carried into the wards oi
the adjoining hospital. Each one who is more
seriously wounded is taken farther to more comfortable and better equipped permanent hospitals
in Southern France. The wounds have been
bandaged in the temporary field dressing stations, but only in a few cases has there been
an opportunity to wash off the dirt of the
trenches before the patients are hurried to this
evacuated hospital. Then starts the fight to fan
back the flickering flame of life.
"In that war-born city is one phonograph.
Grand-opera singers, amusing actors and entertaining speakers do not come to that hospital
in the war zone. A single box of "canned music"
is all they have to relieve the monotony of the
puffing locomotives, the stifled groans of their
fellow wounded and their own gnawing pain.
Occasionally German bomb-dropping machines
seem reluctant even to permit these fragiles of
humanity to escape.
It Is Never Silent
"One thoughtful New York mother sent this
ray of brightness to her son, a captain in a railroad regiment. He turned it over, records and
all, to the hospital so that all might use it.
Now it is never silent day or night until taps
sounds. Early in the morning it starts on its
rounds through the hospital wards and by evening it reaches the Y. M. C. A. hut and finishes
the night on a rough pine board table in the
officers' quarters grinding out the old, familiar
homesick tunes.
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Grafonola plays
and the accomscene in which
occupy the cen-

C. F. Paige & Co., Athol, Mass., have fitted
up a special room in their store to house the
Victrola department, the business of which is
increasing steadily.

FACTOR

IN CREDIT

WORK

How Good Correspondence Can Be Utilized
Effectively in Cleaning Up Bad Accounts
Is the art of letter writing lost — an art than
which there is none more important for effective credit work? We must lead men to
understand that there can be no more expensive neglect than failure to appreciate the value
of good correspondence.
The question arises, what is a good letter?
This is a question difficult to answer. Surely, a
letter should be neither too brief nor too long,
yet thorough so that all points are covered.
No important part of the subject under consideration should be neglected. The letter should
be courteous, yet, as was expressed by a thoughtful credit man in a recent state conference,
it should not "slop over." Fulsomeness is bad
and creates a strong suspicion; but the proper
expression of courtesy is one of the strongest
features of good correspondence.
The letter should aim to accomplish its purpose without offense, leading rather than driving men, and yet sometimes it may happen that
the best purpose of a letter may be accomplished
if the party addressed is offended temporarily,
because, as the editor of The Credit Man points
out, some men never awake to a serious situation unless first made angry.
The unnecessary letter should never be written— the necessary letter never neglected — there
should be careful thought given to each communication, for merely setting down in a moment of heat without digesting the real purpose and necessities of correspondence will fail
of its purpose in the majority of instances. By
the digestive process, the exercise of careful
thought, the holding in mind of the purposes
that are to be accomplished, a letter can perform a wonderful service, be a driving power
and bind men together who otherwise would
have no points of contact.
Letter writing is a neglected art, yet, by restoring itand making correspondence the subject of careful study and thought, we shall have
accomplished much in making this work effective.

"Occasionally when work is slack the owner
goes himself to run the machine. Here is his
description of a Sunday afternoon in that strange
city of the ill:
" 'I spent an hour and a half playing the machine in a ward where two men carried in the
records. There were from sixty-five to seventyfive men in the ward. Some were suffering
from pneumonia and still others were terribly
burned by mustard gas. Nearly half of the remainder had not seen daylight for a long time.
All eyes seemed to be bandaged and there was
an everlasting coughing.
" 'I started off with the "Marseillaise" and
every last man who had an ounce of strength left
in his system sat up on his cot at salute and
tried to raise a bandaged hand if one was left.
After that we had some American marching
songs, comic opera, grand opera, and everything
left on the worn-out records.
Records Nearly Worn Out
" 'We have used these records until they sound
like the proverbial tin can. I wrote to America
a couple of months ago for more, but they
never materialized. The machine works all day
in the hospital and we use it only when the
patients have gone to sleep. It would be a
calamity if they were deprived of its solace.'
"For military reasons I am not permitted to
give the name or location of this American
regiment which, in addition to its war work of
carrying forward ammunition and supplies and
bringing back the wounded and dying, is also
spreading the Good Samaritanism of music. How-
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Boston, Mass., February 6— It is of special interest that, despite general conditions, the
month of January proved to be a far better
month for most of the dealers than they had
looked for. Most of them were able to show a
business fully up to that of a year ago, while
others went considerably ahead of January of
1917. This is doubly interesting in view of
the fact that the business day is now shorter
by one hour and there is a whole day, Monday,
taken out of each week in deference to the request of the fuel administrator, which for the
month has considerably shortened the hours,
although the Monday closing did not really begin until the middle of the month. For the
current month the situation will be worse, for
there will be four Monday shut-downs and
Washington's birthday, and all in the shortest
month of the year. It will be interesting to see
how the period will show up.
One good business asset just now is the demand for machines and records that comes from
Yard, the forts down the harbor,
Navy
the
Camp Devens at Ayer, and other places where
soldiers and sailors may be stationed. The immense quantities of second-hand records that
are sent away of course do not affect the
dealers, but there are in addition a large number of records that are bought and sent away
by friends. This is a most appreciable aid to
business.
Oppose Instalment Plan of Doing Business
The trade is interested in the position lately
taken by the Retail Credit Men's Association at
a meeting held at a Boston hotel, when a resolution was passed abolishing the instalment
plan of doing business. The reasons given for
taking this attitude were that conservation is
the watchword in the present crisis; that with
the increase in the cost of merchandise a proportionate increase in capital becomes necessary; that it is neither wise nor economic to
tie up large sums of capital in this form of
credit; that it is essential to the national welfare to keep capital liquid, and therefore that
all goods sold on credit be paid for on the first
of the month following the date of purchase and
in no case beyond thirty days from the date of
purchase. A copy of this resolution was submitted to the Boston Chamber of Commerce
for action by that body.
Fifty Victor Machines for Camp Devens
Herbert L. Royer, who has a well-appointed
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ton Co. in the downtown retail section has contracted for the Vocalions, and at the present
time there is a good display in one of the large
Washington street windows. This wholesale
end of the business has been placed in charge
of C. C. Westervelt, who has been with the
Emerson Phonograph Co. J. F. Meade, the
treasurer of the concern, who makes his headquarters in New York, was a Boston caller a
short time ago.
Takes Charges of Victor Department
The Victor department of the Henry F. Miller
Co. is now in charge of P. R. Smith, who has
lately assumed the position. Mr. Smith has
had a good experience in the phonograph business, for he was Thomas A. Edison's personal
representative for some time and as such was
called upon' to go into many territories to
straighten out knotty business problems facing
the Edison dealers. Lately he has been in the
employ of the United States Government.
Generous Action of A. M. Hume Co.

the

M. C. Perkins, who is now assistant to Mr.
Mann, since the closing of the Springfield
quarters, is rapidly making good in his new
line and he is fast familiarizing himself with
his new work, which for the time consists

Grow
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Victor

A space in the A. M. Hume Music Co.'s Victor warerooms has been generously donated to
the Greater Boston Women's Committee, and
authorized by the National War Work Council of the Y. M. C. A., whose purpose is to
provide music and other forms of entertainment for the soldiers and sailors. Members
of this committee are at the Hume warerooms
for three hours each day and the Victor proposition is one that especially appeals to them
as a desirable form of music.
Reports an Excellent January Business
Manager Fred E. Mann of the Columbia
Graphophone Co. makes a most encouraging report of the January business just closed and
says that while the demand for goods was naturally light at the beginning of the month,
there was considerable speeding up as the days
wore on, so that the sum total was considerably in advance of the January business
last year. Manager Mann was over in Springfield a while ago looking over the territory
and arranging to give that field as good servcity. ice from the Boston end as it formerly had
when there was a local headquarters in that
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Dealers' Co-operation Service
Earl J. Silliman, who was transferred a while
ago from the Vermont territory of the Columbia to the Boston wholesale headquarters, has
been put in charge of the new record demonstration room where dealers, especially those
from out of town, who are not familiar with all
the details of good selling, may be coached. It
is what might be called dealers' co-operation
service.
Magnificent Display of Brunswick Phonographs
The dealer not acquainted with the line of
phonographs carried by the Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co., at 94 Washington street, will
be really surprised at the display which is on
the second floor of the building. R. H. Booth
is in charge of this phonograph department, and
he has two men constantly in the field presenting the merits of the Brunswick machine,
F. H. Walter and E. S. Campbell, who have
between them all of New England with the
exception of Connecticut, which is handled from
the New York end. There is A. J. Kendrick
besides, who is the district manager, with headquarters in Boston, and between these three
live wires the Brunswick is getting a good
showing in this field. There are several new
styles of Brunswick machines soon to be put
on the market which are sure to interest present
and prospective agents.
Branching Out Into Larger Fields
R. S. Hibshman, manager of the Aeolian
Vocalion, says that the business during January was good, all things considered. This house
has begun to branch out into larger fields and
to establish wholesale accounts around the city.
The large department store of Magrane-Hous-
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Victor and Sonora shop in Chauncy street, a
few feet from Summer street, is being congratulated byhis friends on having successfully
completed a deal whereby more than fifty Victor machines are soon to be sent to Camp
Devens at Ayer. The purchase was made by a
committee headed by Francis H. Spalding, which
is interested in supplying music for the boys
in camp. The money was largely secured
by sums being raised from the proceeds of
the sale of a large flag, which was made by Mrs.
Martha Pierce Chute of Cambridge and Manchester. With these machines Mr. Royer was
able to sell nearly 300 records. The outfits are
to be distributed among different companies at
the camp.
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largely in perfecting the service stock department where several new men have had to be
taken on owing to the demands which the draft
has made upon the local Columbia employes.
Pleasant Surprise for Billy Fitzgerald
Wholesale Manager Billy Fitzgerald of the
Eastern Talking Machine Co. got a pleasant
surprise a few days ago, when he received a
package which, upon being opened, brought back
vividly to his memory an incident which happened back last summer when he played the
part of lifesaver. A woman -was crossing Tremont street almost in front of the Eastern establishment when she got mixed up between several teams and she was in danger of being
crushed when gallant Bill rushed to the scene
and dragged the frightened woman to a place
of safety on the sidewalk. The gift was accompanied by a card which spoke the appreciation of the woman. •
Tells Story of Progress
Business throughout the Edison territory
handled by the Pardee, Ellenberger Co., Inc.,
is reported as excellent by Manager Frederick
H. Silliman, but the staff of traveling men who
have Northern Massachusetts, Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont as their fields have
interesting stories of the amount of snow to
be found in that territory these days.
Announce New Sonora Agencies
Joseph H. Burke, who is associated with
Richard Nelson in the local management of the
Sonora Phonograph Co. has been doing some
telling work lately, and one of the goodsized deals which he lately put through was
the placing of the Sonora agency with three of
the Blake Co.'s large piano houses at Lynn,
Attleboro and Pawtucket, R. I. The local management also reports that the large Springfield
house of Forbes & Wallace has lately taken
on the Sonora line. Both Mr. Nelson and Mr.
Burke were in Hartford, Conn., lately in attendance on the salesmen's convention, when
plans for the current year's business were considered from every angle.
Franz- Yahn Service Tells of Progress
The wholesale department of the Columbia
Graphophone Co. is highly gratified over the
volume of business which is being done by F.
E. Yahn, who is head of the newly organized
concern known as the Franz- Yahn Service,
which maintains departments in the Poole Dry
Goods Co', in Springfield, the Steiger-Cox Co.
at Fall River and the Steiger-Dudgeon Co. at
New Bedford. Mr. Yahn maintains an exclusive
Columbia department in the Springfield establishment, and in arrangement and volume of
goods displayed it makes one of the best show-
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success especially in his talking machine line.
Mr. Wardell has had considerable experience
on the stage and is full of interesting reminiscences. He is a veteran in the talking machine
business, having been one of the early dealers
in the days when the cylinder records were the
only thing to be had.
Some of Our Distinguished Visitors
Visitors on the Boston dealers lately have included H. L. Tuers, manager of the Columbia's
national dealers' service department, who came
to Boston to take his examinations for the
(Continued on page 22)

ings to be found anywhere about. Mr. Yahn
has been in the talking machine business for
several years and at one time was connected
with the Springfield warerooms of the Columbia, and he is well informed with every phase
of the business.
Doing Good Business in Lowell
Thomas Wardell, a Lowell dealer in Victor
and Edison outfits, was a caller on Boston dealers a few days ago, in fact he comes up here
frequently to buy goods. Mr. Wardell bought
out the Ring Piano Co. in Lowell a couple of
months ago, and has been meeting with good
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aviation unit, which by the by he passed most
successfully. Another caller was L. L. Spencer
of the Silas Pearsall Co., a Victor jobber in
New York, and H. M. Blakeborough, manager
of the New Haven branch, who was in town
for two days.
Joins the Nation's Service
The Eastern Talking Machine Co. has lately
lost three more of its men, who have gone into
the nations' service. They are John Maguire,
who is in the Naval Reserve and is stationed
at Hingham; Bernard Finnegan and Byron Corcoran, who are with the railroad engineers at
Camp Devens.
Patriotic Atmosphere at Steinert's
The windows of the Arch street store of the
M. Steinert & Sons Co., are full of a patriotic
atmosphere for February, which month is so
full of reminders of the two great men of the
nation, Lincoln and Washington, whose birthday anniversaries come within these four weeks.
In one of the windows, which is the happy conception of Robert Steinert, the manager of the
talking machine department, is a liberal display of red, white and blue. In the center on a
pedestal is a large bronze eagle from whose
beak radiate streamers of the national colors.
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Portsmouth, N. H., February 2. — Joe M.
Hassett has one of the busiest places, at 115
Congress street, that there is in the city. His
establishment is one that formerly was operated by Fred W. Peabody, who conducts a
chain of successful stores. The one in this
city Mr. Hassett purchased some time ago and
he has made a marked success of it from the
start.
Just now he is getting a good share of business from the boys at the Navy Yard, where
many men are coming and going all the time. Mr.
Hassett carries the Victor, Edison and Columbia
lines of machines and of these he keeps a large
stock always on hand. He has a large number
of friends in the business who never pass
through the city without making a stop at his
place for a handshake.
The object of advertising being to make public one's goods with the view of effecting sales,
a dealer must first decide if he has the goods
the people want, and then, how to apprise them
of the fact.

The method of operation is as follows: The
captains present a pledge card to the employes
on which they pledge themselves to purchase at
least one 25-cent thrift stamp per week. The
captain sells the stamps direct to the employe

CLUB FORMED

STAMP

The Edison Thrift Stamp Club was organized
at the Edison Laboratories, Orange, N. J., latelast month. The meeting was presided over by
Charles Edison, who briefly outlined the purposes of the club, and was followed by Mr.
Durand, manager of the Ediphone division, who
explained the plan of the sale of Thrift Stamps
to employes in full detail. Mr. Mambert, vicepresident and financial executive; Mr. Wilson,
vice-president and general manager, of Thomas
A. Edison, Inc.; Mr. Philips, credit manager,
also of the Thomas A. Edison interests, and Mr.
Bachman, vice-president and manager of Edison
storage battery, assisted in the organization
work.
The object of the meeting was to bring together all captains and stamp station attendants for the purpose of outlining the plan and
scope of the club.
A captain has been appointed from each department of the organization for the purpose of
selling stamps direct to employes. The captains secure stamps and thrift cards from the
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Mr. Edison With Thrift Card
and takes the money for them, which he turns
over to the station attendant. The employe then
receives a United States Government Thrift
Card on which the stamps are pasted.
An effort is being made to have 100 per cent,
of the employes purchasing thrift stamps regularly every week. In spite of the fact that
many Edison employes are still paying on Liberty Bonds, the Thrift Stamps have very readily been purchased by the large army of Edison
employes. Herewith is shown a picture of
Thomas A. Edison holding in his hand a Thrift
Card with the first Thrift Stamp purchased
through the Edison Thrift Stamp Club attached.
Tie the new to the old. Capitalize your triedout knowledge rather than fancy's rainbow pots.

Eclipse
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stamp stations and turn in all pledges, money
and surplus stamps to the stations every night,
the attendants of which in turn send all returns
to the treasury service department, presided over
by Harry Miller, treasurer of Thomas A, Edison, Inc. Upwards of one hundred captains and
stamptionstation
meeting. attendants were at the organiza-

Employes of Edison Laboratories Form Organization for the Purpose of Encouraging Sale
of Thrift Stamps to Help the Nation
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Wilson's picture finds a place in the arrangement, together with likenesses of Washington
and Lincoln. Several high-priced Victrolas are
in the window. The opposite window is more
largely given over to a display of records and
this, too, carries out the patriotic idea.
R. O. Ainslee Remains in Boston
When R. O. Ainslee came to Boston to attend the wholesale men's convention of the
Hallet & Davis Co.'s Boston local warerooms
it was to remain here, and make his home permanently in our midst. Mr. Ainslee came from
Chicago, where he was in charge of the phonograph department of the Hallet & Davis house
in that city; and coming here he is now occupying the same post. He will give all his attention to the wholesale end of this branch of the
business, and as a man of considerable experience he promises to make good. The department will now be built up considerably, for Mr.
Ainslee is a man of ideas and understands the
art of developing business.
Joins the Naval Reserve
William McAuliffe, of the record department
of the Columbia Co., is the latest of the staff
to join the colors. A few days ago he reported
at Hingham as a member of the Naval Reserve.
He is the fifth one from that Columbia department to enter the service.
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Trade Interested in Arguments Made Before U. S. Supreme Court in Appeal of the Boston Store,
Chicago, From Injunction Enjoining It From Selling Columbia Records at Cut Prices
The appeal of the Boston Store of Chicago
from the injunction granted by the United States
District Court in Chicago in September, 1915,
enjoining it from selling Columbia records at
cut prices was argued before the United States
Supreme Court recently. The case came before
the Supreme Court upon a certificate from the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals in and
for the Seventh Circuit.
It appears from the certificate that the appellant, the Boston Store of Chicago, entered into
an agreement in writing on October 15, 1912,
with the Columbia Graphophone Co., acting as
the agent for the patentee, the American Graphophone Co., under the terms of which, among
other things, the Boston Store agreed to maintain prices on the Columbia product. Subsequent
tc entering into the contract the Boston Store
secured a stock of Columbia records and prior
to the filing of the suit had sold at retail to
the public the records which it had thus obtained, at prices less than the Columbia Co.'s
official retail list prices. The records in suit
were covered by United States LettersPatent.
It was contended on behalf of the Graphophone Cos. that a patentee may, while exercising
any of his three co-ordinate monopoly rights of
making, using and selling, reserve, by proper
agreement, such portion thereof as he may see
fit, and that such a proper reservation was made
upon the monopoly right to resell by a contract
directly with the Boston Store, which was entered into at the very instant of the transaction.
It was also contended on behalf of the Graphophone Cos. that the grant of the patent gave the
article a status which enabled monopolistic bargaining and that the rules respecting ordinary
sales did not apply.
Counsel for the Graphophone Cos. pointed
out that the Columbia price maintenance system
was based upon a contract — a direct contract
CHARACTER— THE

BASIS OF SUCCESS

What the Development of Character Means to
the Salesman Most Interestingly Set Forth in
an Article in "The Voice of the Victor"
"Character is a by-product," as Woodrow Wilson in one of his illuminating talks once told
a group of college boys. Everybody knows that
a salesman's success is largely determined by
his power of impressing his "character" on his
customers. For this reason many salesmen go
after character much as though it were money
— something they could put in their pocket and
forget about until needed, says "The Voice of
the Victor." What they get when they do this
is not character, but another by-product, a sort
of self-consciousness that is more of a liability
than an asset.
If a man attends simply to his duty he will
unconsciously develop the kind of character best
calculated to help him carry on his work. Take
the policeman, for instance. He probably never
thinks about his "character" or "personality."
The uniform, the discipline, the nature of his
work all combine to harden and toughen him
until he is fit to cope with criminals and to view
with alertness a world that to him is always
more or less under suspicion. Unconsciously he
develops a "cop" mind, and becomes one of
Squashville's "bravest." Precisely the same thing
will happen to the salesman who attends to his
work. His plain duty is to consider his customer's interests and his employer's interests and to
make the two fit in with each other. He must be
tactful and yielding over things that are open to
discussion, and gracefully firm over things that
are not. He must be equally as courteous to the
bargain hunter, the fidget, the suspicious buyer,
the nervous old lady who fears she is going to
spend too much, as to the most accommodating
customer on his list. If he does this, he may be
assured that one by one the corners will be

between patentee's agent and its immediate vendee, the Boston Store. No attempt was made
to go beyond this, or by a mere "notice" to enforce its price system against any concern which
was not a party (or privy) to a contract as in
the Victor-Macy and Sanatogen cases recently
decided by the Supreme Court.
It was further contended on behalf of the
Graphophone Cos. that inasmuch as competitive
conditions existed to protect the consumer, the
contract between the Graphophone Cos. and the
Boston Store, which imposed a resale price upon
the latter, was valid as being a reasonable restraint of trade, and that the question as to the
validity and legality of such a contract was not
foreclosed by the decision of the Supreme Court
in the Dr. Miles case.
The Boston Store claimed that under the recent Supreme Court decisions it had the right
to sell the patented articles at any price it saw
fit notwithstanding the fact that it had agreed by
contract to maintain prices on them.
The questions certified to the Supreme Court
were the following:
1. Does jurisdiction attach under the patent
laws of the United States?
2. If so, do the recited facts disclose that
some right or privilege granted by the patent
laws has been violated?
3. Can a patentee, in connection with the act
of delivering his patented article to another for
a gross consideration then received, lawfully reserve by contract a part of his monopoly right
to sell?
4. If jurisdiction attaches solely by reason of
diversity of citizenship, do the recited facts constitute a cause of action?
The case was argued by Elisha K. Camp, general counsel for the Graphophone Cos., and Daniel N. Kirby and James M. Beck. Walter
Bachrach and Hamilton Moses made the argument for the Boston Store.
knocked off him, the creases ironed out of him
and he will become an accommodating diplomat
with everybody's confidence and good-will. He
will be known as a man with a "personality" or
"character" — call it which you will — and he may
view his future with confidence and serenity.
At the time Woodrow Wilson made the above
remark he probably had no thought of becoming President of the United States.
He had
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enough to think about steering Princeton University with the- finances of the institution tugging in one direction, the faculty in another and
the students and their needs in a third. It hardened and toughened him into the kind of a man
who could steer calmly through the midst of the
most appalling state of international affairs any
American statesman has ever had to face. The
salesman who sinks his identity into the needs
of a small country store need not be surprised
if he finds that he has unconsciously developed
in himself the kind of personality capable of
heading the sales department of a big business.
TALKING
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IN NORWAY

Figures on the Extent of the Industry in That
Country — Prices at Which Talking Machines
and Records Are Sold — Methods Used
Washington, D. C, February 5. — United States
Consul Charles Forman has recently sent to the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
some interesting figures regarding the talking
machine trade in Norway. The value of talking
machines imported in the kingdom annually
averages about $100,000. They are received from
Germany, France and the United States, but
figures showing the exact amount from each
country are not available.
Most of the talking machines sold in Bergen
are imported by agents at Christiania. The most
popular machines retail at $26.80 (100 crowns);
other and better machines range from 300 to 400
crowns. The retail prices of records vary from
80 cents to $4.34.
Talking machines pay an import duty of 0.50
crown per kilo net weight (6 cents per pound).
The rate of duty is applicable to talking machines from all countries entitled to most favored
nation treatment.
The usual method of selling talking machines
and discs is through agents in Christiania, who
have a sole agency for Norway. Newcomers
into the field may adopt this method, or if they
prefer, may appoint an agent for Bergen, who
should have a certain well-defined territory, and
prices preferably should be quoted c. i. f. destination in dollars.
The usual terms of sale are 2 per cent, for
cash, but credit of three months is extended, if
desired. Dealers make a profit of 50 per cent,
on machines and 33 per cent, on disc records.
A list of dealers has been forwarded to the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
which may be procured from the department by
referring to File No. 78,596.
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EXPORTS

TO DEALERS

What a Prominent Canadian Merchant Has to
Say of The Talking Machine World — Believes
in Getting as Near as Possible to a Cash Basis
Day after day The Talking Machine World
receives communications from dealers located
in all parts of the world, expressing words of
appreciation for the merits of this publication,
and the great value it is to them in the conduct
of their business. For example, one which
came to hand last week from Wm. Lee, Ltd.,
618-622 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal, is
interesting in this connection.
It reads:
"We are very much alive to the benefits received through your very excellent magazine,
The Talking Machine World. It is very interesting to hear the views of America's successful
merchants from a financial standpoint. Finance
in the musical instrument business means credit,
and the advanced ideas of getting this talking
machine business on a nearer cash basis is a
very excellent move, as we are all beginning to
recognize that the talking machine is to-day a
necessity in every household, and when the general public gets educated to the cash basis, or
short term payments, there will be just as many
machines sold, and the dealer's risks will be at
a minimum. Enclosed find check for the following year's subscription to your publication,
which no talking machine dealer to-day can afford to be without."
WILL

A. WATKIN

TALKING

CO. EXPANSION

The Will A. Watkin Co., Dallas, Tex., are doing an excellent business with the Columbia and
recently installed several new demonstration
rooms. They are carrying on a very forceful
campaign of publicity in the local papers, in
which the Columbia records are featured in a
very striking and effective way. James I.
Cruse, of the talking machine department of this
house, is making a specialty of adjusting and repairing, and is building up quite a clientele.
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The Figures for November Presented — Exports
Show Machines and Records Both Increase
Washington, D. C, February S.— In the summary of exports and imports of the commerce
of the United States for the month of November, 1917 (the latest period for which it has
been compiled), which has just been issued by
the Bureau of Statistics of the Department of
Commerce and Labor, the following figures regarding talking machines and supplies appear:
Talking machines to the number of 4,523, valued at $164,762, were exported in November,
1917, as compared with 6,039 talking machines,
valued at $163,111, sent abroad in the same period of 1916. The total exports of records and
supplies for November, 1917, were valued at
$173,159, as compared with $169,224 in November, 1916. For the eleven months 79,117 talking machines were exported, valued at $2,000,371
in November, 1917, and 56,009, valued at
$1,414,631 in 1916, while records and supplies
valued at $1,663,196, were sent abroad during
1917, as against $1,121,885 in 1916.
NEW
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Schmidt Music Co., Davenport, la., Utilizes
Briggs Cartoon in Calling Attention to the
Desirability of the Aeolian-Vocalion
Davenport, Ia., February 3. — In featuring the
Aeolian-Vocalion, the Schmidt Music Co., of this
city, recently conceived a very clever announcement for direct-by-mail advertising. The keynote of the circular was a reproduction of a
cartoon by Briggs, showing the staid head of
the family off his guard and jigging delightedly
to the music issuing from a phonograph. The
caption was "It Happens in the Best Regulated
Families." The caption appeared immediately
under the name 'Aeolian-Vocalion" in large letters at the top, thus making a very striking combination. The circular also bore a reproduction
of a poem by Augusta Kortrecht, entitled "Since
Father Bought the Phonograph," which appeared originally in "The Aeolian" magazine.
The Schmidt Co. states that the circular attracted widespread attention and comment, and
judging from results apparently served to stimulate machine and record sales to a certain
extent at least.

IN TEXAS

Dallas, Tex., February 4. — The Verhalen-Delpheon Co., of this city, which was recently
formed to act as distributor for the products
of the Delpheon Co., Bay City, Mich., has been
closing a very satisfactory business. Walter
Verhalen, head of the company, recently made
a trip through the territory and closed a number
of important deals. One of the new dealers
which he appointed is the firm of Knight &
Pevoto, of Sherman, Tex. This house is a very
successful furniture concern and is making
plans for an aggressive Delpheon campaign in
its locality.
There is rarely ever much work for the chemical engines and hose carriages when a man
starts out to set the world on fire.

CIRCULAR

W. C. BETZER

RESIGNS

Wm. C. Betzer, who for the past five months
has had the management of the Victrola department of the James Black Dry Goods Co., Waterloo, Iowa, has tendered his resignation, which
became effective February 1. Mr. Betzer has
been connected with some of the largest talking machine departments in the country, both
wholesale and retail, and his loss to the retail
trade in Iowa will be deeply felt. ■ The ill health
of Mrs. Betzer is the cause attributed for the
change being made.
Build on the thing that's yours. The eye
that tags opportunity lets the horizon alone;
it focuses on the foreground chance — briefly put,
a bird in hand is worth two in the bush.
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We have experts who are specialists in designing tone arms that will*blend with your cabinet in quality
and appearance — that will continue quality unbroken from sound chamber connection to stylus groove
These men are ready to serve and prove to you by sketches and figures that "INDIANA"
arms will increase the value of your machine and make it a better selling proposition.

made

Bear in mind that acceptance of this service does not obligate you in any way
for you is for you exclusively, and is not sold or sampled to your competitors.
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NOTICE
Attention is called to the following changes in
the conditions of our name contest, which
were not included in the announcement of
the contest made in the January issue of The
Talking Machine World :
1 00,000
FOR

A

The contest closes at noon on March first, 1918.
In the event that more than one person submits
the name which is regarded as the best or most
appropriate, the full prize of 100,000 needles
will be given to each person submitting such
name.
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Columbia .Graphophone Co.
Woolwortb Building, New York

PORTLAND

A BUSY

TRADE

CENTER

Some Record Sales During Holidays and January— Furniture Stores Taking on Talkers —
Manufacturing Activity Gives Labor Greater
Increased Buying Power — Some Big Brunswick Sales — News of Month Worth Recording
Portland, Ore., February 4.— The sale of talking machines in Portland during the holidays
and the month of January far exceeded all
sales of previous years. Eilers Music House
had a tremendous trade. H. A. Rayner, manager
of the talking machine department, and his
assistants had more business than they could
handle. One day's sales amounted to $7,000 and
records were sold by the hundred. Such records
as "Long Boy," "Joan of Arc," "LiT Liza Jane"
and other popular "Rags" or "Jazz" music were
also sold out quickly, and the higher-class records were sold in large quantities.
The beautiful demonstration rooms of the G. F.
Johnson Piano Co. were thronged with Victrola
buyers during the month and the trade is excellent.
James Loder, manager of the Victrola department of the Wiley B. Allen Co., says they were
practically sold out of Victrolas at Christmas
and the sale of records by this house is unprecedented.
The Bush & Lane Co. report a big trade. The
Sonora continues to gain in popularity among
Portlanders. Several very high-priced Sonoras
were sold by this firm.
The Wakefield Music Co. sold twenty-two
Brunswick phonographs during the last month.
These phonographs are now carried by a number of Portland houses and are selling rapidly.

The Hyatt Talking Machine Co., which carries
the Columbia, the Edison and the Victrola machines, is one of the busiest places in Portland.
E. B. Hyatt, manager of the company, says the
business during the last two or three months
exceeded that of any former year.
C. Collins, head of the talking machine department of the Reed-French Co., says that the
holiday trade was exceptionally good. Edison
and Columbia machines went like hot cakes.
H. G. Reed, head of the Reed-French Co., is
well satisfied with the business outlook of Portland and the surrounding country. This house
will devote much of its attention to rural trade.
Meier & Frank's big department store carries
Victrola, Edison and Columbia machines and
has one of the largest stocks on the Pacific
Coast. The trade of this house for December
and January was immense.
The Lipman & Wolfe department store handles the Victrola, and Miss F. Isaacs in charge
reports big sales during the past two months.
This department has been moved to the ninth
floor and in connection with the piano department makes a very handsome display.
A number of the principal furniture stores in
Portland are selling talking machines. The
Powers Furniture Co. had a big sale of Victrolas during the holidays. The Edwards Furniture Co. are selling the Brunswick and Unola
phonographs and H. Jennings & Sons Furniture
Co. sell the Grafonola and Windsor.
Shops, ship yards and lumber yards are all
busy and giving work to both men and women
of Portland and vicinity. This puts much money
in circulation and the music dealers are reaping
the benefit with the others. Many schools are
being supplied with phonographs and the edu-

WESER

cational value of the machines is daily becoming
more evident.
That the Victor is a favorite talking machine is
evident from the fact that A. D. Hulburd, of
Umatilla Co., Ore., came into the G. F. Johnson
Piano House here and bought a Victor school
machine, paying for it out of his own pocket,
being convinced that the school directors of
his district would approve of the purchase and
buy it for the school. These school machines
are very popular in Oregon and are materially
assisting in the musical education of the children.
Nat Dumphy, of the Bush & Lane Co., accompanied by Thos. Wilkinson, manager of the firm,
went to Seattle, Wash., recently to attend the
annual banquet given by the Bush & Lane people. Mr. Dumphy was kept so busy selling Sonora, Victor and Columbia machines that a little
relaxation was greatly appreciated.
The Stradivara machine, which is carried by
a number of houses in this city, is becoming
more and more popular. Eilers Music House
had a big trade in these instruments during the
holidays. The Remick Song Shop carries this
machine and reports an increasing demand for it.
The Hudson Arms Co., one of the most important sporting goods houses in Oregon, have
added the Stradivara to their stock and are extensively advertising it.
Taylor C. White, manager of the phonograph
department of Sherman, Clay & Co. here, after
an unusually busy month got a three days' vacation which he spent in Seattle, Wash. Mr. White
reports big sales of Victor machines.
A. R. Palmer, manager of the talking machine
department of Olds, Wortman & King, this
month visited Saginaw, Mich., to purchase
Brooks talking machines for the firm.

PHONOGRAPHS

For 39 years the piano trade has recognized

in Weser

instruments

the highest

piano and player piano value. It always has been our delight to invite comparison of the Weser products with those of other makers. Many of our best
dealers have been acquired by such comparisons.
Weser

Phonographs

are making

rapid headway

in the same

manner.

Compare them with the world's most expensive makes — in tone quality — in
appearance — in reliability, and solidity of construction, and we are content to
abide by your decision.
. r—p
xxr
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The Weser
r*honograph will play any record.
WESER
BROS
Made in satin finish mahogany. Other woods on special
order. Electric motor will be furnished if desired.
SWT,
Write for catalog.
WESER
520-530

West

43rd

BROS.,

Street

Inc.
NEW

YORK
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Semi-Permanent

Substitute

for

NEEDLE

ordinary

Steel

Talking

Needles.
(See Other

Side)

(Enlarged facsimile of package)
The Great World War has taxed the resources of the human mind, both lay and professional, to
produce substitutes for articles made scarce.
Humanity has benefited by this, for in experimenting many new substitutes have been brought to
light that are an improvement on the original articles.
These are here to stay.
We are now offering the trade a new needle — the Vallorbes Semi-Permanent
lateral cut records.

Needle for playing

At present, they retail for 15c per package of five and will return far more reproductions than 15c
worth of the ordinary changeable steel needles will. They will not damage records. The points
are parallel and as they wear down do not enlarge the lateral surface as do the tapered steel
needles, thus conserving the life of the record.

u

Package enclosed in
waterproof waxed
paper envelope.

Reverse side of package— Actual size.

Send 25c in stamps for a sample
package. We will also send you
dealer's discounts, etc.
Originators
and Largest
Manufacturers of
DIAMOND

"Vallorbes
Needles'"
are
made inSemi-Permanent
Soft, Medium and
Loud
Tone. They are packed 100 packages
to a carton.

kmirai

SAPPHIRE
Loud

POINTS
LANCASTER,

PA.,

U.

S. A.
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JEWELS
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ONE PRICE POLICY

IS RIGHT

The Right Price for the Right Product Insures
Satisfaction and Makes Better Business for
the Salesman and Satisfies the Customer
The desire is born in the majority of people
to purchase an article a little bit lower than the
quoted price. Even though the original price
may not be so high, a feeling of elation pervades the being of the person who has succeeded
in beating the shopkeeper down. It flatters his
vanity, and after a successful deal he considers
himself an excellent business man. But does
he ever take into consideration the fact that
if a man lowers a price on his goods it really
wasn't worth the first price, anyway, and probably isn't even worth the second price? How
disappointing it is to a man who purchases an
overcoat after beating down the salesman to see
a duplicate of his coat in the window the following week tagged at least $5 cheaper!
The one-price house eliminates all the dissatisfaction that arises from the thought that
the lapse of a week or so will probably see the
lowering of the price of a purchased article.
Those people who are unable to buy anything
without haggling over the price need not trade
with a one-price house. But the person who
desires real satisfaction will find it in that house
and in that house only.
Another advantage of this system is that it
makes it easier for both the salesman and the
customer. If the price quoted is too high, the
buyer is privileged to look at other goods not
quite so expensive. No friction arises between
the two; no argument is possible when the
goods are permanently priced. The manager
of the department is left in peace and is not
called to make an article any cents cheaper than
it is marked; he is enabled to carry on his end
of the business without any unnecessary interference.
Of course, it takes time to educate some people to this system. It takes some time to impress upon them the desirability of a process
in which it is impossible for human nature to
enter and prove that the "Survival of the Fittest" is the winning law. This great system
is a time saver and an energy saver. It does
not leave the salesman utterly exhausted, so
that he is cross and uncivil to the next customer he waits upon. It does not make his day
one constant battle of wits. But what it does
is to give him more time to display his goods
and explain their value to each customer as
he comes along.
And what does it do for the customer? It
gives him more time to go from shop to shop
and get exactly what he desires. He does not
have to buy in the first shop he enters because
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MACHINE

WORLD

he can beat the salesman down lower there.
It does not leave him so weary after the long
struggle that he is incapable of making another purchase that day.
But this deplorable state of affairs will not
exist when every retail firm in the country
adopts the only system that really gives satisfaction to both the customer and the shopkeeper.
PATHE ARTISTSJN GRAND OPERA
Artists of the Chicago Opera Co., Who Have
Made Pathe Records Were Featured During
the Season Recently Opened in New York
The advertising department of the Pathe
Freres Phonograph Co., New York, has called
the attention of Pathe dealers to the fact that a
number of famous artists, who are members of
the Chicago Opera Co., record exclusively for
the Pathe library. As the Chicago Opera Co.
began recently a four weeks' stay at the Lexington Avenue Opera House, Fifty-first street
and Lexington avenue, these Pathe artists are
being featured extensively by the Pathe Freres
Co., in the local newspapers.
The members of the Chicago Opera Co. who
are exclusive Pathe artists are the following:
Lucien Muratore, world-famous tenor; Anna
Fitziu, Rosa Raisa, Rimini, Maguenat, Marcel
Journet and Chenal.
These artists are appearing during the company's New York season, and the Pathe dealers
are taking advantage of their appearances by
featuring their records in every possible way.
GEORGE DEACON J5EC0MES MANAGER
George Deacon, former traveling representative for the New York Talking Machine Co.,
Victor wholesalers in Pennsylvania territory, has
been appointed manager of the Economy Music
Co., Scranton, Pa., well known Victor retailers.
During his association with the New York
Talking Machine Co., Mr. Deacon won the esteem and friendship of the Victor representatives in his territory and his intimate knowledge
of dealers' problems will doubtless enable him
to achieve pleasing success in his new post.
A QUESTION

WORTH

CONSIDERING

"What have I personally done the last year to
help increase profits?" is a pretty good straight
forward question to put to ourselves. Each
one knows in his heart what the answer shall
be; whether he has put his shoulder to the wheel,
or let the other fellow take care of profits. That
is not the point, however. The past is gone,
but it can help us to take stock and plan for the
future.

EDISON

DISC JOBBERS

TO MEET

Annual Convention of Association to Be Held
at Hotel Knickerbocker on February 18 and
19 — An Interesting Program Planned
The annual convention of the Edison Disc
Jobbers' Association will be held at the Hotel
Knickerbocker, New York, on February 18-19.
As is usually the case, an elaborate program
is being arranged for the affair. There will
be papers on important business subjects read
by members of the association, talks by factory
officials and comprehensive discussions of business conditions. Although nothing official has
been announced it is believed that the factory
will provide the usual entertainment for the
visiting
which generally includes a dinner and jobbers,
theatre party.
The present officers of the association are:
Walter Kipp, of Indianapolis, president; L. N.
Bloom, of Cleveland, vice-president; F. E. Bolway, Syracuse, N. Y., secretary; and H. H.
Blish, Des Moines, la., treasurer.
OPTIMISTIC

REGARDING

BUSINESS

R. W. Gresser Finds Delpheon Jobbers in Atlanta and Dallas Steadily Expanding Their
Agencies Throughout an Important Territory
Bay City, Mich., February 6. — R. W. Gresser,
sales manager of the Delpheon Co., in this city,
returned from a trip to Atlanta and Dallas,
where he visited the Delpheon jobbers who established headquarters in these cities during the
past few months. Mr. Gresser states that these
jobbers are very optimistic regarding business
for the new year, and he was pleased to learn
that they had established a number of important
agencies in their respective territories, which
means enlarged sales.
Mr. Gresser states that the greatest difficulty
of the Delpheon Co. at the present time is in
getting machines to these jobbers soon enough
to meet the demand. He states that the Delpheon product is being accepted enthusiastically,
and that it is being sold with push and earnestness. He is quite optimistic regarding the way
in which the Delpheon is being received and
contracts already closed will triple the factory
output for 1918.
AL WILLIAMS

TAKES

CHARGE

Scranton, Pa., February 8. — Jack Davis has resigned as manager of the Victor establishment
of Stoehr & Fister, of this city. He is succeeded by Al Williams, who formerly occupied
this position and is well known in the local Victor trade.

is the last word in the refining of high-grade oils, for every impurity is taken from it, leaving nothing but what is required to
keep machines in perfect condition, being combined of four oils
perfectly blended.
Will not Gum, Chill or become rancid; is free from acid. It is colorless and has
no sickening smell, being absolutely odorless.
"The finest and most delicate pieces of mechanism do not prove
efficient unless properly lubricated. Skill, Genius, Invention and
Workmanship must have the proper Oil. Stop and consider this
when you have to buy an Oil for household use."
Hundreds of satisfied customers have written as that they would never use anything else for
TALKING

MACHINES,

GRAPHOPHONES,
PHONOGRAPHS
SEWING MACHINES

AND

NYOIL will lubricate the machinery and polish all woodwork

NYOIL is put up in the
No. 16 (Cam)
No. 32 "
No. 128 "
No. 540 "

following sizes :
1 Pint
1 Quart
1 Gallon
5 Gallon

and can be obtained of any "Up-to-date" Talking Machine Dealer in the world,
and is manufactured by Wm. F. Nye, who for 50 yeats has made 80% of all the
Watch, Clock and Chronometer Oil that is used in America.
WM.

F. NYE,

NEW

BEDFORD,

MASS.,

U. S. A.

NYOIL is put up in the following sizes 1: ounce
No. 1 Bottle
No. 4 " 3 ounces
No. 8 " 8 ounces
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Just remember that unless you are putting real quality — super merit — into the working parts of every Talking
Machine you make, you are tearing down instead of building up. Every poor machine sent out hurts you,
hurts the dealer and displeases the customer.
The success of your business depends on your motor.
Build quality into your product.

Use the one best motor, because it is the life of your machine.
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as being the
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Motor

in the World
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in
thousands of machines.
You will gain reputation and re-orders if you equip your Talking Machines with it, and you will have no motor troubles. Why take
chances on other makes when the "Dayton" means satisfaction ?
Dayton Tone Arms are universal, playing any disc record.
Five styles.
Dayton

Reproducers

are scientifically correct, and thoroughly

practical.

Two

styles.

Write and let us tell you how to enhance the value of your
machine* at no more cost. Get our new phono-parts catalogue.
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IN EXHIBIT

Together With The Music
Featured as Representative
Leading Divisions of Music
Journal Display in Newark

Two of the outstanding features at the Trade
Journals' Exhibit now being held in the Library
Art Gallery in Newark, N. J., under the auspices
of the Newark Free Public Library and the.
Newark Museum Association are The Talking
Machine World and The Music Trade Review,
which have been given a prominent place as the
representative organs of the two divisions of
the industry which they cover.
The World and The Review are placed in
conspicuous positions on sloping screens near
the entrance of the exhibit, so that they may be
readily seen and examined by those who attend.
Altogether there are about one thousand trade
journals covering all br-anches of business in
the industry, many of them little known by the
laymen. The exhibit, however, serves to emphasize the importance of strictly business publications, for there is hardly a trade that has
not at least one representative publication in
the group.
The Newark Library has a business branch
which makes a specialty of "Prints for Business
Men." Over 250 trade journals, 350 house organs, and hundreds of publications along other
and similar lines are on file at all times and the
library subscribes for about $3,000 of such publications annually.
The library officials have long been urging
the use of trade publications in the schools, and
literature recently issued says:
"Why does the teacher teach children to read
and give them practice in reading fiction, poetry,
essay, drama, literary description, and give them
to read so little of directly informational material? Children ask for facts, Heaven knows; and
we give them only fancies. Why does the
teacher teach children to write friendly letters,
anecdotes, descriptions of natural scenery, biographic sketches, moral homilies, yea, even
poems, and fail to practice them on clear narratives of How the Clothes Wringer Works,
and What to do to a Squeaking Hinge, or descriptions of the Purse I Lost, or Jack's Bobsled? .Why do librarians act as though their
buildings were constructed and their salaries
paid for lending light literature to be lightly
read by light heads? And, for that matter, why
do business men fail to demand that the existence of things written for the business world
be recognized in libraries, and finally, why does
not the business man read what the libraries do
have of material that would be of value to his
life and his business?
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BAYONNE,

N. J., DEALERS

ORGANIZE

U. S. Consul at Berne Tells of Class of Talking
Machines in Demand in That Country

Talking Machine Men Form Association for
Purpose of Bettering Business Conditions

Washington, D. C, February 7.— United States
Consul at Berne reports that there are some very
strong concerns producing talking machines in
Switzerland, but German products have a very
large sale. Talking machine parts are manufactured extensively in and near Geneva. The
greatest concern is the Deutsche Gramophon
Gesellschaft at Berlin, represented in this district by Kaiser & Co., Marktgasse, Berne. No
talking machine discs are manufactured in
Switzerland. Mostly all of them are imported
from France and Germany.
Current prices are: German (American)
makes, from $32 to $350; German, $8 to $120;
Swiss, $7 to $100; French, $10 to $110. German,
French and Belgian discs are on the market at
$0.40 to $1.50. Since the war started prices have
increased 15 per cent.
The German Gramophon Co. of Berlin and
Pa the of Paris have the largest share of the
trade. The German imports, including Germanmade American machines, amounted in 1914 to
$47,828, and French imports to $15,488, while
the direct American imports were valued at

The talking machine dealers of Bayonne, N. J.,
which is not far from New York City, have
organized a local association and adopted for it
the name of "The Talking Machine Men of
Bayonne," with Louis Gurans, president; E. G.
Brown, secretary, and S. Wolfson, treasurer.
The association was organized at a meeting
held recently in the store of the Bayonne Talking Machine Co., under the direction of Mr.
Gurans, and it was believed that by getting together the dealers it might aid in eliminating the
various trade abuses, and otherwise improve
trade practices.
E. G. Brown was named a committee of one to
draft and submit a constitution and by-laws for
the new association, the charter members of
which are Mr. Brown, S. Feldman, Louis Gurans,
Harry Gleich, T. H. Kefer, S. Wolfson, J. H.
Marshall and E. F. Mumby.

Talking machines without horns have the wid$1,752.
est sale, but the demand has been reduced by
the war. Orders are regularly executed by Germany, however. Twenty to 35 per cent, is
granted to dealers on talking machines and discs.
France is a keen competitor in discs.
The exports of talking machines, cinematographs and similar machines in 1914 amounted to
$384,573; the imports, to $70,755. The duty on
phonographs, according to the Swiss customs
tariff No. 955, is $3.86 per 220 pounds.

The four new Victor records by Jascha Heifetz represent the latest sensation in the Victor
catalog, for this young violinist has taken the
musical world by storm. The Victor Co. has
planned its advertising to give full prominence
to the Heifetz records and has sent to dealers
most artistic posters bearing a life-size portrait
of the violinist, together with an announcement
of his exclusive contract with the Victor Co.
and the production of his first records. Special
advertising electros are also provided.

The Victor Talking Machine Co. contributed
$2,500 to the $50,000 fund being raised by the
Knights of Columbus, of Camden, N. J., for
work in the army cantonments.

The Mid-West Phonograph Co., Chicago, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,500 by Marion Luce, Anna Thustrup and H. A.
Boissat.

FEATURING

HEIFETZ

RECORDS

Victor Co. Issues Handsome Posters for the
Use of Talking Machine Retailers

Manufacturers-Jobbers-Dealers

"This exhibition stimulates one to the asking
of these questions. If they will come to see
it, it will doubtless stimulate some members of
the community to answer them."
COLUMBIA

EXPANSION

IN CANADA

Mervin E. Lyle, of the executive office staff of
the Columbia Graphophone Co., has been appointed to the Canadian division of the company
for the time being as assistant to James P. Bradt,
general manager of the Columbia, in the installation and organization of a new Columbia factory in Canada. Mr. Lyle's many years of experience in the manufacturing division of the
Columbia Co.'s activities ideally equip him to
render Mr. Bradt invaluable assistance in the
establishment of the new plant.
FILE SCHEDULES

IN BANKRUPTCY

Phonograph Specialties Mfg. Co., of 120
Walker street, New York, has filed schedules in
bankruptcy with liabilities of $11,091, of which
$3,337 are secured claims. The assets of the
concern are listed at $4,891.
The Peyer Music Co. has opened showrooms
at. 415 Cedar street, St. Paul, Minn., where they
are featuring Columbia Grafonolas and Sonora
phonographs.
W. H. Simpson is manager.

PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers
PERFECTION ball-bearing tone arms No.
play all lateral cut records, on all types of
machines. Made in nickel and 24 carat gold
fine quality disc.
Tone arms fitted to
Edison machines only

attached to
3 and No. 4
Edison Disc
finish, extra
PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers No. 3. No. 6
and No. 7 fit all types of Victor and Columbia machines.
Made in nickel and 24 carat gold hnish, extra fine quality.

These reproducers and arms are the very finest made mechanically. The PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers are the most perfect phonograph reproducers built,
reproducing all lateral cut records, from highest pitched soprano, to lowest pitched
bass, as perfectly as the records were recorded in the recording room. Wonderful
clarity of sound, as well as great volume. Extra fine quality of finish guaranteed.
Manufacturers, jobbers and dealers will find in this line of reproducers just what they
have been looking for, as they are assembled by skilled workmen especially adapted
to this kind of work, producing a product built with watchlike precision.
All accessories in stock ready for immediate shipment. Phonograph
manufacturers can have PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers
fitted to their machines
Write for prices, information, etc.
NEW
16-18 Beach

ENGLAND

TALKING

Street

MACHINE

CO.

BOSTON,

MASS.
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3

Lucky

13

Phonograph

Type B— 39>." high. $18. 50;WhoIesale
Double Spring Motor
Plays all Records

Co.,

Type C— 42'A'm. high. $20. 50. Wholesale
Double'Spring Motor
Plays'alllRecords

East

NEW

12th

St.

YORK

Type D— 46 in. high. $26 Wholesale
Double Spring Motor
Playi all Records

$8 Wholesale
Plays all Records

Double Spring Motor
Type 15
STEEL
65c per thousand.

NEEDLES
Immediate Delivery.

RECORDS

Type A, in Oak — 35 in. hig
Double Spring Motor

$13 Wholesale
Plays all Records

The "Popular" Brand,
10-in. double face, lateral cut,
all instrumental:
32c in lots of 100
30c in lots of 1000
29c in lots of 5000

MOTORS
10-in. turntable $1.40
turntable
$1.25
turntable
2.65
12-in. turntable 2.95
12-in. turntable 3.85
turntable, double spring... 3.50
4.75
turntable, double spring, plays 3 records
turntable, double spring, plays 3 records.'
5.75
6.75
turntable, double spring, plays 4 records
8.50
turntable, double spring, plays 7 records
MAIN SPRINGS
No. 0— yA in.
20 gauge 8 ft. 6 in. 25c ea. 100
lots 20c ea 1000 lots 19c ea.
No. 1— ii in.
25 gauge 10 ft.
39c ea. 100 lots 35c ea. 1000 lots 33c ea.
1000 lots 42c
33c ea.
No. 2—13/16 in 25 gauge 10 ft.
39c ea. 100 lots 35c ea. 1000
ea.
No. 3— H in.
25 gauge 11 ft.
49c ea. 100 lots 44c ea. 1000 lots
lots
42c
ea.
No. 4— 1 in.
23 gauge 10 ft.
49c ea. 100 lots 44c ea.
100 lots 85c ea. 1000 lots 80c ea.
-1
3/16
in.
27
gauge
18
ft.
90c
ea
No. 5GOVERNOR SPRINGS
$1.00 per hundred. Special price on large quantities for motor manufacturers
SAPPHIRE POINTS AND BALLS
Sapphire Points
13c each in 100 lots
12c each in 1000 lots
Sapphire Balls
15c each in 100 lots
14c each in 1000 lots

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

01 —
1—
6—
8—
9—
10 —
11 —

8in.
10-in.
10-in.
12-in.
12-in.
12-in.
12-in.

Type A, in Mahogany Finish — 35 in. high
$15 Wholesale
Double Spring Motor
Plays all Records
NEEDLE CUPS
$20.00lower.
per thousand, $17.500 per thousand in 5,000
5,0( lots. Larger quantities
still
TONE ARMS AND REPRODUCERS
Baby, to play 7 -in. records only
$ .60
No. 1 — Tone Arm and Reproducer
90
No. 2 — Tone Arm and Reproducer, for playing all records
1.25
No. 6— Tone Arm and Reproducer, for playing all records
2.25
No. 7 — Tone Arm and Reproducer, for playing all records
2.25
No. 8 — Tone Arm and Reproducer, for playing all records
2.25
No. 4— Tone Arm and Reproducer, for playing all records
2.65
NEEDLE CUP COVERS
$10.00lower.
per thousand, $9.00 per thousand in 5,000 lots. Larger quantities
still
We also manufacture special machine parts such as worm gears, stampings,
or any screw machine parts for motor manufacturers.
Special quotations
gwencustom
for Canada
Merchandise delivered with
duty, warandtax all
and other
freightexport
paid bypoints.
us.
Write for our 84 page catalogue, the only one of its kind in America.
Illustrating 33 different styles talking machine and over 500 different phonographic parts, also gives description of our efficient repair department.
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Believe Action of Government Has Done Much to Help Freight Conditions — Considerable Stock on
Way From East — California Phonograph Co. Takes Over Kohler & Chase Department
San Francisco, Cal., February 5. — The demand
for talking machines of all grades continues very
good in this city and at all the Bay points.
Shipments are slow in coming in and the stocks
of some of the more expensive machines, especially those in art cases, are practically exhausted.
The Eastern blizzard and consequent tie-up of
freight and the subsequent order of Fuel Administrator Garfield shutting down industrial plants
for a period of five days caused some despondency at first. But when realization came that the
order was for the purpose of relieving the
freight situation a more optimistic spirit prevailed. Last year's business was so satisfactory
and this year's demand has kept up so well that
the dealers feel that they will get enough stock
to keep them going, even if it is not just the
kind that they want. The public is beginning
to understand the situation as it applies to phonographs, much better, and in most instances
the would-be purchasers are selecting some
other case when they cannot get just what they
wanted. This keeps the stocks moving, and
notwithstanding the clouds of doubt in the sky
for the present business is good.
Enthusiastic Over the Convention
F. A. Dennison, formerly district manager for
the Columbia Graphophone Co. and newly appointed local manager of the San Francisco office, accompanied by C. V. H. Jones, the former
San Francisco manager, together with T. O.
Moore and Paul West, of the dictaphone department, have just returned from the company's
convention in New York. They are all enthusiastic over the convention and the prospects
for the coming year. During the absence of
the district and local manger A. G. Farquharson
had charge of the business. Both managers
speak in high terms of his efficient management while serving in the dual capacity of district and local manager. W. F. Stidham, local
manager of the Columbia at Los Angeles, returned with the San Francisco boys, and spent
several days in this city before returning to
his duties in the South. W. W. Weaver has
joined the local sales force.
Buys Stock of Fox Piano Co.
The Jackson Furniture Co., of Oakland, which
was negotiating for the talking machine department and stock of the Oakland branch of Kohler & Chase, could not reach an agreement with
the latter and broke off negotiations. This week
the Jackson Co. bought the stock of the Fox
Piano Co., and with the purchase secured a Victor sales agency.
California Phonograph Co.'s Important Move
Kohler & Chase, of this city, have sold their
entire stock of talking machines to the California
Phonograph Co. and gone out of that end of
the music business. As yet they have not
sold their stock in the Oakland store, although
it is understood there are several dealers negotiating for it.
The California Phonograph Co. by the purchase of the stock of talking machines formerly
handled by Kohler°& Chase, secured the Victor
agency to add to the Columbia and Edison,
which they already possessed. This company
started as a branch of Eilers music house and
later became independent. It moved to its
present quarters just before Christmas, retainDEALERS EVERYWHERE ARE SELLING
QUANTITIES OF OUR
HANALEI
BANJUKES
(Ukuleles in Banjo Form)
A bigger hit than the Ukulele because much louder
and more pleasing in tone, and of more substantial
construction. Perfect two octave scales. A thoroughly practical instrument for both solo playing
and club work. Send for illustrated catalogue and
price list today, as
Tbe Ban juke Is One of the Biggest Sellers
in the Musical Instrument Line.
SHERMAN,
CLAY
& CO.
Sole Manufacturers.
163 Kearny Street
San Francisco

ing display on the ground floor of Eilers until
the middle of this month when it moved the
balance of its stock and the last thread binding
it to the parent house was severed.
Plans an Active Campaign
The Steger talking machine, made by the
Steger piano people, is said to be attracting
some favorable attention on the Coast. George
Heidinger, who represents the company, says
he is going to make an active sales campaign
with the machine this year.
Stern Talking Machine Corp. Branching Out
Frederick Stern, of the Stern Talking Machine Corp., is looking for openings in several
Coast cities. This company was formed only
a couple of years ago and now has stores in
Oakland, Los Angeles and Richmond as well as
San Francisco. Mr. Stern says his only difficulty is in getting stock. He finds the easiest
part of business is to raise money to finance
new stores and to sell machines.
Progress of Brunswick Phonograph
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., with
headquarters in this city, has established an
agency in every city of any size in the State,
and is planning a big campaign for 1918. The
local manager is a "live wire."
Geo. W. Lyle Enthusiastic Over Pathe Prospects
George W. Lyle, general manager of the Pathe
Co., is making a tour of Western cities with
San Francisco as his temporary headquarters,
While here he went over the situation with the
managers of the Western Phonograph Co., who
act as agents for the Pathe machine. Mr.
Lyle is enthusiastic over the outlook for the
present year, and says that his machine is constantly growing in popularity.
Sells Carload Quickly
George T. Hively, manager of the phonograph
department of the Eastern Outfitting Co., says
that he received a carload of Columbia phonographs shortly after the first of the year, and
nearly all of them were sold before they arrived. The rest, he says, were quickly snapped
up and now he is trying to get some more
rushed through.
Anxiously Awaiting Victrola Shipments
Sherman, Clay & Co. have received notice that
a shipment of Victrolas has been started to them,
and A. G. McCarthy, the manager of the department, says that their arrival will be very welcome, as his stock is very much depleted. Under normal freight conditions they ought to arrive in about twenty days, but under present
conditions he cannot predict when the machines
will get through.
Developing Pacific Coast Trade
The senior member of the firm of Passow &
Sons, of Chicago, who make the Musictrola, has
been in San Francisco for some time assisting in making their talking machine better
known on this Coast. The Century Co., which
has two stores in this city under the management of Miss Field, is the agent for the Musictrola, and during his stay Mr. Passow makes
his headquarters at these stores.
Featuring Lansing Khaki Covers
W. S. Gray, Coast manager of the Domestic
talking machine, has moved his office to 530
Chronicle Building, where he is planning to
open up a general manufacturers' agency for
lines used by talking machine dealers. He is
now representing the Lansing khaki moving
covers made by E. H. Lansing, of Boston, and
should be able to place these necessary supplies
with every live dealer on the Pacific Coast.
Edison Shop Pleased With January Trade
The Edison Shop in this city reports that its
last year's business was more than gratifying,
and that the way business opened up in January it looks as if this would be a banner year
unless something unforeseen happens.
Joins the Baldwin Sales Force
William Lawrence, who for a long time was
with the phonograph department of the Em-

porium department store, and more recently 31in
the same department at Kohler & Chase, has,
since the latter discontinued its talking machine
department, made connections with the Baldwin
Co., in this city.
Making Machines in Pasadena
Coops & Sons, who have been manufacturing
talking machines in Pasadena, are said to have
improved their machine so that it will now play
all makes of disc records. The company is establishing agencies all over the Pacific Coast.
MEXAPHONE

CO. INCORPORATED

The General Mexaphone Co. of West New
York, N. J., has been incorporated for the purpose of manufacturing mexaphones with a capital stock of $500,000. The interested parties
are: Henry T. Crapo, Boston; Willis A. Farnsworth, Winthrop, Mass.; James H. McClellan,
Brookline, Mass.; William Walser, West New
York.
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We want more dealers to know about
STRADIVARA, and the quickest
way we know how to do so is to
"deliver the goods," and here's how
we intend to do it:
WE

WILL

from

SHIP

our regular stock
200

SlRADIVARA
"KNOWN FOR TONE"
Machines
AS

DEALERS'

SAMPLES

If you consider yourself a "Live
Dealer" be one of the "200" to
join us in forcing the issue for
our big Spring drive for business. Write today for a sample
machine while the 200 allotment
lasts.
Join this list of Live Dealers who ha\
sold hundreds of our machines ai
are making REAL PROFITS:
Pickering,
Robt. T. Everhart,
Norfolk, Va.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Geo. L. Schuyler,
Wm. Beagle,
Waterlovm, N. Y.
Johnstown,
Pa
Hozvell Bros.,
Russell & Rigg,
Hoboken,
Nat'l Firm.
Co., N. J.
Altoona, Pa.
F. P. Weaver,
Newark, N. J.
Cannon Furn. Co..
Meadville. Pa.
Newark, N. J.
J. Stearns IVyman,
Boston, Mass.
S. Da Boll,
Hoffman Furn. Co.,
Newark, N. J.
B. E. Rochester,
Pudney, N. Y.
S. E. Lee Piano Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn.
Owcgo & Sidney, N . Y.
L. B. Van Wagenen Co. O. W. Merrell,
Winstcd, Conn.
Kingston,
N.
Y.
Larkin Piano Co.,
Andrews,
Yonkers, N. Y. Walter
Jamestown, N. Y.
Lindner Piano Co.,
Geo. A. Fellows,
Sclmore Piano Co.,
Gloversville, N. Y.
Buffalo, N.
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Space prohibits us from mentioning several hundred
After all the supreme selling test is quality— by
comparison; and STRADIVARA has all the features of other machines, with the REAL Norwegian spruce sound board tone feature added.
7 Models — from

$45 to» $225
$225

m

SCHILLING PIANO CO
Wholesale Distributors
., Inc. k
112 WEST 23d ST., NEW YORK
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Century

Your

MACHINE

Popular
Century

the

dealer

Century

who

Represents

handles

the Century

Phonograph
is not handling an experiment or a fly-by-night product, but
a substantial, established and guaranteed phonograph.

Why

the

Century

Leads

Style
The Cabinets are manufactured by the largest
talking machine cabinet manufacturers in the
world, the Century Cabinet Co. The tone
quality is pronounced by experts as unsurpassed and every part is a distinctive Century product. The Universal tone arm on the
Century phonograph is the best on the market
and an established success — every part on this
phonograph except the motor is a Century
guaranteed product, and the motor is the best
obtainable.
What

We

Offer

the

Dealer

We offer progressive dealers a complete line
of machines and a liberal proposition, backed
up by a company that is in business to stay
— not for a few weeks or months.

WRITE

TODAY

OPEN

TERRITORY

Century
25

West

FOR

Cabinet

Company

45th

New

Factory —

Street,

Utica,

N.Y.
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What

THE

Amount

Publicity
Make
The talking machine dealer who avoids advertising bids fair to become as extinct as
the dodo before very long. Here and there may
be found firms or individual traders who, by
virtue of a good position contiguous to some
more enterprising rival, are able to "reap where
they have not sown," and benefit by efforts to
increase trade to which they have contributed
nothing.
Such firms nowadays are, however, in the
exception, and the item of advertising looms
more or less largely among the expenses which
have to be watched warily so as to attain the
greatest possible results for the outlay.
In the face of competition, which grows keener every day, advertising is absolutely imperative and necessary if a respectable profit would
be shown.
Certain expenses are incidental of course to
every business, and it is a well-known axiom
that "one must spend money to make money,"
and this cannot be avoided.
The money for rent, light, taxes, delivery
charges, and salaries, all has to be spent before money can- be earned to constitute a profit,
and in the same way advertising is coming
to be regarded more and more as an inevitable
charge.
There is no experimental work in advertising nowadays, as it has been conclusively proved
to be a profitable investment, but the question
is, what is the right amount to devote to this
indispensable item? In this article it is proposed to endeavor to fix a standard of advertising cost whereby individual cases of advertising may be tested and a more or less satisfactory working basis arrived at.
Many traders working under different conditions in different localities have given the writer
the benefit of their experience, with the result
of such information imparted being of considerable value.
Broadly the trade must be classed as national
and local, each having its own distinct problems to solve. It is not proposed to deal with
the national advertising problem, though doubtless investigation here would demonstrate that
advertising nationally is even more costly than
the local. The reason to be borne in mind
is that the large city stores making any State
their field of operations are considered general
advertisers to a degree that would never pay
a local store to emulate. Consequently we are
here concerned only with the traders with a
definite circumscribed sphere of influence.
The average local trader who sometimes runs
several . departments finds his advertising a distinct problem and therefore this is the object
of our consideration.
After making every inquiry and giving careful
thought to the whole subject the writer believes the average figure to be somewhere about
four per cent, on the gross turnover, which should
cover all work and mailing charges on your
mailing list and whatever press advertising is
done. This may be rather a generous estimate
to some, though many successful traders place
it higher.
Below this figure is just enough to make advertising an irritating expense, but not sufficient to make the expenditure an investment.
No man can advertise a business of this kind
scientifically and profitably on less than four
per cent., although it ought to be nearer the
five per cent. mark.
A dealer advertising to a better class clientele
at slightly under this figure obtains a small
measure of results, while the aggressive dealer
or store out for the trade of the Tom, Dick
and Harry type, to supply everything that brings
in a profit at all, must be prepared to come
nearer the five per cent, of his gross turnover
towards his advertising expenditure. The above

TALKING

MACHINE

Should

A

Dealer

»

Profitable
figures are arrived at by actual experience of
men who regularly advertise and who should
know. Furthermore, the firms who have given
the writer the above information are now successful and progressive, and not likely to continue spending money without being perfectly
assured it is for their own benefit and profit.
For the benefit of the doubters as to the
advantage of spending so much money, a few
words as to what advertising really means to
a business man would not be out of place.
Far too many business men consider advertising a bugbear — they feel they -ought to ad-
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vertise, and when they make a spasmodic attempt, it has the experience of a nightmare,
and is a constant worry until it is safely handed
over to the postal authorities for distribution.
Can you wonder why such men doubt if it
pays? Then again, that class of advertiser expects too much for his advertising, as should
his announcement fail to produce an immediate
return of orders the whole system is put down
as being no good, money thrown away, etc.
That is the fetish of "direct results" which has
a deterrent effect on many a man who could
advertise to his own great advantage, but fails
to grasp the real significance of what advertising can do for him.
One of our cleverest American copyrighters
once .said: "The essence of advertising is
reputation that is indispensable to any considerable advance being made."
That is a solid

The

w.

Denvme

to
Simons

truth and nothing will create reputation quicker than smart and careful advertising. It goes
without saying that the written word must be
backed up by the performed action, otherwise
it were best that it were not written.
The greatest value of any advertisement, in
the writer's opinion, however, lies in the power
of suggestion. It is now well recognized that
people do not always buy merely the things
they want in a strict sense of the word. If that
were so many talking machine houses .would
find, like Othello, their occupation gone.
It's the things people believe they want after
reading a carefully drawn out advertisement that
increase the turnover, and the fellow who draws
up the advertisement helps the "almost persuaded" to make up their minds. A salesman
must have his customer in front of him before
he can do anything, whereas the work of the
advertisement can be done anywhere, and this
is its chief value.
Any particular line advertised may not be
asked for at once if the talking machine is used
as a side line in the business, but they have
stimulated interest and brought the folks into
the store to spend. That is what you pay the
4 per cent, for and it is worth it every time.
Don't let it be believed that the writer has no
belief in the possibility of direct sales from
advertising. Such is far from the case, but the
contention is that the ordinary retail business
must look for more or less indirect results, in
fact, will find it more satisfactory to proceed
on such lines and be guided by the collective
effort.
Advertising is but one link in the chain of
business. One wheel in the machine set up to
attract custom. Do not expect one wheel or
that one link to work alone and do not expect
an undue share of work from other parts by
omitting it.
The consideration of- one other aspect of the
case must suffice for the present time. The
favorite cry of one who never advertises is, "we
give too good a value to be able to afford to
advertise." In reality it is the advertising firm
that gives good
value every
{Continued
on pagetime,
34) because, un-

Bliss

Will

by

Spend

Play

Reproducer
All

Records

A new

superior and scientifically constructed sound box — no mica, rubber
or cork used.
Beautiful full, rich tone quality, clear articulation. It
individualizes each voice and instrument in the record.
Greater volume with lighter needles, thus minimizing wear on records.
A demonstration of the Bliss reproducer means a sale — each
sale brings another, for every music lover who hears the Bliss
reproducer wants one.
Comparative tests solicited. Write today for dealer proposition.
WILSON

LAIRD
PHONOGRAPH
29 West 34th Street, New York

Canadian Distributors:

HAWTHORN

MFG. CO.,

CO.,

Inc.

City

145 Yonge St., Toronto, Can.
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
YVoolwortta Building, New York

TO MAKE PUBLICITY PROFITABLE
(Continued from page 33)
like the man who does not advertise, they have
promises to live up to. Such a claim of nonadvertisers is farcical as a deeper examination
will prove. Take two of the most common
prices in the trade, namely, 75c. and $1. In
one case it is three cents, and in the other case
a consideration of four cents on each record
sold. Surely it is worth such an additional
outlay to increase your trade.
To pursue this argument further would soon
demonstrate what a very little extra business
has to be expected before the advertising pays
directly for itself, but that is not a part of the
purpose of this article, which has been written
with a view to rendering some assistance to the
man who feels the necessity of deciding the important question (what ought I spend on advertising?).
It may not be out of place to mention in conclusion of the subject having been dealt with
from the point of view of an established business, although a newly started dealer would find
it necessary to spend a little more.
JOS. C. ROUSH

NOW

IN FLORIDA

The Heatless Days in the North Will Not
Bother Talking Machine Man for Some Time
Joseph C. Roush, president of the Standard
Talking Machine Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., and
secretary of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers, spent a day or two in New
York recently to confer with President Blackman of the association before leaving for his
annual winter vacation with his family in Florida. Mr. Roush stated that he planned to visit
all the principal resorts and would return to the
North when the birds told him it was time to
migrate.
JOINS VICTOR

EDUCATIONAL

PUBLICITY

THAT

AIDS PRESTIGE

An Illustration of How Ads With a Strong
Amount of Newsy Personal Flavor Help to
Interest Public in a Talking Machine Store
The recent newspaper advertising of the Martin Bros. Piano Co., of Springfield, Mo., offers
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Newsy, Personal Ad That Interests
some rather unique examples of talking machine
publicity. The first piece of "copy" reproduced
herewith illustrates an excellent way in which
to make capital of an increase in the size of a

FORCE

Miss Frances E. Ryan, formerly supervisor of
music in the public schools of Escabana, Mich.,
is a recent acquisition to the Victor educational forces and is covering the schools in New
Jersey, demonstrating the advantage of the
school Victrola. Mrs. Frances E. Clark, manager of the educational department of the Victor Talking Machine Co., has outlined a splendid program that will mark a distinct advance
in Victor educational work throughout the
country this spring.
"NICHOLSON"
New Catalog Showing New Stylet
RECORD
C ABJINETS
strictly high-grade construction at prices
BELOW COMPETITION
Write for a copy of the catalog and our
special free advertising help for dealers.

FURNITURE
Sectional BookcattM
and RecordC0.,cv":^y
Cabinet* :
K. NICHOLSON

How Martin Bros. Help Uncle Sam

retail talking machine department. The second
piece of "copy" is a very striking way of letting
the local community know about "the boys who
have joined Uncle Sam's fighting forces." Particularly in the smaller-sized cities this latter
type of advertisement must have a strong
amount of newsy personal interest.
SUCCESS FOR THE^PRESENT YEAR
The Peptimist, Issued by the Columbia Graphophone Co., Contains Interesting Forecast of
Possibilities for Success This Year
Under the heading of "Success in 1918" the
following timely and interesting article appears
in the current issue of The Peptimist, the successful house organ published by the Columbia
Graphophone Co. for and about Columbia men:
"The new year finds our world among events
without historic precedent. Nations, commerce,
industry, the lives of every man and woman in
the civilized lands of the earth are changed.
Business has changed — you must change to meet
the new front.
"Success will be made of sterner stuff in 1918
than in the year past. The keynote of the
world's life to-day is sacrifice. Not a home in
America but gladly bears its share of the burden.
At the threshold of a year which holds within
its palm unguessed lines of" fate and fortune
we Columbia men stand, earnestly willing and
solemnly prepared to do the best in our power
for our country, our homes and our neighbors.
"Success is still our aim but a new one.
Where is the secret of the new success?
"Success in 1918 will follow and come, and
only come and follow Service. The sacrifices
of millions of homes must be met with service
to millions of homes.
"It is with implicit faith in its truth we state
the Columbia has its share, a true and big one,
in serving its country. Already from our factory, sales branches and executive offices over
four hundred Columbia men have joined the
colors of the greater Columbia. And those at
home have a duty as well — a duty to cheer, inspire and comfort not only our boys at the front
but the homes behind the boys on the firing line.
"Music is a gift to man which few can count
in words but all have felt in spirit.
"A singing nation and a singing army can
conquer all the powers of darkness and silence.
Music serves the spirits which serve their country. Music rests the weary body, soothes the
worried mind. Our highest patriotisms are expressed in song. 'Give me a singing army,'
once exclaimed a great general. 'Keep on
singing,' Lloyd George has exhorted his countrymen.
"And the Columbia recognizes its privilege
in having a share in keeping America a singing
nation. It is a service. It is this service Columbia men will keep in mind in this new year.
You are not selling for the gold you can get
but for the good you can do. Sell to serve.
"You are dealing with homes and hearts.
"The success in 1918 is in service.
"May your share be large."

The Talking Machine World, February 15, 1918
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How W. G. Fulghum Told of Victrola Owners
in Richmond — A Sales Developing Idea

Wm. Maxwell Presents a Masterly Review of
Edison's Ideas and Ideals in American Magazine

Business is certainly humming down in Richmond, Ind., where Walter G. Fulghum is now
engaged in the retailing of Victor talking machines and records. Mr. Fulghum the latter part

In a five-page article captioned "Edison — the
'Original Man From Missouri,' " William Maxwell, vice-president and general manager of
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and who enjoys a wide
reputation as a writer, has set forth in the
American Magazine for February a most interesting analysis of Thomas A. Edison, written
from the viewpoint of one who has been closely
associated with him and knows what he demands
of his associates and of himself, as well as
something of his ideas and ideals.
Mr. Maxwell emphasizes particularly Mr. Edison's wonderful capacity for work and his ability to get at the bottom of a problem. He
mentions that there are few golfers in the Edison organization, because the men are kept so
busy that they do not find time for that particular sport. Mr. Edison, their boss, demands
that a thing be done thoroughly, that an employe must not skim the surface, but must dig
into the fundamentals of his work.
Of the kind of men Mr. Edison has associated

A Window Display With a Purpose
of January informed The World regarding several of the new plans he is trying out.
One of the especially commendable ideas Mr.
Fulghum introduced during the holiday season
consisted in a window display, the central feature of which was a large map of the city of

Mr. Fulghum and Car in Front of Store
Richmond. On this map tacks had been set in
to represent every Richmond home in which a
Victrola was already resident. This, unique
tabulation not only offered concrete evidence of
the great popularity of the Victrola in Richmond homes, but also aroused considerable interest among the local inhabitants, who frequently gathered before the window in order
to pick out their own personal friends in town
who owned a Victrola. The size of the map
made it easily possible to tell exactly what home
each individual tack stood for.
Another idea, apparently simple and yet full
of value, that Mr. Fulghum is now employing is
what for lack of an official title may be called
a score-card calendar. This presents on each
sheet the days for just one month. As soon
as the first machine sale is made a cross is
marked through the first day of the month.
Each machine that is sold thereafter means the
crossing off of another day on the calendar.
The goal is to sell one machine for every day in
the year and at the present time the crosses
have already been registered several days ahead
of the actual date. This plan has developed a
remarkable "esprit de corps" among the salesmen as every one in the organization watches
the calendar with keen interest and fights to
keep the sales right up to scratch.
Two Fords comprise Mr. Fulghum's motor
fleet. One of these is a delivery car and the
other, a picture of which is herewith shown, is
utilized for direct personal solicitation.
TRAVELERS' LICENSE IN CHILI
The United States Consul General L. J. Keena
at Valparaiso, Chili, reports that importers in
that country are urging enforcement of the law
of December 22, 1916, imposing a license tax
of 1,000 pesos (about $240) on foreign commercial travelers. The importers threaten to refuse
to do business with any salesman who has not
obtained the necessary license.

with him Mr. Maxwell says: "Mr. Edison likes
men who will dig down to the roots of every
problem they encounter. He has small patience
with the man who is content to look superficially at a problem and theorize concerning the
number and character of its roots. That is why
he likes industrious men.
"You, perhaps, have a 10 per cent, greater
brain equipment than I, but if I work twelve
hours a day and you work only eight, Edison
would prefer me to you. He recognizes, of
course, that some men are smarter than others;
but in his estimation there is no degree of
ability that will outweigh laziness or lack of
application. The nonchalant genius of business
fiction has no place in the Edison organization.
No man can last or, at least, no man can achieve
importance in Mr. Edison's eyes, unless he is
a tireless worker."

Your
and

nearest

distributor
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Mr. Maxwell has succeeded in drawing a word
picture of Mr. Edison that will prove a revelation even to those privileged to have, a business
acquaintance with the great inventor. He has
brought out facts often overlooked in the average biography, and portrays Mr. Edison not as
a man apart but as a man among men. He
points out that there are two Edisons — "one is
the Edison of coldly scientific mind, who reasons
ruthlessly and relentlessly to a conclusion far
beyond the average man's foresight. The other
is an Edison vividly human, intensely sympathetic, extremely generous and incessantly active
in the interests of mankind. Edison can be the
lion that he resembles, he can even be unjust;
but he is never avaricious, and he is unfailingly
A full-page photograph showing Mr. Edison
in a characteristic pose accompanies this vivid
and interesting human interest article.
generous."
FINE BUSINESS

RECORD

IN LOUISVILLE

The talking machine department of the Kaufman-Straus Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky., of which
H. V. Boswell is manager, has been moved to
the second floor, a much better location than
heretofore, where a good stock of Edisons and
Columbias is being shown. Business last month
showed an increase of 25 per cent, over the same
month last year, while an idea of the holiday
business may be gleaned from the fact that the
day before Christmas the department sent out
thirty machines, all sold for cash.
SOME

PERTINENT

POINTERS

Customers are guests, and more, they are
guests that pay. Be sociable with your customers; they like it. The more people you know
personally, the greater can be your hold upon
your trade. If people talk about your store, if
it becomes noted, you will do business. Get all
your store improvements commented upon in
the news columns of your papers. It costs
you nothing and it all counts.

will give you

prompt

service

the fullest co-operation.
DELPHEON

plus DELPHEON

SERVICE

brings SUCCESS

The Delpheon Shop
117-119 Peachtree Arcade
Atlanta, Georgia

Delpheon Sales Company
25 Church Street
New York City

Walter Verhalen
Busch Building
Dallas, Texas

Verbeck Musical Sales Co.
435 William Street
Buffalo, New York

Chicago Display
Sixth Floor, Republic Building
Or
The
BAY

write

direct to

DELPHEON
CITY

COMPANY
MICHIGAN
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Philadelphia, Pa., February 4. — The month of
January was a profitable one for talking machine dealers in this city, despite conditions
that served to keep the trade guessing most of
the time. The poor transportation facilities
handicapped the jobbers considerably in the shipment of their machines, but the fact that it was
hard to ship machines out of the city worked
to the advantage of local dealers in carting distance of the jobbers warehouses.
Although there was considerable improvement
in the Victor machine situation during the
month, both jobbers and dealers were only able
to get a percentage of their record orders filled
from the factory, due, it is believed, to various
conditions, including labor, governing record
production. Dealers in Columbia and Edison
lines also reported stock shortage, due to delayed shipments from the factory. The trade,
however, is keeping up courage, and for the
most part is optimistic regarding the future.
New Columbia Dealers' Service Pleases
The Columbia Graphophone Co. (formerly the
Pennsylvania Co.) report that their business in
January was quite satisfactory, and especially
so considering the circumstances. Their new
dealers' service has been meeting with hearty
approval, and the latter appreciate the assistance the Philadelphia office is giving them in
the exploiting of the Columbia, both machines
and records. They had an enormous record
business in January, and having had the foresight to order heavily, they felt little the inconvenience in the delay of shipping, caused by the
weather and the freight embargo.
W. C. Fuhri, formerly the district manager
here, has gone on a trip to Florida for a rest,
and will not return until the end of the month.
The Dictaphone office of the company, now at
924 Chestnut street, has changed managers, C
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J. Welford being replaced by Clifford Malliet.
O. F. Jester, formerly connected with the
Baltimore store of the Columbia, has joined the
Philadelphia offices as salesman. The local
manager says that he is very optimistic over
the business this year and adds: ''I feel that
if we get some relief from this transportation
condition, it will be the greatest year in the
talking machine business."
Business Good With Buehn Co.
Louis Buehn, of the Louis Buehn Co.. says
that their business has been very good, considering the situation. ''We were tremendously handicapped by the lack of goods, especially
records, and by shipping difficulties, but in spite
of all these troubles we have had a very good
month. Our machine shipments this month
have been about on a par with last year."
Gillies Co. Buys Connor & O'Neill Stock
The James B. Gillies Co.. talking machine
dealers at Broad and Susquehanna avenue, have
purchased the stock of Connor & Q-'Xeill, and
has removed it to his store. The Connor &
O'Neill firm have been located, for a number
of years, on Fifteenth street, below Chestnut.
Mr. Gillies has one of the finest stores up town,
and is constantly being compelled to enlarge it.
Increase Prices
G. Dunbar Shewell, who is the .eastern representative ofthe Cheney talking machine, has
announced in the papers the past week that the
Cheney will be raised in price from $15 to $25
beginning the first of February.
Dictaphones for Large Companies
The Dictaphone Co. report that their business was very fair in January, and they believe
it will be very good from this on. Owing to the
great scarcity of stenographers and typists
thej- have just placed a complete outfit of the
Dictaphone in "The Grit" office at Williamsport:

Locality

with George Wharton Pepper; the Lehigh Portland Cement Co., of Allentown: and the Atwater-Kent Mfg. Co. have added a large complement of machines
the Up
month.
Perm Co. during
Stocking
Manager Barnhill, of the Penn Co., says that
"In January our business was about as good as
could be expected under the weather conditions,
the freight embargo, and the impossibility to
move stock promptly. Records have been very
scarce and especially in the better grades." Mr.
Barnhill, however, believes that business is going to be first rate this spring and summer,
when transportation again becomes normal, and
they are getting in a stock that will assure them
the ability to fill all orders, and with promptness. J. Fisher, of C. C. Mellor Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., was one of the recent visitors to
the Penn Co.
Weymann's War Music Display
H. A. Weymann & Son have this week a very
attractive window, in which the}' show how the
Victor talking machine is an absolute necessity in war times. They have the machines and
records done up in non-destructible packages,
and about these packages are war relics picked
up in many sections, and especially from the
war front in France. They report that their
Victor business in January was very good, and
believe that the remainder of the winter. and
spring is going to make an excellent showing,
for Mr. Weymann says that music, he believes,
has become a war time necessity.
Pathe Shop Getting Results
The Pathe Shop has been having a most excellent business in January. While there were
only nineteen working days in the month, they
have put forth their best efforts and have made
e\ery minute count. Their business was not
(Continued on page 38)

STRINGS
OPPORTUNITY

To
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Machine

of

every

Dealer

The Weymann "Keystone State" Musical Instruments and Strings
have a national reputation.
Leading dealers feature the Weymann make exclusively in conjunction with their Talking Machine and Record line, to attract the
musical buying public to their stores. Thousands of "Weymann"
'Keystone State" Mandolutes, Ukuleles, Mandolin-Banjos, etc..
are in daily use creating a continually increasing demand for "Keystone State" Strings. Here is an opportunity to supply these demands.
Send us your initial order for our special assortment of
"Keystone State" Strings, their retail selling value $38.35
Cost to dealer net
------18.00
Profit, $20.35
We will furnish free of cost a show
cabinet.

case string display

The various strings may thereafter be re-ordered in quantities of one
dozen or more to at all times maintain the complete assortment.
Mail your order today to:

H.

A.

OFFICES:
1108 Chestnut Street
Victor Wholesalers

WEYMANN
MANUFACTURERS
PHILADELPHIA,

&

SON,

PA.

Inc.
FACTORY:
1109 Sansom Street
Established

Since 1864
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MEN

MEET

First Session of New Year Held on Wednesday
— Amendments to By-Laws Passed — To Determine Membership Status of Jobbers

The first meeting of the new year held by the
Talking Machine Men, Inc., took place on
■
the Victor dealer can't jam more pleasure
jj Wednesday, January 23, in the rooms of the
■
into the leisure hours of men-of-war and menj| Merchants' Association in the Woolworth Building, New York. President J. T. Coughlin, of the
of-peace than to dole out, in ever-increasing
B
association, presided, and one of the most successful meetings held in some time resulted.
quantities, the comfort and inspiration that
||
The action of the executive committee at a
H
characterize Victor talking machine records.
|
recent meeting making an amendment to the
by-laws to require seven days' notice of intention to propose a new member, was adopted and
the amendment will provide two days for the
m
From
a service
standpoint
jj membership committee to investigate the candidate and allow the secretary to. give the usual
five days' notice by mail to every member of
m
Penn service at all times is consistent with
■
the organization.
The committees appointed several meetings
H
factory production and delivery.
Bj
ago to solicit new members and also try and
persuade the larger stores to charge 6 per cent,
===
Distributors for the Ready File
interest on instalment sales reported progress
^=
for Victrola X*s and XJ's.
^=
and a new committee was appointed to assist
them in their endeavors. It is thought that with
a campaign along these lines during the next
|
Penn
Phonograph
Co.
j few months the association will be able to announce that every dealer in the Greater City
■
17 S. NINTH STREET
CXfgiSII) PHILADELPHIA
%
is charging 6 per cent, interest on time sales.
Already a number of local dealers have put the
interest clause into effect and this has also been
INIIIH
done by dealers who are located in the New
the association. Charles Gardner, the district
THE TRADE IN PHILADELPHIA
superintendent for this district, will also be presJersey district.
The executive committtee also sent out a let{Continued from page 36)
ent and is expected to make a speech. They
ter a number of days ago to the leading jobbers
expect to have present about twenty-eight to
to
find
out the consensus of opinion in regards
quite as good as in December, but of this they
thirty dealers.
to whether they wish to continue as active or
have no cause to complain. They are finding
associate members. This is a question that has
considerable difficulty in making shipments to
DOMESTIC CORP. CHANGES
come up many times during the past year, and
their dealers, but through judicious managethe letters from a number of jobbers show the
ment they have been able to keep all their dealHorace Sheble Resigns as President and Geners and have added a number to their already
majority of them feel they can be of more value
eral Manager — George Anderson, Treasurer of to the organization as associate members than
long list during January. They report that
Company,
Now in Charge of Business
y.
Februar
for
ing
promis
otherwise. This includes the opinion of Chas.
business looks very
H. Ditson & Co., S. B. Davega & Co., Ormes,
Walter Eckhardt, the head of the Pathe Shop,
George Anderson, recently elected treasurer
Inc., American Talking Machine Co., Emmanuel
was in New York on Wednesday of this week.
of the. Domestic Talking Machine Corp., of
puba
quite
Blout, and I. Davega, Jr. A letter from J. Newmake
to
y,
They expect, in Februar
Philadelphia, became acting head of that conextencomb
Blackman, of the Blackman Talking Masome
ng
arrangi
are
and
campaign,
licity
cern on January 26. Mr. Anderson succeeds
sive recitals to be given at their warerooms.
chine Co., who has been interested in the TalkHorace Sheble, the former president and gening Machine Men, Inc., since the birth of the
The Pathe Shop must be seen to be appreeral manager. Mr. Sheble's retirement is enorganization, gave it as his opinion that the
ciated.' It is one of the show places of the
tirely voluntary and it is rumored he is to take
jobber and distributor can be of more assistance
city. It is most artistic in its color effect and
up
Government
war work. He carries with him
s
customer
and
,
business
for
as non-member. A letter from him stating his
the arrangement
the best wishes and hearty good will of his views was read and made a distinct impression
cannot go away without a most pronounced
associates and the board of directors.
upon the meeting.
impression of everything about the place,
The law committee was instructed to draft an
whether it is the Pathe machines and records,
DEATH
OF
MRS.
D.
K.
WENDHEISER
t
Eckhard
Mr.
that
dations
accommo
amendment
to the constitution which will emfine
the
or
body the ideas of the distributors as well as the
has made for their comfort and convenience.
Mrs. Delia Kivel Wendheiser, widow of the
Closed Great January Business
association in regard to their activities as rhemlate
Peter Wendheiser, founder <?f the Wendreports
,
Burkhart
&
Herbert Blake, of Blake
bers. This will be done after an amicable agreeheiser Music Store at Rockville, Conn., and
ment is reached with the distributors as to the
that their business was very good in January.
mother
of George P. Wendheiser, at present a
had
ever
have
they
January
biggest
fee
they
should pay for membership. The conthe
It was
well-known piano and talking machine dealer in
stitution will be amended to take in the distribuwith the exception of 1916, when their sales
that city, died recently at the family homestead.
tors as associate members at a somewhat larger
were extraordinary for that month. This month,
and
good,
very
fee than is now in force, which is $3.
off
started
has
Mr. Blake says,
PLANT DESTROYED BY FIRE
The secretary was instructed to address a
that it looks very promising. He is especially
communication to every member to find out
pleased with the February list of Edison records,
The plant of the Carolina Veneer Co., Columtheir views in regard to the suggestion to
which contains many Broadway hits.
bus, S. C, was totally destroyed by fire last
Gathering of Edison Dealers
close all talking machine stores at 9 p. m. If it
week with a loss of $100,000. Among the stock
is not feasible to close in every district at
meetmonthly
On Tuesday night next at the
destroyed was much cabinet veneer intended
that time it may be found a good idea in cering of the Edison dealers here, which will be
for talking machine manufacturing, the shipment
tain localities, and, with the expressed opinion of
held at the Bingham House, T. J. Leonard, the
of which had been held up by traffic conditions.
address
will
Co.,
all
the
members, agreements in different sections
Edison
the
of
sales manager
can be made.

THE VICTOR TALKING MACHINE COMPANY, in recognition of his twenty
years of active service as Manager of the Traveling Department, has appointed
Mr.

GEORGE

D.

ORNSTEIN

a Wholesaler of Victor Products in the city of Philadelphia and the neighboring
territory, In order that the retailers of that district may enjoy the benefit of Mr.
Ornstein's unique experience, the undersigned company has been incorporated to
carry on an exclusively wholesale business, with temporary quarters at 9 North
Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, for the purpose of providing the retail trade with
the most direct, efficient and satisfactory service.
Very sincerely yours,
THE GEO. D. ORNSTEIN COMPANY.

TRADE

CONVENTION

POSTPONED

Fifth National Foreign Trade Convention to Be
Held April 18, 19 and 20
The executive committee of the National Foreign Trade Council announced this week that,
owing to the railroad congestion and the desire
of the Council to co-operate with the Government in the relief of the situation due to the
war, the dates of the fifth national foreign
trade convention, to be held at Cincinnati, O.,
have been changed from February 7, 8 and 9
to April 18, 19 and 20.
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Woolworth Building, New York
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Record Business Has Been Exceptional — People Staying More at Home Has Helped Sales — How
Victor Publicity Helps — Good Demand for Talking Machines But Difficult to Get Them
Indianapolis, Ind., February 5. — Although the
month of January was the coldest in the history
of the local weather bureau and in spite of the
closing orders of the national Fuel Administrator, the local talking machine dealers generally
report that they did better business during the
month than they had expected.
All of the dealers said the record business was
exceptional and they attributed, this to the fact
that the closing of theatres on Tuesdays, together with the extremely cold weather, indicated that people were staying at home and enjoying their talking machines.
The weather moderated considerably during
the last few days and this had the effect of
stimulating the sale of machines'. Most of the
dealers express the opinion that the Monday
closing order simply makes Saturday or Tuesday
a bigger day in sales and that the lqss of Monday does not figure to any extent on the week's
business.
"Our record business increased during the
month and the sale of eight machines on the
first Tuesday after the first Monday holiday
indicates that we are making up for' the _ lost
Monday business on Tuesdays," said A. H.
Snyder, manager of the Edison Shop. The total
January business was ahead of last year in the
same month, he added. Mr. Snyder is working
his outside salesmen in zones and his plan is
panning out well.
H. A. W. Smith, manager of the Pathe Shop,
said that Tuesday business was showing up well,
but he doubted whether it was offsetting the
loss of Monday. The January business as a
whole was good, he said.
H. E. Whitman, manager of the talkin.ar machine department of the Pearson Piano Co., reported that the record sales Were far ahead of
January of last year. Both the Edison and Victor machines were in steady demand, but a
shortage of stock has been the worst problem,
Mr. Whitman said.
This Christmas the Pearson Co. did not send
out larger machines to be exchanged later for
the smaller models when they arrived and as a
result it was able to sell most of the largest
machines.
C. P. Hcrdman, manager of the Columbia department of the Baldwin Piano Co., said that
while the weather had naturally affected business it had held up well and that with a change
in weather conditions he believed it would soon
be back to normal.
A. E. Pfeiffer, manager of the Starr Piano
Co. store, said that the Starr records and machines had enjoyed a good business in spite
of the weather, although the Monday holiday
closing was affecting business to some extent.
George Siandke, manager of the Brunswick
Shop, ran an ad on optimism on the first Monday closing holiday and he received congratulations from many persons on its timely appeal.

He was in Chicago this week conferring with
the factory managers and company officials.
The art model, No. 1500, of the Brunswick has
attracted considerable attention on display in
the shop.
Among the wholesalers the chief complaint
has not been a lack of demand for talking machines but the shortage most of them have to
worry with due to transportation.
R. - B. Goldsbury, of the Pathe department
of the Mooney-Mueller-Ward Co., said that
January had been better than anticipated, the
record business being exceptionally brisk. A
number of new contracts have been signed with
dealers. .
Edgar Eskew, formerly manager of the department, has resigned.
The People's Outfitting Co. has had an exceptional run on Pathe machines. During the last
six months only one-half of one per cent, of the
records shipped to dealers have been returned,
Manager Goldsbury said, adding that this indicates the strong demand for records throughout
the State.
At the Stewart Talking Machine Co., Victor
jobbers, it was said that the demand for machines was much heavier this January than in
1917, but that transportation difficulties had kept
the business down.
The national advertising done by the Victor
Co. is bringing practical results, according to
the Stewart Co. From fifteen to twenty inquiry
cards sent to the Victor Co. by prospective
buyers have been reaching the Stewart Co. every
day. These cards are in turn sent to the nearest
Victor dealer.
The local Victor dealers are expecting a large
demand for the records of Jascha Heifetz, the
Russian violin marvel, who will play in Indianapolis February 14.
The appearance here last week of Victor Herbert with the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
boosted the sale of the Herbert records. A large
number of the latest musical comedies are
scheduled to appear here in the next few weeks
and the record song hits of these shows will be
in demand.
O. C. Maurer, in charge of the Sonora department of the Kiefer-Stewart Co., was a guest
at the convention of Sonora dealers held under
the auspices of the Yahr & Lange Drug Co., of
Milwaukee, Wis., recently. Mr. Maurer said
that the enthusiasm evinced by the Wisconsin
dealers in spite of the cold weather that prevailed was notable and he added that he obing.
tained anumber of good points from the meetWalter E. Kipp, of the Kipp Phonograph Co.,
Edison distributors, said that there was no complaint to make about the demand for Edisons.
II. A. Yerkes,
sales manager
the
Columbia
Co., and field
Ben Brown,
manager of"
of the
local branch, went to Louisville, Ky., last Mon-

day. The Grafonola Co., of Louisville, enjoyed
an unusually big January business, the chief
difficulty being in getting the machines, Mr.
Brown said.
KEEPING

UP ORDER

DELIVERIES

Boston Book Co. Makes Good Shipping Progress Despite Handicaps — Pays Employes in
Full for Time Lost on "Workless" Days
The Boston Book Co., manufacturer of record
albums, has been making reasonable progress in
the shipping of its orders despite the condition now affecting the railroads. The company
has been in a nice position in regard to the
materials entering into its products as it
has large quantities on hand and in storage for
now and future use. J. M. Alter, president of
the company, in speaking of trade conditions
recently, said: "The demand for our albums is
greatly on the increase and from the indication
of the orders arriving in every mail the talking
machine industry is preparing for a year of
great prosperity." The Boston Book Co.. in
following out its plans of keeping its labor
standards on the highest plane, paid its employes
in full during the recent five-day closing period
and will continue to pay them for the lost Monday of each week. During the period when coal
was scarce the conrpany bought oil heaters to
supplement the low pressure in the steam pipes,
thereby keeping the temperature of the plant
up to normal.
We are all inclined to kick when difficulties
come our way, and it is a well-established fact
that some of the keenest pleasures of life come
from successfully overcoming difficulties.
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street, continues to champion Victor records

PROBLEM

accompanied by their slogan, "Cleveland's Lead-

Matters of Interest to Be Discussed at Coming Banquet of Talking Machine Dealers' Association
of Northern Ohio — Displaying Records at Food Show — Fischer Co. Doing Fine Pathe Business
Cleveland, O., February 6. — Shortage of stock,
for which the responsibility is divided between
the factories and the railroads, workless days,
as prescribed by the Fuel Administrator, and
other conditions similar to those affecting business throughout the East, serve to put a slight
damper on the talking machine trade in this city,
although the jobbers and dealers are going right
ahead endeavoring to get the best results possible in the face of the handicaps.
C. K. Bennett, general manager of the Eclipse
Musical Co., and the new president of the Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Northern
Ohio, states that at the annual banquet of the
association, to be held on February 20, an effort
will be made to thresh out the problems for the
benefit of the dealer. He states that one particular point will be emphasized, the necessity of
pushing stock records that do not have the call
under ordinary conditions. He says this is the
time for the real salesman and not for the fellow that travels along the line of least resistance.
At the annual Cleveland food show this week
a practical demonstration of how phonograph
records are made is being given by C. A. Johnson in the booth of an exhibitor. He explains
in detail how records are turned out so they
may furnish pleasing music in cafes and duiing
rooms while diners enjoy their meals. This
feature of the show has greatly excited the interest of the thousands of visitors.
The annual meeting of the Cleveland Music
Trades' Association will be held February 14 at
the Hotel Winton. Several talking machine dealers are members and out of town guests are
expected.
- This association recently expelled one of its
members, who, it was declared, resorted to unfair methods in advertising. It was declared he
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ing Music
Store."
John
McCormack,
great tenor, is coming to
sing for the Red Cross in Keith's big Hippodrome, March 3. As soon as McCormack's coming was scheduled dealers handling McCormack's songs and records reproducing them got
busy with window displays and catchy ads.
Meanwhile everybody is trying to get educated
to McCormack's wonderful songs which the talking machine has popularized in every musicloving home in Cleveland.
The Fischer Co. declares the Edison record,

advertised second-hand instruments without
using the word "used" in his ads.
Not for months has Cleveland seen a bigger
campaign of publicity for any talking machine
than that launched January 27 by the Young
Furniture Co. This concern operates two immense stores in Cleveland, one in the swell
shopping center of the upper Euclid avenue section, and another in West Side. Full newspaper
page advertisements pointed out the merits of
the phonographs handled by this house.
The Muehlhauser Brothers Piano Co., organized last October, opened a modest sized store
at 1613 Euclid avenue, somewhat out of the lower shopping district, and began an active tight
for business. It came right off the reel, in Hallet & Davis pianos and Sonora phonographs.
The firm of four brothers did not have to make
its name known, for the brothers had already
established their reputation with the Cleveland
trade. Since opening an additional storeroom

"On the Banks of the Brandywine," is one of
the winter's best sellers, while Harry Lauder's
"Wee Hoose 'Mang the Heather" is another of
the Victor records having a phenomenal run
since Lauder appeared here in person.
The Eclipse Musical Co. has been having a
run on Victor records reproducing the music of
Jascha Heifetz, the new Russian violinist, who
will appear in person in Gray's Armory to-morrow night. Cleveland violinists pronounce the
new
Russianrecord
a wonder
with
"his fiddle."
A Pathe
that is
a winner
here is the
"Arrival of the U. S. A. Troops in France."
Fred Fairbanks' "It's a Long Way to Berlin,"
another Pathe record, is also a big seller at
stores handling these favorites.
Song hits which carry inspiration for the boys

has been found necessary, so the firm's future
is assured, despite the handicaps met at the start
in getting stock.
The Fischer Co., 25 Taylor Arcade, Ohio distributors for Pathe phonographs and records, is
doing a splendid business despite war conditions.

in military camps and "over there" characterize
the offerings of most of the talking machine
dealers. "La Marseillaise," by the Gennett
Military Band, is a Starr hit among the latest

Buescher's, 1016 Euclid avenue, still glories
in the sale of Victrola outfits and Victor records.
This firm carries a large stock of records and
machines.

records.
is another "The
Starr Royal
catch. Hymn of the Republic"
The New Edison is attracting attention and
selling rapidly at the two establishments of the
Phonograph Co., whose main emporium is the
entire third floor of the building, 1240 Huron

Gennett records reproducing Helen Ware's
violin music are features widely advertised by
the Starr Piano Co. The firm carries a complete library of Gennett records.
The Clifton Furniture Co., Madison avenue
and West Ninety-ninth street, has joined others
using phonographs to attract patrons.
The McMillin Music Co., 2053 East Ninth

road.
The Dictaphone Co., 1375 Euclid avenue, reports a good January business, particularly the
latter half of the month.
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The point we want to make, is THIS — Are you making the most of the situation ? Are you
making the most of our superior sized stocks? Are you making the most of the "SERVICE"
we offer ? There are so MANY things to be gained if you will make an immediate contract with
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QUEEN ANNE No. 6
Dimensions, 21x22x46 in.
Exposed parts nickeled.
Mahogany only. Capacity
80 records with album
space.
Price $150 — with electric
motor $1 75.
"Play It Yourself"
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Aside from the beautiful case, noiseless precision motor,
efficient filing device, and great attention to all details, you will
be greatly impressed with the perfectly natural tone reproduction of the Widdicomb and will enjoy the sensation of controlling that sound from a distance by the medium of our
sound modulator with which each Widdicomb is equipped.
These good points all mean sales for the Widdicomb
dealer.
Aggressive jobbers will do
well to connect with this line

PHONOGRAPH
The
Grand

DIVISION

Widdicomb
Furniture
Established 1865
Rapids,
III

Co.

Michigan

Widdicomb
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For the dealer who wants to offer better value for the money
For the dealer who wants a better profit than usual
Do you come under this classification ?
If so send for our catalogue note, and secure a Widdicomb agency or still better — send for a sample instrument and
"Play It Yourself." Compare it point by point with
the machine that you consider the best.
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Woolworth Building, New York

PATRIOTIC

TO

and given the Sonora one of the finest introductions ever enjoyed by a talking machine line in
this territory.

COMPLAIN

Believe in Carrying Out Instructions of Government — Dealers Had Excellent January — Jobbers
Short of Stock — Sonora Dealers in Convention — Entertained by Yahr & Lange — News of Month
Milwaukee, Wis., February 10. — Milwaukee
talking machine dealers are just a bit too patriotic to make serious complaint over the effect of
the Federal Fuel Administration order which
restricted business to five days a week during
the last half of January and early part of February. Nevertheless, it is a fact that the curtailment has cost all of them a considerable volume
of business and the only compensating feature
is that every other line of business suffered, too.
Under the circumstances, local talking machine dealers have been doing mighty well since
the holiday season passed. Although one full
business day has been taken away from them,
they have made the best of an unfavorable situation and worked so hard on the other five days
of the week that most of them have been able
to equal or even improve upon the volume of
business for the corresponding period of 1917.
It can be imagined how it would have been possible to show good gains if the "fuelless Monday" order had not been promulgated.
Local jobbers state that they still are not able
to procure all of the stocks that are required to
fill the demands upon their retail dealers, and
they express the opinion that under existing conditions in manufacturing, traffic, and other
phases of the situation, it is not likely that a
surplus can be accumulated for some time to
come. It is felt, however, that it is better to
have a shortage than a considerable surplus, and
by this token existing conditions are better than
those of the reverse.
Harry A. Goldsmith, secretary of the Badger
Talking Machine Co., Victor jobber in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, says that the business
situation in the territory served by the house is
unusually favorable, considering war-time conditions. While the Badger Co. is in a somewhat
better position to fill orders than in recent
months, including the holiday rush, there is still
a large shortage of numerous styles. Records,
needles and other supplies are not to be had in
the volume demanded by the state of business.
As a matter of fact, the shortage of supplies and
accessories is relatively greater than that of machines.
A. G. Kunde, Columbia jobber and retailer,
expressed the opinion that business is being
maintained at a level that is rather surprising
under the conditions. While trade could hardly
be expected to be as brisk during the first month
and a half of the new year as it was during the
last two months of the old year, it is better than
anticipated.
At the Edison Shop, Edison jobber and retailer, much time in recent weeks has been devoted to overcoming the effects of the big fire
which caused a heavy loss early on Christmas
morning arrd wiped out a considerable part of
the wholesale stock. Shipments have been coming in fairly good volume and while stocks are
not yet what they should be the Edison dis-

tributors are much gratified over the situation.
Paul A. Seeger, manager of the talking machine department of the Edmund Gram Music
House, representing the Aeolian-Vocalion and
Columbia, is very much pleased with the condition of business. It has been Mr. Seeger's experience that the higher-priced styles have been
selling relatively better than others. This does
not mean that medium and low-priced styles are
not moving, for many excellent sales of these
are being made right along. Yet the tendency
has been toward the costlier machine, due probably to the better financial position of buyers
who patronize the- Gram house.
Yahr & Lange, Sonora jobbers for Wisconsin
and Upper Michigan, recently entertained more
than one hundred of its retail representatives at
a first annual sales convention and banquet at
the New Plankington House in Milwaukee.
Fred E. Yahr presided as toastmaster at the
dinner, and among the principal speakers were
F. D. Andrews, Minneapolis, and O. C. Mauer,
Indianapolis. Since taking the wholesale representation of the Sonora a year ago, Yahr &
Lange have built up a remarkable organization
ARRANGE

TO MEET

ALL

DEMANDS

Vice-President Ravis, of the New York Album
& Card Co., Tells of Increased Facilities —
New Representative for New England
In a chat this week with The World, Philip
A. Ravis, vice-president of the New York Album & Card Co., 23-25 Lispenard street, New
York, commented as follows regarding general conditions:
"With the additional facilities that we are now
utilizing in the production of our albums we
have every reason to believe that we will be in
a position to supply our clientele promptly with
albums the coming season. However, I would
suggest that the dealers anticipate their requirements wherever possible in view of shipping
difficulties at the present time and in order to
make sure that the albums will be on hand when
they need them. With the additional space which
we now occupy we have also increased our facilities' for printing delivery envelopes, and this
branch of our business is steadily growing.

George F. Ruez, president of the Badger Talking Machine Co., Victor jobber, and interested
in numerous other concerns of note in the talking machine world, has been elected a director
of
the
Merchants' and Manufacturers' Bank of
Milwaukee.
A fourth store has been opened at Thirty-,
second street and North avenue by Kroeger
Bros. Co., operating department stores at First
and National avenues, Fifth avenue and Mitchell
street, and Eighteenth street and Fond du Lac
avenue. The Pathe departments establishment
on December 1 in the three stores have been extended to the fourth store.
Edward Quick, 180 Villard avenue, North Milwaukee, is a new retail representative of the
World phonograph.
H. L. Sorenson, Neenah, Wis., has recently
enlarged his store and added a complete display and stock room, with demonstrating booths,
to accommodate his rapidly growing Victor department.
Miss Gertrude Louise Gram, daughter of Edmund Gram, Steinway and Aeolian-Vocalion
representative at Milwaukee, was married Saturday, February 9, to Frank W. Magin, a wellknown manufacturer of Milwaukee.
"Our new No. 1012 album is meeting with a
ready sale throughout the country and the dealers are greatly pleased with the distinctive features embodied in this album. Our metal-back
album continues to be a prime favorite with our
clientele and is giving excellent service every^
L. W. Hough, well known in the New England talking machine trade, has been appointed
New England representative for the New York
Album
where." & Card Co., with headquarters at 20
Sudbury street, Boston, Mass. Mr. Hough will
carry a complete line of the company's albums
in stock at all times and will also carry a stock
of delivery and stock envelopes.
NOW

SOLE

PATHE

DISTRIBUTORS

The Pathephone Sales Co. of New York, Inc.,
Ill East Fourteenth street, New York, is now
the sole distributor for the Pathe products in
the metropolitan territory, having taken over
the interests of the Pathephone Distributors Co.
and the Stilwell Co.

PERSONAL

SERVICE

The members of our Company are always available and
will gladly see you personally or write you at any time we
can possibly serve you.
Why not communicate at once with us?
BADGER

TALKING
VICTOR

MACHINE
DISTRIBUTORS

CO.
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The Pathe Sapphire Ball takes the place
of needles. It need not be changed.
Records Don't Wear Out
We guarantee every Pathe Record to
play at least one thousand times with
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Recording for Pathe, and
most of them exclusively
Muratore, Muzio, Thibaud, Ganz,
Grace Hoffman, Rimini, Ober,
Cavalieri, Bispham, Slezalc, Urlus,
Weil, Fitziu, Sammarco, Ruffo,
De Cisneros, Journet, Chenal and
Maguenat.
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New York Engineer Applies for Patent on
Multiple Diaphragm Phonograph — Each Instrument of Orchestra Recorded Separately
on Film — Reproduced in Synchrony
H. Hartman, electrical engineer of New York,
has invented and applied for patents on a multiple diaphragm phonograph, or electric orchestra, which offers a brand new idea in the recording and reproduction of musical sounds. It is
claimed by Air. Hartman that recording for
talking machine records as at present conducted
is limited in its possibilities, owing to the fact
that a single diaphragm must take and record
the tones of a great variety of instruments at
one and the same time. He points out that as
the musical vibrations produced by a violin and
contrabasso are widely different, as are the
vibrations produced by other orchestral instruments, it is not scientifically possible to
record perfectly all the instruments at one time,
because the diaphragm cannot respond simultaneously with the great variety of vibrations.
In recording for Mr. Hartman's electric orchestra he uses, in place of the usual records, a
special film on which the tones of every instrument in the orchestra, to the number of fortyeight, if desired, are recorded in a separate
track. By recording the music of each instrument separately the" diaphragm can confine its
action to the particular vibration of the one instrument and therefore there is no confusion
or distortion of sound.
For the purpose of reproduction the film is
wound on a reel and is led from a special compartment over guide rollers to a long, narrow
and horizontally arranged department which
contains as many sound boxes as there are
record lines on the film. The sound boxes are
separated as far as possible, and each is provided
with a separate trumpet, the various trumpets
being arranged in rows facing the audience. In
order to regulate the movement of the film it
is taken up over a sprocket wheel or on a drum
at the opposite side of the cabinet. It is stated
that a film of 1,500 feet in length will play continuously for more than an hour, and when the
end is reached can be readily replaced by another film bearing other music. The sound
boxes are fixed in position, welded to one
another and rest freely upon the film, with the
needle in a certain sound line. Sapphire and
diamond needles are used to avoid the necessity of changing needles. It is claimed by the
inventor that the device has been so perfected
that perfect synchronization is obtained between
the various instruments in the reproduction of
the record.
Mr. Hartman is also the inventor of the
'speaking clock," which also uses a flexible film,
two inches wide, in place of the usual type of
record. Operation of the clock is so arranged
that the exact time, is announced every fifteen
minutes. A continuous film is used that runs
twelve hours before regulating.
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Quotations and samples promptly forwarded upon request
Send us your requirements
No obligation incurred
MICA

INTERNATIONAL
MICA
COMPANY
Offices and Factory, 37th and Brandywine
VA. Streets, WEST PHILADELPHIA, PA.
AMELIA CO.
WEST PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO.
ILL.
MONTREAL
(Insulation Dept.)
Diaphragms
PA.
CAN.
ONE PLAN FOR SAVING SALES
same proposition as the VictrolaPA. situation.
Those who selected the models in stock got
John F. Ditzell, of the Famous & Barr Store,
immediate delivery, while those who selected
Takes Advance Orders for Machines and Has
other models had to pay their money and wait.
Customer Make Payments Until Machine Is
Delivered — Follows Automobile System
BUILDING UP SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS
St. Louis, Mo., February 6. — Several models of
Victrolas have been very scarce in this market
since the holidays, notably those formerly sold
for $100, $125 and $75. It was impossible for
most if not all of the dealers to make deliveries
of these machines in popular finish. John F.
Ditzell, of the Famous & Barr talking machine
department, solved the selling problem and it
was not the old-time solution of putting in
another make machine.
Mr. Ditzell's solution was the selling of ownership certificates. He explained it to the customer in this way:
"There are many popular articles of merchandise that you must wait your turn for. For
years buyers of Ford automobiles have paid
their money to get their names on the delivery
program of that company. They cannot be insured delivery without paying a part or all of
the money. Victrolas are like the Fords, the
demand at present exceeds the supply.
''We do not know just when we can deliver
this machine to you, but if you begin paying
now you will get the first machine of this
model that we receive. We will deliver it just
as Itsoon
as we can."to many folk that the plan
is surprising
has succeeded and some of the most surprised
persons are on Mr. Ditzell's force. They predicted that the plan would not sell any machines,
but it has. In one case the buyer not only paid
in full for the machine, but he has visited the
store several times to hear records and make
his selection and these are paid for and have
been put aside to be delivered to him when the
machine arrives. This many, and the others
who have not paid as much, are content because
they are going to get exactly what they want
as soon as it is possible.
Mr. Ditzell tells rather an amusing story in
this connection, which illustrates the point.
E. C. Rauth, the Victor wholesale distributor
here, had ordered a Buick car of a certain
model. The company did not have that car,
so Mr. Rauth made a payment and was assigned
to a place on the delivery list. Some time later
Mr. Ditzell decided to buy a Buick car, but he
picked another model and this sort was ready
for delivery, so, despite the fact that he started
later than Mr. Rauth, he was driving a Buick
first. This fact, he said, rather surprised Mr.
Rauth, but he told him that it was exactly the

The Faultless Caster Co. Closes Many Contracts
With Talking Machine Manufacturers
,The Faultless Caster Co., Evansville, Ind., one
of the most successful manufacturing concerns
in the Middle West, has closed a number of contracts with prominent talking machine manufacturers whereby the company's casters will be
used exclusively on 1918 product. The Faultless Caster Co. manufactures a complete line of
high-grade casters, suitable for all kinds of
furniture, and has perfected a special caster for
talking machines designated as C-6-5 which has
won the endorsement of well-known manufacturers, including Thomas A. Edison, Inc., the
Sonora Phonograph Corp. and the Aeolian Co.
The C-6-5 caster is a nickel-plated, steel wheel
caster, and as the company guarantees all of
its casters against imperfection of workmanship
and material, talking machine manufacturers
using this caster have called the attention of
their dealers to its merits and the fact that it
is absolutely guaranteed.
The Faultless caster was awarded a gold medal
at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition,
and in fact this caster has won recognition from
the most successful furniture manufacturers as
a product which embodies all the necessary requirements for use on the most expensive manufacture. The Faultless Caster Co. manufactures 500 styles of casters for different uses.
A recent circular issued by the company featuring the C-6-5 caster for talking machines emphasized the following points of superiority as
compared with the ordinary caster: (1) All the
weight rests on a round-headed pivot stem; only
one point of contact in each caster — friction reduced to a minimum. (2) Springs fitting into
the neck of the stem never allow the caster to
drop out of the socket. The caster, however,
can be pulled out at will. (3) A washer fitting
around the track plate strengthens and gives
long life to the socket. (4) The steel wheel is
made of two shells, one fitting inside the other.
The outside shell being rimmed leaves the edge
smooth and this evenly corresponds with the
other side of the wheel. (5) A reinforcement
around the bushing holds it tight and gives the
wheel double strength and long life. (6) Stem
made of screw stock steel is tapered so the
caster will be held in true alignment — always
ready for maximum service with minimum effort.
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The Automatic is the most practical record filing
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Dealers Building Up Great Business — Remarkable Industrial Activity in Buffalo Helping Trade —
Goold Bros. Enlarge Capital — Slow Deliveries Hurt Machine Trade — Delays in Shipments Hurt
Buffalo, N. Y., February 7.— A heavy demand
for records is the dominating feature of the
talking machine trade this month. The booths
are crowded, the demonstrators being kept busy
from morning to night in taking care of the
customers. Machines, however, are as scarce
as sugar, coal and other staple articles. Added
to the shortage reported at the factories are the
delayed shipments on account of railroad embargoes. The
'
dealers are closing their stores
on the "heatless Mondays" and are trying to
.crowd six days' business into five and most of
the dealers are satisfied with their receipts during the short weeks.
One great source of hope for plenty of trade

The Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Co. is
conducting a series of Pathephone recitals.
"The train service is slow and all the dealers
are crying for goods," said C. M. Logan, traveling representative of W. D. & C. N. Andrews.
On account of slow trains Mr. Logan has experienced many delays in covering his territory.
"We have a pretty good supply of the New
Edisons," said Charles J. Hereth. "We were
afraid of embargoes some time ago and played
safe by laying in a good stock. This was before
the advance in prices. We made no mistake in
stocking up because the demand for the New
Edison is steady even during this severe

during the coming year is Buffalo's remarkable
industrial activity. According to the State Industrial Commission, the total amount paid
wage-earners here in 1917 was 168 per cent,
more than the total in 1914. The number of
wage-earners in Buffalo was increased 70 per
cent, in the past three years. There is not likely
to be a let-up of this activity for many months.
Goold Bros., Inc.,, has filed a certificate of
incorporation, with a capital stock of $150,000.
This firm handles the Victor line at its store
at Main and Utica streets. The directors are
George A. Goold, T. Amesbury Goold, Fred L.
Armstrong, Gertrude A. Armstrong and William
Goold.

"You can see that our booths are always
weather."
crowded,
so we are doing a wonderful record
business," said W. R. Gardner, manager of J. N.
Adam & Co.,'e Victrola department. , "The cold
weather see^s to create a desire on the part
of people to stay at home and enjoy their selec-

"Our business stands practically as before,"
said T. Amesbury Goold. "My brother and I
hold 95 per cent, of the stock in the company.
There will be no change in policy. Our trade
is in an excellent condition."
By means of vigorous advertising and extra
good values the store of Victor & Co., Pathephone jobbers, is crowded these days. The
Pathephone is always well represented in the
firm's advertising and window displays and
superior results are attained.

"We are supplying a heavy demand for the
Heifetz
tions." records," said C. H. Heineke, manager
of Denton, Cottier & Daniels' Victrola department. "This demand shows that he is one of
the most popular of the Victor artists." Heifetz
will give a recital in Buffalo on the evening of
March 22.
Harold E. Kuhn, of Kuhn Bros., talking machine dealers, has been engaged temporarily as
city.
organist and chorister at St. Paul's Church, this
Trying to have "the bad check" law enacted
in New York State is engaging the attention
of the Buffalo Association of Credit Men, of
which some of the talking machine dealers are
members. The proposed law would make the
issuing of a bad check prima facie evidence of
intent to defraud and subject the maker to fine
and imprisonment.
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WINNER

now enters the Columbia "Hall of Fame," along
with L. C. Ackley, of the Los Angeles branch,
who won the cup offered in the Pacific Coast district. The contests in Philadelphia, New York
and Chicago territories are still undecided, a
three-time winner in these districts having not
yet been registered.
VICTROLA

SPEEDS

UP TYPISTS

Portland, Ore., February 4.— The High School
of Eugene, Ore., has adopted an original and
effective method for speeding up the typewriting
classes of the commercial department. A Victrola is used and at each beat of music a letter
must be struck on the typewriter. As the typists
develop speed the class strike two letters to
each beat. Not only is speed acquired, but a
smooth, steady movement is obtained.
don't give rain checks for the Seats of
theThey
Mighty.
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Order
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! !
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Opera Company's engagement NOW
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great demand.
We also recommend the Missouri Waltz 35663, a record for which
there are heavy demands.
In view of the prevailing shortage of Records you want to get the
good sellers when the opportunity presents itself. We have some of the
best records of which we have a limited supply. Anticipate and stock up
while the picking is good. Try us on any records, foreign or domestic,
you are unable to obtain from your local distributors. ORDER NOW.

VICTOR

FINAL

George L. S'chuetz, of the Indianapolis branch
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., is the final
winner in the Pittsburgh district of the individual
salesman cup donated by President Whitten for
each district, his third victory in November giving him permanent possession of the trophy. He

RECORDS

The appearance of this greatest operatic soprano in the Chicago
running in New York— the big musical event of the year — makes

—
Galli-Curci

H. A. Brennan, manager of the William Hengerer Co.'s Victrola department, has returned
from New York City, where he looked over the
trade and received some new ideas for the coming season. Another purpose of his trip was to
try to overcome the machine shortage in his
department.
Howard W. Webb, talking machine dealer at
150 East Genesee street, is a member of the
Jackson Glee Club of this city.
"The Missouri Waltz records are in great
demand," said H. G. Towne, manager of Robert
L. Loud's Victrola department.. "The heaviest
demand for records at this store is on Saturdays
from 2 o'clock in the afternoon until 10 o'clock
at night.
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SILVERSTONE MUSIC CO.'S OPENING
Handsome New Warerooms in St. Louis Open
to Public With Special Ceremonies During
Week of February 4 — Tone Tests Given

Dealers Complain That Manufacturers, Transportation Officials, Federal Government and Weather
Man Are Making Life Miserable These Days — Sonora Men Meet in Minneapolis — News of Month
St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., February 5.
— Talking machine men in the Northwest,
whether they be in the retailing branch or the
jobbing branches, have distinct and adequate
cause for complaint against almost everybody
except the ultimate consumers. The manufacturers, the transportation officials, the Federal
Government and even the weather man are combining to make life miserable for the trade men
by hampering and limiting shipments of talking
machine goods while the people are clamoring
for instruments and records.
Yet one will travel far to hear any talking
machine man offer a direct criticism. They
realize full well that no complaint and no
agitation that they make will aid them one iota
and the best that they can expect is that fate
will be as kind as possible.
The general Northwestern situation for the
entire business is well stated by Eugene F.
O'Neill, of the Beckwith-O'Neill Co.
"The machine receipts in this territory during
January virtually -amounted to nothing as the
factories centered more on Eastern points as
the holidays approached. The early January
shipments have not come through and hardly
can be expected before the middle of February
on account of the uncertain traffic conditions.
In the meantime the record situation has become fully as complicated as the machine situation and our afflictions instead of disappearing
after the holidays only are increasing. I speak
only for the Victrola situation as my information concerning other machines naturally is
very limited.
"The dealers in what might be considered
non-essentials will receive an awful jolt some
day if they do not realize that war-time conditions now prevail and will govern every angle
of the business from the production of the raw
materials, through the factories and jobbers to
the retail dealers.
"We must face every new cross with the best
grace possible and trust that the future will
bring a marked improvement in our affairs, but,
to tell the truth, the labor situation, the difficulty in obtaining raw materials, and the transportation problems hardly warrant one in bubbling over with enthusiasm."
Sonora dealers from all over the Northwest
will gather at the West Hotel, Minneapolis,
February 6, for their annual convention and
banquet. The Minneapolis Drug Co., distributor
of the Sonora products, will do the honors, with
Sewall D. Andrews as the chief steward. President Brightson, of the Sonora Co., was heralded
as one of the headliners with some of the leading Eastern distributors in his supporting company.
W. L. Sprague, manager of the Minneapolis
branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co., is
back with the fine trophy he won at the Columbia convention. Having won the honor three
times in succession the trophy becomes the permanent property of his branch. Although
greatly hampered by various conditions, the
branch increased its business for January, 1918,
by 100 per cent. It could have shown much better results had certain matters been more favorable.
E. F. O'Neill, of the Beckwith-O'Neill Co.,
returned Friday from Boston, after an absence
of two weeks. He was summoned to Jiis old
home by the death of a sister.
Several of the dealers in musical instruments
are exhibiting in the Industrial Exposition,
which is a winter fair and the outgrowth of the
annual automobile shows. The exposition is
conducted in the immense assembling plant of
the Willys-Overland Co. The Minnesota Phonograph Co., in conjunction with Bostwick &
Brown, Ediphone distributors, have four booths
for the display and demonstration of products
of the Edison laboratories. Laurence H. Lucker
personally supervised the arrangement of the
Edison display.

Columbia Grafonolas and Dictaphones were
shown in a suite of four booths, with W. C.
Hubbard, Dictaphone expert, and W. L. Sprague
in charge. The show, opening February 2, will
close late February 9. and is drawing thousands
of visitors, mainly from St. Paul and Minneapolis, but also from the rural districts. Included among the latter were the Sonora
dealers.
R. E. RAY

NOW

SALES

MANAGER

Takes Important Post With Jones-Motrola, Inc.,
— G. K. Stickle Returns to Canada
R. E. Ray has been appointed sales manager
of the Jones-Motrola, Inc., New York, the manufacturers of the Jones-Motrola. Mr. Ray has
already taken up his new duties and will organize the sales force of the company along most
efficient lines. He is now making a short trip.
G. K. Stickle, sales manager of the company
since its organization, has resigned to enter another line of business in Canada, while C. E.
Reiss will continue in charge of the New Yorkoffice.
The Jones-Motrola has steadily gained ground
and has been endorsed by various prominent
talking machine companies, among the latest
being the Brunswick-Balke-Collend'er Co., manufacturers of the Brunswick phonograph, having
recommended the Motrola to their dealers.
THE PATHE INJWTLAND, ORE.
Portland, Ore., February 4. — Ten days before
Christmas Calef Bros., of Portland, Ore., began
selling Pathe machines. The Calef Bros, have
a big furniture store and never handled talking
machines before. They have the exclusive sale
of Pathe for furniture houses in Portland and
are amazed at the success they are having.

St. Louis, Mo., February 6. — The Silverstone
Music Co. held the formal opening of their new
warerooms this week. There was no formal program, but there were daily tone test recitals all
week by Prof. Chas. Kaub, a violinist of the St.
Louis Symphony Orchestra, and Mine. Blanche
Skrainka, a local soprano. As an added attraction, a band of Hawaiian stringed instrument
players were brought on for the week and
proved to be a popular attraction.
Despite the fact that this opening was first
planned to be in December, there was much
work to be done at the last moment. Working
men to put on the finishing touches to the interior were scarce and materials hard to get and
even the removal of the eight booths from the
old warerooms to the new, where they were installed on the second floor as record demonstration booths, proved to be a work of weeks,
instead of days. It required a grand rush to get
all of the reserve stock out of boxes and into
the new bins before the opening day came.
There are those who accuse Mr. Silverstone
of second sight in the renting of an additional
five-story building across the street and stocking it with machines several weeks ago in an'ticipation of the present conditions. That is
what he did and it is this stock that is supplying the means for the present trade.
In his opening advertising, Mr. Silverstone
featured a letter from Mr. Edison explaining
.that he was unable to attend the opening because of his work "for Uncle Sam" and he invited people to come and see the first Edison
machine,ioned in,1878.
the massive iron 'affair that was fashAsking a customer to call again helps some,
but the thing that counts for most is to treat
him so well that he will come without asking.
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Local Branch of Columbia Graphophone Co.
Plans to Occupy Handsome New Five-Story
Building on South Howard Street on March 1
Baltimore, Ma, February 4. — Announcement is
made by W. S. Parks, the local manager for the
Columbia Graphophone Co., that the local
branch will shortly prepare to move to larger
and more commodious quarters at 16 South
Howard street. There they will have a five-story
building with an entrance on German street as
well as Howard.
The new Columbia headquarters will have
three times the floor space of the present home
and it is planned to occupy it on March 1. The
first floor will be devoted to handling incoming
records on the Howard street side and they, together with machines, will be shipped out of
the German street side of the building. A model
show window will always be kept trimmed as a
suggestion to dealers how to properly display
their machines and records, with the aim of increasing business. The first floor will show display rooms as models, after which dealers who
want to improve their business may easily pattern. The second floor will be used principally
for general offices. Mr. Parks plans to spend
most of his time outside on the firing line looking after the sales and the headquarters will be
practically taken care of by S. C. Cooke, the assistant manager, who did such fine work for the
company during Mr. Parks' illness. The Baltimore headquarters looks after business in Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina
and the District of Columbia. Business at this
branch is gone away ahead of many of the
branches and is now in good position with only
New York, Philadelphia, Chicago and Pittsburgh
leading in sales.
Mr. Parks has just returned from a tour of
Virginia and among the places he visited were
Richmond, Norfolk and Petersburg, Va., and
also Washington. Mr. Parks says he found all
of the merchants happy and confident that business would show from 50 to 100 per cent, increase this year over the past year. The trip
was in part taken for the purpose of introducing
A. C. Creal, the new district salesman, to the
trade in that territory. Mr. Creal has joined
the Columbia forces and will be in charge of the
selling end in eastern Virginia and District of
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Columbia. He was formerly advertising manager of the Eagle Furniture Co., of Memphis,
Tenn. William Korhammer will be in charge
of sales in the western part of Virginia. W. B.
Sibbet, formerly in charge of the Dictaphone end
of the business here, has become city and State
salesman for the talking machine line and is
succeeded in that branch by C. F. Smythe, formerly of the A. B. Dick Co., of Boston. A. Hoffman has been added to the Dictaphone department sales force.
THE TRADE

SITUATION
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January Business Very Good Considering Conditions— Future Prospects Unusually Bright —
What the Dealers Are Doing
Atlanta, Ga., February 4. — Everything considered, talking machine business for the month of
January in this section was quite satisfactory.
The South, in common with the whole country,
having recently come through the most severe
weather in years, has been affected in a business
way, but with the advent of better weather and
the fact that cotton, the South's great staple, is
bringing the highest price in years, the phonoing.
graph business at present is large and broadenI. M. & R. D. Bame, Victor dealers, have
added the Sonora to their line, and are enjoying
a fine business on same.
The Haverty Furniture Co. have taken on the
full line of Pathephones and Pathe records, in
addition to their leading line, the Columbia
Grafonola.
Phonographs, Inc., local Edison jobbers and
retailers, have been enlivening their store with
tone tests and recitals. At the time of this
writing Miss Anna Case is due in the city for a
concert at the Auditorium and will doubtless be
favored with an enormous crowd.
The record business with all phonograph
stores is quite active, the late patriotic and war
hits being in great demand.
A. J. Endres has purchased the entire interests of the Bruett Piano Co., Gay Building,
Madison, Wis., and will continue to feature the
Kimball piano and phonograph line. A. J.
Bruett. founder of the company, has returned
to Milwaukee and will engage in the piano and
talking machine business in that city.

NEW

BRUNSWICK

SALES

MANAGER

Edward Strauss Takes Charge of Wholesale
Phonograph Department of Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co. in New York — Other Changes
Among the Salesmen — Trade Good
Edward Strauss, long connected with the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., manufacturers
of the Brunswick phonograph, at their offices
in Chicago, has come to New York as manager
of the wholesale phonograph department here,
with headquarters at 29 West Thirty-second
street. Mr. Strauss has made a thorough study
of the phonograph field and comes to his new
post well equipped to develop business for the
Brunswick phonograph in the East.
The sales organization of the company is being strengthened constantly. J. J. Brophy. formerly with the New York office, will in future
travel through New England, with headquarters
in New Haven.
A. J. Kendrick is returning to the West to
continue his promotion work in establishing exclusive Brunswick shops. This work was temporarily suspended on account of readjusting
the Eastern situation. The work now being resumed, it is planned to enlarge its scope and
several Eastern cities may be included in this
campaign.
These specialized shops, now fourteen in number and established throughout the Middle
West, are based upon an idea of diversified merchandising carrying several of the Brunswick
products. The Brunswick phonograph is. however, the prime factor in each case.
The Brunswick phonograph has recently been
exhibited in the various furniture shows held in
New York, Grand Rapids and Chicago. In every
case the Brunswick booth was well visited and
the results from each exhibit were gratifying.
Among the recent visitors at the New York
headquarters of the house were J. F. Ditzell, of
Famous & Barr, D. T. Nolan, of the May Co..
enthusiastic Cleveland Brunswick dealers, and
O. A. Field, of Field-Lippman, St. Louis, who
are Brunswick dealers in that city. Mr. Field
reports that the holiday business transacted in
Brunswick phonographs was particularly fine.
The progress of the Brunswick phonograph
in and about New York has been most satisfactory and the outlook for the year is declared
to be excellent.
A
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AMERICAN embodies all the good qualities and special features of phonographs
and you cannot afford to be without this popular line. The finest of materials used,
workmanship that cannot be surpassed, and a line designed and made from a dealer's
standpoint. With this line many dealers are increasing their profit and adding materially
to their volume of business.
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ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGN

Steussy was secretary. The latter's splendid
work in that position made him the unanimous
choice for president when Mr. Gram announced
his determination to retire because of the extraordinary demands upon his time by the
presidency of the National Association of Piano
Merchants of America and his private business
affairs. In electing Mr. Zinke as secretary, the
association gave deserved recognition to one of
the 'most prominent and influential talking machine men of the Middle West. The association has a total of forty-one members, embracing practically every reputable music house in
Milwaukee, and has made a splendid record
since its inception.

Talking Machine Men Enthusiastic Over Co-operative Publicity Plan of Milwaukee Association of
Music Industries — Standards of Practice Adopted by the Trade
Milwaukee, Wis., February 6. — No members of
the Milwaukee Association of Music Industries
are more pleased with the results of the cooperative advertising campaign conducted by
the association at a cost of $3,000 for ten weeks
ending in the middle of January than the talking machine men. For direct results, as shown
by the talks with patrons, the campaign did
wonders for the men of this industry. They have
been able to trace a large volume of business
to the publication of ten full-page advertisements, one of which was devoted exclusively to
the talking machine and the" others being combinations of sales effort directed at all types of
pianos and talking machines.
A result of the advertising campaign has been
the adoption by the association of a code of
ethics, or standards of practice, which place the
Milwaukee dealers in a most commanding position as a progressive organization, and one
which has ventured perhaps further ahead than
any similar body in the United States. The
code consists of ten articles and has been aptly
styled "The Ten Condemn-ments." It reads as
follows:
Standards of Practice
(Ten Condemn-ments)
1. This association condemns advertising of,
or otherwise offering by any dealer, instruments not regularly carried in stock by such
dealer with the consent of the manufacturer,
unless the instrument or instruments so advertised or offered shall first have been offered to
the manufacturer thereof or to the nearest regularly authorized agent at cost.
2. This association condemns the practice of
advertising instruments 'not regularly carried,
unless the advertiser offers them in good faith
and stands ready to sell said instruments at
once to any buyer.
3. This association condemns the breaking of
sales or malicious criticism of any instrument
by a dealer or salesman for the purpose of dissatisfying the buyer after the sale of such instrument has been consummated.
4. This association condemns the advertising
of used instruments stating the prices originally asked for the instruments when new.
3. This association condemns the breaking of
offering of instruments at prices higher than the
standard market value as represented by prices
fixed in a majority of sales actually made.
6. This association condemns the advertising
of private sales at residence addresses and
places not recognized as regular trade locations.
7. This association condemns advertising as
"Free" those articles included in the purchase
price of the instrument, such as bench, scarf,
etc.
8. This association condemns advertising of
"Manufacturers' Sales," and the offering of instruments at "Factory Prices," and the advertising of "Special Sales" in which instruments

"Must Be Sold Regardless of Cost or Value."
9. This association condemns "Puzzle Con^
tests" and "Guessing Contests," as the result of
which "Purchase Coupons," orders or vouchers
are given.
10. This association condemns advertising in
which high-grade instruments and cheaper
grades are listed indiscriminately, with the lowest prices and terms quoted to appear to apply
to all.
The Milwaukee association, which was organized in February, 1917, has been incorporated
under the laws of Wisconsin, and at its first
annual meeting as a corporation elected the following officers: President, Henry M. Steussy,
general manager Steussy-Schulz Piano Co., representing the Magnola and Pathephone; vicepresident, Paul F. Netzow, secretary-treasurer
Milwaukee Piano Mfg. Co., representing the
Imperial; secretary, Richard H. Zinke, general
manager Badger Talking Machine Shop, Victor
dealers; treasurer, William R. Winter, president
Winter Piano Co., representing the Columbia;
directors, Edmund Gram, representing the
Aeolian-Vocalion ; Fred B. Bradford, Victor
dealer, and Leslie C. Parker, manager of the
Victor department of Gimbel Bros.
Edmund Gram was president during the first
year

of the

association's

existence
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Take all the men who have failed since Creation; take all the causes of their failure; and,
though there be ten, or ten million, not one is
proof of your failure. Every man is master
of his own destiny.

Anticipate

Electric

AGENCY

The Lund Jewelry Co., Seymour, Conn., has
been appointed representative for the Edison
Diamond Disc Phonograph and Edison ReCreation, and the establishment will be known
in the future as The Edison Shop. The store
has been remodeled, to admit of the installation
of demonstration rooms and^ a large reception
room.
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Talking Machine Men More Interested in Getting Stock Than in Making Sales at Present — Fire
Destroys Mozart Talking Machine Co. Factory — General Trade Conditions Reviewed
St. Lol'is, Mo., February 6. — Local talking machine dealers are talking transportation more
than sales at present. It is their belief that the
talking machine dealer who has an ample stock
in this section is the one who will reap the
harvest this spring. Stocks of certain styles of
machines are exceedingly short and with other
companies records are the difficult point. The
Columbia Co. was considerably embarrassed for
a time because the after Christmas shipments of
records expected for the first of the year were
lost in transit. The Victrola line of machines
has been short of the styles selling for $110
and the styles priced above and below this have
been entirely out of stock.
Robert Cone, of the Artophone Co., said that
the freight question had become a very serious
one with that company. They had a large number of machines almost ready for use but that
the minor parts were several weeks past due and
machines that were to be shipped on after
Christmas shipments were still held. "Some of
our working men have shown considerable ingenuity in getting by the scarcity of certain
parts," he said, "and we have kept up fairly

Big

Profits

—

well with the most acute demands, but we are
much farther behind than we like to be. As
to cabinets, we are well fortified by reason of
precautions taken last summer and recent tracers
have shown that our most needed shipments
are making progress."
One of the unfortunate happenings of the
month was the burning of the Mozart Talking Machine Co. plant the second day after
it had begun operations. The plant was formerly known as the Co.lonial Cabinet Co. and
was bought by the Mozart Co. after a fire. It
had required six months to re-equip the plant,
chiefly because of the delay in obtaining motors
and certain machinery. The plant had been in
operation only two days when it was again destroyed by fire. The plant was well covered by
insurance and so the heaviest part of the loss
will be in the disarrangements of plans and the
necessary wait to get a new plant equipped under
the war conditions. In the meantime President
Fitzgerald expects to find means of continuing
the production of the Mozart machines.
Despite the handicaps of the shipping, trade
has been very good, according to all reports.

Quick

Sales

who are selling the
DEALERS
Elmbrola
are making big
profits because the machine
is right and the price is exceptionally low. The handsome appearance of the beautiful Elmbrola,

Model B Elmbrola
Made

Sound
but a postcard or letter will bring you full
particulars and some beautiful pictures.

We

Guarantee

Prompt

Deliveries

When you take on the Elmbrola, your
orders will be shipped to you promptly
the same day we receive them. But the
big reason why you should find out all
about the Elmbrola is the exceptional
profits you can make.
The Elmbrola is really a beautiful machine
—its clear sweet tone wins all who hear
it. Compare it with any other. See the
handsome woodwork, the finish — and
then put on a record.

Model D Elmbrola
ELMBROLA

TALKING

Get full particulars right away—
send us a postal or a letter now
MACHINE

The new Columbia records made by Handy's
jazz band at Memphis has proved a winner in
the St. Louis district, where that band was
well-known and its fame is secure for the present kind of music. The records have proven
to be wonderful sellers in the country districts
and especially in that section nearer Memphis.
TO ISSUE

"TRADE

NEWS

SERVICE"

I. Davega, Jr., Inc., to Render Practical Cooperation to Dealers — Important Move
I. Davega, Jr., Inc., Victor factory distributors, 125 West 125th street, Xew York, are compiling a"Xews Service" for Victor dealers. This
publication
"TradeandXews
Service"
and will be will
fullbeofnamed
live news
timely
helps
for the dealers. It will be compiled and edited
by Abram Davega and Joe Schwetz, who have
a wide and varied experience in the merchandising of Victrolas and supplies. It will prove
a very valuable assistant to the dealer and numerous requests have already been received to
have their names placed upon the list. The
initial issue is expected to make its appearance
within about one month.
ACCEPTANCES

Council Asks War Credits Board to Insist on
Their Use by Manufacturers

phonographs to sell you ever saw.
Space prevents us from telling you
about the many exclusive features
of the

Clear —

Of course, it could be better with the full stocks
of records and machines, but some of the houses
will show an increase over any previous January, they assert. The jobbing trade has been
excellent, counting by orders filed. Not so
good if counted by orders delivered.
Manager Irby W. Reid, of the Columbia Co.,
spent a busy month-end after his return from
the Xew York conference of branch managers,
which he termed "the greatest sales meeting
ever held." He was anxious to get his wholesale
staff together and pass on some of the ideas and
enthusiasm brought back from the East, but was
unable to call this meeting until February 4
because of the pressure of business.

TO AID TRADE

together with its clear, distinct
tone, makes it one of the easiest

"Sounds
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CO., Dept. a, ST. PAUL,

MINN.

With the view of hastening the more general
adoption of the use of trade acceptances, the
American Trade Acceptance Council has suggested to the authorities in Washington that the
War Credits Board, which looks after the granting of advances to manufacturers and contractors doing Government work, should adopt
the policy of refusing to approve advance payments until the applicant has availed himself of
his own credit by resort to trade acceptances in
the purchase of goods. It is felt that, while
the Government cannot itself pay for goods on
the trade acceptance plan, by reason of certain
legal obstacles, there is no valid reason why the
contractor should not reduce the financial burdens of the Government by using trade acceptances to the widest possible degree. It is believed by bankers that these manufacturers and
contractors should receive advances only after
they have entirely exhausted their own credit
facilities.
TRAVELING

MEN'S

TROUBLES

They Are Multitudinous in These Days of Disrupted Train Schedules
The troubles of traveling salesmen these
days are not confined to paying taxes and enforced idleness on Mondays, says the Xew York
Times. One traveling man who just recently
returned from a trip through the South relates
that, due to the curtailed passenger service on
the railroads, he was delayed for three days in
one town, and that in order to pay his swollen
hotel bill he had to pawn his watch. He explained that, while his expense checks had been
mailed by his firm on the prescribed dates to
\arious points along his route, it had taken him
so much longer to get from one point to another that it was frequently impossible to make
his last check cover his expenses until he
reached the town at which the next one would
be waiting.
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Xalking
[Note. — This is the twelfth in a series of articles on the quality while gaining nothing worth while in
general subject of the musical possibilities of the talking
machine. The aim of the series is to develop these pos- exchange. ■ The Quartet of Strings
sibilities from all angles, thus opening up fields for sales
These facts have more than an academic interexpansion oftentimes neglected wholly or in part. — Editor.]
est. The violin and its big sisters, the violonRECORDS OF STRING MUSIC
cello and viola, are, beyond doubt, the loveliest
and most generally attractive of all instruments
The other day, at one of the meetings of the
to the ear, taking into consideration all possible
Chicago Piano Technicians' Conference, the
advantages and disadvantages, and balancingstatement was made that the most popular type
one against the other. It is, however, a wellof instrumental talking machine record is that
known fact that violin records do not sell so
of violin, harp and flute trio. The assertion
well, on the whole, as those of the 'cello, while
was made by very high professional authority,
the viola is hardly known. But what is more
and all the information I have seems to conimportant still is that none of these instruments
firm it, generally speaking. The point is interis as popular among buyers of records as its
esting and important, and involves certain conqualities would make one expect it to be.
siderations which ought, I think, to be clearly
To what extent, now, should one suppose that
understood by all to whom the musical possithe peculiar modification of the violin tone in
bilities of the talking machine are rightly sensed.
the upper registers, which makes it sound like
It is hardly necessary for me to repeat what
a flute in these regions, is responsible for the
already is a hackneyed saying about the need
relative slowness of sale, of which I have
for greater musical knowledge on the part of
spoken? Candidly, I don't think we should put
those who sell talking machines, in the light of too
much importance upon this fact, although
it is one that ought to be mentioned and taken
the rapidly advancing' musical taste of the public. Nor should it be — though it is — needful to into consideration. As I said above, when you
point out that as this taste continues to grow,
listen to a trio of violin, flute and harp, you
that which is expected and demanded of the
undoubtedly like the violin tones best. Why
talking machine in the way of mechanical and
then should not the records of solo violin playmusical excellence becomes ever more clearly
ing be even more popular
conceived and definitely formulated.
The Source of Trouble
In brief, the talking machine has to satisfy a
To tell the plain truth, I am pretty well conmore refined public taste. The salesman must
vinced that the whole trouble is to be found
therefore know what a refined taste is, and must
in the retail stores. I think it would, in fact,
possess something of the same himself. More
be wrong to blame on the record or on the
than all else he should be thoroughly well
instrument itself what is really not of enough
posted on the powers and the limitations of the
importance. I felt sure that someone would
talking machine and should know its strongest
speak of the well-known facts regarding the
and its weakest musical points thoroughly.
reproduction of high violin tones; so I also
The necessity to know of these things conspoke of them. But, while this is all true, it is
also true that a trio of violin, flute and harp,
stitutes the raison d'etre of articles like this
one. The particular musical point which I am
where .two of the three instruments sound almost
now bringing up is of enormous importance,
wholly alike in certain registers, is a very popuand a thorough knowledge of it cannot fail to
lar form of instrumental music with record
improve the selling ability of any man who deals
buyers. Then there must be some other reason
with the public at retail.
for the slowness of which I complain.
The Popular Trio
In fact, we come back to the old facts. The
To begin at the beginning, why is the violin,
violin is not appreciated by record buyers as
flute and harp trio so popular? To answer this
it should be, any more than great violin playing
is appreciated as it should be when it comes
question, get a record of, say, Schubert's Sereitllllllllllllllll
nade, played by this combination of instruments,
take it into a quiet place, where you won't be
disturbed, put on the machine a soft-tone needle
and listen critically. The effect is undoubtedly
pleasing, but I think you will agree with me
that the pleasure is, as it were, not evenly divided between the three instruments. Whenever
I listen to a trio like this on the talking machine, Ialways notice clearly the modifications
of tone-quality which so clearly come out. The
harp, for instance, is certainly good, for it seems
that plucked tones, as harp, mandolin or banjo,
come out very well; but even so it sounds more
like a mandolin at one end and a guitar at the
other than like a true harp. No! it is not the
harp that merely gives the pleasing effect.
On the other hand, the smooth and clear
beauty of the flute, without any emotion or
brilliant color in it, carries something soothing
and superficially most attractive. Yet its tone
is not of lasting attractiveness, for one tires of
it too soon; it is too monotonous. The violin's
tones, on the other hand, possess just the color
that the flute lacks, have just the sustained quality which the harp has not, and seem to attract
any and every kind of musical taste from lowest
to highest alike.
Yet it is a fact that, in the upper part of the
scale, the talking machine reproductions of flute
and of violin are almost indistinguishable. The
low tones of the violin can be distinguished
readily from those of the flute, but the higher
tones of both instruments seem to melt into
each other, each losing something of its true
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out before the public in the person of an Ysaye,
a Powell or a Heifetz. Of course, the musicians
rave over it; but the musicians are only a small
minority. Now, I believe that one of the undeveloped fields in record selling is right here
in solo violin and solo 'cello reproductions; and
I feel sure that if intelligent and well-informed
work is put into promoting these, any salesman
can reap a rich reward in his community, and
among those who habitually visit him to buy.
The Great Players
The list of great artists who have made and
are making records of their violin playing for
the various talking machine record makers is
formidable in quantity and dazzling in quality.
Fritz Kreisler, Eugene Ysaye, who shall choose
between them? Maud Powell and Kathleen Parlow; are they not the greatest women players
of the world, unsurpassed since NormanNeruda herself? Albert Spalding, Francis MacMillen and Eddy Brown, are they not making
patriotic Americans proud of their country? Indeed, there are plenty of great violin players
from whose records the best of violin music
can be chosen at one's own sweet will anywhere
and at any time.
But I shall perhaps be excused for remarking
that here, as eleswhere in the record game, one
finds a narrow-mindedness on the part of the
retailers which can only be put down to want
of familiarity with the contents of the catalogs.
It is simply incredible that any man who has
once heard the lovely playing of Kathleen Parlow in that exquisite slow movement of Mendelssohn's violin concerto could fail to recommend the record to his customers. Of course,
you cannot expect the latter to know for themselves; the very word "concerto" will frighten
most of them. But the salesman owes it to
himself to know at least the sound of every
record made by a well-advertised artist; simply
because, in the first place, the Victor, Columbia,
Edison and Pathe people do not promote and exploit an artist unless he or she is really Al,
and because, in the second place, these manufacturers have a right to expect that the labor
they and the artists expend, not to mention the
money and time, in getting out fine records,
{Continued on page -54)
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shall not go in vain even to the smallest degree.
When I add that the violin and 'cello records
are all eminently worth while and that they are
suitable to every kind of decent taste — to every
kind of taste that is not actually degraded — I
have said all that need be said to recommend
them. It only remains to point out that records
as good as these can and should be made hotcake sellers.
Taste!
In this respect may I say just a word on that
very much discussed subject, public taste?
Nothing is easier than to argue from one's own
standpoint about other persons' ideas; and nothing is more fallacious. When a sensational,
salacious newspaper is accused of degrading
public taste, it always replies that it gives the
public what it wants. The truth is that it
gives the public what its own vulgarity wants;
and the public responds to the suggestion in
numbers always large enough to look superficially impressive, yet never really representative. The same thing is true with music; the
vulgar mind wants only trash, when it does not
actually want filth; and instinctively says that
this is what the public want, too. Yet it is a
serious mistake all the time! The "taste of the
public Is always better than it is supposed to be.
That does not mean that the plain people are
all educated in the latest musical ideas and fads;
but that the public taste is always towards the
sane, the healthy and the clean in art, when it
has a chance to go in its own direction to suit
its own ideas.
That is why it is always much easier to sell
high-grade instrumental records than it seems
to be; when the salesman himself knows what
he is selling and cares for it.
Getting Acquainted
Now, then, what is easier than to make a sort
of at-home study of the stringed-instrument
records during the next few weeks, with a view

MACHINE
TALKING

MACHINE

to becoming acquainted with them more completely and definitely? I am convinced that there
exists a great and almost undeveloped field for
exploitation in this particular department of
record selling, and I know, from observation,
from talks with owners of talking machines and
the statements of men in the business who know
how to look for themselves at facts, that ignorance and not indifference or dislike is at the
bottom of any public slowness to take up the
reproduction of violin and 'cello music.
Some of Them
Just" a word must follow about some of the
violinists and 'cellists and about some of their
records.
It is always safe to introduce a prospect to
Kreisler or to MacMillen. Kreisler is manly,
energetic and tonally lovely in his playing. His
interpretation of the Dvorak Humoresque has
sold well, but his other pieces have been badly
neglected. I should like to have every one
listen to his records of his own adaptation of
Viennese dance tunes, to his Tambour in
Chinois, and to some of the lighter music he
has recently played. MacMillen is charming,
gentler and less energetic. He has as yet done
too little, but the two or three light bits he has
recorded will tickle the ear and fancy of even
an untrained music lover.
For clear, virile calmness, commend me to
Spalding. He, too, is an American and a fine
one; and now I believe is in the service. Get
some of his Edison records and try them. You
will enjoy them and him.
Pure glory of tone and pure serenity of
thought are Kathleen Parlow's. Her playing of
that lovely Andante of the Mendelssohn violin
concerto is the best thing she has yet done. Its
title is against it, but
out of date in heaven's
and listen to it. Then
Maud Powell might

if you don't want to be
name get out that record
go and sell it.
almost be called — apolo-

KOCH-O-PHONE

$24.50
The KOCH-O-PHONE is the FORD of the
Phonograph world. There is no charge for the
name or expensive advertising added to the cost.
Most people would rather pay $48 (resale price)
than $100 for the same amount of pleasure.
Plays all makes of disc records. No disconnecting needed in exchanging from one make of record to another. Simply turn the sound box and
change needle to suit make of record. This machine for tonal quality and volume is not excelled
by any $100 machine on the market.
No. 23— Height 43 in., width 19^ in.,
double spring worm driven motor; 12
all metal trimmings are nickel plated;
hogany finish. With tone modifier;
125 lbs
-

depth 22 in.;
in. turntable,
made in maweight about
$24.50

Cabinet alone, complete with needle cups . $15.00
50 cents extra
...
Equipped with tone modifier
Tone Arms and
Sound Boxes
(Genuine Mica)
Our new universal tone
arm and sound box, No.
3, has proven a big success. Has all the desired
requisites in the way of
producing a clear, rich and
musical tone.
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gies to a charming lady — a "veteran" of the concert stage. Her very fine violin and her superfine playing have been exhibited through Victor
records for some time, but she is yet to be
spared to us, let us hope. She has done the
Dvorak Humoresque, a Chopin valse arrangement, and, I think, the finale of Mendelssohn's
violin concerto. She is a woman without
"nerves," but all "nerve," a woman whose musical thought reflects her true self, in its pure
clarity and perfect cleanness, in its classic beauty
of outline and abstract beauty of tone. She is
a wonder.

Don't neglect her.
Pablo the Bald!

Just a line about the 'cellists. Casals! Kreisler calls him "the greatest artist that ever drew
a bow." I heard that little bald-headed Spaniard play a set of variations for 'cello and orchestra with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra;
and he drew tears to the eyes. And I, for one,
don't care for 'cello concertos and show-pieces.
His 'cello recordings are marvelous. Listen to
his playing of the Adagio (slow movement) from
that charming concerto in D minor by Papa
Haydn, a little thing more than a century old;
and know something of what lovely tone really
is. Try his air for the G string by old Bach,
still more aged, and learn for yourself that the
sometimes whining 'cello may be a glorious
baritone voice sending its harmonies rapturously heavenward.
There are other 'cellists, good old Kronold,
Kindler, Kefer, and a number of others. But of
them I must talk some other day.
Perhaps some one will feel like taking a bit,
anyway, of this advice, humbly and sincerely
offered by one who believes in the talking machine and in its wonderful mission.
BRILLIANTONE

Manufacturer
KOCH,
ANDS
NEW YORK
296 Broadway

Real Mica, $1.00
in 100 Lots
Imitation Mica, 85c

SHIPMENTS

Ship Needles Far in Advance of Advertised Date
— Eugene Latham Joins Force
The Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. are now
well established in their new offices in the Marbridge Building at Sixth avenue and Broadway,
New York. B. R. Forster, president of this new
company, reports exceptionally fine business,
the sales of the first month having far exceeded
the amount anticipated. He says that in spite
of this unexpected heavy demand all orders
have been promptly filled. In this respect the
company have even gone ahead of their plans.
It was originally announced that deliveries of
this new needle would commence on February
1. Orders were accepted on this basis. Mr.
Forster announces that large quantities of the
needles were shipped during January, far in
advance of the advertised date.
The Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. announce
that Eugene Latham, well known in the talking machine field, having been connected for a
number of years with the Silas E. Pearsall Co.,
has joined their sales staff. Through ill health
Mr. Latham severed his connection with that
organization and for almost a year has been in
Atlantic City regaining his strength. Now fully
recovered, Mr. Latham comes to 'this new orhim.
ganization, ready for the big work ahead of
Through an error last month it was stated
that H. Ettinger, vice-president of this company, had been connected with the Victor department of Kranich & Bach. The credit for
these years of service in this capacity should
be given to H. W. Acton, secretary of the company, although Mr. Ettinger is also well known
to the trade.
WHY

Price
$1.50
In Lots of One Thousand

NEEDLE

NOT?

SAY

WE

Says a merchant who has done it himself:
If your individuality and personality do not
attract sufficient business or if you be weak
in that respect, why not hire a good manager
who has the qualifications that you are lacking? Your time and efforts may be profitably
employed in the accounting department of your
store, instead of the managing and sales department.
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What Dealers in Various Sections of the Country Are Doing to Impress Upon the People in
Their Communities the Value of the Victor in the Schools — Original Ideas Set Forth

Handsome Establishments Opened in Boston
and Quincy by Arthur Koerner

display utilizes the blackboard and desks, but
in addition has introduced dummies to represent the children and the teacher, thereby add-

Boston, Mass., February 6. — Arthur Koerner,
prominent in the affairs of this city and an officer in the American Bankers' Association, is
interested in two specialized Brunswick phonograph shops, one in this city and one in Quincy.
It is announced that he has made arrangements to open up additional departments and
stores to be conducted as exclusive Brunswick
shops. He will devote his entire time to these
establishments. It is reported that these will
probably number eight or ten. The addition
of these stores is a direct result of the success of the two stores mentioned above, which
were only opened last September. A. J. Kendrick, of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
who consummated this deal, left the early part
of the week for New York.

Philadelphia, Pa., February 4. — One of the important forces operating for the advancement
of music lies in the work being done by the
educational department of the Victor Talking
Machine Co. Within the last few years such
remarkable headway has been made in introducing talking machines into the schools, as a
means of educating young America, that today
the list of public and private institutions of
learning equipped with Victrolas includes several thousand cities in the United States alone.
The possibilities of the Victrola along strictly
educational lines are, of course, being empha-

LYRIC

An Illinois Conception
ing a human element that is decidedly attractive.
The Calder window features the school model
Victrola and shows several very interesting pictures of the Victrola being put to use for educational purposes.
NEW
A Connecticut Window
sized in many constructive ways by the educational department of the Victor Co. But it is
not a single-handed crusade, for many of the
prominent Victor jobbers have within the last
year or two created educational departments of
their own, and the movement has also been

STORE

OPENED

The Munn-Brunswick Phonograph Co. has
leased the Boehmler business block at 209 Main
street, Cedar Falls, la., and has installed a
complete line of phonographs and other musical
instruments.

RECORDS

ARE

POPULAR

The Lyraphone Co. of America, manufacturers of the Lyric records, report that the sales
of their records during the past two months
have exceeded the expectations of the management. The February releases have met instant
response from the dealers, who seemed to be
especially pleased with the concert and operatic numbers. Both the February and the
March lists contain a goodly number of the late
popular songs.
LOCATED

IN NEW

QUARTERS

Clifford A. Wolf, manufacturer of diamond
and sapphire phonograph points, is now situated
in new quarters at 229 Fulton street, New York.
The new offices greatly exceed the space formerly occupied and are combined with the manufacturing end of the business. Mr. Wolf reports the continuance of good business and is
optimistic over the future.

Tone-the

vital

thing

IF you, as a manufacturer, can talk and prove tone superiority
in your product, you have a selling argument to overshadow all the "talking points'' of cabinets, and designs
and accessory features.
And you can talk tone superiority. You can put out a
product that will be a revelation in tone-purity, tone-quality,
tone-volume. When you realize what vivid, lifelike, colorful
tone can be produced and sustained by the talking machine
equipped with
«
A Pennsylvania Display
taken up in earnest by leading Victor dealers
throughout the country. In most cases the
educational departments of the retail establishments are headed by women, who have been
previously trained to understand the psychology
of children and how best to please and interest
and at the same time teach them.
The accompanying pictures show window designs which have been presented by H. A. Weymann & Sons, of Philadelphia, John W. Calder
& Co. of New Haven, Conn., and the Pontiac
Music Shop of Pontiac, 111. Each of these window displays has been built around an educational theme, and typifies to a nicety the way
Victor dealers are co-operating in helping the
public to appreciate the educational mission of
the talking machine.
The Weymann window utilizes the school
desks and a blackboard for "color." On the blackboard is written "The Victrola in the School
for Drills, Games, Marching, Dancing, Singing
Games, Physical Education, Stories and Games,
Band Accompaniments and Chorus Singing."
The mounted pictures shown in the window
illustrate the Victor being used for each of
these different purposes.
The Pontiac window

Parr

Magnetic Reproducer
fitted with the

Vibratone

Patented

Diaphragm

These two dominating and proven inventions open up
wonderful possibilities for manufacturers eager to put their
product at the top-notch of class and character.
You want
Take the PanMagnetic Reproducer —
The most sensitive of
reproducers. The permanent
magnetic device, an integral
part of the reproducer, acts
on the bstylus
box.warmth
Its possiilities in giving
and
delicacy in
the
tonal
reproduction of quiet passages
make old-style sound boxes
seem obsolete. And in fortissimo passages where ordinary reproducers create unpleasant,bymusic the
destroying
blasts, caused
needle
jumping and losing its grip,
the Parr Magnetic Reproducer, withfollows
its marvelous
flexibility,
every
wave and vibration in the
record and takes everything
the record holds.

your product to be RIGHT

!

If you want your product worthy of your name,
certainly want that product to be right in its most
feature. And it will be right if it is equipped with the
Magnetic Reproducer — the reproducer for those who

you
vital
Parr
seek

perfection.
The indestructible, non-crystallizing, always resilient
VIBRATONE PATENTED DIAPHRAGM
Possessing all the good points of mica diaphragms, it overcomes
all mica's bad features. Guaranteed uniform in quality, free from
bubbles, blisters and waves, the Vibratone Patented Diaphragm is nonporous, non-absorbent.
It has
a definite
and it performs'
It improves
in fact
it creates
new function
tone possibilities
for everyit.reproducer
of tone;
other
types.
PARR

MANUFACTURING

1 UNION

SQUARE

CORPORATION

At Fourteenth St.

NEW

YORK
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Prospective Prosperity in Agricultural Sections Encourages Talking Machine Men — Working Hard
to Prepare for Demand — Excellent Reports From Both Jobbers and Dealers
Kansas City, Mo., February 6. — The present
prospects indicate that a much larger number
of persons will want talking machines than
bought them last year, and local dealers generally are laying their plans for a substantial increase .this summer, and for a good trade in the
fall and winter. The statement is made advisedly that they are thus laying plans considerably in advance, since many of them realize
the possibility that freight conditions might
hamper shipments, and that war conditions may
interfere with the production of machines. The
distributors at Kansas City have made an even
more careful survey than usual of the conditions, and have been closely in touch with their
dealers. The recent extremely cold weather in
this territory has been stimulating to optimism
among business men and farmers; chiefly because itwas accompanied by heavy snows, which
provided needed moisture for planted wheat,
and for the soil which will bear corn and other
crops in the spring.
The spirit of co-operation has not been exemplified any more interestingly in Kansas City
territory than at a "convention" of Edison
dealers at Coffeyville, Kan., Tuesday, January
29. A score of Edison dealers gathered from
eastern Oklahoma and eastern Kansas for a
conference, the meeting resulting in the effecting
of a definite organization. M. M. Blackman,
manager of the Phonograph Co., Edison distributor in Kansas City territory, and C. L.
Smith, of the same office, were among the "outsiders" present, Mr. Blackman especially joining in the discussions of sales methods and of
trade matters. The dealers present reported a
great deal of benefit from the discussions, and
also much pleasure from the extension of acquaintance to other members of the Edison
family.
F. J. Mortboy, formerly with the Manhattan
Furniture Co., Manhattan, Kan., is now traveling
for the Edison Co. in western Missouri, eastern
Kansas and Oklahoma. This territory was formerly covered by C. L. Smith, who now has
duties in the sales department of the Kansas
City distributing headquarters.
Kansas City business men are up against the
same problem that business men in other cities
are with reference to office help. While there
seems to be a bountiful supply, the turnover is
extraordinarily fast. The Dictaphone, naturally,
is helping with this problem. The branch office
in Kansas City probably received more voluntary inquiries with reference to Dictaphones in
the last two or three months than at any other
time in its history.
The Henley- Waite Music Co. is taking time by
the forelock and anticipating any possible inconvenience with reference to freight shipment
by ordering six months' supplies in advance, and
designating shipment. This company, like most
of the others, is not afraid for the b'usiness that
will develop this year. It looks like a big trade
during the summer and of course next fall a
repetition of the increases of the past year.
Mrs. Nellie Williams, manager of the Victrola department of the Jones Store Co., stated
that their business for January was the biggest
January the department had ever had, in fact,
that the sales went way over those of last year.
She added that were it not for the shortage of
machines, thousands of dollars' worth more of
goods could easily have been sold — in fact,
many sales were lost outright for this reason
while in others substitutions were made. Mrs.
Williams stated also that the record business had
been especially good, especially the sale of outof-town records, which has increased 200 per
cent. John McCormack's concert on January 31,
as usual, greatly stimulated the sale of his records. Before the opening of the store on the
morning of February 1, people were calling up
and asking for the records of the .songs McCormack had sung the night before.

Burton J. Pearce, manager of the talking machine department of the j. W. Jenkins' Sons
Music Co., stated that a tremendous volume of
business has been done, ever since the holidays,
both in the wholesale and retail departments, the
only handicap being the insufficient supply of
Miss Patsy Ann Epperson, head of the record
goods.
department, says that the sale of records continues to be wonderfully good. The firm's extensive advertising to the effect that the war
spirit of sadness should be counteracted by lots
of music in the home seems to have a direct
effect on the sale of records.
A. A. Trostler, manager of the talking machine
department of the Schmelzer Arms Co., is in the
East where he will stop off at the Victor factory.
The Junkins-Riley Co., Pathe jobbers, report
business having slowed down considerably since
Christmas but say that collections are holding
up splendidly. This great plentitude of money
on the part of the people is particularly true in
Oklahoma. Business has never been better there,
especially right in the heart of the oil district.
Here the new art models are a great favorite.
F. G. Abernathy, Highland, Kan., a Pathe
dealer, recently died following a short illness.
Baily Bros., Greencastle, Mo., recently took
the agency for the Pathe machine and say the
initial business has been really excellent.
Otto D. Standke, manager of the talking machine department of the Geo. B. Peck Dry Goods
Co., stated that business was better than ever
before — the department having made a very
substantial increase over last year's volume. Like
every one else, however, Mr. Standke lamented
the shortage but said that it was only recently
that he had been seriously handicapped, as he
had been fortunate enough to have had a fair
supply on hand.
The Wunderlich Piano Co. has been having
its usual steady business in Victrolas. Of course,
it has felt the lack of machines and is, in fact,
practically cleaned up on almost all models.
Miss M. E. Tower is the new assistant to Mr.
Hall in the Hall Music Co.
The Edison Shop recently put on another
stunt which, like its Hawaiian players, drew the
crowd. In a series of recitals, Spalding records
and other . violin records were used in conjunction with the playing of Gilbert Jaffy, the "Boy
Wonder" of Kansas City. This boy, who at
fifteen is considered an embryo genius, was recently "discovered" in the city's Little Italy
quarter.
Miss M. Ellis, Architects' and Engineers' Supply Co., Pathe and Sonora dealers, is a new assistant in that department. She was formerly
with the J. W. Jenkins' Sons Music Co.
The Kansas City Photo Supply Co., which is
in the center of the shopping district, installed
on October 15 the Columbia line. It was an
experiment, but it. has developed in less than
four months into a big retail distributing point.
Practically one-half of the floor space of the
company has been turned over to its use. Three
additional rooms for demonstrating machines
and record stocks in addition to a beautiful
rest room are now in the course of construction.
H. P. Laseter is in charge.
The Brunswick Shop, 923 Walnut street, which
has not yet been in existence a year, has had a
steadily increasing volume of sales until the
owners now feel that they can well hold their
own with some of their oldest competitors. Their
most popular model has been the $180 in Adam
brown. The more expensive records have not
been as popular as formerly but collections are
holding up fine on all sales of machines.
AN INVALUABLE

ASSET

Courtesy is a good thing that any man can
use, because the only thing: lie has to spend to
acquire it is a little thought and care.

Style A
Price, $225.00
Size 49^ x 21 x 25
In Fumed Oak or Satin Mahogany

Triple

Spring,
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Motor,

Tone

Modifier, Plush-covered
Turntable, Automatic Stop,
Lock
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country to the small but effective Washington
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that would be astonishing only a few years ago.
Such beautiful instruments deserve artistic set-

59

Described
By

Ellis Hansen

tings and real .skill in decoration to make the
picture of the window harmonious and attractive.
An ideal setting for a fine period cabinet
would be a music room furnished in the same
historic design as the instrument. This is being
done by at least one big store in Chicago (Lyon
& Healy) and the result is very beautiful. But
the average store has not the space nor does the
expense justify such a realistic window display.
There is, however, some well-defined and specific
decorations used for music rooms that could be
applied to the average show window and which
would make that sympathetic and appropriate
environment that adds its charm to the tastefully
decorated music salon. Music suggests allegory
and symbolism. Nowhere is the power of symbolism more attractively manifest. The musical
instruments pictured in allegorical decorations
lend themselves beautifully to decorative effects.
The accepted meanings of some of the symbols
most useful for music dealers (in window as
well as printed advertising) are here recorded.
Pan Pipes: Music.
Lyre or Harp: Heavenly music.
Mask: Dramatic art, light or grand opera according to expression of mask.
Lamp or Torch: Learning, education, wisdom.

An Interesting and Idea-Suggesting Edison Grand Opera Window — No
Birthday display, illustrated and described in
last month's World, and of which all of the readymade display material was disposed of, not only
to the Eastern dealers but as far west as Fresno,
Cal., has proved without a doubt that dealers are
very much alive to the importance of good talker
trims.
Going over my file of letters received during
the last year (this being the twelfth article on
window displays) I find that some of the most
effective displays have been criticized and complained about on account of being too large, too
costly and too difficult to make to be practical
for the average dealer. Among the dozen or
more described the two finest are to my mind,
undoubtedly, the silhouette display in the May,
1917, issue and the Edison prize display published in the November issue. In this article I
have simplified these very fine displays and, in
doing so, I have reduced the size about one-half,
which will enable the great majority of stores to
make use of them.
The tendency in the making of musical instruments, and particularly so in talking machines, is
to produce the artistic and beautiful. Just look
at the improvement in the appearance of talking
machines the last few years! Some of the fine
period cases now on the market are veritable
works of art. But even the inexpensive instruments are in many cases convincing proofs of
the skill of the designer, with a dignity of line
Details of a Simplified Arrangement of the Above Window — No. 1
Bell: Joy, earthly music, call to worship, invitation.

Candle:
Study, information,
attribute of
Christmas (with holly wreath).
Trumpet:
A message, a warning.
Scroll: Poetry, ancient learning.
Laurel: Victory, earthly success, reward.
But the richest field for the decoration for
music windows are the thousands and thousands
of paintings and panels on musical subjects from
which the thoughtful decorator can choose the
motif that is suitable for his purpose.
The most attractive features of the two displays herewith illustrated are the symbolic

Relief Art Utilized Most Effectivel

y in This Window

Display— No. 2

In the Edison grand opera window, No. 1, and
pieces.
in the silhouette display, the joyous and triumphant groups of dancing and playing children
tell the true story of the joy and happiness that
music adds to life.
All the several features that made the two
original displays so successful have been retained, as will readily be noticed by comparison.
(Continued on page 60)
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Every one and all of the other twelve displays
pictured the time this series of articles appeared
can be simplified and reduced in size and cost
the same way.
Dealers should be able to adapt for their

"TALKER"

DEALERS

Description of Silhouette Display No. 2
The frame work is identical with the Edison
display except the circle on top, which is intended for the trade-mark, monogram or any
other effect wanted.
The silhouettes are hand-

reach

Columbia

Orchestra!
Columbia
Woolworth
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cus-

Graphophone Co.
Building, New York

still joining THE SERVICE
Ernest Fontan, of the Traveling Staff of the
New York Talking Machine Co., to Serve
Uncle Sam — This Company Now Has TwentyThree Stars on Its Service Flag
Ernest Fontan, one of the most popular members of the traveling staff of the New York
Talking Machine Co., Xew York, Victor wholesaler, who has been covering Xew Jersey territory, was accepted this week as a member of
the new Xational Army and according to present
plans will enter the service of Uncle Sam the
end of the month.
With Mr. Fontan's entry into the Government's service the Xew York Talking Machine
Co. now has twenty-three stars in its service
flag and this number is considered one of the
finest records proportionately that has been attained by any commercial organization, in view
of the fact that the company's staff is comparatively limited. At the present time several of
the former members of the sales force are
"somewhere in France" while others are in
racy.
to leave for "over there"
ready bit"
camps
in
order getting
to do "their
in the war for democIt is also understood that five members
of the shipping force will soon be called for
duty in the second draft giving the company's
service flasj a s;rand total of twenty-eight stars.
WM.

L. QARBER

RETURNS

William L. Garber, who was formerly associated with the Xew York Talking Machine's
executive offices for several years and who enlisted as a member of the artillery corps some
months ago, has just returned to New York
and has rejoined the company's sales staff.
Mr. Garber was ready and willing to serve
his country, but after spending several months
in camp the medical examiners found that he
Details of Simplified Relief Art Window
own needs the most important display features
in any display described in this journal suitable
for their own particular clientele and their own
particular location. No other people on the face
of the earth appreciates "Yankee ingenuity"
more than the people in the land of its birth,
and Yankee ingenuity is only another word for
originality, and this applies equally to window
trims as well as to Ingersoll dollar watches and
other distinctive American inventions.
Display Adapted From Edison Window No. 1
This display consists of three frames made of
wood and enameled ivory ornamented with oneinch black velour strips, as plainly seen in picture Four ornamental wood supports serve to
keep the side frames securely fastened to bottom of floor. The art panels consist of handcolored figures mounted on black velour. which
makes a very rich and striking contrast. The
open space with the flower wreaths is intended
for the name of the phonograph that is to be
featured.

(No. 2) Shown at Bottom of Page 59
cut from black reinforced velour and mounted
on white silk. The large center panels in the
two uprights are intended for showcard and
poster work.
STEINBACIi

& CO. EXPANDS

Asbury Park, X. J., February 7.— Steinbach &
Co., of this city, one of the leading department
stores in this section of the State, has purchased
the Victor business of the Zacharias Co. Steinbach & Co. have opened up a very attractive
Victor department on the fourth floor of their
building', and according to their present plans
will give the Victor products an aggressive representation, fully in accord with their prestige
and finality.
Sometimes we feel that the ultra-progressive
slores are to-day suffering from over-management as much as some of the old-timers have
been suffering from neglect.

was
suffering
from anhis"athletic
heart" and this
ailment
necessitated
return home.
"I'm going to break a record one of these
days," remarked the athletically inclined youngster.
boy.
"Fine," said his dad. "What record?"
"One of the phonograph records," replied the

SCHUBERT

\

RECORDS
The greatest series of 75c. records ever made.
10-INCH DOUBLE SIDED
ALL STARS
ALL SELLERS
New list by 15th monthly.
Dealers, write for list and prices
BELL TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
44 WEST 37th STREET. NEW YORK
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DOEHLER
DIE -CASTINGS
for tone arms, sound boxes and talking machine attachments
are STANDARD
throughout the industry.
Of the many instruments produced to-day from the most
prominent makes down, the greater number, by far, are equipped
with Doehler die-cast tone arm and sound box.
The enormous output of our three large plants permits of
advantages to the users of die-castings, as regards prices and
deliveries, not otherwise possible.
mm mm
Doehler
die
-Casting
ca
MAIN OFFICE
AND EASTERN
PLANT
WESTERN PLANT BROOKLYN. N.Y. NEW JERSEY PLANT
TOLEDO. OHIO
NEWARK. N.J.

VALLORBES JEWEL CO.'S
Manufacturers Well Known
Trade Introducing New
Needle for Talking Machine

NEW NEEDLE
in the Sapphire
Semi-Permanent
Records

Lancaster, Pa., February 6.— The Vallorbes
Jewel Co., of this city, have recently perfected
a new needle for the talking machine, playing
lateral cut records. It is to be known as the
"Vallorbes Semi-Permanent Needle," and is attractively carded in sets of five and then placed
in a moistureproof waxed envelope.
The Vallorbes Jewel Co. have been engaged
in the needle business for some time, and claim
to be the originators of the diamond point. As
their name would imply they have hitherto restricted their output to the Vallorbes sapphire
ball needle, which has made quite a name for itself in the trade, and diamond points. W. F.
Meiskey, president of the company, realizing
the demand for needles and their scarcity, due
to the great worldwide war and its prior claims
on the steel industry, set about to produce a
needle which would be semi-permanent in form.
The Vallorbes semi-permanent needle, he announces, isnot only a "conservation" needle but
a great improvement as well. Necessity has
brought forth many new inventions during these
wartimes that have proved a great boon to industry. The Vallorbes semi-permanent needle,
it is claimed, is one of these and is here to stay.
These needles are made in soft, medium and
loud tones.
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CORTINA
FRENCH AND ENGLISH
mijMry records

Get your share of this business. An ideal gilt for the
boy« in training or the trenchei. It often sells a machine
with it.
The course consists of an authoritative Military Manual
containing a foreword by Major-Gen. Leonard Wood.
WITH face
TWENTY
PHONOGRAPH
RECORDS
double
discs). Send
for full information.
Advertising (10-12*
matter,
military poster-hangers free.
Alao Spanish,
l i .ili in fur
Ktirmmi,
and Euifllali
ami French
riuan lards
CORTINA ACADEMY OF LANGUAGE
13 Eaat 46th Straet. New York

EFFECTIVE

COLUMBIA

PUBLICITY

A Timely and Attractively Arranged Advertisement in the Saturday Evening Post Has Come
in for Considerable Notice and Much Praise
The Columbia Graphophone Co., New York,
used a very attractive advertisement last week
in the Saturday Evening Post featuring a picture that was recently shown in the Talking
Machine World which portrayed a family in
England seeking shelter from the bombs
dropped by German air raiders and taking along
with them a Columbia Graphophone to relieve
the wait until the "all clear" signal was given.
It is said that this photograph pictures a scene
very usual in the London district.
Under the heading "What Would You Have
Taken With You?" the text of this interesting
advertisement reads as follows:
"The people in this picture are seeking shelter
from the bombs dropped by German air raiders.
When the 'Take Cover' siren sounded they hustled to the dugout. You will notice that there
are seven people here, and a Columbia Graphophone (as the English prefer to call it) is the
only thing they are taking along.
"You who have never been bombed, and you
who have never owned a phonograph may think
this a queer choice. Some might have taken bed
clothing, others food, others silverware and
valuables, others a card-table and a lamp.
"But this family, owners of a phonograph, do
not appear to have hesitated.
"Only the people who are actually feeling the
horrors and dangers of war can completely appreciate the necessity for music.
"Music allows you to forget the discomforts of
the present hour— it helps you to remember
happier things and to dream of still happier
seasons.
"The Columbia Grafonola, by virtue of the
diversity of records, songs, dances, and instrumental selections that it will play, represents
the greatest relief from boredom or oppression
that is known.
"Incidentally, for the benefit of the curious,
we will state that this is a Columbia instrument
shown in the photograph. Any good phonograph would have been desirable in the dugout,
but this happens to have been a horn type of
Columbia Grafonola. They are very popular in
Great Britain and all her colonies.
"In the United States the most popular Grafonola is the standard type, with the horn enclosed in the cabinet."
SOME

WARTIME

SUGGESTIONS

If yer want ter get ter somewheres,.
Walk ahead!
Don't yer loiter by de roadside
Playin' dead.
Walk, an' whistle when yer walkin';
Smile, an' do some friendly talkin';
An' you'll get
thereahead!
without balkin'!
Walk

MAKING

SONA=TONE

PHONOGRAPHS

The Sona-Tone Phonograph Co., Inc., Organized With Men of National Prominence
Interested to Manufacture This Instrument —
Some Prominent Purchasers of the Sona-Tone
Thomas Dixon, author of "The Birth of a
Nation," recently wrote the following letter to
the Sona-Tone Phonograph Co., Inc., referring
to a Sona-Tone phonograph which he had purchased for his New York home from E. W. Ladd,
inventor of this instrument: "I am enclosing
you my check for the Sona-Tone phonograph
which we have played almost continuously in
our home for the past week. I find it the clearest and sweetest toned musical instrument I have
Twoheard."
years ago Mr. Ladd, who holds patents
ever
on several successful and widely used mechanical devices, became interested in phonographic
reproduction, and particularly along the lines of
greater resonance. He worked to produce an
instrument that would practically eliminate the
noises due to accidental imperfections or the
ordinary wear of the record, and as a result
of his experiments the Sona-Tone was placed
on the market and soon won considerable
The commercial success of the line attracted
praise.
the attention of a group of local business men,
and a company was formed with Mr. Ladd as
head of the production department, and controlled by interests identified with the United
States Steamship Co. and its subsidiaries. The
following are the officers of the Sona-Tone
Phonograph Co., Inc.: President, B. G. Higley,
vice-president and general counsel of the United
States Steamship Co.; vice-president, H. F.
Morse, president of the Hudson Navigation Co.
and vice-president of the Groton Iron Works;
secretary and treasurer, T. A. Sherman, counsel
for the United States Steamship Co.
It is planned to manufacture a complete line
of instruments, and among the recent purchasers
of Sona-Tone phonographs are the following:
Mrs. John F. Yawger, president of the New
York City Federation of Women's Club; I. H.
Griswold, president of the Bell Telephone Co.,
Flattsburgh, N. Y.; Stuart Gibboney, member
of the law firm of Barker, Watson & Gibboney;
George Hodgson, prominent in Buffalo social
and religious circles; H. C. Hequeiuburg, president of the Dunkirk Iron Works, Dunkirk, N. Y.
BROAD IN CHARGE AT SCHIRMER'S
Henry Broad, well known in the Victor trade,
is now in charge of the Victor department of G.
Schirmer, Inc., 4 East Forty-third street, New
York. This department will be under the general supervision of Mr. Andrews, the manager
of the various retail departments of G. Schirmer, Inc. Mr. Broad succeeds H. O. Hunter,
who resigned as manager of the Victor department last week.
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DISTRICT MANAGERS' CUP TO YERKES
Field Sales Manager, Making His Headquarters
in Chicago, Wins President Whitten's Sterling
Silver Trophy Offered to District Managers

PRESSER CO. TO HANDLE VICTROLAS
Philadelphia Music House to Inaugurate New
Talking Machine Department on March 1
With A. D. Proudfit in Charge as Manager

George W. Hopkins, general sales manager of
the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, announced recently that H. A. Yerkes, field sales
manager of the company, had won the President

Philadelphia, Pa., February 8. — It has been announced that the Theodore Presser Co., prominent music publishers and dealers of this city,
have arranged to open a new Victrola department with a store at 1710 Chestnut street, adjoining their present quarters, on March 1. The
new store is being fitted up in a most elaborate
manner with a full equipment of sound-proof
demonstrating booths. Passageways will be cut
from the present store of the company into the
new Victrola section. The Victrola department
will be under the management of A. D. Proudfit, at present manager of the retail piano store
of the Estey Piano Co., New York, and formerly connected with the piano and Victrola
department of Frederick Loeser & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., as assistant manager. Mr. Proudfit
has had much experience in handling Victrolas
with the Loeser house and is considered well
qualified for his new post.
TO ISSUE "EMERSON SPOTLIGHT"
Emerson Phonograph Co. Bringing Out House
Organ for Its Dealers
The Emerson Phonograph Co., New York,
manufacturer of the Emerson records, has announced the publication of a new house organ
which will be known as the "Emerson Spotlight." The company decided to publish this
house organ in order to keep its dealers posted
on the latest developments of the Emerson
business. The first issue of the house organ is
now in the hands of the printers and will be in

Cup Won by H. A. Yerkes
Whitten district managers' cup, a handsome
sterling silver trophy, which had been donated
by Mr. Whitten, and which had been keenly contested for among the district managers throughout the country. The terms of this contest provided that permanent possession of the trophy
rested with the district manager who won the
cup for three months, and notwithstanding the
fact that he did not register his first victory
until October, Mr. Yerkes won the cup with
three consecutive victories.
Mr. Yerkes won the President Whitten district managers' cup as district manager of the
Middle West territory, and W. L. Sprague, manager of the Minneapolis branch, is also being
congratulated upon this victory, for his branch
was a most important factor in bringing the
trophy to the Chicago division. The final result of the contest was in doubt until the last
moment, for several of the district managers
had been winners for two months, and needed
only one more victory to clinch their right to
permanent possession of the cup.
H. A. Yerkes is one of the most popular members of the Columbia sales organization, and was
recently appointed field sales manager. He is at
present making his headquarters in Chicago.
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the mail by the end of the week. The "Emerson
Spotlight" is essentially a practical publication
and aims to tell the dealers how to increase the
sale of Emerson records. If the first issue is
any indication of the future numbers, this new
periodical will be helpful, entertaining and useful to every storekeeper handling Emerson
records.
Success is an easy thing to understand after
it has been attained. The great problem is to
understand in advance how to acquire it.
CRYSTAL
M
I

EDGE

GRAFONOLAS POPULAR IN OREGON
M. E. Everitt, of North Bend, Selling Many of
These Instruments in His Territory
Portland, Ore., February 4.— The local branch
of the Columbia Graphophone Co. recently received an interesting photograph from M. E.
Everitt, North Bend, Ore., who owns one of the
finest drug stores in the State. Mr. Everitt handles the complete Columbia line and is an
enthusiastic "booster" of all of the Columbia
products.
The accompanying photograph shows a shipment of Grafonolas recently received by Mr.

Big Columbia Shipment for M. E. Everitt
Everitt, this shipment of machines being the
third shipment sent to Mr. Everitt during the
last few months. Up to about six months ago
there were no railroads in the town where Mr.
Everitt is located and most of the machines
which he sold were taken out from this town
with either a rowboat or a gasoline launch, up
the various rivers to the dairy farms and logging camps.
PATHE

WINDOW

HANGER

FOR MARCH

The Pathe Freres Phonograph Corp., New
York, has sent to its dealers a very attractive
hanger featuring the new Pathe March records.
This hanger contains a splendid picture of Grace
Hoffman, a prominent coloratura soprano who
records for the Pathe library exclusively. Miss
tfoffman has a new record in this March list
which will doubtless meet with a ready and extensive sale.
The March supplement of Pathe records also
contains a number of well-known popular hits,
dance records, Hawaiian numbers, standard vocal
records, instrumental solos, band and orchestra
records and a specially selected list of Irish
records.
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Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Inc.,
Takes Over Portion of Second Floor in Present Building in Order to Accommodate the
Steadily Growing Volume of Business

Phonograph Cases Found to Contain Imitation
Machines Lined With Five-Gallon Kegs of
Whiskey — Columbia Co. Manager Through
Error Aids in Foiling the Smugglers

In order to accommodate its fast growing business and in order to provide its employes w'ith
maximum convenience and comfort the Otto
Heineman Phonograph

Portland, Ore., February 4. — Phony phonogiaphs they proved to be, all done up in Sonora
boxes and billed to the Columbia Graphophone
Co., this city. Liquid music indeed it was which
was sent from San Francisco to Portland.
When Deputy Sheriff Christofferson opened the
cases at the county jail he found instead of
phonographs five five-gallon kegs of perfectly
good jazz whiskey which hadn't any business
in dry Oregon.
The shipment was consigned to an unknown
person, but the boxes bore the address and
name of the Columbia Graphophone Co. They

Supply Co., Inc., manufacturer of the Heineman products, Meisselbach products and the
Dean steel needle, has
materially increased the
floor space that it occupies in the Central
Building at 25 West
Forty-fifth street, New
York. In addition to
occupying the greater
part of the sixteenth
floor at this address the

came up on the steamer "Beaver" from San
Francisco, and were lying round in everybody's
way waiting for somebody to come and take
them awa}'.
Finally, in order to relieve the

company has made arOtto Heineman rangements to also occupy a considerable portion of the second floor
of this building.
According to the plans of Otto Heineman,
president of the, company, the executive and
general offices will be located on the sixteenth
floor and will be given over exclusively to the
shipping department. This arrangement will enable the company to augment its office staff in
various directions and give the shipping department sufficient room to meet the requirements of the Heineman business.
For several months past the Otto Heineman
Co. has been seriously handicapped by the fact
that the executive officers were obliged to work
in cramped quarters and the office force could
not be enlarged in view of the limited space
available. This condition has been relieved by
the leasing of space on the second floor which is
ideally suited for the Heineman shipping department.
The offices on the sixteenth floor will include
the private office of Otto Heineman, president
and general manager of the company; Adolph
Heineman, assistant to Mr. Heineman and in
charge of the John M. Dean division; W. C.
Pilgrim, assistant general manager; F. Aufrichtig, treasurer; Paul L. Baerwald, Eastern sales
manager.
The export department which has steadily
increased in importance during the past year
will also occupy several rooms on the sixteenth
floor, and R. C. Ackerman, manager of the
Heineman export department, will have ample
opportunity to adequately take care of this
important and active division of the Heineman
business.
The shipping department in its new home
on the second floor will be in a position to
render efficient service to the Heineman clientele
and will leave nothing undone to co-operate
with the users of these products in expediting
shipments of goods that can be handled from
New York.
CO. EXECUTIVES

congestion the dock officials telephoned to S. D.
Heater, of the Columbia Co., to send for the
boxes. This he did, and when the boxes arrived
at the house wonderment was expressed that
they should be Sonora cases. Down into the
basement the janitor moved them. Mr. Heater
went down shortly afterward and found the
janitor trying hard to shove something quickly
back into the cases. Examination showed a fivegallon keg of liquor.
Mr. Heater promptly notified the sheriff's
office and the offending cases were removed.
Inside the cases were tall fir boxes painted a
mahogany red to imitate the conventional talking machine. Inside each box, securely fastened,
was snugly resting a five-gallon keg of liquid
music.
The person to whom the shipment really belonged appeared at the dock with a bill of lading
covering the shipment after it had gone and
demanded his goods. Upon being informed
what had become of it he disappeared abruptly
and has not been seen since, although the sheriff
is looking for him.
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John G. Corley and Frank Corley Bring Good
Business Reports From Richmond
Among the recent visitors to New York was
John G. Corley, head of the Corley Co., Victor
distributors and piano merchants of Richmond,
Va. Mr. Corley was accompanied by his son,
Frank Corley, who is in charge of the wholesale
and retail Victor departments of the company.
Mr. Corley, Sr., attended the meetings of the
Board of Control of the National Association of
Piano Merchants, of which he is an ex-president. He stated that business in Richmond was
thoroughly satisfactory during the holidays, and
that judging from results in January there was
a g'ood year ahead of the talking" machine dealers in his section of the country.

The cards are 1 4" x 22", each individual card
painted by an artist, and presenting a striking
sales appeal for Victor Records.

^|

Designed especially for Bruno Service and are "exclusive." The service consists of Iwo cards monthly.
Send us your order for March Service and give it a month's trial.
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Dealers Complain of Shortage of Machines and
Records — Bad Weather Delaying Shipments
and Hurting Trade — New Pathe Dealers Established— Reports From Leading Dealers
Baltimore, Md., February 5.— With a general
cry of shortage of machines and records from
most of the firms, business went ahead in January of the previous year, despite the difficulties faced by all dealers. The most severe January that the retail trade has had to face from
the standpoint of weather in the history of the
industry was the lot of these merchants in this
city and this section. One snowstorm followed
another in rapid succession, and even with a
vigilant street cleaning department it was not
possible to keep the streets clear of snow in the
retail shopping centers.
Stores having talking machine departments
away from the main centers improved their
business until the shortage of records of the
late numbers stopped them. The freight congestion isthe most serious phase of the situation,
and even goods shipped by -express are just as
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War

Spirit
::

Advantageously

The only way to sell talking machines and to
increase the sale of records is the method that
will attract customers to your store. You want
to get a legitimate trade and you want to increase the sales in a manner that will not smack
too much of side-show methods. You want to
line up the customers with a novel method that
will give you an opportunity for real business
getting. Why not make your talking machine
department a feature? Why not make it appeal
with something of a novelty that will attract
without undue publicity?
TRADE

TALKING

::

and
By

the

Warfield

Webb

In this way there is possible the sales that
would not otherwise come to you. The war and
its many phases and its appeals now to the people has brought about a newer meaning for the
talking machine. Feature a window display with
a soldier camp and a talking machine that has
real human interest in it.
Make a display that will really appeal and
then show the desirability of getting some records for the boys and sending them to the camp
for the enjoyment of the soldiers.
Have a feature in your store and give a

prominent part to the playing of national anthems of all the allied countries. Have these
played on frequent occasions and in this way
familiarize the people with the various national
hymns of those countries. Create in this way
a little more patriotism, and at the same time
give your talking machine an opportunity to
help you make your sales larger. Get the people to seek you and have frequent concerts that
will attract the people to your store. Getting
the people inside will be a big help. The sales
will often follow as a natural course.

hopelessly delayed as those sent by the freight
route. Some of -the Baltimore jobbers are now
taking up the question of bringing in goods by
motor trucks from New York and Philadelphia,
a motor truck line being in course of organization at this time. This will take care of the
freight problem in a measure, for Victor goods
will be brought down over the line from Cam-

can at present be handled. I am hoping that
this congestion will improve because the business is here and we ought to be able to get hold

den.
W. C. Roberts, manager of E. F. Droop & Son,
Inc., is in anything but a pleasant frame of
mind. He says January business went back considerably over last year, not because of business
conditions, but because of lack of instruments
and records. It would have been easy to have
increased business had he been able to get
goods. There was a demand for 10 per cent,
more records and 20 per cent, more machines
than could be taken care of. "I am in conference with a motor truck company," said Mr.
Roberts, ''and plan to have shipments brought
in on five-ton trucks. This will help to relieve
the situation, but the difficulty we are facing in
this plan is that we have to get shipments up
to New York or Philadelphia because there is
more tonnage in New York to come here than

Standard

Sectional

Record

Cabinet

A practical, inexpensive, convenient cabine
(or dealers ; made on the sectional principle, affording the
following advantages:
It grows with your requirements: You first
purchase just the number of sections you actually need
for your present requirements ; as you need more space,
add more sections.
Adapted to any space : As many sections as desired
may be placed in a stack ; as many stacks may be used
side by side as wall space will permit.
Each section or shelf is indexed by a letter and each
compartment by a number, forming a system of filing
unsurpassed for simplicity and convenience.
Neat in appearance: No empty shelves; no overcrowding. Case always complete, yet always capable
of additional expansion.
Carefully made and beautifully finished in
plain
and quartered oak, and in imitation and genuine
mahogany.
Made in two sizes; to hold 10-inch and 12 inch records.
Each section holds 200 records (100 Edison records).
Stack may be made up with all sections of the same size ;
or sections for 10-inch records may be used above
sections for 12-inch records by means of a reducing
section as shown in accompanying illustration.
Record sections furnished with or without doors.
Price for section ^3.00

anc^ up

Cases shipped on approval direct from factory at considerable saving to you ; on orders amounting to $10.00
and over we pay height to all points East of Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico. To points in
and West of these states, we equalize freight charges.
For further particulars and full list of prices for the
different sections in the different grades, write for illustrated
circular No. 80.
The

C. J. Lundstrom Mfg. Co.
LITTLE FALLS, N. Y.
Branch Office, Flatiron Bldg., New York City
Fifteen Years' Experience Making High
Grade Filing Cabinets and Bookcases

Jesse Rosenstein, for the National Piano Co.,
Pathe distributors, says that business went
ahead last month, but not very much, owing to
the shortage of records and instruments. He
looksit."forward to showing big improvement in
of
business just as soon as the goods that have
been in transit for a long time arrive. A. Sindler & Son, furniture dealers of this city, have
signed up a Pathe contract and will handle the
line in a new music department to be established
by C.them.
H. Eisenbrandt, of H. R. Eisenbrandt, Victor distributors, says that business showed an
increase in January despite the shortage of instruments. He expects to see further improvement if only shipments of goods reach him.
HIGHER

PRICED

MODELS

IN DEMAND

Victor Department of Ludwig Baumann & Co.,
New York, Tells of Increasing Demand for
the More Expensive Types of Victrolas
In a chat this week with a representative of
The World, F. J. Conn, manager of the Victor
department of Ludwig Baumann & Co., Thirtysixth street and Eighth avenue, New York, commented upon the fact that business the .past
month or so had been marked by an increased
demand for the higher priced models of Victrolas. This is particularly gratifying in view
of the fact that Mr. Conn's department during
the past year has been the largest consumer of
the smaller models of Victrolas in the city, and
ir is pleasing to learn that a new class of buyers
is now in the market for cabinet Victrolas with
an evident appreciation of the true musical
qualities of the Victrola. Mr. Conn states that
business has kept up very well so far this year,
and judging from all indications these activities
will continue for some time to come in the talking machine trade.
D. A. CREED

A NEW

YORK

VISITOR

D. A. Creed, vice-president and general manager of the Chicago Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesalers, was a visitor to New York last
week. Mr. Creed left Chicago for this city in
company with A. D. Geissler, president of the
New York Talking Machine Co., and the Chicago Talking Machine Co. Mr. Geissler had
planned to spend a week or more in Chicago,
but was called home suddenly owing to the
illness of his little daughter, Martha. Mr. Gcissler's many friends will be glad to know that
this little lady has fully recovered from her
recent operation and has now regained her usual
good health and spirits.
YOU'VE

GOT

TO KEEP

SHOVING

Graspin' opportunity ain't the
You've gotta put your shoulder to
and keep shovin'. When you get
movin' it's easier to keep it movin'
and rest.

only thing.
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a big thing
than to stop
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Favorite Recording Artists Draw Capacity Audience at Concert Given in That City on February 7Under Auspices of Dealers
Buffalo, N. Y., February 7.— Buffalonians of
all classes who own talking machines thronged
Elmwood Music Hall to-night to see in the flesh,
and to hear at close range, the artists who have
made records for years and with whom they
have been long acquainted through that medium.
The occasion was the concert given by the Peerless Record Makers, a group of favorite recording artists brought to this city by the Talking
Machine Dealers' Association of Buffalo, and
the event proved successful beyond all expectations.
Those who appeared with the Peerless Record
Makers included Henry Burr, Billy Murray,
Arthur Collins, Byron G. Harlan, J. H. Meyers,
Albert Campbell, Peerless Quartet, Theodore
Morse, Fred Van Epps and Sterling Trio.
The dealers threw plenty of human interest in
their advance notices to the public regarding the
program. Everything "was done to herald the
importance of the unique concert. This was
one of the typical announcements of the dealers: "Recognizing the popular desire to hear
the famous Record Makers, we have arranged
this concert at great trouble and expense and
through special arrangements with the recording laboratories. This is Buffalo's first and
probably only opportunity of hearing these
artists. Your record library contains selections
by one or more of these artists and you will
welcome this opportunity of hearing them sing
and play just as they do when making records
for their millions of admirers. A varied program, which will include many standard and
up-to-the-minute numbers as well as old-time favorites, will make an appeal to every taste.
Knowing these artists as you do, you can appreciate that their personal appearance in a concert
will be an unusual treat."
The plan of bringing the Peerless Record
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Makers to Buffalo was presented to the local
association by C. N. Andrews about a year ago.
Mr. Andrews did considerable correspondence
in the matter, but arrangements for the Buffalo
appearance could not be made at that time.
When the present concert was recently considered Mr. Andrews, O. L. Neal and C. H. Heineke
were appointed a committee to make the arrangements.
President T. A. Goold also appointed the following committee on advertising and tickets:
V. W. Moody, Neal, Clark & Neal; F. G. Hohm,
Bricka & Enos; John G. Schuler, Schuler Piano
Co.; O. M. Kiess, Columbia Phonograph Co.;
banquet committee, W. J. Bruehl, Neal, Clark
& Neal; H. A. Brennan, William Hengerer Co.,
and H. G. Towne, of Robert L. Loud's store.
Thousands of circulars advertising the concert
were furnished free to the dealers and were
enclosed with their monthly lists. The dealers
all sold tickets and everyone was appointed a
booster. This personal canvassing of friends
by the dealers helped greatly in swelling the
attendance. No details were overlooked in the
use of window signs and billboard and newspaper advertising. Many reading notices of the
event appeared in the local press.
H. G. Towne, secretary of the Talking Machine Dealers' Association, sent to each member a comprehensive notice regarding the entertainment.
It is believed this concert will be a powerful
impetus to the sale of records in this section.
At the conclusion of the concert the record
makers were entertained at a special banquet by
the local dealers and were heartily congratulated on the success of the entertainment. W.
J. Bruehl paid tribute to the singers in several
original parodies.
Last night the Peerless Record Makers gave
a very successful concert in Syracuse under the
auspices of the local talking machine dealers and
have also arranged to offer their two hours of
welcome entertainment in other cities in the
East in co-operation with the members of the
trade.
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To Be Held at Columbia Shop on Fifth Avenue
on February 15 Under the Auspices of the
Local Wholesale Branch of Columbia Co.
An informal meeting of the Columbia dealers
in the metropolitan district will be held to-day,
February 15, in the^ecital hall of the Columbia
Shop, 411 Fifth avenue, New York, under the
auspices of the local wholesale branch of the
Columbia Graphophone Co. Lambert Friedl,
manager of this branch, is responsible for this
meeting and, according to his present plans,
Columbia representatives in this territory will
have an opportunity to discuss practical problems and hold a general "pow-wow" regarding
merchandising and sales activities.
Mr. Friedl has prepared a program that includes many topics of vital interest to the dealers and he has planned to balance' the serious
part of the program by arranging for the appearance of several well-known Columbia artists, who will render a number of selections
during the course of the afternoon.
In a chat this week with The World Mr.
Friedl stated that business had kept up splendidly during the past few weeks and commented
upon the fact that the Columbia Co. is leaving
nothing undone to co-operate with the dealers
in this territory. Referring to the difficulties
incidental to securing goods at the present time,
Mr. Friedl said: "We are going to almost unreasonable expenses in order to co-operate with
the Government as well as our customers. In
other words, we are making the Columbia Co.
the third consideration in our business activities.
"The other day we paid express charges totaling several hundred dollars in order to secure
some machines from the factory, and our dealers can therefore readily understand that the
cost of doing business has increased tremendously during the past few months. However,
we are charging this increased expense to patriotism and loyalty to our dealers."
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In giving us the opportunity to care for your
needs, you can expect promptness and care in the
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First, a complete stock as a basis for our serving
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Leading Makes of Talking Machines and Records in Demand — Steady Expansion in Stores and
New Concerns Indicate That 1918 Will Be a Big Year in This Progressive City
Toronto, Ont., February 6. — The Robert Simpson Co., Ltd., the well-known department store,
is the newest addition to the local list of "His
Master's Voice" dealers. The company's "Music
Studio" is located on the sixth floor, where they
have no less than eight demonstration rooms.
It is in charge of Mr. Brown, formerly manager
of the Mason & Risch Victrola department in
Vancouver, and more recently on that firm's
selling staff in this city.
The Canadian Symphonola Co., Ltd., have
just received at their factory an interesting souvenir of the Halifax disaster. A couple of their
De Luxe Symphonolas that had not yet been
opened by W. H. Phinney & Co., Ltd., the Nova
Scotia distributors of these lines, came back for
repairs, the cabinets being badly used up by fire
and water, and the packing cases being broken,
scorched and soaked.
"No records exchanged" is the policy of the
Toronto Grafonola Co. A notice to this effect
is displayed in each of the twelve demonstration rooms. In discussing this policy H. Ritz,
manager of the company, stated that he could
credit increased record business to it.
"A very good January trade," report A. R.
Blackburn & Co., "in both the piano and Victrola departments." The same report was made
by R. F. Wilks & Co., who handle Columbia
Grafonolas.
The branch store opened up at 1657 Dufferin
street, this city, last fall, by Toronto Grafonola
Co., is reported by H. Ritz to have proven a
good addition to their business.
"We are well satisfied with the amount of
business developed during 1917," said I. Montagnes, referring to the Canadian distribution of
Sonora phonographs, for which line his firm
have the Canadian representation. E. Van Gelder of this firm has just recently returned from
New York, where he visited the Sonora factory
to arrange for 1918 deliveries. In their retail department they report good success in closing
cash sales for the higher priced makes, a number of Toronto's best-known citizens being
among recent purchasers. Harry R. Braid, manager of this department, said that the Christmas
and New Year's business arising out of the December campaign was very gratifying.
The R. S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., are now
running a newspaper series of lists of Edison
re-creations.
Domestic records are now being distributed
in Canada by the Pollock Mfg. Co., Ltd., who
maintain factories in Kitchener and Elmira, Ont.
H. L. Willson, New York, and C. A. Hanson,
Bridgeport, vice-president and general works
manager, respectively, of the Columbia Graphophone Co., visited the Canadian branch during
the past month. This was Mr. Willson's first
visit to Canada and was the coldest day ever experienced byhim until his return to New York.
Patrons and friends of the Music Supply Co.,
Columbia distributors, were pleased to receive
with that firm's good wishes for Christmas and
New Year's a neat little vest pocket tickler.
This with renewable fill came in a fine quality
of seal with the Columbia trade-mark in gold.
With the calendar year Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. of Canada, Ltd., have started out on
their second year. "The first year's results exceeded our anticipations," remarked Otis C. Dorian, general manager of that firm.
Arthur M. Tanney, general manager J. A.
Banfield of Winnipeg, Man., was among the January visitors to the Columbia factory in this
city. The Banfield house has a Columbia department inwhich Mr. Tanney stated more business had been done in the last six months than
they had thought could be done in a year.

Messrs. Wettlings and Dupont, Welland, Ont.;
Mr. Britton, Grand Valley, Ont.; Mr. McKibbon, Wingham, Ont.; Alex. E. Creemore and H.
Judson Smith, Brantford, Ont., have secured
the agency of the Brunswick phonograph and
records of this make.
"Music in the Home" ideas are incorporated
in some Columbia Grafonola copy being run in
the local newspaper by A. & H. Wideman of
Markham, Ont.
George Dodds, who opened up on Danforth
avenue, this city, a couple of years ago with
His Master's Voice lines, has lately improved
his selling facilities by adding a new demonstration room.
Frank Stanley is making extensive alterations
for the equipping of what appears to be one of
the most beautiful recital halls, to be used almost entirely for the sale of phonographs.
In the Edison Week Patchwork Advertisement Contest, from October 20 to 27 last, Gordon R. Diver, Montreal, won fifth prize.
J. C. Pott, Canadian sales manager of the Otto
Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Inc., accompanied by Mrs. Pott, spent the Christmas and
New Year's holidays in New York. Mr. Pott is
of the opinion that 1918 will see great developments in the Canadian phonograph business.
P. K. Wood, of the local branch of the
Thomas Mfg. Co., makers of Dayton motors, recently spent a week at the firm's factory in
Dayton, Ohio. Mr. Wood reports that the management are installing additional machinery to
double their capacity.

among His Master's Voice dealers, having
stocked Victor lines in their stores at Toronto,
Hamilton and Kitchener. "The New Home of
the Victrola" is the slogan featured in recent advertising of this department.
New premises at 864 Bloor Street, West, this
city, have been purchased by T. H. MacMillan,
suburban piano and talking machine man dealer.
At present Mr. MacMillan is handling with good
success the Aeolian-Vocalion phonograph.
The John Raper Piano Co., Ottawa, Ont., report the showing in their Victrola department
for 1917 as remarkable. They trebled the 1916
sales of Victrolas and Victor records.
The Great War Veterans' Association, Toronto, Ont., in a recent letter from the secretary, W.
E. Turley, to the R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Ltd., expressed himself as follows with regard to
the new Edison Diamond Disc machine:
"The Edison is much appreciated by the members of this association. During the several
months we have had the use of it at the clubhouse headquarters it has been the means of
providing splendid entertainment for the members of this association. We have never had the
slightest difficulty with it during that time and
it has proved itself to be of sound construction,
giving -splendid reproductions of musical and
vocal numbers. We believe it will provide fine
entertainment for returned soldiers for many
Previous to the appearance in Toronto of
come." Mason & Risch, Ltd., ran a comyears toHomer,
Louise
plete list of Homer Victor records preceded by
a photo of this popular Victor artiste. The results from this particular piece of newspaper
copy were splendid.
The Treadgold Sporting Goods Co., Kingston,
Ont., has taken the agency for the Brunswick.
Mahood Bros, report good Victor business in
Kingston, Ont.
New talking machine firms recently registering in Toronto, Ont., include The Phonograph
Shop and the Concertola Mfg. Co.
In the Columbia Graphophone Co.'s newspaper advertising of recent date they say: There
is a Columbia Grafonola in every Y. M. C. A.
and Knights of Columbus Army hut. Following their name and address of the company,
they finish up as follows:
"Food will win the war. Don't waste it."
James Malcom. president of Pathe Freres
Phonograph Co. of Canada. Limited, has been
elected mayor of the town of Kincardine, Ont.

Machine

and
SPRINGS,

THE

Canada

New firms handling Brunswick phonographs
and records include Alex Earle Creemore and
H. Judson Smith & Co., Brantford, Ont.
J. P. Bradt, general manager of Columbia
Graphophone Co.'s Canadian division, with headquarters atToronto, attended the convention in
New York of Columbia division managers and
executive heads. At the same time the division
salesmen and the district managers of the Dictaphone Co. had their convention.
Harry E. Wimperly, who is making a success
of upstairs piano salesrooms, in the Ryrie Building at Yonge and Shuter streets, has added "His
Master's Voice" line of talking machines.
Gerhard Heintzman, Ltd., are now listed

Mr. Burgess' place on the road in Ontario
with the Pathe Co., Toronto, will be taken by
C. Le Voi, an experienced and successful talking
machine salesman, whose apprenticeship was
passed with the Columbia Co. During the last
three months Mr. Le Voi has been in charge of
the talking machine departments of Messrs.
Jury & Lovell in Oshawa and Bowmanville.
During that time he established a record for
sales which will be difficult to beat in towns of
this size.
The Pathe Co. have just received the first examples of some new art designs in Pathephones.
They are in the shape of console tables, and include examples of Jacobean, William and Mary,
and Sheraton. They retail for $350. A fine display of these machines was made in one of the
Yonge street windows of the Robert Simpson Co.
E. C. Pelton, formerly of Kentville, Ont., who
moved into Ottawa a couple of months ago, taking with him Sherlock-Manning representation,
has added the Starr line of phonographs and
records. Until taking on the Starr Mr. Pelton
had never connected up with the talking machine business.
John A. Croden of the Canadian Phonograph
Supply Co.. London, Ont., who are distributors
in Canada of Starr phonographs and records,
paid a visit to the factory at Richmond, Ind.,
recently.
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from page 68)
Miss Perrault, saleslady of the Berliner
TO OPEN PATHE
DISTRIBUTING
BRANCH
IN MONTREAL
Gramophone Co., Ltd. (East End store), was
married on January 22, as was also Miss BeauMove Necessary to Take Care of Growing Business — Talking Machine Men Have Successful Meetregard, cashier of the company's new store, on
ing and Dinner — Berliner Gramophone Co., Ltd., Enlarge Quarters — General News
January 28.
ber business of Victor machines and records,
Harold Dewar, late of the Berliner GramoMontreal, Que., February 5.— Owing to the
and
state
that
it
is
wonderful
the
way
business
phone Co.'s retail selling staff, and to whom has
rapidity with which their business is growing in
been made at various times in these columns, has
is
keeping
up,
their
various
stores
presenting
an
the Province of Quebec, the Pathe Co. have degone overseas. H. M. Reece is at Key West, Fla.
appearance of holiday times.
cided to open a branch in this city to take care
of that province. This branch will be under the
volume of Victrola business both in machines
AFTER MISLEADING ADS IN CANADA
management of R. W. Burgess, who has been
and
for His Master's Voice records.
so successful in handling the wholesale business
Amendments to the Criminal Code Advocated
Campbell & Campbell, of Brandon, are active
in Ontario. Mr. Burgess' promotion is a wellAs a Means for Checking That Evil — Text of in the retail talking machine field with the Pathe
earned one, and will cause great satisfaction to
and Brunswick lines.
Proposed Law — Grafonolas in Army Camps
his friends in the trade. His territory will be a
The Western Gramophone Co. report an enorToronto, Ont., February 2. — The subject of
large one, but with his long experience and natmous Christmas and January trade in Victor
fraudulent advertising has been a vexed question
ural ability he should have no difficulty in hanmachines and records, "Somewhere in France"
dling it successfully.
for some time past. Many parties have been acand "Missouri" waltz records being tremendous
cused of advertising in such a way, but owing to sellers.
The Talking Machine Men's night out entertainment and dinner, this is the way the tickets
the loopholes existing in the present law many
Cross, Goulding & Skinner report a remarkread, will take place at Cooper's February 8, cases that seemed to present fraudulent methods
ably good talking machine business during the
have been allowed to escape through technical
when it is expected a large assemblage of talkmonth
of January. Heintzman & Co., Edmonbe
will
men
difficulties, in its enforcement.
ing machine, piano and musical
ton, Alta., report the most popular Victor
present. The purpose of the gathering is to
To meet these difficulties, amendments of the selling records of the past week as follows:
foster and stimulate an interest outside of busicriminal code have been suggested and will come
"Wait Till the Boys Come Home," sung
ness amongst the members of the trade, and no
up for consideration in the near future. The
by Green-MacDonough; "My Sweetheart Is
doubt this informal gathering will be the nucleus
original act, passed on June 12, 1914, is reproSomewhere in France," sung by Elizabeth
of an association for social enjoyment, to create
duced herewith, with the inclusion of the proSpencer; "Say a Prayer for the Boys Out
better fellowship and have the members of the
posed amendments:
There," sung by Peerless Quartet; 'When We
trade become better. acquainted. The idea is not
"His Majesty, by and with the advice and conto form a business association but to confine it
sent of the Senate and House of Commons of Wind Up the Watch on the Rhine," sung by
Henry Burr; "I Love to Be a Sailor," sung by
strictly for social purposes.
Canada, enacts as follows:
Harry Lauder; Hungarian Dance, No. 5, played
In conformity with their policy of service, the
"I. The Criminal Code, chapter 146 of the
Berliner Gramophone Co., Ltd., are making maRevised Statutes, 1906, is amended by inserting by Philadelphia Orchestra; "She Wandered
Down the Mountain Side," sung by Alma Gluck.
terial enlargements to their record output and
the followng section immediately after the secMr. Hood, who was until recently in charge
facilities for carrying larger stocks. An entire
tion 406 thereof:
of
the phonograph department of Stanwoods,
new building, with a private siding on the Grand
"a. Every person who either himself or by Ltd., has severed his connection with this firm,
Trunk Railway, has just recently been leased for his agent, servant, employe, or anyone on
his position being filled by Mr. Roberts of the
a term of years.
his behalf, knowingly publishes or causes to be
Brunswick Co., Toronto.
The entire stock of Victrolas will be stored in published any advertisement for either directly
Ralph & Limon, Ltd., Calgary, Alta., are hanthis building along with materials for record
or indirectly promoting the sale or disposal of
dling the Veolian and the Pla3rola, both cabinet
manufacture, so that the parent factories and
any real or personal, movable or immovable
phonographs.
warehouses will be devoted entirely to the recproperty, or any interest therein, containing
ord branch of the business, head offices and sales
J. W. Kelly, president of the J. J. H. Mcfalse or misleading statement, or false repreLean Co., Ltd., His Master's Voice dealer here,
department.
sentation which is of a character likely to or is recently
visited Toronto and Eastern points.
intended to enhance the price or value of such
The building just leased and of which possession has already been taken, gives the firm an
property or any interest therein, or to promote
additional 23,000 feet of floor space or an in- the sale or disposal thereof, or is liable to misSELLS AUTOS AND PHONOGRAPHS
crease of SO per cent. It is being fitted up to
lead anyone as to the true value of such property, shall be liable upon summary conviction to Dohan's, Ltd., of Quebec, Adds Pianos and Edithe requirements of the company, while extensive alterations in the record storage warehouses
a fine not exceeding two hundred dollars or to
son Phonographs to Line of Automobiles —
Makes Profits During the Winter
in the way of additions are being made. Not
six months' imprisonment, or to both fine and
imprisonment, or in the case of a corporation to
only is the factory output increased and the storage facilities enlarged, but even greater stocks
a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.
Quebec, Que., February 5.— Dohan's, Ltd., Palace Hill, who handles several makes of automoof records will be carried at the company's dis"The production by the informant of any adbiles, recently took on the agency of the Martinvertisements containing any statement alleged
tributing houses in Toronto, Winnipeg and CalOrme line of pianos and players and the Edison
to be false or misleading shall be prima facie
gary, making possible quick deliveries, so essenDiamond Disc phonograph and Edison records.
tial in record retailing.
evidence that the same was knowingly published
These lines are side by side in this firm, showBerthe
of
feature
by the person whose name shall be mentioned
A particularly interesting
rooms. When asked if the lines conflicted in
departtherein,
as
the
advertiser,
or
proprietor,
owner,
recording
the
is
Montreal
in
plant
liner
carried
work
research
any
way
with
his automobile business he replied
and
ment. Experiments
agent, manager, as the case may be, of the busithat
they
did
not, in fact one often helps out
comness referred to in said advertisement. The
on by H. S. Berliner, vice-president of the
the
sale
of
the
other he remarked. Mr. Dohan
asexpert
of
pany, personally, and with a staff
word person shall include an individual or partalso
conducts
an exclusive phonograph and
sistants for a number of years, has made recordnership company or corporation."
piano
warerooms
in another part of the city,
His Master's Voice
Canada
ing in have
and
was
at
one
time
actively connected with
able to stock many hits, while
beenpossible.
dealers
WITH THE TRADE IN WINNIPEG
still hits, through the efficiency of this recording
the piano business, but having a good opportunity of renting his premises at that time took
Stocks Coming Along in Better Shape and Dealdepartment, which has also made possible recers Find Business Active — Robert Shaw to advantage of the situation and vacated, going
ords of special value in this country and specials
into the automobile business. In winter espeMake Eastern Trip — Some Records That Are
by Canadian artists, as events made recordings
cially, when business in automobiles is quiet, Mr.
in Strong Demand at the Present Time
of particular titles desirable.
Dohan finds the piano and phonograph business
Henry Burr recently made a special trip to
a desirable one, especially during the months
Montreal to record two songs.
Winnipeg, Man., February 4. — Columbia Grafonolas and records are now coming along more
of December and January. Mr. Dohan is to
The Pratte Piano Co., Ltd., manufacturers of
freely to the Western Fancy Goods Co., who are
the best of our knowledge the only automobile
manutheir
the Pratte piano, have registered
dealer in Canada exploiting motor cars, pianos,
the
Western
distributors
for
the
company.
Janfacturing phonograph department under the
uary is reported as being one of the biggest
phonographs and records, and his example might
name of the Prattephone Co.
be
easily followed by other aggressive merchants
months
in
this
firm's
history.
There
is
a
deAlmy's, Ltd., report an exceedingly heavy
cided increase in the call for the higher priced
who could turn their idle minutes (during the
volume of business in January for Columbia
machines.
winter) into profits. Mr. Dohan has not gone
Grafonolas and Columbia records, and Miss
Robt. Shaw, Western manager of the Columbia
into the phonograph business half heartedly, as
Vczina, who has charge of this department, is
Grafonola Co., will shortly leave for a visit to he has had several demonstration booths built
very much pleased that there has been no apthe
Columbia factory in Toronto.
for the purpose of demonstrating machines, recparent falling off after the record business esBabson
Bros, report satisfactory January
ords, pianos and players. His showrooms for
last.
December
tablished by her department in
trade
in
New
Edison
Diamond
Disc
machines
Februan
automobile
buyer present a most up-to-date
in
done
The amount of business already
appearance, the floors nicely carpeted, easy
and F.dison records — a decided increase in sales
ary promises a good outlook for its continuance.
being shown for the months of December and
The Berliner Gramophone Co., Ltd., report
chairs, splendidly lighted with up-to-the-minute
electric fixtures, etc. Mr. Dohan is well satisno falling off in sales of Victor machines and
January.
fied with his recent idea of combining these lines.
Mason
&
Risch,
Ltd.,
are
handling
a
large
Decemrecords as compared with their record
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has joined the colors, the vacancy not being
filled.

OPTIMISTIC

Excellent Business for January Gives Rosy Tint
to Future — Many New Dealers Enter the Field
— Freight Embargoes Handicap the Trade

The Crystola
placed against
Swing, of the
and looks for

"Cincinnati, O., February 4. — Fair deliveries of
records and a good demand for this phase of
the talking machine business resulted in the
trade accumulating a good record for the first
month of the year.
It can be stated without question that the
volume of disc sales in January was considerably
above the anticipation of the trade. Much of
this may be attributed to the prolonged cold
spell and the heavy snows during the month,
which caused a decline in the amount of street
travel and forced people to remain at home and
entertain themselves with concerts. Constant
playing brought about a demand for additional
records and the trade benefited accordingly.
The Fritzsch Phonograph Co. is looking forward to a decided increase in its business this
year. Many new openings have been established
and the officers expect to continue this work for
several months. Among the agencies estab
lished in January were the Roberts Jewelry Co.,
Augusta, Ky.; Phonograph Record Exchange
Co., Huntington, W. Va.; Smith Music Store,
Parkersburg, W. Va.; Burgen Music Co.,
Charlestown, W. Va., and the Intermont Drug
Co., Appalachia, Va.
The Phonograph Co., Edison dealers, according to O. A. Peterson, manager, is daily expecting a decided increase to its depleted storage
department. His assistants have spotted several
cars and an opening of the weather, now apparently under way, is expected to enable the
railroads to rid themselves of many "dead" cars.
These have been on sidings for weeks, no attempt being made to haul these while the Middle West was suffering from lack of coal.
F. F. Dawson, acting manager of the Graphophone Co., is still on the job at the Cincinnati
branch and is not likely to be relieved until
March 1. His assistant, Herbert Schmiedeke,

Co. is handicapped by embargoes
outgoing shipments. Dr. A. J.
company, reports many inquiries
a big year.

A LIVE NORFOLK,

VA., INSTITUTION

Columbia Co., Inc., Doing Very Well in That
City With Columbia Line Exclusively
Norfolk, Va., February 6. — One of the most
successful retail establishments in this city is
the talking machine store conducted by the Columbia Co., Inc. This store handles the products
of the Columbia Graphophone Co. exclusively

CLOSE

MANY

IMPORTANT

DEALS

Century Cabinet Co. Steadily Expanding Its
Line of Phonograph Representatives Throughout All Sections of the Country
The Century Cabinet Co., New York, manufacturer of the Century phonograph, has closed
a number of important deals the past few
months whereby this high-class instrument will
be handled by representative dealers in different sections of the country. Some of these
new Century dealers are leaders in mercantile
activities in their respective cities, and are in a
position to give this line splendid representation.
The Century Cabinet Co. is recognized as
the largest manufacturer of talking machine cabinets in the country and the Century phonograph
is therefore the product of a concern which
has already won the confidence of the talking
machine trade. James T. Lee, president of the
company, is personally supervising the production and merchandising of the Century phonograph and is keenly interested and gratified in
the fact that these products are being well received by the dealers.
PRAISE

BRUNO

DISPLAY

CARDS

This Enterprising Firm of Victor Wholesalers
Issue Most Artistic Announcements
Store of Columbia Co., Inc., Norfolk, Va.
and through the use of aggressive sales methods
has built up a substantial demand for that line.
T. J. Carey, president of the company, is a
firm believer in the value of efficient merchandising, and during the eight years that the Columbia Co., Inc., has been in business has left
nothing undone to render service and co-operation to the store's patrons. Mr. Carey attributes
the success of the company largely to the fact
that it carries a complete stock of everything
listed in the Columbia catalog, both Grafonolas
and records. It also maintains an expert repair
department which proves of great advantage.

LONG

C. Bruno & Son, Inc., Victor wholesalers, have
received several letters from Victor retailers
praising the display cards which this company
is issuing monthly. These cards, which are 14
by 22 inches, are painted by a well-known artist
and contain a sales appeal that acts as a stimulant to the sales of the records that are featured.
One of the attractive cards in this month's
series presents the hit of "Chu Chin Chow," entitled "At Siesta Time," and if this card is displayed properly it is certain to increase the
sales of this particular record.
Pettiness in money matters encourages pettiness in many matters.
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REPAIRS
TALKING MACHINE TROUBLES
HOW TO REMEDY THEM

AND

Conducted by Andrew H. Dodin
[This department of The Talking Machine World is designed for the service of all classes of our dealers, including those who make, and those who sell, talking machines.
Andrew H. Dodin, who conducts this department, has a
wide and
as a repairer
of talkingrepair
machines andenviable
conductsreputation
an exclusive
talking machine
shop at 176 Sixth avenue, New York. Tell him your troubles through The World and he will help you if possible.
The service is free. — Editor.]
SOME

INQUIRIES

ANSWERED

West Allis, Wis., January 31, 1918.
Editor, The Talking Machine World:
I would like advice on the following items, as
I find phonograph people do not seem to agree
on these points:
What is the correct playing weights of points
on records of various standard makes of machines?
Is there a definite angle at which to place the
needle or jewel point when in playing position
on the record? If so, what determines this
angle?
H. H. R.
Answer — The weight or pressure at the needle
point of the Edison Diamond Disc sound box
is between three and four ounces, and at the
needle point for sound boxes playing lateral cut
records, should be about six ounces. A diamond point needle should track the groove of
the record at an angle of about SO degrees to
the surface of the record, steel needles at about
45 degrees. In some cases a little more or less
degrees of angle will give better results.
The angle is determined by setting the sound
box in the position giving the least blast. For
instance, a sound box might play satisfactorily
at the angle of 45 degrees, but would blast at
an angle of 50 degrees, etc.
New York, N. Y, January 30, 1918.
Repair Department,
The Talking Machine World:
Some time ago one of the governor springs
in a machine in my store was broken, and I was
forced to substitute a spring not quite so long,
but carrying a governor ball of about the same
weight as the two that remained. Although the
motor apparently runs at proper speed, there is
a peculiar grinding noise coming from the governor, although it seems to revolve all right.
shorter spring have that result?
the
Could
M. M.
Answer — If there is one short spring and two
long ones in the governor it will naturally be
thrown out of balance and is most likely to
cause grinding or knacking noise. I would suggest that you write to the manufacturer of your
motor for a complete set of springs and governor balls of the same size and attach them to
the governor.
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IN PHILADELPHIA

JOBBER

The George D. Ornstein Co. Appointed Victor
Jobber With Quarters at 9 N. Eleventh Street
Philadelphia, Pa., February 4. — George D.
Ornstein, who recently severed his connection
as manager of the traveling department of the
Victor Talking Machine Co., and in direct
charge of the company's traveling representatives throughout the country, after over twenty
years in the Victor service, is president of the
new George D. Ornstein Co., which has been
appointed wholesaler of Victrolas and Victor
records in this city, and opened quarters at 9
North Eleventh street on February 1. Associated with Mr. Ornstein in the new venture is
George A. Lyon, who for several years past

As a Victor wholesaler, Mr. Ornstein is particularly well equipped to win success'. He is
in a position to render distinct service to the
dealers in the matter of giving advice, and his
company is planning some original things in
the matter of general service.
The company will confine itself to wholesale
business exclusively, and starts with a floor space'
of nearly 10,000 square feet in the business center of Philadelphia, a location most convenient
in every respect.
INCREASED

WIDDICOMB

DEMAND

This Artistic Phonograph Grows in Favor With
the Trade, Judging From Orders Placed
Grand Rapids, Mich., February 9. — The Widdiv
comb Furniture Co., of this city, report that thedemand for the Widdicomb phonograph has far
exceeded their expectations, and appreciative
word's regarding this meritorious product are
heard on ail sides.
object'
of The
muchWiddicomb
interest atphonograph
its debut atwas
the the
Furniture
Show held in Grand Rapids during the month
of January. The full line was exhibited, four
upright models
popularity
of theandlinefour
wasconsole
attestedtypes.
to by The'
the
fact that they were entirely cleaned out of a1
number of the models. It is announced that
they are now able, however, to resume uninterrupted deliveries. With the immense facilities of the Widdicomb Furniture Co. at its
back the phonograph division will be enabled
to expand to take care of all business.
With such an auspicious start, H. C. Howard,
manager of the phonograph division, looks for
great things during the coming year. It is
his opinion that a large part of the success the
Widdicomb line has built up for itself has been
through the prospective jobber or dealer following their suggestion to "Play It Yourself."
ISSUE FRIEDA

George D. Ornstein
was his assistant in the traveling department of
the Victor Co.
It is doubtful if a single man in the talkingmachine trade is as well known among Victor
wholesalers and dealers as Mr. Ornstein, for
he has covered the country, thoroughly and has
kept in close personal touch with all developments from coast to coast. He has a keen
knowledge of the talking machine business in
all its phases, and has the ability of training new
material to become effective in the field.

NOW

IS
TO

Records

THE

REPLENISH

HEMPEL

FOLDER

Thomas A. Edison, Inc., have just issued an
artistic and impressive folder calling attention
to the fact that Frieda Hempel, the noted Metropolitan opera prima donna, has been added
to the already extensive list of Edison artists, as,
announced in The World last month.
The folder, which is produced in two colors,,
contains an excellent portrait of Miss Hempel,
together with something about her career in
opera, and the announcement that the Edison
Re-Creation of her voice will soon be available.

YOUR

prove that the next three months
for selling the

Boston, Mass., February 2, 1918.
A. H. Dodin,
care The Talking Machine World:
Is it possible to resharpen steel talking machines needles so that they may be used again
without damage to the record? I understand
that the shortage of needles has resulted in the
placing on the market of machines for resharpening them. Can these machines be used safely?
J. H. W.
Answer— Steel needles of the usual type are
generally hardened at the point by some special process, and if this hardened surface is not
entirely worn away by use it should be possible to repoint them successfully. The point
and sides of the needle, however, will have to
be ground smoothly, and then polished until no
roughness is discernible. There have been
needle-sharpening devices on the market here,
but they have met with indifferent success, owing to the plentiful supply of needles up to this
time. It may be that if there is a genuine
needle shortage an improved sharpening machine may make its appearance.
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Order NOW.
If you are not familiar with the " best reproducer for playing EDISON RECORDS," send us
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S. E. Lind Heads Organization as President — Annual Convention of Grinnell Forces Tells of Progress— Busy Pathe Jobbers — Edison Shop Looks for Big Trade — The Business Outlook
Detroit, Mich., February 7. — We have had many
adverse conditions confronting us for the past
thirty days owing to the coal situation. People
in almost every section of the State have been
without coal, and so serious has been the lack
of coal and fuel that numerous cities have had
to shut down their retail stores and industries
almost completely. Railroad traffic has been
tied up, and freight and express shipments have
been the worst in their history. Notwithstanding this condition of affairs, it is really remarkable the encouraging reports one hears from
dealers of talking machines and records. We
don't mean to infer from this that all dealers
are reporting a brisk business, but it is true
that most of them report that business is entirely satisfactory. There are complaints by
some dealers of their inability to get certain
popular-priced models of machines, while others
report a shortage of records. The wholesalers
attribute the shortage to poor railroad shipments. Several dealers who ordered talking
machines from outside jobbers had them sent
by express and even then it took nearly thirty
days to get them through to destination.
The Detroit Talking Machine Dealers' Association held its annual meeting in January at
the Hotel Charlevoix with a very good attendance, the meeting itself being one of unusual interest and enthusiasm. The election of officers
resulted as follows: President, S. E. Lind, Columbia Graphophone Co.; first vice-president,
George W. Smith, Detroit Music Co.; second
vice-president, Wallace Brown, Brunswick dealer; secretary, W. D. Trump, Jr., Max Strasburg
Shops; executive committee, A. A. Grinnell,
Sidney J. Guest, Phil B. Lang and Edward Andrew, Jr. The association passed resolutions
to render unanimous and hearty support to the
city and State fuel administrators; also to put
on the proposed concert some time around
Easter, the money for tickets sold to be turned
over to one of the patriotic funds. Reports of
the various past officers and committees showed
the association had prospered, and that with
a larger membership than ever the new year
gives promise of great things.
Grinnell Bros., operating twenty-four branch
retail stores, held their fifteenth annual convention at Detroit from January 29 to 31. It was
the greatest meeting of its kind in the history
of the company. C. A. Grinnell, vice-president
of the company, presided at the business sessions. Among the numerous subjects discussed
were the Victrola retail and wholesale departments. Reports showed that these departments
enjoyed splendid business during 1917 — probably the best of any in the Detroit or branch
stores. A. A. Grinnell, vice-president and treasurer of the company, and C. H. Grinnell look
after the Victrola departments both as to buying and distribution.
Max Strasburg, of the Max Strasburg Shops,
who had planned to leave early in January for
the South, has postponed his trip until some time
in February. He will probably be "chasing the
white ball on the green" under balmy skies ere
this issue of The Talking Machine World is off
the press.
Williams, Davis, Brooks & Hinchman Co.,
Michigan distributors for the Pathe line, are
very well pleased with their sales the past year
on Pathe machines and records, and both Mr.
Chambers and Mr. Saunders, of this department,
report that 1918 is going to be much better. In
their building at Bates and Congress streets
they have fixed up a very attractive room of
what can be termed a "perfect Pathe Shop." It
is of special interest to those who are already
in business or who contemplate entering the
talking machine business. The'room shows just
how a modern Pathe Shop should look as to
decoration, booths and display as well as stockkeeping.
The East Detroit Music House and the J. L.
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Hudson Co. are doing a good business with the
Sonora phonograph.
R. B. Ailing, of the Edison Shop, is confident
that 1918 is going to be a big year for all Edison dealers in his respective territory. The
Phonograph Co., of Detroit, which is the job-

creasing attendance shows that they are worthwhile and worth the effort. The Edison Shop
is the only phonograph store in Detroit that
actually boasts of a recital hall — and it is right
on the main floor.
S. E. Lind, local Columbia manager, was in
New York during the early part of January, to
attend the convention of Columbia branch managers. He is still effervescing over the convention, and he is determined that regardless of
adverse conditions his books shall show an increase over the great record he made in 1917.
W. F. Huttie, sales manager of the Starr Piano
Co.'s branch in this city, assisted by five other
branch managers, were in Grand Rapids most
of January in connection with the midwinter
exhibition of furniture manufacturers. Their
purpose in spending so much time in Grand
Rapids was to sign up furniture dealers for the
Starr line of phonographs and records. Mr.
Huttie had splendid success, as did the other
men there.
J. Henry Ling, Columbia dealer, Detroit, was
hurt February 1 in a motor car accident, but is
now on the road to recovery.
H. L. TUERS

IN AVIATION

SERVICE

Manager of Dealer Service Department of Columbia Graphophone Co. Joins Aviation Section of the Signal Officers' Reserve Corps

S. E. Lind, President T. M. D. Association
ber for Edison phonographs, and of which Mr.
Ailing is also manager, is taking on new accounts
right along, but they are the kind that produce
results and this means profits to the dealer.
Daily recitals are given at the Edison Shop, and
too much 'praise cannot be given the two young
ladies who have charge of these recitals. Both
are high-class artists themselves and the in-

22

H. L. Tuers, manager of the dealer service department of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
New York, has been accepted as a member of
the Aviation Section of the Signal Officers' Reserve Corps and expects to be assigned to his
new duties in the near future. Mr. Tuers is
in line for an officer's commission at the end
of the technical ground school course and the
usual flying examinations. His successor has
not yet been appointed.
A bluff is good (when you have enough reserve power to protect yourself should the bluff
be called).
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■Chicago, III., February 11. — While the manufacturing end of the Chicago trade has been materially handicapped by the recent five-day shutdown and the "heatless Monday" edict," there is
no grumbling among the dealers from this
source, their only means of complaint at present being the poor shipping facilities throughout the country. They are having a great deal
of trouble in securing the necessary cars to make
deliveries and when they are fortunate enough
to secure some of the railroad rolling stock
and place their product aboard they are out of
the woods by no means, as then begins the real
trouble. Owing to the fact that the railroads
have discontinued the use of their car tracers,
many consignments are miscarried while in transit, as there is a likelihood that a shipment
consigned to New York may turn up in New
Mexico or vice versa.
A great many of the manufacturers were also
inconvenienced somewhat by the recent coal
shortage, which was brought about by the big
blizzards during the middle of January, but the
fuel administration proved its worth in the emergency by literally commandeering numerous
train loads of coal throughout the South and
heading them off to Chicago. The railroad situation is bad throughout the entire country at
present, as is well known; and for this reason
jobbers as well as the retail dealers handling
the products of the old-established concerns located in various ports of the country have suffered from a shortage of goods. The mediumpriced machine has created such a strong demand throughout the trade that the stocks of
the dealers have been rapidly depleted.
While the "heatless Monday" edict has been
a means of curtailing the retail business to -a
certain extent so far as the sale of instruments
is concerned it has had a tendency to cause
impetus in the record business. Those of the
people who already owned machines are at
present coming down on Saturdays and loading
up with records that will tide them over the
"double holiday." There is also quite a demand
for records on Tuesdays, owing to the fact that
theatres and moving picture houses are compelled to close that day and people are prepared, therefore, to spend the evening at home.
The dealers who keep their fingers on the public's pulse by watching the bookings of the big
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shows that are billed for Chicago are the ones
reaping the harvest in the record business at
present. For example, the demand for popular music such as is being used by the Ziegfeld
Follies'at present in Chicago is very brisk. The
wiser dealers have got in their supplies of these
songs months ago, and are therefore, able to
take care of the demand. There are musical
shows that will reach Chicago in the near future
which will also create a demand for other selections, and those dealers who have been farsighted enough to watch the bookings of these
big shows have a plentiful supply of records on
hand to care for the demand as it arises. There
is still the shortage of steel needles, but not so
great as during the holiday period, as shipments
of these are coming in in fair shape at present,
having been ordered several months ago.
Discusses Conditions Exhaustively
H. P. Ellis, of the Chicago Talking Machine
Co., reports that they are still inconvenienced
by the bad shipping conditions. "We have,"
said Mr. Ellis, "deliveries on the way that had
been shipped from the factory on December 12.
They are some place between here and the Victor factory, but just where we don't know. As
the railroad companies are usinig their car
tracers for other purposes, the shipper has to
look out for himself. We have, therefore, employed a man who does nothing else but tear
up and down the railroad tracks trying to locate our shipments for us. The only way we
are receiving the goods from the Victor factories at present is through a very roundabout
route. The city of Camden seems to be entirely tied up so far as the railroads are concerned, and for this reason shipments are being
sent by boat through either Norfolk or Newport News, and then placed upon the cars and
shipped to their destination over the B. & O.
and C. & O. We can trace our cars, up to the
time they are loaded on the trains at these
points,lockbut
that"them.
it takes a veritable SherHolmesafter
to find
"Records are coming in by express and this
is increasing our overhead expenses materially.
The record situation so far as popular selections
are concerned is very grave at present. The
demand is exceedingly strong, and the factories
are working to capacity. Nevertheless shipments are a bugbear in this instance also. A

THE

great many of our dealers who profited by our
advice and ordered ahead way back in October
and November are profiting. There are also a
great many dealers who have a large supply on
hand of records other than the popular ones, but
they never took the trouble to use their salesmanship ability in selling these records. They
just merely put them in stock and took a chance
on their being called for, as they devoted ^their
time to selling the popular numbers. These
dealers are now having a demand for popular
stuff, but are unable to fill them. They have,
therefore, taken the trouble to go over their
stock and are finding numerous selections that
can be sold with little effort, as they are selections that give satisfactory returns to the purchaser. All that these records needed was a
little energy behind them, and now that they
are being pushed they are selling in the majority
of cases better than the popular ones. We have
a plentiful supply of these records on hand, and,
therefore, can take care of the demand, as they
are all good sellers and are liked by the purchaser ifhe is given the opportunity to hear
them. By pushing these records the dealer cannot only relieve the situation materially, but
can continue to do a good business as well if
he will just expend a little energy towards pushing these numbers. In machines, the demand
for elevens and fourteenth got beyond the control of the dealers and the demand for these
instruments grew to such proportions that the
dealers' stock was rapidly depleted in many instances early in the season. The wise ones,
therefore, began pushing the tens and sixteens,
and these models have proved very satisfactory
in taking care of the demand."
New Repeating Device
The Repeat-o-graph Co., of Illinois, is being
incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 for
the manufacture of a new device for a repeater
and stop for talking machines. The attorney
for the company says that their clients do not
wish to make any announcement at present alth ough they will furnish details regarding their
organization and product in the near future.
Exhibitors at the Furniture Show
The January furniture show in Chicago was
a big success notwithstanding trade conditions
that were not considered altogether favorable.
(Continued on page 79)
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In the various buildings on Wabash avenue devoted to exhibits there were a number of displays of talking machines, and the exhibitors all
seemed to be satisfied with the amount of business done. Among those having displays were
the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Elmbrola
Talking Machine Co., Vitanola Talking Machine
Co., Mandel Mfg. Co., and the United Phonographs Corp.
B. & H. Fibre Co. Preparedness
"Notwithstanding existing conditions," said
F. D. Hall, president of the B. & H. Fibre Co.,
"there seems to be no let-up in the amount of
orders coming in for our product. These orders are not coming in from any particular part
of the country in excess to other parts, but it is
general all over the country, and for this reason Iarri inclined to believe that the only thing
that will interfere with the trade in general
this year will be transportation. While several
of my most expert and valuable employes have
been called to the colors there has been no
interruption to our progress. It is, of course,
a hard matter to get workers to make fibre
needles, as it takes from four to five months to
drill them properly. Nevertheless, I was prepared in a measure for the loss of some of my
most valued employes, because I always keep
several in training prepared for any emergency
that may arise. The absentees who have been
called to the colors have been assured by me
that whenever they return their same positions
will be waiting for them, and not only that, but
I think that I will have a mighty pleasant little
surprise awaiting each one just as soon as he
returns, as I am keeping their names on the
salary list, and every payday I put their salary
into a savings account which was taken out
under their name. Therefore, should any of
them come home and be physically unfit for
work they will have a little nest egg waiting
for them which they don't expect.
"I have been receiving a great number of testi-
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monials from people all over the country who
have purchased the B. & H. fibre needle pointer.
Some of these letters are very amusing and
others are written by intelligent, keen thinkers,
and the prevailing statement which seems to
appear in all of them is "best I have ever used."
In making this statement, perhaps one is apt to be
skeptical and accuse me of braggadocio; nevertheles Imake this statement in all fairness. It
is only the quotation contained in a great number of these testimonials which have been received recently, and, therefore, is not original on
Gets Responsible Position
Miss
H.
McCormack, formerly with the talkpart."
my
ing machine section of the Hillman department
store, is now connected with the Wade Talking
Machine Shop, and is in charge of the record
department. Miss McCormack is a very capable
young lady and, although having been in the
talking machine business for a little over a year,
has proven her worth in this short space of
time and is considered a valuable asset to the
Wade Shop.
Acquire Canadian Patents
The Orilla Furniture Co., of Orilla, Canada,
have recently made arrangements with the Automatic Container Co., of Chicago, whereby they
have acquired the Canadian patent rights to
manufacture the automatic filing devices that
are produced by the latter company. A. V.
Taylor, superintendent of the company, has
written a letter to Mr. Read, president of the
Automatic Container Co., in which he states
that there is a very big demand for this product
throughout Canada. The holiday trade reached
proportions far beyond their expectations, nevertheless with their completely equipped factory
and their unlimited stock on hand they were able
to take care of the demand.
Mr. Read states that the business of the Automatic Container Co. has progressed steadily
of late and had grown to such proportions that
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from page 77)

it has become necessary to enlarge their factory
facilities. For this reason he has made arrangements with a cabinet manufacturer located
in Buffalo to make the necessary cabinets in
that city and handle the Eastern trade from the
Buffalo factory.
Arthur D. Geissler a Visitor
A. D. Geissler, president of both the Chicago
Talking Machine Co. and the New York Talking Machine Co., spent last week in Chicago
looking after the business interests of both
companies.
New Victor Store
The Pearson Piano Co., of Anderson, Indr, a
branch of the Pearson Piano Co., of Indianapolis, have acquired the Victor stock of the
Meyer Bros. Drug House, of Anderson. The
Pearson Piano Co. have a well-established wareroom in Anderson, and are better able to take
care of the talking machine business, being a
piano house, than were the Meyer Bros. Drug
House. They have been located in their present premises for the past year and a half and
have a very fine trade established. They have
fitted up their wareroom with the necessary demonstration booths and have a competent sales
force to handle this business.
Brunswick Doings
"The year of 1917 surpassed our expectations
and the new year has started off with a rush,"
said H. B. Bibb, sales manager of the phonograph division of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co. "The number of new contracts coming in
daily is very gratifying indeed. We are very
fortunate in having our factory located in Dubuque, Iowa, as it is west of the Mississippi
river and does not come under the Garfield
fuel saving order. Our plant is working overtime and while some difficulty is being experienced in moving freight to the Eastern territory,
we are able to keep our different branches supplied with stock by making express shipments.
(Continued on page 81)
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Indications point strongly to the fact that music lovers prefer to make up their selection of records by names of singers of
musical organizations instead of by name of record makers.
The Brunswick plays all records.
This includes Pathe Records.
An alliance between Brunswick and Pathe gives each
Brunswick dealer the right to handle Pathe Records. This includes one of the largest musical collections in the world — all
the latest hits, all the great operas, all the instrumental and
band selections.
The Brunswick is the premier instrument with the allrecord feature. All Brunswick dealers unite in the belief that
this new-day phonograph is destined to dominate the entire
musical world.
Nine customers out of ten, once they hear The Brunswick
and compare it with others, prefer it. And no Brunswick owner
would ever go back to an old-type machine.
Dealers with a vision of tomorrow's trade, men who want to
know more about the tendency of the times, are invited to write
to us so that we may present further interesting and important
facts. For those who are looking ahead, we have a very interesting proposition.
THE
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largest furniture dealers in the U. S."
G. F. Gamble is the new Brunswick representative in the New Orleans territory.
The large wall map of the United States hanging in Mr. Bibb's office, which designated by
means of small tacks the location of Brunswick
dealers throughout the country, is beginning to
look like a forest. The central States are completely covered and the Western States as well
as the Pacific Coast States are filling up rapidly.
A. G. Kendrick, in charge of the Brunswick's
Eastern territory, is showing some speed in securing new accounts.
Edward Strauss, formerly connected with the
Chicago office of the Brunswick Co., has been
transferred to their New York office, of which
he will be general manager.
Wallace Brown, the live wire Brunswick dealer of Detroit, hopped into Chicago on a visit
one day last week, stirred things up a bit and
then hopped back to Detroit.
Among other Brunswick visitors to Chicago
within the past week were J. Lane, of the Brunswick Shop, Toledo, and G. F. Standke, manager
of the Brunswick Shop, Indianapolis.
E. S. Bristol, who covers in a most intensive
way thirty-six counties in northern and central Illinois, has been spending a week or so in
Chicago attending the furniture show. Mr. Bristol has had remarkable success in the restricted
but populous territory covered by„him.
The New F. & W. Sound Box
The F. & W. Mfg. Co., of this city, is about
to place on the market a new and distinctive
sound box. It is constructed on new lines, inasmuch as the sound waves have no direct communication with the tone arm, but are passed
through a separating partition into an acoustic

Convincing
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unsolicited
and
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to

every

letters

day's

characteristic
us

by

the

letter

dealer

from page 79)
ager who won the cup for three months, and
notwithstanding the fact that he did not register his first victory until October, Mr. Yerkes
won the cup with three consecutive victories.
Mr. Yerkes won the President Whitten district managers' cup as district manager of the
Middle West territory, and W. L. Sprague,
manager of the Minneapolis branch, is also
being congratulated upon this victory, for his
branch was a most important factor in bringing
the trophy to the Chicago division. The final
result of the contest was in doubt until the
last moment, for several of the district managers
had been winners for two months, and needed
only one more victory to clinch their right to
permanent possession of the cup.
"All Through the Night"
Mr. Griffith, in charge of the stockroom of
trte Chicago Talking Machine Co., came down
to work the other day wearing a big grin on
his face, said good morning to everyone in the
office, and then began to pass cigars around to
the boys. When asked the reason of his generosity he replied: "The stork brought a new
baby girl to our house last night, so I have a
sneaking suspicion it is up to me to receive congratulations." After giving everyone in the office acigar he tipped his hat over one eye and
sauntered majestically to his desk in the stockroom. Soon after, strange and various wellknown lullabies issued from a Victrola in the
stockroom.
Talking Machine Shop News
C. L. Davidson, of the Talking Machine Shop,
reports that they are still doing a nice business
regardless of weather conditions and "heatless
Mondays." "Our business for the past month
compares very favorably with the January of last
year," said Mr. Davidson, "and we therefore have
no reason to kick. We have a good supply of
records on hand, just exactly the stuff that people want at present. We are, therefore, able
to fill 90 per cent, of our orders. The trade so
(Continued on page 83)
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or tone chamber, then through proper channels,
into the tone arm. The stylus bar or needle
holder is suspended in an entirely new manner,
making perfect connection, yet without friction,
thus the sound is amplified with excellent results in point of tone and detail. Its reproduction of both vocal and instrumental music is decidedly realistic.
With this sound box, it is claimed that one
can use the fibre needle and get better detail,
and in most cases a volume of tone equal to
the ordinary box with the steel needle, thus
saving wear and tear on records.
The sound box was invented and perfected by
Elmar Fletcher, of Chicago, an old-time phonograph man, having been in the business both in
the making and reproducing of records, before
the molded record was known. The box will
be marketed by Roscoe L. Wickes, a well-known
business man of Chicago, and Mr. Fletcher under
the firm name of the F. & W. Mfg. Co., 6 East
Lake street. The trade will be duly notified
when the box will be ready for the market.
H. A. Yerkes' New Post
H. A. Yerkes has been appointed field sales
manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co. and
will shortly leave his present office in Chicago
to take up his new duties at the Columbia headquarters in New York. He has just returned
from a successful tour of the Central States,
having visited Indianapolis, St. Louis, Kansas
City, Omaha and Minneapolis and reports that
the business throughout the sections of the
country he had just visited is in fine shape and
the dealers he visited are very optimistic. Mr.
Yerkes has just received an- announcement from
the New York headquarters that he has won
the President Whitten district manager's cup,
a handsome sterling silver trophy, which had
been donated by Mr. Whitten, and which had
been keenly contested for among the district
managers throughout the country. The terms
of this contest provided that permanent possession of the trophy rested with the district man-

"A large contract has been closed with Martin Bros. Piano Co. by our representative, K.
Mclnnis, who travels out of a St. Louis office.
C. W. Kalder, who was in charge of our exhibit at the recent Grand Rapid's furniture show,
closed a number of contracts with some of the
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" The Model B Talking Machine I bought of you
reached me last Saturday in splendid condition.
" This machine was my choice among a number of
different ones which l looked at and heard play. I heard 8
other leading machines and none of them came up to the
Umpire. A friend of mine here also has a Model B. The
Empire records are all good, some of them very good.
The machine in appearance is as good as any -$200 cabinet
I have seen and the quality of tone and the simplicity of
operating are superior to anything I have seen for the
Our. files contain many letters from dealers similar to this :
price
"We are in receipt of the Model B Empire Phonograph and must say that it is all you claim it to be, and for
that reason we are mailing you order for four models
today. Please ship these out at once as we have only
one machine on the floor at this time."
Write today for our complete catalogs of Empire
Machines and Empire Records, and full information regarding our Splendid
Dealer Helps
Price $110

Empire
429

South
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Machine
Talking
JOHN H. STEINMETZ, President
Avenue

Co.

Chicago,

111.

The Empire. Model B. conceded to be the greatest value
ever oflered In a high grade
talking machine.
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far this month has been steadily picking up,
and at present is far ahead of the first two weeks
in February, 1917. I think that trade in general has a good year before it, as we are now settling down to business, and the people are not
as flighty as they formerly were when they read
a newspaper, but are taking a more philosophical
view of the situation."
Miss Ruth Lundgren, formerly with the Wade
Shop, is now connected with the sales force of
the Talking Machine Shop, having taken the
place of Mrs. Myrtle Frame, who has joined
the forces of the Davis Phonograph Co. on
Adams and State streets.
Eddie Cantor, with the Ziegfeld Follies Co.,
who plays the part of the son of the character
taken by Bert Williams, just returned from college, came tearing down the street the other
day and dashing into the Talking Machine Shop,
approached Miss Pauline Tishler and whispered savagely, "I must have them at once!"
"What?" stuttered Pauline. "The four new
Heifetz records^— oh, boy, some music — I must
have them."
To Handle Paroquet Record
C. J. Woodward, 57 East Jackson boulevard, has secured the representation for Chicago and Cook County of the Paroquet record,
made in New York. He plans an active campaign in his territory for these products.
Mandel Mfg. Co. Plans Big Things
The Mandel Mfg. Co., Inc., with headquarters
at 501-511 South Laflin street, have consummated
arrangements whereby they will bring their full
line of talking machines to the attention of the
trade in this country in a most prominent way
during the present year. They have concentrated considerable attention on this branch of
their business and are turning out a very attractive line which shows extreme taste in designing, and better still, a most careful attention
to details, as far as tone reproduction is concerned. The Mandel phonographs of 1918 represent the combination and concentration of
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ment and adding four new soundproof demonstrating booths, as well as a new series of record
bins. "Our business has shown a decided improvement for the past month," he stated, "and
is rapidly increasing, due to our extensive advertising throughout the local daily papers as well
as from the combined efforts of twenty-four
women we have working for us on the outside.
These women are bringing in great numbers of
prospects and as a result we are making some
very satisfactory sales. We are handling both
Columbia and Sonora machines as well as the
Wilson talking machine, which is manufactured
by ourselves, and, therefore, have an exceptionally good line that will please the most exacting
New Company Formed
There has just been organized in this city a
purchaser."
new firm which has been incorporated in Illinois
for $10,000 and is known as the National Phonograph Co., Inc. They are located at 2713
West Twelfth street and occupy the three-story
building which was formerly the plant of the
Elkin & Seidel Mfg. Co. They are equipped
with the most modern machinery both steam
and electrical and have the capacity of turning
out 1,500 cabinets a month. Their specialty is
to produce a complete machine for the trade.
Frank Cummings, an experienced and capable
man, is the manager of the company, he was
formerly connected with the World Phonograph Co., and had had charge of the finishing, machine shop, cabinet and assembling departments. The new company at present has
two beautiful and original models prepared for
the general trade and already over 200 machines are on the floor awaiting delivery.
Maurice Hebert represents the new company
as chief designer. He is well known to the
trade as one of the most capable artistic and
original draftsmen in the country. He is known
not only for his work in the talking machine industry which is in itself remarkable but also as
(Continued on page 85)
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some of the keenest minds in the industry, to
the end that their products may be of a standard to win the approbation of the most critical
purchasers. That this enviable position has
been attained is evident from the fact that the
output last year far exceeded expectations, while
the volume of orders which have been reaching
this company since the first of the year, is of
such magnitude as to demonstrate that the Man"del phonographs are constructed along lines
that please the critical purchaser.
Open New Victor Department
Elbe Bros., South Bend, Ind., will formally
open their new Victor department this month.
The new department is beautifully decorated and
is situated on the ground floor of the building.
They have installed twelve beautiful soundproof
record demonstrating booths, and this, together
with their large record department, gives them
the largest Victor department in the State of
Indiana.
New Hillman Manager
Forrest Edwards, formerly connected with the
Rhinehart Piano Co. at Sixty-third and Halsted
streets, is now manager of the Victor department of Hillman's department store. This department is operated by the National Talking
Machines Sales Corp. of Boston.
New Wilson Manager
W. E. Cotter is now in charge of the retail
phonograph department of the Thos. E. Wilson
& Co. warerooms on the corner of Monroe and
Wabash avenue. Mr. Cotter is very well known
throughout the trade, having been for the past
twelve years connected with the firm of the
W. W. Kimball Co. as wholesale traveler, representing them as salesman for pianos and talking machines. He has for his assistant Miss
Margaret Campbell, a very pleasing and charming young woman, who is an experienced "Columbian" girl, having been connected with many
of the largest talking machine departments
throughout the city. Mr. Cotter stated that they
contemplate enlarging their phonograph depart-
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as all

user

has

no adjustments to make.
Best mica used so fastened to the stylus to prevent same from pulling out.
All parts machined to make a perfect mechanical fit.
No adjustments when shifting from Victor to Edison.
Heavy massive design best for correct reproduction.
Permanent adjustment for all records except Pathe, when a weight is applied (see cut), which makes it just exactly right for playing Pathe. This
weight also serves as a retainer for Edison and Pathe needles, which usually
are mixed with the steel needles or lost.
Arm fitted with long telescopic neck to make longer or shorter.
Punched sound box clamping ring has a curvature preventing rubber gasket
from working out.
ALL NEW FEATURE PATENTS APPLIED FOR
We also supply hardware, cabinets, motors and accessories for talking
machines. Ask for our Bulletin.
We maintain an expert motor repair department.
LAKESIDE

SUPPLY
Tel. Harrison 3840

202 South Clark Street

CO.,

Inc.
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the designer of palatial residences. He is the man
who designed the million-dollar residence of
Charles M. Schwab, the steel magnate, and is a
man of international reputation.
Organize New Company
The Empire Phono Parts. Co. was organized at
Cleveland, O., on February 2, and the officers
elected were J. MacNamara, president, and John
H. Steinmetz, secretary and treasurer. Mr.
MacNamara is a pioneer manufacturer of tone
arms, sound boxes, and accessories and was
until recently president of the Union Phonograph Supply Co., of Cleveland, which succeeded
the Union Specialty and Plating Co. He is
well known to the trade as a producer of these
products. Mr. Steinmetz is president of the
Empire Talking Machine Co., of Chicago, and
as is well known is an exponent of quality in
any of the products that he offers to the trade,
and in identifying the Empire trade-mark with
the product of the Empire Phono Parts Co. the
trade is assured that the product of this new
company will conform with standard of quality
that appeals to those seeking excellence and dependability rather than "price" alone.
The Empire Phono Parts Co. occupies the factory located at 1008 West Main street, Cleveland, which is directly opposite the Union Depot.
This factory is equipped with the most modern
machinery and is capable of turning out accurate
products, and also includes as part of its assets
what is considered to be one of the best plating plants in the State of Ohio, and is under the
personal supervision of Mr. MacNamara. They
are already turning out a considerable quantity
of their products and manufacturers who have

!!! ATTENTION!!!
Manufacturers of High Class
Talking Machines
The new "Orotund" tone-arm and reproducer
are now ready.
Universally correct. You can play all records
perfectly and safely with this new tone-arm
outfit.
Artistic in design. Workmanship perfect.
Tone quality exquisite. Acoustically correct.
Two styles— No. 3-A and No. 3-B.
No. 3-A — With mild tone sound-box.
No. 3-B — With loud tone sound-box.
We also make the most perfect universal
attachments for the Victor, Edison and Columbia machines.
Send for circular and prices.
COMBINATION ATTACHMENT CO.
CHICAGO
324 Republic Bldg.

RETAIL PRICE $7.50 EACH
Prices to Bona Fide Dealers
Sample
$4.00 each Lots of 12 to 49
$3.50 each
Lots of 6 to 11
3.75 each Lots of 50 to 100
3.25 each
A further slight reduction on yearly contracts in 100 minimum lot shipments.
OUR
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seen and tested these products are enthusiastic
about them. They have also applied for design
patents on their new tone arm, thus protecting
not only themselves but their patrons. They
will cater to the phonograph manufacturers by
producing standard goods of recognized merit.
The sales offices are located at 427 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, and are in charge of Mr.
Steinmetz. All inquiries relative to samples,
etc., may be addressed in his care. They have
prepared other attractive specialties which will
be announced later. The illustration shown
herewith is their number nine tone arm shown
with connections and motor board equipment.
The sound box is turned back permitting inser-

Empire Tone Arm and Sound Box No. 9
tion of the needle. This feature appeals to the
consumer, as there is no possibility for the
needle or jewel point to be set at an improper
angle. The Empire equipment allows no chance,
therefore, to injure the record while changing
needles and all movable joints connecting with
the sound box are screwed joints, which assure
no looseness of parts.
Some Recent Visitors
Among the visiting dealers to Chicago this
month were: H. E. Whitman, manager Pearson Piano Co., Indianapolis, Ind.; John F. Ditzell, manager Famous-Barr Co., St. Louis, Mo.;
Thor Norberg, proprietor Norberg Music House,
Moline, 111.; Miss Mary E. Carroll, manager J.
C. Baxter Piano Co., Davenport, la.
Magnola Progress
The Magnola Talking Machine Co., which, as
everyone now knows, is backed by the same capital and the great experience of the M. Schulz
Co., one of the largest piano manufacturers in
the world, is having wonderful success with the
Magnola talking machine. Representing years
of experience in the acoustic field and also in
the production of high-grade cabinet work these
people have just naturally produced a talking
machine in the Magnola that is distinctive and
right. Furthermore, it has been a comparatively
easy thing for them to build up a large trade,
because they have the confidence of piano dealers everywhere. In the first stage of their existence the Magnola was sold largely in the piano
trade. All they had to do was simply tell dealers
they had a talking machine, and the dealers said

from page 83)

to themselves, "A product made by a company
of which Otto Schulz is president," and ordered
witho-ut seeing the machines. They have had
no occasion to regret their action as steadily increasing repeat orders has clearly shown.
Ribolla's Interesting Comment on Trade
"Reports coming in from our Canadian office
show a striking gain in business for the past
year. This increase tends to progress steadily,
and from present indications the talking machine business of Canada will be bigger than
ever this year," said S. A. Ribolla, sales manager of the Chicago office of the Otto Heineman Motor Co. "Similar conditions existing to-day in this country now existed in Canada
at the beginning of the war. Up there they
were disorganized to a great extent and business
in general was demoralized when the war broke
out, but conditions have adjusted themselves to
such an extent that at present they are running
on in a normal manner and business is nearly
back to its normal condition. The war had a
tendency in that country to stimulate the music
industry
to
day. and this is steadily gaining from day
"This situation in Canada' is the fact upon
which I base my convictions that war conditions
in the United States will ultimately make business better," continued Mr. Ribolla, "and for
that reason I see a good year ahead of us. The
Canadian Government has practically stamped
music as a necessity. We know that the big
limited companies who make a specialty of talking machines throughout Great Britain and her
possessions show a more material increase in
their business than they have for many years.
There would be a greater increase if their capacity were not limited by the war departments
as they are compelled to do a certain amount of
governmental work. The little slump experienced in this country for the few months preceding the holidays has passed. A great many
(Continued on page 86)
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FOR PATHE and EDISON RECORDS
These needles are made in Switzerland
of Asiatic Sapphires, which are recognized as the best.
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SendPrice
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Quotations given on larger quantities.
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dealers are carrying over a large amount of they certainly are doing things down there.
business. With more women wage earners
Many of our dealers have reported that their
than we ever had before, combined with the
business has increased materially in the past
wonderful crops we had all over the country in year and that the holiday trade was very satisthe past year, which necessarily brought with
them better wages than ever before, there is factory." The Six Best Record Sellers
bound to be a notable improvement in business
The Columbia library announce the six best
in the near future."
sellers for the month as follows. "Alleluia Haec
Returns From Eastern Trip
Dies" and "Veni Jesu" (Paulist Choristers of
L. E. Noble, manager of the wholesale VicChicago); "Barbiere Di Sivighia," "Largo Al
trola department of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
Factotum" (Make Way for the Factotus) ; "Batreturned last week from a trip through the East,
tle Hymn of the Republic" and "Star Spangled
where he visited several of the large Eastern
Banner"; "The Best Things in Life Are Free"
cities, as well as the Rudolph Wurlitzer headand "For You a Rose"; "Calling Me Home to
quarters at Cincinnati. "I received quite a You" and "There's a Long, Long Trail"; "Cashake-up on January 23," said Mr. Noble.
price Viennois" (Opus No. 2) and Thais "Meditation," aviolin solo.
"While aboard the Manhattan Limited, running
The six best sellers for Pathe for the past
through Philadelphia about three miles outside
of North Philadelphia, something happened and
month are: "The Honeysuckle and the Bee"
all the coaches piled up. One man was killed
and "Pansy Faces"; "Liberty 'Loan March"
and eight men were injured severely, but I man(Sousa) and "The Invincible Eagle" (Sousa) ;
aged to escape unscathed. The visit I paid to
"Gold and Silver Waltz" and "Jack o' Lantern"
the Victor factory left me full of optimism, as
(Medley Fox Trot); "The Darktown Strutter's
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Republic

New Styles
To Fit
All Makes of
Tone- Arms.
Now Ready
for Shipment.
Patented Aub. 28, '17
Simple construction. Easily attached. No
Talking Machine complete without it.
Samples $1.00 each, cash with order.
State mal^e of tone-arm used.
Write for attractive quantity prices.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC
Room 400, 425 S. Wabash

BRAKE CO.
Ave., Chicago

follows: "My Sweetie" and "Some Sunday
Morning"; "Midsummer Night's Dream" (Orchestral); "Over There" and "Laddie Boy";
"Stars and Stripes Forever" and "Fairest of the
Fair" (Sousa); "Somewhere in France is the
Lily" and "My Sweetheart is Somewhere in
France"; "Modern Maiden's Prayer" and "That's
the Kind of a Baby for Me."
Big Order for Uniset Reproducer
The Uniset Reproducer Co., which is located
in the Cable Building, Jackson boulevard and
Wabash avenue, expect to make deliveries of
the "Uniset Reproducer" the second week in
February. Manufacturers who have tested this
reproducer
are enthusiastic over its great possibilities.
W. Hadart, vice-president and general manager of the company, has just closed contracts
with a large phonograph company in the Middle West, which manufactures 75,000 machines a
year. This is only one of several important

any kind.

"All Orders F. O. B. Factory"

OTTAWA

Brake

deals that emphasizes how the "Uniset Reproducer" will play a prominent part in the industry this year.
As was mentioned in this department last
month this reproducer is an absolute departure
from all other sound boxes that are now on the
market. It will play all records no matter of
what make or description, including Victor,
Columbia, Edison, Pathe and Gennett, etc., in
one and the same position without change of

Capacity 300 Machines per Day

Tone chamber made of genuine Spruce.
No metal.
Cabinets made of 5-ply stock.
Construction guaranteed.
Motors and equipments, vising double
spring motors, highest standard of
Quality.
Electric motor $25.00 extra.
Tone modifier, built in as part of the
machine, not an attachment. Patent applied Jor.
Plays all records with the same attachment.

The Perfect Automatic

Ball" (Fox Trot) and "Homeward Bound" (Medley One Step); "Leave It to Jane" (Medley Fox
Trot) and "Umbrellas to Mend" (One Step);
"Pigtails and Chopsticks" (Xylophone Solo)
and "Concert Polka" (Xylophone Solo).
Edison's six best sellers for the month are:
"Battle Hymn of the Republic" (Old Plantation Melody); "My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice
— Samson and Dalilah" and "Triumphal March
— Aida"; "Loin du Bal" and "Marche Lorraine"; "New York Blues (Rag Classical)" and
"Saxaphone Sobs"; "Ellis March (Instrumental
Duet)" and "One, Two, Three, Four Medley
(Waltz)"; "It's Nice to Get Up in the Mornin' "
and "When the Bonnie, Bonnie Heather is
Blooming
(I'llbest
Return,
Laurie
to You)."
Victor six
sellersAnnie
for the
month
are as

Phonographs

Quality
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iharles H. Green Coming
Charles^rl. Green, who will be the manager
of the National Music Show at the Grand Central Palace, New York, during the piano convention in June, will be in Chicago this month.
He will be prepared to outline in detail the plans
for the show to the local manufacturers. Mr.
Green was very successful in his conduct, not
only of the previous piano exhibitions, but also
of shows in other lines, consequently the Music
Trade Exhibitors' Association is to be congratulated on having secured him for this year's
event.
Talking machines will be featured at this
year's show on an elaborate scale, as they were
last year in this city.
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Wm. Tures, of Combination Attachment Co.,
Has Built Up an Excellent Business With the
"Orotund" Universal Tone Arm and Sound Box

Attractive Volume Just Issued Includes All
Records Up to January, 1918 — It Is Carefully
Indexed and Interestingly Prepared

Popular Edison Artist Married to Daniel M.
Clemon, of Pittsburgh — Spending Their
Honeymoon in Chicago, Many Congratulations

Chicago, III., Feb. 10. — Wm. Tures of the
Combination Attachment Co. with headquarters
in the Republic Building is a man who conducts
his own business in
such good shape
that the men observing him want to
avail themselves of
the same intelligence
and energy. Mr.
Tures has recently
been made a director of the Republic
Merchants' Association, who conduct
the wonderful service system in the
Wm. Tures
great
building in
which the Combination Attachment Co. is located. He is also a member of the publicity
committee of the same organization. The Republic Item, a sprightly little monthly published in the interests of the Merchants' Association, recently told the history of his life and
also printed the photo cut of him. Mr. Tures
in a recent talk with The World described the
latest introductions in the line of "Orotund"
universal tone arms and sound boxes — combinations which give an excellent tone and also
are adapted to both hill and dale records.
Talking about the combinations represented by
either number 3A or number 3B tone arms and
sound boxes, Mr. Tures said:
"Is mechanically correct as it can be adjusted
to any condition so that the proper angle is
obtained, regardless of the height of the turn
table or the size of the sound box. It is the
only tone arm in which such adjustments can be
obtained. The special adjusting sleeve construction and the continuous tapering elbow
enables the arm to be lowered or raised, also
the tone is carried unobstructed down into the
throat of the tone chamber.

The Empire Talking Machine Co., Chicago,
has just issued a comprehensive record catalog
which lists in convenient form all Empire records issued up to and including January, 1918.
For the convenience of machine owners the records are first listed in alphabetical order, and
then, according to the type of selection whether
concert music, dance music, etc. For the further convenience of the reader there is also a
list provided in the back showing the pages upon
which records of a certain price and size may be
found.
The volume is carefully indexed, and makes a
most impressive showing. It also indicates the
substantial progress that has been made by the
Empire Talking Machine Co. to date in the production of records.

Chicago, III., February 12. — The many friends
in this, city of Miss Christine Miller, the distinguished contralto, who is widely known in
the talking machine trade through her Edison
tone tests and her large repertoire of Edison
records, were somewhat surprised to-day to
learn of her marriage. The happy man is Daniel M. Clemon, formerly one of Carnegie's partners, and one of the big magnates of Pittsburgh,
where it is stated he has prepared a $500,000
home for his beautiful and talented wife. Mr.
and Mrs. Clemon are spending their honeymoon
in Chicago to-day, and are receiving the most
cordial felicitations of a host of friends in the
talking machine trade, for there are few artists
who have such an army of admirers in and outside the industry.

"The graduated or tapering effect is correct
to produce perfect accoustic conditions.
"The tone produced by the sound box is conveyed to the tone chamber in such a way as to
produce rich, clear, musical tones.
"The base of the arm is mounted to swing
on ball bearings, a patent construction not
found in any other tone arm and the only ball
bearing arrangement where all bearings are in
contact at all times, and have a perfect rolling
action.
"A perfect turn back joint which also can be
adjusted, is the most convenient method for
changing needles.
"The universal sound box centers perfectly
when changing from the hill and dale jewel
record to the lateral cut record position.
"The weight is correct so that any record
can be played safely and the fibre needle can be
used universally on all records. This cannot
be said of any other tone arm construction.
"The 'Orotund' universal tone arm and sound
box is a work of art, as it is symmetrical and
very attractive in appearance. It is an ornament
on any talking machine. It was not the idea
of the designer to see how cheap it could be
made, but to embody all the best and important
features to make it the highest grade tone arm
on the market and to produce it at a fair price."
TO EXHIBIT AT NATIONAL

MUSIC

SHOW

Among the leading talking machine companies in the East who have reserved space at
the National Music Show, to be held at the
Grand Central Palace, New York, in June, and
of which Charles H. Green is manager, are Thos.
A. Edison, Inc., the Columbia Graphophone Co.
and the Pathe Freres Co.

I TANOLA
The Quality Goes Clear Through'

Hooverize

Utilize

Model No. 100

Economize

Model No. 125

Model No. 150

Model No. 75

Make

Every

Dollar

Count

And remember — Vita-Nola Talking Machines work in perfect accord with the spirit of
the times — the spirit that demands efficiency without waste.
While good to look at, thoroughly dependable and wonderful tone qualities, not one
. unnecessary dollar goes into the maintenance of a Vita-Nola.
Thousands of people have seen the VITA-NOLA TALKING MACHINES last month
at the furniture exposition. Hundreds of them have commented upon them. And what
they all say is this :
"We had no idea that the VITA-NOLA

was such an extraordinarily good phonograph."

That's our fault. We have been modest. We still are. We believe it is good business
in the long run to give our buyers more than they have been led to expect.
But we know we are selling "MORE
manufacturer.

PHONOGRAPH"

To prove this write for our FREE TRIAL
write for catalog and surprisingly low prices.

Vitanola
501-509

West

Talking
35th

Street

OFFER

for the money than any other

and you will be the judge. Also

Machine

Company

CHICAGO, ILL.
DISTRIBUTORS
J. Pritzlaff Hdwe. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Moore-Handley Hdwe. Co., Birmingham, Ala.
F. W. Hanpeter Furn. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Standard Phonograph & Accessory Co., 1005 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas.
A.
C. McClurg
Co., Chicago.
111.
Vitanola
Distributors
Co., Philadelphia,
Pa.
New England Vitanola Talking Machine Co., Boston,
IVtass.
Caruenter Paper Co., Omaha, Nebr.
Landauer
&
Co.,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Geo. C. Wetherbee & Co., Detroit, Mich.
The Chesterman Co., Sioux City, la.
J. M. Bennett Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
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month that will be lost. Taking these facts into
WANTS TO SEE THE TRAINS MOVE
consideration, in spite of the factories working
at full capacity, how can anyone wonder why
Just a Little Sunshine and Rain Needed, Says
they are not producing the same amount
L. C. Wiswell — Lyon & Healy Resume Conas formerly? That is a concrete example of the
certs— Bartlett Markets Die Castings — New
situation at present, but just as soon as the
Morenus Phonograph — Other Timely Topics
railroads are in good working order again and
Chicago, III., February 11. — "All we want is there are no more added holidays there is cerjust a little sunshine, just a little rain, That
tainly going to be a busy season ahead."
A Good Sales Puller
will melt the snow — so the trains can go, And the
Lyon
&
Healy
have resumed their concert
trade will smile again," mused L. C. Wiswell,
manager of the Victor department of Lyon & season and attracting large numbers of people
daily with their three afternoon performances.
Healy, when called upon by The World this
One of the features of these recitals are two very
month. ''But," he continued, "that's getting to
be an old story now, sad but true. Too much
talented and entertaining young ladies who appear during each performance. Miss Olive June
snow and not enough trains. If the train service
of the country had been normal through the past
Lacy, one of the pleasing entertainers, demonstrates to the audience the applicability of the
month, I don't believe there is a dealer in the
country who would not be doing an enormous
Victrola to the student of vocal culture by singing duets, accompanied by the instrument, while
business to-day, more even than he would have
dared anticipate. It is really surprising, when
the other young lady, Miss Edna Baum, is accompanied byvarious instrumental selections in
one stops to consider,, how great the demand
presenting
classic and fancy dances. Many infor talking machines is to-day."
quiries from prospective purchasers of machines
"A great many dealers ask me this question,"
are resulting from these concerts and numerous
continued Mr. Wiswell. "If the factories are
sales have already been made.
working to capacity how is it that there are not
They Market Die Castings
more machines produced than formerly?" "Now
E. P. Bartlett & Co., jobbers and manufacthat is a very simple question to answer," he
turers' agents of steel copper products, 15 North
continued, 'if one stops to think. In normal
Jefferson street, this city, represent the Indiana
times there is an average of twenty-six working
days during the month. But take January of Die Casting Co. of Indianapolis, in Minnesota,
Michigan, Indiana and Illinois. They not only
this year for example. To begin with there was
take
orders for die castings, but also market the
the usual New Year's holiday, four Sundays and
four half-day holidays on Saturday making the company's complete tone arms, sound boxes and
average of seven days that the factories were
stylus bars. They are in a position to manufacidle that month. But added to this we have had
ture to order practically all parts for talking
machines.
They report excellent business.
packed on a five-day shutdown on account of
New
Morenus Phonograph
conserving fuel, as well as two heatless Mondays, which makes a total of fourteen days that
The Morenus Piano Co., well-known manufacturers of pianos and player-pianos on West
were lost out of the thirty-one. For the month
Superior street, corner of Orleans street, Chiof February we have before us, counting Suncago, have entered the talking machine trade
days, Saturday half days, Lincoln's and Washwith
a
line which is well worthy of the attention
ington's birthdays as well as the four heatless
Mondays a total of twelve full days out of the of dealers ever}'where.
R. F. Morenus, presi-
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The horn, which is entirely of wood, is built on the principle of the saxophone and enters
the tone chamber at the bottom, not the top. The tone is big and full but mellow, and the reproduction ofthe artist's voice or instrument is faithful to an unusual degree.
Among the other features is a unique tone moderator which actually graduates : an exceptionally high grade and acoustically correct tone arm and reproducer, and a cover support
which makes handling the lid a delight.
The case designs are rigid and the cabinet work and finish unexcelled.

The MORENUS
A.

OAK,

B.

MAHOGANY,

C.

OAK

and

341-371

50

Superior

125

"

150

Send for our nen> descriptive catalog

MORENUS
West

Retail price $110

"

MAHOGANY,

Very liberal discounts to the trade

The

is in 3 STYLES
48 inches high.

Street

PIANO

dent of the company, himself a practical piano
manufacturer of many years' experience, naturally turned his attention to the acoustic proposition at the start. The horn of the Morenus
machine is shaped like a saxophone and enters
the toile chamber from the bottom instead of
the top. It is made entirely of wood and the
tone, which is big and vibrant although large
in volume, is in no way unpleasant. Play the
machine with a fibre needle and you get the fine
result. It is equipped with a unique graduating
tone modifier, which Mr. Morenus himself designed. The machine has a high-grade reproducing tone arm and many little conveniences which
are calculated to please the consumer. It is
equipped with a Chicago hinged cover support.
The Morenus is made in three attractive styles,
retailing respectively at $110, $125 and $150.
Ottawa Pianophone Co. Progress
The Ottawra Pianophone Co., with general
sales offices at 802 Republic Building, Chicago,
states that the factory at Ottawa,. notwithstanding the deterrence caused by the "fuelless Mondays" and difficulty in making their shipments, is
now rapidly heading towards the desirable state
of being able to make shipments of Hiawatha
talking machines with some degree of promptness. They also show some very fine letters
from dealers who have been selling these excellent machines in direct competition with other
machines, all of which goes to show that the
merits of the Hiawatha are being widely recognized.
Death of Mr. Ryde, Sr.
James Ryde, father of J. B. Ryde, assistant
manager of the Victrola department of Lyon &
Healy, died at his home, 7239 Princeton avenue,
Wednesday, January 30. He is survived by his
widow, two sons and one daughter. Albert
Ryde, one of the sons, is at present in training
at the Great Lakes Naval Station, Great Lakes,
111. The funeral was a private affair, the services being conducted at the family home and
interment was at the Oakwoods Cemetery.

CO.

CHICAGO,
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Columbia Graphophone Co
Woolworth Building, New York

PATRIOTISM

ON RECORDS

Words of Leaders Will Be Heard All Over the
Country — Campaign to Start Soon
The Four-Minute Men, who now make
speeches to audiences on the war work of the
country, will soon have their rivals in the
addresses of leaders of America and her allies,
which will be taken on the talking machine
and delivered far and wide to public meetings
throughout the country. The new idea was conceived by Guy Golterman, a St. Louis attorney,
who is now in the East in the interest of the
Nation's Forum, the organization which he has
founded to push the work. He is indorsed by
the Committee on Public Information, which
sees in this new method the possibility of getting the war speeches of America's leaders, not
only in their own words, but in their own voices,
before the entire country.
Among the American leaders who have
already made five-minute records for the movement are Secretaries McAdoo, Daniels, Baker
and Lane; Frank A. Vanderlip, Samuel Gompers, Senators Harding and Lewis, Champ Clark,
James W. Gerard and Otto H. Kahn. Mr.
Golterman expects to add to this list General
Pershing and the leaders of the armies, navies,
and civil governments of Great Britain, France,
Italy and Belgium. The master records on
which the speeches have been recorded are on
plates of steel and will be preserved in the
Government archives at Washington. For use
at public meetings, in moving picture theatres,
lodge rooms, assembly halls, Y. M. C. A. auditoriums, and similar gathering places, other
records will be manufactured in great numbers,
and on the reverse of each record will be a

TEST offered to dealers to
prove the superiority of
Wall-Kane Steel Needles
Take two standard disc records of the
same selection, play one ten times with
the same WALL-KANE loud needle;
play the other record, the same selection,
ten times, but with ten, new, full tone
steel needles.
You will find that the record played
ten times with the same WALL-KANE
needle will sound clearer, will have less
surface noise, and that under the magnifying glass the grooves of the record
played ten times, with the ten steel
needles will seem to be more disturbed.
Beware

of Imitations

Package of 50 WALL-KANE needles.
Loud, Extra Loud and Medium, greater
value than 500 ordinary steel needles, retails for 10c, costs the dealer 6j4c.
Jobbing territories open.
Progressive Phonographic Supply Co.
145 West 45th Street, New York

selection of patriotic music. These records will
be spoken by especially manufactured talking
machines, which will project the voice for a distance much further than usual.

"as I looked at the facsimile of Washington's
farewell, and the original of Lincoln's Gettysburg address, in the Congressional Library. I
profoundly wished that the vitality of their
voices could have been preserved."

"The idea came to me," said Mr. Golterman,

LIVE

PUBLICITY

Detroit, Mich., Febr u a r y 12. — -Wallace
Brown, the wellknown talking machine man of this city,
is a hustler, and especially so when it
comes to concentrating the attention of
the public on the
Brunswick Shop,
which he controls, and
the Brunswick phonograph, which he handles. The illustrations
herewith give a very
impressive idea of his
activity in this direction. One shows two
different sign boards
which are used by Mr.
Brown on the roads
leading to Detroit, and
the second illustration
shows Wallace
Brown's Brunswick
Shop ad, which he is
using in this city. This
is advertising of a result-producing kind.

OF
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PHONOGRAPH
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MILESfoDETROIT
CITY HALL
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Wallace Brown

Wallace
31 East Grand River Ave.

IN ONE

Brown

31 East Grand RiverAvc.

J
Two Signboards Used by Mr. Brown on Roads Leading to Detroit

in

Sign Used by Mr. Brown in the City of Detroit

FORM MILLION DOLLAR CORPORATION
The Aluminum Ware Mfg. Co., of Elmira, to
Take Over Toyphone & Woodware Co.
Elmira, N. Y., February 8. — A new million dollar corporation, with its plant and home offices
in this city, has been formed recently under the
name of the Aluminum Ware Mfg. Co., of
Elmira. The consolidation effected absorbs the
National Aluminum Works of this city, the Toyphone and Woodware Mfrs. Corp., of New York
City, and the Aluminum Distributing Co., of New
York. The latter is a sales company headed by
James H. Opp and this company undertakes to
sell the whole production of the three plants.
The Aluminum Ware Mfg.' Co., in taking over
the Toyphone and Woodware Co., New York,
secures the patents for a talking machine which
this company has made and exploited during
the past year. This machine has met with considerable success^ and all of the parts will be
manufactured at the new company's plant in
Elmira.
The Mirrorphone Co., of Troy, O., has been
incorporated with a capital of $10,000 to take
over the output of the Lorimer-Hicks Co.,
manufacturers of the Lorophones.

"COMBINATION"

PLAN

INTERESTS

Trade Well Pleased With "Combination" Plan
. of Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.
In a chat with The World this week, Otto
Heineman, president of the Otto Heineman
Phonograph Supply Co., Inc., New York, commented upon the fact that the manufacturers
throughout the country are very well pleased
with the "combination" plan that the company
featured in last month's issue of The World.
In this plan Mr. Heineman called attention
to an ideal combination for an $85 machine;
this combination including the Heineman motor
No. 77, tone arm No. 11 and Ideal sound box
No. 2. An ideal combination for a $165 machine
was featured as the Meisselbach motor No. 18,
tone arm No. 98 and sound box No. 20.
These two combinations are being used to excellent advantage by talking machine manufacturers who state that the motors, tone arms and
sound boxes featured are ideally adapted for the
different types of machines presented in this
combination plan. The Heineman motor No. 77
and Meisselbach motor No. 18 are recognized as
two of the most popular motors on the market
and talking machine manufacturers state that
they are giving excellent service.
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How Eugene E. Hardie Has Increased Columbia Sales by Demonstrating Records Over the
Phone — His Plan of Operation Interesting

MORE

Butte, Mont., February 11. — A novel idea has
been introduced by Eugene E. Hardie, who has
charge of the Columbia Graphophone department of the Newbro Drug Co., of this city, for
increasing the sales, by demonstrating records
over the telephone. He has had a telephone installed specially for this purpose and has fixed
up a separate booth and apparatus which allows
any person to hear any record over the phone
just as clear as if they were standing by the
machine. And from the success that the Newbro Drug Co. has had there is no doubt it would
be to the advantage of any dealer to try Mr.
Hardie's plan. He says that during the cold
and wet weather they had to have a demonstrator specially to take the calls and demonstrate
the records, and, if the calls increase, that they
will have to install more telephones and special booths. If you don't think this works call

we

are

MACHINE

TIME FOR INCOME

TAX RETURN

Time Limit Moved From March 1 to April 1 by
Internal Revenue Commissioner Roper
Washington, D. C, February 11. — Internal
Revenue Commissioner Roper announced to-day
that the time for filing income and excess profits
returns had been extended from March 1 to
April 1. The ruling applies also to reports on
payments of more than $800 a year to be made
by employers and business enterprises, and
covers incomes both above and below $3,000
and corporation incomes.
Delay in the preparation of blank forms and
regulations was the principal cause of the post-

orders

A. SCHREINER

GETS

NEW

POST

Is Appointed Manager of Sales Promotion Department at Local Wholesale Branch of Columbia Co.— Well Known in the Trade
William A. Schreiner has been appointed manager of the sales promotion department of the
wholesale branch of the Columbia Graphophone

J. C. Fulton has arranged to carry a line of
phonographs and records in his sewing machine
store
at 231 South Broad street, Middletown,
Pa.

to accept
and

WM.

ponement.

Wm. A. Schreiner
Co., at 55 Warren street, New York. This department isa division of the local branch which
devotes its entire time to co-operating with the
Columbia dealers in the development of Columbia Grafonola and record business. This
department carries out the activities of the executive dealer service department, which plans
and prepares all such material for the Columbia dealers throughout the country.
Mr. Schreiner is well known in the local trade,
having formerly been a member of the Columbia Co.'s sales organization and also occupying
important posts in various retail talking machine establishments. He is therefore splendidly equipped to render the dealers efficient
service in his new position, as he thoroughly understands their problems and can handle their
requirements adequately.

Last

able
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up No. 162 Butte, Mont., and Mr. Hardie will
demonstrate personally and to your satisfaction.
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RAISE PRICE OF SCHUBERT MACHINES
Bell Talking Machine Corp. Will Assume War
Tax, However — Also Introduce New Style —
Extra Charge for Walnut Machine and Electric Motor — Mr. Rummell Discusses Situation
Playrite
and

Melotone

Needles

If
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CHANCE

at

to get

once
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ON

HAND

Don't delay, for we cannot promise
Continued IMMEDIATE
delivery
Samples

and

Price List Mailed

on Request

The Bell Talking Machine Corp., 44 West
Thirty-seventh street, New York, has announced
an increase in prices of the Schubert phonographs, and the introduction of one new style,
to be known as Standard No. 75. The increase
in the price averages about $15.00 per machine,
and the company assumes the war tax, while
an extra charge is made for machines of walnut, the regular styles including mahogany and
oak. A charge of $30.00 is to be made where
it is desired to have a machine equipped with
electric motor. The new prices, which will go
into effect on April 1, are as follows: Unity,
Style 60, $60; Standard, No. 75, $75; Opera, No.
100, $100; Melody, No. 115, $115; Concert, No.
165, $165; Grand, No. 215, $215.
L. Rummel, speaking to a representative of
The World this week, said: "We have taken
great care to see that our regular customers are
provided for, and during the last year, even
through the holiday season, we made this our
policy, not taking on new customers until our
regular trade had been well taken care of.
Owing to the increase and cost of material we
have been forced to increase our prices, and
are laying plans for a greater increase in facilities, so that we may give even better service
than we have in the past."

MAN_
Talking Machine Co.
97 Chamb ERS St. Near Cmubcm St New York
Factory Distributers Victor Talking Machines

Frank T. Nutze, vice-president and sales
manager of Stephenson, Inc., New York, manufacturers of the Stephenson Precision motor,
who has been visiting the Western trade, going as far as the Pacific Coast, has booked some
large orders.
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" Thornton Burgess Week."
There will be a full
page advertisement in the Saturday Evening Post and
Youth's Companion
appearing February 28th. And
in a large list of newspapers there will appear three
advertisements — all featuring
Time
Stories on Columbia

Thornton
Records.
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SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

TRADE

NEWS

January Proved a Better Month Than Was Predicted—C. S. Ruggles Visits New York— Fitzgerald Music Co. Recitals — Other News
Los Angeles, Cal., February 6. — January proved
a better month than was predicted by most of
the local dealers. Scarcity of stock has, of
course, been a great handicap to the merchants,
and now it is not a case of ordering from your
jobber, but take what he can give you and be
satisfied.
The demand for the large models continues
brisk, and most of the dealers are entirely out of
them by now, with little hopes for future deliveries.
Southern California is experiencing the dryest
winter season in years, and this year's rainfall
is far below normal. Not much damage has
been done so far, but if the rains do not come
soon some of the crops are bound to suffer.
The new draft will take a number of salesmen
who were exempted before, and at the present
writing a number are already on the way to
American Lake.
C. S. Ruggles, manager for Sherman, Clay
& Co., Victor jobbers, has left for New York
to see his youngest son, Wesley Ruggles, who
is due to sail for France in the near future. Mr.
Ruggles will be gone three or four weeks, and
will visit the Victor factory before returning to
the coast. R. B. Bird, from Sherman, Clay &
Co., San Francisco, is taking charge of the local
branch during the absence of Mr. Ruggles.
The Wiley B. Allen Co. have lost two of their
boys this week, Robert F. Raygust having
already been called to the colors, and Walter
Allee expecting to leave in the near future.
The Andrews Music Co. report a fine business
during the month of January, and expects to
also have a good February trade, providing the
stock holds out that long.
Mis Juahita Brown, of the talking machine
department of Barker Bros., was married on
Monday, January 21, to Walter Mack, who left
the next day for the Aviation Training Camp

TALKING

MACHINE

at Atlanta, Ga., preparatory to service in France.
The bride remains in the employ of Barker
Bros.

Secretary Daniels also sent the following telegram to Mr. Edison:
"Congratulations upon your birthday. Your
friends rejoice in your youthful optimism and
clear vision of national needs. It has been a

The Fitzgerald Music Co., which in its phonograph department handles the Edison exclusively, recently gave two Glen Ellison and Edison tone-test recitals. The first was held on
Tuesday of last week and the second on the
Friday following. Both were attended by
crowds that packed the company's recital rooms
to their full capacity, about 500 persons. They
were naturally made the most of in an advertising way. Mr Ellison left Los Angeles after
the second recital for Des Moines, la.
THOS.

A. EDISON

NOW

71 YEARS

privilege to be a co-worker with you."
CONDITION

OF INTERNATIONAL

TRADE

Secretary Redfield Discusses on the Likely
Course of Foreign Trade — Declares Present
Condition Is Deliberately Abnormal
'Fhat the current condition of international
trade is deliberately abnormal is the opinion expressed by Secretary of Commerce Redfield in
a statement addressed to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce on the subject of
foreign trade organization by industries after
the close of the war.

OLD

Well-Known Inventor Passes a New Milestone
in Life — At Present in Florida — No Formal
Celebration at West Orange Factories

"It seems to me," he writes, "there
abnormal stages through which we
before what we may call the normal
flow on international trade will, after
resume its movement.

Thomas A. Edison, head of the Edison interests in Orange, N. J., and honorary president
of the Naval Consulting Board, celebrated his
seventy-first birthday anniversary on February 11.
Owing to his absence there was no formal
celebration at the West Orange plants as has
been the custom for several years past, but his
associates and employes did not let the occasion
go by unnoticed. Since the declaration of war
Mr. Edison has been working for the Government in an effort to solve the U-boat problem
and has taken only one short vacation. He is at
present in Florida with Mrs. Edison.
The "Edison Pioneers," an organization composed of the old associates of Thomas A. Edison, gave a luncheon at the Lawyers' Club on
Monday in celebration of the inventor's birthday, there being forty-five present, and they
took the occasion to send the inventor the following message:
"We, the Edison Pioneers, assembled at our
first annual luncheon to celebrate your birthday, express our pride in your present patriotic
occupation and send you our warmest love and

are two
must go
ebb and
the war,

"First, the current condition is deliberately
abnormal. All the great exporting nations are
directly interfering with the progress of their
export and import trade and treating it as a war
measure on a strictly and avowedly different
basis from that of peace.
"Second, another abnormal state must follow
immediately after the war, which may be described as like the process of settlement to rest
of particles suspended in a fluid in order that
the fluid may become clear. In other words,
there will be a long period of international reconstruction. Itwill take the form, at the beginning, of excessive demands for raw materials
of many kinds, and probably for finished lumber and machinery and certain kinds of equipment. The whole object during this time will
be restoration toward a normal economic manufacturing and productive basis. This period
must be gone through fully before the third
period, which I speak of as the normal condi-

hearty congratulations on this anniversary."

tion, shall arise."

"Pathe
Their
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Records"

Significance

to

the

Dealer:

They signify not only the largest record collection in the world, but
they signify the only records that bear the Pathe Record Guarantee:
Pathe Records Won't Wear Out
We guarantee every Pathe Record to play at least one thousand
times with the Path6 Sapphire Ball without impairing the unexcelled beauty of TONE.
They signify:
No

Needles

to

Change

THE
SAPPHIRE
And itPATHE'
is permanent.
It neverBALL
wears takes
out. the place of needles.
No Needles to Change
THE SAPPHIRE BALL takes the
flace
of needles.
t never
wears out And it is permanent,
Pathe Records Won't
Wear Out
We guarantee every Pathe Record to
play at least one thousand times with
the Pathe^
without
pairing the Sapphire
unexcelled Ball
beauty
of tone.imThe Pathe Phonograph Plays
All Makes of Records
Each Pathe Phonograph, at any price,
plays not only Pathe Records, hut all
other makes of records.

They signify the world-wide Pathe Record Repertoire: Music new to America —
vocal and instrumental celebrities of European fame.
And the Pathe monthly list of patriotic, popular, musical comedy and sentimental
songs and dance hits —
Plus the brilliant Pathe artist personnel:
Muratore, Muzio, Ober, Cavalieri, Didur, Thibaud, Ganz, Bispham,
Grace Hoffman, Slezak, Urlus, Weil, Fitziu, Sammarco, Ruffo, DeCisneros and others.
Of further significance is the fact that Pathe Records, despite their unique guarantee, cost no more than other makes of records —
And the fact that they are subject to a dealer's discount so generous it will well
repay you to investigate — to-day.

The Pathe' "Controla"
With the
may
increase
or Pathe
decrease"Controla"
the tonalyouvolume
of the Pathe Phonograph at will.

FISCHER
940

Chestnut

COMPANY

Avenue

CLEVELAND,

OHIO
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PICTURES

9
The New Process of Producing Motion Pictures
of Color of Nature Invented by Leon F.
Douglass Is Demonstrated in New York

You

need

Record

this
New

System

SOLID ardOak
and Birch in all standfinishes.
Filing
Write for
Our Manual of
350-10 inch
Records

"Mr. Douglass for many years devoted his
time to inventing processes which would bring
superior tone qualities to the talking machine,
and it was due in part to his efforts that the
Victrola has been brought to the high standard
of excellence as a sound reproducer which it enjoys to-day. Having mastered the laws of
sound, he took up, at San Rafael, Cal., the problem of reproducing pictures in their natural
colors, and for many years made a most exhaustive experiment to develop a theory which
he had formulated when he first began this
work. Success has been attained, and the pictures show how faithfully the invention is able
to reproduce every hue, shade and tint of the
colors of nature.

. "The art of producing motion pictures of great
brilliancy, showing every slight difference of the
various shades of color, by a practicable and inexpensive process, has been accomplished."
INCREASES

LINES

HANDLED

S. N. Rosenstein, of the Phonograph Clearing
House, New York, announced this week that he
is now handling a number of well-known lines
in addition to those that he has represented during the past few months. The latest additions
to Mr. Rosenstein's line are the products manutured by the Automatic Record Container Co.,
Chicago; the Scotsford line of phonograph accessories manufactured by the Barnhart Bros.
& Spindler Co., Chicago; the lines made by
the Weber, Knapp Co., Jamestown, N. Y., and
the Crescent Talking Machine Co., New York.
Mr. Rosenstein is planning to give these lines
aggressive representation in New York, and
judging from his activities the past few months
the success of his company is assured.

No. 2150 DP

Improved in design and construction.
UNITS fit flat together on the end.
DOUBLE drawers in the Base.

Under the direction of Thomas Boyd, of San
Rafael, Cal., a private exhibition was given on
February 12 and 13 in Wurlitzer Hall, New
York City, of the new process for producing
motion pictures of the colors of nature invented
by Leon F. Douglass. Mr. Douglass is well known
in the trade as the chairman of the board of directors of the Victor Talking Machine Co. In
discussing Mr. Douglass' latest invention Mr.
Boyd said to The World:

"The process is not only practicable, but is
comparatively inexpensive. By means of a
small and not costly device that may be attached
to any motion picture camera, several color
values of the image photographed are given to
the negative, from which positive films are
printed by a chemical process which I am not
at liberty at this time to divulge. A film is thus
produced which contains a series of images so
colored as to give, when projected, a moving
picture in natural colors, without the use at all
of the rotary colored shutter which is usually
required.
By this contrivance the brilliancy and intensity of the projected colored pictvire is increased and a stereoscopic effect is obtained,
impossible in black and white. There is no more
light required than is used in projecting black
and white, and a speed of only twenty-four to
the second is required, and through certain experiments being made this speed will be reduced. The cost of producing pictures by this
process is slightly more than that for making
black and white, while the advance in the art of
producing motion pictures is considerable.
"The effects obtained are marvelously true to
nature. The range of tint and hues unlimited.
The presence of grays and neutral tints which
are always present in nature, and which soften
and tone down the harsh colors, are plentiful
in these pictures. Thus, in addition to showing
the vivid colors, all of the delicate shades and
hues of flesh tints, of clothings and draperies,
of the gradually changing sky tints of sunrise
and sunset are reproduced with magical subtlety.

Model

Dept. K.

350-12h?ch
Records
Patented Adjuster for
£feir?$ 10 inch Records
Soft, Flat Sprigs
Hold Records £Iprif}bt
flr?d Prevent Warping.
Capacity 2150 thin records, 1075 Edisons.
Every record at your
finger tips as simple as
1 — 2 — 3.
PriCeS I
Birch $60
Built to fit your needs,

TOTAL
SPACE REQUIRED
84 X 14 INCHES
CAPACITY
4300-10 0RI2INCH
RECORDS

D

SECTIONAL

TO INTEREST

SHORTHAND

CABINET
WRITERS

How Talking Machine Records May Be Utilized
by Students in the Taking Down of Actual
Dictation — Some Pointers of Interest
It is herewith suggested that talking machine
dealers investigate the possibilities of selling
records to the students who are learning shorthand. After a student has mastered the symbols of stenography there is a period of several
weeks' duration during which the student must
practice taking down actual dictation. At first
the student cannot keep up with the speed of
ordinary conversation, and it is only by .continued practice that he or she learns to work
fast with shorthand. While the student is learning to write fast he is often hard put to get
somebody to read or dictate to him, as the occupation is exceedingly boring for the person
lending the "helping hand." This is just where
the talking machine can fit in, for there are many
records in the catalog of recitations, speeches,
poems, etc., which the student could play to
his heart's content and at any desired rate of
speed. While the record was playing he could
take down what was said in shorthand and then
afterwards be able to verify the accuracy of his
stenographic effort. In this way the student
would not have to bother any one else while he
was
stage.going through the "practice makes perfect"
In a great many cities located throughout the
country there are commercial colleges teaching
shorthand. The talking machine dealer can interest the instructors in these institutions to
introduce the idea of listening to records for
dictation as part of the course. Shorthand is
also taught in the majority of the public high
schools and arrangements could be made with
the local teachers to suggest that their pupils
practice by listening to prose talking machine
records. The many people learning shorthand
by correspondence would also be excellent prospects for the progressive talking machine dealer
to consider.

( Oak

$55

UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED

ik . « n j i i n t • j Protect against Dust, Warping and
o
: r rices
Subject to *m«*.
Change :
s*»tws~
Patented Cabinets Theft
(Mens
0GDEN

.

CO., Inc., Lynchburg,

PUTNAM,

PAGE

CO. DOING

Va.

THEIR

BIT

The Putnam, Page Co., Victor wholesalers,
Peoria, 111., are certainly doing their bit for the
country. Roy Page, junior member of the firm,
enlisted when war was declared with Germany,
and is now a First Lieutenant in the U. S. A.
Next in line to volunteer was Arthur Graham,
who is in the Aviation Corps, and last week
William Dane joined the Radio Electrical Corps
and will doubtless be sent to Chicago, after
which he will obtain a six months' course at
Harvard University.
A SIGNIFICANT

LETTER

Fred A. Girdwood, druggist and stationer,
Perth, Ont, Canada, a Talking Machine World
subscriber, writes as follows: "We are now
handling Victor records and Victrolas, and find
them the best paying, side line we ever introduced, in fact, if we are not careful, the drug
business will soon be the side line." This letter is a significant tribute to the growing popularity of the talking machine throughout Canada, and the prospects are for a wider appreciation as time goes on.
McCORMACK'S POPULARITY GROWS
John McCormack, the famous Irish tenor,
whose Victor records are so widely popular, has
been scoring a great success with the Metropolitan Opera Co.'s forces in New York this
season. His splendid aid toward raising funds
for the Red Cross has also come in for a large
measure of public recognition. Next summer
he plans to visit France and sing to "our boys"
who are "over there."
JOSEPH
MUSANTE
Electro-plater and Silversmith
Gold, Silver, Nickel and Antique Finishes
Specializing in phonograph parts and musical instruments
168 CENTRE ST.
NEW YORK
Telephone, Franklin 3053
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Sales

Year!

only do Pathe Records represent the largest and most unique
NOT
record repertoire in the world: music of which America still knows
little — the great voices of all Europe;

romantic

instrumental

en-

sembles of the Old World's Bohemia; the famed niilitary bands, the
songs and melodies of lands that live romance; the brilliance and beauty
of a world of art so far a closed book to most Americans —
To say nothing of the regular monthly list of up-to-date patriotic,
sentimental, musical comedy and popular song successes and dance novelties— they represent continuous
But

sales

And increased "record dividends" to the dealer —
because there is a fast-growing demand for records that play without needles. And Pathe Records mean:
No Needles to Change
THE SAPPHIRE BALL
takes the place of needles.
And it is permanent. It
never wears out.

No Needles to Change
THE PATHE SAPPHIRE BALL takes the
place of needles. And it is permanent. It never
wears out.

Pathe Records Won't
Wear Out
We guarantee every Pathe
Record to play at least one
thousand times with the
Pathe Sapphire Ball without
impairing the unexcelled
beauty of tone.

Pathe Records Won't Wear Out
Here's the Pathe Record Guarantee: "We guarantee every Pathe Record to play at least a thousand times with the Pathe Sapphire Ball without

The Pathe Phonograph
Plays All Makes
of Records
Each Pathephone, at any
price, plays not only Pathe
Records, but all other makes
of records.
The Pathe "Controla"
Pathe or"Controla"
youWith
may theincrease
decrease
the tonal volume of the
Pathe Phonograph at will.

impairing the unexcelled beauty of tone."
Pathe recordings are not merely phonographed recordings of such
world-famed artists as Muratore, Muzio, Cavalieri, DeCisneros, Grace
Hoffman, Ober, Slezak, Urlus, Bispham, Sammarco, Ruffo, Weil and
others. They are the realism of those voices.
Pathe Records cost no more than other records and because they offer
the dealer an unusually generous discount.
Write

Williams-Davis-Brooks
26

East

for details TO-DAY.

&

Congress

DETROIT,

Hinchman

Sons

Street

MICHIGAN
The Pathe Sapphire Ball
Enlarged many times
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character. The cover design illustrates the

DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
IN LOS ANGELES
JUST ORGANIZED
Herman Beck Elected President of Organization at Recent Meeting — Association to Try for Trade
Betterment — To Take Up Question of Approvals and Time Sales
Los Angeles, Cal., February 7.— One of the
most important happenings that has taken place
in the talking machine business in Los Angeles
for some time was the organization recently of
the Retail Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Southern California. The meeting was
called at the Hotel Clark and was attended by
twenty-six dealers, or their representatives. The
following stores were represented: The Vernon
Music Co., Mr. Hollands, proprietor; the Hollywood Music Co., Messrs. Chamberlin and Tilden; Southern California Music Co., George
Marygold, vice-president, and William Hobbs
Richardson, manager, talking machine department; Zellner Music Co., Mr. Patten; George
J. Birkel Music Co., Messrs. Geissler and Beck;
Colyear's Furniture Co., Curtis Colyear; Bartlett Music Co., Frank Salyer, manager; Glockner Music Co., Mr. Glockner, proprietor; Piatt
Music Co., Mr. Gallagher; Overell's Furniture
Co., Mr. Stoll; Eastern Outfitting Co., Mr.
Brown; Lyon-McKinney-Smith Co., Howard
Brown; Shireson Bros., Mr. Shireson; Holmes
Supply Co., Mr. Gibson; Fitzgerald Music Co.,
Mr. Earl Dibble, manager; Barker Bros., Mr.
Boothe; Wiley B. Allen Co., Mr. Tucker; Andrews Talking Machine Co., Irving Andrews;
Barnes Music Co., George Barnes.
The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year: Herman Beck, president; Curtis
Colyear, first vice-president; C. B. Boothe, second vice-president; Earl Dibble, secretary;
George Barnes, treasurer.
The object of* the association is for the betterment of the trade in general and to try to
regulate the approval system on records, and
also fix a limit to the time for contracts to run.
This is to be strictly a business organization

to meet once every month at the different
stores. It is the intention of the officers to have
three or four open meetings during the year
when all employes in the trade will be welcome
and a special program is to be provided for
their benefit.
SEEK

SPY

EVIDENCE

ON

RECORDS

U. S. Secret Service Operatives to Examine

Barcarolle from "Tales of Hoffman," with descriptive text on the first inside cover. Then
there is a full-page portrait of Jascha Heifetz,
the latest Victor acquisition, pictures of DeLuca
engaged in the popular pastime of knitting, a
view of John Philip Sousa leading the band of
the Great Lakes Naval Station, and a picture
of Lieut. Gitz-Rice in the trenches leading a
group in song. The two center pages tell of
the Victrola's service to the nation, and quotes
from the comments of Walter R. Creighton, son
of the late Lord Bishop of London, on the value
of talking machine music in the trenches.
TALKING

Many Discs Brought in by "Nieuw Amsterdam" for Dangerous Messages From Enemy
One thousand phonograph records brought to
an Atlantic port last week aboard the HollandAmerican liner "Nieuw Amsterdam" are to be
tested by United States Secret Service operatives, who believe the discs may bear code messages for German spies.
The records are in several languages, and none
will be passed until it has been translated, read
backwards and forwards and sidewise, tested
for acrostics and musical note alphabets and
examined microscopically for marks that might
be messages.
Many messages have been cleverly concealed
among the words and the apparently meaningless "tra-la-las" of song records. And frequently
messages have been hidden under the labels of
discs.
MARCH

VICTOR

RECORD

SUPPLEMENT

Little Volume Is as Usual Full of Interesting
Text and Illustrations
The Victor record supplement for March is a
most interesting volume gotten up in the usual
elaborate form and with pictures of unusual

MACHINES

FOR SOLDIERS

Talking Machine and Record Committee for
Army and Navy Base Hospitals Doing Good
Work in Getting Outfits for Sick Soldiers
An important war work is now being conducted by the Talking Machine and Record
Committee for Army and Navy Base Hospitals,
which is headed by Arthur L. Lawrason, of the
Nevada Apartments, Broadway and Sixty-ninth
street, New York. The object of the committee
is to get talking machines of all makes with disc
records and needles to provide for the amusement and diversion of our soldiers when they
return wounded or invalided, as well as for
the sick already in camps and hospitals. Mr.
Lawrason is a Canadian who is unable to serve
in the army, but has done excellent work both
in that country and the United States for the
comfort and welfare of the fighting men. Those
who have no machines or records to donate are
appealed to for cash donations for the purchase
of same.
Stracciari, the baritone and Columbia artist,
scored a big success with the Chicago Opera
Co. at his debut last week.

rs
Deale
been difficultor"
to keep supply
up to demand.
Leading has"Vict
With
Stock
Stand
The
Lundstromard
Patented "Converto"
Cabinet, now in its second year, has exThis is due to the distinct advantages of the Conperienced an unusually rapid growth in sales and popularity. Convertos are now
verto for user, dealer and distributor. It houses a
carried as standard stock by a large number of the leading Victor dealers
small Victrola — converts it into a handsome cabinet
and distributors.
In spite of the increased
facilities it is and always
type, completely encloses the machine, takes the
place of a stand, provides dust-proof record rack; it
revives interest in records, helps dealers meet lowpriced competition in cabinet machines; it costs no
more than a good stand and gives dealers a good
Patented Dec. 11, 1917
Prices and Particulars on Request
Talking

Machine

profit.
The

Cabinet

Setting Victrola into Cabinet

Sound

C. J. Lundstrom Mfg. Co.
LITTLE FALLS, N. Y.
Branch Offices: Flatiron BIdg.
New York City

Doors Open- for .Playing

Completely Closed
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"BED-SET"

BOOTHS
Demonstration Booths Mean
Additional Record Business

Increase Your Record Sales

<

97

Write for a copy of our
NEW CATALOG
Illustration shows

j
|
i

Van
Veen "Bed-Set"
can
be erected
as easily asSectional
a bed Booths
(no skilled
labor required). Booths shipped on short
notice anywhere. Room sizes any multiple
of 3 feet. High grade finish, will match
condesired. andSound-proof
, j your samplestruction.if We design
build complete
interiors. We also build record racks,
which are described in our new catalog.

installation for the Winterroth Piano Co., on West 42d
Street, New

L.

LIEUT. J. H. GILES
Former Member

VAN

York.

Van Veen Booths Will Pay for
Themselves by Increasing
Your Record Sales

Prepare for a Machine Shortage
by Developing Record Sales

ARTHUR

a recent

VEEN

A VISITOR

of the Blackman Traveling

Staff "Doing His Bit" for Uncle Sam— A. D.
Robbins Has Joined the Aviation Corps
A visitor this week to the offices of the Blackman Talking Machine Co., New York, Victor
wholesalers, was Lieut. James H. Giles of the
104th Field Artillery, now stationed at Spartanburg, S.C, and preparing to leave for "over

&

George W. Lyle, assistant to the president
of the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., Brooklyn,
N.. Y., is at his desk again after a month's visit
to the Pathe jobbers throughout the country,
including the Pacific Coast.
ATTENTION
OF
MANUFACTURERS AND ASSEMBLERS
• I have just completed a new kind of talking machine motor, and have a perfect model ready for
demonstration. The motor can be used for machines
retailing from $20.00 upward. Would manufacture
the same for the exclusive use of one large assembling house that can use a substantial quantity,
or turn ij over to a responsible manufacturer on a
royalty
basis.World,
Address
Talking Machine
373 "Box
Fourth498,"
Ave.,care
NewTheYork.

GTeeefepyh4749 Marbridge

1917 FOREIGN

TRADE

Bldg., 47 West

RECORD

SUPPLY

34th St., New

MUSIC

TO THE

York

SOLDIERS

Total of $9,178,000,000 Reported; $1,300,000,000
Over 1916

Company K at Edison
Camp Logan
Proud of Their New
Phonograph

Washington, D. C, February 5. — America's foreign trade surpassed all records in 1917, amounting to $9,178,000,000. Official figures just issued by the Department of Commerce showed
that there was a gain of nearly $1,300,000,000
over the preceding year. December exports of
$589,000,000, an increase of $100,000,000 over November, caused the big increase. The year's exports amounted to $6,226,000,000, and imports to
$2,952,000,000. Free imports formed 72 per cent,
of the total.
The balance of trade in favor of the United
States has nearly doubled in the last two years,
amounting to $3,274,000,000 in 1917, compared
with $1,776,000,000 in 1915.
Gold imports amounted to $538,000,000, against
$686,000,000 in 1916, the decrease being due
largely to the fact that since the United States
entered the war purchases by the Allies have
been financed by credits. Exports of gold totaled
$372,000,000, compared with $156,000,000 in 1916.
Silver imports were $53,000,000, against
$32,000,000 in 1916, and exports $84,000,000,
against $71,000,000.
The general outlook as far as foreign trade is
concerned is certainly improving.

Kewanee, III., February 10. — W. A. Bowen &
Son, who handle Edison phonographs and records in this city, recently supplied an Army and

TRIBUTE

Lieut. James H. Giles
there" in the very near future. Lieut. Giles, who
is now an acting captain, was formerly a member of the company's traveling staff, resigning
to "do his bit" for Uncle Sam.
A. D. Robbins, who has been a member of the
Blackman Talking Machine Co.'s sales staff
for several years, and who has been visiting
the Victor dealers in this territory for the past
year, has enlisted as a member of the Aviation
Corps, and is now stationed in Texas, preliminary to sailing for the other side.

CO.,

TO THE

TALKING

MACHINE

It And
is silent
when unlike
you're your
weary friend,
therefore,
It never bores nor gossips,
Never borrows, never lends.
It is always waiting for you
With the thing your mood most wants,
Whether raggy, jaggy music
Or the dreamy kind that haunts.
You sit back in a corner
With the shadows all about
And the music sets you dreaming,
And your pipe goes out.
Fairies gather round yotj|
Sometimes whispering in your ear,
Sometimes kissing shut your eyelids,
Leaving on your cheek a tear.
Ghosts of long ago peer at you,
Bringing back forgotten things,
When the record on your graphoplione
Plays melodies or sings.
There's the tinkle of a cow bell
Or the gurgling of a brook,
Then a strain recalls to memory
Some sweet line from a loved book.
There's
the murmur
scent of ofapple
And the
the blossoms
sea;
And a cupid comes a-whispering,
"Won't you listen, Love, to me?"
And he throws a few love kisses
From the record where he stands
And he dances to the music
While he waves his chubby hands.
Then comes a strain that makes you hear
voiceseethat's
long been
still;
AndA you
the grass
and withered
flowers
On a narrow slab-marked hill.
Then the fairies came back laughing,
(Music must give joy or pain);
Begging you to cease your sighing
And to light your pipe again.
All your heart is with the phantoms
As they dance about your chair
Ah! But when you try to touch them —
They're but music in the air.

Company B and Its Edison Phonograph
Navy Edison phonograph to Company K, at
Camp Logan, one of Uncle Sam's virile fighting
forces. This firm have built up a very excellent
business for the Edison in this territory.
CONGRATULATIONS

FOR

F. P. OLIVER

Fred P. Oliver, vice-president of the Blackman Talking Machine Co., New York, Victor
wholesalers, is receiving congratulations from
his many friends in the trade upon the arrival
on Sunday morning of a baby girl. Miss Oliver
has been christened Virginia, and, if early signs
are any indication of the future, her career as a
vocal star is almost assured.
The Mickel Bros. Co., Victor wholesalers in
Omalia, Neb., and Des Moines, la., closed . a
large volume of business the past month.

Phonograph

Clearing House, Inc.

Found 100 items for 100
manufacturers and dealers
in one month.
Phonograph Clearing House, Inc.
Disposed of an equal
number of items for an
equal number of manufacturers and dealers during the same period.
What
What

Do
Have

You
You

Want?
to Sell ?

Get It or Sell It
Through Us
Phonograph
House,
51 East 42nd Street

Clearing
Inc.
NEW YORK
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Woolwortb Building, New York

THE

DELPHEON

IN THE

SOUTH

Delpheon Co., Inc., in Atlanta to Distribute
Delpheon Phonographs in Georgia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Florida and Alabama
Atlanta, Ga., February 7.— The» Delpheon Co.,
Inc., of this city, which was recently organized
to distribute the products of the Delpheon Co.,
Bay City, Mich., in the States of Georgia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Florida and Alabama,
has opened a very attractive store known as the

paper articles, and judging from all indications
this instrument will soon be favorably known
throughout Atlanta and the adjacent sections.
JASCHA

HEIFETZ

IN PITTSBURGH

The Standard Co. Makes Capital of Coming Appearance of Popular Violinist in That City
Pittsburgh, Pa., February 12. — The appearance
in this city of Jascha Heifetz, the latest wonder
violinist, whose first Victor records have created

One of the Display Rooms of the Delpheon Co., Inc., Atlanta
such a sensation, is not to go unnoticed by the
Delpheon Shop, a photograph of which is shown
herewith. This store is considered one of the local dealers if the Standard Talking Machine
finest talking machine establishments in this Co. can prevent it. The Standard Co. has sent
State, and the company is planning to conduct it out elaborate notices of Mr. Heifetz's concert
on a basis which will impress music lovers with
at the Shriners' Mosque on March 11, with the
the quality of the Delpheon phonograph.
Philadelphia Orchestra, and has made arrangements to receive subscriptions from dealers for
D. G. Sunderland, who is the head of the Delpheon Co., Inc., of Atlanta, is leaving nothing
tickets to the concert. The special slips supplied by the company for the ticket orders are
undone to give the Delpheon aggressive representation inthis territory. The Delpheon Shop
coming in at a rapid rate and indicate that
there will be a large attendance.
has already been the subject of several news-

New

Plays more

Reproducer

; Composition

Diaphragm

fits all standard
phonographs. Retails at $3.00, and dealers should stock these reproducers and sell them to the public on a money-back guarantee.
WRITE FOR TRIAL OFFER
AUDION

pleasing to the public than

PHONOGRAPH

any other;

CO., 77 Reade

AND

SELLING

PRACTICE

Excellent New Book, Treating of This Subject
in a Most Comprehensive Manner, Written by
John B. Updycke and Published by A. W.
Shaw Co. — Thoroughly Practical
"Advertising and Selling Practice" is the title
of a most interesting and valuable volume of information for the advertising man and salesman, written by John B. Updycke, specialist in
advertising training in the New York City
schools, and published by the A. W. Shaw Co.,
Chicago and New York.
Price, $1.25 net.
The book explains the origin of advertising
and shows just how modern advertising and selling developed. It shows how to study the
specimens of early advertisements which are reproduced, and to compare them with advertisements in the papers and magazines to-day.
But the book is not limited to the history and
theory of advertising and selling. It also gives
specific plans and knacks which distinguish the
superior from the mediocre merchandiser, and
the well-selected illustrations will help greatly
in quickening the interest of the employes.
The preparation of copy, the style of copy that
builds business, how to judge the effectiveness
of advertisements, what mediums to use, methods for checking returns, the advertising morgue,
etc.
Mr. Updycke also takes up some principles of
selling and explains the policies and methods
that pay best in merchandising, giving a careful
analysis of the fields and kinds of advertising
and salesmanship.
All the way through the book he guides the
beginner in a practical, helpful manner with
problems at the end of each chapter to cover
the text matter and require the reader to think
for himself. Here is a problem selected at random: "Make a chart of the advertising you find
in your community, in all mediums, and account
for the mediums selected by certain advertisers
for certain commodities."
In addition the book includes a most comprehensive bibliography on advertising and selling.
WANTS

UNIFORM

CITY POSTAGE

Senator Calder's Bill Would Abolish Increased
Rates Between the Five Boroughs
To establish a uniform rate on first-class mail
matter within the confines of Greater New York,
Senator Calder has introduced the following
amendment to the pending Post Office Appro-

AUDION
A

ADVERTISING

Street, New

York

priation bill:
"Provided, that the rate of postage on drop
letters of the first-class, mailed in the City of
New York for delivery within the confines of
that city, shall be 2 cents an ounce or fraction
The effect of this amendment will be to provide a2-cent rate on all first-class matter mailed
thereof."
in any of the five boroughs of Greater New
York, a most necessary move.
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HINGES

Preserve Beauty
In many beautifully designed, finely finished Talking Machines, Pianos, Music Cabinets, Piano Players, and
Benches, the elimination of the unsightly protruding Hinge is essential to preserve the beauty of the design.
Design and Construction
The fine cabinet work which is required in many instances to preserve the disguise of the instrument
requires that the hinges be as inconspicuous as possible. SOSS Hinges are Invisible.
Write for catalogue "T"
SOSS
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
435 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
S SAN FRANCISCO 164 Hansford Bldg.
Branch
Offices
) DETROIT— 922 David Whitney Bldg.
LOS ANGELES, 224 Central Bldg.jCanadian Representatives — J. E. Beauchamp & Co., Montreal. Can
CLOSE

IMPORTANT

CONTRACTS

HOFFAY

CO. MARKETS

SPECIALTIES

"THORNTON

BURGESS"

WEEK

Leonard Markels During His Recent Trip West
Closed a Number of Deals Whereby the Markels Motor Will Be in Demand This Year

Decide to Put the "Resurrectone" and New
"Half Fork-Tone" on the Market in Response
to Numerous Requests for Those Products

February 25 to March 2 Designated by the Columbia Co. as "Thornton Burgess" Week —
Under Auspices of Educational Department

Leonard Markels, well-known motor manufacturer, recently visited the manufacturers
throughout the West and closed a number of
important contracts whereby Markels products
will be used exclusively by these manufacturers
during 1918. These contracts include both the
customers who used the Markels motor in 1917
and manufacturers who were so impressed with
the samples of Markels motors that they re-

The Hoffay Talking Machine Co., Inc., manufacturers of the Hoffay "Airtightphone" and the
"Resurrectone," the special Hoffay sound box
and diaphragm, have decided to place the
"Resurrectone" and a new "Half Fork-Tone"
sound box and diaphragm on the market. Joseph Hoffay, president of the company, decided
on this move some time ago in answer to many
requests the company has received throughout
the past year. In speaking of the release of
these products Mr. Hoffay said: "I owe a lot
of apologies to those to whom in the past we
refused our products to, owing to the policy of

The week of February 25-March 2 has been
designated by the Columbia Graphophone Co. as
"Thornton Burgess"
week, and under the

the company in force up to this time."
The Hoffay announcement appears on another
page of this issue of The World, and among
other things of interest to the trade is technical description of the action of vibrations on
the diaphragm.
The Hoffay Co. will shortly inaugurate a campaign of publicity in behalf of their product.
The various specialties will be illustrated and
every feature will be numbered in accordance
with an accompanying description.
The Markels "Butterfly" Motor
ceived recently that they desired to place good
sized orders for the coming year.
Mr. Markels states that the demand for the
"Butterfly" motor is exceeding all expectations
and that in order to keep pace with the orders
which he is receiving for this motor, he has been
obliged to materially increase his factory output.
This motor has won the enthusiastic praise of
manufacturers throughout the country, who
state that it embodies the necessary requisites
for a successful silent running motor. According to present plans, the Markels factory will
produce in 1918 a motor output considerably
ahead of last year, and the "Butterfly" will be
one of the leaders in this production.
D. R. Doctorow, credit and sales manager for
Leonard Markels, will leave for Canada during
the next few days in response to several requests that have been received at the executive
offices from well known Canadian manufacturcontemplate using the Markels' proders
ucts inwho1918.
JOIN COLUMBIA

SALES

FORCE

A. B. Creal, formerly a member of the sales
staff of a prominent Memphis furniture house
has been appointed a member of the sales
force of the Baltimore branch of the Columbia
Graphophone Co., W. S. Parks, manager.
A. E. Landon has' been appointed a member
of the sales staff of the Columbia Co.'s Cleveland branch, A. W. Roose, manager. Both Mr.
Creal and Mr. Landon have been spending some
time in New York, prior to assuming their new
duties.

SOLDIERS

AND

THE

VICTROLA

Squad in New York Transports Machines and
Records Very Carefully Through Streets
A convincing illustration of the part played
by the talking machine in the life of the soldier
was seen on one of the principal streets in New
York recently. A squad of twelve or fourteen
men in charge of a corporal was parading alongside the sidewalk in the column of twos, the
first two men carrying between them a Victrola
IX and one of the men in the rear transporting
a sizable bundle of records. The Victrola was
fully exposed so the public could gaze and be
impressed with the instrument and the guard
of honor that accompanied it, just to show, as it
were, how essential is music.

auspices of the company's education department, an interesting and practical
campaign stitutedwill
be into stimulate
the the
public's
interest
in
Thornton
Burgess Columbia
records during this
week.
As announced
recently in The World,
Thornton Burgess,
creator of the fastories
children
in o u s for
"Bed-Time"
has made a series of
these famous stories
Thornton Burgess
for the Columbia
Co., exclusively. These records have already
met with a remarkable sale throughout the country, and Columbia dealers are unanimous in acclaiming them as the best selling children's records that have yet been introduced.
According to its present plans "Thornton
Burgess" week will be observed by the use of
full-page advertisements in the Saturday Evening Post and the Youth's Companion featuring these records. These pages will appear in
the issue of February 28, and three other advertisements will appear in the long list of newspapers that are included on the Columbia advertising schedule. The value of this publicity
is tremendous, and this advertising, together
with the special window display, counter-cards,
leaflets, etc., prepared by the Columbia advertising division cannot fail to arouse the public's
interest in these "Bed-time Stories."

Six Models
Retailing From

We have a
Splendid
Proposition for
Live Dealers
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$75 to $175
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SALES
COMPANY
Distributors
25 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK
Telephone — Cortland 4744
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$

Shelton

Retail

Electric

Machine
FULLY GUARANTEED

Talking

Motor
FOR ONE YEAR

Cranking of the phonograph
is now passe.
Users can give the clockspring driving mechanism a
rest by letting the Shelton
Electric Phonograph Motor
"doThis
it electrically."
motor is not attached to
the cabinet — simply placed on
it. No changes necessary except unwinding or taking off
crank handle.
Phonograph can then be
played either electrically, or
mechanically as before.
Be the first in your locality
to cater to a sure demand for
these motors.

U. S. Patent
July 31,11917
SHELTON
ELECTRIC CO.
NEW YORK— 30 East 42nd Stieet
CHICAGO— 30 East Randolph Street
BOSTON — 101 Tremont Street
SAN FRANCISCO— 62 Post Street
TALKS

BY GEORGE

W. HOPKINS

Will Give Series of Advertising Talks at Ad
Men's Club — Arthur C. Erisman in Town
George W. Hopkins, general sales manager of
the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, will
make a series of advertising talks on alternate
Fridays at the headquarters of the Advertising
Men's Club of New York. Mr. Hopkins gave
the first talk in this series last Friday, his subject being "Practical Application of Business
Psychology," and the interest which was accorded his address is indicated by the fact that
there was a larger attendance at the clubhouse
to hear Mr. Hopkins than at any similar event
ill the history of the club.
Arthur C. Erisman, president of the Grafonola Co., of New England, exclusive Columbia
dealer, was a visitor last week at the executive
offices of the Columbia Co., in the Woolworth
Building, New York. Mr. Erisman spoke optimistical y ofthe business situation in his territory, stating that his company's sales for the
past six weeks had been far ahead of expectations, and indicative of a gratifying industrial
outlook for the new year.
Other visitors this week at the Columbia executive offices were Messrs. White, representing
the Southern Furniture Co., Richmond, Va.; Mr.
Koteen, representing the Virginia Mercantile
Corp., Norfolk, Va., and Mr. Kades, of Miller &
Kades, Harrisburg, Pa.

MACHINE
FREIGHT

WORLD

DELIVERY
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BUILDING

UP GOOD

BUSINESS

A. J. Marshall, an Authority on Electric Vehicles, Proposes Means for Eliminating Confusion Now Existing in Trucking

How the Armstrong Drug Co. Is Featuring
the Brunswick Phonograph and Pathe Records in Pontiac, 111., to Good Purpose

Interesting suggestions for remedying inefficiencies atrailroad terminals and in the present methods of hauling goods to and from such
terminals have been submitted by A. Jackson
Marshall, secretary of the Electric Vehicle Section of the National Electric Light Association. The subject is of immediate interest to
members of the talking machine industry.
To emphasize the need of improvements Mr.
Marshall makes the statement that where the
cost of transporting freight from Philadelphia
to New York by rail is 27 cents a ton, the
terminal charges amount to no less than $3.65.
Even for the long haul between Chicago and
New York the terminal charges are 65 cents
more per ton than the rail charge.
Considerable delay and consequent confusion
result from uneven demands on terminals for
service. Trucks deliver freight at the terminals
and call for freight at the same time, the result being that long lines of vehicles wait for
service. This lack of schedule, and the inability
to serve trucks properly, owing to inadequate
facilities at the terminals, not only block the
streets but entail considerable monetary loss
due to idle investments represented by the waiting trucks.
Mr. Marshall suggests that a more reasonably
uniform demand on terminals would reduce congestion, make possible the use of fewer trucks
and drivers, and improve traffic conditions in the
streets. He thinks that co-operation of individual trucking interests, resulting possibly in
an arrangement whereby a few well-organized
truck concerns would handle the bulk of the
freight, would tend to expedite freight handling.
Co-operation with experienced concerns such as
the express companies is also urged. Another
suggestion is that a plan could be worked out
whereby the railroads themselves, or operating through a co-operative truck concern, could
handle freight directly from shipper to consignee, thus minimizing confusion and effecting
many economies.
The interesting proposal is made that much
of the freight could be handled at night by
noiseless trucks, with trailers if necessary. These
trucks would not have to contend with the
usual daytime congestion in the streets, and
would in fact help to reduce such congestion.
The railroads work on a 24-hour schedule, and
it is expecting too much of the terminals to
day.
hold up their end with only a ten or twelve hour

Pontiac, III., February 9. — The photograph of
the store of the Armstrong Drug Co., of this
city, illustrates the manner in which talking machines can be carried and displayed effectually
in connection with other lines and where the
space is limited. The Armstrong Drug Co.
handles a full line of Brunswick phonographs

The Commercial Economy Board, Council of
National Defense, has been investigating the
subject of co-operative deliveries, and has
found that when such systems are properly organized and managed savings of no mean proportions have been effected. Mr. Marshall thinks
that the country is likely to witness extensions
of co-operative delivery systems in the not-fardistant future, especially if the war continues
for any length of time.

Make your store a receiving headquarters for
talking machine outfits donated to the fighting
men — it will help.

Armstrong Drug Co.'s Brunswick Display
and Pathe records and is pushing this end of
the business vigorously. Mr. Armstrong has
the able assistance of Dave C. Miller and Mr.
Horn, and the results of the holiday trade made
them very enthusiastic regarding Brunswick
phonographs as an annex to the drug business.
They are not only getting a good business from
the town, but are going aggressively after the
country trade and are getting it. The Armstrong deal was engineered by E. S. Bristol,
who travels the northern Illinois territory for
the Brunswick people. He is a man who believes in service of a constructive kind as the
dealers he calls on can justify.
THE

BRONX

EXPOSITION

Governors of Several States and Others Associated in an Advisory Capacity
The management of the New York Permanent
International Industrial Exposition, which opens
in the Bronx next Memorial Day, has announced the association with the project in an
honorary advisory capacity of the Governors of
a score of States, United States Senators, members of Congress, Mayors of many large cities,
and men prominent in financial and commercial
affairs throughout the country. The chairman
of the committee is Governer Charles S. Whitman, of New York.
Invitations to join the committee and to assist in the effort of the Exposition management to establish in New York a permanent
nation-wide market place have been extended
to the Governors of additional States and the
Mayors of the larger municipalities. It is hoped
that in this manner the manufacturing interests
throughout the entire country will be interested
in joining in a concerted effort to expand American trade in foreign lands, especially South
America, and in the education of the masses of
the people along lines of thrift and economy.
Now is the time to push those "slow-selling"
records.

"INVINCIBLE"
The
Sound-Box
Better
and
New
A
<J
•fl
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Plays all makes of records,
Pure, clear and sweet tone.
Constructed to give service and absolutely guaranteed.
No superfluous parts, and production uniform — no seconds
Supplied with mica or composition diaphragms.
WRITE TODAY FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

REPRODUCER
JERSEY
NEW
847 Broad Street
NEWARK,

CO.
N. J.
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THE

GRAPHITE PHONO
If CI 1FV'QJ SPRING
ILJLL
LUBRICANT
makes the will
Motornot make
gooddry up, or
Is preparedllsley's
in theLubricant
proper consistency,
run out,
become sticky or rancid. Remains in its original form indefinitely.
Write for special proposition to Jobbers.
MANUFACTURED BY
ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St., New York
Established 1853
ENLARGE

CAPACITY

OF DEAN

PLANT

Demand for Dean Needles Necessitates This Important Move — Doing Phenomenal Business —
Looks Like 1918 Will Be Biggest Year
Adolpli Heineman of the Otto Heineman
Phonograph Supply Co., Inc., who is in charge of
the John M. Dean division of the company,
states this week that arrangements are now
being made whereby the capacity of the Dean
needle factories will soon be tripled. Mr. Heineman and his associates are working indefatigably to- co-operate with the Dean clientele, and
it now seems as though these efforts will be productive of gratifying results.
Mr. Heineman states that the company has
closed a phenomenal business the past few
weeks, the total business being limited only by
the factory capacity. The Dean steel needle
is winning new friends day by day and Mr.
Heineman has expressed his appreciation of the
broad-minded spirit of the company's patrons,
which has taken into consideration the many
obstacles and handicaps that have confronted
manufacturers since the first of the new year.
REMOVE

EXECUTIVE

OFFICES

The New Jersey Reproducer Co., Now Located
at 847 Broad Street, Newark, Has Considerably Larger Floor Space — Business Excellent
The New Jersey Reproducer Co., manufacturer of the "Invincible" sound box has removed
its executive offices from 10 Oliver street to
847 Broad street, Newark, N. J. In its new
quarters the company has considerably more
floor space than in its old home, and moreover, the present offices are in the heart of the
business section of the city, easily accessible to
all modes of travel.
Hector Pocoroba, sales manager of the New
Jersey Reproducer Co., is now away on a Western
and Canadian trip, and to date has been very
successful in interesting the trade in the company's sound box. He states that in his opinion it does not require an expert salesman to
sell the "Invincible," for a demonstration of its
tone quality invariably results in the placing
of an order.
Mr. Pocoroba recently returned from a trip
through the New England States, where he closed
several deals with prominent houses, and made
arrangements whereby the "Invincible" will be
included in the equipment of a number of successful machines. He states that the fact that
the "Invincible" plays all types of records has
helped materially in the introduction of this new
sound box.
DON'T

LIKE SLOW

ACCOUNTS

How credit conditions are viewed in other industries isof interest to members of the music
trade industry. For instance, the New York
Times says: "There is a retail credit man in
this city who takes issue with those of his profession who insist that certain accounts are
good even if they are slow. His contention is
that no account which is always slow can ultimately be good, and in addition to this it is a
•very hard account to handle. 'Suppose an account is slow sixty days,' he said yesterday.
'That makes an actual loss of 1 per cent, for
the store. Even if interest is paid on an account of this kind, there is still a question of
loss through the creditor's not being able to use
his money in the meantime for earning discounts on merchandise he buys, etc. For this
reason, if no other, it must be conceded that a
slow account cannot be profitable in the long
run and should be avoided.'"
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One Publisher Sells Only 40,000 Copies of a Certain Song But Receives Royalties on Over
70,000 Records From a Single Company
When the present copyright law, that of 1909,
first went into effect with its provision that the
owner of the copyright receive 2 cents per copy
for the mechanical reproduction of his music,
there was considerable unfavorable comment
from music publishers and song writers regarding that phase of the measure. With checks
for hundreds or thousands of dollars received
regularly from talking machine companies in
settlement of royalty statements, these complaints have dropped off to practically nothing.
Just what the talking machine records do towards increasing the income of the copyright
owner, who is most generally the publisher of
the music, was brought to light in a recent case
in New York, where one talking machine company made a return of 2 cents each for 71,000
records of a certain number, while the sale of
the number in sheet music form totaled only
slightly over 40,000 copies. In other words,
there were nearly two records sold for every
copy of the music itself.
AN INTERESTING

LETTER

Recording Department of Columbia Co. Receives a Letter in Spanish From Would-be
Recording Artist Who Admits He Is a Wonder
The recording department of the Columbia
Graphophone Co., New York, received the other
day a letter which brought a smile to the most
confirmed pessimist in the building, for if selfvaluation can be considered as a recommendation the writer of this letter is destined to become one of the world's greatest singers.
In this letter which is written in Spanish, the
sender makes a request to be enrolled as a
Columbia artist, and in part says:
"In this community my name has obtained
so much fame that I am considered one of the
best singers in the northern section of my
State, and if you will consider me as such on
the strength of my word, I will be ready to give
you entire satisfaction, because I have always
won fame which was practically impossible of
attainment.
"I am voluntarily demonstrating the gift with
which God endowed me. I should like to show
the public in general the little success that I
have obtained in my profession. It doesn't
make any difference, I can even sing songs in
English, and I hope to the omnipotent -God that
some day I will be one of the greatest singers
in history.
"While it is true that up to the present I
have not taken any lessons to sing for phonographic recordings, judging from my ability I
figure that it would not take me even one-quarter of the time that it takes others, and I am
only twenty-nine years of age.
"If you don't avail yourselves of my services
after I have given you the first chance, and
wherefor I shall wait until I receive your
answer to see whether I can secure a place with
you, I shall be obliged to communicate with
the
Co., to whom, I believe, I

THE WONDERFUL
"RESURRECTONE"
and the
HALF-FORK-TONE
"
Here are illustrated and described the two
supreme reproducers, which are now sold to
fit machines of other makes, to show what is
the minimum tone that can be expected from
the "HOFFAY" — the unusual "Airtight-

phone."

PRICE : Nickel-plated $10. 22 karat gold plated
$12.50. To fit Victors, Sonoras, and attachments
for Edison machines, etc. Money refunded if
reproducer returned within 5 days from receipt.
Naturalness of sound requires accuracy of diaphragm
vibration, which varies according to pitch. For instance, when the Bass strikes "E," there are 160
vibrations
when and
the when
Tenor the
strikes
"C,"
there are per
512 second;
vibrations;
Soprano
strikes
"C"
(high
C)
2048
musical
vibrations
are
transmitted to diaphragm every second of time. The
terrific rapidity of vibration bends the one arm
lever which moves the diaphragm to the extent of
the resiliency of the leverl each bending adding
additional superfluous vibrations (on account of the
"reaction" of the one arm lever) thus making
sounds
artificial. higher in pitch and "strident" — in fact,
In the "RESURRECTONE," the diaphragm
is vibrated by a "tuning-fork" working on
both sides, the resiliency of the two arms being automatically "taken up," accuracy of
vibration and "naturalness" of sound being
therefore accomplished facts.
In the "RESURRECTONE," the connection
of the two arms to the diaphragm is of the
HOFFAY flexible kind, which is another
exclusive feature making this reproducer
absolutely superior to all others. In the
"HALF-FORK-TONE" a one-arm lever
rigidly connected vibrates the diaphragm,' instead of the "tuning-fork."
The "HALF-FORK-TONE"
is still much
better than reproducers of other makes because the lever is supported by the other
remarkable exclusive features of the "RESURRECTONE"—including the "flexed"
Piano Wire
Mounting
"tunes-up"great
the
sound,
and which
has which
the additional
value of being "insulated" from the casing
of the reproducer.

have already been recommended."
R. B. CALDWELL

AT HIS DESK

The many friends in the trade of R. B.
Caldwell, sales manager of the Pathephone
Sales Co. of New York, Pathe distributors, will
be glad to learn that this popular "veteran"
of the talking machine industry is now on the
road to permanent recovery, after being confined to his home for fourteen weeks. On
election night Mr. Caldwell was waylaid by
highwaymen on Eighteenth street, New York,
and injured to such an extent that his condition was considered critical for several weeks.
He suffered two relapses in December and
January, but is now back at his desk, and visiting the Pathe dealers in his territory.

PRICE: Nickel-plated $6. 22 karat gold plated
$7.50. To fit standard machines and attachments forreturned
Edisons.
refunded
if reproducer
within Money
five days
from receipt.
Order crease
a thesample;
your and
machine;
value ofimprove
your records,
learn Inby
actual test how much better the complete
"HOFFAY" instrument must be than most other
machines. "Tone" requires "airtightness" and the
"RESURRECTONE,"
"HALF-FORK-TONE,"
as
well as the "HOFFAY"
are absolutely
"airtight."
Hoffay

Talking
Machine Co.
INCORPORATED
3 West 29th Street
NEW YORK
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READY

TO DELIVER

NEEDLES

OHIO

Blackman Talking Machine Co. Reports That
Supplies Are Now More Plentiful
The Blackman Talking Machine Co., New
York, has frequently called the attention of its
dealers to the fact that the needle situation has
been so uncertain the past few months that it
has been unable to do other than try to fill the
very urgent orders. J. Newcomb Blackman,
president of the company, has just advised the
trade, however, that the company is now able
to see a little "daylight," and is ready to make
reasonably prompt needle deliveries.
The Blackman Talking Machine Co. is sole
distributor for the "Playrite" and "Melotone"
brands of steel needles, both of which have
attained considerable popularity throughout the
country. A timely suggestion from the company
advises the dealers to anticipate their needle
orders wherever possible in order to take advantage of the slight improvement in the general situation.
HOW

SELFRIDGE

MET

CONDITIONS

Famous English Merchant Tells How He Readjusted His Business to Meet War Needs —
Some Lessons for American Business Men
The pressure brought about through war demands in the United States has resulted in no
small degree of pessimism among certain manufacturers and business men, who professedly
are patriotic, but who apparently suffer from
"cold feet." To those people who feel like
dropping their advertising, laying off their force
and closing up shop, metaphorically speaking,
we commend the attitude of Gordon Selfridge,
the prominent London merchant, who was one
merchant in England who refused to lose his
head when the war broke out; who refused to
cut salaries, or slash expenses; who refused to

EDISON

DEALER

GIVES

The excellent volume of holiday business
handled by N. E. Olin & Son, Edison phonograph dealers at Kent, O., and particularly the

number
array of
disposed
members

believe that the end of the world had come.
That merchant happens to be an American, and
last year his store paid the English Government an excess profits tax of $200,000.
"When the war broke out," Mr. Selfridge told
George T. Bye, of The Nation's Business, "it
was the general opinion that the end had come
for business. Many merchants reduced staffs
and cut wages. The second or third day of the
war I was waited upon by a committee of our
buyers, who informed me that they were sure
of heavy losses, and that they wished to see
it through with me on a half-salary basis.
"But I wasn't sure business was going to be
bad, and, with thanks for their loyalty and good
spirit, I told every one in the house that Self-

LATEST

ALBUM
No.

1012

This album has heavy green envelopes, interlocked
so that each envelope forms an individual record container. Both ends are finished with brass metal tops
as shown in illustration.
Best\Value on the Market

The Only

NEW

YORK

Metal Back

ALBUM

METAL

CO.

for the Money

BACK

Album Manufactured. A Leader
W rite for Samples and Prices
& CARD

OF

GOOD

BUSINESS

some of the cases were occupied by machines so
they could sell them over again, and thereby
take care of the steadily growing demand.

Each Empty Case Represents an Edison Phonograph Sold by N. E. Olin & Son
Olin & Son report that business for January has
of machines sold, is indicated by the
empty cases which contained machines
opened up most satisfactorily and they are exceedingly optimistic over the business outlook
of during Christmas time. Now the
for 1918.
of the company wish at times that

THE

NYACCO

PROOF

ALBUMS

in the Album Field

23-25 Lispenard St., New York

ridge's would make no changes for the present.
To that stand we owe something of our present
prosperity. By keeping on our brightest face,
spending more money for advertising, and serving our patrons with greater attention, we have
increased our business to a volume of over
$15,000,000—3 gain of $2,500,000 in one year."
Mr. Selfridge took advantage of every twist
in the war situation. He advertised that every
person in his store during any German aeroplane attack was insured free, without preliminary registration, to the amount of $5,000 for
death resulting directly from the raid. The result was to make every woman turn to his store
as a safe place to shop and lunch; and to direct
public attention to its solid concrete construction. He has consistently sold "war bread" a
cent or two cents a loaf lower than any one
else in London — another great trade attracter.
But most important has been the maintenance
of his personnel, and the adaptation of his line
of goods to meet the changed conditions.
As fast as men have been called away, he has
substituted women workers; and many of these,
he says, will never be replaced by men. And
he has foreseen each shift in the public demand,
and provided for it. The luxuries of the rich
early ceased to be a factor in his trade, as
social life in London quickly diminished; but the
luxuries of the poor — inexpensive pianos and
jewelry and the like — have rapidly grown more
important as the wages of workers have risen.
His advice to the American merchant is:
"Keep your business going at high pressure.
Watch with the greatest care your organization, and your ability to fill with women or men
above enlistment age the posts vacated by men
called away. Watch the market, and keep your
stock as full and up-to-date as you can."
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R. F. BOLTON

IN NEW

POST

Appointed This Week as Sales Manager of
the International Record Department of the
Columbia Graphophone Co.
George W. Hopkins, general sales manager of
the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, announced this week the appointment of R. F.
Bolton as sales manager of the Columbia international record department. Mr. Bolton has
already assumed his new duties, with headquarters at 104 West Thirty-eighth street, New York.

R. F. Bolton
R. F. Bolton is one of the most popular and
best-posted members of the talking machine
industry, having been associated with the Columbia Co. for twenty years. During this time
he has occupied posts of -importance and responsibility, and has always been in close touch
with the Columbia dealers. He enters his new
work with the determination to co-operate with
Columbia representatives in every possible way,
with the idea of materially increasing their foreign record sales.
The success of the Columbia Co.'s international record department has been one of the
salient factors in the company's remarkable
growth the past few years. Anton Heindl, manager of this department, is thoroughly versed
in all the intimate details of this important
branch of the business, and as one Columbia
dealer remarked the other day: "The combination of Heindl and Bolton will doubtless mean
big things for the Columbia international record department."
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Edison Disc Jobbers' Association Pay Strong
Tribute to the Patriotic Work of Thomas A.
Edison on Occasion of 71st Birthday

Leading Tenor of Chicago Opera Co. Accorded
Great Reception in Metropolis — Pathe Records
of His Voice in Great Demand These Days

The Edison Disc Jobbers' Association, made
up of the jobbers of Edison phonographs and
records throughout the United States and Canada, recently sent the following letter to Thomas
A. Edison upon the occasion of his seventy-first
birthday anniversary on February 11.
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 11, 1918.
Mr. Thomas Alva Edison:
Greetings and congratulations to you on your
seventy-first birthday. The Edison Disc Jobbers'Association, representing the entire body of
distributors of the Amberola and Edison Disc
phonograph products in the United States of
America and the Dominion of Canada, unite in
extending to you a warm greeting on this, your
seventy-first birthday.
Our association with the name of Edison is
always the source of great personal satisfaction
to each and every one of us, but as we extend our
greetings to you, sir, on this, your seventy-first
birthday, we bring with them a deep sense of
gratitude for your untiring devotion to yoi.r
country and the cause of democracy throughout the world.
We are proud of you, Mr. Edison, and while
you are throwing your great energy into the
fight against the brutal autocracy that threatens
the future of every liberty-loving people of the
earth, please accept our. pledge of unswerving
loyalty to you and yours, through each trying
hour of the task you have so nobly and cheerfully undertaken for mankind. We will try to
profit by your splendid example and courage
and we
this
day.wish you many, many happy returns of

One of the outstanding factors in the remarkable success achieved by the Chicago
Opera Co. in its New York season which recently started at the Lexington Theatre has been
the individual honors accorded Lucien Muratore, leading tenor of the company, and one of
the greatest artists of the present generation.
Mr. Muratore has appeared at a number of performances atthe Lexington Theatre, and every

Very obediently yours,
Walter E. Kipp, President,
L. N. Bloom, Vice-President, Frank E. Bolway, Secretary,
H. Harger Blish, Jr., Treasurer,
A. H. Curry, Executive Committee,
W. L. F. Rosenblatt,
E. Bowman.
A PHILADELPHIA

INCORPORATION

The North Philadelphia Talking Machine Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., has been incorporated, with
a capital stock of $10,000, by Henry A. Gautschi
and others.
Pudney & He wland, a new firm which will open
a music store at 18 Broad street, Ossining, N. Y.,
on March 1 will feature Victrolas as well as

Lucien Muratore
role in which he has been presented has served
to enhance his fame and renown. Not since
the days of Jean de Reszke has any tenor won
such public acclaim.
Although Muratore had been accorded the
most enthusiastic praise by Chicago musical
critics, and his appearance with the Chicago
Opera Co. in this city had been heralded as
one of the "star" events of this company's local
season, the New York music-loving public was
hardly prepared for the superb brilliancy of
Muratore's voice. Every local critic referred
to his New York debut as an epoch-making
event in operatic history, and each succeeding
performance helped to augment this spontaneous praise and acclaim.
Muratore is an exclusive Pathe artist, and his
Pathe records have been sold in large quantities by Pathe dealers everywhere. The Pathe
Freres Co. has been congratulated upon their
acquisition of Muratore as one of their artists,
and this company's local representatives have
taken advantage of the New York season of
the Chicago
Opera advantage.
Co. to feature Muratore's
records
to excellent

pianos.
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We have left over from a large contract a number of cabinets, all of which we
have equipped with mechanisms, making a complete Talking Machine, as illustrated.
While they last, we offer them at $6.50 each, net cash, F.O.B. our factory.
Orders for less than five machines will not be accepted.

Specifications
Oak or Mahogany Cabinet, 15 in. wide, 17 in. deep,
8 in. high. Nickel-plated Tone Arm and Soundbox.
Single Spring Motor.
10 in. Turntable.
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Adam Schaaf, Chicago, Wins First Prize, With Capwell's Department Store, Oakland, Cal., Second, and A. D. Elster, Meriden, Conn., Third — Great Interest in Contest
Winners of the three grand prizes of $300 for
first prize, $125 for second prize and $75 for
third prize in the Edison Week (1917) Dealers'
Window Display Contest have just been announced. They are: First, Adam Schaaf, Chicago; second, Capwell's Department Store, Oakland, Cal.; third, A. D. Elster, Meriden, Conn.
This contest was entirely in the hands of
Edison jobbers with the exception that the Edison Laboratories offered to give three prizes to
the best three photographs submitted in the
United States and Canada. Each jobber conducted a contest in his zone in accordance with
rules laid down by him and gave from three to
seven prizes, winners of first and second prizes
being eligible for the grand prizes. This method
necessitated a considerable length of time to
eliminate non-winners in the various zones, to
forward all of the photographs to Orange and
have the non-winners in the grand prize contest
eliminated.
An unusually large number of attractive displays were entered in the contest which is indicated by the three prize winners illustrated on
this page. A considerable improvement over the

a clever illusion, was in continuous movement.
In front of the Faust scene were arranged six
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Edison Re-Creations from "Faust" and the same
number of Gioconda selections in front of the
other scene.
CARD No. 1
the New Edison
Gounod's_ Faust
opera Re-Created
"Faust" ison recognized
as one of the
world's
greatest
operatic
masterpieces.
Tosufficient
every voice
allotted
a
superb
aria
—
each
one
in
itself
to makeis
Faust famous.

previous year's display was readily noticeable,
not only from a purely decorative standpoint
but from the success of the dealers in telling the
story of Mr. Edison's new art — Music's Re-Creation— by means of their displays. Many displays

Adam

Schaaf Store, Chicago, Winner of First Prize
The Jewel
Creation
No. Song
82086.— soprano solo, Alice Verlet. Edison ReThe
Flower
Song —No.contralto
Edison Re-Creation
82519. solo, Eleanora de Cisneros.
All Hail Thou Dwelling Lowlj* — tenor solo, Paul Althouse. Edison Re-Creation No. 82096.
Even Re-Creation
Bravest Heart
solo, Thomas Chalmers.
Edison
No.— baritone
82060
In addition to these magnificent solos, there is the
great
— Edison
Re-Creation
80121, swelling
and theSoldiers'
graceful,Chorus
melodious
Faust
Waltzes No.
No.
80353.in With
can Re-Create
"Faust"
right
your the
ownNewhomeEdison
and you
by artists
noted for
their
exquisite interpretation.
Another interesting feature was the ten news
clippings from such well-known papers as the
New York Tribune, Philadelphia Ledger, Detroit
Free Press, San Francisco Chronicle and other
famous newspapers. The heading of each paper
was obtained and posted on the showcards and
the wording was arranged as on the front page
of the newspaper with cuts of the different Edison artists as they appeared in the concerts
described.
CARD No. 2
A Musical Triumph in the Life of Edison
The ten news clippings here reproduced contain extracts
from articles written by musical critics of five hundred of
America's principal newspapers, after hearing artists sing
in
direct
with hundred
Edison different
Re-Creations
of their
work.
Twocomparison
thousand five
materials
and
compositions had to be tried and discarded, and more
than fore
oneMr. Edison
million obtained
dollars expended
research work, beCapwell's Department Store, Oakland, Cal., Second Prize Winner
his desiredin result.
included life-size figures standing beside the
laboratory model of the New Edison to represent
Edison artists as they sing in direct comparison
with the New Edison at the tone tests, which
have been witnessed by upwards of 2.000,000
music lovers and music critics on approximately
1,500 different occasions, with the result that the
auditors failed to distinguish the faintest difference between the actual voice and the New Edison's Re-Creation of it. Thirty noted Edison
artists have participated in these tests, which
Have taken place in all parts of the United States
and most of Canada.
The first prize winning display in the Grand
Prize Contest was truly a masterpiece in the art
of window dressing, as one glance at the reproduction on this page will readily confirm. The
following description of this window will help to
visualize its attractiveness:
Several novel ideas were introduced in this
display, among which the most noteworthy were
the two stage pictures — the garden scene from
"Faust," portraying Alice Verlet singing the
Jewel aria, and the very beautiful ship scene from
"La Gioconda." These scenes were painted by
artists and arranged exactly like stage settings,
lighted by twenty incandescent concealed lights,
and made a very realistic appearance. Even
the moon appeared in one of the scenes and the
moonrays were playing on the water, which, by
Display of A. D. Elster, Meriden, Conn., Which Won Third Prize
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Wool worth. Building, New York

The color scheme of the display was pink,
black and gold, and the friezes representing
grand opera were painted in light water colors
and mounted on black velvet which made a very
beautiful and strong contrast. Five New Edisons
and twenty Edison Re-Creations were displayed.
AN INTERESTING

ANNOUNCEMENT

Name Desired for the New Steel Needles of the
Record Needle & Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
The Record Needle & Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee,
Wis., have a very interesting announcement in
another part of The World, in which they ask
the co-operation of the trade in selecting a
fitting name for their new steel needles. H. A.
Goldsmith, who is actively interested in this
enterprise, is a practical talking machine man,
who is fully acquainted with the needs of the
trade, and it goes without saying that whatever he and those associated with him place
on the market will be most reliable and satisfactory. The company are planning to conduct a large volume of business during 1918,
and they have already booked some very large
orders.
0. K. HOUCK

AIDS HOSPITAL

COLUMBIA

ARTISTS

SCORE

Mme. Barrientos and Hipolito Lazaro Win Triumph at Metropolitan Opera House

debut with the Metropolitan Opera Co. was
one of the sensations of that season.
Hipolito Lazaro is considered one of the
greatest tenors of recent times, and his appearance in Spain, Italy, Buenos Aires, London

- Two famous Columbia artists, Hipolito Lazaro and Mme. Maria Barrientos, figured prominently in New York's operatic news this month,
for both made their initial 1918 appearance with
the Metropolitan Opera Co. Mme. Barrientos
had made her debut with this opera company
in the season of 1915-1916, but Lazaro's performance in "Rigoletto" last week marked his
initial appearance at the Metropolitan Opera
House.
Both of these artists won the enthusiastic
praise of the musical critics, their performance
in the leading roles in "Rigoletto" being re-

FUND

Well-Known Piano Man of Memphis
Hard to Corner the Dollars

Works

Memphis, Tenn., February 5.— O. K. Houck, of
the O. K. Houck Piano Co., is one of the most
active workers in raising a fund of $200,000 for
the Baptist Memorial Hospital in this city. Mr.
Houck has not only worked hard in getting actual subscriptions, but has been one of the principal speakers at the various meetings held to
stimulate the work. Mr. Houck's well-known
fund of humor has in many cases gotten more
results than some of the more serious discussions of other business men.
E. L. THOMPSON

TWO

A WINNER

E. L. Thompson, a member of the local
wholesale branch of the Columbia Graphophone
Co., 55 Warren street, was the winner of the
President Whitten individual salesman's cup
for the month of December in this district.
This was Mr. Thompson's first victory, and
the contest for permanent possession of the
trophy continues to be "fast and furious."
Do You Collect Your Accounts ?

FOR some time past we have been using
a follow up system of collecting both
our installment and open accounts
that has brought us wonderful results. 90%
of the work done right in your office. Saves
attorneys' fees and keeps the good will and
patronage of your customer.
The complete layout, simply explained,
sent for $5.00. Cash with order. We refer
you to any Victor, Edison or Columbia
Jobber in our section as to our reliability.
HYATT TALKING MACHINE CO., Portland, Oregon

Hipolito Lazaro
and Havana has given him international renown. He has won praise from distinguished
critics for the remarkable range and power of
his voice, and his Columbia records have served
to add to his laurels as a tenor who will be an
invaluable contributor to the history of operatic
music.
Mme. Maria Barrientos
ferred to as one of the finest renditions of this
popular opera that has been heard in recent
years. These artists are scheduled for a number of performances this season at the Metropolitan Opera House, and their 1918 debut
augurs well for their continued success at America's celebrated opera house.
Mme. Maria Barrientos and Hipolito Lazaro
are both exclusive Columbia artists, and their
Columbia records have already met with a very
favorable reception throughout the country.
Mme. Barrientos is a coloratura soprano who
has achieved fame here and abroad, and her
Lufranc

Quality

MICKEL

BROS. CO. HANDLING

PIANOS

The Prominent Victor Jobbers of Omaha
Now Handling Pianos and Players

Are

Omaha, Neb., January 28.— The Mickel Bros.
Co., jobbers of Victor talking machines and
records, with headquarters at Fifteenth and
Harney streets, this city, who also carry other
specialties, are now handling pianos and are
working up a nice and satisfactory trade with
the Packard and Hobart M. Cable pianos and
player-pianos. The Mickel Bros. Co. are widely known throughout the State of Nebraska and
have a big trade following.
RECORD

DELIVERY

ENVELOPES

START THE NEW YEAR
WITH A GOOD SUPPLY
by Placing Your Order Now
Samples and Prices Furnished Cheerfully
W rite Today
LEWIS
654 Book Building

Get the Best Always
C. FRANK
DETROIT, MICH.
T.M.W.1Z17
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WORLD'S
ADVERTISING
Any member ofClASSIflED
the trade may fornard
to this office
a "Situation" advertisement Intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure,
and it will
free. Replies
warded be
withoutinserted
cost. Additional
spacewillwillalsobe beat forthe
rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the
cost of same will be 25c. per line.
POSITION WANTED— 9 years' experience
in Victor business, at present connected with
large retail store in New York City. Am desirous of making a change and would consider
taking charge of Victrola department with reliable firm. Capable of showing results. Know
the Victor catalog thoroughly, and previous
experience in handling salesmen, and have had
several years' experience in charge of Victor
department. Can furnish highest references from
previous and present employers. Address "Box
492," care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York.
WANTED — To get in touch with some one
with about $25,000 to take half interest in an Al
talking machine manufacturing, paying, business.
Plenty of cash customers and over $40,000 worth
of assets. A big chance for man with money.
Entire plant, machinery, etc., can be moved to
any location if desired. If you are interested
address "Big Chance," care The Talking Machine
World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
WANTED — Salesman on commission basis to
sell high grade up-to-date talking machines, 3
salesmen for Southern territory and 2 for Eastern. Only those showing capable results need
apply. Address Premier Cabinet Co., Williamsport, Pa.
SITUATION WANTED— Middle-aged man
with fifteen years' experience in phonograph
construction, would like to become associated
with honorable concern desiring to build or
building talking machines. I have several valuable inventions to offer along with my knowledge of the art for the right concern. Address
"Box 486," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED— A thorough experienced Edison jobbers' traveler and also manager
with all the constructive dynamic attributes of
character, a live wire and hustler. Can hold
and build up trade, enthusiastic and convincing.
Highest references from headquarters. Address
"Box 485," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York.
WANTED — Large Gramophone company in London is
anxious to procure spring motors, tone arms and sound
boxes of the highest grade to assemble their machines. At
present using 90 per cent. Swiss and the balance British
parts, but would like to get hold of good American parts
if they can import them. Manufacturers of these parts are
requestedMachine
to communicate
"BoxAve.,
British,"
care The
Talking
World, 373with
Fourth
New York.
WANTED — A thoroughly experienced Edison Diamond
Disc salesman. In applying state age, experience, and give
as references names of former employers. A good opening
for a highWorld,
class man.
AdressAve.,
"BoxNew
493,"York.
care The Talking
Machine
373 Fourth
WHOLESALE SALESMAN desires to make change.
Well known and has built up successful record. Can furnish best of references from present connection. Victor
line preferred.
chine World, 373Address
Fourth "Box
Ave., 497,"
New care
York. The Talking MaSITUATION
12 years'cantalking
machine experienceWANTED—
desires a Man
road ofposition,
produce.
Makeing me
a
proposition.
Address
"Lyb,"
care
The
TalkMachine World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED— Cabinet superintendent and designer wishes to connect with live concern March 1.
Familiar with up-to-date methods. Good executive and
knows
how
to obtain
results. Now
in NewAddress
YorkCity. Highest
references.
Fortvemployed
years old.
"Box New
494, York.
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave.,
POSITION WANTED — Manager or superintendent of
phonograph
will be open high
for position
March 1.
Now with afactory
firm manufacturing
grade commercial
phonographs. Output 125 a day. Am in a position to
show how your production can be increased and your
merchandise improved without increasing your cost. Specialize on designing period and modern styles, general construction, cost,' elimination of waste. Executive ability in
handling labor and labor problems. If it's production you
need,
address
"BoxNew495."York.
care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave.,
SITUATION WANTED — Experienced Edison salesman
and manger desires to make connection with live Edison
dealer.
similar
position
now.373Address
care The Hold
Talking
Machine
World,
Fourth "Box
Ave., 496."
New
York.
WANTED — Capable, experienced, reliable person to take
charge
of disc
480, care
The manufacturing
Talking Machinedepartment.
World, 373 Address
Fourth "Box
Ave,
New York.

TALKING

MACHINE

WANTED — A position as manager of talking machine
store or department. Young, married man of long, practical
experience. Al references. Middle West preferred. Address "E. B.Chicago,
6," care111. Talking Machine World, 209 S.
State Street,
TRAVELERS visiting talking machine trade can make
$50.00 per week easily, selling our sensational novelty for
talking machines as a sideline. Pocket samples. Excellent
proposition. Only first class men need apply. _ State parand districtavenue
you and
cover.
Address
Uniset Chicago,
Repro111. ducer Co.,ticulars,Wabash
Jackson
boulevard,
POSITION WANTED— Would like to work in phonograph store or anywhere else in phonograph line. Address
"Box New
489," York.
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave.,
SITUATION WANTED— Experienced Edison salesman
and manager open to offer. Hold similar position now.
Age 33, World,
married.373 Address
490," York.
care The Talking
Machine
Fourth "Box
Ave., New
WANTED — By a New York
man to develop a phonograph
by letter only, state experience
dress M. Weingarten, 286 Fifth

manufacturer, an expert
motor. Answer in detail
and salary expected. AdAve., New York.

SITUATION WANTED — Superintendent at present employed, thoroughly familiar with every angle of the phonograph business, desires to make a change. Address "Box
491,"
care
New York. The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
SITUATION WANTED — By high grade finishing foreman.chines.HaveWill had
several
talking
be open
for years'
positionexperience
February on
first.
Want ma-to
connect up with a good, live, growing concern, one that
would appreciate first class finishing, production and efficiency in every respect. State amount of men in finishing
room, the output whether table or floor cases, the salary
you
pay forAve.,
an Al
man. Address
"J. D.," 306
East would
South Grand
Springfield.
111.
SITUATION — Mechanical engineer thoroughly understanding the manufacturing of phonograph parts, complete
machine assembling or machine work, is open for a position
as superintendent or production manager. Highest credentials as to World,
ability.373Address
ing Machine
Fourth "Box
Ave., 473,"
New care
York.The TalkENERGETIC — Young man with clerical, order and
executive experience, familiar with the phonograph record
line, desires position in any part of the country. Address
Philip
Ohio. Greenberg, 2325 East Sixtv-third St., Cleveland,
SITUATION WANTED — If it were possible to secure a
sales manager who has sold over $21,000 worth of phonoin one him?
year, Have
to manage
your department,graphs,
would personally,
you consider
good position
now.
Will explain reasons for wanting to make a change. Will
furnish signed statement of business done. Strictly conAddress "Box
care The
World, 373fidential.
Fourth
Ave., 472,"
New York
City. Talking Machine
POSITION WANTED by expert mechanic with thorough spection
knowledge
of motors,
assembling,
cabinets
and full
inof finished
production.
Competent
to take
charge. 373Address
care The Talking Machine
World,
Fourth "Box
Ave., 487,"
New York.
SALESMAN — Calling on talking machine and piano
dealers, to handle a profitable side-line that may be developed. refuse.
Territory open.
Proposition
one repeat
that most
dealers will not
Steady
return on
business.
Address "Box 488," care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York.
WANTED — Experienced salesmen in the talking machine
and ing
piano
(having toa slight
wood finishwill betrade
an asset),
sell aknowledge
meritoriousof article
as a
side line. Write for particulars at once, as territory is
going
rapidly.
Our
offer
to
the
trade
gets
the
business
for
the N.
salesman.
Address Master Mfg. Co., Box 96,
Camden,
J.
WANTED — An expert talking machine assembler by a
manufacturer in New York City. Permanent position for
a man who thoroughly understands the assembling of popular pricedWorld,
machines.
Address Ave.,
"Expert,"
care The Talking
Machine
373 Fourth
New York.
WANTED — A superintendent for a talking machine
plant who is a capable executive and who can organize an
efficient working class. We want a progressive and thoroughly efficient man who can take complete charge of the
plant, which is one of the most complete in the country.
Give full details as to past experience, training, etc. All
repliesTalking
held strictly
"Box New
476," York.
care
The
Machineconfidential.
World, 373 Address
Fourth Ave.,
WANTED — Experienced talking machine salesmen who
are familiar with the wholesale trade, and who are capable
of handling a first class line of machines and records.
There is an excellent opportunity for the right men, with
unlimited earning possibilities. Give full particulars in
first letter. This is a proposition that will place the right
men with one of the best equipped manufacturers in the
trade.
Address
World, 373
Fourth"Box
Ave.,477,"
New care
York.The Talking Machine
WANTED — By a New York distributor an assistant reSalary
to start
$14. World,
Address373"Repairs,"
Box
478. pair
careman.The
Talking
Machine
Fourth Ave.,
New York.
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Wall -Kane
Needles
60 packages without
stand, $3.90;
60 packages
100 packages
without stand,
$6.50 with
; stand, $4;
single packages, 6V->c, any quantity.
ORDER NOW
RICHMOND NEEDLE CO., 2014 Fifth Ave., New York
Side-Line Salesmen Wanted
FOR SALE
at
a
very
attractive
— 6 handsome
Music
Booths, model No. 2, price
finished
in two tonesUnico
of French
gray enamel. These booths are of double construction
throughout, making them as nearly sound proof as
possible. Upper panels are of leaded glass. We are
moving shortly and these booths must be sacrificed
immediately. Write us for full particulars. Xeal,
Clark
N.
Y. & Neal Company, 643 Main Street, Buffalo,

STEEL NEEDLES (Extra Loud)
Made in America, of the best Carbon steel wire,
100 needles, in elegant black envelopes, per
1,000 needles
$6.50
MAIN SPRINGS
For Columbia Motors, size l"x0. 28x11', each...
"
"
size %"x0. 23x10', each..
"
size 54"x0.22x854', each.
For Victor Motors, size 1", each
"
"
each
GOVERNOR SPRINGS
For Columbia Motors, bent., per 100
For Victor Motors, per 100
For Heineman, Markell, etc., per 100,
THUMB SCREWS FOR STYLUS BARS
For Victor Soundboxes, per 100
For Columbia Soundboxes, per 100
MICA DIAPHRAGMS
For Victor Soundboxes, each
For Columbia Soundboxes, each
For all standard Soundboxes, each
Needle Cups, nickel plated, per 100
Needle Cups, per 1000
Covers to nickel cups for used needles, per 100. .
Covers, per 1000

2h;

1.50
1.50
0.15
0.25
0.22
2.00
17.50
1.25
10.00

FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO.
1491 DeKalb Avenue
Brooklyn. N, Y

FOR
SALE
Long established furniture factory, well and favorably known and successful — factory well equipped —
150,000 square feet floor space — has had considerable
experience in making high grade cabinets — labor conditions good, no unions or labor troubles — cheap
labor — good reasons for selling. Correspondence
confidential.
Address 373
"Phonograph,"
Talking Machine World,
Fourth Ave.,care
NewTheYork.

SPOT CASH PAID— WANTED
Any amount of records in all languages,
Talking Machines, Horn or Hornless,
also parts of all makes. Address Phonograph and Record Exchange, 2104 Third
Ave., New York. Telephone 7848 Harlem.
STEEL
NEEDLES
Loud tone. 200 in envelope. A few million to
close out at $525 per million or 55c per thousand,
in hundred-thousand lots. Bargains in motors,
tone arms, parts, and complete machines.
FULTON TALKING MACHINE CO.
640 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

FOR
SALE
Four-minute indestructible records, all
new clean stock 10 cents each in 100 lots.
Denninger Cycle Co., Rochester, N. Y.
SALESMAN WANTED — Experienced traveling phonograph salesman calling on the retail trade to carry as a side
line
an
exceptional
record.
Address
"Box
F. B. 6,"
care Thepopular
Talkingpriced
Machine
World,
209 South
State St., Chicago, 111.

DECALC0MAN1E

NAMEPLATES

FOB TALKING
CABINETS MACH|Nt
En
SOLD BY
HURTEAU.WILLIAMS&C0'i°
MONTREAL
OTTAWA

0.60
0.35
0.24
0.50
0.75
1.75
1.50
0.60

Pamphlets with fac-simile illustrations and prices mailed
on request.
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SMITH-SCHIFFLIN
CO.
New York City
126 Liberty Street
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Trade Making Slow Recovery After Post-Holiday Reaction — With a Few Notable Exceptions the Dealers Appear to Lack Realization
of Publicity Possibilities — Improved Conditions in Machine Market — The Handling of
Resharpened Needles — Steel Wire for Needle
Making — Handling Accounts in Enemy Countries— W. H. Reynolds, Ltd., in New Home —
What the New Record Lists Offer-^The Copyright Question Discussed — Invicta Record
Co. Recovering From Effects of Fire — Photographing the Voice — Bars Removed Against
Dispatch of Catalogs — Other Trade News
London, England, E. C, January 30. — As in
most countries, the period immediately succeeding Christmas tide is somewhat slack from the
viewpoint of talking machine sales. In normal
times the British market quickly recovers, and
indeed the volume of trade often surpasses the
ephemeral pre-holiday rush. To-day all this
is changed. The trade recovery is considerably
slower, the demand for records and machines
being non-progressive. From inquiries around
the trade and in conversation with retailers I
learn that sales, of records especially, are only
just picking up again after a period of somnolence, and now that the pantomimes are in full
swing there is every prospect of increasing business. Every gramophone concern has published
a list of records bearing the catchy numbers
from the chief pantos, which, by the way, are
very well patronized; aerial and other wartime
exigencies considered. The lure of the theatres directly reflects itself in favor of the dealer; every theatregoer possessing a gramophone
being a potential buyer of records. This fact
is utilized to good advantage in the publicity
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announcements of manufacturers, though unfortunately the average dealer this side fails
to grasp the value of coupling up his activities
and publicity propaganda therewith. One day,
I suppose, dealers will come to realize that, as
the link between supply and demand, it is up to
them to work in close association with the manufacturer, and thus double the value of the latter's
expenditure. As it is, the enterprise is all on
one side, with the result that a percentage of
its selling power — how much it is impossible
to estimate these times — is absolutely lost. Now
and again one hears of a few real live dealers,
like Jake Graham, of Liverpool; Thos. Edens
Osborne, of Belfast; Paskell, of London, apart
from the big stores, who actively co-operate
with manufacturers, but taking the average dealer his apathy in this regard is very disappointing. Indeed, it is fair to say, of at least 50 per
cent, of retailers, that they do not sell gramophones and records; people come in and buy
them. That is a basic truth, notwithstanding
the great difficulties which surround us.
In the machine domain trade conditions are
somewhat better than when last I wrote.
Motors are coming along in larger quantities
from Switzerland, at least for a period, and deliveries are more prompt. The British output
of motors is still poor. There is, I am told,
not much hope of improvement while the war
is on, as it continues to absorb all available
labor and material. Nevertheless, it is a matter of satisfaction to the trade that experiments
are progressing along lines which should insure
a big output immediately the situation permits,
and, in any case, render it unnecessary for any
Britisher to entertain the thought that we need
ever again allow to be re-established the pre-
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war German monopoly. If this is to be
achieved, however, I would suggest that the
trade co-ordinate its plans so as to embrace a
definite offer of encouragement of any and all
legitimate efforts to secure to British interests
alone the British gramophone market. This
co-ordination should take the solidly practical
form of financial support, if possible, and certainly the actual placement of a good order,
after a satisfactory demonstration of the motor.
Such action would materially assist the manufacturer, enabling him to plan a definite postwar campaign in the interests of British Empire trade. I am not aware that this matter
has yet received the attention it deserves at
the hands of our trade as a body, though individual support along the lines suggested has
not been, and is not, wanting. In this connection, however, there is need for the establishment of a central authority for the encouragement and introduction of a settled plan of campaign along lines of more or less general agreement in conformity with the trade's aims and
ambitions, based upon an intimate knowledge
of the situation. A "prepared" policy is much
preferable to any hasty or haphazard plan
evolved at the last minute. The trade should
know in advance of peace what it is hoped to
accomplish. The best incentive to the success
of those aims is to enthuse individuals with the
thought that it depends largely upon personal
effort of an active, not a passive, nature. Let
us try and get each member of the . trade to
realize this.
Second-hand Needles — Sales Policy
The sales policy in connection with the marketing of resharpened needles is causing a cer(Continued on page 108)
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Voice'
trade-mark
that is recognized

throughout
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Branches
DENMARK : Skandlnavlsk Grammophon-Aktleselskab, Frihavnen, Copenhagen.
Copyright

FRANCE: Cle. Francalse du Gramophone, 115
Boulevard Richard Lenoir, Place de la Republique, Paris.

intensely human picture stands for all that is

SPAIN:
Barcelona. Compania del Gramfifono, 56-58 Balmes,

'His Master's Voice"
This

best in music
— it is the " His Master's Voice "
trade-mark, and it brings to you,
no matter where you are, the
very best music

of every kind,

sung and played by the world's
greatest artists — the greatest

SWEDEN: Skandlnavlska Grammophon-Aktlebolaget, Drottning Gatan No. 47, Stockholm.
RUSSIA: The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 45, Nevaky
Prospect, Petrograd (Petersburg) ; No. 1
Solyanka, Solyanol Dvor, Moscow; 9, Golovlnsky
Prospect, Tlflls; Nowy-Swtat 80, Warsaw; 83,
Alexandrowskaya Dlitsa, Riga; 11 Mlchallovskaya
Ulltsa, Baku.
INDIA: The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 130, Balllaghatta
Bombay. Road, Calcutta; 7, Bell Lane, Fort,
Great

Britain :

AUSTRALIA: S. Hoffnung & Co., Ltd., Sole
Concessionaries of The
Gramophone
Company,
es
enci
| Ag
Limited, 163, Pitt
Street,
Sydney.
NEW ZEALAND: Gramophonlum, Ltd., 118-120
Victoria Street, Wellington.
SOUTH AFRICA: Darter & Sons, Post Box 174,
Capetown; Mackay Bros., Post Box 251, Johannesburg; Mackay Bros. & McMahon, Post Box 410,
Durban; Ivan H. Haarburger, Post Box 100,
Bloemfonteln ; Franz Moeller, Post Box 108, Bast
London; B. J. Bwlns & Co., Post Box 80, Queenstown; Handel House, Klmberley; Laurence &
Salisbury.
Cope, Post Box 132, Buluwayo; The Argus Co.,
EAST
Marques. AFRICA: Bay ley & Co., Louremo
HOLLAND: American Import Co., 22a, Amgterd
Veerkade, The Hague.
ITALY: A. Bossl & Co., Via OreOci 2, Milan.
EGYPT (Also for the Soudan, Greece and the
Ottoman Empire): K. Fr. Vogel, Post Box 414,
Alexandria.

singers, pianists, violinists, orchestras and bands — all enshrined
in the unequalled
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FROM OUR LONDON HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 107)
tain amount of interest this side, in view of the
for army and navy demands, and for no other
increasing quantities of used needles which are
purpose. The needle manufacturers must discollected and dispatched for repointing. This
tribute supplies proportionate to their customclass of business has developed considerably of
ers' previous ratio. We look like getting down
to business at last.
late and one of theinost important questions inAnent Branches in Enemy Countries
volved is, whether these needles should be resold as new.
At the recent annual general meeting of the
The repointing process is in the main pretty
"His Master's Voice" shareholders, the chairman made interesting reference to the position
good, though it falls a little short of being
rightly considered equal to the fine, smooth,
of the company's branches in enemy countries
evenly-tapered points of new needles. Were it and allied continental territory in enemy ocotherwise, the question would lose much of its
cupation. The statement is self-explanatory,
and is just now of particular interest. He said:
value. As it is, if these repointed needles are
sold without any notification that they are other
"In other parts of the world where business
has been possible, sales have also been good.
than new, one could not avoid the feeling that
Our branch managers and agents have done
an unintentional departure is made from equity.
everything humanly possible, steadfastly and
This very question was noted in a previous
loyally keeping up our trade and good name
article devoted to an encouragement of repointunder circumstances of exile, hardship, privation
ing of old needles, and I then took the opportunity of stating that in my opinion every box
and even personal danger. We thank them all
of these needles should carry a clear indication
most heartily and sincerely. Those of you who
are acquainted with our history and have folthat they were "resharpened needles." The polowed from time to time what I have been able
sition is a well-defined one, which, to my mind,
permits of no quibbling. Unless he is informed
to tell you at our annual meetings will know
to the contrary, the purchaser of a box of that our German branch is a separate German
needles is rightly entitled to assume that they
company, all the shares being owned by this
are new ones. That being so, to continue the
company. We have been informed that our
sale of resharpened needles, except as such, is shareholding or ownership has, under orders
from the German Government authorities, been
committing a pious fraud on the public. I honestly believe that this aspect of the case has not
sold by public vender to the highest bidder. Our
occurred to those who are developing this new
information is meagre, and I merely mention the
field of economizing steel, but now that it has
bald fact so that it may be within your knowlreceived publicity I think any of our friends
edge. We have lodged a claim with the conwhom this subject may affect will respond to
troller here as to our assets in enemy territhe justice of the case, and adopt a policy which
tories, and as it is understood that the balance of accounts between Great Britain and
in itself will answer in the negative the question
raised herein.
Germany is largely in Great Britain's favor it
How They Do Things in the Navy
is open to hope that we shall not eventually be
losers in respect to the reported sale. You will
Warships which possessed a harmonium and
also know that we have, or had, a large record
a competent musician to operate it have in the
past received an official grant of two shillings
factory at Riga, which seaport town has reweekly. A new order endeavors to make it centl}' passed into enemy hands. In July, 1915,
when the Germans previously threatened Riga,
clear that the harmonium player need not really
the whole of our plant, machinery, and effects
exist, the instrument itself being sufficient justification for the payment. It takes a column
of every description, including boilers and
of close print in the London Gazette to explain
plant, were moved to new premises in Moscow,
this simple fact in official language, though
where they have since been utilized for our purnothing is said of the more modern and diverse
poses. Our total loss in Riga is therefore confined to the value of the land and the stripped
musical instrument — the gramophone, or
whether, as a contemporary puts it, the naval
harmoniums are to be fitted with an automatic
W. H. Reynolds, Ltd., in New Quarters
building."
A recent call at W. H. Reynolds (1915), Ltd.,
player attachment which will operate upon insertion of the Admiralty grant in the slot.
revealed the interesting fact that a wartime reSteel Wire for Gramophone Needles
moval is in progress. Their present location, 45
The first official action having for its object
City road, is a building of many historic associathe rationing of steel for needles terminated on
tions. For the past decade it has been occupied
November 28 last. In the present ration of by successive firms, though I cannot say the
place has proved over lucky from the viewpoint
twenty-five tons of steel-wire is an official renewal which expires on February 28. It is of enterprising occupants. The present tenexpected that from this latter date permission
ants, Messrs. Reynolds, may certainly be considered an exception, as witness their need of
will be given for the same amount of steel-wire
the more commodious building they have now
to be allocated for the purpose named, each
quarter, or otherwise as supplies permit. The
been forced to acquire, owing to trade expanministry stipulate that the whole of the needles
sion. The new home is almost opposite —
made from this ration, in which, by the way, all 22 City road, and removal thereto is now in
firms are entitled to participate, shall be utilized
course of operation.
Upon visiting the new
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REX

GRAMOPHONE
are making a Specialty oj

CO.

EXPORT
in
Horn, Hornless & Portable Disc Machines
REX GRAMOPHONE CO. 2 Elizabeth Place
Rivington Street, LONDON, E.C. 2
Cable Addresi "Lyrecodisc. London" Enquiries Solicited
place, I am of opinion that it is in every way
more suitable for our class of business than
is No. 45. It is a large airy warehouse of five
floors, not counting the basement; plenty of
natural light; steam heated throughout, and so
equipped as to insure prompt handling of gramophone repairs, the hundred-and-one parts and accessories stocked, packing and dispatch of complete machines, etc. In the basement there
was to be seen a pleasing sight in the shape of
several cases of Swiss motors, of which, I was
assured by the director, there would be reasonable supplies for some time ahead. This enterprising firm evidently mean to maintain output on the highest possible level, quality being
the declared keynote of their future policy. That
is as it should be; the British trade has had
enough of the cheap and nasty. We progress!
New Supplies of "Guardsman" Records Ready
The recent fire at the factory of the Invicta
Record Co., which caused damage sufficient to
disorganize output, is being made good as quickly as possible. At the time of writing the best
possible report is to hand anent the progress of
the rebuilding operations, and I learn that the
pressing of records has again commenced in
earnest. It will, of course, be some time before conditions can permit of normal output,
but the company are sanguine, given a continuance of the present rate of progress, that rebuilding operations will be completed within the
near future.
New "Winners" for 1918
The "first new year Winner program of records is, in quality and value, an excellent augury
of the company's 1918 service. Last year's sales
are rumored to have reached unexpected proportions, and by the list under mention it certainly looks as though J. E. Hough, Ltd., are
out on the right road to an eclipse of all previous records. The new list embodies vocal,
band, orchestral and descriptive numbers galore,
recorded by first-class artists. I don't hesitate
to say that every title is a "cinch." There is
a goodly leavening of panto "hits" amongst
them, and some real tongue twisters, as for instance— ''Sammy Salter Salted Sausages in
Salter's Shop." Say it quickly, if you can!
Altogether a fine sales list.
The Murdoch Trading Co.

Owing to the recent disastrous fire which entirely destroyed their large London warehouse,
John G. Murdoch & Co., Ltd., are now carrying
on their business at 59 Clerkenwell road, London, E. C, under, be it noted, a new title — The
Murdoch Trading Co. The business has nat•PHONOKINO.
CABLE
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Catalogue

IN GREAT
PRODUCED
FOR] MONEY
VALUE
GREATEST
TEN INCH
DOUBLE SIDED
NEEDLE CUT
PLAY ON ALL GRAMOPHONES

contains

4000 Titles by the Premier Artistes, Instrumentalists,
of the British Empire

Orchestras
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and Bands

DEALERS PREPARED TO DO BUSINESS ARE INVITED TO COMMUNICATE WITH
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urally been very considerably disorganized, and
though every effort is being made to satisfactorily straighten things out, the indulgence of
the trade at such a time will be much appreciated. It is perhaps scarcely necessary to
mention this, in view of the general sympathy
of the trade already expressed to Messrs. Murdoch. A sad feature of the disaster is that
while endeavoring to combat the outbreak of
fire one of the oldest employes lost his life. He
did his duty, and more, under circumstances that
one day shall be told in full. The World begs
to tender to the firm its sincere sympathy.
"Over There," the American war song which
has achieved among the "Sammies" a rage only
to be likened to our own "Tipperary," has just
been announced by the Columbia Co. as a special issue. The song was brought over to this
country by Albert de Courville and introduced
by that astute producer into "Zig-Zag" at the
London Hippodrome, sung by Shirley Kellogg.
Marie Corelli Buys a Compactophone
Miss Marie Corelli, the world-famed novelist,
has just purchased a Regal Compactophone for
sending to the soldiers. The famous writer has
largely suspended her fiction writing activities
and is devoting great energy to matters of war
interest, of which this purchase of a Regal Compactophone isstriking evidence. The sale of
the instrument was effected by Keys Phono Depot, of John Bright street, Birmingham.
Not From the States This Time
Those who keep in touch with the taste of
the public in popular songs will know that for
some seasons past the big song of the year has
been 6f the coon type. Thus we have had
"Down Home in Tennessee" and "Down Where
the Swanee River Flows," to quote the most recent examples. This year, again, the fashion
reigns, but while those mentioned are airs that
came to us from the U. S. A., it is interesting to
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due, they say, to the favorable reception accorded to the newest issue of the complete
"Rigoletto."
Alleged Injustice of a Copyright Society's Policy
Some interesting correspondence has recently
been published by The Times newspaper from
eminent composers relative to the methods of
working the provisions of the Copyright Act,
1911, by the Performing Rights Society. The initial letter, which is signed by such eminent men
as Sir Joseph Beecham, Sir Frederick Cowen,
Dr. Walford Davies, Sir Edward Elgar, W.
Landon, E. Ronald, Dr. Ethel Smyth and others,
complains of the injustice which the policy of
the Performing Rights Society inflicts alike on
the public and the composer, and continues —
"unless and until the Performing Rights Society
produce and make available, at a reasonable inspection charge, to those interested, a full list
of the works they claim to control, stating the
prices they mean to charge for performing
rights, composers of Allied and British nationality will continue to suffer by the inference
that expensive legal consequences will result
from the performance of their recent works, and
those interested will be compelled to avoid their
music and confine themselves to undoubted outof-copyright or enemy works."
In his reply to this letter William Boosey, the
president of the society, stated "that the society's composers and authors "were perfectly
satisfied with the manner in which their business
was conducted and with the financial results of
the same, and claimed for the society freedom

note that this season's newcomer is by English
authors and an English composer, A. J. Mills,
Fred Godfrey and Bennett Scott, to wit. The
song is "Down Texas Way," and even in advance of pantomime its merry catchy melody
had already established a unique niche for itself. The song is issued on Columbia this
month, sung by the Unity Quartet and Geo. F.
Murray, tenor.
"Almost Uncanny"
Unquestionably the surprise of the present
season have been the Columbia records of
"Daddy" and "Love's Old Sweet Song," sung by
Madame Clara Butt. The divinely gifted contralto has been responsible for many remarkable
records since her association with Columbia,
but, in all her glorious career she has never
made records that compare with these.
"Rigoletto" Sells "Aida"
It is an accepted axiom of business that one
good line sells another, but the Columbia Co.
say they were not altogether prepared for the
new "boom" which has suddenly set in for their
complete opera of "Aida."
It can only be

to conduct their own business in their own way."
Whether or not this is a reasonable claim we
leave to the good sense of our readers. There
can be no doubt, however, that concert managers feel a grievance in this matter, and while
"that lasts the position must remain exactly as
set forth by the complainants.. We do not know
what the Performing Rights Society imagines it
has to lose by the publication of the names of
the composers, etc., whom they represent, and
a little light on this dark subject would doubtless give all concerned the key to a better understanding.
The Photographic Light of the Voice
In one of his lectures at the Royal Institution,
Professor J. A. Fleming explained to his juvenile audience that by an invention of his own
the vibration of the human voice upon the diaphragm of a telephone receiver, or on a phonograph record, could be visually reproduced, and
shown on the lantern screen. By an apparatus
connected with the motor of a gramophone he
could cause the voice to make rays of light
which by being reflected upon a circulating mirror were shown on the screen as a circle of light
vibrating in accordance with the "waves" of
the voice. Proceeding to the experiment he
placed a record on his gramophone and played
the national anthem, and the voice circle on the
screen aroused considerable interest among the
audience.
"My invention," said the lecturer,
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Soundboxes

IF you are after a genuine offer of
soundboxes, you'll do well to
communicate with us immediately.
We have tens of thousands of perfect
soundboxes, fitted with the best
quality mica. Confidently recommended for cheaper machines, absolutely reliable and give excellent
reproduction. Price to clear
$50 per gross, F. O. B. London.
Orders for less than gross lots not accepted

Wire "Knotaslepe, London".
W.H. Reynolds (1915) Ltd.
45, City Road, London, E. C.
Write for new illustrated
Complete Catalogue
"makes it possible to photograph the waves of
the human Industrial
voice."
Fairs Postponed
It is announced that the new accommodation
for the British Industries Fair (Glasgow), 1918,
may not be entirely completed by February 25,
and as it is of great importance that the British
Industries! Fair in London and Glasgow should
be held simultaneously, the Board of Trade have
decided to postpone the opening of both fairs
for two weeks. Accordingly, the period for
which the British Industries Fairs in London
and Glasgow open, will be March 11 to March 22.
Prohibited Exports From Sweden
The news is published by the Swedish Chamber of Commerce for the United Kingdom that
plates and cylinders for gramophones, phonographs, and like instruments, also worn out
plates and cylinders, have been added to the
list of goods which are now prohibited for exportation from Sweden to. all countries.
Of Special Interest to Advertisers
A recent official announcement makes known
that "The unrestricted dispatch of trade catalogs and price lists from traders to traders is
permitted up to January 31, 1919. Other classes
of advertising circulars may be distributed up
to the same date on the basis of one-third of
the total weight of such matter distributed between February 1, 1916, and January 31, 1917.
Annual reports of companies or societies issued
to their own members, auctioneers' and surveyors' catalogs and price lists, prospectuses and
application forms dispatched by insurance companies in response to requests in writing are
definitely excluded from the order.
(Continued on page 110)
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We can ship you immediately, any quantity of Records :
BANDS
ORCHESTRAS
INSTRUMENTAL
SELECTION

OF

AMERICAN

Cut

SOLOS

VOCAL

AIRS

including, "Marching Through Georgia" — "Dixie" — "Arkansas Traveller" — "Red, White
and Blue" — "Star Spangled Banner," etc., etc., Recorded by Full Regimental Band of
Get Ready Now for the Big Trade coming and have
H. M. SCOTS GUARDS.
THE

TRADE MARK

FINEST

RECORDS

of THE

FINEST

Apply for Lists and Prices to INVICTA
Cables: Duarrab, London

TITLES

at THE

FINEST

PRICES

RECORD
COMPANY, Ltd.
1 New Inn Yard, London, E. C, England
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FROM OUR LONDON HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 109)
Makes an Excellent Financial Showing
At the recent general meeting of the GramJ. Stead
&
Co., Ltd.
ophone Co., Ltd., E. T. L. Williams, the chairManor Needle Works
man, stated that the company became a controlled firm under the Munitions Act in SepSHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
tember, 1915, and since then it had been imMANUFACTURERS OF
possible until now for the directors to submit
any accounts. It was only during the first week
Talking
Machine
of last month that the accounts for the year
ended June, 1916, were finally settled. The adMain
justment of the 1917 accounts was also then
Springs
possible. The balance was one upon which they
Best Prices — Best Quality
might well congratulate themselves. The posiInquiries Solicited
tion was given in a nutshell by that paragraph
of the report which dealt with the net assets.
than double their ordinary share issue capital,
These net assets, after deducting debenture
and being in excess of the net assets shown in
stock and all other liabilities, amounted on June
the previous balance sheet by £257,079. This
30 last to £1,148,539 3s. 6d., this being more
NEW

JERSEY

REGIMENTS

EQUIPPED

WITH

ARMY

AND

February 15, 1918

WORLD

NAVY

splendid financial showing met with the hearty
approval of the stockholders of this enterprising and patriotic company.
No January List of Records
Owing to the great and continuous rush of orders, and to permit factory record stocks to be
brought up-to-date, the Gramophone Co. announced that the usual monthly supplementary
list would not be issued in January. Something good may be expected in February,
though, and I should advise oversea dealers to
keep well in touch with events. Some fine
classics have lately been issued, and the grand
opera in English records are all the rage. For
the latter, especially, sales are progressive beyond all expectations, and there are more of
these records to come! This appreciation of
opera records in English is a healthy sign.
MODEL

EDISON

PHONOGRAPH

This photograph, taken in front of Phonographs, Ltd., Newark, N. J., shows a few of the Army and Navy Model New Edison Phonographs Recently
given to the New Jersey Regiments, the purchases being made with a fund raised by the Newark Call at a Benefit Recital
given by Edison Artists at the Broad Street Theatre, Newark
TWO

SALESWOMEN

GO WEST

Portland, Ore., February 4.— The talking machine trade in the East has contributed several
members, to local sales staffs recently, among
them being Miss Alma Hartman, formerly with
Lyon & Healy, Chicago, and now with the recFACTS
KENT

ABOUT

THE

ATTACHMENT

NO. 1

To Play Lateral Cut Records on the
Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph

It has heen recognized by experts the most perfect
device of its kind on the market.
It has been on the market ever since the Edison Diamond
Disc made its appearance.
It can be had with or without reproducer .and is made
in two lengths.
It is guaranteed by the Manufacturer in every way.
F. C. KENT & CO.
Manufacturer of Phonograph Accettorica
24 Scott Street
Newark, N. J.

ord department of the G. F. Johnson Music
House, and Miss Helen Zedell, of New York,
who has taken charge of the record department
of the Graves Music Store. Evidently the familiar slogan embodying the advice to the male
sex to journey west must now include the fair
sex — a tribute to woman's new place in the
commercial world.
SOUTH
Some

AMERICAN

IMPORT

FACTS

Important Data Which Exporters to
South America Should Remember

Manufacturers and exporters selling trademarked goods in foreign countries, particularly
South America, may be interested in these few
vitally important facts as set forth by the First
National Bank of Boston:
(1) In Argentina, Bolivia, Chili, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Guatemala, Paraguay, Peru and Venezuela, trade-mark titles absolutely depend upon
priority of registration. Furthermore, any one
may lawfully register a United States trademark (registered or unregistered) and thus prevent entry of the goods into the country.
(2) In Brazil, Cuba, Guatemala and Panama
the trade-mark must be registered in the United
States Patent Office before it can be registered
in these countries.
(3) In Ecuador, Mexico and Nicaragua no
suit may be brought for infringement of a trademark without registration.

(4) It is said on good authority that our
enemies are now registering United States trademarks in countries mentioned in clause (1)
through ''dummies." The result is obvious;
manufacturers who anticipate exporting trademarked products will find themselves blocked
in their effort to do so.
More and effective business would result, says
this institution, if American merchants and exporters would state exactly who their representatives are in Argentina. By making this
information more public, the local Argentine
buyer, when in the market for goods, would
then not need to write the head office, and thus
much time would be saved.
The decided drop in freight rates from $1 per
cubic foot to 70 cents in the past few months
for
shipments to South America is very encouraging.
B. H. WOLFMAN

APPOINTED

MANAGER

Bernard H. Wolfman has *been appointed a
member of the traveling staff of the local wholesale branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
55 Warren street. Mr. Wolfman will cover the
territory in the southern part of New York
State and, although he is a newcomer in the
talking machine industry, his previous experience with several prominent organizations well
equips him to work in close co-operation with
the Columbia dealers in his territory.
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Washington, D. G, February 8. — Phonograph
Sound Box Connection. — Charles S. Burton, Oak
Park, 111'. Patent No. 1,247,220.
The purpose of this invention is to provide
an improved connection between the sound box
and the tone arm of a phonograph, adapted, to
permit swiveling of the two connected parts for
adjustment of the sound box to two positions,
and particularly adated to permit such adjustment for zigzag and hill-and-vale records, the
specific purpose being to insure the adjustment
from one position to the other being made completely and not halted with the parts at an intermediate position.
In the drawings: Figure 1 is a side elevation
of a portion of the tone arm and sound box embodying this invention, a portion of the sound
box being broken away to show other parts
which are in section with respect to telescoping
and swiveled members.
Fig. 2 is a similar view

with the sound box in the other of the two positions to which it is adjustable for adaptation to
the different types of records. Fig. 3 is a section at the line 3 — 3 on Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a section similar to the sectional part of Fig. 1,
showing a modification in certain details.
Attachment for Talking Machines. — Lester
Moroney, Manhattan Beach, Ore. Patent No.
1,247,441.
This invention relates to a means adapted to
be attached to a talking machine of the Edison
type, whereby to cause the raising and lowering of the cover to perform various detail operation now required to be performed manually
and which usually are found more or less irksome. The invention provides a means whereby
the horn is automatically swung to bring the
sound box over the record, and then lowered,
the operations being performed in proper sequence by the lowering of the cover, and the
reverse operations taking place by the raising
of the cover. The attachment includes means
to automatically stop and release the turntable
with the swinging of the horn, and a means
automatically adjustable to the size of the record to govern the movement of the horn-actuating means.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of the attachment and indicating the cabinet of the talking
machine in dotted lines, the view showing the
position of the parts when the cover is in the
raised position. Fig. 2 is a fragmentary plan
view. Figure 3 is a view similar to Fig. 1 with

the cabinet cover lowered, certain trip elements
being indicated in the positions they assume
just as the cover reaches its lowermost position before the final movement of the said trip
devices; Figs. 4 and 7 are views similar to Fig.
2 but showing the parts in different positions;
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary plan view with parts
broken away and in section, the view being
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given to show the relation of the brake device
to the depending brake flange of the turntable.
Fig. 6 is a perspective view similar to Figs.
1 and 3 with the parts in the position after the
sound box has moved to the center of the record and which results in the automatic stop
being brought against the turntable.
Lubricating and Polishing Pad for Talking
Machine Records. — Patrick B. Delany, South
Orange, N. J. Patent No. 1,247,232.
This invention comprises a pad of peculiar
construction and make-up for treatment of talking machine records for the purpose of incidentally removing dust but primarily to polish
or smooth and lubricate the surface of the record and lubricate the needle which traverses it.
Figure 1 is an elementary form of this device
that experience has demonstrated to be highly
efficient; and Fig. 2, shows a modification. The
device comprises a pad of appropriate soft materials adapted to be superficially coated or

impregnated
r
T with graphite. The pad shown
in the drawing may be a piece of felt, plush,
corduroy, fustian or other fabric, all of good
quality.
Sound Box. — Herman L. Berger and Francis C.
Knochel, New York. Patent No. 1,248,062.
This invention relates to sound boxes for
talking machines, and has for an object the provision of an improved construction whereby the
vibration of the sound box will not be transmitted to the stylus.
Another object in view is to provide a separate
support for a stylus formed independent of the
parts forming the sound box proper, in order
that none of the vibration or movement of the
stylus caused by the grooves in a record shall
be transmitted to the diaphragm.
In the accompanying drawing: Figure 1 is
a rear view of a sound box disclosing an emFTg.l.

111

WORLD

FTq.a
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bodiment of the invention. Fig. 2 is an edge
view of the sound box shown in Fig. 1.
Record Cleaner for Sound Reproducing Machines.— Jos. Newcomb Blackman, New York.
Patent No. 1,248,064.
This invention relates to record cleaners for
sound reproducing machines of the type described and claimed generically in United States
patent to Henry A. Place, dated September 25,
1906, No. 831,987, and shown in United States
patent to C. E. Tackman, dated November 28,
1916, No. 1,206,168, in each of which a brushholding arm is fixed to an attaching clamp having opposite spring fingers to clasp the sound
box, sound tube, or other part of the reproducer,
which moves over the record, so that the cleaner
can be attached to or detached from the movable member, and will brush and clean the record
in front of the following stylus.
In the specific examples of said invention illustrated insaid patent to Place, the brush-holding arm is made integral with and fixed directly
to the reproducer clasp.

In the present improvement, the inventor
makes the adjustable reproducer clasp of elastic
or resilient metal or material to embrace yieldingly the sound tube and bend and extend the
elastic material thereof almost horizontally toward the stylus so as to form a light vertically
suringing arm, to the free end of which the brush
clamp is attached. By this construction the
brush can be adjusted on the sound tube both
radially and vertically with respect to the record,
and when properly adjusted will bear yieldingly
and lightly on the record in front of the stylus,
so as to accommodate itself to all variations in
the record or reproducer mechanism, while
bearing at all times with uniform light pressure
on the record.
Figure 1 represents a record cleaner embodying the present invention applied to an ordi.
_
„ _
I

nary phonograph of the Victor type. Figs. 2
and 3 are enlarged detail views of the said
cleaner embodying the present invention, applied
cleaner embodying the present invention, applied
to a phonograph of the Columbia type. Figs.
5 and 6 are enlarged detail views of the latter
cleaner.
Record Cleaner for Sound Reproducing Machines. Jos. Newcomb Blackman, New York.
Patent No. 1;248,063.
This invention relates to record cleaners for
sound reproducing machines of the type described and claimed generically in United States
patent to Henry A. Place, dated September 25,
1906, No. 831,987, and in which a brush-holding
arm is fixed to an attaching clamp having opposite spring fingers to clasp the sound box, sound
tube or member which moves over the record,
so that the cleaner can be quickly attached to or
detached from the movable member, and can be
adjusted thereon so as to bear at the proper
point and with the proper- amount of pressure
on the record directly in front of the following
stylus.
In Letters Patent No. 865,674, issued September 10, 1907, is described a specific improvement
on said generic invention, in which the spring
fingered reproducer clasp is formed integrally
with the brush holding clamp and arm. The
specific examples of the invention shown in the
said Place patent are also made in this way.
The disadvantage of this specific construction
is that whereas the material of the brush-holding clamp should be soft and pliable properly
to bind the brush bristles when set thereon,
and the reproducer clasp should be of elastic
material so as properly to grip the reproducer,
the integral construction of the brush clamp
and reproducer clasp does nut permit such a
divergent construction.
The present specific improvement on the said
Place invention, therefore, consists of a pli* t

able brush clamp permanently attached to an
elastic reproducer clasp.
Figure 1 represents a record cleaner embodying the present invention, attached to the sound
box of an ordinary Victor talking machine.
Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 are enlarged detail views
showing the novel construction of the said record cleaner.
Sound Reproducing Apparatus. — Samuel D.
(Continued on page 112)
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TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS— (Continued from page 111)
tion is to provide a device which can be quickly
Mott, Passaic, N. J., assignor of one-half to
Phonograph and the Like. — Henry B. TreArthur B. Sullivan, Allendale, N. J. Patent No.
and easily attached to a talking machine and
maine, Westfield, and E. S. Votey, Summit, N. J.,
1,247,861.
which will efficiently operate to effect the moveassignors to the Aeolian Co., New York. PatThis invention relates to sound reproducing
ent No. 1,248,757.
ment of the reproducing elements of the talking
machine
to
repeat
the
record.
This
invention relates to improvements in
apparatus known as a "disc machine."
Another object is to so construct the invenAmong the objects of the invention is to atphonographs and the like and more particularly
tain a sound reproducing machine using a disc
tion that it will not injure any of the several
to means which readily permits the instrument
record in which the stylus will maintain the same
parts of the talking machine or record.
to be used with any one of a plurality of sound
relation to each record groove in which it is
Another object is to so design the invention
boxes. This permits the ready interchange between sound boxes of both the hill and dale
traveling without the provision of special comthat it will be durable and of comparatively simpensation devices and attachments for varying
ple construction.
and lateral cut record types and between differthe position of the stylus needle as it travels in
Figure 1 is a top plan view of the improved
ent sizes and qualities of sound boxes of the
the record groove. The most advantageous
repeating device. Fig. 2 is a section on the line same type, also the same ready interchange berelation for the reproduction of sound is to 2 — 2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a section on the line 3
tween tone arms appropriate to the several
position the stylus or needle so that it will — 3 of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a section on the line 4 sound boxes.
be tangent to the record groove in which
— 4 of Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is a section on the line 5—
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a fragmentary verthe stylus is engaged. By maintaining this po5 of Fig. 1. Fig. 6 is a section on the line 6— 6
tical section of a phonograph showing the imsition for all grooves of the record, increased
provements in side elevation, the section being
of Fig. 1. Fig. 7 is a fragmentary sectional elelife is given to the record and a more perfect
vation showing certain of the elements of the
reproduction of the sound is attained, as when
invention. Fig. 8 is a section on the line 8 — 8
of Fig. 7. Fig. 9 is a fragmentary plan view
the position of the st3rlus varies from tangency,
the needle breaks or chips the walls of the
showing a modification of certain of the parts
grooves and destroys the record as well as failing in accurately reproducing all the sounds
registered in the groove. It has been heretofore proposed, especially in machines in which
the record disc rotates on a fixed support and
the sound box travels across it, to vary the relation of the sound box to the record as it
moves across it by mechanical compensating
devices of various designs, but such expedients
have failed to come into commercial practice
owing to the undesirability of increasing and
taken on the line 1— 1 in Fig. 2 looking in the
complicating the mechanism of sound reproducdirection of the arrows; Fig. 2 is a plan view
ing machines wTith the attendant unreliability.
of the same; Fig. 3 is an enlarged detail of Fig.
By this invention the sound box is maintained
illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig 10 is a section on the
2; Fig. 4 is a vertical section partly in elevain a stationary position and causes the rotatline 10 — 10 of Fig. 9. Fig. 11 is a section on
tion on line 4— 4 in Fig. 3 looking in direction
ing record disc to travel with relation to it in the line 11 — 11 of Fig. 9, and Fig. 12 is a view
of the arrows; Fig. 5 is a vertical section partly
such manner that tangency of the stylus with
of a cross arm employed in combination with
in elevation on line 5— 5 in Fig. 3 looking in
the groove in which it is traveling is maintained.
the ordinary form of phonograph needle and in- direction of the arrows; and Fig. 6 is a detail
By this invention it is also possible to -successstead of the specially constructed needle shown
view of the lower portion of Fig. 5 seen from
fully employ records of almost any diameter
in Fgs. 7 and 8.
the left.
without providing the special compensating dePhoxograph. — Magnus W. Turnquist, Chicago,
. Phonograph. — Leslie McArthur, Kenilworth,
vices above referred to and which permits the
111. Patent No. 1,249,251.
111.,
assignor to the Stewart Phonograph Corp.,
reproduction of compositions heretofore not
This invention relates to phonographs, and
Chicago,
111. Patent No. 1,249,791.
practical.
its principal object is to provide improved means
The
purpose
of this invention is to provide
Other objects will be apparent from the subfor returning the tone arm and therewith the
an
improved
construction
in several details of
joined description, among which might be menreproducer and needle to their starting place,
tioned the reduction of the number of movable
a
phonograph,
or
talking
machine,
so-called.
whereby the musical selection or other sound
joints or connections in the reproducing arm
In the drawings: Figure 1 is a side elevamay be repeated automatically withtion of a phonograph embodying the features
to which the sound J>ox carrying the stylus is produced
out any further attention on the part of the
of
this
invention. Fig. 2 is a plan view of a tone
attached whereby the liability to loose connecattendant. Another object is to provide a simarm
and
sound box. Fig. 3 is a section at the
tions owing to continued use and the conseple, comparatively cheap, efficient and pracquent imperfect operation of the arm is practical mechanism for accomplishing this result.
tically overcome.
Another object is to provide a repeating mechanIn the accompanying drawings Fig. 1 illusism for phonographs, actuated by the turntable
trates in plan view the mechanism, in accordor disc which supports the record. Another
ance with this invention, for rotating the record
object is to produce a repeating mechanism for
and for causing it to travel bodily, the balance
having adjustment means to acphonographs,commodate
various sizes of record discs.
Figure 1 is a plan of a fragment of a phonoline, 3 — 3, on Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a (ktail section
graph, showing a simple embodiment of the
present invention applied thereto; Fig. 2 is a at the line, 4—4. on Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a detail
section at the line, 5— 5, on Fig. 3. Fig. 6 is
view partly in side elevation and partly in vera section at the line, 6— 6, on Fig. 3.

of the apparatus being removed. Fig. 2 is a side
elevation and partial cross-section through a
sound reproducing apparatus constructed in accordance with this invention, the cabinet containing the amplifying horn being broken away.
Fig 3 is a similar view illustrating a slight modification in the disposition of the disc driving
mechanism. Fig. 4 is a similar view to Fig. 3
showing the parts as shifted to position to return the turntable to its original position. Fig.
5 is a plan view of the apparatus.
Repeating Device for Talking Machines. —
George F. Yoith, Philadelphia, Pa. Patent No.
1,248,041.
This invention consists of a repeating device
lor talking machines.
One object of the inven-

Mrs. Frank J. Herms, of Quaker Ridge, New
Rochelle, N. Y.. last week donated a Victrola
and a goodly number of records for the soldier
boys in respoii!-e to an advertisement of Mrs.
Wm. E. Ogden, who is making a very strenuous campaign to supply the soldiers with music
as a means of entertainment.

tical section of the parts seen in Fig. 1. the
line of section being indicated at 2 — 2 in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a view partly in plan and partly in horizontal section, the line of section being taken
at 3 — 3 in Fig. 2; Fig. 4 is a detail plan of a
fragment of a certain oscillatory and reciprocatory frame; Fig. 5 is a detail vertical section
taken on the line 5 — 5 of Fig. 3; Fig. 6 is a detail, vertical section taken on the line 6 — 6 of
Fi'g. 3; and Fig. 7 is a detail end view of certain
anti-friction bearing rollers.

REPAIRS
All Makes of Talking Machines
Repaired Promptly and Efficiently
TALKING MACHINE REPAIR
AND SALES CORPORATION
ANDREW
H. DODIN, President
176 Sixth Avenue
New York
TELEPHONE, CHELSEA 8437
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COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO.
POPULAR HITS OF THE MONTH
A2477 Sweet Little Buttercup
Henry Burr 10
In Berry
Pickin' Time Campbell
and Fields
Burr 10
10
A2470 Over
There
Arthur
Send Me a Curl
Charles Harrison 10
A2478 I'mLine
All Bound 'Round with the Mason-Dixon
Al Jolson 10
Darktown
Strutters' Ball. . .Collins and
A2458 Sailing Around
SamuelHarlan
Ash 10
10
Yock-A-Hilo Town
Samuel Ash 10
A2453 There's Another Angel -Now in Old Samuel
Killarney,Ash 10
That's Why I Love You and Call You Machree,
J. Malachy
DANCE RECORDS OF THE
MONTH White 10
A2417 The Old Town Pump— Fox-trot,
Handy's Orchestra of Memphis 10
Sweet Child — One-step,
Orchestra
rar " of Memphis 10
A2418 A Bunch of BfluesHandy's
— Fox-trot,
Moonlight Blues — Handy's
Waltz, Orchestra of Memphis 10
Handy's Orchestra of Memphis 10
A2456 Sing
Me Love's
Lullaby — Waltz.
"Celeste
Aida"
Prince'sIntroducing
Orchestra 10
Southern Nights — Waltz Prince's Orchestra 10
A6017 I'mstep.
GoingIntroducing
to Follow (1)theCome
Boys—onMedley
OneOver Mary
to Old Father John, (2) I've Heard About
the Knights of Columbus, (3) The Army's
Full of Irish
Prince's Band 12
Cleopatra Had a Jazz Band — Medley Fox-trot.
Introducing (1) Sillysonnets, (2) You Stingy
Baby, (3) When There is Peace on Earth
Again
Prince's Band 12
A6018 Indianola — Fox-trot
Prince's Band 12
Remick Medley One-step. Introducing (1)
Sweet Little Buttercup, (2) So This is Dixie,
(3) Way
Down There, (4) Mammy
Hall
of Fame
Prince'sJinny's
Band 12
INSTRUMENTAL
NUMBERS
A6014 Jewels of the Madonna— Act III,
Chicago Symphony Orchestra 12
1. Praeludium. 2. The Bee,
Chicago Symphony Orchestra 12
A6012 Orientale
Eddy Brown 12
Concerto in D Minor, No. 2, Finale. Alia
Zingara
Eddy Brown 12
A6013 (a) Etude No. 2 in F Minor, Opus 25, (b)
Arabesque No. 1 in A Flat, Opus 45,
Leopold Godowsky 12
(a) Serenade in D Minor, Opus 93, (b) Vienna
Waltz No. 3 in F Major, Opus 42,
Leopold Godowsky 12
A2475 Alegrias (Table Dance) from ,fThe Land of
Joy"
Lacalle's Spanish Orchestra 10
Los Crotalos (Tambourine Dance) from "The
Land Selections—
of Joy" Part
Lacalle's
Spanish Orchestra 10
A6011 Tosca—
I,
Columbia Symphony Orchestra 12
Tosca — Selections — Part II,
Columbia Symphony Orchestra 12
A2454 The Mocking Bird
George Stehl 10
Good-Bye Sweetheart, Good-Bye. . .George Stehl 10
A2463 Whispering Hope
Taylor Trio 10
Hearts and Flowers
Taylor Trio 10
MUSIC FROM HAWAII
A2457 Mahina Malamalama Waltz Kalani and Kalei 10
Hawaiian Medley. Introducing (1) Moanalua
Hula, (2) Maunawili, (3) Meleana,
Louise and Ferera 10
A2455 Columbia Graphophone Company March,
Prince's Band 10
Manhattan Beach
VOCALMarch
NUMBERS Prince's Band 10
A2465 Home, Sweet Home. . .Columbia Stellar Quartet 10
Santa Lucia
Columbia Stellar Quartet 10
A2464 There Is a Green Hill Far Away... Henry Burr 10
All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name. Henry Burr 10
A6007 The
I'll Sing
of Araby Vernon
DearThee
LittleSongs
Shamrock
Vernon Stiles
Stiles 12
12
A2462 The Sunshine of Your Smile. .Charles Harrison 10
Only a Year Ago..
Charles Harrison 10
A2469 Nobody Knows De Trouble I've Seen,
Oscar Seagle 10
I Don't Feel No Ways Tired Oscar Seagle 10
49265 Madam Butterfly—
Love
Duet,
Tamaki Miura and Theodore Kittay 12
A2466 Agnus Dei
Paulist Choristers 10
. Salve, Regina
Paulist Choristers 10
A7524 Johnny Chuck Finds the Best Thing in the
World
Thornton W. Burgess 12
The Joy of the Beautiful Pine,
Thornton W. Burgess 12
COMEDY SKETCHES OF THE MONTH
A2461 In a Bird Store
Golden and Heins 10
Towser Is Dead
Golden and Heins 10
VICTOR
18427
18433
18434
45148
45146
35666
18405
18430
18432

64722
64686
64760

TALKING MACHINE CO.
POPULAR SONGS
Sweet Little Buttercup,
Elizabeth Spencer with Shannon Four
Homeward Bound
Peerless Quartet
The Further It Is From Tipperary. Billy Murray
I'm Going to Follow
the Boys,
Elizabeth
Spencer-Henry Burr
Liberty Bell (It's Time to Ring Peerless
Again), Quartet
There's a Service Flay Flying at Our
House,Four
Shannon
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
Lorraine
Reinald Werrenrath
Chimes of Normandy
Lambert Murphy
When Stars are in the Quiet Skies,
Florence Hinkel
The Homeland
Lucy Isabelle Marsh
Gems from "Jack O' Lantern,"
Victor Light Opera Co.
Gems from "Leave it to Victor
Jane," Light Opera Co.
Fun in Flanders— Part I,
Lieut. Gitz Rice and Henry Burr
Fun in Flanders — Part II,
Lieut. Gitz Rice and Henry Burr
U. S. Field Artillery March Sousa's Band
Liberty Loan March
Sousa's Band
Maytime Waltz (Will You Remember?),
Waldorf-Astoria Dance Orchestra
American Serenade — Fox-trot,
Waldorf-Astoria Dance Orchestra
RED SEAL RECORDS
Emilio de Gogorza, Baritone
Thou Art Near Me, Margarita,
Barnett-Meyer-Helmund
Giuseppe de Luca, Baritone — In Italian
Pastorale
S. di Giacomo-E. de Leva
Jascha Heifetz, Violinist
La Capricieuse (Op. 17) ........ .Edward Elgar

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

FOR

MARCH,

1918

Amelita Galli-Curci, Soprano — In Italian
64748 Nozze di Figaro-Non so piii cosa son (Marriage
of Figaro — I Know Not What I'm Doing),
Mozart 10
pathe freres Phonograph co.
POPULAR "HITS" OF THE MONTH
20277 Wait Till the Cows Come Home, from "Jack o'
Lantern" (Caryll) Campbell and Burr 10
AnyChow"
Time's(Norton),
Kissing Time, from "Chu-ChinJean Sterling, Contralto; Henry Burr, Tenor 10
20296 My Sweetie (Berlin Arthur Fields, Tenor 10
Yock-a-Hilo Town (Donaldson) .Peerless Quartet 10
20294 There's a Green Hill Out in Flanders (Flynn),
.
Harry McClaskey, Tenor 10
Chimes
of Normandy (Wells),
Jean Sterling, Contralto 10
20295 Sweetness" (Honeysuckle ofArthur
Mine)Fields,
(Stern),
Tenor 10
Mandy Lou (Cook)
Noble Sissle, Tenor 10
20292 Give Me the Moonlight, Give Me the Girl (Von
Tilzer)
Peerless Quartet 10
Hello! I've Been Looking for You, from "The
Big Show," N. Y. Hippodrome (Golden-Hubbel'l)
-....Louis Winsch, Baritone 10
20293 Hush-a-bye, Ma Baby (Missouri Waltz) (KnightLogan-Eppel)
Campbell
and Burr 10
They
Needed an Angel in Heaven
(Morecaldi),
Henry
Burr,
Tenor 10
NEW STANDARD BALLADS SUNG IN ENGLISH
25008 Solvejg's
Lied
(Sunshine
Song)
(Grieg).
Violin,
flute and piano accomp.,
Grace Hoffman, Soprano 10
Swiss Echo Song (None He Loves But Me)
(Eckert).
Soprano, violin, flute and piano
accomp
Grace Hoffman 10
27008 ALady
Moon
(Bruhns)
.. David Bispham, Baritone 10
Warrior Bold (Adams),
David Bispham, Baritone 10
40117 Sweet Genevieve (Cooper-Tucker),
Mother o' Mine (Tours), James Stanley, Basso 12
Gordon MacHughes, Baritone 12
20287 When You and I Were Young, Maggie (Butterfield)
Harry McClaskey, Tenor 10
John Anderson, My Jo (Robert Burns),
Louise Brentwood, Contralto 10
20291 The Bridge (Carew). Unaccomp.,
University Quartet 10
How Can I Leave Thee? (Cramer),
Isabelle Cannon, Mezzo-Soprano 10
NEW PATHE "DE LUXE" DANCE RECORDS
20298 "Miss 1917"— Medley fox-trot (Wodehouse-Kern).
Intro.: "The Land Where the Good Songs
Go" and "The Picture I Want to See,"
American Republic Band 10
Twilight Waltz (Savino) . Pathe Dance Orchestra 10
20299 Smile and Show Your Dimple — -Medley fox-trot
(Berlin-Ruby).
Intro.: f'The Dixie Volunteers" American Republic Band 10
The Wild, Wild Women — Medley one-step
(Pierce-Glogau). Intro.: "Look Me Up When
You're in Dixie" American Republic Band 10
20300 I'm Coming
to You, Poor Butterfly —Intro.:
Medley fox-trotBack
(Donnelly-Golden-Hubbell).
"Gee! What a Wonderful
Mate You'll
American
RepublicBe,"Band 10
Dance With Me— From "The Grass Widow"—
Medley one-step (PoHock-Wolf-Hirsch). Intro.:
"Just
and Me" .. AmericanRECORDS
Republic Band 10
NEWYouINSTRUMENTAL
27009 Spring Song (Mendelssohn). Piano solo,
Rudolph Ganz 10
Maiden's Wish (Chopin-Liszt). Piano solo,
Rudolph Ganz 10
40118 Tambourin Chinois (Kreisler). Violin solo,
Mischa Violin 12
Minuet in G, No. 2 (Beethoven).
Violin solo,
piano acoomp
Mischa Violin 12
40116 Nocturne No. 2 (Chopin),
Violoncello solo,
piano accomp
Josef Hollman
Romance
sans paroles (Faure). Violoncello
solo, 12
piano accomp
Josef Hollman 12
20302 Softly Awakes My Heart — From "Samson and
Delilah" (Saint-Saens). Cornet solo,
Sergeant Leggett 10
Until (Sanderson). Cornet solo. Sergeant Leggett 10
20288 Souvenir (Drdla). Violin soto, piano accomp.,
Jan Rubini 10
Theaccomp
Blush Rose (O'Hara). Violin Jan
solo, Rubini
piano 10
NEW BAND AND ORCHESTRA RECORDS
20289 Up the Street (Morse)— March,
American Republic Band 10
Washington Grays (Grafulla)
— March,
American
Republic Band 10
20254 Dutch Doll Dance (Rich). Pathe Salon Orchestra 10
Ma Belle Charmante (My Lady Fair (Robberts)
— Waltz
Pathe Salon Orchestra 10
40115 Maynada (Morera) Sardinian Orchestra 12
Lo Can del Pastoret (Vicens),
Sardinian Orchestra 12
NEW RECORDINGS BY THE HAWAIIANS
20297 Hello, Aloha, Hello 1 (Meyer). Hawaiian Orchestra accomp Harry McClaskey, Tenor 10
Aloha Land Louise
(Herzer)and— Ferera
"Waltz,"Waikiki Orchestra 10
NEW STANDARD CLASSIC RECORDINGS
63020 Garibaldi Hymn (Italian National Air), "Inno de
Guerra dei Cacciatori,"
in Italian,
• Claudia
Muzio, Soprano 12
Canzone Guerresca (Giordano), "Italian War
Song," in Italian Claudia Muzio, Soprano 12
EDISON BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS
3433 Are You From Heaven? (Gilbert-Friedland).
Tenor Solo, orch. accomp
Vernon Dalhart
3423 For You and Tennessee (Bernard E. Fay).
Male Quartet, orch. accomp Harmony Four
3437 Someone Is Waiting for You (Al Piantadosi).
Male voices, orch. accomp Shannon Quartet
3428 Somewhere in France Is the Lily (Joseph E.
Howard). Baritone Solo, orch. accomp.,
Edward Allen and Chorus
3426 They Go Wild, Simply Wild, Over Me! (Fred
Fisher). Tenor Solo, orch. accomp.,
Billy Murray and Chorus of Girls
3424 When You Hear That Raggy Refrain (Herman
Darewski). Tenor Solo, orch. accomp.,
Billy Murray and Male Chorus
ST. PATRICK'S DAY SPECIALS
3434 Blackthorn-Stick Medley of Jigs. Violin, orch.
accomp
D'Almaine
3435 Katy
Mahone (Chauncey Olcott). Charles
Male Voices,
orch. accomp
Shannon Quartet
3417 Medley of Irish Reels. Accordian, Piano accomp. by Denis o'L. the
SmithIn MePatrick
Scanlon
3430Tilzer).
Tho' I had
(HarryJ'.
Von
Tenora Bit
Solo, orch.Divil
accomp. -George
McFadden
3429 Victory!— Easter Carol (R. M. Neal). Mixed

28281
28280
3412
3413
3425
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Voices, orch. acocmp
Singers
Break the News to Mother (Chas. K. Carol
Harris).
Tenor Solo, orch. acomp.,
George Wilton
CONCERT
LIST Ballard and Chorus
Azt mondjak Scenes de la Csarda— No. 8 (Jeno
Hubay).
Op. 60. Violin, Piano acoomp. by
Jacques Grunberg
Mary Zentay
lhree Fishers (John Hullah).
Baritone Solo,
orcli. accomp
Arthur
Middleton
REGULAR LIST-SO
AND BALLADS
Dixieland Memories — NGS
No. 1. Orch. accomp.,
Orpheus
Chorus
Orch. Male
accomp.,
Dixieland Memories — iNlo. 2. Orpheus
Male
Chorus
Lullaby
Hanscom). Contralto and Male
Voices, (E.
orch.W. accomp.,

3422 c (Walter
Tenor
Solo,Shannon Quartet
i ■ c, Donaldson).
«.ri
He,!en
Clark and
,\\t
,(-Whe,r,e
tlle Cherry
Blossoms Fall)
3414
Impassioned Dream Waltz (J. Rosas),
3415
Morceau
isticOrch
(F.estra
Peerless
», Character
at
. Message—
t
3420 Loves
Ma Belle Charmante—
n°n Da'h
VCr
Concert
Waltz
(Chas
TAL
J art
MEN
TRU
INS
3432 Roberts .....
Peerless
Orchestra
Sodero's Band
h
M^rSi5^,
119,
2. the
Piccolo
F,^in^TNo.e and
Fr°S and
(R,ch-Bassoon,
Eilenberg).
orch. Op
acSaxopho
ne
Sobs
(Ernie
Erdman
c
comP
V
Weyfj:1
AMoor
and
Benjamin
Kohon
).
Saxophon
e
3421 orch. accomp
Rudv Wierinrft
Hy-Sme— One-step (Morgan-Chapi).
For Danc3416
3419 Jack O Lantern
Fox-trot (Ivan Caryll) w>edo
For eft
DAN
TICK
s' CES
TOEM g rvr"l
^ LING Jauda
Society Orchestra
3418 tlhats
It—
Fox-trot
(Creamer-Layton).
For
Dan
cing.
Frisco Jazz B d
Favorite Hymns of Fanny Crosby— Society
Orchestra
No, 1. Mixed
3431 Tto'fnf,"VV;"VrJau^'
3427
27181 U^ffi
accomp.',
Elle etait S°onhg.
vendeuse (Serp
ieri). Baritone Solo,^"
27180 La Cocaide de Mimi Pmson (Marinier et
tiemtz).
Baritone Solo, in French,
any
C°mP
16 orch
r^rn^
' ENC
Th" H^'
^?COmV
Pellerin
accomP
CORDS"6"1Hector
Hector
^FR
Pellerin

GENNETTRECORDS
7638 Hi lo March (Hawaiian Steel Guitar with Guitar
MELODIES
HAWAIIAN
TJPICAL
7*<s tti
nn,U,
kuI^e>V-Lo,V
(1A1°ha
ise'to Jerera
and Greenus ;Trio
(Farewell
Thee) (Liliuokalani)
(2) Ua 9?
Like
a Likewith
(Sweet
(Hawaiian
steelNo guitar
guitarConstancy)
and uku7636 Honolulu March (Hawaiian Guitar Duet,
7fi« tr i i" " \V ' - V VTV°UIS.e' Ferera and Greenus Trio
Kilima Waltz (Hawaiian steel vikT^^S?™
7600 Hapa
Haole
Hula
GirlGuitar
7*nn
uand
"Ku'ele)..
Ferera
and Greenus
(My
.. Louise,
Hawaiian
Maid) Trio
(Cunka)
(Hawaiian
Duet),
7524 Hula
Intro.
"Moanulu
Meleana"
a-Manuna
wileFerera
Fer6ra
(Hawaiia
n: Guitar
GuitarLDuete)
(Hawaiian
tt
! Medley—
»«■ j,Waltz
T
,.,
Louise ,and
and
Duet),
Kawaihau
Lei Mona"
(Hawaiian"Song
Guitarfrom^waii-Sweet""3
Duet),
Hawaii
Waltz-Intro,:

10033 Danny

Deever

(Kiphng-Damrosch). Baritone

PF SPECIALilR^ FerCra
0^00°^
U«H1 J0^Pauper's
Thrive '(Noel-Homer)'.' ^Baritone"11"1
10032 Th™
Someh Day V^>r*^'^^
Loves Sorrow (Shelley). Baritone with orch.
r „a„c3Tg
>i: • ;,• • V • ■ %4 • v - Albert Wiederhold
10034 Bonnie,
Sweet Bessie (Root-Gilbert).
Tenor
moid
TjaCC9mpc---r-A---Albert Wiederhold
tmi""t i?r°v acc°mP- • /
■■
James Harrod
i,Z
jre
Jouunder
H°me
Again,accomp.
Kathleen
(Westenr
(Kecorded
'■ .ienor
withpersonal
orch.
.. James
supervision
of Harrod
INSTRU
_„ MENTAL RECORD
Pietro INGS
Floridia)OF OLD FAVORITES
7640 (1) A Perfect Day; (2) A Soldier's Farewell
U;
(2) Annie Laurie
m Absence;
, .
Quartet
Brass Ouartet
7639 (1)
Believe Me... if . All . Those
Endearing Young
Charms; (2)
Drink to Me Only
With Thine
The (d)
Rosary
(2) Sweet Brass
and Low
M7y£!;
Au,d (Nevin)j
Lang Syne
Quartet
7635
Oh
Promise
Me
—
From
"Robin
Hood"
(DeKoven).
with orch. accomp.,Brass Quartet
7«« n.,( £nby)- Cornet
"■.•.•■■y''"',™V.

Answer (Robyn).
a
,n . ^

Cornet with orch. accomp ,
~
.
Chester W. Smith

7641 Hello!
Been with
Looking
You (GoldenHubbell).I've Tenor
orch.foraccomp.,
Liberty
W' Smi'h
Bell
(It's
Time
Hall
„,.
, SONG
,T Tenor
_ .„ ST
. LATE
NS161"Arthur
...win-Mohr)
Ring
ATIOaccomp.,
Again)
(GoodSENS
withto
orch.
7637
It ^to „
Myself, Says
I_ (Morn-Von
Tilzer). Hall
nut-, Says
a Soprano
„ p Arthur
with
orch. „ accom
Ada Tones
I'm Old Enough for a Little Lovin' (Mama Told
(Walker-Sk
Night)
Me SopranoLast
with orch.
accom
pidmore).AdaSo-Tones
7629 I Don't Want to Get Well (Pease and JohnsonHail!
Hail! X.^nor-,with
TheVocal
Gang's
All Here
(Esiom-MorseTT-T-??t?£>.\.
°fehaccomp
Arthur Hall
Sulhvan).
quartet
with
orch.,
ART
. _ TONE RECORDS Peerless Quartet
12502 Humoresque (Dvorak).
Violin with piano accomp. by Francis Moore
Helen Ware
Ave Maria (Schubert). Violin with piana acoomp. by Francis Moore
Helen Ware
10030 When the Bell in the Lighthouse Rings (LambSolman). Bass with orch. accomp.;
Rocked
in
Cradle of the DeepFrederic
(Knight).Martin
„ Bass
, , with
. the
orch. ■
accomp
Frederic Martin
10019 Vulcan's
Songorch.
— "Philemon
et Baucis" Frederic
(Gounod).Martin
Bass with
accomp
Gipsy John (Clay). Bass with orch. Frederic
accomp., Martin
12501 Largo (Handel). Violin with piano accomp. by
Francis Moore
Helen Ware
Meditation
— "Thais
Religieuse)by
(Massenet).
Violin (Intermezzo
with piano accomp.
Francis Moore
Helen Ware
EMERSON PHONOGRAPH CO.
FEBRUARY LIST
HITS OF THE MONTH
7312 The Wild, Wild Women Are Making a Wild
Man of Me (Piantadosi- Wilson-Lewis). Char(Continued on page 114)
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THE

RECORD BULLETINS FOR MARCH
(Continued from page 113)

7310

7311
7305
7307
7303
7304
7309

7308

7313
7314
7306

acter song, orch. accomp
Henry Lewis
Oh! You Wonderful Girls! (Wm. B. Friedlander). Character song, orch. accomp. Henry Lewis
Liberty
Bell, It's
Time solo,
to Ring
(Goodwin-Mohr).
Patriotic
orch. Again
accomp.,
Arthur Burdin
Send Back Dear Daddy to Me (Sullivan-TenneyMaslof). Baritone solo, orch accomp.,
Harry Lawrence
Sweet
Gal (Creamer-Layton).Henry
Bari-Lewis
tone Emalina,
solo, orch.My accomp
When the Moon Is Shining Somewhere in
France (Private Frederick Rath). Patriotic
solo, orch. accomp
..Harry Evans
Homeward Bound (Johnson-Goetz-Meyer). Patriotic solo, orch. accomp
Jack Warner
Give My Regards to Broadway (George M.
Cohan). Patriotic solo, orch. accomp.,
Arthur Burdin
Somebody's
Done
Me
Wrong
(Will
more). Character song, orch. accomp.,E. SkidEddie Nelson
Hello, Aloha, Hello (Johnson-Meyer). Baritone
solo, orch. accomp
George Beaver
The Crickets Are Calling (Wodehouse-Kern).
Baritone solo, orch. accomp
Jack Warner
March of the Toys (Victor Herbert),
Emerson Military Band
Leave it to Jane (Wodehouse-Kern). Baritone
solo, orch. accomp
Jack Warner
Al Fresco — Intermezzo (Victor Herbert),
Emerson Military Band
Meet Me at the Station, Dear (Lewis-YoungSnyder). Character song, orch. accomp.,
. Eddie Nelson
One Day in June — It Might Have Been You
(Goodwin-Hanley).
Baritone solo. orch. accomp Harrv Lawrence
We're
Hang the Kaiser Under
the
LindenGoing
Tree to (Kendis-Brockman).
Patriotic
solo. orch. accomp
Harry Evans
-There's
Flanders,
There's
a Greena Green
Hill UpHillin Out
Mainein (Allan
J. Flynn).
Patriotic solo, orch. accomp
Jack Warner
My Sweetie (Berlin) — Fox-trot.Emerson Military Band
So Long Mother (Egan-Kahn-Van Alstyne) —
One-step
Emerson Military Band
Any Time Is Kissing Time (Frederick Norton).
One-step
Emerson Military Band
That's
Kind of solo,
a Baby
Me (HarrimanEgan).the Baritone
orch.foraccomp..
George Beaver
Battle Hymn of the Republic (Julia Ward
Howe). Patriotic solo, orch. accomp.,
Harry Evans
Under the Double Eagle (J. F. Wagner) — March
and one-step
Emerson Military Band
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WORLD

HOME

OF

Reference has been made in The World before to the beautiful new home of Phonographs, Ltd., at 871 Madison street, San Francisco, Cal. A further idea of their comprehensiveness may be had from the picture herewith. The four views show the general office,

THE

PHONOGRAPHS,

LTD.

"Many of us know Mr. Ireton as the former
general sales manager of Thomas A. Edison,
Inc. We are more than glad to make his acquaintance as a jobber. We hope to see him
in New York at the Jobbers' Convention in
February.
And you, Mr. Dealer in the San

I

JAM

Merchants' Association of New York Devises
Pick-up System Which Should Help Restore
Transportation Facilities to Normal
In order to relieve the congestion at the
freight terminals in New York City, both in
the handling of incoming and outgoing freight,
the Merchants' Association of New York has
evolved a "store door delivery" and "pick-up"
system to free the railroads from the accumulation of freight and likewise to serve the interests of the consignees.
As conditions now stand, a truck may stay in
line all day in order to reach an unloading pier,
and carry away a single case of goods. Under
the proposed plan, as fast as the freight is received it will be placed in charge of a trucking
company controlled by a carrier, according to
the zone in which the consignee is located, and
immediately delivered to him. By this system
one truck could handle as much incoming freight
in a day as a dozen trucks do under present
conditions. The association urges that the carriers be permitted to form trucking companies
or that present trucking companies be permitted
to consolidate under Government supervision for
the purpose of following out the system.
For outgoing freight the "pick-up" method
would be followed, the trucks on their way back
to the piers stopping at various points and
gathering up freight intended for shipment.

Views of Phonographs, Ltd., New Home in San Francisco
with A. C. Ireton glancing oyer his desk; the
Francisco zone, will find it well worth your
while to pay A. C. Ireton a visit. We know
store front; the ground floor with disc instrument stock, and the record stock department
him. We know what he did for our Edison
and shipping department. In using these views
education. We know what he can do for yours."
in Edison Diamond Points, the editor says:
A pretty nice tribute.

DEALERS
Send for our "Trial Proposition" on the
Regina Hexaphone- — the latest and beat paying popular priced coin-operated instrument
for use in public placet.

211 Marbrldge Bldg.. 34th St. and Broadway. New York City
Manufacturers of Regina Music Boxes; Reginaphones;
Coin-operated Mandolin Orchestrion*; Vacuum
Cleaners and other specialties.

Keep Your

Record

StocK with

NEEDLES
WE MANUFACTURE
Diamond needles for Edison
Sapphire needles for Edison
Sapphire needles for Pathe
in stock ready for delivery
MERMOD & CO., 505 5th Ave., N. Y.

Costs about $2.00 for 250 record* for SO years
Send for SO'pagm catalog
THE SYRACUSE WIRE WORKS.
SYRACUSE
NEW YORK

THE
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Leading

Machines

Jobbers

in

America

1916

1856

SERVICE

VICTOR
DISTRIBUTORS
VICTORS EXCLUSIVELY
We make a specialty of getting the order
out on time — every time.

Where

Dealers

May

Secure

EXCLUSIVE

VICTOR

WHOLESALE

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
CINCINNATI AND CHICAGO
Two points of supply; order from the nearer

FIRST
JOBBERS
ONLY

The

COLUMBIA

Standard Talking Machine
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Co.

Product
TEST
OUR

IT.
Victor

VICTOR

Record

Ready, Full Stocks, and Prompt Deliveries
from Convenient Shipping Center*
all over the United States.

Service

has a reputation for efficiency.
Suppose you try it.

Kline & French
PHILADELPHIA

Atlanta, Ga., Columbia Graphophone Co., 63 N.
Pryor St.
Baltimore,
Md., Columbia
Graphophone Co., Ill
West German
St.
St.
Boston, Columbia Graphophone Co., 137 Federal
Buffalo,
Main N.St.T.,
. Columbia Graphophone Co., 622

Co.

Wholesale Distributors for
TKt INSTRUMENT Of QUALITY

CLEAR

AS

A EELL

In PENNSYLVANIA, NEW
and DELAWARE

This

You,

Refers

Mr.

JERSEY

To

Jobber

Every talking machine jobber in
this country should be represented
in this department, no matter what
line he handles or where he is located. The cost is slight and the
advantage is great. Be sure to have
your card in this department

of

The Talking Machine World
each month. It will pay you a big
profit on the investment.

EASTERN TALKING MACHINE CO.
177 Tremont Street, Boston
VICTOR
DISTRIBUTORS

Distributors

E. F. DROOP
& SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET, WASHINGTON, D. C.
231 N. HOWARD STREET, BALTIMORE, MD

Smith,

Exclusively

Chicago,
111., Ave.
Columbia Graphophone Co., 14 N.
Michigan
Cincinnati,
Columbia
119 W. O.,
Fourth
Ave. Graphophone Co., 117Cleveland, O., Columbia Graphophone Co., 1378
Kuclid Ave.
Dallas,
Elm Tex.,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co., 1011
Denver.
arm Colo.,
Place. Columbia Stores Co., 1608 GlenDetroit, Mich., Columbia Graphophone Co., 401
Woodward Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind., Columbia Graphophone Co..
44 N. Pennsylvania St.
Kansas City, Mo., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
1112 Grand Ave.
L,os Angeles, Cal., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
745 S. Broadway.
Minneapolis, Minn., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
412-414 Nicollet Ave.
New Haven, Conn., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
206 Meadow St.
New Orleans, Iia., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
517-525 Canal St.
New York City, Columbia Graphophone Co., 55
Warren St.
Omaha, Neb., Schmoller & Mueller Piano Co.
Philadelphia, Pa., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
210 N. Broad St.
Pittsburgh, Columbia Graphophone
Co., 101
Sixth St.
Portland, Me., Columbia Graphophone Co., 43
Exchange St.
Portland. Ore., Columbia Graphophone Co., 429431 Washington St.
Bait take City, Utah, Columbia Stores Co.,
221 South West Temple.
San Francisco, Cal., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
334 Sutter St.
Seattle. Wash., Columbia Graphophone Co.. 911
Western Ave.
Spokane, Wash., Columbia Stores Co., 818
SpragueMo.,Ave.Columbia Graphophone Co., 1127
St. Louis,
Pine St. i$j£$yjf4:'
Tampa, Fla., Tampa Hardware Co.

DEALERS WANTED— Exclusive selling rights
given where wc are not actively represented.
Write for particulars to the Columbia Graphophone
Co., Wholesale Department, Woelworth Building,
New York.
Headquarters for Canada:
Columbia Graphophone Co., 86H-S-7 Soraaren Ave.
Toronto, Ont.

Sherman, play & Co.
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Spokane
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS OF
VICTOR PRODUCTS

W. J. DYER
& BRO.
NORTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE

VICTOR
Machines, Records and Supplies
Shipped
to all
Points in Promptly
the Northwest

The

PERRY B. WHITSIT
Distributors of

CO.

Victrolas and Victor Records
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Southern Victor Dealers
Largest Stock VICTROLAS and RECORDS.
Prompt Shipment and Low Freight Rates.
WALTER
D. MOSES
& GO.
Oldest Music House in Virginia or North Carolina.
RICHMOND, VA.

OLIVER
DITSON
COMPANY
BOSTON

Chicago. i
Largest
TO R Ta!
Machine VIC
Distributor*
East king
of
Creators
ofLet" The
Fastest
Service."
os tell
you Victor
more
about oar service.

The

New

Edison

Official

Laboratory

Model

William

Mary

—

and

Cabinet

Developed

in

Walnut

A PRODUCT OF
THE EDISON
LABORATORIES

JOBBERS OF THE NEW EDISON, EDISON RE-CREATIONS,
EDISON DIAMOND AMBERQLA AND BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS
CALIFORNIA
LOUISIANA
New Manhattan.
York — The Phonograph Corp. of El Pa 90 — El Paso Phonograph Co., Inc.
I.os Angeles — Diamond Disc Distribut- New Orleans — Diamond Music Co., Inc.
Syracuse
E. Bolway
Son, Inc. Ogden — Proudfit UTAH
MASSACHUSETTS
ing Co. —'•* _'*r
I ~"j jT*"fjjfTMfflCl
VV. —D.Frank
Andrews
Co. & (Ainberola
Sporting Goods Co.
San Francisco
Edison
Phonographs,
Boston
—
Par'dee-Ellenberger
Co.
Ltd.
\:'r . ■■
PSEHKH
Ituffalo^W.
D.
&
C
N.
Andrews
Co.
MICHIGAN
(Amberola only.)
Richmond — C. B. Haynes ft Co. '•jifcs'sia
Denver — Denver Dry Goods Co.
Detroit — Phonograph Co., of Detroit
WISCONSIN
CONNECTICUT
I-;
'
/— ,The OHIO
MINNESOTA
Cincinnati
Phonograph Co.
RGINIACo. .'-,*
Milwaukee
— The.VI
Phonograph
of
New Inc.Haven — Pardce-EHenberger Co., -Minneapolis — Laurence H. Lucker.
Milwaukee.
Cleveland — The Phonograph Co.
OREGON
MISSOURI
GEORGIA/C?JiSO
Edison Phonographs, Ltd.
CANADA
Atlanta— Phonographs Inc.
Kansas
City City.
— The Phonograph Co. of Portland — PENNSYLVANIA
Kansas
Montreal— R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
ILLINOIS
Philadelphia— Girard Phonograph Co.
St. Louis — Silverstone Music Co.
Ltd. W. H. Thome ft Co., Ltd.
Chicago— The Phonograph Co.
Ltd.
Pittsburgh— Buehn Phonograph Co.
St. John—
MONTANA
James I. Lyons. (Amberola only.)
Toronto— R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
only.) — W. A. Myers.
Williamsport
Helena — Montana Phonograph Co.
RHODE ISLAND
NEBRASKA
Ltd.
INDIANJb?,'S§K
Providence — J. A. Foster Co. (Amberola Vancouver
Piano Co.,ft Ltd.
Indianapolis— Kipp
Phonograph Co.
Winnipeg —— R.Kent
S. Williams
Sons Co., Omnha — Shultz Bros.
NEW YORK
iowaI*-'!?
— R. S. Williams ft Sons Co.,
-llarger
& Blish.
Dallas — Texas-Oklahoma
TEXAS Phonograph
° > •■ X Calgary
Albany — American Phonograph Co.
Ltd.
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talking machine
taught Galli-Curci
from an interview with Amelita Galli-Curci in New York Times
" T HAD no training, such as most opera singers have. I learned
I all I know about the voice while studying the role I was to
sing. . . . When I tried to sing in New York several years
ago there were in my voice faults that worked against me, and
now I know that these imperfections sent me away from the
wonderful city. To get rid of them I turned to the talking machine. Iknew that I could correct them if I could hear them
myself. I used many, many records, each time listening for the
faults and the next time trying to correct them. / may say that
my most painstaking teacher was the talking machine."

of singers, for the
the instruction
FOR
learning of foreign languages, for the entertainment of family and friends, for delightful dance
for cheering

music,

left behind,
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complete, possessing to a marked degree the rich, resonant, beautiful
tone for which the Sonora is
famous, equipped with a double-spring motor playing almost
five ten-inch records at one
winding, this is the ideal
phonograph for the soldier in
cantonment or at the front, for
the motorist, vacationist and all
who want a quality portable
instrument. Plays all makes of
disc records, all sizes.
The Sonora Portable will be
one of the sensational sellers
of the year.
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Write

today
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$180
$1000
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Company,
GEORGE
E. BRIGHTSON, President
Executive
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sales will break
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Art

Sonora

nothing

the

The preference of the public is for
the highest class instrument. The
Sonora with its superb tone which won
highest score for quality at the Panama
Pacific Exposition, its many superior
and exclusive design and constructional
features, and its unequalled prestige, is

portable

Sonora

up

taste.
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IN ST. LOUIS

Distributing Center for That Line Established
by the Aeolian Co. on March -1
St. Louis, Mo., March 5. — Aeolian Hall, here,
became a wholesale station for the AeolianVocalion March 1. Arrangements for the establishment of the jobbing agency here were
completed during a visit of General Wholesale
Manager Alfring, of New York, last month.
Assistant Manager Stevenson, of the Famous &
Barr Co., Victrola department, has gone on the
road to establish retail dealers. The territory
is southern Illinois, Missouri, eastern Kentucky
and eastern Tennessee.
"This was, of course, very good news to us,"
said Manager Guttenberger, of the Aeolian Hall
Vocalion department, "for it means that an increased supply of machines is assured. No such
step would be taken without assurance of machines to meet the greatly increased demand.
"We believe that this territory is ripe for this
move. For a long time we have been having
numbers of out-of-town customers come in and
inquire Jor our instrument. Some of these had
heard of it from owners, others had been impressed by our advertising and others had
learned of it through the gradual spread of the
fame of the machine. While we have been
working in the local field, we have created a demand throughout a good-sized trade district,
and we have on 'file a number of requests from

Machine
York, March

distribution."
Shipping conditions have been the bane of
Manager Guttenberger's existence recently. At
Christmas time he sold a number of machines
for which%ie had bills showing that the shipment had been started several days before.
These machines reached him late in February
and two others that he needs to settle all debts
were still missing the first of the month.
PLAY

NOW

ON RECORDS

Entire Production on "Why Marry?" Recorded
in Order to Facilitate the Presentation of the
Play in Other Countries — An Important Move
The members of the "Why Marry?" company,
playing at the Astor Theatre recently, completed
the recording of the entire play on talking machine records. One set of the records is to be
preserved in the offices of Selwyn & Co., managers of the piece, and the other sets are to be
used later when the play is produced in England, Australia, South Africa and other countries. It is believed that the records will greatly facilitate the training of the various foreign
companies, and will save considerable expense
in sending over special directors, particularly in
view of the upset condition of overseas transportation. It is believed to be the first time
that a complete play has thus been recorded, although various actors have recorded their particular parts before.

A "TALKING"
MECHANISM
DEVELOPED
OVER 160 YEARS AGO
According to John Wesley Mr. Miller, of Lurgan. Ireland, Anticipated Dr. Erasmus Darwin in Producing aDevice Which Formulated Articulate Sounds — Some Interesting Data Presented
In a recent issue of The Talking Machine
World reference was made to a letter written
by Dr. Erasmus Darwin, grandfather of Chas.
Darwin, to Benjamin Franklin in 1772, in which
he said: "I have heard of somebody who attempted to make a speaking machine. Pray is
there any truth in such reports?" Dr. Darwin
was interested, it seems, because he himself had
given considerable attention to the formation of
articulate sounds and was working on a mechanism which, with the aid of pneumatics, would
pronounce some short words somewhat like the
human voice.
Meanwhile a correspondent informs us that
Dr. Darwin should have directed his inquiries
to Ireland, not America, for it appears that
something in the form of a talking machine was
known in Ireland in 1758 (many years before
Darwin was interested), according to no less
authority than John Wesley, who, like our Washington, "couldn't tell a lie." Writing in his
journal under date of Monday, April 26, 1762,
he said: "In the evening I preached to a large
congregation in the market house at Lurgan,
Ireland. I now embraced the opportunity, which
I had long desired, of talking with Mr. Miller,
the contriver of that statue, which was in Lurgan when I was there before (May 16, 1758). It
was the figure of an old man, standing in a case,
with a curtain drawn before him, over against
a clock which stood on the other side of the
room. Every time the clock struck he opened
the door with one hand, drew back the curtain
with the other, turned his head, as if looking
- round on the company and then said, with a
clear, loud, articulate voice, 'Past one, two,
three,' and so on. But so many came to see
this (the like of which all allowed was not to be
seen in Europe), that Mr. Miller was in danger of being ruined, not having time to attend
to his own business. So, as none- offered to
purchase it, or to reward him for his pains, he
took the whole machine to pieces."
Under date of Monday, June 14, 1773, a further entry occurs: "After preaching at Lurgan,
I inquired of Mr. Miller whether he had any
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thoughts of perfecting his speaking statue, which
had so long lain by. He said he had altered his
design; that he intended, if he had life and
health, to make two, which would not only speak
but sing hymns alternately with an articulate
voice; that he had made a trial and it answered
well. But he could not tell when he should finish it, as he had much business of other kinds
to attend to, and could only give his leisure
hours to this. How amazing it is that no man
of fortune enables him to give all his time to the
The above data is certainly interesting and
emphasizes
afresh that there is "nothing new
work."
under the sun." Of Mr. Miller little is known,
but Dr. Darwin, who was a sort of prophet in
his own way, having crudely anticipated the
possibilities of many of our more modern developments, had undoubtedly given considerable
attention to the creation of some form of predecessor of the phonograph. In a note on his
poem, "The Temple of Nature," which was published in 1803, the year after his death, the following appears:
"I have treated with greater confidence on the
formation of articulate sounds, as I many years
ago gave considerable attention to this subject
for the purpose of improving shorthand; at that
time I contrived a wooden mouth with lips of
soft leather, and with a valve over the back
part of it for nostrils, both of which could be
quickly opened or closed by the pressure of the
fingers, the vocality was given by a silk ribbon
about an inch long and a quarter of an inch wide
stretched between two bits of smooth wood a
little hollowed; so that when a gentle current of
air from bellows was blown on the edge of the
ribbon it gave' an agreeable tone, as it vibrated
between the wooden sides, much like a human
voice. This head pronounced p, b, m and the
vowel a with so great nicety as to deceive all
who heard it unseen, when it pronounced mamma, papa, map and pam; and had a most plaintive tone when the lips were gradually closed."
We" present these interesting facts for further
consideration and enlightenment.

MME.

GALLLCURCI'S

Cents

TRIBUTE

Noted Soprano, in Interview, Declares That
Talking Machine Enabled Her to Learn of
and Remedy the Faults in Her Singing
Mme. Galli-Curci, of the Chicago Opera Co.,
and who made a sensational debut in New York
recently, is one of the noted artists who pays
high tribute to the talking machine as a medium for voice training. Mme. Galli-Curci, as
is well known, is under contract to make records
exclusively for the Victor Co., and her records
have been in tremendous demand.
In an interview in the New York Times following her appearance in opera, Mme. GalliCurci declared that the talking machine had enabled her to correct various faults in her singing, and was, therefore, largely responsible for
her success. She said in part:
"I had no training such as most opera singers
have. I learned all I know about the voice
while studying the roles I was to sing. The
master, Mascagni, helped me very much, but I
did not go through the long hours of vocal labor
that are the bane of most artistes. Always to
me singing was a joy. It was never work.
Perhaps that is why I was able to win New
York.
"My friends have always helped me. Of them,
Mr. Thorner, of the Chicago Opera Association,
has always been so kind. He heard me in Catania, Italy, five years ago and told me I had
a voice. When I tried to sing in New York
several years ago there were in my voice faults
that worked against me, and now I know that
these imperfections sent me away from the wonderful city. To get rid of them I turned to the
talking machine. I knew that I could correct
them if I could hear them myself. I used many,
many records, each time listening for the faults
and the next time trying to correct them. I
may say that my most painstaking teacher was
the talking machine. I hope to go on improving, and shall work to do so, but I do not think
I shall ever have the perfect voice. For eight
years I have sung in public, and they have been
eight years of the most joyful work ever done.
Perhaps when I have sung eight years more I
shall have been able to improve! Who knows?
But no matter how long and where I sing, never
do I expect to have the thrill of that first New
York night in 'Dinorah,' when I knew that the
New York which had once refused to hear me
had taken me to its heart."
STUDYING

FRENCH

WITH

THE TALKER

Uncle Sam's Forces at Spartanburg, S. C, Making Good Progress in This Direction
It is interesting to note that in the recent
news from the camps at Spartanburg, S. C, special attention is paid to the fact that the members of several regiments are studying French
with the aid of talking machine records. Notices
to this effect have been published in the local
newspapers, and have attracted considerable attention. The use of records for the study of
French is another significant indication of the
importance of the talking machine in war times,
and the fact that it can be considered as a firstline essential in the true meaning of the term.IMPORTANT

PURCHASE

IN DALLAS

Dallas, Tex., March 2. — The Phonograph Shop,
at 1300 Elm street, this city, recently purchased
from the Western Automatic Music Co. that con*cern's entire stock of phonographs and records.
The deal places the Phonograph Shop in the
position of controlling exclusive selling rights
for Edison phonographs in this city and vicinity.
This war should teach us to do without many
things — except real loyalty.
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Pride of race is something that will not be
downed even in these abormal times, and the existence of that fact should provide many opportunities for the talking machine dealer to
realize at least more than ordinary results from
his record-selling campaign.
We all realize that it is the Italian to whom
Italian records most appeal, or the Swede who
takes most interest in Swedish records, and so
on, but there are many records in the catalog
proper, records of the popular, or standard, type
sung in English, that will make a special appeal
to certain classes — something connected with _
them, either the title of the piece, or the name
and nationality of the singer.
This fact has been emphasized particularly by
a live talking machine dealer in an Eastern city,
who has practically doubled his sales of McCormack records. There is a large natural demand for McCormack records from musical
people of all classes, but this particular dealer
realized that the voice of McCormack sounded
particularly sweet to the Irishman. He, therefore, sees to it that announcements regarding
the new McCormack records as they appear find
a place in the Irish and Catholic weekly papers
and in the bulletins issued by the Catholic
churches in his section. The success of the
plan is demonstrated by the fact that the sales
of McCormack records, even though good before, have practically doubled with this dealer as
a result of this special publicity. The same plan
was followed in connection with the publications
of the various Knights of Columbus Councils,
and with the same gratifying results.
Take the case of Caruso records, for instance.
F radically everybody who buys records buys
one or more of the recordings of this famous
tenor, but even the lowliest Italian, unacquainted
with English to any extent, can nevertheless be
appealed to in his native tongue through special
publications reaching him by the fact that the
great tenor himself is an Italian.
There is a certain Polish singer who has recorded the songs of his native land for one of
the prominent companies, and who has stimulated his royalty receipts tremendously by
bringing his records personally to the attention
of his compatriots. Not only that, but he has
increased the sale of several of his records in
English by that same direct means.
There are in the leading catalogs, and not all
SIMM. M MM MMMMM
M MM M M M M M M M
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Sales

in the foreign sections by any means, records
that lend themselves particularly to exploitation
in certain fields. There are, for instance, records that are designed particularly "for use in
the ceremonies of various fraternal orders — records that find a place in the ritualistic workings
of the Masons, Elks, Odd Fellows, etc. Just
simply to have these records on the shelf and
to call attention to them in a desultory way, is
not enough.
All of these orders have special

"The

Customer

a Prideful

Has

Interest

the Records

Fellow

■

In

by a

MM.MMMM

E.

Parsons

produce maximum sales. "
There are a great many dealers to-day who
have on their shelves, and classed as slow-selling records, selections that, if presented to a
special class of buyers and in a special way,
would move with a very satisfactory rapidity.
ing.
The question is worth thinking about and studyPHONOGRAPH

CO. RESUMING

Overcoming Effects of Recent Fire and Will Be
Working at Capacity Soon

publications issued at regular intervals and devoted to their interests. These publications offer the logical mediums through which the talking machine dealers can call attention to special
records of the fraternal-order type.
By advertising in mediums that go direct to
the people most interested, there is a saving of
wasted circulation, and consequenth' of considerable money. It is the same principle that influences manufacturers to advertise in trade
journals. They might advertise to the dealer in
national publications with circulations running
into the millions, but of all that circulation only
1 per cent, would be interested in the proposition, and the 99 per cent, remaining would be
wasted, even though paid for. In the trade
journal the manufacturer appeals directly to
those whom he desires to reach, and thus gets
the benefit, at a restricted cost, of 100 per cent,
circulation.
The talking machine dealer who studies racial
sympathies, and in his publicity makes a special drive along that line, studying his records,
what they offer, who the singer is, and whom he
is most likely to appeal to, is going to get results that count.
M MM

Frank

Will

There are almost as many people who will
buy records because they are sung by artists of
their own nationality, and through pride of that
fact, as well, buy the records solely for their
musical value. It is the ability to appeal directly to those people on a logical basis that
will save exploitation expense and effort, and

MOZART

Countryman"

M M M M M^M^M.

Race

St. Louis, Mo., March 4. — The Mozart Phonograph Co. will be working to full capacity again
this month, according to a recent statement by
President Fitzgerald. One of the buildings of
the former Colonial Cabinet Co., which were
acquired for Mozart production, is now working
full time following the fire in January, and the
second and more seriously damaged building
will be entirely repaired and restocked soon.
"We are taking care of the orders now coming
in," said Mr. Fitzgerald, "but business threatens
to get too good."
CAN RECORD READINGS

FROM

NOVELS

Apparently the American law does not prevent
talking machine companies from making records of readings taken from novels. It does
protect plays against such reproduction.
The question arose recently when records
were made of chapters from "Pollyanna," the
reciter merely cutting out descriptive paragraphs. The secretary of the American Publishers' Copyright League, after examining the
law, gave it as his opinion that there had been
no infringement of copyright.
SUFFERS

HEAVY

FIRE LOSS

The building occupied by the Emil Granberg
Mfg. Co., manufacturers of talking machines and
furniture, was the scene of a fire recently causing damage to building and stock of about $8,000.
M M ^7H-^ tLii M M M M M MMM M M MMM M M M^B3
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Victrola IX-A, $57.50
Mahogany or oak

Victrola VI-A, $30
Oak

WORLD

S

Victrola XI-A, $110
Mahogany or oak

Victor

Supremacy

is

overwhelming
Musically,

artistically, commercially,

Victor supremacy
in evidence.
Its
success

universal

is always,

recognition

easy for every Victor

Victor

everywhere,

Talking

makes

retailer.

Machine

Co.

Camden, N. J., U. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone.Co., Montreal, Canadian Wholesalers
"Victrola" is the Registered Trade-mark of the Victor Talking Machine Company
designating the products of this Company only.
Warning : The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or sale of
any other Talking Machine or Phonograph products is misleading and illegal.
Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically
Important Notice.
co-ordinated and synchronized in the processes of manufacture, and
their use, one with the other, is absolutely essential
to a perfect reproduction.

Victor

Gately-Haire Co., Inc.
Elyea-Austell Co.
Phillips & Crew Co.
Talking Machine Co., of
The Texas.
Austin, Tex
Baltimore, Md.. .. Cohen & Hughes.
E. F. Droop & Sons Co.
H. R. Eisenbrandt Sons, Inc.
Andrews Music House Co.
Bangor, Me
Birmingham, Ala. Talking Machine Co.
Boston, Mass Oliver Ditson Co.
The Eastern Talking Machine
Co.
The M. Steinert & Sons Co.
Talking Mch. Co.
American
Brooklyn, N. Y...
G. T. Williams.
Buffalo, N. Y
W. D. & C. N. Andrews.
Neal, Clark & Neal Co.
Burlington, Vt.. .. American Phonograph Co.
Butte, Mont
Orton Bros.
Chicago, 111
Lyon & Healy.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Talking Machine Co.
Chicago
Cincinnati, O
The
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Cleveland, O
The W. H. Buescher & Sons
The 'Co.
Collister & Sayle Co.
Co.
The Eclipse
Musical Co.
Columbus, O
The Perry B. Whitsit Co.
Dallas, Tex
Sanger Bros.
Denver, Colo The Hext Music Co. .
The Knight-Campbell Music
Albany, N. Y
Atlanta, Ga

N
Victrola XVI, $215
Victrola XVI, electric, $270
Mahogany or oak

Wholesalers

Omaha, Nebr
A. Hospe Co.
Ues Moines, la. . . . Mickel Bros. Co.
Mickel Bros. Co.
Detroit, Mich Grinnell Bros.
Peoria,
111
Putnam-Page Co., Inc.
Elmira, N, Y
Elmira Arms Co.
WH'
Louis
Buehn Co., Inc.
El Paso, Tex W. G. Walz Co. MWWBPhiladelphia, Pa.. C.
J'. Heppe.
Honolulu, T. H.. . . Bergstrom Music Co., Ltd.
The
D. Ornstein
Houston, Tex Thos. Goggan & Bro.
Penn George
Phonograph
Co.. Inc.Co.
The Talking Machine Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.. Stewart Talking Machine Co.
A. Weymann & Son, Inc.
Jacksonville, Fla.. Florida Talking Machine Co. Pittsburgh, Pa H.
W. F. Frederick Piano Co.
Kansas City, Mo.. J.Schmelzer
W. JenkinsArms
SonsCo.Music Co.
C. C. Mellor Co.. Ltd..
Co.
Lincoln, Nebr Ross P. Curtice Co.
Portland, Me .Standard
Cressey &Talking
Allen, Machine
Inc.
Portland, Ore Sherman, Clay & Co.
Little Rock, Ark..Q. K. Houck Piano Co.
Los Angeles, Cal. . Sherman, Clay & Co.
Providence, R. I... J. Samuels & Bro., Inc.
Richmond, Va
The Corley Co.. Inc.
Memphis, Tenn....O. K. Houck Piano Co.
W. D. Moses & Co.
Milwaukee, Wis... Badger Talking Machine Co.
Rochester, N. Y...E. J. Chapman.
Minneapolis,
Minn.Beckwith,
O'Neill
Co.
The Talking Machine Co.
Mobile, Ala
Wm, H. Reynalds.
Montreal, Can Berliner Gramophone Co., Salt take City, U. Consolidated Music Co.
Ltd.
The John Elliott Clark Co.
San Antonio, Tex.Thos. Goggan & Bros.
Nashville, Tenn....O. K. Houck Piano Co.
San Francisco, Cal. Sherman, Clay & Co.
Newark, N. J
Price Talking Machine Co.
Seattle, Wash
Sherman, Clay & Co.
New Haven, Conn. Henry Horton.
Sioux Falls, S. D.. Talking Machine Exchange.
New Orleans, La. ..Philip Werlein, Ltd.
New York, N. Y...Blackman
Talking Mach. Co. Spokane, Wash Sherman, Clay & Co.
Emanuel Blout.
St. Louis, Mo
Koerber-Brenner Music Co.
C. Bruno & Son, Inc.
St. Paul, Minn W. J. Dyer & Bro.
I. Davega, Jr., Inc.
S. B. Davega Co.
Syracuse, N. Y....W. D. Andrews Co.
Charles H. Ditson & Co.
Toledo. O...
The Whitney Si Currier Co.
Landay Bros., Inc.
& Hughes.
New York Talking Mach. Co. Washington, D. C.Cohen
E.
F. Droop
& Sons
Robt.
C. Rogers
Co. Co.
Ormes,
Silas E. Inc.
Pearsall Co.
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ALBUMS

FOR

FILING

DISC

RECORDS

The enormous demand for "National" Kecord Albums keeps apace with the ever increasing demand for machines and records, and our
output capacity has been enlarged to meet the greater needed supply. Record Albums have proven themselves to be the best and most convenient,
as well as economic, method of filing and keeping disc records.

THE

ALBUM

soon pays for itself in timesaving and preserving records.
The initial cost is really an
investment which comes back
/our/old.
MAKING

THEIR

SELECTION

Illustrating the daily actual usage of the
Album, the most convenient and satisfactory
record filing system extant.
A

PLACE

FOR

EVERY

THE PERFECT PLAN
The pockets holding the records are substantially
made from strong fibre stock, (irmly joined together
and bound in attractive covers.

RECORD

AND

EVERY

RECORD

IN ITS

PLACE

Albums are an Indispensable Requisite in the talking machine business and wherever records are sold. An accessory that is necessary
and worth while. Practical and handy. Save time and records. A profitable adjunct to the business. All owners of machines and records want
Albums to file and preserve their records.
"We manufacture disc Record Albums containing 12 pockets to fit cabinets of all sizes and styles. We also make Albums containing
With the indexes they are a complete system for filing all disc records.
For durability, finish and artistic design, our Albums are unsurpassed. We have unexcelled manufacturing facilities, and considering
quality our prices are the lowest.
Write us, giving quantity you may desire, and we will quote prices.
17 pockets.

OUR ALBUMS ARE MADE TO CONTAIN VICTOR, COLUMBIA, EDISON, PATHE AND ALL OTHER DISC RECORDS
NATIONAL
PROSPEROUS

PUBLISHING
TIMES

IN ATLANTA

Leading Establishments Make Cheery Reports
Regarding February Trade and Are Optimistic
About Outlook for March — News of Month
Atlanta, Ga., March 8.— -The talking machine
business in this city was very active during February, and the outlook for March would indicate that we are entering on a very prosperous
era in this section.
The Diamond Disc Shop, Edison retailers, report that their February business was larger
than that of December, 1917, which is unusual,
as December is everywhere recognized as the
banner month in the talking machine business.
The Edison dealers, however, have been advertising consistently and the results are now becoming apparent in their increased business.
The Edison from $165 up, including the $215 and
$265 models, has certainly taken the market in
a larger proportion than ever.
The Delpheon Shop, dealers in the Delpheon
phonograph, are meeting with fine success in
Atlanta, and they have qualified recently as Columbia dealers, having had such insistent demand for Columbia product, as to necessitate
their taking on this old and popular line.
The Atlanta Talking Machine Co., Columbia
and Vocalion dealers, report a $200 cash sale of
records, this being one of the nicest sales of the
kind that your correspondent has heard of in
this city, for some time.
The Aeolian-Vocalion records which have now
been on the market for some weeks are marvels

239

CO.

S. American

Street

in respect to their smooth finish and beautiful
appearance.
The Cable Piano Co., large Victor dealers, are
enjoying a very satisfactory business. In many
cases sales are only limited by the ability of the
dealer to get the stock.
Mischa Elman, Victor artist, was recently
in the city, and entertained a very large audience
at the local auditorium.
Phillips & Crew, the oldest Victor dealers in
Georgia, report a large and growing business.
Some time since H. Phillips completely reorganized this business and injected new life into
it.
The Haverty Furniture Co., Columbia and
Pathe dealers, state that their February business
TALKING

MACHINES

FOR

THE

NAVY

Navy League Desires to Secure Machines and
Records for Uncle Sam's Boys Who Go to
Sea — They Help to Entertain and Instruct
The Navy League of the United States is
making a special appeal for talking machines of
all kinds and records for the men who are going to sea, and in this connection Mrs. W; H.
Hamilton, publicity chairman, has sent out the
following letter:
"The men are subject to times of great despondency, and one of the surest ways to fight
these spells of ennui is to place a musical reproducing machine of some kind on board all ships.
"Several weeks ago a ship loaded with ammunition for France was held up five weeks in

Talking
Machine
Hardware
We manufacture hardware for all styles of cabinets
Lid Supports
Door Catches
Sockets
Needle Cups
Sliding Casters
Tone Rods
Needle Rests
Continuous Hinges
Knobs, etc.
BEST QUALITY
LOWEST PRICES
WEBER-KNAPP

COMPANY

-

Jamestown,

N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

this year is about 25 per cent, larger than in
1917. Their initial payments are larger and
their monthly terms better. The cash record
business with them is at least three times larger
than during 1917.
The Columbia Graphophone Co., wholesale
distributing headquarters for several Southern
States adjacent to Atlanta, report that their
business is far ahead of anything they have ever
known, and is growing by leaps and bounds.
An interesting feature has recently developed
with them, in that they have employed a number of young women in their wholesale record
department.
All talking machine dealers in Atlanta anticipate a very large March business.
our harbor for lack of coal. No one could leave
the ship but the captain, according to regulations. So there in sight of land an entire crew
stayed cold and idle. 'We would have gone
mad if it had not been for the Victrola you gave
us,' one of the men said.
"A submarine chaser about to start has just
become the proud possessor of a Victrola given
it by the Navy Clubhand among the records is
a set of French ones made by the Victor Talking Machine Co., so the men can study French
on the way over.
"Another ship carrying many men goes over
in the near future. 'We have no Victrola on
board. Do you think you could get us one?'
said one of the men. It means cheer and homincss, and gives a comfort where otherwise the
boys might grow homesick and discouraged for
lack of entertainment.
"You use your Victrolas but seldom; they will
use them constantly. There are three ships
waiting for a response to this notice; and the
response has always been so wonderful I feel
that many may be willing to make the sacrifice
to brighten up the days in crossing which are
so monotonous — those first days, the hardest for
the troops and the crews of the ships. Donations are received at the headquarters of the
Navy Club, 509 Fifth avenue."
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Victrola IV-A, $20
Oak

Victor

Supremacy

Victrola VI-A,_$30
Oak

is

Victrola XIV, $165
Mahogany or oak

universally

acknowledged

Victrola V1II-A, $45
Oak

The
time

Victrola
again

time

and

demonstrated

supremacy
things

has

in

the

it has

its

great

actually

ac-

complished.
Victrola IX-A, $57.50
Mahogany or oak

And

with

trolas
is

from

easy

retailer

$20

for
to

genuine
to

every

reap

all

$400

Victrola X-A, $85
Mahogany or oak

supremacy.

Victor

Talking

it

Victor
the

vantages that come
such

VicVictrola XVI, $215
Victrola XVI, electric, $270
Mahogany or oak

ad-

with

Machine

Co.

Camden, N. J., U. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Wholesalers
Victrola XVII, $265
Victrola XVH, electric, $325
Mahogany or oak
|||||||||||||||l||||||l||||pi|

"Victrola" is the Registered Trade-mark of the Victor Talking Machine
Company designating the products of this Company only.
Warning : The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or
sale of any other Talking Machine or Phonograph
products is misleading and illegal

Victrola XI-A, $110
Mahogany or oak

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically co-ordinated and synchronized in the processes of manufacture, and their use, one with the other, is absolutely
essential to a perfect reproduction.
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the business and social fabric of the country that to cripple a
single line of trade would threaten wide disaster.
War conditions are not pleasant. We are getting abundant
proof of that fact, but with the assurance of a square deal from
the Government, the trade is in a position to grin and bear it,
to make the most of the opportunities that are offered, and to
bring about an adjustment that will reduce possible loss to a
minimum.
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ANOTHER
month has gone by and still the talking machine trade, every branch of it, continues to be faced with
many problems involving both manufacturing and distributing.
The bright spot in the situation during the past month has been
the withdrawal of the fuelless Monday order, thereby giving
back to the industry several days in which to endeavor to meet
demands. It is steadily becoming more apparent that the question facing the trade is one of adjustment, and quick adjustment, to conditions that promise to continue for an indefinite
period and which will most likely become worse before they
get better. In other words, the companies, or individuals, in
-the trade, who sit still and decry the situation in general and
wait for times to change for the better, are simply stirring up
trouble for themselves.
Conditions are real. The)- must be faced, and every endeavor
should be made to so regulate existing business demands and
practices that a minimum of inconvenience may be occasioned.
If stocks of machines and records are scarce, and there is every
indication that they will be scarce for a. long time, the problem resolves itself into doing the largest amount of business,
and the best class of business, with the stocks now on hand, or
that can be obtained. If the popular hits of the day cannot be
secured from the factories, feature the records lying on the
shelves, those selling at higher prices. If the leading styles of
machines are unobtainable, develop some salesmanship and sell
the styles that are in stock or can be secured from the factories,
those machines that will bring in more money to the house.
Shorten terms of credit and get after the cash business,
for there is plenty of it for the seeking. In fact, now is the time,
as old Omar Khayyam would say, to "take the cash, and let the
credit go."
One genuine consolation is, if we may accept assurances
from Washington, that the talking machine trade, or for that
matter the music industry generally, will suffer no more than
hundreds of other industries in any action taken to conserve
fuel and metal supplies, clear up the transportation tangle, or
curtail production. Forceful arguments presented at Washington have convinced the administration that there is really
no such thing as a "non-essential" industry, the hysterical
economy talk of prominent bankers and others to the contrary
notwithstanding. It has been found that one industry depends
so much upon the other, and plays such a prominent part in

ON

and after May 1, 1918, the subscription price of The
Talking Machine World will be $2 per year. For a period
of twelve years, since 1906, to be exact, the subscription price has
been $1 per year, and has been maintained in the face of increasing production costs, meaning a steadily growing loss on every
subscription. Pre-eminent in its field, and the representative
organ of the talking machine trade at large, it is but natural that
the circulation of The World should increase by thousands each
year. The size of the paper, too. has increased tremendously,
reflecting as it does the great development of the industry as a
whole, and the confidence of our advertisers based on profitable
returns. The steady rise in the cost of paper, of printing and
of all the elements that go to make a newspaper has placed a
burden on the publishers of The World that can no longer be
borne and still observe good business practice.
For several years past members of the trade, as well as
other publishers, have marveled that we could produce and
offer a. publication of the size and scope of The World at such
a small subscription price. Up to now, however, we have given
to our readers the full fruits of The World's development at
the subscription charge fixed over a decade ago. At the new
price of $2 we promise to our subscribers, who have so loyally
supported us, still further development and greater value. An
announcement in another section of The World tells how the
present subscription rate can be enjoyed for some years to come.
It is worth reading and acting upon.
THE value of the talking machine as an entertaining factor and
gloom dispeller in the great army and naval camps in this
country, and in the American military headquarters and trenches
in France, is emphasized by the numerous letters sent by the soldiers to their folks at home and by the correspondents to the magazines and to the daily papers. WTeek after week pictures appear
showing how the talking machine is utilized in the great social
centers which are fathered by the Y. M. C. A. and the Knights of
Columbus, and high tributes are paid to its power to bring joy
and pleasure into the lives of these men who are serving Uncle
Sam, and who are preparing to battle for the rights of. man against
the rights of might in the great field of war in Europe.
While the piano and the player have aroused enthusiasm
among the soldiers, yet the talking machine, through its ability to
bring into the camp the voice and personalities of the great operatic and concert artists, as well as the music of the symphony orchestras and the great bands of the nation, give a variety of music
that has made the strongest kind of appeal to the soldiers, because of its educational influence. Moreover, in connection with
popular army songs, the "talker" has proven a veritable song
leader, for "the boys" have taken up these songs and joined forces
with the talking machine in making them still more popular.
Music in war times is truly a necessity, and not only in the
camps, but in the homes, the talking machine and its music appeals to the emotions and stimulates the imagination. In these
days of stress and strife the people who can weld music into their
daily affairs are blessed, for what can compare with the talking
machine in this respect? Through its medium even the very
poorest home can afford to have the best of music as well as the
palaces of the rich.
THE average business man cannot but view the provisions
of the income tax and excess profits tax sections of the War
Revenue Act. which he will be called upon to meet very shortly,
with more or less misgivings. No matter how anxious a business man is to bear his fair share of the country's war expense,
he is bound to be troubled by the complexities of the law in
determining just what he should pay and how he should pay it.
Out of the darkness, however, comes one bright light, and
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that is the fact that in obeying the law and making his tax returns even the most indifferent merchant will be compelled to
take an accurate inventory of his business for the inspection
of the Government. He will have to give the matter thought,
and is more than likely to come across facts that surprise him.
Taking an inventory for the purpose of making a good
showing for the year's business is quite different from compiling
an inventory that will mean the basis for tax assessment. Facts
and not alone pretty figures will be demanded, and in the long
run perhaps it is a good thing that some merchants in our own
trade, for instance, will be compelled to find out just where
they stand financially and what their business amounted to
during 1917.

IN an interview in the New York newspapers, following her sensational debut in New York with the Chicago Opera Company
last month, Mme. Galli-Curci gave full credit to the talking machine for aiding her in training her voice ,properly. The noted
emphasized the point that it was by means of talkingrecords that she learned of the various faults in her singwas enabled to correct them.
statement of Mme. Galli-Curci is important as coming
artist of recognized standing, and is practically in line
claims that have been made for the talking machine as
something more than a simple entertainer. Leading artists have
long ago learned that the talking machine record presents their
voice exactly as it is, with imperfections and all. Before an audience, and on the concert stage, personality may be made to counteract existing faults in singing, but on the talking machine record personality does not count. It is the singing itself that must
pass the test. When the artists reach the point where they can,
without prejudice, study the recordings of their voices and

soprano
machine
ing and
The
from an
with the

profit thereby, then is the full value of the talking machine realized.

IT may be a difficult task to convince the average manufacturer
1 or dealer that when business is slow it is oftentimes advisable
to increase his advertising. Too many overlook the importance
of publicity as a prestige builder and as an educational factor in
bringing directly to the attention of the purchasing public the
fact that the house that keeps its name before the public is the
house that can supply the goods they require most promptly and
most completely. And even when a shortage prevails in certain
products, as now, the public expects from the "live" houses that
advertise, the best and quickest service when the opportunity
affords.

The accepted rule among a great many institutions is to reduce the advertising appropriation when trade quiets down a bit.
No greater mistake can be made. Experts in advertising who
study the game from a cold, scientific standpoint — that is for pro-
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If your copy of The Talking Machine World does not reach you
on publication date, or a few days thereafter, do not assume that
it has gone astray. The existing railway congestion has had a
serious effect on the handling of mail, particularly second class
matter, and brought about unusual delays. Kindly wait a few
days longer than usual before writing to us, as the paper will
probably arrive safely

ducing results — are a unit on the proposition that a lull should
mean increased advertising if anything.
With the professional advertising man such ways and means
are the best to adopt that have "pulling" power ; they therefore
advise no curtailment of the publicity campaign when business is
slow. Then is the time to make still further efforts. Where this
plan has been followed success has always crowned the endeavors
of the advertiser. Quite a few talking machine men are wise
enough to pursue this course and are reaping the reward. Would
that there were more, and these observations apply with equal
force and cogency to every branch of the trade.
AMOST
praiseworthy tendency to feature in an unusually
energetic manner the better class of records is noted among
talking machine dealers in many sections of the country. In their
advertising they call particular attention to the records by the
■noted artists- -records that retail at $1 up, and at least one dealer
has gone so far as to publish in his advertising special articles on
the desirability of a library of records of the better sort. We all
know that records are scarce, and that it is the proper thing to
make the most of the records on hand, and the limited number
that can be obtained, by featuring them in an unusual way. The
logic of paying particular attention to the high-priced records is
that the gross amount received for their sale is much larger and,
therefore, serves to measure up with the total sales volume of
popular types of records in normal times from a monetary standpoint. In other words, if a normal business cannot be done on
accumulated profits, the condition can be offset to a certain degree by doing a smaller business on large profits.
IF a bill before the New York State Legislature becomes a law,
it seems as though merchants in all industries in this State
will be compelled to observe a one-price policy regardless of
their personal desires. The bill seeks to amend the personal
property law in order to make it compulsory upon the merchant
offering goods on contract, or conditional sale, to place upon the
article both the cash price and the conditional sale price. If the
bill becomes a law it should prove of material aid to merchants
who are already observing the one-price policy, and it should
likewise serve to increase the number of cash sales by presenting
to the customer the saving he can effect by buying for cash.
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The present record shortage is not a thing
tc> be dismissed in the belief that it is solely a
manufacturing problem and therefore impossible of solution outside of the record factory.
As far as the present shortage affects the dealer's profits, the real solution lies right with the
dealer himself. Here is what The World recommends, and our suggestion is based on the premise that it is as easy to press operatic records
as to press records devoted to ragtime.
We recommend that every dealer get down to
brass tacks and utilize every possible idea that
is practical that will boom the sale of highpriced records. In this way, it will be possible
for both wholesalers and retailers to do a greater
cash turnover than last year, but on a numerically smaller record stock.
In the past dealers have relied pretty much on
national advertising and other outside influences
to sell both talking machines and records for
them. The public has acquired the habit of
coming in, making its own choice, and taking
home whatever it pleases. Because of this practice there has been comparatively little hard pan
selling- — selling that convinces the buyer he
wants what you want him to select.
Without doubt the national advertising of the
record manufacturers, the record bulletins, and
the numerous attractive store posters have gone
a long way toward creating a demand for specific records. But there are few dealers who
have taken up the problem in earnest where the
manufacturer is forced to leave off. Examples
are not over frequent where retailers are conscientiously engaged in devising ways and
means for increasing the sale of high-priced
records. There remains, therefore, a very broad
field for expansion along this line. It is folly
to think aggressive work on the part of the
dealer and his staff of salesmen will not materially augment the sale of high-priced records.
The personal element and the "home town" element can certainly be made to produce more
sales for high-priced records than is now the
case.
If the dealer will inject into his entire sales
force the fact that every $3 record sold is equivalent to selling three $1 records or four 75-cent
records, it is reasonable to suppose his sales
force will soon be offering good practical suggestions for increasing the sale of the highpriced stock.
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At this writing we will not discuss in detail,
plans for selling high-priced records. Broadly
speaking, however, there are five excellent channels to work through, five channels the possibilities of which have to date been developed by
the dealer to a small degree only. They are:
one, newspaper advertising; - two, window display; three, direct mail communications; four,
featuring of selected records after the customer enters the store and the booth; five, conversation engaged in by the salesmen and saleswomen. Considered in a . general way here is
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wnat these five different ways and means
selling high-priced records offer:
1. Newspaper advertising offers an opportunity
to introduce the pictures of famous artists. Individual selections can be featured, and it would
not seem advisable to run a list longer than ten
records in any one advertisement. The playing up of specific pieces and of popular artists
will introduce a very newsy element into retail
advertising, and it will therefore be possible to
use small-sized space very effectively.
2. Window display offers the opportunity for
originality on an extended scale, with an option
between simplicity and extravagance. Just as
Hawaiian windows have, for instance, been built
around Hawaiian dance records, just so can window displays be built around famous opera
scenes, etc.
3. In direct mail communications to regular
and prospective customers, feature circulars, etc.,
can be built around individual records of the
high-priced class, thereby helping the public to
select from the current record bulletins in favor
of the high-priced records and thereby offerTHE
Automatic

. a

Should
n

a

a

ing the chance of bringing back to mind some of
the high-priced records of an earlier date.
4. Many plans may be devised for featuring
records inside the store and in the demonstration booth. Special racks, special posters, special records left apparently carelessly on the
machine in the booth, special display tables in
the middle of the store, etc., etc., add the limit
ot human ingenuity.
5. Great things can be accomplished by having
the salesman carefully study the nature of each
client, so that he can suggest in an artful and
diplomatic way certain high-priced records.
Weekly meetings of the sales staff will help
bring out the effective ways of working along
this line.
All in all, the present is a time when the talking machine man who sits back and says "records are short" and lets it go at that is a slacker.
The present is a time when men of action are
needed, men with ideas to promote the sale of
high-priced records. Every wholesale and retail record department will profit by bearing this
thought firmly in mind, and the industry will
have the satisfaction of knowing it is makinggood in spite of a numerical shortage and at
the same time will be definitely advancing public appreciation for music of the better sort.
MME.

GALLNCURCI

IN CONCERT

Amelita Galli-Curci, the great operatic soprano
and Victor artist, whose records are so much in
demand these days, gave her first song recital
in New York on Monday, March 4, at Carnegie
Hall, under the auspices of the Rubinstein Club,
of which Mrs. W. R. Chapman is president.
The club bought the entire floor platform seats
and lower boxes, and had as its guests 150 presidents of women's clubs in Manhattan and
Brooklyn. Mme. Galli-Curci will give one other
concert, her last this season, on Sunday, March
17, at the Hippodrome.
JOINS MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
The Blackman Talking Machine Co., Inc., the
well-known talking machine, distributor of 97
Chambers street, New York, has been elected
to membership in the Merchants' Association
of New York. Several other talking machine
houses are also enrolled in the association.

BROOKS

Repeating

Phonograph

Plays Any Kind of Record — Any Desired Number
of Times and Then Stops Automatically —
The Phonograph Sensation of the Age
MR. DEALER: —
You cannot duplicate the value we offer for twice
the price. In size and appearance the "Brooks"
compares favorably with Instruments retailing for
In tone
it is unexcelled by any talking
up."
andqualities
$300.00
machine on earth ! In mechanical equipment and
automatic features it is years in advance of . its
nearest competitor. We have been building talkingmachines for three years — last year our sales doubled every four months. The BROOKS DEALER
has no competition. The machine creates interest
and discussion — it is self-advertising. Send for
particulars, terms, prices. Do it Now.

View of Controlling Dial
This dial sets, starts and stops
the machine. Will play any detinuous.sired number up to nine or conSimplest Machine to Operate
Instructions
Set the needle at the inner edge
of record cutting and then move
pointer to the figure designating the
number of times you wish record
That is all. Yon can notv forget
the machine. When the record has
been
played.played as many times as set
for, the machine
matically with the zvill
tone stop
arm autosuspended in the air above record.
HEIGHT

BROOKS

MANUFACTURING
SAGINAW,
Talking Machine Dept.
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<-** No. 0328 ArtMission Disc Record
Section
records. for ten-inch

ArtMission No.Disc0329Record
Section
for
tenand
twelve-inch records.

MissionNo.Base.357 Art-

Section by section it grows with
the growing record library.

Disc

Brown
For

every

talking

FOR

T
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DISC

Cabinets
RECORDS

Cabinet

made

Every record right in front of
you always.
No searching— No confusion.
Records lie flat when drawer
is closed — No warping.
Records are vertical when
drawer is open. Every record
at your fingers' ends.
A separate
every record.

compartment

for

No Scratching— Rubbing— Cracking or Breaking.

Brown Disc
Record Cabinet

?

The better the facilities you furnish your customers
for housing records the greater the quantity of records you
will sell. Look carefully at the cabinet.
It invites you to fill it, in fact, you cannot resist the
temptation to fill it. No matter how many sections are
bought there will be empty compartments and these are
always in sight, inviting you to fill them, and the records
too are always in sight, inviting you to play them. Any
record is so easily found and quickly replaced that this
cabinet adds an extra charm and fascination to the playing of records.
Suppose each of your customers had this cabinet and
you had a sample on your salesroom floor to remind them
to buy additional sections. Not only would the sale of the
cabinets increase but what a tremendous increase in the sale
of records would result and there is excellent profit in the
sale of both.
Each section has 90 compartments numbered consecutively from 1 up. Globe- Wernicke Catalogue No. 3 1 7
T W describes and illustrates these goods fully.
THE UNIT IDEA
of sectional construction was originated and brought
to the highest
of mechanical Co.
anil artistic,
perby thestateGlobc-Wemicke
It applies
equally tofectionBookcases
and Disc Record Cabinets
for
the home, and to Filing Equipment of every kind
for the office.
The Value of G/W Sectional Construction
Service is the keynote of this idea. You buy only
what you need to-day — knowing that you can add
tolibrary.
your purchase to meet the growth of your record
The important thing is to start right — get the first
section
matchwillyourbe furniture
or furnishings— ofora unit
styleto that
permanently
artistic
and useful — and one that you know you can duplicate at any future time.
The name Globe-Wernicke on any section is a guarantee that you can duplicate
it exactly this year or the next generation. This assurance of permanent service
is inherently a Globe-Wernicke attribute.

Record
machine

317

(BUILT-TO-ENDURE)

Sectional
Mission No.Disc0328Record
ArtSection for ten-inch
records.

No.

The Brown Disc Record Cabinet
was devised to preserve a record
perfectly and thereby insure
Perfect Reproduction of Sound.
Ask for Catalogue No. 317 T W

and
nola IX.
15. Columbia
25, 35 andGrafo50.
Aeolian Vocalion D and E.
deep.
32</2 inches high. Top 18X
inches wide by 22 '/i inches

CINCINNATI

Manufacturer! of Steel Filing Cabinets, Wood Filing Cabinet!, Sectional Bookcases and Disc Record Cabinets, Globe Steel Portable Safes
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Columbia Graphophone Co
Woolworth Building, New York

TRNSTATE VICTROLA DEALERS' PLANS
Officers of New Association Elected at Recent
Meeting in St. Louis — Will Assist Dealers in
Reaching Adequate Understanding of All
the Important Phases of Their Business
St. Louis, Mo., March 4.— The Tri-State Victrola Dealers' Association, which effected a
temporary organization here November 21, has
been permanently organized and the temporary
officers continued. They are: President, Arthur
M. Magoon, Kieselhorst Piano Co.; secretary, C.
F. Lippman, Field-Lippman Piano Stores; treasurer, E. H. Lehman Music Co., East St. Louis.
These three, with Val Reis, of the Smith-Reis
Piano Co., and John A. Ditzell, of the Famous
& Barr Co., are directors.
President Magoon, following the permanent
organization meeting, said that he believed that
the Exchange Bureau, under the management
of John A. Ditzell, would be the big feature of
the organization, judging from the comment of
new members and the dealers in the district
that have inquired as to memberships. This
bureau, undertaken at the suggestion of Mr.
Ditzell, is modeled after the similar bureau of
the Victor jobbers. Any member dealer having a surplus of records or machines can file an
inventory with Mr. Ditzell, and these will be
reprinted and distributed to all members, who
will then arrange an exchange among themselves. Mr. Ditzell will have nothing to do
with the actual exchange. His part is completed with attending to the prompt distribution
of the lists. It also has been decided that the
bureau will not attempt to pass on credits.
Prospective exchangers, wishing credit information, can get such data by applying to the jobber. The association rule is that all exchanges
must be settled by cash for the balance due within thirty days. Preliminary reports are that
there is much dead stock on certain shelves that
will prove very live stock on other shelves. Informal arrangements were made for extensive
exchanges at the last meeting.
The prime object of the association is to assist the Victor Co. and Victor dealers in reaching an adequate understanding of their business.
The territory originally contemplated was Missouri, southern Illinois and Arkansas. But the
membership will extend beyond these lines, as
applications are coming in from eastern Tennessee and the southeastern part of Kansas. It
may reach into Iowa, it is said.
Charles I. Taylor, an advertising counselor
who has had much experience with Victor advertising, spoke at the last meeting on the benefits of organization and his co-operation with
the association is assured.
An employment bureau for experienced talking machine help will be organized under the
direction of Secretary Lippman. Blanks will
be drawn for the job seeker to fill out and these
will be open to members seeking experienced
help. The association has been incorporated.
Salesmen and other staff members will be admitted as associate members. Some of the
dealers elected to membership at the recent

meeting are: Highfill & Neifind Furniture Co.,
Caruthersville, Mo.; Vandervoort Music Salon,
St. Louis; F. S. Gravenhorst, Effingham, 111.;
J. F. Lechridge, Mayfield, Ky. ; Boveris Store
Co., Ste. Genevieve, Mo.; Meach & Son, Mansfield, Mo.; R. V. Johnson, Memphis, Tenn.; W.
C. Daumueller, Lebanon, 111.; H. A. Arsularis,
Neisha, Mo.; Walter H. Rhiem, Belleville, 111.,
and Frank H. Ferand, Granite City, 111.
TACOMA

A BUSY

TRADE

CENTER

Rhodes Brothers Department Store Doing Big
Victor Business
Tacoma, Wash., March 7. — Business of all kinds
in Tacoma is active these days, and the talking
machine people are getting their share of it.
One of the lively Victor departments is that
conducted by the Rhodes Brothers Department
Store, with P. H. Seva as manager. The volume
of business transacted has been growing so rapidly that it is planned to enlarge the department,
moving into a better floor location and making
it three times as large as it is at present.
The great complaint with this concern, as with
all the Victor stores, is the shortage of goods,
but it is expected that with the improvement in
the weather, and the quicker railroad shipments
from the East, this condition will be overcome
tc some extent.
A recent acquisition to the sales force of
Rhodes Brothers is B. L. Miller, who was formerly with Sherman, Clay & Co. in Seattle. He
is making a good record.

RECORDS

FOR

"BOYS"

IN TRENCHES

Emerson Phonograph Co. Sends 10,000 Disc
Records to the Y. M. C. A. for Entertainment
of Uncle Sam's Boys at the Front
The Emerson Phonograph Co., New York,
manufacturer of Emerson records, has sent out
to the Y. M. C. A. 10,000 Emerson disc records
to be forwarded to the boys in the trenches.
Forty of the most popular selections have been
selected for this purpose; the kind that the boys
in camp will like — catchy song hits, dance,
instrumental, humorous — the kind of music that
will keep them in joyful spirits. Two hundred
and fifty sets made up of these fifty selections
are on their way, and will be distributed from
the headquarters of the Y. M. C. A. Needless
to say they will be welcome.
hi a chat with The World the secretary of
the Emerson
just the first
we anticipate
it is only our

Phonograph
of a series of
making to the
patriotic duty

Co. said: "This is
contributions which
boys. We feel that
to do this, and that

every phonograph company, whether manufacturer or retailer, should send as many records
as possible to the boys in camp and in the
trenches. This should also apply to the musicroll houses, to the sheet music companies, and,
in fact, to everyone whose product can afford
entertainment for the boys who are 'doing their
bit' for their country."
When you "take time by the forelock," be sure
it is your own time you're taking!
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The
BELL
TALKING
MACHINE
CORPORATION
Offices and Show Rooms, 44 W. 37th St., New York
Factory, 1 to 7 West 139th St.
LOCAL TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTORS
Schubert Phonograph Distributing Co., 308 Lyceum Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Smith-Woodward Piano Co., 1018 Capitol Ave., Houston, Tex.
J. A. Ryan, 3231 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
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Outward

In the business of selling talking machines,
or in the music trade field as a whole, the outward appearance of prospective purchasers is
not always a safe guide to judge of their purchasing ability. There is a time-worn story in
the piano trade of a rural gentleman who entered
a fine piano wareroom, was side-stepped and
joshed by all the star salesmen, and finally was
turned over to a "rookie" for final consideration.
The old gentleman tried out the piano with
fingers knotted by earnest toil, and with finger
nails in deep mourning. The final outcome was
that he bought a magnificent grand and paid
cash for it, taking the money out of a greasy old
wallet dragged from the depths of one of his
overall pockets. The illustration is one that
draws deep laughter from the all-wise salesman.
One of the first pieces of advice which capable managers give to salesmen is to treat
every customer with equal courtesy and consideration, regardless of their apparent circumstances. That this should be the natural attitude without suggestion goes without saying,
but it doesn't require a psychologist to note how
fine clothes and a suave, cultured manner win
the immediate attention of talking machine salesmen, as compared with the indifference shown
the ill-dressed, uncultured visitor. An excellent
illustration of how this attitude works in another branch of the industry is pointed out in
the experience of a man who related it to The
World in this wise:
Some years ago a salesman entered the employ of an up-State piano house and worked
hard to make a record. It was when playerpianos were new and the selling of them was
hard work. This salesman was lolling about
the warerooms hoping for the best, when late
one afternoon an old chap, who would have been
better off for a good scrubbing, and whose
clothes were not only unkempt but had the fragrance of the stable about them, entered the
wareroom. The salesman sized the visitor up
either as a poor farmer or a stable hand. He
was about to pass some bright and witty remark
when there flashed through his brain the story
of the old farmer. He said to himself, "Well,
I have nothing else to do this afternoon, I
might as well talk to this man."
"I want to see one of these here piano players," said the visitor. The salesman looked him
over, and finally decided that it wouldn't do any
harm to let him look at them, so he conducted
him to the upper floor where the player-pianos
were displayed and proceeded to demonstrate.
As he played, the old gentleman's feet began to
quiver, and finally ended by beating time to the
music.
"Pretty fine piano," he said, "how much?"
"Seven hundred dollars," answered the salesman.
- "That so? Got any better ones?"
"Sure," said the salesman, arid conducted him
to a large and massive instrument.
"This sells for $850."
"How much for cash?" asked the visitor while
the salesman's brain began to reel.
"Seven hundred and sixty-five dollars for
cash," was the answer.
"All right, deliver it to-morrow" said the customer, and proceeded to draw from the inner
recesses of his coat a long black stocking, simply full of money of all kinds, small change,
bank notes and checks. The $765 was counted
out, a receipt given and the sale closed.
The salesman was naturally curious, and at the
first opportunity stopped at a nearby town
where the player was delivered, ostensibly to
see if it had given satisfaction, and found that
the man was a prosperous farmer and well off.
Moreover, he had come to the store direct from
the court house where he had settled an estate

MACHINE

Prospective

Appearance

for his niece amounting to something over
$100,000 — hence the stocking full of change.
"After that," declared this salesman, who, by
the way, is now a successful executive of a
talking machine concern, "the rougher they
looked the better I treated them."
During Christmas time in a town not far
from New York, two of the most expensive
styles of talking machines were purchased by
customers whose outward appearance would not
indicate that they could afford to buy a $15 mall

■

"Treat

Visitors,

|

Matter

What

(

Station,

Utmost

No

Their

With

Courtesy"

Purchasers
By Alfred Parsons

are unusual, for there are few businesses where
the salesmen are so efficient, so courteous, and
so attentive as in the talking machine trade.
But there are exceptions in. this as in every
other trade, and these remarks are meant for the
"exceptions" — the men who sometimes fail to
keep in mind the initial, elementary advice to
salesmen to treat visitors to the store, no matter
what their station in life may be, with equal
consideration. There are many rough diamonds
among talking machine' buyers in this great
country of ours.

■

|
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PROSPERITY

PROOFS

IN LOUISVILLE

Louisville, Ky., March 4.— H. V. Boswell, manager of the Edison and Columbia department of
the Kaufman-Straus Co., Inc., this city, reports
that business for February showed an increase
of 100 per cent, as compared with the same
month last year. In fact, at the present time
this house is doing the largest talking machine
business in its history, and judging from the outlook at present it expects an increase of 120
per cent, in March. The demand is for highclass instruments, and 75 per cent, of the sales
made are for cash. Mr. Boswell is a hustler,,
and believes that business can be secured if it
is gone after properly. A handsome new motor
truck has been purchased exclusively for the
use of the talking machine department.

g
j
|

■

■I
chine. The salesman was so unimpressed with
the appearance and supposed financial inadequacy of his visitors that the head of the business, who happened to be around at the time,
was forced to the opinion that these people were
not being handled discreetly. He took them
in hand himself and sold each of them a $200
machine, much to the amazement of the salesman who first dickered with them when they
entered the store. As a matter of fact, clothing

WANTS

PHONOGRAPHS

FOR CUBA

S. Sarmiento, of Manzanillo, Cuba, has notified
the Foreign Trade Bureau of the Commercial
Museum, Philadelphia, that his concern is in
the market for phonographs and disc records
to be marketed in Cuba. It is stated that correspondence should be in Spanish.

doesn't always proclaim the size of the pocketbook.
Needless to say that circumstances like these

VICE-CONSULADO DEL PARAGUAY
WILMINGTON. DELAWARE
E. E. U. U. DE A.
January

28, 1918

New England Talking Machine Co.
16-18 Beach Street,
Boston,
Mass.
Gentlemen:
I am indeed pleased with the PERFECTION
FLEXI-TONE Reproducer that you sent me for use
It does all that you _ claim
on my phonograph.
for it — and _a lot more .
It makes certain
lateral-cut records that seemed thin before, full
and rich when played with your reproducer.
I tried it on
- records, using an
attachment that is adjustable,
and by
record
centering the stylus properly to the
obtained with your reproducer a very
grooves,
rich and beautiful tone, and of course, all
It also plays the
necessary volume.
records very clearly and beautifully.
"elbow"

I congratulate
product .

you

Very

on a most
truly

remarkable

yours,

N. B. — This is only one of many letters we have received praising the NEW PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE REPRODUCER. You can see and hear for yourself
by sending for a sample to
NEW ENGLAND TALKING MACHINE CO., 16 Beach St., Boston, Mags.
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coaxing, compelling dance records by
Jazarimba
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over
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Handy Jazzers;

Jockers Brothers and Prince's
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at the Tele-
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WORLD
VICTOR

THE

LATEST

ALBUM
No.

1012

This album has heavy green envelopes, interlocked
so that each envelope forms an individual record container. Both ends are finished with brass metal tops
as shown in illustration.
Best Value on the Market
NYACCO

METAL

for the Money

BACK

ALBUMS

The Only Metal Back Album Manufactured. A Leader in the Album Field
Write for Samples and Prices
NEW

YORK

ALBUM

& CARD

CO.

JAN RUBINI AND THE PATHE
Famous Pathe Artist Gives Informal Recital in
Curtis-Colyear Warerooms
Los Angeles, Cal., March 1.— Jan Rubini, the
famous violinist, who records for the Pathe
Freres Phonograph Co.'s library, was a recent
visitor to this city, and gave an informal recital
in the establishment of the Curtis-Colyear Co..
the prominent Pathe dealer in this city.

23-25 Lispenard St., New York
been very successful. His concert at the CurtisColyear store was commented upon very favorably in the local papers, and this progressive
Pathe representative took advantage of the
opportunity to use some effective publicity in
behalf of their Pathe department.
KNOWING

THE RECORD

NUMBERS

Persons who buy talking machine records
probably have noticed that most of the dealers
possess the faculty of
remembering the numbers and do not have
to refer to the catalogs
when a record is asked
for by the title and not
the number, remarks a
writer in the New York

World. It's all a matter of practice, according to a Chambers
street dealer, who said:
"It's all in the day's
work. You see, remembering the numbers of
records is just about
the same as remembering telephone numbers.
Some are good at it
Jan Rubini's Recital in Curtis-Colyear Co.'s Ph mograph Department and some are not, but
Mr. Rubini, who is internationally prominent,
the average dealer in records usually has the
has made a number of Pathe records which have
numbers of the records at his finger tips."

Ward's

Khaki

Moving
Covers
PROTECT YOUR MACHINES FROM ALL
KINDS OF WEATHER
and will enable you to deliver them
free from dust, scratches, bruises
and all other finish destroyers
Our covers are faced with Standard Khaki,
lined with a heavy grade flannel, interlined
with an exceptionally good grade of heavy
cotton or felt, diagonally and closely quilted,
and manufactured according to the usual
superior "WARD

New

London " quality.

°
"K"$7i
"D" No.$5.1°
Grade
Carrying Strap.:
1 $1.00; Grade
No. 2 $2.00;
No. 3 $3.50
ORDER SAMPLE COVER ON APPROVAL
Witb Name of Machine silk embroidery on any Cover; extra, ..25c.
Wilb Dealer'! Name and Address, first Cover; extra $1.00
Same on additional Covers, each extra
50c^
Write for booklet

WIRELESS

Grade "D" Cover with No. 3 Straps.

101 William St., New London, Ohio
Alio Manufacturers of Rubberized Cover*
and Duit Coven for the Wareroom

READY

Instruction in Wireless Telegraphy by Means
of Records and Instruction Books Heralded
as a Distinct Aid to the Government
The Victor Talking Machine Co. has just
announced a special course of instruction in
wireless telegraph by means of records and
accompanying books of instruction. In announcing the course the company says in part:
"Higher pay and better rating are two benefits which the' Victor retailer may now help
our soldiers to obtain. He may also assist the
nation in overcoming a critical need.
' In co-operation with the Marconi Institute
in New York, we have prepared a course in
wireless telegraphy with that object in view.
"The United States Army and Navy are in
need of thousands of skilled wireless operators
and a.. complete course of study may be carried
on by means of these records, in camp and at
home, at a very small fraction of the expense
that is ordinarily involved.
"The course consists of six ten-inch doublefaced records with book of instructions, all
securely packed in a special container in which
they* may be transported readily. Our retail
price is $5.00 per set.
"Here again the Victor retailer is in position
to assist solving one of the big national problems and enable the individual soldier to pro1
mote himself from the ranks.
"A special poster and descriptive folders will
be used to feature this new product, and to give
these records the widest circulation is a patriotic duty no less than a business proposition."
Special posters and descriptive folders will
be issued for the use of the dealers in featuring
this latest Victor product, which should meet
with a ready demand.
Arrangements have recently been made
with the Marconi Institute in New York to
accept orders through Victor dealers for the
books on wireless, "Practical Wireless Telegraphy," and "Military Signal Corps Manual,"
as well as subscriptions for the magazine, ''The
Wireless Age." A discount will be allowed on
the orders.
L. L. LEVERICH

AS A WRITER

Assistant Advertising Manager of the Columbia
Co. Clever With His Pen — New Cohen Record
In the April list of new Columbia records will
be featured a record to be added to the already
popular "Cohen" series. This record will be
designated as A2488, and will contain two recordings: "Cohen at the Real Estate Office" and
"Cohen Calls His Tailor on the 'Phone." It is
interesting to note that the former selection was
written by Lester L. Leverich, assistant advertising manager of the Columbia Co. Mr. Leverich has achieved signal success as a writer and
composer of witty song and verse, and a number of his compositions have been published in
magazines and newspapers. It is said that his
"Cohen'' record is well calculated to compare in
popularity
withwhich
the original
"Cohen"phenomenal
selection,
the sales of
have reached
totals. Both sides of this new record are recorded by Joe Hayman, who has made all the
"Cohen" records to date.
FIRE IN ALBANY

STORE

The stock of the Standard Phonograph Co.,
618 Broadway, Albany, N. Y., was badly damaged by fire last week. After the blaze it was
found that several talking machines had been
stripped of their electric motors and an investigation isbeing made.
AIDING WAR

The
C. E. Ward
Co.
(Well-known Lodge Regalia House)

COURSE

STAMP

CAMPAIGN

Charles K. Haddon, vice-president of the Victor Talking Machine Co., is directing the War
Stamp sale movement in Camden County, where
it is expected $3,500,000 will be raised by the sale
of the stamps.
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$1,000,000 IN SONORA

THE
ORDERS

Frank J. Coupe Returns. From Whirlwind Trip
i in Which He Booked Big Orders for 1918—
Big Selling Campaign Now Being Planned
Swinging out from the executive offices in
New York, Frank J. Coupe, sales and advertising director of the Sonora Phonograph Sales
Co., Inc., jumped from city to city visiting the
trade, and after a two weeks' whirlwind trip
(with fourteen nights on sleepers), returned
recently with over a million dollars' worth of
1918 orders for Sonoras. The first stop was
Indianapolis, the next Chicago. Business in
phonographs in the Windy City is excellent, Mr.
Coupe reports, the local representatives, C. J.
Van Houten & Zoon, ordering very heavily for
the coming year's business.
At Milwaukee Yahr & Lange, Sonora distributors, were the hosts at a banquet given to the
Wisconsin Sonora dealers. In this section everyone has money,
is spending
it for talking

TALKING

MACHINE

'TALKING MACHINE
IS THINKING
MACHINE"
SAYS LAUDER
Well-Known Singer Points Out That the Thoughts It Inspires in the Soldiers at the Front Are
Pleasant Thoughts of Home and the Dear Ones Left Behind
under a fierce bombardment — withoot a rest and
withoot a halt. Then day gave way to night.
Shells were continually bursting; Lazy Lizzies,

"When I was across in France seeing the
boys," said Harry Lauder, "I often thanked the
inventor of the talking machine for not having
lived in vain. A record out yonder, where the
mud is much deeper than even in the streets of
dear auld Glasca on the worst winter day, a

Whistling -Willies and a' the rest o' the devil's
messengers. Now the rain came on. Sheets
and sheets o' it— rain that looked as if it never
would stop, and made one wonder where it all
came from. Even the trenches were flooded.
That night passed and at dawn the Germans
were scattered and new positions were taken.

record brings back the sniff o' the hills, the
wee ingle neuk, and the days o' auld lang syne.
It's graun, I'm tellin' ye! What an invention!
Voices o' loved ones always wi' you; sangs o'
the hameland, the mountain and glen to inspire you, to fill your heart and strengthen your
arm. Aye, the talking machine is a thinking
machine, and the thoughts that it inspires are

ButHarry
still itatrained."
this stage quietly chuckled, puffed
away at his pipe, and went on. "Several hours
later the boys were relieved, and tramped miles
back to their rest camp — amid mud to the knees
all the road, and with the water streaming down
their necks and squelching in their boots. It
was evening before they arrived at the place
where warm tea, warm clothing, and a good
dry bed awaited them, but, man, even before
a helmet was doffed one o' the Jocks made for
the company gramophones. He slipped on a
record, wound up the machine, and started it
agoin'. And the discomforts of the past thirtysix hours were sent into oblivion when the machine calmly churned out, 'When You Come to

pleasant thoughts — thoughts o' hame and the
dear ones left behind."
Such is Harry Lauder's description of music
among the men at the front in an interview with
the London Phono-Record shortly after his return from his recent visit to the Western front.
"I'll tell you a wee story," he proceeded in his
own pawky and inimitable way, "an' it's no' a
niadeup yin, min, I'm telling ye! This is a
story of how a gramophone backed up the gallant soldiers o' a gallant Scottish Regiment.
The day's duties had been long and arduous,
and for hours and hours the Jocks had been

the End of a Perfect Day.' " ADDRESS GRAND RAPIDS

larly known, and when this cheerful sales manager told of the coming period models and outlined the new plans for aiding the dealers in
increasing sales (which for the present must
remain confidential), the Sonora dealers were a

Frank J. Coupe
machines, and the prospects are splendid. Two
of the out-of-town guests at the Milwaukee
meeting were Sewall Andrews, of the Minneapolis Drug Co., and Oscar Maurer, of the KieferStewart Co., of Indianapolis, two important
Sonora distributors. Many new dealers were
signed up, Sonora 1917 sales having been so
extensive that it was clearly apparent to every
prospective dealer that the Sonora is an
extremely easy instrument to sell, decidedly
popular, and in strong demand. Many dealers
were almost completely sold out and rush orders
for immediate delivery by express were commonplace.
At St. Joseph, Mo., a salesman's meeting was
being held by C. D. Smith & Co., and Mr.
Coupe outlined the policies of the Sonora Co.
for 1918 with reference to the plans for extensive and unique dealer co-operation and assistance which the Sonora advertising department
now has in preparation.
Business in Salt Lake has been phenomenal
and the Strevell-Patterson Co. were found to be
highly enthusiastic over the merits of the Sonora
and are preparing for a great year.
That the farmers are cashing in on wheat, corn
and other high-priced food products and are
buying Sonoras was attested by the Southwestern Drug Co. of Wichita, Kansas, who expect
that the coming twelve months will establish
n|w high-selling records. Dealers everywhere
were urged by Mr. Coupe to order early this
year because of extraordinary transportation and
manufacturing conditions.
The results of this short trip of Mr. Coupe's
were highly gratifying to George E. Brightson,
president of the company, who also visited some
of the dealers during this period.
"The distributors all along the line were at
stations to welcome "Frank J," as he is popu-
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L. C. Wiswell and C. B. Gilbert Principal Speakers at Recent Annual Meeting of Retail Music
Dealers' Association in Grand Rapids

unit in declaring that in selling method's the
1918 Sonora program is bound to prove an eyeopener to those who do not realize that the
phonograph industry is one of the fastest growing and most progressive lines in the country,
and that despite all pessimistic talk the war is
bound to increase and not decrease sales.
Mr. Coupe stated that the more expensive
models from $150 up are in surprisingly good
demand, and the Sonora officials are all gratified that the Sonora idea of making the "Highest Class Talking Machine in the World" rather
than the largest number of the lowest-priced
talking machines, is being emphatically approved
by the public.

Grand Rapids, Mich., March 2. — Among those
who attended and spoke at the recent annual
meeting of the Grand Rapids Retail Music Dealers' Association were Leslie C. Wiswell, manager of the wholesale Victrola department of
Lyon & Healy, Chicago, and C. B. Gilbert, representing the Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.
Mr. Wiswell dwelt at length upon present existing conditions in the trade and their effect
on the distribution of both machines and records and stated that now was the time for the
development of closer co-operation between the
merchants in the various cities. Mr. Gilbert
also reviewed the present trade situation from
the standpoint of the factory man, and gave the
retailers some valuable information.

It requires as much courage to go over the
top of a rut as to go over the top of a trench.
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JOHN H. WILSON, MANAGER,
Boston, Mass., March 5.— As emphasized a
month ago February was a very short month,
the shortest one on record, because of the coal
shortage which closed up tight three successive
Mondays so far as business was concerned. As
to the advantages of this Monday closing, which
all told continued for five successive weeks,
there is much difference of opinion. Spring is
approaching, the weather is milder, the days
longer, and all this means the use of less fuel
for which the business interests certainly are
most grateful. It is not surprising, therefore,
that business has been rather light, but the
one thing that has acted as a welcome stimulus
has been the visit of the Chicago Opera Co.,
which is treated at more length in the succeeding paragraph. One thing that the talking machine men must be given credit for: they have
uniformly accepted the unpleasant conditions
gracefully; there have been no murmurings, no
complaints, and they have come forward generously in response to every appeal for assistance, and there is not a week going by that
some new campaign is not inaugurated. Two
forthcoming whirlwind campaigns are to be the
second drive for the Red Cross and the third
Liberty Loan, and the trade may be depended on
in advance to do its share. All honor to the
patriotic stand which the trade is taking.
Chicago Opera Co. Stimulates Trade
With the appearance of the Chicago Opera Co.
in Boston for two weeks, its season at the Boston Opera House ending on March 2, the various
talking machine houses in Boston were keenly
alive to the importance of exploiting the records
of the various artists. Incidentally the company made a great success, a far greater one
than had been expected, and the publicity manager, Rufus Dewey, showed himself an adept in
giving proper prominence to the company and
in working in effective unison with the talking
machine headquarters managers. At all of the
Victor distributing centers, notably the Oliver
Ditson Co., the Eastern Talking Machine Co., M.
Steinert & Sons, C. C. Harvey Co., George Lincoln Parker and A. M. Hume Music Co., there
was a great call for the Galli-Curci records,
for this artist made as pronounced a hit in Boston as in New York. The Columbia stores featured Stracciari, Baklanoff and Mary Garden, all
exclusive Columbia artists. The Pathe, which
does the recording for Muratore, Fitziu, Chenal.
Rimini and Raisa (the latter won new laurels
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One is a little song book with words and music
of seven patriotic numbers; the other is an essay
on "Your Flag and Mine," with reproductions
of famous pictures and colored facsimiles of the
various flags of American history. The Victor warerooms of the Steinert Co. at Arch
street and at the Boylstpn street stores have
been experiencing very good business these past
few weeks,
ness days. despite the comparatively few busi-

"I ran across Will Ellsler on Washington
street the other afternoon. No more roadtouring for him, he sagely said; at least not till
theatrical conditions regain their normal equilibrium. Mr. Ellsler is the son of John A. Ellsler,
one of the pioneer managers of the Middle West
who was responsible for launching Abraham L.
Erlanger in the business. Effie Ellsler, the onetime favorite, is Will's sister. Mr. Ellsler is
now .located here in a trustworthy position with
the Grafonola Co. of New England."
Some Grafonola Co.'s News
Louis Besserer, who has been a valued member of Arthur C. Erisman's staff in .the Grafonola Co. of New England, is in service, and is
attached to the Charlestown Navy Yard, where,
as he is an experienced musician, the violin being his specialty, he has been placed in charge
of the orchestra.
Stanley B. Bowman, who left the Grafonola
Co. of New England some time ago to associate himself with the Columbia distributor at
Portland, Me., has returned to his first love,
where his old associates are glad to again have
him with them.
Lillian Dunnigan has severed her connection
with the Grafonola Co. of New England after
having served as cashier for five years.
Makes "Hit" at Pilgrim Publicity Dinner
George W. Hopkins, general sales manager of
the Columbia Co., arrived in Boston on the first
of the month especially to be present at the
dinner that night of the Pilgrim Publicity Association. Mr. Hopkins came here from Chicago and at the conclusion of the dinner took
the midnight train back to New York, which
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About Will Ellsler
Townsend Walsh, dramatic critic for the Boston Traveler, thus writes in his paper of a wellknown salesman at Arthur C. Erisman's establishment in Tremont street, one, it may be
added,nes : who has a great many friends in the busi-
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In the opera program there were advertisements by the Vocalion Co., the Pathe Phonograph Co. with Hallet & Davis Co. mentioned
as one of the dealers; the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., which used a picture of Muratore in
calling attention to the Brunswick machine; M.
Steinert & Sons Co., the Oliver Ditson Co., the
Grafonola Co. of New England, the C. C. Harvey Co. and the Victor Co. itself, which had the
whole of the back page.
Increases Executive Force
Oscar W. Ray, the New England manager of
the Emerson Phonograph Co., is rapidly filling
in his field with a staff of competent men, and
there is growing evidence of the value of the
school for salesmen which the parent company
has started over in New York. One of Manager Ray's new men is H. L. Coombs, who
comes from New York and will handle Connecticut and western Massachusetts. The local
headquarters also have lately connected up with
several important stores in the western part of
the State through which such cities as Fall
River and New Bedford and others will handle
the Emerson line. Copies of the first issue of
the "Emerson Spotlight'' have reached this city
and dealers are delighted with its appearance.
Mr. Schwartz, who is in charge of the Emerson foreign department, was a visitor in Boston the latter part of February, making his
headquarters with Manager Ray. Mr. Ray, by
the by, was up in Montreal a while ago looking
over the Emerson business there. On his way
he encountered severe storms and cold and saw
no less than eight engines stalled between
Rouse's Point and Montreal.
L. W. Hough Increases Line Handled
L. W. Hough, of 20 Sudbury street, who is
well known as the representative of the George
A. Long Cabinet Co., manufacturers of disc record cabinets, has added a general line of albums
for records which are manufactured by the New
York Album & Card Co., in whose line of goods
discriminating representatives of the trade are
interested. Mr. Hough is ready at all times to
give prompt attention and service to his customers, for whose inspection there will always
be a full line of goods.
Steinert Co.'s Patriotic Records
M. Steinert & Sons Co., Victor wholesalers,
have issued two booklets of a patriotic nature.
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made his visit here with Manager Fred E. Mann
a very short one. The topic of his address at
the advertising men's dinner was "The Psychology of Merchandise." Mr. Hopkins got a
big reception from his Boston friends, who are
legion here, and he has fond memories of the
days he lived in this city.
Books Good Brunswick Phonograph Orders
F. H. Walter, of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.'s staff, has just .returned from a very
successful trip taken to Providence, Fall River
and New Bedford, in all of which places he was
able to quicken the spirit of dealers as to the
merits of the Brunswick line of machines. Just
now the Boston headquarters are pushing the
sale of Pathe records as well as Brunswick phonographs and the demand throughout New England is rapidly growing. Mr. Walters has the
sympathy of his friends in the loss of his mother,
which occurred three weeks ago in New York.
Recovered From Indisposition
A. M. Hume, head of the A. M. Hume Music
Co., Victor dealers, was confined to his home in
Melrose for a few days lately with a severe
cold. He is now back at the warerooms, we are
glad to say. Herman Baker, also of this house,
is back from a trip taken to Philadelphia a
while ago.
Perfects New Flexi-Tone Reproducer
The New England Talking Machine Co., with
which Charles Trundy is closely identified, has
finally perfected its new Perfection Flexi-Tone
reproducer, on which Mr. Trundy has been diligently at work for some time. Demonstrations are being given at the factory, and a number of talking machine experts are dropping in
to study this reproducer at close range.
Composite Victor Retail Publicity
The Eastern Talking Machine Co., Victor
wholesalers, has just worked out a scheme of
local advertising which is finding immediate
favor with those directly interested in the plan.
It is a sort of composite advertising in which
sixty or seventy Victor dealers are co-operating. The advertisement, which is two columns
wide, is to appear weekly throughout the year
in one or more of the Boston dailies, and each
week there is some special artist featured at the
top.
Visiting Columbia Artists
R. F. Bolton, who has lately been made sales
manager of the Columbia international record
department, was in Boston for a short time toward the end of February. Another local caller
at the Columbia wholesale quarters was L. L.
Leverich, the company's assistant advertisingmanager, who came here largely in the interests
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of some of the Columbia artists who at the time
were appearing with the Chicago Opera Co. at
the Boston Opera House. S. J. Pabske, a salesman of the international sales department, is
spending some time in this territory just now
looking over the local field.
Good Reason for His Pride
Wholesale Manager Billy Fitzgerald, of the
Eastern Co., is proud of the fact that he now
has three nephews in the service of the country. The last one to ally himself with the great
cause is now a lieutenant of engineers in the
101st Regiment.
Another nephew is a lieu-
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tenant in the Regulars, and the third one is a
radio inspector.
Good Showing for Shortest Month
R. S. Hibshman, manager of the AeolianVocalion, says that despite the short month
business made a good showing in the machines
which his house handles. Mr. Hibshman is regretting the anticipated loss of one. of his good
men, Albert Feldman, who is expecting to be
called any day now to enter the service. He is
to be connected for a time with the army and
expects to go to Dartmouth College for a course
(Continued nn page 22)
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of training. Mr. Feldman has made a marked
success in selling Vocalion machines.
Closed an Excellent Month
The Pardee-Ellenberger Co., Inc., reported
having had a very good month in Edison phonographs and records despite the brevity of the
working days in February. Manager Silliman
says that March has made an excellent start, all
the traveling men are out and sending home encouraging reports of trade conditions, which
are rapidly improving, and the prospects, generally speaking, are rosy for a good spring business. He states, also, that little difficulty was
experienced from the coal shortage, that there
were onlv a few hours on one dav when when the
DEATH

OF GEO. A. WALDRON

Old-Time Talking Machine Man Who Has Been
Closely Associated With Its Mechanical Development Passes Away in Quincy, Mass.
Bostox, Mass., March 8.— The talking machine
world will be sorry to learn of the death of
George A. Waldron, familiarly known as "Pop"
Waldron, which occurred recently at his home
in Quincy following an operation, which was
the first illness he had had in many years. His
relation to the talking machine business covered
a period of twenty-seven years, he having entered it in 1891 as master mechanic for the
New England Phonograph Co., then located in
the Boylston Building at the corner of Washington and Boylston streets. He was one of
the original talking machine men in the country,
and invented many devices for cylinder machines which he never had the good fortune to
get patented, and these he held closely to himself to the time of his death. In those early
days he was associated with Carl G. Childs,
who to-day is manager of the Victor recording
laboratory at Camden. N. J.
Mr. Waldron was the originator of the first
dictating machine, which he installed in the Boston police department and in the offices of several local lawyers, and from this beginning came
the more complete machines of to-day that are
in widespread use. The Eastern Talking Machine Co. possesses two of these original dictating machines.
Mr. Waldron used the old wax cylinder record and he used to shave these in a back room
at his home in Quincy. He had been associated
with the Eastern Co. for the last thirteen years
as master mechanic. He was a native of Quincy,
and is survived by his widow and two daughters,
both school teachers. He was fond of hunting
and duck shooting, and he often could be found
sailing his craft in the waters of Quincy Bay.
The man with money may succeed, but he
must have more than money; he must have
brains to handle the business in which that
money is invested.
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steam got down to a point where inside work
was uncomfortable.
To Form a Victor Dealers' Association
A Boston visitor, welcomed among the Victor
trade, has been J. A. Frye, a representative from
the home office who makes periodic trips to this
city. He is here at this time in the interests of
forming a Victor dealers' association, a plan
which has met with considerable encouragement,
and of which there will be more to report in a
subsequent issue of The World.
Well Satisfied with Results
The C. C. Harvey Co. feel well satisfied at the
business done in both Edison and Victor outfits in February. The early closing had some
effect on trade conditions but there always
seemed much to do in Manager White's department from morning till closing time.
ATTRACTIVE

PATRIOTIC

WINDOW

Buffham & Co., of Idaho Falls, Idaho, Make
Timely Display of Grafonolas
Idaho Falls, Idaho, March 2. — The patriotic
window display of Grafonolas made by Buffham
&' Co., of this city, has attracted a great deal of

Buffham & Co.'s Window Display
attention and praise. The general scheme of
coloring is carried out in the National colors,
the central design being two Columbia machines.
The ribbon crepe paper is alternating red. white
and blue, and the floor is covered with red, white
and blue crepe paper. Records of a patriotic
nature are displayed to good advantage. The
window is not an expensive one, but is very
attractive and effective, as may be judged from
the illustration herewith.
OFFERS

PRIZE FOR WINDOW

FEATURE

In a recent issue of "Printers' Ink" there was
published over the signature of the Emerson
Phonograph Co. an announcement offering a $50
prize for the best suggestion with sketch or
drawing and color scheme submitted before
March 15 which would provide something permanent for the windows of the dealers selling
Emerson records. It is suggested that this suggestion be something unique and telling which
Emerson dealers can utilize to stimulate and
increase sales.
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Some Interesting and Informative Literature
Bearing Upon the Phonograph Made by the
Brooks Mfg. Co., Saginaw, Mich., Recently
Sent Out to the Trade— Tells of New Model
The Brooks Mfg. Co., Saginaw, Mich., has
issued a very attractive large-sized circular devoted to a detailed description of the 1918 model
of the Brooks phonograph. This model embodies a number of distinctive improvements over
the 1917 design, and in its present form is one
of the most attractive instruments that has been
offered the dealers during the past six months.
The Brooks phonograph has won considerable
comment from talking machine dealers throughout the country, owing to the fact that it is the
only machine on the market that is equipped
with an automatic repeater that plays and
repeats any size and any make of disc records
any number of times and then stops automatically at the will of the operator. This is all controlled by means of a small dial which sets,
starts and stops the machine, and which will
play any desired number up to nine or continuous. The dial is a model of simplicity, and when
a record has been played as many times as set
for, the machine will stop automatically with the
tone-arm suspended in the air above the record.
There is no necessity of lifting the needle off
the record to change records, as this is done
automatically. In operation the needle is lifted
from the inner edge of the record, and gently
deposited at the outer edge of the record cutting, accurately and perfectly.
Other improvements in the 1918 model include
a counter-balanced lid support. Large nickel
or gold-plated casters replace the smaller ones
formerly used. The greatest improvement of
the 1918 model, however, is a lever that may be
moved with the finger which throws the repeater
on or off. When this lever is placed in the off
position the phonograph operates the same as
the ordinary phonograph, thereby allowing the
user to utilize the repeater at will.
The Brooks Mfg. Co., which is one of the country's leading high-grade furniture manufacturers,
has a fifteen-acre plant at Saginaw. It has been
manufacturing the Brooks phonograph for three
years, and during 1917 its sales doubled every
four months. It manufactures only one size of
phonograph, retailing at $165 with the repeater
nickel-plated, and $200, with the repeater goldplated.
A salesman's indifference will discourage the
most eager customer.
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pickets and the ill will of organized labor. The
strike did not reach the violence stage.
Late in February considerable interest attached to the window displays on Olive street
of high art models. The Silverstone Music Co.
displayed a $1,600 Edison machine, the FieldLippman Piano Stores the Brunswick Italian
Renaissance model and the Columbia Co. the
$600 model. One of these machines was put
into the window without signs and with all
doors closed, and it was amusing to stand outside the window during the period that it was so
exhibited and hear the speculations as to what
it was.
A. H. Curry, an Edison jobber at Dallas, was
a recent visitor. He wished to see the local
stores with a view of getting suggestions.
A recent peculiar circumstance was that Miss
Rose Marshal and Miss Bessie Piatt, experienced and efficient saleswomen with the Thiebes
Piano Co. talking machine department, resigned
to go into the millinery business. It has been
very seldom that the talking machine folk have
quit the game to go into something else here.
Usually, the talking machine trade draws from
other lines.

LOUIS

Great Record and Machine Demand — Educating Brunswick Dealers — Value of Window Displays
Emphasized by Columbia Co. — Victor French Course Admirably Featured — Art Models Popular
St. Louis, Mo., March 5.— The talking machine
business in this community is as good as the
traffic can bear. Both records and machines
are making high-water marks of sales where
the dealers, jobbers or retailers, have the stock
to meet the demands. Even the used-machine
dealers report unusually good business. Collections are reported very good from a retail
standpoint, although some of the jobbers and
manufacturers report that country dealers in
some instances are a trifle slow.
Manager Jackson, of the Brunswick agency,
is changing the method somewhat of introducing his machines to the dealers. ' Traveling
Representative McGinnis will, hereafter, spend a
longer time with each dealer to better equip
him 'to meet the problems that arise. A good
many of the Brunswick dealers now being
signed are new to the talking machine business
and the idea is to prepare them to give service
from the start. The Brunswick distribution in
this district has exceeded expectations, but the
only embarrassment in meeting demands has
been the freight traffic situation.
One of the recent successes in retailing has
been the window displays distributed by the
Columbia Co. These have scored a decided
success in bringing to the front the records
named and dealers without exception note instant increase in sales. C. R. Salmon, of the
Columbia wholesale department, says that while
there was much trouble in getting dealers to
order the displays at first, now they are signing
contracts for an entire year. Mr. Salmon, by
the way, has finished with the draft board.
After waiving all exemption and going in Class
1A, he has been set back to Class 5 because he
is too light for his height.
The effort to push the Victor French course
created a good deal of interest. The Famous &
Barr Co. rather scored on this feature. Manager Ditzell had obtained the approval of the
French Consul on the records before he began
his advertising campaign, and when the special
days came he had present at the record rooms
the consul and a visiting French airman, both of
whom added to the attractions of the sale and
gave their best efforts at showing the people that
they were good records. An adequate number
of records were in stock but later demand
cleaned up even what was regarded as reserve
stock, but more arrived by the time it was
planned to make a second drive on them.
Ben Phillips, for two years retail sales manager for the Columbia Co., has been transferred to the wholesale department and will
travel in north Missouri. His early reports indicate that he is taking hold on his new job. L.
Tippen, who came to St. Louis from Pittsburgh,
where he has been in the employ of Columbia
dealers, is in charge of the wholesale store at
present. The Columbia Co. is planning a rather
energetic advertising campaign on behalf of
records by Helen Stanley, Bert Williams and
Eddie Brown, who are to be attractions here
shortly.
Guy Golterman, the former manager of the
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, whose plan for
reproducing the addresses by President Wilson
and other notables by talking machine records,
returned from the East a few days ago and
brought some of his records with him. These
will be produced through "The People's Forum."
Soon after his return he called a meeting of the
local committee, consisting of Homer Bassford,
a local newspaper man, A. L. Condon, of the
Baldwin Piano Co. staff, and himself to try out
the records in the public buildings here. Manager Irby W. Reid and C. R. Salmon, of the
Columbia Co., were called upon to accompany
the committee and they went to- the Coliseum
to try the records in his hall, the largest in the
city and in which something like 20,000 persons
can be seated. A $60 horn machine was placed
in the middle of the main floor and the records
could be plainly heard in all the galleries, Those

privileged to hear the records declared that
they were a most pronounced success.
President Silverstone, of the Silverstone Music
Co., Edison jobbers, has gone to French Lick
Springs, Ind., for an extended vacation. He was
ordered away from his business by his physician,
who declared that he was on the verge of a
nervous breakdown. Mr. Silverstone had been
working exceedingly hard since he began his
plans to remove his store to the newly opened
warerooms and the delays pertaining to building at present, the constant changing of plans
to make the new warerooms more distinct and
the trouble of moving and the subsequent opening plans were too much for him and he was
unable to attend any of the opening festivities.
When he left here he planned to leave the health
resort long enough to go to New York to the
Edison jobbers' meeting and then return there.
Before going Mr. Silverstone installed Myron
Goldberg, of Philadelphia, as vice-president and
general manager of the Silverstone Music Co.
The Artophone Co. reports an excellent retail trade and that the jobbing trade is all that
the firm can handle. Among the recent notable
shipments was one. that went to Chile, putting
this comparatively new institution in the ranks
of exporters.
The last week in February the talking machine trade in the four department stores was
seriously disturbed by a strike of many of the
clerks in those stores, who sought recognition
of a clerks' union. While none of the sales
folk in the talking machine departments "went
out," the trade conditions in the stores were
very seriously disturbed and trade was more or
less slack all week, especially the record trade.
Many persons would not go into the stores for
small purchases while pickets were on duty.
The machine trade was less affected as persons
seeking to make larger purchases braved the
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Selling

MAKING

IMPROVEMENTS

IN STORE

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., March 4. — The Landau music
and jewelry firm at 70 South Main street, this
city, are making important changes and improvements in their store which will cost several
thousand dollars. Recently they closed a new
lease of the building for ten years, and plan to
install several elaborate Victrola salons on the
second floor, and also enlarge their sales and
display rooms throughout the building. The
Landau firm, which is one of the oldest and most
progressive in the State, having been located on
South Main street since they began business in
1893, is composed of S. Landau, H. Landau and
H. M. Michlosky.
Never mind about the regular way of doing
things if you have a better way.

Pianos

—

Why?

When Piano Dealers started to sell Talking Machines with so
much success, did they do so at the expense of their piano business?
NO- — the combination proved to be an instantaneous success — each
has helped the other.
Your business, selling talking machines only, is probably as big
as an exclusive business as you can make it. Why not branch
out?
You can do with Pianos what the piano man did with
Talking Machines.
/
With little additional investment and the same over/
head expense, you can sell Pianos and Player Pianos
y
profitably.
Your piano business will help your talk/
ing machine business, and you will make more
/
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DEPARTMENTS

Impossible to Supply Demands for Grand Opera Records — H. A. Brennan With Victor Co. — New
Brunswick Dealers — Some Changes in Sales Staff — New Pathe Dealers — Sonora Line With Goold
Buffalo, X. Y., March 5.— Buffalonians are
crowding the record departments of the local
stores records.
these days
and enthusiasm
are clamoring
for 'the
latest
Their
is unbounded
and their purchasing power seems to fall little
short of this standard, but everywhere the oftrecurring report is made: "The supply of records, like the machines, is far less than the demand." Jobbers and dealers say that unless
factory output and railroad conditions prove an
insurmountable handicap this will be a banner
year in the trade. Expanding business in machines and records has caused one concern to
seek larger quarters. Xew dealers are being
appointed in the Buffalo territory and the list is
to be augmented as the year advances.
It is reported that the recent performance of
the Peerless Record Makers in this city has
helped the local sale of records materially.
O. M. Kiess, manager of the local branch of
the Columbia Graphophone Co., has let contracts for new Columbia quarters at 733-737
Mam street. There will be two floors, with
10,000 square feet of space. The place will be
ready for occupancy by May 1.
C. M. Wall, assistant manager of the Columbia, isspending the greater part of his time
on the road. G. B. Stacye, in charge of the Dictaphone, reports that that branch of the business
is increasing rapidly, and that he has equipped
some of the largest business houses in Buffalo.
Charles Powers, of Neal, Clark & Neal's shipping department, and O. H. Williams, traveling
representative of that firm, have joined the
colors.
H. A. Brennan has resigned as manager of
the Victrola department of the William Hengerer Co. to go with the Victor Talking Machine Co. Mr. Brennan successfully reorganized
the Hengerer Co.'s Victrola business, which in
1917 was the largest in the history of the firm.

J. R. Flyhn is manager of the Buffalo branch
of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., and Fred
G. Eigenbrod is in charge of the Brunswick phonograph department of this branch. These
firms were recently appointed Brunswick dealers: J. G. Seeger & Sons, Buffalo; E. W. Edwards & Son, Rochester, and the Kane Furniture
Co., Kane, Pa. These concerns, as well as
Froess Bros, and Stafford & McArdle, both of
Erie, Pa., and the H. H. Roberts Trading Co.,
Blossburg, Pa., all report good business on the
Brunswick.
Arthur Gesser has been appointed a salesman
in J. X. Adam & Co.'s Victrola department. W.
R. Gardner, manager of this department, will
conduct shortly a spring Victrola wreek. He will
be backed by plenty of newspaper advertising
and window displays.
In the windows of Denton, Cottier & Daniels
are military posters advertising "new Victor records of popular patriotic selections."
Victor & Co., Pathephone jobbers, have appointed McXamara & Sharro Pathephone dealers. This last-named concern is opening an exclusive Pathephone shop at 335 Elk street, Buffalo.
C. X. Andrews, O. L. Xeal, V. W. Moody, O.
M. Kiess and T. A. Goold recently attended a
Cleveland meeting of the Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Xorthern Ohio.
Albert Schwegler, of Schwegler Bros., Victrola dealers at 219 Genesee street, is building
an attractive bungalow in Butler avenue.
W. D. Andrews, of Syracuse, a member of the
firm of W. D. & C. X. Andrews, was a recent
visitor.
The H. D. Taylor Co., 99-115 Oak street, is
jobbing the Perfectrola talking machine in Buffalo and vicinity.
John G. Schuler, Sonora dealer, who received
considerable publicity last fall by taking a sen-
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prompt

service

brings SUCCESS

The Delpheon Shop
117-119 Peachtree Arcade
Atlanta, Georgia

Delpheon Sales Company
25 Church Street
New York City

Walter Verhalen
Busch Building
Dallas, Texas

Verbeck Musical Sales Co.
435 William Street
Buffalo, New York

Chicago Display
Sixth Floor, Republic Building
Or
The
BAY

write

direct to

DELPHEON
CITY

MACHINE

DEALERS

■READ
THIS"The finest and most delicate pieces of mechanism do not prove
efficient onless properly lubricated. Skill, Genius, Invention
and Workmanship most hare the proper Oil. Stop and consider this when yon have to boy an Oil for household Die,"
IS BEST
FOR

ANY

TALKING

MACHINE

FDep't,
Beingthemade,
Watchin Oil
same in~our
care given
refining as in our " Watch Oil," as
all gums and impurities are extracted, leaving it Colorless, Odorless and Stainless.
BEWARE OF SCENTED OILS
Machines will not cloe if oiled with NYOIL,
NY OIL is used by the U. S. Gov't in Army
and Navy. A cnaj order will make a permanent customer
you. for Sewine Machines,
Ladies
use ofNYOIL
for it is stainless.
Sportsmen find NYOIL best for Guns, for it
keeps them from rustine.
NYOIL is put up in loz., 3 4 oz. and
_ 8 oz. Bottles, and in Pint,
£Srj Quart and Gallon Cans.
For Sale by all Talking Machine Supplies Dealer*
WILLIAM F. NYE, New Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.
sational ride in a Curtiss aeroplane, says he intends to repeat the performance "as soon as the
frost is out of the ground this spring."
The Hoffman Piano Co., Sonora dealer, reports that embargoes have somewhat lifted
and that shipments are coming through more
promptly.
J. H. Hackenheimer, of C. Kurtzmann & Co.,
has returned from a Western trip. Roy S.
Dunn, representing that firm, is in the South.
Lawrence H. Montague, Columbia dealer, has
written a new "America," which is being used
at the various military camps and by Billy Sunday choruses.
The Ediphone is being widely advertised in
the Buffalo newspapers. This machine is being handled by the Roach-Reid Co., 316 Mutual
Life Building, Buffalo.
Goold Bros., Inc., have taken on the Sonora
line. This is in addition to the Victor line,
which they have handled for some time.
The Boston Music Co., of 218 Genesee street,
features the Columbia. Harry Fairbanks, proprietor of this store, has been a violin instructor
in this city for several years.
The Verbeck Musical Sales Co. reports active
spring business on the Columbia and Delpheon.
FOR

FORESTRY

REGIMENT

Thirty-eight Grafonolas Ordered for Great U. S.
Regiment of Engineers Now in France

the fullest co-operation.
DELPHEON

TALKING

MUSIC

Incomparable

Your
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The Columbia Graphophone Co., New York,
received recently an order from P. S. Risdale,
editor-in-chief of the "American Forestry" magaine, Washington, D. C, for thirty-eight Grafonolas Xo. 15, enclosed in regular army trunks
for the members of the Twentieth Engineers
(Forest). These instruments were donated by
the Welfare Committee for Lumbermen and
Foresters in War Work, and the American Forestry Association. The Grafonolas were
shipped to Chaplain Smith, headquarters, Twentieth Engineers (Forest), Washington, D. C,
and will subsequently leave for France, where
the regiment will be stationed.
These Grafonolas are for the use of thirtyeight separate companies of the Twentieth Engineers (Forest), the largest regiment in the
world. This regiment is composed of the country's leading forestry experts, who are equipped
to render invaluable service to the armies of
Uncle Sam and the Allies abroad. Some of the
companies in this regiment have already reached
the "other side." and their reports home are
typical of the cheery, optimistic spirit which is
characteristic of America's lighting forces.
These forestry engineers are welded together in
an efficient, result-productive organization which
tremendous assistance to the "boys"
giving
is the
in
trenches.
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Flag Flying at Our House," sung by the
will go straight to thousands
of hearts.
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Business, Both Wholesale and Retail, Very Active — Conference of Pathe Dealers — Stewart Co.'s Big
Victor Business — Standke Boosts Brunswick — Ready-File Co.'s Expanding Trade
Indianapolis, Ind., March 5.— Business for local
talking machine dealers picked up briskly during the closing days of February and rounded
out a good month for most of them.
The wholesale dealers report their business
as exceedingly good with the chief difficulty being in getting sufficient machines and records
from the factories to supply the demand.
W. E. Pearce, of the phonograph department
of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.'s branch
here, reports that the Brunswick business has
been exceptionally good since the first of the
year. George McCarty, of Fortville, Ind., is
making a record on the number of the higherpriced Brunswick models he is selling.
J. E. Nash & Son, of Franklin, Ind., who also
do business in Greenwood and Edinburgh, are

showing good results with the Brunswick. Jensen Brothers, who run the Brunswick Shop of
Terre Haute, Ind., are figuring on opening a
larger store soon.
T. H. Bracken, manager of the Starr Piano
Co.'s branch, said that he is looking for a big
year for talking machines. Mr. Bracken is
planning to push this end of the Starr business
this year.
The Stewart Talking Machine Co., distributor
of the Victor line, reports that the dealers have
been doing a phenomenal record business, and
Emerson Knight, advertising manager for the
company, says that the national advertising done
by the Victor Co. continues to "pull like a team

songs
sung,

a Service

Sterling

Columbia
Woolworth

INDIANAPOLIS

war

Trio,

Graphophone Co.
Building, New York

come to Indianapolis soon to talk to Indianapolis school teachers on the use of Victor machines in the schools. The Stewart Co. is
planning on calling a meeting of its dealers to
have Miss Fryeberger, who has written several
texts on this subject, address them.
A. H. Snyder, manager of the Edison Shop,
does not believe in letting conditions control
his business.
"The business is here to be got, just the same
as it was before the war," said Mr. Snyder. "But
we have different conditions to meet and must
adjust our tactics to meet them.
"The dealer who sits in his store and expects the buyers to come in might as well close
up his shop. You've got to get out to the
homes and take your proposition to the homes
to do the business." Mr. Snyder has been very
successful in working his salesmen in zones in
which he has divided the city.

Two styles.

George Standke, manager of the local Brunswick Shop, gave the Brunswick a big boost before the American Club in the Chamber of Commerce. This club is composed of about sixty
business men who meet every Monday and each
member is allowed a day to boost whatever
business he is in. Mr. Standke brought a
Brunswick machine to the meeting on his boosting day and the machine did the work in great
style. He also gave souvenir calendars away.
M. C. Rosner, manager of the Vocalion department of the Aeolian store, said that business
picked up during the last days of February, and
that the record business had been exceptionally
good since the holidays.
The Mooney-Mueller-Ward Co., distributors
of the Pathe, are planning to invite their dealers to a conference to be held within the next
two weeks. R. B. Goldsbury, in charge of the
company's Pathe department, reports that many
contracts have been signed in the last month,
and that business for 1918 is looking fine. Lambert Bertha, of La Fayette, Ind., has been engaged to assist Mr. Goldsbury.
H. A. W. Smith, manager of Pathephone Shop,
reports that February business was normal, and
that indications are for a good business.
H. E. Whitman, manager of the Victor and
Edison department of the Pearson Piano Co.,
says that the record business continues unusually brisk while the sale of machines runs only
fair during January.
Officials of the Ready-File Co. are highly
pleased with the way Edison dealers in convention at New York recently took to the Edison machine ready-files which will be ready for
the market soon. The company has been unchines. usually successful with its file for Victor ma-

Build satisfaction into your products by using the quality line — Dayton Motors,
Dayton Tone Arms, Dayton Reproducers. They will bring you more business
and satisfy the most exacting customers.

Ben Brown, manager of the Columbia store,
reports that February business was satisfactory.
George W. Hopkins, general sales manager of
the Columbia Co., visited the store Tuesday.

Miss Agnes Fryeberger, of Minneapolis, will
of oxen."

Four

Three

Sizes

Styles

Every manufacturer building talking machines knows that the success of his business
depends wholly upon the satisfaction his products give to the dealer and the user.
Therefore he realizes that only the best parts are good enough to put into his machine.
That's the reason thousands of Dayton Motors are being
makes sold.
them Their Superiority

"The

Best

Motor

In the World"
Let us prove it's the best for
you
too — in quality, price and
service.

Dayton

Tone

Dayton

Reproducers
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THOMAS

are universal, playing any disc record.

Five styles — all good.

are scientifically correct and thoroughly practical.

MFG.

CO., 322

Bolt

Street, Dayton,
■- >■

Ohio

The Ideal Phonograph Co., Rockford, 111., has
been incorporated with capital stock of $5,000
tafson,
by
B. J. Swanson, John Kinge and M. H. Gus-
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Lucky

13

Phonograph

Type B— 40 in. high. $18.50 Wholesale
Double Spring Motor
Playslall Record;

Co.,

Type C— 43 in. high. $20.50 Wholesale
Double Spring Motor
Plays all Records

East

NEW

12th

St.

YORK

Type D — 46 in. high. $26 Wholesale
Double Spring Motor
Plays all Records

$8 Wholesale
Plays all Records

Double Spring Motor
Type 15
STEEL
65c per thousand.

NEEDLES
Immediate Delivery.

RECORDS

Type A, in Oak— 35 in. high. $13 Wholesale
Double Spring Motor
Plays all Records

Tbe "Popular" Brand,
10-in. double face, lateral cut,
all instrumental:
32c in lots of 100
30c in lots of 1000
29c in lots of 5000

MOTORS
10-in. turntable $1.40
turntable
$1.25
12-in. turntable 2.95
turntable
2.65
records
turntable, double spring, plays 2
turntable, double spring. . .$3.50
12-in. turntable 3.85
4.75
turntable, double spring, plays 3 records
records
5.75
turntable, double spring, plays 3
6.75
turntable, double spring, plays 4 records
8.50
turntable, double spring, plays 7 records
MAIN SPRINGS
No. 01 — 1-in. 22 gauge 7 ft. 20c ea. 100 lots 18c ca. 1000 lots 1 6c ca.
No. 0— yt in. 20 gauge 8 ft. 6 in. 25c ea. 100 lots 20c ea. 1000 lots 19c ea.
No. 1 — Ji in. 25 gauge 10 ft. 39c ea. 1 00 lots 35c ea. 1000 lots 33c ea.
No. 2— 13/16 in. 25 gauge 10 ft. 39c ea. 100 lots 35c ea. 1 000 lots 33c ea.
No. 3 — M in. 25 gauge 11 ft. 49c ea. 100 lots 44c ea. 1000 lots 42c ea.
No. 4 — 1 in. 23 gauge 10 ft. 49c ca. 100 lots 44c ea. 1 000 lots 42c ea.
No. 5— lJ4-in. 25 gauge 11 ft. 90c ea. 100 lots 85c ea. 1000 lots 80c ea.
GOVERNOR SPRINGS
$1.00 per hundred. Special price on large quantities for motor manufacturers.
SAPPHIRE POINTS AND BALLS
Sapphire Points
13c each in 100 lots
12c each in 1 000 lots
Sapphire Balls
15c each in 100 lots
14c each in 1000 lots

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

01—
1—
5—
6—
8—
9—
10 —
11 —

8-in.
10-in.
10-in.
10-in.
12-in.
12-in.
12-in.
12-in.

No.
No.
No. 1 —
No. 26 ——
No. 7 —
8—
4—

Type A, in Mahogany Finish — 35 in. high
$15 Wholesale
Double Spring Motor
Plays all Records

ARMS AND REPRODUCERS
Reproducer
$ .90
Reproducer, for playing all records
1.25
Reproducer, for playing all records
2.25
Reproducer, for playing all records
2.25
Reproducer, for playing all records
2.25
Reproducer, for playing all records
2.65
NEEDLE CUPS
$20.00
per
thousand,
$17.50
per thousand
still lower.
lots. Larger quantities
Tone
Tone
Tone
Tone
Tone
Tone

TONE
Arm and
Arm and
Arm and
Arm and
Arm and
Arm and

NEEDLE CUP COVERS
5,000
$10.00 per
still lower. thousand, $9.00 per thousand in 5,000 lots.
Larger quantities
We also manufacture special machine parts such as worm gears, stampings,
or any screw machine parts for motor manufacturers.
Special quotations
givencustom
for Canada
Merchandise delivered with
duty, warandtax all
and other
freightexport
paid bypoints.
us.
Write for our 84 page catalogue, the only one of its kind in America.
Illustrating 33 different styles talking machine and over 500 different phonographic parts, also gives description of our efficient repair department.
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No greater tribute to the perfection of talking machine record making can be conceived
than the remarks of critical purchasers these
days when selecting records of noted opera
artists whom they have heard in New York, Chicago and Boston, that their records are not
only equal to their voices, but in some respects
the numbers are sung with a perfection and
artistry that even transcends the work of the
artists in person on the operatic stage.
This is not surprising, for it is a well-known
fact that almost without exception many grand
opera stars would rather sing before the most
critical audience than before a talking machine. The latter is a critic that records' every
imperfection, and when the test comes it often
tells the story of slipshod work. The grand
opera singer must sing 100 per cent, perfect in
making a record, and this is oftentimes impossible on the opera stage. Hence it is that talking machine records of the grand opera artists
are so absolutely perfect.
One would think that it is the simplest thing
in the world to stand up before a talking machine and sing, and it might be " if the singers
did not have to use any more care than they do
before an audience.
In the first place it is rather uncanny, standing in a big empty room before a mammoth horn
protruding from between curtains, with the conductor away up high where he will not interrupt
the sound waves, and the orchestra made up in
number and instrumental quality especially for
this work.
The singer stands on a wooden platform at
the mouth of the receiving trumpet. A few
hurried directions are given, and then strict silence is the rule.
No human voice or sound

WORLD

Are

Machine

but that of the singer and the music must now
disturb the atmosphere, for the machine behind
the curtain relentlessly records every little
sound wave.
A red light is flashed, and the orchestra gets
to work. Then at the crucial moment the artist
has to sing to this strange little assembly with
the same zest he would under the inspiration of
brilliant lights, beautiful clothes, splendid settings and an applauding audience. It is an ordeal, because he has to sing with far greater
care in front of the talking machine than is
required when an audience is to be pleased. The
slightest variation means a start-over, a slight
clearing of a throat, a deep breath or slight
shuffle of the feet — and the revolving discs record every one of these faults — and the record
is spoiled. But these faults are all criticized by
an experienced record-director, and it is his
business to see that nothing short of the perfect records are produced — because from these
first moulds are made all of the thousands of
records that go into so many homes.
When the artist has finished, the record is
played over and the imperfections criticized.
The weak spots are rehearsed, and the whole
trying business commenced over again.
And so it is acknowledged by many of the
operatic, concert and music-hall stars that to
produce a record of pure and distinct tone is
far harder than to make their way successfully
through a whole operatic score. It is a tremendous task to get a set of the perfect records from the opera favorites. It has been
said that Caruso has been forced to spend over
four hours of untiring work before he was able
to perfect his "Ridi Pagliacci" in the opera of
"I Pagliacci," and in that time was forced to

29
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make over thirty fresh starts before a disc of
pure and distinct tone was obtained. This may
be fiction, or extravagance of statement, but
every operatic artist, whether Caruso or Mme.
Galli-Curci, knows that when they make records they are singing to millions rather than to
the thousands in the opera house, and the most
particular pains, are taken to have them right —
absolutely perfect.
EXPANSION

OF DELPHEON

BUSINESS

Sales Manager R. W. Gresser Says That the
Business of the Delpheon Co. Has Tripled in
Volume During the Past Two Months
Bay City, Mich., March 5.— The Delpheon Co.,
of this city, manufacturer of the Delpheon phonograph, is making rapid progress in all parts
of the country, and R. W. Gresser, sales manager of the company, states that the Delpheon
business has practically tripled itself in the past
two months. It has grown so rapidly that the
company is only able to barely keep up with the
demand, and it seems as though immediate preparations to provide for adequate expansion are
imperative.
Mr. Gresser states that the company is in a
better position to do this now than a year or
even six months ago, as the work in the factory
is now thoroughly systematized, and it is possible to turn out the completed Delpheon phonograph with far less work than before, and on
a far more efficient basis.
Orders are being received daily from the Delpheon distributors ip the South, and, judging
from their reports, there is an era of stability
and prosperity in this section of the country.
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Those of foreign birth, irrespective of country, are, almost without
exception, music-lovers, and if there are such in your territory you
are missing a fruitful source of added business and profits if you are
not provided with vocal selections in their own tongue or instrumental music characteristic of the country from which they came.
Glad to go into this matter with you further and
information regarding any and all details.
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give you fullest

We are of course
splendidly equipped to supply you
with any of the
other Records issued by the Victor
Company.

Detroit

Let us add your name to those receiving our advance list of Records likely to be the best sellers.
The service is free — and you'll find it of great value.
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Mar-

coni-Victor Wireless
Telegraph

Records.

They meet a present, and
very great demand — they
provide a service that is not
only unique but of definite
value to the country — they
demonstrate your progressiveness and up-to-dateness
— they afford another
source of profit for you.
No

better time to order
them than TODAY !
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MAKING

TOUR

OF WHOLESALERS

W. P. White, Manager of Wholesale Victor Department of Thomas Goggan & Bro., Houston, Tex., Making a Most Interesting Trip
A recent visitor to New York was W. P.
White, manager of the wholesale Victor department of Thomas Goggan & Bro., Houston, Tex.,
who is at present on a tour that is taking in the
principal cities east of the Mississippi. Mr.
White is devoting his efforts to calling on Victor wholesalers, and negotiating the purchase,
sale or exchange of surplus stocks, and is meeting with an excellent measure of success. On
the way to New York he called on a number of
Southern jobbers and also visited the Victor
factory. He also called on the trade in New
England, and on his way home will visit Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit and nearby cities.
Mr. White, who took charge of the Goggan
department about a year 'ago, was before that
time connected for some months with the trav-

eling sales department of the Victor Talking
Machine Co., covering New England, and thus
has an excellent knowledge of the problems of
both the Victor wholesaler and the Victor dealer.
TO AMEND

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

LAW

L. M. COLE

WITH

GIBS0N=SN0W

CO.

Appointed
Eastern
Representative for New
York State Distributors of Sonora Line
L. M. Cole, the "Sonora Man," whose wellprepared booklet on phonograph merchandising

Bill Now Before State Legislature Provides
for Cash and Instalment Prices Being Shown
A bill has been introduced in the New York
State Legislature by Assemblyman H. W. Smith
to amend the Personal Property Law in relation to displaying the selling price on goods
sold under contract or conditional sale. The
bill (Assem. Int. No. 537, Pr. 580) adds new
Section 68 to the Personal Property Law providing that a conditional vendor who displays
or exhibits goods to be sold under conditional
sale, shall attach to such goods or chattels, sample or samples, in a consp'.cuous place, a statement of the selling price for cash and under
conditional sale. Violation is a misdemeanor.

Manufacturers-Jobbers-Dealer

L. M. Cole
received favorable comment from the trade some
months ago when Mr. Cole was manager for
John G. Schuler, Buffalo. X. Y., prominent Sonora dealer, has been recently appointed Eastern representative for the Gibson-Snow Co., Inc..
Xew York State distributors for the Sonora
line.

PERFECTION FLEX1-TONE reproducers attached to
PERFECTION ball-bearing tone arms No. 3 and No. 4
play all lateral cut records, on all types of Edison machines. Made in nickel and 24 carat gold finish, extra
fine quality.
Tone arms fitted to Edison machines only
The PERFECTION Flexi-tone reproducers will also
play Victor and Columbia records on ail types of
Pathe machines, as they can be attached to the joint
that is being sold with the machine for playing these
records.

PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers No. 3. No. 6
and No. 7 fit all types of Victor and Columbia machines.
Made in nickel and 24 carat gold finish, extra fine quality.

These reproducers and arms are the very finest made mechanically. The PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers are the most perfect phonograph reproducers built,
reproducing all lateral cut records, from highest pitched soprano, to lowest pitched
bass, as perfectly as the records were recorded in the recording room. Wonderful
clarity of sound, as well as great volume. Extra fine quality of finish guaranteed.
Manufacturers, jobbers and dealers will find in this line of reproducers just what they
have been looking for, as they are assembled by skilled workmen especially adapted
to this kind of work, producing a product built with watchlike precision.
All accessories in stock ready for immediate shipment. Phonograph manufacturers can have
PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers fitted to their machines. Write for prices, information, etc.
NEW
ENGLAND
16-18 Beach Street

TALKING

MACHINE
CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. Cole's thorough knowledge of the Sonora line ideally equips him to render valuable
and efficient service to the Sonora dealers in
the territory he will visit, and there is no doubt
but that his previous retail experience will stand
him in good stead in his present post. The
Gibson-Snow Co. is planning an aggressive
wholesale campaign, and judging from their
business to date, it will he productive of excellent results.
INCORPORATED
The Bolway Co., Inc., Syracuse, was incorporated in Albany, N. Y., last week with a capital stock of $40,000 for the purpose of dealing
in sporting and athletic goods. Those interested are F. E. Bolway, the well-known phonograph jobber, of Syracuse; A. W. Fielder, New
York, and E. V. Powell, Chicago.
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Cleveland, O., March 4. — The first annual banquet of the Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Northern Ohio, Hotel Winton, the evening of February 20, marked a new era for the
members of the organization.
The spirit of the meeting reflected the determination of everybody present to make 1918 a
banner year despite handicaps imposed by the
European war. The attendance was representative, several out-of-town men prominent in the
talking machine business being guests.
The "messages" from the Victor, Columbia
and Edison factories delivered by representatives of these big producing plants were stimulating and assured retailers that the manufacturers are not discouraged but will drive straight
ahead turning out machines and records as fast
as physical conditions will permit.
Charles K. Bennett, general manager of the
Eclipse Musical Co., qualified as president and
acted as toastmaster. The other officers installed
are: First vice-president, A. W. Roos, of the
Columbia Graphophone Co.; second vice-president, Elsie E. Baer, of the M. O'Neil Co., Akron,
O.; secretary, James G. Card, of the Lakewood
Music Co.; treasurer, A. L. Maresh, of the
Maresh Piano Co.; assistant secretary, E. B.
Lyon, of the Eclipse Musical Co.
Mr. Bennett will not announce his standing
committees until the March meeting of the association— the third Wednesday of the month.
There was a splendid menu of eatables and
popular and patriotic songs, in which the diners
joined, helped to put every one in good humor.
President Bennett Reviews Conditions
President Bennett started the speech-making
with an excellent address, during the course of
which he said:
"I cannot help but feel that we all have been
well repaid for our efforts in organizing this
association, and which I am quite sure will
develop into one of the strongest and largest
organizations in the country; first, because we
have represented here merchants from all over
this State showing the spirit and desire to cooperate for the good of the business, and secondly, because we have a great number of large
cities and all within a comparatively short distance of each other, thus making it possible to
have these get-to-together meetings frequently.
"I am firmly convinced that it is the intention of each individual membei of our organization to keep his shoulder to this wheel of progress and do his and her part to uphold t
policies and principles looking towards the uplift of the business, and as President Hart, of
the local Mus e Trades Association, said the
other evening, 'the more open frankness an
the better acquaintance we have with one another the more satisfactory will be our business,'
and I wish to urge that we adopt this slogan ourselves and carry it out with a view of becoming
intimately acquainted with each other.
Many Changes Due to War
"It has been necessary for us to make a great
many changes m our business as well as our
social life during the past year, and undoubtedly
it will be necessary for us to make others in
the future, but in no case has the Government
interfered with our business, because Mr. Wilson
has no intention of so doing. If anything, the
President has made our business better because
he fully realizes that music is one of the most,
if not the most, essential in developing and keeping up the morale of this army and navy tha
we are now building. Music is, therefore, in
more demand to-day than ever before, and that
in a measure accounts for the scarcity of machines and records, and with but few exceptions
every dealer here to-night showed an increase in
his business over 1916. However, he did no
come anywhere near supplying the demand th
was made upon him.
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Important addresses made by President
Bennett, Geo. W. Hopkins, Henry C.

Dealers

Brown, J. Raymond Bill, C. H Grinnell,
an Interesting Letter from Wm. Maxwell

Banquet

"The war has opened up a world of new machine and record prospects, as we read in the
papers that nine billions of dollars are to be distributed among the working people in the United
States this year in return for their labors. These
same workers in the past never hoped to be
able to earn more than $15 or $20 per week, but
are now earning $35 and upwards.
These same
IB
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laborers never even dreamed of such a condition
and so shaped their lives to live within the $15
limit. To-day, with the prosperity they are enjoying, they do not know as a matter of fact
just how to spend this money, and saving is
almost beyond their imagination. They do not
enjoy the fine luxuries, such as fine- homes and
fine clothing, and outside of the larger cities
they find it difficult to secure amusements such
as theatres, and the 'booze' question is being curtailed to a most marked degree. The conclusion,
therefore, is a very plain one.
"This new field open to us now is that section
in the mill and factory districts. These work-

old boss used to tell us boys on the road, 'the
proposition is just like gold mining, you have got
to dig it out' — and so it is you must dig out
these fellows who are making good salaries, and
you will flatter them, offering them the popular-priced machines as well as to offer the service
of your up-to-date store. I could keep on
enumerating a lot of other ideas that could be
worked and given serious thought; however,
just take this little tip and go after the working,
class as you will find them ready buyers and
quite liberal spenders."
Thos. H. Davies' Pertinent Poem
Following Mr. Bennett, Thomas H. Davies
made a short address flavored with lots of good
humor along the line of existing machine and
record shortages.
He closed with this poem:
Another year has now passed by,
The future greets us with a sigh.
When e'er machines we try to buy,
The shortage reaches to the sky.
It stares at us as we pass by,
All we can say is, me, oh my.
The jobbers use their old excuse,
And make us all feel like the deuce.
They tell us all there is no use
To pester them, they don't produce
They say they try to do their best
But that machines keep going West.
They told us this a year ago,
And we all thought that it was so.
We dealers do not want to crow
We all have made a lot of dough.
Machines came slow but fast they go,
Let's hope it will be ever so.
And as we get down to facts,
I'm sure we'll all agree
We're lucky that we're living
And
in a landhasthat's
Our business
been free.
very fine,
Let every one keep this in mind.
We've all made money in the past,
Now is the time we must hold fast.
Our ship is in a heavy storm
Our duties we must all perform.
Let's help each other this year through,
That is the least we all can do.
A. W. Roos was the next speaker and he
dwelt briefly on the efforts to be made during
the coming year along the line of preserving the
present high merchandising ethics of the talking machine retail business.

President Charles K. Bennett
ing people, like you and I, love music, and in
the past have been contented with the 10-cent
record and the $5 machine, and besides did not
feel that they were welcome in the exclusive
shops, and grand opera music was beyond their
comprehension. I had a personal experience
this last Christmas with an individual coming
into our retail store, dressed very poorly and
without even a collar on, smoking a big black
cigar, and his hat tilted on one side of his head.
He stated that he was looking for a Victrola,
.something very good, and further explained that
they now owned a small $50 machine. 'You see
I am making more money now,' he stated, 'and
am traveling in better society, and we really
need a big machine.' That describes my thought
very clearly, and I want to ask if it is not a fact
that there are a great many more just such characters in this city, and in fact, throughout the
entire country. They are plentiful, and like my

A "Message From the Victor Factory"
Henry C. Brown, in his "Message From
the Victor Factory," declared the ladies are
largely responsible for the great demand for
talking machines and music. He drew a picture
of the early days of talking machines and said
the Victor Co. will continue to do what it has
done from the start — aid dealers in building up
business and placing it on a high basis.
"There is no limit to our business," said he.
"Talking machines have added much to the life
of our people; they have added both pleasure
and profit to the world. Before the advent of
talking machines the voices of the world's great
singers died when they passed away. We have
no way of comparing the voices of artists now
dead with those of the great living singers, but
the talking machine and its records have made it
possible to preserve the human voice, so that
when its owner dies posterity will be able to
make comparisons between the singing and
playing of living and dead artists.
"Before the coming of the talking machine
the great artist was silent forever after his or
her life was done. Now their efforts are preserved to posterity, like the sculptor's or the
"Our business is one of the greatest in the
world. We should look at it from a high viewpoint. There is no place in our ranks for the
fellow
who gets discouraged.
painter's."
"The Victor Co. is probably the largest adver(Continued on page 32)
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tiser in the world and we expended on publicity
much more than $2,000,000 last year and are going to keep right on spending in 1918. I believe
in uplift advertising. We are doing it and we
are going to keep on doing it. We are optimistic
at our headquarters and are trying to spread this
optimism all over the country. We are apportioning as much money for publicity in 1918 as
we expended in 1917. We are going to give you
the same support we did last year and want your
co-operation.
"We gave you more goods in 1917 than you
got in 1916," said he. "We are going to keep
right ahead giving you goods as long as it is
physically possible to produce machines. No man
can foretell the future cost of goods. Labor,
raw material — everything — has advanced and is
going higher. The price of some articles has
jumped 1,600 per cent. We have solved problems as they came before us and will continue
to do so." He cited an instance where representatives ofthe Victor went to a big brass center to get materials with which to build machines.
They were able to get the materials but could
not get them accepted by the railroads. Trunks
were bought, automobiles hired, and the goods
transported 250 miles in this manner to the Camden factories.
In referring to current shortages Mr. Brown
said:
"The higher ups set the pace for the buying
of talking machines, and naturally when the
better classes buy machines the lower classes
fall into line. The Victor people could vastly
increase their output and their sales if they allowed inferior workmanship and put forth an
inferior grade of products, but we will not do
this. Every machine that leaves our factories is
tested. We invite honest competition, but we
have no use for the thief in the dark. It is up
to you to defend and stand by the merchandising
principles which have made your business what
it is to-day. We will protect dealers and the
trade as far as we can, if the Federal Government will aid us."
Mr. Brown also explained the needle shortage,
and described the Tungs-tone stylus and its particular merits. He explained that the taper point
of the ordinary steel needle wears away so that
it does not fit down into the groove, while the
point of the stylus is of the same diameter its
entire length, and wears away evenly and thus always fits into the groove. He recommended the
use of the Tungs-tone stylus as it will help relieve the needle shortage.
George W. Hopkins Talks on Salesmanship
George W. Hopkins, general sales manager of
the Columbia Graphophone Co., who was
scheduled to deliver a "message from the Columbia Factory," really delivered a most inspiring
address on salesmanship, in which line he ranks
as an expert. In opening his remarks Mr. Hopkins declared that the heart of Columbia employes, each and every one of them, is in the
company they serve.

ANNUAL

BANQUET

"I went to accept the resignation of a certain
man," said Mr. Hopkins, "but when I saw a card
in his office -reading, 'To hell with yesterday —
what's doing to-day?' I did not ask for the resignation, believing that this employe was determined to overcome everything in his path.
This typifies the new spirit in the hearts of
Columbia employes. We are seeking to put the
buyer in the picture with Columbia Grafonolas.
If a buyer is in a snap shot with a machine
the buyer is in the picture.
"A retailer can start two ways — right or
wrong. The phonograph business is different
from other lines. Retailers, or many of them,
must learn how to merchandise their wares
properly in an honest-to-God way.
"It is unfair not to charge interest on instalments. The cash buyer should have a discount
equal to the interest on instalment payments.
"The human eye is a finance committee in
seeking selling goods. In too many stores goods
are not changed about. You find the same old
thing in the same old place from day to day
and the result is that no attention is paid to
such displays. The ways of our grandfathers
get us nowhere in business to-day. We must
learn to look out — not in. We should get out
and talk business methods with other men to
get their viewpoint and to swap ideas. When
two men swap dollars each has what he had before the trade, but when two men each swap
an idea each has two ideas instead of one.
"We are apt to look too much at big sales —
and not to watch the small affairs in our business.
The man behind the counter should have his
chance. The best advertised line of goods in
the world can easily be damned by clerks and
salesmen who have been offended.
"I would make the clerks of a retail store responsible for the store. Place these men on
their merits and their mettle. I would impress
upon this class of help why I engaged in business and endeavor to have them look at the results through my eyes and with my ambition to
succeed.
"If Tom, Dick and Harry were my clerks I
would give each one of them an opportunity to
run the store. Each would vie with the other in
seeking new ideas, new ways to dress shop windows, etc. In a short time this trio of clerks
would be exchanging views with clerks all over
the city and gaining ideas to build up my business. It pays to make thinkers and originators
out of mere clerks behind the counter.
"I would pass from clerk to clerk when
patron6 were in my store and offer suggestions
which would make the clerks know that I was
personally interested in pushing their sales. I
would impress my personality on every patron
when I could.
"Don't play your game the way the other fellow plays it, for he will beat you; play it a new
way, one of your own. Six months is the usual
life of a talking machine, so it is up to us to find
a way to prolong this life — that is,- give the

Graphophone Co
Building, New York

machine a new lease on life by offering buyers
records which reproduce the proper music —
melodies that are wanted. The better-grade
music, if reproduced at the psychological moment in trying to make a sale, will start a phonograph on a new lease of life.
"Soldiers want music, yet wherever I go I hear
pleas for cigarettes for our boys — but seldom
a plea for music.
"We will have more failures than ever this
year. The rich will buy less, but there is another
class making war wages that must be taught
how to buy. The fellow who up to now has
never had spare cash does not know really howto buy. The two great themes for our educational propaganda are "What to buy" arid "How
to buy." By advertising the advantages of buying a talking machine we will educate the
greatly enrichened laboring class to long to own
a talking machine. In other wrords, teach
them what to buy. By advertising how to buy a
talking machine we will reach that class whose
income has been cut down by the war and who
therefore are now interested in spending judiciously and with good reason, where heretofore
they
spent Maxwell
freely andDiscusses
without special
thought."
William
Non-Essentials
Owing to the fact that he was called upon to
attend the annual convention of the Edison Disc
Jobbers' Association in New York, William
Alaxwell, vice-president of Thomas A. Edison,
Inc., was unable to be present at the local banquet as expected, but sent a paper, which was
read by President Bennett. After a characteristic introduction Mr. Maxwell, in his paper,
launched into the discussion of the question of
non-essentials and said in part:
"A while back there was quite a number of
prominent gentlemen who were pulling long
faces and urging that the manufacture and sale
of non-essentials be discontinued. A great deal
of time was devoted to the preparation of a list
of non-essentials. Finally, however, it was discovered that nobody knew what a non-essential
really is. I understand that one gentleman said
the only non-essential he could think of was
lager beer. I do not know why he did not include Bourbon whiskey. Perhaps he is a man
who packs a flask on his hip. Another gentleman thought that maybe perfume was a nonessential, but we married men who are familiar
with the secrets of feminine toilettes know that
perfitme is regarded in certain quarters as quite
essential.
"The dollar-a-year man and others who were
railing against so-called non-essentials apparently did not get very much encouragement
from President Wilson.
Mr. Wilson intends to
"NICHOLSON"
New Catalog Showing New Style*
RECORD
CABINETS
strictly high-grade construction at prices
BELOW COMPETITION
Write
of the catalog
our
Chase City,
special forfreea copy
advertising
help for and
dealers.
K. NICHOLSON FURNITURE CO., Virginia
Sectional Bookca»m» and Record Cabinets
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win the war and will go to any necessary
lengths to accomplish that result, but it is very
evident he does not intend to hamstring business. Icannot understand what ails some of the
men who have aired their views as to the proper
way to win the war. Take the following for
example:
" 'First, cut out the production of luxuries and
non-essentials. Second, cut down the additions
to permanent improvements and equipment, restricting them to such only as will aid in carrying on the war and essential industries. Third,
keep enough people employed upon the necessities to support the country and the army and
put the others to war work. Fourth, turn into
the treasury, through taxes and loans, the money
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" 'The spirit of cheery confidence,"^ spite of
what all the preachers of melancholy from
Frank Vanderlip down may say, has been our
great national asset during the war.'
"Happily for the nation, many of the 'preachers of melancholy,' if that is the name to call
them, have experienced a change of heart. It
is no longer quite so popular as it was to preach
the wrecking of business as an aid in winning
the war, and I do not think the national instrument trade needs to fear any drastic action on
the part of the Government. The musical instrument industry, as an act of patriotism, stands in
readiness to take a back seat to war industry
whenever it is necessary. As soon as the freight
tangle is straightened out I believe we can look

33

up to the retailer to get in touch with his share
of the 9,000,000 families to compensate for his
share of the several hundred thousand families.
"Retail business depends upon the earnings of
money makers. The 1910 census showed that at
that time there were 30,000,000 male money
makers in this country and that there were
8,000,000 female money makers. Of these 33 per
cent, were engaged in farming; 2 per cent, in
mining; 28 per cent, in manufacturing and mechanical industries; 7 per cent, in transportation.
In other words, about 70 per cent, of the money
makers in this country are making more money
than they ever made before, and, when I say
making more money, I am taking in full account
our old enemy — the high cost of living.
"I do not think I am naturally an optimist.
But I can say to you gentlemen that, in my
opinion, nothing short of some great calamity

Annual Banquet Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Northern Ohio, Hotel Winton, Cleveland
At Speakers' Table, Left to Right: C. H. Grinnell, A. W. Roos, G. W. Hopkins, Louis Meier, Retiring President of Association; Charles K. Bennett, New President of Association:
Henry C. Brown, Leo. Half, President Pittsburgh Talking Machine Dealers' Association; Thomas H. Davies and J. Raymond Bill.
forward with absolute confidence to a year of to the nation can prevent 1918 from being an
released which was previously paid to these
exceedingly prosperous year for every live merpeople now released from private service to unusual prosperity. We must not forget, howchant in the musical instrument trade. Music is
ever,
that
conditions
are
somewhat
changed.
war work.'
not
a
non-essential any more than literature.
The purchasing power of the country has been
"I could scarcely believe my eyes when I read
Accordingly
, musical instruments are just as
shifted around considerably. At least 9,000,000
the foregoing expression of an opinion. Is not
essential
as
books. There are certain levels of
families
are
better
able
to
purchase
phonographs
that fourth proposition a corker? Let us assume
civilization
where
food and drink are the only
this year than they were last year. Opposed to
that a manufacturer of so-called non-essentials
essentials,
but
.thank
goodness that is not the
these are several hundred thousand families
has a pay roll of $100,000 a week. He discharges
(Continued on page 34)
all of his men, tells them to go out and get work
whose purchasing power has been reduced. It is
in the shipyards and munition factories. True,
he no longer has to meet his pay roll, but, on
the other hand, he would have in a very short
time no money to meet it with, or to pay his
THIS
ALBUM
MADE
US
FAMOUS
taxes or to contribute in any other way to the
support of the Government. His employes, even
if they did find other employment, would be put
to great expense in changing their place of resiby
selling
it.
Why
don't
you
try?
dence. All the distributors who sell the manufacturer's products would be put out of business
or seriously crippled. For every dollar thus
'released from private service to war work,' $5
would be rendered unavailable. The particular
banker who expressed this opinion overlooks an
economic principle, which I once heard tersely
expressed by a man who was running a drop case
layout on a country fair ground. The gambler
kept shouting, 'come on, boys', money won't grow
in your pockets like the hair on your head.' We
need to grow money, otherwise new wealth, in
this country, and I am very thankful to say that
I believe the President and his trusted advisers
realize this necessity. There has been a great
deal of exaggeration in regard to the scarcity of
labor. Of course, there is a scarcity of labor in
certain quarters, but when you think of what
Canada has done, you will realize that if we do
anywhere near as well, we can do all that our
Allies expect us to do and still keep business
getting better than usual.
"A great many consider Mark Sullivan, editor
of Collier's Weekly, the best magazine editor in
the country. Certainly he has a clear grasp of
national affairs. Recently he said:

Pat. Dec. 15, 1914.
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kind of civilization we have in this country.
In America food for the body is only a little
more important than food for the mind. Next
to religion music is the greatest mental solace.
Everyone of you members of the association
ought to be proud you are in the musical instrument business and you ought to be insulted if
anybody hints that music is a non-essential.
We are going to win the war and we are going
to make every necessary sacrifice, but the President of the United States, in my opinion, will do
his best to see that no unnecessary sacrifice is
made. I have confidence in his wisdom and
the sincere belief that he possesses the courage
of his convictions at all times. I am not a Democrat, but I take off my hat to Woodrow Wilson,
the greatest of all Democrats and perhaps the
greatest of all American statesmen."
J. Raymond Bill's Address
J. Raymond Bill, associate editor of The Talking Machine World, spoke in part as follows:
"My sole message is to enter a plea that we
music men of America bend every effort toward
making our nation intensely optimistic. No
doubt mistakes have been made at Washington,
but many of the errors have already been rectified and if the next six months are characterized by as much forward progress as the last
six months have been, Uncle Sam will be in
line for hearty congratulation.
"These days it is important to look at things
from the very broadest viewpoint possible, if
we would not have our enthusiasm sapped by
that worst of parasites, pessimism. Viewed
with regard to the immediate present, the fuel
shortage, the rail congestion and the non-essential bugaboo might have offered grounds for
alarm. And yet we all know mild weather is
the certain solution of the fuel and transportation problems. During the last two months,
moreover, those in close touch with Washington
have seen a definite knockout delivered to the
non-essential bugaboo.
Banker Vanderlip, chief
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exponent of what I choose to term irrational
economy, has subsided to California where, let's
hope, history will repeat itself in that California
will not be heard from for some time. Along the
same line, I would call attention to two articles
appearing in the February issue of The Nation's
Business, the official organ of the United States
Chamber of Commerce. One article is by Dr.
Garfield and the other by Mr. Noyes. Both are
important figures in the National Fuel Administration and both in their articles directly refute
the idea that there is any such thing as a nonessential. It,therefore, remains for us of the
music industry to convey to the consumer public
the common sense attitude that now prevails in
official Washington.
"There are many other signs of a highly encouraging nature. Take, for instance, the practice of the modern army. It has been definitely
established that the soldiers cannot and will not
endure the fearful waiting periods of modern
warfare without relaxation. The generals have
found that army morale seriously deteriorates
when the men are favored with only the socalled essentials of life — food, raiment, lodging..
The military experts have found the modern man
is not a savage and that his list of essentials is
somewhat longer. To-day we, therefore, find
theatres, reading matter of all kinds and music
have joined the colors both with the American
Expeditionary Force abroad and with our troops
in the national cantonments at home. Three
things, which one not versed in human psychology might imagine unnecessary, have proven to
be in fact bulwarks of army morale. And if the
fighting forces can't do without these things, it
is folly to imagine the great civilian populace
will dispense with such obvious life-essentials.
"I do not hesitate to predict that the music
industry will come sooner or later to be recognized as a war industry proper. In the meantime, as I see it, our slogan might well be
'Cheer Up, America' and our purpose, if the
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ladies will pardon the reference to Sherman,
might well be to show Germany that Uncle Sam
can fight to victory and at the same time endure
the hell of war with a smile on his face."
What Pittsburgh Dealers Have Done
French Nestor, scheduled to tell about what
has been accomplished in Pittsburgh by the
dealer association in that city, could not attend,
and Leo. Half, president of the Pittsburgh
Dealers' Association, spoke in part as follows:
"First of all we got together and got acquainted— both with each other and with each
other's problems. We learned to call ourselves
and our mistaken methods by their right names.
We canned the spirit of antagonism and retaliation and instituted instead a real honest-to-God
desire to help each other in trade matters, to
build up clean methods of advertising, etc.
"All that we have accomplished or hope to
accomplish we attribute solely to getting started
right and to maintaining the closest possible
friendly relations, to frank discussions in open
meetings, and genuine desire on the part of all
members to keep conditions and competition
clean. Do we believe in competition? We do.
We believe in more business just as strongly as
in better business and we have religiously
avoided from the start any ruling or policy that
would limit members. We favor- complete freedom to formulate and carry out one's own sales
policies and to advertise them in his own way
— so long as- the essential principles of fair play
'and trade betterment are observed.
"It is our policy to encourage initiative and
'pep' of whatever variety or kind.
"True, we believe in co-operation for trade
building, but we realize success of the individual
merchant depends solely on his own individual
effort, energy and foresight. We do not jolly
ourselves into believing that our association
guarantees us continued prosperity, unless each
member puts the right amount of effort and
energy into conducting his particular business.
"We believe in music as a prime human necessity. We believe absolutely in the future of the
talking machine industry, because the talking ma-
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chine and records to-day are the most convenient
and satisfactory form of music for the average
American home. Talk about industry having
reached the peak is all 'bunk.' More talking
machines and records will be sold this year than
ever before provided only they can be produced
and distributed under present conditions. The
dealer who lies down is on the wrong track. If
certain machines or records cannot be procured,
he should push other types that can be procured.
"An important change coming out of the war
conditions is the development of higher service
standards. In the future the retail merchant
must give closer and more studied attention to
the actual helping and assisting of his patrons —
to rendering a distinct service value wholly beyond and outside the article of merchandise delivered. The customer is rightfully entitled to
this form of helpfulness in return for money
spent through the dealer.
"We believe co-operation should not be confined to separate districts. We believe districts
should co-operate. For example, there should be
closer co-operation in trade matters between
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Buffalo, etc.
"We believe trade organizations in important
centers should encourage the formation of
smaller local associations to co-operate with the
central association."
C. H. Grinnell Talks on "Value of Co-operation"
The next speaker on the program was C. H.
Grinnell who made a special trip from Detroit,
and who discussed "The Value of Co-operation"
in the following interesting manner:
"The Detroit Talking Machine Association
was orgainzed February 7, 1916, with a membership made up of forty-two of the leading dealers
of talking machines in the city of Detroit and
Highland Park.
"To say that the association has been a tremendous influence for good among the talking
machine dealers would be putting it mildly. In
my judgment the one great cardinal feature
which it has accomplished above all others has
been the personal element which has been injected into the business.
"Previous to the organization of the association the various dealers, located at their several
stations throughout the city, were practically
unknown to one another and as a consequence
irritation was very common among them and
it was with reluctance that they fraternized with
one another. After a period of two years this
heretofore disturbing element has been entirely
corrected. By the monthly meetings friendships
have been cultivated between the various dealers
and in many instances the prefixes of Mr. have
been entirely disposed of and John meets Frank
and Frank meets Bill.
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"In passing I wish to mention some of the
special things which the dealers of Detroit feel
have been accomplished through the efforts of
the association. There has been a noticeable
shortening of time of the life of contracts which
are now secured upon talking machines. The
approval business has been helped tremendously.
Previous to the organization of the association
it was not uncommon for records to be out for
at least seventy-two hours. Through the concerted efforts of the association at the present
time twenty-four hours is a maximum and practically one-third of the records taken are kept
by the various people who avail themselves of
the approval privilege.
"Further, the association has encouraged the
carrying of packages which are small and the
returning of small record orders, thus co-operating with the United States Government in this
world-wide war for democracy's safety.
"The sending of records upon a Saturday and
days preceding holidays has been entirely dispensed with and the ten days preceding Christmas of the year 1917 no records whatsoever were
sent out on approval.

BANQUET

"A departure from the old-established precedent previous to the organization of the talking machine association would have been impossible to ' have accomplished — the upholding
of the interests upon contracts has been generally complied with. Previous to the organization
of the association it was found that department
stores failed to recognize the import of the interest loss. Since the advent of the association
they have refrained entirely from newspaper advertising, bills, cards, etc.
"In conclusion, the one great thing that has
been accomplished by bringing the different
dealers together is an extremely kindly feeling
for one another. Honest differences that were
practically impossible to adjust previous to the
organization of the association are now adjusted to the satisfaction of all concerned."
Send Protest to President Wilson
V. W. Moody was called on for an impromptu
report on what the dealers' association in Buffalo
has accomplished, and following this a telegram
was sent to Woodrow Wilson as follows:
"Cleveland, O., February 20, 1918.
"To His Excellency Woodrow Wilson,
"President of the United States.
"The Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Northern
Ohio, assembled at their annual meeting at the Hotel Winton, raises a voice of protest against the ruling of the
Justice Court, prohibiting the recording of Bohemian, Polish and Slavish airs, on the grounds that the above-mentioned peoples are an alien enemy.
"These unfortunate countries, especially Bohemia, have
sent thousands of volunteers to the Allied armies to join
in the fight for freedom, from the tyranny of the Hapsburg
dynasty, so that the whole world will have everlasting peace.
"The Slavs in America, as records show, are the most
law-abiding and peaceful citizens. This law may create
unrest and bitter feeling if enforced.
"Therefore be it resolved, that the Talking Machine
Dealers' Association of Northern Ohio plead with Your
Excellency to rescind this order and proclaim and place
these peoples upon an equal footing with all other true and
loyal Americans."Those Who Attended
Among those present at the banquet were:
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Towell, Mr. and Mrs. P. J.
Towell, Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Bennett, Mr. and
Mrs. E. B. Lyons, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kennedy,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman H. Cook, Arthur Donaldson and Earle Poling, Eclipse Musical Co.,
Cleveland; Mr. and Mrs. Dan J. Nolan, May Co.,
Cleveland; C. J. Duncan, Massillon, O.; Sol
Goldsmith, Goldsmith Music Store, Columbus,
O.; F. E. Reinhardt, May Co., Cleveland; J. O.
Raeder, Caldwell Piano Co., Cleveland; G. W.
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Hopkins, Columbia Graphophone Co., New
York; H. C. Brown, Victor Talking Machine Co.,
Camden; J. Raymond Bill, The Talking Machine World, New York; Mr. and Mrs. Louise
Meier, L. Meier & Sons, Cleveland.; R. B. Carnahan, Carnahan Music Co., Ravenna, O.; T. A.
Davies, William Taylor Sons' Co., Cleveland;
William Bowie, and the Misses House, Terry
and Wilcox, B. Dreher's Sons Co., Cleveland;
George C. Willie, George C. Willie Co., Canton,
O.; Jerry Fraiberg, H. Fraiberg & Son, Cleveland; J.A. Bartholomew, Ashtabula Phonograph
Co., Ashtabula, O.; W. E. Shay, Elyria, O.; John
Drake, Drake & Moninger, Alliance, O.; E. F.
Hunt, Alliance, O.; Miss Elise Baer, M. O'Neill
Co., Akron, O.; Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Day, Hubert
Day & Son, Elyria, O.; N. Borowitz, Akron, O.;
J. H. Gunn, Columbia Graphophone Co., Cleveland; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Leopold, Leopold
Furniture Co., Cleveland; W. Buescher, and Ed.
Buescher, W. H. Buescher & Son, Cleveland;
Frank Cerne, Cleveland; J. J. Fedderman and
Mr. Zinner, Clifton Furniture Co., Cleveland;
C. A. Yates, Cleveland; R. E. Herschberger,
Cleveland; J. A. Tucker, Phonograph Co., Cleveland; James Card, Lakewood Music Co., Cleveland; Grant Smith, Euclid Music Co., Cleveland;
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Maresh and Charles Maresh,
Maresh Piano Co., Cleveland; Philip Dorn, Collister & Sayle Co., Cleveland; C. C. Lipstru,
Cleveland; F. C. Enoch, Carey, Jackson & Enoch,
Parkersburg, W. Va.; W. L. Kellogh, Whitney &
Currier Co., Toledo; A. Smerda and Frank
Smerda, Smerda's Music House, Cleveland; Miss
Johnson, Taylor Co., Cleveland; Mr. and Mrs.
George Robinson, Steubenville; Miss Verna
Schaefer, Steubenville; Miss Kittenger and Miss
Wornell, William Taylor Sons, Co., Cleveland;
Mr. and Mrs. Curry, Hilliard & Curry, Wadsworth, O. ; Mr. and Mrs. Norton, Wadsworth,'
O'.; Miss Deshler; V. W. Moody and O. L. Neal,
Neal, Clark & Neal Co., Buffalo; Mr. Switzer,
Caldwell Piano Co., Cleveland; Joseph Phillips,
Mr. Shriner and Mr. Dent, the Bailey Co., Cleveland; Frank Weigand, Barberton, O.; Miss
Groth, the Bailey Co., Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Kennedy, Columbia Graphophone Co., Cleveland;
Mr. and Mrs. Svehla, Cleveland; Leslie King,
Morehouse-Martens Co., Columbus; C. N.
Andrews, W. D. & C. N. Andrews, Buffalo,
N. Y. ; Leo. Half, president, Pittsburgh Talking
Machine Dealers' Association, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
C. H. Grinnell, Grinnell Bros., Detroit; F. W.
Roos, Columbia Graphophone Co., Cleveland,
Miss Marie Hutton, Fairmont, W. Va.
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Philadelphia, Pa., March 6. — The talking machine business in Philadelphia during the month
of February has been as good as could reasonably be expected, from the general condition of
affairs. It was hardly as good as February a
year ago, but then this country had not entered
the war, and the February of 1917 was an exceptional!}' good month, and the question of
meeting war demands did not enter into the
situation, tending to curtail the output.
During February the Victor Co. have delivered a fair percentage of the machines ordered,
but thej- have been shy on records, and many
of the most popular sellers have been hard to
obtain, and therefore the amount of business
has been somewhat curtailed. The freight situation has eased up a bit and the jobbers and
dealers are getting out their goods very much
more satisfactorily.
Larger Quarters for Geo. D. Ornstein & Co.
George D. Ornstein & Co., recent retailers
and jobbers of the Victor talking machine, who
for a brief period were located at 9 North
Eleventh street, have taken very large and commodious quarters at the southeast corner of
Eleventh and Chestnut streets, where they will
occupy the second, third and fourth floors of
that large and spacious building. They began
to move in the past week, and are having the
place shelved and will have as much floor space
for the handling of machines and records as
any firm in this city. The offices of the firm are
on the second floor, and they will have fine elevator service.
Two new Victor dealers in this city are Theodore Presser, the big music publisher, and the
Estey Piano Co. at Seventeenth and Walnut
streets.
Busy-Times With Columbia Co.
The Columbia Graphophone Co., at 210 North
Broad street, report that their business has been
remarkably good for the past month. During
the early part of the month they were pretty
well tied up with freight embargo, but this was
lifted, thereby enabling them to get records from
the factory in sufficient quantities to keep the
dealers supplied, especially with the popular
sellers. Machines from the Columbia factory
have been coming through in fairly good volume.
Among the visitors at the company's offices the
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past week was F. K. Pennington, assistant general sales manager of the Columbia Co.; W. A.
Quint, of the office force, has enlisted in the
navy and has been sent to Fort Trumbull, New
London, Conn.
Solving the Freight Problem
J. E. and W. H. Nace, Columbia dealers at
Hanover, Pa., took the freight troubles by the
horns the past week. They came to Philadelphia with four automobile trucks, loaded them
with Columbia machines and records and returned home. The only trouble they experienced
being the running short of gasoline, one puncture and one blowout. The drivers of the
trucks were W. H. Nace, Allen G. Nace, George
T. Adams and C. B. Myers.
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Good Report From the Louis Buehn Co.
Louis Buehn, of the Louis Buehn Co.. Inc.,
states that his business in February was very
satisfactory on the whole, but showed a loss
against February of 1916, due entirely to their
inability to secure goods from the factory. ''The
recordserious
supplyat question,"
Buehn
''is
very
present, andMr.it has
beensays,
almost
impossible to secure the most popular of the
records. Machines in February came through
on a par with last year." Mr. Buehn does not
believe that conditions will improve to any great
extent during the spring and summer, owing
to the supply and manufacturing situation.
Among the Buehn visitors the past week were
Leon Wittich, of Reading, and Mr. Kleinhaus,
representing the Werner Co., of Easton, Pa.
Edward J. Bliss, of the Buehn sales force, who
recently enlisted in the navy radio service, has
been transferred from the Navy Yard here to
the Marcus Hook station, where he will be in
charge of the wireless plant.
Good February for Penn Co.
February was the best month the Penn Phonograph Co. has ever had, "strange as this statement may seem to the trade," said Mr. Barnhill, but it was due to a condition, the stating
of which would reveal a trade secret. Mr.
Barnhill states that business looks very promising for March.
Charles A. Reed, who has a large talking machine store at 3718 North Fifth street, has put
in two new hearing rooms, and otherwise improved his store.
Minnie M. Hart, of Chester, Pa., has just
opened a new store and fixed it up with new
booths, and had a very satisfactory opening a
few days.
At "The Home of the New Edison"
Blake & Burkart. "The Home of the New Edison" in Philadelphia, arc very much elated over
the business they done in February. "We are
month," says Mr. Blake.
this are
strong
at it and
going
"Machines
records
coming through very
the delay in shipments." If the
well, except
delay
should continue they are contemplating
bringing the goods here by auto trucks. They
have placed an attachment on the Edison machine in their -tore which is called the C and E
(Continual on page 3S)
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Repeater. It is a very useful device for its
purposes, the attachment lifting up the arm of
the machine and carrying it back and placing
it in the proper starting position on the record,
making possible the playing of a record over and
over until the machine runs down.
Blake & Burkart have begun the issuing of a
little magazine of information, which is entitled "Re-Created Notes." It is attractive in
appearance, is utilized for the advertising of
every part of their business, as well as the exploiting of the Edison machines and records.
They are preparing an elaborate celebration for
their Anniversary Week, which occurs April
14-20.
Pathe Shop Starts Publicity Campaign
The Pathe Shop here has started an advertising campaign in the local papers and with telling effect. In February Mr. Eckhardt says
there was a constantly increasing interest and
sale for the Pathe products, and notwithstanding the limited number of days they were able to
do business in February, the month ended with
a most satisfactory finish. Mr. Eckhardt says:
''The finish was even beyond our most sanguine
expectations, the month's business having exceeded somewhat the quota that had been established. It is quite evident that the local trade
and patrons in this vicinity are becoming aroused
to the advantages of the Pathe line, and we have
made some very valuable and high-class connections."
A new addition to the Pathe Shop sales force
is Louis Winch, the well-known singer. He has
been making records for other companies for
some time. H. H. Smith, a former Columbia
employe, has joined the sales force at the Pathe
Shop. ' The Pathe is represented in this city
and vicinity by seventy dealers at present, and
others are being constantly added.
George W. Lyle, of the Pathe Co., spent a
day in Philadelphia recently, his first visit to
the Pathe Shop.
He was more than well impressed with the institution and organization.
The New Pathe Recordings
Manager Eckhardt says that he has only the
highest compliment for the Pathe Co. in its record offerings, the Aprillist representing a number of records which they have been permitted
to put on special sale, and he says they are of
the class that cannot help but make a deep impression for the artistic interpretation as shown
in the recording.
Lively Demand for Dictaphones
C. A. Malliet. manager of the Philadelphia
Dictaphone Co., reports that they have had a
very good February in spite of the short num-
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ber of working days. March looks fine to him.
They have at length gotten their school in thorough operation, and it is in charge of Miss Belle
R. Kinsloe. Among the recent visitors was
William Kobin, of the executive offices of the
company. They have added several new men to
their selling force.
The Dictaphone Co. had a very interesting
exhibit of the machine at the Atlantic City convention the past week of the National Educational Association. C. P. Hanson was in charge.
Cheney Machines Forging Ahead
The Cheney talking machine has been rapidly
forging to the front in this city. A number of
new agencies for the machine were created in
February. G. D. Shewell, who represents the
machine in this city, spent nearly a week at
the Chicago factory recently. One of the most
substantial of the dealers who started the handling of the machine in February was the
Mather Brothers of New Castle, Pa. Marion
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Cheney, a son of the inventor, whose home is
in Philadelphia, and who is a sergeant in the
lough. was in Philadelphia on a ten days' furarmy,
Victor Display
Weymann's
The Weymann
firm isat this
week making a
very fine window display of the Victor. They
have a miniature British tank with military surroundings which is attracting a great deal of attention. The Weymann business in February
was very satisfactory. They succeeded in securing large orders for the Marvel Victor Record Display Holders from firms who have come
to recognize in this the best device on the market for the attractive display of records. The
dealers who have used it find that it materially
increases the sales of Victor records. The firm
have placed in their Victrola department the
past week Freda Robson and Leo Sandman to
take the place of their men who have gone into
the Government service.
SONS*

PATRIOTIC

WINDOWS

Philadelphia, Pa., March 4.— There are a thou- include gas masks, the knives of the African
sand and one ways in which American business Chasseurs, a rifle, a ukulele, shell noses, steel
has adjusted itself to war times. Among others helmets, and other paraphernalia of the battleis the introduction of
the war motive into
window display, and
along this line a recent window of H. A.
Weymann & Sons,
Inc., of this city, challenges all comers for
attracting the attention of passers-by.
The display shown
in the accompanying
picture was made possible through the cooperation of a Philadelphian who recently
returned from active
service in France. A
typical fighting trench
has been built up by
the use of sand bags
and a foliage screen.
Behind the sand-bag
wall a dummy man
clad in a British officer's u n i f o r m is
shown listening to a
portable model Victrola. Several closeup war photographs
Window That Attracted a Large Measure of Interest
are shown in the foreground and numerous war field. The effect is striking, so much so that
trophies are appropriately placed in the trench a photograph is inadequate to convey an idea of
scene.
The war trophies are all genuine and
its merits.
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Columbia Graphophone Co
Woolworth Building, New York

remarkable period since the first Edison machine was marketed in Wisconsin. The Edison
Shop, Edison jobber and retailer, is getting furComparative Figures That Are Most Impressive — Another Co-operative Advertising Campaign —
ther and further behind on its orders, although
New Brunswick Dealers — Badger Co.'s Big Victor Business — Edison Popularity — News of Month
it is getting practically the largest supply of
machines since its establishment. William A.
Milwaukee, Wis., March 12. — One of the most
The success of the Pathephone departments
remarkable things in these remarkable times is established December 1 in the four stores of Schmidt, manager of the house, virtually has
been swamped with business for sixty days —
the fact that talking machine business in MilKroeger Bros. Co., Milwaukee, has induced the
and the end is not yet.
waukee during the first two and one-half months
company to open piano departments in connecH. B. Gibbs, traveling representative of the
of 1918 has been much greater in volume than
tion with each store. A. J. Bruett is manager
Rudolph
Wurlitzer Co., Chicago, recently spent
the transactions for the same period of any preof the new departments and co-operating closely
with
the
Pathephone.
several
very
busy days in the local retail Vicvious year. The situation is described as retor trade.
markable because not a single talking machine
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.'s MilRichard H. Zinke, manager of the Badger
man in this city had looked for or even dared
waukee branch at 275-279 West Water street, of
Talking
Machine Shop, Victor retailers, is back
to hope that 1918 would bring a business as
which Thomas I. Kidd is manager, has increased
at
his
desk
after a siege with pneumonia, which
the
number
of
its
retail
dealers
in
the
city
of
good as that of former years — probably because
almost cost him his life. Mr. Zinke was taken
of the general feeling that one must expect poor
Milwaukee to nine, and is enlisting new dealers
with an attack of the grip early in February
business under conditions such as the trade is throughout the State almost every day. Manbut insisted upon going about his duties as
contending with. But Milwaukee dealers started
ager Kidd says that business is so good that
usual.
The result was that he was sent to the
out the new year with a firm determination to
the demand for Brunswick rights in Wisconsin
hospital
and for more than two weeks hovered
throw off that feeling, and the results speak for
and Upper Michigan at this time is even greater
between
life and death. His robust constituthemselves.
than during the recent holiday season, which is
tion
pulled
him through, however, and while
January, 1918, showed a fine gain over the
considered excellent testimony that the Brunsstill
weak,
he
attends to his duties every day.
same month of 1917 on the books of most
wick is growing in popularity at a rapid pace.
Theodore J. Mueller, proprietor of the Cendealers. February showed up even better, and
Retail jewelers of Wisconsin are especially
tral Drug Co., 6324 Greenfield avenue, West
the tone of business so far in March indicates
anxious to represent the line, and Manager Kidd
Allis, is remodeling and enlarging his store to
that the same will be true of the third month.
ofttimes encounters many perplexing problems
accommodate a full-fledged Sonora department
Trade is being accelerated in a really surprising
in deciding which of numerous applications from
manner, and if local dealers are given the benefit
a single community shall be accepted.
being established along "big city" lines. Mr.
Mueller owns probably the largest pharmacy in
of ample stocks for the remainder of the year,
At the Badger Talking Machine Co., Victor
West Allis, the big manufacturing suburb of
there seems to be no question that 1918 will
jobber, The World representative found that
Milwaukee, and is the first retailer in the city
prove most satisfactory.
the same old problem — the question of obtaining
to
open a complete and distinct talking machine
The co-operative advertising campaign conadequate stocks — continues to be the most perstore.
ducted from the middle of November until the
plexing. In fact, the problem is more acute
Henry Clusen, Victor dealer and jeweler,
middle of January has stimulated business to a now than three months ago, when the retail
Manitowoc,
Wis., suffered a considerable loss
remarkable extent. As a matter of fact, the
trade was swinging into the last lap of holiday
by
fire
and
water
on the night of February 21.
trade. Although practically as many machines
influence of the campaign really is only beginThe
Apollophone,
the new creation of the Melning to be felt. It takes time to absorb such
are being provided now as then, the demand is
ville Clark interests, made its formal bow to
things. The absorption period has ended and
much greater from all points in Badger territhe public during the week of February 18, when
the results are now becoming evident.
tory. The situation is such that incoming stocks
it
was exhibited and demonstrated in a public
To keep the public mind alive to the meaning
rarely reach the wareroom floor, but are marked
display
of the Artapollo under the direction of
of the campaign, and to follow up the advantage
up for the dealers practically on board freight
Miss Ursula Dietrich, New York, at the Hotel
already gained, the association has put into
cars. Harry A. Goldsmith, secretary of the
Wisconsin, who was brought to Milwaukee by
definite shape a plan to undertake a second
Badger Co., says he has never experienced so
the
J. B. Bradford Piano Co., 411 Broadway.
campaign, which it is hoped to start next
overwhelming a rush for goods as during FebMrs. Anne Shaw Faulkner, of the Bureau for
week. It will not be so expensive or elaborate
ruary and so far in March.
the Advancement of Music, New York, spent
a publicity drive as the first, but it is predicated
Yahr & Lange, Sonora jobbers for Wisconsin
several days in Milwaukee late in February and
thereon and doubtless will serve to even improve
and Upper Michigan, report that they are meetarranged with the National League for Women's
the present fine state of business.
ing with a constantly increasing degree of sucService to undertake the collection of talking
About the most interesting item of news that
cess in wholesaling the line throughout the termachine records for distribution among army
has developed in the local trade during the last
ritory. The retail drug trade is taking a parcantonments.
ticular interest in the Sonora and, in addition,
few days is the appointment of Charles J. Orth,
Frank F. Koch, manager of the photographic
504 Grand avenue, as distributor for Wisconsin
retailers in many other lines are applying for
department of the Voigt Drug Co., Appleton,
and Upper Michigan of the Puritan line, manulocal dealerships in large numbers.
Wis., has been appointed a Sonora dealer.
factured by the United Phonograph Corp., of
The New Edison is passing through the most
Port Washington, Wis., and New York. During the last two years Mr. Orth has earned a
place among the largest and most progressive
PERSONAL
SERVICE
talking machine dealers by his success in retailing the Sonora in Milwaukee and suburbs.
The members of our Company are always available and
The Puritan already is widely known throughwill
gladly see you personally or write you at any trine we
out the country, and particularly Wisconsin,
can possibly serve you.
where it is manufactured. The United PhonoWhy not communicate at once with us ?
graph Corp. maintains large factories in Port
Washington, Sheboygan and Grafton, Wis., and
studios and recording rooms in New York City
BADGER
TALKING
MACHINE
CO. iSfrt
VICTOR DISTRIBUTORS
and at Grafton. They make the entire machine'
and the records as well.
BUSINESS
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of Service

and

Efficiency

PURCHASING

Public quickly discriminates. Look for the busiest Record
Department in your community and
you will usually find The Unico
System of Demonstrating Rooms,
Record Racks and Record Counters
MAXIMUM CAPACITY
MINIMUM SPACE
MODERATE COST
Record Sales in 1918 will surpass all
previous demands. Prepare now
to secure your share of this business
by installing
THE

UNICO

Patriotic

Records

win

U
N
1
C
O

SYSTEM

will help

the War

DEMONSTRATING
RECORD
RECORD
WALL

ROOMS

RACKS
COUNTERS

DECORATIONS

COMPLETE INTERIORS
(Patented as to design and construction)

In six standard styles and in special
period design such as Adam, Louis
XVI, Colonial, Modern French,
etc.
Offer 1— Individuality and Class
2— Highest Sales Efficiency
3 — Most Economical
Investment
Follow the lead of the leaders.
Double sales and profits through
THE

UNICO

THE

SYSTEM

UNIT

CONSTRUCTION
RAYBURN CLARK SMITH, President

COMPANY

Fifty-eighth Street and Grays Avenue, PHILADELPHIA,
Send today dimensions of your
■■
available space

iJji

U. S. A.
Plans for a complete department
will reach you promptly
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J. F. Henk Forms Columbia Music Co. — Wholesale Division Moves to Larger Quarters — Dealers
Connect Publicity With Noted Artists' Appearances — Pittsburgh Association's Advertising Plans
Pittsburgh, Pa., March 6. — The Columbia
Graphophone Co., Sixth street and Duquesne
way, has announced an important change involving both the wholesale and retail departments of
this branch, whereby the two departments will
be operated separately. The new arrangement
became effective March 6. Following out the
policy adopted in other cities, the retail agency
has been sold to the Columbia Music Co., which
concern is continuing that end of the business
at the present location. The Columbia Music
Co. is owned and managed by J. F. Henk, formerly assistant manager of the Columbia
Graphophone Co.
The wholesale department of the Columbia
Graphophone Co. is moving to new and larger
quarters at 632-642 Duquesne way, where it will
have greatly improved facilities for handling its
trade. Manager E. H. Nichols states that the
change has been made necessary by the vast
increase in the business of this distributing
agency and to permit a still greater expansion.
The spacious building leased by the Columbia
Graphophone Co. is well adapted to the needs
of the business, and will be one of the finest
wholesale talking machine establishments in the
country. Further announcements of the reorganization and rearrangement of the Columbia
wholesale branch are to be made in the near future, Manager Nichols states.
The Pittsburgh Talking Machine Dealers' Association isnow carrying on a very aggressive
newspaper publicity campaign, in which the idea
is being effectively developed that music is a
vital wartime necessity. The seven leading
newspapers in the city, and over forty nearby
out-of-town newspapers are being used in this
campaign.
Leo Half, of Half Bros., Homestead, Pa.,
president of the Pittsburgh Talking Machine

TWO
In

Dealers' Association, delivered an address before the Cleveland Talking Machine Dealers'
Association on February 20 on the subject , of
"The Value of Association Work and Dealer
Co-operation," in which he outlined in a graphic
manner the evidences of the successful furthering of this work from the history of the Pittsburgh Association. Mr. Half also outlined the
"wartime" campaign now under way here.
The Standard Talking Machine Co., local Victor wholesale distributors, aided the Victor dealers of Pittsburgh and vicinity in the work of
connecting up their advertising with the appearance here of two of the foremost Victor
artists the week of March 4. One of these
events commanding wide attention is the appearance of Galli-Curci, the famous coloratura
soprano, at Syria Mosque, March 8. The other
is the appearance of Jascha Heifetz, the noted
young Russian violinist, at Syria Mosque,
March 11, and at the Nixon Theatre, March 12.
The Standard Talking Machine Co. supplied the
dealers with printed matter, cards, etc., and with
seats to sell to record patrons to still further
connect up their stores with these Victor artists.
John O'Melia, manager of the Standard Talking Machine Co.'s record department for several
years past, left on February 23 for Chicago,
where he enters a course of instruction in preparation for Y. M. C. A. war work. Mr. O'Melia
is the fourth member of the Standard organization to take up some line of war work, three
others having enlisted in various branches of
the service.
J. C. Roush, president of the Standard Talking
Machine Co., is spending several weeks' vacation at Sea Breeze, Fla., accompanied by Mrs.
Roush and their two children.
Manager Brennan, of the Pittsburgh Pathephone Co., reports continued active trade in this

Representative

TWO
Omaha

Western

Hustling
and

Des

Moines

Stocks

of

Centres

4]

territory, and the dealers in the midst of an aggressive drive for spring business. The following additions have been made recently to the
list of live Pathe retailers in western Pennsylvania: Gross & Rosenblatt, Beaver Falls;
W. F. Beck & Son, 36 Belfont avenue, Lock
Haven; and A. D. Ritz, Falls Creek.
Manager George Meyer, Jr., of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., First avenue and
Wood street, reports business quite active, the
only handicap being the shortage of machines
and delays in transportation. The BrunswickBalke-Collender dealers in this territory continue
to show a nice increase in sales over last year,
Mr. Meyer states, and the outlook is quite favorable.
J. A. Endres, of the talking machine department of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., is
visiting for a week at his home in Buffalo, N. Y.
Cooper Bros., New Kensington, Pa., have just
completed an addition of six handsome demonstration booths to care for their rapidly inclusively. creasing trade. The Victor line is handled exEDYTHE
Louis

GLADYS

EPSTEIN

ARRIVES

Epstein, Weil-Known
Victor Dealer,
Proud Father of Bouncing Girl

Louis Epstein, big Victor dealer of 2976 Third
avenue, New York, could hardly give his attention to business the past couple of weeks, owing
to his excitement over a new arrival in his
household in the person of a bouncing baby girl.
The young lady is named Edythe Gladys Epstein, and was born early in the morning of
February 17 at Mr. Epstein's home, 827 Cauldwell avenue, the Bronx. Both mother and
daughter are in fine shape, and Mr. Epstein has
again come so close to normal that he feels safe
in having the various buttons replaced on his
vest.
The greatest master is master of yourself.

Victor
of

! Spots of Action on the U. S. Map.

Records

Commerce

!

If you are nearer

Omaha or Des Moines than to some other point, why shouldn't you serve your
own interests by putting the "Source of Supply" question up to the Mickels ?
Better look into this today — You'll gain nothing by staving the matter off !

Mickel

15th and Harney
411

Court

Streets

Avenue

Bros.
OMAHA,
DES

Co.
NEBRASKA

MOINES,

IOWA

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE"
HIS MASTERS VOICE

Thoselively"Westerners.
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The Columbia Grafonola was "First in France*' with our boys,
and more ot them are going over with every transport. Call
the attention of your customers to the jolly, rollicking songs
of Al Jolson,

George

O'Connor,

Arthur

Fields

and

others,

in the

April list. They'll want to send them to the camps in France.
There's a Columbia Grafonola in every Y. M. C. A. and K. of C.
Army Hut.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
Woolworth Building, New York

FLAG

RAISING

DAY

AT

EDISON

LABORATORY,

ORANGE,

N. J.

Ceremonies Also Included the Flinging to the Breeze of a Service Flag Containing 362 Stars—
Stirring Address by General Sales Manager Leonard a Feature of the Celebration
Flag raising was the order of the day February 22 at the Edison Laboratories, Orange, N.
J. Following the annual custom Old Glory was
raised to the top of the flagpole on the roof
of Mr. Edison's laboratory. An added feature
of this year's ceremony was the flinging to the
breeze of a service flag containing 362 stars,
each star representing a man from the Edison
organization who has gone into the service of
Uncle Sam. The service flag hangs out of one
of the top windows of Mr. Edison's laboratory
and faces Valley road, where it is in full view of
all passersby.
The Edison Employes' Band participated in
the exercises by marching from their headquarters in one of the buildings around to the front
of Mr. Edison's laboratory and into the laboratory yard where they played the ''Star Spangled
Banner" while Old Glory was raised on the top
of the laboratory, and "America" when the service flag was run out of the window, all in the
midst of a lively snowstorm. Thomas J. Leonard, general sales manager of the musical phonograph division, was master of ceremonies and
made a most appropriate and splendidly delivered address following the raising of Old Glory
and preceding the breaking out of the service
flag. Mr. Leonard said in part:
"At the call of their country in its hour of
need and inspired by the example of their employer, serving the Government devotedly and
as modestly as the humblest soldier in the ranks,
362 Edison men stepped into the service of
Uncle Sam. This is a magnificent showing, but
probably not more than might be expected from
the organization which set a standard for all
other manufacturing organizations in its response to the Liberty Loan appeals and which,
through its individual employes, has contributed
with corresponding generosity to the successive
forms of wartime demands.
"We gather to-day to pay a simple honor to
our comrades and associates who have joined
the colors. The day is especially well selected,
for the principles for which the father of his
country fought the good fight are the same
principles that are to-day imperiled by the false
doctrine of Prussianism."
After some eloquent comments regarding the
origin of the service flag and what it is intended
to typify, Mr. Leonard continued:
"There is another significance to the service
flag. It is a reminder of our duty to the boys
who are going to the front. Nothing is too
good for our boys in the service. These boys,
the chosen defenders of our flag, are willing to
suffer hardship and every inconvenience that you
and I may be permitted to live in peace and
security. Remember that they are no more
under obligation to risk their lives than you and
I are. It is our country as well as their country— our responsibility as well as their responsibility. Yet these boys — our boys — are willing

to make the supreme sacrifice to protect our
homes and our wives and children — yes, they are
willing to go through hell itself that this great

of that duty. Let it have this additional significance. Let it inspire you to subscribe to the
necessary things which will help win the war
and make the task of our boys easier.
"All these will call for a sacrifice on your
part, but this is the season of sacrifice and sacrifice is the least duty you and I can perform.
Let the service flag on the old 'Lab' wall be a

Raising the Service Flag at the Edison Plant on Washington's Birthday
Large Picture Shows the Edison Employes and the Band Gathered for the Ceremonies. Upper Left Picture, Thos. J.
Leonard Delivering the Principal Address. Upper Right, the Service Flag in Position.
silent reminder then of your duty to the boys
nation of ours may remain great and secure for
al
the front who are fighting for the honor of
those who remain after them. It is our oblithe flag that has never been unfurled save in a
gation, therefore, to do our duty at home; and
let the service flag always be a reminder to you
righteous cause — your flag and my flag."
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Pathe Phonograph $225
Other Models $25 to $225
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Controla

With the Pathe Controla you can
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volume of the Pathe Phonograph
at will.
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Phonograph

Plays not only Pathe Records,
but all other makes of records,
and plays them perfectly.
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20 Grand Avenue
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Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Muratore, Muzio, Didur, Thibaud, Ganz, Grace Hoffman,
Rimini, Ober, Cavalieri, Bispham, Slezak, Urlus, Weil,
Fitziu, Sammarco, Ruffo, De
Cisneros, Journet, Chenal, Maguenat and others.
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In a recent issue of the Saturday Evening Post the
Columbia Graphophone Co. used a back cover in
colors; an advertisement which cost $9000. In this
copy^the above photograph was featured, showing the
interior of Hardman, Peck & Co.'s store in Brooklyn,
N. Y., where Van Veen booths are installed.
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Herbert Simpson, Vice-President of Kohler &
Campbell, Inc., Formerly in Talking Machine
Industry, Knows Requirements of Dealers — Is
Ready to Aid Dealers Who Can Handle Pianos
The results of harmony between the talking
machine and piano industries have been force-

Herbert Simpson
fully manifested during the last few years in
many instances where piano dealers have found

A COPY

"VAN

WORLD
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VEEN

BED-SET"

BOOTHS

This store with its "Van Veen Bed-Sef'jnstallation was
selected from thousands of installations asfsufficiently
attractive to call to the attention of 10,000,000 people.
how Van Veen Bed Set Booths "Twill _ inprove
Let us crease
your record sales and pay for themselves in a
short time.

OF

Marbridge

OUR

NEW

CATALOG

Bldg., 47 West

it profitable to handle talking machines in connection with their piano business. There have
been many men who, previously connected with
the piano industry, have been very successful in
merchandising talking machines.
Believing that a greater harmony between the
two industries will promote even greater success to both Kohler & Campbell, Inc., Fiftieth
street and Eleventh avenue, New York, one of
the largest and most progressive piano manufacturers in the country, have been carefully
studying the requirements of the talking machine industry, and have developed a department for meeting the requirements of the retail
talking machine trade, so far as pianos are concerned. Their familiarity with the talking machine trade has been greatly augmented by the
fact that Herbert Simpson, vice-president of this
concern, was at one time assistant advertising
manager of the Victor Talking Machine Co.
Upon leaving this organization he became advertising manager for Kohler & Campbell, and
through his success in the field of merchandising
he has gradually worked his way up the ladder
to his present capacity. During his affiliation
with the talking machine industry, Mr. Simpson made many fast friends, who appreciate his
capabilities and who realize that he has a thorough knowledge of the requirements of the talking machine dealer.
The tremendous manufacturing facilities of
Kohler & Campbell, Inc., places them in a position not only to give the trade pianos and playerpianos of highest quality, but also an unexcelled
service both in deliveries and merchandising
aids.
The Jersey City Talking Machine Co., Jersey
City, N. J., was incorporated this week with a
capitalization of $10,000.

34th
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NEW
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WINDOW

DISPLAYS

Emerson Phonograph Co. Make Announcement
Regarding Sales-Producing Record Displays
Prizes to the value of $200 in Emerson records are offered to dealers in a new store and
window display contest just inaugurated by the
Emerson Phonograph Co. These prizes will
be given for the most original and best salesproducing displays in either the interior or in
the window of the dealer's store.
The dealers are asked to send photographs of
the displays to the offices of the Emerson Phonograph Co. before April 15, and in order to
assist the dealers in every possible way the
company's advertising department has prepared
a special package of hangers, announcements,
etc., which the dealer can secure upon request.
It is planned to print the various winning
photographs in early issues of the "Emerson
Spotlight," the company's house organ. The
first prize is $75 worth of Emerson records, the
second prize, $50 worth; third prize, $25 worth,
and five prizes of $10 worth of Emerson records
each. Only those records that dealers had on
hand before March 1 may be used in their displays.
WANT

RECORDS

IN NAVAL

CAMPS

Phonograph records to be sent to the aviation training camps throughout the country are
greatly needed, says the aeronautic committee
of the Woman's Naval Service, and its members
make an earnest appeal to the public to aid in
supplying. them. Several thousand are required.
Theyice, may
be sentavenue,
to the inWoman's
NavalCharles
Serv289 Madison
care of Mrs.
A. Van Rensselaer, chairman of the aeronautic
committee.
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Make a Strenuous Effort to Meet Demands Pending Improvement in Transportation and Receipt
of New Stocks — Machines Being Brought in by Express — General Trade Very Satisfactory
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., March 6. —
Between the shortage reported by manufacturers and transportation delays the local talking
machine trade are much upset owing to their
inability to supply their customers with machines as rapidly as they sell them. They are
hopeful, however, that with better weather
things will mend.
' F. M. Hoyt, of the Beckwith-O'Neill Co.,
showed the writer twenty-six contracts on which
he had taken first payments, but has been unable to deliver Victrolas that the contracts
called for.
"It cost me $2,000 extra expense for express
charges in February alone," remarked W. L.
Sprague, manager for the Columbia Co. in this
district. "With improved weather conditions
we are hoping for better service, but are somewhat consoled because of a growth of 80 per
cent, in the volume of business for February as
compared with the same month of 1917, and
also because we have become the permanent
owners of the $400 silver trophy which this
branch won in three successive months."
"Six carloads of Edison machines, ordered
sent by express are being held up somewhere in
America," said Laurence H. Lucker, president
of the Minnesota Phonograph Co. "Virtually the
entire shipment will be transhipped the moment
it arrives. Express is slower than slow freight
was a short time ago and we are ready to become Bolshevikis or almost anything else if it
will help the industrial and railway situation.
The carload of records I obtained on my visit
to headquarters in January is all gone and not
as much is obtainable as we had hoped."
"I just dread it when we run out of a line
and must give the factory an order," complained
Jay H. Wheeler, who manages the Pathe department for G. Sommers & Co. "It takes
from six to eight weeks to get an order through
by freight and fully twenty days by express, at
greatly additional expense. We hope for a better showing now that the weather has improved."
The only jobber in the Twin Cities who is not
complaining is R. L. Kern, manager of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., manufacturers
and distributors of the Brunswick phonographs.
He has started four travelers through the Northwest and is opening new accounts almost daily.
Incidentally, although a recent arrival in the
field, he hopes to make some of his veteran
competitors move very lively.
Thirty Sonora dealers in this territory, which
includes Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota
and Montana, attended the first annual Northwest Sonora Dealers' convention and banquet
at the Hotel Rogers, Minneapolis, last month,
as guests of the Minneapolis Drug Company,
Sonora distributors. Sewell D. Andrews did
the honors as representative of the house and
made the dealers acquainted with the Sonora
officials. Those attending the convention and
banquet were George E. Brightson, president of
the company; Frank J. Coupe, general sales
manager; Superintendent Fahr, of the Saginaw
factory; Fred E. Yahr, of the Yahr & Lange
Drug Co., Milwaukee, and Walter J. Hamlin,
of C. J. Van Houten Zoon Co., Chicago. Sonora
distributors also attended the convention and
made themselves generally amiable to the dealers. The latter returned to homes enthusiastic
Sonora boosters.
The Minnesota Phonograph Co. announces a
gross increase of 25 per cent in the volume of
the Edison sales in the Northwest for the year
1917 as compared with 1916. It may be said
that the company officials are contented with
the showing and hope that they will be able
to repeat.
Miss Salome Batton is to change her name
via the marriage route this week, but will not
retire from business at once, as she had expected. The lady selected to become her suc-

cessor as manager of the Victrola department
of the Cable Piano Co.'s St. Paul branch was
taken seriously ill just before the time for her
departure and Miss Batton consented to remain
until a successor was obtained.
Thirty-five salesmen are talking Pathe machines throughout the Northwest for G. SomFINDS CANNED

PROPAGANDA

Chicago Official Discovers Praise of Kaiser on
Phonograph Record
A dispatch from Chicago says that United
States District Attorney Clyne is investigating
what he believes to be active pro-German propaganda conducted through phonograph records.
The text of one of the German laguage records seized by Federal officials, which was given
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mers & Co. Thirty are general salesmen and
also talk other articles, but four give their entire
time to Pathe products. The growth of the
business has quite exceeded expectations, according to Manager Wheeler. The latter will leave
soon for the East to order stock for the coming
season.
F. M. Hoyt, with the Beckwith-O'Neill Co.,
returned last week from an Eastern tour, during
which he visited Victrola jobbers in Chicago,
Buffalo and New York and also the Victor headquarters in Camden.
out yesterday without comment by the district
attorney, lauded the Kaiser and war lords of
Germany. The record in question, according to
the district attorney, was made for the Mozart
Lodge of New York.
Joseph Fischi, of 1442 Third Avenue, president of the Mozart Lodge, New York, when seen
said that while the lodge had purchased such
records a long time before the war, the practice
had been discontinued as soon as the United
States entered the world conflict.
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There's an Elmbrola Model for everyone — a low priced machine, a reasonably low
priced machine, a medium priced machine, and a very fine machine at a price way
below what you would expect to pay for it. This is what makes the Elmbrola so
easy for dealers to sell — but there are still more
Elmbrola.
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him for some time. According to the information in Mr. Smith's hands Mahoney slipped
while boarding a train at Fresno and either
sprained or broke his ankle. An X-ray will be
necessary to ascertain the extent of the injury.
Noted Artists Coming
The announcement that McCormack and GalliCurci will sing in this city at early dates has
already stimulated the demand for Victor record of their voices. It is expected that the sale
will increase still more and continue for some
time after their appearance.
Dealers to Hold Dance
The talking machine dealers of San Francisco
are making ready for their second annual dance
to be given at St. Francis Hotel on April 2.
William Morton, of Sherman, Clay & Co., will
have charge of the dance as chairman of the
committee appointed for the purpose.
Some Trade Brieflets
F. B. Travers, of the Sonora Phonograph
Co., has just returned from a trip through the
southern part of the State. While there he
covered the territory in company with E. M.

WAY

Show Willingness to Accept Available Styles of Machines or to Place Orders for Future Delivery
— More Commodious Quarters for Columbia Co. — General Trade News of Interest
San Francisco, Cal., March 4. — The talking machine dealers are well satisfied with their February business. While there has been a shortage in some makes and styles the dealers say
that their customers are accepting the situation
good naturedly, and either ordering the machine
they want, to be delivered when it arrives or
accepting a substitute that is nearest to the machine desired. During the past ten days of the
month several cars of machines, some of them
shipped almost sixty days ago, arrived, and
the dealers feel that the worst of the shortage
is now over. Of course, in those factories
where sufficient help cannot be obtained the
shortage will continue. That is the manufacturers' problem and one that must be solved by
each manufacturer for himself. The demand is
here and the people have the money. Now, if
the manufacturing end can be solved and the
transportation end improved 1918 will prove a
banner year in San Francisco. From the viewpoint of the local merchant the number of traveling salesmen who have been sent into this
territory during the past month is an indication
that the manufacturer is not worrying to any
great extent over his output, and San Francisco
rejoices accordingly.
Receives Records by Express
George T. Hively, manager of the talking machine department of the Eastern Outfitting Co.,
says that he has kept up his stock of records
during the period of the worst freight congestion by having them sent by express. These additions to the heavy stock he had on hand have
prevented him from feeling any serious shortage. Mr. Hively says that he placed heavy orders for future shipments nearly a year ago,
and he does not anticipate any shortage during the present year.
Lease New Columbia Quarters
The Columbia Graphophone Co. has taken a
lease on more commodious quarters in the Halliday Building at 130 Sutter street. The company will move by the first of April to its new
quarters, where nearly twice as much space will
be available as was provided in the old location. The Halliday Building is a new structure erected by the regents of the University
of California, and is locally known as the "Daylight" building. The entire front is of glass
and excellent light is provided everywhere without recourse to electricity. The first floor of
the building is occupied by a clothing house and
a large office furniture store. The Columbia Co.

will occupy the portion of the second floor over
the clothier. The location is more desirable
than the old one and the additional space makes
the move one for congratulation.
Victor Business Exceptional
The California Phonograph Co. reports that
its business for February was exceptional. The
company does not complain of a shortage of
machines or records except of Victors. As it
was only recently that the company took over
the Victor agency, with the purchase of the talking machine business of Kohler & Chase, this
shortage is easily explained.
Andrew G. McCarthy's Views
Andrew G. McCarthy, of the talking machine
department of Sherman, Clay & Co., says that
there is plenty of demand for talking machines,
but comparatively few are arriving. He has
placed enormous orders for Victors at the factory, but as his company are jobbing the Victor
as well as selling it at retail in their several
stores the business of the Victor on the Coast
passes through their hands. With such a demand he finds it impossible to keep everyone
well supplied.
Humphrey Making a Fine Record
Edward Humphrey, who was recently put in
charge of the talking machine department of

. Charles S. Ruggles, who has charge of the
wholesale Victor sales for Sherman, Clay &
Co. at Los Angeles, has returned from a trip
East, where he visited with his son, Wesley,
who recently finished his military course and is
leaving for France.
The San Diego branch of the Wiley B. Allen
Co. has greatly enlarged the floor space of the
talking machine department.
G. E. Morton, recently with the Columbia
Graphophone Co. in New York, has been appointed manager of the talking machine department of the Emporium.
Serious Question of Labor
A. G. McCarthy, of Sherman, Clay & Co., says
that one of the difficult problems which the
dealers in talking machines have to solve is the
question of labor. The number of young men
wishing to go into the business in the past has
always been ample. Now, however, so many
have gone into the service of Uncle Sam that
the dealers have been taking on younger boys.
The call of the shipyards with pay of $5 or $6
a day is now depleting this supply and many
are having recourse to girls. Girls with any
experience are now scarce, and many dealers are
really short-handed because they do not feel
that they can take the time to train green girls.

Byron Mauzy, 'is making a splendid record in
his department. Chas. Mauzy, the general
manager of the company, says that his department is far ahead of the previous year despite
the fact that a real shortage of Victor records
and Victor higher-priced machines exists in the
store. Mr. Humphrey has had his department
redecorated and fitted up for the greater convenience of his customers, and the results are
showing themselves in the record of the sales.
Kohler & Chase Sell Stock in Oakland
Kohler & Chase have sold their Oakland
stock of talking machines to the John Breuner
Co., a furniture dealer of that city, and they
have now retired definitely from the talking
machine business in both cities. By this purchase the furniture company acquires the
agencies of both the Victor and Columbia machines.
Salesman Badly Injured
F. A. Smith, of the Brunswick-Balke Phonograph, says that his business for February was
very satisfactory. He has just received information that James F. Mahoney, salesman for
the company, met with a painful accident at
Fresno on February 27, which may incapacitate
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Selling
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use
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Bonnell, the company's regular representative.
E. N. Clintsman, one time manager of the
wholesale talking machine department of Kohler & Chase, and at another time in the general talking machine business in the Northwest,
has recently been appointed deputy assessor of
Alameda.
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DROOP'S EDUCATIONAL PUBLICITY
E. H. Droop's Campaign to Inculcate a Better
Appreciation of High-Class Music Excites
Commendation — Helps Industry as a Whole
Washington, D. C, March 8.— E. F. Droop &
Sons Co., Victor wholesalers and dealers, have
been carrying on an original and most effective advertising campaign in the local newspapers in the interests of high-class Victor records. The advertisements are in the form of
articles credited to E. H. Droop, head of the
company, and give Victrola owners some new
angles from which to regard their record libraries. In one of the articles, for instance,
Mr. Droop says:
In our previous article we dwelt on the lack
of knowledge possessed by the average Victrola
user of the higher and better forms of music
known as "classic" or "semi-classic" compositions.
It is not surprising that this condition should
exist, and it must be said in justice to the great
masses of our people that it is of comparatively
recent date that they have had made available
to them a medium through which every form of
music could be brought right into the home —
the Victrola — and then quite naturally they took
up with the more catchy and trivial things in
music, because these amused and entertained
them; little thought has been given to the more
serious forms of music — which are not only far
more beautiful and lasting than the catch-penny
airs that are whistled to-day and forgotten tomorrow— but they have an educational value
which proves a great help as progress is made
in the study and understanding of music.
Again we make the statement that if we can
interest you to listen attentively for a little
while to a few good selections chosen from the
lighter classics — explaining what the composer
had in mind when he wrote his tone picture,
and helping you to clearly understand its rhythm
and "phraseology," as it were — you will, if you
persist in hearing similar selections, rapidly
grow into appreciation of the masterpieces with
which the great minds in music have endowed
the world, and a realm of melody will be opened
which you will never cease exploring
Music is a vital force and from the cradle to
the grave plays an important part in our lives;
it entertains, refines, educates, soothes, comforts, and inspires, and now that the Victrola
records have made it available, the best music
by the best artists and musical organizations of
the world should find a place in every heart and
home.
We are at your service to help in building up
a library of choice records of which you will
not tire and which will always reflect credit
upon the owner's taste.
Whether you want to buy or not — our Victrola booths are at your disposal and we invite you to call and try out the suggestion we
have made. Suppose you hear some or all of
the latest records.
It may be said that the articles have been
effective in bringing about increased sales of
the higher class Victor records, and it is planned
to continue the series of talks for some time to
come.
No matter how perfect a locomotive may be,
it takes steam to drive it. No matter how
clever a man may be, he will get nowhere without hustle.
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Portland, Ore., March 5.— Away off in far-away
Japan will be felt the generosity of a music
dealer of Portland, Ore., Harold S. Gilbert, of
the Harold S. Gilbert Piano Co., who has presented a Columbia graphophone to the Doshesha Girls' School of Kyoto, Japan. Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert have had as their guest Miss
Denton, a missionary from the school at Kyoto,
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which is a school supported by the Congregational Church. The interest which Mr. and
Mrs, Gilbert felt in the school after hearing
Miss Denton's
description
sulted in the handsome
gift. of conditions reSECURES

ORDERS

FOR VEECO

MOTOR

H. A. Robbins Has Most Successful Trip in the
Interests of His Product
One of the recent visitors to New York was
H. A. Robbins. treasurer of the Veeco Co., Boston, Mass., manufacturers of the Veeco electric
motor for talking machines. Mr. Robbins had
just completed a tour of the West, spending
some time in Chicago, and succeeded in securing orders from a goodly number of representative manufacturers. He also garnered a substantial bundle of orders in New York before
for his Boston headquarters. Mr. Robleaving
bins had with him the new model Veeco motor,
which embodies many improvements over the
older models.
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Columbia Graphophone Co
Woolworlh Building, New York
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Although Conditions Are Far From Normal Retailers Can Get a Fair Amount of Stock — Automobile Deliveries Are Popular — Demand for Both Machines and Records Very Strong
. Cincinnati, O., March 8.— An opening of the
lanes of transportation in and out of Cincinnati,
which took place to a fair degree towards the
close of February, put pep into the trade and
exhilarated the retail situation. While certain
of the lines are still in the embargo class, enough
territory is open to enable the talking machine
merchants to do some shipping.
So crying is the need of Edison machines
around Bellefontaine, O., over 100 miles from
Cincinnati, that J. C. Smucker, of Smucker Bros.,
representatives of the Phonograph Co., this
city, travelled with a truck to the Queen City
Friday to secure what goods he could get. It
was Smucker's idea, and he benefited. Two
weeks ago Manager Peterson's house secured
goods from New York City which had been in
transit since early in November. E. J. Stevens,
Middletown, likewise came to the city in a machine during the past week and secured Edison
goods.
Carload shipments are coming through to the
Columbia house. It has been doing some shipping by express, and the breakage out of Cincinnati has been so great in recent months that
R. L. French, traffic manager, came here last
week from the Bridgeport, Conn., factory to
get a line on the situation. F. F. Dawson, who
took charge of the Cincinnati branch in December, expects to remain here several more months.
' He reports having an increase of almost 100
per cent last month over February of a year
ago. J. L. Dubriel, of the general sales department, arrived in the city Saturday to temporarily
fill the position of assistant manager. G. W.
Hopkins, general sales manager, passed through
earlier in the week, en route to St. Louis. Another of Mr. Dawson's visitors was W. C. Fuhri,
of the Chicago branch, en route home from a
Florida vacation.
C. W. Neumeister, local representative of the
Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., is spending
the week in New York City, attending a convention of the outside agents. Just before leaving he reported quite a boom in business in his
territory.
A. J. Swing, of the Crystola Co., is in the East
on several important matters in connection with
the local factory.
J. M. Dolby, manager of the Dictating Machine Co., left to-day for Nashville, where he
will open a branch office for the Ediphone.
Mr. Byars, Vocalion manager of the local
Aeolian store, reports a very gratifying volume
of Vocalion business for the month of February,
just closed. He reports that a number of the
new period designs have been received, and several were sold in the last few weeks. One of
the largest and most elegant of these models
is being shipped to one of Louisville's most
prominent citizens. It is the Hepplewhite design, with the hand-painted front and inlaid
front and top. This instrument is going into

one of the elegant new homes in Louisville, and
will unquestionably create considerable interest
in that locality among the members of Lou's"
ville's elite society.
Mr. Byars has just organized a new sales force,
and now has four new recruits in his selling
department in training. These men are all very
promising, and from every indication the Vocalion forces are going to keep up a red-hot campaign this spring and summer in spite of the
war and other handicaps. This is the spirit that
spells success.
Wm. J. O'Neil, formerly on the Vocalion sales
staff, is now in the Quartermaster's department
of the U. S. Army, stationed at Camp Meigs,
Washington, D. C. Robert Casey, for two years
connected with the Vocalion sales staff, is now
taking orders for Buick automobiles with the
Leyman-Buick Co. of this city.
"The tremendous demand for Victrolas and
records," said Manager Rudolph Dietrich, of the
talking machine department of the Rudolph
Wurlitzer Co., "continues without any diminution, and the demand, in fact, has been greatly
strengthened by the shortage existing during
the past sixty days. Better conditions, however,
are in sight, as the transportation companies
will undoubtedly recover to very great extent
and this will bring a corresponding increase

The

in delivery as well as less delay in shipments.
"Inasmuch as during the past year it has
been a question of supply rather than demand,
we can only hope for the future and trust that
the factory output will in a measure take care
of the requirements of the dealers.
"We find that the demand for the March
records was exceptionally heavy and, as this
list is a very good one, the demand will undoubtedly be lasting. The appearance of Jascha
Heifetz in Cincinnati caused a tremendous demand for records of this order. His appearance
here about the time the records were released
was a very happy coincidence and the demand
was undoubtedly taken advantage of to its fullest extent by all of the local dealers."
NEW

CONCERN

IN TROY, 0.

The Mirrophone Co., Troy, O., has been incorporated with capital stock of $10,000 by
George M. Jackson and others, and it is stated
that the company has been formed to take over
the output of the Lorimer-Hicks Co., manufacturers of the Lorophone, which company is
at present in the hands of a receiver.
BUILD

ON ROCK

OF SOUND

VALUES

Thy business is not built upon the sands of
speech, be it ever so well spoken; it is built
upon the rock of sound values. If ye have not
sought and found that foundation, seek it for the
good of thy house.
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The improved Veeco Electric Motor for Talking Machines represents the last word in scientific development
with special regard for the purpose for which it is intended.
Runs on either A. C. or D. C, 100-125 volts without adjustment. Can be supplied to run on any voltage from
6 to 250.
Supplied mounted on 12" or 12^" square mahogany
boards, all ready to install.
SEND FOR A SAMPLE AT ONCE
Then, after testing it thoroughly, place orders at once
to insure delivery.
THE VEECO motor and the VITRALOID turntable
make a complete motor unit for high-class machines.
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Recent Decision in Favor of the Aeolian Co.
of General Trade Interest
The Aeolian Co., New York, was successful
recently in a trade-mark case which should prove
interesting to the talking machine industry as
indicative of the value of trade names. This
decision in the Aeolian Co.'s favor was handed
down by the Circuit Court of Appeals, from
whose decisions there is possible no further appeal.
Some time ago a talking machine company
made application for the registration of the
trade-mark "Orchestrola" for a talking machine.
The Aeolian Co. filed a claim in opposition to
the granting of this trade-mark in behalf of its
well-known instrument the "Orchestrelle." an
automatic pipe organ which has been on the
market for many years.
After the case had passed through the usual
trade-mark channels it reached the highest court
in the land, which handed down an opinion denying the talking machine company the right to
use the name "Orchestrola." This decision is
clear and concise, one section, which gives the
most important factor influencing the opinion,
reading as follows:
"Assume that a person who had a good opinion derived from use or otherwise of an automatically-operated organ produced by the
Aeolian Co. .and marked 'Orchestrelle' desired
to purchase a phonograph (the Aeolian Co., as
we have seen, now produces phonographs), and
is shown one marked 'Orchestrola,' would he
not be likely to think it was produced by the
same company as produced the organ and buy
it on that account?
■ "Perhaps if the two instruments were placed
side by side, one marked 'Orchestrelle' and the
other 'Orchestrola,' he would be able to detect the difference between the marks; but where
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"
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they were not so placed, and he was compelled
to rely upon his memory only, unless he possessed one remarkably accurate in its impressions— the law considers the ordinary, not the
extraordinary in cases like this — we believe he
would not distinguish the one from the other.
To be sure, they have points of difference, but
the points of resemblance dominate and give
character to the terms.
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Uncle Sam's Forces Rapidly Learning French
Through the Talking Machine

appearing under the headings "Phone Customers," "Attractive Packages," "Special Bulletins,"
"Newspapers Free," "Dance Programs," etc.
There are some timely hints as to ad. helps, and
the dealers are acquainted with the likenesses
of some of the most popular artists in the
Emerson record library.

The talking machine as an educator is proving quite a favorite with Uncle Sam's forces who
are now in France "doing their bit" to make
the world safe for democracy. As a means
of learning the French language they find the
talking machine invaluable. In a recent letter
from the front we read:
"The American soldiers attend a class in
French every day at the Y. M. C. A. or at the
Soldiers' and Sailors' Home, where an American volunteer or French professor gives lessons. The boys know a few set phrases when
they land, but they are adding to their vocabulary all the while. Professors are rather
scarce at the camps, but lessons are given by
the talking machine. The Americans have found
that a deep knowledge of French is not necessary for the short time they are here, in Paris,
and especially so since they trade only in shops
where at least one of the clerks speaks enough
English to carry through a deal. Some of the
college fellows have carried on their reputation
of slang making, and they have invented funny
phrases both in English and French.
"The Americans like the talking machine
method. Its voice may be metallic and the tone
monotonous, but the machine is a patient teacher and the pupils make it go over the words
till they are satisfied. It is effective for pronunciation, for it does not vary, and the constant call on it for phrases does not wear on its
voice. No living teacher could be put through
such stunts.

When Service and Quality keep house tostay.
gether, Satisfaction hangs up its hat for a long

To make this year one of the best you've ever
had
make in! "making good" — is a good resolution to

"We entirely agree with the Assistant Commissioner that the two words are 'confusingly
similar' and would be likely to mislead not only
as to the goods themselves but -also as to their
source of manufacture, and hence his decision
is affirmed."
DEBUT

OF "EMERSON

SPOTLIGHT"

The first issue of the "Emerson Spotlight," the
new house-organ published by the Emerson
Phonograph Co. for benefit of Emerson record
dealers, made its appearance a fortnight since,
and has already won the enthusiastic approval
of the Emerson selling organization and Emerson representatives throughout the country. It
is planned to publish this house-organ monthly,
and there is good reason to believe that it will
be a pronounced success..
The first issue contains a number of practical suggestions to Emerson dealers how to
boost Emerson record sales; these suggestions

A
Cabinet

SMALL

converts

the small

" Victrola " into a handsome cabinet type, completely enclosing the machine.
It takes the place of a stand and

VICTROLA

provides a dust-proof record rack for
60 records. It revives interest in
records. It helps you meet low-price
competition in cabinet machines and
gives you a good profit. It costs the
customer no more than a good stand !
It has proven very successful for
many of the country's
dealers.

Patented Dec. 11, 1917

leading

Victor

Prices and Particulars on Request
Talking

Machine
The

Cabinet

Sound

C. J. Lundstrom Mfg. Co.
LITTLE FALLS, N. Y.
New York City
Branch Offices: Flatiron Bldg.

Doors Open for Playing

Completely Closed
—
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Removal of Restrictions Helps Business Expansion — A. A. Grinnell's Interesting Views — Burton
Collver With Cheney Co. — Pathe Jobbers Pleased with Outlook — Some Noted Visitors
Detroit, Mich., March 9. — The worst is over
so far as adverse conditions are concerned in the
talking machine business in Detroit. We do not
mean by this that business has been dull, but
simply that certain conditions have prevented
sales being much greater. During the months
of January and February dealers were up against
the crisis in the coal situation — the extreme cold
weather, freight congestion, and the after-effects
of December holidays. On top of this came the
restrictions on business hours and workless
Mondays. Now, however, all this is over — there
are no restrictions on business hours, the crisis
in the coal situation is passed, and freight shipments are improving. It's a positive fact that
of all the lines of business investigated recently
by The Talking Machine World correspondent,
except those devoted to war orders, the retail
talking machine business is the very best.
A distinguished visitor was in Detroit the
last day in February — being none other than
H. C. Brown (and wife), of the Victor Talking
Machine Co., of Camden, N. J. The visit of
Mr. Brown was a combination of business and
pleasure. He spent a few minutes with A. A.
Grinnell and C. H. Grinnell, of Grinnell Bros.,
who are Victor jobbers, and E. P. Andrew, general manager of the J. L. Hudson music store.
A part of his time was spent with Mrs. Brown
in motoring about the city.
At 247 East Jefferson avenue, Detroit, is the
wholesale branch of the Brunswick-Balke Co.,
State jobbers for the Brunswick phonograph.
F. S. Kratzet is in full charge. While the company handles the full line of Brunswick products, the window is invariably given over to
the display of Brunswick phonographs, the
displays being changed very frequently so
as to show off the different models. In
Detroit the principal Brunswick dealer is
Wallace Brown, 33 East Grand River avenue,

who has a national reputation for hustling. But
Mr. Kratzet has other live dealers throughout
the state, and is gradually developing good
accounts in every town of 10,000 population or
over. A 'large stock is always carried at the
Detroit branch, so that dealers can always feel
assured that their orders will be filled promptly.
C. H. Grinnell, manager of Grinnell Bros.,
wholesale Victrola department, was in Cleveland
the last of February to address the Northern
Ohio Talking Machine Dealers at their first
annual convention. The address was devoted
to the accomplishments of the Detroit talking
machine
existence.dealers' association during its two years'
A. A. Grinnell, treasurer of Grinnell Bros, and
who devotes a great deal of his time to looking
after the talking machine department, says that
"1918 looks mighty good." Mr. Grinnell feels
that it may be a while before the business is
booming, still he feels that 1918 will be one of
the best years the industry has ever seen. He
continues that it is not a question of seeking
orders but that his company could more than
double the business now on its books if it could
only get the merchandise. "Collections are
very good," he said. "Our stock is large,
although not quite as large as we would like
manager of the talking machine
it."
see Andrew,
to Ed
department of the J. L. Hudson store, spent
the last week in February' in Cleveland and
Philadelphia. He plans to visit quite a number
of other cities during March just to get a line
on local conditions in various sections and to
see where there is room for improvement at
the Hudson store. "It is a paying proposition
to the manager and to the department to get
out occasionally and go to some other city and
see what the dealers there are doing," he said.
Mr. Andrew, by the way, has been elected sec-

KOCH-O-PHONE

$

1 8.00

The KOCH-O-PHONE is the FORD of the
Phonograph world. There is no charge for the
name or expensive advertising added to the cost.
Most people would rather pay $36 (resale price)
than $75 for the same amount of pleasure.
Plays all makes of disc records. No disconnecting needed in exchanging from one make of record to another. Simply turn the sound box and
change needle to suit make of record. This machine for tonal quality and volume is not excelled
by any $75 machine on the market.
No. 18— Height 40 in., width 18 in., depth 18 in.;
double spring worm driven motor; 12 in. turntable,
all metal trimmings are nickel plated; made in mahogany finish. Weight about 100 lbs
$18.00
Cabinet alone, complete with needle cups

Tone Arms and
Sound Boxes
(Genuine Mica)
Our new universal tone
arm and sound box, No.
3, has proven a big success. Has all the desired
requisites in the way of
producing a clear, rich and
musical tone.

Price
$1.50
In Lots of One Thousand

Manufacturer
KOCH,
ANDS
NEW YORK
296 Broadway

.

$ I 0.00

No. 2
Real Mica, $1.00
in 100 Lots
Imitation Mica, 85c
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retary of the Detroit Music Trades Association.
That dealers believe that this is no time to
be pessimistic is proven by the increasing
amount of talking machine advertising in the
daily newspapers. There is hardly a live dealer —
yes, we don't know of a single one — that is not
using space either in the dailies, the street cars,
billboards or theatre programs. And the space
per dealer is larger than it has ever been at this
season of the year. The new concerns that
have entered the retail field are also going after
business by advertising so that the talking machine is brought forcibly to the attention of the
public, no matter where the people look.
Burton Collver, one of the leading salesmen
with the player-piano department of Grinnell
Bros., resigned sometime ago to become sales
manager of the Cheney Talking Machine Co.,
of Chicago. He has given up his residence in
Detroit to be near the home office. He spent the
month of February in Grand Rapids and Detroit
attending furniture expositions and conferences.
The Detroit Talking Machine Dealers are perfecting plans for the coming recital which is
scheduled for sometime in April or after Easter.
We previously reported that the proceeds of the
recital will be turned over to some patriotic
fund. President Sam Lind is working hard to
offer a program that will draw crowded houses.
Williams, Davis, Brooks & Hinchman Sons,
wholesale jobbers in Michigan for Pathe, report
very good business, larger stocks than ever and
more orders than ever before. "Yes, business
is coming along just splendidly," said Mr. Chamberlain, in charge of the sales of this department. "Our business the first two months under
the adverse conditions has been far beyond what
we had expected and we have every reason to
feel that 1918 is going to be a good year, with
business improving each month." The miniature
Pathe store in the company's building is attracting unusual attention and it is proving of great
help to dealers who are taking on the line. It
shows them just how a modern, up-to-date shop
should be laid out.
Max Strasburg, of the Strasburg Shops, judging from letters received, is having a very enjoyable time in the South playing golf at every
opportunity. He expects to return to Detroit
the last of March.
A. F. Noble Piano Co., Woodward avenue
near Warren, is now retailing the Cheney talking machine.
Keenan & Jahn, who are retailing the AeolianVocalion, are going after business harder than
ever — even exceeding their efforts at Christmas
time. Sales have been growing in numbers, and
the new records that are coming in are proving
very popular. John DeAngeli is in charge of
this department.
Wallace Brown, Brunswick dealer, says this
is no time to sit back and wait for business,
but this is the time when the dealer must awaken
interest in the talking machine business by judicious advertising, publicity and salesmanship.
He is giving his attention to all three phases of
business and is getting results.
The Edison Shop celebrated Thomas A. Edison's birthday in February by special recitals,
special vocalists and giving away gratis a book
containing the biography of Mr. Edison. The
year 1918 is going to be a big one for the Edison
Shop, judging from sales the first two months
and the number of prospects now in view. The
same statement can apply to the Phonograph
Co., of Detroit, state jobbers for the Edison.
Both firms are managed by R. B. Ailing.
The number of international artists from a
musical standpoint who have been in Detroit for
recitals the past sixty days has proven a splendid
stimulant to the record business. In fact, there
is no better stimulant to the sale of records than
the noted artists who come for recitals. Before
and after their coming record sales are big.
The Majorana Graphophone Co., Louisville,
Ky., has been incorporated with capital stock
of $50,000 to engage in the manufacture and
merchandising of talking machines. The incorporators are G. B. Shumate, Peppino Majorana and S. M. Raffo.
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FOR HOSPITAL

"Red Cross" Brunswick Machine and 400 Records Donated to Lilly Base Hospital in France
by Brunswick Shop and the Public
Indianapolis, Ind., March 5.— The base hospital
unit in France equipped by the Eli Lilly Chemical Co., of Indianapolis, and known locally as
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The machine is ready for shipment and will soon
be cheering the Indianaians who are toiling behind the battle lines of France.
CLOSE

IMPORTANT

Brunswick for Lilly Base Hospital, France
the Lilly Base Hospital, will soon be enjoying
a "Red Cross" Brunswick machine with about
400 records.
George Standke, manager of the BrunswickShop, decided the Indiana men and women who
have patriotically donated their services to the
Government by joining the hospital unit company, were deserving of anything that could be
done for them. The owners of the shop heartily endorsed Mr. Standke's idea of sending the
unit a "Red Cross" machine. The 400 records
representing all kinds and makes were donations from Indianapolis people who saw the machine in the window of the Brunswick Shop.

A DEFINITION

CAP

When a goose lays an egg, she just waddles
off as if she was ashamed of it— because she is
a goose. When a hen lays an egg — ah, she calls
heaven and earth to witness it! The hen is a
natural-born advertiser. Hence the demand for
hens' eggs exceeds the demand for goose eggs,
and the hen has all the business she can attend
to. — Andrew Lang.
Arthur F. Odell, a jeweler of Quincy, 111.,
has bought out the Quincy Phonograph Co., at
411 Hampshire street, that city, and has placed
Theo. Arnold in charge as manager.
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Records

The retailer who places his order in this manner has the advantage over the one who doesn't.
Get the advantage — Order NOW.
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VICTROLAS—

Delivery

In lots of 10,000 and up 65c per thousand.
In lots of 100,000 and up 60c per thousand.
We will also furnish them, if you desire, in tin boxes, packed
three hundred to the box, at the following prices:
In lots of 10,000 and up 75c per thousand.
In lots of 100,000 and up 65c per thousand.
In lots of 500,000 and up 60c per thousand.
Owing to the scarcity of needles, it would be to your advantage
to anticipate your requirements and send us your order by
return mail.

Very often good numbers arrive after your order has been filled
and unless we have instructions to back order, the opportunity
of getting them is lost.

RETAILERS—

Immediate

We are in a position to make immediate deliveries on loud Magic
Tone steel needles packed in envelopes of 100.
PRICES

Obtained

TO VICTOR RETAILERS
Instruct us what records you desire us to hold on order and to
ship whenever received from the factory. We will thus be able
to fill in your stock on the good numbers.

VICTOR

DEDUCTION

TRADE MARK
Magic-Tone

Scarce
Be

PUT ON YOUR

A good definition of economy is that it is good
management. Economy carries with it the idea
of saving, of careful spending, but talking machine men should bear in mind that it does not
mean niggardliness. It relates as much to what
you get as to what you spend. In advertising
it is possible to spend a million dollars as economically as it is to spend ten dollars. Many
times the expenditure of a small sum will prove
to be more extravagant than the expenditure of
a much larger sum, since the larger sum may
bring better proportionate results than the
smaller.

IN ONE CAMP

Chattanooga, Tenn., March 4. — The important
position held by the talking machine as a means
of entertainment at the various military encampments is strongly emphasized in the record
just hung up by the Rhodes-Mahoney Furniture
Co., this city. Through the efforts of H. G.
Ray, manager of the Victrola department of
the company, there were sold to various individuals and organizations at the army camp
here ninety-two Victrolas valued in all at $5,448.65, together with over $3,000 worth of records. The machines were bought in some cases
by officers, and in other cases by company units,
and Victrolas IX, X, XI and 14, were surprisingly frequent in the list. The figures', as offered, were compiled up to and including February 26, and several outfits sold since that
time are not included.
Mr. Ray has made a complete list of sales to
the camp, including the name of the purchaser,
style of machine, and the price, and it makes a
most impressive showing, one of which the
company can feel proud.

OF ECONOMY

Records

May

VICTROLAS

Rhodes-Mahoney Furniture Co., Chattanooga,
Does Nearly $8,500 Worth of Machine and
Record Business at Camp Near That City

Southwestern Distributor of Delpheon Phonograph Tells of Company's Progress — M. C.
Collier Joins Traveling Sales Staff

Victor

How

NINETY=TWO

CONTRACTS

Dallas, Tex., March 5.— Walter Verhalen, of
this city, Southwestern distributor for the Delpheon phonograph, has announced the appointment of H. C. Collier as a member of his traveling sales staff. Mr. Collier is visiting the dealers in this territory, and has already closed a
number of important contracts, among which
are the Durham Dry Goods Co. at Waxahachie,
and Ray Royell, of Waco.
Mr. Collier has had an extensive experience
in the musical business for the past twenty-five
years, having been State agent and wholesale
representative of one of the largest piano companies in the country. He has also had several
years' experience selling phonographs at wholesale and expressed himself recently as most enthusiastic regarding the musical qualities of the
Delpheon phonograph, which he states is certain to meet with success throughout this territory and in all parts of the country as well.
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Dealer:

Do you know that if you seat your prospect in a comfortable chair before the

GA6EL0LA

and

"Just

Push

the

Button'

that it will sell itself?

You
without

can

say with

perfect

fear of contradiction

frankness

and

that —

"This super-talking machine is winning
its way in the thousands of homes where
something

more

than a mere

talking machine

is desired."

STYLE

THE GABELOLA
Circassian Walnut— Height 66 inches, width 43 inches,
depth 20 inches

It is self-operating — you don't have to
change ?ieedles, records, or wind it up because these things
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CHICAGO,

GABELOLA

Oak Finish — Height 66 inches, width 43 inches, depth 22 inches
Price, $550.00
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Columbia Graphophone Co
Woolwortta Building, New York
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BALTIMORE

Retailers Generally Have Fair Supplies of Goods Though Jobbers Are Kept on the Jump — Columbia Co. Occupy New Headquarters — Motor Truck Service Proves Big Aid

Baltimore, Md., March 5— Talking machine
business with the retailers is in fine shape in this
territory, but the jobbers are not as well off,
owing principally to the lack of goods to meet
the demand of their trade. As the month closed,
however, goods began to arrive in better shape,
but not quite sufficient to meet the demand of
the orders the firms have on hand. While
some of the wholesale houses went behind on
their shipments of goods the orders they have,
if they could have been filled, would have run
up a staggering total for increased business. At
the same time there is a strong current of optimism among the dealers, who are looking forward to better shipping conditions and finally
additional consignments of records, which have
been coming in very poorly.
During the month the Columbia Co. ran a
series of advertisements in one of the local
papers featuring the Burgess Bed-time Stories
for Children, which they have put on records.
This paper carries the Burgess feature and the
advertisements appeared on the same page. The
local Columbia headquarters expects some good
business from this plan, which was given but an
experimental trial.
Several talking machine dealers also took advantage of the new music page, which is -being
conducted in The Star and appeared with the
other piano houses offering pianos and players.
The ads were attractive and all music dealers
believe the page will make an increased music
public and bring about business.
The Columbia Co. moved into its new headquarters at 16 South Howard street this week
and are just getting things in shape to handle
business for the coming season. W. S. Parks,
the local manager, is delighted with the new
home and is looking forward to big business,
which will be handled with more facility and
dispatch. Mr. Parks expects to devote most of
his time on the road, and the general office
work will be in the hands of S. Clifford Cooke,
the assistant manager. Mr. Cooke just now is
devoting most of his efforts to watching the
shipping department and making every effort to
get goods out. During the month A. B. Creel,
W. T. Sibbett and P. W. Peck, of the sales
force, were sent to the New York headquarters
of the Columbia Co. to take a special selling
course.
The Columbia Co. is using motor trucks to
ship machines and records to Washington and
points along the line. Many dealers in the
outlying section are driving to the Columbia
headquarters in their motor cars and obtaining
their supplies of machines and records. Mr.
Carlysle, of Gaithersburg, Md., who recently became a Columbia dealer, grew impatient in not
getting his goods quickly and motored to Baltimore and obtained his supply. Mr. Bullock,
of the Bullock Furniture Co., of South Carolina,
was a visitor to local Columbia headquarters

during the week. February business with the
city trade showed an increase for the Columbia
Co., but the territory did not go ahead, owing
to shipping conditions, and not the lack of orders. For the past three weeks Mr. Parks and
Mr. .Cooke have been getting on the job at
daylight, and working until late in the evening
with the force getting things in shape.
The Brunswick phonograph is now getting established in this territory, according to Mr.
Loesch, of the local headquarters of. the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. In Baltimore Bragers'
department store is handling the line exclusively and showing good results. The following
dealers have just been signed up to handle the
Brunswick: Ira Wright, Seaford, Del.; York
Record Exchange, York, Pa.; Hodnett-Chism
Furniture Co., Danville, Va. Mr. Loesch is
well satisfied with conditions and expects to
announce additional dealers next month, there
being several contracts in the making at this
time.
W. C. Roberts, of E. F. Droop & Sons Co.,
Victor distributors, reports that business in the
retail department showed up very well, but the
wholesale end fell back 33 per cent, over the
same month, shortage of goods and inability
to ship being the cause. Mr. Roberts was made
happy to-day, for while The World representative was speaking with him his shipping department reported the arrival of a shipment of
goods, but the amount received will not begin
to fill the orders.
Jesse Rosenstein, for the National Piano
Co., the Pathe distributor, reports business
fairly good, but held back for the lack of goods.
George W. Lyle, vice-president of the Pathe
Freres Phonograph Co., was a visitor to him
during the month.
H. D. French, of the H. D. French Piano Co.,
W. W. Kimball representatives, is still handling all of the Kimball machines that are sent
to him. He has not been able to properly introduce them to the Baltimore public because
of the inability to obtain a sufficient number of
machines to make a big drive.
H. M. Little, in charge of the retail departCRYSTAL
M
I
C
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Joseph Fink, of the Kranz-Fink Talking Machine Co., Victor dealers, is well satisfied with
business, and is planning to improve his department by installing three additional booths
and a new record room.
The jobbers received many orders from Southern merchants during the past month, for this
is the season that the Merchants' & Manufacturers' Association of Baltimore provides its
rebates to visitors. More than 600 merchants
from the South have registered with the bureau
up to this time, the influx of merchant buyers
to the city showing an increase of more than
100 per cent, over the same period for several
years past.
C. H. HOPPER

VISITS

NEW

YORK

C. H. Hopper, president of Hopper, Kelly
Co., Seattle, Wash., was a visitor recently at
the executive offices of the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York. Mr. Hopper, who is
recognized as one of the most progressive talking machine men on the Pacific Coast, spoke
optimistically of the business situation in his
territory, and commented upon the fact that
Columbia business is increasing by leaps and
bounds. Mr. Hopper was gratified to learn that
the Columbia Co. is making plans for a banner
1918, and was particularly impressed with the
plans which the company is making for a record-breaking Columbia record business.

MICA

DIAPHRAGMS

Let us send you samples today of our diaphragms and you will readily understand why
the best talking machines are equipped with
Crystal
We

A

ment for Cohen & Hughes, Victor distributors,
reports a wonderful business in his department, despite the lack of back number records.
The wholesale business of this firm was also
held back because of lack of goods. During
the month I. Son Cohen, of the firm, made
weekly trips to the Victor headquarters in an
effort to obtain more goods.
Retail business with H. R. Eisenbrandt & Sons
Co., Victor distributors, was also good, and the
firm managed to do fairly well in its wholesale
department, being able to get out some shipments. This firm could also us.e more goods,
William M. Mueller, the largest music dealer
in Highlandtown, and who handles the Victor
line, has been doing a good business, but has
not been able to meet the demands for either
records or machines. He has curtailed his
sales force about 50 per cent, and is thus able
to handle the business at a good profit.

Edge

Mica

diaphragms

exclusively.

use only the very finest selected

the best diaphragm
APPLIANCE

material

CO., 109 West

mica,

in the world.
Broadway,
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to our Stockholders

states that the increase of sales of

1,808 per cent over those in 1916.

m>

WHY?
*i)
Because we manufacture the perfect instrument.
Because we manufacture the reproducer which has led the World for the last four
%i% years — the "RESURRECTONE," with its exclusive "Tuning-fork."
Because we have the next best reproducer — the "Half-fork-tone."
{(% Because we manufacture the unique "Air-tight" mechanism from the Reproducer to the grill of the cabinet, which preserves the beauty
IL of the "HOFFAY" tone.
/A
If to a "wind" instrument you add or change the position of a hole or "key," the tone changes.
W
If a "string" instrument gets cracked the tone is lost.
yf
If a "singer" loses a front tooth his tone is lost.
%lj
If a "cigar" gets broken the flavor is gone.
ff%
The same applies to a talking machine — that is why the "HOFFAY," although playing Victor and Edison types of records, is "Air-tight."

yj[felt Spring
of Tone-arm(18)(2)is and
is insulated
by
CXI
padding (1)
A. supports
Part of full
weightweight
of Reproducer
allowed
to bear on
Victor records, and this weight is just what it should be for this type of
CXj record. Edison records require more weight than Victors and this is
automatically
givenof bythistheform
"HOFFAY"
records
thicker,
and the principle
of spring because
is that Edison
the thicker
the are
record,
the
more weight there is upon it.
Tone-arm (2) is supported by revolving base (3) at pivots (4). The
Tone-arm is straight, there being no curves or joints hindering the sounds.
Joint (13) is cemented and consequently air-tight.
Stationary base (5) carries balls (6) upon which revolving base (3)
turns around for the horizontal movement of Tone-arm. Revolving base
(3) is held by balls (7), the adjustment of which is made by ring (8), the
weight of which is taken up by washer (9), leaving the balls free; thus a
remarkable anti-friction mounting is obtained.
Flange (10) suspending from revolving base (3) goes into groove (11)
in stationary base (5) without contacting with said groove, which is filled
with lubricating material, and is continually lubricated mainly by capillarity;
thus a permanent air-tight and anti-friction joint being provided.
Balls (6) and (7) are oiled through space (12) and as the end of
revolving base touching the balls is sunk into lubricating material, the airtight mechanism described above is reinforced.
Space (14) between Tone-arm (2) and revolving base (3) permits the
up and down movement of Tone-arm. This space is absolutely closed by
means of flexible washer (15) supported by ring (16) and by end (16) of
Tone-arm, where it is fastened. This washer (15) leaves Tone-arm absolutely free to move, and is guaranteed to last for several years — also, it
may easily be replaced. An ideal flexible and vertical air-tight device is
exclusively provided by the "HOFFAY."
Equality of distance between stylus (20) and vertical axis (21) of
Tone-arm (2) when Reproducer (18) is in position to play Edison records
as shown in photograph 2, or in position to play Victor records shown in
photograph 1, is essential for good reproduction of sound and for lengthautomatithe "HOFFAY"
is affordedof byReproducer
life of torecords.
ening
cally, theno screws
fasten This
nor detaching
being necessary.
To obtain good tone it is essential that the diaphragm corresponds in
line with the vertical axis of horizontal movement of Tone-arm. Photograph 3 shows a dotted line from axis (21) of Tone-arm (2) to diaphragm
(25) inside of Reproducer (18), thus demonstrating that this essential
requirement is fulfilled.
It is equally essential that stylus (20) be in line with axis (21) when
playingment isEdison
records and in photograph 5 will be seen that this requirealso fulfilled.
Perfect air-tightness is given by padding (26) in Tone-arm (2), and by
padding (27) in Reproducer (18). See photograph 3. These paddings
contact with flat surfaces (29) and (30) of elbow (31), respectively, when
playing Victor records. The two paddings contact with one another when
playing Edison records.
To play Edison records loosen up screw (40) and press clip (35), which
releases elbow (31). This elbow swings out of the way on steel pivots (32)
supported by steel braces (33), thus permitting Reproducer (18) to be
swung on steel pivots (34) into the Edison position. Spring (17) locks up
the steel screw-head (19), and in this
withrecords
by engaging
Reproducer
way
a fixed (18)
position
for Edison
is obtained.

To change from Edison position (see photograph No. 5) swing Reproducer (18) to position shown in
photograph No. 4 and press elbow (31) against Reproducer until plate (36) springs by itself over part (3S)
of said elbow. Then tighten up screw (40) so as to hold more firmly Reproducer (18) against elbow (31).
In this way a fixed position is furnished by the "HOFFAY" for playing Victor records, and you know
it's right because you hear it click. The braced construction is such that nothing but perfection is attained.
Either in "fixed" positions which the "HOFFAY" gives (and which prevent mistakes being made
by the user of the machine) ; or in proper weights (for playing Victor and Edison records) given automatically by the "HOFFAY"; or in an absolutely air-tight construction (free from rotary joints, which in
time loosen up, rattle and permit air to escape); or in an absolutely straight and air-tight Tone-arm; or in
the most remarkable anti-friction and air-tight horizontal mounting for the Tone-arm, the "HOFFAY" fills
all
the and
user. every requirement for attaining perfection of sound and for fool-proof operation of the machine by
Our new cabinets are beautiful and distinctive, befitting the perfect instrument they
enclose.
SEND
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TALKING
MACHINE
CO., INC., 3 W. 29th Street,
HofTay products are protected by patents granted and pending. Infringements "ill he prosecuted
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THE WONDERFUL
RESURRECTONE
and the

"

HALF-FORK-TONE
"
Here are illustrated and described the two
supreme reproducers, which are now sold to
fit machines of other makes, to show what is
the minimum tone that can be expected from
the "HOFFAY"— the unusual "AirtightPRICE: Nickel-plated ¥10. 22 karat gold plated
$12.50. To fit Victors, Sonoras, and attachments
for Edison machines, etc. Money refunded if
reproducer returned within 5 days from receipt.
Naturalness of sound requires accuracy of diaphragm
vibration, which varies according to pitch. For instance, when the Bass strikes "E," there are 160
"C,"
strikes
Tenor the
the when
vibrations
there are per
512 second;
vibrationswhen
; and
Soprano
strikes
"C"
(high
C)
2048
musical
vibrations
are
transmitted to diaphragm every second of time. The
terrific rapidity of vibration bends the one arm
lever which moves the diaphragm to the extent of
the resiliency of the lever: each bending adding
additional superfluous vibrations (on account of the
"reaction" of the one arm lever) thus making
sounds higher in pitch and "strident" — in fact,
artificial.

RETURNS

FR0MS0UTHERN

PARTICULAR

May

Talking Machine

VALL0RBES

TRIP

Abram Davega, general manager of I. Davega, Jr., Inc., 125 West 125th street, returned
around the first of the month from a pleasure
trip through the South. He was well pleased
with the business transacted during his absence
and has come back with great plans for the future.
I. Davega, Jr., president of the company, and
Mrs. Davega have left on a four months' tour
through the South.
RATHER

PRICE : Nickel-plated $6. 22 karat gold plated
In the "RESURRECTONE," the diaphragm is
$7.50. To fit standard machines and attachvibrated
by a "tuning-fork"
working
both sides,
ments forreturned
Edisons.
refunded
if reprothe resiliency
of the two arms
being onautomatically
ducer
within Money
five days
from receipt.
"taken
up,"
accuracy
of
vibration
and
"naturalness"
ofphone."
sound being therefore accomplished facts.
In
"RESURRECTONE," the connection of the two arms to the diaphragm is of the HOFFAY
flexible the
kind, which is another exclusive
feature making this reproducer absolutely superior to all others.
In the "HALF-FORK-TONE" a one-arm lever rigidly connected vibrates the diaphragm, instead of the
"tuning-fork."
The "HALF-FORK-TONE" is still much better than reproducers of other makes because the lever is
supported by the other remarkable exclusive features of the "RESURRECTONE" — including the "flexed"
Piano Wire Mounting which "tunes-up" the sound, and which has the additional great value of being
"insulated" from the casing of the reproducer.
Order a sample; improve your machine; increase the value of your records, and learn by actual test
how much better the complete "HOFFAY" instrument must be than any other machine "Tone" requires "airtightness" and the "RESURRECTONE," "HALF-FORK-TONE," as well as the "HOFFAY" are
absolutely "airtight."

IN BOSTON

Boston, Mas"s., March 5. — Henry Schultz, a
talking machine dealer of 435 Broadway, South
Boston, and his clerk, Robert Prohska, were
fined $10 each in the South Boston Court on
Saturday on a charge of causing an obstruction
on the sidewalk by operating a talking machine
in the door of their store for advertising purposes. Both men have appealed from the decision.

NEEDLES

IN DEMAND

The Vallorbes semi-permanent needle, which
was recently announced to the trade, has jumped
into instant popularity. The Vallorbes Jewel
Co., producers of this new needle, and who are
located at Lancaster, Pa., are in receipt of orders
from practically every section of the country
and are industriously tending to their filling.
AGAIN

We will send you this machine on receipt of $54.00,
or satisfactory references.
It comes in either Oak or
Mahogany, with space for
five albums, and will play
five ten-inch records on
one winding. Accurate
Automatic Stop. Machine
mounted on Casters. First
grade throughout. Try it
out for five days, and if
you
feel that
it is best
the
ideal don't
machine
and the
you ever handled, return
it at our expense, and we
will refund the money at
once.
Banking references furnished
and required

AT DESK

NEW

York City

VICTOR

TRAVELER

Thomas McCreedy has been appointed successor to Roger N. Lagow, on the traveling staff
of the Victor Talking Machine Co. Mr. McCreedy will travel in the Middle West, concentrating his energies as a business ambassador
in the State of Ohio.
THE

NATIONAL

ARMY

The many friends in the trade of Roy Marshall will learn with pleasure that he has recently returned to his duties in the advertising department of the Victor Talking Machine Co.
Mr. Marshall has just recovered from a severe
•siege of pneumonia.

M. P. Fitzpatrick, who was formerly a member of the traveling sales staff of the Silas E.
Pearsall Co., New York, Victor wholesalers, is
now a member of the National Army, stationed
at Camp Meade. Mr. Fitzpatrick is well known
in the Victor trade, having visited the Victor
dealers in the West before joining the staff of
the S. E. Pearsall Co.

The Brunswick-Munn Music Co., of Waterloo,
la., has opened a new branch at Cedar Falls,
la., making the third store now operated by
that concern. The new store will handle the
Brunswick phonograph and Pathe records.

Edward Quick, of North Milwaukee, Wis.,
has been appointed distributor for the State of
Wisconsin for the World phonograph, manufactured by the World Phonograph Co.

ALL

RECORDS

Pat. Off.

Reg. U. S.

Proposition

T. McCREEDY

JOINS
ROY MARSHALL

IMPROVES

Our Dealer

Co. Inc., 3 West 29th Street, New

A

HOFFAY

AGENCY

means Profit and Prestige for you. Not only profit on the
phonographs you sell, but on the continuous profits you
make on all records, for the Hoffay "Improves all Records," and as has been said, "Brings out of a record all
that was put in." In being associated with the Hoffay
you immediately attain Prestige.
One has only to listen to and examine the Hoffay to
appreciate that the supremacy claimed is that supremacy
accomplished. The Hoffay Air-tight Reproducer, Hoffay
Air-tight Adapter,' Hoffay Air-tight Tone Arm and .Hoffay Air-tight Anti-friction tone-arm mounting are four
of the most important exclusive features which make for
the supremacy of the Hoffay
For Domestic and Foreign Business Address:
HOFFAY

TALKING

COMPANY,
3 West 29th St.

MACHINE
Inc.
New York City

Other Models
$140, $190, $250
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Columbia^ Graphophone Co.
Wool worth Building, New York

FREIGHT

CONGESTION

CHIEF

DIFFICULTY

IN

PORTLAND

Volume of Business Only Limited by Ability to Meet Demands — Dealers in Every Line Under
Stock Handicap — Early Relief Expected — Reserve Supplies Help Out
Portland, Ore., March 4. — When the freight
congestion is relieved Portland, Ore., will have
talking machines in nearly every home — at least
it so appears from the demand. This demand,
by the way, is almost too great for the supply.
Talking machines and records are short in
stock in nearly every music house in Portland.
Wheeler Dodds, head of the Victrola department of the Ira F. Powers department store,
says it is impossible to get records enough to
satisfy customers. The Gadsby Furniture Co.,
which has recently added the Columbia machine
to its stock, while pleased with the success of
the new department, regrets the freight conditions which seriously handicap the business. C.
E. Moore is in charge of this department and
its success is largely due to him.
All the music houses that carry the Victor,
Columbia, Edison, Sonora, Brunswick and
Stradivara are feeling the effect of the railroad
difficulty. Eilers Piano House, which has one
of the largest talking machine departments here,
is selling the machines and records so fast that
a new supply will be imperative in a short time.
H. A. Raynor, manager of the phonograph department of this company, is cheerful in spite
of a growing shortage of goods and predicts a
good spring trade with plenty of goods coming.
Sherman, Clay & Co.'s immense stock of
Victrolas is well looked after, but business is
so good that even this big stock must be exhausted unless more Victrolas and records are
received.
P. B. Norris, of the Wiley B. Allen Co., is
also selling machines and records much faster
than they are coming in.
Business men, in other lines as well as in the
talking machine trade, believe, however, that
there will soon be a great improvement in the
transportation problems for the Pacific Northwest. The car shortage in Oregon on the
Southern Pacific lines has been entirely wiped
out in the last few weeks and a slight surplus
recorded. A few months ago there was a shortage of more than 2,000 cars on this one line.
The Oregon Washington Railroad & Navigation Co. has almost wiped out its car shortage
and the Northern Pacific and Great Northern
promise to have a surplus in a short time.
The Hyatt Talking Machine Co. has a big
supply of Victors, Columbias and Edisons, but
they are selling fast. Records are plentiful in
the various houses, but there are certain popular
records that are impossible to obtain.
The Harold S. Gilbert Piano Co., which is
also carrying the Columbia, is running short of
machines.
Bush & Lane is eagerly awaiting the arrival
of a carload of Sonoras which are on the way.
The G. F. Johnson Co., which carries the Victrola, islooking for more goods, as is. the Wakefield Music Co., which is doing such a big business with the Brunswick machine that the sup-

ply will have to be renewed in a very short time
or there will be a lot of disappointed customers.
The Edwards Furniture Co. has a big supply of
Brunswick and Unola machines, but these cannot last all spring.
James Loder, formerly manager of the talking machine department of the Wiley B. Allen
store at Portland, Ore., is now manager of the
talking machine department for the Bush &
Lane house here. Mr. Loder is so well known
by Portland people and has such a big following
that his customers depend very much upon his
opinion. The Bush & Lane people consider
themselves singularly fortunate in securing him.
Mr. Loder is very much interested in the Sonora talking machine, which is sold exclusively
in Portland by Bush & Lane. Mr. Loder says
the Victrola, the Sonora and the Columbia make
a splendid combination and satisfy the tastes
of all customers.
Taylor C. WThite, manager of the local Victrola department of Sherman, Clay & Co., has
made this department of the well-known music
house one of the most efficient on the Pacific
Coast. Maud Powell, the famous violinist, has
been a Portland visitor for several weeks, giving a concert late last month. She visited
the Sherman, Clay store and expressed her delight at the beauty and excellent service shown
in the talking machine department.
Miss Powell said it was the most beautiful
Victrola department she had seen on the Pacific Coast and she congratulated Mr. White on
the attractive surroundings. Miss Powell, who
makes records exclusively for the Victrola, may
well be pleased with the appreciation shown her
by Portland people whose demand for her records, which has always been great, has enormously increased since her concert.
Harry Lauder visited Portland, Ore., February
13 and gave a talk to the soldiers and gave two
concerts, one a matinee and the other in the
evening. Since then the demand for Lauder
records has been enormous. Even before
Lauder came to Portland the news of his approaching visit, which was announced as a final
one, caused a rush for records.
A handsome Victrola has been purchased from
Sherman, Clay & Co., Portland, Ore., by the
Jewish women of the B'nai B'rith Society and
sent to the Soldiers' Club at Tacoma, Wash., a
club established by this society for soldiers and
sailors of all creeds and denominations.
. I. W. Lane, manager of the phonograph department of the Graves Music Store, Portland,
Ore., -is visiting friends in Waco, and San Antonio, Tex. Mr. Lane will return in April.
Henry Schmidke, who has been traveling representative of the local branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co., has been promoted to
the position of assistant manager. Charles V.
Jones, former manager of the San Francisco
branch, lias been made factory traveling repre-

sentative covering the territories of the Portland
and Seattle branches. Mr. Jones has been meeting with success in his first trip out of the Portland branch. R. C. Coltart, former assistant
manager of the Portland branch, now becomes
assistant manager of the San Francisco branch.
The Calef Bros. Furniture Store sold out all
except one of its Pathe machines. A carload
is reported on the way, due to arrive any day.
Calls have been greatest for the $75 and $100
oak machines.
An attractive window display at the Edwards
Furniture Co. has done much to enhance sales
of the Brunswick machine. J. E. Allen, manager of the department, has succeeded in making it one of the best in the city.
A. R. Palmer, manager of the Olds, Wortman
& King talking machine department, says that
the Brooks machines have been finding a ready
sale.
Good sales of the Stradivara machine are reported by the Hudson Arms Co. and the Remick
Song Shop.
Visitors at the talking machine department of
the G. F. Johnson Piano Co. are disposed to
linger there because of the comfortable, wellventilated, attractive demonstration rooms. The
new house, which has been in business only four
months, has many well-satisfied Victrola customers, due largely to the courtesy, efficiency
and salesmanship of Mr. Johnson and his splendid corps of assistants.
The Wiley B. Allen Co. reports an unusual
big business in the Victrola department. G.
V. Taylor, head of the piano department, says
that Paul B. Norris, the new Victrola manager,
is making a wonderful record and that this indefatigable work is bringing results.
The Wakefield Music House reports large
sales of Brunswick machines and records. February trade was a record-breaker and March
has started off even better than February.
Spring trade promises to be the greatest in the
history of Portland.
Lack of records is one of the big features
noted in the Portland trade. Miss Olga Binder, of the record department of the Wiley B.
Allen Co., is almost dismayed at the lack of popular records in stock. While the Wiley B.
Allen Co. has an enormous stock of records, the
demand for patriotic and popular records has
been so insistent that the immense supply is
rapidly becoming
rCexhausted.
HUBERTt
"Phonograph

RECORDS
The greatest series of 75c. records ever made.
10-INCH DOUBLE SIDED
ALL STARS
ALL SELLERS
New list by 15th monthly.
Dealers, write for list and prices
BELL TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
44 WEST 37th STREET. NEW YORK
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DOEHLER
DIE -CASTINGS
for tone arms, sound boxes and talking machine attachments
throughout the industry.
are STANDARD

Of the many instruments produced to-day from the most
prominent makes down, the greater number, by far, are equipped
with Doehler die-cast tone arm and sound box.
The enormous output of our three large plants permits of
advantages to the users of die-castings, as regards prices and
deliveries, not otherwise possible.
mm
DoehlerMAIN OFFICE
die
-casting
Co.
AND EASTERN
PLANT
WESTERN PLANT
B RO O K LY «N . sN« Y» NEW JERSEY PLANT
TOLEDO. OHIO.
NEWARK. N.J.

KANSAS

CITY

DEALERS

ARE

STRONG

AFTER

BUSINESS

Despite Shortage of Stock They Are Carrying on Strong Campaigns With the Goods on Hand —
Junkins-Riley Co., Pathe Jobber, Turns Over Dealers to Wm. Volker — Other News
Kansas City, Mo., March 5. — Despite shortage
of stock, and the problems brought about
thereby, talking machine dealers in this city
and vicinity are not in any sense marking time.
Although some of the more popular models of
machines and the most desirable records are
practically impossible to get, they are, nevertheless, carrying on strong campaigns to dispose
of the goods already in their stores and to build
for the future when conditions get back to
normal. There is a lot of missionary work being done that cannot, and is not expected to,
bring results for some time to come.
An interesting development of business in this
section is found in the demand from the oil district. Fortunes are being made in oil over
night, and the mechanic, or laborer, who yesterday was a prospect for a $20 machine may
to-day be in a position to buy one costing several hundred dollars. The pleasing part of the
situation is that most of the deals with the oil
men are for cash.
The Junkins-Riley Co., who have been Pathe
jobbers for the Kansas City territory for a
number of years, have sold a large part of their
stock and turned over their dealers to the Wm.
Volker Co., jobber of household furnishings.
The Wm. Volker Co. is now the sole Pathe
jobber of this territory.

A

BIG

Throughout

DEMAND

the Country

for

CORTINA
FRENCH AND ENGLISH
MI

The Junkins-Riley Co. will open an exclusive
Pathe Shop (retail) in one of the best retail locations in the city. The shop will be designed
by well-known architects and will be one of the
best in this part of the country. Nothing
definite has been done yet.
The Architects and Engineers Supply Co.,
Sonora dealers, report a big gain over last month
and a bigger one over this time last year. They
say that the demand for Sonoras is growing
tremendously. Their record exchange departness. ment is also keeping up its big volume of busiA. Einstein, of the Manophone Corporation,
was a visitor among the trade recently.
"Our business continues to be simply wonderful," said S. G. Loewenthal, of the HenleyVVaite Music Co. ''The whole general line of
Columbias seems to be in demand. We can't
get enough of them. And our record business
continues to be very, very good."
The Hall Music Co. management stated that
the sale of Victors continues to be splendid
and that, were it not for the shortage, business
would be at the point of perfection. In recleader. ords, the "Missouri Waltz" continues to be a
Manager Lasseter at the Columbia department
of the Kansas City Photo Supply Co. says that
business is steadily on the increase. The additional record rooms, so recently built in, were
only finished just in time — so fast has business
increased. This company is a strong believer in
the efficacy of advertising and has been doing
extensive advertising both in the newspapers
and on the street cars, the latter being particularly attractive.
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Brunswick
jobbers in Kansas City, say that business all
through this* territory is on the boom, particularly in Missouri. As fast as the machines are
shipped in to the dealers there comes a "big
howl" for more and then more. The new Brunswick tone arm is making a big hit.
The Victrola department of the Jones Store
Co. continues to have a very fine business. Of
course they are handicapped by the shortage
and sometimes so many substitutions have to
be made that it requires the acme of diplomacy

Gel your share of this business. An ideal gift (or (he
boys in (raining or (he (renchei. It often sells a machine
wi(h i(.
The course consis(s of an authoritative Military Manual
containing a foreword by Major-Gen. Leonard Wood.
WITH TWENTY PHONOGRAPH RECORDS ( 10-12"
double face discs). Send for full information Advertising matter,
military poster-haDgers free.
Alio Spanish,
Italian, forE*«>riiitiii,
and EnglUll
and French
Spaniard*
CORTINA ACADEMY OF LANGUAGE
12 East 46th Straat, N.w York

to put the deals across. "When we do get in
some machines they are fumed oaks when the
demand is for mahogany, etc.," said one of the
salesmen. "However, we continue to take in ■
the coin, so we should worry! Our business
was far greater this month than a year ago."
The Brunswick Shop, which has not yet been
established a year, now has a splendid business
and verifies the belief of the management that
just such an exclusive Brunswick Shop was
needed in Kansas City. Sales continue to grow
and the only difficulty is to supply the demand.

If the store dancing of the Edison company
was merely a success at Peoria, at Clinton, and
at East Orange, it took Kansas City by storm.
On March 2, the end of the second week, the
enrolment was up to 600 and more coming.
And it was in Kansas City that, for the first
time, the clumsy male insisted on coming to
learn to dance. The first boys' classes were organized because the demand was so insistent.
Those over eight years are not enrolled. But
a large number between four and eight (garbed
in gnome costumes of cheesecloth) put in a regular appearance and seem to enjoy it as much
and more than baseball.
Miss Baldwin says that never before have the
lessons been such a success. Hundreds of the
little people come daily for registration while
the mothers of many others register them over
the phone. The lessons are being given in the
basement of the Edison Shop (which has been
fitted up splendidly for the purpose) and the
mothers wait for the children in the concert
room above and listen to the machines.
A unique feature at Kansas City is the large*
class of children from the city's slum district.
They come every Saturday morning with a
teacher from their ward school and to them
that hour of dancing is a brief stay in Paradise.
Many of them are Russians and the art of the
dance is born in them.
STRONG

DEMAND

FOR

PHONOGRAPHS

In a review of general business conditions,
the New York Times had the following to say
regarding the market for phonographs at the
present time:
"The demand for phonographs continues
strong, according to reports from several manufacturers with offices in this city. Though the
hundred-dollar article seems to be the most
sought, there is said also to be a good many of
the more expensive lines selling, as well as a
large number of the cheaper grades. The table
cabinet continues in the lead among the higher
grades. It is predicted that its sale this Spring
and Summer will be unusually large, due to its
being particularly well suited for the Summer
cottage. It was explained that besides being a
musical instrument of rare qualities it combines
practical utility with beauty in a manner that
is veryDEALERS
pleasing."
EVERYWHERE ARE SELLING
QUANTITIES OF OUR
HANALEI
BANJUKES
(Ukuleles in Banjo Form)
A bigger hit than the Ukulele because much louder
and more pleasing in tone, and of more substantial
construction. Perfect two octave scales. A thoroughly practical instrument for both solo playing
ana club work. Send for illustrated catalogue and
price list today, as
The Banluke la One ol the Biggest Sellers
In the Musical Instrument Line.
SHERMAN.
CLAY
& CO.
Sole Manufacturers
163 Kearny Street
San Francisco
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At the present moment the world finds itself
very much in a state of flux. Everywhere new
ideas are being tried out with an enthusiasm
which a few short years ago would have been
thought almost inconceivable. Old notions are
being revaluated and whatever does not seem toweigh up to standard is being thrown on the
dust heap. Every business, whether directly or
indirectly interested in the great war which is
now engaging our energies, is feeling the impulse of new and fresh ideas. The business to
which the energies of this paper are devoted is
one which, before the war, could rightly have
been called new, fresh and untrammeled, yet
even in this hustling industry we find the signs
of a still newer and quickening spirit. We live
in great times.
It is my especial business to discuss with
those who sell talking machines ways and
means for improving and stimulating the retail
interest, by showing how the musical possibilities of the talking machine may be turned to
best advantage. In so doing I am forcibly reminded from time to time, by observing the currentof
• events, how much in these days our
business must be kept abreast of new ideas and
new criticisms by a better understanding on our
parts of its strengths and virtues.
The fact is not to be concealed that the public
is learning to-day more quickly than it ever
learned before. Its feelings are sharper, its perceptions quicker, its criticisms more pungent.
Wartime is bringing increase in efficiency and
corresponding increase in demand for the best
of everything. The shoddy and the cheap look
shoddier and cheaper than ever. The good is
becoming more and more thoroughly appreciated and understood. All this is well. And
it all has its moral for ourselves.
Records
In the retail selling of talking machines the
record is, of course, the dominating feature. I
mean that it is the record which excites the
interest in the beginning, and mainly sustains
it during the process of selling. The machine
itself is, of course, complementary and essential; but the record is the interest-producer primarily. A fine set of records may be sold with
a relatively cheap machine, but the finest machine cannot be sold without records. That
much being plain, it becomes our duty in these
days of wartime prices, keen public criticism, intense competition and smaller margin of profit,
to develop intensively every branch of the business which shows good profit and helps to produce more business.
Piano Records
It is a fact that certain branches of the record
business, which normally should be good sellers,
have not been developed by retailers with quite
the intensity to which their advertising value
would properly entitle them. When we consider that violin records by Kreisler and voice
records by Galli-Curci (to mention only two
names that come to mind) sell extremely well,
while piano records by Paderewski and Godowsky (again choosing at random) sell only
moderately well, we must ask ourselves what
can be the reason for such a contrast in demand.
It certainly is not that the violin or the voice
is necessarily more popular than the piano, of
itself. Indeed, it is well known that the piano
is by all means the most popular of musical instruments and that piano music is the most popular of all music. How is it that piano records
do not sell as they ought to (that is to say, in
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[Note. — This is the thirteenth in a series of articles on the
general subject of the musical possibilities of the talking
machine. The aim of the series is to develop these possibilities from all angles, thus opening up fields for sales
expansion oftentimes neglected wholly or in part. — Editor.]
RECORDS

TALKING

enormous quantities) and what can we do about
the matter?
I need make no apology for choosing such a
topic, since quite obviously high-class piano records are profitable to make and sell; and therefore any defect in the public demand for them
should be investigated and if possible corrected.
The task is harder than it sounds, perhaps, but
while I must decidedly disclaim any ability or inclination to teach the manufacturers or retailers
what they know better than I do, I must nevertheless be allowed to say some things which
come to mind through long-continued observation, and which are without doubt useful in affording some gleams of light in a rather dark
corner.
Two Reasons
There can only be two possible reasons for
any lack of public demand for piano records,
or for any slowness, even, of such demand.
These reasons may be (1) some possible defect
in the composition of the record, or (2) some
lack of interest in the product on the part of
the retailer. Let me briefly examine both of
these ideas for our mutual benefit.
Ear vs. Record
Those who have watched the progress of recording are well aware that, until about ten
years ago, scarcely any attempts to record solo
piano music had been seriously made. The
piano had been from the first used as an accompanying instrument in voice recording, but the
support it affords in this respect is of only the
slightest weight, being perceptible and no more.
The art of recording solo piano work has progressed quite slowly, meanwhile, and it has gradually come to be seen that much technical refinement has yet to be brought about before the
marvelous fidelity and power of the vocal records are approached. The piano record does
not show the slightest defect in respect of its
"hearing." Certainly the record takes up all
the sounds that proceed from the piano. The
only trouble is that the record picks up and
fixes permanently a certain varying number of
fugitive incidental sounds that accompany all
playing of the piano, and reproduces these with
complete fidelity. Indeed it reproduces them
with more than complete fidelity, for it tends to
111
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give us these incidental sounds in forms not indeed really exaggerated but in their^actual right
proportionate powers; something which our ear,
when listening to piano playing, naturally and
instinctively rejects.
Reverberation
In a word, we hear selectively. The playing of a piano in a small room produces a multitude of reverberations or echoes, from the reflection of the sound waves back from walls and
floor. These echoes the ear rejects or ignores.
But the record does not. Hence the record
gives us certain incidental additional sounds
mixed up with the intended sounds, in such a
manner that an effect of "blurring" and of something that can only be described as an imitation of the jangle of a cymbal after it is struck
sticks out from the sounds of the piano and perceptibly modifies them. It need hardly be added
that the modification does not make for improvement.
Now, some of these matters have been discussed briefly at some recent piano technicans'
meetings. A report of one of these appeared
in the February number of this paper. I was
glad to observe at this meeting evidences of
respect for, and interest in, the talking machine and especially the plain indications that
the piano itself is recognized by these practical
piano men to be responsible for a good deal of
whatever criticism may be leveled at records of
piano music. Although it could not be said that
any specially conclusive results were obtained,
it is fair to say that all present were able to
perceive that the piano, as played and built for
ordinary playing, is not an ideal instrument for
recording of sound.
Defects of the Piano
The defects of the piano may be briefly
summed up. In the first place, the sounds
which proceed from this instrument are too
widely diffused over the field of sound-wave
operation. In the second place, the sounds
which proceed from struck strings begin with a
great intensity which rapidly subsides, and so
tend to reflection from the walls of a small
room, thus producing reverberations and echoes
which are picked up by the record and interfere
(Continued on page 65)
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and of Henselt's "If I Were a Bird," are excellent examples of just the thing to offer to
prospective customers who are not yet well acquainted with the possibilities of piano music
in talking machine records. Little things like
the Paderewski Minuet, like "Hark, Hark the
Lark," or anything else that is mainly dependent on graceful lightness and ornament, sounds
charming on a good record. It is better, I am
quite convinced, to work on these always before
attempting to show more serious pieces. More-,
over, the customer will like them better and]
will buy them more readily.
*
The salesman can find many others of the
same sort which a study of the catalog will suggest to him. This is a case where wisdom and
discretion are desirable in every sense.
I believe in the piano record for the talking
machine and in its future development. I want
to see the public educated to it. It is a fine
wide field. Let us get at it now with plough
and harrow.

which is not in the same position as to name.
with the clarity of the reproduction. In the
third place, the bass strings vibrate in such a He will realize, in short, that he can sell talking
machine records of piano playing, and make
manner that the strong fundamental sounds
them profitable in every
way.
which would best carry the tones of the piano to
Choices
the record are swallowed up in a mass of inSpace does not allow me to do more than,
cidental partial tones. In the fourth place, the
merely mention the names of a few records
vibration of the case and metal framing of the
which might especially be studied by those who
piano is sufficiently violent to produce additional
reverberations which likewise interfere with
would sell piano music for the talking machine.
clarity.
But a word of suggestion may be useful. NumRemedies
bers which involve brilliant runs, glittering
scales and ornamental playing generally, but
The remedies are not entirely simple. Some
which do not call for heavy basses, deep susof them may, however, be considered immediatetained tones and the tragic side of the piano,
ly practicable. The first is that piano recordas it might be called, sound best and will be the
ing should be done in large rectangular rooms,
most popular. Such records as the Chopin
the walls lined with non-conducting material
study
in G minor (double notes') by Bachaus,
such as felt, with all re-entrant angles and elliptical concave corners eliminated. This will
the Liszt Gnomenreigen by the same, Gotend to reduce, if not eliminate entirely, redowsky's record of the Chopin Valse in E minor
flection from walls, floor and roof. Secondly,
PLAN TO FINANCE EDISON DEALERS
ceptance.' A dealer attaches his customer's
such construction of the piano's case as will
paper to the acceptance, and receives credit
tend to deliver its sound waves in one given
for an amount not exceeding 84 per cent, of
Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Makes Arrangements
direction is highly desirable. This might be
the unpaid balance of instalments.
Whereby
Dealers
May
Utilize
Instalment
Condone by enclosing the piano, save only the keytracts
in
Payment
of
Their
Accounts
With
"The . plan has our entire approval, and no
board, in a concrete box, having a tapered end
Distributors — Details of the Plan
doubt
will be of great advantage and assistance
with an opening to the talking machine horn, ■
to.
Edison
dealers throughout this country and
which-also should be of concrete or similar nonCanada.
It
is the only plan of its kind which
Thomas
A.
Edison,
Inc.,
have
recently
comconducting neutral material. Solid glass would
the
Thomas
A.
Edison, Inc., recommends to its
pleted aplan for the financing of their dealers'
be as good but more expensive.
deferred
payment
contracts.
Under
this
plan,
dealers,
and
is
the^
result of very sincere efforts
The perfect piano for recording purposes will
on
our
part
to
relieve
our dealers of some of
have to be built specially, I think. Such a which is operated in conjunction with the Comthe
burden
of
their
financing.
The fact is that
mercial Investment Trust, of 61 Broadway, Newpiano must be above all longer, so as to permit
Edison instalment paper has terms which up
York,
Edison
dealers
may
utilize
their
retail
inof longer bass strings. I should like to see a
to the present date have not been available to
stalment contracts in payment of their account
twelve or even fifteen-foot grand built for the
with the distributors. The charges for the acspecial purpose of talking machine recording.
phonograph dealers."
commodation are within the amount now colMany of the present difficulties would then vanlected
as
interest
from
the
retail
purchaser
of
CONGRATULATION
FOR W. H. BISHOP
ish. The technical reason I have only been
the phonograph.
able to state briefly and inadequately; but so
In a recent interview Mr. Harrison Durant,
W. H. Bishop, manager of the Trinity Talkfar as they go they are thoroughly valid.
ing Machine Co., 52 Broadway, New York, is
financial supervisor of the Edison Co., had the
Selling
receiving the congratulations of his many
following
to
say
regarding
the
new
plan:
So much for the recording side; but now what
friends in the trade, upon the arrival at his
"The financial plan formulated by the Comabout the selling? After all, the facts that I
mercial
Investment
Trust
is
a
broad
one,
and
home
recently of Shirley Frances Bishop. This
have pointed out have not operated to prevent
young lady is already taking a keen interest
decidedly advantageous. The charges are conthe sale of talking machine records of piano
siderably less than those previously quoted by in Red Seal Victor records, and endeavoring
music, nor is there any particular reason why
to emulate the examples set by some of the
any of the regular discounting companies offerthey should have. I have stated what any one
famous Victor operatic sopranos.
ing
the
same
accommodation.
The
plan
incan perceive for himself, but I have not failed
The Trinity Talking Machine Co. is one of
cludes the insurance against loss or damage by
to show likewise that the art of recording for
the most successful Victor retail establishments
fire, without additional cost, of all instruments
the piano is in a state of progression. Why
in the lower part of New York City, and Mr.
in a purchaser's possession for an amount equal
then wait for some imagjned further improveto the unpaid balance of the amount advanced.
Bishop has been an instrumental factor in dement— which will come in good time — when we
The
plan
is
based
on
the
well-known
trade
acveloping the company's business to its prescan have so much that is good already, and
ent satisfactory totals.
ceptance— in this case termed a 'collateral acmoreover can do our part towards educating the
public into the desire for piano music records
now? As the manufacturers solve, one by one,
the problems of recording, they will increase
the number thereof and will go- after piano
music more and more persistently. They will
do this because the piano is the one most popular musical instrument; and because the playerpiano and the hand-played player-piano record
have awakened a new and vital interest in all
that pertains to piano playing. All the ideas
set forth above tend to show, in the aggregate,
that the art of producing piano records relatively as perfect as those which the voice permits is a matter only of adjustment to certain
conditions. Let the conditions be recognized
and especially let the piano trade show a willingness to co-operate. The problem will then very
soon solve itself.
"Push Them"
Must
Be
Heard
To Be Appreciated
Therefore, it should be the aim of every wise
retailer to push the sale of piano records with all
Fritzsch patents have given to music lovers a triumph of artistry and
his might. He should remember that, in the
first place, many eminent pianists, with all the
craftsmanship. To be satisfied with a phonograph other than the
reputation and prestige of their names, have
Phon d' Amour is to be content with something less than the final
been willing to make records of their act. He
will then realize that these men plainly see the
achievement in phonographs. You should see the Phon d' Amour and
have its wonderful patented features explained to you. Hear it play,
possibilities in front of them and are not
then compare it. Plays records of whatever make.
ashamed to associate themselves with a movement entitled to the highest respect and encouragement. He will likewise realize that any
THE
FRITZSCH
PHONOGRAPH
COMPANY
line of merchandise to which is attached the
228-230 W. Seventh St.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
prestige of a great name is worthy of all encouragement and1 at the same time possesses an
advertising value that does not pertain to any
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Only Three Members of Jobbers' Association Fail to Attend — Important Trade Topics Discussed —
All Officers Re-elected — Edison Officials Make Addresses — Banquet at Sherry's
The Edison Diamond Disc Jobbers' Associa- closely those of other years, and included spetion held its annual convention at the Hotel cial papers read by various members of the
Knickerbocker,
New
York, on Monday
and
association, talks on important topics delivered

Members of Edison Disc Jobbers' Association
Tuesday, February 18-19, and, despite the unusual
travel conditions prevailing, only three members
were missing when the roll was called, the jobbers coming from all sections of the United
States and Canada to attend the gathering.
The convention program in the main followed

March 15, 1918

All officers were re-elected for another year,
they being: Walter Kipp, Kipp Phonograph
Co., Indianapolis, president; L. N. Bloom, Phonograph Co., Cleveland, vice-president; F. E.
Bolway, Bolway & Son., Inc., Syracuse, secretary,
and H. H. Blish, Harger & Blish, Des Moines,
la., treasurer. The advisory committee for the
coming year will consist of A. H. Curry, Dallas,

Who Held Their First Wartime Convention at Knickerbocker Hotel, New York, February 18-19
by factory officials, and general discussions at Tex.; Albert Buehn, Pittsburgh, Pa., and George
Babson, of New York.
an open forum.
The first business session was held on MonTuesday's sessions were given over to the
reading of special papers and addresses by memday, at which time various officers and commitbers of the Association and by factory officials,
tees made their reports for the year. The rethe latter including William E. Maxwell, viceports for the most part were very encouraging.

Banquet Tendered the Visiting Jobbers by Thos. A. Edison, Inc., at Sherry's, on Evening of February 19

THE
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president of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.; L. C. McChesney, advertising manager; Thomas J. Leonard, sales manager; Harrison Durant, the financial supervisor; Verdi E. B. Fuller, general supervisor of the Edison Co., and some others.
Mr. Maxwell opened the morning session with
an interesting talk on the present business situation, and what the future appeared to hold forth
for the Edison line and those interested in it.
He also told something of what the factory
planned in the matter of future developments.
M. M. Blackman, of the Phonograph Co., Inc.,
next brought before the jobbers his recent book

Walter E. Kipp, President
on the Edison phonograph, which was discoursed
upon to considerable extent. F. E. Bolway read
a paper on "Retail Selling Plans," and H. H.
Blish, Jr., read a paper on "Tone Tests."
The session broke up at 1 o'clock when the
factory officials and supervisors were the guests
of the jobbers at a special luncheon at the
Knickerbocker.
The afternoon session was opened by Harrison Durant, who presented a new and interesting financial plan to the jobbers, following
which A. H. Curry read a paper on "Wholesale
Selling Plans," W. B. Eddy read a paper on
"Accounting and Collecting," and B. A. Trestrail,
Toronto, led a discussion of war and business
in Canada and the United States.
At the conclusion of the regular program, an
open forum was announced, and a number of
interesting informal discussions were indulged in.
On Tuesday evening the jobbers were the
guests of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., at an elabThe
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orate banquet at Sherry's, where addresses were
made by William E. Maxwell, vice-president of
the Edison Co.; Walter Kipp, president of the
Jobbers' Association, and others. A number of
cabaret artists provided entertainment for the
occasion.
Wednesday morning the jobbers went to the
Edison factory at West Orange, N. J., for an
informal get-together and were served a special
luncheon in the Edison restaurant, after which
several of the newest Frieda Hempel Re-Creations were presented for their entertainment
and information.
Among those who attended the convention
were D. W. Schultz, Schultz Bros., Omaha,
Neb.; Robert L. Proudfit, Proudfit Sporting
Goods Co., Ogdn, Utah; A. H. Curry and F.
C. Beattie, of the Texas-Oklahoma Phonograph
Co., Dallas, Tex.; L. A. Walker, Montana Phonograph Co., Helena, Mont.; W. L. F. Rosenblatt, Phonographs, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.; R. B.
Cope, Girard Phonograph Co., Philadelphia; H.
H. Blish, Jr., Harger & Blish, Des Moines, la.;
J. G. Harrison, W. H. Thorne & Co., Ltd., St.
John, N. B.; W. O. Pardee and H. L. Ellenberger, Pardee-Ellenberger Co., New Haven, Conn.;
F. H. Silliman, Pardee-Ellenberger Co., Boston,
Mass.; M. M. Blackman, the Phonograph Co.,
Inc., Kansas City; Albert Buehn, Buehn Phonograph Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; C. R. Lee, George
Babson and F. O. Faul, Phonograph Corp., of
Manhattan, New York; C. E. Goodwin, the Phonograph Co., Chicago; R. S. Williams, H. G.
Stanton, G. B. Petch, T. A. Dillon and Miss
Punton, R. S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont; R. B. Ailing, the Phonograph Co.,
Detroit; F. S. Hemingway, the Diamond Music
Co., Inc., New Orleans, La.; Walter Kipp, KippLink Phonograph Co., Indianapolis, Ind.; F. E.
Bolway, W. P. Eddy, J. G. Brown and A. W.
Fiedler, F. E. Bolway & Sons, Inc., Syracuse,
N. Y.; W. B. Smith and L. N. Bloom, the Phonograph Co., Cleveland, O.; R. E. Oldman, the
Phonograph Co., Cincinnati; W. A. Meyers,
Williamsport, Pa.; W. C. Wyatt and H. Richards, the Denver Drygoods Co., Denver, Colo.;
W. A. Schmidt, the Phonograph Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.; N. D. Griffith and P. R. Hanley, American
Phonograph Co., Albany, N. Y.; C. B. Haynes
and E. Bowman, C. B. Haynes & Co., Richmond, Va.; Mark Silverstone, Silverstone Music
Co., St. Louis, Mo., and Laurence H. Lucker,
Minneapolis, Minn.
THE
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404 UDELL CABINET
For filing Victor or Columbia Records. Capacity 208
Records. It is 32 inches high and the top is 17 inches
square. You can use Victrola IV A or VI A or Columbia
Grafonola 25 or 35 with this Cabinet and make a most
attractive combination.
Either Quartered Oak or Mahogany, the price is $7.50.
There is one factor, but little advertised, that helps account for the
ever-increasing popularity and selfselling ability of Udell record cabinets. That factor is the intimate
knowledge concerning what the
American homes are buying, which
the Udell organization gleans
through its extensive activity in the
furniture field proper.
Our large interests in the manufacture of furniture for elite homes
gives us an up-to-the-minute realization of just what woods, just what

Interesting Series of Pictures Show How Victrolas Provide Comfort and Entertainment for
Fighting Men on Land and Sea

period styles, just what kinds of
finish and just what shades of finish
are most sought for by the American

The February number of "The Voice of the
Victor" might well be termed a war or military
number, for most of the illustrations are calculated to show the interest in music, and particularly Victrola music, displayed by the fighting
men of the nation.

All this valuable knowledge is
public.
utilized in the designing of the celebrated and trade-marked line of
Udell record cabinets. Catalog on

The cover design of the February "Voice" consists of over 500 service stars, representative of
the number of Victor employes who have entered the service of Uncle Sam to date. The
big feature, however, is the reproduction of a
yard in length of. a photograph of something
like 40,000 soldiers in camp at Tacoma, Wasn->
listening to the singing of Alma Gluck. The
point is emphasized that the soldiers asked for
the selections they had heard on the Victrola.
The center spread is made up of a group of
eleven photographs taken on land and sea, and
showing how Victrolas are utilized to provide
comfort and entertainment for the soldiers and
sailors. One photograph depicts the use of a
Victrola in a hospital where its music serves to
soothe the patient while he is undergoing an
operation.
If you hustle so eternally that your system
demands a vacation, you have gotten where you
cannot do good work. If you have reached a
point where you cannot do good work, you cannot enjoy a vacation.

request.
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Start the new year by writing for
our catalog.
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young man who has boundless faith in Canada's
future and the part that Pathe Pathephones and
records will play in building up a musical and
therefore a successful nation.
The R. S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., on March
12 will close an essay prize contest which they
have been conducting for the best essay on
Mr. Edison — his life and inventions — particularly his personal favorite among all his many inventions. The contest is open to the girls and
boys of Toronto, and prizes of from $2.50 to
$25 — in all, $100 — are offered. This firm are now
having daily Edison recitals for school children
from 4 until 6 each afternoon, and all day on
Saturdays.
J. P. Bradt, general manager of Canada for
the Columbia Graphophone_ Co., has been planning ever since 1917 closed with a business with
reports of a business 100 per cent, larger than
1916, how to keep pace with growing demands.
Two things he found necessary — largely increased factory facilities, and an enlarged staff.
The filling of the latter need is now announced,
and factory negotiations are in progress. To aid
in the direction of the greatly enlarged manufacture and growing business, Mervin E. Lyle
has been transferred to Canada. Mr. Lyle comes
from the head offices in New York. His experience of over fourteen years embraces every
phase of the business. With such an experience Mr. Lyle will be of great aid to Mr. Bradt
in upbuilding manufacture; in taking care of
sales and the general development of the business to the benefit of dealers in Columbia products.
That music is being demanded more and more
by Canadians, and that they have developed musically in the past three or four years is the
experience of I. Montagnes & Co., distributors
in Canada of Sonora phonographs. "Business
increases every day," reports Mr. Montagnes.
Shipments are now coming from New York by
express as a result of the freight congestion,
and stocks that they thought were ample for
some months have been cleaned out.
"Specialists in Victor records," is the way
Harry E. Wimperly describes the Victrola Service Co. recently opened up by him in the new
Ryrie Building, this city. Having proved his
theories right concerning upstairs piano salesrooms, Mr. Wimperly was encouraged to take
on "His Master's Voice" lines, in which he is
strongly specializing, being thoroughly familiar
and enthusiastic as a result of his experience
with the line when manager of the Bell piano
salesrooms in Toronto. Mr. Wimperly has
many original ideas that he is putting into effect, resulting in quite an extensive list of
patrons for Victor records being built up in a
very short time. By the way, Lieutenant Claude
C. Wimperly, a son of Mr. Wimperly, is among
the returned officers from the war front, attached for duty with the First Depot Battalion
1st C. O. R.
F. A. Trestrail, general manager of the Musical Merchandise Sales Co., who are Canadian
distributors of Brunswick phonographs and records, has returned from a trip to Chicago, where
he visited the immense factories of the Bruns-

Canada

"We also request that you send a copy of our
list to every dealer on your list who may have
in stock any of the prohibited records, with instructions to withdraw them at once. Please

VICINITY

W. C. Willson Joins Pathe Organization— J. P. Bradt Tells of Columbia Progress— Canadian Phonograph Supply Co. Opens Local Starr Branch— Heintzman Opens Victor Store
Toronto, Ont., March 8. — W. C. Willson, for
the past fourteen years secretary-treasurer and
manager of the Meadford Mfg. Co., Ltd., of
Meadford, Ont., has joined the Pathe Freres
phonograph organization in this city. He comes
in the capacity of assistant manager of Pathe
Freres Phonograph Co., of Canada, Ltd., and
will have charge of the firm's internal organization. Mr. Willson brings to the Pathe organization not only a wide manufacturing experience, but also the energy and enthusiasm of a
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secure information
to your
stocks and
inform
us. We doasnot
intenddealers'
to withdraw
the
records of standard composers, or other selections which are without objectional flavor."
To meet the convenience of their outside dealers visiting Toronto, the Canadian Phonograph
Supply Co., of London, Ont., distributors of
Starr phonographs and records in Canada, have
arranged for a local branch. Samples of the
various types will be on display. M. E. Stanfield, on the firm's selling staff,- will look after
this
branch, in addition to handling his Ontario
territory.

wick-Balke Co. The Musical Merchandise Sales
Co. has started on its campaign of outdoor advertising, with a handpainted sign "at the Dom,"
Toronto, which is not apt to leave any passerby's mind unimpressed with the name "Bruns-

the newest additions to "His Master's
Amongstores
Voice"
in this city is one opened up by
Armand
Heintzman,
at the northwest corner of
wick."
College street and Ossington avenue. Mr.
Heintzman is vice-president of Gerhard Heintzcompany's
of that
dent store
man, Ltd., and
factories.
The superinten
retail Victor
is a personal
venture "on the side," being an outcome of Mr.
Heintzman's enthusiasm in connection with talking machine business in general, and Victor
lines in particular.
The following is from a letter sent Columbia
distributors in Canada by James P. Bradt, general manager of Columbia interests here:
"While we have for many months restricted
our manufacture and sales of German, Austrian,
Hungarian, Bulgarian and Turkish records, it
has now been decided to withhold from the market every selection which could possibly arouse
or- foster hostile national sentiment among people of enemy-country origin resident in Canada.
A list is being prepared and will go to you in
a few days, showing what records we are suppressing. Upon receipt thereof you please immediately withdraw the prohibited selections
from sale and advise us of your stock of each
selection, if any.

P. K. Wood, of the Thomas Mfg. Co.'s local
branch,
has returned
headquarters
in Dayton,from
O. a visit to the firm's
Thomas Nash, the well-known "His Master's
Voice" enthusiast, who is manager of "His Master's Voice," Ltd., Toronto, when not developing new ideas from which dealers can sell still
more records, was a recent visitor to New York.
Mme. Barrientos, the eminent coloratura-soprano, exclusive Columbia artist, gave a song
recital recently in Toronto and a large sale of
records of her recordings is reported.
G. P. Sharkey, who is well known to the Canadian trade, has started business for himself
under the name of Sharkey Novelty Co., and
is offering the trade etched brass nameplates
for pianos and talking machines.
Mr. Ruse is opening up with "His Master's
Voice" lines. The store equipment will include
a number of demonstration booths for the Victrola department.

CASSIDY'S, LTD., COLUMBIA
DISTRIBUTORS
IN WINNIPEG
Robert Shaw Continues as Manager — Grand Opera Season Helps Season of Record Sales — Trench
Gramophone Appears — Berliner Gramophone Co. Enlarges Its Business — Other News
cular heaters. The great Harry Lauder, the
soldiers' hero, was heard to great advantage on
this wonderful little instrument which takes any
sized record. Above the cannon's roar and the
constant bursting of shells the lads in the
trenches are able to enjoy the dulcet tones of
Melba or the rollicking ballads of McCormack.
Cross, Gould'ing & Skinner, who are featuring
the Columbia and Brunswick machines with
great success, give favorable reports of activities
in this department since the beginning of the
year. The continued development of the talking machine business impresses this firm that the
desire of the public for music in the home continues to grow.
The White House (the largest departmental
store in St. Boniface) has taken up the Columbia line and is specializing in the French records
on the Columbia list.

Winnipeg, Man., March 6. — The Western
Fancy Goods Co., distributors of Columbia lines
in the West, have now been taken over by Cassidy's, Ltd., and have moved into very much
larger quarters. Robt. Shaw has been retained
as manager, and Gordon Stark has been engaged as assistant manager. Mr. Shaw reports
goods coming in considerable quantities — record
shipments from factory, but there are thousands
of orders for records still unfilled.
During the appearance of the San Carlo Opera
Co. in Winnipeg the local phonograph dealers
(Victor, Columbia, Edison and Pathe) took advantage of the occasion and used a whole page
in the Winnipeg Tribune featuring each day a
list of records of the opera playing that night.
A Winnipeg officer has just sent to his wife
in Winnipeg one of the new trench gramophones, which are sold by a London firm. Small
in construction, this little machine fits into a
compact leather case and is most portable. Its
most remarkable feature is the tone it produces.
This is effected from a copper reflector which is
fixed at the rear of the sound shutter, which
resembles those shown in the new electric cir-

Talking

Machine

and
SPRINGS,

THE

Stanwood's, Ltd., announce a big
new Columbia record "Blighty."
tion with this record Mr. Shaw says
was phenomenal, over one thousand
in the first day and a half.
(Continued on page 70)
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DOMINION OF CANADA— (Continued from page 69)
cate of one recently purchased by Dr. Boyle,
All Columbia dealers have lately shared in a tone rooms and have very materially enlarged
good distribution of Godowsky records, due to
the Grafonola department, putting Chas. White
president of King's College, of that place.
The Black Diamond Needle Co. has been orthis artist's appearing in the leading centers of in immediate charge under the direction of
Western Canada and British Columbia.
Ralph Patterson.
Business is reported as brisk.
ganized by Arthur Kempton, of Montreal, who
Babson Bros, report conditions and prospects
is featuring a semi-permanent talking machine
The announcement of enlarged manufacturneedle called the Black Diamond.
good for immediate future trade in the Edison
ing facilities by the Berliner Gramophone Co.,
lines.
Pablo Casals records were featured by all
Ltd., Montreal, has been received with considColumbia
dealers in the newspaper advertising
The
Western
Gramophone
Co.
say
there
has
erable elation by the management of the Western Gramophone Co., Western distributors of been a big demand for Victor records, and
both previous to and after his recital in Montreal and a large volume of sales is reported.
are looking forward to big times when Harry
"His Master's Voice" lines.
Lauder comes to Winnipeg.
"We only wish we had taken on the represenAshdown's have built new mahogany and glass
tation of the Brunswick long ago," is the way
the Cowan Piano & Music Co. expressed themRECENT
DINNER
OF MONTREAL
TALKING
MACHINE
MEN
selves to your correspondent. This firm are devoting considerable more space to the talking
About Thirty-five Members of the Trade Have Most Enjoyable Reunion at Cooper's — Black Diamachine
end of their business and purpose utilizmond Needle Co. Organized — Brunswick Phonograph Popular — Congratulations for Edison
lors. ing their upstairs studios for demonstrating partionally and most favorably known to the trade
Montreal, Can., March 5.— A dinner free from
on the other side of the line, demonstrated that
All the talking machine and piano dealers oblong-drawn-out cut-and-dried speeches was that
he could manage and conduct a dinner and enof the Montreal talking machine men held reserved the recent heatless term of three days'
duration.
tertainment ofthis nature as well as he conducts
cently at Cooper's. The entertainment furnished
business. Those contributing to the program
Among the congratulations which have poured
by professional talent was given hearty applause
in upon Thomas A. Edison on the occasion of
and numbers of encores. Covers were laid for
included Thomas Cowan, Lieutenant B. C. Hillieum, S. R. Adamson, T. L. Rettie, Sergeant
his seventy-first birthday were many from
thirty-five and the dinner was of the high standHarry
Pearson,
et
al.
friends
in Canada. Some of these messages are
ard for which Cooper's is famed and was heartAt a recital given in aid of the Red Cross at from men who recall the time when the elecily enjoyed, of course. S. H. Brown, the versatrical wizard sold papers and candy on the
tile linguist and retail sales manager of the Windsor, N. S., a Starr phonograph contributed
Grand
Trunk trains.
to
the
program.
The
phonograph
was
a
dupliBerliner Gramophone Co., Ltd., who is excepVALUE
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Kirkman Engineering Corp. Tell of the Progress
of Their Products — Advertising for Six Years
in The World— Have Built Big Business
The Kirkman Engineering Corp., New York,
manufacturer of automatic stops and other successful phonograph accessories, has been making
rapid progress the past year, and in a chat with
The World Thomas W. Kirkman, president and
general manager of the company, stated as follows:
"We have been advertising our accessories in
your 'paper for the past six years, and at the
present time have a steadily increasing list of
patrons, which includes manufacturers and dealers from coast to coast. As an indication of the
value of persistent merchandising and advertising, it is interesting to note that the demand for
our K-E automatic stops is far ahead of our
expectations, and in advance of our manufacturing facilities.
"When we started to produce our automatic
stops, the manufacturers of talking machines did
not accept the idea with unanimous favor. Some
argued that it was an added expense, arid an
unnecessary innovation, but our persistent campaign to the trade and the success of our device

has 'sold' the idea of an automatic stop to manufacturers and dealers everywhere.
"To-day we are selling the K-E automatic
stops to many different talking machine manufacturers, including some of the leaders of the
industry. From a new accessory, handled by the
dealer only, it has progressed until it is now
recognized as a part of the standard equipment
of the high-grade, successful talking machine. We
have weathered many storms in manufacturing
and merchandising these stops, and as we look
back upon our six years' experience in this field,
we are inclined to believe that the practical merit
of our device has enabled us to overcome all the
obstacles which confronted us during the first
few years, and gained for our product countrywide recognition."
CLAIMS

PATENTS

ARE INFRINGED

Mutual Talking Machine Co. Announces That
it Plans to Prosecute Several Concerns for
Imitating Its Ball Bearing Tone Arm
"During the past few weeks," said Wm.
Phillips, president of the Mutual Talking Machine Co., New York, "my attention has been
called to the fact that several concerns in the
trade are infringing on the Mutual ball bearing

tone arm. Some of these infringements are sufficiently flagrant to warrant our attention, especially in view of the fact that this tone arm is
a patented product, and patent claims have been
granted on all of its distinctive features.
"It is our intention to prosecute vigorously all
infringers of this ball bearing tone arm, and I
have just placed in the hands of our attorneys
proofs against two concerns whose infringements have been so serious that our customers
have called our attention to their duplication of
cur product.
"We do not sell the Mutual ball bearing tone
arm to motor manufacturers, but market it direct to the talking machine manufacturers or
dealers, thereby eliminating the middleman, and
enabling us to give maximum service to • our
clients. We, therefore, feel that the talking
machine industry should be conversant of the
infringers of our tone arm, particularly as this
ball bearing tone arm is an original product,
which is fully covered by patents. I may add
that we intend to prosecute not only under the
patent laws, but under the laws covering unfair
competition."
Frank M. Elmer, talking machine dealer of
Watertown, N. Y., has purchased a controlling
interest in the Watertown News Co. here.
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Easter

scribed for Talking

This is the thirteenth of a series of articles on window display written by Ellis Hansen, who is recognized as one of
the most practical designers of talking, machine window dis
plays in the United States.
Easter has come to be looked upon as the
occasion for elaborate window displays.
Department stores, to which the world undoubtedly isindebted for the high standard of
commercial art in the show windows of this
country, generally make the Easter season the
time for the "spring openings" and to-day —
more than ever before — the success of any
"opening" depends to a great extent on window
displays. Years ago it was considered good
form during the Easter season to use religious
emblems, such as a giant cross made up of
artificial flowers or wax figures made to represent angels with flapping wings, mammoth eggs
with big dolls inside. Stuffed rabbits and live
chicks were also noticed in many windows, all
to signify Easter and jolly the crowds into the
spirit of Easter shopping.
To-day such an appeal from the show windows
of any self-respecting store would be considered coarse and poor in taste and, therefore, bad
business. The idea to-day of a successful
Easter display is rather to carry the spirit of
spring, the rebirth of Mother Earth with the
flowers, trees and all the living things so dear
to all of us after the long cold winter sleep.

MACHINE

Suggestion

Window
Machine

11

WORLD

Dealers

play in February and that same principle applies
just as well to other holiday seasons.
The fixtures illustrated and described in this
article should be made substantially and of good
material and finish. This will increase the cost
somewhat, but when it is taken into consideration that such fixtures can be used over and
over again for the different seasons by changing

by

eihs

DeHansen

writer is able to make such a transparent sign,
but, of course, an ordinary and less expensive
card could be substituted. The size of the card
should be twenty-five inches in diameter to give
plenty of space to fasten at the back. The
center opening is twenty-one inches, which
would leave two inches all around. The floral
decorations used consist of two potted palms for

Easter Window Display Suggestion for Talking Machine Dealers
the lower part of the stands, Easter lilies, tea
the floral decorations and show cards the addiroses, and foliage snd separate palm leaves.
tional first cost will pay in the long run. The
fixtures consist of two tall flower stands built
These can be furnished by any dealer in artificial flowers.
on simple straight lines. The lower parts are
Such decorations can be used again and again,
intended for palms or other graceful leaf plants.
The upper parts are made into a kind of flower
but care should1 be taken in storing them away
when not in use. The making of artificial
basket not only intended for holding flowers and
foliage, but also serving to support the center
flowers has reached a high degree of perfecDetail of Card for Reproduction by Card Writer
Put that spirit into the display. This is best
accomplished by the discriminating use of
flowers. The graceful Easter lily is very popular and justly so, but I would advise against
lilies or other white flowers exclusively, for they
might give a funereal air to the entire display
and that, of course, by all means must be
avoided. Lilies and roses, with the latter predominating, with plenty of vines and leaves
make a good combination.
Another reason for talking machine dealers
not- to emphasize Easter too strongly is the
short life of such a display. Easter comes unusually early this year, to be exact on March
31. It would be illogical to keep an exclusive
Easter display in a dealer's window more than
about a week or ten days after this date. On
the other hand, a spring display could very nicely give four or six weeks' service. This would
encourage dealers to spend more time and
money on such a setting on account of the
greater length of time it would serve.
Manufacturers have been in the habit of sending out circulars, hangers and show cards advertising Easter records. These, of course,
should be made use of for the proper length of
time and would, no doubt, add to the sale of
Easter records. But such cards and other
Easter advertising should be taken out of the
windows before they have grown stale. Nothing
is more out of place than a Christmas dis-

Detail of Section of Above
decoration. The circular opening in the center
piece is to be used for show cards which can be
changed from time to time as the occasion might
dictate. The illustration of the Easter sign can
be made into a beautiful center piece by being
done in an effect to resemble art glass. The
sign could be painted on thin cloth; the letters
in transparency on an opaque background. By
having an electric light back of the sign the
effect would be charming.
Any good card

Easter Window

Display

tion. Nearly all the high-class stores make extensive use of them in all kinds of displays.
Dealers, however, must be careful not to use
the flowers in the shape in which they are sent
from the manufacturers, which is in a stiff and
unnatural way. This is done to take up as
little space as possible in shipping. The stems,
flowers and leaves should be blended and arranged as they appear in their natural state. If
{Continued on page 72)
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of having one of the most efficient factories,
and at the same time, by the installation of every
convenience, make the work of the employes a

DEALERS

this is done some very effective results can be
are made of ^-inch basswood, 2y2 inches wide
obtained.
by 165^ inches long. Four such pieces are
needed for the two baskets. Four square holes
Now for the making of the fixtures. The
easiest way would be to have a carpenter give
lH-inch by 1^-inch are sawed out in the bottom of the baskets to hold the four uprights in
an estimate as to the cost, and if satisfactory
let him make all of the woodwork.
place.
But for those who can spare the time and want
Now for the center piece. First -make the
pattern. Get a piece of fairly heavy paper
the fun of making it themselves, I shall try to
describe the material needed and how to go
(wrapping paper will do) size 32 inches by 60
about the job.
inches, which will make one-half of the pattern. First enlarge the working diagram to the
Basswood §^-inch thick should be used
throughout the display except for the square
proper size, make the inside circle 21 inches
strips as stated. The base should be made 6 in diameter and use this as a basis. The distance between the upper and lower bars in the
inches high, 30 inches wide and 10 feet in length.
center piece is 13 J>2 inches; the bars are 1^
The height of the two flower stands is 7 feet
inches wide, which makes the size over all cor6 inches, which added to the 6-inch base makes
respond to the size of the basket, handles I6J/2
these 8 feet high. Four strips, lj^-inch by \]/2inch, is needed for each stand; the length of inches. Copy and enlarge the outlines as nearthese should be 6 feet 3 inches. Now mark
ly as possible. Then take the pattern to a
mill and have it band sawed. The wood should
each corner of the base in the shape of a square
10 Yi inches, saw out four square holes lyi- be j^-inch bass wood as said before, and the
size required for the center piece would be 32
inch by lj^-inch, into which the four l^-inch
strips should fit snugly. It is best to lower
inches wide by 10 feet long. Finish the woodthem to the bottom of the base as they are the
work in ivory enamel or any other color you
main support of the entire fixure. The stands
might desire.
are 10J4 inches square, which leaves 7% inches
between the uprights on all sides. The lower
BOSTON BOOK CO.'S NEW HOME
part of the stands intended for the palms is 21
Have Spacious and Central Quarters at Southinches high and contains 1^-inch by ^-inch
east Corner of Washington Square, New York
strips four on each side, divided up between the
lJ/2-inch uprights. These should be 19^4 inches
Herewith is shown a photograph of the new
in length. The distance between the strips
home of the Boston Book Co. This building,
must be exact. The two baskets on top of the
which is a daylight plant, is equipped with the
supporting uprights overlap the uprights 1^
latest time and labor saving machines. The
inches on all four sides, which makes the bottom of the baskets 13^ inches square. These
building is situated at the southeast corner of
are made of strips like the lower part of the
Washington Square, New York, and overlooks
stand, but instead of four strips lj^-inch by Y%- the park, thus giving the workers a view of
nature both winter and summer. J. M. Alter,
inch six pieces are divided up between the corner pieces. The height of the baskets is 9 president of the above company, is very soinches, which makes the length of the ^-inch
licitous after his employes' welfare, and the new
home of the company wras selected with the view
strips 7J4 inches. The "handles" of the baskets
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New Home of the Boston Book Co.
pleasure. While the Boston Book Co.'s plant
is quite large the necessity of carrying large
reserve supplies of paper stock has compelled
the firm to negotiate for other space in which
to store such material.
MAKES

IMPROVEMENTS

IN STORE

Since taking over the management of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. store in Hamilton, O., H.
J. Lee has made a number of improvements in
the arrangement of the various departments,
special attention being paid to the display and
demonstration of Victrolas and player-pianos.
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Now Ready for Styles 15 and 25— Have Tray
for Records, Needles and Accessories
The dealer service department of the Columbia Graphophone Co. has just issued an attractive circular calling the attention of the Columbia dealers to the fact that there are now
ready for distribution, two military Grafonola
trunks, which hold Grafonolas Nos. IS and 25.
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MACHINE

WORLD

fit from the most severe handling. Grafonola
trunks are finished in olive drab, with brass
and blackjapanned
f i ttings, locked
. with two keys,
and leather
grab handles
provided for
dling.
ease in hanThis circular
calls attention
to the fact that
Grafonolas are
playing an important part in
the life of

Military Grafonola Outfit No. 25
These trunks were designed to meet the steadily increasing demand for such an article, and
those dealers who have visited the Columbia
headquarters are enthusiastic in their praise.
The trunks are equipped with a tray to hold
a quantity of records, needles and accessories,
and are especially built to hold Grafonolas securely at the bottom — the tone arm secured so
as to permit no swinging, the winding crank
fastens to the record tray. The whole, when
locked, will adequately protect a Grafonola out-

No. 25 Outfit, Ready for Shipping
American solTag or Quartermaster's Wagon
diers and sailors, being recognized as practical necessities in
every military unit.
The Columbia Co.'s dealer service department
suggests that the local dealers introduce Grafonola military outfits into the camps, and interest the local civic bodies and country organizations in the desirability of presenting these outfits to the boys who have joined the service from
their communities.
By reason of the fact that the Columbia Co.
has placed an order for a very large number of
these trunks, Columbia dealers are enabled to
purchase them at a very low price, and there
is no doubt but that they can be featured by the
dealer profitably and advantageously.
TAKES

CHARGE

IN DAYTON,

0.

Dayton, O., March 5.— Dovillo Gebhart, who
has been engaged in the piano business in this
city for the past few years, has become manager
of the phonograph and record department of the
Starr Piano Co. at 27 South Ludlow street, that
city. Mr. Gebhart is very enthusiastic regarding the Starr phonograph and Gennett records,
and has planned a strong campaign in that line.

Mr. Edison

UDELL

WORKS

Tom Griffith, the well-known and popular
sales manager of the Udell Works, Indianapolis,
has recently joined the Indiana State Militia.
Mr. Griffith does not come within the military
service age, but very evidently is one of those
practical Americans who, during wartimes, want
to do their "bit" in a concrete fashion.
In a recent chat to The World Mr. Griffith
remarked: "The Udell Works of Indianapolis,
specialists in the building of cabinets for records
and rolls, find themselves at this time with the
biggest volume of business on their books that
they have ever before enjoyed at this time of
the year. In fact, the problem that we confront is getting men to make the cabinets and
then getting them shipped. It- is very evident
from the demand for Udell cabinets that the
talking machine business and the piano and
player business is unusually good. It simply
emphasizes the fact that in wartime people
must have music to get their minds off the more
serious side of this proposition.
"The Udell people take the position that the
dealer is not rounding out a complete service
unless he sells a cabinet, and from the good
business standpoint he should sell the cabinet
because he can make a profit, on it and make a
pleasing account. There is another angle on
the cabinet sale which a dealer must not overlook, namely, that beyond any possible doubt
the cabinet owner is a better buyer of new rolls.
In this connection we recently received a letter
from a prominent talking machine dealer in
which he said:
" 'We found that the always satisfied owner
of a Udlell cabinet bought more records and
rolls to start his library, and was a better repeat customer of the selfish desire to have a
generous showing when he swung open the
door of that well designed, properly constructed
and beautifully finished Udell cabinet.' "
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The development of the export business of
this country in talking machines as a result of
war conditions, and the shutting off of foreign
manufacturing markets, is naturally a matter
of much interest. More important perhaps than
the present foreign demand is the question of
securing a foothold in foreign countries in
preparation for commercial activities after the
war. The following review of the foreign market
for talking machines, recently issued by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, is
naturally of great interest, therefore, as indicating conditions as they exist at the present
time, and offering a guide for American manufacturers seeking foreign outlet for their products. Reports issued by the Bureau follow:
French Indo- China
(Consul Horace Remillard, Saigon)
Talking machines are common in this district, and a good share of those sold here are
of American make. American records are not
so common, because of the small English-speaking population. Imports of talking machines
and records for the period from January 1 to
December 1, 1917, at Saigon, by countries, in
kilos of 22 pounds were: From France, 219
kilos; America, 136 kilos; China, 110 kilos; Singapore, 23 kilos; Hongkong, 16 kilos; total 504
kilos. Most of the machines and records from
"China" come from Shanghai, and many of them,
as well as a great number of those from Hongkong and Singapore, are of American origin.
America pays the maximum duty on articles
of this class. These duties, in francs per 100
kilos, are: Phonographs, gramophones, and
similar machines, 90; cylinders or discs, not
registered, 45; records registered on one side,
68; records registered on both sides, 90.
The prices obtained for talking machines and
records are 40 to 50 per cent, higher than in
the United States. Because of the distance and
the slowness of transportation, machines and
records, particularly the latter, should be carefully packed. As the chief towns are on or near
the sea, there is no difficult inland transportation, and no conditions requiring special packing
or preparation are to be encountered here.
France
(Consul William H. Hunt, St. Etienne)
Talking machines are classified under No. 604
of the French import tariff and pay an import
duty of 90 francs per 100 kilos net weight
($7.88 per 100 pounds). The rate of duty applicable to talking machines imported from
countries having conventional or preferential
tariff agreements is 60 francs per 100 kilos, but
this rate does not apply to goods imported from
the United States.
In order to obtain a footing in this market,
it will be necessary for an American manufacturer either to open a branch in France or to
grant an exclusive agency to some established
firm. American phonograph companies now doing business here have successfully pursued both
methods. If a branch or agency is established,
it should be located in Lyons, Paris or Marseilles. St. Etienne is- not sufficiently a center
to serve as the seat of a general agency.
As the knowledge of English in French provincial business circles is not extensive, it is
preferable that correspondence should be in
French.
Manchuria
(Consul A. A. Williamson, Dairen)
The most popular talking machine in the
Manchurian market, and one commanding by
far the largest Japanese and Chinese patronage,
is the "Nipponophone," made by the Nipponophone Co., of Japan. It is. distinctly a cheap
machine, not to be compared with good machines of foreign manufacture, but its cheapness
and the fact that it serves its purpose for two
or three years is its greatest sales feature, and
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one that American manufacturers who desire
to sell to the masses here will find it hard to
overcome. In fact, this firm once claimed that
it had eliminated the competition of American
manufacturers. Several well-known American
makes, however, are on the market, and some
business is done with them.
This class of goods is sold almost entirely by
music stores or by stores handling them exclusively, although occasionally a jewelry store
will carry them as a side line.
Records are on sale here, but they are almost
entirely Japanese and Chinese music and pieces.
The production of these records is a large business in the Far East. European music is seldom stocked locally, and those foreigners who
have machines usually get their supplies of new
records from Shanghai. Nipponophone needles
are commonly used. An electric motor winder
was imported some time ago, but apparently
the importer has been able to do much with it.
Algeria
(Consul Arthur C. Frost, Algiers)
Phonographs, gramophones, etc., their accessories, separate parts, cases, and horns pay a
duty of 90 francs per 100 kilos ($7.88 per 100
pounds at the normal rate of exchange) when
imported into Algeria. Freight and insurance
rates at present are very high.
It is the custom of local houses to buy as
largely as possible in France. This applies
even to foreign merchandise, the local house
preferring trade with a French agency to dealing directly with the foreign manufacturer. The
French agency simplifies the negotiations, since
the local house is familiar with French business
methods and is able to obtain in France the
quotations to which it is accustomed. It also
simplifies customs formalities, as goods imported from France are admitted free of duty.
On account of the war the tendency is universal to dispense with luxuries. For this reason and because of high freight and insurance
rates and the difficulties of transportation local
houses are giving serious attention, with a view
to immediate purchase, only to those American
products for which there is an urgent present
demand, and which can not readily be obtained
in a nearer and more convenient market.
Considerable interest is being manifested in
after-the-war trade with the United States, and
business men are studying American products of
all kinds with a view to deciding as to their
suitability to the needs of the local market.
To this end they appreciate receiving catalogs
and advertising matter in French.
Switzerland
(Consul William P. Kent, Berne)
Talking machines do not yet have as impor-

Record

Cleaners

a

a

□

Requirements of Basel Market
(Consul Philip Holland, Basel)
American records for the most part are not
satisfactory in Basel. There is practically no
demand for voice records in English, and the
European renditions of instrumental music appear to be as well done as those from the
United States. There seems to be little, if
any, interest in the high-priced voice records
such as one commonly sees advertised in the
American magazines.

Automatic

LIST

We also manufacture the
"Simplex" Record Cleaner, 15
cents list price.

Stops

Automatic

Stops are in use

every-

where. They give excellent service, are easily
installed and

are abso-

lutely guaranteed.

SEND 10 CENTS FOR A SAMPLE

CLEANER

SEND 50c FOR SAMPLE

KIRKMAN

CORPORATION,

237 Lafayette St, New

ENGINEERING

□

gross
The weight.
chief Swiss manufacturers are Paillard
& Co., Mermod Freres & Co., and Carl Eindstrom, all of Ste. Croix. A large credit house,
with headquarters in Paris and branches in
Geneva and La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland,
sells the French Pathe talking machines and
discs by means of newspaper and magazine advertisements.

good."

50 CENTS,

n

makes, '$30 to $400; German, $8 to $120? Swiss,
$7 to $100; French, $10 to $110. There are
German, French and Belgian discs on the market at prices ranging from 40 cents to- $2.. Since
the beginning of the war prices have increased
60 per cent.
Import and Export Figures
The German imports, including German-made
American machines, amount to $47,828, and the
French to $15,488, while the direct American
imports in 1914 were valued at $1,752. In 1916
Switzerland exported $330,000 worth of talking
machines and cinematographs (the statistics include both classes of goods, but the figures
represent chiefly exports of talking machines)
to the United States. The increasing output of
Swiss factories is clearly shown.
The talking machines that are sold here are
chiefly those without horns. Commissions of
20 to 35 per cent, are granted to dealers on both
machines and discs. France is a keen competitor in musical discs.
;
The total imports and exports of talking machines in 1915 and 1916 were:
Imports
Exports
Years
Pounds
Value
Pounds Value
1915
153,000 $55,285 2,152,813 $680,383
1916
189,597
73,195 2,304,470 854,523
The duty on talking machines, according to
the Swiss customs tariff, is $3.86 per 220 pounds

Cleaner grips the surface and clings as if on
rails. A cleaner that

PRICE,

Foreign

tant asale in Switzerland as in some other countries, but are being introduced slowly with
great effort by German, French and Swiss manufacturers. Prior to the war Swiss manufacturers supplied about 20 per cent, of the market, but now their share amounts at least to
50 per cent. Cheap German products and German-made American machines are sold.
Current prices are: German (American)
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REPAIRS
TALKING MACHINE TROUBLES
HOW TO REMEDY THEM

AND

Conducted by Andrew H. Dodin
[This department of The Talking Machine World is designed for the service of all classes of our readers, including those who make, and those who sell, talking machines.
Andrew H. Dodin, who conducts this department, has a
wide and
as a repairer
of talkingrepair
machines andenviable
conductsreputation
an exclusive
talking machine
shop at 176 Sixth avenue, New York. Tell him your troubles 'through The World and he will help you if possible.
The service is free. — Editor.]
THE NEW

VICTOR

MOTOR

During the past two or three months about
every Victor dealer that I have met has asked
me the following question: "Have you had
much trouble with the new Victor motors?"
Inasmuch as the average Victor dealer is more
concerned with trying to get enough machines
than he is for retaining in his memory answers
to casual questions, I am going to outline the
construction and give you my idea of the adjusting and repair of the new Victrola X. A.
motor.
The spring barrel attracts our attention at our
first sight of this new motor. Made of one
piece of steel and containing the two main
springs it is so entirely different from the usual
Victor spring barrel that it stands out as the
most important change in the method of construction.
Removing the sleeve screw (Part No. 5486
C. P.) permits us to push the spring barrel
arbor (Part No. 5429 C. P.) through the casting
bearings and so take the cage out of the motor.
Place the cage on a bench — ratchet end downthen take hold of the main drive gear (Part No.
5428 A. C. P.) and pull straight up and we find
that the sleeve slips out of the center of the
main spring. We also find that, unlike the old
style models, the spring center has ho hole
for the customary rivet but instead, the sleeve
has a slot cut in its side, into which a V shape
bend in the end of the main spring slides. On
winding, the first turn of the spring presses this
V part into the groove in the sleeve and the
tighter the spring is wound the tighter- the V
part holds. This method of fastening the spring
at its center does away with the old troubles of
hooking the spring on the sleeve rivet and also
prevents a lot of breakage of springs as the
rivet head caused an uneven surface in the spring
coil and had a tendency to cause springs to
break a few inches from the center. Next the
winding ratchet and gear (Part No. 5336 A. C.
P.) are pulled out in the same manner as the
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main drive gear and we are ready to remove the
retaining ring (Part No. 3692 W. N.), take out
spring barrel cap (Part No. 5363 A. W. N.) and
take a look at the main springs. It is now
necessary to take out the top main spring in
order to get to the second one, and also the
separating plate (Part No. 5334 P. F.) which
will be found between the two main springs. In
replacing the main springs care must be used
to get them coiled back in the right direction,
the one in the bottom of the cage is coiled to
the right and the one at the top to the left.
Care must also be used in the handling of
the main driving gear — that it is not bent out
of true and that the teeth are not nicked or
bent. The arrangement of the teeth of the top
plate winding gear (Part No. 3861 A. C. P.) and
the winding gear and ratchet (Part No. 5336 A.)
makes this type of motor one of the easiest
winding machines on the market to-day.
The balance of the motor is practically the
same as the previous type Victor with the exMcCORMACK'S

$75,000 INCOME

TAX

Noted Irish Tenor's Contribution to the Government Exceeds That of Caruso — Great Work
for the Red Cross — Big Royalties on Records
John McCormack, the noted Irish tenor and
Victor artist, put into the hands of Mark Eisner,
Collector of Internal Revenue for the Third
New York District, a check for $75,000, a sum
equal to the annual salary of the President,
which represented Mr. McCormack's income
tax for the year. This exceeds by $16,000 the
income tax paid by Enrico Caruso three weeks
ago, and is believed to represent an income of
approximately $300,000 a year.
Accompanied by D. F. McSweeney, his associate manager; M. F. Doyle, his attorney;
United States Marshal Thomas D. McCarthy, a
friend of the singer, Mr. McCormack went to 1150
Broadway, one day last week. News that he was
coming had spread among the employes in the
office, and the singer was the object of much
interest when he arrived. He was introduced
to Mr. Eisner by Marshal McCarthy, and the
necessary papers were drawn in about half an
hour. After Mr. McCormack had signed the
form he made out a check for $75,000 and was
photographed handing it to Mr. Eisner.
After leaving Mr. Eisner's private room, Mr.
McCormack rejoined Marshal McCarthy and
Mr. Sweeney, and remarked, as a broad grin
overspread his face: "If my father ever found
out what I paid inside he would curse the Germans more than he does."
Asked how he felt about giving up so large
a sum to the Government, Mr. McCormack re-
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ception that the governor drive gear (Part No.
5357 B.) is larger in diameter than the old governor gear (Part No. 2757 B.) and the same is
true of the governor spindle (Part No. 5354
P. F.) as compared to Part No. 3275 P. F. in
the older type.
The long sleeve on the governor friction (1595
D. P. F.) will prevent the breakage of governor
springs, for it will strike against the governor
collar (Part No. 3299 A.) before the springs have
spread enough to break. Another guard against
governor spring breakage is the little pin in the
casting frame which engages the screw on part
No. 5331 A. and prevents the improper movement of the regulating shaft (Part No. 5358
W. N.).
Outside of a few minor adjustments I have
very little trouble with this type of motor, and
if it is carefully adjusted, properly graphited,
oiled and greased there is no reason why it
should not outlast and stay in adjustment longer
than any other motor on the market to-day.
plied: "It makes me feel happy to do my bit
for the country that made possible my success.
It certainly makes a man feel great when he
knows he is doing his duty. You know the
Bible says 'The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh
away. Blessed be the name of the Lord.' Well,
with me it has been a case of America giveth
and America taketh away. Blessed be the
name
of America."income is derived from his
McCormack's
public appearances and from royalties on talking machine records. His associates say his
income the last year from the records alone
amounts to more than $180,000. This is said
to be greater than any two other singers living.
Caruso's income from talking machine records
is said to be $125,000, with an equal amount
from his operatic work, making $250,000 in all.
McCormack started this week on his transcontinental tour to raise $100,000 for the Red
Cross. He has already taken in $28,000 toward
this sum from performances in Washington,
Philadelphia, Boston and Cleveland. The largest
amount contributed to the Red Cross at any
concert was $12,000, in Cleveland, but the singer
received a telegram yesterday that San Francisco is out to make a record of $20,000.
When his obligations to the Red Cross are
canceled, Mr. McCormack expects to appear at
a series of concerts in behalf of the Knights of
Columbus War Camp Fund. It would not be
surprising if at the end of his last tour in May
he went to France to sing for the soldiers. He
was quoted as saying that if it was thought he
could contribute to the success of the war by
going to France he would be glad to do so.

CABINETS~Unequipped

Our long experience as master builders of artistic
cabinets enables us to produce a talking machine
cabinet of exceptional merit.
We offer
TO

THE

MANUFACTURER—

These

cabinets.

TO THE DEALER — High-class cabinets in which is
installed the best mechanical equipment that money
can buy.
Send for catalogue.
TO THE JOBBER — Fully equipped machines under
your trade mark or ours, in carload lots at jobbing
discounts.
Prices that are right in each case.

THE
CELINA

CELINA

Send for particulars

FURNITURE

CO.
OHIO
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ROGER N. LAGOW'S NEW POST
Victor Traveler and Foreign Trade Expert Now
With Lightner & Leon, Wholesale Representatives of Victor Co. in South America
The resignation of Roger N. Lagow was accepted by the Victor Talking Machine Co. the
first of this month. Mr. Lagow has for several
years been an energetic member of the Victor
Co.'s traveling staff, and in this capacity he has
done much in the way of creating and applying

TALKING
DEATH

MACHINE

OF JOHN

Camden, N. J., March 4.— Word has been received from San Antonio, Tex., of the sudden
death of John Clifford English, well known in
New York and Philadelphia as a physicist,
chemist and expert in acoustics. Mr. English
had devoted the last eighteen years to the development of the art of sound reproducing, and
was one of the men whose labors have done
much to bring the product of the Victor Talking Machine Co. to its present state of perfection. Mr. English was in San Antonio for the
benefit of his health, having on previous occasions found the climate there helpful. He
leaves a widow.
SWEATERS

FOR SPALDING

Edison Artist in No Danger of Freezing or
Starving to Death in France
The esteem in which Lieutenant Spalding, the
Edison artist, is held by his many friends, is
indicated by the fact that up-to-date he is reported to have received over eighty sweaters,
and a great bulk of other knitted material since
his arrival in France, to say nothing oft huge
quantities of tobacco, chocolates, books, etc.
Mr. Spalding's present address in France is
"Somewhere."
SERVICE

Roger N. Lagow
new and original sales and advertising plans
for Victor dealers. Mr. Lagow, it should be
added, has recently allied himself with the organization of Lightner & Leon, which firm is
the South American wholesale representative of
the Victor Co. His new position will mean an
analytical study of the problems pertaining to
wholesale export and import trade, for which
work his past experience will stand him in good
stead. Mr. Lagow, after graduating from Indiana University, took his Master's Degree at
Harvard, and then for two years studied the romance languages in Paris, Madrid and Spanish
America. At the conclusion of his foreign study
he taught the romance languages at the University of Minnesota.
PLAN

FOR

BIG PRODUCTION

The Munzer Mfg. Corp. Have Produced Double
the Number of Instruments Originally
Planned for Their First Year— Big Plans Ahead
Minneapolis, Minn., March 9.— The Munzer
Mfg. Corp., of this city, has now started its second year manufacturing Munola phonographs,
and its success has been remarkable considering
the short period of its business.
W. W. Munzer, director of sales, in an interview, states that their company have produced
double the number of instruments originally
planned during their first year. The most satisfying feature of their business has been the
large number of repeat orders received from
their various dealers. In fact, they are receiving repeat orders from approximately 85 per
cent, of the active dealers in their organization.
While they are hampered in selling machines
through the Eastern part of the country on account of the transportation difficulties, they are
overcoming this by the tremendous amount of
business received from the Mississippi Valley
and the Western United States.
While conditions are uncertain the Munzer
Mfg. Corp. are planning a production for 1918
of 75,000 Munolas, and they claim they will
sell double this amount if they can secure the
material. While they have been specializing
on the production of an instrument retailing
at $44.50, they state that they will turn out possibly one or two more models in addition to the
original Munola.
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NEW

C. ENGLISH

Prominent Talking Machine Inventor and Experimenter Passes Away in Texas
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ON LETTER

HEADS

A clever adaptation of the service flag idea
comes from the Standard Talking Machine Co.,
Victor wholesalers in Pittsburgh, Pa., who have
printed in the lower corner of all their letter
sheets, in colors, a service flag with four stars.
The bright red border and blue stars show up
most effectively and carry to every correspondent of the house the message that four Standard
men are serving in the cause of democracy.

BRILLIANTONE

NEEDLE

Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. Announce New
Long Tapered Steel Half-Toned Needle to
Meet Demands — To Feature Export Trade
The Brilliantone Steel Needle Co., Marbridge
Building, New York City, announce the addition
of a new needle to their line. This new needle
is a long tapered steel half-toned needle and
was produced in response to insistent demands
for this style.
B. R. Forster, president of the company, reports that the Brilliantone steel needle is not
only immensely popular in this country but in
foreign lands as well. Arrangements have
just been concluded whereby one of the largest
exporting houses in this country will represent this company in Shanghai, China. The
Brilliantone steel needle is also enjoying popularity in points as far distant as Buenos Aires
and Rio de Janeiro.
Eugene Latham, who was connected with this
organization,
has will
joined
the United
tion
Service and
devote
the sameStates'^AviaJenergy he
faithfully used in the selling of the Brilliantone
steel needle to the services of his country.
SONORA

DAILY

PAPER

PUBLICITY

-The Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., Inc., has
been using attractive advertising in the local
newspapers, calling attention to the company's
policy of selling its instruments without offering
"easy" payments as the leading attraction. This
copy has won favorable commendation from the
company's dealers, who appreciate the fact that
this publicity is helping them materially in developing^ Sonora business. The text states that
"the Sonora is sold on a quality basis only, and
you always get full value. When you buy a
Sonora, you buy it for its quality, the terms
being only secondary conditions."
"Is your daughter fond of the needle?"
"Very, if you refer to the gramophone needle."
Standard

Sectional

Record

Cabinet

A practical, inexpensive, convenient cabinet
for dealers ; made on the sectional principle, affording the
following advantages:
It grows with your . requirements : You first
purchase just the number of sections you actually need
for your present requirements ; as you need more space,
add more sections.
Adapted to any space : As many sections as desired
may be placed in a stack ; as many stacks may be used
side by side as wall space will permit.
Each section or shelf is indexed by a letter and each
compartment by a number, forming a system of filing
unsurpassed for simplicity and convenience.
Neat in appearance : No empty shelves ; no overcrowding. Case always complete, yet always capable
of additional expansion.
Carefully made and beautifully finished in
mahogany.
plain
and quartered oak, and in imitation and genuine
Made in two sizes; to hold 10-inch and 12-inch records.
Each section holds 200 records ( 100 Edison records ).
Stack may be made up with all sections of the same size ;
or sections for 10-inch records may be used above
sections for 12-inch records by means of a reducing
section as shown in accompanying illustration.
Record sections furnished with or without doors.
Price for section ^3.00

ant* UP

Cases shipped on approval direct from factory at considerable saving to you ; on orders amounting to $ 10.00
and over we pay freight to all points East of Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico. To points in
and West of these states, we equalize freight charges.
For further particulars and full list of prices for the
different sections in the different grades, write for illustrated
circular No. 80.
The

C. J. Lundstrom Mfg. Co.
LITTLE FALLS, N. Y.
Branch Office, Flatiron Bldg., New York City
■ vir fifteen Years' Experience Making High
Grade filing Cabinets and Bookcases *
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E. P. VAN HARLINGEN,
Manager

CHICAGO

Chicago, III., March 12. — Both the wholesale
and the retail trade of Chicago are feeling the
effects of the loosening up of the recent freight
congestion throughout the East. The record
situation, while still acute, is in better condition
than it has been for several weeks, due to the
fact that manufacturers have been making use
of the express service to send in their supplies.
This, of course, adds somewhat to the expense
of forwarding these records; nevertheless, the
freight situation warranted this increased expenditure in order to relieve the situation. Another
thing that the retail dealers are up against is
how to appease the public demand for the popular song records, as the supply of these coming
in is very limited. To meet the situation the
dealers have been telling what they believe is
true because, owing to the .fact that experts in
the record pressing departments have been
drafted, they are working short-handed. It is
further said that the process of pressing the record is not a "fly-by-night" proposition, but that
it takes at least a year's training before a man
can become proficient in the art of running one
of these hydraulic presses and that it is estimated that at the end of that time his efficiency
amounts to one-third, as two-thirds of the work
he turns out will not pass inspection. These
statements are being generally made by dealers
who know the situation pretty thoroughly and
bears considerable weight with their customers.
The wholesale dealers are facing a big situation in that they are getting a great many more
orders than they have ever before received. This
is brought about by the fact that the retail dealers
are sending in their orders not to one place but
to several places and in that manner making up
their new stock lists; that is, the wholesaler is
filling as much of the order as he can, making
the shipment to the retailer, and the retailer is
then taking the unfilled part of his order, returning itto some other wholesaler to see if he
can add any more to the list. In this way the
retailer is calling upon the resources not only
of one but of several supply houses.
With the disappearance of the great snow
blanket which covered the country last month,
the railroads were enabled to relieve the shipping situation to a very great extent, and for
this reason the wholesale dealers are getting in
their machine shipments in a greater quantity

firm of Lyon & Healy, but is no"w serving in the
U. S. navy on the Battleship "Vermont," which
is stationed somewhere
an "Atlantic port."
Six Bestat Sellers
Columbia Graphophone Co. announce for the
past month the following six best sellers: "Long
Boy" and "For You a RoS'e"; "Darktown Strutters' Ball" and "I'm All Bound Round With the

Feature

The WADE Fibre Needle Cutter
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Mason-Dixon Line"; "Wait 'Til the Cows Come
Home" and "Somewhere in France Is the Lily";
"Do Something" and "Liberty Bell"; "Hello, My
Dearie" and "Ching Chong."
Six best sellers for the Victor Co. for the past
month are: "Capricieuse" (Jascha Heifetz);
"Gems From Leave it to Jane" and "Jack o"
Lantern"; "Sweet Little Buttercup" and "Homeward Bound"; "Liberty Loan March" and "U.
S. Field Artillery March" (Sousa's Band);
"Maytime Waltz" and "American Serenade";
"Lorraine" and "Chimes of Normandy."
Pathe best sellers for the past month are -as
follows: "My Sweetie" and "Yock-A-Hilo
Town"; "Give Me the Moonlight, Give Me the
Girl" and "Hello! I've Been Looking for You";
"Homeward Bound" and "When the Boys From
Dixie Eat the Melon on the Rhine"; "A Baby's
Prayer at Twilight" and "Valley Rose"; "Liberty Bell" and "There's a Million Heroes iii
Each Corner of the U. S. A."; "Goulash" and
"My Dough Boy."
Six best sellers from the Edison list for the
past month are: "Leave it to Jane" and "Siren's
Song" (Leave it to Jane); "Knit, Knit, Knit"
(Jack o' Lantern) and "Jack o' Lantern FoxTrot"; "Sweet. Emalina, My Gal" and "There
it Goes Again"; "I Dont' Want to Get Well"
and "I'm All Bound Round With the MasonDixon Line"; "Naval Reserve March" and
"Spirit of America."
The six best sellers for the Gennett records
during the past month were as follows: "Largo"
and "Meditation — Thais," violin solos (art tone
record); "Hail! Hail! the Gang's All Here" and
"I Don't Want to Get Well"; "Honolulu March"
and "Kilima Waltz" (Hawaiian Instrumental
Trio); "Over There" (one-step) and "Birds and
the Brook"; "Paddle-Addle" (fox-trot) and
"He's Just Like You" (one-step); "When the
Bell in the Lighthouse Rings" and "Rocked in
the Cradle of the Deep" (art tone record).
Perfects "Container" Distribution
F. P. Read, head of the Automatic Container
Co.,_ returned this week from Buffalo, where he
had been making preparations with a large cabinet manufacturing company for the handling
of their Eastern business. Mr. Read stated that
he has also made arrangements with various
manufacturing companies located in different
{Continued on page 831)
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than heretofore. Where it formerly took at least
six weeks for a shipment to go through, especially from the East, the same shipments are
now coming in in from three to four weeks. The
manufacturing plants are working to capacity
and are turning out and shipping more machines
than they have ever done.
While there is still a shortage of the mediumpriced machines it is not so great as last month
and the situation along this line is slowly coming back to normal. A great many of the manufacturers are preparing for the big "spring drive"
which they anticipate will be launched in a short
time, and for that reason have been putting on
more employes and purchasing more materials
so as to take care of the demand.
Ryde Enters Business
J. P. L. Ryde, who for the past twenty years was
connected with the firm of Lyon & Healy, and
for the last four years assistant manager of the
Victor department, has resigned his position and
is now located in Indianapolis, where he has
purchased an interest in the firm of FullerWagner Music Co. His new connection is a
partnership with the firm and this company will
now be known as the Fuller-Ryde Music Co.
His successor at the Lyon & Healy establishment is H. J. Fidelke. Mr. Fidelke was formerly
manager of the retail city credit department of
that house.
The formal resignation took place on the evening of February 21, and on the previous evening
Mr. Ryde was given a farewell dinner and
theatre party by his former associates. The
members of the firm who participated in the
affair presented him with a silk umbrella and an
engraved fountain pen, the presentation being
made by L. C. Wiswell, manager of the Victor
department of Lyon & Healy. There were fifteen members of the staff present at the party
and dinner, one of the guests being W. Roche,
who was in Chicago at the time on leave of absence. Mr. Roche was a former member of the
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Your greatest revenue, Mr. Dealer, is from record sales.
The average customer seldom buys more than one talking
machine in a lifetime, but may be readily educated to systematically
accumulate a record library and thereby become a constant source
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The Wade Fibre Needle Culter Is the Connecting Link
It permits the use of Fibre Needles, with all their acknowledged
advantages, at the minimum expense, with its 20 or more original
re-points to each fibre needle, and is very cheap insurance on the
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Instruct your salespersons to use these sales arguments and
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home, which, will naturally result in increased record
sales.
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Since the founding of this house in 1 864 our ideal has been "to improve the service."
War conditions now make this a patriotic duty. Orders placed with us are shipped without delay and as complete as possible from our large stock of over a half million records.
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TRUE?

You look for and insist upon style — finish and tone. Then again you
insist upon a well-regulated motor, invisible hinges, and the best models
of sound boxes and tone arms obtainable. Why not use the same
judgment when selecting your cover support ?
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parts of the country to make their automatic
record containers, the idea being that if orders
are received from certain sections to turn them
over to a manufacturer located in that particular
territory, and thereby assuring their various
dealers of prompt attention.
Mr. Read stated that the latest addition to
their already large line, the salesmen sample
case, has met with much favor with the
trade. This is a small compact leatherette case
which consists of a simple automatic filing device and will carry twenty-four records. The
case is small, light of weight and neat in appearance. It should prove popular.
New Assistant Manager
Miss Vera B. Jones, formerly connected with
the Davis Phonograph Co. and for over six
years associated with the J. Palmer Music Co.,
of Monfort, Wis., is now assistant to W. E.
Cotter, retail sales manager of the phonograph
department of the Thos. E. Wilson Co.
Hold Directors' Meeting
Among the prominent visitors to the trade
this week was A. D. Geissler, of the New York
Talking Machine Co., who was in town to attend a directors' meeting of the combined forces
of the New York Talking Machine Co. and the
Chicago Talking Machine Co. After the meeting Mr. Geissler, accompanied by R. J. Keith,
D. A. Creed, H. P. Ellis and W. C. Griffith,
spent a delightful evening at the Garrick
Theatre.
What Is the Price?
One of the large drug concerns in Chicago
have the agency for a small table talking machine which they advertised recently in their
1-cent sales. The method of advertising this
machine has aroused much interest in the trade
and is causing much wonderment as regards its
actual retail price. The sale price of this machine varies in a way that would cause one to
think that the quoted price was suggested by
the weather bureau. The reason is this: One
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of an Edison Army and Navy phonograph and
day there is a special sale announcing, "This
marvelous phonograph now on sale. Price $15. $30 worth of records. A special feature of the
Two for $15.01." The next day or so the sign jtest was Glen Ellison, baritone, who sang in
direct comparison with the Army and Navy
in the window is changed and reads, "This
model. The audience was well pleased by his
marvelous phonograph $8.95." Then again the
masterly rendition of various Scotch songs, and
price changes to $9.95. As the same machine
his intimate knowledge and understanding of
is always shown it is little wonder that the
the Scotch and quaint whimsicalities enabled
trade in general is guessing as to its actual
value.
him to render the famous Harry Lauder songs
Have Remarkable Sales
with a fervor and vim that immediately places
him in a class with that famed artist himself.
G. Harry Bent, manager of the retail piano
The rent of Orchestra Hall, together with addepartment and the Victor department of the
vertising and all other expenses, were borne
well-known firm of Geo. P. Bent, said that their
by the Edison Shop. Each one in the audience
sales of talking machines and records for the
was given a little ballot with which to vote for
months of December, January and February
were larger than the corresponding period of his favorite army or navy regiment. When
these tickets were collected they were sorted
last year. While their sales of machines have inout
and the organizations receiving the greatest
creased somewhat the record sales are far benumber of votes were awarded the machines.
yond those of this time last year. The mediumThere was enough money taken in the box office
priced machines were, of course, the best sellto purchase two of these outfits, and one outfit
ers, but they have been pushing the higher-priced
machines more than ever for the past few
went to Camp Grant. As no particular company was designated, Colonel Heistand was
months and have been getting good results. "Of
given
charge of the machine and the records
course, the recent shortage held us back somewith
the
understanding that he make an inwhat," said Mr. Bent, "but in taking inventory
vestigation of the various barracks at the big
we discovered that we had a lot of good records
cantonment
at Rockford and determine which
on hand that would satisfy the trade if a little
company was without a talking machine and
salesmanship were used; therefore, we started
donate it to that particular company. The other
out and began pushing these records and soon
machine was won by Company E, 131st Infantry,
discovered that our trade was satisfied, the reat Camp Logan, Houston, Tex. As there were
sult being that we increased our record matea great many of the jackies from the Great
Hold Patriotic Test
Lakes Naval Training Station present in the
audience, one patriotic citizen suggested that
Under the auspices of C. E. Goodwin, general
rially."
there be a collection taken up and another mamanager of the Phonograph Co., a patriotic contest and Edison tone test was held at Orchestra
chine purchased for the benefit of the boys at
Great Lakes. This was done and enough was
Hall on the evening of February 28. The price
collected to buy the outfit for the jackies. The
of admission was 10 cents, and the entire prophonograph and the records were awarded to
ceeds were used in purchasing Army and Navy
Company H, Third Regiment, at Camp Dewey.
model Edison phonographs for the various miliRaffle Brunswick for Red Cross
tary and naval organizations. The Edison Shop,
At the recent Country Fair, which was held
a subsidiary of the Phonograph Co., furnished
(Continued on page 85|)
the outfits at actual cost.
The outfit consisted
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At the Great hakes Naval Training Station are several cluh houses for thejackies.
In fitting up these camp homes, friends sent phonograph records, hooks, pictures
and the like. The records were all DIFFERENT
makes. Some were from one
company,

some from another.
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in the banquet room of the Auditorium Hotel
for the benefit of the Red Cross Society, one
of the prizes which was raffled off consisted of
a $115 model Brunswick phonograph. This machine was donated by the Brunswick Shop and
was won by a young lady who is a stenographer
employed in one of the big theatrical booking
agencies of Chicago.
Imitate Victor Trade-Mark
Federal Judge Carpenter, of the U. S. District Court of Chicago, last week entered an
order under the "unfair competition act" restraining Garrett W. Woodward and Charles E.
Gaven, of the Victor Inking Machine Co., from
placing imitations of the Victor dog trade-mark
on machines they manufacture. The label
shown in court bore the familiar picture of the
Victor dog, but the words "His Master's Voice"
were omitted and "His Master's Ink" used instead. The firm name "Victor Inking Machine"
also appeared on the label, and it was stated
in some instances that the letter "I" was crossed
so that it appeared to be the letter "T" and
the following letter "N" being obliterated there
appeared to be an abbreviation "T'king" for
talking.
Henry C. Brown a Visitor
Henry C. Brown, assistant general manager
of the Victor Co., accompanied by Mrs. Brown,
visited Chicago this week. They stopped here'
en route to their home after paying a visit to
their son Harry, who is a member of the British
Royal Flying Corps stationed in Texas.
He's in the Army Now
George Derrig, assistant credit manager for
the Chicago Talking Machine Co., recently left
for Ft. Dodge, Des Moines, la., where now he
is a member of Hospital Unit No. 11, stationed
at that cantonment.
"Thumbs Down"
H. P. Ellis, of the Chicago Talking Machine
Co., received a summons on Monday of this
week to serve as a juror on cases now being
tried in the Criminal Court.
His numerous
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friends in the trade are wondering what will
happen if the man responsible for the recent
freight congestion appears before said jury!
Place Orders for Cabinets Now
John F. Mortensen, president of the Salter
Mfg. Co., in a chat with The World called
attention to the fact that dealers would do
well to place their orders for record cabinets
at once in order to anticipate important advances
in prices which are inevitable. "There have been
further advances the last two or three months
in practically everything entering into the construction of record cabinets," said Hr. Mortensen. "This not only includes lumber, veneers,
but also hardware, shellac, varnish and even the
felts with which the famous Salter felt-lined
shelves are covered. For a limited period we
will protect our customers at the old prices, in
spite of the fact that we should have made
material advances the first of the year.
Sachs & Co., the piano bench and talking machine house at 425 South Wabash avenue, have
made arrangements for the Chicago city representation ofthe Salter lines of talking machine
record and music and music roll cabinets. Both
Sidney I. Sachs and G. C. Clifford are experienced men with a large following in the trade,
and, no doubt, will do an excellent business on
the well-known Salter lines.
Empire Activities
John H. Steinmetz, president of the Empire
Talking Machine Co., reports that quite a number of new agencies have been taken on during the past month, and that these new dealers
state that they are well satisfied with the results obtained through the medium of the Empire machines. During the past week the Empire Co. increased the proportions of its shipping room more than 50 per cent, by removing
a wall in the rear of their building and occupying the space which was formerly used as a
store room by another company. Mr. Steininetz states that his company is now in better
position than heretofore to render prompt serv-

Because

It

ice to its customers, owing to these increased
shipping facilities.
New Brunswick Travelers
C. J. Carroll, who for the past seven years
has traveled for the Kipp Phonograph Co., of
Indianapolis, Edison distributors, is now associated with the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
and has been assigned to the Denver field.
G. F. Gamble, who formerly covered the New
Orleans territory representing the Brunswick,
has been transferred to Minneapolis. He started
the ball rolling by placing several large contracts in his new territory.
Doing Excellent Business
The Empire Phonoparts Co., which made its
initial bow to the trade last month, has, in the
short time of its existence, built up a trade
that reaches in proportions far beyond its
anticipations. It is the aim of this company
to cater to a high-class trade and to supply its
dealers with phonoparts of its own manufacture which embrace, besides the best material
obtainable, essential features that cannot be obtained elsewhere. In this the company has been
rather successful, and its clientele are enthusiastic over the products already turned out by
the new company, especially the new tone arms
and sound boxes.
Sell Entire Stock
The Hughes Music Co., of Oshkosh, Wis., recently sold out their entire Victor stock to the
Wilson Music Co., of that city.
New Cheney Models
Many of the interesting features embodied
in the Cheney talking machine have been greatly
improved, as may be seen in the instrument that
the Cheney Talking Machine Co. are offering
to the trade this month. As already well known,
the tone development and control are accomplished by a series of scientifically designed air
chambers in the tone arm, throat and orchestral
sections of the instrument. A tonal system such
as this offered(Continued
a large field
for experimentation
on page
87)
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excellent values we are able to show in our extensive line of
nine models of EMPIRE TALKING MACHINES
are not confined
to the higher priced machines.
^ The Model F Empire shown herewith is our cheapest model and yet
it is equipped with the same high grade tone arm and reproducer as our
highest priced machines.
^ It also carries the same type of noiseless, smooth running, double spring
motor that is used in every other EMPIRE TALKING MACHINE.
<J It is also fitted with the "PERFECT" Automatic Brake. In fact this
little machine has every improvement that any talking machine has, and
at a price that is easily within reach of any of your customers.
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The sound box is constructed with a rubber

and it was in this field that Prof. Cheney, inventor of the instrument, and his corps of expert
acousticians concentrated their efforts to bring
about scientifically correct results. In this they
have succeeded. Their accomplishments are, in
a measure, far beyond their anticipation in that
the results obtained place the latest Cheney
models on a higher plane of standardization
than their preceding machines. The various
chambers of the orchestral section were given
careful scrutinization and if any defects such as
improper construction, etc., were found, they
were scientifically remedied, thereby adding
greatly to the value of the high, medium and
low registers.
But- inspection such as this does not apply
only to the model used for experimental purposes in the Cheney laboratories. It applies to
each and every machine turned out of the Cheney work shops. Each part of the machine, nomatter how small or insignificant, has a definite
service to perform, and this is taught to all
employes engaged throughout the plant. The
employes receive a thorough schooling along
these lines and, for this reason, each individual
part of the instrument produced by the Cheney
Co. is manufactured with the understanding that
the definite purpose to be performed by that
particular part necessitates careful consideration if their unification as a whole is to bring
about a certain standard of perfection.
Report Increasingly Large Business
The American Phonoparts Co. of this city
are having an increasingly large business from
manufacturers in two types of tone arm and
sound box outfits, which are illustrated in their
advertisement elsewhere in this issue. The company was organized in 1914 and has been an
important factor in the manufacture of talking
machine parts ever since. The No. 7 tone arm
and sound box contains several features of particular merit. The sound box can be thrown
back so as to insert the needle with one hand.
It is the quality of tone produced that is notable.
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Doing Things at Wilson's
"We are still making things hum around these
corners," said W. E. Cotter, manager of the retail phonograph department, Thos. E. Wilson
& Co., when called upon by The World this
month. "We decided that there was a big
bunch of business to be had in Chicago, so we
increased our outside force and turned them
loose. They sure are getting a nice batch of
orders every day, and it certainly is surprising
to see the number of prospects they can bring"
in.
W. C. Fuhri Returns to Chicago
W. C. Fuhri has returned to the Chicago organization ofthe Columbia Graphophone Co. and
has- assumed his old duties. Mr. Fuhri and C.
F. Baer will operate in close harmony as they
have done in past years. Under the plan of rearrangement Mr. Baer will assume the title of
assistant manager and Mr. Fuhri that of manager rather than district manager, as formerly.
At the regular monthly dinner and meeting of
the sales organization last night the attend-
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(Continued

from page 85)

ance was augmented by other important employes of the Chicago branch and the meeting
was turned into a "welcome home" function for
Mr. Fuhri, Mr. Baer presiding and joining with
the others in saying a lot of graceful things.
Repointer Points
F. D. Hall, president of the B. & H. Fibre
Manufacturing Co., makers of the B. & H. Fibre
needle, is very enthusiastic over the splendid
reception given by the trade to the B. & H.
repointer. This handy little device for repointing the fibre needles with a minimum of waste
and producing a maximum of tonal efficiency
has brought many congratulatory letters from
dealers and jobbers the country over. Daily
re-orders testify to the sincerity of the tribute.
Patent Cabinet Designs
The Vitanola Talking Machine Co. of this
city have recently been granted design patents
from the United States patent office on all of
their cabinet designs'. This, of course, furnishes
evidence of the distinctiveness of the Vitanola
cabinets and is a step taken in the protection of
the manufacturers as well as the jobbers and
dealers. J. B. Schiff, company sales manager,
vouchsafes the information that they have several new models now in work, samples of which
will be on display in about two months.
Thomas Mfg. Co. Open New Offices
The Thomas Manufacturing Co., of Dayton,
Ohio, manufacturers of motors, tone arms and
sound boxes, have opened extensive sales offices
and warerooms at 1026-28 Republic Building
in charge of Fred E. Read, the company's Western sales manager. Mr. Read formerly had an
office in the Otis building, but the steady growth
of their Western business, coupled with the com-,
pany's appreciation of the importance of Chicago
as a talking machine manufacturing center,
prompted them in the present move. A very
complete stock of the company's product will
be carried in Chicago enabling them to make
immediate deliveries. Furthermore, Mr. Read
{Continued on page 88)

gasket in back, the object of which is to eliminate blasting caused by vibrations from the
metal frame.
The No. 1W outfit has a reputation among
the trade because of the special loudness and
clearness of the tone. This also has a number
of distinctive features, including spring screws
which lock the sound box into either position
for playing vertical or lateral cut records. Furthermore, the arm can be adjusted to the required length for centering sound box for playing either type of records.
Leaves for Washington
Frank J. Bowers, formerly general traveler
for Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., left Chicago
on Monday evening of this week for Washington, D. C, where he went to join the mechanical
repair department of Unit 306 of the Quartermaster's Corps at Camp Meigs, which is now
being organized for immediate overseas service.
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Reproducer
EQUIPMENT

Never before has the Talking Machine manufacturer been offered an opportunity to equip his
machines with a Tone Arm and Reproducer possessing so many points of excellence and at a
price that will compete with the mediocre equipment with which the market is flooded.
Empire equipment adds distinction and selling value to the machines on which it is used.
We solicit inquiries from high grade manufacturers of Talking Machines in position to place
orders for a fair sized quantity of Tone Arms and Reproducers in monthly quotas, and for such
will make it an object to adopt the Empire equipment.
In ordering samples, kindly state measurement
hole on motor board

from center of turn table shaft to center of horn
Factory :

Address all inquries
to our Chicago office

The
Sales

Empire
Office,

427

Phono

South

Wabash

Parts
Ave.,

Co.

Chicago,

III.

1102 West 9th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
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arm on the market, as all adjustments
and user has no adjustments to make.

Best mica used so fastened to the stylus to prevent same from pulling out. All
parts machined to make a perfect mechanical fit. No adjustments when shifting from
Victor to Edison. Heavy massive design best for correct reproduction.
Permanent adjustment for all recoids except Pathe, when a weight is applied (see
cut), which makes it just exactly right for playing Pathe. This weight also serves as
a retainer for Edison and Pathe needles, which usually are mixed with the steel
needles or lost.
Arm fitted with long telescopic neck to make longer or shorter. Punched sound box
clamping ring has a curvature preventing rubber gasket from working out.
ALL NEW FEATURE PATENTS APPLIED FOR
We also supply hardware, cabinets, motors and accessories for talking machines.
Ask for our Bulletin. We maintain an expert motor repair department.
LAKESIDE

SUPPLY
Tel. Harrison 3840
202 South Clark Street

CO.,

Inc.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 87)
has established a service branch in Chicago in
Lakeside Supply Co. Progress
The Lakeside Supply Co., of this city, has
charge of a competent mechanic. This will enable them to render real motor service. This
shown a remarkable growth within the past
man will make it his business to go into the
year and a half. In that
factories of talking machine manufacturers using
short space of time they
the Thomas product and give instructions and
w-ere not only compelled
demonstrations regarding the construction and
to seek larger quarters
installation of the motors.
on two occasions, but
their
business has grown
"I cannot fully express my satisfaction with the
manner in which our product has been received
to such proportions latein this territory," said Mr. Read. "We certainly
ly that they are contemare doing everything in our power to merit this
plating taking on several
additional rooms in the
recognition. It is the ideal of W. H. Mathbuilding in which they
ews, president of our company, to turn out the
are at present located.
best motors and talking machine parts that can
W. A. Fricke
G. C. Fricke and his
possibly be made. Practically unlimited facilities are offered in our big plant at Dayton and
brother, W. A. Fricke, president and secretary
of the company respectively, are the men at
any manufacturer of talking machines who is imbued with the quality idea would be interested
the helm, and ,it was through their incessant
labors and ingenuity that the company has
in observing the care and precision which characterizes all of our manufacturing processes and
reached its present standard in the trade. The
Messrs. Fricke have been associated in various
also in the laboratory experimental work which
is constantly in progress there. We are now
manufacturing enterprises throughout Chicago
making five types of motors and with our five for the past twenty years, G. C. having been a
patterns of tone arms and three types of reprobuyer for a number of years for various manuducers we are able to offer five complete comfacturing concerns in Chicago, while W. A. devoted most of his time to working as an elecbinations of exceptional merit."
trical engineer.
Mr. Read loosened up on a little item of considerable interest to the trade. In the near fuThe Lakeside Supply Co. not only job in
phonoparts, but also manufacture a full line of
ture the company will be prepared for the commercial production of an automatic stop which
phonograph hardware. They are at present
manufacturing a new universal tone arm which
for simplicity and unfailing accuracy of operation he thinks will mark a distinct departure in
is known as the "Lakeside No. 4 Jumbo." This
the trade.
tone arm is made to fit all machines and will
Becomes Manager of Record Department
play all makes of records. There is supplied
E. C. Poore has been appointed manager of the with this tone arm a small weight which is easily
record department of the Columbia Graphophone
attached above the sound box whenever a selecCo., having succeeded F. A. Tatner, who now has
tion of a Pathe record is desired. This tone
charge of the country correspondence for that
arm is made in sections that interlock in such
company. Mr. Poore has been associated with
a manner that the arm may be easily and inthe Columbia Graphophone Co. for the past
stantly lengthened or shortened by the use of a
ten years and was connected with their various
small setscrew as required.
branches throughout the middle West.
The Lakeside Co. have recently been appointed
Chicago representatives of the Stephenson precision motors. They not only will handle these
well-known
motors, but will also give Stephen!!! ATTENTION!!!
son free motor service to their customers. They
contemplate carrying a large supply of these
Manufacturers of High Class
motors as well as a large stock of motor parts.
Talking Machines
Personals and Visitors
The new "Orotund" tone-arm and reproducer
are now ready.
Herman Schefft, of Chas. Schefft & Sons, MilUniversally correct. You can play all records
waukee, Wis.; Ed. Winegar, of the Winegar
perfectly and safely with this new tone-arm
Furniture
Co., Grand Rapids: Don Elble, of
outfit.
Elble Bros., South Bend; C. W. Copp, South
Artistic in design. Workmanship perfect.
Tone quality exquisite. Acoustically correct.
Bend; Mr. Hopper, of the Hopper, Kelly Co., SeTwo styles — No. 3-A and No. 3-B.
attle, Wash., were all visitors to the Chicago
No. 3-A — With mild tone sound-box.
trade recently.
No. 3-B — With loud tone sound-box.
H. T. Nolan, of the New York Talking MaWe also make the most perfect universal
chine Co., was a visitor to Chicago last week.
attachments for the Victor, Edison and Columbia machines.
Mr. Nolan is connected with the sales departSend for circular and prices.
ment of the company.
COMBINATION ATTACHMENT CO.
324 Republic Bldg.
CHICAGO

.1. S. Mitchell, secretary of the L. S. Donaldson Co. of Memphis, Tenn., called on the trade
in Chicago last week.

RETAIL PRICE $7.50 EACH
Prices to Bona Fide Dealers
Sample
$4.00 each
Lots of 6 to 11
3.75 each
Lots of 12 to 49
3.50 each
Lots of 50 to 100
3.25 each
A further slight reduction on yearly contracts
in 100 minimum lot shipments.

H. E. Whitman, manager of the Pearson Piano
Co., of Indianapolis, was one of the dealers who
visited Chicago during the past week.
Train Sales Force
Arthur H. Cushman, director of sales of the
Emerson Phonograph Co., of New York, spent
the week in assisting F. W. Clement, manager
of their Chicago office, in breaking in six new
men for sales work. The new travelers were
given a good coaching and drilling by both Mr.
Cushman and Mr. Clement and were then sent
out to take in the new Western and Northern
territories, which were just being opened by the
Emerson Phonograph Co.
Mr. Clement is in receipt this week of a
sample of the first nine-inch Emerson record
produced, which the company announced last
month. He stated that the many dealers who
called at his office each day were enthusiastic
regarding the new record and are all anxiously
awaiting its release.
PARAMOUNT

RECORDS

ON MARKET

New York Recording Laboratories Now in Position to Meet Demands of the Trade
Chicago, III., March 9. — M. A. Supper, sales
manager of the New York Recording Laboratories of Pt. Washington, Wis., was in Chicago
this week, and during a visit to the Chicago
branch of The Talking Machine World told
something of the progress that they are making
with the Paramount records. "While we have
been shipping records to some extent for some
little time, we can now say we are ready for
the market in the larger sense of the term," said
Mr. Supper. "Paramount records, as you know,
are recorded in our laboratories at 1140 Broadway, New York, which are in charge of recording experts and musical directors of long and
practical experience. While in the introductory
stage we lent ourselves mainly to the popular
numbers, great stress will be laid in the future
on selections both vocal and instrumental of
the standard and familiar classical compositions.
Plans are at work to this end which when announced will create great interest in the trade.
In the meantime we have secured the very best
talent for entertainment records of the popular

STEEL
READY

NEEDLES
FOR DELIVERY

I also have a quantity of genuine
MAHOGANY

CABINETS

43 in., 44 in. and 45 in. Height,
TO BE SOLD AT A VERY LOW PRICE
Jlsk for Quotations.
W.

F.

57 E. Jackson

MARTIN
Blvd.

Chicago
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type. We have on our list of artists such people as Henry Burr, Peerless Quartet, Shannon
Four, University Quartet, Charles Hart, Louis
James, Grace Kerns, Arthur Fields, Sam Gardner, Van Epps Trio, Louise and Ferera, Edward
Zinco, Allen Turner, George Hamilton Green,
zylophonist, Miss Margaret Abbott and many
others equally skilled in their respective lines.
Our pressing plant at Grafton, Wis., located only
a few miles from our general offices at Pt.
Washington, is splendidly equipped and of ample
capacity. We are rapidly booking up with responsible and enterprising jobbers all over the
L. C. WISWELL'S

STRONG

MACHINE
OUR

CHICAGO

HEADQUARTERS— (Continued

country and are preparing for an advertising
campaign which will carry the fame of Paramount records to the general public. No pains
have been spared in the preparation of catalogs
and bulletins of artistic character replete with
interesting data regarding our artists together
with the stories of the numbers and the show
cards and other advertising matter we have
prepared for the dealers are the subject of favorable and daily comment."
C. J. Woodward, who has his office at 503
Cable Building, has been made the Chicago representative ofParamount records.
TALK

ON

Stops the scratch
restores the tone
Takes the noisy scratch out of
old, worn records, and restores the
tone of your old favorites. Improves the tone and prolongs the
Hfe of new records.
The "Little One-der" does it. Instantly attached to any needle
machine. Pathe or Victrola.
Postpaid for 85c. Order today.
Money back if not satisfied.
Brown Music Co., Dept. F.
3018 91st Street Chicago
The "LITTLE ONE-DER"
BlglMoney for Dealers— Sells on .Demonstration

from page 88)

sonal advertising. He pointed out that: "Personal advertising is the face-to-face, eye-to-eye,
mouth-to-ear, man-to-man advertising. Summing it up in a few words it is personal contact between the customer and the house. As
stated before, printer's ink brings prospective
customers to your store and the moment a prospective customer enters through the door, at
that moment personal advertising begins.
"The first one to come in contact with a prospective customer is the salesman. Now you
have all heard the saying that the first impression is the lasting one. This saying, is just as
true to-day as when first coined, hence it is
the salesman who at the first approach must
make a favorable impression. In order to do
this he must have a personality — should be of
neat appearance, well groomed and pleasant of
speech. I say pleasant of speech because personality lies in using words which the customer
will understand, high flown speech, however, is
seldom used to advantage in salesmanship.
(Continued on page 90)

SALESMANSHIP

Gives Some Excellent Advice to Members of Grand Rapids Music Dealers' Association on Subject
of Selling Talking Machines to Greater Advantage — Urges Interest Charge
Chicago, III., March 9. — L. C. Wiswell, manager of the talking machine department of Lyon
& Healy, made an address which was eloquent
in the best sense of the word and full of practical wisdom', before the Grand Rapids Music
Dealers' Association recently. He emphasized
the importance of co-operation as illustrated in
the good work that can be accomplished by trade
associations, pointing out that through co-operation trade evils can be simplified and eliminated,
thus enabling the talking machine business to
be placed on a clean, substantial and successful
basis.
He pointed out that one of the greatest goods
the organization can accomplish is to obtain
interest on deferred payment sales, and he remarked: "Gentlemen, do you realize that by
your failure to obtain this charge you are losing
hundreds and collectively thousands of dollars
per year? Could you go to a bank and borrow
money to make your purchases of merchandise
without being obliged to pay interest? Of
course not. Are you not obliged when buying
merchandise on long terms from the manufacturers, particularly merchandise that is of staple
quality, to pay interest? Surely you are. If
this situation is true with you in the purchase
of goods, why then should it not be likewise
with the consuming public or the party to whom
you sell the instrument, granting him a series
of deferred payments in settlement of the purchase? Merchandise which you have delivered
to your customer surely represents cash, it is
money only in a different form. You cannot
obtain money from a bank without the payment of interest. Why then should you loan
money to your customers without exacting the
same stipulation? There is a tremendous leak
in your talking machine business if you are not
charging interest. It is only a little thing but
in time it will reach serious proportions.
"You can easily at this meeting here to-night
adopt a resolution that beginning with, say,
March 1, each and every one of you will make
an interest charge of .6 per cent, on all deferred payment sales. If you do this it will
mean more cash business which will give you
an argument as to why a man should pay cash
instead of buying on the deferred payment plan.
As an organization you should get together on
the question of uniform allowance for the turning in of used and out-of-date machines towards
the purchase of a new machine and regulate the
record approval system, and while I do not approve of it you will eliminate the record approval system entirely. Unless you have complete co-operation, complete harmony, proper
results cannot be obtained."
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Mr. Wiswell then took up the subject of advertising and emphasized the value of all kinds
of publicity, whether in the newspapers, magazines, catalogs or circulars, but especially per-
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We want to put a Vita-nola with every live dealer in the country
— we want to show him the merit of our line and that it is a line that
stays sold and earns him
interest to write for our

FREE

TRIAL

a good

profit. That's why

it's to your

OFFER

Our beautiful new models have
proven very attractive and many of
our dealers realize that the Vita-nola
line is the one " best bet." With a
tone that is "distinctly different" as
well as its many other features, it is
appealing to the prospective buyer.
Seven models to choose from. Prices
at retail $25.00 to $175.00. Plays
all makes of records without extra
attachments.
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Vitanola
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W hat conditions can be wrought out of these
twenty-six little letters of our common alphabet! Words have been called 'terrific engines'
since they can either serve or destroy. The
salesman's mission is to use his words to serve.
A customer, yes. every customer, judges the
house with which he trades by the treatment he
receives. If the salesman handles him in the
proper way and in turn he is handled by the
credit department in a businesslike way and

of the argument. Moral: Never argue with
your customer. If he makes some remarks
about the competing line, agree with him as far
as you consistently can, but at the same time
point out to him in convincing language that
your goods are much better.
'Again, a salesman must humanize his talk.
Never talk over the shoulder or above the eye.
James Whitcomb Riley, the noted Hoosier poet,
was asked one day what made his every day,

lastly if" his purchase is delivered in a satisfactory manner, he has only good to speak of your
house. The requisites of a successful salesman
are many. Successful salesmanship is a condition of the mind more than anything else. A
salesman must believe in his goods just as implicitly as he believes that water is wet — this
measure of assurance will produce the proper
effect on the customer. A heated argument is
the worst weapon. No one would argue that
water is wet because he knows that it is and
the moment a salesman begins to argue, the
customer realizes that there is evidently need

homelike poems, for example, 'The Old Swimming Hole,' 'The Old Man and Jim,' and others,
sell so well, while the world's great sonnets
written by the most noted poets grew dusty on
the booksellers' shelves. He explained that
there were only a few thousand people in this
great land of ours who knew anything about
the classics while everybody did know about
the human heart, so in writing his poems he
wrote more of the heart — in other words, he
understood the masses and how to reach them.
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$40,
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$115
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Retail

Capacity 300 Machines per Day

Tone chamber made of genuine Spruce.
No metal.
Cabinets made of 5-ply stock.
Constrin tion guaranteed.
Motors and equipments, using double
spring motors, highest standard of
Quality.
Electric motor $25.00 extra.
Tone modifier, built in as part of the
machine, not an attachment. Patent applied Jor.
Plays all records with the same attachment.

The Home of Hiawatha
OTTAWA
ILLINOIS
"All Orders F. O. B. Factory"

OTTAWA
City

Address:
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The Perfect Automatic

Brake

New Styles
To fit
All Makes of
Tone-Anns,
Now Ready
for Shipment.
Patented Anj. 28. '17
Simple construction. Easily attached. No
Talking Machine complete without it.
Samples $1.00 each, cash with order.
Staleforma\e
of tone-arm
Write
attractive
quantityused.'
prices.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC
Room 400, 425 S. Wabash

BRAKE CO.
Ave., Chicago

done by your salesman. He must make the
talk personal and he cannot do it in the language of the rhetorician, it must be done in
every day common sense language. He must
get on intimate grounds with his customers.
"Another silent but effective argument in
salesmanship is that of integrity. 'Honesty is
the best policy' will no longer do as a motto,
it should be 'Honesty is the only principle.'
"Nothing drives away customers like an indifferent salesman. When a man or woman
calls at your store it is because he or she is
interested. They may want to buy. If you
show no interest in them you certainly will not
get their orders. People will frequently buy a
different make of talking machine from the one
they really desire rather than buy from a dealer
or salesman who does not seem to care. And
where is the man who has not gone out of his
way to buy a thing he did not want simply for
the pleasure of dealing with a certain salesman
who was so courteous and considerate and took
so much interest in his wants? The real business man goes in a straight path. He finds out
the wrong in his business, then he rights the
wrong, not haphazardly, but scientifically.
There is as much science in the retail talking
machine business as there is in the test tube.
Business conditions of 1917 are different from
those of 1916. and in the coming years they will
be different from what they are to-day.
"Service, first, last and all the time is the
twentieth century business motto. Should your
business not conform to this truth you must pay
the penalty in the subtraction from the otherwise possible total of your success. And please
dc not imagine for one moment that just being
honest, loyal and truthful alone will enable you
to serve nobly. It is a poor argument to say
'business is business' and proceed to take advantage of your customer. The first of all arguments is service well rendered. Connect
personal advertising with service. Give good
service to your trade, sell them what they want,
make satisfactory delivery, handle their accounts in a businesslike way, be ever ready to
look after their needs, no matter how trivial;
by doing this you will deliver that character of
service that will give you more opportunities
to serve. Again, can you see, and do you
realize the necessity to make every customer
feel that he is getting the best for his money,
not only in merchandise but in service. A dissatisfied customer can do you irreparable damage while a satisfied customer can speak more
good words and bring you more business than
many a good newspaper ad. I have known instances where salesmen by poor tact and poor
salesmanship — yes, credit me, through lack of
knowledge how to handle a customer — have lost
sales that cost money to create.
"There are only two ways of advertising —
printers' ink and the personal equation. Personal advertising must be done by a clean-cut
representative of the house, therefore it be-

THE
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hooves every firm to look well to their employes
to see that they are of the highest efficiency and
that they know their business from A to Z,
and that those who come in contact with the
people have an understanding of the following
terse suggestions:
" 'There is always room behind the counter
for a smiling face.'
" 'Thank you can always be given in change.'
" 'How would you like a salesman to act if
you were his customer — that's the way.'
" 'To get the customer's attention, give him
yours.'
" 'Talk with the man, not at him.'
" 'A good salesman studies the book of nature.'
" 'The pleasanter you look the pleasanter you
will be.'
" 'The man in front of you is entitled to all
of your attention.'
" 'Get on the most intimate terms with the
goods you sell.'
" 'Keep thinking of what the man in front of
you will say when he goes out.'
" 'Show the man with a grouch that you carry
good nature in stock.'
" 'A good countenance is the wireless to salesmanship.'
" 'Good salesmanship does not even know
failure by sight.' "
LEASES

NEW

QUARTERS

■ The Adams Music Co., Canton, O., leased new
quarters in that city and will occupy them after
they have been remodeled. The new features
will include special soundproof booths for the
Victrola department, and elaborate piano and
player-piano warerooms.
J. L. Dubreil has joined the sales force of the
Cincinnati branch of the Columbia Co., F. F.
Dawson, manager in charge. Although a newcomer in the talking machine industry, Mr.
Dubreil gives promise of being very successful
in his new post.
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OF DISTRIBUTION

PRAISE

make

Chicago, III., March 9. — The Mandel Mfg.
Co., of this city, have started out the year with
some large plans for Mandel distribution, and
they are proving successful in the highest degree, according to M. B. Silverman, sales manager for the company, and who was a prime factor in the introduction and marketing of Mandel phonographs from the first. The company
arranged for a much larger output for 1918,
and they are already put to it to supply the
demand. The plans are progressive, arranging
for steadily increasing facilities and prompt deliveries are assured.

Chicago, III., March 11. — Much interest is being maintained among the large line of dealers
who handle Magnola talking machines, on account of the many exclusive technical features
which tend to make Magnola something as original as it is efficient. Among these, special interest is exhibited in the remarkable system, as
simple as it is remarkable, for the impulsion of
the sound waves from the sound box to the air.
The clearness of Magnola reproduction, which
has always been a subject of favorable comment, is largely attributable to what is called
the "Tone-Deflecting" system, whereby the
sound waves, issuing from the sound box and
traversing the gallery of the tone arm, are
caused to throw upwards sharply in the course
of their entrance into the tone chamber or concealed horn of the machine, so that they reflect
against the upper surface of the chamber before
issuing into the atmosphere.
The result appears to be that some of the mechanical sounds commonly associated with the
tone production of the talking machine are eliminated altogether, and in consequence the whole
tone production is clearer, less blurry and
cleaner.
This is, of course, an important feature exclusive with Magnola and patents are pending
on it. Other features such as the vertical filing
system for records, built into the cabinet, and
the tone control or graduator, are almost equal
factors in Magnola popularity.
Business continues very brisk on all styles of
Magnola and President Otto Schulz states to
The Talking Machine World that his only difficulty is to get the machines out in sufficient
quantities. With the improvement in the freight
situation, however, early relief from the present
congestion of orders is anticipated.

"We find that our dealers are very enthusiastic over certain special features of both the
product and methods of doing business," said
Mr. Silverman. "For instance, I have had a
number tell me that they have swung sales simply on the argument that the Mandel phonograph is made completely by us; that we manufacture our own cabinets, our own motors and
parts. These facts, of course, carrying with
them as they do the assurance of reliability,
as we are back of every part of the Mandel machine, coupled with the beautiful appearance and
tonal qualities and various distinctive constructional features, give the dealer sales campaign
ammunition which is irresistible. We are constantly seeking to improve our product in every
possible way, and have a well organized experimental laboratory towards that end, in fact, machines which are being shipped this year, while
not showing any marked change yet contain a
number of little improvements which, while of
no great importance individually, in aggregate
spell improvement of product and increased satisfaction. Our trade may be assured that this
ic a settled policy of this concern, and that
Mandel machines will continue to improve.
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The "Ultona" Sound Box Just Introduced — A New Method for Reproducing Various Types of Records— Distinctly Original in Design and Embraces Some Interesting Features
position to play records of this make. When
the other surface of the reproducer is turned

Chicago, III., March 9.— The Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co. announce to the trade this month
that they have at last perfected their new "Ultona" reproducer and have already equipped two
models of the Brunswick phonograph with this
new method of reproduction. This sound box
includes two distinctly new inventions for which
revolutionary importance is claimed by the
company.
The reproducer is constructed in form along

(2) Ultona Reproducer and Tone Arm in Position to Play Records of Edison Type
so as to face the record as shown in illustration
No. 2, the reproducer is in position to play all
vertically-cut records that necessitate the use
of a diaphragm in this position. The lateral-cut
records, which are played by means of either
the steel or fibre needle, are played by turning
the reproducer as is shown by figure three. This
is accomplished by simply turning the sound

(1) Ultona Reproducer and Tone Arm Ready to
Play Pathe and Other Vertical-Cut Records
the same lines as a spool; that is, it contains
two diaphragms, and the various makes of records can be played by simply changing its position. It is scientifically designed to adapt itself to the various surface cuttings and tonal
requirements of all records, by allowing for the
changed weight of reproducer required to play
the different makes of records. The pressure
of the needle is controlled by a sliding weight
placed in one end of the tone arm and is controlled by sliding this weight either forward or
backwards. The accompanying "photos" show
clearly the various figure number applications
of the "Ultona." Figure No. 1 shows the reproducer in the position for playing Pathe and
other vertically-cut records. This turns one
face of the reproducer towards the records, and
the sapphire ball or needle is then in the proper

(3) New Brunswick Ultona Reproducer and
Tone Arm Ready to Play Lateral-Cut Records
box so that the two diaphragms are parallel to
each other.
Another feature of the new Brunswick models
offered to the trade is their new all-wood tone
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MORENUS

Departure

from

a

Phonograph
Tonal

is a

Distinct

Viewpoint.

duction ofthe artist's voice or instrument is faithful to an unusual degree.
Among the other features is a unique tone moderator which actually graduates : an exceptionally high grade and acoustically correct tone arm and reproducer, and a cover support
which makes handling the lid a delight.
The case designs are right and the cabinet work and finish unexcelled.
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OAK,

B.
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125
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150

The
341-371

48 inches high.

MAHOGANY,

Very liberal discounts to the trade

50

Superior

Retail price $110

"

Send for our nen> descriptive catalog

MORENUS
West

amplifier. It is a vast improvement in tone
projection in that the sound waves are projected through the all-wood horn, which is built
like a violin. This tone amplifier is of all-wood
construction and contains no metal whatsoever,
thereby breaking away from or avoiding the
usual custom of combining wood and metal in
the construction of the horn. Not only have

Brunswick Mechanical Equipment
Showing Brunswick
"Ultona"
Tone Motor
Arm, New
Autostop,
Etc. Reproducer and
these two features been added to. the latest
Brunswick models, but this company has also
adapted a new motor with which they are
equipping all of their new machines. The following illustration which is- a clever "phantom"
"Ultona"
the new
drawing
wash
reproducer
and not
toneonly
arm,shows
but also
illustrates
the
automatic stop together with their new motor.
The new Brunswick motor is now used in all
Brunswick phonographs. The motor illustrated
above is of the three-spring type, but a twospring motor is also being used for smaller styles
of machines.
Beginning with the April 6 issue of the Saturday Evening Post the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. will launch their nation-wide advertising campaign. In this issue they will come
out with a full-page Brunswick ad.; about the

Practicaf

The horn, which is entirely of wood, is built on the principle of the saxophone and enters
the tone chamber at the bottom, not the top. The tone is big and full but mellow, and the repro-
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same time the daily papers all over the country will begin featuring the Brunswick by means
of their advertising columns, but the Brunswick Co. have not confined themselves to the
papers for means of advertising. They have
been working for several months and have completed their program for advertising by means
of the billboards and lithographic color posters.
These posters are in various sizes, ranging from
a single sheet poster, which is approximately
24" by 36", up to the large size, twenty-foursheet posters. This method of advertising will
be applied mainly to the smaller towns, but the
big billboard advertising throughout the larger
cities will be handled by means of regular
painted color signs.
NOW

THE

"STEELCRAFT"

NEEDLES

That Name Selected by Record Needle & Mfg.
Co., Milwaukee, as the Best of the Many Submitted in Recent Contest
The Record Needle & Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
Wis., which has recently been conducting a contest with a view to securing an original and at
the same time properly descriptive name for
their needles, announce that from the hundreds
of names submitted in the contest the one
selected for the prize was "Steelcraft," submitted by Harry R. Leithold, of the Fred Leithold
Piano Co., Black Cross, Wis. Mr. Leithold, of
course, was awarded the 100,000 needles for his
effort. The Record Needle & Mfg. Co. plans
now to feature the name Steelcraft in a big way
in all its advertising, in accordance with its
announcement on page 27 of The World this
month.
The Unger Furniture Co., Rochelle, 111., has
installed a full line of Victrolas and records,
and opened a special department for that purpose.
Nothing can be done successfully without
system.
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ANNOUNCES

MODELS

FOR

THE

EDISON

Now Prepared to Meet the Demand for an Efficient Filing Device for Edison Models 100-A and
150-C — Wins High Praise From Edison Jobbers at Recent Convention Held in New York
In response to a widespread demand on the
part of Edison dealers for a convenient filing
device for the lower priced models, the Ready
File Co. has just announced the completion of
models designed for the New Edison phonograph, Models 100-A and 150-C, as illustrated in
the company's advertisement on page 74 of this
issue of The World.
The new Ready Files were first shown at the
Edison Jobbers' Convention, held at the Knickerbocker Hotel, New York, February 18 and 19.
The enthusiasm with which they were received
is indicated by the fact that they were endorsed
by the convention, an honor which has seldom,
•if ever before, been accorded an accessory.
President Walter E. Kipp, of the Jobbers' Association, said of the Ready File: "We have
long felt the need for such a device. The Ready
File .will enable the Edison dealer to offer a
moderate priced instrument that not only gives
a perfect re-creation of music, but also one that
is wonderfully convenient. I think that I speak
for every jobber here when I say that we -extend our heartiest congratulations and good
wishes to the Ready File Co."
The new Ready Files are very much like the
models that have already become so popular
among Victor dealers, except that it has been
necessary in designing the Edison models to
enclose the trays of the Ready File in a cabinet.
In the model for the 150-C Edison this cabinet
is composed of an ingeniously arranged wooden
front, sides and back, with steel supports for
the trays. The file is instantly installed in the
instrument without alteration. In the model for
the Edison 100-A the cabinet is made to fit on
the shelf of the instrument, the design being
such that the grace of line of the instrument is
in no way marred. The cabinet work is of the
very best, and the finish is fully as fine as that
of the instrument itself. In both models the

Get

the

instrument and the Ready File gives a harmonious effect, with none of the makeshift look so
often found where articles from two different
manufacturers are combined.
The Ready File Co., anticipating a heavy demand, has already started large scale manufacturing of these new models, and in accord with
their usual policy, the Ready File Co. will conduct an aggressive campaign on the models
for the Edison. Anent the new Edison file, the
president
of the
Ready
Co. Victor
said: dealer
"The
Edison dealer
will be
shown,File
as the
has been similarly shown, that by placing Ready
File in every model 100-A and 150-C on his
display floor and in his booths, and by considering the instrument and the Ready File as
a single unit, he can sell Ready Files with practically every instrument of these models that
he sells, making a nice extra profit on each sale."
FIRE VISITS BUFFALO

STORE

Causes Some Damage to Offices of Neal, Clark
& Neal Co. — No Delay in Deliveries
Buffalo, N. Y., March 11. — The wholesale
partment of the Neal, Clark & Neal Co.,
well-known Victor wholesalers of this city,
visited by fire recently. Quick work on

part of the company's employes and the Fire
Department resulted in confining the loss to
the offices. The company reports that it will
be able to take care of dealers' orders as usual.
INCORPORATED

IN PUTNAM,

CONN.

The Averill-Warner Co., Putnam, Conn., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000
to deal in talking machines and other musical
instruments. The incorporators are Warner W.
Averill. John E.^Goggin and Edward H. Burt.

Benefit

of the big business doing right now on
both talking machines and records
by handling
SALTER

Felt

Lined

Cabinets

These two styles are not only remarkable outfit sellers but are equally
attractive to people who have cabinet
machines but need more record
storage capacity.

SEND

FOR

CATALOGS

Showing many other attractive styles.
We also make a beautiful line of sheet
music and music roll cabinets.

SALTER
No. 19. Cabinet
(DOUBLE DOOR FRONT)
Made especially to hold the Victor- Victrola, No. IX A

337-49

MFG.

N. Oakley
CHICAGO,

CO.

Boulevard
ILL.

dethe
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the

No. 111. Cabinet (Opened)
For Columbia $50.00 Machine
33)4 inches high. Top, 23 x 19y2 inches
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Important Social Events Mark Week Spent at Headquarters of Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Inc. — Enjoy Business Discussions — Adolf Heineman Honored — Visit Factories
The managers of the different branches of the
Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Inc.,
in this country and Canada convened in New
York last week for their first annual conference, and during the course of the week a number of important social events were scheduled
which balanced the serious part of the program.
This conference was noteworthy for the practical suggestions which were offered by the
managers and the executives, and Otto Heineman, president of the company, left nothing undone to provide maximum returns for the time
spent by his managers in New York.
The managers arrived in New York on Monday, and during the afternoon attended the first
of a series of important business meetings.
Plans and policies for the coming year were discussed, and it was the unanimous opinion of
everyone present that the conditions in the talking machine industry at the present time evidence a stability and strength which is most
gratifying. The remarkable strides made by the
company last year influenced the introduction
of manufacturing and sales problems which were
discussed at length by the company's executives
and managers.
On Tuesday morning the business meetings
were resumed, and at Tuesday noon the managers were advised that Otto Heineman had arranged for a luncheon at the Hotel Astor to
celebrate the sixtieth birthday of his brother,
Adolf Heineman, assistant general manager of
the company.
Adolf Heineman's Sixtieth Birthday
Adolf Heineman has worked indefatigably
during the past few years to place the Otto
Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. in the front
ranks of the talking machine industry, and the
wonderful progress achieved by this company
may be attributed in a considerable measure to
his unceasing efforts and untiring energy. A
capable executive and thoroughly conversant
with every phase of the talking machine in-

L. &

H. Khaki

dustry, he has rendered invaluable service to
his brother in the foundation and expansion of
the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. . At
the present time he is in charge of the company's Dean division, and his keen business
acumen is reflected in the fact that this division is growing by leaps and bounds, and under
his able direction and management is steadily
adding to its prestige.
In addition to the branch managers, there
were present at this luncheon the company's executives, anumber of prominent members of the
talking machine industry, and several invited
guests. Everyone present was impressed with
the fact that this gathering was an unusual one
in many respects, and the congratulations which
were showered upon Adolf Heineman made this
veteran talking machine man thoroughly happy,
although just a trifle ill at ease. A few hours
previous he had entered his office to find it
transformed into a veritable flower conservatory,
and telegrams of felicitation from business and
personal friends had been received continuously.
The luncheon was a fitting finale to a welldeserved tribute to a man who has worked day
and night for the success of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.
The Luncheon at the Hotel Astor
At the start of the -luncheon A. G. Bean, general manager of the Elyria plant, was introduced
as toastmaster, and a better selection could
hardly have been made. His introductions of
the various speakers were timely and witty,
and in his first remarks he paid a tribute to
the policies and methods of the Otto Heineman
Co. Growing reminiscent, he spoke of the days
when the company's floor space consisted solely
of a room in a downtown office build'ng, which
held two people comfortably, and three with inconvenience. He compared this with the company's present factories in Elyria, O., Newark,
X. J., and Putnam, Conn., in addition to the various branch offices maintained in the leading
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cities throughout this country and in Canada.
When called upon by Mr. Bean as the first
speaker Otto Heineman commented upon the
fact that this luncheon was being given in honoi
of his brother, and was not by any means a
"company" gathering. In a stirring address that
gave his auditors some idea of the bond of atfection that exists between his brother am!
himself, Mr. Heineman said that any measure of
success which his company had achieved must
be attributed to the whole-hearted support that
he had received from Adolf He.neman many
years before the present organ. zalion was
rounded. He emphasized the fact that his
brother had investigated and felt the puise of
the talking mach.ne industry long before it had
reached its present basis of strength and permanency, and paid a tribute to his brother's foresight.an'd judgment which had been a powerful
factor in making possible the establishment of
the Otto Heineman Co.
In response to a stand. ng toast to his continued good health and happ.ness Adolph Heineman wras prevailed upon to make a br.ef address, but with his characterist.c modesty, belittled the results of his many years' work, and
m turn expressed h.s appreciat.on of the spirit
of camaraderie and true affection which he and
his brother had enjoyed in their personal and
business associat on for many years.
Among the others present who made brief addresses, all of which contributed to the enjoyment of the luncheon were A. F. Meisselbach
S. A. Ribolla, John A. Noble, vice-presidem
Harriman National Bank; H. B. Rosen, directoi
llarriman National Bank; E. A. Widmann. president Pathe Freres Phonograph Co.; Jacob
Schector, C. T. Pott, W. G. Pilgrim and Dr.
J. J. Klein. It was the unanimous opin.on of
these speakers that Adolf Heineman had discovered the eternal spring of youth, for h.s
sixty years rest as lightly on his shoulders as
though he had just passed the two-score milestone .n Lis busy career.
On Tuesday' evening Adolf Heineman entertained the visiting managers, the executives of
the company, and a number of invited guests
at his home, a delightful dinner bringing this
eventful day to a happy close.
A Visit to the Meisselbach Plant
On Wednesday the managers, accompanied by
the heads of the Otto Heineman Co., spent the
day at the factories of the Meisselbach division
in Newark, N. J., and a trip through this up-todate and thoroughly efficient plant gave the
visitors the "reason why" the Meisselbach motor
has won world-wide recognition as the leading
motor in its field. A. F. Meisselbach, who is
vice-president of the Otto Heineman Co., entertained the visitors at luncheon at the Downtown
Club,
Newark, hearty
N. J., where
a resumeregarding
of the day's
trip aroused
enthusiasm
the
Aleisselbach products and their unl.mited future
possibilities.
Thursday at the Dean Factories
On Thursday the party left Putnam. Conn.,
where the factories of the Dean division are
located. The managers learned at first hand
some of the intricate processes incidental to
steel needle manufacturing, and with Charles E.
Dean and John M. Dean, Jr.. as guides, explored
the large new factory which has just been completed. They marveled at the perfection in
manufacturing which is evident in every department at this plant, and returned to Xew York
imbued with a true idea of the important role
that this "baby" in the Heineman organization
is destined to play in coming years.
Friday was spent in a series of business meetings at the executive offices, and on Saturday
the managers departed for their respective territories, tired and travel-worn, but heartily enthusiastic and optimistic regarding 1918 possibilities. The week was a signal success, and
Otto Heineman, who arranged every detail of
the week's activities, can well be proud of the
capable and aggressive corps of managers who
are making the Heineman products the standards of the talking machine industry.
On a facing supplement are seen photographs
{Continued on page 95)
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At Speakers' Table — Left to Right: Dr. J. J. Klein, S. A. RSbolla, E. A. Widmann, A. F. Meisselbach, A. Heineman, Otto Heineman, A. G. Bean,
John A. Noble, J. Schector
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Seated — Left to Right: C. W. Neumeister (Cincinnati Manager), W. G. Pilgrim, A. F. Meisselbach, Otto Heineman, S. A. Ribolla (Chicago Manager),
Paul L. Baerwald (Eastern Sales Manager)
Standing— Left to Right: C. Martinez, R. C. Ackerman (Export Manager), Chas. Hibbard, Fred W. Hager, C. T. Pott (Canadian Manager), R. Foute,
A. Foute, W. Brand
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Otto Heineman, President and General Manager

A. Heineman, Assistant General Manager

Treasurer's Office

Stenographic Department

W. G. Pilgrim, Assistant General Manager

Export Department

Bookkeeping Department
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of the Hotel Astor luncheon, the visiting branch
managers, and some of the views in the company's new executive offices which have just
been completed. In addition to those mentioned previously, there were present at the
Hotel Astor luncheon the following: Paul E.
Baerwald, R. C. Ackerman, C. W. Neumeister,
P. Catucci, W. B. Waltzinger, Johannes Sembach (world-famous tenor), R. Gaertner, E.
Rosenthal, S. H. Hirsch, C. M. Estes, R. H.
Williams, R. Kanarek, S. Heckler, F. M. Cruciger, M. A. Finke, Charles E. Dean, John M.
Dean, Jr., John L. Lotsch, Chas. L. Hibbard,
Fred W. Hager, R. Foute, Al. Foute, W. Brand,
E. M. Bath, F. Bender, John Meyer, W. Scharuberger, L. Gruen and L. M. Robinson.
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Mr. Corley's determination to dedicate his efforts
for the duration of the war to his country.
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R. O. Hunter, formerly manager of the VictMa department of G. Schirmer, Inc., and prior
to that Victrola manager for Wm. Knabe &
Co., New York, is now manager of the Victor
department of Lord & Taylor.
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New Improved No. 10 Model for Victrolas Now
Ready for the Trade
The Blackman Talking Machine Co., New
York, has announced to the trade this week a
new improved No. 10 model of the Cleanrite
record brush for Victrolas.
This new model

.

Magnola

Message

No. 1

The Secret of Magnola's marvellously
clear reproduction is found in the exclusive
Magnola Tone Deflector
(patents pending)
"Beats 'em all on tone!"
Literature sent on request.

MAGNOLA

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ, President
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE 1530 CANDLER BLDG.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA, GA.

New Improved Model for Victrolas
embodies a number of distinctive improvements
over the former models, these improvements
constituting patented features that were devised
and patented by J. Newcomb Blackman, president of the company.
The Cleanrite record brush has been on the
market for several years, and has achieved phenomenal success. It is in use in all parts of
the country, and Victor dealers everywhere have
expressed their approval of its many distinctive
merits. It has been merchandised td the dealers
on the principle that it insures long life to disc
records and preserves the tone, and there is no
doubt but that the proper use of this brush will
result in both of these desirable features.
The most important improvement in the new
No. 10 Cleanrite brush for Victrolas is a yielding spring, which eliminates the danger of too
much pressure on the record, and thereby provides for maximum efficiency in the use of this
brush.
MAIN
SPRINGS
I"x0.25xl2' long
%"x0. 23x10' long
3/4"x0.22x8'/2'
long
In stock for immediate
our addelivery.
in Want For
Sectionother repair parts see
FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO.
1491 DeKALB AVENUE
BROOKLYN. N. Y.

j Oak

$55

UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED

CO., Inc., Lynchburg,

Va.

The Blackman Talking Machine Co. has prepared attractive literature in behalf of this new
model 10, which briefly calls attention to the
fact that the Cleanrite brush automatically
cleans the record grooves, and gives the needle
a clean track in which to run. It preserves a
clear reproduction, and by preventing the accumulation of dust and dirt in the record grooves
prolongs the life of the records.
The Cleanrite record brush is a model of simplicity in its adjustment and use, and Victor
dealers can present this .brush as one of the
most practical accessories that have been offered
to Victrola owners in recent years.
THE BRUNSWICK

W^TcKir\J TKe Music Come Out
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Records
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Head of Wholesale Victor Department of Corley Co. to Become Member of the Naval Flying Corps — His Good Work in the Trade

Mr. Corley's genial nature has gained for him
a host of - friends in the trade, not only in the
South but throughout the entire country. These
friends will learn with interest and admiration

No. 2150 DP

Improved in design and construction.
UNITS fit flat together on the end.
DOUBLE drawers in the Base.

SERVICE

Announcement is made that Frank W. Corley,
son of John G. Corley, the head of The Corley
Co., Richmond, Va., and who is actively in
charge of the wholesale Victor department of
that company, has been accepted for service in
the Naval Flying Corps. Although at the present writing he has not yet been called, the summons to duty is expected at any moment and
Mr. Corley is ready.
The Corley Co., one of the leading musical
houses of the South, has justly' earned its slogan, "The House That Made Richmond Musical." Through the untiring efforts of Frank
W. Corley their business as Victor distributors
has reached large proportions. The Corley
Fibre Victrola Trunk has been one of the products of this firm in which Mr. Corley has been
especially interested. The sales of these fibre
trunks have reached a very large figure.

Model

LINE IN DENVER

Proving Very Popular and Many New Agencies
Are Established Among the Dealers — C. J.
Carroll Now in Charge of Department
Denver, Colo., March 9. — The phonograph department of the local branch of the BrunswickBalke-Collender Co., although established only
about a year ago, has met with unusual success
and reports that the Brunswick machines are
meeting with general favor in this section. A
large number of agencies have been established
in Colorado and Wyoming, among the most recent being the Chamberlain Furniture & Undertaking Co., Casper, Wyo.; the Howell Drug
Co., Ft. Lupton, Colo.; the Davis, Brown, McAllaster Mercantile Co., Berthoud, Colo., and
L. E. Frazer, Windsor, Colo.
A recent addition to the staff of the local phonograph department is C. P. Carroll, who has
been engaged in the talking machine trade in
the Middle West for the past eight years. He
will have supervision of the department.
JOSEPH
MUSANTE
Electro-plater and Silversmith
Gold, Silver, Nickel and Antique Finishes
Specializing in phonograph parts and musical instruments
168 CENTRE ST.
NEW YORK
Telephone, Franklin 3053
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Exquisite in Design
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CONCERT

AT TEMPLE

OF MUSIC

Prominent Victor Dealers in Scranton Arrange
Splendid Program and Prove That Concerts
Are a Profitable Form of Store Publicity
Scranton, Pa., March 6. — The Temple of
Music of this city, prominent and successful
talking machine dealer, recently held a very in-

TALKING
F. F. DAWSON

View of Booths and Record Room
store, and Mrs. Deetz were the guiding spirits
in the presentation of this feature, which was
commented upon very favorably in the local
newspapers.
Mr. Deetz arranged for the appearance of four
charming local girls, pupils of Miss Frederica
Deerman, to give a series of interpretative
dances, using the Victrolas and Victor records.
In addition to these numbers, the new Victor
records for March were presented.
Miss Deerman selected for this exhibition four
of her prize pupils, the Misses Isabelle Diffin,
Alice and Lois Smith and Jean Klonoski, three
performances being given from 8 to 11 p. m.
These dances were presented to more than
1,000 people and the street was crowded with
interested music-lovers who were unable to obtain admittance. The concert hall at the Temple of Music faces the street, and as plate glass
is used for the entire front, the dancers were
visible to those standing on the other side of
the street. The performance was enthusiastically applauded by the audiences, the young
dancers finding the Victor records ideal for
their interpretative dances.
The most important part of this feature is
the fact that the business at the Temple of
Music on the day following the dances was the
largest the store closed since Christmas. Mr.
Deetz is delighted with the success of his newplan, and promises to introduce some other innovations in the near future which will further
add to the popularity of his establishment and
the sales totals of Victrolas and Victor records.
A patriotic and philanthropic American has
purchased thirty-eight Columbia Grafonolas with
special carrying trunks for the members of the
Twentieth Engineers (Forestry Division) who
are now in training, and who expect to leave for
France in the very near future.

APPOINTED

WORLD

MANAGER

Takes Charge of the Columbia Graphophone
Co.'s Cincinnati Branch
George W. Hopkins, general sales manager
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York,
announced this week the appointment of F. F.
Dawson as manager of the company's Cincinnati branch. Mr. Dawson has been acting manager at this branch since the first of the year,
and his appointment as manager is a well-deserved tribute to his ability and the success
which he has already achieved in Cincinnati.
F. F. Dawson has been associated with the
Columbia Co. for a number of years, and during
this time has won the esteem of his associates
and the Columbia dealers in the different territories where he has been located. He has always been a keen student of merchandising, and
has left nothing undone to assist the dealers in
the practical solution of their sales problems.
He is thoroughly acquainted with every detail
of Columbia product and its possibilities, and is
generally recognized as a representative of the
modern successful talking machine executive.
HELPING

View of Temple of Music Display Room
teresting event in its concert hall, which achieved
signal success.
Guy Deetz, manager of this

MACHINE

THE PUBLIC

TO SELECT

The Orchard & Wilhelm Co., of Omaha, Neb.,
has recently issued a folder which is admirably
adapted to helping the public make its record
selections. The folder lists twelve individual
records which it offers to send out on approval
as a set. In explaining the system there is an
introductory paragraph which runs as follows:
"Sometimes you can afford a few minutes to look
through the little book, but a glance over this
list will tell you of twelve records that will satisfy, and you can order over the telephone with
a confidence begotten of our recommendation."
A system of this sort offers an admirable opportunity to promote the sale of all new records
and to specialize on selected numbers. It is
also an idea which offers excellent opportunity
to put out on. approval certain records of unquestionable musical merit often overlooked.
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HOME FROM COAST-TO-COAST TRIP
Frank T. Nutze, Vice-President of Stephenson,
Inc., Motor Manufacturers, Finds Conditions
Excellent Throughout Country
After a' trip across the continent Frank T.
Nutze, vice-president of Stephenson, Inc., manufacturers of the Stephenson "precision-made"
phonograph motor, is again at his desk. While
away Mr. Nutze visited several Pacific Coast
cities and some of the larger commercial centers of the Middle West.
He reports both the retail and wholesale
branches of the talking machine industry in the
territory visited to be very prosperous, and the
outlook to be healthy. In Chicago he found
the talking machine manufacturers very optimistic, the majority of them feeling a constant increase in the demand for their products. One
reason he stated for the better business situation in the West has been the absence of a
coal problem on anything like the scale which
visited the East. Then, too, he found shipping
conditions much more favorable. While their
shipping facilities are taxed they have avoided
the critical conditions which developed in other
parts of the country.
Mr. Nutze closed several business deals, some
of which involve the shipment of quantities of
Stephenson motors throughout the coming year.
Arrangements for a Stephenson service station
were closed for the city of Chicago and adjacent
territory, the Lakeside Co., Inc., of that city,
taking over that representation.
Since his return Mr. Nutze has been very busy
catching up with his correspondence, and at the
same time acting as traffic expert in seeing
that the shipments of Stephenson motors are
placed on the shortest and fastest routes, which
is "some job" in these days of embargoes and
freight congestion.
The Phonograph Co., Chicago, Edison jobbers, have increased their capital stock from
$25,000 to $100,000.

Tone —

the

vital

thing

IF you, as a manufacturer, can talk and prove tone superiority
in your product, you have a selling argument to overshadow allfeatures.
the "talking points" of cabinets, and designs
and accessory
And you can talk tone superiority. You can put out a
product that will be a revelation in tone-purity, tone-quality,
tone-volume. When you realize what vivid, lifelike, colorful
tone can be produced and sustained by the talking machine
equipped with
Parr

Magnetic Reproducer
fitted with the

Vibratone

Patented

Diaphragm

These two dominating and proven inventions open up
wonderful possibilities for manufacturers eager to put their
product at the top-notch of class and character.
Take the Parr
Magnetic Reproducer —
The most sensitive of
reproducers. The permanent
magnetic device, an integral
part of the reproducer, acts
on the stylus box. Its possibilities in giving warmth and
delicacy in
tonalpassages
reproduction the
of quiet
make old-style sound boxes
seem obsolete. And in fortissimo passages where ordinary reproducers create unEleasant,
music
destroying
lasts, caused
by the
needle
jumping and losing its grip,
the Parr Magnetic Reproducer, withfollows
its marvelous
flexibility,
every
wave and vibration in the
record and takes everything
the record holds.

You want

your product to be RIGHT

!

If you want your product worthy of your name,
certainly want that product to be right in its most
feature. And it will be right if it is equipped with the
Magnetic Reproducer — the reproducer for those who

you
vital
Parr
seek

perfection.
The indestructible, non-crystallizing, always resilient
VIBRATONE PATENTED DIAPHRAGM
Possessing all the good points of mica diaphragms, it overcomes
all mica's bad features. Guaranteed uniform in quality, free from
bubbles, blisters and waves, the Vibratone Patented Diaphragm is nonporous,
non-absorbent.
It has
a definite function and it performs it. It improves tone;
in fact it creates new tone possibilities for every reproducer of other
types.
PARR MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
At Fourteenth St.
NEW YORK
1 UNION SQUARE
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Columbia Graphophone Co
Woolworth Building, New York

SONORA

DEALERS

ENJOY

BANQUETS

Yahr & Lange Drug Co. Entertain Retailers in
Their Territory at Elaborate Spread — Minneapolis Drug Co. Follows Suit
The Yahr & Lange Drug Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.,
distributors in Wisconsin for the products of
the Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., has been
achieving remarkable success with this wellknown line, and during the past few months has
established many important agencies throughout the State.
Fred Yahr, president of the company, is taking a personal interest in the activities of the
Sonora
department, and recently invited the

Minneapolis Drug Co. Give Banquet to Sonora Retailers in Their Territory
Wisconsin to be his guests, Mr. Yahr also extended an invitation to the Sonora jobbers in
surrounding territory, and a number of them
accepted, including Sewall D. Andrews, Minneapolis Drug Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; O. C.
Maurer, Kiefer-Stewart Drug Co.. Indianapolis,
Ind.; W. J. Hamlin, C. J. Van Houten & Zoon,
Chicago, 111. Frank J. Coupe, director of advertising and sales for the Sonora Phonograph
Sales Co., was also present at this dinner, and
contributed materially to the success of the ban-

Sonora Dealers in Milwaukee District Entertained by Yahr & Lange Drug Co.
Sonora dealers in his territory to be his guests regarding the sales possibilities of the Sonora
at a banquet held at the Plankinton Hotel in line, and many practical suggestions were subthis city. This dinner was a signal success, and mitted during the course of the evening.
evCry dealer present expressed keen enthusiasm In addition to inviting the Sonora dealers in
MR.
MR.

The

JONES

SMITH

HAD
TOO
MANY
on hand, and he needed Motors !

CABINETS

HAD
TOO
MANY
on hand, and he needed Cabinets !

Phonograph

Clearing

MOTORS

House,

Inc.

is clearing up things like these every day. We can sell you anything
you want, from a needle lo a complete machine. Whether it s
single items or millions, our business is to find it for you.
Direct

Representatives

oi

Leading

IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHERE
IF YOU DONT KNOW WHERE
Communicate with

\THE

Manufacturers

TO GET IT
TO SELL IT

CLEARING
PHONO
EAST 42d STREET, NEW YORK
51 GRAPH

HOUSE,
CITY

Inc. ^

When Mr. Andrews returned to Minneapolis,
quet.was so favorably impressed with Mr. Yahr's
he
plan that he extended an invitation to the Sonora dealers in his company's territory to be
present at a banquet which he gave in Minneapolis. This event was also a decided success,
and in addition to the dealers and executives of
the Minneapolis Drug Co., there were also present George E. Brightson, president of the Sonora Phonograph Sales Corp., accompanied by
Mr. Coupe.
ENTERTAINS

CHICAGO

FORCE

Arthur D. Geissler, president, and Roy J.
Keith, vice-president of the New York Talking
Machine Co., Victor distributors, returned last
week from a visit to Chicago, where they attended directors' meetings of the New York
Talking Machine Co. and the Chicago Talking
Machine Co. While in Chicago Mr. Geissler
gave a theatre party and dinner to his associates and the members of the board of directors,
and Mr. Geissler's well-deserved reputation as a
genial host was further emphasized by the success of this party and dinner. The event was
marked by a spirit of good-cheer and goodfellowship, and was a fitting finale to a very
pleasant Chicago visit.
The Glendale Phonograph & Piano Co., Vincent Salmacia. proprietor, has opened a store
in Glendale, Cal.
NEEDLES FOR PHONOGRAPHS
STEEL needles. 100 in eleg. envelopes, per 1,000.. $ .65
(In stock,for extra
full andmcd.medium
tone)tone, each .25
SAPPHIRE
Pathe loud,
or Edison,
and loud
In lots of 100, each
20
DIAMONDS for Pathe or Edison, each
1.75
In lots of one rloz.. each
I 50
Made In Switzerland
grade Section
Sapphire and Diamond
See ofourthead finest
in Want
FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO.
1491 DeKalb Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Strong Movement Under Way to Establish a Social and Business Center for the Trade at Large —
Plan Would Present Many Genuine Advantages — Piano Men Already Have Club

not a talking machine men's club in
WhyYork
New
— a social center where members of
the trade can meet their friends, and where
out-of-town visitors may make their headquarters?
There is a strong sentiment in the trade at
the present time for the organization of a talking machine men's club, along the lines of clubs
organized in the piano and other trades, and
which have proven so successful. It is felt
that this industry has reached the point where
such an institution would prove most desirable,
and that the trade is big enough to assure the
support of such a move without any difficulty.
As one well-known talking machine man said
to The World: "What the trade wants just
now is a permanent meeting place where the
members of the industry and their friends may
gather for luncheon, for dinner, for a social
hour or two, to chat, smoke, or otherwise entertain themselves, or to listen to valuable addresses on business topics delivered by men
prominent either in or out of the trade. At the
present time our industry is one of the few of
its size in the city that has not such headquarters, and the fact is to be regarded in the
light of a handicap.
"The piano trade some years ago organized
the Piano Club of New York, with headquarters in the Bronx, and the club has proven most
successful, there being a representative showing
for luncheon each day and some big turnouts
at special events. One can drop in there most
any hour of the day and find somebody, and it
proves a most welcome center to which to
take piano men from out of town for luncheon
or a chat. If the piano men can do it why
cannot the talking machine men, who are far
more numerous?"
Although the club plan is still in a purely
embryonic state, it has already attracted the at-

tention of some active lights in the industry,
and one prominent furniture man who conducts
a talking machine department in his store has
volunteered to provide the furnishings for any
quarters that may be selected for. a clubhouse,
whether simply a floor or an entire building. It
is believed that a logical location for a talking
machine men's club would be in the forties,
somewhere between Fifth avenue and Broadway, convenient to the hotels, theatres and railroad terminals, and within easy reach of trade
centers.
It is felt that many speakers could be prevailed upon to address the trade if some place
were provided where a fair size audience could
be gathered. Then, too, there would be a
genuine advantage to the trade in the social
intercourse of its members through such a club.
Out-of-town visitors, and there are a goodly
number of them, would find a talking machine
men's club a congenial place in which to spend
their leisure moments, and to receive their mail.
Those who have advanced the club plan emphasized the fact that such a movement might
well be fathered by the Talking Machine Men,
Inc., who with their present organization, representative ofthe trade at large, could do much
to develop interest in the idea. It is pointed
out that there are several hundred manufacturers, jobbers and dealers in the metropolitan
district who could be depended upon to supporta club, a sufficient number in fact to insure the
financial success of the venture, if conducted
along conservative lines, at a minimum of expense to the individual.
As has already been stated, one advocate of
the club idea has volunteered to provide the
furnishings for the clubrooms, and this is to be
recognized as eliminating one of the big, initial
expenses. With the furnishings taken care of,
the club members would be called upon to pay

99
only the rent and the operating expenses, with
a return revenue being realized upon any restaurant or refreshment privileges that might be
incorporated.
The World would be glad to receive any expressions ofopinion from the trade in reference
to the club idea.
SONORA

CO. ELECTIONS

FOR

1918

George E. Brightson Again Heads That Concern
for Coming Year — The Other Officers
The officers and directors of the Sonora Phonograph Corp. for the ensuing year, as elected
at a recent meeting of the stockholders, are as
follows :
George E. Brightson, president' and treasurer;
J. N. Beach, vice president; Joseph Wolff, secretary; W. J. Farquhar, assistant treasurer, secretary American District Telegraph Co.; William Varin, comptroller. Directors: J. N. Beach
(president of Lord's Court Realty Co., director
Equitable Life Assurance Co., director Atlantic
Mutual Marine Insurance Co.); George E.
Brightson, H. P. Chilton (member of banking
house of Moore & Schley), Waldo G. Morse
(vice-president State Bank, Seneca Falls, N. Y.),
Joseph
Wolff. and directors of the Sonora PhoThe officers
nograph Sales Co., Inc., for the ensuing year, as
elected
at a recent meeting of the stockholders,
a,-e as follows:
George E. Brightson, president; Lewis Cruger Hasell, vice-president; J. Schechter, secretary; Joseph Wolff, treasurer; E. H. Jennings,
assistant treasurer (formerly manager credit
department, Bank of the Manhattan Co.); Frank
J. Coupe, manager sales and advertising. Directors: George E. Brightson, John A. Eckert
(John A. Eckert & Co., insurance, New York);
L. C. Hasell (general manager William Iselin
& Co., New York), Waldo G. Morse, Jos. W.
Stinson (formerly managing partner, Downing,
Clark & Co.), J. Schechter (attorney), Joseph
Wolff.

^ me
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a selling standpoint,

is a tribute to

the public's appreciation of real musical and artistic worth.
The serene purity of Cheney tone and its perfect renditions of all
makes of records result from entirely new applications of acoustic
principles.
It puts the real artist into the record !
The

Cheney

is an artistic creation and as such it commands
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American
Graphophone
Athletic and Social
Club a Social Center for Grafonola Makers
The American Graphophone Athletic and Social Club, which is composed of the employes
of the American Graphophone Co.'s factories

TALKING

MACHINE

WORLD

ment and amusement which this club affords.
The club holds its meetings monthly, and
the object of these meetings is to stimulate the
interest and activities of the members in athletic and social welfare. The club is meeting
with the hearty support of the "Graphites," and
has gone a long way in the promotion of goodfellowship among the employes.
It is inter-

One of the
Meeting Room of Sport Club
at Bridgeport, Conn, (manufacturer of Columested in pool tournaments, card tournaments,
bia products), is making very satisfactory progbowling, basket ball, music, dancing and similar
entertainments.
ress, and according to present plans the members will be afforded many opportunities to
In the past year A. C. Whitehead has been
thoroughly enjoy and appreciate the entertainpresident, A. H. Carpenter vice-president, and
THE

NEW

VICTOR

WIRELESS

POSTER

Most Attractive Piece of Publicity for Use of
Dealer Just Issued by Victor Co.
The Victor Talking Machine Co. has just sent
out a most attractive poster in colors for the
use of the dealers in window and store displays,
and featuring the special Victor records for
wireless operators announced recently. The
poster shows an army wireless station, back of
an artillery position in France, with the oper-

ator sending messages to headquarters. The
coloring is particularly effective, and the whole
poster is of the sort to demand immediate attention. The Victor wireless records are produced in accordance with the Marconi system,
and are, therefore, to be accepted as the standard.
With the wireless poster there has also been
issued a second poster referring to the "Victrola Book of the Opera," showing actual reproductions of the book, with its attractive cover in
green and gold.

G. Langham secretary. The officers and their
associates have worked with considerable energy
during their term to make the club a success,
and their efforts have been well rewarded. The
members enjoy nearly any sort of diversion,
such as cards, checkers, pool, athletic stunts,
music, dancing, reading, etc.
The club has a service flag covered with a
field of stars, which is rapidly climbing close

Reading Rooms of the Sport Club
to the half hundred mark, and the clubrooms
have already won recognition from the enlisted
and drafted members as a center where they
may congregate, renew old friendships and see
familiar faces.
NEW

The man who could earn more through
greater effort, but who does not make the
attempt, cheats himself — and he cheats the rest
of the world.

Its price places it within the reach of every
American home. Its fine appearance makes it fit
for a place in the finest home in the land. Its richness of tone and splendid finish and design will
delight the most critical buyer.
Mechanically the MUNOLA
leaves nothing to be desired. Our especially designed double spring motor plays three ten-inch records with one winding and
is absolutely noiseless when running.
The tone arm, sound box and full sized all wood horn are scientifically designed and properly proportioned to produce a full, round, mellow tone.
PLAYS ALL MAKES OF RECORDS AS CLEAR AS A BELL.
DEALER:

The

MUNOLA

will make

you immense

profits. It sells to

every class of buyer because it is cheap enough for anybody — good enough
for everybody. We are rapidly establishing Agencies in cities all over the
country. If you are looking for the best and most profitable popular priced
Phonograph proposition to be had to-day, write us at once
proposition and full particulars.
MUNZER
307 Sixth Avenue

OPENED

The Jamestown Piano & Phonograph Co. has
opened a store in Jamestown, N. Y., featuring
the Hallet & Davis pianos, as well as Pathephones and records. Special soundproof rooms
are being installed.

By economical manufacturing methods and quantity production we are able to offer what we believe to be by far the greatest Phonograph value
to-day on the American market.

MR.

STORE

for our dealer

MANUFACTURING
CORP.
Sole Makers
So.
Minneapolis, Minn.
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Then again — in the higher realm of song — such worldfamed artists as Muratore, Muzio, Didur, Thibaud, Ganz,
Hoffman,
No Needles to Change
The Pathe Sapphire Ball takes
the place of needles. It need
not be changed.

of them

Records Don't Wear Out
We guarantee every Pathe Record to play at least one thousand
times with the Pathe Sapphire .
Ball without impairing the unexcelled beauty of tone.
The Pathe Controla
With the Pathe Controla you
can increase, or decrease the
tonal volume of the Pathe
Phonograph at will.
Each Pathe Phonograph
Plays not only Pathe Records,
but all other makes of records,
and plays them perfectly.
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MICHIGAN

The Pathe Sapphire Ball
Enlarged many times
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OTTAWA PLANT DESTROYED BY FIRE
Ottawa Pianophone Co. Suffers Total Loss of
Factory — Temporary Plant Opened in Chicago to Take Care of Current Orders

PLANNING FOR JOBBERS' CONVENTION
Louis Buehn Heads Arrangements Committee
to Look After Details of Annual Meeting to
Be Held at Atlantic City in July

Chicago, III., March 11. — The plant of the
Ottawa Pianophone Co., Ottawa, 111., was total-,
ly destroyed by fire on Saturday night. The
origin of the fire is unknown, but a high wind
storm fanned the flames and firemen were delayed twenty-five minutes waiting for water to
be turned on. Had there been a proper water
supply the plant could have been saved.
A temporary plant has been secured in this
city to take care of the orders on hand, and
there is sufficient stock on hand to insure the
trade an ample supply of the full Hiawatha line.
Manager Fred Moynahan states that a new plant
will be ready in sixty days on a location not yet
determined upon.

Plans are already under way for the next annual convention of the National Association of
Talking Machine Jobbers, which will be held at
the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, in July. The
Traymore headquarters have proven most satisfactory to members of the association during
the past two conventions, which accounts for the
selection of that hotel for this year.
Of course, as they say in circus land, the
coming convention will be bigger and better
than ever. The trade is faced with unusual
problems this year, and it would seem that
every jobber would welcome the opportunity to
meet with his fellow jobbers for the discussion
of current problems as they affect the talking
machine business.
Louis Buehn, head of the Louis Buehn Co.,
Philadelphia, has been appointed chairman of
the arrangements committee for the convention,
and is already hard at work lining up the details. Announcements of the various convention plans will appear in The World each month
up to the time of the meeting.

An

Open

Letter

to Every

Live

DEALER
in the
We

Trade

still want 95 dealers of the 200

we started out to get last month —
to know about STRADIVARA, and
the quickest way we know how to
do so is to "deliver the goods," and
here's how we intend to do it:
WE

WILL

from

SHIP

our regular stock

95

SI RAD1VARA
"KNOWN FOR TONE"
Machines
AS

DEALERS'

SAMPLES

If you consider yourself a "Live
Dealer" be one of the remaining
95 to join us in forcing the issue
for our big Spring drive for business. Write today for a sample
machine while this special allotment lasts.
Join this list of Live Dealers who have
sold hundreds of our machines and
are making REAL PROFITS:
B. Kantor, Inc.,
' N. B.
Shaw & Sons,
Newark, N. J.
Amsterdam,
N. Y.
Wm. Beagle,
Geo. L. Schuyler,
Johnstown, Pa.
Watertown, N. Y.
Russell & Rigg,
Howell Bros.,
Altoona, Pa.
Hoboken, N. J.
F. P. Weaver,
Co.,
Meadville, Pa. Nat'l Furn.
Newark, N, J.
J. Steams IVyman,
Cannon Furn. Co.,
Boston, Mass.
Newark, N. J.
S. Da Boll,
Furn. Co.,
Rochester, N. Y. Hoffman Newark,
N. J.
B. E. Pudney,
S. E. Lee Piano Co.,
Owego & Sidney, N.Y.
L. B. Van Wagenen Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Kingston, N. Y. O. W. Merrell,
Larkin Piano Co.,
Conn.
Yonkers, N. Y. Walter Winsted,
Andrews,
Lindner Piano Co.,
N. Y,
Buffalo, N. Y. Geo. Jamestown,
A. Fellows,
Selmore Piano Co.,
Gloversville. N. Y,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Space prohibits at from mentioning several hundred
After all the supreme selling test is quality — by
comparison; and STRADIVARA has all the features of other machines, with the REAL Norwegian spruce sound board tone feature added.

SUPREME

$45 to $225

SCHILLING PIANO CO., Inc.
Wholesale Distributors
112 WEST 23d ST., NEW YORK

RENDERS

DECISION

Price Maintenance Suit of Boston Store of Chicago vs. American Graphophone Co. Decided
in Favor of the Chicago Concern
Washington, D. C, March 5.-^The United
States Supreme Court handed down yesterday
an important decision which in effect limits the
rights of a patentee under the patent laws to
control the resale price of an article. This decision was rendered in the case of the Boston
Store of Chicago versus the American Graphophone Co.
In September, 1915, the United States District Court in Chicago granted an injunction
against the Boston Store of Chicago enjoining
it from selling Columbia records at cut prices.
The case came before the Supreme Court upon
a certificate from the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals in and for the Seventh Circuit.
The questions certified to the Supreme Court
were the following:
1. Does jurisdiction attach under the patent
laws of the United States?
2. If so, do the recited facts disclose that some
right or privilege granted by the patent laws
has been violated?
3. Can a patentee, in connection with the act
of delivering his patented article to another for
a gross consideration then received, lawfully reserve by contract a part of his monopoly right
to sell?
4. If jurisdiction attaches solely by reason of
diversity of citizenship, do the recited facts constitute a cause of action?
The Supreme Court in its decision answered
the first question in the affirmative, and all the
other questions in the negative.
STOCKHOLDERSASSENT

TO PLAN

President Francis S. Whitten, of the American Graphophone Co. and the Columbia Graphophone Co., has sent out a letter to stockholders
in which he says that over 90 per cent, of the
stockholders have filed their assent to the reorganization plan, 60 per cent, being necessary.
Temporary certificates of the Columbia Graphophone Mfg. Co., as the new company to take
over American Graphophone will be known, will
be issued shortly. The time for stockholders
who have not done so to turn in their stock
has been extended to March 15.
Paragon

7 Models — from

COURT

Mfg. Company,
HICKORY, N. C.
Manufacturers of

Style A
Price, $225.00
Size 49'/2 x 21 x 25
In Fumed Oak or Satin Mahogany

Triple

Spring,

Nickeled

Spiral Gear,

Motor,

Tone

Modifier, Plush -covered
Turntable, Automatic Stop,
Lock

Needle-cups

Rests,
Casters.
Record

Leg

Sockets

compartment

on side through

and
and

opening

a rising and

falling balanced door, fitted
with five ten-inch and four
twelve-inch

high-grade

albums,

capacity 108 records.
All

exposed

heavily

metal

parts

gold-plated.

The patented spun vibratory
horn is finished in Roman
Gold.

Send

for

Catalogue

Not Sold Through

Jobbers

Inc.

High-Grade
Phonographs
$85.00 to $265.00. Play all Disc Records
This Ad. is for your Benefit, write us. Hickory, N. C.

INC.
fultON-ALDEN
WAUKEGAN,

co

ILLINOIS
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BY NOTED

MEN

TALKING
MUSIC

To Be Used by the "Nation's Forum" in National Propaganda
St. Louis, Mo., March 8. — As announced recently in The Talking Machine World, Guy
Golterman, a prominent attorney of this city,
is the director of a new organization to be
known as the "Nation's Forum," which has been
formed to introduce records made by some of
the most prominent men in public life. This

MACHINE

"SOMEWHERE

ON ATLANTIC"

Naval Officer Writes Interesting Description of
the Playing of Phonographs on Transport
Bound for "Over There" — How Various Kinds
of Music Affect the Fighting Man
San Fraxcisco, Cal., March 7. — Is the musical,
instrument a necessity or a luxury? Ask the
boys in the cantonments, on the transports or
in the trenches. George McConnell, of Fraser
& McConnell, piano dealers of this city, is satisfied that at least on the transports music is
a very real necessity. In evidence thereof he
cites a letter he recently received from a captain, formerly of San Francisco, written while
the officer was "somewhere on the Atlantic"
headed for "somewhere in France."
In the opening paragraph the officer said: "A
phonograph is playing in the distance, sometimes a classic and sometimes a love song."
And as he proceeds with his letter he interrupts
himself from time to time to tell what the machine is playing. Now it is "A Little Bit of
Heaven." And this brings to the soldier's
mind visions of dear old San Francisco, as it
was there he had a friend who loved to sing
the song. Then comes the Largo from Handel
and the sadness makes the boys feel that it is
very hard to keep a stiff upper lip. But the
lighter things of life constantly bob up in youth
and the captain refers to one of his comrades

Guy Golterman
forum has already secured an imposing list of
names, and several well-known men have already made records which are meeting with considerable favor.
At a recent meeting of the Chamber of Commerce at the Planters Hotel, in this city, a record made by ex- Ambassador Gerard was presented, and proved such a signal success that
Edward Buder, chairman of the meeting, wrote
the following letter to Mr. Gerard: "Please
accept my thanks for yours of the 27th inst.
You will be pleased to know that the Gerard
talk made a decided hit at the meeting yesterday, and I take this opportunity of thanking
you for the use of the machine and the record."
IMPORTANT

CHANGE

IN EL PASO

El Paso,. Tex., March 9.— The Tri-State Talking
Machine Co. has been consolidated with the
talking machine department of the El Paso
Piano Co. However, the firm name of "TriState Talking Machine Co." will be retained,
J. M. Spain and W. R. Schutz being the sole
owners. The piano department of the El Paso
Piano Co. will continue as usual and under its
present name.
W. R. Schutz is proprietor.
The entire business will be concentrated and
conducted in the El Paso Piano Co.'s beautiful
new location at 215 Texas street, formerly
Everybody's Building, in a few days.
Richard S. Thompson, formerly of the advertising department of the Victor Talking Machine
Co., is now a second lieutenant of infantry. He
is a graduate of Plattsburg officers' training
camp.

The
A
New

who is lying in his bunk, where he "Just Can't
Make His Stomach Behave." Towards the end
of the letter he says: "Now we are going to
have a march and then perhaps a rag," and his
friendly communication takes on a sprightlier
tone at the prospect. Truly, he says in conclusion, ifit were not for the music it would
be hard to keep up a fellow's spirits.
Can you not picture the young officer sitting
apart from the group about the phonograph,
holding commune with his friend by means of
the written word, but his every thought dominated by the music that flows from the overworked phonograph? Can you picture such a
scene and say that the musical instrument is not
a necessity of warfare?
1918 METHODS

OF ADVERTISING

Boston, Mass., March 5.— George W. Hopkins,
general sales manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, was one of the speakers
Saturday at the monthly dinner of the Pilgrim
Publicity Association.
Mr. Hopkins chose for his subject "1918 Methods of Advertising," and gave one of his usual
effective and inspiring addresses. He told the
advertising men present that it is up to them
to make business earn more dollars than ever,
so that these dollars may be used in supporting the Liberty Loans.
"There never was such a time in history," he
said, "for the making or breaking of men in
business. I'm not at all pessimistic, but the
American business man must get his affairs into
such shape that he can take advantage of the
57,000,000,000 that will be spent by the Government in prosecution of the war. The rich man,
too, has less money to spend than he ever had
before; and the poor man has more. You must
accommodate your business to these changed
conditions or you will go down rather than up."

"INVINCIBLE"
and
Better
Sound-Box

<I Plays all makes of records,
•fl Pure, clear and sweet tone.
•I Constructed to give service and absolutely guaranteed.
^ No superfluous parts, and production uniform — no seconds
•I Supplied with mica or composition diaphragms.
WRITE TODAY FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES
NEW
JERSEY
REPRODUCER
847 Broad Street
NEWARK,
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CO.
N. J.

He outlined the various selling appeals in the
vending of merchandise. Concerning one
change in the psychology of the buyer, he said
that the draft has made a Beau Brummel of the
private, and this change is reflected in the average man.
NEW

H0FFAY

CABINET

MODEL

A new style of cabinet has been adopted by
the Hoffay Talking Machine Co.. Inc., and in
the future all their
models will be produced in this new
style, which will
make the Hoffay distinctive. A photograph of the new
model is reproduced
herewith and will give
some
idea of its attractiveness.
The Hoffay Talking
Machine Co. are celebrating this spring
their "three years of
progress."
Announcement of the
accomplishments ofthe firm
in that time appears
elsewhere in this
paper. The recent New Hoffay Style
decision of the Hoffay Co. that they would release their two reproducers, the "Resurrectone"
and the "Half-fork-tone." for general use to
all manufacturers making the necessary arrangements, has brought a flood of requests for these
reproducers to the Hoffay offices during the past
four weeks.
MAKING

IMPORTANT

INSTALLATIONS

A. L. Van Veen & Co. Equip a Number of Important Stores With Their Booths
In a chat with The World this week Arthur
L. Van Veen, head of A. L. Van Veen & Co.,
manufacturer of Van Veen bed-set booths, commented upon the fact that the company had
been making unusually satisfactory progress in
closing important installations in Brooklyn. At
the present time, Van Veen booths are being installed in the establishments of several prominent Brooklyn talking machine houses, and in
all parts of this territory the company's booths
are rendering splendid service. Mr. Van Veen
attributes this progress to the satisfaction
his booths are giving the dealers, for many of
these installations have been repeat orders.
In current literature issued by the company
Mr. Van Veen called attention to the fact that
in a recent advertisement used by the Columbia Graphophone Co. on the back cover of the
Saturday Evening Post an illustration was used
that portrayed the Van Veen booths. The illustration in question was the interior of the
store of Hardman, Peck & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y..
which ordered a Van Veen installation after
thoroughly investigating the merits of these
booths. As this back cover advertisement costs
$9,000, Mr. Van Veen is naturally gratified to
feel that a store with a Van Veen installation
was selected for use in this advertising.
Among the recent Van Veen installations in
Brooklyn are the following: Ridgewood Grafonola Shop. Frederick Becht, Kirsner Bros..
Stultz & Rauer. and a complete installation for
the piano and talking machine rooms of Frederick Loeser & Co.
SHELTON
ELECTRIC
PHONOGRAPH
MOTOR
We have increased our factory facilities to handle the demand for the
Shelton Electric Motor, and are
now ready to make prompt deliveries.
Write for oar Special Agency Proposition
SHELTON
30 East 42nd

ELECTRIC
CO.
Street, NEW YORK
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MACHINE

TO LARGER

QUARTERS

The Service Department of the New York Talking Machine Co. Has Prepared a Series of
Artistic Posters for Use of Dealers

Ready File Co., Inc., Compelled by Growth of
Business to Move Executive Offices to the
Fourth Floor of Castle Hall Building

The service department of the New York
Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesaler, has
prepared for the use of its dealers a series of
unusually artistic feature posters that can be
displayed to excellent advantage. It is the intention of this department to prepare one of
these posters each month, and those issued to
date have won the enthusiastic approval of the
Victor dealers in metropolitan territory.
One of these recent posters featured the Victor records made by Jascha Heifetz, the phenomenal young violinist, who has taken the
country by storm, and who records for the Victor Talking Machine Co. exclusively. This
poster presents a cutout of Heifetz in full pose,
and was executed by Louis Fancher, one of
the leading poster artists in New York.
Another recent poster features the vocal record "Lorraine," which promises to be one of
the most popular semi-patriotic songs that have
been introduced during the past year. The
subject of this poster is in keeping with the
text of the song, and is well calculated to attract favorable attention from all Victrola owners. Another recent poster featured the Victor
record of the "Missouri Waltz," one of the
best selling waltz records that have been introduced in recent years.
The service department of this company has
also instituted a special combination service
plan, which includes a one-page insert that can
be enclosed with the monthly supplements. This
insert features ten records which the company
has in stock, and this list contains selections
that make a definite appeal to all music lovers.
The headings of each insert are especially attractive, and usually feature some of the latest
hits of the day.
In order to enhance the value of this insert
a hanger has been prepared which also lists
these ten records, and the progressive Victor
dealer can use this hanger in conjunction with
this insert, to stimulate the demand for ten records that can be promptly supplied.

Indianapolis, Ind., March 8. — For the second
time within the past year the Ready File Co.,
Inc., has been forced by the ever-growing volume of business to move to larger executive
offices. This time the makers of this fast selling specialty for filing records have gone to the
fourth floor of the Castle Hall Building, where
they occupy a suite consisting of six departments and an experimental laboratory.
When seen in his new private office, F. O.
Wilking expressed great pleasure over the new
experimental laboratory.
He said in part:
"We are all greatly gratified in having at last
the laboratory that has been in our minds for
the past several months. Here we can, I am
sure, work out the plans for making the
new specialties we have in mind. What these
are I am not at liberty to disclose, as our patents have not yet been secured, but I may at
least say that they are all related to the development of the talking machine. I rather think
that before very long we will be in a position
to supply many of the wants of the talking
machine dealer, and to supply them better than
has heretofore been done by any accessory

NEW

SONORA

AGENCY

OPENED

West Allis, Wis., March 12. — The exclusive
agency for the Sonora phonograph in West
Allis, one of the largest and most important
suburbs of Milwaukee, has been placed with
the Central Drug Co., 6324 Greenfield avenue,
by Yahr & Lange, Milwaukee, distributors.
The Central Co., owned by Theodore J. Mueller,
is remodeling and enlarging its store in order
to provide elaborate display and demonstration
rooms.
NEEDLE
CUPS
HEAVY NICKEL-PLATED

Per 100 .. . $2.00

OPEN

Per 1000 . . . $17.50

company."
APPOINT

NEW

BRUNSWICK

AGENCIES

Ten Dealers in This Section Take on Line During Month — Changes in Staff at New York
Office— Staff Meeting of Sales Force
Both the wholesale and retail departments of
the Brunswick phonograph at the New York
headquarters of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co. report generally good business.
In the period from February 15 to date ten
new agencies for the Brunswick phonograph
were opened by this office. Seven of this number were opened since the first of the month.
Various changes of territory were made in the
sales staff. Chester Abelowitz, formerly in the
New Haven district, is now in New York City.
F. W. Johnston has been transferred from New
Haven to Brooklyn. J. J. Brophy, formerly in
New York City, is now in New Haven. A. E.
Wengrovious is covering Albany and H. D.
Clark, Newark.
The salesmen met in the New York headquarters on Saturday last for a staff meeting at
which time the new "Ultona" reproducer and
tone arm for playing all records on the Brunswick phonograph was demonstrated.
INCREASES

CAPITAL

CLOSED
Per 1000 . . . $27.50

FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO.
1491 DeKalb Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.

/ W/Pjk \ Read the Trade Mark carefully,
/ T^fB^f"fA\sw 1 hear the machine, and you'll agrree
that it is truly
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N-S2««s£2J$-' Improves All Records
Send
our World's
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Instrument
MusicalCO.,
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HOFFA
Y TALKING
MACHINE
Inc.
3 West 29th Street
New York City
WHERE

BUYING

POWER

LIES T0=DAY

Some Interesting Comments on Changed Conditions From Edison Diamond Points
It is no exaggeration to say that the earning
capacity of the working man is to-day much
higher than it has been in years>, says Edison
Diamond Points. There are probably five
million families in the United States and Canada who to-day are in a position to purchase
what they had previously considered far beyond the reach of their purse. The high cost
of living notwithstanding, the working man is
better situated financially than he has ever been.
The buying power to-day is in the hands of
the working man. We believe that in certain
localities the large percentage of buyers of New
Edisons in 1918 will be working men, men who
to-day can afford to have those things that have
long been out of their financial reach.
In January, we sent you a questionnaire about
your business. The opening question was:
"What percentage of your sales in November
and December was made to the working class?"
A good many replies have been received,
enough, in fact, to shed a good deal of light on
your business in the future. There are numerous cities and towns in this country where anywhere from 90 to 100 per cent, of our dealers'
business is transacted with men of the working
class.
If you are situated in a large manufacturing
community, you have an untouched field before
you, but bear in mind that you are the one to
do the tilling. Indications are that 1918 will
be the best year on record for the man who
goes after business — it may not be quite so good
a year for the dealer who stands behind his
counters and waits for business to come to him.
The J. B. Greenhut Co., Inc., the big New
York department store, are closing out their
business. They, held a Victor jobber's license,
although selling only at retail, and the Victor
stock has been taken over by another local
jobber.

STOCK

Phonograph Co., of Milwaukee, Edison Jobber,
Increases Capital From $30,000 to $50,000
■ Milwaukee, Wis., March 13. — The capital stock
of the Phonograph Co. of Milwaukee, 213-215
Second street, Edison jobber in Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan, has been increased from $30,000 to $50,000. It is stated that there is no
significance in the increase excepting that it is
demanded by the constantly growing volume of
business. William A. Schmidt is manager of
the company, which also controls the Edison
Shop, retailers for Milwaukee and vicinity.
SONORA

PRICE FOLDER

ISSUED

The Sonora Phonograph Sales Co. has just
issued an attractive folder which presents photographs of the complete Sonora line, together
with list prices. These photographs are clearcut and well defined, and as usual, carry out the
Sonora idea of dignity and quality. The complete line of Sonora phonographs with their
Per 100 .. . $3.20
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prices are as follows: "Supreme," $1000; "Invincible" No. 1, $375, No. 2, $500; "Grand,"
$300; "Laureate," $215; "Elite," $200; "Baby
Grand," $180; "Intermezzo," $150; "Imperial,"
$115; "Troubadour," $90; "Rhapsody," $60;
"Mendelssohn," $55; "Melodie," $50.

Wa.tcKir\J tSe Music Con-ve Out

Magnola
Message
No. 2
Control of Loudness is essential to the
modern successful Talking Machine, The
TONEGRADUATOR carried by every
MAGNOLA is simple, efficient and troubleSend for handsome illustrated catalog.
proof.
And look for other Magnola Messages on
other pages of this paper; there are two
more to find.

MAGNOLA

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ, President
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE 1530 CANDLER BLOG.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA. GA.
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A. EDISON

AS A PROPHET

Article Written by Him Forty Years Ago Gave
Accurate Forecast Regarding the Wide Sphere
of Usefulness of the Phonograph
An article written by Thomas A. Edison for
the North American Review May-June, 1878, recently came to light during a search among some
old documents in Mr. Edison's laboratory. In
this article Mr. Edison presented a number of
categorical questions to which he appended answers, covering almost every phase of phonographic development, showing what has been
successfully accomplished, as well as certain possibilities which subsequent developments prove
that Mr. Edison was a prophet in his own country.
This North American Review article, which
by the way, is being reprinted in full in the current issue of the Amberol Monthly for its historical importance, emphasized Mr. Edison's
ideas regarding the future of the phonograph,
almost forty years ago, in which many of the
accomplishments of to-day were then set forth
as among the certainties.
In his questions and answers he covered sound
production in its various phases, record making
and multiplication as well as the. preservation of
sounds. He said further: "Conceding that
the apparatus is practically perfected in so far
as the faithful reproduction of sound is concerned, many of the following applications will
be made the moment the new form apparatus,
which the writer is now about completing, is
finished. These, then, might be classed as actualities; but they so closely trench upon other
application which will immediately follow that
it is impossible to separate them; hence they
are all enumerated under the head of probabilTEST offered to dealers to
prove the superiority of
Wall-Kane Steel Needles
Take two standard disc records of the
same selection, play one ten times with
the same WALL-KANE loud needle;
play the other record, the same selection,
ten times, but with ten, new, full tone
steel needles.
You will find that the record played
ten times with the same WALL-KANE
needle will sound clearer, will have less
surface noise, and that under the magnifying glass the grooves of the record
played ten times with the ten steel
needles will seem to be more disturbed.
Beware

of Imitations

Package of SO WALL-KANE needles.
Loud, Extra Loud and Medium, greater
value than 500 ordinary steel needles, retails for 10c, costs the dealer 6j^c.
Jobbing territories open.
Progressive Phonographic Supply Co.
145 We.t 45th Street, New York

ities, and each specially considered. Among the
more important may be mentioned: Letterwriting, and other forms of dictation, books, education, reader, music, family record; and such
electrotype application as books, musical boxes,
toys, clocks, advertising and signaling apparatus,

Dixie."

sellers

in

the

A2491.

Columbia
Woolworth

THOS.

than

Graphophone Co.
Building, New York

DISTINCTIVE

FEATURES

HELP

Why the Brown Disc Record Cabinets Grow in
Popularity With the Trade
The sales manager of the Globe-Wernicke
Co., Cincinnati, O., manufacturer of Brown disc

speeches,
etc., etc."
Mr. Edison
treats these subjects in detail
and shows how phonographic books may be
used in the home; how the phonograph may be
used for educational purposes; as a musical entertainer; as a family record; for toys of various
kinds, and points out the possibilities of the phonographic clock that will tell the time of day,
how phonography may be used for advertising,
for transmitting the great speeches of prominent
men, posterity and lastly, and in quite another
direction, tells how the phonograph will perfect
the telephone and revolutionize present systems
of telegraphy.
The article, which is very lengthy, certainly
demonstrated Mr. Edison's complete grasp of
the phonographic field four decades ago.
TELLS

OF COMPANY'S

PROGRESS

Phonograph Clearing House, Inc., Fills a New
Field of Usefulness for Phonograph Manufacturers Generally — Centralizes Supplies
In a recent chat with The World, S. N. Rosenstein, president of the Phonograph Clearing
House, Inc., New York, gave some interesting
ideas in connection with the foundation of his
house, and the success which it is achieving.
Before he established the Phonograph Clearing House, Inc., Mr. Rosenstein was connected
with the phonograph industry in various ways
for a- number of years, and he states that he
realized the need of a central depot for the busy
manufacturer wherein he might find whatever
he wanted without the least waste of energy.
"To this end," said Mr. Rosenstein, "I established connections with the manufacturers in the
East and West, and can now supply the manufacturer with anything he wants from a needle
to a finished machine. I wish to call the attention of the manufacturers, however, to the fact
that, as a rule, when the manufacturer is in the
market for a new tone arm, sound box, motor,
or other part, he does not know exactly just
what he wants, and is desirous of learning just
what is on the market that would best suit him.
"He is, of course, hardly willing to enter as
yet into direct communication with the 'parts'
manufacturer, and that is where our clearing
house can help him. We give the manufacturer
the benefit of absolute tests on every article,
and then sell him whatever he chooses to adopt
without any additional cost, and certainly with
less worry. In addition, we help many manufacturers dispose of overstock through our study
of the sources of supply and demand."
The Texas-Oklahoma Phonograph Co., Edison jobbers, with headquarters in Dallas, Tex.,
have leased a large storeroom measuring 50 by
200 feet, at 906 Commerce street, that city.

Brown
Disc Record Cabinet
record cabinets,No.in 4-Ta recent chat with The World
pointed out that the success of these cabinets
may be attributed to the practical utility of its
distinctive filing arrangements, and the favorable
appeal which its other features make to the
talking machine owner. The Brown disc record
cabinet is so devised that a record may be found
instantly, and the
compartment from
which it was taken
is left open for its
return. There is
no danger to the
record, as it is
either inon thethehands
ma- 1
Hl^^
chine,
^^SSmM^^
of the operator or
in its compartment.

Br

From the standpoint oftheattractiveness
Brown
disc record cabinet
harmonizes c o m pletely with the
most expensive
furniture in the living room or music
How It Operates
room.
It is splcn
didly constructed, and is made in four sizes;
two-drawer, four-drawer, six-drawer and twelvedrawer.
The Globe-Wernicke Co. has prepared
an artistic catalog, designated as No. 317, which
is devoted to the Brown disc record cabinet.
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HINGES

Preserve Beauty
"KWir^'tf^r^'ssswi
In many beautifully designed, finely finished Talking Machines, Pianos, Music Cabinets, Piano Players, and
Benches, the elimination of the unsightly protruding Hinge is essential to preserve the beauty of the design.
Design and Construction
The fine cabinet work which is required in many instances to preserve the disguise of the instrument
requires that the hinges be as inconspicuous as possible. SOSS Hinges are Invisible.

Write for catalogue "T"
SOSS
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
435 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
S SAN FRANCISCO 164 Hansford Bldg.
LOS ANGELES, 224 Central Bldg.| Branch Offices
(DETROIT— 922 David Whitney Bldg.
Canadian Representatives — J. E. Beauchamp & Co., Montreal, Can.
"COLUMBIA

RECORD"

REAPPEARS

Popular House Organ of Columbia Graphophone
Co. in New Dress and Full of "Live" Copy
The "Columbia Record," the popular house
organ, which was published by the Columbia
Graphophone Co. for several years, and which
was temporarily discontinued some time ago,
made its reappearance this month in new form,
and judging from the success of the first number the new "Columbia Record" is destined to
become a most popular house organ.
The form of the new "Columbia Record" is
decidedly individual and distinctive, the paper
being issued as a four-page newspaper, each
sheet measuring 18" by 27". This makeup permits of the introduction of attractive illustrations with plenty of text.
On the first page of this new publication is
presented a group of pictures showing how Columbia dealers have utilized the new window
display service inaugurated by the Columbia
dealer service department. There are also presented several letters received from Columbia
dealers throughout the country commenting
upon the value of these displays, and the impetus that they have given to record sales.
There is a column story on the first page regarding "Thornton Burgess Week," and reproducing some of the fantastic characters which
have made this author's Bed-time Stories famous.
Other pages of this new "Columbia Record"
reproduce some of the new Columbia car cards,
which are multi-colored masterpieces of lithographic art, and which form one of the most
effective links in the dealers'1 advertising campaigns. There are also reproduced several of
the new Columbia advertising cuts, free electrotypes of which are sent dealers on request.
One of the most valuable articles in this new
"Columbia Record" is a list of the tentative
tours of Columbia artists, giving a detailed account of the different cities at which they are
scheduled to appear during the next few months.
Among the Columbia artists listed in this section are Barrientos, Casals, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Eddy Brown, Lucy Gates,
Leopold Godowsky, Louis Graveure, Josef Hofmann, Margaret Keyes, Morgan Kingston,
Florence Macbeth, New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Oscar Seagle, Helen Stanley and Eugen
Ysaye. There are other practical suggestions in
this first issue of the new "Columbia Record,"
which is being ably edited by Paull Hayden.
The purpose of the new publication is well
summed up in the following editorial comment:
"You are the most important man in the Columbia business — because you sell Columbia
product. Without your efforts there would be
no Columbia factory, no Columbia Grafonolas,
no Columbia records, in fact, no Columbia Co.
You are the wheels, the belts, the pulleys, the
engine, the coal, the steam, the power which
is making Columbia what it is to-day and will
make it what it will be to-morrow.
"Our factory knows unless they give you the

right product they will have to shut down. Our
executives know that unless they give you what
you want and what you can sell there is no excuse for their existence.
"Having proved to you your importance we
are glad to announce the reissuing of the 'Columbia Record.' It is to help you be more
important. It is to be one of the most unique
and dealerish dealer house organs in existence.
".We want to tie up the smallest Columbia
dealer in America with the biggest Columbia
sales ideas.
"In addition to sales plans developed by our
sales experts the 'Columbia Record' will tell
stories of successful plans developed by other
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The Talking Machine World,
373 fourth
Avenue,
Mew
York City.
Gentlemen; ^e take great pleasure in complimenting your good paper
on the splendid results we havs obtained from our advertisments in
your monthly.
.
According to reoords which we have in our office and
which are open for inspection, we novo received inquiries from
prospective buyers of talking machine aeadlesj from all parts of
the united States, Canada and foreign countries, vho refer to having
seen our add in the "Talking Machine World."
As a constant advertiser in your paper, we believe that
you would be pleased to know of these results.. Vie can cheerfully
rscoramend the Talking Machine V.'orld to any advertiser in search of an
effective advertising medium.
Wishing your paper much success and assuring you of our
hearty support, we are,
Yours very truly, '
3RI1LIA:'T0:TE STESi/^EEDiS -CO .
BRF.uL.

TO MEET

Chicago, III., March 11. — The first meeting of
the creditors of the Republic Phonograph Co.
of Illinois, which was adjudicated bankrupt on
March S, will be held at the offices of the referee in bankruptcy, Sidney C. Eastman, at S3
West Jackson boulevard, March 19.
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Columbia dealers. Here's where you come in
again. Let us know any time you make a successful sale. Your success is as good as the
next fellow's and we want to give everyone the
benefit of your ideas as well as give you the
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Over 250,000 are in use.
One of the most prominent manufacturers
United States alone has used 80,000.
The
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governor direct instead against the governor.
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The Two-In-One
Plays any type of record as it should
be played. A heavy arm for vertical
records; a light arm for lateral records
—
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ounces.
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Columbia Graphophone Co
VVoolworth. Building, New York

NO. 23"
"REFERENDUM
APPROVES
JOBBERS' ASSOCIATION
the War if
After
Trade
in
Enemy
Against
Discriminate
to
Proposal
on
Vote
Affirmative
Casts
Necessary for Self-Defense — President Blackman Explains Real Meaning of Proposal
The members of the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States were recently requested to
vote on a referendum, designated as "Referendum No. 23," which related "to a proposal to
discriminate against Germany in trade after the
war, if necessary for self-defense."
The vote on this referendum was overwhelmingly in the affirmative, and one of the associations that voted "yes" was the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers, which cast
its vote through French Nestor, national councilor, after a meeting of its executive committee.
When the referendum was first received J.
Newcomb Blackman, president of the National
Association of Talking Machine Jobbers, made
a careful study of its different proposals, and
about that time the newspapers started a controversy regarding the meaning of certain paragraphs in the referendum. After going into the
matter very carefully, Mr. Blackman sent the
following interesting letter to Mr. Nestor:
"I have purposely delayed voting on the
United States Chamber of Commerce Referendum No. 23, as I wanted the benefit of the controversy, which I have noticed - in the newspapers regarding it.
"The referendum itself was not read by me
until to-day; and the newspaper articles gave
me the impression that it called for a vote to
boycott Germany after the war without qualification. Ithink that represents the prevailing
idea.
"A careful analysis satisfies me that this referendum merely attempts to set forth the general belief of American business men, as well
as the general public, that we were forced into
this war through a military form of government
in Germany.
FACTS
KENT

ABOUT

THE

ATTACHMENT

NO. 1

To Play Lateral Cut Records on the
Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph

Patented March 2. 1915
It
has ofbeen
recognized
by experts the most perfect
device
its kind
on the market.
It has been on the market ever since the Edison Diamond
Disc made iu appearance.
It can be had with or without reproducer and is made
in two lengths.
It is guaranteed by the Manufacturer in every way.
F. C. KENT & CO.
Manufacturer of Phonograph Accessories
24 Scott Street
Newark, N. J.

"Furthermore, that, as President Wilson has
so clearly pointed out in his various messages,
we cannot hope to have a lasting peace if the
fulfilment of its terms depends upon the present or some similar government which, in effect, is a military autocracy.
"It is to me a message to the German business man from the American that, to avoid what
may possibly be the birth of a commercial war
and the introduction of a boycott against Germany, it is absolutely essential that the present
form of government give way to one set up by
the German people and responsible to them.
"In other words, instead of our agreeing now
to boycott Germany, as many seem to think this
referendum calls for, we are merely setting
forth our convictions, as the present form of
German Government having been responsible
for the war, and that unless after peace the
enemy takes on a different form of government,
we will be obliged to discriminate, in order that
we will not help a militaristic autocracy regain
its strength only to wage another war.
"Inasmuch as this referendum has been issued
and must be voted on, I hope our members will
have a clear understanding of its object and effect.

war to insure permanent peace and liberty and
are prepared to sacrifice everything to accomplish that end, so the least we can do is to leave
no misunderstanding among ourselves, or even
our enemy that will delay, hamper or defeat
such an unselfish motive."
STRIKING

VICTOR

ADVERTISING

Feature Value of Talking Machine Record in
Preserving Voices of Noted Artists
In their recent advertising in the American
Magazine, the Victor Co. has featured most impressibly the fact that the talking machine record renders a genuine service to posterity by
permitting them to listen to the actual reproductions of the voices of the famous artists of the
present day. The advertisement points out that,
although the voice of Patti is lost to those of
the younger generation who did not hear that
noted songstress in the flesh, the golden tones
of Melba will be preserved on talking machine
records for all time to come. Both the illustration and the text convey a message to the
public that cannot be mistaken, and represent
an angle from which to view the importance of
the talking machine which, although it may not
be new, is nevertheless well worth considering.
The creditors of the Rex Talking Machine
Corp., Wilmington, Del., held a meeting recently declaring a final dividend of 3.6 per cent.

"The third paragraph on page 4 of same is a
simple explanation and reads as follows:
" 'This proposal is concerned only in making
clear to the business men of Germany that a
continuance of the present German military
autocracy will compel the rest of the world to
unite in a business opposition to Germany as
an act of self-preservation.'
"I have endeavored in this detail to discuss
the subject, because I so fear a negative vote
giving rise to the opinion that, regardless of
circumstances, American business would not discriminate against Germany commercially.
"If among our members you have negative
votes, and such would sway the balance, so that
we should be obliged to cast our vote for the
association accordingly, I hope that no time
will be lost in bringing this squarely to their
attention, so that through no lack of proper interpretation negative
a
vote will be cast.
"On the other hand, I am frank- to say that
were this referendum to concern nothing but an
unqualified expression of determination to boycott Germany after the war, I would most emphatically vote 'no.' To me it means a strong
presentation to German business interests of
our sincere regret in being possibly forced to
take such action and an expression of what
would bring this action about, also how it can
be avoided.
"If I can be of any further service in this
matter, do not hesitate to call on me, for this
referendum has been given much publicity, and
now that it has come to issue, should be voted
on in a most intelligent manner.
"I think we all agree that we are fighting this

Wa.tcMrNj the Music Come Out

Magnola
Message
No. 3
A Talking Machine of today should play
all makes of disc record. Magnola's Universal Sound-Box does this without extra
attachments of any kind.
Look for Magnola Messages Nos. 1 and 2
on other pages and learn more of Magnola.
Handsome illustrated literature sent free
on request.
MAGNOLA

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ. President
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE 1530 CANDLER BLDG.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA, GA.
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THE
ANNUAL

BANQUET

AND

DANCE

Of the Talking Machine Men, Inc., Will Be Held
at Hotel McAlpin, New York, on April 10 —
An Interesting Program Has Been Arranged
The entertainment committee of the Talking
Machine Men, Inc., has advised the dealers in
New York, New Jersey and Connecticut
that the association's
annual banquet and
dance will be held
at the Hotel McAlpin, New York, on
April 10. Plans for
this event are now
being formulated,
and judging from
the indefatigable efforts of the committee, this year's
dinngr
sej. a new
high-water mark in point of attendance and enjoyment.
Sol Lazarus, chairman of the entertainment
committee, and one of the most active workers
of the Talking Machine Men, Inc., is being congratulated upon the acquisition of corps of aggressive and wide-awake associates for his committee. T.J. Davin, of the New York Talking
Machine Co., is a member of the entertainment
committee, and chairman of the reception committee, and in this important post is rendering invaluable service to Mr. Lazarus. Other
members of the entertainment committee, who
j. j.

TALKING

MACHINE

auditor of the Columbia Graphophone Co.; J.
Newcorab Blackman, president National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers, and J. H.
Tregoe, secretary of the Credit Men's Association. James T. Coughlin, president of the association, will preside as toastmaster, and it is
safe to say that this important position will be
filled with adeptness and skill.
Through Mr. Davin's efforts, the association
is enabled to present to the dealers something
novel in the way of entertainment, which should
insure the certain success of this part of the
program. The Hawaiian Troupe, which has
made a series of Victor records that have
achieved phenomenal success, will render a group
of songs and medleys during the course of the
dinner, and after the close of the banquet will
furn'sh their inrmitable playing for the devotees
of dancing. The entertainment committee is
making extraordinary efforts to have the fair
sex well represented at this year's gathering,
and the program, with the Hawaiian Troupe as
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Sol Lazarus, Chairman Entertainment Committee
an added feature, should make a favorable appeal in this direction.
It is planned to have an exceptionally attractive musical program, and among the well-
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A fire which caused $150,000 damage to the
furniture and department store of M. J. Sullivan,
Lawrence, Mass., last week, destroyed practically the entire stock of talking machines and
records on the second floor of the store. Several employes in the department had narrow
escapes from the flames.
It's a very unusual trouble that most of us
can't stand cheerfully — if it only belongs to the
other fellow.

and
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met
WE

LOSS

James E. Donnelly, music dealer of Bridgeport, Conn., recently suffered a fire loss of $2,500
to his stock of talking machines and records.
Prompt work by the salvage corps of the Fire
Department resulted in the saving of $4,000
worth of records.

"Mutual"—

Universal

known- artists who will render a number of selections during the course of the evening are
Charles W. Harrison, Arthur Fields, and others.
This feature is a decided innovation for the association's banquet, and indicates the activities
and progressiveness of the 1918 committee.
In order to make this year's dinner and dance
a representative trade gathering, the entertainment committee is urging the dealers to bring
as many of their employes as possible, and for
those who are unable to be present during the
earlier part of the evening, a cordial invitation
is extended to enjoy the dancing and entertainment in the latter part of the evening.
The annual banquet of the Talking Machine
Men, Inc., has been recognized for several years
as one of the most important and enjoyable
events in the activities of the talking machine
trade, and each year's dinner and dance has outdistanced its predecessor. It is almost a foregone conclusion, however, that the 1918 gathering will leave last year's far behind in every
respect, as the dealers intend to bring their
families, employes and personal friends.
SUFFER

have "put their shoulders to the wheel" in a
united effort to make the 1918 dinner a recordbreaker are John E. Hunt, A. Galucie and Cass
Riddel.
The committee has announced that the speakers of the evening will include Congressman
Stephens, sponsor of the Stephens bill; H. C.
Brown, assistant general manager of the Victor
Talking Machine Co.; George W. Hopkins, general sales manager, and Marion Dorian, chief
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British Government Affording Genuine Aid to
Industry in Preparing for Post-War Business
Development — Gramophone Trade Triumphs
Over Serious Obstacles and Still "Carries On"
— Greatest Trouble Found in Getting Metal
Parts, Particularly Motors — Machines and
Records for the Soldiers — Live Publicity the
Rule in the Trade— War Takes Its Toll— What
is Found in the New Record Lists — Death of
Mark Sheridan — Honors for Gypsy Smith —
Government Taking More Men for War Work
— "Neptune" Records Appear on the Market —
General News of Musical Interest
London, England, E. C, March 1.— A warweary determined democracy! Each separate
unit in all walks of industrial and social life the
world over heartily longing for a termination
of Armageddon yet persistently determined to
conclude it only on the, basis of the triumph of
reason over the fanaticism of Teutonic Kultural
aberration. That is the spirit of the Allies. The
march of civilization will progress the better
once this Prussian cancer is removed. We may
then look forward to a period of unexcelled
prosperity, not merely commercial. But the
maintenance of commerce is essential to the
achievement of those ideals which the Allies
have for their objective. For the moment politics and business must be inseparable companions, as in the future they must not be entirely the subject of that separatist pre-war
policy which gave our enemies an enormous advantage, if not indirectly the means to wage
war against the world. In this sense, therefore,
I make no apology for the presentation of political thought in these columns, as I believe
that politics and commerce should be linked to-
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STURDY,

ing a call for 'cabinet instruments as against
the ordinary model. Thus was one difficulty
successfully overcome. Not without considerable trouble several good firms were at last
persuaded to develop on sound box, tone arm,
and output of kindred parts, the position at present being very satisfactory as regards these
supplies, and in speaking of this, too, as another
(Continued on page 112)

equally with the large; it's unity that stands for
concentration of purpose — concentration of
strength that moves mountains of difficulty.
As my American readers will appreciate, the
British gramophone trade has experienced enor-
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the

HALL-MARK

MANAGER.

mous setbacks and is still in the throes of many
elements adverse to good business. What of
it? The British trade has fought and won; is
still maintaining a remarkable volume of record
sales, and means to keep it up! You will do
the same — keep at it, that is all!
Let us take a peep at the machine side of our
business, and we shall see what has been accomplished towards the maintenance of trade
in the face of almost insuperable difficulties.
When hostilities commenced, apart from the
cabinets and an insignificant quantity of metal
parts, the British market relied upon imported
motors, etc., the bulk of which came from Germany. In 1915 transport difficulties were met
with, and in 1916 onwards became so acute that
official restrictions on supplies from Switzerland and America were imposed. To-day the
difficulty of importing motors is very severe and
less than 50 per cent, of pre-war supplies from
these sources is coming through. What happened? The trade, or certain members thereof,
got to work on an endeavor to induce suitable
firms to start the manufacture of motors, tone
arms, sound boxes, trumpets, etc. The need for
metal horns failed with the demand for interiorhorn cabinet models, but it must be remembered
that this demand was purely and simply the
outcome of action taken by the trade in develop-

gether more strongly than in the past. One
helps the other. The British Government has
given it official recognition to an extent hitherto
considered unnecessary. Additional trade comrrlissioners for all parts of the world are being
appointed, consultations arranged with representative business houses, commercial bureaus
established, examples of foreign merchandise
exhibited, and all necessary information thereto
placed at the disposal of exporters and manufacturers. This, and much more that I may
refer to another time, is indicative of the machinery set up by the Government with the object of placing British industry on a sure
foundation for post-war development. Useful
preparatory work is being done in other directions and valuable assistance provided for the
cultivation of oversea trade. The remarkable
statistics of British export values published each
month illustrates the important consideration
that every branch of industry, including the
musical instruments, is maintaining effort to
"carry on" against supreme difficulties. This
is as it should be. The theme of my thoughts
is to drive home to all traders the absolute necessity of stronger effort to-day; of maintaining
a vigorous trade offensive, in order to provide
the wherewithal out of income for the prosecution of the war — to achieve the humane ideals
for which the world is fighting. No matter the
difficulties; the discouragements — they are
many; fight on — persistency will win out in the
end sure enough. The small trader counts
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"His Master's Voict"
This

intensely human picture stands for all that is
best in music

— it is the " His Master's Voice "
trade-mark, and it brings to you,
no matter where you are, the
very best music

of every kind,

sung and played by the world's
greatest artists — the greatest
singers, pianists, violinists, or-

DENMARK: Skandlnaytsk Grammophon-Aktleselskab, Frlhavnen, Copenhagen.
FRANCE: Cie. Franchise da Gramophone, 116
Boulevard Richard Lenoir, Place de la R4publique, Paris.
SPAIN:
Barcelona. Compa&la del Gramfifono, 56-58 Balmes,
SWEDEN: Skandlnavlska Qrammophon-Aktlebolaget, Drottnlng Oatan No. 47, Stockholm.
RUSSIA: The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 45, Nevsky
Prospect, Petrograd (Petersburg)); No. 1
Solyanka, Solyanol Dvor, Moscow; 9, Golorinsky
Prospect, Tlflls; Nowy-Swlat 80, Warsaw; S3,
Alexandrowskaya Ulitsa, Riga; 11 Mlchallovakaya
Ulltsa, Baku.
INDIA: The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 139, Balltaghatta
Bombay. Road, Calcutta; 7, Bell Lane, Fort,
Great

Britain :

Agencies
AUSTRALIA: S. Hoffnung & Co., Ltd., Sole
Concessionaries of The Gramophone Company,
Limited, 163, Pitt Street, Sydney.
NEW ZEALAND: Gramophonium, Ltd., 118-120
Victoria Street, Wellington.
SOUTH AFRICA: Darter & Sons, Post Box 174,
Capetown ; Mackay Bros., Post Box 251 , Johannes*
burg; Mackay Bros. & McMabon, Post Box 419,
Durban; Ivan H. Haarburger, Post Box 105,
Bloemfonteln ; Franz Moeller, Post Box 108, East
London; B. J. Bwlns & Co., Post Box 86, Queenstown; Handel House, Elmberley; Laurence St
Salisbury.
Cope, Post Box 132, Buluwayo; The Argus Co.,

EAST
Marques. AFRICA:

Bayley it Co., Lonrenso

HOLLAND: American Import Co., 22a, Amaterd
Veerkade, The Hague.
ITALY: A. Bossi & Co., Via Oreflci 2, Milan.
EGYPT (Also for the Soudan, Greeee mad th«
Ottoman Empire): K. Fr. Vogel, Post Box 414,
Alexandria.
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triumph, I must emphasize the fact that extreme
difficulty was all along experienced in obtaining a sufficient ration of metals for the purpose.
Indeed, it may be asserted with truth that the
output of these articles is only limited by the
small quantity of metal now allowed for their
manufacture. We now came to the main attribute of a machine — the mechanism. Here
the real trouble commenced. In the first place,
few if any firms had experience in this class
of work. A gramophone motor is an intricate
piece of mechanism requiring high-class precision work. War output occupied all suitable
shops, and recourse was had to inferior and less
experienced firms. This resulted in great loss
of time, owing to the necessity of experimental
work and the constant alteration of jigs involved thereby. Just when one or two passable
samples were produced, the metal scarcity became more acute, and in other cases the Government stepped in and switched the firms on
to war articles. The trade continued its efforts,
meeting with discouragements too many to mention. The present position is that several shops
are all ready to go ahead as soon as labor and
metal troubles can be overcome. One firm, I
believe, is putting out a few motors by getting
stampings and parts from different shops over
the country and assembling them. But this
does not make for efficiency. To sum up, we
are still mainly dependent upon imports, and
these are in quantity inadequate to complete
all the machines ready and for which the demand exists.
Free Gramophone Ballot Scheme for Soldiers
In connection with the Daily Express Cheery
Fund, which has been established for the provision of games, musical instruments, etc., to
the oversea troops, a free gramophone ballot
scheme has been started for soldiers and sailors.
With the public's free will offerings all sorts
of acceptable things are provided. The gramophone scheme has caught on better than anything, and as "Orion" reported in a recent issue
— "A staggering number of applications to be
included in the ballot arrived from the front
over the week-end." The gramophone outfits
include a complete trench gramophone, six records, and 1,000 needles, and the ballots will begin as soon as the first delivery is made by
the Columbia Graphophone Co. Good luck to
the Cheery Fund.
Winning "Winner" Record Publicity
Of the companies who are to any extent supporting their dealers on the publicity side, a
meed of praise is due the Winner record people
for the very attractive window bills and lists,
which are issued monthly. The latest streamer
to hand reads: "Winner Records Play on All
Gramophones," etc., the lettering, coloring, and
general design being so arranged as to reflect
the message strikingly, even with a minimum
amount of light behind. Each corner is
gummed, thus rendering it easy to affix to the
window.
The company is doing some excel-
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lent work on the advertising side, and theirs is
an example which one or two other firms might
emulate advantageously.
Final Notice in re Carl Lindstrom (London) Ltd.
A recent intimation in the press gave notice
to all firms interested that creditors of the above
concern who had not already sent in their
claims would go by default unless such claims
were received by the official controller on or
before February 28. This business, by the
way, has now been purchased by the Hertford
Record Co., Ltd.
"No Dammed German Pianos"
At the Royal Society of Arts, Sir Frederick
Bridge said that, in common with other musicians, he was out for the improvement of the
musical taste of the country, which would do
much to increase the demand for better pianos.
He hoped that after the war our musicians
would put their heads together and say: "No
dammed German pianos shall come near me!"
"You would hardly expect such language from
an ecclesiastical," said Sir Frederick, amid much
laughter; "I did not mean to say 'dammed,' but
having said it— well, I'll stick to it. I, for one,
will not The
play Band
on a German
of H. M.piano!"
Irish Guards
This fine instrumental organization is generally regarded in musical circles as one of our
very best military bands, whose playing is undoubtedly of the highest excellence. It is represented on the "Winner" record current list
by six popular items of the quick-selling order.
The Band of H. M. Irish Guards is, by the way,
exclusive to the Winner Co. On the list under
mention, January-February, there is itemized a
galaxy of good up-to-date vocal and instrumental selections, including a descriptive record of
an air raid, dramatic and realistic in its treatment. An air raid of this type will be welcomed
by most gramophonists.
The Johnson Talking Machine Co.
In the wholesale field wartime difficulties are
not less acute than in other departments of the
gramophone industry, and it is a most encouraging sign that factors are displaying an optimism which influences the dealers to maintain the highest possible efficiency of effor.t in
circumstances that are not always the brightest.
The policy of the above concern has never permitted arelaxation of effort, and depressed conditions at times notwithstanding, they have
managed to sustain a large trade in machines,
records and accessories at both the Liverpool
and Birmingham centers. The company is
working hard on the forthcoming output of a
new home needle resharpening device (particulars of which were published in our January
issue), and I have just received news of a new
needle called the "Apex," which is soon to make
its appearance on this market. In this regard
Mr. Johnson writes: "This is a very good
line, but unfortunately we are only allowed a
very small ration of steel wire and we shall
not be able to execute more than about one-
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Horn, Hornless & Portable Disc Machines
REX GRAMOPHONE CO. 2 Elizabeth Place
Rivington Street, LONDON, E.C. 2
Cable Addiesj "Lyrecodijc, London" Enquiries Solicited
quarter of the orders we expect to receive.
. . . We are sharing out our stock of goods
just the same as the grocers are sharing out
their
tea, sugar",
and butter."
Whatever
the position
may be, I am of opinion that the trade may rest confident that this
enterprising firm of factors will do the very best
possible to insure an equitable distribution of
those lines which may temporarily run short.
Another Life Laid Down
The trade will learn with extreme regret of
the death of Lieutenant Cecil I. .Henderson, who
was killed in action in November last, when at
the head of his men — facing the enemy. As the
one-time outer-London representative of "His
Master's Voice" Co., Lieutenant Henderson was
well known to hundreds^ of dealers, with whom
he used to crack a joke while keeping his eye
all the time on the order book. He was a
popular "Knight of the Road" — one of the good
old sort, ever cheerful; ever businesslike, and
successful! He joined up in the early days
and was soon singled out for a commission. Although invalided out of the army twelve months
ago, he rejoined after several unsuccessful efforts. Such was his spirit!
325,000 Bricks in New Chimney
A new chimney has made its appearance at
the Hayes factory of "His Master's Voice." It
is ISO feet high, weighs 1,632 tons, and has required for its construction no less than 325,000
bricks. The circumference at the base is 20 feet
8 inches; at the top, 13 feet. It will soon be
emitting volumes of smoke in behalf of "His
Master's Voice" output.
Blind Pianoforte Tuners
A new field for British soldiers who have suffered the great misfortune of lost or impaired
sight, is opened up by the National Institute for
the Blind, who are by press advertisements inviting the public to utilize the services of blind
tuners. A worthy object which we think will
receive the support it deserves.
A Johannesburg Dealer's Irreparable Loss
The story of the casualty lists is one of grief
and pain. One day, the name of a friend; another, the name of one connected with the
gramophone trade, brings home to us the terrible cost involved in the fight for humanity.
This month we have to record the loss of another hero, Captain James Ivan Mackay, R.F.C.,
killed in action when in charge of his squadron
over the German lines. He was regarded as a
most promising officer, great things being expected of him, in view of the courage and skill
always displayed on every occasion, before his
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career was so untimely cut short. His spirit
and wonderful example will live as an incentive
to the young allied airmen who are coming forward in their legions to uphold the mastery of
the air. Captain Mackay was the eldest son
of James Mackay, the founder of the wellknown "His Master's Voice" dealers, Mackay
Bros., Ltd., Johannesburg, with whom the trade
will deeply sympathize.
The Romance of Recording
In this month's issue of "The Voice" appears
the first of a series of articles on the above subject, by Wm. C. Gaisberg, the "His Master's
Voice" chief recording angel. His first contribution deals in a most interesting way with
the recording tour undertaken in India during
1906. Speaking of the native girl singers and
their songs, Mr. Gaisberg tells us that — "one
never finds written music for these songs; they
are handed down from father to son over hundreds of generations, some of the songs or
poems, being 2,000 years old." It is a most instructive article, and one looks forward with interest to the next.
Clara Butt's War Work
As might only have been expected from a
leader in her art, Madame Clara Butt, Britain's
Queen of Song, has been unostentatiously carrying on a great war work ever since that fateful August, 1914. Those therefore who have
remarked that her appearance on Columbia records has, perhaps, been of more frequent occurrence than her appearance on the London concert platforms, will find herein good reason why
that is so. Since the outbreak of war Madame
Clara Butt has raised between £30,000 and
£40,000 for various charities. The British Red
Cross Society has received most substantial help,
and other charities such as the Scottish Red
Cross, Queen Mary's Work for Women Fund,
the Arts Fund, War Seals Foundation, Baby
Week, Joan of Arc Day and Pageant of Fair
Women on behalf of the Three Arts Workrooms. These Three Arts Workrooms were
started at the outbreak of war to provide employment for poor musicians, etc., who were not
physically strong enough for hard work. They
are there taught to make toys, one of which
was judged -by the Board of Trade to be the
finest British toy of its kind on the market.
At a trades exhibition £2,700 worth of orders
were received, but it was impossible to execute
same, owing to lack of capital to purchase the
necessary materials. Madame Butt decided to
devote the proceeds of Joan of Arc Day and
Pageant of Fair Women to place these workrooms on a really sound business basis, and over
£2,440 was raised.
Abnormal Zonophone Sales
It means something unusually big to classify
Zonophone record sales as abnormal, since ordinarily the demand is remarkable. That, however, is the position with regard to the January issues. Dealers everywhere report a difficulty in maintaining
representative stocks,

from page 112)

though the company's output is greater than
ever. The situation indicates public appreciation of the quality and variety of the Zonophone monthly programs; a state of things also
due to the persistent advertising of these fine
records. Some excellent publicity matter accompanies the January samples, and the retail
trade will doubtless make the most advantageous
use thereof.
Death of Mark Sheridan
The music hall and gramophone world sustained a severe loss in the death under tragic
circumstances of Mark Sheridan, the famous
rapid-fire comedian. His style was decidedly
original and his makeup of tall hat, bell-bottomed trousers, and natty cane will never be
forgotten. He gave the world a number of
songs that were great successes of their time,
among them being "At the Football Match Last
Saturday," "One of the B-Hoys," his last big
hits being "Here We Are, Here We Are, Here
We Are Again" and "When Belgium Put the
Kibosh on the Kaiser," both of which he recorded for Columbia and both of them being
among the outstanding successes in war songs.
The New "Neptune" Records
A comparatively recent introduction on this
market is the ten-inch double "Neptune" disc,
which, selling at a popular price, has easily
won for itself a "place in the sun." A goodly
repertoire already exists and the catalog is being extended by new issues, comprising vocal
and instrumental titles of the up-to-date order.
The Neptune is marketed by Messrs. Curwen
& Sons, Ltd., the well-known sheet music publishers, this city, and when conditions permit
they intend to cultivate the patronage of oversea buyers.
Gipsy Smith Honored
The famous singing evangelist, Gipsy Smith,
was honored by the King by inclusion in the
new year list of members of the Order of the
British Empire. At first the honor passed unnoticed as the celebrated missioner was given
as Rodney Smith, a name which few recognized
as that of Gipsy Smith. In a day or two, it
transpired that the Order had been conferred
upon the evangelist for his splendid work in
raising some £13,000 for the Y. M. C. A. during his six months' tour of the country. The
constant large sales of the records of his Gospel
hymns that he made for Columbia a year or
two back, will doubtless receive a fresh impetus after this signal evidence of Royal favor.
Men Required From Luxury Trades
Notwithstanding the welcome assistance of
the American forces, Great Britain is putting
forward every ounce of her strength; is, in fact,
speeding up rather than lessening her efforts, to
bring this armageddon to a successful conclusion. A further comb-out of men from nonessential trades is proceeding. There are
about half a million men of military age engaged
in non-essential or luxury trades, a large number of whom are of low medical category and
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IF you are after a genuine offer of
soundboxes, you'll do well to
communicate with us immediately.
We have tens of thousands of perfect
soundboxes, fitted with the best
quality mica. Confidently recommended for cheaper machines, absolutely reliable and give excellent
reproduction. Price to clear
$50 per gross, F. O. B. London.
Orders for less than grots lots not accepted

Wirt "Knoiaskpt, London".
W.H. Reynolds (1915) Ltd.
45, City Road, London, E. C.
Write for new illustrated
Complete Catalogue
unfit for general service. The Government expects to secure at least 100,000 of these before the end of this year, and doubtless many
others will be switched of? their present work
on to more important duties connected with war
material output. The music industry has already contributed its full quota, and apart from
unfits there are few, if any, men of military
age exempted from service. But a further call
for men for national work is expected, especially
now that pianoforte manufacturers are taking
on such work. Additional female dilution is
therefore the order of the day.
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INC., MEET

Interest and Membership Questions Taken Up
at Monthly Session Held on February 20
The regular monthly meeting of the Talking
Machine Men, Inc., was held on Wednesday
afternoon, February 20, in the rooms of the Merchants' Association in the Woolworth Building, under the direction of the president, J. T.
Coughlin.
The committee charged with the work of persuading all dealers to charge 6 per cent, interest on instalment sales reported progress and
petitions were distributed to be circulated among
the dealers in New York and1 vicinity for the
purpose of securing their endorsement.
Six new members were elected and the membership committee reported excellent results.
The question of changing the by-laws to make
jobbers non-active members of the association
was laid on the table until the next meeting.
A nominating committee was appointed to
make its report at the March meeting.
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Crop Conditions Mean Good Business — Scarcity
of Machines and Records Still Prevails — Value
of Association Work — News of Month
Los Angeles, Cal., March 6. — The short month
has passed and business conditions have not
changed very much since the first of the month.
There is still the scarcity of both records and
machines in all makes with the end not yet in
sight.
Southern California was blessed with a sixinch rain in February, and, as up to that time the
weather man had only reported one inch for the
entire season, it can readily be seen that the
country was in desperate need of rain, and it
was of inestimable value to this section. Most
all of the crops were greatly benefited and everybody feels better regarding business conditions
since the downpour. Just what the outcome will
be here in the talking machine business is hard
to predict, as stocks of records and machines
are running perilously low. The railroads seem
to be as congested as ever and freight moves
very slowly.
The Fitzgerald Music Co., exclusive Edison
dealers, report a fine business during the last
month, especially in the larger models. Their
Edison tone tests netted them some good prospects, and Earl Dible, their manager, says that
they have made several sales as a direct result
of them.
The Bartlett Music Co., of West Seventh
street, exclusive Columbia dealers, are doing a
good business in their talking machine department. They have one of the best-equipped departments in the South and carry a complete
stock of machines and records.

The Retail Talking Machine Dealers' Association of southern California is already showing
results, as at the last meeting the approval system was discussed and in the future a fortyeight-hour limit will be put in effect and the
customer must guarantee to keep at least a third
of all records taken from the stores. Also all
persons wishing to take records on approval are
requested to call for same and return them to
the store, thus making a great saving in delivery. Machines sold on contract must be
paid in full in fifteen months, which will have a
tendency to make the terms higher, especially
on the more expensive models. Eos Angeles
has long felt the want of just this kind of an
association, and it is to be hoped that it will
be the means of eliminating, or at least regulating, some of the evils that have been creeping
into this business in the last few years.
Chas. H. Norberg, treasurer of the DaynesBeebe Music Co., of Salt Lake City, is in the
city for a short visit. Mr. Norberg says that
business is fine with them. Their only trouble
at present is in getting enough goods.
M. X. Dumas, lately on the road for the
Brunswick Co., of El Paso, Tex., has joined the
sales force of the Southern California Music
Co. Mr. Dumas is a talking machine man of a
great deal of experience in different parts of
the country, and at one time was connected with
the Edison Co. at East Orange, N. J.
C. O. Stillings, of Fillmore, Cal., who represents the Brunswick phonograph in his city, is
in Los Angeles for the week-end. Mr. Stillings has a small but up-to-date department and
says the prospects are good in his district.
C. S. Ruggles, local manager for Sherman,
Clay & Co., Victor jobbers, has just returned
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from a visit to the Atlantic Coast. While in
the East Mr. Ruggles paid a flying visit to the
Victor factory and saw Mr. Geissler and the
heads of the different departments. Mr. Ruggles says conditions look as bad in the talking
machine line in the East as in California, and
the other Pacific Coast States. Everyone seems
to be out of goods and unable to get any and
no one seems to know just the reason. Mr.
Ruggles is very much elated over the fact that
since his return to the Coast his son, Leslie
Ruggles, who is connected with the moving picture department of the United States Army, has
been made a lieutenant, and has since sailed
for France.
O. A. Lovejoy, manager of the Diamond Disc
Distributing Co., is very well pleased with his
business since January 1, and is congratulating
himself that his stock is in fair condition. He
reports the biggest demand for Models 250 and
150, and at present both are out of stock. However, Mr. Lovejoy is expecting a large shipment next week when he will have all models
in all finishes. Harold Jackson, road representative for the above house, leaves to-day for an
extensive trip through the central part of the
State.
Dan Voorhies, who is looking after the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., of 845 South Los Angeles street, says business is booming for the
"all record" machines, and reports new agencies
in the following towns: Bakersfield. Lompoc,
Santa Maria, Santa Ana, Pomona. San Bernardino, Pasadena, San Pedro, San D!ego, Redlands, Taft and Glendale in California and
Yuma, Jerome and Winkleman, Ariz. The
Brunswick Co. carry and feature a full line of
Pathe records.
The Southern California Music Co. have discontinued their Pasadena branch, and in the future will handle all business in that territory
direct from the main store in Los Angeles.
The needle famine seems over for the present,
and most all of the local dealers are able to get
hold of a few needles, but not the real fine tone
ones, which are quite scarce at present.
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Advertising Agency Co-operating
With Ready File Co.

According to statements of its officials the
Ready File Co., Inc., is particularly fortunate in
its recent advertising connection. The McDermott Advertising Service, now in charge of
the Ready File account, is one of the younger of
Indianapolis agencies, but it is undoubtedly one
of the most progressive and the fastest growing
of that city.
Specializing, as it does, in musical instrument
advertising, McDermott Advertising Service is
exceptionally well equipped to work out the
advertising problems of Ready File. Ordinarily
the advertising agent has to spend a great deal
of time and waste considerable effort in getting the readers' viewpoint, especially when
these readers are members of a well defined
class such as phonograph dealers. In the present case the preliminary work was largely unnecessary, as the heads of the agency were already familiar with the point of view and the
problems of the phonograph dealer. In behalf
of the Ready File and the numerous other accessories, McDermott Advertising Service is
planning a vigorous nation-wide campaign.
Do You Collect Your Accounts ?
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m

309
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Avenue

Philadelphia

been using
past weofhave
timesystem
some up
FORa follow
both
collecting
our installment and open accounts
that has brought us wonderful results. 90"6
of the work done right in your office. Saves
attorneys' fees and keeps the good will and
patronage of your customer.
The complete layout, simply explained,
sent for $5.00. Cash with order. We refer
you to any Victor, Edison or Columbia
Jobber in our section as to our reliability.
HYATT TALKING MACHINE CO., Portland, Oregon
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ADVERTISING
Any member ofCLASSIFIED
the trade may forward
to this office
a "Situation"
advertisement
intended
this measure,
Department to occupy a space of four lines,foragate
and it will be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will be at the
rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the
cost of same will be 25c. per line.
WANT TO MEET a talking machine man or
a business man who would like to enter the talking machine business, one who has large business acquaintance, to help me organize and
finance the manufacture of a new and highly
meritorious motor for which there is a big demand. Will make the right kind of a proposition to the right man. Address "Box 500,"
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave., New York.WANTED — Position as department manager. Either line.
Columbiaon orbothVictor.
twelve Best
years'
experience.
Well
posted
record Over
catalogs.
references.
Wisconsinchine
preferred.
Address
"Box
501,"
care
The
Talking
MaWorld, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
HIGH-CLASS salesman wanted; must possess unquestionable ability, also produce selling record. We want an
experienced man. Salary and commission proposition. Car
furnished. Address The Turner Music Co., 153 North Main
St., Wichita, Kan.
ATTENTION, Edison jobbers and dealers. Experienced
Edison salesman and manager, with some capital, will consider financial interest in established Edison agency in connection with World,
position.373Address
care The Talking Machine
Fourth "Box
Ave., 502,"
New York.
Experienced
wholesale
andPOSITION
retail, also WANTED—
expert mechanic,
desires salesman,
position with
good
house, Chicago and vicinity. Address F. B. 28, care The
Talking Machine World, 209 South State St., Chicago, 111.
TALKING MACHINE REPAIRMEN— Extra money
easily earned when repairing machines, demonstrating new
phonograph attachment. Every owner a possible customer.
Address Ave.,
!'Box New
504,"York.
care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth
WANTED—
A thoroughly
andPOSITION
Victor retail
man wishes
a situation experienced
in or about Pathe
New
York
AddressAve.,
"BoxNew
506,"York
careCity.
The Talking Machine
World,City.
373 Fourth
WANTED — Large Gramophone company in London is
anxious to procure spring motors, tone arms and sound
boxes of the highest grade to assemble their machines. _ At
present using 90 per cent. Swiss and the balance British
parts, but would like to get hold of good American parts
if they can import them. Manufacturers of these parts are
requestedMachine
to communicate
"BoxAve.,
British,"
care The
Talking
World, 373with
Fourth
New York.
WANTED — A thoroughly experiences Edison Diamond
Disc salesman. In applying state age, experience, and give
as references names of former employers. A good opening
for
a highWorld,
class man.
AdressAve.,
"Box New
493,"York.
care The Talking
Machine
373 Fourth
WHOLESALE SALESMAN desires to make change.
Well known and has built up successful record. Can furnish best of references from present connection. Victor
line preferred.
chine World, 373Address
Fourth "Box
Ave., 497,"
New care
York. The Talking MaSITUATION
12 years'cantalking
machine
experienceWANTED—
desires a Man
road ofposition,
produce.
Makeing me
proposition.
Address
care The TalkMachinea World,
373 Fourth
Ave.,"Lyb,"
New York.
POSITION WANTED— Cabinet superintendent and designer wishes to connect with live concern March 1.
Familiar with up-to-date methods. Good executive and
knows how to obtain results. Now employed in New York
City. Highest references. Forty years old. Address
"Box New
494," York.
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave.,
POSITION WANTED— Manager or superintendent of
phonograph factory will be open for position March 1.
Now with a firm manufacturing high grade commercial
phonographs. Output 125 a day. Am in a position to
show how your production can be increased and your
merchandise improved without increasing your cost. Specialize on designing period and modern styles, general construction, cost, elimination of waste. Executive ability in
handling labor and labor problems. If it's production you
need,
addressAve.,
"BoxNew495."York.
care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth
SITUATION WANTED— Experienced Edison salesman
and manger desires to make connection with live Edison
dealer.
similar
position
now.373Address
care
The Hold
Talking
Machine
World,
Fourth "Box
Ave., 496,"
New
York.
WANTED — Capable, experienced, reliable person to take
charge care
of disc
"Box
480,
The manufacturing
Talking Machinedepartment.
World, 373 Address
Fourth Ave.,
New York. "
WANTED — A position as manager of talking machine
store or department. Young, married man of long, practical
experience. Al references. Middle West preferred. Address "E. B.Chicago,
6," care111. Talking Machine World, 209 S.
State Street,
TRAVELERS visiting talking machine trade can make
$50.00 per week easily, selling our sensational novelty for
talking machines as a sideline. Pocket samples. Excellent
proposition. Only first class men need apply. State particulars, and district you cover. Address Uniset Repro111. ducer Co., Wabash avenue and Jackson boulevard, Chicago,
POSITION WANTED— Would like to work in phonograph store or anvwhere else in phonograph line. Address
"Box
489,"
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave., New York.
SITUATION WANTED— Experienced Edison salesman
and manager open to offer. Hold similar position now.
Age
33, World,
married.373Address
490," York.
care The Talking
Machine
Fourth "Box
Ave., New
WANTED — By a New York
man to develop a phonograph
by letter only, state experience
dress M. Weingarten, 286 Fifth

manufacturer, an expert
motor. Answer in - detail
and salary expected. AdAve., New York.
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FOR SALE
Patent and complete manufacturing equipment for new talking machine attachment
of real merit. Address "Box 505," care The
Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
New York City.
SITUATION WANTED— Superintendent at present employed, thoroughly familiar with every angle of the phonograph
business, desires to make a change. Address "Box
New
491," York.
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
SITUATION WANTED— By high grade finishing foreman.chines.HaveWill had
several
talking
be open
for years'
positionexperience
February on
first.
Want ma-to
connect up with a good, live, growing concern, one that
would appreciate first class finishing, production and efficiency in every respect. State amount of men in finishing
room, the output 'whether table or floor cases, the salary
you
pay forAve.,
an Al
man. Address
"j. D.," 306
East would
South Grand
Springfield,
111.
SITUATION — Mechanical engineer thoroughly understanding the manufacturing of phonograph parts, complete
machine assembling or machine work, is open for a position
as superintendent or production manager. Highest credentials as to World,
ability.373Address
The Talking Machine
Fourth "Box.
Ave., 473,"
New care
York.
ENERGETIC — Young man with clerical, order and
executive experience, familiar with the phonograph record
line, desires position in any part of the country. Address
Ohio.
Philip Greenberg, 2325 East Sixty-third St., Cleveland,
SITUATION WANTED — If it were possible to secure a
sales manager who has sold over $21,000 worth of phonoin one him?
year, Have
to manage
your department,graphs,
would personally,
you consider
good position
now.
Will explain reasons for wanting to make a change. Will
furnish signed statement of business done. Strictly conAddress "Box
care The
Talking Machine
World, 373fidential.
Fourth
Ave., 472,"
New York
City.
POSITION WANTED by expert mechanic with thorough spection
knowledge
of motors,
assembling,
cabinets
and full
inof finished
production.
Competent
to take
charge.
Address
"Box
487,"
care
The
Talking
Machine
World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
SALESMAN — Calling on talking machine and piano
dealers, to handle a profitable side-line that may be developed. refuse.
Territory open.
Proposition
one repeat
that most
dealers will not
Steady
return on
business.
Address
"Box
488,"
care
The
Talking
Machine
World,
373
Fourth Ave., New York.
WANTED — Experienced salesmen in the talking machine
and piano trade (having a slight knowledge of wood finishing will be an asset), to sell a meritorious article as a
side line. Write for particulars at once, as territory is
going rapidly. Our offer to the trade gets the business
for the N.
salesman.
Address Master Mfg. Co., Box 96,
Camden,
J.
WANTED — -An expert talking machine assembler by a
manufacturer in New York City. Permanent position for
a man who thoroughly understands the assembling of popular pricedWorld,
machines.
Address Ave.,
"Expert,"
care The Talking
Machine
373 Fourth
New York.
WANTED — A superintendent for a talking machine
plant who is a capable executive and who can organize an
efficient working class. We want a progressive and thoroughly efficient man who can take complete charge of the
plant, which is one of the most complete in the country.
Give full details as to past experience, training, etc. All
repliesTalking
held strictly
"Box New
476," York.
care
The
Machineconfidential.
World, 373 Address
Fourth Ave.,
WANTED — Experienced talking machine salesmen who
are familiar with the wholesale trade, and who are capable
of handling a first class line of machines and records.
There is an excellent opportunity for the right men, with
unlimited earning possibilities. Give full particulars^ in
first letter. This is a proposition that will place the right
men with one of the best equipped manufacturers in the
trade.
Address
The Talking Machine
World. 373
Fourth"Box
Ave..477,"
New care
York.
WANTED — By a New York distributor an assistant repair man.The
Salary
to start
$14. World,
Address373"Repairs,"
Box
478,
Talking
Machine
Fourth Ave.,
New care
York.
C. E. WARD

CO. PLANS

TO EXPAND

Will Shortly Open Branch Offices in California
and Also in Canada
New London, O., March 9. — The C. E. Ward
Co., manufacturers of the Ward khaki moving
and dust covers for talking machines, as well as
other specialties, report that, although held up
somewhat recently by the fuel shortage, their
plant is now back to normal, and orders are
now being turned out in the usual prompt manner. The company plans to open a branch office in California, and another in Canada in the
near future for the convenience of the trade in
those sections.
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Phonograph Supply and Repair Parts
STEEL needles, per 1,000 (100 in envelope) $ .65
SAPPHIRE needles for Pathe or Edison.... 25
DIAMOND for Pathe or Edison
1.75
MAIN-SPRINGS. I"x0.25xl2' long, each
.60
%"x0. 23x10' long, each
35
3/4"x0.22x8'/2' long, each
24
GOVERNOR springs for Victor motors, per 100
1.50
For Columbia motors, per 100
1.75
THUMB Screws for Victor sound boxes, per 100
1.50
For Columbia sound boxes, per 100
1.50
GREEN Felt for 10" turn-tables, each
15
GREEN Felt for 12" turn-tables, each
20
MICA Diaphragms for Victor sound boxes, each
15
For Columbia sound boxes, each
25
For Standard sound boxes, each
25
GOVERNOR pinions for all cheap motors, each
15
NEEDLE Cups, nickel-plated, per 100
2.00
Nickel-plated, in lots of 1,000, per 100
1.75
NEEDLE Cup Covers for used needles, per 100
1.20
In lots of 1.000, per 100
1 .00
SOUND BOXES, fit Columbia tone arm, loud, each 70
SOUND BOXES, fit Victor, extra loud and clear, each.. 2.25
FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO.
1491 DeKALB AVENUE
BROOKLYN. N. Y.

CASH
Paid for list of names of phonograph
owners, any and all makes; all names
and addresses must be guaranteed as
machine owners, Victor, Columbia, Edison Disc, etc. If you have a mailing list
quote us your price.
Address Box 499, c/o The
Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., N. Y. City.

STEEL NEEDLES
Repair parts for all talking machines made; main
and governor springs, double and single spring
motors, tone arms and sound boxes and complete
machines. All at lowest prices.
FULTON TALKING MACHINE CO.
6-10 Broadway
New York City
FOR SALE
Columbia Graphophone
city of business
150 0"
population,
Cleveland,storeO. in aAnnual
the
city. Thenearfinest
$35,000.
and best store of the kind in
Present owner willing to retain some interest in
the
if buyer
desires.
Address
"Box Ave.,
503.
care business
The Talking
Machine
World,
373 Fourth
New York.

SPOT CASH PAID— WANTED
Any amount of records in all languages,
Talking Machines, Horn or Hornless,
also parts of all makes. Address Phonograph and Record Exchange, 2104 Third
Ave., New York. Telephone 7848 Harlem.

FOR SALE
Thirteen tons Half Hard Cold Rolled Strip Steel
in perfect condition and in original boxes as received
from mill. Size 3/32" x 3Ji" x 8'. Will quote an
attractive price for quick sale.
THE THOMAS MFG. CO.
Dayton
Ohio

FOR

SALE

Best Quality steel phonograph needles extra
loud 49c per thousand, in lots not less than 20
thousand, remittance must accompany order.
M.. ELDOT Brooklyn, N. Y.
970 Eastern Parkway

DECALC0MAN1E

NAMEPLATES

FOR TALKING
CABINETS MACH|Ne
En
SOLD BY
HURTEAU.W1LUAMS&C0.'"
MONTREAL
OTTAWA

Pamphlets with fac-simile illustrations and prices mailed
on request.
SMITH-SCHIFFLIN
CO.
New
York
City
126 Liberty Street
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Washington, D. C, March 8.— Phonograph
Record Cleaner and Protector. — Edward Loomis
Christian, Douglas, Ariz. Patent No. 1,249,720.
This invention relates to an improved record
cleaner and protector for phonographs and has
as its primary object to provide a device of this
character which may be attached to the sound
box of the phonograph in the rear of the stylus
and automatically operable to engage the phonograph record upon the movement of the sound
box toward the record for supporting the sound
box in position with the needle spaced from the
record to thus prevent the marring or scratching of the record by the accidental fall of the
sound box.
The invention has as a further object to provide a construction wherein after the sound box
has been moved to engage the protector with
the record of the phonograph, the protector
may then be swung to inactive position for permitting the movement of the sound box to engage the needle with the record.
And the invention has as a still further object to provide a construction wherein the protector when swung to inactive position will provide a cleaner or sweep for the record for removing the dust therefrom as the record is revolved beneath the needle of the phonograph.
Figure 1 is a side elevation showing a portion of a conventional type of phonograph with
the sound box thereof equipped with the improved
protector, the protector being swung to inactive

position to provide a cleaner for the phonograph record in the rear of the needle. Fig. 2
is a similar view showing the protector in active
position supporting the sound box with the
needle of the phonograph spaced from the record, this view also illustrating in dotted lines the
manner in which the body of the protector is
adapted to gravitate to active position upon the
movement of the sound box to seat the phonograph needle upon the record. Fig. 3 is a detail view showing the device detached with the
parts thereof disconnected from each other, and
Fig. 4 is a detail side elevation showing a slightly modified form of the invention.
Resetting Device for Sound Reproducing Machines.— Thomas Ahearn, Ottawa, Ont. Patent
No. 1,250,751.
This invention relates to improvements in resetting devices for sound reproducing machines,
and the objects of the invention are to provide
a simple and effective device adapted to lift the
stylus when it reaches near the end of a record
and reset it at the beginning thereof. A further
object of the invention is to enable the resetting
to be effected immediately and continuously,
or at given intervals.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective
view of a portion of a talking machine embody-

ing the present invention. Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of the electric circuit. Fig. 3 is a
Fig. 3 is a view partly in plan and partly in hordiagrammatic view of an alternative form of one
of the circuits. Fig. 4 is a perspective detail of an
alternative form of a device for returning the
sound tube to normal position.
Fig. 5 is a
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diagrammatic view of an alternative form of
one of the electric circuits. Fig. 6 is a side
view of the lifting magnet. Fig. 7 is a perspective view showing an alternative form of the
lifting device for the sound box. Fig. 8 is a detail in the elevation of the timing device.
Record Removing Device for Talking Machines.— Stefan Canda, Philadelphia. Pa. Patent
No. 1,250,795.
This invention is an improvement in talking
machines and has particular reference to a record
removing device.
An object of the invention is to facilitate the
removal of a record, after the completion of
the reproduction thereof, from the turntable of a
disc machine by raising the record from engagement therewith and, to this end, use is made
of a member pivoted to the machine and having
one end extending beneath the turntable and
means adapted to engage the bottom of the record when the other end of said member is de-

pressed in order that the record may be raised
from engagement with said turntable and then
removed.
The inventive idea involved is capable of receiving avariety of mechanical expressions, one
of which, for the purpose of illustrating the
present invention, is shown in the accompanying drawing, wherein figure 1 is a fragmentary
side elevation of a talking machine showing the
invention applied thereto. Fig. 2 is a vertical
sectional view. Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the
record raising mechanism. Fig. 4 is- a -section
on the line 4— 4 of Fig. 3.
Sound Reproducing Machine. — Percival J. Packman, Highbury, London, Eng, assignor to the
Aeolian Co., Meriden, Conn. Patent No. 1,250,637.
This invention relates to sound reproducing
machines in which "hill and dale" cut records are
employed and has for its object to increase the
capacity of a record without substantially diminishing the volume of sound.
It has been usual to cut a record of the "hill
and dale" type with the groove in the form of a
U in cross section which has necessitated the use
of a reproducing stylus terminating in a small
ball.
Owing to the U form of the groove, it is not
possible to obtain a very long record on the
usual size of blank, as the convolutions of the
spiral cannot be brought very close together and
be cut to the required depth to give a good
volume of sound owing to the risk of the convolutions overlapping one another to some extent.
According to the invention there has been cut
a "hill and dale" grove of substantially a V shape
in section and a very fine or needle pointed stylus
is employed for the reproduction by contact of
its extremity with the bottom of the V shape
groove. It will be understood that contrary to
what is the case with a record formed by a Ushaped cutting instrument, there is a definite and
distinct line of track, that is, the bottom of the
groove cut by the point of the instrument, which
always coincides with the true convolutions of
the spiral or helix, and against which the point
of the stylus fundamentally bears, as clearly seen
from the drawing.
It will thus be understood that by securing
frictional or bearing contact of the stylus with
the bottom of the groove only, i.e., the line of
track a substantial clearance space will be left on
either side, that is to say the angle between the
sides of the groove will be greater than the

angle of taper of the fine or needle pointed end
of the reproducing stylus itself.
In the drawings, Figure 1 shows diagrammatically on a much enlarged scale by way of
example a cutter of sapphire or other suitable
substance for cutting the V on the record. The
angle between the cutting edges is acute, and the
cutting faces or edges are ground so as to leave
a sharp point which will actually yield a very
narrow space at the bottom of the groove against
which the extremity of the fine or needle pointed
reproducing stylus may contact.
The stylus used in carrying out this invention
has a hard, fine or needle point, and is preferably
made of the highest grade hardened tool steel.
Figs. 2 to 6 show modified forms of tools adapted
/"9

V

9

P

to be employed for cutting the V-shaped groove
in a record. The tools are drawn to a large
scale for the sake of clearness. Fig. 7 shows a
greatly enlarged plan view of a small portion
of a track made according to this invention,
showing the distinct line of track produced by
the cutting of the groove and Fig. 8 shows a
cross section of the same on the line A — B of
Fig. 7. Fig. 9 shows diagrammatically to an
enlarged scale a reproducing stylus in position
with its fine or needle point in the bottom of the
V-shaped groove of a record.
Tone Arm for Talking Machine. — Pliny Catucci, Newark, N. J., assignor to Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., New York. Patent
No. 1,251,340.
The purpose of the present invention is to
provide a tone arm for talking machines with
means for adjustably relieving the sound box
needle of a portion, or all of the weight of the
tone arm, and a portion of the weight of the
sound box, so that the pressure upon the surface
of the record through the sound box needle may
be very materially relieved and the life of the
record correspondingly prolonged. The tone
arm also embodies a novel form of construction in the swinging or swivel bearing of the tone
arm with the stationary sleeve support therefor.
It also is provided with detachable sound box
tubes of a character to permit the same sound
box to be used in connection with either the
so-called Berliner record, or the so-called Edison records; that is to say, records wherein the
sound groove is a zigzag spiral of uniform depth,
or where the record groove is a spiral of varying
depth.
Figure 1 is a plan view of a complete tone arm
as constructed and ready for attachment to a
talking machine case. Fig. 2 is a side elevation
of the same. Fig. 3 is a vertical end elevation.
Fie-. 4 is a full-sized vertical section on line 4— 4

of Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is a view of the tone arm detached from the swivel support. Fig. 6 is a
corresponding view of the swivel elbow showing
the location of the stop-slot. Fig. 7 is a detached
view of a sound box tube for use with so-called
Edison records.
Sound Producing Device. — Harry H. Pratley,
Kansas City, Mo. Patent No. 1,251,918.
This invention relates to sound producing devices and has for its principal object to provide a
simple and inexpensive device whereby the sound
recorded on a disc or like record may be reproduced.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a sound reproducing device constructed according to the
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TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS— (Continued from page 116)
long. For the sake of clearness, the drawings
stylus or needle and the bore of the needle
invention. Fig. 2 is an elevation of the same, the
holder coincident with the axis of the end of the
are made on a greatly enlarged scale throughout
record and a part of the handle member being
the various views. Fig. 2 is an end view of the
in section to better illustrate the clamping of the
tone arm to which the sound box and parts carshank or body portion illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig.
ried thereby are attached. Still another object is
record on the handle. Fig. 3 is a detail perspec3 is a side elevational view of a similar but modito provide a sound box and tone arm having a
tive view of the needle slide. Fig. 4 is a longidetachable coupling for connecting the same,
fied form of shank, the slot in the free end theretudinal section of the same. Fig. V is an elevaof being slightly tapered or V shaped. Fig. 4 whereby the sound box may be adjusted to either
is an end elevational view of the shank shown in of two operative positions, in either of which the
ra.
Hjff.
Fig. 3. Fig. 5 shows the shank or body portion
stylus will be coincident with the axis of the
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 held in a suitable
coupling by which the sound box is connected to
slidable carrier and positioned in alinement with
the tone arm. A further object is to provide an
a die of hard steel. Fig. 6 shows the stylus body
improved adjustable sound box carrying a stylus
or shank together with its carrier, moved to
which will be located at all times in a plane conbring the end of the stylus shank into engagetaining the pivotal axis of the tone arm. A furment with the die. Fig. 7 is a front view of the
tion of a part of the slide rod, showing a modither object is to provide a tone arm having a
fied form of amplifier.
die showing the cupped recess therein and the
Stylus for Sound Reproducing Machines. —
small central aperture at the bottom thereof
William W. Moyer, Camden, N. J., assignor to
through which the tungsten wire is adapted to
the Victor Talking Machine Co., same place.
be threaded. Fig. 8 is a cross sectional view on
Patent No. 1,251,908.
the line 8 — 8 of Fig. 6 showing the carrier in
It has been discovered that tungsten or
which the body or shank of the stylus is positungstenic material is peculiarly adapted for
tioned, held, and moved during the practice of
the steps of this process of making the same.
styli or needles of sound reproducing machines. A stylus composed of tungsten or
Fig. 9 is a view similar to Fig. 6, but in which
the tungsten wire has been inserted through the
tungstenic material exhibits properties differdie and into the slot in the free end of the shank
ing in a marked degree from those present
tubular extension telescopically engaging the
or body portion of the stylus. Fig. 10 is an end
in styli of other material. Among the charsame and connected to the sound box, whereby
acteristics are that a stylus of tungsten or
end view showing the shank in the position indithe telescoping parts may be disengaged to move
tungstenic material has little injurious effect
cated in Fig. 9 with the tungsten wire in posithe sound box from one to the other of two opon the walls of the sound record groove during
tion. Fig. 11 shows the swaging step in which a
erative positions of the same with respect to the
the reproduction of sound from a record and may
sharp blow or succession of blows or a high
tone arm, in either of which positions the stylus
pressure of any kind is imparted to the rear end
be used1 a large number of times and on different
is located substantially the same distance from
records one after the other without injuriously
and in a plane containing the pivotal axis of the
affecting the walls of the sound record groove.
tone arm. A further object is to make provision
It appears to rapidly wear at first until its sides
whereby a single sound reproducing apparatus
in engagement with the sound record groove fit
may be adapted for use with either of, the two
and conform to the shape of the groove, after
types
of records above mentioned.
which the wear is negligible or unappreciable
In
the
drawings, Figure 1 shows a side elevathroughout the reproduction of sound from the
tion of a tone arm and sound box embodying the
remainder of the groove of the record.
features of the invention, the sound box being
Tungsten is, however, a very difficult material
in the position required for the reproduction of
to work, particularly when it is in the form of a
sounds from a record of the vertically undulating
wire, the diameter of which is substantially equal
type. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the constructo the width of a sound record groove. Tungtion shown in Fig. 1 after the sound box has
sten wire is brittle and tends to split. It is also
been
removed to a position adapted to a reproexpensive.
duction of sounds from a record having grooves
Since only a very small portion of a stylus is of the carrier to force the tapered end of the
of the laterally undulating type. Fig. 3 is a perin actual contact with the walls of the sound
malleable steel wire into the bottom of the cupspective view of the telescoping parts which
record groove in reproducing sound from a shaped die, to swage the tapered end of the
form
the
detachable
coupling, by means of which
shank and to make it conform to the shape of
record, it is obviously desirable to employ as
the
sound
box
is
adjusted
in its relation to the
the bottom of the die, to close the slots on the
little of it as possible. If, therefore, a steel
tone
arm.
Fig.
4
shows
an
end elevation of the
sides of the tungsten wire, and to force the metal
shank be provided with a tip of tungsten or
sound box and the tone arm when adjusted as
on the end of the shank into gripping engagetungstenic material to engage and co-operate
shown in Fig. 1, and Fig. 5 shows an end elevawith the walls of the sound record groove, subment with the tungsten wire insert. Fig. 12 intion of the sound box and tone arm when addicates the manner in which the tungsten wire
stantially all of the desirable properties of tungjusted as shown in Fig. 2.
is
cut
or
severed
at
a
short
distance
from
the
sten or tungstenic materials, as applied to this
Phonograph.
— Joseph Hunter Dickinson, Cranbranch of this art, are utilized, and the present
tapered end of the shank. Fig. 13 shows the carford,
N.
J.,
assignor
to the Aeolian Co., Meriden,
rier
moved
back
to
substantially
the
position
invention in a stylus having a shank of cheaper,
Conn. Patent No. 1,252,411.
shown in Fig. 5 and the tungsten wire tip firmly
more easily wrought material, and a record enThe present invention relates to improvements
gaging tip on the point or insert of tungstenic
united with the shank. Fig. 14 indicates diain
phonographs and particularly to an improved
grammatically the grinding and rounding off, or
material, firmly and permanently united therebeveling
of
the
free
end
of
the
tungsten
insert
to
with or attached thereto. The object of the
expression device therefor, the features and advantages of which will be apparent from the
remove any burs or shap edges which might be
invention is to provide a stylus for sound reprofollowing description with the drawings:
thereon and the simultaneous reducing of the
ducing machines consisting of a tungsten tip or
In the latter, Figure 1 is a partial vertical secdiameter of a portion of the steel shank to make
point of very fine tungsten wire of a diameter
tional view through a phonograph tone arm and
it more flexible at that point. Fig. 15 is a side
substantially equal to the width of a sound recelevational view of the completed stylus. Fig.
ord groove, inserted into the end of the shank
16 is an end view of the same.
or stem of malleable metal, such as soft steel,
the metal of said shank or stem around said
Sound Box Adjustment for Talking Matungsten tip or insert being swaged or forcibly
chines.— Louis K. Scotford, Chicago, 111. Patent
No. 1,251,828.
compressed into permanent frictional holding
This invention relates to sound reproducing
engagement with said tungstenic insert.
machines and particularly to the adjustment of
The shank or body portion of the stylus may
the sound box of such a machine on the tone
be swaged or compressed tightly around the
arm or sound conveying tube.
tungsten tip or insert in any suitable manner,
The principal object of the present invention is
but in order that one way of making or constructing this stylus may be disclosed in this apto provide an improved talking machine comprising means for adjusting the sound box and
plication, the steps of one process of making the
same is illustrated in the drawings forming a stylus to either of two operative positions, in
either of which the point of the stylus is the
part of this application in which the same refersame distance from the pivotal axis of the tone
ence characters are used to designate the same
horn equipped with an expression device emarm about which the tone arm moves as the
parts throughout the various views.
bodying my present improvement. Figs. 2, 3 and
Figure 1 is a side elevational view of a rod
stylus moves across the record. Another object
5 show the value of the expression device teleor wire of malleable metal, such as soft steel,
scoped to increasing extents into the throat;
is to provide means for adjusting the sound box
tapered and slotted at one end, the same being of
in different positions on the tone arm so that the
Fig. 4 is the same as Fig. 3 except that the parts
are shown in elevation instead of vertical section,
the size of an ordinary steel sound reproducing
diaphragm thereof may be disposed in the proper
stylus. In actual practice, the shank or body
position for either of the two types of records
and Fig. 6 is a top plan view looking down upon
portion is less than one-sixteenth of an inch in above mentioned, and to provide means for efthe throat and valve, a portion of the throat being shown cut away.
fecting this adjustment while maintaining the
diameter, and is about three-fourths of an inch
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80383

VICTOR

18435
1S436
18438
18439
45149
18440
18437

64766
8S587
74558
64729
64726
64771
64736

TALKING MACHINE CO.
POPULAR SONGS
Are You From Heaven?
Henry Burr
Give Me the Right to Love You Sterling Trio
I'll Take You BackAdato Jones
Italy, and Billy Murray
'Round Her Neck She Wears aAmerican
Yellow Ribbon,
Quartet
Tom, Dick and Harry and Jack. .. Shannon Four
Au Revoir but Not Good-bye, Soldier Boy,
Peerless Quartet
Just
a Baby's
at Twilight
On the
Road Prayer
to Home,
Sweet Home,Henry Burr
Percy Hemus
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
I'd Like to Be a Monkey in the Francis
Zoo, White
Go-Zin-To
Francis White
Cradle Song (Wiegenlied) (Brahms) (Op. 49,
No. 4)
Laura Littlefield
The Little Dustman (From "20 Song
Laura Classics"),
Littlefield
Tickle Toe — Medley Fox-trot. For dancing,
Victor Military Band
Going Up — Medley One-step. For dancing,
Victor Military' Band
RED SEAL RECORDS
Boston Symphony Orchestra
Marche Miniature
Tschaikowsky
Enrico Caruso, Tenor — In Italian
Uocchie Celeste (Eyes of Blue),
Armando Gill-Vincenzo de Crescenzo
Amelita Galli-Curci, Soprano — In Italian
I Puritani — Qui la voce (In Sweetest
Accents),
Vincenzo
Bellini
Alma Gluck, Soprano (With Orpheus Quartet)
Darling Nelly Gray
B. R. Hanby
John McCormack, Tenor
The Lord Is My Light
Frances Allitsen
Evan Williams, Tenor
A Little Bit o' Honey,
W. G. Wilson-Carrie Jacobs-Bond
Efrem Zimbalist, Violin
(Pianoforte by Sam Chotzinoff)
Chant Negre (An Idyl) (Op. 32, No. 1),
A. Walter Kramer

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
10
12
10
10
10

COLUMBIA
A2496
A2492
A2493
A2476
A24S0
A2474
A2482
A2421
A2483

A6025
A6019
A2486
A2489
A2484
A2485
A6020
A2487
A6021
A2494
A2495
A7525
A2467
49192

GRAPHOPHONE CO.
POPULAR HITS
Tom, Dick and Harry and Jack (Hurry Back),
Arthur Fields
I'll Come Back to You When It's Arthur
All Over,Fields
Bluebird
Samuel Ash
Forever Is a Long, Long Time. . .George Wilson
Au Revoir But Not Good-bye, Soldier Boy,
Henry Burr
There's a Service Flag Flying at Our
House,Trio
Sterling
There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight Arthur Fields and Peerless Quartet
Good-bye Dolly Gray,
Hugh Donovan and Broadway Quartet
American Thru and Thru. .. .Frederick Wheeler
The Dream of a Soldier Boy. . .Charles Harrison
Any Time's Kissing Time (From "Chu Chin
Chow")
Robert Lewis
At Siesta Time (From "Chu Chin
Chow"),
Charles
Harrison
DANCE RECORDS
Happy Sammies — One-step. .Jazarimba Orchestra
That's It — Fox-trot Jazarimba Orchestra
Fuzzy Wuzzy Rag — One-step,
Handy's Orchestra of Memphis
The Snaky Blues — Fox-trot,
Handy's Orchestra of Memphis
L'il Liza Jane — One-step. Introducing (1) "In
Old Japan," (2) "Almost Home,"Prince's Band
One Look, One Word — One-step. Introducing
"Gypsy Song" from "Rambler Rose,"
Prince's Band
Oh, My Darling! — Medley one-step. Introducing
"Off to Spain" from "Land of Joy,"
Prince's Band
Torerito, Torerazo — Medley fox-trot. Introducing
"Cucu" from "Land of Joy" Prince's Band
Cecile Waltz
Prince's Orchestra
Millicent
Waltz SELECTIONS
Prince's Orchestra
INSTRUMENTAL
Defend America — March
Prince's Band
American Eagle March
Prince's Band
It's A Long Way to Berlin. Introducing (1)
"Good-bye
Hello
France," Brothers
(2) "I
Don't Want Broadway,
to Get Well".
.. .Marconi
Over There. Introducing "When the Yanks
Come Marching Home" Marconi Brothers
The Dancer of Navarre Prince's Orchestra
Whispering
Flowers
Prince's
Pretty Peggy
Vincent Orchestra
C. Buono
La Golondrina,
Vincent C. Buono and Harry Brissett
Spring Song
Pablo Casals
Apres Un Reve
Pablo Casals
VOCAL SELECTIONS
Beautiful Isle of Somewhere Oscar Seagle
Ten Thousand Times Ten Thousand,
Oscar Seagle
Sleep, Baby, Sleep
Lucy Gates
On the Alma
Lucy Gates
In the Valley of Sunshine and Roses,
Henry Burr and Sybil Sanderson Fagan
The Boy and the Birds,
Prince's
and Sybil William
SandersonMcEwan
Fagan
Meet Mother inBand
the Skies
My Mother's Bible
William McEwan
Peter Rabbit Plays a Joke. Thornton W. Burgess
Little Joe Otter s Slippery Slide,
Thornton W. Burgess
A Legend
Paulist Choristers of Chicago
Sing Ye to the Lord,
Paulist Choristers of Chicago
Rigoletto — "Cortigiani vil razzaRiccardo
dannata,"
Stracciari

10
10

10

10
10
12
\'i
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
10
12
12
10
12
10
10
10
10
12
12
10
10
12

THOS. A. EDISON, INC.
Edison Diamond Disc
80385 U. S. Army Camp Songs Chorus of Male Voices
80381 Bungalow in Quogue (Kern) — The Riviera Girl.
Soprano an<T Tenor,
Rachael Grant and Billy Murray
Just
a
Voice
to
Call
— The Rice
Riviera Girl. Soprano Me,
and Dear
Male (Kalman)
Chorus. Gladys
80382 Leave It to Jane — Fox-trot (Kern). For dancing,
Jaudas' Society Orchestra
Siren's
Song and
— Leave
It toGladys
Jane Rice
(Kern).
Contralto
Chorus.
and Soprano,
Helen Clark
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Jack O'Lantern Fox-trot (Caryll). For dancing,
Jaudas' Society Orchestra
Knit, Knit,
— Jack O'Lantern (Caryll). Soprano andKnit
Contraltos,
Gladys Rice, Helen Clark and Marion Evelyn Cox
80384 That's Why My Heart Is Calling You (Motzan).
Tenor
Vernon Dalhart
Will You Remember? — May time (Romberg). Soprano and Tenor. .Gladys Rice and Vernon Dalhart
Emalina, My Gal (Creamer-Layton)
.
50456 Sweet
Tenor
Vernon Dalhart
There It Goes Again (Goetz-Flatow-Jentes).
Tenor and Chorus
Billy Murray
50457 I Don't Want to Get Well (Jentes). Baritone
(Assisted by Grace Woods, contralto),Arthur Fields
I'm All Bound 'Round With the Mason-Dixon
Line (Schwartz). Tenor
Vernon Dalhart
50458
Paddle-Addle — Fox-trot (Snyder).
For dancing,
Jaudas' Society
Orchestra
Rambler Rose — One-step (Jacobi).
For dancing,
.
Taudas'
Society
Orchestra
50460
Hail! Hail!
Gang's All Here! Shannon
(Morse-Sullivan). the
Male voices
Quartet
So Long, Motherl (Van Alstyne). Tenor and
Male Chorus
George Wilton Ballard
50461 Naval Reserve March (Sousa),
New York Military Band
Spirit of America — A Patriotic Patrol (Zamecnik),
New York Military Band
Explanatory Talk for Ve lo Dissi (Did I not tell
S3038 you?) — Madame Butterfly (Puccini).
Ve lo Dissi (Did I not tell you?) — Madame Butfly (Puccini). Tenor and Baritone, in Italian,
Guido Ciccolini and Thomas Chalmers
82084
Explanatory Talk for Ernani! involami (Ernani,
Fly With Me) — Ernani- (Verdi).
Ernani involami (Ernani, Fly With Me) — Ernani
(Verdi). Soprano, in Italian Alice Verlet
82113
Bendemeer's Stream -(Moore). Contralto,
Christine Miller
My Love She's But a Lassie Yet (Hogg),
Christine Miller
803S6 Climbing Up the Golden Stairs (Heiser).
Tenor
and Chorus
.Walter Van Brunt
Lullaby (Hanscom). Contralto and Male voices,
Helen Clark and Shannon Quartet
Is a Long, Long Time (Von Tilzer).
80387 Forever
Soprano
Gladys Rice
MyandHawaii,
You're Calling
Soprano
Tenor
Gladys Me
Rice (Lewis).
and Vernon
Dalhart
Railway
to Heaven
80394 Life's
Baritone
and Male
Chorus, (Tillman). Tenor,
Charles Hart and Edward Allen
MyMaleMother's
Bible (Tillman).
Baritone
Chorus
EdwardandAllen
50462 Light as a Feather (Rollinson). Bells,
John F. Burckhardt
50463 Valse '"Erica" (Wiedoeft). Saxophone,Rudy Wiedoeft
sketch,Festival at Plum Center (Doty). Rube
Band
Ada Jones, Byron G. Harlan and Steve Porter
Bill's
Dog
Towser. Black-face
vaudeville
sketch,Heins
with banjo
Billy Golden
and Billy
50464 Buzzin' the Bee — One-step. For dancing. Xylophone Lou Chiha "Frisco"
Pozzo One-step (Rose). For dancing,
Frisco Jazz Band
I Had All the World and Its Gold (Pian50465 If tadosi).
Tenor
Manuel Romain
Mammy's
Little Coal-Black Rose Manuel
(Whiting).
Tenor
Romain
50467 Somewhere in France Is the Lily (Howard).
Baritone and Chorus
Edward Allen
When Johnny Marches AwayNew
— Descriptive
Patrol, Band
York Military
10
PATHE FRERES PHONOGRAPH CO.
POPULAR "HITS" OF THE MONTH
20309 Sweet Little Buttercup (Paley) . .Peerless Quartet
In Berry Pickin' Time (Wenrich). Louis
Baritone,
Winsch 10
10
20308 Homeward Bound (Meyer). Duet,
10
Royal Dadmun and Arthur Fields
When the Boys From Dixie Eat the Melon on the
Rhine (Breuer)
Big City Four
20314 I Don't Want to Get Well (Jentes).Arthur
Tenor,Fields 10
An Old Horse That Knows His Way Home (Ol- 10
man). Baritone
Louis Winsch
20311 In the Land of Wedding Bells (Meyer). Duet,
Campbell and Burr 10
I'm Going to Follow the Boys (Monaco).
Baritone Louis Winsch
20307 A Baby's Prayer at Twilight (Jerome).
Tenor,
Harry McClaskey
Valley Rose (Lloyd). Tenor. .. Harry McClaskey 10
20310 Are You From Heaven? (Friedland). Tenor,
Irving Gillette 10
10
I'm Writing to You, Sammy (Harriman).
Arthur Tenor,
Fields 10
i03 1 3 Liberty Bell (Mohr)
Peerless Quartet 10
There's a Million Heroes in Each Corner of the 10
U, S. A. (Abrahams). Baritone. Royal Dadmun
NEW STANDARD BALLADS SUNG IN ENGLISH
25010 The Blue Bells of Scotland (Hopekirk). Alma
Contralto,
Beck 10
Ah, Love, But a Day! (Beach). Contralto.
Alma Beck 10
25009 Comin' Thro' the Rye (Hopekirk).
Soprano,
Grace Hoffman 10
The Wind's in the South (Scott).
Soprano,
Grace
Hoffman
20193 Sometime You'll Remember (Head). Lewis
Tenor,James 10
I'll Sing Thee Songs of Araby (Clay). Mezzo- 10
Soprano
Isabelle Cannon
20194 Can't
Yo' Heah Me Callin' Caroline?
Tenor
Noble(Roma).
Sissle 10
Little Alabama .Coon (Starr). Tenor.
Noble Sissle 10
10
"DE LUXE" DANCE RECORDS
20316 Long Boy (Herschell-Walker)
—
One-step.
American Republic Band 10
Calicoco (Frey) — Fox-trot,
American Republic Band
20317 TheMedley
TickleFoxToe,
"Going Up"If (Hirsch)
—
trot. fromIntroducing
You Ix>ok
in
Her
Eyes"
American
Republic
Band
The Moonlight Waltz (Logan),
American Republic Band
20196 Sing Ling Ting (Cobb)— One-step,
Van Eps Kama Dance Orchestra
When the Saxophone Is Playing, from "The
Grass Widow" (Hirsch).
Medley Foxtrot.
Introducing "Dance
With Me."Dance Orchestra
Van Eps-Banta
20306 Goulash (Hydc-Egan)— Fox-trot,
Klass' Accordeon Dance Orchestra
My Dough Bnvklass'(Frey)
— One-step,
Accordeon
Dance Orchestra

10
10

NEW HAWAIIAN RECORDING
20290 Wailana Waltz (Drowsy Waters),
Louise and Ferera Waikiki Orchestra 10
Sweet lei lehua (Fragrance of the Lehua
Wreath) Irene Greenus, with
Louise and Ferera Waikiki Orchestra 10
20195 Auld
Lang
Syne (Burns)— "Old
Scotc1-Quartet
Air." 10
Unaccomp
University
I Cannot Sing the Old Songs (Claribel). MezzoSoprano
Isabelle Cannon 10
BAND AND ORCHESTRA RECORDS
40120 Premiere Valse (Durand) Concert Waltz,
Garde(Maton),
Republicaine Band of France 12
Valse Militaire
Garde Republicaine Band of France 12
40119 Dejanire (Saint-Saens)
"Prelude, Band
Act I,"
Garde Republicaine
of France 12
Dejanire (Saint-Saens)
"Marche
du
Garde Republicaine Band Cortege,"
of France 12
20305 Love and Life in Holland
(Joyce)
"Waltz,"
Imperial Symphony Orchestra 10
Omaha (Wood) "Intermezzo,"
_GOLD LABEL DEMONSTRAT
Imperial Symphony
Orchestra
PATHE
ION RECORD
29195 Romeo et Juliette (Gounod), Act III, "Romeo,
In French,
tu choisis Juliette pour femme?"
Mile. Yvonne
Gall.
Mme. Goulancourt, MM. Affre et Journet 12
Romeo et Juliette (Gounod), Act III. "Eh bien
done!" In French
MM. Chorus
Affre, 12
Tirmont,
Boyer and
Grand Opera
OPERATIC
RECORDS
63021 Aida (Verdi)
"Ritorna Invincitor."
Part I. (Return Victorious!).
Italian. Soprano,
Aida
"RitornaInvincitor."
Part II.Muzio
(Re- 12
... (Verdi)
.,rturn Victorious!).
,.
Claudia
Italian. Soprano.
Claudia Muzio 12
590o2 Zara
io mi dormando"
(I
Now(Leoncavallo)
Ask Myself)."Ed InoraItalian.
Tenor,

59053

20304
™,„..
2/010
29197

La
iosca (Puccini)
"Amaro sol per Tito
te m'era
il
T morire"
„
„
Schipa
(The
Bitterness
of Death).
In Italian,
Tito Schipa
and G. Baldassare
SACRED RECORDS
Creation (Haydn) "In Native Worth." Tenor,
„ . „
Paul Althouse
Stabat
Mater (Rossini) "Cujus animam."
In
Softly
and,Tenor
Tenderly (Thompson).
Tenor,Althouse
organ
^tin•
Paul
accomp
William Wheeler
Saved by Grace (Stebbins). Tenor, organ accomp William Wheeler
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
Serenata (Moszkowski). Piano solo,
„Poupee, . Valsante
: ,(Podini). Piano solo,
Rudolph Ganz
The
Comet (Brewer).
Piccolo solo,
m. „
_
Rudolph Ganz

Whistle
(Fane) "Serenade."
Piccolo
solo,
... for Me
,,
Charles
Wagner
40121
Tesoro Mio
(Beccucci). ViolinCharles
solo, Wagner
,„,„, _
,,
_ . (Massenet)
„ "Meditation." Violin
Emile
Thais
solo,
Emile Mendels
Mendels

EDISON

BLUE AMBEROL

10

12
12
10
10
10
10
12
12
12
12

RECORDS

(APRIL-MAY LIST)
CONCERT LIST
Sole Mio (My Sunshine) (Eduardo di Capua).
282S2 O Tenor,
in Italian, orch. accomp Guido Ciccolini
28283
(a) Vallat (b) Fjorton ar. Soprano, in Swedish,
orch. accomp
REGULAR LIST OF HITSMarie Sundelius
3453 Daddy, I Want to Go (Eddie Stembler). Male
Jones, Quartet
v oices, orch. accomp. Assisted by Ada Premier
3456 Further It Is From Tipperary — Odds and Ends of
1917 (Dudley-Godfrey-Byrnes).
Orch. accomp.,
Billv Murray
and Chorus
Just as Your Mother Was (Harry Von Tilzer).
3452
3455 Male voices, orch. accomp
Harmony Four
Longing
Dixie Home (J. R. Shannon).
Tenor, for
orch.Myaccomp.,
Harvey Hindermyer and Chorus
3445
Sunshine Jane (Ernest R. Ball). Tenor,
3447 Myorch.
accomp
Manuel Romain
When Yankee Doodle Learns to Parlez Vous
Francais (Ed. Nelson).
Orch.
accomp.,
Arthur Fields and Chorus of Girls
SONGS, HEART-SONGS AND BALLADS
3440 Garden of Allah (Little-Baskette-Flatow). Tenor,
3454
orch. accomp
Vernon Dalhart
Hush-a-bye, Ma Baby (Missouri Waltz) (FredKnight Logan). Contralto and Tenor,
orch. erick
accomp.,
3459
Marion Evelyn Cox and Vernon Dalhart
Just a Voice to Call Me, Dear— The Riviera Girl
(Emmerich Kalman). Soprano, orch. accomp..
Gladys Rice and Male Chorus
3457 Laddie in Khaki (The Girl Who Waits at Home)
(Ivor Novello). Orch. accomp
Glen Ellison
Railway to Heaven (Charlie D. Tillman).
3441 Life's
Baritone and Tenor, orch. accomp..
Allen, Charles Hart and Chorus
3451 Silver ThreadsEdward
Among the Gold (H. P. Danks).
Soprano, orch. accomp.,
Elizabeth Spencer and Chorus
3443 We Want the Flowers Now (Byron Gay). Tenor
and Baritone, orch. accomp.,
Vernon Dalhart and Lawrence E. Gilbert
A CHRISTIAN SCIENCE HYMN
3438 Shepherd,
Show Me How to Go (Brackett).
Mezzo-Contralto, orch. accomp.,
Nevada Van der Veer
DANCES FULL OF PEP
Rambler Rose — One-step (Victor Jacobi). For
3442 dancing
Orchestra
3450
Wasatch Fox-trot (Carlotta Jaudas'
Lake). Society
For dancing.
When I Hear That Jazz Band Play —Jaudas'
Fox-trot Band
3444
(Buck-Stamper). For dancing,
Taudas' Society Orchestra
INS I RUMEN I \\. GEMS
Battle Song of Liberty MarchNew
(Bigelow-Hildrethl.
York Military Band
3460
3439 Garden of Love — Caprice (Ascher-Mahl),
Peerless Orchestra
344S
3449
Glow-worm (Lincke) Imperial Marimba Band
I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen (Thomas P.
Westendorf).
Violin, violoncello, flute and
harp
Venetian Instrumental Quartet
Kohala
March.
Instrumental
Trio.. Ford Hawaiians
3458
3446 Uncle Toms Cabin — A Dream Picture (J. Bodewalt Lampe)
Edison Concert Band
GENNETT

10
10

12
12

RECORDS

7642 I'll Come Back to You When It's All Over
(Brown-Mills). Baritone, orch. accomp.,
Arthur Fields
There'll Be a Hot Time for the Old Men (While
the Young Men Are Away) (Clarke-Meyer).
Baritone, orch. accomp
Arthur Fields
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10037 Good-bye
Barnie (O'Brien-Morse). Vocal
quartet
with orch
Peerless
Quartet
Yock-A-Hilo Town (Brice-Donaldson). Vocal
quartet with orch
Peerless Quartet
7641 Hello, I've Been Looking for You — From "The
Big Show" Tenor,
at New orch.
York accomp
Hippodrome (GoldenHubbell).
Arthur Hall
Liberty
Bell
(It's
Time
to
Ring
Again) (GoodwinMohr). Tenor, orch. accomp
Arthur Hall
7637 Says I to Myself, Says I (Moran-Von Tilzer).
Soprano, orch. accomp
Ada Jones
I'mSkidmore).
• Old Enough
for aorch.
Little
Lovin' (Walter
Soprano,
accomp
Ada Jones
NEW DANCE RECORDS
10035 Fox-trot Medley.
"Darktown Strutters' Ball,"
"Barnyard Blues," "Mother, Dixie and You,"
"Cocoanut Grove Jazz" Gennett Military Band
One-step Medley.
"Good-bye Broadway, Hello
France," "It's a Long Way to Berlin, But We'll
Get There," "I Don't Want to Get Well,"
"Hail, Hail! The Gang's All Here," "Where Do
We Go From Here, Boys," Gennett
"Over There,"
Military Band
7633 The Spinning Top— Waltz (Knecht),
Gennett Dance Orchestra
Valse Fascination — Waltz (Gray),
Gennett Dance Orchestra
7628 Paddle-Addle — Fox-trot (Snyder),
Vess Ossman's Banjo Orchestra
He's Just Like You — One-step (Von Tilzer),
Vess
Ossman's Banjo Orchestra
INSTRUMENTAL SELECTIONS
10036 Spring Song (Mendelssohn) Gennett Orchestra
La Blanche Waltzes (Sheridan) .... Gennett Orchestra
7644 New Orleans Jazz (My Dixieland) (Richardson),
Gennett Orchestra
Jasmo (One-step Oddity) (Klohr),
JazzAirs
Orchestra
10028 La Marseillaise — MarciaHarry
KealeJunior's
(National
of
France and Italy)
Gennett Military Band
God Save the King — Rule Britannia (English
National Airs)
Gennett Military Band
STANDARD VOCAL RECORDINGS
10034 Bonnie Sweet Bessie (Root-Gilbert;. Tenor, orch.
accomp
James Harrod
I'lldorf).
Take Tenor,
You Home
Kathleen James
(Westenorch. Again,
accomp
Harrod
10033 Danny Deever (Kipling-Damrosch). Baritone,
orch. accomp
Royal Dadmun
Theorch.Pauper's
Drive (Noel-Homer). Royal
Baritone,
accomp
Dadmun
ART TONE RECORDS
12503 Swanee River (Old Folks at Home) (Foster).
Violin, with piano accomp. by Francis Moore,
Helen vVare
Gentle Shadows (Ware). Violin, with piano accomp. by Francis Moore
Helen Ware
12502 Humoresque (Dvorak).
Violin, with piano accomp. by Francis Moore
....Helen Ware
Ave Maria (Schubert).
Violin, with piano accomp. by Francis Moore
Helen Ware
10030 When the Bell in the Lighthouse Rings (LambSolman). Bass, orch. accomp Frederic Martin
Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep (Knight). Bass,
orch. accomp
Frederic Martin
12501 Largo (Handel). Violin, with piano accomp. by
Francis Moore
Helen Ware
Meditation
—
"Thais"
(Massenet).
Violin,
withWare
piano accomp. by Francis Moore
Helen
EMERSON

7324

7325
7322
7321
7318

7320
7323
7317
7319
7315

PHONOGRAPH CO.
MARCH LIST
A Over
Baby'sThere
Prayer
at Twilight For HerPatriotic
Daddy
(Lewis-Young-Jerome).
solo, orch. accomp
Jack Warner
Give Me the Right to Love You All the While
(Bard-Glatt). Baritone solo, orch. accomp.,
Jack Warner
Sweet Little Buttercup (Bryan-Paley). Baritone
solo, orch. accomp
Harry Lawrence
I Miss the Old Folks Now (Van-Schenck-Porray).
Character song, orch. accomp Edward Levey
The Wild, Wild Women Are Making a Wild
Man of Me (Wilson-Piantadosi-Lewis). Onestep
Emerson Military Band
The Tickle Toe (Hirsch). Fox-trot,
Emerson Military Band
Give Me the Moonlight, Give Me the Girl And
Leave the Rest to Me (Brown-Von Tilzer).
Tenor solo, orch. accomp
Henry Burr
Are You From Heaven? (Gilbert-Friedland).
Tenor solo, orch. accomp
Frank Woods
When Yankee Doodle Marches Through Berlin,
There'll Be a Hot Time in the U. S. A. (Sterling-Lange). Patriotic solo, orch. accomp.,
Eddie Nelson
When the Boys From Dixie Eat the Mellon on
the Rhine (Bryan-Breuer).
Comic patriotic
solo, orch. accomp
George L. Thomson
Tishomingo Blues (Williams).
Character song,
orch. accomp
Eddie Nelson
Mama's
Blues
—
Papa's
Blues
(Johnson-Farrell).
Character song, orch. accomp
Eddie Nelson
Wait for Your Honey Boy (Pfeiffer). Patriotic
solo, orch. accomp
Edward Levey
When the Yanks Come Marching Home (JeromeFurth). Patriotic solo, orch. accomp. .Edward Levey
That's
the Kind of a Baby for Emerson
Me (Eagan).
One- Band
step
Military
March Lorraine (Ganne) Emerson Military Band
Indianola (Henry-Onivas). Instrumental novelty
and fox-trot
Emerson Military Band
Some Jazz Blues (Lake). Fox-trot,
Emerson Military Band
American Republic March (Thiele),
Emerson Military Band
Midnight Fire Alarm (Paul). Descriptive- march
gallop
Emerson Military Band

READY

TALKING
GETTING

211 Marbrldge Bldg., 34th SI. and Broadway, New York City
Manufacturers of Regina Music Boxes; Reginaphones;
Coin-operated Mandolin Orchestrions; Vacuum
Cleaners and other specialties.

READY
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WORLD

THE

NEXT

LIBERTY

LOAN

CAMPAIGN

How Geo. H. O'Connor, a Noted Columbia Artist, Figures in the Motion Picture Reels Being Made
for Exploitation Purposes — An Attorney and Character Song Artist
In the forthcoming Liberty Loan publicity
campaign, there will be used a series of motion
pictures that will be displayed in the moving
picture theatres throughout the country. This
film will contain many features of interest, and

Mr. O'Connor from the committee on public
information, George Creel, chairman, and is
presented herewith. In addition to Secretary
of War Baker and Mr. O'Connor, there are
shown in this scene the members of the Liberty
Loan committee —
John Poole, president, Federal National Bank; Corcoran Thom, vicepresident, American
Security & Trust
Co.; B. F. Saul,
president, Home
Savings Bank:
tional City Co.; E.
Eugene Ailes, Na- 1
E. Thompson, of
Crane, Parris & Co.
nor is an exclusive
George H. artist,
O'ConColumbia
whose records have
achieved countrywide success. He is

G. H. O'Connor Buying Bond From
Will be almost identical with the pictures used
in the last Liberty Loan campaign.
Included in these films is one scene entitled:
"The Secretary of War Sells a Bond to the
Cheerful Subscriber, George H. O'Connor." The
"still" of this film has just been received by
INVENTORIES

AND THE

TAX

LAW

New War Revenue Bill Will Serve to Make
Many Merchants Take Their First Accurate
Inventory — Should Help Business
A member of the National Association of
Credit Men makes the excellent point that under
the new War Revenue Law numerous unskilled
merchants will, for the first time, be called upon
to make out an income tax report, and believes
that this will prove a very direct advantage to
business, because merchants who have not been
in the habit of taking regular inventory will now
be forced to do so. Revenue collectors emphasize the point that every merchant will be expected to take an exact annual inventory, else
his tax report can be based on nothing better
than guessing, which will not satisfy the Government.
For the benefit of the small merchant who
has seldom been called upon to do anything of
the sort, the following formula is offered for
determining net profit:
A SIMPLE
FORMULA
FOR DETERMINING NET
PROFIT
Inventory of Dec. 31st, 1916, at cost
$
Add Purchases in 1917
.$
Total
$
Subtract Inventory of Dec. 31st, 1917, at cost $
Cost of goods sold in 1917 (item 3 less item 4)
$
Sales in 1917 (Cash and Credit)
$
Subtract item 5 from item 6 to arrive at GROSS
PROFIT
$

REFERENCE

DEALERS
Send for our "Trial Proposition" on the
Regina Hexaphone- — the latest and best paying popular priced coin-operated instrument
for use in public places.

MACHINE

OF

the son of an American army officer, and
Secretary of War
was born, reared and
still resides in Washington, D. C, where in his
serious moments he is known as an attorney and
counsellor at law. He is one of America's most
popular character song artists, and his splendid
tenor voice is remarkably well adapted for reDEDUCTIONS
cordinor.
9. Expense of doing business (Rent, Wages, a Reasonable Salary to Proprietor, Light, Fuel, Taxes
10.
of all kinds, except those not on the business,
and all other business expenses)
Depreciation on Fixtures
Bad Debt Losses
Deductions
11. Total
12. NET Profit
PATHE

WINDOW

HANGER

FOR APRIL

Contains All the Latest Hits and Is Most Attractively Printed
The Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y., has just sent out to its dealers an attractive hanger featuring the new Pathe records for
April. This hanger presents a splendid portrait
of Rudolph Ganz, the famous concert pianist,
who records for the Pathe library exclusively.
The April list contains a new record played by
Mr. Ganz, together with an excellent array of
popular song successes, latest dance records,
Hawaiian records, operatic and classic vocal
numbers, standard and sacred vocal records, and
instrumental numbers. The artists featured in
this list include Claudia Muzio, Paul Althouse
and Grace Hoffman.
One of the interesting features of the Pathe
list for April is the presentation of a special
Pathe Gold Label demonstration record featuring two selections from "Romeo and Juliet,"
sung by a group of famous operatic artists.

GENERAL

SUPPLIES

REPAIRS
NEEDLES
WE MANUFACTURE
Diamond needles for Edison
Sapphire needles for Edison
Sapphire needles for Pathe
in stock ready for delivery
MERMOD & CO., 505 5th Ave., N. Y.

$
$
$
$
$

All Makes of Talking Machines
Repaired Promptly and Efficiently
TALKING MACHINE REPAIR
AND SALES CORPORATION
ANDREW
H. DODIN, President
176 Sixth Avenue
New York
TELEPHONE, CHELSEA 8437
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In order to make
those concerns whose
six months. This is
each new appearance
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WORLD

TRADE

DIRECTORY

this directory as accurate and up-to-date as possible, we have listed alphabetically only
advertisements have appeared in the TALKING MACHINE WORLD during the past
the fourth edition of the TALKING MACHINE WORLD
TRADE DIRECTORY,
canceling the preceding list. It aims to answer in a nutshell the prevailing questions

of "Where can I get it?" and "Who makes it?" — which questions we are emphatically interested in answering for our readers. No attempt has been made to differentiate between the merits of the various types of
machines, records and miscellaneous supplies listed.
MACHINES
AMERICAN PHONOGRAPH CO. Offices. 39 Fountain street. Grand
Rapids. Mich. Manufactures line retailing from $40 to §175.
ARTOPHONE CO. Executive offices
and factory, 1113 Olive street, St.
Louis, Mo. Est., 1915. Manufacthe "Artophone"
four
models, tures
retail
prices $65 to line,
$150. Also
makes electric machines.

THE

BELL
TALKING
MACHINE CORP.
Executive offices, 44 West Thirtyseventh street, New York. Manufactures
Magnetic" line,
retail prices
$60"Schubert
to $215.

GABEL'S tiveENTERTAINER
offices and factory,CO.
210 ExecuNorth
Ann street, Chicago. 111. Manufactures Gabel's Automatic
and Gabelola
(strictly Entertainer
automatic).

BROOKS MANUFACTURING CO. Ex •
ecutive offices and factory, Saginaw.
Mich. Est.. 1903. Manufactures the
"Brooks" line of phonographs.
BRUNSWICK - BALKE - COLLENDER
CO. Executive offices. 623 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago. Factories, Chicago, New York City,
Muskecron. Dubuque and Toronto.
Est.. 1845. Manufactures the "Brunswick" line, twelve models, retail
pricestric$40
to $1,500. Also makes elecmachines.
CELINA FURNITURE CO. Executive
offices and factory, Celina. O. Manumachines. factures "Harponola" line of talking
CENTURY CABINET CO. Executive offices. 25 West Forty-fifth street, New
York City ; factory, Utiea, N. Y.
Est..
Manufactures
line of190S.
phonographs,
seven"Century"
models,
retailing from $30 to $200. Built to
order $500 up.
CHENEY TALKING MACHINE CO. Executive offices. 24 North Wabash avenue,
Manufactures
"Cheney"
line Chicago.
period models,
retail prices
$60
to $300.
CLASSIQUE
PHONOGRAPH CORP.
Executive offices and factory, 401
North Lincoln street. Chicago. Manufactures "Cowan Classique"
gramaphones, twenty
models, retailing
from $75 to $1,000.
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO. Executive offices. Woolworth building.
New York City. Manufacturers of
"Columbia
Grafonolas."
Retail electric
prices
$18 to $2,100.
Also makes
machines.
COMPACTO PHONO. CORP. Executive
offices. 280 North Sixth street,
Brooklyn. N. Y. Markets "Compacto" portable phonograph.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE
CO. Executive offices. 227 West Lake
street. Chicago. Manufactures "Consola." "Standard." "Harmony" and
"United"
to
$115. lines. Retail prices $19.50
THE ORVSTOLA CO. Executive offices,
3134 Elm street. Cincinnati; factory.
Cincinnati. Est., 1917. Manufactures "Crvstola" line machines, two
models, retailing from $100 to $200.
Also electric machines. To add new
models in near future.
DELPIIEON CO. Executive offices and
factory. 810 Boutell place. Bay City.
Mich.' Est.. 1916. Manufactures the
"Dolpheon" line, seven models, retail
pricestricS75
to $400. Also makes elecmachines.
DOMESTIC TALKING MACHINE
COKP. Executive offices and factory,
ThirtY-third and Arch streets, Philadelphia, Pa. Est., 191 0. Manufactures
"Domestic" line, six models, retail
prices $15 to $135.
THOMAS A. EDI80N, Inc. Executive
offices and factories. Orange. N. J.
Manufactures "Edison Diamond
Disc" line, seven models, retail
prices $106 to $450; eight period
tii. ..Ids retailing $1.000-$6.000. Also
makes "Edison Diamond Amberola"
cylinder line, three models, retail
prices $35 to $82.50.
ELMBROLA TALKING MACHINE CO.
Executive offices and factory. St.
Paul. Minn. Manufacture the "Embrola" line, four models.
EMPIRE
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices, 429 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago ; factories. Chicago,
Cleveland and Indianapolis. Est..
1915.
Manufactures
"Empire"
nine models,
retail prices
$27.50line,
to
$215.

FRITZSCH PHONOGRAPH CO.
Executive offices. 228 West Seventh
St., Cincinnati, O. Manufacturers of
the "Phon d'Amour." eight models,
retail prices $110 to $450.

FULTON-ALDEN CO., Executive offices,
123 N. Genesee street, Waukegan,
111. Manufactures
three
models, retail "Fulton"
prices $125line,
to
$350. Also makes electric machines.

HOFFAY
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices, 3 West Twentyninth street, New York City. Est.,
1915. Manufactures "Hoffay Airtight" line, five models, retail prices
$75 to $250.
IMPERIAL TALKING MACHINE CO.
Main office and factory, 9 Vandever
avenue, Wilmington, Del. Showrooms. 35 West Thirty-first street.
New six
York.models,
Manufactures
"Imperial"
line,
retail prices
$25 to
$190.
ANDS KOCH. Executive offices. 296
Broadway. New York City. Manufactures the "Koch-O-Phone"
twenty models,
retail prices $4.50line,to
$220.
LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH CO. Executive offices and factory, 3 East
Twelfth street. New York City. Est..
1913.
Manufactures the "Cleartone"
phonographs,
models,
retail prices $4 thirty-three
to $200.
MAGNOLA TALKING MACHINE CO.
Executive offices, 711 Milwaukee avenue. Chicago: factory, Chicago.
Manufactures
"Magnola"
line of from
machines, five models,
retailing
$65 to $210. Also manufactures
"Magnola $75
Mobile"
line, Also
two models,
retailing
and $95.
electric
machines.
MANDEL MANUFACTURING CO. Executive offices, 501 Laflin street.
Chicago: factories. Chicago and
Benton Harbor. Mich. Est.. 1915.
Manufactures
four
models, retail "Mandel"
prices $35line,
to $250.
Also makes electric machines.
MELOPHONE TALKING MACHINE
CO., Inc.
Executive
offices.
376 Est.,
Lafayette street.
New York
City.
1915.
Manufactures
"Melophone"
line, seven
models, retail
prices $5
to $200.
MORENUS PIANO CO. Executive offices and factory, 341 West Superior
street. Chicago, 111. Manufactures
"Morenus" line, three models, retail
prices $110 to $150.
MOZART
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices. 260S North Fifteenth street, St. Louis. Est., 1916.
Manufactures
seven
models, the
retail"Mozart"
prices $15line,
to
$100.
MUNZER
MANUFACTURING CORP.
Executive offices and fnctory. 307
Sixth avenue south. Minneapolis.
Minn. Est., 1916. Manufacturers of
"Munola" phonosrraphs. Retail prices
range from $44.50 to $75.00.
OPEROLLO ecutive
PHONOGRAPH
CO. Bldg,
Exoffices, 420 Llghtner
Detroit,
Mich. Manufactures "Operollo" phonographs.
OTTAWA PIANOPHONE CO. Executive offices. 802 Republic Building.
Chicago: factory. Ottawa, III. Manufactures
line toof$100.
phonographs;
retail "Hiawatha"
prices $35
PARAGON MFG. CO. Executive offices
an. I factory. Hickory. N. C. Manufactures
"Paragon"
models, retail
prices
$ST> line.
to $265. three
PATHE FRERES PHONOGRAPH CO.
offices, 10-32 Grand aveExecutive
nue. Brooklyn, N. Y. : factories,
Paris.
Brooklyn, N. Y.: London.
Vienna,ne"Milan. Manufactures
Berlin,
the "Pathepho
line, eight models,
retail prices $25 to $225.

REED, DAWSON
CO., INC.
tive offices and &factory,
6 WestExecuPark
street, Newark. N. J. Est., 1S97.
Manufactures
line $65
of
machines,
seven "Dolce-Tone"
models, retailing
to $325.
REGINA CO. Executive offices, Marbridge Building, New York City;
factory, Rahway, N. J. Est., 1892.
Manufactures coin operated "Hexaphones." Also "Regina" music box
and "Reginaphone" lines.
SCHILLING PIANO CO. Executive
offices, 112 West Twenty-third street,
New York. Wholesale distributors
for
the "Stradivara" line, seven
models,
machines. $45 to $225. Also electric
J. P. SEEBURG PIANO CO. Executive
offices. Republic Building. Chicago.
111.; factories, Chicago and Tonawanda, N. Y. Manufactures "PhonoGrand," a combination talking machine and player-piano without keys.
CHARLES W. SHONK CO. Executive
offices. Monroe Building, Chicago,
111.; factory, Maywood, 111. Est. 1877.
Manufactures
"Mag-Ni-Phone"
line,
six models, retail
prices $15 to $100.
SONORA PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION. Executive offices, 57 Reade
street, New York City. Manufactures
the "Sonora" line, eleven models,
retail prices $50 to $1,000.
STARR PIANO CO. Executive offices
and factory, Richmond, Ind. Est.,
1872.
Manufactures
"Starr"$55line,
eleven models,
retail prices
to
$320.
STERLING ecutive
PHONOGRAPH
CO.street,
Exoffices. 285 N. Sixth
Brooklyn, N. Y.
STEWART PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION. Executive offices 327 Wells
street. Chicago. Factory, 2S43 North
Lincoln street, Chicago. Est., 1916.
Manufactures "Stewart" line, retail
prices $7.75 and upwards.
SUPERTONE TALKING MACHINE CO.
Executive offices, IS West Twentieth
street. New York. Est., 1916. Manufactures the Supertone line, three
models of floor cabinets, retailing at
$65 to $125.
TON-O-GRAF CORP. Executive offices
and factory, 112 East South Water
street, Chicago. Est.. 1916. ManufacturesJanuary
"Ton-O-Graf"1 will
line,make
one
model. After
four models, retailing $50 to $150.
Electric machines to order.
VICTOR
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices and factory. Camden. N. J. Yictrola"
Manufactures
and "Victorlines, "Victor"
thirteen
models, retail prices $17.50 to $400.
Electric machines included. Also
manufactures Victor period line,
fortv models, retail prices from $300
to $900.
VITANOLA TALKING MACHINE CO.
Executive offices. 501-509 West Thirty-fifth street, Chicago. Factories,
Chicago, Rockford and Michigan.
Manufacture
"Vltanola"
eight
models, the
retail
prices $25line,
to
$200.
WESER BROS.. INC. Executive offices.
520 West Forty-third street. New
York City; factory. New York City.
Est.,
1S79.
Manufactures
"Weser"
line, six
models,
retailing from
$35
to $200. Also electric machines.
WIDDICOMB FURNITURE CO. Executive offices and factory. Grand
Rapids. Mich. Est.. 1S65. Manufactures the "Widdicomb" line of
period in. .dels.
THOS. E. WILSON & CO. Executive
offices and warehouses, 701 North
Sangamon street. Chicago. Makes
"Thoa.
Wilson" atphonographs,
models, IS.retailing
$40 and $60. two

WONDER
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices and factory, 105
East Twelfth street. New York City.
Est., 1915.
Manufacturers
the $75.
"Wonder" line, retail
prices $5 to
WORLD PHONOGRAPH CO. Executive offices and factory, 736 Tilden
street.
III. Manufactures
"World"Chicago,
phonograph
line, four
models, retail prices $75 to $175.
RECORDS
BRUNSWICK - BALKE - COLLENDER
CO. Executive offices, 623 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago. Est., 1845.
Markets the "Pathe" records, manufactured by the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., New York.
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO. Executive offices, Woolworth building,
New
York
City.
"Colrecords,Manufactures
ten and twelve
inches. umbia"
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE
CO. Executive offices. 227 West Lake
street. Chicago.
Markets
"Consolidated." "Standard."
"Harmony"
and
United" 10-inch double-faced records.
CORTINA ACADEMY OF LANGUAGES.
Executive
12 East
sixth
street,offices,
New York
City.FortyEst.,
1SS2.
Markets
Cortina
Phone-Method,
lateral
cut,
sold
in
sets.
Language
records only.
DOMESTIC TALKING MACHINE
CORP. Executive offices and factory,
Thirty-thirddelphia.and
Arch streets,
PhilaEst., 1916.
Manufactures
"Domestic Blue"
records,
ten and
twelve-inch, vertical cut, retail from
70c. to $1.25.
THOMAS A. EDISON, Inc. Executive
offices and recording laboratories,
Orange,
N. J. Manufactures
"Edison Disc"
vertical
cut, line,
retail ten-inch
prices $1 record,
to $4.
Also manufactures "Edison Blue
Amberol" cylinder records, retail
prices 60 cents to $1.25.
EMERSONtive offices
PHONOGRAPH
CO. 3Execuand laboratory,
West
Thirty-fifth street. New York City;
factories at various points. Est.,
1915. Manufactures
"Emerson
Universal Cut"
double
disccents
records,
seven-inch
retail
at 35
and
nine-inch retail at 65 cents.
EMPIRE
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices, 429 South Wabasb
avenue. Chicago. Est., 1915. Markets "Empire" line,
vertical
cut. tenat
75c.
up.
and twelve-inch
records,
retailing
GENNETT RECORDS (Division Starr
Piano Co). Executive offices. 9 East
Thirty-seventh street. New York
Citv; factory. Richmond. Ind. Est.,
1872. ords,
Manufactures
recten-inch double "Gennett"
face, vertical
cut records, retailing from 65c. to $4.
IMPERIAL TALKING MACHINE CO.
Main office and factory. 9 Vandever
avenue, Wilmington, Del. Recording
laboratory and showrooms. 35 West
Thirty-first street, New York. Manuand "Imperial"
records, tenfactures
and"Rex" twelve-inch;
vertical
cut, retail prices 75c. to $2.
LYRAPHONE CO. OF AMERICA. Executive offices,
WestCityThirty-seventh street,
New 12York
; factory,
Brooklyn.
Manufactures
"Lyric"
line,
ten and
twelve-inch
double
face,
tical cut records, retailing from ver75c.
to $3. Est., 1916.
PATHE FRERES PHONOGRAPH CO.
Executive
offices, N.
10-32Y. Grand
Avenue,- Brooklyn,
; factories,
and recording laboratories, New
York City. N. Y.; Brooklyn, N. Y. ;
London, Paris. Berlin, Vienna and
Milan. Manufactures "Pathe" line,
records.
vertical
cut, 10%, 11% and 14-Inch
STARR PIANO CO. Executive offices
and factory. Richmond, Ind. Est.
1S7^. Manufactures
"Gennett"
line.
ten-Inch
double disc record,
vertical
cut, retail prices 65c. to $4.00.
VICTOR
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices and factory and
recording laboratories, Camden, N.
,T.
"Victor"
tenInch Manufactures
and twelve-Inch
records,line,lateral
cut, retail prices 75c to $7.
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JOBBERS
Columbia Jobbers
COLUMBIA
GRAMOPHONE CO.
Wholesale distributing branches are
located in the following cities under
the name of the "Columbia Graphophone Co." unless otherwise noted —
Atlanta, Ga.; Baltimore, Md.: Boston, Mass.; Buffalo, N. Y. ; Chicago,
111.; Cincinnati, O.; Cleveland, O.;
Dallas, Tex.; Columbia Stores Co.,
Denver, Colo. ; Detroit, Mich. ; Indianapolis, Ind.; Kansas City, Mo.;
Los Angeles, Cal.; Minneapolis,
Minn.; New Haven, Conn.; New
Orleans, La.; New York City;
Schmoller & Mueller Co., Omaha,
Neb.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Portland, Me.; Portland, Ore.;
Grafonola Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Columbia Stores Co., Salt Lake City,
Utah; San Francisco, Cal.: Seattle,
Wash. ; Columbia Stores Co., Spokane, Wash.; St. Louis, Mo.; Tampa
Hardware Co., Tampa, Fla.

Victor Jobbers
W. D. & C. N. ANDREWS. Buffalo,
N. Y.
BADGER
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
135 Second street, Milwaukee, Wis.
BLACKMAN TALKING MACHINE CO.
97 Chambers street, New York City.
C. BRUNO & SON, Inc. 351 Fourth
avenue. New York City.
LOUIS
Pa. BUEHN CO., Inc. Philadelphia,
CHICAGO
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
12 North Michigan avenue, Chicago.
CORLEY CO., Inc. Richmond, Va.
I. DAVEGA, JR., Inc. 125 West 125th
street, New York City.
S. B. DAVEGA CO. 831 Broadway, New
York City.
CHARLES H. DITSON & CO. 8 East
Thirty-fourth street, New York City.
OLIVER DITSON CO. Boston, Mass.
E. F. DROOP & SONS. Washington,
D. C, and Baltimore, Md.
W. J. DYER & BRO. St. Paul, Minn.
EASTERN TALKING
MACHINE CO.
117 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.
ECLIPSE MUSICAL CO. Cleveland, O.
GATELY-HAIRE
CO., Inc. Albany,
N. Y.
GRINNELL BROS. Detroit, Mich.
LYON & HEALY.
Chicago, 111.
MICHEL BROS. CO. of Des Moines, la.,
and Omaha, Neb.
W. D. MOSES & CO. Richmond, Va.
NEW YORK TALKING MACHINE CO.
119 West Fortieth street, New York.
GEO. D. ORNSTEIN
CO.
9 North
Eleventh street, Philadelphia, Pa.
SILAS E. PEARSALL
CO. 18 West
Forty-sixth street, New York City.
PENN
PHONOGRAPH
CO., Inc. 17
South Ninth street, Philadelphia.
SCHMELZER
ARMS CO. Kansas City,
Mo.
SHERMAN, CLAY & CO. San Francisco, Cal.
STANDARD TALKING MACHINE CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
M. 8TEINERT & SONS CO. 35 Arch
street, Boston, Mass.
STEWART TALKING MACHINE CO.
Indianapolis, Ind.
H. A. WEYMAN & SON, INC. Philadelphia, Pa.
THE
WHITNEY
& CURRIER CO.
Toledo, Ohio.
PERRY B. WHITSIT CO. Columbus, O.
G. T. WILLIAMS
CO.
217 Duffleld
street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO. Cincinnati, O.
Pathe Jobbers
ARMSTRONG FURNITURE CO. Memphis, Tenn.
FISCHER CO., Detroit, Mich.
MOONEY-MUELLER WARD CO. Indianapolis, Ind.
PATHEPHONE
DISTRIBUTORS CO.
95
City.Southern boulevard, New York
PHILADELPHIA
PATHEPHONE CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.
PITTSBURGH PATHEPHONE CO. 936
Liberty avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
G. SOMMERS & CO. St. Paul, Minn.
A. VICTOR & CO. Buffalo, N. Y.
WILLIAMS,
DAVIS,
BROOKS &
HINCHMAN SONS. Detroit, Mich.
Sonora Jobbers
ELECTRIC
SUPPLY
& EQUIPMENT
CO. 278 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.
ELECTRIC
SUPPLY
& EQUIPMENT
CO. Little Building, Boston, Mass.

THE

TALKING

MACHINE

ELECTRIC
SUPPLY
& EQUIPMENT
CO.
street, Hartford, Conn.
Pa. 105 Allvn
PIERSOL
CARPET
CO. Lancaster,
SMITH, KLINE & FRENCH. Philadelphia, Pa.
C. W.
York.SNOW & CO. Syracuse, New
Dejpheon Jobbers
DELPHEON
CO., INC. 68 Park street,
Atlanta, Ga.
DELPHEON SALES CO. 25 Church
street, New York City.
Manaphone Jobbers
G. GENNERT.
East Thirteenth street,
New York 24
City.
CASES— COVERS
E. H. LANSING. Executive offices and
factory, 611 Washington street, Boston, Mass. Est., 1881. Manufactures
the "Lansing"
and
slip covers. Khaki moving covers,
LYON & HEALY. Executive offices,
Chicago, 111. Manufactures Khaki
carrying covers for talking machines.
C. E. WARD CO. Executive offices and
factory, New London, O. Est., 1905.
Manufactures phonograph wareroom
and carrying covers for ail purposes.
PARTS
ACME DIE CASTING CORPORATION.
Executive offices and factory. Bush
Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y. Sales offices in leading cities. Products
manufactured: Tone arms, sound
boxes, regulators, tone modifiers,
special die cellaneous
castings,
stops and misparts.
AMERICAN PHONOPARTS CO. Executive offices, 3500 Normal avenue,
Chicago; factory, Chicago. Products
manufactured:
motors, electric "Play-rite"
motors, tone spring
arms,
sound boxes and other parts.
BARNHART BROTHERS & SPINDLER. Executive offices and factory,
Monroe and Throop streets, Chicago,
III. Est., 1868. Products manufactured:reproducers,
"Superior" spring
tone arms,
needlemotors,
cups,
die castings and stampings.
COMBINATION
ATTACHMENT CO.
Executive offices, 209 South State
street, Chicago. Established, 1915.
Products
manufactured
: Reproducers and tone
arms.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE
CO. Executive offices, 227 West Lake
street, Chicago. Manufactures accessories.
DOEHLER DIE CASTING CO. Executive offices and factory, Court and
Ninth streets, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; also
factories
in Toledo,
O., and' Newark,
N. J. Products
manufactured
: Tone
arms, sound boxes, tone modifiers,
special die cellaneous
castings,
stopsonly.
and misparts to order
EMPIRE PHONO PARTS CO. Executive offices, 427 South Wabash avenue,
Chicago, 111.; factory, 1102 West
Ninth street, Cleveland, O. Est., 1912.
Products manufactured: tone arms,
sound boxes and attachments.
OTTO HEINEMAN PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLY vision).
CO., INC.
DiExecutive (Meisselbach
offices, 25 West
Forty-fifth street. New York City ;
factory, Newark, N. ,T. Est., 1887.
Products manufactured : spring
motors, tone arms, sound boxes,
stops and miscellaneous parts.
OTTO HEINEMAN PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLY CO., Inc. Executive offices,
25 West Forty-fifth street. New York
City; factories, Elyria, O., Putnam,
Conn., and Newark, N. J. Est.,
1915. Products manufactured: Spring
motors, tone arms, names : "Motor
of
Quality"
and "Meisselbach"
motors,
tone arms,
sound boxes,
"Dean" needles, etc.
HOFFAY TALKING MACHINE CO..
INC. Executive offices, 3 West
Twentv-ninth street, New York City.
Est., 1915. Manufacturers of the Hoffay
Tone""Resurrectone"
sound boxes. and "Half-Fork
INDEPENDENT TALKING MACHINE
CO., Inc. Executive offices and factory, 54 Bleecker street. New York
City. Est., 1913. Products manufactured': Springtabulators,
motors, tone
sound boxes,
tone arms,
arm
rests, brakes, lid stops, springs,
needle cups, etc.
INDIANAtive offices
DIE' and
CASTING
Execufactory, CO.
Cornell
and
Eleventh streets, Indianapolis, Ind.
Products manufactured : Tone arms,
sound boxes, special die castings,
stops only.
and miscellaneous parts to
order
INTERNATIONAL MICA CO. Executive offices, 1228 Filbert street, Philadelphia, Pa.; mines at Amelia, Va.
Est., 1913. Specialize in mica diaphragms.
JACQUITH MACHINERY BUREAU,
INC. Executive offices, 100 Purchase
street. Boston, Mass. Manufactures
spring cups, spring cup separators,
motor governors, etc.
KAROLA LABORATORY. Bloomfield,
N. J. graphProducts
: "Eureka"
fiber diaphragms
in allphonotypes
for all sound
boxes.
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F. C. KENT & CO. Executive offices
and factory, 24 Scott street, Newark,
N. J. Est.,factured:
1914.
Products
Tone arms,
sound manuboxes
and various attachments. Also does
gold-plating for the trade.
KIRKMAN ENGINEERING CO. Executivestreet,
officesNew
and York
factory,City.
237 Est.,
Lafayette
1912.
"Kirkman"
spring Manufactures:
motors and miscellaneous
ANDS KOCH. Executive offices, 296
Broadway,
New YorkToneCity.
parts.
manufactured:
arms Proand
sound ducts
boxes.
LAKESIDE SUPPLY CO., INC. Executive offices, 202 South Clark street,
Chicago. Manufacturers and jobbers
of tone arms, phonograph hardware,
accessories and motors.
LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH CO. Executive offices, 3 East Twelfth street,
New York City. Manufacturers and
jobbers of: Motors, tone arms,
sound boxes, main springs, governor
springs and miscellaneous parts.
MANHATTAN
PHONO
PARTS CO.
Executive offices, 32 Union Square,
New York. Manufactures sound
boxes and wooden tone arms.
LEONARD MARKELS. Executive offices and factory, 165 William street,
New York City. Est., 1911. Prodmanufactured : motors;
"Markels"
Butterflyuctsjewel-bearing
also
tone arms,laneous
sound
boxes
and miscelphonograph
parts.
MELOPHONE TALKING MACHINE
CO., Inc.
Executive
offices,
376 Est.,
Lafayette street,
New York
City.
1915. Products manufactured:
Motors and miscellaneous parts.
MERMOD & CO. Executive offices,
505 Fifth avenue, New York City;
factory, Ste. Croixe, Switzerland.
Est., 1816. Products manufactured :
Springandmotors,
tone arms,
boxes
miscellaneous
parts. sound
MUTUAL
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices, 145 West Forty fifth street,
New York
manufactured:
ToneCity.
arms Proand
sound ducts
boxes.
NATIONAL LEAD CO. Executive offices. Ill Broadway. New York; factories,
Products
factured:Brooklyn.
tone arms,
sound manuboxes,
regulators, tone modifiers, stops and
miscellaneous die castings to order.
NEW
JERSEY
REPRODUCER CO.
Executive offices and factory, 10
Oliver street, Newark, N. J. Manufactures "Invincible" sound box.
PARR MFG CORPN.
Executive offices,
I Union
Square,
New
tees and manufacturersYork.
of thePatenParr
"Magnetic" reproducer.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC
BRAKE CO.
Executive offices and factory, 425
South Wabash avenue, Chicago.
Est.,
brakes.1915. Manufactures automatic
PHONOGRAPH
APPLIANCE
CO. S.Executive offices,
New Brighton,
I.,
N. Y. way,
Factory,
109-113
West
BroadNew York City. Est., 1915.
Products
"Crystal
Rdge" mica manufactured:
diaphragms.
PRESTO PHONO
PARTSfactory,
CORP. Sperry
Executive offices and
Building, Manhattan Bridge plaza,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Est., 1916. Products
manufactured: Tone arms, sound
boxes, motors, turntables, cover supports, cabinet hardware.
RENE MFG. CO. Executive offices and
factory, Montvale, N. J. Products
manufactured: Springs, sound boxes
and repair parts.
SOSS MFG. CO. Executive offices and
factory, 435 Atlantic avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. Est., 1908. Products
manufactured
: "Soss"
die
castings, tone
arms, hinges,
sound "Soss"
boxes,
tone arm supports and miscellaneous
STARR PIANO CO. Executive offices
and factory, Richmond, Ind. Est,
parts.
1872.
Manufactures "Ku-Allen"
spring motors.
STEPHENSON, INC. Offices, 1 West
Thirty-fourth street, New York.
Factory, DeCamp and Sloan, Newark,son"
N. J.Precision-made
Manufactures
spring"Stephenmotor.
STEWART
PHONOGRAPH CORPN.
Executive offices, 327 Wells street,
Chicago. Products Manufactured :
Motors, tone arms, reproducers and
other parts.
THOMAS MFG. CO. Executive offices
and factory, Dayton, O. Est, 1916.
Products
"Dayton"
motors, tonemanufactured:
arms and sound
boxes.
TIPHANY MOTOR CO. Executive offices, 32 Union Square, New York
City.
Manufactures "Typhany"
spring motors.
TONOLA PHONOGRAPH CO. Offices,
II South Seventh street, Minneapolis, Minn. Distributors of motors,
tone arms, sound boxes, etc.
THE UNION PHONOGRAPH SUPPLY
CO. Executive offices and factory,
1100-1108 West Ninth street, Clevements. land, O. Products manufactured:
Tone arms, sound boxes and attachUNISET REPRODUCER CO. Executive
offices. Cable Building, Chicago. 111.
Manufacture "Uniset" reproducer for
playing both lateral and vertical cut
records.
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UNITED PHONOGRAPH
PARTS CO.
Executive offices and factory, 3248
West Sixteenth street, Chicago. Est.,
. 1916.
Manufactures
arms and
"Perfecto" "Perfecto"
reproducers.tone
VEECO COMPANY. Executive office, 248
Boylston street, Boston, Mass.; factory, New Hampshire. Est.. 1916.
Products manufactured: Electric
motors and "Vitraloid" turntables.
VITALIS HIMMER, JR. Executive offices, 77 Reade street. New York
City. Est., 1913. Products include
tone arms,
dion"
sound sound
boxes. boxes and "AuWILSON-LAIRD PHONOGRAPH CO.,
Inc. Executive offices, 136 Liberty
street, New York City. Est., 1916.
Manufactures "Bliss" reproducers.
WONDER
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices and factory, 105
East Twelfth street, New York City.
Distributors of motors, sound boxes
and tone arms.
MFRS. CABINETS
CELINA
CO. Executive
offices, FURNITURE
Celina, O.
CENTURY CABINET CO. Executive offices, 25 West Forty-fifth street. New
York City; factory, Utica, N. Y.
. GRAND RAPIDS CABINET FURN. CO.
Offices, Empress Building, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
GEO. A. LONG CABINET CO. Executive offices
and factory, Hanover,
Pa. Est.,
1911.
C. J. LUNDSTROM MFG. CO. Little
Falls, N. Y. Est. 1900.
NORTHWESTERN CABINET CO. Executive offices,
Menomonee, Mich.
Manufactures
cabinets.
UDELL WORKS. Executive offices and
factory,
Indianapolis, Ind. Est.
1873.
RECORD CABINETS
Manufacturers and Distributors
EMPIRE
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices, 429 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago.
Est., 1915.
GLOBE-WERNICKE CO. Executive
offices and factory, Cincinnati, O.
1882. Manufactur
Est.,
manuAlso"Brown"
cabinets. es
disc record
factures sectional disc record cabinets, sectional book cases, sectional
filing cabinets, wood and steel;
Globe safes and steel shelving.
HERZOG ART FURNITURE CO. Executive offices and factory, Saginaw,
facturer.)
West Side, Mich. Est., 1900. (ManuKANE MANUFACTURING
Executive offices and factory,CO.
Kane,
Pa.
Manufactures
instrument
stands
for table "Kane"
model machines.
GEO. A. LONG CABINET CO. Executive offices and factory, Hanover,
Pa. Est., 1911. (Manufacturer.)
LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH CO. Executive offices, 3 East Twelfth street.
New York City. Est, 1913. Markets
cabinets.
C. J. LUNDSTROM MFG. CO. Executive offices and factory, Little Falls,
N. Y. Est, 1900. (Manufacturer.)
K. NICHOLSON FURN. CO. Executive
offices and factory. Chase City, Va.
Est, 1911. (Manufacturer.)
OGDEN
SECTIONAL
CABINET CO.
Executive offices, Lynchburg, Va.;
factories,
Lynchburg,
Va., and Kankakee, 111.
(Manufacturer.)
FRANK P. READ. Executive offices,
27 South Fifth avenue, Chicago.
Manufactures
"Automatic"
record container. theEst.,
1917.
SALTER MFG. CO. Executive offices,
339 North
Oakley boulevard,
Chicago, 111; factory,
Chicago. Est.,
1876. (Manufacturer.)
UDELL WORKS. Executive offices and
factory. Indianapolis, Ind. Est.,
1873. (Manufacturer.)
WONDER
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive
offices, 105 East Twelfth
turer.)
street, New York City. (ManufacBOOTHS AND FIXTURES
OGDEN
SECTIONAL
CABINET CO.
Executive offices, Lynchburg. Va. ;
factories. Lynchburg, Va., and Kankakee, 111. Manufactures
sectional
• record filing
cabinets.
SYRACUSE WIRE WORKS. Executive
offices and factory, Syracuse. N. Y.
Est., 1887. Manufactures metal filing
record racks (disc and cylinder).
UNIT CONSTRUCTION CO. Executive
offices and factory. 121 South Thirty-first street. Philadelphia, Pa.
demonstration
booths, record"Unico"
racks,
Est., 1915. Manufactures
record counters . and store interiors.
ARTHUR L. VAN VEEN & CO. Executive offices, Marbridge Bldg., New
York Citv ; factory. Eighth street,
New York City. Est., 1908. Manufactures "Van Veen" demonstration
boothseral Interior
and store
fixtures and gendecorations.
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ACCESSORIES, ETC.
AUTOMATIC
CONTAINER CO., INC.
Executive offices, 303 Tacoma Building. Chicago ; factories, Chicago and
Buffalo.cabinets
Manufactures
"Automatic"
filing
for disc
records,
"Automatic" insert files and "Autofiling equipment for talking
machine matic"cabinets.
BLACKMAN TALKING MACHINE CO.
Executive offices, 97 Chambers
street. New York. Est.. 1902. Manufactures "Cleanrite" record brushes.
CHICAGO HINGED COVER SUPPORT
& BALANCE CO. Executive offices
and factory, 2242-46 West Sixtyninth street, Chicago. Est., 1915.
Manufactures balanced cover supports.
CORLEY CO., Inc. Executive offices.
213 East Broad street and 206 East
Grace street. Richmond. Va. Est.,
1SS9. Manufactures traveling cases
for Victrolas.
DISK-LITE MFG. CO. Executive offices,
2011 Adams Mill road. Washington,
D. C. Manufactures "Disk-Lite"
electric light for all makes of talking machines.
FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO. Executive offices. 1491
DeKalb avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Markets main springs, mica diaphragms and needle cups.
LEO FEIST, INC. Offices, 235 W. Fortieth street, New York. Publishers
"Feist" line of sheet music and
books.
OTTO HEINEMAN PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLY CO., Inc. Executive offices.
25 West Forty-fifth street. New York
City ; factories, Elyria, O., Putnam,
Conn., and Newark, N. J. Est., 1915.
Manufactures needle cups and tone
arm rests.
B. ILLFELDER & CO. 29 Union
Square, New York. Selling agents
for authorized stuffed "Victor" dogs.
JONES-MOTROLA, Inc. Executive offices and factory, 29-33 West Thirtyfifth street, New York City. Est.,
1915.
Manufactures
"Jones Motrola"
electric
winder, attachable
to an
electric lamp connection.
KIRKMAN
ENGINEERING CORP.
Executive offices and factory, 237
Lafayette street, New York City.
Manufactures "Simplex" and "Standard" automatic stops, "Simplex"
and "Standard" record cleaners.
LYON & HEALT. Executive offices.
Chicago, 111. Manufactures fibre
needle cutters.
NATIONAL TOY CO. Executive offices
and factory, 271 Congress street,
Boston, Mass. Manufactures talking machine toys and novelties.
PEABODY PIANO CO. Executive offices,
216 West Saratoga street. Baltimore,
Md. ord Markets
the "Ejeet-o-file"
recfiles for installation
in any style
or make of talking machine.
RECORD-LITE CO., INC. Executive offices, 133 Second street, Milwaukee.
Manufacturers of fibre needle cutters
and record lights for all makes of
talking machines.
WM. I. SCHWAB. Executive offices. 120
North Main street, Providence, R. I.
Manufactures "Dustoff" record
cleaners.
SHELTON ELECTRIC CO. Executive
offices. 30 East Forty-second street,
New York City ; factory, Ft. Wayne.
Ind. Manufactures the "Shelton"
electric motor, attachable to an electric lamp connection.
SHERMAN, CLAY & CO. Wholesale offices, 741 Mission street, San Francisco, Cal. Market ukuleles and
Hawaiian sheet music books.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MUSIC CO.
Executive offices, 332 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. Market the
"Rolando" disc record file to set in
talking machines.
VESTA SALES CO. Executive offices,
34S Southport avenue, Chicago, 111.
Manufacture the "Vesta" cover support.
WADE & WADE. Executive offices. 3807
Lake Park avenue. Chicago; factory,
Chicago. Est., 1907. Manufactures
fibre needle cutters, various screws
and parts for different makes of
machines.
SUPPLIES,

ETC.

CHICAGO HINGED COVER SUPPORT
& BALANCE CO. Executive offices,
144 South Wabash avenue, Chicago;
factory, 2242 West Sixty-ninth street,
Chicago. Est., 1915. Manufactures
balanced cover supports.
DISPLAY SERVICE CO. Executive ofliics, 113 West Seventeenth street.
New York City. Manufacturers of
arl window displays, hangers, etc.
i \i LTLES8 CASTER co. Executive
iillii-i's ami factory, Kvansville, Ind.
Manufacturers of the "Faultless"
pivot bearing caster for all kinds of
talking machines.

TALKING

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY
& CO., Inc.
Executive offices and factory, 229
Front street, New York City. Est..
1853. Manufactures
"Ilslev's
"graphite phono spring
lubricant;
"Eureka" noiseless talking machine
lubricant, greases, lubricating oils
and graphite.
KEYSTONE MINERALS CO. Executive
offices, 329 Broadway, New York
City; factory, Antesfort, Pa. Est.,
1908. Manufactures rotten stone.
THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS,
INC. Executive offices and factory,
Louisville, Ky. Manufactures "built
up" stock and veneers.
LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH CO. Executive offices, 3 East Twelfth street,
New York City. Est.. 1913. Markets
cover supports, needle cups, continuous hinges and cabinet hardware.
LYON & HEALY. Executive offices,
Chicago, 111. Manufactures lubricants.
MEYERCORD CO. Executive offices,
133 West Washington street, Chicago; factory, Chicago. Est., 1894.
Manufactures decalcomauia name
plates for manufacturers and dealers.
WILLIAM F. NYE. Executive offices
and factory, New Bedford. Mass.
Est., 1865. Manufactures oil.
PHANTOM METER CO. Executive offices and factory, Needham, Mass.
Est., 1916.
neous speedManufactures
indicators orinstantatuning
timersrentfor
use
with alternating curelectric light.
GEORGE A. SMITH-SCHIFFLIN CO.
Executive offices, 126 Liberty street,
New York facturers
City.
Est., 1912. transfer
Manuof decalcomania
name plates, price marks, etc.
WADE & WADE. Executive offices,
3807 Lake Park avenue, Chicago.
Est., 1907. Manufactures "Wadopolish"
"Wadolatum,"
"Wado-oil"
and
a spring
barrel lubricant.
WEBER-KNAPP CO. Executive offices
and factory, Jamestown, N. Y. Est..
1900. Manufactures hardware, lid
supports, needle cups, knobs, etc.
ATTACHMENTS
COMBINATION
ATTACHMENT CO.
Executive offices, 209 South State
street, Chicago. Est., 1915. Manu"Orotund"
reproducers,factures
tone arms
andsound
attachments
for all standard machines.
DISK-LITE MFG. CO. Executive offices.
2611 Adams Mill road, Washington,
D. C. light
Manufactures
"Disk-Lite"
electric
for all makes
of talking machines.
DUO-TONE CO. Executive offices, Ansonia, Conn. Est., 1917. Manufactures "Duo-Tone" needle attachment
and "de Luxe" needles.
EMPIRE PHONO PARTS CO. Executive offices, 427 South Wabash avenue,
Chicago, 111.; factory, 1102 West
Ninth street, Cleveland, O. Est., 1912.
Makes
for Edison, Victor andattachments
Columbia machines.
HOFFAY TALKING MACHINE CO.,
INC. Executive offices, 3 West
Twentv-ninth street, New York City.
Est., 1015. Manufacturers of the Hoffay
Tone""Resurrectone"
sound boxes. and "Half-Fork
F. C. KENT & CO. Executive offices and
factory,
24 Scott street, Newark,
N. J.
NEW ENGLAND TALKING MACHINE
CO. Executive offices and factory,
16
1913.Beach street, Boston, Mass. Est.,
RECORD-LITE CO., INC. Executive offices, 133 Second street, Milwaukee.
Manufacturers of fibre needle cutters and record lights for all makes
of talking machines.
RE-PLA-STOP CO. Executive offices,
Cincinnati,
Ohio. Manufactures "RePla-Stop"
records on attachment
all machines.for repeating
THE UNION PHONOGRAPH SUPPLY
CO. Executive offices, 1100 West
Ninth street, Cleveland, O.
UNISET REPRODUCER CO. Executive
offices, Cable Building, Chicago, 111.
Manufacture "Uniset" reproducer for
playing both lateral and vertical cut
records.
VICSONIA MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
Executive offices and factory, 313
East 134th street, New York City.
Manufactures "Vicsonla" reproducer.
T. F. WALSH PHONOGRAPH SUPPLY
CO. Executive offices, 031 Euclid
avenue, Cleveland, O. Manufacture
attachments for playing lateral cut
records chines;
onalso Edison
and for
Patbe
maattachments
playing
vertical cut records on Victor and
Columbia machines.
NEEDLES, JEWELS, ETC.
W. H. BAG SHAW. Executive offices
and factory, Lowell, Mass. Est.,
1870. Manufactures steel needles.
BLACKMAN TALKING MACHINE CO.
Executive offices, 97 Chambers
street. New York. Manufactures
"Playrlte"
and "Melotone" steel
needles.
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B. & H. FIBRE MFG. CO. Executive
offices, 33 West Kinzie street, Chicago ;factory, fibre
Chicago.
Manufactures
needles. Est., 1907.
BKILLIANTONE STEEL NEEDLE CO.,
INC. Executive offices, Marbridge
Building, New York. Manufactures
"Brilliantone" sreel needles.
.COMBINATION
ATTACHMENT CO.
Executive offices, 209 p South State
street, Chicago ; factory, Chicago,
111. Est., 1915. Manufactures jewel
points, sapphires and diamonds.
DUO-TONE CO. Executive offices, Ansouia, tures
Conn.
Est.,needle
1917. attachment
Manufac"Duo-Tone"
and "de Luxe" needles.
EMPIRE PHONO PARTS CO. Executive offices, 427 South Wabash avenue.
Chicago, 111.; factory, 1102 West
Ninth street, Cleveland. O. Est.. 1912.
Manufactures
Zephyr multi-playing
needles.
FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO. Executive offices, 1491
DeKalb avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Markets steel needles.
FRED GRETSCH MFG. CO. Executive
offices and factory, 58 Broadway,
Brooklyn, X. Y. Manufactures
"Violaphone" steel needles.
OTTO HEINEMAN PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLY vision.!
CO., Executive
INC. offices,
(Meisselbach
Di25 West
• Forty-fifth- street, New York City;
factory, Newark, X. J. Est., 1887.
Manufactures sapphire and diamond
point needles.
OTTO HEINEMAN PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLY CO., INC. (Dean Division;.
Executive offices, 25 West Forty-fifth
street, New York City ; factory Putnam, Conn. Est., 1899. Manufactures "Dean" steel needles.
INDEPENDENT TALKING MACHINE
CO.,
Inc.54 ' Executive
offices New
and
factory,
Bleecker street,
York tures
City.
Est.,
1913.
Manufacsapphire needles.
LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH CO. Executive offices, 3 East Twelfth street,
New York City. Est., 1913. Markets
steel and jewel needles.
MERMOD & CO. Executive offices, 505
Fifth avenue, New York City. Factory, Ste. Croixe, Switzerland. Est.,
1816. Manufactures sapphire and
diamond needles.
ONEIDA IMPORTING CO. Executive
offices,kets steel
47 needles.
East Ninth street. MarPROGRESSIVE PHONOGRAPHIC SUPCO. 145 West
street.of
New PLYYork.
Sole Forty-fifth
distributors
"Wall Kane" needles.
RECORD NEEDLE & MANUFACTURING CO. Executive offices, Manhattan Building, Milwaukee, Wis. ; facMilwaukee.
Manufacture "Steelcraft" tory.
steel
needles.
RENE MFG. factures
CO.steelMontvale,
needles. N. J. ManuSONORA PHONOGRAPH
TION. Executive offices,CORPORA57 Reade
street, New York City. Manufacneedle. tures the "Multi-playing" jewel
SUPERTONEecutiveNEEDLE
WORKS.
Exoffices, 18 West
Twentieth
street. New York. Manufactures
Supertone steel needles, multi-play••magnedo"
and "electro" needles,
also ing
jewel
needles.
VALLORBES JEWEL CO. Executive
offices and factory, Lancaster, Pa.
Manufacture sapphire ball jewels,
recording jewels and Vallorbes semipermanent needles for playing lateral cut records.
VICTOR
TALKING
MACHINE CO.
Executive offices and factory, Camden, N. J. Manufactures steel
needles and Victor "Tungs-Tone
Stylus" semi-permanent needles.
CLIFFORD A. WOLF. Executive offices, 65 Nassau street, New York
City; factory, Brooklyn, N. Y. Est.,
1911. Manufactures sapphire and
diamond needles for recording and
reproducing.
ALBUMS,

ENVELOPES,

AUGUR, SWYERS
Executive offices,&461MACHOLD.
Eight avenue,
New York City. Manufactures fancy
record boxes for Christmas, etc.

CLEMENT BEECROFT. Executive offices, 309 West Susquehanna avenue,
Philadelphia. Est., 1911. Manuholders. factures record envelopes and record
BOSTON BOOK CO., Inc. Executive
offices, 43 West Fourth street, New
York.
Est., 1911. Manufactures
record albums.
LEWIS C. FRANK. Executive offices,
654 Book Building, Detroit. Mich.
Markets record delivery envelopes,
monthly supplement envelopes and
corrugated sheets.
J. L. GILLESPIE CO. Executive offices, Pittsburgh. Pa. Manufactures
record envelopes. stock record
pockets, paper products.
INDEXO PHONO RECORD FILE CO.
Executive offices and factory, 16
Wooster street. New York City.
ers.
Manufactures "Indexo" record holdNATIONAL
PUBLISHING
CO. Ex
ecutive offices, 239 South American
street, Philadelphia; factory, PhilaEst., 1SG3.
Manufactures
"National" delphia.
record
albums.
NEW YORK ALBUM & CARD CO.
Executive offices and factory, 23
Lispenard street, New York City.
record 1910.
albums.Manufactures "Nyacco"
Est.,
PLAZA MUSIC CO. Executive offices, IS
West Twentieth street. New York.
Manufactures record albums, stock
and delivery envelopes.
READY-FILE CO., Inc. Executive offices, Castle Hall Bldg., Indianapolis,
Ind. Manufactures record files.
MISCELLANEOUS
WOODWARD CLINTON. Mount Vernon, N. Y. Manager of concerts for
severalchineartists
records. making talking maKOHLER & CAMPBELL, INC. Executive offices and factory, Eleventh
avenue and Fiftieth street, New
York. Manufactures "Kohler &
Campbell" line pianos and playerJOS.pianos.
MUSANTE. Executive offices, 68
Center street, New York. Electroplating of tone arms. etc.
PHONOGRAPH CLEARING HOUSE,
INC. Executive offices, 51 East
Forty-second street, New York.
Markets cabinets, motors, accessories, needles and machines.
TALKING MACHINE REPAIR &
SALES CORPORATION. Executive
offices, 176 Sixth avenue, New York
City. Est., 1916.
II. A. WEYMANN & SON. Executive offices, Chestnut street, Philadelphia.
Manufactures
"Keystone
strings for stringed
instruments.State"
LONDON
MARKETS
GRAMOPHONE CO., Ltd. Manufactures
"Victor" and "Victor Victrola" machines and Victor line of records and
have branches and agencies through
Denmark, France, Spain, Sweden,
Russia, land,
India,
Australisa,
ZeaSouth Africa,
EastNewAfrica,
Holland, Italy, Egypt and England.
J. E. HOUGH, Ltd. (EDISON BELL
WORKS). Executive offices. Glengall Road,
London.
ManufacturePeckham.
"velvet-face" (V.
F.) records,
ten-twelve-inch, lateral cut, retail
price two-six to four shillings.
LEVETl'S & CO. Executive offices, 6194
Bishops Gate, London, E. C. 2, England. Market needles.
THE INVICTA RECORD COMPANY.
Ltd. Executive offices, No. 1 New
Inn Yard,
London,
Manufactures "Invicta"
line E.of C.records.
REX GRAMOPHONE CO. Executive offices. 2 Elizabeth place. Rivington
street, London, E. C. 2, England.
Manufacture horn, hornless and
portable talking machines.
W. H. REYNOLDS, Ltd. Executive
offices, 45 City Road, London, E. C.
Est., 1915.
Manufactures
Carbo"
main-springs
and "Reyno
talking
machine parts. Also markets records.
SOUND RECORDING CO., LTD. IS
Swallow street, Piccadilly, London.
J. STEAD & COMPANY, Ltd. Executive
offices. Sheffield,
England.
Manufactures talking machine
springs.
LOUIS YOUNG & CO. Executive offices,
54 Cityland.Road,
London, E. all
C, types.
EngMarket gramaphones
Also motors, tone arms, sound
boxes, needles, etc.

We

would greatly appreciate it if our advertisers and subscribers will advise us promptly regarding any errors which they
may notice in this directory.
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VICTOR
DISTRIBUTORS
VICTORS EXCLUSIVELY
We make a specialty of getting the order
out on time — every time.
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
CINCINNATI AND CHICAGO
Two points of supply; order from the nearer

Where

Dealers

May

Secure
Sta/vdaruTalking Hachi/vc Co
Pittsburgh

The

COLUMBIA
Product

TEST
OUR

IT.

Victor

VICTOR

Record

Service

has a reputation for efficiency.
Suppose you try it. E. F. DROOP
& SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET. WASHINGTON. D. C.
231 N. HOWARD STREET. BALTIMORE. MD

Smith,

Kline & French
PHILADELPHIA

Co.

Wholesale Distributor* for

ALITY
STRUMENT Of QU
IN
I
H
ST
t>
ono
CLEAR
AS A BELL
In PENNSYLVANIA, NEW
and DELAWARE

JERSEY

W. J. DYER
& BRO.
NORTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE

VICTOR
Machines, Records and Supplies
Shipped Promptly to all
Points in the Northwest

THIS

REFERS
MR.

TO

YOU,

DEALER

Every talking machine jobber in
this country should be represented
in this department, no matter what
line he handles or where he is located. The cost is slight and the
advantage is great. Be sure to have
your card in this department of
The Talking Machine World
each month. It will pay you a big
profit on the investment.

Ready, Full Stocks, and Prompt Deliveries
from Convenient Shipping Center*
all over the United State*.

Exclusively

EASTERN TALKING MACHINE
177 Tremont Street, Boston
VICTOR

CO.

DISTRIBUTORS

Distributors
Atlanta,
PryorG»„
St. Columbia Graphophone Co., 03 N.
Baltimore,
Md., Columbia
Graphophone Co., Ill
St. German
West
St.
Boston, Colombia Graphophone Co., 137 Federal
Buffalo,
Main N.St. T„ Columbia Graphophone Co., 62J
Chicago, III., Columbia Graphophone Co., 14 N.
Michigan Are.
Cincinnati.
Columbia
119 W. O..
Fourth
Ave. Graphophone Co., 117Cleveland.
O., Columbia Graphophone Co., 1375
Euclid Ave.
Dallas,
Elm Tex.,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co., 1011
Denver.
arm Colo.,
Place. Columbia Stores Co., 1608 GlenDetroit.
Mich., Ave.
Columbia -Graphophone Co., 401
Woodward
Indianapolis, Ind., Columbia Graphophone Co..
44 N. Pennsylvania St.
^
Kansas
1027 City.
McGee Mo.,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co..
Los Angeles. Cal., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
745 S. Broadway.
Minneapolis. Minn., Colnmbia Graphophone Co..
412-414 Nicollet Ave.
New Haven, Conn.. Columbia Graphophone Co.,
206 Meadow St.
New Orleans. I*.. Columbia Graphophone Co..
517-525 Canal St.
New York City, Columbia Graphophone Co., 55
Warren St.
Omaha. Neb., Schmoller & Mueller Piano Co.
Philadelphia, Pa., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
210 N. Broad St.
Pittsburgh. Columbia Graphophone
Co., 101
Sixth St.
Portland, Me.. Columbia Graphophone Co., 43
Exchange St.
Portland. Ore., Columbia Graphophone Co., 428431 Washington St.
Salt lake Cltv. Utah. Columbia Stores Co..
221 South West Temple.
San Francisco, Cal., Colnmbia Graphophone Co..
334 Sutter St.
Seattle, Wash., Columbia Graphophone Co.. 911
Western Ave.
Spokane, Wash., Colnmbia
Stores Co., 818
SpragneMo..Ave.Columbia Graphophone Co., 1127
St. Iiouis.
Pine St.
Tampa. Fla., Tampa Hardware Co.

DEALERS WANTED— Exclusive selling rights
given where we are not actively represented.
Write for particulars to the Columbia Graphophone
Co., Wholesale Department, Woolworth Building
New York.
Headquarters for Canada:
Columbia Graphophons Co., S6I-S-7 Heranres Ave
Toronto, Ont.

Sherman.Jfiay&Go.
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Spokane
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS OF
VICTOR PRODUCTS

The Electric Supply & EquipmentCo.
Exclusive Wholesale Distributors for
Southern New England

CLEAR

A.S A BCLL C

Complete stocks carried in Boston and Hartford
Of QUALITY
BUMEWT 103
ST
IM
Little Bldg.
Allyn St.
I
STM
BOSTON,
MASS.
HARTFORD, CONN.

The

PERRY B. WHITSIT
Distributors of

CO.

Victrolas and Victor Records
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Southern Victor Dealers
Largest Stock VICTROLAS and RECORDS.
Prompt Shipment and Low Freight Rates.
WALTER
D. MOSES
& CO.
Oldest Music House in Virginia or North Carolina.
RICHMOND, VA.

OLIVER
DITSON

Chicago. i
Largest V I C TO R T»I kins
Machine Distributors East of

COMPANY

C ratten ef "Tha Fastest Victor
Service."
Let at tell 700 mere
ibeat oar service.

BOSTON

The

New

Edison

Official

Laboratory

Model

William

Mary

—

and

Cabinet

Developed

in

Walnut,

A PRODUCT OF
THE EDISON
LABORATORIES

JOBBERS OF THE NEW EDISON, EDISON RE-CREATIONS,
EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA AND BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS
CALIFORNIA
New York — The Phonograph Corp. of El Paso — El Paso Phonograph Co., Inc.
LOUISIANA
Manhattan.
Los Angeles — Diamond Disc Distribut- New Orleans — Diamond Music Co., Inc. Syracuse
E. Bolway
Son, Inc.
ing Co.
MASSACHUSETTS
W. —D.Frank
Andrews
Co. & (Amberola
Ogden — Proudrit UTAH
Sporting Goods Co.
San Francisco — Edison Phonographs, Boston — Pardee Ellenberger Co.
Ltd.
VIRGINIA
MICHIGAN
Buffalo—
W.
D.
&
C
N.
Andrews
Co.
COLORADO
only.)
... - .. ' Richmond — C. B. Haynes & Co.
(Amberola only.)
Detroit — Phonograph Co., of Detroit
Denver — Denver Dry Goods Co.
MINNESOTA
OHIO
WISCONSIN
CONNECTICUT
Cincinnati — The Phonograph Co.
H. Lucker.
Milwaukee
—
The
Phonograph Co. of
New Inc.Haven — Pardee Kllenberger Co., Minneapolis — Laurence
Cleveland—
The
Phonograph
Co.
MISSOURI
OREGON
Kansas
City City.
— The Phonograph Co. of
GEORGIA
Kansas
CANADA
Portland — Edison Phonographs, Ltd.
Milwaukee.
,.".</■
Atlanta — Phonographs Inc.
St. Louis — Silverstone Music Co.
PENNSYLVANIA
Montreal— R. S. Williams & Son* Co.,
ILLINOIS
MONTANA
Ltd.
Philadelphia — -Girard Phonograph Co.
Helena — Montana Phonograph Co.
Chicago— The Phonograph Co.
Pittsburgh— Buebn Phonograph Co.
St
John—
W. S.H. Williams
Thorne && Co..
NEBRASKA
James I. Lyons. (Amberola only.)
Toronto
— R.
SonsLtd.Co.,
Wilhamsport — W. A. Myers.
Omaha — SbulU Bros.
RHODE ISLAND
in6iana
— Kent Piano Co., Ltd.
NEW JERSEY
Providence — J. A. Foster Co. (Amberola Vancouver
Indianapolis — Kipp Phonograph Co.
Ltd. R. S. Williams 4 Sons Co.,
Winnipeg—
only).— James
,j
Paterson
X. O'Dea (Amberola
IOWA
TEXAS
Ltd.
only.)
' ~ - .;' ' "
Dallas — Texas-Oklahoma Phonograph Calgary — R. S. Williams & Sou Co.,
NEW YORK
Den Moines — Harger & Bliah.
Co.
Ltd.
Albany — American Phonograph Co.
Sioux City— Harger & Hlish.
THE NEW
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SONORA
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one
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SONORA'S
popularity today. Sonora is and has always been recognized as
the quality instrument. Its makers have done their utmost in helping; place
the industry on a higher plane.
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quality

Sonora Portable weighs 15 lbs. complete ! It is the most highly developed of all portable instruments and plays all makes of disc records perfectly.

The Sonora Portable possesses to a marked
degree the richness and fullness of tone
which have made Sonora famous, and it is
just the thing for automobilist, vacationist,
Write
$50

Art

Sonora

today

$55

$200

operates

for an
$60

$215

models

soldier, and all who want a light, high
grade phonograph. Size 10^ x 1034 x 10' „>.
Double spring motor, polished cowhide
leather-lined case.

agency
$90

$300

made

to

in your
$115

$375

special

order

territory.
$150

$500

$180
$1000
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Company,
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E. BRIGHTSON, President
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IDEAS AS WELL

AS GOODS

The Real Salesman Finds It Difficult to Sell
Successfully Anything in Which He Doesn't
rJelieve — The Influence of Quality Products
Many writers who have made a thorough
study of the principles of salesmanship have
stated that a salesman sells, not goods, but
rather his ideas about goods. This statement
contains much of truth, and consequently it is
a difficult task for a man to sell successfully
anything in which he doesn't believe. For this
reason many salesmen often refuse to sell inferior products which look good but which possess no solid merit, not merely because of any
ethical issue involved, but rather because they
fear the effect upon their own sales ability.
Articles which sell upon a quality basis rather
than
price ap'peal are as a rule represented by
abler asalesmen.
There is a reason for this, a reason which
applies to the selling of talking machines as well
as to the selling of any other line of merchandise. Able, conscientious workmanship in a
talking machine inspires support and admiration. This is reflected in the salesman's canvass. The cheaper instrument almost always
lacks this element. As a result, even though
a competent salesman is selling the line, he
cannot put into his sales the same amount of
ginger that would otherwise be at his command. His "ideas about the goods" are not
of a sort to awaken his enthusiasm.
The customer himself is also unconsciously
affected by a quality product. The salesman
may sincerely believe that he is selling talking
machines merely for the money there is in it,
but at the same time he does take a certain
artist's pride in handling a first-class line of
goods. Then, too, there is much more to be
said in favor of goods of quality than for those
manufactured with nothing but the price element in view. Quality products offer the salesman opportunities for a much more interesting,
much more convincing selling canvass.
Every salesman should endeavor to sell as
good a line, within' reasonable limits, as is possible. In the long run it will pay better. The
very fact that he is handling instruments and
records of reputable standing and real intrinsic
worth will tend to develop his selling ability,
which in turn is the quality through which, in
the final analysis, he must score a permanent
success in his chosen field.
FIX NEW

TERMS

ON VICTROLAS

Famous & Barr Co. Advertise New Instalment
Schedule for Benefit of Public
St. Louis, Mo., April 8.— The Famous & Barr
Co. have been advertising these terms on Victor machines since March 1. The difference in
proportion of the prices is, it is explained, to
protect somewhat the numbers that are hard
to obtain:
TERMS ON VICTROLAS
Beginning March 1, 1918
Style IV or IV-A ( $15 or 420 ) $5 cash, $5 per month
Style IV or VI-A ( !;25or $30 ) $5 cash, !!S per month
Style VIII
( S45
) $5 cash, !;S per month
Style IX or IXA ( $50 or $57.50) $6 cash, S5 per month
Style X or X-A. . ( $75 or $85 ) $10 cash, :;6 per month
Style XI or XI-A ($100 or $110 ) $12.50 cash, $7 per month
Style XIV
($165
) $15
cash, $10 per month
Style XVI
($215
) $20 cash, $10 per month
Style XVII
($265
) $25
cash, $12 per month
of The
cash.amount in records never to exceed the first payment
Just what has become of the former Talking
Machine Dealers' Association does not appear
to be definitely known, but those who were
active say that if terms should drop too low
again, a meeting will be called. Under the
present scarcity of machines, conditions have
been very good. The above terms are generally observed by all Victor dealers. Interest
's charered on deferred payments.

NEW
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Price Twenty
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MULTIPLE

HAD

DISC MACHINE

Max Krauss, of Philadelphia, Patents a New
Talking Machine Designed to Play a Large
Number of Records Automatically — Some
Interesting Features of the New Invention
Philadelphia, Pa., April 2. — Patents for a new
multiple disc 'talking machine have been granted
to Max Krauss, of 233 North Alden street, this
city. It is designed to play, automatically, a
number of disc records in succession or separately if desired. The record need not be
shifted after its termination nor turned over to
play the second side.
The entire absence of a turntable is noted in
this new machine. Twelve records are attached in a vertical position to a horizontal
driving axis. The shifting of a small lever
from slot to slot places the desired record in
playing position. A semi-permanent needle
obviates the necessity of frequent needle
changes and an automatic stop, also the invention of Mr. Krauss, insures the proper stopping
of the record at its termination. It is planned
to furnish additional driving axis on which a
large stock of records may be kept in a position that they may be easily placed in the machine.
Mr. Krauss is an experienced talking machine
mechanic, and familiar with the trade. The
first working model of the multiple disc machine, twenty-two inches wide by twenty-four
inches deep by forty-eight inches high has already been produced, and Mr. Krauss is proudly showing the product of his brains to all
comers. He intends to sell his patent outright
or release it on a royalty basis.

War

World

Lecture
size

A $3,000 RECORD

New Brunswick, N. J., April 3.— It is reported
that Irving S. Upson, registrar at Rutgers
College here, who died recently, left a collection of Red Seal records estimated to be worth
$3,000. The records had been handled very
carefully and many of them were as new as
could be found in the stock of the average dealer. A peculiar feature was that, although
Prof. Upson had several thousand dollars' worth
of the finest records in his library, he used for
reproducing them a Victor V machine. It is believed that Prof. Upson held the record for the
value of a private collection of talking machine
records.
TALKER

NEEDLES

IN GRENADES

According to an American surgeon who is
home on furlough, having spent some time in
the French army hospitals on the Western
front, the Germans at times use some peculiar
materials for filling their grenades and trench
bombs. He cites one case where a poilu was
badly wounded in the arm by a trench bomb.
Investigation at the hospital showed that his
arm was full of steel talking machine needles
with which the bomb had been filled. Just
why the needles had been used was not learned,
but as the surgeon expressed it, "The Boches
must have thought it took a lot of needles to
play a French record, judging from the number we took out of the poor soldier."

Patriotism

war talk by a man who has been "over there."
The present store concerts, which many talking machine merchants are employing as a
means of gaining local business and popularity,
are a decided success. This being so it will
follow that a program including a war speaker
will be doubly attractive from the viewpoint of
the public.
The war speakers can deliver "close-up" impressions of the great war along the line which
has brought Arthur Guy Empey into national
prominence. But good speakers, men whose
experiences have been every bit as violent as
Empey's, can be secured at a very nominal sum.
There are a number of booking agencies which,
at the present time, are offering speakers at a
very moderate fee. As the influx of war veterans continues to grow no doubt speakers may
be obtained at still more economical figures.
The talk itself need not include any appeal for
money for any of the various war charities but
can be a newsy discourse about conditions and
events on the battle front that will hold and
interest the audience.
Any merchant who puts on a program like
this is bound to win attention throughout his
city and to earn an easy entrance to the news
columns of the local papers. Surely no one
can doubt but that the United States Government will be highly pleased to see the talking
machine industry making it finally possible for

LIBRARY

Registrar of Rutgers College, Who Died Recently, Left Unusually Valuable Collection of
Records of the Higher Class of Music

Concerts

From time to time the talking machine dealers throughout the country give concerts to
specially invited guests. These entertainments
are given either in the concert hall, with which
so many retail establishments are now equipped,
or in the store proper. The idea is herewith
advanced to put into these highly commendable
affairs a war-time note in the form of a short

Cents

and

EmphaBusiness

many heroes of the war to convey their stirring
messages to the American people. In fact, the
nation can feel justly proud of an industry that
is striving to inspire the war spirit that will spell
victory for the Allied Cause and worldwide
safety for democracy.
But aside from the patriotic standpoint a war
lecture feature is calculated to do wonders for
any retail institution. From an advertising
standpoint it can't be beaten, because it is 100
per cent, timely and 100 per cent, full of gripping human interest. The dealer will have a
powerful attention stimulant for his newspaper
advertising and some real live news for the
newspapers besides. He will have the opportunity to definitely identify his establishment as
up-to-the-minute in patriotism, and his house
will win the resultant favor that is bound to go
with such a reputation. Furthermore, he will
have an ideal opportunity to introduce selections
on the talking machine, on the player-piano and
by human musical artists as a very logical part
of the program. In fact, he will be showing
his wares to the audience, even while rounding out the program in the way that would be
duly fitting no matter where the war talk might
be given or no matter under what auspices.
And at one and the same time he will be demonstrating the close relationship that exists between war and music.
On the whole the war lecture concert idea
seems to be one that will materially increase
the talking machine industry's contribution toward winning the war, that will provide an income for many of the brave fellows who have
done their "bit" on the firing line, and that will
do both of these things at a minimum expense
dealer,
and
a maximum benefit; to ^he talking machine
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"Instalment business is worth more to me than
the actual sales it represents," remarked a wideawake talking machine dealer to The World
man recently. "Every instalment contract that
I accept is scrutinized for possibilities of record business after the account is paid. There
are quite a number of these customers who have
very little money to spend on records while
they are meeting their instalments, but when
the payments are completed they could go on
paying at the same rate for records. Of course,
there are people who can buy all the records
they want while paying for their outfits, but
these are not the people I refer to just now.
My staff has very definite instructions regarding these instalment customers, and acting towards them in a manner that will retain their
good will and keep them coming after their
obligations have been completed. The cost of
getting people to the store is considerable, and
it takes a lot of thinking, then why not make
the very most of such an asset as regular weekly or monthly visitors?
"When a customer comes in here to pay an
instalment he is made to feel that we are still
interested' in him. We ask about his machine,
how the children like it, if he has heard suchand-such a record, etc., and we make him feel
that he can have a record played without being
urged to buy it, or to feel that we are disappointed ifhe doesn't buy it. So many people
become resentful while still on your books if

in any sense the attitude of the store or its
staff is one of the non-interest. We aim to
keep people from thinking we are only interested in their payments and through with them
as soon as they are through. Many of our sales
have been made to persons whose names were
given us by instalment customers.
There are various kinds of service, but service to my mind should have thought of the
future.
For example, while I may not be here

ELABORATING

its new role as a dispenser of music and this
novelty had to wear off before the public would
give thoughtful attention to artistic departures
in cabinet design, especially if those departures
involved the outlay of materially increased
sums of money. There were first the plain boxlike cabinets, then a steady enlarging of the
artistic idea in connection with these until some
have elaborately-faced box cabinets, offered at
somewhat increased prices.
"These are still popular, but notwithstanding
this, other ideas are making their way now in
a manner suggestive of possibilities that may
assume magnitude in the near future. Plainly,
too, manufacturers are casting about for patterns and ideas which will offer novelty of design as well as elaboration. Some have followed what we might term natural ideas associated with music, that of patterning after
pianos; some have turned toward the idea of
embodying the designs of familiar articles of
furniture into the case of talking machines, and
perhaps eventually we will settle down to a
series of recognized design aside from those,
or rather in addition to those of the regulation
cabinet.
"The interesting thing about it to the veneer

THE

TALKER

CABINET

Some Views of Interest From the Standpoint
of the Veneer Specialist
The increasing desire of manufacturers of
talking machines to get away from the ordinary,
or commonplace, in designing their instruments,
is the subject of general commendation among
not only the members of the general trade and
the purchasing public, but in the woodworking
trades they are following these developments
with exceeding interest, and it has been the subject of considerable notice. For instance, that
bright and always interesting publication, Veneers, in a recent issue says:
"The idea of elaborating the talking machine
cabinet has been with us for some time. Perhaps it made its appearance upon the scene a
little too early and that held it in check a
while. Anyway, while some of the first ideas
of this kind were elaborate enough to be satisfactory to the artistic instinct they did not at
first prove very satisfactory as a business proposition.
"Perhaps it was mainly because the talking
machine itself was something of a novelty in
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a year from now, I expect to be doing business
here for the next forty years. In that case
wouldn't I be foolish to ignore the children,
even from a cold, unsentimental business point
of view?
These boys and girls are men and
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women before you know it. They are mighty
susceptible to being noticed and treated cc^teously. They don't forget, and other things
being equal, when they commence making purchases on their own account the man who respected their childhood personalities will get
the preference.
"Nearly a year ago an elderly gentleman came
in here and bought a high-priced outfit. I had
not seen him before, and wondered why he
came. Since then I have become acquainted
with him and learned that he came to reside
with a married son, whose youngsters had some
reason or other to feel kindly toward my establishment. The old gentleman said the children were responsible for his coming to the
store. I could tell you quite a lot about the
results from this kind of service.
"One thing to be remembered, however, is
that with any kind of sale should go the spirit
of service, service that will continue even after
the goods are paid for. Every sale means a
fresh opportunity to make friends for the store,
friends that may develop into customers later.
The instalment sale means a lengthened opportunity for making and cultivating new friends
for business inasmuch as business relations continue over several months or years as the case
may be. These opportunities should not be
lost, therefore, through lack of interest or careless neglect. They represent the most valuable
assets of business.
manufacturer is to follow the tendency and see
what it may mean in the way of new departures
or new requirements for veneer and built-up
work used in connection with these machines."
PUSHING

"FIRST

AID" FRENCH

Victor dealers generally, and particularly those
located in the vicinity of military encampments,
report an unusually strong demand for the Victor "First Aid Course in French," all contained in three records and a text book. The
recent booklet issued by the Victor Co. on
"How to Demonstrate the First Aid Course in
French" has been put to excellent advantage by
salesmen generally, enabling them to meet intelligently questions that would ordinarily tax
their ingenuity.
NEW

QUARTERS

IN DAYTON,

0.

The Superior Phonograph Co., which handles
a complete line of Superior phonographs, as
well as the Steger line of pianos and playerpianos, are now settled in attractive quarters
in the new Mercantile Building on South Ludlow street, near Fourth, Dayton, O.

Victrola
for

Op-

Dealers

Trunks
Everywhere

The ideal gift for the Military Camp here or abroad. Also in
much demand for the bungalow or vacation trips. A big sales
help for the smaller Victrolas.
STYLE
STYLE

IV NET, $7.50
VI NET, $8.45

We have applied for patents for Fibre
Victrola Trunks — they are made to last.

ORIGINATORS OF FIBRE VICTROLA TRUNKS
213 EAST BROAD

STREET

RICHMOND,

VA
J
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Victor

Gately-Haire Co., Inc.
Elyea-Austell Co. _
Phillips & Crew Co.
Austin, Tex
The Texas.
Talking Machine Co., of
Baltimore, Md.... Cohen & Hughes.
E. F. Droop & Sons Co.
H. R. Eisenbrandt Sons, Inc.
Bangor, Mo
Andrews Music House Co.
Birmingham, Ala. Talking Machine Co.
Boston, Mass Oliver Ditson Co.
The Eastern Talking Machine
The Co.
M. Steinert & Sons Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y... American Talking Mch. Co.
G. T. Williams.
Buffalo, N. Y
W. D. & C. N. Andrews.
Neal, Clark & Neal Co.
Burlington, Vt.. .. American Phonograph Co.
Butte, Mont
Orton Bros.
Chicago, 111
Lyon & Healy.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Chicago Talking Machine Co.
Cincinnati, O
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Cleveland, O
The W. H. Buescher & Sons
The Co.
Collister & Sayle Co.
The Eclipse Musical Co.
Columbus, O
The Perry B. Whitsit Co.
Dallas, Tex
Sanger Bros.
Denver, Colo The Hext Music Co.
_ The Co.
Knight-Campbell Music
Albany, N. Y
Atlanta, Ga

Wholesalers

A. Hospe
Mickel
Bros.Co. Co.
Peoria, 111
Putnam-Page Co., Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Louis Buehn Co., Inc.
C. J. Heppe.
The
D. Ornstein
Penn George
Phonograph
Co., Inc.Co.
The Talking Machine Co.
H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pa W. F. Frederick Piano Co.
C. C. Mellor Co.. Ltd.
Standard
Co.
Portland, Me
Cressey &Talking
Allen, Machine
Inc.
Portland, Ore Sherman, Clay & Co.
Providence, R. I... J. Samuels & Bro., Inc.
Richmond, Va
The Corley Co., Inc.
W. D. Moses & Co.
Rochester, N. Y...E. J. Chapman.
The Talking Machine Co.
Salt Lake City, U. Consolidated Music Co.
The John Elliott Clark Co.
San Antonio, Tex.Thos. Goggan & Bros.
Nashville, Tenn O. K. Houck Piano Co.
San Francisco, Cal. Sherman, Clay & Co.
Newark, N. J
Price Talking Machine Co.
New Haven, Conn. Henry Horton.
Seattle, Wash
Sherman, Clay & Co.
New Orleans, La... Philip Werlein, Ltd.
Sionx Falls, S. D.. Talking Machine Exchange.
New York, N. Y...Blackman Talking Mach. Co. Spokane, Wash. ... Sherman, Clay & Co.
Emanuel Blout.
St. Louis, Mo
Koerber-Brenner Music Co.
C. Bruno & Son, Inc.
St. Paul, Minn W. J. Dyer & Bro.
I.
Jr., Co.
Inc.
S. Davega,
B. Davega
Syracuse, N. Y....W. D. Andrews Co.
Charles H. Ditson & Co.
Toledo, O
The Whitney & Currier Co.
Landay Bros., Inc.
New York Talking Mach. Co. Washington, D. C.Cohen
& Hughes.
E.
F. Droop
& Sons
Robt.
C. Rogers
Co. Co.
Ormes, Inc.
Silas E. Pearsall Co.

Des Moines, Ia..,.Mickel Bros. Co.
Detroit, Mich Grinnell Bros.
Elmira, N. Y
Elmira Arms Co.
El Paso, Tex W. G. Walz Co.
Honolulu, T. H. . . . Bergstrom Music Co., Ltd.
Houston, Tex Thos. Goggan & Bro.
Indianapolis, Ind.. Stewart Talking Machine Co.
Jacksonville, Fla.. Florida Talking Machine Co.
Kansas City, Mo. .J. W. Jenkins Sons Music Co.
Schmelzer Arms Co.
Lincoln, Nebr Ross P. Curtice Co.
Little Rock, Ark..O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Los Angeles, Cal. . Sherman, Clay & Co.
Memphis, Tenn O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Milwaukee, Wis... Badger Talking Machine Co.
Minneapolis, Mlnn.Beckwith, O'Neill Co.
Mobile, Ala
Wm. H. Reynalds.
Ltd. Gramophone Co.,
Montreal, Can Berliner

Omaha, Nebr
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STRENGTH

AT ANYWHERE

NEAR

ITS

LOW

IS
PRICE

For Durability, Finish and
Artistic Design

The Well=Known "National"
Record Albums
Are Always

THERE

Our Albums

the Leaders

Have No Equa!

They are made

The only Safe and Conveni=
ent Way to

in the most

substantial man~
ner by skilled workmen

Protect Disc Records

STRENGTH
AT THE STRESS AND STRAIN
POINT
PRACTICALLY
UNBREAKABLE
FOR REGULAR USAGE
We manufacture disc Record Albums containing 12 pockets to fit cabinets of all sizes and styles. We also make Albums containing 17 pockets.
With the indexes they are a complete system for filing all disc Records.
THESE ALBUMS ABE THE BEST FOR VICTOR, COLUMBIA, EDISON, PATHE AND ALE OTHER DISC RECORDS
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
WRITE FOR PRICES
NATIONAL
PUBLISHING
CO., 239 S. American St., PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

HONOR

ST. PATRICK

IN CLEVELAND

ATLANTA

CONTINUES

TO

BE

A VERY

BUSY

TRADE

CENTER

Collister & Sayle Co. Arrange a Most Attractive Window Display for Erin's Saint

Some Dealers Getting Machines in by Express — Pathe Line in Haverty Chain of Stores — Jascha
Heifetz a Big Attraction — Out-of-Town Business Unusually Good — Prosperity Prevails

Cleveland, O., April 2. — One of the really effective window displays in honor of St. Patrick in this city was that at the store of the
Collister & Sayle Co.. Victor dealers, 252 Su-

Atlanta, Ga., April 8. — Trade conditions in this
city are most satisfactory in every respect, and
the prospects could hardly be better. A recent
visitor to the wholesale department of the Columbia Graphophone Co. was George W. Hopkins, general sales manager, who expressed
himself most appreciatively regarding the progress of the local branch during the past twelve
months. Manager Terhune accompanied him
on a call on the Columbia local dealers, and
this visit was productive of excellent results
in the exchange of ideas and new friendships.
A happy incident during Mr. Hopkins' visit
was the distribution of bonus checks to Columbia employes.
I. M. and R. D. Bame, Victor and Sonora dealers, say that they have been receiving express
shipments from the Sonora Phonograph Corp.,
so active and insistent has been the demand for
Sonora goods, from $100 up. It speaks well
for the enterprise of the Atlanta dealer, and for
the Sonora Co., that they are willing to stand
the expense and effort to haul their stock by express the nine hundred miles from New York
to Atlanta in order that their customers might
not be disappointed.
The Haverty Furniture Co., having recently
installed the Pathe line in all their furniture
stores, from Charleston, S. C, through Georgia,
Alabama and Tennessee to Texas, found it necessary to have some* one from the Pathe Freres
Co. visit them to explain the details of operation of the Pathe, and incidentally to be present at their Pathe opening and "boost" sales.
J. F. Collins, sales manager, accordingly made
the trip to Atlanta, which city was used as a
base point to radiate to the other cities in the
Haverty chain of stores.

An Attractive St. Patrick Day Window
perior avenue, and which is shown herewith.
Shamrocks, green ribbon, Irish flags and records
of Irish songs predominated in the display.
The floor of the window was covered with
large squares alternately green and white. On
each green square was placed an appropriate
record, and the white squares were set off with
a shamrock in each corner. In the center of
the display was a large harp, backed by an Irish
flag, kept waving by an electric, fan. To carry
out the scheme even the Victor dogs in the
window were decorated with green ribbons
about their necks.
According to the manager of the store a
record was kept playing for ten minutes, in
which time 574 people passed the store, 185 "rubbered" and forty-two stopped. It was not learned
how many of those who stopped were Irish.
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Solve
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Album

Record
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Two

With his co-operation and assistance the sale
of Pathe goods was most successful, the Atlanta
store being sold out on the $50, $75 and $100
models in two days after the opening, and additional large orders were placed at once.
Jascha Heifetz, Victor artist, was recently in
the city, and entertained a large and cultured
audience at the local auditorium.
The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, which
organization makes records for the Columbia
Co., gave a concert on March 26 in the city,
and every one who heard them was delighted
with their performance.
The Edison line is still selling well locally.
The increase in prices, which took place January
1, seems not to have caused any cessation in
the demand, nor to form any impediment in
closing a sale.
All local Victor dealers are doing a most satisfactory business, and the demand for Victor
goods exceeds the supply. The average purchaser who formerly bought a 75-cent record
occasionally, now buys $5 worth, and more frequently than formerly.
It has gotten to be quite usual for a customer from out-of-town to drop in one of the
talking machine stores here, and buy a $160,
$215 or higher-priced instrument, and a substantial selection of records, pay cash in full and
have the goods shipped by express to his home
town. This kind of business can be traced
directly to the high price of cotton, and the
large amount of money in circulation. The
South, as a section, has more money than in
fifty years, and the eyes of the nation are
turned this way, both as a land of commercial
opportunity, and as a place to buy animal products and foodstuffs.

Dependable

Problem

Albums

Our No. 1012 (see illustration) is the strongest album obtainable toretail at a moderate price. Has heavy green envelopes, interlocked so that each envelope forms an individual
container. Both ends are finished with brass metal tops.
The NYACCO Metal Back Quality Album (the only genuine
metal back album being manufactured) has a binding which
consists entirely of one piece of metal, and envelopes of heavy
fibre green paper, re-enforced with strips of flexible canvas;
the result being a practically indestructible album.
Let us quote you prices on these albums
NEW
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ALBUM

23-25 Lispenard

&

CARD
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York

CO.,

Inc.

NYACCO Metal
Absolutely
Back Allium
Guaranteed
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Victrola IV-A, $20
Oak

Victor

Victrola VI-A, $30
Oak

Supremacy
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of Victor
Victrola VII1-A, $45
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every

Victrola IX-A, $57.50
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Machine

Camden, N. J., U. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Wholesalers

'Victrola" is the Registered Trade-mark of the Victor Talking Machine
Company designating the products of this Company only.
Warning: The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or
sale of any other Talking Machine or Phonograph
products is misleading and illegal

Victrola XI-A, $110
Mahogany or oak
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$20

is one

assets
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Victrola X-A, $85
Mahogany or oak
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Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically co-ordinated and synchronized in the processes of manu^
facture, and their use, one with the other, is absolutely
essential to a perfect reproduction.
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have recently visited leadingenthusiastic over the prospects
in that section of the country.
money to spend to-day than

ever before. " They have a tremendous purchasing power, due to
the billions of dollars that have reached them through their
efforts in the past year in agricultural activities.
The Southern people are turning their eyes northward for
all those home furnishings that appeal to those esthetically inclined, and naturally they are buying talking machines, playerpianos, and other essentials to the enjoyment of music in the
home.
This prosperity in the South is not confined to the white
people, but throughout Louisiana the colored people who have
small farms have got prices for their cotton and other products
which have enabled them to pay up any indebtedness on their
land, and with the surplus they are buying talking machines and
records in goodly numbers.
The purchasing power of the people in the South is a factor
worthy of consideration, for the laboring people who are working in the factory centers are earning such large wages that they
are manifesting a desire to own a musical instrument of some
kind.
It would be invidious, however, to make distinctions when
speaking of the trade in the South, for the demand exists among
all classes and conditions of people, and it is steadily growing.
It is a source of satisfaction that the South is coming into its
own in an industrial and agricultural way.

clients'will greatly facilitate work at the publication headquarters.
Long Distance Telephones — Numbers 5982-5983 Madison Sq.
Cable Address: "Elbill," New York.
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BUSINESS in the talking machine industry, broadly considered, is in excellent shape despite innumerable annoyances
in the way of a shortage of machines and records, due to the
unusual conditions prevailing. Meanwhile manufacturers, jobbers and dealers are doing their best to fill all demands with the
utmost available despatch. Fundamental conditions are healthy,
and there seems evident an increased buying power in certain
sections of the country, due to the large distribution of money
among the working people who are earning unusually large
wages. They' are buying talking machines and records of good
quality, and the great problem of the day is to produce and
distribute sufficient stock to satisfy the demands.
With this month we enter the Spring campaign for business.
The bleak, dismal, wintry days have at last been replaced by
sunlight and brightness, and this seasonable change is undoubtedly having its influence on the mental viewpoint of everyone.
A few weeks ago there seemed to be an undercurrent of
dissatisfaction, or uneasiness— a lack of faith in the future; in
contrast to this we find to-day a better feeling prevailing — one of
hope, trust and confidence.
This is the right viewpoint. The man who sees disaster
ahead, either in business or in war, is not a good American. It
is the time for courage, energy and enterprise, and there should
be no harboring of doubts as to our success as a Nation. It is
the time for the booster, and not the knocker. We must work
to help the business progress of the country by being optimistic
in our opinions, and not give way to an indulgence in doubts
or uncertainties.
There is a disposition at times among business men to run
to extremes of either over-enthusiasm or the gloomiest "gloom."
When the latter prevails the croaker or pessimist rides his
hobby horse to the danger of the community.
To-day we are in the midst of serious times, it is true, but
it is the period when strong men — unselfish, broad-visioned and
able men are needed, when reason and sound sense should dominate all our movements rather than whim or caprice. Whether
in war or in business great victories can only be won by good
generalship, backed by men, money and the support of the
American people. The talking machine trade has always been
noted for its go-aheadedness, for its freedom from harmful mercantile traditions, and it is going to face the future with courage
and confidence and win new triumphs.

HP HE great campaign for the successful flotation of the Third
■■■ Liberty Loan is now under way, and every one in the talking
machine industr}' is planning to do his level best to have this
Three Billion Loan oversubscribed. We now have an opportunity to express our confidence in the Government and in the
boys at the front, who are fighting as truly for human rights,
and the tearing down of autocratic rule, as did our forefathers
during revolutionary days.
Every talking machine man can "do his bit" not only by
subscribing for bonds but by utilizing his windows for poster
display, and by sending out informative literature in his letters,
in fact, he must consider every available means to exploit and
make successful this Third Liberty Bond campaign.
The military situation at the front has now assumed a critical stage, and every man at home must consecrate himself to
the service of the Nation in some one way or other. If we cannot fight we must help in a monetary way toward the maintenance of our forces ; therefore let us devote our most enthusiastic
efforts to making a new record in this great campaign.
IN the making of instalment contracts during the period of
the war, piano merchants would do well to be guided by the
provisions of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act passed
recently, and thereby avoid the chance of facing a loss that may
be guarded against by the exercise of foresight. Although the
act is calculated to protect the soldier or sailor while still being
fair to the merchant, in deferring but in no sense canceling the
obligation, the dealer selling on instalments can, unless he
watches things carefully, tie up considerable money in instalment accounts that under the law need not be met until after
the war, which at best is rather an indefinite length of time.
It has been suggested by a prominent attorney in the trade
that where practical the wife or some person other than the
soldier, or likely-to-be-soldier, be called upon to execute the contract. There will no doubt be numbers of unscrupulous people
quick to take unfair advantage of the new law with fraudulent
intent, and special efforts should be made to guard against
this class.

IN co-operation with the Music Industries Better Business
Bureau, located in Milwaukee, and whose activities have on
previous occasions been mentioned in The World, the National
Vigilance Committee of the Advertising Clubs of the World
has been quite active recently in proceeding against "gyp" dealers in various parts of the country — in other words, dealers who
make a practice of advertising talking machines and records
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from private homes, and ostensibly at a sacrifice, frequently
making misleading statements in their advertising to forward
their ends. The Vigilance Committee already sent out one
bulletin regarding the operations of a "gyp" dealer in Chicago,
who uses the name of a prominent make of machine to promote
the sale of another much cheaper machine for which he had the
agency.
The Better Business Bureau at the present time is making
a special drive against the "gyp" operations and has solicited
the assistance of legitimate dealers in all sections in an endeavor
to rout out the evil. When members of the trade learn of
the operations of irresponsible individuals they will be doing
themselves a service by investigating the methods employed by
the advertiser, and placing the information thus obtained before
C. L. Dennis, secretary of the Bureau. The complaints are
handled promptly, and in a surprising number of cases the activities of particular "gyp" dealers are curtailed or stopped entirely
by appealing to the newspapers to exclude such advertisements,
and by other means, without going to court.
Every machine sold by a "gyp" dealer not only takes a sale
away from a legitimate merchant, but by supplying the purchaser with a machine of inferior quality shatters his belief in
the talking machine as a whole.

steadily, energetically andpersistently to sell what
WORKING
stock he has on hand or can get, instead of sitting around

v

WORLD

TO

OUR

SUBSCRIBERS

If your copy of The Talking Machine World does not reach you
on publication date, or a few days thereafter, do not assume that
it has gone astray. The existing railway congestion has had a
serious effect on the handling of mail, particularly second class 1
matter, and brought about unusual delays. Kindly wait a few
days longer than usual before writing to us, as the paper will ,
probably arrive safely

that are calculated to harass the trade in some way or another,
even though such intent is well hidden. Quick action is generally quite effective in disposing of such measures, but under
present conditions it must be borne in mind that many legislators are only too quick to hide behind the shield of patriotMm,
and to defeat their object, without creating the wrong impassion, presents a serious problem for the business man. Bills
providing for special taxes or license fees are particularly
numerous, and likewise particularly dangerous, for anything
that looks as though it would bring revenue into the coffer^ of
the State or the Nation finds favor with law-making bodies,1 regardless of whether the burden it places on one particular line
of industry is just.
There was introduced in Congress recently, by Representative Cary, of Wisconsin, a bill which provided that all merchants selling goods on instalments should pay a license fee of
$200 and should give the customer not only a receipt for • his

and waiting for machines and records for which there is an unsolicited demand, is the system that is going to keep the average
talking machine dealer in business during these war times. The
overhead expenses of his establishment are going on just the
same, whether he gets in. new stock or not, and he cannot afford
to sit back and wait for something to happen. From present
prospects, any improvement in the present situation will be
gradual. Even when the labor and transportation problems ease
up they will not do so with a rush, and the retailer must make
up his mind to adjust himself to conditions. The situation looks
blue and hopeless only to the man who has plenty of time to sit
and . think. The fellow who is too busy to stop and worry is

payments, but a statement showing the actual cost of the merchandise upon which a profit of not more than 30 per cent, wjas
to be allowed. The bill applied only to the District of Columbia,
but instalment interests from all sections of the country were

going to keep his business in fairly good shape, even if he doesn't
make as much money as in' any previous years, and it has yet to
be proven that 1918 in the long run is not going to be a good,
big year for talking machine dealers. It depends largely upon
the individual whether his business goes forward, stands still or
slides back.

talking machines and player-pianos. It is estimated that 'the
revenue from those instruments alone would amount to practically amillion dollars annually, and it was strongly hinted that
the whole idea back of the bill was to provide a score of jobs
for political claimants who would be charged with carrying
out the provisions of the bill. Even the most harmless looking

JUST at the present time members of the trade in all sections
of the country should keep a close watch on the various State
legislative bodies with a view to checking without delay measures that may prove inimical to the interests of the trade.
In normal times there are always a few bills introduced

NO

quick to realize that the bill was most pernicious in its pro-vision, and, if passed, was liable to be accepted as a model by
various State legislators. The opposition by the various interests, including both talking machine and piano men, was, therefore, very strong and is believed to have killed the measure. ;
Another bill in the New York Assembly, for instance,
provided for an annual license fee of $2 on all automatic instruments, and was so worded that it could be construed to cover

measure should be scrutinized for the "joker," and the simpler
the wording of the bill the closer it should be investigated. When
questionable measures are discovered the organized forces; jin
various branches of the trade will be quick to take any action
necessary either to defeat the bill, or have it amended as may be
deemed desirable.
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Those members of the trade who have made a
close study of the present record situation and
means for offsetting in some measure the effect of the shortage declare that considerable
relief can be obtained by an intelligent system
of redistribution of records among the dealers
themselves, as well as by exploiting consistently
records known to be in stock, or obtainable
from wholesalers.
The plan for exchanging surplus records is
not by any means a new one, although it has
not been carried out to any great extent in
the retail field. The Jobbers' Association has
had such a plan in force for a number of years
among its members, various local associations
of dealers have attempted something of the
sort, and here in New York the Talking Machine Men, Inc., have a committee .charged with
the work of gathering lists of surplus records
from dealers and bringing them to the attention of other dealers who have a demand for
such records.
Under normal conditions there was not a
great deal of interest taken in plans for exchanging record stock, there being a sufficient number
of popular records to keep business going, the
surplus stock being looked upon as one of the
necessary burdens of the trade. Just now a
surplus stock is a heavy load to carry, especially in view of the fact that such records may
be used to advantage by a dealer in some other
locality.
As an instance in point: a New York dealer
who found it impossible to get locally certain
McCormack and light opera records and other
good selling numbers for this section, learned
by accident that a Western dealer was overstocked on many of the records for which the
New York man had a general demand. It did
not take long to negotiate the transfer of those
particular records from the West to the East,
giving the New Yorker something to do business with, and giving the Western dealer cash
instead of surplus stock.- It is very probable
that many other instances along the same general lines could be cited.
There are very few records that sell equally
well in all sections. As a matter of fact the
demand is found to vary in various districts even
in the confines of one city, depending largely
upon the character of the population. If surplus stocks of records can by any means be so

D

of

Records,

Present

be made to establish a series 'of central clearing
houses in the various cities to act for the dealers in the various sections, and endeavor to
make the most out of present record stock on
the shelves.
"A central clearing house," said the dealer,
111!

|
I

"Why
Not
Central
Clearing Houses for

j
jj

(

Surplus

Records

to

||

B

Offset

Shortage?

"

|

"could be maintained at a small annual expense
of, say, $10 per member, and if properly conducted should bring back to each individual
represented profits of many times that amount.
There are enough established associations of
talking machine dealers in various cities to provide foundations upon which to build such
clearing houses. The matter will have to be
taken seriously, however, by the majority of
the dealers who participate, to make it worth
while.
In the first place, arrangements should
be made for the filing of weekly reports by
every member, "showing the records of which
he has a surplus, as well as the special records
of which he is in the greatest need. Salaried
employes going over and comparing the lists
could very easily tell the individual dealer where
his surplus could be disposed of or where he
could obtain certain desired records.
"The. time is past when the average dealer

0

One

Shortage

redistributed as to place them in sections where
they are most likely to be sold, then many members of the trade will be able to cut down the
amount of money they have tied up in slow
moving stock while giving their fellow dealer
an opportunity to do some business. In other
words, all hands will benefit.
One local dealer suggests strongly that effort
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can sit tight and let his surplus stock accumulate in anticipation of being able to take advantage of a record exchange proposition from
the manufacturer. Such a course may be excusable when the dealer is doing plenty of business with new records, but when he is not getting the new records every dollar's worth of
stock on his shelves represents a real loss in
tied up capital and potential profits.
"The clearing house suggestion, although offering quite a number of details to be worked
out, nevertheless seems to point the way to
providing some way from the present record
situation. It will not cure it by any means, but
anything that will help is worth considering with
allThere
seriousness."
are already a number of wholesalers
who themselves are conducting clearing houses
for the benefit of their dealers. The wholesale
salesman being in close touch with the dealers,
knows just about what records certain retailers
are overstocked with, and can, and does, in
many cases, arrange for the transfer of such
records to some retailer who can use them to
advantage. Such instances, however, are few
and far between, and it seems the dealers themselves should make some attempt to help themselves.
Wholesalers, too, have endeavored to assist
the dealers by supplying each week lists of from
a half dozen to twenty records that are in stock
with the suggestion that such records be specially featured during the week. It gives the
dealer something tangible to work on and he
knows that any demands he may create for
those records through special efforts can positively be met.
One wholesaler has gone to the extent of
taking a page advertisement in The Talking
Machine World this month to call the attention
of dealers to a list of desirable records he has
on hand and is able to supply.
This action of the wholesale'r is simply in
line with the arguments that have been put before the trade for months past. In short, now
is the time to concentrate on selling stock on
hand or that can be obtained, instead of bemoaning the loss of sales of more popular machines and records. As a matter of fact,
summed up, real salesmanship consists of selling the customer what you have to offer, rather
than what he is particularly anxious to buy.
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Columbia Graphophone Co
Woolworth Building, New York

EFFECTIVE

GALLNCURCI

DISPLAY

People's Outfitting Co., Detroit, Takes Full
Advantage of Appearance of Noted Soprano
in That City — Record Sales Stimulated
Detroit, Mich., April 8. — The talking machine
department of the People's Outfitting Co. took
full advantage of the recent visit of Galli-Curci
to this city by arranging an elaborate window
display featuring the noted soprano and her

A Classic Galli-Curci Window
records, together with four other Victor artists
of renown. The figures of the artists, including Farrar, Caruso, Tetrazzini and Harry
Lauder, were life size and plainly labeled. A
special list of records by Galli-Curci were
shown on both sides of the window, and it is
reported that the display proved most effective
in stimulating the sale of records of all types.
IMPORTANCE

OF SMALL

DETAILS

Little Things Often Determine the Success or
Failure in the Marketing of a Product
.Seemingly insignificant details are often most
essential to the success of a business or a product, and it is the business man who studies
these small things who is apt to score a success in his sphere of activity. The fact that
little things often determine the success or
failure of a product was emphasized recently
by George W. Hopkins, general sales manager
of the Columbia Graphophone Co. He said
that in marketing a high grade of candy it was
discovered that the public will not buy candy
packed in green colored fancy boxes. Just
why this is so he could not say. Possibly the
color of the package suggests arsenic, a poison.
But whatever the reason, the company .found
after spending several thousand dollars that
green boxes killed all chances for making the
candy popular. ■ When pink was substituted
sales increased in a most satisfactory manner.
Biscuit manufacturers have learned from sad experience that round packages, no matter what
the character of the biscuit may be, do not appeal to the public. Square shaped, or oblong
boxes, on the other hand, immediately find
favor. As fully 75 per cent, of all goods are
sold on their appearance, it behooves manufacturers to see to it that products are put up
in packages that have an attractive eye appeal.

LIVELY

IN GRAND

RAPIDS

ADA

JONES

DENIES

BEING

DEAD

Local Branch of Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
Reports Strong Demand for Phonographs

Prominent Talking Machine Artist Sets Latest
Rumors of Demise at Rest

Grand Rapids, Mich., April 2. — The local office of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
through C. W. Kalder, reports that the phonograph business of the company in Michigan,
Ohio and Indiana is unusually good. Excellent results were obtained at the National Furniture Show held in January, which was attended by a number of Brunswick dealers, and
the volume of business booked for that month
alone was greater than for any four previous
months.

Ada Jones, like Mark Twain, objects to being
reported dead, and the veteran talking machine
artist was quick to deny the latest rumor of
her demise in the following letter:
"I have often been reported dead. I even
have a double who has been singing throughout
the country, using my name, as 'Ada Jones, the
"I have just
been out with a troupe of phophonograph
artist.'
nograph artists giving several entertainments
where I was introduced as 'Ada Jones, the
mother of the phonograph.' Which made me
feel very ancient, I assure you. Cordially yours,

Several new dealers have been signed up recently, among them being the J. E. Anderson
Co., Saginaw, Mich.; W. A. Stilwell, Big Rapids,
and the F. N. Arbaugh Co., Lansing. The latter concern is one of the largest department
stores in the State, and their phonograph department isa new venture.
The local Brunswick headquarters was recently called upon to ship one of their $1,500
machines to Fort Worth, Tex., by express, the
expressage alone being about $50.
GIVES

VICTROLA

TO SERVICE

Ada Jones, Long Island."
NEW BOOTHS FOR HOMER
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This is no time for being just half a man — try
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The Homer Klock Piano Co., which handle
the Columbia and Sonora machines and records
in Stamford, Conn., have just installed some
very attractive booths finished in white enamel,
for the purpose of demonstrating their machines
and records, which add quite materially to the
facilities of this establishment as well as to
the appearance of the store. This company are
quite enthusiastic over the line which they
handle and report an excellent business so far
this year.

The Henry F. Miller & Sons Piano Co., in
Portland, Me., recently donated a Victrola to
the National Service Club, recently opened in
that city to provide entertainment and comforts
for the soldiers and sailors.

The
There are better ways to do everything now
accomplished. The simplest device can still be
simplified; the speediest engine quickened; the
sanest system convicted of waste.

BUSINESS

Up

MACHINE

CORPORATION

Office* and Show Rooms, 44 W. 37th St., New York
Factory, 1 to 7 West 139th St.
Smith-Woodward Piano Co., 1018 Capitol Ave., Houston, Tex., Local Distributor
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The talking machine dealer in the average
city in the United States, especially if it happens
to be an industrial center, who is not making
a consistent and energetic drive on foreign records is neglecting a most important feature of
his business. In some instances it would be
just as logical for him to forget to call attention
to the popular records of the day, or the records of the world's famous artists.
There are enough facts and figures to prove that
the ordinary mortal has but a faint conception of
the extent of the foreign and semi-foreign population of this country. There are cities in the West
where over 65 per cent, of the population is
foreign born, or the children of foreign-born
parents. No matter how thoroughly Americanized these foreigners or sons of foreigners may
be, there is naturally a strong sentimental regard for their native land — a sentiment to which
music, and particularly folk songs of that native
land, appeal with particular strength.
There are a number of prominent houses,
Grinnell Bros., in Detroit, for example, who do
pay particular attention to foreign record business with gratifying success.
It means work
ISSUE

TALKING

CLASSES

Various Types of Victor Records, Placed in
Regular Order on Special Card by Thos.
Goggan & Bro., Proves Big Sales Aid
Thos. Goggan & Bro., Victor wholesalers of
Houston, Tex., recently brought out a welcome
help to their dealers and salesmen in the form
of a framed card bearing a list of the types of
records put out by the Victor Talking Machine
Co. The different classes of records are arranged in alphabetical order, from band records,
through coon songs, dance records, humorous
talking records, minstrel records, solos, trios, instrumental, down to yodling records. The instrumental list proves particularly valuable, because it enables the salesman to call the customer's attention to solos on instruments which
he did not know had ever been recorded, such
as the ocarina, etc.
The list is in large type, and is to be hung
in each demonstrating room. By referring to
it both the salesman and the customer can
quickly find the sort of records that will make
the strongest appeal.
It saves going over the
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and consistent effort to do it successfully. Special advertisements should be run in foreign language newspapers in order to reach the thousands, or even millions, who still demand the
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B

popular things in their native tongue, although
newspapers in English can also be used to disrtinct advantage — those who combine a thorough
knowledge of the English language with the
sentiments of their native land.
entire catalog and narrows the salesman's work
down to pleasing the customer with records of
one or two particular classes, which the customer himself can select from the list. This is
a sales help of real merit.
F. W. CORLEY

IN AVIATION

SERVICE

Richmond, Va., April 3. — Frank W. Corley,
who for some years maintained and developed
the successful wholesale Victor business of the
Corley Co., Victor distributors here, went into
the Naval Aviation Service a couple of weeks
ago. During Mr. Corley's absence, Fred R.
Kessnich, who has long been connected with
the company, will look after the Victor business
of the company as wholesale manager.
NEW

$300,000 CORPORATION

The Commercial & Postal Phonograph Co. has
been incorporated under the laws of Delaware
with capital stock of $300,000 to engage in the
manufacture of sound producing machines. The
incorporators are W. I. N. Lofland, George W.
Morgan and Frank Jackson, of Dover, Del.
THE

Automatic

Successful

a

□

□

In the great majority of cities there are foreign colonies, the boundaries of which are wonderfully distinct. The emigrant who lands in
this country naturally seeks out those who speak
his own language, and practically to some extent in this new locality the mode of living to
which he is accustomed. Once having found
the colony he either remains in it or else keeps
in close touch with his people. This habit of
colonizing makes it particularly convenient for
the talking machine dealer.
Foreign records, even though carefully listed
in the catalogs and stocked on the shelves, do
not mean anything to the dealer's business unless he brings them to the attention of those
most likely to be interested, and there are many
owners of talking machines who have supplied
their record wants from the regular catalogs
without having learned that there may be particular gems in their native tongues simply
awaiting their order.
A successful foreign-record business cannot
be handled in a haphazard manner any more
than the regular record business can be handled
■in that fashion.
NEW

ASSOCIATION

IN DALLAS,

TEX.

Local Music Trade Organization Elects Officers
and Names Committees
Dallas, Tex., April 3.— The Dallas Music Trades
Association recently organized by the piano and
talking machine men in this city has selected
the following officers and committees: President, Robert N. Watkin, of the Will A. Watkin Co.; vice-president, J. C. Phelps, of the
Field-Lippman Piano Co., and secretary and
treasurer, B. F. Hollingsworth, of Thos. GogB. ganF.& Bro.
Gupton, of the Goettinger Co., and B.
. W. Gratigny, of the Bush & Gerts Piano Co.,
together with the above officers, were made
members of the executive board.
D. L. Whittle, of the Western Automatic
Music Co., was made chairman of the membership committee.
C. H. Mansfield, of the Edison Shop, was made
chairman of the press committee.
Fred Giebel, of Sanger Bros., was made
chairman of the always important entertainment
committee.

BROOKS

Repeating

Phonograph

Plays Any Kind of Record — Any Desired Number
of Times and Then Stops Automatically —
The Phonograph Sensation of the Age
MR. DEALER: —
You cannot duplicate the value we offer for twice
the price. In size and appearance the "Brooks"
compares favorably with Instruments retailing for
$300.00 fand up.
In tone qualities it is unexcelled by any talking
machine on earth! In mechanical equipment and
automatic features it is years in advance of its
nearest competitor. We have been building talking
machines for three years — last year our sales doubled every four months. The BROOKS DEALER
has no competition. The machine creates interest
and discussion — it is self-advertising. Send for
particulars, terms, prices. Do it Now.
BROOKS
MANUFACTURING
Talking Machine Dept.
SAGINAW,

COMPANY
MICH., U. S. A.

View of Controlling Dial
This dial sets, starts and stops
the machine. Will play any detinuous.sired number up to nine or conSimplest Machine to Operate
Instructions
Set the needle at the inner edge
of record cutting and then move
pointer to the figure designating the
number of times you wish record
That is all. You can now forget
the machine. When the record has
played.played as many times as set
been
for, the machine
matically with the will
tone stop
arm autosuspended in the air above record.
HEIGHT INCHES
OF CABINET 50
FURNISHED
IN OAK OR
MAHOGANY
SPRING OR ELECTRIC MOTOR
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Columbia
Grafonola
Price $30
Columbia
Grafonola
Price $2 15

Giving

the

People
Artists

They

Want

Educating the people is all right — in school.
But grown-ups usually know pretty well what
they want in music. And Columbia gives them
what they want.
Nora Bayes, for instance. Nora Bayes can
get more over to more people in one song than
any other American comedienne. What of that?
Well, Nora

Bayes now sings for Columbia exclusively. Columbia just naturally had to have
her. And she just naturally had to come to
Columbia.
And

Nora

Bayes

is merely

one

more

in

Columbia's Milky Way of Stars. There are the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Percy Grainger,
Al Jolson, Prince's Band, Geo. H. O'Connor,
Samuel Ash, Robert Lewis, Arthur Fields, The
Peerless Quartette, Campbell and Burr, Oscar
Seagle, Henry Burr, Harry C. Browne, Mery
Zentay, Nellie Hoone Wetmore, the Columbia
Stellar Quartette, Louise, Ferera and Greenus,
and the Paulist Choristers of Chicago.
These aren't all the stars in Columbia's Milky
Way of Stars. These are merely those shining
in its May List of Records.
Nor are these all the world-wide known stars
Columbia employed to give the people what they
want for just one month. For those eagerly waiting for more, Billy Williams and Harry Champion, of English music hall fame, contributed,
and Thornton W. Burgess supplied some more
of his Bedtime Stories for children. Some Milky
Way

for Just May — what?
Columbia
Woolworth

Graphophone
Building, New

York

Go.

Giving

the

People

Records
No

They

Want

question about the first two records by

Nora Bayes. There'll be a public scramble for
"Some Day They're Coming Home Again" and
"I May Stay Away a Little Longer." They add
something to even the laurels of Nora Bayes.
There's alwaj^s a scramble for Al Jolson's new
records, and he has a song in Columbia's May
List that seems made to order for him. "Wedding Bells (Will You Ever Ring for Me?)" is
already popular in the big cities where Al Jolson
has sung it. Now that it is recorded, it is bound
to sweep the country.
Percy Grainger, the "Musical Viking,"
brings his power into full play in Chopin's
Polonaise in A-Flat Major.
Samuel Ash has made many a song popular.
In "My Sweetie" he has come upon one so catchy
that it is likely to make him more popular.
Oscar Seagle has sung "Keep the Home
Fires Burning" and "Pack Up Your Troubles
in Your Old Kit Bag and Smile, Smile, Smile,"
two of the big war songs, so that more may enjoy
them.
And

there are marches

for the martial and

dance-records for the dancers and talking records
for those who want their vaudeville on tap at
home, and a great variety of more music of sorts
the public has shown that it wants.
May List is a whopper!

Columbia
Woolworth

Graphophone
Building, New

York

Columbia's

Go.
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Records

Columbia
Grafonola
Price $45

Columbia
Grafonola
Price $110

Giving

the

The

People

Grafonolas

They

Result

of

People

Want

Giving

What

They

Want

enter your salesroom, give

People who get the records they want by the

them prompt, courteous individual attention. If
they are left to themselves too long they may
wander out.

artists they like and play them on the best Grafonola they can afford to buy are Columbia fans for

When

Attend

customers

them promptly.

Try to discover tact-

fully about what priced instrument they can afford to buy. Show different Grafonolas within
a reasonable range around that price — but never
so many different models that the customers are
merely confused
ment.

and cannot decide on any instru-

good and all.
Columbia fans are steady customers for Columbia dealers. It is worth taking time and
trouble to see that your first sale makes
nent Columbia fan of your customer.
By

the way, Columbia

different languages,

as quickly as possible the kind of

music a customer likes — and then play that kind
on the Grafonola that seems to make the best imcustomer

pression. Of course you will play any record the
wants on any Grafonola.

Give customers all the time they need to decide, but good salesmanship will help them decide
before thej^ leave the store. Good

all made

records in 30

by native artists

under direction of masters of each tongue.
you making

Ascertain

makes

a perma-

Columbia
Graphophone
Go.
Woolworth Building, New York

records in for-

eign languages?
A

small investment — you have a full catalogue department in the two or three languages

commonest in your territory — and the turnover
is quick and highly profitable.
Where
Columbia

salesmanship

means in a word selling the customer the Grafonola he wants at the price he ought to pay.

the most of our many

Are

among

not

already

actively represented,

wants a few more dealers in their International records. Get into this fine field

the early ones and

reap a tidy profit.

People of foreign birth — well, you know
fans they just naturally are about music.

Golumbia

Graphophone

Woolworth

Building, New

i

York

Go.

what
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Through the Medium of the Talking Machine Our Fighters Are Receiving the Benefit and Solace
Which Music Alone Can Bring — Educational Records Proving of Great Value
Somewhere behind the battle line in Flanders,
Walter R. Creighton, son of the late Lord
Bishop of London, wrote to Maud Powell: "I
have just been listening to you playing and I
wanted to write and tell you of our gratitude,"
in which short sentence he summed up a condition which will be met by every American
soldier who goes abroad, as well as by the relatives and friends who stay at home.
Even in war we do not live by bread alone,
and that which can bring shaken men back to
self-respect, to decency and a determination to
"carry on" is a thing the value of which cannot be computed in dollars and cents, says the
Victor Co. in its March record supplement.
Apart from their purely military equipment
our men will experience three essential needs,
if they are to be preserved through the stagnation of trench warfare. Those three essentials
are food, shelter and recreation.
Rudyard Kipling knew what music can do to
stabilize the morale of slaughter-wearied men
when he wrote the "Song of the Banjo." "You
couldn't pack a Broadwood half a mile — you
mustn't leave a fiddle in the damp." These lines
are as true to-day as they were when Kipling
wrote them.
Young Creighton heard Maud Powell play out
there on the edge of "no man's land," because
she has made records for the Victor Talking
Machine Co. and because that company has
made it possible for human beings everywhere
to enjoy the solace and the inspiration of good
music.
An instrument which requires somebody to
play it is useless except when some such person is at hand. Every one of the warring governments has made special and strenuous efforts to supply music and entertainment for its
soldiers, but human needs do not keep regular
hours. A musical instrument which can be operated by anyone at any time, and which, like
Kipling's banjo, can, if need be, "travel with the
cooking pots and pails," performs a service obtainable through no other agency.
The Victor Co. has a picture of a gigantic
"Anzac" — a sergeant — six feet six in his stocking feet, peering over the edge of a trench in
Gallipoli. The photograph was taken by Lieutenant Throssell, of the Tenth Light Horse,
just before the men went "over the top" in a
bayonet charge, and in the immediate fore-
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ground of the picture is a Victrola — playing.
When Steffanson's ship, the "Karluk," caught
and crushed by the Polar ice, finally sank down
to the ocean bed, a Victrola played the Chopin
Funeral March for requiem.
Those whose efforts enable men to endure the
unendurable might safely be classed as among
those who are already "doing their bit," but the
Victor Co. is doing all this and more.
The most valuable work a man can do is that-

and recently introduced by the Victor Co. The
American soldier in France, with no knowledge
of the language, is likely to face some critical
embarrassments, if not actual dangers, which
might otherwise be avoided. After months of
labor, research and expense the Victor Co. developed a system of French lessons which gives
the soldier something he can really use the moment he steps ashore or at any time when he
may be left to his own resources.
These are specific things — thrown in for good
measure — but however much more the Victor
Co. may do along such special lines it can do
no more valuable work in the mobilization of
national energies than that of enabling men to
endure the mental and nervous strains of modern warfare, which are always so nearly unendurable. Morale is an essential element of victory— at the front, behind the lines and at home,
and morale is a mental condition. There are
many agencies through which the strain on
the body may be relieved, but there are few
practical avenues of relief for the mind, and certainly none that can be spared.
NEWS

BRIEFLETS

Khaki

PosteT Featuring Wireless Records
which he has best learned to do. As a result
of conscription, England sent engineers, machinists, draftsmen into the trenches, and subsequently had to -recall them because the work
they already knew how to do was more valuable
to the nation than anything they could do in
the trenches — and in such work as the Victor
Co. is already best qualified to serve some noteworthy special efforts have materialized.
One of the critical concerns of the nation at
the moment is the educating of thousands and
thousands of wireless operators. A system of
teaching by means of records has been devised

Moving
PROTECT

Covers

YOUR MACHINES

FROM ALL

KINDS OF WEATHER
and will enable you to deliver them
free from dust, scratches, bruises
and all other finish destroyers
Our covers are faced with Standard Khaki,
lined with a heavy grade flannel, interlined
with an exceptionally good grade of heavy
cotton or felt, diagonally and closely quilted,
and manufactured according to the usual
superior "WARD New London " quality.
Grade "D", medium size, $5.50
Grade "D", large size, $6.00
Grade "K", medium size, $8.00
Grade "K", large size, $8.50
Carrying Strapi: No. 1 $1.00; No. 2 $2.00; No. 3 $3.50
ORDER SAMPLE COVER ON APPROVAL
With Name of Machine silk embroidered on any Cover; extra,.. 30c.
With Dealer's Name and Address, first Cover; extra $1.15
Same on additional Covers, each extra
60c.
Write for booklet

Grade "D" Cover with No. 3 Straps.

DENVER

Displaying the Pathe Line in New Quarters —
Improvements
Darrow's
With
Swanson —atOther
News— Brunswick
of Interest Line
Denver, Colo./ April 6. — The Swanson & Nolan
Supply Co., which handles the Pathephone at
wholesale and retail in this territory, is now
at home in its new quarters at 1514 Welton
street. The store is most attractively fitted up,
and there are ample conveniences to carry an
excellent stock of Pathe goods.
The Darrow Music Co., which carries the
Columbia line in its talking machine department, is putting in a handsome new store front,
with an entrance at the corner which will insure a larger window space.
Albert Giesecke, president of the Denver Music Co., who handles the Victor and Columbia
machines, is very enthusiastic regarding trade
prospects in his section.
The Knight-Campbell Music Co., which handles the Victor, is advocating larger monthly
payments on musical instruments of all kinds
purchased at this store.
The Brunswick phonograph is now handled
in this live territory by Swanson's Jewelry
Store, 39 Broadway, and this fact is being
made known to Denverites through some very
attractively
out the city. arranged billboard signs throughANTICIPATE

Ward's

FROM

The
C. E. Ward
Co.
(Well-known Lodge Regalia House)
101 William St., New London, Ohio
Alto Manufacturers of Rubberized Cover*
and Dust Covers for the Wareroom

REQUIREMENTS

E. L. Knapp Tells Why Canadian Trade Should
Anticipate Needs — Recent Company Change

Jamestown, N. Y., March 25. — Announcement
is made that A. F. Weber, who has been identified with the Weber-Knapp Co., of this city,
severed his conas president
nections withand
thistreasurer,
company. has
It is further announced that Edward L. Knapp,
formerly vice-president, will now take full
charge of the plant, and that business will continue along exactly the same high-class lines
without interruption.
Mr. Knapp reports an increased demand for
talking machine hardware, and from a larger
area than there has ever been before. Shipments to the Canadian markets, he states, have
been materially interrupted, due to the necessity of procuring an individual license for each
shipment.
Mr. Knapp feels that it would be to the interest of those houses in the Canadian territories that order from the States to take this
fact into consideration, and to anticipate their
requirements if possible at least six months in
advance. It usually takes two weeks to procure the necessary license, and as each individual shipment is required to have this license
the same delay is naturally caused each time a
shipment is made. Conditions are apt to grow
worse rather than better, hence this caution.
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BUREAU

NOW

ORGANIZED

Tri-State Victor Dealers' Association of St.
Louis Arranges a Real Constructive Program
That Should Be of Wide Benefit to Members
St. Louis, Mo., April 4. — The Tri-State Victor
Dealers' Association has set itself for an earnest
program for the rest of the year. The officers
believe that the association now is safely established.
The first work undertaken was that of establishing an exchange for records and machines
that happen to be dead stock on one dealer's
hands, but would be live stock elsewhere. That
bureau is now working under direction of John
F. Ditzell of the Famous & Barr Co. of this
city.
Next comes the associated membership work.
The associate members are to be the salesfolk
who will be invited to join the Association and
special meetings will be arranged for their
benefit. The control will remain in the hands
of the department managers and store proprietors. The first meeting to which associate
members were admitted was held yesterday
and a big meeting is planned for May. The
April meeting was preliminary. The program
for the associate members will be a help in selling
goods, a plan whereby sales people can get the
training desired as to machine construction, etc.
One of the first features provided along this
line will be .moving pictures of the Victor
factory and later will come talks on salesmanship and Victor reasons.
At the last business meeting E. C. Rauth, of
the Koerber-Brenner Co., was elected secretary
to succeed C. H. Lippman of the Field-Lippman
Piano Stores. Mr. Lippman explained that his
duties had increased so heavily since former
employes of the firm had departed for war
work that he was unable to get time to attend
to outside duties. It was decided that weekly
meetings of the directors of the association
would be held in preparation for the May
meeting.
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"It is iswith
I can
Bureau
nowpleasure
organized
andadvise
ready you
to that
serve theyouTransfer
in the
very best possible way.
"In the operating of this Bureau your chairman respectfully asks for your co-operation in following conditions
and rules by which this Bureau will operate.
"The
mostthisprominent
advantage
will
obtain from
Bureau will
be that that
they members
will be given
the opportunity to dispose of in a wholesale way any overstock they may have of slow selling records.
"Members
privileges
of the
Bureau
will that
also avail
be ablethemselves
to obtainofa the
great
many records
that they were unable to get from the distributor.
"The following is the plan by which we shall operate:
"Each
member
use Victrolas
the enclosed
form
to list
with istheprivileged
Chairman toany
and
Victrola records that are in perfect condition and
which he wishes to dispose of in a wholesale way.
"Each member in turn will be notified of the Victrolas and Victrola records that are available through
the Bureau.
Association
in no sent
way through
be responsible
for"The
credits,
condition will
of goods
Bureau,
etc. As to credits, any dealer can get such information from the Koerber-Brenner Company. Any controversy relative to the condition of Victrolas or
Victrola records sent or received through the Bureau
'will be settled by your Chairman and all must abide
by his decision.
"A be
request
regarding
the Bureau
must
made forin information
writing to the
Chairman.
Time
prohibits
consideration
of phone- calls or personal callsthe
regarding
the Bureau
"All transfers
mustapproval
first have
the approval
of the
Chairman
and after
is granted
the dealings
will be directly between the' members."
this the
Bureau
will"Any
be suggestions
appreciated. regarding
If we the
can operating
all work ofwith
one
thought, Ait Efficient Transfer Bureau,' every member
will find many advantages in the work that will be accomThe membership campaign of the association
isplished."
meeting with splendid success. Concerning
the reasons for an exclusive association, Mr.
Ditzell said: /'An exclusive association appeals
more to the exclusive dealer than to the dealer
selling several machines. We assume, however,
wherever a dealer sells Victors that his highest
interest is there. But a Victor dealer, who is
enthusiastic in his line, does not care to make
criticisms and suggestions in a meeting of mixed
interests. I would freely say things in a Victor association that I would not care to say if
an exclusive dealer in another line was there.
I believe also that if a man was selling Victors,
Columbias, Edisons and Artophone machines,
etc., he would offer suggestions and criticisms
in meeting where all dealers sold these machines
that he would not make in a meeting where
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Chairman Ditzell of the Transfer Bureau sent
out this letter to all members as a memo, of
the rules of the bureau:

Representative
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there were dealers who did not sell this machine.
"He would assume that all dealers selling
this machine knew its weak points in machine
or service, but he would not be willing to hand
that statement, on his authority, to a competiIn this connection, the following statement
has been made officially as to the object of the
association :
tor."■
"Its object shall be to advance, promote and
extend the commercial interests of its members;
to inculcate just and equitable principles of trade,
and to improve business standards; to acquire,
preserve and disseminate valuable business information; to promote friendly intercourse and
to establish closer business relations between
its members, and also between said members
and the Victor Talking Machine Co.; to increase the facilities of its members for an interchange of ideas, and for the purpose of cooperating with other organizations upon important matters pertaining to and affecting business; to discuss and disseminate proposed legislation affecting the business welfare of members; and to investigate existing laws and encourage their enforcement."
RECORDS

BY AUGUSTA

BOUILLIEZ

The Starr Piano Co. announce that they have
successfully negotiated with Mr. Augusta Bouilliez, the famous Belgian baritone, to make exclusive recordings, which will be issued about
the middle of April and will be listed in the
Gennett Art Tone series. The recordings which
Mr. Bouilliez has made are as follows: Les deu
Grenadiers (the two Grenadiers); Ballo in Maschero "Eri tu"; Hamlet, "Chanson Bashique"
(drinking song); Faust, Serenade of Mephisto;
Faust, "Aria of Valentine." They are very
highly spoken of.
Repeat orders make pretty good testimony
to the fidelity of a business institution, and regular customers are of more importance than
first sales.

Victor
of

! Spots of Action on the U. S. Map.

Records

Commerce!

If you are nearer

Omaha or Des Moines than to some other point, why shouldn't you serve your
own interests by putting the "Source of Supply" question up to the Mickels ?
Better look into this today — You'll gain nothing by staving the matter off!

Mickel
15th and Harney
411

Court

Bros.

Streets
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Co.
NEBRASKA
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JOHN H. WILSON, MANAGER,
Boston, Mass., April 4. — The Third Liberty
Loan and the forthcoming great parade, to come
off on the sixth of this month, are the uppermost topics of conversation in the trade just
now. The various talking machine houses
made a handsome showing in the purchase of
bonds on the two previous drives and there
is every reason that more will be forthcoming
from them this time, especially as the right
propaganda of education has been spread
abroad, and people now better than ever before
understand what the nation is really up against.
The trade is likely to be well represented in
the parade, which will enlist the services of
upwards of 80,000 men, women and children.
Business Continues Good
Business with the various dealers continues
good, but many of them complain that the call
for goods is in excess of what they are able
to secure from the factories. Toward the end
of April there should be an enormous demand
for the records of the various grand opera
stars as the Metropolitan Company begins a
week's engagement here at the Boston Opera
House on April 22. The visits of the big opera
companies invariably stimulate business.
Death of Andrew J. Lyons
The Victor and Edison departments of Chickering & Sons were called upon to part with a
valued employe a week ago, Andrew J. Lyons,
who died at his home in Roxbury, after a short
illness. Mr. Lyons had been with the department several years and was married only a
year and a half ago. He was devoted to athletics, and was especially interested in baseball
and was among the foremost in promoting the
game among the various talking machine houses
in the city. Manager Currier of the Chickering house and the employes of the Victor and
Edison department attended the funeral, and
they were represented also by some beautiful
floral offerings.
Ciccolini Appears in Concert
Considerable interest centered Sunday afternoon, March 31, in the appearance in this city
of the famous Guido Ciccolini, the Italian tenor,
who is one of the leading Edison artists. His
concert at the Boston Opera House attracted an
enormous crowd of people, and the Italians
especially were most enthusiastic over the man,
his voice and his fine presence. Ciccolini had
the assistance of Pierre Henrotte, concert master in the Chicago Opera orchestra as violinist.
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one of those men who are not only deeply interested in the war, but who can discuss its
various phases most intelligently. Mr. Silliman
studies carefully the situation day by day and
is always ready to analyze and speculate on
the various moves and counter-moves made
on the battle front.
Cupid Invades Ditson Department
Two of Manager Henry A. Winkelman's
valued women employes at the Victor department of the Oliver Ditson Co. have taken unto
themselves husbands. One is Miss Ethel Chools,
who lately was married to Joe Carlson, who
also has been with Manager Winkelman and
is now in service at Camp Devens, Ayer. Their
wedding took place at Quincy. The other young
lady, Miss Gertrude Lockardt, is now Mrs.
Brown. Fortunately for Manager Winkelman
the young ladies are now back at work, so
he is not without their valued services.
To Do Educational Work for Columbia
James M. McLaughlin, who has been prominently identified with the music department
of the Boston public schools for which he has
been director for several years, has identified
himself with the Columbia, and will have offices
at the Grafonola Co. of New England. His
position will be director of the educational department, and he will devote his time, especially
during the summer, to the development of
music in the school and home. Mr. McLaughlin
for a long time has been a great believer in
the future of the phonograph as an educational
medium among the young.
R. H. White Co. Department Busy
The Graphonola department at the R. H. White
Co.'s department store is finding many sales
these days and Manager Fred L. MacNeil says
that the only difficulty that confronts him and
his staff of men and women salesmen is the
difficulty of getting e sufficient supply of goods.
This department handles the Victor, Edison and
Columbia lines. Mr. MacXeil has had considerable experience in this line of business, and
came to manage this R. H. White department a
few months ago.
•
Gillis Takes Over the Miller Victor Business
Walter J. Gillis, who for some time has been
retail manager for the Henry F. Miller Piano
Co., has taken over the Victor business of the
house and henceforth will manage it as his own
business. He has purchased the entire stock
and the good-will, and his staff for the present
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and Mr. Fabbrina as pianist. For several days
prior to the concert the tickets were on sale
at the Edison warerooms of the C. C. Harvey
Co. in Boylston street, in the window of which
establishment there was a large placard announcing the concert by this talented musician. In the Saturday advertisements which
the Harvey company put out announcing the
concert were these suggestions: ''Hear him there
to-morrow. Hear him Monday at our store.
Hear him Monday night in your own home."
Besides the Harvey company those especially
interested in the concert were George Lincoln
Parker, the F. H. Thomas Co., Chickering &
Sons, all of whom are Edison dealers, and, of
course, the leading Edison jobbers, the Pardee,
Ellenberger Co., Inc.
An Attractive Easter Display
Among the especially attractive window decorations at Easter, and which was highly significant of the season, was that of the Eastern
Talking Machine Co., where Wholesale Manager
Fitzgerald arranged a profusion of Easter lilies
in both windows as a frame and background
for the exhibit of the latest of the month's
novelties in Victor records.
Has An Eye for the Artistic
Manager R. S. Hibshman, of the Vocalion Co.,
is another who has an eye to artistic effect
when it comes to adorning his warerooms and
show window. There is not a week going by
that there are not pots of blossoming plants
and cut flowers placed effectively about, and
these help a great deal in beautifying what
is really one of the most home-like phonograph
warerooms in the city. Manager Hibshman is
making ready to give his customers quite a
surprise very shortly, a foretaste of which some
of them already have had in visits to the warerooms.
Interested in Marriage of Chas. Edison
The local Edison dealers were especially interested in the announcement of the marriage at
Seminole Lodge, near Fort Myers, Fla., of
Charles Edison, son of the inventor, Thomas A.
Edison, and Miss Carolyn Hawkins, of Cambridge, by reason of the fact that the young
man was at one time a student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and during his
years at that school made many friends here.
Fred. H. Silliman a War Expert
Manager and Vice-President Frederick H.
Silliman, of the Pardee, Ellenberger Co., Inc., is
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will include Herman Mahr, Miss Edythe Austin and Miss A. J. Daly. Mr. Gillis has been in
the Miller house for twenty-three years, and
is therefore intimately in touch with the piano
industry. He has a host of friends who will
wish him unlimited success in his new undertaking. A son, Walter J. Gillis, Jr., is with the
101st Engineers in France, and encouraging letters continue to be received by the family.
Sending Letters from the Front
Jerry Spillane and1 Ed Welch, of the Eastern
Talking Machine Co., Victor distributors, are
proving themselves good letter writers. They
have been in France with a hospital corps now
almost a year, and their old associates hear
from them quite regularly. Thus far they are
quite well and having many exciting experiences.
Plan Tone Test for Fitchburg
The Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co.'s Edison department is arranging for a tone-test
to be given in City Hall, Fitchburg, on the
evening of April 11. For this test Miss Marie
Morrisey, the well-known contralto singing for
the Edison company, is coming on from Chicago. Arthur W. Chamberlain, the Edison manager for this Boston house, will be in immediate charge.
At Local Brunswick Headquarters
One of the additions to the local staff of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. at 94 Washington street is M. J. Graff, who comes here from
the company's Chicago quarters as repair man.
Mr. Graff is a Brunswick enthusiast and has a
persuasive manner in presenting the claims of
the Brunswick machine. The "Ultona," which
is one of the cleverest devices yet put on the
market for reproducing the various makes of
discs, is about to be put out by the Brunswick
as a component part of its machine. Anyone,
therefore, possessing a Brunswick will be able
to play any record. As a piece of mechanism
this Ultona is worth careful study. - F. H. Walter
and E. S. Campbell, as the local travelers for
the company, are finding a good call for the
Brunswicks and March proved a surprisingly
productive month for the company.
Sonora Territory is Enlarged.
Through a new arrangement with the Sonora
Co., Richard Nelson, New England manager,
now has the State of Connecticut added to his
territory and this will be operated in conjunction
with Massachusetts and Rhode Island. To better
facilitate the situation Joseph H. Burke, assistant sales manager, who is doing excellent
work, will spend a part of his time at Hartford, making visits meantime to the Boston
offices which are so pleasantly located in the
Little Building. The People's House Furnishing
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enable you to deliver your phonograph free of blemishes of all kinds.

These covers are made of Government Khaki, interlined with heavy felt or
cotton, fleece-lined, quilted and properly manufactured. Perfect protection
in all weather.
GRADE A
GRADE
B

Carrying Straps Extra
Use the Lansing Khaki Moving Cover
and your delivery
00 troubles will be over.
$45.
Write for booklet
E.
611

H.

LANSING

Washington

Co. at Haverhill is one of the latest concerns
with which Manager Nelson has signed up. Some
of the largest orders for the Sonora line are
coming from the large Boston department store
of the Jordan Marsh Co.
Fred Peabody on Road to Recovery
The Boston phonograph dealers have been
sorry to learn of the serious illness of Fred
Peabody, who runs a chain of stores at Haverhill and Gloucester. He was threatened with
pneumonia, but thanks to good care he is on
the road to recovery. Mr. Peabody comes up
to Boston quite often and always gets a warm
welcome from his many friends.
Wholesale Columbia Department Busy
The last day of the month found Manager
Fred E. Mann's wholesale Columbia department
a busy place, for it was quarterly stock taking
day. In the city at the present time are C. A.
Klebart and Stephen Gilroy, auditors from the
New York office who have been spending a
week or more at the Federal street headquarters. Another visitor here from the New York

ana

faine

offices has been A. R. Harris, of the general
sales department. F. K. Pennington, assistant general sales manager, is expected here in
a day or two. Manager Mann is quite enthusiastic over the good showing that the month of
March made, which was the best of the three
of the current year thus far.
Featuring Nora Bayes' Records
It is of special interest to the trade that just
as Nora Bayes is making her appearance in Boston in the "Cohan Revue" the first of this
comedienne's records are being put out by the
Columbia Co. The engagement began at' the
Colonial Theatre April 1 and the windows of
the Grafonola Co. of New England made a
most attractive display of her records.
Make Splendid Victor Display
One of the attractive booths at the big exhibit at Horticultural Hall, which opened to-day
under the auspices of the Boston Herald, is that
of the M. Steinert & Sons Co., whose display of
Victor outfits is attracting .many persons. The
{Continued on page 22)
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exhibit is in charge of William A. Burnes, of
the Steinert house, and the demonstrations,
which occur at regular intervals, are listened to
by crowds of people. Robert Steinert, who is
in charge of the Arch street Victor headquarters, makes, a most encouraging report of the
March business both in machines and records,
but he, like others, is feeling the shortage of
goods.
The New England Vitanola Talking Machine
Co., exclusive distributors of the Vitanola talking machine, made in Chicago, for the New
England States, are steadily building up a very
satisfactory dealer clientele for this excellent
product.
NEW

ENGLAND

T. M. CO. EXPANDS

Add 3,000 Square Feet of Floor Space to Boston
Factory to Meet Demands
Boston, Mass., April 3.— Announcement is made
that the New England Talking Machine Co., of
this city, have found the necessity of adding some
3,000 feet of floor space to their factory, due
to the strong demand evidenced for their products. The "Perfection" ball bearing tone arm
and the new '"Perfection" flexitone reproducer
need ho introduction to the trade. Their increasing popularity has necessitated this change.
NEW

QUARTERS

FOR

TALKING

H. G. APPLIN

Somerville, Mass., April 5.— H. G. Applin, talking machine dealer, formerly located at 20~College avenue, has moved to new and larger quarters in the Medina Building, where he has installed several soundproof booths, commodious
record racks, and a complete repair department.
Mr. Applin handles both the Victor and Edison lines, and has been in business here for over
ten years. This is the fourth time that he has
been compelled to move, owing to the expansion of his business.
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Post Office Department Notifies Postmasters
Regarding Packages and Their Packing
Washington, D. C, April 6.— Complaints having reached the Post Office Department that
many phonograph records are broken in the
mails when sent by parcel post, Otto Prager,
Second Assistant Postmaster General, has notified the postmasters and other employes to be
careful to see that the articles are properly
packed, properly marked and carefully handled.
The order reads as follows:
"Numerous complaints of damage to phonograph records shipped in the mail indicate
that postal employes are not giving proper
attention to these fragile articles. Therefore,
it is directed that postmasters and all employes receiving parcel post from the public for
transmission in the mail shall be particularly
careful to see that such parcels are suitably
and sufficiently prepared for safe transmission,
and that they are plainly labeled 'Fragile.' All
postal employes are also cautioned to use special care in handling such parcels with a view
to preventing damage thereto."
CLEVER

SWINDLER

GETS
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RECORDS

Young Man Manages to Get Forty-five Records
From Two Stores of Shroyer Music House
Bethany, Mo., April 2. — The Shroyer Music
House, of this city and Albany, Mo., was stung
twice recently by the same swindler, and both
times for a goodly bunch of Edison records. A
young man about twenty years old entered the
Shroyer store in Albany recently and contracted to purchase an Edison phonograph on
instalments without making an initial payment.
He ordered nine records and offered to take
them with him to save the trouble of delivery.
The man left on the next train for Bethany
without waiting for the machine to be delivered. He next visited the Shroyer store

J SPRING LUBRICANT
GRAPHITE PHONO
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Motornot make
gooddry up, or
Is preparedIlsley's
in theLubricant
proper consistency,
run out,
become sticky or rancid. Remains in its original form indefinitely.
Write for special proposition to Jobbers.
MANUFACTURED BY
ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St., New York
Established 1853
here, and by some smooth talk managed to
get thirty-six Edison records on approval, agreeing to pay for those his folks selected. The
music house does not yet know how the records
appealed to the young man, for he got out of
town without delay. It is stated that the
Shroyer Music House will adopt a definite
policy of letting no records go out on approval
in the future.
SEMIPERMANENT

NEEDLE

POPULAR

Vallorbes Jewel Co. Make Enthusiastic Report
Regarding Latest Addition to Their Line —
Export Demand Steadily on the Increase
Lancaster, Pa., April 4.— The Vallorbes Jewel
Co. of this city report that their new semipermanent needle is growing in popularity by
leaps and bounds not only throughout the
United States but in Canada and other countries as well. W. F. Meiskey, president of the
company, reports that although they are just
about finishing taking care of the large number of initial inquiries, recorders are coming
in fast for large quantities.
The original card that was announced to the
trade has been improved in design and is printed
in three different colors so as to differentiate
between the three tones in which the needle is
made — soft, medium and loud. Mr. Meiskey announces that they might use an adaptation of a
familiar phrase and say, "We couldn't improve
the needle so we improved the card."
Ault & Miller, who handle the Edison line
in Fort Collins, Colo., are making a great drive
on bringing the merits of the Edison record
to the attention of the purchasing public.
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Filing Cabinet for use with Victrola VIII or IX; Columbia Grafonola 15, 25, 35 and 50; Aeolian
Vocalion D. & E., and other portable styles of talking machines.

Automatic Insert Files will re-equip
any standard Talking Machine with
durable up-to-date files — on dealers' sales floor or in customers'
homes. Every dealer and jobber
should carry them in stock.

in
Filing Cabinet — Style L. T.
Holds 200 Records

Sight

Opens automatically — remains open at the right
place — all records accessible — closes easily and
quickly — no weight to handle — no more broken or
misplaced records. Records properly filed give
maximum use and enjoyment.
Mr. Dealer: You ought to add this profitmaker to
your line. Many thousands of phonographs and
records have been sold and thousands more are being sold every day ! There is a real demand and a
growing demand for efficient filing cabinets.
Automatic Record Containers meet every
nothing to) wear
ment.
Simple — flexible — durable
out — nothing to get broken or misplaced, requirelight to use them.

Attractive in Parlor or Library.
Satisfies your customer, sells readily. Ample filing capacity increases sales of records.

Automatic
Carrying
Cases for
Salesmen and Repairmen are ideal
— constructed on the same principle as our Record Containers.
Every dealer and jobber should
equip his salesmen with them to
increase their efficiency.

Manufacturers, get shop rights to equip your line
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it is produced — so-called " hill and
dale" or "lateral" cut — the AeolianVocalion will play it and play it better
than it can be heard from any other
phonograph.
DID the Aeolian- Vocalion possess
no other advantage; were it only
the equal of other phonographs in
other respects, this ability to play
all makes of records would make
it the most desirable phonograph to
own.
No single manufacturer, nor any
two manufacturers, controls the musical talent of the world. The phonograph field is constantly broadening,
new artists are appearing, and the
phonograph owner who is in a
position to enjoy them all commands
the situation.
But the Aeolian- Vocalion

Is Yours

the

-VOCALION

an Aeolian- Vocaer of
THE
confined to one, or
is not
lion own
at most two, groups of artists.
Every artist, every instrumentalist, every entertainer, every orchestra
and band that has made a record,
has made it for him to hear and to
enjoy.
No matter what the make of

record, no

World

is not

merely the equal of the best phonographs of other makes. It is absolutely supreme and alone among all
such instruments.

The tone of the Aeolian- Vocalion
has been scientifically demonstrated
to be far nearer that of any instrument or voice it reproduces, than has
hitherto been possible in phonographic reproduction.
The tone-controller of the AeolianVocalion — the celebrated "Graduola"
—is the first and only effective and artistic means devised for modulating
phonographic tone without muffling it
or changing its character.
The cases of the Aeolian-Vocalion
represent the first serious effort on
the part of phonograph manufacturers
to fit this instrument to take its place
among the other furnishings of the
modern home. The simplicity of
Vocalion case-designs, the depth and
richness of its case woods, are notable
in their contrast to what has hitherto
been typical of phonographs.

features of the AeolianOTHER
Vocalion — mechanical features
such as its automatic stop — represent
equal progress.
From every standpoint this great
phonograph, made by the world's
most progressive and largest builders
of musical instruments, offers the utmost in musical value, in pleasure and
entertainment and in architectural
beauty, that the expenditure of any
sum of money in such an instrument
can procure.

Vocalion Prices- Conventional Models, $45 to $375
Sixteen Beautiful Period Styles, from $215 to $650
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a grace
those ivho admire this Period.
The finely moidded top, the
shaped chamfering of the
corners and the decorative
grille, all contribute to the
harmony of the whole.
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THE introduction of these superbly
cased instruments represents the
third great achievement of the Aeolian
Company in developing the phonograph.
First — this Company produced the most
musical phonograph that has ever been heard.
Second — in the Graduola expression attachment it provided the only satisfactory and
artisticyetmeans
for controlling the phonograph's
tone
devised.
Third — The Aeolian Company, the first to
depart from the conventional lines in designing
Art Style Phonographs, now presents this superior phonograph in a wide variety of Period
Cases that are in line with the finest furniture
designing of the present day and that in price
are within the reach of almost every phonograph purchaser.
Harmony in Home Furnishing
In selecting furniture for even the
moderate home the purchaser is now
enabled to secure a harmony of effect
that in the past was available only to the
wealthy. The Aeolian Company has
recognized this condition and has taken
steps to meet it. The superb group of
Period Style Vocalions here announced
is its response to the growing popular
demand for phonographs of reasonable
price that will harmonize with the finest

VOCALIONS
modern furniture. Like the best examples of furniture of today, these Period
Vocalions have their origin in the rich
traditions of the historic past. Furthermore, they are thoroughly adapted to
the practical needs of the present, making them a true product of this age as
well as beautiful illustrations of the art
of the cabinet-maker of ages past.
These Period models introduce motifs
ranging from Gothic and Jacobean
through Queen Anne, Chippendale and
others, to our own American Duncan
Phyfe.
Superiority of
the Aeolian- Vocalion
The Aeolian- Vocalion is now recognized as the leading phonograph upon
the market.
Its positive superiority of cases, as
manifested both in the new Period Styles
and in the many conventional models
in which it is made, is but one of its
striking advantages.
The Aeolian- Vocalion's supremacy
extends to Tone, Tone-Control, Ability to
Play All Records, Appearance, and Auxiliary Features.

Vocalion Prices are — Conventional Models, $45 to $375
With Graduola from $110. Period Models from $215 to $650
Sold on Moderate Down Payments and Most Liberal Terms
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TRADE PLANS TO HELP UNCLE SAM'S BOYS
HOW CLEVELAND
Entertainment First Week of May for Y. M. C. A. and K. of C. Funds — President Bennett Appoints Association Committees — Helping Liberty Bond Campaign — Attractive Window Displays
Cleveland, O., April 9— The Talking Machine
Dealers' Association of Northern Ohio is going to give a big benefit performance and concert in some local theatre or armory during
the first week of May, the entire net proceeds
to go to the Y. M. C. A. and Knights of Columbus. Singers whose voices are reproduced
by talking machine records will be asked to cooperate in making the benefit a success. If
Keith's big Hippodrome can be obtained it will
be used, as it is the largest theatre in the Middle West.
At the March monthly meeting of the association Charles K. Bennett, president, appointed the
following committee to arrange for the benefit:
W. G. Bowie, chairman; L. Meier, of L. Meier
& Sons; A. W. Roos, manager of the Columbia
Graphophone Co.; J. J*. Schriner, music department manager; L. W. Bloom, secretary of the
Phonograph Co.; Richard Svehla, a West Twenty-fifth street dealer in musical instruments, and
A. L. Maresh, of the Maresh Piano Co.
At the April meeting of the association plans
will again be discussed and the arrangement
committee will report progress.
Mr. Bennett is very enthusiastic over the
prospects of a big benefit and thinks that the
appearance of several musical stars featured
through Victor, Pathe, Edison, Columbia and
other records will insure a big attendance and
net a goodly sum for the Knights of Columbus
and the Y. M. C. A. The proceeds will be split
fifty-fifty with these two organizations which are
doing so much to make camp life of soldiers a
pleasant existence.
During the March meeting, which was held at
Schuester's Cafe, trade conditions were variously discussed. There were twenty-four members
present and assurances of two more members
were received.
Mr. Bennett announced the following standing committees for the association for 1918:
Executive — L. W. Bloom, secretary of the Phonograph Co., chairman; L. Meier, of the L.
Meier & Sons Co.; Herman Wolfe, president
of the Wolfe Music Co.; T. A. Davis, manager
of the piano department of the Bailey Co.'s department store, and J. O. Raeder, secretarytreasurer of the Caldwell Piano Co.
Grievance — W. G. Bowie, chairman; Richard
Svehla, dealer in musical instruments, and E.
A. Fricdlander, manager of the Diamond Disc
Co.
The presence of several piano dealers who
are active members of the association, gave assurances of hearty support to the organization
during the year.
Mr. Bennett and others said transportation
conditions are still bad. "We are not getting
stock," said Mr. Bennett. "A consignment of
slock from- the Victor factory, Camden, N. J.,
started for Cleveland February 2, had not been
heard from March 21. At that date we had
received no machines started during March. It
is expensive business getting machines by express and the transportation charges eat up
profits. Of course, needles and records can
be sent by parcel post, as they are not so bulky
as machines."
After the meeting Mr. Bennett left for a vacation trip . to New York, Atlantic City and
other places, from which he has just returned.
Talking machine dealers of the Cleveland Association are staging some unusual activities
for the third Liberty Bond sale campaign,
which opened April 6. Cleveland has always
"gone over the top" in its war subscriptions,
whether for the Red Cross, "Y," or Liberty
Bonds and War Savings Stamps, and during
the "Liberty Day" celebration, April 6, piano
dealers and talking machine men will play an important role. Music will be a big lever in the
campaign, and no means will be spared by talking machine men to do their bit in putting over
the third Liberty Loan.
Cleveland is the home of the nation's Sec-

retary of War and his assistant, also' the National Fuel Administrator, Harry A. Garfield,
Christian Girl, head of the motor truck department of the war council, and other "dollar-ayear men" now serving their country in Washington. For this reason Cleveland will have a
big wave of patriotism April 6 and launch the
third loan with a series of parades and other
demonstrations in which music of all kinds will
play an important role.
Eastertide found talking machine dealers all
set for the event. Many effective window displays attracted attention to stores. The Collister & Sayles Co., Victor dealers, put on a
fine show window attraction, as did the Wolfe
Music Co. The Eclipse Musical Co., Victor
distributors, went the limit with a display in the
company's retail store, Euclid avenue, that won
high praise.
The B. Dreher's Sons Co. also had a fine display of machines. The Caldwell Piano Co., the
"Harmony Music Shoppe" of the Hart Piano
Co., and other well-known concerns displayed
machines, player-pianos, music rolls, records and
other seasonable stock. Easter found Cleveland in an optimistic mood, the weather having
moderated, making "glad rags" appropriate for
the "joyous season." All the churches had extra musical programs and "music was in the
Among the latest hits in talking machine records in Cleveland are:
Columbia — "Au Revoir, But Not Good-bye,
Soldier Boy," by Henry Burr; "There's a Servair."
ice Flag Flying at Our House," by the Sterling
Trio; Charles Harrison's "Li'l Liza Jane";
Marconi Brothers' "It's a Long Way to BerStarr — "When the Bell in the Lighthouse
Rings," by Frederick Martin; "Oh, Promise
Me," by Chester W. Smith; "Drink to Me Only

With Thine Eyes," by Albert Widerhold; "Vulcan's Song," by Frederick Martin.
Pathe— "In the Land of Wedding Bells," by
Campbell and Burr; "Are You From Heaven?"
by Irving Gillette; "Liberty Bell," by the Peerless Quartet; "Love and Life in Holland," by
the Imperial Symphony Orchestra.
"When the Boys From Dixie Eat the Melon
on the Rhine, "."I'm Writing to You, Sammy,"
"American Through and Through" and "There's
a Service
Flying patriotic
at Our hits
House"
— these
are
among Flag
the newest
of the
past
few davs.
ISSUE
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Standard Talking Machine Co. Urges Dealers
to Push Selected List of Victor Records, All
of Which Are Now Obtainable
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 2. — The Standard Talking Machine Co., in connection with their service department for dealers, have issued a series
of new weekly bulletins for the use of retailers,
listing from twenty to twenty-five of the most
desirable records in regular form, with the
names of the selections, the artists who make
them, size and price. It is urged that the dealers during the week call the particular attention of the customers to these selected lists of
records, all of which the Standard Co. have in
stock before the bulletin is issued. Up-todate the plan has proven most successful, and
has stimulated the sale of a number of records
that usually would rest on the dealer's shelves,
and likewise has compensated in some measure
for the dearth of some of the more popular selections.
OCCUPYING

NEW

QUARTERS

The Glendale Phonograph & Piano Co., Glendale, Cal., is now located in attractive new quarters at 323 Grand Boulevard, that city. The
company features the Baldwin pianos in addition to phonographs and musical merchandise.
Two soundproof booths have been installed.
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When Piano Dealers started to sell Talking Machines with so
much success, did they do so at the expense of their piano business?
NO — the combination proved to be an instantaneous success — each
has helped the other.
Your business, selling talking machines only, is probably as big
as an exclusive business as you can make it. Why not branch
/
out?
You can do with Pianos what the piano man did with
/
Talking Machines.
,
With little additional investment and the same over/
head expense, you can sell Pianos and Player Pianos
✓
profitably.
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Kohler &
ing machine business, and you will make more
y Campbell,
money.
For particulars address
/
/
Inc.
/
KOHLER

&

CAMPBELL,

llth Avenue
NEW

and

YORK

50th

/

Inc.

/
/

Street

/
/

CITY

/

llth AVE.
50th ST.
NEW and
YORK
Dear Sirs : Kindly
sendlars us
full plan
particuof your
to

combine profitable Piano
and Player Piano selling
with our present business.

/
The

most

manufacturers,

/

successful

/

of Pianos,

Player Pianos and Grand
Pianos
in America.

/
/
TEAR OFF THIS COUPON

AND MAIL

THE
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Scarcity of Stock a Serious Problem — Hedman
Tells of Prosperity With Farmers— L. H.
Lucker Tells of Conditions— Other News

Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Prepares a Number of
Suggestions for Window Trims for Retailers— The Basic Principles Illustrated

St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., April 4. —
The business situation in St. Paul and Minneapolis is just what it was last month, the month
before, six months ago and a year ago. Dealers, whether retailing or jobbing, simply are
unable to supply machines as they are desired
and no one has any idea as to the proportions
the Victrola trade, for instance, could assume
in this territory if the machines were obtainable as freely as desired. W. J. Dyer & Bro.
are buried in urgent appeals for instruments
not only from dealers in their territory, but
often from houses at a distance. The Beckwith-O'Neill Co. has discontinued sending its
representatives to the dual city trade because
there is nothing to offer except apologies and
excuses. It is not easy to discourage such confirmed optimists as E. F. O'Neill and George
Mairs, but they have to be content in view of
conditions.
South Dakota farmers never were so busy as
they have been this spring, declares E. W. Hedman, traveler for the Columbia Graphophone
Co. There is a greater acreage of grain than
•the State ever saw before, and if the Lord will
aid occasionally they promise to give Uncle
Sam the greatest supply of grain that ever
came from that State. Other travelers bring
the same hopeful reports, and with a March increase of between 60 and 70 per cent, in the
volume of business as between 1917 and 1918
Manager Sprague sees a chance to win another
silver tank and some laurels. J. W. Hayes,
local scout for the Columbia Co., is credited with
some record business in Minneapolis and St.
Paul. The company plans to restrict the number of dealers in the Twin Cities by centering
their efforts with the strong accounts.
F. S. Binger, chief assistant auditor of the
parent company, left last week for the East
after working here about a month. He was accompanied by Richard Grant, who leaves the
Columbia Co. on his arrival in New York to
become a rookie at Camp Mills, and get a blue
star in the Columbia flag. The appointment
of R. C. Tanner as chief clerk at the Minneapolis headquarters office is announced by Manager Sprague.
Officials of the Minnesota Phonograph Co.,
jobbers of Edison phonographs, feel in a somewhat complacent mood, although the Twin City
retail trade hardly is up to expectations. Recent arrivals of carloads and other shipments of
instruments and records have placed the company in a position to supply the wants of this
large growing circle of dealers. Manager Laurence H. Lucker was in a sorry position some
months ago, but the trade skies are much
brighter now that he can command the goods.
Minneapolis and St. Paul newspapers are carrying the want ads of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. for rubbers and finishers at the Dubuque, la., factor}'. The Brunswick business is
excellent, particularly in Minneapolis, where the
Brunswicks are handled by Boutell Bros., big
furniture dealers, and the exclusive Brunswick
shop of Nye & Nye, who are housed in one of
the most artistic talking machine shops in the
Northwest. E. L. Kern, one of the directors of
the company, is head of the Northwestern organization.
Pathe phonographs and records continue to
be distributed on a generous scale by the G.
Sommers Co., which has a most wonderful and
extensive organization. Jay H. Wheeler, head
of the phonograph department, is a veteran in
the business, and is understood to be making
a distinct mark with the house.
Sewell D. Andrews, who looks after the interests of the Sonora phonograph in the Northwest, is out of town for the time being, but it
is stated that the business is on a satisfactory
basis with a goodly increase as a result of the
Sonora convention in Minneapolis in January.

Realizing that many more Edison dealers
would show attractive windows if they fully
understood some of the basic principles of window display, the advertising department of
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., have devised a num-

represented by a "William and Mary" at the
right and two- smaller models at the left. Recreations, three on each side, are tacked up
with attractively lettered panels beneath each
one.
Beside the "William and Mary" model is a
yellow pottery vase filled with pussy willow
branches. More pussy willows, tied with yellow
tulle, are placed in the front corners of the
windows.
The long sign, made of cardboard, and let-

COME IN AMDHEBR
RE.-CREATIONS OF THE W0RII& BEST MUSIC ON
THE
NEW
EDISON

as
first 1
1
RS the
REf RUhlMG
SIGNS OF

n

spRine.

An Attractive Spring Window

I

Featuring the Edison Phonograph

ber of appropriate displays which a dealer can
place in his window at very slight cost.
In the above sketch originality and good taste
have joined forces to present the idea of music's
re-creation so convincingly that all who pass
must pause and consider.
Characteristic spring colors of green, yellow
and light gray are used. The background is
made by hanging green denim at the sides and
back of the window. 'The New Edison is well

tered in light gray and yellow, says: "Come
in and hear re-creations of the world's best
music on the New Edison." "As refreshing
as the first signs of spring," the poster below
tells you. Here the cardboard is of light gray
and the lettering of yellow. A third and smaller
sign to the right might announce recitals. As
a final argument pictures of famous artists singing with their Edison Re-Creations are grouped
at either side of the poster.

eon
J /A
Lie
4k
Your

distributor will give you
mpar
the fullest co-operation.

and

nearest

DELPHEON

plus DELPHEON

SERVICE

prompt

service

brings SUCCESS

The Delpheon Shop
117-119 Peachtree Arcade
Atlanta, Georgia

Delpheon Sales Company
25 Church Street
New York City

Walter Verhalen
Busch Building

Verbeck Musical Sales Co.
435 William Street
Buffalo, New York

Dallas, Texas

Chicago Display
Sixth Floor, Republic Building
Or
The
BAY

write direct to

DELPHEON
CITY

COMPANY
MICHIGAN
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FEATURES

THREE

ATTRACTIVE

HANGERS

Cary Bill, Taxing Dealers Doing Business on
Instalments, Excites Countrywide Opposition
— J. N. Blackman Gives His Views

Gotten Out by the Advertising Department of
the Columbia Graphophone Co. for Use of
Their Dealers — Should Stimulate Sales

The National Association of Talking Machine
Jobbers is keenly interested in the Cary bill
now before Congress, which provides for a license of $200 per year for all merchants selling
goods on instalments, and which includes a
number of decidedly objectionable features.
The bill was introduced by Congressman Cary,
of Wisconsin, and, although it applies only to
the District of Columbia, the measure is exciting countrywide opposition.
Action by the Jobbers' Association on this
bill was referred to its legislative committee, and
in the meantime J. Newcomb Blackman, president of the association, has taken up the matter by correspondence with Washington, and the
legislative committee is planning to take any
action that is deemed advisable.
Mr. Blackman thinks that this bill is decidedly inimical to the best interests of the country,
and that because of its serious faults it will practically defeat itself. Mr. Blackman points out
that the bill will not regulate instalment business, but will tend to annihilate it, as it contains
features that will make it practically impossible
for an instalment house to do business.

The advertising department of the Columbia
Graphophone Co. recently prepared for the use
of Columbia
dealers three very attractive

VIGILANCE

COMMITTEE

IS ACTIVE

Issues Bulletin Regarding Operations of "Gyp"
Dealer in Chicago and Is Co-operating With
Music Industries Better Business Bureau

Graptiophone Co.
Building, New York

this popular selection having been recorded by
the Columbia Co. three different ways — an instrumental arrangement by Prince's Orchestra,
a tenor duet by Campbell and Burr, and an Hawaiian guitar combination.
The hanger featuring the big war hits has a
definite and timely appeal that is certain to stimulate the demand for the records listed on this
hanger.
The Al Johnson hanger can not fail

!
COLUMBIA RECORDS!
The Haunting M*hdy
! "MISSOURI WALTZ" I

All the Big War Hits on
Columbia
Records

Orch«iAra A SSI? |
\ DANCE VOCAL- =r"iHAWAIIAN
MISSOURI WALTZI MISSOURI WALTZ. (HaA-a-Bj-e H» Baby),A
MISSOURI WALTZ,
Record Hits

Columbia

Buy These

HEAR THEM HERE

Records

Hangers Featuring Popular Columbia Records
hangers featuring Columbia records that are
to attract attention, as this popular star is now
destined to be successful in all parts of the
adding to his laurels in a new revue at the
country. These hangers are presented hereWinter Garden. His rendition of the successwith, and the fact that they are being used by
ful song, "I'm All Bound Round With the
Columbia representatives everywhere indicates
Mason
Dixon Line," has won considerable
their practical value.
praise, and this record has met with a ready
sale!
One hanger features the "Missouri Waltz,"

The National Vigilance Committee of the
Associated Advertising Clubs of the World has

questionable. The committee has gone so far
as to issue a bulletin regarding the advertising
of R. Nordin, appearing in the Chicago papers
over that name, and also over the name of
A. Nordin, F. Nordin, B. Nordin, etc.

entered the fight against "gyp" dealers in musical
instruments who use the classified columns of
newspapers to dispose of instruments from
residences
under claims that are generally

Nordin's specialty was advertising "My beautiful $150 Victrola size phonograph and records,
guaranteed ten years. Will accept $60. Used
only ten weeks. Wonderful bargain, etc." The
Sold

Dayton

all

over

Vigilance Committee declares that the name
Victrola is misleading, and that Nordin handles
another make of phonographs. An advertising
agency is also mixed up in the case, having
placed the advertising for Nordin.
The National Vigilance Committee is working
in co-operation with the Music Industries
Better Business Bureau, and bulletins covering
other transactions will soon be issued.

the

world

Used in all high class
Talking
Machines

Motors

They have won wonderful and enduring popularity and
embody the silent running, reliable and durable features
that delight the customer and satisfy the builder. The
as
being Motor is considered by manufacturers and users
Dayton
The

Best

Built Motor

in the World

It has made good in Thousands of machines. Give us
an opportunity to prove it.
Build satisfaction into your products by using our
Quality Line — Dayton Motors, Dayton Tone Arms,
Dayton Reproducers. All styles and sizes. They will
bring you more business and .satisfy your customers.
Write for full particulars.
THE

THOMAS

MFG.

cash

combination?

Columbia
Woolworth

HAS OBJECTIONABLE

the

for

CO., 322

Bolt

Street, DAYTON,

OHIO,

U. S. A.
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GETTING AFTER THE "GYP" DEALERS
Assistant District Attorney Goldstein Planning

McCORMACK'S

SAN FRANCISCO
CONCERT
REALIZES
$24,700
Famous Irish Tenor Scores Phenomenal Success in Concert for American Red Cross — Sherman,
Clay & Co. Co-operate in Generous Way — Entire Affair Splendid Evidence of Patriotism

San Francisco, Cal., April 4. — Local talking
machine and music circles are still agog over
the recent sensational appearance of John McCormack, the famous Irish tenor, in this city.
Mr. McCormack's appearance in the interests
of the American Red' Cross served to enrich
the funds to the extent of $24,700.
The admittance fees — the place was filled —
totaled close to $20,000, and Tom Skeyhill, the

to Prosecute Those Who Offer to "Sacrifice"
Talking Machines at Prices in Excess of Real
Values — Busy in Harlem District

brought $550 from J. J. Tynan, while Mayor
$250 for "I Hear You Calling Me."
Rolph S.paid
Mrs.
R. Maynard paid an even $500 for the
"Long, Long Trail," and Mrs. E. J. Knight paid
a like amount for the Berceuse from "Joselyn."
Skeyhill auctioned the records off until his
voice failed him and he was led from the platform in a storm of cheers.
McCormack
sang unimagined
pathos and

As was prophesied some time ago, "gyp" dealers in musical instruments, and particularly talking machines, have been quick to take advantage of conditions brought about by the
draft, and the sudden calling of young men
from their homes and occupations. Dealers
have been particularly active in the upper section of New York City, and the newspapers
are quite full of announcements of machines and
records offered at a "sacrifice, owing to the
fact that the owner has been called to the colors

beauty into "Mother
Machree," w h i c h
came as an encore.
"Has Sorrow Thy

and must dispose of his effects." Assistant District Attorney Goldstein has taken cognizance

brought
tears Faded"
to the
Young Days
eyes of many, and it
is no exaggeration
to say that the
rafters rang with the
applause which
greeted the noble
"God Be With Our

of the activities of "gyp" dealers, and is investigating their operations. He threatens
that when sufficient proof is forthcoming he
will
take immediate action to stop their activities.
Investigators in one instance, lured by the
announcement that a "$200 model machine and
library of records, little used, could be purchased for $60 from a young man Uptonbound," found that not only could the machine
on exhibition in the front room of the apartment be purchased at the special price, at least
50 per cent, more than it was really worth, but
there were a dozen or more machines in the

The
program
was
Boys
To-night."
well-balanced, with
tender Irish airs and
songs oftype.
the more
martial
San Francisco has
established a record
Sherman, Clay & Co. Window Advertising of McCormack's Concert for the McCormack
tour. The sale of records exceeded that of any
twenty-one-year-old Anzac boy who for three
other city. Cleveland is second with a record
years battled with the English colonial forces,
sale of $3,500.
to leave his eyes behind him on the western
front, sold records of the golden McCormack
The records by McCormack which were aucvoice, adding $5,250 to the box office receipts.
tioned off by Skeyhill were donated by SherAll will be given to the Red Cross.
man, Clay & Co., well-known Victor wholesalers, of this city, who did their full share in
Skeyhill, his sightless face making mute apmaking
the concert a success, and incidentally
peal to the hearts of the audience, was eminently successful as a seller of records. The
arranged a most elaborate and attractive McCormack window to their store to mark the
"Star-Spangled Banner" went to E. J. Carroll,
of the St. Francis Hotel, at $550, and E. Brule,
event. In the window display was a life-size
figure of McCormack, as the centerpiece, which
of the Palace Hotel, paid $1,000 for "The Sunproved
-q
shine of Your Smile," immediately reselling it is shown herewith. The entire affair
how
patriotic
are
San
Franciscans.
for $500.
"Keep the Home Fires Burning"
CHANGES

IN PORTLAND

STAFFS

Various Talking Machine Men Make New Connections in That City and Vicinity
Portland, Ore., April 3. — Many changes have
taken place in the employed forces of the talking machine departments of local big music
houses in the last month. C. B. Cordner, of
Filers Music House, has taken the position of
manager of the talking machine department, succeeding to the place formerly held by H. S. Rayner, who is now in Seattle with the HopperKelly Co. Mr. Cordner is well known and well
liked by Portland people. He has long been
with the Eilers people. The new manager has
• started out a drive for cash sales and has been
having remarkable success, due, he believes, to
the prosperous condition of the people of Portland.
R. C. Coltart, of the Columbia Graphophone
Co.'s Portland branch, has gone to San Francisco, where he will take charge of the Columbia branch there.
Henry Schmidke has succeeded Mr. Coltart
with the Columbia people. Mr. Schmidke, who
has been traveling for the Portland branch
through the Oregon territory, is considered • one
of the most efficient officers of the local house.
W. L. LeVanway, Jr., has been placed in
charge of the phonograph department of the
Graves Music Store. The position was formerly held by I. W. Lane, who has gone to
Tulsa, Okla., and is now connected with the
Tulsa Automobile Co.
C. V. Jones, traveling salesman of the Portland branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
has been meeting with big success in the spruce
districts of Southwestern Oregon.
H. A. Yerkes, of New York, traveling man-
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adjoiningrificed"room
one at a ready
time. to be moved in and "sacMr. Goldstein urges that dealers, or individuals, who obtain proof of fraud in the operation of "gyp" dealers, communicate with him
that he may take legal action. It may also be
said that dealers in other cities who run against
"gyp" operations can secure action by reporting the same to the Music Industries Better
Business Bureau in Milwaukee, who are co-operating with the National Vigilance Committee
of the Advertising Clubs of the World, in an
effort to check the evil in all sections of the
country.
OCCUPYING

ager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., enjoyed
a trip up the Columbia Highway while here.
Mr. Yerkes and his wife were guests of L. D.
Heater, manager of the local Columbia branch.

NEW

QUARTERS

William Gulden, furniture and talking machine dealer of Union Hill, N. J., is now located
in a fine new store at 149 Bergenline avenue.
Mr. Gulden features the Brunswick phonograph.

"GL
OBE
"
TRANSFER
NAME
PLATES
PAYETTE
MUSIC HOUSE
Are being applied on Talking Machines, Pianos,
SV"^.— ei
^SOLD WASH/i^T
(3 rtJoEEN,
^
Furniture, Typewriters, Sewing Machines, Sporting
STYLE 1
Goods, etc., by progressive dealers everywhere.
ARTISTIC —
You

PERMANENT —

EASILY

APPLIED

can order any of the designs illustrated

opposite, Style 1 to 7, with your copy, at following prices:

STYLE 3
ELEVENfeii^^(^°[w1niHig
ENTIRE FLOORS

250, $16.00 2000, $40.00
500, 20.00 3000, 50.00

TRANSFERRING OUTFIT
Consisting: of one 1 in. Felt Roller,
Bottle of Transfer Size, Brush and
complete directions shipped with
every order.

1000, 27.50 5000, 65.00
STYLE 5
ii<®§i Mm™
CC^

&

STYLE 6
SOLD BY

<g WHITE PIANO CO.
STYLE 7
Illustrations are Ha'if Size.
WRITE FOR SAMPLES

Terms, 30 days net, F. O. B.
Jersey City, N. J. Firms
not rated should send cash
with order. No C. O. D.
orders accepted.
NX' rite for folder, "You Need Decalcomanie In Your Business."
GLOBE

DECALCOMANIE
Manufacturers and Importers

74 Montgomery

St.

JERSEY

CO.

CITY, N. J.
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Have your sales-people play these for your trade and you will be surprised at the
amount of obtainable records you can sell. Let us have your order at once for any of
this list and
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Competitors'
Your
and
as well as other points which his line possesses.
The ideal talking
machine salesman is careful
prospect praises the tone of a competing line,
These and similar arguments can be used
the salesman should be able to point out the fact
to maintain the reputation of his wares. Every
most
effectively by the salesman, without in
that
this
own
line
is
equal,
if
not
superior,
in
instrument has a certain standing and reputatone
to
the
instrument
being
praised
by
the
tion, and it behooves the retail- salesman to
any way knocking his competitor, or his comguard that reputation as carefully as though
prospect, and to do this the salesman must
petitor's line. The arguments can only be made
effective, however, if the salesman has a thorhe himself were the manufacturer. To accomknow enough about the principles of construcough knowledge of his own line, and knows
plish this the salesman must know his line
tion to prove that his line need not take secenough
concerning competing lines .to talk
ond place when compared with competing inthoroughly — must know its good points, its exabout them intelligently. The salesman who
struments. Ifthe prospect is enamored of some
clusive features, and also its defects, if any
there be. In addition to this he must also
attempts to sell talking machines without first
special feature of case design in a competing
fortifying himself with a practical knowledge of
line, the salesman should know enough about
have a general knowledge of competing lines
the instruments he is selling is no surer of
case construction to point out the special feaand their merits and shortcomings. A knowlsuccess
than would a schoolboy be of solving
tures
embodied
in
his
own
instruments,
and
be
edge of the peculiarities of competing instruments is invaluable to the salesman.
able to convince the prospect of the beauty
a problem in algebra without first having committed to memory the multiplication table.
and attractiveness of the wood and the finish,
It is human nature for a prospective customer to walk into a talking machine store,
manufactured especially for school use, was
MOULDING THE AMERICAN CITIZEN
and disparage the line of instruments for sale
shown in one corner of the announcement.
therein, praising the qualities of some other
line. This is done, often as not, not because
Striking Victor Co. Advertisement Calls AttenRECEIVING CONGRATULATIONS
tion to What the Victrola Is Doing in the
the prospect really believes the other line is
Schools of the Country Just Now
better, but because he, the prospct, wants to
G. C. Jell, general manager of the recording
settle his mind absolutely in regard to the inlaboratories of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
One of the most effective Victor advertisestrument the salesman is showing him, before
New York, is receiving the congratulations of
the sale is consummated. In other words, the
ments yet presented was that appearing in the
his friends and co-workers upon the arrival at
prospect wants to convince himself that he is Saturday Evening Post of March 23, which
his home a fortnight since of a baby girl, who
making the best possible purchase, and if the emphasized in a striking manner, through the
has been christened Mary Caroline. Miss Jell
medium of both text and illustrations, the strong
salesman can point out the difference between
position held by the Victrola in the schools of will doubtless have unlimited opportunities to
his products and those being sold by a combecome an operatic artist, under the guidance of
the country. The advertisement was captioned:
petitor, and point out these differences so clearthe Columbia recording laboratory manager.
ly and convincingly that the prospect remem"Moulding the American Citizen of To-morrow,"
and
offered
an
appeal
along
a
.
new
line.
The
bers and believes the salesman's statements,
border was made of a series of views showing
the sale will not only be made, but it will
HOLD OPENING OF NEW QUARTERS
the Victor machine furnishing music for folk
"stick."
The Victoria Music Co., Wilmington, N. C,
In doing this, however, the salesman must
dances, singing and writing exercises, calisthenics,
etc.,
in
graded
and
high
schools,
and
the
recently
held the opening of their new quarcarefully refrain from "knocking." The verters in the new Theatre Building, at the corner
text called attention to the fact that the Vicbal hammer of the salesman, pounding against
of Second and Market streets. The company
trola was used in more than 25,000 public schools
a competitor's line, has spoiled more possible
features Victrolas and records exclusively.
in 6,000 cities and towns. The Victrola XXV,
sales than any other single factor.
If the
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And we have other cabinets for all talking machines and phonographs. HERZOG
Art Record Cabinets
are correctly designed, substantially constructed and exceedingly well finished. They stimulate the sale
of machines and records. Many are being sold daily to those who already own small machines and the
dealer who does not carry a representative stock of HERZOG
Record Cabinets is overlooking a prolific
source of additional and easy profits.

Artistic
A handsome new Catalog showing
the complete line is just off the
press. Ask for a copy of Catalog
No. 22 and see the biggest and best
line of Art Record Cabinets on
the market.
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Wool worth Building, New York

COLUMBIA

DEALERS

HOLD

MEETING

Lambert Friedl Prepares Many Interesting Subjects for Discussion at Third Monthly Gathering of Columbia Retail Dealers

and G. C. Jell, general manager of the recording laboratory, were also present at this meeting for the purpose of deriving all possible benefit from the dealers' suggestions, etc.
A number of Columbia artists rendered pop-

At the close of the meeting the dealers expressed their hearty enthusiasm regarding the
practical value of these business sessions, and
it is quite likely that Mr. Friedl will call these
meetings regularly for the next few months.

The third monthly meeting of Columbia dealers was held last month in the auditorium of
the Columbia Shop, and a representative gathering of Columbia retailers was on hand to participate in the various business discussions that
constituted the program. Lambert Friedl,
manager of the local wholesale branch of the
Columbia Graphophone Co., who inaugurated
these meetings, prepared for the dealers a number of interesting topics that were the subject
of serious discussion, the principal topic being
the new Columbia records, which will be issued
on April 10.
Ralph W. Knox, advertising manager of the

Lambert Friedl
Columbia Co., delivered an effective and timely
address regarding the company's advertising
plans for the present and the future, telling the
dealers how they can tie up their local advertising with this campaign, and pointing out just
what the publicity will represent. Edward N.
Burns, vice-president of the Columbia Co., who
is taking a keen interest in Columbia recording,

Columbia Retailers Who Attended Recent Monthly Meeting
They give the dealers an opportunity to get toular selections as a part of the musical program: the artists present including Chas. W.
gether and talk over common business probHarrison, Frank Croxton and Reed Miller, with
lems, and under Mr. Friedl's direction every
possible effort is being made to co-operate with
Chas. A. Prince at the piano. A. Oblo, a successful Columbia dealer in Brooklyn, N. Y., also
the dealers and carry out their suggestions alonggave a number of musical selections.
practical lines.
attractively arranged that the entire department
BEAUTIFULLY EQUIPPED QUARTERS
is one of the most imposing and most artistic
to be found anywhere in the trade. Mr. Glasser
Now Occupied by the Outlet Co., Which Celebrates Its Eighteenth Anniversary
is quite enthusiastic about the trend of business
this spring, and is preparing for one of the most
Providence, R. I., April 3. — The Victrola de- satisfactory years in the history of this house.
partment of the Outlet Co., of this city, recently
celebrated its eighteenth anniversary, and ManNEW PAMPHLET ON DECALCOMANIE
ager Harold A. Glasser, who for a long time
was identified with the Victor trade in New
Containing Samples of New Name Plates for
York City, has been receiving congratulations
Talking Machines by Smith-Schifflin Co.
on the success of this enterprise, which is the
largest Victor establishment in the State of
The Smith-Schifflin Co.. manufacturers of
Rhode Island.
"Magnet" decalcomanie name plate?, are findIn the new talking machine department, which
ing the demands for their product to be greatly
is located on the third floor of the monster
on the increase, so states Geo. A. Smith, of the
Outlet building, there are eighteen soundproof
firm. Since the first of the year the calls for
booths, a complete repair shop, a record library,
samples and the return orders from dealers have
office, and a room devoted especially to the sale been very heavy, and this, with the addition of
of records by telephone. The entire woodwork
a substantial demand from the manufacturing
is finished in antique oak, and the booths are so
trade, has kept the company working to capacity. A new pamphlet is now being sent out
to the trade containing facsimile illustrations of
name plates together with price quotations.

"INVINCIBLE"
The
The Sound -Box that has Gained the World's Confidence
^
•I
•J
C[
•J

Plays all makes of records perfectly.
Pure, clean, sweet and with a solid and round tone.
Constructed to give service and absolutely guaranteed.
No superfluous parts, and production uniform — no seconds
Supplied with mica or our special composition diaphragm.
Write today for samples and prices. Ask
also to send you our No. 2 " Invincible."
NEW
JERSEY
REPRODUCER
CO.
847 Broad Street
NEWARK, N. J.

Whether a commander of a ship or a stoker
in the ranks, "act well your part; there all the
honor lies." And if called upon to assume the
heavy burdens
without
flinching.and great duties — go to them
COTTON
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Many Interesting Business Questions Discussed
—Urged That Terms Be Held Up to Good
Standard — Condemn Approval Practice

Talking Machine Dealers in Pittsburgh See Motion Pictures Showing How Victrolas and
Records Are Manufactured — Large Attendance

Portland, Ore., April 2. — The monthly meeting
and banquet of the recently organized Portland
Dealers' Talking Machine Association, held at
the Imperial Hotel March 19, did much to
cement business relations between the dealers
in this city and to wipe out unfair methods
of competition. Following a delightful banquet,
E. B. Hyatt, president of the association, called
the twenty-one members to order and an interesting session was held in which many things
of interest to the local trade were discussed.
L. D. Heater, manager of the Columbia
Graphophone Co., and James Loder, manager
of the talking machine department of the Bush
& Lane Co., called particular attention to the
necessity of keeping terms up to a dignified and
businesslike standard — to put the goods before
the public and sell them in a legitimate way. It
was decided that the firms should all require
payment of 10 per cent, down and require the
contract to be paid up within one year.
Taylor C. White, manager of the talking machine department of Sherman, Clay & Co., and
L. D. Heater started a discussion in regard
to sending out records on approval. The practice was generally condemned, the speakers
maintaining that the public abused the confidence of the dealers in this way and injured the
records. There were a few present, however,
who thought that better business could be obtained by the old method of allowing customers
the privilege of taking records home to make
their selections in that way.
Attention was called to the fact that there
were dealers who were offering records free
with higher-priced machines as a means of developing trade. Stress was laid on Portland's
present prosperity and the needlessness of this
method of getting business, and the dealers all
finally agreed to discontinue any such practice.
It was decided that the records henceforth
should all be sold separately. Almost all the
houses have been following this course of separate sales.
The best of feeling was exhibited at the meeting, despite wide variance of opinion on some
of the subjects discussed, and there was no
doubt that the association has co-ordinated the
business, and that the firms are now on the best
of terms with each other and are disposed to
help one another, whereas before the association was formed each firm was out for itself to
the detriment of the talking machine business
as a whole.
The representative of The Talking Machine
World was elected to honorary membership in
its association.

Pittsburgh, Pa., April 10. — A large number of
talking machine dealers in the local territory,
as well as a generous sprinkling of the public
at large, had the opportunity last night of seeing by means of motion pictures just how talking machine records are made in the factory
of the Victor Talking Machine Co. The film,
which has been shown in various sections of the
country, was made under the direct auspices
of the Victor Talking Machine Co., and its
showing in this city was arranged for by the

MAURICE

LANDAY

GETS

Pittsburgh
Talking Machine
Association. The exhibition
was held Dealers'
in the auditorium
of the Chamber of Commerce, and officers of
the association made special efforts to secure a
large attendance, particularly of dealers and
their employes. The general results were most
gratifying.
COMES

HOME

FROM

THE WAR

Louis Older, of Portland, Ore., Honorably Discharged From Canadian Service i
Portland, Ore., April 2. — Portland boasts one
veteran of the great European war among its
talking machine men — Louis Older, recently
Private Louis Older, of the First Depot Battalion, Vancouver, B. C. Mr. Older prior to
the war was known as the pace-maker and enthusiast of the Columbia Graphophone Co.'s
Portland branch. He has now returned to
Portland and has resumed his duties with the
Columbia people.
Mr. Older obtained an honorable discharge
after serving seven months in Canada and Scotland. He enlisted and was assigned to the
forestry division and was in Scotland when he
was kicked by a horse, the accident incapacitating him from further war duty — a broken ankle
and stiff knee being the regrettable result of the
accident.
OPEN
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IN ROME,

31
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Buckingham & Moak, well-known piano and
talking machine dealers of Utica, N. Y., have
opened a new store at. 170 West Dominick
street, Rome, N. Y., where in addition to pianos
and other musical goods they will feature the
Vocation phonograph.

PLAN

EDISON

DEALERS'

CONVENTION

Annual Sessions to Be Held at Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel During Week Beginning June 3
The annual convention of the Edison phonograph dealers will again be held in New York
this year, and is scheduled to occupy the entire
week, beginning on June 3, with headquarters
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, where last year's
convention was held. While, of course, it is
too early to judge, it is nevertheless believed by
the Edison officials that this year's convention
will surpass in attendance that of last year,
which in itself broke all previous records for
gatherings of that nature.
It will be a dealers' convention in every
sense of the word, and they will be in charge
of all sections of the convention. Plans are
now being laid for the preparation and reading of a number of special papers, both by the
dealers themselves and by factory officials who
will be invited to attend.
A particularly interesting fact in connection
with this year's convention is that it will be
held during the week of the National Music
Show at the Grand Central Palace, at which
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., will have an elaborate
exhibit. The various piano trade associations
will also hold their conventions the same week,
which will tend to make New York City a musical center for the time being at least.
AN ATTRACTIVE

ESTABLISHMENT

Odeon Music Co. Handling Brunswick Phonographs in New Brunswick, N. J.
New Brunswick, N. J., April 3. — The Odeon
Music Co., 28 Liberty street, this city, has a
most attractive establishment for the sale of all
kinds of musical instruments, including pianos,
player-pianos, Brunswick phonographs, as well
as music rolls and sheet music. The company,
of which D. E. Elmer is president, and J. C.
Cramer is manager, have installed three soundproof demonstrating booths in their phonograph
department and have equipped them in an
elaborate manner with rugs, comfortable furniture, decorative plants, etc., and report an excellent business.
Miller & Kades of Harrisburg, Pa., have
recently installed six soundproof booths costing
$6,000. This firm is the sole distributor of the
Columbia line in that district and reports an
increase of 50 per cent, in business last year.

LIBERTY
BONDS-BOSTON
ALBUMS
SAFEST
INVESTMENTS

ACTION

Proves Right Man as Advertising Manager of
"The Range Finder," Issued by His Artillery
Regiment Now Stationed at Fort Hancock
Maurice Landay, brother of Max and James
Landay, of Landay Bros., local Victor wholesalers, is a private in Battery E, Fifty-seventh
Artillery, C. A. C, at present stationed at Fort
Hancock, N. J., and incidentally fills in his
spare time as advertising manager of ''The
Range Finder," a snappy publication gotten
out in the interests of the regiment at various
intervals. The magazine is full of clever cartoons, excellent jokes and interesting articles
regarding army life and happenings at the Fort.
Mr. Landay has shown convincing proof of
his ability as advertising manager by lining up
several pages of good business for the publication, a number of local talking machine jobbers
having taken liberal space.
The regular quarterly dividend has been declared by the Victor Talking Machine Co. on
both common and preferred stocks, payable
April 15 to holders of record March 31.

Pat. Dec. 15. 1914

Buy Your Albums Direct From the Manufacturer
43-51 W. Fourth St.
Chicago Office:
New York, N. Y.
THE
BOSTON
BOOK
CO., Inc.
1470 So. Michigan Ave.
The only exclusive Record Album Factory in the world.
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PHENOMENAL
MONTH'S
BUSINESS IN PORTLAND,
ORE.
Leading Houses Make Most Encouraging Reports Regarding Business, But Complain of Shortage
of Machines and Records — Fine Spirit of Optimism Prevails Throughout the Trade
Portland, Ore., April 2. — Talking machine dealers in Portland report spring business of such
volume as never before experienced in this district. March sales eclipsed all marks, both for
machines and records, and the only real complaint heard among the dealers is regarding
transportation conditions and shortage of stock.
So heavy has the demand for Victrolas been
in Portland that an actual shortage exists and
many dealers have lost sales through inability
to deliver desired models.
The Wiley B. Allen Co., of Portland, followed
its February business, which was 100 per cent,
increase over that of February, 1917, by making
even a better record for March, the figures for
the latter month being even greater than that
of the big San Francisco house. Shortage of
stock alone prevented Wiley B. Allen from
breaking all existing records at the Portland
branch. In spite of this Paul B. Norris reports
a wonderful sale of Victor and Edison machines
and the rapidly diminishing stock testifies to
the fact. Hopes are entertained for an early
arrival of new machines and Mr. Norris says
unless more stock is soon forthcoming there
will be a big falling off in business. •
Sales continue large at the Hyatt Talking
Machine Co. store. E. B. Hyatt, manager of
the firm, says trouble has been experienced in
getting Victrolas, especially models Nos. 14 and
16. In one week 250 "Joan of Arc" records
were disposed of by this house and 150 more
have been ordered. A big new consignment of
Edison records has just arrived and Miss Emma
Reynolds, who has charge of the record department, says they are an unusually fine lot. Mr.
Hyatt says the demand for Columbia machines
keeps up well and this is especially pleasing
inasmuch as the Columbias are much more
easily obtained than are the other lines.
February and March were the biggest months

ever experienced by the Portland branch of the
Columbia Graphophone Co. L. D. Heater, manager of the house, says that he had thought December, 1917, would for a long time be unparalleled, but that February showed 2,000 more
records sold than in December, and March even
more than in February. Columbia machines
have been finding a greater sale than ever before, too, and this is in part attributed to
the fact that a great deal of the competition
has been removed because, of shortage of stock
in the Victor and Edison lines. Mr. Heater,
however, says that there is little hope of escaping a real shortage of Columbia machines because of the ever-increasing demand and railroad conditions which prevent the arrival of
enough machines to supply this demand. The
Columbia Co. has heretofore always been able
to supply all retail houses, but Mr. Heater says
before long customers will have to wait.
So great has been the increase of business in
the Dictaphone department of this company
that it has been found necessary to buy an additional truck to speed the delivery. L. C. Callahan, manager of the Columbia Dlictaphone department, says that the trade for February and
March has never been equaled in Portland.
Sonora machines have been finding a ready
sale at the Bush & Lane house. Patrick Murphy has been making some big deals, one $375
Sonora invincible topping a goodly list of sales
for the last month. Mr. Murphy also disposed
of a big line of Victrolas in the last month.
James Loder, manager of the department, declares that the high-priced Sonoras and Victors are the favorites in Portland and he says
if present indications are to be trusted the month
of April will be a memorable one for the department.
Excellent results have been obtained in the
Victrola department of the G. F. Johnson Music

Get

the

Co.'s store. The firm is now well established
in business and though it has only been in operation five months, a growing list of customers
attests to the fine management and the excellent character of the house. A lack of Victrolas and records interferes with some sales,
but Mr. Johnson says freight is slowly delivering long-belated orders and a fine spring trade
is regarded as certain.
The Meier & Frank Co. received a big shipment of Edison records which have been on
the way for some time and a good supply of
Edison machines is still in stock at this big
house. Large sales of Edisons are reported,
the $100 and $160 models being the best sellers.
The house reports a shortage of Victor records
and machines and therefore curtailed sales of
these instruments for which the demand continues strong. Miss Madeline Larsen, saleswoman in this department, says there is a good
stock of Columbia records and machines and
that sales of these goods have been heavy.
The Wakefield Music Co. reports big sales of
Brunswick phonographs. Several machines a
d_ay has been the record for the last month or
so and Miss Hazel Raymond, in charge of the
record department, says that never has the demand for records been so great.
The Reed-French Piano Co. has been having a fine trade in Columbia and Edison machines and the spring business is said to eclipse
all previous marks at this store.
The Edwards Furniture Co. is congratulating
itself on the receipt of a shipment of forty-seven
Unolas from Chicago, which were on the road
only twenty-one days. A big shipment of
Brunswicks was also received- by this house,
which reports ready sales. J. E. Allen, manager
of the talking machine department, • says he is
finding it increasingly difficult to procure enough
sales people to look after the business which
has been constantly expanding.
The Copp Music Shop of South Bend, Ind.,
Victor dealers, are planning to enlarge their
establishment.

Benefit

of the big business doing right now on
both talking machines and records
by handling
SALTER

Felt

Lined

Cabinets

These two styles are not only remarkable outfit sellers but are equally
attractive to people who have cabinet
machines but need more record
storage capacity.

SEND

FOR

CATALOGS

Showing many other attractive styles.
We also make a beautiful line of sheet
music and music roll cabinets.

SALTER
No. 19. Cabinet
(DOUBLE DOOR FRONT)
Made especially to hold the Victor- Victrola, No. IXA

337-49

MFG.

N. Oakley
CHICAGO,

CO.

Boulevard
ILL.
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No. 111. Cabinet (Opened)
For Columbia $50.00 Machine
33)4 inches high. Top, 23 x 19 }4 inches
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HALLET

& DAVIS START

CAMPAIGN

Famous Boston Institution Arrange for Active
Development of Their Pathe Business With
R. O. Ainslie as Manager — Affair Started With
Dinner and Business Meeting
Boston, Mass., April 1.— Toward the middle of
March the Hallet & Davis Co. started in on a
campaign by way of booming the Pathe line of
machines, and the program was opened with a
dinner at the Hotel Thorndike which was attended by the officers and managers of the Hallet & Davis Co., and several from New York,
including Eugene Widrnann, president of the
Pathe Co., and James Watters, the secretary of
the company. The dinner was followed by a
business meeting in the concert room of the
Hallet & Davis Co., 146 Boylston street. The
purpose of the meeting was to explain the
Pathe advertising campaign and to perfect plans
for the distribution of the Pathe line throughout
New England. This meeting was presided over
by O. A. Card, the Hallet & Davis retail manager, and there were speeches by C. C. Conway,
vice-president of the company; Secretary Watters, President Widrnann and R. O. Ainslie, who
has come from the West to take the management of this new Pathe line for the Hallet &
Davis house.
The advertising campaign was begun in one
of the Boston newspapers on the following
Sunday, and the local house began at the same
time to establish many new Pathe dealers both
in Boston and in New England, and one roadman has been kept busy doing nothing else
but visiting those who are anxious to take on
this line of talking machine. In the meantime
the retail business has been very large this
past fortnight, and it has been necessary to
increase the floor salesmen to take care of
customers who have been flocking to the store
both day and night, for the Boylston street
warerooms have been open every evening since
the campaign was on. In the delivery of goods
it is a fact that the vans and trucks have been
busy up to midnight. Each day since the
campaign was opened it has been gathering momentum and the success of the present Pathe
campaign is now an assured success. The Hallet & Davis dealers everywhere have been heartily co-operating with the home offices and this
has meant a lot in creating popularity for these
machines.
Mr. Ainslie, the new manager, is a Williams
college graduate, and has had some valuable
experience in the commercial world, and therefore comes to the Hallet & Davis house well
fitted for taking up this new work. He says
that the whole phonograph business among
the Hallet & Davis dealers all over the country is going way ahead of all expectations and
the roadmen are putting in a lot of their time
on this department of the business and are
sending in large-sized orders for Pathephones
and Pathe records every day.
HEAVY

LOSS CAUSED

TALKING
HEARS

MACHINE

OWN

Tacoma, Wash., April 1.— While Marion Harris, the well-known concert singer and Victor
artist, was in this city recently, in the course
of a recital tour, she visited the store of Sher-

Miss Marion Harris and the Victor
man, Clay & Co., Victor wholesalers, and took
occasion to listen to the reproduction of several
of her latest records. The accompanying picture shows Miss Harris enjoying the sound of
her own voice coming from the Victrola, with
the Victor dog on the other side, showing a
very intent, even though inanimate, interest.
QUARTERS

IN FRAMINGHAM

A. A. Vose, who features the Vocation phonograph in addition to his line of pianos in Framingham, Mass., has moved to larger quarters in
the new Crouch Building that city. Mr. Vose
has conducted a music store in Framingham
for over forty years.
FIRE IN THE

POOLEY

PLANT

Several completed and partially completed
talking machines were destroyed in a fire which
broke out in the factory of the Pooley Furniture Co., Seventeenth and Indiana avenues,
Philadelphia, recently, causing $1,000 damage.

The

NEW

VIBRATING

HORN

Western Inventor Devises Method for Supplementing Vocal and Instrumental Tones on
Records by Special Vibrating Tongues Keyed
in Sympathy With Different Tones
Several times recently authorities have claimed
that the chief difficulty with the present form of
talking machine is that one diaphragm is relied upon to record or reproduce, as the case
might be, various instrumental and vocal tones
each with its distinct series of vibrations, and
that confusion results therefrom to a certain extent.
Now comes an inventor from the West, Frederick Lyon, of Fayetteville, Ind., to be exact,
with a new talking machine invention designed
to separate and emphasize the different vibrations of instruments or voices. Mr. Lyon's invention consists of a specially constructed sound
chamber, which in the first place considerably
augments the tone and which is equipped with
a series of vibrating reeds set in a row and supported by wires, each reed resembling in magnified form the reeds in a harmonica, and keyed
to respond in sympathy with certain vibrations.
,For instance, the rapid vibration of a soprano
voice sets one reed in motion and the slower
vibration of the basso affects another reed.
These supplementary vibrations tend to emphasize the particular tone with which the reed is
in sympathy, and the effect is remarkable to say
the least.
Mr. Lyon had a machine in New York recently for the purpose of demonstrating it before various talking machine interests, and it
was, well received. A special horn and amplifying sound chamber can be placed in almost any
talking machine instead of the ordinary sound
chamber. It is of metal and, according to the
irjventor, can be manufactured accurately at
little expense.
A Western concern is now planning to manufacture a new talking machine embodying Mr.
Lyon's device.
NOW

SETTLED

IN NEW

STORE

The Peoria Phonograph Co., of which O. F.
Zimmerman is the manager, is now located in
attractive new quarters on the second floor of
the Hippodrome Building in Peoria, 111. The
company handles both the Edison and Brunswick phonographs, and reports a steadily growing' business.

Bliss

Will

BY FIRE

Play

Reproducer
All

Records

A new

superior and scientifically constructed sound box — no mica, rubber
or cork used.

Many Machines and Records Destroyed in Store
of W. F. Frederick Co., in Johnstown, Pa. —
Planning to Open New Quarters
Johnstown, Pa., March 30. — The building occupied by the local retail warerooms of the W.
F. Frederick Piano Co. was completely gutted
by fire on March 17. The entire loss to the
stock of the Frederick Co. totaled over $60,000,
and in addition to a number of pianos and
player-pianos, there were destroyed over seventy-five Victrolas, and over 5,000 records, valued in all at about $15,000.
Pending the opening of new retail quarters,
the company is now doing business direct from
its large warehouse, where, fortunately, there
was a considerable reserve stock, and the other
stores of the company were also called upon
to fill gaps in the stock where possible. The
business offices are maintained at 221 Franklin
street, a few doors from the burned building,
for the convenience of the public, until new
quarters art ready.

SHOWS

VOICE ON VICTROLA

Miss Marion Harris, Victor Artist, Visits Sherman, Clay & Co. in Tacoma, Wash.

LARGER

35

WORLD

Beautiful full, rich tone quality, clear articulation. It
individualizes each voice and instrument in the record.
Greater volume with lighter needles, thus minimizing wear on records.
A demonstration of the Bliss reproducer means a sale — each
sale brings another, for every music lover who hears the Bliss
reproducer wants one.
Comparative tests solicited. Write today for dealer proposition.
WILSON

LAIRD
PHONOGRAPH
29 West 34th Street, New York

Canadian Distributors:

HAWTHORN

MFG. CO.,

CO.,

Inc.

City

145 Yonge St., Toronto, Can.
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Lucky

East

NEW
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Phonograph

Type B — 40 in. high. $19.50 Wholesale
Mahogany Finish
Double Spring Motor
Plays all Records

St.

YORK

Co.,

Type C— 43 in. high. $22.50 Wholesale
Mahogany Finish
Double Spring Motor
Plays all Records

No. 15C
Double Spring Motor

12th

Type D— 46 in. high. $29.50 Wholesale
Mahogany Finish
Double Spring Motor
Plays all Records

$7.50 Wholesale
Plays all Records

STEEL
65c per thousand.

NEEDLES
Immediate Delivery.

RECORDS
Type A, in Oak — 35 in. high. $13 Wholesale
Double Spring Motor
Plays all Records

The "Popular" Urand,
10-in. double face, lateral cut.
all instrumental:
32c in lots of 100
30c in lots of 1000
29c in lots of 5000

MOTORS
10-in. turntable $1.40
8-in. turntable
$1.25
2.75
10-in. turntable, double spring, plays 2 records
12-in. turntable 3.S5
10-in. turntable, double spring. .. $3.50
4.75
12-in. turntable, double spring, plays 3 records
5.75
12-in. turntable, double spring, plays 3 records
6.75
12-in. turntable, double spring, plays 4 records
8.50
12-in. turntable, double spring, plays 7 records
MAIN SPRINGS
100 lots 18c ea. 1000 lots 16c ca.
No. 01 — 1-in. 22 gauge 7 ft. 6 in, 25c
20c ea.
ea. 100
lots 20c ea. 1000 lots 19c ea.
No. 0— H in. 20 gauge 8 ft.
39c
ea.
100
lots 35c ca. 1000 lots 33c ea.
No. 1— H in. . 25 gauge 10 ft.
39c ea. 100 lots 35c ea. 1000 lots 33c ea.
No. 2— 13/16 in. 25 gauge 10 ft.
49c
lots 44c ea. 1000 lots 42c ca.
No. 3 — % in. 25 gauge 1 1 ft.
49c ea.
ea. 100
100 lots 44c ea. 1000 lots 42c ea.
No. 4 — 1 in. 23 gauge 10 ft.
90c ca. 100 lots 85c ea. 1000 lots 80c ca.
No. 5— 154-in. 25 gauge 11 ft.
GOVERNOR SPRINGS
$1.00 per hundred. Special price on large quantities for motor manufacturers.
GENUINE DIAMOND POINTS. $1.25 EACH
SAPPHIRE POINTS AND BALLS
Sapphire Points
13c each in 100 lots
12c each in 1 000 lots
Sapphire Balls
1 5c each in 100 lots
14c each in 1000 lots

No. 01—
No. 5 —
No. 6 —
No. 8 —
No. 9 —
No. 10 —
No. 11 —

ARMS AND REPRODUCERS
Reproducer
$ .90
Reproducer, for plaving all records
1.25
Reproducer, for playing all records
2.25
Reproducer, for playing all records
2.2S
Reproducer, for playing all records
2.25
Reproducer, for playing all records
2.65
NEEDLE CUPS
still
$20 00lower.
per thousand, $17.50 per thousand in 5,000 lots,
Larger quantities
NEEDLE CUP COVERS
$10.00lower.
per thousand, $9.00 per thousand in 5,000 lots. Larger quantities
still
We also manufacture special machine parts such as worm gears, stampings,
or any screw machine parts for motor manufacturers.
Special quotations
givencustom
for Canada
Merchandise delivered with
duty, warandtax alland other
freightexport
paid bypoints.
us.
Write for our 84 page catalogue, the only one of its kind in America.
Illustrating 33 different styles talking machine and over 500 different phonographic parts, also gives description of our efficient repair department.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1—
2—
6—
7—
S—
4—

Tone
Tone
Tone
Tone
Tone
Tone

TONE
Arm and
Arm and
Arm and
Arm and
Arm and
Arm and

Type A, in Mahogany Finish — 35 in. high
$15 Wholesale Plays all Records
Double Spring Motor
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Talk of Revival of River Traffic — All Branches of Trade Enthusiastic Over Business Outlook —
Demand for Art Styles Grows — Some Big Orders Being Booked — News of the Month
Cincinnati, O., April 6. — Shipping conditions
are the one big bone of contention in the Middle
West, the trade as a unit finding some outlet
for its energy west of Cincinnati, but practically shut off from accommodations in the opposite direction.
Cincinnati just now is giving some attention
towards a revival of the river traffic and this
will be of benefit to the trade when regular
lines are again established. The few steamers
which survived the ice floes of the past winter
are unable to handle all freight offerings. One
boat, which did not turn a paddle in six years,
reached the harbor Saturday and will be overhauled at a cost of $30,000 and placed in the
Cincinnati and Louisville trade. In due time
the Government is expected to compel an exchange of freight between railroads and river
lines which will benefit river communities. Last
week talking machine merchants, taking advantage of the new postal regulations, attempted
to send small-sized machines through the mails.
This resulted in the local facilities being clogged
and it also affected first-class mail.
F. F. Dawson, manager of the local branch
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., is very enthusiastic over the present outlook, and believes
the territory will make a splendid increase over
last year. Since he took charge of the local
branch nearly one hundred new dealers have
been established, and an increase in business
of nearly 100 per cent, over last year tells the
story of the progress that has been made. The
month of March just ended is by far the banner month in point of total sales for the Cincinnati branch since it has been established.
J. L. DuBrueil, who came to Cincinnati more
than a month ago from the general sales department, New York office of the Columbia Co., is
still here, and giving valuable assistance to
Manager Dawson, and it is largely due to his
efficient efforts in handling the details of the
Cincinnati branch that "the mill keeps grinding."Chester Luhman, representing the educational
department of the Columbia Co.'s executive office, is in this territory visiting the schools in
the interest of better music, and for the promotion of this phase of Columbia activity.
J. D. Bright, who joined the sales force of
the local Columbia branch, is making splendid
progress. Mr. Bright covers Kentucky territory, and in the five weeks he has been on the
road he has opened fifty new accounts.
W. S. Givler, Columbia's "old stand-by," recently made a very successful trip, including
Dayton, Springfield and Columbus. At Columbus he secured one initial order for $15,000 from
one of the largest music firms in Central Ohio.
Recent visitors among the Columbia dealers
receiving their supplies from the Cincinnati
branch were Walter Lewis, of the Lewis Furniture Co. of Huntington, W. Va.; W. F. Higgins,
furniture dealer, Richmond, Ky. ; C. A. Campbell, of the Campbell Furniture Co., Piqua; F." R.
Follis, of Rike-Kumler Co., Dayton; Mr. Rothenberg, of May & Co., Dayton; C. C. Baker, of
Columbus, and Mr. Kramer, of the Sterling
Jewelry Co., Dayton.
A recent visitor to the local Columbia headquarters was Miss Sybil Sanderson Fagin, an
exclusive Columbia whistling artist. Miss
Fagin has made some recent Columbia records
which are very attractive and are having rapid
sale throughout the Cincinnati territory. She
is a native of Springfield, O.
Manager Byars, of the Vocalion department
of the Aeolian Co., reports a substantial increase in Vocalion business for March as compared with the same month last year. There
were a number of high-priced instruments sold,
and a tendency seems to prevail toward the more
expensive instruments.
"There has been a shortage in Vocalions
since Christmas," said Mr. Byars, "but shipments
are beginning to arrive from the East again,
and there is every reason to believe that we will

not be troubled with any further stock shortages.
"The recent advertising of the art styles has
stimulated quite an interest in these new period
models, and we have every reason to expect that
from now on a substantial portion of our Vocalion business will be in the art style models."
The Fritzsch Phonograph Co. is in receipt of
its second order from Wilkes & Co., Ltd., Sydney, Australia, which firm is about to establish
five branches in that country. This dealer is
enthusiastic over the possibilities of the market for the Cincinnati machine. W. Musselman, of Cynthiana, Ky., has taken on the company's full line for his immediate territory.
The Crystola Co. is shipping practically all
its output to Western points because of the limited railroad facilities eastward.
HOME

FROM

5,000=MILE
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Northern Ohio dealers of the Phonograph Co.,
Cincinnati, are demanding tone-test recitals, and
Manager Peterson is now trying to arrange a
tour for one or more artists to take place later
in the month.
The Victor situation in this district is summed
up as follows by Manager Rudolph Dittrich, of
the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.: "The transportation problem is still the greatest and most important question in the talking machine business to-day. The demand for Victrolas is excellent and the record demand is exceptionally
good. There has been no improvement in
freight and express conditions since the warm
weather began and there is no very great improvement in sight. Accordingly, it behooves
the talking machine trade to take this fact into
consideration when ordering goods. If a dealer can stay ahead of the game far enough, he
will suffer comparatively less. It will mean
larger stocks and large stocks mean greater efforts on the part of the merchant in bigger
PATRIOTIC

TRIP

W. P. White, of Thos. Goggan & Bro., Very
Successful in Work of Disposing of Surplus
Record Stock and Filling Up Own Gaps
Houston, Tex., March 30.— W. P. White, manager of the wholesale Victor department of
Thomas Goggan & Bro., this city, is now settled
at his desk after a 5,000-mile trip throughout the
Middle West and Eastern section of the country, calling on Victor wholesalers for the purpose of negotiating the exchange of surplus
records.
Mr. White visited jobbers in Washington,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, New
Haven, Providence, Boston, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, and other cities, as well
as calling at the factory in Camden, and reports
that he was able to dispose of approximately
65 per cent, of his surplus record stock and
was likewise able to obtain about 25 per cent,
of records from other jobbers. He considers
that the trip, unusual in its way, owing to the
expense involved in wartime traveling, proved
a very profitable venture, and has enabled
Thomas Goggan & Bro. to increase by just so
much their ability to take care of dealers' demands.
Emil E. Steinmetz, general sales manager for
the Barron Victrola Co., Superior, Wis., will
open a talking machine store in St. Paul.

What

DECALCOMANIE

EMBLEM

Interesting Novelty Issued by the Globe Decalcomanie Co. — Sending Out New Booklet
sales."
The Globe Decalcomanie Co., Jersey City,
N. J., have just issued a new novelty patriotic
emblem to be placed on store windows, doors
or the wind shield of automobiles. It contains
the flag's of the United States, England and
France, with an American shield and the Statue
of Liberty placed in the center. The emblems
are neat and attractive in appearance and according to a recent statement of the president
of the above company are becoming popular.
The company is sending the emblems out to
the trade at the retail price of twenty-five cents,
which are followed by quotations for quantities.
Under the caption of "You Need Decalcomanie
In Your Business," the above firm is sending
out a new folder with illustrations of transfer
name plates.
OCCUPY

NEW

QUARTERS

IN DENVER

Denver, Colo., April 2.— The Swanson & Nolan
Supply Co., local distributors and retailers for
the Pathephone and Pathe records, formerly located at Eighteenth and Curtis streets, have
moved to new and larger quarters at 1514 Welton street, which have been remodeled to meet
the particular requirements of the company's
business.

Does

RADIVARA
Mean

To

You?

To some not acquainted with this wonderful machine it simply means a
•name but it really means more than the name because it is the symbol of all that
is best in tone perfection, containing a sound board of seasoned Norwegian
Spruce, a feature not to be found in other machines.
IT ALSO MEANS

PROFIT TO HUNDREDS

OF DEALERS

The steady ever-increasing demand for this superior talking machine is conclusive evidence of its ability to "stand up" by comparison
with other machines as the repeat orders received from hundreds of
satisfied dealers throughout the land testify.
Are you among the skeptical? Why not ask for our proposition
and at least make comparison?
The

Stradivara Plays EVERY
Kind
Each Stradivara is equipped with the
Stradivara Automatic Stop Device.
7 Models

From
$50 to $225

—

from

$50

to

SCHILLING
PIANO
CO.,
Wholesale Distributors
112 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK

of Record

$225
Inc.
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Sales Made in First Quarter of 1918 Break All Records — Interested in Galli-Curci Concert — New
Brunswick Agencies — Sonora Shop Expands — General News of the Month
San Francisco, Cal., April 2. — Business in talking machines continues to grow in California,
despite the war and the consequent cutting down
of the factory output. March was one of the
best months ever enjoyed by the trade, and this
in the face of the fact that during the last
week there was a falling off in the rush of business earlier in the month, due without doubt to
the concentration of the attention of the people on the critical battle raging on the Western
front in Europe. The first quarter of 1918 will
go down in history as the high water mark to
date in the sales of talking machines. Some
good shipments have been received, and the
general freight situation seems to be easier, but
the arrivals have been absorbed so rapidly by
the back orders on the books of the various
dealers that it can hardly be said that the available stock is any better on the first of April
than it was on the first of March. This is
especially true of the higher-priced machines.
Of the cheaper machines and medium-priced
ones the situation is a little better in the aggregate, but there are still plenty of dealers who
are short on this class of goods as well as on
the expensive ones. However, with the enormous demand continuing so strong, a spirit of
optimism is everywhere evident, and the almost
universal good nature of the customers is taking the sting out of the "worry-bee," brought
to life by the freight situation and the incompleteness of stocks.
Gray Features Brilliantone Needle
W. S. Gray, a dealer in phonograph accessories, states that he has just received a shipment of 7,000,000 steel needles from Japan.
These needles added to his stock and the lot of
3,000.000 Brilliantone steel needles he recently
received from New York, makes his stock conspicuous on the Coast at the present time. Mr.
Gray thinks he should be congratulated on having accommulated such a stock of such a needful article at such a time.
New Brunswick Agencies
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. has recently signed up two new agencies, one at
Woodlands, Cal., and the other at Mill Valley,
Cal. James F. Mahoney, salesman for the
compan}', who injured his ankle while taking a
train at Fresno a month ago, is very much improved and will soon be able to cover his territory again.
Miss V. E. Wells has bought the Martinez
Music Store at Martinez, Cal., and has thus secured the Victrola and Sonora agencies in Mar-
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tinez. As Martinez is a rapidly growing community, located near one of the largest shipbuilding yards on the Coast, the business under
the aggressive new manager should grow rapidly. Miss Wells will also carry a line of pianos
as
agent for Sherman, Clay & Co., of San Francisco.
Robert M. Bird, of the talking machine department of Sherman, Clay & Co., has res:gned the
position he held for many years to associate
himself with the Victor Co. Mr. Bird has been
succeeded by Otto Rathlin.
Frederick Stern, of the Stern Phonograph
Co.. visited the southern part of the State this
month, and from the reception the Rex talking
machine received in that section he thinks that
the new branches he has in mind will be money
makers from the start. He is planning several of these, but is held back until he can accumulate enough stocks of machines, records
and accessories to insure ample supplies.
Galli-Curci to Sing
It is confidently expected that another big'
business is going- to be done in the records
of Galli-Curci, who is scheduled to sing here
in May. Indeed, one of the prominent music
dealers predicted that the sales would exceed
those of the McCormack records. His reasons
for thus believing are that despite the fact that
the concert does not occur for over two months
two-thirds of the immense auditorium has already been sold out, and secondly the demand
for these records is far in excess of the demand for the McCormack records a month before he appeared. One reason for this is
curiosity, as Galli-Curci is unknown to most of
the music lovers of San Francisco.
Rearranging Sonora Stock
A complete rearrangement of the stock in the
Sonora Phonograph Shop, on Stockton street, is
being made. When it is completed F. B.
Travers, the manager, says that it will afford a
considerable increase of floor space. The shop
will be entirely newly decorated and refurnished. Mr. Travers says that he intends to
concentrate his efforts on the Victor and Sonora machines.
The John Breuner Co., of Oakland, has secured the exclusive agency for the Sonora phonograph for that city.
Children's Records in Strong Demand
The Burgess Bedtime Story records and the
Hubble Books are proving excellent sellers in
this territory. All the dealers handling these
records, especially the talking machine depart-

ments of the department stores, which are
visited by women with children more than the
regular music stores, say the demand is increasing all the time and that the next holiday
season should see an enormous demand for these
records.
The Edison Phonograph Shop reports a good
demand for its machine, especially for the higher-priced machines in art cabinets.
The W. W. Kimball Co. continues to spread
in this State. It recently opened a branch store
at Eureka and another at Woodlands. Both
will handle the entire Kimball line, including the
Pathe phonograph.
The Sonora Shop is_ displaying a new auxiliary record cabinet which is said to be becoming very popular. The manager says that since
he began to show these cabinets he has had to
double his -order at the factory.
FOR TWO PRICE JHARKS ON GOODS
Bill in New York Legislature Provides That
Both Cash and Instalment Prices Must Appear
on All Articles Sold on Credit
The attention of the trade of New York State
has just been called to a new bill introduced
in the Legislature by Assemblyman Earl A.
Smith, of New York, which provides that all
retail merchants in the State selling goods other
than for cash shall attach to the article in plain
figures both the cash and instalment price for
the information of prospective purchasers.
TO MAKE
Wm.

THE

T0NK0LA

Tonk & Bro., New York, to Put Talking
Machines On the Market

Announcement was made recently by William Tonk & Bro., Thirty-sixth street and Tenth
avenue, New York, that they will manufacture
a talking machine to be known as the "Tonkola." There will be several styles of cabinet
machines which will be equipped to play all
makes of disc records.
TO HANDLE

VICTORS

EXCLUSIVELY

W. J. Killea, who has for some years past
conducted a very successful Victrola business in
Albany, N. Y., while at the same time acting
as telegrapher for the Associated Press, has
given up his telegraph work to devote his entire time and attention to the talking machine
business.
The North Hudson Maxaphone Service Co.,
of Union Hill, N. J., has been incorporated with
a capitalization of $100,000 for the purpose of
transmitting news and music by wire.

is the last word in the refining of high-grade oils, for every impurity is taken from it, leaving nothing but what is required to
keep machines in perfect condition, being combined of four oils
perfectly blended.
Will not Gum, Chill or become rancid; is free from acid. It is colorless and has
no sickening smell, being absolutely odorless.
"The finest and most delicate pieces of mechanism do not prove
efficient unless properly lubricated. Skill, Genius, Invention and
Workmanship must have the proper Oil. Stop and consider this
when you have to buy an Oil for household use."
Hundreds of satisfied customers have written ns that they would never use anything else for

TALKING

NYOIL i> pul up in the
No. 16 (Cms)
No. 32 "
No. 128 "
No. 540 "

following lilel:
1 Pint
1 Qusrt
1 C.llon
■ C.llon

GRAPHOPFpNES, PHONOGRAPHS
SEWING MACHINES
NYOIL will lubricate the machinery and polish all woodwork
MACHINES,

AND

and can be obtained of any "Up-to-date" Talking Machine Dealer in the world,
and is manufactured by Wm. F. Nye, who for 50 yeats has made 80% of all the
Watch, Clock and Chronometer Oil that is used in America.
WM.

F. NYE,

NEW

BEDFORD,

MASS.,

U. S. A.

NYOIL is put up in the followsizes 1: ounce
No. 1 ingBottle
No. A " 3 ounces
No. 8 " 8 ounces
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THE FINEST NEEDLE MADE OF
HIGHEST GRADE CARBON STEEL.
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quantity and prompt deliveries
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Woolwortb. Building, New York
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Wm. Volker & Co., of Kansas City, Mo., Have
Most Attractive Quarters for Pathe Display

Dealers Handling the New Nine-Inch Emerson
Records — A. H. Cushman Optimistic

Kansas City, Mo., April 8.— Wm. Volker & Co.,
of this city, one of the leading wholesale concerns in this part of the country, is meeting with

Arthur H. Cushman, director of sales of the
Emerson Phonograph Co., New York, states
that the Emerson dealers who have signed for
an exclusive Emerson agency for the new nineinch records report that the new weekly release
arrangement is one of the most important factors in their merchandising success. The purchasing public are taking to the idea of weekly
releases rapidly, and this plan gives the dealer
an opportunity of putting the latest records on
sale one to four weeks earlier than under the
system of monthly releases.
The dealers have told Mr. Cushman that their
customers now go in the store every week for
new records instead of visiting their establishment only once a month. This not only gives
the dealers an opportunity to sell the released
records for that week, but almost invariably the
customer picks out other numbers as well. The
individual sales to a record buyer do not always
run as high, but the total sales for the month
to the individual customers have been greatly
increased under this system, according to the
records received at the Emerson offices.
The Emerson nine-inch records carry only the
latest popular, patriotic, and dance hits, and the
company is making it a point to place the big
hits in the hands of its dealers in the shortest
possible space of time.

Wholesale Pathe Demonstrating Room No. 1
very pleasing success in the merchandising of
the products of the Pathe Freres Phonograph
Co. This company recently secured the jobbing
rghts for this line in its territory, and its sales-

Demonstrating Room No. 2
men have already established many agencies in
the different cities and towns.
The company has installed in its general offices
in its building on Main, Second and Third streets
two demonstrating rooms, which are shown in
the accompanying illustrations. These rooms
have been visited by many Pathe 'dealers in this
territory and from far distant points, and these
visitors have been unanimous in stating that
they constitute one of the most artistic wholesale displays in the talking machine industry.
Wm. Volker & Co., who installed these rooms
for wholesale purposes only, should be congratulated upon their initiative and progressiveness
in furnishing such attractive display rooms for
the benefit of their dealers.
The Harlem Phonograph Shop & Typewriter
Exchange, Inc., has been incorporated with capital stock of $10,000, to deal in pianos, organs,
phonographs, musical instruments of all kinds,
typewriters, etc. The incorporators are: Allys
Lennon, Francis B. Wood, and Joseph A. MacKnight.
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Saginaw, Mich., April 6. — C. C. Brooks, president of the Brooks Mfg. Co., recently received
a letter from one of the company's dealers describing aunique way in which one of this dealer's customers had utilized the automatic repeater on the Brooks talking machine.
This repeater is equipped with a dial which
starts the machine and sets it to repeat a record
any number of times, and Mr. Brooks' correspondent states that his customer has conceived
the idea of turning the machine into a melodious
alarm clock, by taking the dial from an ordinary
alarm clock, and touching a spring to the alarm
winding key, so that when the alarm goes off
the spring will be wound up. At the other end
of the spring is a loop which is hooked over the
end of the pointer dial which starts the machine;
this loop slipping off the end of the pointer
after it has pulled it in the starting position.
It is understood, of course, that he has placed
on the machine, the night before, the record
which will most harmonize with his awakeningdreams, and the dealer has been assured that
each member of this particular family is enthusiastic over this innovation, for they find that
this method of awakening starts the day off far
more pleasing than the blare of the ordinary
alarm clock.
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Philadelphia, Pa., .April 8. — March was another most productive month for the talking
machine dealers in Philadelphia. The business
ran at most of the stores considerably ahead
of last year, and where there was a neck-to-neck
race, or a slight falling off in business, it was
not due to the desire for the instruments, but
because the firms were unable to secure the
much desired supplies.
Scarcity Still Prevails
The scarcity of machines and records is still
striking, and especially for the Victor and Columbia product. The Victor dealers were very
much handicapped again in March. They were
not able to get nearly the number of machines
for which they had orders, nor were they able
to supply a full measure of the demands for
the most popular of the records by this company. The Columbia dealers are also complaining of a shortage of stock. There seems to be
no indication that conditions would be changed
during this month, although the manufacturers
are promising better results.
Tells of Pathe Expansion
Walter h. Eckhardt, the Philadelphia wholesaler and retailer of the Pathe machine, with
headquarters at 1026 Chestnut street, reports
that they had a wonderful increase in their
business in March over that of February. He
has just returned from a two weeks' trip to
Atlantic City, where he went with his family
for a much-needed rest after the strenuous
work he encountered in getting the Pathe Shop
into shape. To-day it is one of the business
show places of this city.
Mr. Eckhardt says: "With each month my
enthusiasm regarding the Pathe product increases, due to the continued increase in our
sales, and the enthusiastic manner with which
our trade is receiving the Pathe. Considering
that we are still in our infancy and the fact
that the Pathe products were unknown in Philadelphia prior to December, I feel absolutely confident that we are enjoying our full proportion
of the local patronage.
"At the present time there are approximately
seventy Pathe dealers in Philadelphia. Each
and every one of these merchants contributes
substantially to the demand that is being created.
Had we been in business several years, a month
like we had in March would have been readily
■giuiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiim^
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Philadelphia,

understood, but to have developed a momentum
such as we experienced in the March business
in so short a time is a decidedly new experience.
"At the outset of the month of March, as is
my usual custom, different quotas were established for the various departments, which were
accomplished, and frankly they were established at such figures that it required full steam
ahead through the month to reach the goal. I
would have been fully satisfied with the result,
but when I state that the quota established
was exceeded by the organization by 40 per cent,
it reflects most creditably upon the organization,
and discreditably upon my own judgment as a
prophet.
As an incentive for the month of
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiy;
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April I have placed my figures well in a comparative advance, and even at that I doubt
whether my organization will not compel me
to again acknowledge my inability as a propheAmong the visitors to the Pathe Shop recently were E. A. Widmann, president of the
Pathe Co., and George W. Lyle, assistant to the
president, as well as Frank Capps, the factory
manager.
teer."
Weymann Enjoying an Active Business
H. A. Weymann & Son enjoyed a wonderful
March business - in their talking machine department, considerably ahead of last year in
spite of the fact that they experienced a shortage of machines and records. They have
again gotten their Victor force fully organized.
The draft drew heavily upon this department of
their establishment, but they have gotten three
new men of much past experience in this line
from other talking machine stores in this city,
including Mr. Hoegerle, for a long time connected with the Columbia retail store here.
The Weymann firm have been having some unusual windows during the past month, and they
find that this effort on their part fully repays
them. There is no business window in Philadelphia that attracts more attention. Most all
of the Philadelphia dealers are now using the
Weymann record holder for their window displays, and they have sold this convenient record
display contrivance pretty generally throughout
the country.
March Business Was a Record-Breaker
The Columbia Graphophone Co., 210 North
Broad street, report that their business in March
was a record-breaker and was limited only by
the amount of machines they were able to secure from the factory. They have had a phenomenal demand for their March records, and

an especially big seller was "Baby's Prayer at
Twilight." R. F. Bolton, the sales manager of
iiiiiiiiii
the international record department of the Columbia Co., was at the Philadelphia offices recently in the interest of the foreign records.
Mme. Amelita Galli-Curci, Soprano
|
Among other trade visitors was Harry C. Grove,
of H. C. Grove, Inc., and A. Weil, treasurer of
| Lansburgh & Brother, both of Washington,
CO.
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LIBERTY
about to install a full line of the Columbia product.
The Grafonola Shops, Inc., in this city, at 1109
Chestnut street, are the first handlers here of the
Columbia to advertise their records on the club
plan, which several department stores have been
doing for some time.
P. J. Leonard Addresses Edison Dealers
Blake & Burkart, the leading Edison representatives here, report that they had a most satisfactory month in March, and their business
was way ahead of March, 1917. They were
able to get machines through almost to the extent of their requirements, and the record situation has eased up considerably. P. J. Leonard,
the sales manager of the Edison, was in Philadelphia on Tuesday and addressed the Edison
Dealers' Association at their monthly meeting
held at the Bingham House. C. J. Gardner,
the traveling representative of Edison, was also
in attendance at this meeting. The association is making elaborate plans for its annual
meeting which will be held the first Tuesday
in June, when it will have several prominent
Edison talking machine men to make addresses.
Start Sonora Concert Campaign
The Sonora Phonograph Co., 1311 Walnut
street, will start on Monday evening, April 8,
and continue until the end of the month, one
of the most remarkable series of concerts ever
given in this city at a talking machine establishment. They will be given in the Sonora Hall,
well suited for the purpose They will be by
invitation to the Philadelphia Navy Yard men,
the men at Hog Island, Cramps Ship Yard and
the Philadelphia Arsenal. Aside from the So*nora programs there will be a number of as>sisting artists.
The Sonora business in Philadelphia was very
fine in March, and Manager F. D. W. Connelly
is very optimistic as to the spring business on
this remarkable machine. The Sonora visitors
the past month included Frank I. Coupe, sales
manager, and Mr. Pringle, of the main New

BONDS

York office. Mr. Connelly spent several days
in New York last week.
To Handle the Cheney Phonograph
Strawbridge & Clothier, the department store
people, having purchased the Henry F. Miller
local store, "instruments, leases, prospects, etc.,
they will also take over the handling of the
Cheney phonograph here which has been handled from the Miller store as the Cheney headquarters in this city. G. D. Shewell, who is
the Eastern representative of the Cheney machine, will remain as such here, and will either
have his headquarters at the old Cheney store,
1105 Chestnut street, or if a piano firm take that
building, he will open private offices as the
Philadelphia representative of the Cheney phonograph. There is some likelihood of the machine remaining where it is.
Report Fair Month's Business
The Louis Buehn Co. report that their business in March was fair, and was as large as the
machine and record supply would warrant.
There was a great scarcity of Victor records in
March, and all the handlers here in that line
have experienced the same handicap. The
shortage of records in March was greater than
it has ever been before, and conditions are not
very encouraging for a betterment in April.
Louis Buehn and his family motored to his
cottage to Ocean City last week and spent the
Easter holidays there.
W. E. Holland, representing the Robelen
Piano & Talking Machine Co., of Wilmington,
Del., was a Philadelphia visitor the past week.
He reports conditions good in his section.
Joseph Goodman, the Manayunk handler of
Victor talking machines, contemplates making
extensive alterations in his store, including the
addition of several more booths.
The Geo. D. Ornstein Co. are gradually getting their new building in shape. The general
offices on the front of the building, second floor,
with Mr. Ornstein's private office in the rear of
this floor, have been handsomely furnished. The

third floor will be devoted to the record department, and the fourth and fifth floors will
be used for reserve stock. George A. Lyons
is the assistant to Mr. Ornstein.
Featuring the Ediphone
The Edison Dictating Machine Co. in Philadelphia have had all their stationery and advertising matter changed to the new name, "Ediphone," and will shortly place this new title on
their window. They enjoyed a wonderful business iii March. They are preparing an elaborate exhibition for the industrial show which
will be held here from April 15 to 20. They
will have two booths, Nos. 67 and 68, and as a
feature of their exhibition they will demonstrate
the Telescribe. N. C. Durand, vice-president of
the company, was a recent Philadelphia visitor.
The local store has opened a branch office for
the Ediphone in Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Booked Good Business on Trip
The Penn Phonograph Co. report that their
business in March was good, very much of an
improvement over January and February. They
note that machines are coming in very slowly,
and as to records they can only depend on the
monthly list.
T. R. Clarke, manager of the wholesale department of the Penn Co., and T. W. Barnhill,
a member of the firm, recently made a trip to
New York, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland and Indianapolis, calling on the various jobbers at these points and looking over their
plants with a view of adopting various ideas
which they could pick up for use in their business here.
Some Trade Brieflets
Charles K. Bennett, of the Eclipse Talking
Machine Co., of Cleveland, O., was in town calling on the various dealers.
Rudolph Wurlitzer was a Philadelphia visitor
the past week.
The local Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. ofces tell of expanding business in the Brunswick phonograph in this territory.
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Talking Machine Dealers Suffer Very Little as Result of Tying Up of Transportation Lines —
Offer to Take Pianos in Exchange for Talking Machines — Situation Reviewed
Kansas City, Mo., April 5. — The business of
this territory in talking machines has gone
steadily forward during year after year despite
drought, floods, and all sorts of incidents that
might be considered obstacles. The local trade
ran up against the worst retailing conditions
during the week starting March 27 that it has
ever encountered. Although the weather was
fair, and there was also a general prosperous
condition, a sympathetic strike, starting that
morning, so upset the people that very few
retail stores did any business the rest of the
week. The union men who joined the sympathetic strike, about 4,000 in number, were
supporting laundry drivers who, since the middle of February, have been trying to get concessions from their former employers. By the
last of the week the number of strikers had increased to more than 10,000, and after a total
suspension of street car service for twenty-four
hours, from Thursday afternoon, the street cars
were running at about 50 per cent, of their
usual schedules. It is a remarkable fact, however, that talking machines happen to be one
of the few commodities that did not suffer severely from the general depression. Where,
for instance, people who had been planning to
get a piano might postpone their purchase till
the trouble was over, those who were getting
talking machines were all the more eager to
have them in their homes so that they might
have some consolation through being forced to
forego their street car rides and their usual outdoor pleasures that involved possible mixing up
with the strike trouble. In only a few instances
were stores that handled talking machines directly affected by the strike. These were chiefly furniture stores where union workmen quit
to join the sympathetic movement.
An advertisement in Kansas City papers offering to take pianos in exchange for talking
machines attracted some little attention. Queries
of several of the music dealers, however, revealed that most of them were making no special effort to pull in pianos. As a matter of
fact, even those who dealt chiefly in talking
machines, merely handling pianos in the disposal of their used instruments received in exchange, did not exploit their exchange features
prominently. One dealer suggested that as a
rule the pianos that people wanted to exchange
for talking machines were in such bad condition that they could not economically be put
into shape for sale.
Another dealer, however, said that he occasionally did take a piano in exchange for a talking machine; in one instance, of recent date,
the piano was a $350 instrument he had sold
to the customer seven years ago — and it had not
been tuned since its purchase. The customer
wanted to sell this piano for a $50 credit on a
talking machine. The instrument was in good
condition despite its apparent neglect.

The dancing classes of the Edison Shop in
Kansas City have proved to be an even more
important feature of the life of the city than was
anticipated when they were begun. Photographs
of some of the dances were recently exhibited in
the window of the retail shop and attracted even
more attention than some of the spectacular
stunts that were being pulled in windows nearby,
for these photographs showed Kansas City
young people in these artistic poses. A group
of the dancers who have been learning and
practicing at the Edison Shop are arranging for
a public performance at a local theatre.
A. A. Trostler, manager of the Yictrola department of the Schmelzer Arms Co., said
that nothing seemed to make any difference in
the big demand for Yictrolas and records —
neither labor unrest, the price of wheat, nor war
prices. People continue to demand machines, in
all styles, and they are bought before they arrive. Mr. Trostler says it is same old story, of
course, about deliveries, he himself continuing
to almost wear a path to the factory with his
frequently trips there after the goods.
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Unique Editorial-Like Announcements of Thos.
A. Edison, Inc., Attract Wide and Favorable
Comment — Good Work for Music
The Edison messages appearing under serial
numbers in the columns of The Talking Machine World monthly constitute something
unique in advertising. These messages have a
distinctive editorial flavor, for without exception the Edison ''selling talk" one would naturally expect to be included in all Edison advertising copy is omitted, and forceful, well chosen
English is utilized to drive home points of overwhelming interest.
The officials of the Edison Co. have evidently
recognized that a part of its duty as one of
the leading institutions of the industry is to
interpret the relation between current national
conditions and the Edison retailer. Meanwhile
interpreting in the trade press the effect of current and national conditions for the Edison
retailer is at one and the same time interpreting
conditions for the entire industry. Hence the
Edison messages are publicity of an exceedingly influential, broad-minded sort, and the

Graphophone Co.
Building, New York

William C. Chestnut, of the Brunswick Shop,
was one of the talking machine men who, in belonging to the Missouri Seventh Regiment,
Home Guards, was called out during the recent
strike.
Mrs. Nellie Williams, manager of the Yictrola
department of the Jones Store Co., stated that
business continued splendid and that there was
not quite as great difficulty in getting machines
as was the case around Christmas, and that the
department has finally gotten its Christmas substitutions on machines cleared up. Mrs. Williams stated that no unusual advertising was
being done — that business was so good it was
not necessary.
Miss Patsy Ann Epperson, who had been with
the J. W. Jenkins' Sons Music Co. for some
time, is now connected with the Wunderlich
Piano Co. Miss Ruth Burriss, formerly cashier,
has succeeded Miss Epperson in the talking machine department.
Porter Lasseter. formerly head of the talking machine department at the Kansas City
Photo Supply Co., has accepted a position with
the Paige Motor Car Co. His successor has not
yet been named.
The talking machine made by Wilson & Co.
is said to be getting a wide distribution, especially in the smaller points.
retail merchants handling all makes of instruments who read these discourses will benefit
the industry by propagating such forceful utterances as have appeared in the series of Edison
messages under such captions as "The Recent
Food Control Legislation Will Do Much to Stabilize Living Conditions," "Woodrow Wilson's
Address to the Soldiers of the National Army,"
"General Optimism in Command." including a
quotation from Printer's Ink; "Music's Part
in War Times," including a quotation from the
New York Evening Mail: "Where Music
Stands," "The Need for Music." and "What the
World Would Lose If I Lost Music," and that
very timely talk which appears on page 10 of
this issue of The World, entitled: "Forging the
Third Link," a forceful plea for the successful
flotation of the third Liberty Loan, which we
aim to make a landslide, so that it will crush
militarism out of the world forever.
Every day music is proving both in civil and
military life that it is the fourth essential of
life.
Thos. A. Edison. Inc., are certainly doing their
bit in a most emphatic way in spreading the
gospel of good music, and inculcating a deeper
spirit of patriotism among the people.
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The talking machine dealer who is not taking full advantage of the present demand for
both machines and records for various military
units in the training camps, and for groups enlisted in the naval service of the country, is overlooking a mighty fine chance to corner some
publicity not only for himself, but for the trade
in general — publicity that is going to put the
talking machine business in an enviable position
perhaps in the eyes of the Government under
conditions that may develop if the war continues.
One can hardly pick up a daily paper these
days in any part of the country without seeing
therein either letters direct from soldiers asking for donations of machines, and particularly
records, or appeals from various organizations
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for records for the fighting men. Then, too, the
daily papers themselves in many instances publish requests that the public contribute new
and old record's and music rolls sent to certain
distributing centers for delivery to camps and
ships. Never has the public of the United States
had brought home to them the real importance
of music in the daily life of the people. If the
men in training for deadly combat find it necessary to have music to lighten their leisure hours,
how necessary must that same music be in the
daily life of the people at home. ■
In the matter of supplying music for the
soldiers and sailors, the talking machine shines
in a class by itself; no matter how sudden
the shifting of military units or how limited

□

Machine

□

□

□ -a

the transport space for extra equipment, there
is always found room for a talking machine
and records. There is hardly a daily paper or
magazine in the United States featuring war
photographs that has not at one time or another
published pictures of soldiers and sailors grouped
about a machine and listening to their favorite
records. The dealer who makes proper use of
these pictures in his window displays and in
his store — who takes full advantage of the publicity that the war is giving the talking machine,
who enters into the plan for supplying outfits
for the fighting men, is putting himself on the
map in his local community. The more generous the spirit in which he participates in the
drive the more substantial will be his returns.

■

Krakauer Bros., 125 West Forty-second street,
New York, have secured the agency for the
Columbia line of talking machines and records,
and this new department will be in charge of
Miss D. R. Scbwinger, formerly with Bloomingdale Bros. Milton Weil, manager of these warerooms, has devoted generous space for the display of this line, and the various models are displayed amid surroundings that show them off to
their best advantage. It is planned to maintain
a full stock of records at all times.
ATTRACTIVE

HEINEMAN

FOLDER

■

The Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.,
Inc., has just issued a very attractive four-page
folder that is devoted primarily to the products
of the company's Dean division. On one page of
this folder there are presented some of the most
popular styles of Dean steel needles and attention is also called to the fact that the company
manufactures permanent needles to play Pathe
records and sapphire and genuine diamond
points to play Edison records.
There is also shown on another page of this
folder two of the most popular motors manufactured by this company; these motors being the
Meisselbach Motor No. 18, and the Heineman
Motor No. 77. It is suggested that the manufacturers utilize the idea of combination orders
for these motors, and it is mentioned that the
ideal combination for a $165 machine is the
Meisselbach motor No. 18, tone arm No. 98, and
sound box No. 2C. The ideal combination for an
$85 machine is the Heineman motor No. 77, tone
arm No. 11, and Ideal sound box No. 2. The
company offers to send interested manufacturers
and dealers a copy of its complete catalog, which
includes sixteen different styles of tone arms
and sound boxes.
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Helena, Mont., April 2. — The Montana Phonograph Co., Edison jobbers in this section, have
had the stock problem solved in some measure
for them through the receipt of a full carload
of new Edison machines. The shipment included 129 machines, and was valued at $23,000.
It represents an additional order and will serve
to supplement the stock regularly received by
the company.
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painted by an artist, and present a striking
sales appeal for Victor Records.
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Send us your order for May Service and give it a month's trial.

LIFE

J. C. Roush, president of the Standard Talking Machine Co., Pittsburgh, postcards from
Florida that he is enjoying his midwinter vacation with his family to the fullest extent. He
has visited Palm Beach, Key West, Miami and
other resorts, and states that he is having "the
time of his young life." He expects to return
about April 15 in fine fettle and ready for a busy
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for Pathe and it's the one he made for Pathe just
after his return from service in the French army.
But what did it start? First, it brought the Metropolitan
Opera House audience to its feet with one of the greatest ovations ever accorded a singer.
Then it turned loose the greatest activity in the sales
of Muratore Records that Pathe has ever known.
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minute you do, you're
* start — yes, for yourself.

making

No Needles to Change
The Pathe Sapphire Ball takes the place of
needles. It need not be changed.
Long Iiife to Records
The Pathe Sapphire Ball cannot possibly cut,
grind, rip or mar the record's surface.
The Pathe Controla
With the Pathe Controla you may increase
or decrease the tonal volume of the PatbePhonograph at will.
Plays All Records
Each Pathe Phonograph plays not only Pathe
records, but all other makes of records, and
plays them perfectly.
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How
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here, reports that the new
and reproducer is proving
trade. Billboard advertising
territory for the Brunswick
sults, Mr. Pearce said.

"Ultona" tone arm
popular with the
being done in this
is also getting re-

Ben Brown,
manager
the Columbia
branch,
said that
Marchof business
showedCo.'s
an
increase of 50 to 60 per cent, over March last
year. Mr. Brown pointed to the fact that
business is unusually good in the smaller towns
in his territory as substantiating his belief
day.
that business is getting steadier and better every
Louis Sayers is now traveling in Kentucky for
the Columbia Co.
The Craycraft Dry Goods Co., of Noblesville,
Ind., has put in a talking machine department,
handling Columbia machines.
H. A. W. Smith, manager of the Pathe Shop,
is in Buffalo, M. Y., at the offices of the H. R.
JCess Co., owner of the shop.
O. C. Mauer, manager of the talking machine
department of the Kiefer-Stewart Co., jobbers
of the Sonora, said that the price increase of
Sonoras, which went into effect March 1, had
no effect on sales, and that March business was
Business continues good at the Stewart Talkgood.
ing Machine Co., wholesalers of the Victor line,
the chief difficulty being in getting the machines. Emerson Knight, advertising manager
of the company, is expecting to receive a call
to the colors soon. He has been accepted for
a training school for military balloon observation work.
George Standke, manager of the Brunswick
Shop, is proving to be as enthusiastic a plugger
for the third Liberty Loan as he is for the
Brunswick. He already has more than $2,000
in'subscriptions for the loan, and is making his
store the headquarters for the American Club

R. B. Goldsbury, in charge of the company's
Pathe department, said that the Pathe "Pop"
supplements are making a big hit with the dealers and are getting the results as shown in the
increased record sales. Mr. Goldsbury added
that there seems to be. a phenomenal demand
for the 175 model Pathe, and that the general
preference of the trade leans to the higherpriced models with the art models becoming
daily more popular.
W. E. Pearce, of the phonograph department
of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.'s branch

is,- las

Liberty Loan campaign. Mr. Standke is also
advertising the Liberty Loan in connection with
billboard advertising being done for the new
"Ultona."

INDIANAPOLIS

Edison and Pathe Retailers Entertained by Jobbers of Their Respective Lines — Volume of Business on the Increase — Planning Co-operative Advertising Campaign — Other News
Indianapolis, Ind., April 4. — The talking machine business both in the wholesale and retail fields during March showed an increase over
January and February, local dealers report.
Most of the dealers express the opinion that
business is getting better and steadier every
day and they are not expecting even the strenuous Liberty Loan campaign to have much effect in curtailing the business for April.
A meeting of the dealers of the Kipp Phonograph Co., jobbers of the Edison, was held
March 22, when Harrison Durant, manager of
the Edison department for financing dealers' instalment paper, told the dealers of the new arrangement the Edison Co. has made to enable
dealers to expand their business. The dealers
were enthusiastic over the plan, and Walter
Kipp, president, and Jewell Cartmill, secretary
of the Kipp Co., expressed the belief that the
plan would result in a greatly increased Edison
business, as it will enable the smaller dealers to
handle their business more efficiently.
A meeting of the Pathe dealers of the
Mooney-Mueller-YYard Co., jobbers of the Pathe
line, was held two weeks ago and Charles T.
Reinhart, from the Pathe factory, demonstrated
to the dealers the mechanical features of the
machines, showing them how to adjust the machines in event any trouble arose.
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C. P. Herdman, of the Columbia talking machine department of the Baldwin Piano Co.
store, reports that March business was good,
and that the business that is being done is high
class on a sound basis.
One of the daily newspapers is planning a
co-operative dealers' advertising campaign in
connection with publicity boosting music in the
home, and most of the music dealers are getting in on the proposition which is somewhat
similar to the campaign that has been conducted in Milwaukee. The local music dealers
have recently on several occasions, subscribed
to co-operative advertising, and some of the
dealers who were boosting for a talking machine
dealers' association point out that the reason
the attempt to start the association failed was
because some of the dealers held back on. the
proposition of doing any co-operative advertising. These dealers are now doing it with the
newspapers.
A. H. Snyder, manager of the Edison Shop,
said that March business was good, and the
general outlook for spring business is excellent.
Serge L. Halman, manager of the Aeolian
Co. branch, said that the Yocalion business is
good; in fact, this instrument is steadily increasing its popularity. Mr. Halman is an ardent worker for the Thrift and War Savings
Stamps.
He is acting as chairman of the advertising
committee of the local retail merchants, having
got up the scheme of co-operative advertising on the part of local merchants to boost the
sale of the stamps. This campaign will start
after the Liberty Loan campaign.
"We merchants don't have to worry about
business if we keep a stiff upper lip and keep
plugging," said Mr. Halman. "The people have
the money and they will buy and we can all
afford to do our part, too, in helping in every
way to win the war."
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Combing the Rural Communities as Roads Become Passable — Give Earnest Support to Liberty
Loan — Arrange Special Display — More Trade Members in the Military Service
Buffalo, N. Y., April 9. — In a whole-souled,
patriotic way Buffalo talking machine dealers
and their salesmen are contributing their time,
enthusiasm and financial aid in helping to make
the third Liberty Loan a success. Even if the
public purse is almost turned inside out this
month and a veritable Niagara of dollars is being diverted to the Government by loyal Buffalonians the dealers are still forging ahead
with their "Business Better Than Usual" slogan.
Greater efforts than ever have to be put forth
to reach the high business mark of last April.
Some of the dealers say they are attempting
"to go over the top" and even surpass their
trade figures of a year ago.
Rural highways are becoming passable for the
motor cars of the salesmen whose business it
is to reach the farming population. Deliveries
of talking machines throughout the country are
now made with little difficulty. Easter and
patriotic records have been in great demand.
At the store of Victor & Co., Pathephone
jobbers, there was a remarkable display to promote the sale of Thrift Stamps. There were
life-size representations of President Wilson,
General Pershing, Colonel Roosevelt, Washington, Lincoln and Uncle Sam. In a window displaying cards to advertise the sale was George
E. Beckwith dressed as Uncle Sam. At a table
just inside the door was Marie M. Ginther, representing Liberty and selling the stamps. The
display attracted large crowds and large sales
of stamps were made.
In the window of Walbridge & Co., Victor
dealers, there also was a Thrift Stamp display.
There was a life-size picture of Liberty clinging to a cross. To the right was a life-size
representation of an infantryman, and on the
other side a U. S. marine, while the window was
handsomely decorated in the national colors.
Thrift Stamp advertisements were well placed
in the window.
E. O. Hock, salesman for Robert L. Loud's
Victrola department, is at Camp Upton, as is
Harold Kuhn, of Kuhn Bros.
Mme. Galli-Curci had to postpone her April
engagement in this city on account of illness.
Local dealers, however, boomed the Galli-Curci
records during the week.
Bach Utley, who formerly had charge of the
New Edison department of his father, C. H.
Utley, is attending the U. S. Aviation School
at Lake Charles, La.
The Winegar Piano Corp., Columbia dealers,
has been organized in Buffalo with a capital of
$30,000, by A. C. Winegar, F. W. Zabel and
C. A. Winegar. This concern has taken over
the store of Winegar, Lindsay & Seales.
G. H. Poppenberg, Inc., of Buffalo, capitalized at $500,000, has been incorporated. The
concern handles talking machines. "Instead of
a partnership this firm now becomes a corporation," said G. H. Poppenberg.
J. N. Adam & Co., Victor dealers, will have
special Liberty Loan displays this month.
Ralph C. Hudson, president of the company,
will represent the Buffalo Retail Merchants'
Association in the campaign.
Increased wages for Buffalo mechanics are
helping trade at the local talking machine stores.
One industrial plant, constantly seeking workmen, is running illustrated street car ads to
show that men who work at that factory can
have plenty of money to buy all kinds of comforts, talking machines included.
Corporal P. H. Barenthaler, of the 303d Engineers, Camp Dix, has asked Buffalonians to
ship some of their used records to the boys in
camp.
Charles L. Bricka, son of Charles F. Bricka,
of Bricka & Enos, Columbia dealers, has been
promoted to captain and assigned to Company 2,
train and military police division, National
Army. He is a graduate of the first officers'
training camp at Madison barracks.

Jascha Heifetz, violinist, whom Buffalo music
critics called a "superb artist," recently played
in this city. His appearance here helped the
sale of the Heifetz Victor records.
A fifty-first anniversary sale was recently conducted by Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Co.,
Pathephone dealers. When this store was
founded in 1867 Buffalo's population was only
110,000. T. M. Gibson, vice-president and retail manager of the concern, was employed at
the store when it was first opened.
Richard Ne'vils has joined the sale force of
John G. Shuler, the Sonora dealer.
Harold Verbeck, of the Verbeck Musical Sales
Co., has joined Uncle Sam's aviation section at
San Antonio, Tex. On account of his departure the Verbeck Co. has closed its Genesee
street branch, which he managed.
Work of remodeling the building at 733-737

Main street, where the Columbia Graphophone
Co.'s wholesale department will occupy the second and third floors> is progressing rap!dly. The
new quarters will be ready for occupancy May
1. O. M. Keiss, manager of the Buffalo
branch, has been ill for a few days. George
W. Hopkins, general sales manager of the company, was a caller. March business at this
store was greater than that of M,arch, 1917.
April trade may be somewhat hindered by temporary embargoes on easlbound shipments. For
a time the company may have to use trucks
to ship machines east of Buffalo.
Wallace Currier has been appointed manager
of the William Hengerer Co.'s Victrola department. He succeeds Herbert A. Brennan, now
traveling representative of the Victor Talking
Machine Co. Mr. Currier was formerly with
the Victrola department of the Lion Drygoods
Co., Toledo. Before going to Toledo he had
ai; Edison store of his own in Portland, Me.
Mr. Currier conducted a Victrola week early
in April. Special advertising and window displays contributed to the success of this event.
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cause.
Another patriotic pleasure is to use
the Vallorbes needle and thus conserve steel for Uncle Sam.

These needles are semi-permanent
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true reproduction. They wear
themselves rather than the record
and being parallel in shape, as
they wear down they do not enlarge their diameter as does an
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"HOFFAY"
The AIRTIGHT
Machine.
As the trade-mark

reads, is

"The Worlds Musical Instrument"
Increases the value of records of all makes
No.
The

Home

100
Music

Leader

Unquestionably the best value on the market. Genuine mahogany, quartered or fumed oak. Metal parts nickel-plated,
automatic
stop, double spring motor, plays from four to five
records.
Two hundred needles for Columbia and Victor records and
sapphire points for Edison. If diamond point $5.00 extra.
Height, rectone
44%",
19". depth 20%".$95.00.
Equipped with Resur§100.00,width
with Half-Fork-Tone
No.
A
No. 100 — $100.00
The Wonderful Resurrectone

Great

140
Instrument

Finest construction throughout, genuine mahogany, quartered
or fumed oak. Distinctive design. High class double spring
motor, playing from four to five records. Metal parts heavily
nickel-plated."
Two hundred
needles
for Victor
Columbia
records,
one sapphire
point for
Edison.
Diamondand point
$5.00
extra. Heicht 47", width 21". depth 21". Equipped with
Resurrectone $140.00, with Half-Fork-Tone $135.00.

With its exclusive • tuning fork" has no
equal in lowness
thehaveworld.
Its and
clearness
the timbre
warmthand ofmelthe
natural voice, string or wind instruments.
Forms the regular equipment for the
Hoffay, but is also sold for other machines.

PRICE: Xickel-plated $6. 22 karat goldplated $7.50. for
To Edisons.
fit standardMoney
machines
and
attachments
refunded
from
receipt. returned within five days
if reproducer

PRICE: Nickel-plated $10. 22 karat goldplated $12.50. To fit Victors, Sonoras,
and attachments for Edison machines, etc.
Money refunded if reproducer returned
within 5 days from receipt.

No.

190

The "Second" Hoffay Choice
Elegance of style enriched by inlaid mahogany of extremely
high
finish, lends
charm motor
of "finesse'"
to this
instrument.
Fine special
treble spring
will play
six superior
or seven
records. Speed regulator and automatic stop. 200 needles
for Victor and Columbia records, Sapphire needle for Edison. Diamond point $5.00 extra. .Metal parts gold-plated.
Height i§¥>", width 20", depth 20V>". Equipped with
Resurrectone $190.00. with Half-Fork-Tone $185.00.
No. 250
The

Achievement in Musical
Instruments
An extra smart creation, made in genuine mahogany, that
symbolizes the acme of perfection. Silent treble spring
motor will play six or seven records. Speed regulator anil
automatic
parts are records
22 karatandgold-plated.
200
needles forStop.
Victor Metal
and Columbia
one sapphire
point for Edison records; diamond point $5.00 extra.
Height
width wltn
24V.",Half-Fork-Tone
depth 2-1 V'. equipped
Resurrect) 50%", $250.00,
$245.00. with

No. 190 — $190.00

The Half-Fork-Tone
The
next
best
reproducer.
for
its clear and loud
sound. Remarkable
It is equipped
on the Hoffay wherever specially ordered.
It is also sold to fit other machines.

Supreme

Hoffay Talking Machine

Co., Inc.

3 West

City, N.Y.

29th St.,

New

York

(Hoffay products are protected by patents granted and
pending. Infringements will he prosecuted.)
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There are various national organizations at
work providing music for the army and navy
men both at home and abroad. Perhaps the
most important of these is the Y. M. C. A.,
which recognized at an early date the value of
music in maintaining the morale of the fighting
men.
During the past month The World has learned
much through Y. M. C. A. officials anent what
this worthy institution is doing to see that the
men in the service have plenty of talking machines and records.
The general policy of the
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and for the men in our own expeditionary forces.
No exact figures can be given as to the total
number of machines and records that have been
sent to the other side. Last month, however,
in a news bulletin showing what the Y. M. C. A.
has shipped abroad, there were included one
hundred talking machines and 2,500 records, all
sent over in a thirty-day period for the use of
our soldiers in France.
There has been much controversy over just
what kind of records the soldiers prefer, and
the association has gone so far as to conduct

conducting more aggressive local campaigns for
talking machines and records, they will find the
explanation in that fact.
The reports to date indicate that comparatively few machines have been received by the
association through donation, but that a great
many records have been given by the public,
and several manufacturers, notably the makers
of Victor, Columbia and Emerson records. The
data available shows, however, that the free
donation of records and machines to the Y. M.
C. A. represents a small percentage of the total

Copyright, Committee on Public Information
In a Y. M. C. A. Hut at a Cantonment
One of the Recreations in the Y. M. C. A. Building at Columbus Barracks, O.
number of machines and records that have been
Y. M. C. A. is against the solicitation of either
special investigations to determine what kind
machines or records on a free contribution
given to the fighting men, because the majority
will give the "men in khaki" the greatest pleasof the donated instruments and discs have been
ure. On the evening of March 22 P. F. Jerome,
basis, although good use can be made of all mapresented to particular soldiers in the different
chines and records that may be donated. No
purchasing agent for the National War Work
direct donations are solicited because it is felt
cantonments or to specific companies, corps,
Council of the Y. M. C. A., gathered together six
etc., and through the Y. M. C. A.
sailors from the Brooklyn Navy Yard and six
the American people have stood nobly behind
The Y. M. C. A. has long since established
the association in the way they oversubscribed
soldiers loaned for the purpose by Captain Anto its national campaign for money last fall. a "hut" in each of the military camps in the
drew C. Gardner, post-adjutant of Fort J, GovUnited States. In one of the largest camps
ernors Island. These men-of-war became muThere are so many war charities continually apsical critics for the time, and sat as a jury to
several huts have been erected, each being
proaching the public for outright donations that
determine which out of a total of 15,000 recthe Y. M. C. A. prefers to acquire its materials
equipped with a talking machine and an excelords would bring the greatest joy to Uncle
in a regular business way, with the money that
lent supply of records.
A
considerable
number
of
machines
and
rechas been subscribed for the purpose. ThereSam's fighting forces. The members of the
jury were picked at random without regard for
fore, if talking machine dealers should wonder
ords have been sent to Europe for the enter(Continued on page 50)
tainment of men in the armies of our Allies
from time to time why the Y. M. C. A. is not
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their familiarity with music. Their main mission was to decide what records should be
scrappedfor the duration of the war, and among
those put into the scrap barrel were pieces of
musical merit with unfortunate names and all
German music, including some operatic selections. Among the records barred because of
their names were such as "I Didn't Raise My
Boy to Be a Soldier" and "The Prussian Military March."
Popular records without doubt are the rulingfavorites. The songs of the operatic stars and
the" great masters on the violin, etc., are exceedingly well liked by a certain percentage of
the soldiers, but in volume of demand run second to the "popular" selections. Patriotic
pieces are in the third class.
Miss Kate Pope, an English girl, who has
served in an important American Y. M. C. A.
"hut" across the sea since last September,
makes the following interesting commentary on
what kind of music the soldiers want:
"Write a rag — at least a song with some syncopation. That is what the boys always ask
for. Don't be too patriotic in your song-writing. The boys don't like that sort of thing.
When they do it's an exception like 'Tipperary.'
But if you analyze that you will find that it is
not the usual type of patriotic song. It is
simply considered patriotic because of time and
usage.
"A good point to bear in mind is . to introduce the humorous side of the war. The soldiers know the other side, and when they are
out to sing and to listen to music it is for diversion. For instance, the most popular song
with the soldiers here is 'I Don't Want to Get
Well.' Other popular songs of the moment
with the men are 'Joan of Arc,' 'Huckleberry
Finn' and 'Are You From Dixie?' They sometimes like what Americans call 'sob 'stuff' — such
sentimental ballads as 'God Send You Back to
Me,' 'A Little Bit of Heaven' and 'Mother
Machree.'
But rag is the rage."
Very probably talking machine dealers will
be asked by the public from time to time regarding what kind of records the soldiers like
best. The result of the study given to the
matter by the Y. M. C. A., as presented above,
will indicate the kind of advice to offer these inquiries. As far as the disposal of donations of
either records or machines is concerned, the
best plan seems to be to deal with the Y. M.
C. A. headquarters in the nearest cantonment
in case the donation is for (he military forces
on this side of the Atlantic, and in case the
donation is made for the overseas forces to get
in touch with the Division of Music, National
War Work Council, 124 East Twenty-eighth
street, New York.
In addition to machines and records supplied
to camps and ships by the Y. M. C. A., or under
its direction, there have been hundreds of outfits supplied through other channels which have
made a specialty of collecting machines and
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records for distribution among the fighting
forces. Special committees, as well as newspapers throughout the country, are constantly
making appeals for donations of talking masults. chines and discs, and are getting' excellent re-

The Knights of Columbus, who are operating
huts in all the leading cantonments and camps
here, and also in France, .and who, with recently
collected funds, plan to broaden their work along
this line materially, see to it that each hut is
supplied with a machine and a suitable collection of records, and in addition have supplied
outfits to various company and regimental units.

The Sonora Phonograph Sales Co. has recently
made arrangements whereby they will feature
artistic painted signs along the route of. each
railroad just before reaching New York. The
object of these signs is to impress out-of-town
visitors with the fact that the company has
artistic salons at Fifty-third street and Fifth
avenue, which are at the disposal of these visitors for demonstration and display.
The accompanying picture is that of a sign
which is located in two places — one on the Long
THE
HIGHEST CLASS
TALKING MACHINE
" IN
THS •
WORLD

CHANGE NAME TO "ELMBRO"
Talking Machine Put Out By the Elmbrola Co.
Will Bear Above Name Hereafter

St. Paul, Minn., April 5.— J. Neiger, general
manager of the Elmbrola Talking Machine Co.
of this city, has announced that the company
has changed the name of its product from "Elmbrola" to "Elmbro." Mr. Neiger states that the
company has achieved very pleasing success with
this product, and had already established wholesale agencies in important cities, and made arrangements for dealer representation throughout
the country. He recently visited New York and
expects to have an announcement ready in the
near future regarding the presentation of the
Elmbro line in the eastern part of the country.
The Elmbrola Talking Machine Co. manufactures acomplete line of machines, and Mr. Neiger, who has been associated with the industry
for a number of years, is devoting considerable
time to effective dealer co-operation. He states
that he is making a drive for the better class of
business, and the dealers which he recently established are well known in their respective
local'ties.

SIGNS ATTRACT

mm
CLEAR AS A BELL

A Sonora Signboard
Island railroad near Jamaica, and one on the
New York Central railroad, just below Highbridge. This sign has attracted very favorable
attention, and Frank J. Coupe, director of sales
and advertising for the Sonora Phonograph
Sales Co., is well pleased with the publicity that
this advertising affords.
CLEVELAND

MAN

WELCOMED

IN EAST

C. K. Bennett, the well known executive of
the Eclipse Musical Co., Victor jobbers in
Cleveland, has recently completed a two weeks'
trip through the East. He spent part of his
time calling on the trade in New York, and also
made quite a visit at Victor headquarters 'in
Camden, N. J. In talking with The World during his visit to New York, Mr. Bennett said
that he wifs going to Cleveland with a better
knowledge of general conditions and lots of
new ideas for boosting the Victor business.
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Play« 28 selections in one set which can be replaced set
for set according to the number of records. Equipped
with automatic stop which requires no setting. Fine tonal
reproduction.
Send for Descriptive Circular
MAX
233 N. Alden
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CHAS.

J. ORTH

HOST

AT DINNER

Milwaukee Talking Machine and Piano Man Entertains Officials of United Phonograph Corp.
and Members of Own Staff in Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wis., April 2. — A most enjoyable
dinner party was given in the Gold Room of
the Hotel Wisconsin
on Thursday evening,
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MACHINE
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family gathering, without an unduly serious aspect, in preparation for the real work that is
now being undertaken by him in behalf of the
Puritan. This thought was carried throughout
the dinner. When the guests took their seats
they found favors of a humorous character and
a menu that was particularly Puritan-esque.
The guests of honor were Fred A. Dennett,
president and general manager of the United

horn. Representatives
Alfred B. Cargill, W.
Grant, Leonard Meyer
Other guests were James

of the press included
A. Dudley, Harry J.
and Frank Effinger.
Orth, J. B. Thiery and

Roy Steffen.
ORGANIZED

IN KALAMAZOO,

MICH.

Electric Phonograph Co. Incorporated to Manufacture Coin-Operated Machines
Kalamazoo, Mich., April 4. — The Electric
Phonograph Co., of this city, has been incorporated with capital stock of $30,000, to engage
in the manufacture of coin-operated electric phonographs, designed particularly for use in public
places. The equipment for a factory has been
ordered, and a plant will be established in this
city. It is stated that the company owns a number of new patents covering their instruments.
The officers of the new company are: President, John W. Adams; vice-president, E. B. Desenberg, and secretary-treasurer, A. J. Reams.
MAKING

Dinner Given by Chas. J. Orth to United Phonograph Corp. Officials and Members of His Staff
Phonograph Corp., Sheboygan; William H.
March 21, by Charles J. Orth, 504 Grand avenue, the well-known piano and talking machine
Thommen, general superintendent of the comdealer who recently took over the distribution
pany and designer of the Puritan, and Lloyd
of the Puritan phonograph in Wisconsin and
Jenkins,
sales
Orth's
staff was general
represented
by manager.
W. H. Heise,Mr.Adam
C.
the Upper Peninsula. The event served to inSchroeter, W. H. Hadert, Gustav Kleemann,
troduce the men responsible for the Puritan
to the Orth force and members of the press.
G. M. May, Paul Wachs, Roy Hettinger, AlMr. Orth stated the dinner was a little
bert Mueller, Henry Staab and George E. Ball-

NEEDLES

FROM

CACTUS

Portland, Ore., April 2. — Oregon never considered its scrub cactus growth — which is found
in the waste sections of Eastern Oregon — of
much value, but even this is now being turned
to account by the phonograph people. The
scrub cactus needles, tests have shown, are admirably fitted, after proper treatment, for record needles, and these, with a variety also found
on the Mexican border, are rapidly being turned
to commercial advantage. These needles have
been placed on sale in Portland by the Wiley B.
Allen Co. and are found to give pleasing sweetness and softness to the tone. There is little
danger of the supply of raw material ever beingexhausted in Oregon, no matter to what extent
the manufacture of the thorns into record
needles expands.

We can make castings of this nature to
your order in quantities and at attractive
prices and deliveries.
Send samples or blue prints for estimate.

"INDIANA"
DIE
CASTING
CO.
CORNELL
and 11th STREETS
INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.
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ADVERTISING

St. Louis, Mo., April 8. — A novelty in the way
of advertising of records has been the series of
informative advertisements run in the newspapers by Manager Ditzell, of the Famous & Barr
Co. The series is running and will continue
indefinitely, according to present plans, and Mr.
Ditzell hopes to gather a series that can be put
into book form after they are run as ads.
The text in the ad below, bearing on the soprano voice, will illustrate what the series is.
The introduction reads:
"There are two principal soprano voices — the
coloratura and the lyric — each with its fair and
measured province in the field of song. The
first, or coloratura, corresponds with the flute
in the orchestra — it is the sparkling, dazzling
voice, abounding in trills, turns and tremolo —
the 'showy' voice. Its most striking exponent
is Galli-Curci, who sings the famous 'Bell Song'
from Lakme with almost uncanny brilliance.
"The lyric, on the other hand, is essentially
the sweet voice, the voice -of romance, poetic
fancy and emotion. Of the lyric voice, one of
the best examples is that of Lucy Marsh, who

This is not a new product —
hundreds of dealers are now

sings
of Morn'
Then'Birth
follows
a list divinely.''
of records set out as to
the kind of soprano voice each presents.
Other ads deal with the various kinds of voices,
the quartet male and mixed, and then will come
the various instruments. Mr. Ditzell says that
in preparation of these ads he uses information
gathered by work on the floor in the record department, where he asks customers as to which
kind of soprano they wish and other leading
questions to develop what will really be information to the average record buyer.
Another novelty from the Famous & Barr
Co. is the new form of announcement of the
monthly record lists. This idea first was that
of photographing the regulation Victor record
list and reproducing it. But the list did not
lend itself well to photographic reproduction
by printing, so a redrawing of the Victor dog
that illustrates the hanger was made and the
names of the records set in type in exact facsimile of the original. The result is a neat
mailing card that will easily catch the eye of
the Victor record buyer. Of this Mr. Ditzell
says:
"Of course, next to the trade-mark dog, the
most familiar advertisement to a Victrola owner is the monthly record bulletin. You will
notice that a Victrola owner always is ready
to stop and read the hanger. Now we hope to
catch the eye in a way that the bulletin ordinarily mailed does not. Also some Victrola
owners get the bulletins from the several
sources, and we hope our announcement will
be distinctive. We believe it is a move in the
direction of conservation of paper, mail weight
and in other ways meets the demands of the

selling them, and thousands
them are on the machines
Edison owners.

NEW
times."

Patent No. 1,130.298

I Patented March 2, 1915
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Made by manufacturers who
have specialized in Edison attachments for years.

If you

of
of

are not already acquainted with the Kent Attach-

ment and Sound Box, don't lose
time — send for one to-day.
Most Edison jobbers handle
our products. If yours does not
write direct.
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C. KENT
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CO.

Manufacturers of Phonograph Accessories
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Famous & Barr Co. Using Educative Copy in
Their Announcements With Great Success —
Featuring Victor Line Strongly

INCREASE
YOUR

MACHINE

Jersey

PRICES ON LANSING

COVERS

E. H. Lansing Announces New Schedule, Owing
to Greatly Increased Cost of Production
Boston, Mass.. April 1.— E. H. Lansing, who
manufactures the Lansing khaki moving cover
for talking machines and accepted as the pioneer in that field, announces that he has been
compelled to increase the prices of his various
covers, and the new prices will be, Style A, SS.50.
and Style R, $6. Mr. Lansing has been absorbing the increased cost of both materials and
labor for some time past, and has found it impossible to do so any longer. The increase of
$1 per cover, however, means the placing of as
light a burden as possible on the purchaser. Incidentally, Mr. Lansing reports that the business
is keeping up in good shape in all sections.
Both prophets and profits are without honor
in every country and just now.

WS.S.
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Urgently Requested
Make It a Success

to

May 1 st, 1918, will be observed throughout the United States as Thrift Stamp Day !
On that day retail stores everywhere in every
line of business will ask customers to take
PART OF THEIR CHANGE IN THRIFT
Stamps ! It will be patriotic for every man,
woman and child to accept at least one Thrift
Stamp as change on every purchase made
that day — and to make as many purchases
as possible on May 1st.
Here is a big, practical way of getting millions of Thrift Stamps into the hands of the
people of the United States, and of insuring
the success of the Government's War Savings
Stamps campaign. Thrift Stamp Day will
HELP EVERYONE. It will prove a tremendous boost to business. On May 1 st, 1918,
the nation should do the biggest total retail
business of any single day in our history!
The beneficial habit of Thrift will be sown
broadcast among the citizens of the U. S. A. !
Most important of all, Uncle Sam will be
furnished
Victory
! with the sinews of War and
top"
AT American
ONCE in business
a quick must
drivego to"over
maketheThrift
Stamp Day an overwhelming success. You
wholesalers, you jobbers, you salesmen, must
TALK Thrift Stamp Day among your trade,
arouse the ENTHUSIASM of the retailers, the
storekeepers, the clerks behind the counters.
Uncle Sam NEEDS YOUR HELP. A practical PLAN has been prepared showing how
each one of you can "do your bit" to make
Thrift Stamp Day a red letter day in American business annals. Write for this plan
TO-DAY WITHOUT FAIL. Remember, in
helping Uncle Sam you are helping business
and helping yourselves. Address Mr. W.
Ward Smith, National War Savings Commit e , 15 Chambers St., New York City.

WAR
SAVINGS STAMPS
WS.S.
ISSUED SYSTATES
THB
UNITED
GOVERNMENT

National

War

Savings

Committee
51 Chambers St.

New York City
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dealers nine times out of ten beat the game by
bringing out the wanted music — the big hits of
the day way in advance of anybody else.
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Sometimes Emerson dealers are two months ahead of anybody else.
Sometimes a month. This is an advantage plus the many other
money making advantages that come to Emerson dealers. Because
they sell for 35c — 3 for $1.00, the number of buyers is increased
many fold. Because they bring you more profit per record, it is
worth more to you to sell them. Because they will play on any
machine without an attachment, everybody can play Emerson records.
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THE
INTRODUCE

NEW

STEEL

NEEDLE

The Gloria Phonograph Supply Co. Makes an
Important Announcement — To Make Needles
in All Standard Styles and Tone Qualities
The Gloria Phonograph Supply Co., 200 Fifth
avenue. New York, has just placed on the
market a new steel needle which will be known
as the 'Gloria." The
company is marketing
this needle in all standard styles and tone
qualities, and is instituting an aggressive cam<^
paign to present this
needle to the jobbers
and dealers throughout the country.
Realizing that the talking machine dealers
have been badly handicapped the past year
by a shortage of steel needles, the Gloria Phonograph Supply Co., before announcing its new
needle, completed factory arrangements whereby
it could promise the dealers immediate delivery
on their orders. The company felt that it was
unfair to the trade to announce a new steel
needle without being in a position to take care

TALKING

MACHINE

his entire time to the new company, which was
recently incorporated with a capital stock of
$25,000, and his lengthy experience in the mercantile world will doubtless enable him to cooperate effectively with the dealers throughout
the country.
R. R. Debacher, president of William
Schimper & Co., Hoboken, N. J., and a director
of the Trust Co. of New Jersey, a well-known
manufacturer of metal goods, and prominent in
New Jersey financial circles, is first vice-presi-

needle, and this announcement, which, by the
way, is a splendid example of lithographic art,
features the copyrighted trade mark of the
needle — the lark. It is planned to use this
trade-mark on all posters, window cards, etc..
and all publicity will probably feature the same
poster design as shown in this announcement.
The company is now preparing to distribute a
series of window cards to the dealers, in order
that the public may be acquainted with the
qualities of the new needle.
DOUGLAS

PICTURES

IN NEW

YORK

Process for Making and Projecting Motion Pictures in Natural Colors, Invented by Leon F.
Douglas, Proves Decidedly Interesting — Wonderful Effects Produced by the Process

of the dealers' requirements, promptly, and delayed their announcement accordingly until the
officers were certain they could guarantee immediate shipments of the needles.
In its literature the Gloria Phonograph Supply Co. will emphasize the fact that the Gloria
steel needle is constructed of the finest carbon
steel, and that it is guaranteed to give absolute
satisfaction to every user. The company's manufacturing and sales campaign will feature this
important constructional merit, in order to impress the dealers with the fact that they can
offer the Gloria steel needle to their customers
with perfect confidence in the satisfaction that
it will render.
The president of the Gloria Phonograph Supply Co. is Rudolf Gaertner. who for a number
of years has been prominent in manufacturing
and import circles.
Mr. Gaertner will devote

April 15, 1918

WORLD

Rudolf Gaertner
dent of the company, and as such will act in
an advisory capacity.
Roswell Francis Easton, who has been associated with Mr. Gaertner for a number of years,
is second vice-president of the company, and
will be actively interested in its activities.
On another page in this issue of The World
is the first announcement of the Gloria steel

KOCH-O-PHONE

$

1 8.00

The KOCH-O-PHONE is the FORD of the
Phonograph world. There is no charge for the
name or expensive advertising added to the cost.
Most people would rather pay $36 (resale price)
than $75 for the same amount of pleasure.
Plays all makes of disc records. No disconnecting needed in exchanging from one make of record to another. Simply turn the sound box and
change needle to suit make of record. This machine for tonal quality and volume is not excelled
by any $75 machine on the market.
No. IS— Height 40 in., width 18 in., depth 18 in.;
double spring worm driven motor; 12 in. turntable,
all metal trimmings are nickel plated; made in mahogany finish. Weight about 100 lbs
$18.00
Cabinet alone, complete with needle cups

. $10.00

Members of the local talking machine trade
were much interested recently in the special
showing in this city of motion pictures in natural colors produced by a new process invented
by Leon F. Douglas, of San Rafael, Cal., who
for many years was actively connected with the
Victor Talking Machine Co., is still a director
in that company, and had much to do with the
early development of the Victor product.
The Douglas pictures have been shown in various sections of the country recently and with
much success, and when offered at the Eightyfirst Street Theatre served to attract much attention not only from the public but from members of the motion picture trade. The pictures
shown include really wonderful views of Yellowstone Park, with its geysers, falls, flora and
fauna. Then there were magnificent pictures
of the Grand Canyon of Colorado, remarkably
natural in their reproduction. Likewise views
of a forest fire, of Californian flower gardens and
of motion picture celebrities. While the films
showed the natural colors of the landscape with
great faithfulness, depicting the subtleties of the
sky, ground, water and plant life very closely,
they reached their best when showing closeups
oi people. Whether a young lady has coppercolored hair or is a typical blonde or brunette,
her locks show up with startling faithfulness,
and even her complexion is given its full value.
The closing feature of the exhibition, and one
that greatly impressed the audience, was a sunset scene, with the sun's last rays merging into
the purple tinge of twilight.
Mr. Douglas' device consists of an inexpensive attachment that may be affixed to any motion picture camera and which permits of the
production of a film containing a series of images
so colored as to give, when projected, a moving picture in natural colors, without the use
of the rotary colored shutter usually required.
"By this contrivance," declares Oliver Jones,
formerly a well-known talking machine man.
and now acting as representative for Mr. Douglas, "the brilliancy and intensity of the projected colored picture are increased and a
stereoscopic effect is obtained impossible in
black and white. There is no more light required than is used in projecting black and white,
and a speed of only twenty-four to the second
is necessary, and through certain experiments
being made this speed will be reduced. The
cost of producing pictures by this proces- is
slightly more than that for making black and
white, while the advantage in the art of producing motion pictures is considerable."

Tone Arms and
Sound Boxes
(Genuine Mica)
Our new universal tone
arm and sound box, No.
3, has proven a big success. Has all the desired
requisites in the way of
producing a clear, rich and
musical tone.

NEW

Price
$1.50
In Lots of One Thousand

Manufacturer
KOCH,
ANDS
NEW YORK
296 Broadway

QUARTERS

IN IRVINGTON,

N. J.

A. H. Redden, who has been conducting a
bicycle and sporting goods store in Irvington.
X. J., has moved to new quarters at 1065 Clinton
avenue, that town, where he is featuring Brunswick phonographs very successfully. He has
handled the Brunswick line since last fall.
No. 2
Real Mica, $1.00
in 100 Lots
Imitation Mica, 85c

MOVING

TO NEW

LOCATION

11. G. Applin, the Victor dealer of 20 College
avenue, Somerville, Mass., has arranged to move
to new quarters in the Medina Building on
April 1.
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IN ENGLAND

Louis S. Sterling, Manager of Columbia Co. in London, Tells Most Interestingly of Business Activity— Labor Problem Serious, But It Is Being Mastered — Record Trade Enormous
"Our sales during 1917 showed a gain of 25
per cent, over 1916, making this year the best
in our history," said Louis S. Sterling, managing director of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
Ltd., London, who arrived in New York recently for a visit to the executive offices. "Our
figures for the year show that our business was
double that of 1913, and we therefore have
every reason to feel gratified at the prosperous
condition of talking machine activities abroad,
notwithstanding the war.
"The preponderance of our business last year
was in records, and the actual production of
records was larger in 1917 than ever before in
our history. Although the demand for machines

ballads and the very fine string and orchestra
selections. In fact, to the casual observer the
demand for this class of music is almost remarkable.
"We are shipping many thousands of records
per month to the boys at the front, and the orders for these records almost invariably call
for SO per cent, of popular music, and the remainder good standard selections and operatic
numbers. The demand for the so-called patriotic popular number has practically passed into
oblivion, the boys at the front calling for the
straight popular selections.
"The demand for table machines is by far in
the preponderance, but this is attributable to
the fact that it is almost impossible to get cabinets to manufacture the floor machines. The
demand for cabinet machines is far in excess
of the supply, and it is for this reason that the
table machine is selling is such large quantities.
"There is a very bright future ahead for the
talking machine business in England. We are
all optimistic regarding the future, and whether
or not the war continues for any extended
period, the talking machine industry is certain
to enjoy an era of activity and prosperity."
MAKING

RICHMOND

FULTON

MUSICAL

Corley Co. Doing Much for City's Musical Advancement— How This Company Serves the
Dealer — Widely Known as Victor Distributors

Louis S. Sterling
is bigger at the present time than it was before
the war, we must consider the fact that the production of machines is only 30 per cent, of the
total production before the war started, owing
to the necessary restrictions placed upon our
product, the scarcity of raw material, and the
dearth of labor.
"General conditions in the talking machine
industry in England are very satisfactory, although all of the factories have been obliged to
face very serious labor problems. When the
war broke out in 1914 there were 291 men employed in our record factory in England. At
the present time there are only eleven men
employed, the rest being women, and in order
to produce the same efficiency in our factory,
we found it necessary to increase the force of
women by 40 per cent. Out of the eleven men
at the plant six are over fifty years of age.
"The numerous air raids over England, the
lightless nights, and the various curtailments of
amusements are influencing the people to stay
home more now than ever before. They naturally must have some relaxation from the seriousness of war, and it is in this respect that
the talking machine is 'doing its bit,' and affording the public pleasure and entertainment.
"There exists in England to-day a tremendous
demand for the straight popular songs, and
there is also a notable increase in the call for
good music.
I refer particularly to high-class
FOR

SALE

25 SHARES
Victor

Talking

Machine

Common

Stock

at

Co.

$825

WILLIS O. HEARD
LAFAYETTE BUILDING PHILADELPHIA, PA.

RrcHMOND, Ind., April 9.— Fred. R. •Kessnich.
now in charge of the wholesale department of
the Corley Co., this city, had in his possession
during the past week substantial evidence of
the fame of the Corley Co. as Victor distributors. Two large cases addressed to widely
separated cities in the Middle West were in
some unaccountable way delivered to the Corley Co. in Richmond. The only accountable
reason being that these cases bore on them the
Victor trade-mark.
Mr. Kessnich reports generally good business
in both the wholesale and retail departments
and the continuing popularity of their Victrola
fibre trunks.
The aim of the Corley Co. has ever been
service to the dealer. For a long time the Corley Co. has owned a print shop where they have
printed the large volume of literature that, they
send out and in addition turned out many printing jobs for their dealers at a small cost. Another service department of the Corley Co.,
which is in the highest state of efficiency, is
the repair department, which is in charge of M.
F. Burnett, who has been with the Corley Co.
for a number of years. In order to keep this
department up to this high state Mr. Burnett
makes it a point to make a yearly visit to the
Victor factory.
The slogan of the Corley Co.— "The house
that made Richmond musical" — has been especially proved this year. Through the efforts
of the Corley Co. many world-renowned musical artists have come to Richmond during the
past season. For these series the large City
Auditorium is engaged and is usually filled to
capacity. Literature is now being mailed concerning the Spring Festival to be held at the
City Auditorium on April 29, 30 and May 1,
1918. Prominent operatic artists, such as Paul
Althouse, tenor; Sophie Braslau, contralto; Mabel
Garrison, soprano, and Lambert Murphy, tenor,
are to appear. Attention is called in the literature describing this festival that these artists
are well known to all Victrola owners, and the
opportunity is offered to get acquainted and to
make comparison between their voices and the
perfect reproduction of the Victor records.
Other artists that will appear are May Peterson,
Nina Margana, Helena Marsh, Thomas Chalmers and Rafaelo Diaz. The Wednesday Club
Chorus of Richmond and the Russian- Symphony Orchestra will also appear.

Style F
Price, $150.00
Size 45 x 19 x 23

In Fumed

Oak Waxed, and Satin Ma.

hogany, Double Spring Spiral-geared
Motor, Tone-Modifier, Automatic Stop,
Lock, Needle-Cups and Rest, LegSockets and Casters, Balanced Cover
Lift, Universal Tone-Arm. All exposed metal parts heavily nickeled.
Record compartment opening on side
through a rising and falling balanced
door, fitted with five ten-inch and three
twelve-inch high grade albums, capacity
98 records.
The

patented spun vibratory horn is

finished and grained to match the woodwork of cabinet.
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ing generously to the appeal to donate records
and music rolls to the soldier boys in camps

MILWAUKEE

This Is Proven by the Demand in Camps and in the Homes — Badger Activity — New Brunswick
Dealers — Phonograph Co. Increases Capital — Four New Sonora Dealers — Puritan Developments
Milwaukee, Wis.. April 12. — As the nation
enters the second year of active participation
in the world war as a combatant, it is becoming
more and more evident that of all the instruments ever created to assuage mental and physical pain and suffering the talking machine has
outdistanced all others and is secure in the first
rank, not only so far as the boys at the front
are concerned, but among those who must remain at home. Never since its origin has the
talking machine been in such tremendous demand as it is today. At the same time, the
output of the country's talking machine factories, while probably the largest that it ever
has been, is becoming more and more inadequate to fill requirements. In the case of so
popular a line as the Victor, it is conservatively
figured that if twice as many machines were
available immediately, not all orders could be
filled. Even some of the newer and relatively
lesser known makes are selling so well that the
big problem in the talking machine industry
of Wisconsin today is to produce enough instruments. In the case of records, needles and
other supplies and accessories, the condition is
similar.
Talking machine business predicated upon the
Easter holiday this y-ear assumed such volume
that it was wholly reminiscent of the pre-Christmas season. Saturday, March 30, the day before
Easter, seemed like a Christmas eve in local
retail establishments. Stores were crowded
until closing time with customers demanding
delivery of machines and records for Easter.
Regular delivery systems had to be supplemented with extra trucks and wagons. The
situation has not before been known here, although the Easter season also has been a distinct feature of spring business.
Retail dealers attribute the remarkable demand, especially at Easter time, to the influence
of the war. In fact, the splendid business that
has been done during the last six to eight
months is believed to be the direct result of the
need for solace which all people have come to
experience since thousands of homes have given
up sons, and even fathers — and some, daughters.
The dealers who a year ago feared that the
declaration of war would shortly result in the
collapse not only of talking machine business,
but business in general, have had ample reason
to change their opinions. There was a lull of
about thirty days' duration immediately following the opening of hostilities. But after that
talking machine business swung into the most
active period in its local history, and it has
grown day by day until at this moment it has
reached the most prosperous point ever known.
"It's the same old story," said Harry A. Goldsmith, secretary of the Badger Talking Machine
Co., Victor jobber, when asked "What's new?"
by The World representative. "Our customers
still are asking for more machines than we can
possibly deliver, and our back orders are piling
up every day. So far as records are concerned,
we are still worse off. We try to do the best
we can and take care of all our retailers, but
in spite of this effort, not all disappointments
can be obviated. The demand for the Victor
to-day is by far the greatest we have known
since we established this business. The same is
true of Victor business in all other parts of the
country. Our situation is not unusual among
Victor jobbers, for they all are overwhelmed
with business."
According to Thomas 1. Kidd, manager of the
local branch of the Brunswick-Balke-Collendef
Co., 275-279 West Water street, the Brunswick
factory is having an extremely difficult time in
filling all of its requirements, due to the rapidly growing demand for the Brunswick phonograph in W isconsin and elsewhere. The still
serious congestion of freight traffic forms another handicap. Express lines are used from
time to time to relieve acute shortage among
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dealers, but in recent weeks the express companies have been so overwhelmed with business
that, considering the extra expense, not a great
deal is gained by making shipments by express.
The nine Brunswick retailers in Milwaukee have
been doing an exceptionally large business since
the beginning of the year, and reports which
they make to Mr. Kidd indicate that 1918 is
destined to be the greatest Brunswick year since
the line first was introduced in this city.
The Yahr & Lange Drug Co., 207-217 East
W"ater street, this city, wholesale distributor of
the Sonora for Wisconsin and Upper Michigan,
has increased its local city selling organization
by the appointment of four prominent retail
stores in as many widely separated ' sections of
the city. The new retailers include Alfred W.
Fuchs, jeweler, 1403 Green Bay avenue; William
Klug & Sons, furniture, 543 Twelfth street;
Bruno W. Thien, jeweler, 3401 North avenue,
and the Noll Piano Co., 1057 Muskego avenue.
A successor to Charles J. Orth, 504 Grand
avenue, as the main downtown retail representative, will be selected shortly. Pending the closing of a new connection, the Yahr & Lange
Co. has inaugurated a complete service department for the benefit of Sonora owners in Milwaukee, in connection with the Sonora jobbing
department of its big wholesale house.
The New Edison continues to increase in popularity throughout Wisconsin, and the Phonograph Co. of Milwaukee, 211-213 Second street,
wholesale representative in the territory, has
never been quite so busy as now in keeping the
wants of its retail representatives fully supplied.
The Edison Shop, which is the retail department, is doing a splendid business locally. To
accommodate the growth of the business in general, the Phonograph Co. has been obliged to
increase its capital stock from $25,000 to $50,000.
William A. Schmidt is general manager of the
company and is ably assisted by Herbert W.
Gausewitz. retail sales manager.
Since taking over the wholesale distribution
of the Puritan phonograph and records in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan on March 1, Charles
J. Orth, 504 Grand avenue, this city, has built
up a remarkably efficient sales organization and
is giving the Wisconsin-made instrument an exceptionally strong representation in its home
state and contiguous territory. In all respects
Mr. Orth is duplicating the splendid achievement
credited to him in putting the Sonora on the
map in Milwaukee as exclusive retail distributor in this city for the past two years, a connection which he relinquished to broaden out
as one of the principal distributors of the Puritan line. Arthur Roelke, formerly state representative of the Sonora, has joined Mr. Orth
and is looking after retail contracts throughout
the Wisconsin and upper Michigan territory.
Gustave Kleeman also has joined the traveling
sales force. W. H. Heise and Adam C. Schroeter are managing local sales. Numerous excellent retail connections already have been established and before long the Puritan will be represented in practically every nook and corner
of the territory. The "home agency," as it were,
at Sheboygan, Wis., where the Puritan is manufactured, has been placed with M. W. Brand,
1103 North Eighth .street.
Milwaukee and Wisconsin people are respond-

and afield. The National League for Woman's
Service, with the assistance of the Milwaukee
County Council of Defense, the Milwaukee Association of Music Industries, and numerous
other agencies, is daily collecting scores of records and rolls, which are being forwarded to
the various camps as rapidly as they can be
classified and packed. This part of the work
of the Bureau for the Advancement of Music
is regarded here as an especially beneficial
undertaking and one in which much pride is
taken to make it a success. The recent visit to
Milwaukee of C. M. Tremaine, manager of the
bureau, did much to stimulate interest and place
the local campaign on a sound footing. It is
interesting to note that practically no worthless
records have been tendered so far.
Fay R. Smith, dealer in talking machines,
pianos, etc., New London, Wis., recently has
been appointed local chairman of the Waupaca
County Council of Defense; city chairman of
the Waupaca County Liberty Loan Committee,
and was elected president of the New London
branch of the Wisconsin Loyalty Legion upon
its organization. He is taking an active part in
numerous other patriotic movements requiring
in all a large personal sacrifice.
The Milwaukee bo.ard of school directors has
indefinitely postponed action on the proposition
recently made to provide talking machines to
assist in the instruction of high school boys and
girls in stenography and typewriting. Although
the success of the plan at Indianapolis and other
cities was forcibly presented to the finance committee, itfelt that under existing conditions the
expense hardly would be warranted.
CANADA

CONSIDERING

EMBARGO

Reported to Be Planning to Bar Importation
From the United States of Musical Instruments and Many Other Articles
Reports from Canada are to the effect that
the authorities in the Dominion are planning
to reduce imports from the United States by
$150,000,000 a year, by means of an embargo on
the importation of specified articles, including
all musical instruments, as well as jewelry, furniture, clothing, automobiles, etc.
For the manufacture in Canada of the articles
on the embargo list, it will be necessary to import large quantities of parts and raw materials
from the United States, but it is maintained that
two articles can be manufactured in Canada for
practically the same cost as one can be imported.
To compensate the Canadian Government for
the loss of customs revenue and to cover the
extra protection given manufactures by the
embargo, it is proposed to levy a special war
tax of 10 per cent, on all Canadian articles that
will be sheltered thus from competition.
Should the embargo be put into effect, it will
prove a blow to many American manufacturers,
particularly of pianos, which are in great favor
across the border. Talking machines and records manufactured by companies with headquarters in the United States are in most cases produced in Canadian factories to meet the demand
in that country, and avoid customs charges.
Sentiment has no place in charity work.
Giving
just to
the "forever-wanting."
both
undermines
thehell)
independence
of the individual
you seek to help, and tends to make him not
only perpetually poor, but a parasite.
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The members of our Company are always available and
will gladly see you personally or write you at any time we
can possibly serve you.
Why not communicate at once with us?
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Prominent Artists to Appear at Public Affair on April 30 — Proceeds to Be Given Over to Local
Regiment — Hudson Co. Preparing to Move — Trade Keeps Going at Lively Pace
Detroit, Mich., April 10. — We won't declare
that Detroit talking machine dealers have had
a record business, but we will say that they
have had a very satisfactory business during
January, February and March, and that they
are anticipating excellent business before the
end of the year. Some go so far as to predict
that business will stay about as it has been for
the past three months, and that there will be
big business early in the fall continuing to improve until after holiday time. After all there
is every reason to look for good business, as
Detroit has been blessed with war orders that
run into nearly a billion dollars, while workmen
are getting higher wages than ever before
There is no scarcity of money and, despite Liberty Bonds, the Income Tax and Red Cross,
people seem to have plenty of cash to buy whatever they make up their mind to.

In talking machine circles locally, the big
event of interest and importance is the recital to
be given at the Arcadia, April 30, under the
auspices of the Detroit Talking Machine Association. For many, many months the association has had in mind something that would be
along patriotic lines, but they wanted to do
something that had not been done before. The
idea of giving a concert and turning the money
over to some patriotic fund appealed to the
members of the organization, and the decision
was reached unanimously that such an event
take place. A special committee was appointed
and the work began. Sam E. Lind, president
of the Detroit Association, and chairman of the
concert committee, immediately got busy by
long distance, by letters and by telegrams, lining up the different artists with the various
companies making records.
He received splen-
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did support from the companies and the artists
themselves — greater than he had even anticipated. The final result of Mr. Lind and his
committee is that the concert will surely take
place at the Arcadia on April 30, and among the
artists who have agreed to appear personally
are Henry Burr, Albert Campbell, Arthur Collins, Byron G. Harlan, John H. Meyers, Billy
Murray, Theodore Morse, Fred Van Epps, the
Peerless Quartet and the Sterling Quartet. The
committee has 5,000 as the number of tickets
to be disposed of, and each member of the association, aggregating fifty, has individually
agreed to take and sell a specified number of
tickets. "I believe we will easily dispose of
5,000 tickets — with everybody co-operating and
working together on the proposition," said Mr.
Lind. "We are getting splendid support all
around — everybody is with us heart and soul,
knowing the purpose for which it is given.
Whatever money we raise will be turned over
to the regiment known as Detroit's Own. Something like $600 is to be spent in the Detroit
newspapers for advertising and publicity." Here's
wishing the enterprise every success in their
patriotic venture,
J. L. Hudson Co. are getting ready to move
from 118-120 Woodward avenue to 68-70 Library avenue. The new building is six stories
in height, with full basement, and the company
is expending nearly $75,000 in fixing up the new
building, which formerly was devoted to the
toy departments. The Hudson officials want
to make their new music store the finest of its
kind in the country and they will get results
if money counts. The talking machine departments will occupy the first and third floors.
On the first floor will be the various record
booths, record stock and a large counter for
selling records. The booths will be ventilated
in the latest fashion, will be carpeted and right
up to the minute. On the third floor will be the
retail salesrooms of the Victrola and Sonora
machines, which are handled by Hudsons.
There will be many new, interesting, ■ original
and unique features that will be described after
the store is opened.
Max Strasburg, of the Max Strasburg Shops,
has returned after spending four weeks in the
South. He had a splendid vacation, played a
lot of golf, and is now on the job regularly each
day. Mr. Strasburg looks for a good year, although he says there are sure to be times during the year when trade is off.
The W. E. Metzger Co., who retail the Victrola, are devoting more time than ever to the
line, and are carrying larger stocks than ever.
Quite a number of Columbia dealers are disthe company's
in their playing
store
displays. line of period Grafonolas
Frank Bayley, Edison dealer, recently purchased for himself and family a handsome new
residence on Chicago boulevard, costing $40,000.
In talking with jobbers, such as Grinnell
Bros., who handle Victrolas, Williams, Davis,
Erooks & Hinchman Sons, who handle the
Pathe line, the Phonograph Co., wtio job the
Edison, and the Brunswick Co., who job the
Brunswick phonograph, we find that they are
carrying good-sized stocks of both machines and
records, and that shipments are easier than they
have been in some time. They don't believe
there is going to be any difficulty in taking care
of customers, but they believe that customers
should order well in advance to offset any unforeseen delays that might occur. All of these
jobbers are exceedingly optimistic and can't see
anything but good business ahead.
Some splendid displays recently in connection with the Victrola, particularly the cheaper
models, have attracted considerable attention to
the windows of the People's Outfitting Co.
will say one thing for this concern — every
play is carefully planned and thought out
they are usually timely and in keeping with
news and events of the day.

We
disand
the

The Strand Talking Machine Co. was incorporated recently at Albany, with a capital
stock of $6,000. Those interested are S. Birnsvveig, S. Friedbcrg and H. Weiner.
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are not
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there is no quicker, no surer
and no more powerful way
to insure our national

safety than
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buy Liberty Bonds.
Cjj We urge
every reader of THE TALKING
Machine
World
to go the limit.
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WINDOW

DISPLAY

FOR

COLUMBIA

MAY

RECORDS

Dealer Service Department of Columbia Graphophone Co. Prepares Excellent Window Attraction
for the Use of Retailers — Service Meeting With Much Popularity
The dealer service department of the Columbia Graphophone Co. has prepared for Columbia
representatives a very attractive window display for the May records that can be used to

by the accompanying illustration, the display
has all the necessary attributes of a profitable
sales stimulant.
This regular Columbia monthly window dis-

ice have been received from dealers in Canada,
China, Italy, England and the Philippines.
There is a big selling idea back of the Columbia Co.'s new style advertising in the national magazines and newspapers, and the acColumbia
Grafonola
*»

Columbia Advertising in the Magazines

Window

Display for May Prepared by Dealer Service Department of the Columbia Co.

excellent advantage by the dealers. This display has been designed throughout to tie up the
dealers with the vast amount of current Columbia national advertising, and, as may be seen

play service is meeting with great popularity
throughout the trade, and not only have Columbia representatives in this country endorsed it
unreservedly, but requests for this display serv-

companying illustration, showing a recent magazine advertisement, will visualize this idea. Brilliant, picturesque and familiar characters of popular musical comedies and the vaudeville stage
give a live, wide-awake appearance to this copy
from an illustrative standpoint. The text also
carries out the idea in back of this advertising,
and there is no doubt but that this publicity will
prove invaluable to Columbia representatives
everywhere. This same message of live, up-todate music is carried out in all of the Columbia
Co.'s advertising campaigns, including newspaper "ads," dealers' "ads," monthly supplements, hangers, etc.
The Criterion Phonograph Co., of New York
City, has been incorporated with a capitalization
of $150,000 by W. H. Hoschke, J. N. Harris
and J. P. Battles.
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POPULARITY

GREAT

Jobbing Houses Have Found
derful Seller That They Now Order

PROVED

The Playerphone Such a WonPlayerphones By the Carload

Shortage of materials and shortage of freight cars are the only things that
have prevented the Playerphone sales being over twice as great.
Now, that difficulty is being overcome, orders can be filled with reasonable
promptness, either in small lots or in car load shipments.
See Where These
Shipments Go
Note the Firms

In
all the
world
there
no tonePlays
like any
the make
Playerphone's.
The
Human
Yoice
is its
onlyis rival.
of disc record
perfectly without change of equipment.

Your
Profit in
Enormous
Car of
Playerphones

Playerphone 150
William and Mary Model
Height 50 inches
Width 22y, inches
Depth 22% inches

Playerphone
Colonial .Model*>5
Belghl
13 inches
Inches
Width 18
iicpiii 1 8 Inches

Liberty Model1'25
Playerphone
Height
HO inches
Width 22% inches
Depth 23% inches
K. E. Bruce Co.,
Omaha,Playerphone
Neb.
Exclusive
Distributors
Car in February,

Oklahoma Hook Co., Exclusive Playerphone Distributors
Oklahoma City, Okla. Two Cars in December, 1M17 — i in March. 1018.
In addition to (he above jobbers we are shipping to in carloads, we have twelve other very large
Playerphone jobbers, who are making direct shipments of Playerphones. Their names are as
follow s :
151.1 M At Klt-I HANK OKI (I CO.. Portland, Ore.
CHAS.:!nl M.
CO., 209 N.
St.. MONROE
st. Louis, STATIONERS
Mo.
CHAPMAN DRUG CO.. Knowille, Trail.
DAY DRUG CO.. Akron. Ohio.
OKCIIARI) * WILHELM CO.. Omaha. Neb.
GEO. A. LOWE CO., Ogden, Utah.
PARKER-BLAKE CO.. New Orleans. La.
TOOTLE-CAMPBELL l>K V GOODS CO., St.
\. c. M< ( I.I RG & CO., 330-352 E. Ohio St.,
Chicago. 111.
seph, Mo.
McKESSON & BOBBINS, 91 Pulton St.. New York
WACO DRUG CO'.. Waco,St CO.,
Tex. Minneapolis, Minn,
City, N. Y.
WYMAN-PARTRIDGE
There is u complete line of Playerphones of sizes and styles to suit every pocket-book and please
every taste. All are famous for their high quality and remarkable for their reasonable price,
comparing in every way with instruments retailing at from s.':> to $155 more.
The Playerphone Has the Call — Your Sales Are Assured — Your Profits Are Big — Put in Your Order Today
WE SHOW hi Kl FIVE CITS OF OI K LINK OF NINE MODELS

Playerphone S5
Young America Model
Height r> inches
Width 19% inches
Depth 21 inches
GO.
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W. D. McKENZIE, Pres. and Gen'l Manager
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I suppose that, in one sense of the word, no
other idea is as strongly impressed on the mind
of the layman who goes to buy a talking machine as the idea of what he calls ''opera." The
mere fact that the greatest successes of the
talking machine have had to do with the reproduction of great voices, especially of the best
advertised among the great voices, has intensely
directed public attention to that field of musical
enterprise where great voices are mainly developed. That is the field of grand opera. The
great artists who, in earlier days, were first
and most splendidly exploited by the talking
machine makers, were operatic singers; and the
progress of the talking- machine therefore has
peculiarly been mixed up with the progress of
grand opera in this country. Indeed, it would
not be going too far to say that the talking
machine has actually done more than any other
agency to teach the public the fascination of
operatic music and create a demand for it.
But with all this, I shall venture the remark
that the demand for operatic records is a demand just as uneven, just as scattering, as can
be said of any other type of musical performance available through the talking machine. One
of the most astonishing things about the talking machine business is to be found in the disproportion between the public knowledge of
certain artists and public familiarity with their
recorded works. Any talking machine dealer, I
am sure, will agree with me that of all those
thousands who know the names of the dozen
best-advertised operatic artists, not one in ten
knows familiarly six separate numbers which
any one of these artists actually sings. Indeed,
when I have gone shopping for records in the
guise of a simple-minded member of the great
public, I have found that the salesmen themselves are quite often rather narrow-minded in
these matters; knowing plenty of names, but precious little about the actual work that is being
done through the talking machine by the owners
of those names.
Exploring One's Stock
Now, I shall perhaps not be too seriously
contradicted if I say that it would be a very
good thing for every man who- is interested
in the sale of talking machines and records to
undertake a little series of explorations into
the great territory of operatic music as exhibited in the hundreds of operatic records now
listed in the catalogs of the great companies.
The literature of grand opera is in quantity
immense and has a history stretching back more
than three hundred years. The art of singing
has developed along with that of operatic composition and the greatest singers in the world
have always been operatic singers. If one is going to know his record stock, then it is perfectly obvious that he must know something
about that which is mainly responsible for filling
his record shelves. For a talking machine dealer
to carry in stock hundreds of operatic records
and then to confine his knowledge of them to
two or three each of a very small number of
well-advertised singers, is like a bookseller
knowing Dickens and Mark Twain, the Encyclopaedia Britannica and the Bible, but hopelessly
at sea when a customer asks for Thackeray or
Emerson, for Shakespeare or Walt Whitman.
Such a bookseller would not last long. Nor
would such a dealer in records last any longer
if the public were generally as ill-informed as
he himself.
The public may indeed be ill-informed, but to
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[Note. — This is the fourteenth in a series of articles on
the general subject of the musical possibilities of the talking machine. The aim of the series is to develop these possibilities from all angles, thus opening up fields for sales
expansion oftentimes neglected wholly or in part. — Editor.]
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possession of every citizen. At the great "games"
held each fourth year, at the foot of Mount
Olympus, the ripest products of Greek intellectual genius were publicly recited and the most
powerful products of the dramatists publicly
performed before the multitudes who gathered
within the amphitheatre, in the intervals between
the athletic contests. The tragedies of Aeschylus, of Sophocles and of Euripides, the comedies
of Cleon and of Aristophanes, the Iliad and
Odyssey of Homer, the Histories of Herodotus
and Thucydides, were thus acted or recited, as
the case might be; and in this way were duly
"published" to the intellectual world.
Acting to Music
The great dramas, such as the Oedipus of
Aeschylus, the Philoctetes of Sophocles and
the Alcestis of Euripides, as well as the merry
comedies of Aristophanes, in all the exquisite
absurdities of the birds, the frogs and the clouds,
were acted by professional performers, who appeared in masks and declaimed their lines to the
accompaniment of musical instruments, which
provided a rising and falling melody appropriate
to the sense of the words. The practice of the
Greek dramatists to provide a chorus, which
was grouped on either side of the stage and
furnished a running commentary on the action,
personifying Fate, the Gods, Nemesis or some
similar abstraction, not only gave opportunity to
paint clearly the moral lesson worked out in
the fates and tragedies of the characters, but
afforded full sway to the musical science of
the Greeks by allowing them to develop the idea
of rhythmic singing or, rather, declamation, to
a point of very considerable perfection. This
wonderful Greek drama we still can read and
still appreciate, but we can never thoroughly
understand it because we do not know just
exactly how the verses were declaimed or how
the chorus went through its work.
The intellectual night that settled down over
Europe after the barbarian invasion of Italy in
the fifth century A. D. was relieved by scarcely
(Co)itinued on page 62)
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eluding in these terms, as the Greek did, all
artistic and all physical culture), poetry, the
drama, history and philosophy were the common studies of every child and the common

sell one's goods in a half-baked way merely because there is reason to believe that one's customers know no better, is not exactly sound
business. I have always contended that if the
contents of the great record catalogs were really
appreciated, really studied and really known,
there would not be the unevenness in sales there
now is. The field for the sale of records is
scarcely scratched as yet, if we but knew it. Indeed, the field of sales in operatic records alone
is scarcely scratched.
Something in General
Therefore, I am hoping, for all these reasons,
that you will not take it ill of me if I say something about operas in general, some things
quite different from anything you will read in
catalogs or even in books professedly designed
to teach you how to be musical. Frankly, I
don't believe in trying to teach people to be
this or to be that. It is time enough when they
ask of themselves. But, if I can do something
to make you believe in the worth-whileness of
studying your wonderful record catalogs from
end to end, and- studying especially the wonderful reproduction of great operatic music, I
shall do as much as I could reasonably expect; and you will, some day I believe, bless me.
I am not setting up to be a teacher or lecturer or uplifter or anything of the sort; but
simply a suggester. That is certainly humble
enough and I hope you will accept what I
say in that spirit.
Two thousand five hundred years ago great
assemblies of wonderful people, people more
generally intelligent than have ever since trod
the globe, people whose efforts at understanding the meaning of life and the glory of beautiful living and thinking have given us literature, art and thought wholly unsurpassed by the
product of any later age, gathered together
upon the several occasions of their great national festivals under the genial skies of fairest
Greece, by the side of the blue waters of the
Aegean Sea, to hear and see the supreme intellectual, physical and aesthetic works of their
greatest .men. To the ancient Greek, life rightly
lived included the right cultivation of every
function. The mental and the physical must
be developed equally.
Music, gymnastics (in-
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DOEHLER
DIE-CASTINGS
for tone arms, sound boxes and talking machine attachments
are STANDARD
throughout the industry.
Of the many instruments produced to-day from the most
prominent makes down, the greater number, by far, are equipped
with Doehler die-cast tone arm and sound box.
The enormous output of our three large plants permits of
advantages to the users of die-castings, as regards prices and
deliveries, not otherwise possible.
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a glimmer save the light that burned at Constantinople, and the fitful candle gleam that
burned, only to be brutally stamped out, in
those valleys where dwelt the Waldensian and
Albigensian peoples. But the fire of the Renaissance, bursting into full flame at the taking of
Constantinople by the Turk in 1453 A. D., together with the discovery of the . New World
by Columbus forty years later, brought about a
liberation of the human intellect and the creation of a spirit of inquiry to an extent scarcely
credible even to-day. The study of classical
Greek and Roman literature became the passion of every man and woman who would be
thought liberal minded. Popes took more interest in Horace than in Thomas Aquinas, cardinals and princes translated Sophocles and forgot the Latin current of the convent and the
breviary. The death of the Greek Empire at the
hands of the Turk was the signal for the spread
of Greek learning throughout Europe. The
Dark Ages were dead and modern Europe had
begun.
The Gentlemen of Florence
During the sixteenth century, what with the
religious reformation and the growth of liberal
learning which has sprung into birth at the
Renaissance, the musical ideas of the polite world
progressed amazingly. No longer confined to
the uses of the Church, music became secular.
Every lady played the Virginal, every gentle-
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man the lute. Persistent efforts were made to
discover some connection between music as then
known, and the great Greek poetry and drama
which were now forming the models for composition to all the world. At last, during the
closing years of this century, a society of wealthy
musical and artistic . amateurs, meeting in the
beautiful city of Florence, decided to attempt
the reconstruction of the Greek drama, adapting it to contemporary taste, with the music
arranged as nearly as possible like the original;
and in this way to bring about a revival of
dramatic writing and acting in its ancient purity.
Count Bardi and his friends had no notion
that they were about to make a musical revolution. But how often it happens that the most
important and revolutionary ideas are born
unnoticed. These sixteenth century Italian gentlemen thought they were going to make an
impossible revival of Greek art; in fact, they
were going to create opera.
Messer Peri
Persevering in their task, the musical friends
finally brought their labors to a conclusion, with
an adaptation of the legend of Orpheus, he
of the magic lyre, as told in Greek mythology,
the story of the poet and singer who sang so
sweetty that the birds and beasts followed him,
forgetting ancient animosities. Orpheus and his
Eurydice (.their stories were -most beautifully
made into music by that great man Gluck, two
hundred -years later, and you can hear Louise
Homer's lovely record of the great "Che faro '
air) ; this was the theme of the first opera. Commissioned by Count Bardi and his friends as a
revival of the Greek drama with music, it turned
out, under the hand of Messer Jacopo Peri, to be
a real music-drama, with action, chorus and stage
business performed to music composed in best
Italian style and played by a band of viols, virginals, flutes and shawms.
Jacopo Peri did not succeed in reviving Greek
music; but he did something ever so much better and more important. He invented a method
of declaiming to music and he invented the operatic "air." He discovered how to write music
in such a way that the spoken parts of the story,
which carry the plot, could be sung by the voice
accompanied by a simple chord here and there
struck in just to carry the singer on the pitch.
This was the famous "recitative" which all the
old Italian operas employ and which can be
heard to its perfection in the oratorios of
Handel.
Peri went further. He also developed the
operatic air; that is to say a song, forming part
of the drama but developed so as to show off
the vocal capabilities of the singer and to afford
the latter an opportunity for display. With
these two ideas Peri practically invented the
modern opera.
The Greek drama had no notion of the song
or air; but Peri found his Italian temperament

dissatisfied with continuous recitative and he
could not, at that stage of the game, in musical
development, find a way of making it more than
dry and formal at the best. Three hundred
years later, very nearly, Richard Wagner took
the same idea and made continuous recitative
the basis of his great works. Yet when you
listen to the Ring, to Tristan or to Parsifal, you
never think that this is what it all is; for Wagner
was able to weld thought and tune, music and
word, so perfectly that the two coalesce like two
elements in a chemical affinity. But it took three
hundred years to bring about the perfect union.
Laid the Foundation for Modern Opera
That little experiment, three centuries and
more ago, with the tinkling little band of oldfashioned queer-shaped fiddles and the rippling
little spinets, the soft sw.eet flute and the rest
of Peri's "concert,' would not have seemed
much to a modern observer could he have
dropped back in the ages to hear it. But with
it, and with his invention of the accompanied
song and the half-sung, half-spoken recitative,
he laid the foundations for every modern record
you can put on your machine to-day, in which
the glorious art of great singers is reproduced
to you.
"Opera" is a Latin word and means simply
"works." Bardi's friends called these pieces of
theirs just "works." The larger styles were
called "opera majora," meaning "greater works,"
and so to-day we call them "grand opera." The
smaller and less serious pieces were "opera
minora" or "smaller works" and later on called
by the irrepressible Italians in their own tongue
"opera buffa," or "comic opera."
Rightly speaking, then, any and all operas are
dramatic pieces, tragic or comic, set to appropriate music, sung instead of spoken. You can
study out the differences between Italian and
German, English and French opera (for all
schools have had their day) just as long as you
like, and can hear whole operas from records
from overture to finale; yet you can never get
away from the fundamental notion of recitative and air; the story and its embellishment.
Close of This Recitative
That is my little recitative on the beginning
of opera. Perhaps you will not mind
turn to the subject in a different way
later on. Meanwhile, you can try a
example of the ancient recitative and

if I rea little
perfect
aria by

getting the wonderful Lascio ch'io piang from
Handel's Rinaldo, written by him in the Italian
style as early as 1711. Schumann-Heink and
Julia Claussen have recorded it and perhaps
others. It is a perfect type of the sweet, stately
and wholly beautiful old manner. If you want
to know opera rightly, begin by studying that.
It is still near enough to the days of Peri to
be marked with his original impress and still
close enough to our own days to be musically
interesting. To study it well and drink in its
beauties is not only to take a step in a fascinating pursuit, but to be vastly entertained the
while.
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Labor Troubles Hurt Retail Trade, But Talking Machine Men Are Not Blue — Artophone
Display — News at Aeolian Hall — Silverstone
Returns From Vacation Spent at French Lick
St. Louis, Mo., April 9. — The reports of business
for March are a bit spotted, but the jobbers
say that their business has been above previous
records and that they are expecting a big run
throughout the spring.
The retail reports in the city possibly vary as
the trade has been hit by the several labor
troubles. Since the street car strikes of six
weeks ago there has been a continuous series of
strikes in some line or other, the most disastrous to the talking machine trade being that
of a number of department store clerks and
cash girls. Not enough people left the employ
of the stores to really cause much difference, but
those who did go out had the support of organized labor and a boycott was declared on all
of the stores. This naturally hurt some of the
stores more than others. All are reported to
have felt it, some because of loss of trade from
labor union members, but a harder proposition
was that many women who are not directly interested in organized labor in 'itself have sympathy with the young worker and these women
would not enter the stores while the pickets
were outside.
Several Piano Row firms report that their
March record sales were the heaviest they ever
had. While they do not assert that the increase came from labor or sympathy trade, the
amount of business is of record. The boycott
was on for five weeks, and was ended only the
last Friday in March. During that time one
of the department stores — the Lindell — which
sold cheap machines and records, was put into
the hands of a receiver. This store had a large
labor trade and was most seriously affected by
the number of clerks going out and also by
the boycott.
Samuel Limberg, of the Columbia international record department, came here the first of
the month to spend several weeks with C. R.
Salmon, of the Columbia Co., in boosting the
language records and they report an excellent
showing for the first few days.
Robert H. Cone, Jr., of the Artophone Co.,
is proudly showing a new line of eleven Artophone machines on the floor of the Artophone
retail salesroom. The prices range from $40
to $300, including one table or low cabinet
model. A catalog will be issued very soon
setting forth these new styles and prices.
"Our retail trade has been better than we expected," said Mr. Cone, "and the jobbing trade
is what we can make it. The demand throughout our entire territory is excellent, and I wish
we could care for all of the business in sight.
Now that we have co-ordinated our facilities
for getting out these eleven styles of machines
and will be able to offer more than our previous
two models, we expect to be able to handle a
much greater proportion of our trade."
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PRODUCT^

The most expensively constructed and intelligently assembled line of Phonographs in the world — yet so reasonably priced that greater value is shown a
prospective purchaser —
Special Introductory Offei — Order from our illustrations in December,
January and February issues of this publication any model as a sample at less
40-10, that you may know how ivcll it is possible to make a reproducing
instrument — you will receive a combination of — tone excelled by none — a
motor less noisy than your watch and guaranteed to stay so — a better constructed and finished case than you have ever seen for the money. More
convenient and commodious filing devices — except in numbers 1 and 5,
where partitions for albums are used — together with unusual minor improvements— in fact you may secure the agency for A Better Phonograph
than your Competitors.
REVISED PRICES
Console Tables, $125 - $150 - $175 - $200
Upright Cases, $110 - $150 - $175 - $250
zPhonograph Division=
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We

Are

FURNITURE

Ready —

Grand

At Aeolian Hall, Manager Guttenberger reports the best month of the history of the talking machine department, not including the
wholesale department which is getting under
way satisfactorily. Harry B. Levy, once manager of the talking machine department here
when a jobbing business was done through this
wareroom but now Vocalion wholesale manager at Chicago, was here for several days during March and approved of the plans and assisted in getting the work under way.
Aeolian Hall also has found the record business exceedingly good during the month and reports unusually large sales of the more popular
numbers.
C. R. Salmon, wholesale manager of the Columbia Co., is having ah "off agin, on agin, gone
agin" time with his draft call. Not long ago
we reported him in class one. Next month he
was in class five on physical examination. Now
he has been recalled for further examination and
finds himself in class one again, under the revised physical requirements. Mr. Salmon is
making no claim for exemption, but would like
to get a final decision. •
Mark Silverstone has been back from his trip
to French Lick, where he went for a muchneeded rest. But his health is not entirely restored and he is taking things pretty easy, only
visiting the store occasionally and then for only
a short time. The organization he built up
before he was compelled to rest is carrying forward the business in excellent style.
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We are exclusive manufacturers of talking machine cabinets.
or finished.
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CANCELED

Important Letter From President of Columbia
Graphophone Co. to Dealers
The following letter has been sent to Columbia dealers by Francis S. Whitten, president of
the Columbia Graphophone Co.:
"In view of the recent Supreme Court decision, we consider it our duty to notify you that
the dealers' contract existing between you and
this company is no longer valid, and is hereby
canceled.
"We anticipate that this new condition will
not interfere with or disrupt our present business relations. We expect to continue to furnish you with our product and give you the
same hearty and helpful co-operation as heretofore, and we expect you to give us the same
loyal and interested representation.
"We have in course of preparation a certificate which will formally indicate that you
have qualified as a Columbia dealer and are
authorized to handle Columbia products, which
certificate we hope , to send you in the near fu- '
MAINTAIN

YOUR

INDIVIDUALITY

Do not surrender your individuality, your
identity. Stand for something. The carbon
copy is seldom sent out of the office. Better
ture."
be a ten-penny nail in the plant where you work
than try to be a steel girder that won't fit.

COMPANY
WISCONSIN

can furnish them

either in white

OFFER

We have a quantity of cabinets made for a concern which went out of business before shipment could
be made. They are in oak and mahogany, height 50 inches, depth 23 inches and width 22 inches, with
fancy carved legs, well top, beautiful massive design throughout. This is a big bargain for a quick
purchase.
Write for particulars regarding this special offer.
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Pathe Phonograph $175
Other models $25 to $225

No Needles

to Change

The Pathe Sapphire Ball takes the place
of needles. It need not be changed.
Long Life to Records
The Pathe Sapphire Ball cannot possibly
cut, grind, rip or mar the record's surface.
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Pathe Controla

With the Pathe Controla you may increase
or decrease the tonal volume of the Pathe
Phonograph at will.
Plays all Records
Each Pathe Phonograph plays not only
Pathe Records, but all other makes of
records, and plays them perfectly.
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HOLD

CONVENTION

Gather in Syracuse and Discuss Business Problems — Hear Interesting Addresses by President
Brightson, of Sonora Phonograph Corp., and Others — Enjoy Banquet at Onondaga Hotel
About seventy Sonora dealers and members
of the Gibson-Snow Co., Syracuse, N. Y., Sonora distributors, were in attendance at the
first annual convention of the Sonora dealers
in this jobber's territory, which was held recently under the auspices of the Gibson-Snow
Co.
The purpose of this meeting was to enable
the various Sonora representatives of New
York State to get better acquainted with each
other, and to have an opportunity of meeting
the directing heads of the Sonora Phonograph
Sales Co. The convention was a decided success, and all of the dealers were enthusiastic in
their praise of the practical benefit derived from
the meetings.
The dealers convened at the Gibson-Snow
headquarters at 9 o'clock, and during the morning and the early part of the afternoon a number of informal conferences were held regarding distinctive features of Sonora products, and
practical sales suggestions.
At 3 o'clock they adjourned to the Onondaga Hotel, where a short address of welcome
was made by Nelson P. Snow, vice-president of
the Gibson-Snow Co., Inc. Among the other
addresses made at this meeting was a splendid
talk on "Sonora Quality," by George E. Brightson, president of the Sonora Phonograph Sales
Corp., which is reproduced herewith. Joseph
Wolff, treasurer of the Sonora Phonograph Sales
Co., spoke on "Trade Possibilities in Connection With the Sonora," and Frank J. Coupe, the
company's director of advertising and sales, gave
one of his usual effective addresses on "Advertising as a Whole," and as applied particularly
to the Sonora line. Mr. Coupe gave the dealers
some idea of the tremendous publicity campaign
which the Sonora Phonograph Sales Co. has in
view for 1918.
A banquet was held in the evening at the

Wh

Onondaga Hotel, and during the course of the
dinner informal addresses were made by a number of the dealers who told of their experiences in handling the Sonora product, and of
the remarkable strides in popularity which have
been made by this high-grade phonograph in
recent years.
Among those present at the convention in addition to the names already mentioned were
the following: C. T. Malcomb, assistant manager of the Gibson-Snow Co.; L. M. Cole and
Mr. Trotter, of the Gibson-Snow Co.; E. C.
Beshgetoor, Jamestown, N. Y.; F. A. Jenss>,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.; J. Gorden Jenss, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.; P. Moody, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.;
F. W. Mead, Middletown, N. Y.; Fred L. Weinheimer, Syracuse, N. Y.; E. N. Weinheimer,
Syracuse, N. Y. ; N. A. F. Weinheimer, Syracuse, N. Y.; Wm. Hile, Syracuse, N. Y.; Messrs.
Bentley, Caldwell, Thompson and Schlindwein,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Chas. J. Ziegler, Palmyra, N.
V.; W. P. Smith, Palmyra, N. Y.j L. H. Wheat,
Newark, N. J.; W. C. Ludwig, Rochester, N. Y.;
J. E. Bird and J. E. Bird, Jr., Rome, N. Y.;
Giles H. Dickinson, Binghamton, N. Y.; W. A.
Jones, Oxford, N. Y.; F. E. Barnes, Herkimer,
N. Y.; Chas. F. Hoffman, Buffalo, N. Y.; P.
Farb, Saginaw, Mich.; C. G. Smythe, Binghamton, N. Y.; Fred Walters, Lancaster, N. Y.; T.
Amesbury Goold, Buffalo, N. Y.; W. H. Patterson, Fulton, N. Y.j D. H. Clarke, Watertown,
N. Y.; Mr. Hammond, Cortland, N. Y.; R. Guy
Coe, Kirkville, N. Y. ; E. F. Schepp, Boonville,
N. Y.; E. K. Ruhl, Buffalo, N. Y.; C. F. Foster,
Earlviile, N. Y.; Geo. Kempf, Dolgeville, N. Y.j
Miss F. Kempf, Little Falls, N. Y.; W. C. Alpeter, Rochester, N. Y.; J. H. Anderson, Utica,
N. Y.; Taylor Chapin, Oneida, N. Y.; R. Gang,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Mr. Churchill, Syracuse, N. Y.;
Miss Elizabeth Kushnic, Syracuse, N. Y.; John
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Gang, Syracuse, N. Y.; R. P] Smith, Marcellus,
N. Y.
Geo. E. Brightson's Speech
At this time it might be well to bring to your notice
that it has been the policy of Sonora Phonograph Co. to
be original and lead, rather than follow what other manufacturers have done. At no time are we influenced by
learning what some others are doing — such as offering
inducements in the way of discounts or terms. Understand me. I hold in very high respect our greatest rivals
for supremacy, and appreciate and give them full credit
for whatever they are doing, or have done, in the way of
improvements
production. to the Victor Co. The world
This applies orparticularly
has them to thank for the really wonderful results of their
efforts. The great industry they have built up is the
public's tribute to the value of the work they have done.
They have spent tremendous sums of money to record
the genius of the foremost vocal and instrumental artists
of our time. This will be appreciated by the generations
to come, and will form a lasting monument to the remarkable and gigantic Victor organization. Their expensive
advertising has helped every one, who has had under
consideration the purchase of a phonograph, to determine
they should have one.
The Columbia Co. also deserves much credit for many
of its productions.
Personally, I have repeatedly said, during the past
four years, that I would not want an instrument that
could not play all disc records. These thoughts are not
new with
and 1914 advertising substantiates my me,
viewsforin our
that1913
respect.
At the time of the formation of the Sonora Phonograph
Corporation, we formulated a plan of keeping off of all
other band-wagons; we refused to hire any person -who
had ever been in the employ of either of the then existing
companies, whether it be a mechanic or a clerk. We
would not consider a pattern for a cabinet that looked
like one of the others, and we also followed original
plans of our own for distribution. It has been our fixed
policy to build our own foundation, to give full credit
for that which belongs to our rivals, but to hold on to
our own with a strong arm. While we are glad to give
other manufacturers all they are entitled to, in return
we ask only for that which belongs to us. _
Here
some facts,
it is worth while to remember— andareremember
they which
are facts:
Referring to Sonora's production, I will say, and furnish
absolute proof, if it be necessary, that Sonora was the
first company to manufacture a cabinet under the $200
list price.
The first to make a machine for disc records, with
feed screw mechanism (as now used by another manufacturer and abandoned by the Sonora Co. about seven
years
The ago).
first to have an automatic stop — the first to have a
tone modifier — the first and only one to have a motormeter.
The first to play a disc record with a jewel needle — the
first to play all makes of disc records in the world, and
our
this earliest
respect. advertising told what we had accomplished in
Sonora was the first to deprecate the growing evil of
"easy payments"; the first and only one to receive notice
and
a recommendation
by award
the Jury
Panama-Pacific
Exposition
for the highest
for attonethequality.
_
Our recent advertising, condemning the growing evil
of increasing the "easy payment" plan for selling is
in the welfare of our dealers'
an interest
we have "Easy
becausebalances.
bank
payments"theyaremortgage
not easy —histheyfuture
are
hard for the buyer,
because
tie
they
because
dealer,
the
for
hard
are
They
earnings.
up his capital and load him up with extended debts, and
often many return second-hand instruments.

Sales

Co-operation offered the dealer is of such caliber that it creates business,
stimulates his confidence, and his sales to the consumer are made with
greater assurance
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In New York City one of our highest class piano
dealers, on Fifth avenue, who sells our instrument, tells
us that most of his sales for Sonora are made for cash,
and at ment,
"nowhichtime
will the
they debt
ever beyond
considersixanymonths.
partial This
paycarries
same dealer has other phonographs for sale in his store,
and he is compelled to follow what others are doing with
those instruments, because of the publicity occasioned by
great advertising.
It. is difficult for me to understand just why a phonograph should be offered for sale differently than other
necessities, and at this time I recommend to our dealers,
when confronted with competition of that nature, and
with the claim of some possible purchaser that he can
get "easy" terms elsewhere; that you promptly say:
"This is a Sonora I am offering you. and the Sonora
is sold only with a quality inducement, and has never
followed any other method. It is worth in value more
than we
are asking
you that
for their
it." friends
You canwillalso
say _ to
your
possible
customers
recognize,
when they see a Sonora in their homes, that they own
the phonograph, that they have paid at least more than
$1 or 25 cents per for same. Pride of possession is prob-
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day, present indications of 1918 are that it is going to be
a far greater and better business year for phonographs
than any that has gone before, which I hope will enable
you to comfortably pay much larger excess profit taxes
to the Government, m the spring of 1919, than you are
paying
Homesto-day.
with absent ones will need cheer. Invalids
may return — the home will again need cheer. What can
fill the void or vacancy equal to and for less money than
a good phonograph?
England and France, I am informed today, after having
been in this terrible war for such a long period, are manufacturing and selling more phonographs than at any time
prior
the war.
greater
herecontinue,
to-day
with usto than
before The
the demand
war. I istrust
it will
for the comfort it brings to all that need it, and while it
is our business, it is a pleasant thought to feel that we are
all instrumental in making it possible for those requiring
same, to have this cheerful proposition in their homes.
If you could read the many hundreds of letters which this
company has received from those who have gone to fight
for our great cause, you would enjoy with me my feelings
in this regard. We have them from Plattsburg, Spartanburg and from about all the camps in this country, as well
as from the trenches abroad, and from our sailor boys,
whom we must feel are our great protection against the
invasion of our land.
We are going to keep right on making the ' highest
class talking
world,"
are going
to do
more
to helpmachine
you sellin itthethan
ever and
before.
Expect
it,
and tell us if you do not get it.
NEW

RETAILER

IN PHILADELPHIA

Theodore Presser Co. Opens Handsome Victor
Salesrooms at 1710 Chestnut Street, That
City, With A. D. Proudfit as Manager

George E. Brightsori
ably the strongest selling force that exists, and that degree
of pride is largely felt by Sonora owners.
Our advertising has been different from all others, and
will continue
_ We and
believed
phonograph
was
entitled to
to bean "classy."
advertising
sales a plan,
which
aims to reach the classes, and not merely the masses.
Our steadily increasing sales, and the very high class
dealers, who now sell Sonora are a convincing proof
that we were right in the course we pursued, and which
we steadfastly are pursuing.
We have not stopped making improvements, nor are
we resting on our laurels. I do not wish at this time to
give away trade secrets — for that reason I cannot tell you
at present, but will merely indicate that within a year from
now we shall have the results of some of our lengthy
and expensive experiments, which, when placed before
our dealers, will cause you to add a largely increased value
on your contract for selling Sonoras. I wish you would
all remember this reference, and in less than six months I
canThesay,marked
"I toldfavor
you so."
Sonora has found, and our great
success have caused some unscrupulous ones to attempt
to deceive the public — in a few instances by advertising
names closely resembling ours — in one case the changing
of a letter, such as an "r" for an "n," otherwise it
would be Sonora — making statements such as "about as
good as untruthful
Sonora" or statements.
"this part likeTo Sonora,"
making
protect and
our generally
industry
as far as we can, I wish to ask your co-operation in these
effortsrights,
of ours,
are and
now prevent
being made,
to protectof
our
your which'
business,
the deception
the general public.
Notwithstanding the troubles of the "world existing toThe
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On the Market — Packed in Counter Salesman

VIOL&PHONE
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES
EACH NEEDLE WILL PLAY 10 RECORDS

Philadelphia, Pa., April 2.— The latest addition to the retail Victor showrooms in this
city are those opened recently by the Theodore
Presser Co., well-known music publishers and
dealers, at 1710 Chestnut street, in the building adjoining their old-established quarters.
The new showrooms have been fitted up in a
most elaborate manner, with Unico equipment
throughout and under the management of A. D.
Proudfit, formerly manager of the retail warerooms of the Estey Piano Co., in New York
City. It is expected that the standing of the
Presser Co. in local music and business circles
will insure the success of the department from
the outset. A satisfactory stock of machines
and records has been secured, and Manager
Proudfit reports that a satisfactory business has
been transacted since the opening day.
NEW

COLUMBIA

EA.CH NEEOUEW1LLPLIW lO RECORDS
50 Needles to a box and they retail at 10c. per Box.
60 Boxes to a package $6.00.
This package costs you $3.90 net. ,
Your profit is $2.10 and your customer gets a needle that
will give satisfaction.
60 Broadway
The Fred. Gretsch Mfg. Co. Brooklyn, N.Y.
Manufacturers of Musical Instruments

Height, 32 in. Width, 19 in. Depth, 22 in.
Holds 240 records. Mahogany front. Quartered
oak front. Average weight, crated, 80 pounds.
498F.]
[If horizontal shelving is desired, order No.
1498.] [When felt interior is wanted, order No.

DESIGNATIONS

We started advertising Udell
record cabinets in the first issue of
The Talking Machine World that
was ever published.

George W. Hopkins, general sales manager
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York,
has sent out a letter to Columbia dealers informing them that in an endeavor to simplify
the ordering of Grafonolas the company has
inaugurated new type designations covering the
instruments in the Columbia catalog.
In the future, when a dealer for example orders a mahogany Grafonola No. 15, the order
will call for type "A" mahogany; when ordering a No. 35 oak, the new designation will be
type "C" oak, etc. When ordering electrics,
the word "electric" is utilized, as for example
the 125 "E" mahogany Grafonola will be ornola. dered as type "G" electric mahogany Grafo-

Every year since then we have
consistently advertised Udell cabinets.
As a result of our publicity several thousand Americans are familiar with Udell cabinets and the
Udell trade mark.
The industry has been steadily
kept on intimate terms with Udell
cabinets and the Udell trade mark.
Today the Udell trade mark on a
record cabinet is nationally recognized by talking machine
dealers as a guarantee of superior quality and of an excellent profit for the dealer.

The complete list of the old and new designations with the list prices is as follows:
Grafonola No. 15 is now type "A," list price
$18; No. 25 is type "B," $30; No. 35 is type
"C," $45; No. 50 type "D," $55; No. 75 type
"E," $85; No. 85 is type "F," $95; No. 100 type
"G," $110; No. 110 type "H," $120; No. 150 type
"K," $160; No. 200 is type "L," $215; No. 125
"E" type "G electric," $135; "E" is type "H
electric," $145; No. 175- "E" is type "K electric," $185; No. 225 "E" is type "L electric," $240.
JOIN IMPORTANT

; ... :

No. 498 [vertical interior]
For Victrola IX
For Columbia 50
For Pathe 50

>

<

ASSOCIATION

The Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.,
Inc., has been elected a member of the American Manufacturers' Export Association and the
National Association of Manufacturers. This

TRADE MARK

company's export activities have increased tremendously during the past year, and Mr. Heineman is making plans to take care of a recordbreaking export trade during the coming year.
The best and biggest men of all times have
been self-made men — most of them started out
with what the world would call a poor chance.
Their chances were no worse and no better
than
day. those which surround every individual to-

Write for Particulars

THE

UDELL

WORKS

1205 WEST 28th STREET
INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.
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of Service
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Efficiency
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PURCHASING

Public quickly discriminates. Look for the busiest Record
Department in your community and
you will usually find The Unico
System of Demonstrating Rooms,
Record Racks and Record Counters
MAXIMUM CAPACITY
MINIMUM SPACE
MODERATE COST
Record Sales in 1918 will surpass all
previous demands. Prepare now
to secure your share of this business
by installing
THE

UNICO

Patriotic

Records

win

U
N
I
C
O

SYSTEM

will help

the War

DEMONSTRATING

ROOMS

RECORD RACKS
RECORD COUNTERS
WALL DECORATIONS
COMPLETE INTERIORS
(Patented as to design and construction)

In six standard styles and in special
period design such as Adam, Louis
XVI, Colonial, Modern French,
etc.

i

1
:

Offer 1— Individuality and Class
2 — Highest Sales Efficiency
3 — Most Economical
Investment

1

Follow the lead of the leaders.
Double sales and profits through
THE

UNICO

SYSTEM
i
■

THE

UNIT

CONSTRUCTION
RAYBURN CLARK SMITH, President

COMPANY

Fifty-eighth Street and Grays Avenue, PHILADELPHIA,
Send today dimensions of your
available space

U. S. A.
Plans for a complete department
will reach you promptly

-
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us over."
C. J. Pott, Canadian

Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Inc.,
New York, has returned to the Toronto branch
after a strenuous week in New York, where he
attended a convention of the firm's head office
officials, branch managers and factory managers.
Mahood Bros., Kingston, Ont., Victor dealers,
C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., Columbia, etc., also of
Kingston, in their advertising feature largely a

close of their first year's business, which has
exceeded their brightest hopes. For some
time they have been receiving phonographs
from the factory at Richmond, Ind., by express, in order to have goods for delivery.
Rea's Drug Store, Woodstock, Ont., have had
the formal opening of their music room, which
has just been completed at the rear of the store.
Rea's are featuring the Brunswick phonograph.
W. C. Wilson has taken up his new duties
with the Pathe Co., and is already deeply engaged in evolving new ways and means of giving service to Pathe dealers.
T. A. Dillon, formerly Ontario traveler for R.
S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., Edison sales
branch, is now located at the Toronto headquarters as manager of the Edison sales department. Mr. Dillon is succeeded on the road by
J. A. MacKay.
James Malcolm, president of the Pathe Co.,
it at present on a Western trip, which will take
him out to the Coast.
Thomas Mundy, Toronto, has joined the Canadian Symphonola Co. as sales manager.
Recent additions to the growing list of Pathe
dealers are: Claxton & Co., Lindsay; E. V.
Warne, Peterboro; Minifies Music Store, Sarnia;
Jury & Leslie, Owen Sound; Wesley Walker,
Goderich; A. G. Day, Orillia; Martin Music
House, Brampton; Tucker Piano Co., Port
Arthur.

selected list of popular selling records of classic, instrumental, patriotic and dance listings
and find this a capital way of disposing of a
selected list.
During the period of "heatless days" when
theatres and movies were closed, the Columbia Graphophone Co. and their dealers throughout the country featured larze-sized copy advocating the purchase of Grafonolas and records
as a constant reminder of music in the home
and never off the job entertainers.
The Talking Machine Supplies Co. has been
registered in Toronto.
Arthur Middleton, the well-known Edison
artist, recently appeared in a concert recital
here in conjunction with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra. The dealers report having
sold a large number of records of this artist as
the natural sequence.
F. J. Kennedy, formerly of the Mason &
Risch staff, Toronto, is again with headquarters, having returned in the capacity of manager of the Victrola department. A couple
of years ago Mr. Kennedy went to Winnipeg
and was manager of the Victrola department
there, which position he resigned to return East.
A recent trade visitor to Toronto was M. H.
Matthews, president of the Thomas Mfg. Co.,
Dayton, O., who was over having a look at his
firm's Toronto branch, in charge of P. K. Wood
and F. J. Foley.
Mr. Matthews
reports a

Machine

and
SPRINGS,

THE

RENE

Repair
SOUND

BOX

Supplies

Parts

PARTS,

NEEDLES

MANUFACTURING

MONTVALE,
sales manager of the

be "The Starr Co. of Canada," instead of "Canadian Phonograph Supply Co." The headquarters of the firm remain at London, Ontario.
John A. Croden and W. D. Stevenson, proprietors of the firm, are just approaching the

New Columbia Building in Toronto

Talking

Canada

largely increased output of Dayton motors,
tone arms and reproducers, as a result of the
recent installation of new machinery and enlargement of their manufacturing facilities.
W. B. Puckett, vice-president and general
nlanager, and F. A. Trestrail, advertising manager of the Williams Piano Co., Ltd., Oshawa,
recently resigned their respective offices with
that firm to devote their entire time and attention to the business of the Musical Merchandise Sales Co., distributors in Canada of
Brunswick phonographs. John E. White, sales
manager of the Williams Piano Co., announces
that he is also joining the Brunswick distributing organization. The plans of the Musical
Merchandise Co. include the opening of branches
at Winnipeg and Montreal. Their offices and
showrooms in Toronto are in the Excelsior Life
Building, at the corner of Adelaide and Toronto streets.
J. W. Caswell, formerly Eastern sales manager
of White Sewing Machine Co., has resigned
that position to join the Starr Co., of Canada.
His territory will be all of Ontario, and as he
makes a change only after a close observation
of the phonograph business in general, and the
Starr line in particular, he should make good.
To avoid confusion because of similarity in
names, and also to make their name more indicative of their business, the distributors in
Canada of Starr phonographs and records have
changed their firm name.. In the future it will

TORONTO

Occupancy of Large Building at 54-56 Wellington Street Gives Company Double Present Factory
Space — New Concerns Enter Field — Some Staff Changes — Other News of Interest
Toronto, Ont., April 8. — The Columbia Graphophone Co. have just closed a deal whereby they
will occupy, within a few days, the large modern
building at 54-56 Wellington street, West.
This will not only give the company more than
double the manufacturing space heretofore
necessary, but will bring them into the heart
of Toronto's wholesale district, enabling Jas.
P. Bradt, the company's general manager for
Canada, to keep in close touch with the talking machine trade, and making it easy for Columbia dealers to keep in personal touch with
the management.
The company announce that they have extensive plans in view of aiding the dealers even
more than before. In this connection the latter will, no doubt, quickly get the habit of
dropping in and talking things over, as Mr.
Bradt's score of years' experience in talking
machine affairs in different parts of the world,
which is freely placed at the command of Columbia dealers, should be of inestimable benefit
to them.
The primary reason for this move is the increase in Columbia business, which has made
it impossible to keep pace with the demand for
Columbia products, particularly records, in the
quarters being vacated. New record-making
equipment is already on hand, and is being rapidly installed. This, Mr. Bradt states, will at
once increase the output to take care of the
business, which has more than doubled during the past year, and with an eye to the future, facilities are provided to again double the
output as soon as necessary.
The cabinet manufacture and the making of
completed Grafonolas will continue as at present, a number of large woodworking plants being busy on this work. So the new premises
will be reserved to supply ample record manufacturing, stock and distribution facilities. The
Dictaphone will also be taken care of in the
new location.
Large and handsome offices and ideal showroom facilities are being provided, as the chief
consideration in locating on Wellington street
was the central location, convenient for the
trade. It is primarily this reason, state the
management, that influenced the company in
going to the expense of establishing in what is
chiefly a wholesale, showroom district.
James P. Bradt, Columbia general manager
for Canada, was wearing an unusually happy
expression when asked about the new Columbia factory. "It is great," he said, "a lot better than we expected to secure, and ideally located. We hunted Toronto from end to end,
and at different times found three factories
which appeared to be the last word in desirability, but they were all bowled over and forgotten when we found the Wellington street
premises. There is no better wholesale block
in the whole of Toronto than that on Wellington street, between Bay and York streets.
"My Lyle, who was introduced to the Canadian trade in February, is very ably and
strongly on the job as my co-worker. His
intimate acquaintance with and knowledge of
all our manufacturing problems will be of great
value in making our new factory efficient and
dependable in every department. Assistant
Manager Hoffman, who came here from our
Bridgeport factory two years ago, is enthusiasticover the prospect of having a model plant in
Toronto. We hope to be 'at home' in Wellington early in April. We extend a very cordial
invitation to our friends to come in and look
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TALKING

DOMINION

IN MONTREAL

Talking Machine Men Support the Campaign —
American Machines in Favor — General Business Outlook Reported Most Satisfactory
Montreal, Que., April 4. — A representative
meeting was held recently of piano and talking
machine dealers to listen to E. C. Scythes, president of the "Music in the Home" movement in
Toronto, and J. A. Fullerton, secretary. A
goodly amount was subscribed by those of the
trade present, and it was announced that Montreal's leading English Daily and Weekly and
French Daily would feature a ''Music in the
Home" page very shortly.
W. W. O'Hara, general sales manager for
Layton Bros., Edison and Columbia dealers, won
the third prize in the recent Canadian Edison
window display contest.
C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., lately displayed in their
handsome show windows two new art design
Pathephones, the first to arrive in Montreal.
N. G. Valiquette, Ltd., have inaugurated a
Pathe Club open to 100 members. As special inducements they offer easy weekly payments,
reasonable extension in case of sickness, accident or loss of employment and clear receipt in
case of purchaser's death.
Sales Manager W. W. O'Hara with his usual
aggressiveness made capital out of St. Patrick's Day by dressing Layton Bros, show windows appropriately in honor of Ireland's patron
Saint. Edison and Columbia models were decorated with green ribbons, pots of shamrocks
and records of Irish artists prominently displayed. The whole drew most favorable attention from passersby.
The Melodia Co., of Canada, have recently
put on the market a new model.
The Berliner Gramophone Co., Ltd., are now
distributing the new 584-page Victor catalog
listing over 9,000 records.
The following world-known Victor celebrities
will shortly appear in Montreal — Alma Gluck,
Efrem Zimbalist, Martinelli and Heifetz.
Joseph Brien is now calling on the French
trade in the interests of the Pathe Co. He is
working from the Montreal office.
J. G. Harrison, of W. H. Thorne & Co., Ltd.,
St. John, N. B., Edison jobbers in the East, has
returned from New York, where he attended the
Edison jobbers' convention. This firm has arranged for Odette Le Fontenay, soprano, assisted by Jan Glockner, 'cellist, to give a series
of Edison tone tests in different Maritime Province towns, including St. John, Fredericton,
Pictou. New Glasgow, Sydney and Glace Bay.

OF

MACHINE

CANADA— (Continued

from page 69)

Ed Archambault has purchased the old J. A.
Hurteau business from C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., and
is turning his own store and the Hurteau store,
which are next door to each other, into one large
store. He will feature the Pathephone and
Pathe records.
Madame A. Didier, who has been in charge
of the French section of the Pathe Co., has
gone into business on her own account, opening a large Pathe department in the store of
Dupuis Freres, the leading French departmental
store in Montreal. Madame Didier is well acquainted with the talking machine business, having been in charge of the Pathe department at
N. G. Valiquette, Ltd.
H. L. Hewson & Son, Ltd., Amherst, N. S.,
distributors of the Pathephone for the Maritime
Provinces, are moving into their new warehouse and offices, where ample facilities will
be afforded for the development of their growing business.
The Cowan Piano & Music Co. are delighted
with results since handling the Brunswick line
and are building up a large clientele with this
make as their leader.
Charles Culross reports exceptionally good
Sonora and Aeolian-Vocalion business the past
monthwith an increased demand over February
in the call for the various higher-priced models
of machines.
H. C. Wilson & Sons, Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.,
are firm believers in the continued popularity
of Yictrolas and Victor records, to which they
are giving aggressive and exclusive representation in Sherbrooke and the surrounding country
and in their branch stores. Owing to the increased business a large part of the grand piano
floor has been given over to soundproof demonstration rooms.
A. Ramspberger, in charge of the Grafonola
department of J. \Y. Shaw & Co., reports that
since removing the department to the ground
floor business has increased wonderfully. The
new style Columbia, No. 100, is quoted as an
exceptionally good seller.
The Canadian Graphophone Co., Columbia distributors in the Province of Quebec in both
their wholesale and retail departments, report
briskness that augurs well for the future in
both machines and records.
OPEN

NEW
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The Ideal Phonograph Co., of Rockford, 111.,
has opened two salesrooms in that city, one at
819 West State street, under the management of
C. R. Poole, and the other at 1324 Seventh
street, in charge of John King.
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IN WINNIPEG

Collecting Old Records for Soldiers— W. P.
Trotzke Re-enters Trade — Hudson Bay Co.'s
Payment Chart for Instalment Sales
Winnipeg,
Man.,recently
April 2. —appealed
Stanwood's,
Ltd., Columbia dealers,
through
the
press for old records which they collect and
send overseas without any expense to the
donors. This example could easily be emulated
by other aggressive dealers.
W. P. Trotzke, of Kinistino, Sask., who some
time ago dropped out of the phonograph business, isback in the game again good and strong
with the Edison line.
C. E. Locke, Tara; W. A. Bowen, Ridgeway;
W. K. Elliott, Brampton, and Niagara Music
Store, of Niagara Falls, have added the Brunswick phonograph line.
The Winnipeg Piano Co. secured first prize
in the Canadian Edison window display contest, and feel quite elated over their victory by
beating out Toronto in second place, and Montreal in third.
The following system of extended payments
is announced by the Hudson Bay Co.'s Calgary,
Alta., Grafonola department:
Initial Cash
Price of
Instrument.
Payment.
Payments.
MonthlySS.00
$24.00
$38.00
$58.00
$4.00
$73.00
$5.00
$112.00
$5.00
$io.oo
$13.00
$122.00
$6.00
$22.00
It is $155.00
reported that Edison Hall$10.00
(the Kent
$9.00
$22.00 a $50 $10.00
$6.00
Piano Co., Ltd.), are having
Edison
prize
$30.00
essay contest open to the school children of
that city and vicinity.
ESTABLISH

MANY

NEW

DEALERS

Boston, Mass., April 8.— Oscar W. Ray, New
England manager of the Emerson Co., makes
a most enthusiastic report of the way dealers
are taking hold of the new nine-inch records.
Among the houses that are taking large consignments are the Jordan Marsh Co., Magrane
Houston Co., Timothy Smith's, out in Roxbury; J. C. Cauldwell, of East Boston; Harry
Schulz, of South Boston; Sage Allen Co., of
Hartford, Conn.; John Peitti, of Roxbury; M.
J. Elvedt, of Allston; Kittredge's, in Lowell;
James W. Hill, at Manchester, N. H.; Krey's
Music Store, in Boston, and Seaford's at Portland, Me. Mr. Ray says that March has been
the best month in the New England territory
since he took hold of it and that prospects are
excellent.

AMERICAN

AMERICANS

embody

all the

good

qualities and special features of phonographs, clear in tone, beautiful in design,
finest finish, smooth running motors.
We

No. 22 $175.00

stand back of every American

No. 13-S135.00

American
Phonograph
39 Fountain
GRAND

Co.

Street, N. W.

RAPIDS

MICH.
No. 8-$65.00

No. 9-$80.00

No. 10-$100.00

No. 11-$115.00
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An

Artistic

Spring

scribed for Talking
This is the fourteenth of a series of articles on window
display written by Ellis Hansen, who is recognized as one
of the most practical designers of talking machine window
displays in the United States.
Once upon a time when the talking machine
industry was Very young indeed, hardly older
than a baby that could only talk baby talk,
and sing little simple songs, the public, nevertheless, was beginning to grasp the wonderful possibilities ofthe "talker" as a home entertainer.
One day a well-known manufacturing concern
woke up to the fact that its business was entirely
too .brisk. Letters and telegrams were pouring
in on the concern from every part of the land,
and it didn't know what to do to fill the orders.
You see this concern had previously started an
advertising campaign in the national magazines
and the result was that it was hopelessly
swamped with orders. Although its factory was
working overtime far into the night, new orders
were piling up and no relief was in sight. Something desperate had to be done. It was done.
The advertising in the wicked magazines that
had caused so much trouble was withdrawn for
the time being. Soon after the factory caught
up with all the orders on hand. The frantic telegrams and' unpleasant letters from dealers urging deliveries ceased to trouble the order department. The working forces stopped overtime work and slept quietly at night and everybody was happy. Moral: Whenever you need
a good rest stop advertising.
This little story may be true or it may not.
It is a fact, however, that many dealers have
cut down their advertising appropriations during the war, not only curtailing expenses for
newspaper advertising but window display services as well. That sort of economy is bad business. The time to advertise and put in lots
of work in your show windows is when business
is slow.
Talking machine dealers should keep on hammering the fact into the public that music in
war time is as necessary as food and clothes,
and the dealer's best means for such a campaign ishis show windows. Music helps to keep
our boys in France or in the training camps
strong and fit. It brings joy and pleasure into
their life and helps them to stand the hardships
that military life imposes on all new recruits.
But even the ones that are left behind — the

Detail of Dance Group
mothers and children — need music to cheer them
up far more than before the war. The horrors
of the war — our war — that are brought to our
very doors every morning through the newspapers requires the greatest amount of reserve
power, not only for our soldier boys but equally
, so for us, who by circumstances are compelled
to stay at home.

Window
Machine

Suggestion
Dealers

The talking machine is the ideal instrument
to provide the relaxation, refresh and strengthen
the mind and dispel gloom and fear. But to
bring these facts home the dealers must advertise and the show window is the best medium
through which to demonstrate the entertainments, the diversion and the inspiration that the
talking machine is able to bring to the millions

By

De-

Ellis Hansen

cealed back of the arms and figures to the nearest floor plug which, of course, would heighten
the effect considerably. The figures were made
separately, the girl standing in front of the boy
with about four inches between them, which
made the arrangement much more realistic. To
make the most out of this display one fine talking machine should be arranged near the center

A Well Arranged Spring Window That Will Appeal to Dealers
group. On the opposite side a program made
of homes that are more or less affected by the
up for the supposed entertainment should be
war.
In former articles of this series I have called
placed. This program should consist of six
musical numbers, the disc of each of which
dealers' attention to the great aid "cut out" figshould be placed on stands in the display. The
ures have proved to be in making interesting
and inexpensive "talker" displays in connection
with records. No other special feature that I
can think of stimulates the sales of records more
than such displays, probably on account of the
human interest.
The "craze" for dance records seems to be as
strong now as it was before our country entered
the war. Several prominent dealers have urged
me to design a dance window on that account
and describe it in The World. The display
shown in the photograph is intended to illustrate what a splendid time and entertainment
people can enjoy in their own home by the aid
of a talking machine. A simple baluster, finished off at each end with vases, forms a graceful background for the two dancers. Back of
this are about a dozen Japanese lanterns in red,
green, blue and yellow, which form a most
dazzling color combination, and give atmosphere to the display. The two little trellises
arranged back of the vases are thirty-six inches
high, enameled white and made into a hub
or ring at the top to support the two birds of
paradise. These trellises also serve to support
the rose branches which fit so nicely into an
early summer window. The two figures are
adapted from a Vanity Fair title page which
pictured a skating scene. The two lanterns
held by the dancers could be used with any
lettering the dealer might desire. The dancers
could also be provided with real lanterns and
electric bulbs placed inside, the wires being con-

program should be headed with "America" or
some other patriotic selection. The other five
numbers could be made up from records the
dealer is anxious to sell, and of which a good
supply is kept on hand. The lanterns held by
the dancers could also be used for important
announcements of new records, or other advertisements desired by the dealer.
The baluster and vases are made of heavy
cardboard cut out and air brushed and reinforced by strips of wood. The figures are almost life-size and painted in the natural colors.
The artificial flowers in the vases consist of three
branches in each, and can be procured from
dealers in artificial flowers for less than $2. The
Japanese lanterns cost 10 cents each retail.
Each one should have a little sand in the bottom to hold it in shape.
WORLD

RECORD

SOUNDS

OF BATTLE

Henry G. Rhodes, Whiteville, Tenn., who de:
scribes himself as a "Phonograph fan," is shortly
to enter the military service, and advises us
that his ambition is to carry about 100 blank
records to France with him and record the
sound of the big guns right back of the firing
lines in order to let the folks at home hear
what they sound like. A motion picture has
shown us the big guns in action, and probably
the phonograph will let us hear how they sound
in action,

THE
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New Brooklyn House Featuring Sona-Tone
Phonographs— Now Able to Make Prompt Deliveries of All Types of Those Machines
A spacious and attractive Brooklyn SonaTone Shop was opened in Brooklyn on April 3,
with Franklin Riker, a well-known musician, as
sales manager. This shop is situated at 322
Livingston street, within a half block of the
Montauk Theatre. The Nevins street subway
station is just around the corner, and Mr. Riker
is enthusiastic over the desirability of the shop's
location and the unlimited opportunities for
closing an excellent business.
This shop will carry a complete line of SonaTone phonographs, and arrangements have been
made which will enable the shop to make immediate deliveries of all types. The showrooms
are attractively furnished and decorated, and
Mr. Riker is leaving nothing undone to make
the warerooms a Mecca for music-lovers in that
section of the city.
One of the most interesting features of the
organization of this Brooklyn Sona-Tone Shop
is the fact that Mr. Riker is a thoroughly
trained and experienced musician, having studied
for the concert stage in Italy, under some of
the best-known maestros. Possessing a remarkably fine tenor voice, his concert work has attracted considerable attention from critics and
from members of- the musical world. At the
present time he holds a position as soloist in
one of the largest and most influential churches
of Brooklyn. Mr. Riker believes that every
salesman of musical instruments, especially talking machines, is a 100 per cent, salesman only
when he knows the practical side of music, and
knows when and how to appeal to his patrons
through understanding tone quality. He has
a number of important plans to announce in
connection with his work at the Sona-Tone
Shop, and sales during the first ten days have
been very gratifying.
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PROPERLY

One Cabinet Manufacturer Solved This
Particular Problem in a Logical Way

One of the features of many phonograph cabinets that has called forth criticism has been the
unsatisfactory finish of the fret work covering
the sound chamber. In a good many cases cabinets, beautiful in every other particular, have
been marred by poor work in this connection, due
ofttimes to the fact that the cabinet finishers did
not understand just how to go about handling
the fret work. One cabinet maker managed to
overcome the difficulty by having the panels finished before the fret sawing was donet the
panels being rubbed down after the three coats
of varnish, just the same as the rest of the case.
The panels were then nailed together, four in
a bunch, -with ordinary drafting paper between
them, the top panel being turned face downward, and the marking done on the back, it
being sanded if needed. The panels turned out
well and they presented a fine, clean-cut appearance that was impossible in the old method.
In order to stain the edges left white by the
sawing, an oil stain is used, as water stain is
inclined to swell the wood and mar the cleancut appearance of the work. The top side of
the fret sawing that shows when it is placed in
the case is shellacked with a small, soft brush
from the back side of the panel, and the result
is very satisfactory. These panels are of fiveply veneer and are three-sixteenths inch in thickness and go into a small mitered frame that is
removable. Any finisher knows how much tedious and fussy work is required to finish a fret
sawed panel, the rubbing is never flat and the
picking out of pumice stone from the corners
of the fret is an almost impossible job, while
what is left turns white in time.
The above plan does away with this nuisance.
Four panels are fret sawed at one time and the
work is done on a McKnight saw. For panels
in the fumed finish, no paper is required between

Most Efficient for Record Filing

Here is shown the Edison style C 1 50,
equipped with an Eject-o-File style 1 50 E.
The instrument equipped with this device offers a wonderfully simple and efficient
receptacle for records.
The record is always at your finger tip.
Simply press the index lever and the desired record is gently rolled into your hand.
It completes the instrument.
them while fret sawing. By using a good saw
blade with little set, or one of the French pattern
blades, having no set and running to a narrow
back, the work is very smooth and no further
labor is required before sending the panels to
the finisher. — Veneers.

COLUMBIA
DEALERS:
Eject-o-files are built to fit the style 75 and
others. Slip them in as they are wanted. Why carry that big stock of
85 's, etc., when the Eject-o-file does the trick. "The
Efficient" and you are in business for dollars and cents.
VOCALION

DEALERS:

Eject-o-file is

A receptacle for records that can be slipped into

your style F.-G.-H.-J.-&-K. They are "built to fit." Wonderful
Ask the Salesman.
venience and a powerful selling argument.

con-

EDISON DEALERS:
Eject-o-files are built to fit the style C-1 50 and 1 00.
Many dealers are reaping the benefits.
Why not you?

"BUILT TO FIT" any machine and a powerful asset' for any dealer. Why
offer Albums, Envelopes and other antiquated methods of filing to your
customer? Eject-o-files are modern and efficient. Prices are phenomenally
low.

Style*70— Retail.$ 10.00
7 IN

1

The "sectional Eject-o-file," an auxiliary cabinet, compact, large capacity. Can be conveniently placed on
table, stand, etc., or stands especially adaptable can
be had. Beautiful and artistic, mahogany and oak
finish, polished,
waxed or dull.
Each section a

Seven strong points in our feature is a powerful selling argument.
1 . Controlled entirely by gravity.
Will not get out of order.
2. Non-abrasive individual record compartments.
3. Records cannot warp, scratch or mar and are kept clean.
4. 1 0" and 1 2" records can be filed in any compartment
indiscriminately.
5. In beautiful oak and mahogany finish. Polished, waxed
and dull finish.

complete unit,
can be added
to, one upon
the other, you

6. Automatic out signal shows "when and where" a record
is missing.
7. Filing and finding a pleasure. Get the desired record
when it is desired.

EJECT-O-FILE
216

W.

Saratoga

Street

know, sectional
bookcase idea.

SALES

CO.

Baltimore,

Md.

Style 60— Retail $15.00
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THE EXCLUSIVE

VS. GENERAL

TALKING

MACHINE

STORE

Some Strong Arguments in Favor of the Former Set Forth by M. E. Taylor, Victor Dealer
of Jackson, Miss., and a "Specialist"
Since the talking machine business was young
— and that is not so very long ago — one of the
points of discussion has been whether or not
it was advisable to handle talking machines exclusively, or,whether the better course was to
handle several lines of merchandise in conjunction with the talking machine department.
The views, of course, are varied, according to
the personal experiences of those giving them.
The man with the exclusive store, who has
won success, naturally maintains the arguments
for his method, while the other merchant who
carries side lines can see some merit in his
system. There is no doubt, however, that in
many particulars the exclusive talking machine

An Inspiration for Other Dealers
store has some advantages in the matter of attractivenes to the customer, and the service
that can and must be given, to insure the success of the business. With an exclusive store,
the dealer has no other line to rely upon to
make up in profits what he may miss by his
neglect of the talking machine trade. In support of the exclusive idea, therefore, the following comment by M. E. Taylor, Victor dealer, of Jackson, Miss., is of general interest. He
says:
"We are 'specialists.' We started in business here in November, 1913, confining our entire capital and energy into the talking machine
business and to prove that this is a business big
enough to sustain itself and not a 'side line'
issue as so many have thought. We have now
gone through four years and for your information and for the information of thousands of
others we take great pride in stating that our
business has grown to quite large proportions.
"The customer has learned to come to the
exclusive dealer because he has learned from
actual 'service' rendered him that he gets what
he wants and that well trained employes are
telling him the history of each particular record,
and in every way making things interesting to
him.
"The exclusive dealer as stated before places
his whole time and energy into this which he
considers as big a business and requires as much
time as another business in order to give the
most critical customer the service he is looking for.
"We believe that more dealers are waking up
to the fact that specializing is what is needed.
We have time to give close study to every detail to think out what your trade wants, to
study each customer, to keep records of each
customer's purchases on cards for future reference so as to follow him up closely, to be able
to intelligently get to the kind of music he
wants without boring him and shortening both
his time and yours. This kind of service the
customer appreciates. He feels that you are
taking that special interest in him and appreciates it.
"We carry the complete line of records because this is 'service.' When the customer asks
for a particular record he expects to get it. It
is true that some records don't move as quickly
as others, but you never know when a certain
record will be asked for and to have this rec-

73

WORLD

Quotations and samples promptly forwarded upon request
Send us your requirements
No obligation incurred
MICA

INTERNATIONAL
MICA
COMPANY
Offices and Factory, 37th and Brandywine Streets, WEST PHILADELPHIA, PA.
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO, ILL. AMELIA CO. MONTREAL WEST PHILADELPHIA
PA.
(Insulation Dept.) VA. •
CAN.
PA.

Diaphragms

"The writer may be an extreme enthusiast,
but we have found that the above are facts, and
to be more frank about it, I have found time to
take but one three-day vacation in four years,
working even into the night many and many
times until 11 or 12 o'clock.
"Now suppose this was a side line and kept
us this busy, what would become of the other

ord creates an impression at once on the customer that this store in the future is where he
v/ill come. So our advice is to carry the complete catalog and have it so systematized as to
order immediately as fast as you sell a record
to get it right back in stock, and thereby never
be out and never lose a sale and never disappoint a customer.
"Now by specializing you can easily do this,
because you are just in the talking machine
business and by giving your whole time to it it
becomes not only profitable but extremely interesting, and, Oh! my! watch it grow, watch
the customers multiply, watch them come in
from your side line competitor. Now the
writer does not in the least wish to hamper the
trade by discouraging side line agencies, but
if the dealer who thinks this is a little business and places it in just to pay the rents and
other items, he is overlooking the biggest business he has ever had.

MAKING
business?"

TAKES

CHARGE

TO HANDLE

IN SCRANTON

THE COLUMBIA

Harry Stevenson, furniture dealer of Circleville, O., has put in a line of Columbia Grafonolas and records in a large new department
just opened.

Perfection

Bearing

is the

PARTS

Frederick Delano, of New York, has taken
charge of the talking machine department in the
store of Stoehr & Fischer, on Washington street,
Scranton, Pa. .

highest grade talking machine with the world's
greatest singers, and don't employ cheap help.
At all times keep the high prestige of your line
before the public in every possible way.
"The same applies to your advertising department. Get up a nice attractive ad or nothing
at all.

Ball

MACHINE

The Popular Talking Machine Co., New York,
has just placed on the market a complete line
of talking machine parts, including single and
double spring motors, tone arms, governor
springs, main springs, etc. The company has
made arrangements to supply the trade with
these parts in large quantities, and has already
closed contracts with several manufacturers.
According to present plans it will also market a
line of talking machines which will be known
as the "Popular," and these instruments will
mand.
include all of the types that are in active" de-

"If possible for him to do so, let him rent a
store elsewhere and just specialize, if not, then
by all means build booths and place in a most
prominent place at the front of his store a well
equipped talking machine department with nothing short of the complete catalog of records.
"There is nothing to fear, just start it right,
and watch it grow to be the most interesting
business you have ever entered.
"Don't employ cheap help, look around and
get the best. It pays. Remember you have the

The

TALKING

original

Tone

ball

bearing

Arm

tone

arm

WARNING
is hereby

given against infringement of our patents,
as prosecution will follow.
Alp claims as to origination of
ball bearing tone arms by other
manufacturers are false. This
we can prove.

The

ball bearing

tone

arm

nounced by us through
Talking

Machine

World
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the
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columns
April

of

anThe

15, 1914.

We also produce the new Perfection Flexitone Reproducers
for playing lateral cut records on Victor, Columbia, Sonora,
Edison Disc and Pathe Machines.
Write to us for prices
and full information.

NEW
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DISTRIBUTIVE

PLAN

SOON

To Be Announced by Wm. H. Alfring, Manager
of Wholesale Vocalion Dept. of Aeolian Co.
Wm. H. Alfring-, manager of the wholesale
Vocalion department of the Aeolian Co., New
York, announced this week that the company

W. H. Alfring
will soon be in a position to advise the trade
regarding the establishment of several important points of wholesale distribution. Mr. Alfring has been busy the past few weeks workingMANY

AIDS FOR THE

DEALER

Kohler & Campbell, Inc., Have a Well-Managed
Department Equipped to Help Dealers Secure
Business Along the Lines of Least Resistance
The value of a thoroughly perfected organization has been manifested in the success of Kohler & Campbell, Inc., Fiftieth street and Eleventh
avenue, New York, who are counted among the
world's largest manufacturers of pianos, playerpianos and reproducing pianos. The growth of
this concern has not only been rapid but has
been particularly healthy, and they have, besides
developing phenomenal manufacturing facilities,
maintained for many years a sales promotion
department, which places at the disposal of the
dealers many merchandising aids.
The main object of this department has been
to study the requirements of the purchasing
public as well as the dealer, and to help the
latter secure business along the lines of the least
resistance, consequently this department, which
is under the supervision of Chas. A. Stein, advertising manager, who has had a wide experience in merchandising, has planned several
forms of promotion work which have proved
most successful. These include circular letters
for the dealer's use, catalogs, pamphlets, envelope stuffers, window displays, window cards
which may also be used for trolley car advertising, and electrotyped advertisements for use
in various sized newspaper advertising. The department isalso able to supply the dealer with
lantern slides, which may be used in the various
moving picture houses in his locality. All of
these sales promotion features have been planned after a thorough study so that they will
have a most appealing effect on the minds of
the people and prove to be a magnet which will
draw prospects to the dealer's store.
Veritone Talking Machine Co., Inc., has been
incorporated with capital stock of $2,000, to deal
in phonographs and musical instruments. The
incorporators are Walter B. Craighead, Edith
Craighead and Isabell Ross
The Unger Furniture Co. have set aside a
large section of their store as a talking machine
department handling the Victor line exclusively.

TALKING

MACHINE

WORLD

instrument is manufactured, marketed, and guarout this plan of distribution, and, according to
present arrangements, Vocalion wholesale headanteed by the Aeolian Co., the world's largest
quarters will soon be
-■ - —
located in many of the
principal cities.
At the present time
the Vocalion is being
distributed from St.
Louis and Chicago,
and the dealers in
these territories handling this line are enthusiastic regarding
the service and cooperation that they
are receiving from
these two distributing
points. The demand
for the Vocalion has
increased so rapidly
that it has been found
advisable to divide
the country into a
number of wholesale
distributing centers,
so that the dealers in
each section of the
country may be given
maximum service and
A Period Style Vocalion
co-operation.
During the past few months Mr. Alfring has
visited Vocalion representatives throughout the
manufacturer of musical instruments, has been
country, and, according to reports he has rean important factor in the success which this
ceived, this high-grade line will enjoy a banner era of prosperity during the coming year.
instrument has achieved during the past two
Vocalion representatives have been concentratyears. Meanwhile, plans already laid should
ing their activities on the development of the
mean even greater progress for the Vocalion in
better class of business, and the fact that this
the future.
COLUMBIA

FORCE

IN DALLAS,

TEX.

THE

DEALER

WHO

FAILED

Shop front dirty — unclean windows — inadeDallas, Tex., April 4. — H. A. Yerkes, field
manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., was
quate stock — rusty stock of machines — records
heaped together indiscriminately on the counter,
a visitor to this city recently, and spent some
time at the company's local branch,
which is under the
management of F.
E. Erisman. While
here Mr. Yerkes
congratulated Mr.
Erisman upon the
efficiency of his sales
organization, and
the accompanying
photograph gives
the facsimiles of
these live wires.
During the past
few months the sales
Columbia Force in Dallas, Tex., With H. A. Yerkes in Center
totals of the Dallas branch have shown a goodscratched, and with torn envelopes — untidy shop,
sized gain over 1917, and the figures for last etc.; that is the story of the dealer who failed.
It is told in an interesting way by M. E.
December, which set a new record, were exceeded by February. March sales totals are not
Rickets in "The Voice," of London, and makes
yet available, but it is more than likely that this
instructive reading, embodying, as it does, helpful hints and much useful advice for all who
month established a new high-water mark for
this very successful organization.
would be successful in their business.

Record

Cleaners

Automatic

The"Standard"Circular
Cleaner grips the surface and clings as if on
rails. A cleaner that
has "made
PRICE,

good."

50 GENTS,

LIST

We also manufacture the
"Simplex" Record Cleaner, 15
cents list price.

Stops

u to m a 11 c

Stops are in use

every-

where. They give excellent service, are easily
installed and

are abso-

lutely guaranteed.

SEND 10 CENTS FOR A SAMPLE

CLEANER

SEND 50c FOR SAMPLE

KIRKMAN

CORPORATION,

237 Lafayette St., New

ENGINEERING

STOP
York
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TRADE

ACCEPTANCE

PROVES

duced herewith, and this form is meeting with

POPULAR

thorities, the National Association of Credit
Men, and, in fact, all members of the business
Delpheon Co. Finds That Its Dealers Generally
world are advocating its prompt adoption. The
Are Pleased With That System of Handling
Federal Reserve Banking System has been urgAccounts as Increasing Credit Prestige
ing business men to utilize the trade acceptance,
and it is quite likely that its use will soon be
universal and common.
Talking machine manufacturers throughout
the country are taking a keen interest in the
The average business man is familiar with
adoption of the trade acceptance as an ideal
the principle of trade acceptance, which is an
acknowledgment of
THE DELPHEON COMPANY
the debt by the buyer
BAY
CITY.
MICHIGAN
in favor of the seller,
S
:
_19_
z
for merchandise that
days after date pay to the order of the latter has placed
p«<l
iUt;
OURSELVES
in the hands of the
U :!
_IK.Ha
former, with which to
a
The nbligaliou of (he acceptor hereof Brinea | Invoices of_
pay his debt. The
out of purchase of fiooda from drawer aa per 1
buyer agrees to pay
- at a certain date at
THE DFI.PHKON COMPANY

the unanimous
favor of the company's representaivs.
NEW

INVINCIBLE

SOUND

BOX

MODEL

Hector Pocoroba, sales manager of the New
Jersey Reproducer Co., 'Newark, N. J., manufacturer of the ''Invincible" sound box, returned
recently from a two months' trip through the
north and central West. He states that conditions throughout this territory are very satisfactory, and substantiates this optimism by
showing good-sized contracts which he has
closed for 1918.
In a chat with The World Mr. Pocoroba said:

his own bank, to the
seller, the amount of
this invoice, by writing across the face,

The TRADE ACCEPTANCE— Rend Carefully
the word "accepted,"
If you do not care to take the cash discount, sign the above Trade Acceptance and return it. This with
the name of his
you under
more obligation than
doesindebtedness
the invoice toalone
don'twhich
confuse
it withwilla advance
note. Itusamounts
toplaces
no more
than anno acknowledgment
of your
us —upon
the bank
money. own bank and his
Our obligation to make wholly satisfactory all goods shipped to you does not cease under the above own signature.
manner of settlement.
This varies from the
The Trade Acceptance is being adopted by the largest institutions in the country as a means to overcome the disadvantages of the uusatisfactory system of long credit. Banks, financial authorities, the National open book account
Association of Credit Men, and trade jqurnals are advocating its prompt adoption. The Federal Reserve
Banking System was organized primarily to handle the Trade Acceptance. Its use will very shortly be uni- method only in givversal and common — when credit cannot be secured except through its use. We use it in our own business
ing the debt a negoif we don't take the cash discount.
tiable value. AccordYour signature on an Acceptance will give you as much financial standing as discounting your bills.
ing to the opinion of
It identifies you as one prompt and businesslike in your affairs. It is an evidence of stability.
a Federal Bank ofAsk your bank regarding it.
ficial, the signing of
Form of Trade Acceptance Used by the Delpheon Co.
an acceptance increases the financial standing
form of doing business. Many manufacturers
regard the trade acceptance as the solution of and prestige of the giver, because it evidences
his desire to pay his invoices promptly.
one of the biggest problems in the business
One of the many prominent talking machine
world to-day. and are calling the attention of
their dealers to its value and advantages. The
manufacturers who have adopted the trade acceptance is the Delpheon Co., of Bay City,
trade acceptance is being adopted by the largest
Mich., which recognizes in the trade acceptinstitutions in the country as a means to overance the ideal method of doing business. The
come the disadvantages of the unsatisfactory
system of long credit, and banks, financial auform adopted by the Delpheon Co. is repro-

"It is pleasing to note that a number of wellknown manufacturers have adopted the 'Invincible' sound box as the standard equipment for
their 1918 product, and as they reached this
decision because of the tonal qualities of our
product, we are naturally gratified at the success which this sound box is achieving. We
have received many letters of commendation
from dealers regarding the 'Invincible' sound
box, and our facilities in 1918 will enable us to
adequately take care of the demands of our
Upon his return to Newark Mr. Pocoroba
learned that the company now has ready a new
model of the "Invincible" sound box, which was
trade." and perfected by A. Luciano, superininvented
tendent of the company's laboratories. It will
be known as the "Invincible" No. 2, and is now
being introduced to the trade. Initial orders
indicate that it will soon outrival the first model
in popularity.
SECURES

THE

COLUMBIA

AGENCY

The Sanitary Bedding & Furniture Co., of
Binghamton, N. Y., has secured the agency for
the Columbia Grafonolas and records, and has
opened a handsome department to handle that
line.

MOTORS-TONE-ARMS-SPRINGS-ETC.
Single

Complete

Spring
(Illustrated)
with

10 inch turntable,

regulator,
U
%
U
#

MAIN SPRINGS
in., 20 gauge, 8'A ft., 15c in lots of 100
in., 20 gauge, 8'/2 ft., 13c in lots of 1000
in., 25 gauge, 10^ ft., 23c in lots of 100
in., 25 gauge, Hi' ■ ft., 20c in lots of 1000
Governor Springs, 30c per hundred.
Special prices on large quantities.
Double Spring Motor Complete, $3.
In quantities, $2.75.

POPULAR
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Motor

brake,

etc.

$1.25 in quantities of

100
No. 1 Tone-Arm
UNIVERSAL TONE-ARMS
PLAY ALL RECORDS

$1.15 in quantities of 1000

50,000

latest

Emerson
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Records

thousand

MACHINE

CO.,

253

$30

No. 1, 70c in hundred lots
No. 2, 85c in hundred lots
No. 3, $1.00 in hundred lots
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Hun

dirty and unbeliev-

ably horrible atrocities in Belgium and France
are providing the mightiest, the most relentless fighting proxies when
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This is America's great fight. She has
never fought to lose — and by the Grace of God
she shall not now. Your dollars and mine —
consecrated to the THIRD
LIBERTY
LOAN,

along with the dollars of all others

we can influence — shall make
victory.

Buy

a Bond

to-day

this our great
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Pittsburgh
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VOCALION

DISTRIBUTION

Retail Manager Fletcher Announces New Distribution Plan for Metropolitan Territory — Promotions for Members of Sales Organization
Thomas H. Fletcher, retail manager of the
Aeolian Co., New York, in a chat with The
World last week announced a new plan of Vocalion distribution for the metropolitan district
which went into effect on the first of the month.
This plan was evolved in order to give Vocalion dealers . in metropolitan territory 100 per
cent, efficient service and co-operation in handling this line. The demand for the Vocalion
has increased tremendously within the past year,
and Mr. Fletcher has perfected a distribution
plan which will undoubtedly meet with success
throughout this territory.
Aeolian Hall in New York, together with the
three Aeolian branches in the Bronx, Brooklyn
and Newark, will be the distributing points in
this new system, the New York headquarters,
of course, being the principal basis for distribution.
E. M. Wheatley, who has been in charge of
the retail Vocalion department at Aeolian Hall,
New York, for the past two years, has been
placed in charge of Vocalion metropolitan distribution with headquarters in New York, and
will also continue as head of the retail department at Aeolian Hall. Mr. Wheatley is one
of the best-known members of the local retail
trade, and during his two years' association with
the Aeolian Co. has achieved gratifying success.
Louis E. Vannier, who has been in charge of
the Bronx branch, has been appointed assistant to Mr. Wheatley in both retail and wholesale distribution. Mr. Vannier is one of the
veterans of the Aeolian sales organization, and
his conscientious and loyal work in the past
well merits his promotion to his present important post.
M. Stein, who has been connected with the
Aeolian organization the past seventeen years,
has been appointed manager of the Bronx
branch, and will be in charge of the metropolitan distribution north of 125th street. Mr.
Stein joined the Aeolian forces when a boy, in
charge of one of the stockrooms, but soon developed such marked sales ability that he was
appointed a member of the outside sales staff.
Within a period of two years he became the
DEALERS EVERYWHERE ARE SELLING
QUANTITIES OF OUR
HANALEI
BANJUKES
(Ukuleles In Banjo Form)
A bigger hit than the Ukulele because much louder
and more pleasing in tone, and of more substantial
construction. Perfect two octave scales. A thoroughly practical instrument for both solo playing
and club work. Send for illustrated catalogue and
price list today, as
The Banluke Is One ol the Biggest Seller*
In the Musical Instrument Line.
SHERMAN,
CLAY
& CO.
Sole Manulacturers
163 Kearny Street
San Franclaco

"top" man of the outside force, and year after
year maintained this enviable record. During
the past few years he has been in charge of
Vocalion agencies in the metropolitan district,
and as he is a native of the Bronx, his appointment as manager of this branch will undoubtedly mean additional laurels for him.
C. J. Davis, manager of the Brooklyn branch
since September, 1916, will be in charge of distribution in Brooklyn and the adjacent metropolitan territory. Mr. Davis joined the Brooklyn sales staff two years ago as an outside
salesman, but advanced steadily to the post of
manager of this branch. His thorough knowledge of salesmanship and his keen executive
ability have been important factors in the success of this branch.
W. O. Black, who is well known in piano circles throughout the country, and who has been
manager of the Aeolian Newark branch since it
opened, will be in charge of metropolitan distribution for Newark and the adjacent territory,
and under his able direction the Vocalion will
receive splendid representation in this district.
TALKING

MACHINE

NEW

WINDOW

DRESSING

SERVICE

First Instalment Issued by the Emerson Phonograph Co. to the Trade — Offered to Dealers
at an Insignificant Monthly Charge
The accompanying photograph presents an illustration ofthe first instalment of the new window dressing service inaugurated by the Emerson Phonograph Co., which has made arrange-

EXPORTS

The Figures for January Presented — Exports
Show Machines and Records Both Increase
Washington, D. C, April 1. — In the summary
of exports and imports of the commerce of the
United States for the month of January, 1918
(the latest period for which it has been compiled), which has just been issued, the following figures appear:
Talking machines to the number of 5,731,
valued at $150,649, were exported in January,
1918, as compared with 6,190 talking machines,
valued at $149,569, sent abroad in the same
period of 1917. The total exports of records
and supplies for January, 1918, were valued at
$164,074, as compared with $163,632 in January,
1917. For the seven months' total 55,146 talking machines were exported, valued at $1,520,738
in January, 1918, and 44,943, valued at $1,111,761 in 1917, while records and supplies, valued
at $1,171,138 were sent abroad during 1918, as
against $877,283 in 1917.
ANDREWS

AD WORTH

READING

Buffalo, N. Y., April 3. — On another page will
be found a large list of Victor records from the
slock of W. D. & C. N. Andrews, of this city.
This firm will he able to make immediate shipments on these records.
"Our idea of publishing this list," said C. N.
Andrews, "was that perhaps we could furnish
to many dealers certain records that they were
unable to obtain elsewhere and also to induce
them to push the sale of records that can be
obtained.
"As we are catering to the wholesale trade
exclusively we always stand ready to do anything to assist the dealer. We have a very
good stock and would like to have any dealer
who is having difficulty in getting what records
he wants to give us a trial order."

Emerson Window Dressing Service
ments to issue similar window displays each
month. The display will be furnished to those
Emerson dealers who take advantage of the
special plan which the company has prepared,
by the terms of which the service will cost the
dealer 50 cents a month for a subscription of
four months, or a full year.
The company made the first announcement of
this new service a few weeks ago, and has already received numerous requests for the service from dealers throughout the country, who
appreciate the fact that the use of this display
will give them an attractive window without
necessitating the employment of skilled window
dressers.
WUBEJRT,
"Phonocf&ph

RECORDS
The greatest series of 75c. records ever made.
10-INCH DOUBLE SIDED
ALL STARS
ALL SELLERS
New list by 15th monthly.
Dealers, write for list and prices
BELL TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
44 WEST 37th STREET. NEW YORK
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GIFTS

APPRECIATED

Vanophones and Records Sent to U. S. Marines
at Various Points Bring Forth Letters of
Earnest Thanks From the Recipients
As noted recently in the columns of The
Talking Machine World, Otto Heineman, president of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., New York, has donated a Vanophone
and a supply of Emerson records for the various companies of the U. S. Marine Corps located in different stations throughout Cuba,
Haiti, etc. These companies have received their
machines and records, and they are being used
to excellent advantage by the members of the
Marine Corps. In fact, they are so enthusiastic over the entertainment that this gift has
afforded that Mr. Heineman has already
made arrangements to furnish the various companies of the Marine Corps with additional machines and records.
Some of the letters received from the commanding officers of the different companies of
the Marine Corps in acknowledging these gifts
read as follows:
"Wish to acknowledge receipt of one Vanophone and twenty-five records, for which I
want to thank you for your kindness, and can
assure you that it will be very much appreciated
by the men of this command. I am sure that
they will derive much pleasure from these excellent machines, and will encourage them to
buy more records from you."
"Many thanks for the Vanophone received.
The men derive great pleasure in the daily
Vanophone concerts, and are very grateful for
your kindness and consideration. It is a joy
to hear reproduced the new music and songs of
our native land.
"The men contemplate purchasing an additional supply of your Emerson records and
would very much appreciate a catalog with price
list of Emerson records that they may still
further enjoy the kind and thoughtful gift."
"Through the graciousness of the Otto Heine-
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man Phonograph Supply Co., the Fifty-seventh
Company, U. S. Marines, is in receipt of a
Vanophone and one set of Emerson records. I
am sure that the men of this company will receive much pleasure and enjoyment from your
good gift.
"Through your beneficence you have afforded
an abundance of pleasure to the men of the
Marine Corps stationed here.
"The Fifty-seventh Company takes this opportunity to offer its thanks."
"I am in receipt of a box containing five
Vanophones and records therefor. By direction I have distributed one to the Fifty-third
Company and one to the Fifty-seventh Company
under my command at this post. The other
three have been shipped to Cape Haitien for
distribution to the Fifty-fourth, Sixty-second
and Sixty-fourth companies.,
"Permit me to thank you on behalf of the
Fifty-third and Fifty-seventh companies for
your kindness in this matter. The Vanophones
are extremely unique and they will give an imGRADED

LIST OF VICTOR

RECORDS

The latest and most important addition to
the educational literature sent out by the Victor Talking Machine Co. is a new graded list of
records for the home, kindergarten and school,
a handsome volume of over 270 pages, illustrated in detail, and with the various types of
song and instrumental numbers carefully classified, according to the school grade in which
they are intended to fit to the best advantage.
In the descriptive matter the list follows closely
along the lines of the regular Victor catalog,
and that makes for convenience.
The illustrations show the use of the Victrola
in the various schools for games, folk dancing
and various exercises, and for other special purposes. There are shown portraits of some of
the famous Victor concert artists, together
with illustrations that show the various instruments of the orchestra, strings, woodwind,
brass and percussion.
The list also acts as a

mense amount of pleasure to the men and also
to the officers. It is a donation that is highly
"Referring to your letter dated New York
City,
January 14, 1918 (R.C.A. :C.F.) signed by
appreciated."
R. C. Ackerman, export manager, we all wish
to thank you for your kindness in sending us
the three Vanophones with twenty-five records
for each, which have just been received in good
condition.
"The machines and records have been distributed to the three companies mentioned, and
are now in use and being appreciated by all the
men; these are excellent little instruments 'and
appear very strong and compact.
"The men are deriving a great deal of pleasure from these machines, and we are truly
greatly indebted to you for this generous and
welcome contribution to our amusement and
entertainment.
"Please accept my personal thanks for having
our interests and welfare at heart, and. our best
wishes for your success."
guide to the teacher in the selection of appropriate records and their proper use.
NOW

WHOLESALE

EXCLUSIVELY

Peoria, III., April 8.— The Putnam-Page Co.,
Victor wholesalers of this city, have discontinued their retail department and now handle
Victor machines and records at wholesale exclusively. The rapid growth of the company's
wholesale business necessitated the move. The
company will remain at its present address and
arrangements have been made for securing considerable additional space in the same building.
J. W. MARKS
J. W. Marks,
management of
partment of the
111. Mr. Marks
nected with the

NOW

IN CHARGE

of Chicago, has taken over the
the piano and phonograph deO. T. Johnson Co., Galesburg,
was for a number of years conCable Company, of Chicago.

SONA-TONE
A

Phonograph

of

You
HpHE
American
other domestic

Distinction
Can't

with

the

Tone

Forget

public today — those who purchase phonographs
conveniences — want above all else —
RELIABILITY

QUALITY

and

SERVICE

CONA-TONE
Quality means a resonant, full, liquid tone that comes
^ from an especially designed, all-wood sound chamber — and superior
workmanship in material, finish and equipment.
CONA-TONE
Reliability means simplicity of mechanical construction
^ — ease of operation — and convenience and solidity of working parts.
CONA-TONE
Service means the immediate ability of the purchaser to
^ play all makes of records — without attachment of any sort — and to play
a library of from ?50 to 1000 assorted records without further expenditure.

MODEL 100
SIX
$70
--- $200

MODELS
$100
--

-- $150
$250 --

A Popular Suit-Case Model

$35 -Orders taken for Special Finishes
to suit patrons

We believe that a Sona-Tone eliminates — to a greater extent than any
other phonograph — the surface noises of the record.
We believe that it has the same quality of resonance as exists in the
Stradivarius violin.
From our sales record — previous to advertising — we believe that a
SONA-TONE is a superior phonograph for retail merchandising.

Sona-Tone
3421

Phonograph,

Broadway,

New

" The music is on the record—the

York

Inc.

City

tone is tn the phonograph. "
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E. P. VAN HARLINGEN,
Manager
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Chicago, III., April 10. — The wholesale trade
in general is unanimous in claiming that the
past month was fully up to their anticipation
and that they have exceeded in some instances
the business carried on during the corresponding month last year. There were some doubts,
however, at the beginning of the month as to
whether or not they would come up to anything like last year's business, owing to the
chaos then existing in the railroad center due
to storms and other mishaps which generally
bring rolling stock to a standstill. As these
conditions righted themselves and the shipments of both the completed product and the
raw material found their way through in periods
of time that were not much greater than those
of normal, conditions began to get brighter and
the better the shipping facilities became there
naturally followed an increased amount of business.
The record situation which was quite keen
during the first three months of the year also
began to get back to the normal, and as records came rolling in the retail dealers began
to get busy and for the first time during the
year they were allowed to have the stock for
which they were clamoring the most; that is,
the popular numbers.
The retail trade suffered a slight set-back during the latter part of March and the first
part of April, but this set-back had been anticipated because as is usual during Holy Week
there is a general dropping off in business.
However, after the public had finished eating
its usual quota of Easter eggs and had digested
them they began to think of "Music in the
Home," which was only natural, and as a result
the trade began to pick up again.
L. C. Wiswell to Go East
L. C. Wiswell, manager of the wholesale Victor department of Lyon & Healy, is making
preparations for a contemplated visit to the Victor factory next week. Mr. Wiswell also intends
to visit various other plants in the East before
returning to headquarters in Chicago.
Cheated the Doctor
H. J. Fiddelke, assistant manager of the
wholesale Victor department of Lyon & Healy,
returned to his desk this week after having been
confined to his home for several days with an
attack of acute appendicitis.
During his ill-

HEADQUARTERS
World Office
Republic Bldg., 209 South State St., Chicago
Telephone: Wabash 5774

ness Mr. Fiddelke stated that he had lost
twenty-five pounds in weight and suffered intense
pain. He was fortunate enough to recover,
thereby avoiding an operation. Mr. Fiddelke
anticipates going to a hospital and having an
operation performed just as soon as he regains
his strength, as he figures there is no use in
having a reoccurrence .of the attack.
Singers Give Concert
Oscar Shaw, leading man of the "Leave It to
Jane" company, now playing at the La Salle
Theatre, accompanied by several other artists
of this company, was heard in a special Columbia recital on the afternoon of April 2 at the

Columbia Recital of Adam Schaaf
recital hall of Adam Schaaf. Several of the
big "hits" of the show were rendered to the
large audience by Mr. Shaw and Columbia records of these "hits" were also played. The
Columbia graphophone and a player-piano were
used throughout the entire performance in conjunction with the various numbers sung. R. H.
Walley, of the Columbia ' Co., and Charles
Hertzman, manager of the "Leave It to Jane"
company, were instrumental in making arrangements for the concerts. Among some of the
numbers rendered were "I've Got the Blues for
Home, Sweet Home," "The Stormy Sea of
Love" and "Michael and His Motorcycle,"
which were sung by Mr. Shaw, accompanied by
the graphophone. Other members of the cast,
accompanied1 by the graphophone, rendered various "Leave It to Jane" selections.
A. R. Harris Visits
A. R. Harris, in charge of the record sales
department of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
with headquarters in New York, made a short

visit to the Chicago offices of the Columbia
Co. this week. Mr. Harris held a meeting in
the Palmer House on Wednesday evening, April
3, which was attended by the Columbia office
force and a number of Columbia dealers. He
gave an interesting talk on the selection of records and went into detail explaining just why
certain songs were chosen for the purpose of
making records.
New Loop Man
C. L. Morey now has charge of the Chicago
loop district for the Columbia Grahophone Co.
Mr. Morey is one of the best-known talking
machine salesmen in the city and was formerly
connected with other big companies here.
G. M. Rickoff, formerly with A. Neihause &
Co., proprietors of the Band Box Shop, Columbia dealers, is now connected with the advertising department of .the Chicago offices of the
Columbia Co.
Joins Empire Co. Forces
E. B. Kropp is the latest addition to the large
office force of the Empire Talking Machine Co.
Mr. Kropp was formerly connected with several of the largest establishments in Chicago,
and in his new connections with the Empire Co.
has entire charge of the office in addition to being- advertising manager.
Increased Business
C. F. Baer, assistant manager of the Chicago
office of the Columbia Graphophone Co., remarked this week that their business for the
month of March was 50 per cent, greater than
for the corresponding period last year. "Our
shipments are coming in in fine shape," stated
Mr. Baer, "and it certainly keeps us hustling
to fill the demand. Records are especially good
and the Columbia Co. is sure getting out some
very good numbers. The demand is very heavy at
present for popular songs, and we have a large
supply on hand to take care of this demand.
Our stockrooms are well supplied to meet any
contingency, such as a freight embargo, and we
feel that at present we are very well equ'pped
to overcome any future difficulties.
Brunswick Portfolio
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. have compiled a handsomely illustrated portfolio in colors showing the various cuts, complete advertisements and direct mailing literature concern(Continued on page 83)
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The WADE Fibre Needle Cutter
"She Original "£epointer

Is

of

CUTT

Immense

Importance

Your greatest revenue, Mr. Dealer, is from record sales.
The average customer seldom buys more than one talking
machine in a lifetime, but may be readily educated to systematically
accumulate a record library and thereby become a constant source
of revenue to you.
The Wade Fibre Needle Culter Is the Connecting Link
It permits the use of Fibre Needles, with all their acknowledged
advantages, at the minimum expense, with its 20 or more original
re-points to each fibre needle, and is very cheap insurance on the
life of their records.
Instruct your salespersons to use these sales arguments and
you will soon have a Wade Cutter and Fibre Needle in every
customer's home, which will naturally result in increased record
sales.

WADE

&

WADE,

3807

Lake

Park

Ave.,

The Wade

Cutter No. 2
Needle
Fibre
Price $2.00

ChicagO,

111.
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Advertisements

Produce

, Player Pt^NjQ^.V^T-Rpj^Ag:
264- MAIN STREET.
Wo/CSSfBK Mass. February 37,
1918.

Lyon & Healy,
Wabash Avenue,.
Chicago, 111.

One

Advertisement

Did It

Gentlemen: We want to tell you how pleased we are with your
advertising co-operation.
We have made frequent use of
your suggestions, and used your copy and illustrations
with gratifying results.

Sold

A short time ago we used one of your small ads,
which appeared four times.
Within the next few days we
sold forty-four pianos that were directly traceable to
this advertisement.

Pianos

44

In our opinion, your advertising service cannot
great help to any piano merchant who avails himbut beself ofa it.
With kindest regards, I am
Your sincere,
Marcellua Roper Company.

UR/K

Lyon & Healy Victrola Newspaper Advertisements are equally productive.
Half Service at Half Price.
per year complete for $8.33 per month.
Other Lyon & Healy advertising services are a monthly
mailing the Victor monthly supplements.
Illustrated Victor

Record

A Small Instruments
per month.
Piano Newspaper
Dealers.

Window

Newspaper

advertising

Display

service 48 cuts

Lyon
Victor

which

replaces envelopes

for

Cards.

Advertising

WRITE

Container

52 advertisements

Service.

36 advertisements

per year complete.
FOR

Free

to Lyon

SAMPLES

&
Healy
Distributors

CHICAGO

per

year for $4.17
&
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(Actual Size)
LAKESIDE ROTOMETER.
RETAIL PRICE $2.50
Calibrated so swinging arm is level with pointer at 78 revolutions per minute.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
Patents Pending:
LAKESIDE

SUPPLY
Tel. Harrison 3840

CO.,

202 South Clark Street

ing Brunswick phonographs which they are
supplying to their dealers. The advertisements
contained in this portfolio are furnished free to
Brunswick dealers and can be used exactly as
they are written or can be changed at will by
the dealer. Suggestions for a follow-up campaign of advertising by the dealer are printed
in the back of the book, where several samples
of leaflets pertaining to the new Ultona reproducer are tipped in.
Business Increasing
When called upon by The World this month,
R. F. Morenus, president of the Morenus Piano
Co., stated that although they had but recently moved to larger quarters at 342 West
Huron street, from present indications they
will have to make a further enlargement. "We
have been growing very fast of late," he declared, "and have been putting on more help
and turning out more material than we ever
did, but we are rinding that more space is
necessary. The trade thinks very well of the
results obtained through the unique and special
construction of our horn and tone chamber and
the workmanship and finish of our talking machines are given the same care and attention
as those of the pianos we turn out, that is, they
receive first-class piano finish."
Deserved Promotion
Fred E. Reid, who for five months worked in
this territory for the Thomas Mfg. Co., makers
of motors and parts, Dayton, Ohio, made such
an excellent showing that President Matthews
has made him general sales manager of the
company with headquarters at the factory at
Dayton, O. Mr. Reid left early this month to
resume his new duties, but not until he had
appointed a successor in the person of N. S.
Richmond. Mr. Richmond will have his headquarters in the recently opened offices on the
tenth floor of the Republic Building and will
have the title of Western" sales manager. He
will visit the trade in Chicago and contiguous

A
R
M

RETAIL PRICE $7.50 EACH
Prices to Bona Fide Dealers
Sample
$4.00
Lots of 6 to 11 '
3.75 each
each
Lots of 12 to 49
3.50 each
Lots of 50 to 100
3.25 each
A further slight reduction on yearly contracts
in 100 minimum lot shipments.
PATENTS APPLIED FOR

Inc.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS—
( Continued from page 81 )
territory.
He has considerable experience in
tonal qualities and values of the Empire machines.
the talking machine industry and has a technical
knowledge of motors and everything entering
In addition to the window trim which was
into the construction of talking machines.
used at the opening of the Troup Bros, store
Empire Window Trims
a special concert was arranged under the suThe Empire Talking Machine Co. of this city
pervision of A. R. Mitchell, of Williamsport,.
have had prepared for them several very beauPa., the Empire representative- in Pennsylvania.
tiful window trims, which they are prepared to
This concert was held on Tuesday evening, April
furnish Empire dealers. These trims were precompany with headquarters at the factory at
pared in response to
numerous requests
from Empire dealers all
over the country for
something individual
and distinctly characteristic. John H. Steinmetz, president of the
Empire Co., stated that
the policy of co-operation existing between
his company and his
dealers has been meeting with marked success and that these new
window displays which
he has had prepared
are receiving much favorable comment.
The impressive illustration shown herewith
is a photograph of the
window t r i m s which
were prepared especially for the formal openEmpire Window Trim Used by Troup Bros., Lewistown, Pa.
ing of the Troup Bros, new store, 34 Market street, 2. in Troup Bros.' recital hall. Miss Emma Keiss,
Lewistown, Pa. This store was thrown open to
soprano, was accompanied by Empire record selections played on the Empire talking machine.
the public on April 1, and the display as shown
At the conclusion of this concert both Mr. Mitin the illustration attracted much attention, as
chell and Miss Keiss left for Greenburg, Pa.,
the art work was beautifully colored and harwhere Miss Keiss will be heard in another simimonized with the Empire talking machines to
the fullest degree. This new store of the Troup
lar concert at the Porch Bros., Inc., establishment on April 5. A series of concerts will be
Bros, is under the personal supervision of Man(Continued on page 85)
ager W. S. Lewis, who is enthusiastic over the
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make the Transfer Name - Plates and Trade-Marks for
the largest talking machine manufacturers in this country and
for dealers in every state.
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ERE, at last, is the supreme phonograph
achievement of recent years ...
The Brunswick Method of Reproduction.
It includes two distinctly new improvements, two inventions that absolutely revolutionize old standards.
Some maker was bound to build this ultimate
phonograph, freed from ancient handicaps.
The honor has come to The House of Brunswick, apioneer in developing the all-record idea.
The first Brunswick met with phenomenal success, showing that we might spend thousands of
dollars in perfecting this idea.
Better

Than

Ever

Now, with the new Brunswick Method of Reproduction, distinctly new, we offer a superphonograph.
It not only plays all records, but plays them
at their best.
This is accomplished chiefly by The Ultona,
our new all-record reproducer, and the new
Brunswick Tone Amplifier.
Tone values are now given a naturalness
hitherto unattained. Some of the gravest problems in acoustics are solved.
The Ultona is an amazingly simple contrivance. It plays all records according to their exact requirements. The proper diaphragm is presented to each record, whatever make, and the
exact needle, the exact weight.
So you see that this is not a makeshift, not an
attachment, but a distinctly new creation.
Simplicity Itself
At the turn of a hand you adapt The Ultona to
any type of record. A child can do it. It is practically automatic.
Brunswick
THE

BRUNSWICK

Canadian Distributors:
Musical Merchandise Sales Co.
Excelsior Life Bldg.
Toronto

Achievement

introduces

Reproduction,

a

a

new

real

Method

sensation

Now your library of records can be bought
according to your favorites. For instance, each
record maker has a famous tenor. On a onerecord instrument you are confined to one. Others
are barred. And who likes to be restricted? Who
wants to be confined to buying from only one
catalog, when there are several from which to
choose?
The Ultona, we think, is the greatest feature
offered any music-lover. And it is obtainable
solely on the new Brunswick.
Another vast improvement in tone projection
comes in our all-wood Tone Amplifier, built like a
violin. All metal construction is avoided, thus
breaking away from the usual custom.
Wood, and rare wood at that, is the only material that gives sound waves their proper vibration. With The Ultona and the new Brunswick
Tone Amplifier, phonographic art is brought to
higher standards.
See

and

Hear

You cannot afford now to make a choice until
you've heard the latest Brunswick. Until you
become acquainted with The Brunswick Method
of Reproduction. Until you hear this marvelous
instrument.
You are invited particularly to examine The
Ultona and note how simply it adapts itself to
each type of record.
Once you hear the new Brunswick, you'll
be delighted and convinced that this superphonograph is in a class heretofore the ideal, but
unattained.
All you want in any phonograph is found in this composite type. Plus superiorities not found elsewhere.
A Brunswick dealer will be glad to play this super
Brunswick for you and explain the new Brunswick
Method of Reproduction.

Models— Price $32.50

to $1,500

-BALKE-COLLENDER
General
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& Healy. Mr. Wiswell stated that they are "doing things" down in his town, and that the only
trouble they are having at present is the shortage of records.
Empire Phono Parts Co. Literature
The Empire Phono Parts Co., of Chicago and
Cleveland, have issued a beautiful little leaflet
dealing with the Empire universal tone arm
and reproducer. This leaflet contains three
illustrations of the Empire products and is
arranged in a very attractive manner, the wording being very brief, but to the point. It contains the story of the Empire tone arm and
sound box and deals with the attractiveness of
design of these phono parts in a manner which
appeals to the manufacturers in many ways.

any
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a great many
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machine

popular

represents

stated that the stock was coming in in fine
shape and that they were enjoying a very good
business. "The first of our girls started their
vacation last month, when Evelyn Brackenridge
left for Saginaw, Mich., to visit her mother.
She will be gone for the whole month. Ruth
Hartman, also of our sales forces, took a two
weeks' vacation the first of April." Mr. Davidson stated that his brother, G. W., took a little
flying trip to the Victor factory about two
weeks ago and from there went down to Philadelphia to visit his relatives. He was accompanied on the trip by Mrs. Davidson.
Six Best Sellers
Edison announce the following as the six best
sellers for the month: "U. S. Army Camp Songs,"
"Bungalow in Quogue" and "Just a Voice to
Call Me, Dear," "Leave it to Jane" and "Siren's
Song," "Jack O'Lantern Fox-trot" and "Knit,
Knit, Knit," "That's Why My Heart is Calling
(Continued on page 87')
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department store."
Joliet
Geo. Wiswell, of
the Visitor
West Music Co., Joliet,
111., spent several days in Chicago this. week.
Mr. Wiswell is a brother of L. C. Wiswell, manager of the wholesale Victor department of Lyon
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Two of the three illustrations presented show
of the manufacturing district on the north side
the tone arm in a position for playing lateral
of Chicago. It is but a few minutes' ride from
cut
records^ and the other position shown is that
the loop, and it will, therefore, be convenient
of
the
reproducer turned back to permit the
for out-of-town visitors, as well as for shipping
insertion of the needle. It is stated that when
goods. This building takes up a hundred thousand square feet of floor space and will be in in this position the cover of the cabinet may be
lowered without striking the needle point. This
full running order within the next thirty days.
throw-back position appeals particularly to the
It will be equipped so as to turn out at least ten
purchaser, as it eliminates all chances of injury
thousand machines for the balance of this year.
to the record and insures that the sound box is
"Our new Ultona reproducer is going over in
always in a correct position for playing.
great shape, and the matter of properly servBrunswick Man to Army
ing our established dealers is occupying pracH. E. Nelson, advertising manager of the
tically our entire time, as we have made some
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co., left Chicago
very important contracts lately. J. E. AnderApril 2, bound for Portland, Me., where he enson, of Saginaw, Mich., is one of the dealers
tered the U. S. Aviation Training School for
in his part of the country who is now handling
Mechanics. Several other boys from the Brunsthe Brunswick exclusively. Other dealers who
wick Co. were also called to the colors and left
have taken on the Brunswick within the past
during
the week for various training camps
week are the American Furniture Co. and the
throughout
the country.
T. P. Pattison Alusic Co., both of Denver, the
Having Vacations
Wilbur Templin Music Co., of Elkhart, Ind., and
C. L. Davidson, of the Talking Machine Shop,
Herb & Kalmer, of Sandusky, O., the leadingin an interview with The World this month,
FROM

given by Miss Keiss under the supervision of
Mr. Mitchell at various other Empire establishments throughout that territory in the near
future.
Notable B. & H. Fibre Needle Month
March came as a surprise to the B. & H.
Fibre Needle Co. It was not only one of the
best months they have had for some time in
point of orders actually shipped, but they entered April with a gratifying amount of unfilled business on their books. In their viewpoint the trade, as shown by the demands from
their jobbers all over the country, is in excellent shape, at least the fibre needle is in steadily
increasing demand.
Notwithstanding the conditions produced by
the war the company is in excellent shape so
far as supplies are concerned and is getting
shipments of the finest quality of bamboo it
has ever had both from Japan and India. They
have recently received samples of some very
excellent bamboo grown on the Governmental
experimental plantation in Porto Rico. Mr.
Hall's test of the quality of this bamboo produced very excellent results and would indicate that a new source of supply is available
in this direction.
Talks on Conditions
When called upon by The World this month
;H. B. Bibb, sales manager of the talking machine division of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co., stated: "Our factory is making a tremendous effort to supply us with machines, but the
shortage of competent mechanics, finishers, etc.,
is a serious handicap, and for that reason we are
advertising for expert cabinet finishers and mechanics in all parts of the country. In order to meet the demand and relieve the strain
put upon both our Muskegon and Dubuque factories, we have made arrangements to equip
our large plant in Chicago with the necessary
utilities for manufacturing talking machines.
This building covers an entire block on Orleans
and Huron streets and is located in the heart
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You" and "Will You Remember," "Naval Reserve March" and "Spirit of America."
Six best Victor sellers for the month are:
"Id' Like to be a Monkey in the Zoo" and
"Go-Zin-To," "Are You from Heaven" and "Give
Me the Right to Love You," "Just a Baby's
Prayer at Twilight" and "On the Road to Home
Sweet Home," "Tickle-Toe" and "Going Up,"
"The Lord is My Light," "I Puritani."
The six best Pa the sellers for the month are:
"Romeo et Juliette," "Can't Yo' Heah Me Callin', Caroline?" and "Little Alabama Coon,"
"Sweet Little Buttercup" and "In Berry Pickin'
Time," "Homeward Bound" and "When the
Boys from Dixie Eat the Melon on the Rhine,"
"A Baby's Prayer at Twilight" and "Valley
Rose," "Liberty Bell" and "There's a Million
Heroes in Each Corner of the U. S. A."
Columbia Graphophone Co. announce for the
past month the following six best sellers: "Long
Boy" and "For You a Rose," "Darktown Strutters' Ball" and "I'm All Bound Round With the
Mason-Dixon Line," "What 'Til the Cows Come
Home" and "Somewhere in France Is the Lily,"
"Do Something" and "Liberty Bell," "Hello, My
Dearie" and "ChingResting
Chong."Up
C. E. Goodwin, general manager of the Phonograph Co., recently left for Hot Springs, Ark.,
for a two weeks' resting period. Mr. Goodwin
has been very active for the past several months
and thought that this time of the year would
be beneficial to his well-being. He is expected
to return to Chicago on Monday.
Ryde Visits
Joseph Ryde, formerly assistant manager of
the Victor department of Lyon & Healy, but
now of the Fuller-Ryde Music Co., of Indianapolis, was a visitor to Chicago for several days
last week. Mr. Ryde has a partnership in the
firm of Fuller-Ryde and stated that he likes the
new field. "Business is very favorable in our
territory," said Mr. Ryde, "and the trade is keep-

OUR

WORLD

CHICAGO

HEADQUARTERS

ing us mighty busy. We are having some very
good sales. I expect to permanently locate in
Indianapolis in the fall, when I will move my
family and belongings from Chicago to that
progressive city.
Move to New Quarters
The Automatic Container Co., manufacturers
of the automatic record filing device for talkingmachines and who are producing an extensive
line of record cabinets and carrying cases incorporating this feature, have moved their general offices and warerooms from the Tacoma
Building to more centrally located quarters at
506 Republic Building. The company is constantly adding to the number of talking machine manufacturers who are adopting their device and the sale of cabinets is continually increasing. The company is arranging for exclusive wholesale agencies in various parts of
the country. They recently made the Phonograph Clearing House, Inc., at 51 East Fortysecond street, New York, their representatives
in that city. H. E. Taylor, formerly superintendent of the Jacko Furniture Co., of Buffalo, will represent the Automatic Container
Co. in western New York. The company will
have an exhibit at the National Music Show to
be held at the Grand Central Palace in New
York the first week in June.
Will Represent Widdicomb Line
H. P. A. Mossner, a piano and talking machine man of wide experience, has secured handsome warerooms at 532 Republic Building. The
warerooms are immediately opposite the elevator and with its handsome crystal front constitutes one of the shops for which the building is noted. Mr. Mossner will have the Chicago wholesale representation for the Widdicomb phonographs, made by the Widdicomb
Furniture Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich., and will
shortly- have a complete line of these beautiful
machines in the various period styles on display for the benefit of visiting dealers. He will

Tone

Arm

(Continued

from page 85)

also handle a line of pianos made by the Chute
& Butler Co., of Peru, Ind., and an extensive
line of talking machine accessories.
Chicago Headquarters for Puritan Phonographs
What may be properly termed one of the most
important news items of the month is the closing
of a deal by which James B. Orth secures the
wholesale representation for the Puritan phonography and records of the United Phonographs
Corp., of Sheboygan, Wis., for Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, inclusive of the upper peninsula and
Missouri. Offices and demonstration rooms
have been secured at suite 422 Republic Building, where a complete line of Puritan phonographs and records will be carried for the inspection of the trade. Mr. Orth is a successful
Chicago business man of years of experience
and is a brother of C. J. Orth, well-known piano
and talking machine dealer of Milwaukee, who,
by the way, has recently become distributor
for the Puritan line for Wisconsin and the
upper peninsula in Michigan. Mr. Orth will
have a valuable assistant in Miss Helen Essen,
a young woman who has been associated for
some years with leading talking machine concerns in Chicago, and who will be the "campaign manager," doing some traveling and giving dealers the benefit of her experience in
demonstrating and selling.
New Mandel Model
The Mandel Mfg. Co. are out with a new
member of the Mandel talking machine line. It
is known as Model No. 5 and is a full cabinet
machine, forty inches in height, retailing at the
moderate price of $65. The company state
that it has the same high-grade equipment which
characterizes the other models and has been produced to meet the demand for a cabinet machine
selling at a lower price than the other models.
The company has also inaugurated a very extensive dealers' co-operative service, consisting
not only of attractive advertisements for inser(Continued on page 89)
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The Empire Universal Tone Arm will appeal to the talking machine
tonal qualities and because it will add distinction to their machines.
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The Empire Reproducer has been pronounced by competent critics to be the best sound box on the market. It is
adjustable to any position without the use of set screws and the throw back position for inserting needle will appeal
particularly to the retail purchaser.
The Empire Tone Arm and Reproducer can be furnished in several lengths, and in ordering samples state measurements
from center of turntable shaft to center of horn hole on motor board.
Made in both nickel and gold plated finish.
Write for Descriptive Circular and Prices
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Ttlills & Cooper
Chicacjo
manufacturers of
ITUUs Qramophortes
2725 Calumet Auenue
Barnhart Brothers &. Spindler,
Chicago.
Sirs: TDe should like to have you share u?ith us the enthusiasm
that comes from hearing the Superior Reproducer at its best.
IPe haue completed our experimental urark and have placed
the mills Qramophone on the market. As gou knou>, we are using
the Superior Reproducer and we consider it head and
shoulders above anything made.
H>e have been experimenting for more than a year and
have tried almost every combination under the sun. TDe like the
Superior better than any other we tested and with it have been
able to get probably the best reproduction ever attained.
It is only proper here to mention the intelligently rendered service ivhich goes to users of your product. Uour Ttlr.
Louis K. Scotjord has helped us immeasurably by his interest and
suggestions. U)e have developed an amplifier ivhich brings out
the more subtle tones and gets the expression of the original
u>ith a character and musical ring ive have never heard m
another machine.
CThe mills Qramophone is made in small quantity only for
the higher class trade. It has made a profound impression among
the music lovers ivho have heard it, and especially among those
ivho do not care for the usual colorless phonographic results. It
is absolutely toneless — that is it has no flavor of its oivn to mar
the beauty of the original tones in the records. Our idea is that
a phonograph has about as much business ivith tone as a cup
has ivith flavor. TPith this idea in mind we have worked until u?e
nou? have an instrument ivhich ruill play every make of record
better than the machines of the record manufacturers. The
improvement is so marked in some cases as to be almost uncanny.
Respectfully.
mills & Cooper,
march 30, 1918
By Q. K. mills.
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Itlodel I Reproducer
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tion by tbe dealer in his local paper, but an excellent window display and direct mailing material of a forceful nature. The company has
also lately put into effect a liberal selling plan
which is proving very interesting to the trade
and resulted in adding a number of good dealers to the Mandel Co.'s list of important representatives.
W. E. Cotter Now General Manager
W. E. Cotter, who for the past few months
has been in charge of the retail talking machine
department of Thos. E. Wilson & Co., has been
made general manager of the entire talking mar
chine division and will have charge of both the
wholesale and retail, departments.
Mr. Cotter
A PIONEER

IN THE

CHICAGO

MARKET

D. W. McKenzie, President of Playerphone
Talking Machine Co., Among First to Realize
Trade Possibilities in That Section — Plan to
Help Liberty Bonds and Thrift Stamps
Chicago, III., April 8. — D. W. McKenzie, president and general manager of the Playerphone
Talking Machine Co., was among the first Western men to perceive the advantage offered by
Chicago, the "great central market," for the
manufacture of talking machines. Associated
with him in this enterprise is D. D. Caldwell, one of Oklahoma's most enterprising citizens, and vice-president of the State National
Bank of Oklahoma City. This company, of
which Mr. McKenzie is the head, has become
a very strong factor in the trade and is marketing its product through many of the largest
jobbers and dealers, whose strength and extent
of operations in itself is evidence of the recognition of the company's product as one of merit
and of stability.
The Playerphone line embraces no less than
nine cabinet machines ranging in price from
$65 to the beautiful $500 White House model.
Just as the country has inaugurated the third
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stated that they are getting out a new line of defeat of 30,000 Huns and saving the lives of
30,000 American boys.
talking machines, embracing six new models and
"The Playerphone dealers who buy direct
all models to be in three different woods. Prepfrom the Playerphone Talking Machine Comarations are being made for elaborate wholesale
pany, and not through our jobbers, should estabdisplay rooms in connection with the retail delish the Liberty Bond and Thrift Stamp Fund at
partment at42 South Wabash avenue. Mr. Cotter is assisted in the wholesale department by the rate of $2 instead of $1 for each Playerphone, in order to maintain the $3 standard
Miss Mabel Winchell, formerly of the Talking
and help reach the $30,000 Playerphone Liberty
Machine Co., of New York. Miss Winchell,
Bond and Thrift Stamp campaign.
who will act in the capacity of secretary, will
"We, sincerely hope and believe that our
assist Mr. Cotter in' entertaining visiting dealers
Playerphone jobbers and dealers will join us
to the wholesale department. He is assisted
in the Playerphone Liberty Bond and Thrift
in the retail department by Miss Hazel M.
Stamp campaign, as Uncle Sam must win, or
Walker, who will have entire charge of the retail end of this business.
the Playerphone business can not continue.
This also applies to your other lines of busiLiberty Bond campaign, Mr. McKenzie has
made an announcement which is as timely and
generous as it is unique. It is to the effect
ANNOUNCE A NEW TONE ARM
that the Playerphone Talking Machine Co. will
Barnhart Bros. & Spindler Offering Scotford
establish a Liberty Bond and Thrift Stamp
Tone Arm and Superior Universal Reproducer
fund on the first of each month, according to
to the Trade — Some Features
the amount of Playerphones shipped the previous month, one dollar being placed to the
Chicago, III., April -10.— Barnhart Bros. &
Spindler announce to the trade this month that
credit of this fund for each Playerphone shipped
from March 1, 1918, until the close of the war.
they are now in a position and are offering to
Further details of the plan are contained in a the trade their Scotford tone arm and Superior
universal reproducer. Both the reproducer and
leaflet which is now being sent to the trade and
which runs as follows:
the tone arm are the inventions of Louis K.
Scotford. In breaking away from the general
"Every Playerphone jobber is cordially indesign of tonearms, Mr. Scotford has confined
vited to participate in this Playerphone Liberty
his experiments to the well-founded fact that
Bond and Thrift Stamp campaign by establishtone waves act upon the same principle as
ing a fund similar to the Playerphone Talking
light
waves, i. e., traveling in a straight line
Machine Company's plan and placing one dollar
until they meet some obstruction from which
to said fund for each Playerphone sold, and
they are deflected at right angles. Having in
to invite their dealers to whom they sold Playermind the well known laws that a straight line
phones to do the same.
is the shortest distance between given points
"Therefore, if this plan is followed out and
and that sound waves are deflected at right
complied with, by the time the Playerphone
reaches the customer there will be $3 worth of angles, Mr. Scotford set out to produce a tone
Liberty Bonds or Thrift Stamps bought. If arm that would embrace both of these laws and
10,000 Playerphones are sold during the year it as a result the tonearm which is being manuwill mean $30,000 worth of Liberty Bonds or
factured by Barnhart Bros. & Spindler is char(Continued on page 90)
Thrift Stamps purchased and possibly mean
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acterized by being angular instead of curved,
the result being that the tones are given the
shortest possible route over which to travel
from the sound box to the amplifier. This has
the effect of giving the sound produced the
seeming point of origin directly in front of the
machine instead of the muffled unnatural sound
within the machine. This, as can be seen, adds
volume to the tone owing to the short distance
through which the tone must travel. In producing the superior and universal reproducer,
Air. Scotford has gone off the path generally
followed and has produced a sound box
which is carried above the record at a slight
angle instead of a vertical line as is generally
the case. To bring the vertical line into play,
which is necessary for playing the record, the
needle is also placed in the clip which is built
at an angle; the result being that the point
of the needle is directly centered no matter
in what position the sound box is placed. This
sound box has many interesting features embodied in it. Air. Scotford has also produced
a tone amplifier which is made of especially
prepared composition. . This amplifier is also
worked out on the law of angles, the throat
being very short and set on a right angle with
the body of the amplifier. The sound waves
coming down into the throat do not vibrate the
amplifier in the least, Mr. Scotford's idea being
that the sound vibrations be reflected back

Presenting

from page 89)

into the air column, thereby giving more volume
and throwing the tone out of the machine in
its entirety.
R. M. McArthur, of Barnhart Bros. & Spindler, stated that they had gone slow in announcing their Scotford tone arm and Superior
universal reproducer to the trade because they
wanted to have it perfected to the highest degree and be in a position to meet the demands
of the trade. The desired result of perfection
having been obtained and enough material on
hand to produce the goods in order to meet
the demand that would be put upon it by the
trade the formal announcement was made. "We
have been sending out samples for some time
and have been receiving many interesting letters from those to whom we have sent the
samples," stated Mr. McArthur. The following
letter was received from Alfredo L. Demorest,
vice-consulado del Paraguay, Wilmington, Delaware :
Gentlemen: I consider the Superior universal reproducer
and tonearm the best leader made; they are, in face, above
all competition. Your reproducer gives a depth of sound
that is so wonderful that all other sound-boxes that I
have ever heard seem obsolete. Besides this marvelous
depth and warm richness of tone, it has the great advantage of a surprising musical volume. In all makes of records overtones and undertones never before heard with
other reproducers are brought out with pure, crystal-like
clearness. Your reproducer, turning with absolute correctness upon your ideal tonearm, places the needle in exactly
the right angle for either the lateral or vertical cut

the

*
o and
records. Your Superior universal reproducer
tonearm
is the only outfit of its kind that, to my knowledge, will
safely play the vertical cut records without skidding
across the record which causes a jewel point to dig into
the record and ruin it. This is impossible with your reproducers as they, in position for playing hill-and-dale records,
take the grooves at the only correct angle. Other makes
of reproducers slant too much, therefore there is always
the tendency for them to slip from the groove and skid.
All that I have said of the Superior is also true of the
Scotford Model I, that wonderful reproducer of yours that,
with its large diaphragm, plays the vertical-cut records with
so great and beautiful a tone. Though I am not in the
talking machine business, being a writer and artist, aside
from consular duties, I have made a deep study of phonograph parts, also experimented a great deal, from pure love
of the thing. I even have made sound-boxes, or reproducers after my own ideas. I am considered an expert
on sound-reproduction. I have sixteen different reproducers fitted to my talking machine, but I know that for
perfect articulation, beautiful tone and volume, your soundboxes and tonearm have no equal.
Yice-Consulado del Paraguay.
Wilmington, Delaware. Alfredo L. Demorest,
A BIG VITANOLA

SELLER

Model No. 150 a Great Favorite With the General Trade of the Country.
Chicago, III., April 6. — The Vitanola Talking
Machine Co. report that the No. ISO Vitanola

Puritan

In our new demonstrating rooms, 422 Republic
Building, Chicago, we are now showing ihe Puritan
Phonograph, the instrument of new and exclusive
features.
Service is our slogan. And we are equipped to
render active and immediate service to all dealers in
Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and Missouri territory.
Write, wire or phone for full particulars regarding
the PURITAN
and PURITAN
RECORDS —
or, better still, come in.

James

B.

Orth

Special Representative
UNITED
PHONOGRAPHS
CORPORATION
'Phone
Wabash
7630
CHICAGO
422 REPUBLIC BUILDING

which is herewith illustrated is proving one of
the biggest sellers on the line of new models
which they have recently put on the market,
and in fact is the biggest seller they have ever
had. It is an extremely attractive instrument
in exterior appearance and stands 50'/> inches
in height. It is very symmetrically designed
with massive carvings at the top and bottom of
the legs. It contains a double spring motor
of unusual strength and accuracy of operation
which winds for eight records. The tone arm
and sound box are of special design and of
the company's own creation.

One of the minor
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features which yet adds one to the many talking points of the machine is the tilting motor
board, which gives easy and instant access to
the motor. Another detail which many dealers
.will appreciate is that the sound chamber is
finished in harmony with the exterior of the
case. It is equipped with horizontal felt-lined
shelving. No. ISO is supplied in either golden
or fumed oak or in mahogany.
NEW

LINE OF MACHINES

AND

CASES

Lakeside Supply Co., Inc., Offering Cases
Woven of Luxfibre Which Are Distinctly
Attractive in Appearance — Company Also to
Market a New Jumbo Tone Arm
Chicago, III., April 10. — The Lakeside Supply
Co., Inc., of 202 South Clark street, this city,
are just ready to put on the market a brand
new line of talking machines and cases.
These cases are made up of what is known as
Luxfibre, which can be woven into the most
artistic patterns, as is shown by the illustration.
L'nlike reed or rattan it does not crack or break
in making short curves or bends, it is claimed.
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CO. ORGANIZED

Benton Harbor Concern to Have Capital Stock
of $60,000 in Their New Enterprise

Why

Break

Benton Harbor, Mich., April 9. — The Metal
Specialties Co., of this city, have been organized
with a capital stock of $60,000 and have purchased and fully paid for a substantial twostory factory building and are now preparing to
produce talking machine motors, tone arms and
other specialties. The officers are Wm. R.
Everett, president; A. R. Knight, vice-president,
and Milton Hinckley, secretary and treasurer.
President Everett, whose inventions the company will manufacture, is a man of long experience in the talking machine and supply business and was formerly the Western representative in Chicago of the Crescent Talking Machine
Co., of New York. Added to his experience
in the talking machine business, he has had
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fifteen years' experience in the manufacturing
line. He is a mechanical engineer and a member of the Society of Automobile Engineers. In
WatcKir\J TSe Music Come Out

speaking of the company's product Mr. Everett
says:
"You may state that our motor is not a radical departure in any way from accepted engineering practice, but on the other hand it is
not a copy, nor yet an 'improved modification'
of any existing type of motor. Our use of worm
and spiral gears with one jack shaft only, and
this set at an original angle, is an invention.
Our use of a vertical governor and with solid
links instead of the usual spring weight links,
while an invention, is nothing more or less than
good mechanics.
"I think we are the only people in the Lhiited
States using the galvanic copper process for
the making of tone arms. In the first place, the
copper metal itself is resonant and has a real
musical tone. In the second place, the use
of this process enables us to make tone arms
without extravagant tool cost. In other words,
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MORENUS

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ, President
General Offices Southern Wholesale Branch
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE 1530 CANDLER BLDG.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA. GA.
each phonograph manufacturer can have his own
exclusive design of tone arm and at practically
competitive prices with other processes and
without tool cost."
G. T. Williams, popular Brooklyn Victor
wholesaler, is back at his desk after a well-deserved rest down South.
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a Distinct

The Luxfibre Case
The cases are finished in old ivory, mission,
oak, chocolate brown, frosted ebony and frosted
brown. However, they can be produced in almost any shade desired to match the surroundings.
It takes an expert weaver from four to six
days to weave the cases. They are then well
sized, next given a spray of the finish desired
and then two- spray coats of spar varnish. The
Lakeside Supply Co. does not specialize in
making completed phonographs, as it furnishes
all parts to manufacturers and assemblers, but
in marketing the Luxfibre machines they are not
competing with any one, as these cases are distinctive and not being sold by the trade generally.
The Lakeside Supply Co. expect to put on a
man to handle the Luxfibre line exclusively and
introduce it to the trade.
Another important announcement from the
Lakeside Supply Co. is the fact that they have
just developed their new No. 4 Jumbo tone arm
to play all records in one position without any
appreciable loss in quality or volume. This
means absolutely no shifting or moving of arm
or sound box for playing any disc record. The
company have worked very hard for a number
of months and now believe they have a thoroughly practical combination. Patents have
been applied for.
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The horn, which is entirely of wood, is built on the
principle of the saxophone and enters the tone chamber
at the bottom, not the top. The tone is big and full but
mellow, and
the artist's voice or instrument ifaithful
s the reproduction
to an unusualofdegree.
Among the other features is a unique tone moderator
.which actually graduates : an exceptionally high grade
and acoustically correct tone arm and reproducer, and a
cover support which makes handling the lid a delight.
The case designs are rigid and the cabinet work
and finish unexcelled.
The MORENUS
A. OAK,

-

-

is in 3 STYLES

48 inches high.

Retail price, $110

B. MAHOGANY, 48 "
"
"
"
125
C. OAK and MAHOGANY, 50 inches high,
Retail price,
150
Very liberal discounts to the trade
Send for our new descriptive catalog
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signs for cabinets as well as to make them after
MAKING CABINETS EXCLUSIVELY
the ideas of others. He also has facilities for
installing the working
Wm. A. Johnson, Now Owner of the Northwestern Cabinet Co., Is a Progressive
parts of machines into
the cabinets if the cusMenomonie, Wis., April 6. — Really no one could
tomer so desires. The
conceive of a better location for a cabinet facfactory is excellently
tory than this city. It is located right in the
located, being near the
heart of the big lumber industry and from the

Equip

Your

Perfect

Phonographs

Automatic

With

Brakes

junction of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul and Chicago &
Northwestern railroads,
and therefore enjoys

roof of any of the factories one can see the forests whose product is continually going through
the mill rooms in Menomonie.
Wm. A. Johnson, who recently acquired the
interest of his former associates in the Northwestern Cabinet Co., is now the entire owner
of that business and is devoting himself exclusively to the manufacture of cabinets for talking machine manufacturers. He is a man of
long experience in the making of pianos and
talking machines and has built up an excellent
business since he became a part of the industrial
activities in Menomonie. He is himself a skilled
designer and is prepared to submit special de-

unusual shipping facilities. Mr. Johnson
is a brother of Henry
G. Johnson, vice-presiW. A. Johnson dent and superintendent of the Holland Piano Mfg. Co., and the two
men have become dominating influences in the
business life of this thriving city because of
their goaheadedness.

Patented Aue. 28. '17
Simple construction and easily attached.
Made in four styles to fit any make of tone arm.
Write for attractive quantity price
PERFECT AUTOMATIC BRAKE CO.
Room 400, 425 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
WIDDICOMB

POPULARITY

Line of Phonograph Made by Grand Rapids
House Grows in Trade Favor

Hiawatha

Grand Rapids, Mich., April 9. — The Widdicomb
Furniture Co. is meeting with excellent success
with the Widdicomb line of phonographs, which
have attracted great attention in the trade because of the unusual character of the beautiful

Phonographs
AND

Hiawatha

Success

In the past two years HIAWATHA
dealers have realized that the
HIAWATHA
enabled

them

Phonograph

has

to sell a Phonograph

to their trade, the Quality of which
they can guarantee with every assurance that it will reflect credit to the
reputation
square

they have established for

dealing

"Quality

and

their motto

of

First".

HIAWATHA
Success which

Phonographs mean
has been established

by their wonderful Quality of Tone,
Construction and Finish. The same
opportunity is waiting for you.
Write today and let us prove that
your initial order will not only be

A BIG HAUL

Get Much Cash, Liberty Bonds and Notes at
Collister & Sayle Store in Cleveland
Cleveland, O., April 8. — Safeblowers early this
morning broke open the store of the Collister
& Sayle Co., 252 Superior avenue, dealers in
Victor talking machines and records. The safe
was wrecked with nitroglycerine and $700 in
cash and $500 in Liberty Bonds and $10,000 in
promissory notes stolen. The robbery was discovered by a porter when he opened this store.
W. F. Sayle, treasurer of the company, said he
thought the above items would cover the loss.
The store is in the very heart of the shopping
section, directly across the street from the post
office. The robbers cut a hole through the
rear wall. After blowing the safe they dragged
the loot to a vacant room and sorted it. There
is no clue.

Models

$40,

New York Office of Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co. Opens Number of New Accounts

and

$115

$60,

$85

Republic

Building,

COMPANY
Chicago,

AGENCIES

FOR

THE

BRUNSWICK

Among the new agencies for Brunswick
phonographs recently opened by the New York
office of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
is included the firm of Anderson & Duchene,
Torrington, Conn. The formal opening of the
new department, in charge of J. J. Brophy, of
the Brunswick Co., was quite an event, and
was heralded by liberal advertising. The company is composed of Victor Anderson and Rene
Duchene, both experienced talking machine
men.

Retail

The Home of Hiawatha

PIAN0PH0NE
802

MAKE

NEW

•All Orders F. O. B. Factory'

City Address:

SAFEBLOWERS

satisfactory, but a good investment.

Tone chamber made of genuine Spruce.
No metal.
Cabinets made of 5-ply stock.
Construction guaranteed.
Motors and equipments, using double
spring motors, highest standard of
Quality.
Electric motor $25.00 extra.
Tone modifier, built in as part of the
machine, not an attachment. Patent appliedor.
J
Plays all records with the same attachment.

OTTAWA

period designs and of the high-class construction and tone qualities. E. C. Howard, the
manager of the phonograph department, says
that they are shipping goods just as rapidly as
they are completing them, and that they are
straining every effort to give their dealers
prompt satisfactory service.

111.

The Brunswick phonograph was also recently
placed with Simon Bersin, a well-known piano
dealer at 410 Grand street, New York.
Chester Abelowitz, of the Brunswick Co., is
now in Trenton during the recital week held
at the warerooms of the Hurley-Tobin Co., of
that city, and who carry the Brunswick line.
Very enthusiastic reports have been received
during the past week from John Duncan, manager of the Brunswick department of the Gamble-Desmond Co., of New Haven. Mr. Duncan
reports that sales have been lino recently.
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Woolworth Building, New York
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Handsome Machine, Designed on the French Baroque Order, Embodies the Various Distinctive
Puritan Features of Construction, Including the Long Horn — New Distributors

Well-Known Victor Wholesalers of Philadelphia
Lease Large New Building on Arch Street

The United Phonograph Corp., makers of the
Puritan phonograph and records, Sheboygan,
Wis., are just putting on the market a new design of the Puritan phonograph, illustrated elsewhere in this issue, and which is calculated to
attract instant attention because of its uniqueness
as well as artistic symmetry and gracefulness. It
is on the French Baroque order and with its utter
distinctiveness, curved surfaces and exquisite veneers, handsome hand carvings, heavy base and
carved feet, is bound to be considered an artistic triumph. The design, by the way, has
been patented. A notable feature of all Puritan phonographs is the long horn built entirely
of wood and extending from the tone arm to
the tone chamber at the bottom of the cabinet.
It has only one bend and closely resembles an
organ pipe in construction. Unusual resonance
and beauty of tone are claimed as a result of
this construction. The drop door at the base
gives egress to the tone and operates as a modifier, being manipulated by a button at the side
of the machine near the crank handle and can

Philadelphia, Pa., April 8. — The Penn Phonograph Co., the well-known Victor wholesalers
at 17 South Ninth street, has signed a lease for
the modern fireproof building at 913 Arch
street, and will move to that location some
time in June. The building is a four-story and
basement structure. The exterior is as unusually striking in appearance as the interior
is complete and practical. The expanding business of the company has made this- change
necessary. The company believes the future
of the business means much greater things than
in the past and is preparing for the expansion
when it comes.

WATCHING

CARY

BILL CLOSELY

Talking Machine Dealers and Others Selling on
Instalments See Genuine Danger of Measure
Designed for District of Columbia
Washington, D. C, April 6. — The thing of interest to local music trade men, as well as members of the trade throughout the country, outside of war troubles, is the progress made by
the Cary' bill, a measure introduced by Representative Cary of Wisconsin, and designed to
put heavy burdens on dealers selling merchandise on instalments.
As the measure now stands, it requires a payment of a license fee of $200 by every merchant
who is engaged in the instalment business, under
a plan whereby he retains title to an instrument until the full purchase price has been paid.
The bill applies only to the District of Columbia,
but it is realized such measures in the National
Capital are frequently accepted as models to
-be followed by legislatures in various States
and cities.
If this Car}' bill, which provides among other
things that no merchant shall make a profit
of more than 30 per cent, of the actual cost
price of any article sold, should be copied in
various States of the Union it is easy to foresee
the predicament of the merchants who have
testified under oath that their cost of doing
business is in excess of 30 per cent. Such irksome restrictions as the requirement of annual
reports on all business done would be bad
enough, but the particularly perilous feature of
this amazing bill is the restriction under which
no sale greater in amount than $200 can be
made to any
"one person under a license for instalment sales.

be set at any angle desired. While the tonal
idea was the desideratum in the horn construction and the location of the tone chamber, the
consequent position of the record compartment
in the upper part of the cabinet is another advantage, as it gives most convenient access to
the records. The United Phonographs Corp.
is a subsidiary of the the great Wisconsin Chair
Co., of Port Washington, Wis., a million dollar
concern, and has the advantage of practically
unlimited manufacturing facilities. The line of
cabinet machines is extensive, meeting the demand of practically all classes of the trade as
to price. The men at the helm have high ideals
as to the maintenance of a high quality standard in everything they produce.
The company has recently made Charles J.
Orth, of Milwaukee, distributor for Wisconsin
and the upper peninsula of Michigan, while J.
B. Orth, who has just opened warerooms in the
Republic Building in Chicago, has for his territory Illinois, Indiana and Michigan with the
exception of the upper peninsula.
In its original form the bill provided that a
purchaser might sue and recover any profit made
by the dealer in excess of 30 per cent, of the
original cost of the article. In its amended form,
however, the' bill provides that the buyer can,
in addition to recovering the excess profit,
recover a credit on the principal amounting to
one-quarter of that principal. On the whole,
the Cary bill is regarded as a most pernicious
piece of legislation.
A violation of the act would be construed as
a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not less
than $5 nor more than $500, or, by imprisonment for not less than five, nor more than thirty
days, or by both fine and imprisonment. George
W. Pound, counsel and general manager of the
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, who
has been in Washington several days recently,
has opposed the bill very strongly, and the
National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers has filed a strong protest, as have other
trade organizations, whose members are liable
to be affected by the provisions of the act..
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T. J. Leonard, General Sales Manager of the
Musical Phonograph Division of Thomas A.
Edison, Inc., Speaks at Regular Monthly
Meeting of Philadelphia Edison Dealers
Philadelphia, Pa., April 4.— The guest of honor
at the regular monthly meeting of the Philadelphia Edison dealers held at the Hotel Bingham
on Tuesday of this week was T. J. Leonard, general sales manager of the musical phonograph
division of Thomas A. Edison, Inc. H. E. Blake,
of Blake & Burkart, acted as chairman and introduced Mr. Leonard, who spoke on general
business conditions. Supervisor Gardiner, of
ing.
the Edison house, was also present at the meetThe big majority of the dealers present reported a large increase for March, 1918, over
the same month 1917, and Mr. Somers, of Starr
& Moss, reported that their company had an
increase of 177 per cent, for the month of March.
Many of the dealers present declared that they
would be present at the coming Edison dealers'
convention which will be held in New York on
June 6 and 7.
Milton Isaacs, son of Joseph Isaacs, Victor
dealer of 176 Sixth avenue, New York, and who
is well known in the local trade, went to Camp
Upton on April 4 to join the National Army.

DECALCOMANIE

NAMEPLATES

FOR TALKING
CABINETS MACH|Nf
Ek
S®E,E> wzr
Pamphlets with fac-simile illustrations and prices mailed
on request.

SMITH-SCHIFFLIN
CO.
126 Liberty Street New York City
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Prominent Talking Machine Concerns Arrange
to Take Space at Big Exhibition to Be Held
at Grand Central Palace, New York, in June

will be the year's greatest dispeller of gloom
and doubt. It will start off with a high keynote
of optimism, which will sound throughout the
music trade and will reach beyond to revivify
general business conditions. It is generally
realized that it is more important to hold a
show during a period of depression than when
all lines of business are active and when optimism reigns supreme.
Panics and hard times

c. INCREASE

DELIVERY
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are psychological — at least they are largely due
to doubts and uncertainty. The visible evidence
of confidence and activity presented by the
music industry will react on the minds of the
whole public and will re-establish waning confidence. The vitality and the firm foundation
of America's music industry will be proved conclusively by the forthcoming show, which will
be a reply to the many false reports that the
industry was in the non-essential class. There
never has been a year when the need for
music was so important as now.
Without a doubt the Music Show will be the
most unique of any exhibition ever held in
Grand Central Palace so far as the individual displays of the exhibitors are concerned. Each
exhibitor will have a distinct display of his
own, so constructed as to be soundproof.
The talking machine companies who will exhibit at the show include Columbia Graphophone
Co., New
York;
Thomas
A. Edison, Inc.,

SHOW

Plans for the National Music Show, to be
held at the Grand Central Palace, New York,
on June 1 to 8 inclusive, are progressing most
satisfactorily, and a large part of the available
exhibit space has already been taken by prominent concerns in various branches of the music
trade.
In keeping with the times, the patriotic spirit
will be much in evidence at the show. It will
be opened by Governor Whitman, of New York,
and various representatives of the United States
Army and Navy have promised to be in attendance, ifthe opportunity presents itself.
Conducted on Co-operative Basis
With a view to making the National Music
Show co-operative it has been decided to hold
it under the auspices of the Music Trade Exhibitors' Association. Each manufacturer who engages space automatically becomes a member
of this association without expense or liability
of any kind beyond the amount of space engaged, and he will participate in any surplus
remaining after expenses are paid in proportion to the amount paid for space. This cooperative spirit has been the nucleus for the
holding of a number of very successful industrial expositions throughout the country and it
is safe to assume that this plan will work out
unusually well for the National Music Show.
The show committee includes representatives
of all the various branches of the music industry, the talking machine trade being represented by WTilliam Maxwell, vice-president of
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and H. L. Willson, general manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co.
Charles H. Green is the general manager of the
show, and has at his command experience
gained through conducting several similar exhibitions in the past. Walter T. Sweatt is manager of the exhibits.
Will Dispel Gloom and Doubt
It is expected that the National Music Show

MACHINE

EQUIPMENT

Bruno & Son, Inc., Put New Truck
Service for Metropolitan District

Into

C. Bruno & Son, Inc., 351 Fourth avenue, New
York, Victor wholesalers, have just added to

Orange, N. J.; Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., New York, and the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., Brooklyn, and others.
There will be a number of conventions held
in New York during the week of the show, including the annual gathering of the Edison
dealers at the Waldorf-Astoria. The National
Piano Manufacturers' Association, the National
Association of Piano Merchants, and the National Piano Travelers' Association, will also
hold their conventions in New York during the
week.
All the money taken in at the door for admissions, and it is expected to be a large amount,
will be devoted entirely to the purchase of musical instruments, records, etc., for the men in
the service. Moreover, all those who bring" a
new or used talking machine record as a contribution for the use of our soldiers and sailors
will be admitted to the show without further
charge.

SUCCESS OF THE BUTTERFLY MOTOR
Leonard Markels Planning Factory Expansion
to Take Care of Increasing Demands

Leonard Markels, 165 William street, New
York, motor manufacturer, states that during
the past month or
two he has received
v e r y large orders
for the Butterfly
motor which he introduced last year,
and which has
achieved remarkable

success, in the comparatively short
while it has been in
the market. The
Markels factory is
working to capacity
to turn out this
motor, and plans are
Latest Addition to Delivery Equipment of C. Bruno & Son, Inc.
n o w being formutheir delivery equipment a handsome Fordlated whereby the factory output will be mateDearborn truck, which is shown in the accomrially augmented during the course of the next
month or two.
panying illustration. The body of this truck,
Mr. Markels states that this motor has been
which is a dark blue with the lettering in gold,
presents a very attractive appearance. The
adopted for exclusive use by prominent manutruck is utilized for metropolitan deliveries, and
facturers throughout the country, who are
has contributed materially to the efficiency of pleased with its distinctive merits, and who are
equipping their machines with this motor, in
C. Bruno & Son's delivery system.
order that their dealers may have convincing
sales arguments for their product.
Germany is listening — make your money talk
-buy a Liberty Bond.
It is probable that in the near future Mr.
Markels will have some significant announcements to make regarding the perfection of several important new models which will be added
to his line as quickly as possible.
PLAN
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Fritzsch patents have given to music lovers a triumph of artistry and
craftsmanship. To be satisfied with a phonograph other than the
Phon d' Amour is to be content with something less than the final
achievement in phonographs. You should see the Phon d' Amour and
have its wonderful patented features explained to you. Hear it play,
then compare it. Plays records of whatever make.
THE
228-230
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PHONOGRAPH

Seventh St.

COMPANY
CINCINNATI,

OHIO

EXHIBIT

OF RECORD

MAKING

One of the features of the National Music
Show to be held at the Grand Central Palace,
New York, on June 1 to 8, will be the exhibit
of the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. This company plans to install a complete record-making
plant in its booth, to show the public how
records are recorded and pressed. The exhibit
will be under the direction of H. N. McMenimen, managing director of the Pathe Co., and
not only will the pressing equipment be installed at heavy expense, but an orchestra and
a galaxy of recording artists will be on hand
to give demonstrations. The Pathe Co. installed a record-pressing plant in their exhibit
at the Music Show in Chicago last year, and
it was one of the big attractions of the show.
"NICHOLSON"
New Catalog Showing New Stylet
RECORD
CABINETS
strictly high-grade construction at prices
BELOW COMPETITION
Write for a copy of the catalog and our
Chase City,
special free advertising help for dealers.
K. NICHOLSON FURNITURE CO., Virginia
Sectional Bookcases and Record Cabinets
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REPAIRS
TALKING MACHINE TROUBLES
HOW TO REMEDY THEM

AND

Conducted by Andrew H. Dodin
[This department of The Talking Machine World is designed for the service of all classes of our readers, including those who make, and those who sell, talking machines.
Andrew H. Dodin, who conducts this department, has a
wide and
as a talking
repairer machine
of talkingrepair
machines andenviable
conductsreputation
an exclusive
shop at 176 Sixth avenue, New York.. Tell him your troubles through The World and he will help you if possible.
The service is free. — Editor.]
A SLIDING

SAPPHIRE

BALL

Repair Department,
Talking Machine World:
I have a talking machine with so-called Universal tone arm, which plays all styles of records. When I place the sapphire ball needle
in the sound box and try to play the Pathe
records, the sapphire always slides out of the
groove of the record. Can you tell me what
the trouble is?
S. R. A.
Answer. — Your trouble without doubt is in not
having the sapphire ball at the proper angle to
the surface of the record. Try bending the
sapphire holder out at an angle of about 45 degrees and then place it in the sound box with
the sapphire pointing up. This will bring the
ball at about the proper angle when placed on
the record.
Regarding Motor Knocking
The Talking Machine World:
Could you suggest a way to overcome the following troubles which I am having with my
Victrola? While playing it often makes a loud
knocking noise in the motor, and while it used
to play five records with one winding it now
has to be wound up after playing one record.
Miss J. K.
Answer. — The knocking is caused by lack of
graphite mixture on the main spring. If the
machine will only play one record no doubt one
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New Delivery Truck of I. Davega, Jr., Inc.
ing growth of their wholesale Victor business.
The freight delays arising from the crowded
conditions of the railroads during these war
times have been a source of much annoyance
and loss of profit to the dealers. To overcome
this difficulty in some measure, I. Davega, Jr.,
Inc., are now sending their auto trucks down
to Camden at regular intervals to get their
Victrolas and supplies. These trucks are spacious and will hold as many as forty Victrolas at one loading. Another truck is now
nearing completion for this service.

MACHINES

INCH

RECORDS
DOUBLE

AT
FOR

Order
A

FOR VICTROLAS

The motto of the firm of I. Davega, Jr., Inc.,
125 West 125th street, appears in their various
communications and advertisements and is "The
House of Service." How well this motto has
been lived up to is shown in the steadily increas-

DALE

NOW

TRUCKS

I. Davega, Jr., Inc., Haul Machines From Victor Factory to New York in Their Own Motor
Trucks to Overcome Transportation Delays

C. John A. Woods & Son, 30 Church street,
New York, well known in expert circles, have
just placed in the market a new line of phonographs, which will be known as the 'American
Maid" phonograph. This machine is being
manufactured in six different models, retailing
from $17.50 to $150, and each model is equipped

RETAIL
ARE

SENDING

Thomas A. Ed'son, Inc., has just completed a
very valuable book, including the interest tables
to be used in connection with Edison phonograph deferred payment sales. In this connection it might be of interest to say that the Edison Co. was the first phonograph company to
demand that dealers charge interest on deferred
payment sales, and this book of interest tables
was prepared as a ready reference and information chart, and it is certain that the demand for
the book will be very general.

OPERAPHONE
AND

domestic agencies for the 'American Maid"
phonograph.

Harrison Durant, financial supervisor for

TEN

HILL

with a universal tone arm, which plays all
makes of records without any attachment. The
concern is not only planning to develop an
export demand for this instrument, but is also
making arrangements to take care of an active
domestic trade. Mr. Woods has already established important expert connections, and expects
to announce in the near future a number of

of the main springs is broken which prevents
the full winding of the motor.
Adjusting the Speed Indicator
Editor Talking Machine World:
Can you tell me through your Repair Column the cause of the following trouble with my
talking machine? When playing a record at
the proper pitch of voice the pointer on the
speed adjuster points to 60 instead of 78, as the
instruction book w.th the machine says it
should. How can I fix pointer so that it will
point to the 78 mark on the regulator dial when
machine is playing 78?
I. C.
Answer. — There are several styles of dials and
regulators used on talking machines. As a rule,
there is an adjusting screw either on the bottom or top of the dial, and by screwing in or
out with this screw, the position of the governor lever rod is changed and the speed of the
motor is adjusted accordingly.
EDISON
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Standard

Solos, Trios, Symphony

75

DISC

CENTS

IMMEDIATE

SHIPMENT

Now!

Selections,

Comprising

Orchestra, Bands, Standard

All the Best

Sellers

Vocals, Duets, Quartets, Dance

Records

and all the latest popular songs, including all the big Tvar-time hits.
With Operaphone Records on hand to demonstrate with, you can sell your line of machines.
Operaphone 1 0-in. records play on all universal tone arm machines with steel needles, which
follow the line of least resistance.

Operaphone Records are known from coast to coast and are on the market to stay. New numbers every month.
Send for samples and special terms to dealers. Monthly booklets and window hangers supplied
with orders.
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"Does It Play All Records?"
Certainly MAGNOLA does; and without any extra
attachments, too. This is only one feature, albeit a
most important
one, in the thoroughly
ment of the MARVELOUS
MAGNOLA.up-to-date equipMAGNOLA

"Built by Tone Specialists"

'a.tckif\£ TkeAWisic Come Out
May we send you our handsome _ illustrated catalog
chock full of information concerning the wonderful
construction system of Magnola and the beauties of
its musical results, its artistic appearance and its
moderate price?
Send your name and let us tell you more!
MAGNOLA

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ, President
General Offices Southern Wholesale Branch
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE 1530 CANDLER BLDG.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA. GA.
SUGGESTS

NEW

RECORDING

SYSTEM

Henry G. Rhodes Would Use Film Instead of
Circular Record and Record Tones of Each
Instrument or Each Voice Separately
Henry G. Rhodes, of Whiteville, Tenn., in a
letter to The World suggests that the conventional record be done away with and that a
specially prepared paper, a little wider than a
movie film, be substituted for recording purposes. Explaining his idea, Mr. Rhodes says:
"If a quartet and orchestra were to make
a record, let there be five recorders mounted
on a rigid frame so as to be exactly parallel;
each diaphragm to vary in thickness. The bass
singer would have his horn and separate recorder— as bass vibrates slowly his diaphragm
should be thicker than even the baritone. The
tenor of course vibrating very fast, should have
a thin diaphragm. The orchestra would have
a horn and record to themselves — possibly two
horns to take in all of it.
"The four singers and the orchestra would
sing and play separately each to their appropriate diaphragms — each in a separate room so
that their respective recorders would record
only their voices or music. Then when this~
record was to be reproduced, each stylus would
track the original groove, using a diaphragm
of the exact thickness as the recorder that
made that especial groove. This tape would be
moved much like a moving picture machine
film, from one reel on to another. The five
reproducers to be mounted so they would touch
the tape about where the conventional phonograph's reproducer is.
"The tape would move under these reproducers at about one hundred feet a minute.
Thus one diaphragm would not have to vibrate
with so many and varied pitches."
ENLARGING

THEIR

DEALER

CLIENTELE

Pittsburgh, Pa., April 10. — The Pittsburgh
Pathephone Co., of this city are enjoying a most
prosperous spring season. They are gradually
enlarging their line of dealers, among the most
recent being Samuel Levi & Co., Portsmouth,
Ohio; the Preston Piano Co., Ashland, Ky.,
and Anderson & Newcombe, Huntington, W. Va.
Manager Brennan announces the opening of a
new repair and adjustment factory for the
convenience of his trade. It is connected with
the Pathe Shop on Liberty avenue.

MACHINE

FEIST MUSIC

WORLD
EXECUTIVE

CAMPAIGN

again brought to the trade's attention their advertising co-operation in this issue. Throughout the past two years the house of Leo Feist,
Inc., have run advertisements in mediums of national circulation inducing the public to buy
their songs and in every case they also stated
that the numbers could also be secured for
the talking machine and player-piano.
Not only does the firm carry on a national
advertising campaign in behalf of their songs,
but they also see to it through their various
branch offices, located in the larger centers of
the country, that their songs are sung in vaudeville and played in the moving picture houses,
cabarets, and by the dance orchestras in almost
every city. This is done by the traveling representatives ofthe firm working from the cities.
In an announcement to appear in an early issue of the Saturday Evening Post, which is reproduced on another page of this paper, the
House of Feist will feature three of their new
songs, all of which have already been given public approval. The numbers are entitled "I'm
Sorry I Made You Cry," "Belgian Rose" and
"Just Like Washington Crossed the Delaware,
General Pershing
Rhine." ofThe
advertisement
will Will
also Cross
includethemention
all
the active numbers in the Feist catalog.
PATENTS

REPLAYING

DEVICE

Patents covering a replaying and repeating
device for talking machines has been granted
to the Rev. John Prout, of this city. The device described in this patent allows of the complete control of the replaying of the record or
the repeating of parts of the selection from various parts of the room without other exertion
than a slight pull on a cord. The action is so
simple that various persons who have seen this
device have marveled that it was not used before.

To

Victor

has called a meeting- of the executive committee of that organization for April 22 and 23, at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Philadelphia. The committee will discuss primarily the effect of the
latest war conditions on the trade, and endeavor
to devise ways and means whereby through cooperation between the wholesalers and the Victor factory the conditions can be met and overcome. The talking machine men realize that
they must make sacrifices as a result of the
country being in the war, but feel that there
are ways of adjusting their businesses so that
the burden may be carried as lightly as possible. At the meeting in Philadelphia plans
will also be discussed for the annual convention
of July.
the association to be held in Atlantic City
in
The members of the executive committee are:
President, J. N. Blackmail, Blackman Talking
Machine Co., New York; vice-president, I. Son
Cohen, Cohen & Hughes, Baltimore; secretary,
Jos. C. Roush, Standard Talking Machine Co.,
Pittsburgh; treasurer, A. A. Trostler, Schmel,zer Arms Co., Kansas City; W. D. Andrews,
W. D. Andrews Co., Syracuse; J. F. Bowers,
Lyon & Healy, Chicago; A. A. Grinnell, Grinnell Brothers, Detroit; George Mickel, Mickel
Bros. Co., Omaha; Andrew McCarthy, Sherman,
Clay & Co., San Francisco; E. C. Rauth,.Koerber-Brenner Co., St. Louis; W. H. Reynalds,
Reynalds Music House, Mobile; E. F. Taft,
Eastern Talking Machine Co., Boston; C. A.
Wagner, Musical Instrument Sales Co., New
York; P. B. Whitsit, Perry B. Whitsit Co., Columibus; and Rudolph Wurlitzer, R. Wurlitzer
Co., Cincinnati.
NOW

125 WEST

DA

For

74336
74499
74510
74534

Factory

Immediate

Jr.,

Delivery

Inc.

Wholesalers

'The House of Service'
VICTROLAS

TRADE

H Loud Magic Tone steel needles packed in envelopes of loo. Prices:
In lots of 10,000 and up 65c per thousand
In lots of 100,000 and up 60c per thousand
In lots of 500,000 and up 55c per thousand
Or, if you desire, in tin boxes, packed 300 to
the box, at the following prices:
In lots of 10,000 and up 65c per thousand
In lots of 100,000 and up 60c per thousand
In lots of 500,000 and up 55c per thousand
Owing to the scarcity of needles, it would be
to your advantage to anticipate your requirements and send us your order by return mail.

VEGA,

Victor
125th STREET

MACHINE

Jasper's Orchestra, a well-known musical organization which last week provided dance music
at the dinner of the Talking Machine Men, Inc.

Try us on a stock order
I.

IN TALKING

Harry Jasper, formerly sales manager at the
factor warerooms of Paul G. Mehlin & Sons,
prominent piano manufacturers of West New
York, N. J., is now conducting a Victrola store
in Englewood, N. J., under the store of the
Franklin Parlors. Mr. Jasper also conducts

Retailers :

64759
74163
74180
74197
74562

TO MEET

President J. Newcomb Blackmail, of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers,

Here are a few good records
which we have in stock for immediate delivery.
35351
35615
55066
64732

COMMITTEE

Governing Body of National Association of
Talking Machine Jobbers to Hold Session in
Philadelphia to Discuss Conditions

Prominent Publishers to Carry New Copy in
Saturday Evening Post at an Early Date — All
Advertisements Planned to Stimulate Record
Sales as Well as Music Sales
Leo Feist, Inc., the well-known publishers
of popular music who from time to time have
used space in The Talking Machine World describing to the dealers in this industry the cooperation they offer them in handling Feist
songs of the moment which have been recorded
by the leading record manufacturers, have
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Meeting and Dinner Held in Orange, N. J., Attended by Many Prominent Speakers Who Tell of
the Work Already Accomplished by Our Government in Prosecuting the War
On April 2 the Edison employes' war committee of 200 members assembled in one of
the Edison buildings to dine and discuss the
Third Liberty Loan. William Maxwell, vicepresident and manager of the musical phonograph division, acted as chairman, and in his
opening remarks made humorous reference to
three chairs in the background which were
labeled: "For the Newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Edison." Mr. Maxwell stated that the
three chairs meant three cheers for Mr. Edison and his bride, and they were given with a
will.
The first man introduced was William Mead-

plished. Aeroplanes were being sent over by
every ship, not completed but in parts and assembled on the other side, and that hundreds of
American machines were at present in the air
over there. It is comparatively easy, asserted
Dr. Hutchison, to get a reputation by muckraking, but it would be a great deal better for
everybody concerned if they did something instead of talk. We are not in it for fun but
for good, and we will not stop until things are
over "over there." Material is going over with
every ship and no little seventy-two-mile gun
can bluff us because we're in the game to win.
This "down with the trusts" propaganda was

99

up his reputation as an inventor on the other
side.
In the matter of the loan, Dr. Hutchison subscribed $10,000 on the spot, and declared that
he believed the employes of the Edison Co.
would excel their excellent records in connection with the first and second Liberty Loans.
Mr. Maxwell, after the applause had subsided,
said that it was not the intention of the meeting to start subscriptions, but Dr. Hutchison
had the honor to be the starter. Mr. Maxwell
then introduced whom he called- the get-themoney-man, Gene Philips, credit manager. Mr.
Philips characterized his talk as the bum show
after a star act. He congratulated everybody
on the War Savings Stamp effort, and said that,
although all the details hadn't been received,
the rate of the new loan will be 4% per cent.,
which was exceedingly liberal considering that
it was backed by the best security in the world
and that savings banks only gave 4 per cent.
Mr. Philips quoted from figures. He said that
up to March 12 there had been invested in War
Savings Stamps in the country $96,298,402, and
he also thought that by April 2 at least $100,000,000 worth of War Savings Stamps had been
sold. He also illustrated by figures the vast
increase in our armed forces, showing how the
men of the country had rallied to the colors.
Mr. Philips said that despite the fact of all their
bragging, the Germans would never reach Paris,
and that it was up to us to make a business of
winning the war.
At this point Mr. Maxwell said that it would
be the best time to introduce the author of this
slogan, "Make a Business of Winning the War,"
and introduced Nelson C. Durand. Mr. Durand

said that it was up to everybody to "make a
A Section of the Head Table at the Edison Liberty Loan Banquet
business of winning the war." He said that it
might be necessary, as in the Civil War, for
owcroft, assistant to Thomas A. Edison, who
fostered by Germany for her own benefit and
the
women to make bandages, etc., and he charread the following telegram from the inventor
for the better development of her own gigantic
acterized the mere giving of money as a joke
trusts.
who is at present in the South:
compared
to the sacrifices our soldier boys were
'At
the
conclusion
of
his
remarks,
which
were
"William
Meadowcroft,
Edison Laboratory,
making. He said that the Edison organization
Orange, N. J.
heartily applauded, Dr. Hutchison claimed that
was investing over $2,100 a week in War Stamps.
"Say to the committee I am highly pleased
many of Mr. Edison's inventions were holding
that they have all banded together to help the
Government. Our Government suits us because we make it ourselves and we will fight to
maintain it and all other governments, of which
the people are masters, against any predatory
aggression of barbarians. — Edison."
Mr. Meadowcroft then emphasized the tremendous amount of time, effort and money that
Mr. Edison is expending for the Government
Tone-the
vital
thing
and for which he refuses to accept one cent in
payment.
IF you, as a manufacturer, can talk and prove tone superiority
in your product, you have a selling argument to overMr. Maxwell discussed the telegram and reshadow all the "talking points" of cabinets, and designs
marked that America should not feel overseand accessory features.
cure. The Germans were only sixty miles from
And you can talk tone superiority. You can put out a
Paris, but 3,000 from Washington, which acted
product that will be a revelation in tone-purity, tone-quality,
as a present source of self-defense, but unless
tone-volume. When you realize what vivid, lifelike, colorful
everybody got in and did the best that they
tone can be produced and sustained by the talking machine
were capable of, God help us all. In the course
equipped with
of his talk Mr. Maxwell declared that it was
his opinion that the war would be decided this
Parr Magnetic Reproducer
year, and from newspaper comment that our
fitted with the
boys were evidently in the big fight to-day' and
were carrying on to the best of their ability.
Vibratone Patented Diaphragm
He said that we must all do as the Government
These two dominating and proven inventions open up
bid us without any heroics, that we were to exwonderful possibilities for manufacturers eager to put their
ercise our influence whatever work is to be done
product at the top-notch of class and character.
and should do whatever work was assigned to
us to the best of our ability.
You want your product to be RIGHT !
Take the Parr
He then introduced W. S. Mallory, vice-president and manager of the Edison Cement Works
If you want your product worthy of your name, you
Magnetic Reproducer —
at New Village, N. J., the division that made
certainly want that product to be right in its most vital
The most sensitive of
reproducers. The permanent
feature. And it will be right if it is equipped with the Parr
such a splendid record at the last Liberty Loan
magnetic device, an integral
Magnetic Reproducer — the reproducer for those who seek
drive. Mr. Mallory said that Mr. Maxwell had
part of the reproducer, acts
on the bstylus
box.
Its
possistarted the campaign and said that he looked
ilities in giving warmth and
perfection.
delicacy in
tonalpassages
reprofor big things and that the Cement Works
The indestructible, non-crystallizing, always resilient
duction the
of quiet
make old-style sound boxes
would show up as well in the Third Liberty
VIBRATONE PATENTED DIAPHRAGM
seem obsolete. And in forLoan as in the others that preceded it.
tissimo passages where ordiPossessing all the good points of mica diaphragms, it overcomes
nary reproducers create unMc. Maxwell next introduced Dr. Miller Reese
all mica's bad features. Guaranteed uniform in quality, free from
pleasant,bymusic the
destroying
bubbles, blisters and waves, the Vibratone Patented Diaphragm is nonblasts, caused
needle
Hutchison, who is a member of the Naval Conporous,
non-absorbent.
jumping and losing its grip,
It has
a definite function and it performs it. It improves tone;
sulting Board, and whose remarks were exceedin fact it creates new tone possibilities for every reproducer of other
the Parr Magnetic Reproducer,
with
its
marvelous
flexibility, follows every
ingly interesting, particularly the reference to
wave and vibration in the
types.
ignoring the muck-raker.
record and takes everything
the
record
holds.
PARR
MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
Dr. Hutchison claimed that despite all the
newspaper talk of the muck-rakers that noth1 UNION SQUARE
At Fourteenth St.
NEW YORK
ing had been done a great deal had been accom-
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will

-from
"SONG
HEADQUARTERS'.'
T^ROM the Great White Way — where songs are made — to every
*■ home and place where songs are played, these three Feist hits
are becoming part of America's daily life. Take this page to your
piano and try the wonderful melodies. Get the complete sheet
music from .your dealer today. They're printed in the Feist easyto-read style— no leaves to turn.
f~\ AT Q A JLHi
I r< iVL/rV
r\J/~Vll/ stores
at aH music
and Woolworth,
department
KJiy
or at any
Kresge, Kress, Kraft, Grant or Metropolitan Store.
OTHER POPULAR "FEIST" SONGS
Give Me a Kiss by the Numbers
Bring Back My Daddy to'Me
Each Stitch is a Thought of You, Dear
I'll Come Back to You, When It's All Over
Good Morning, Mr. Zip-Zip-Zip
We'll
Knock the Heligo,
Out ofBound
Heligoland
Over There
Homeward
I Don't Want to Get Well
In the Land of Wedding Bells
It's a Long Way to Berlin
Don't
Leave
Me
Daddy
K-K-K-Katy
Hail,
the Gang's
all Here
Tom, Dick and Harry and Jack
At
theHail,
Darktown
Stutter's
Round Her Neck SheYVearsa YellerRibbon
Where
Do We Go From
HereBall
15c a copy, any seven for SI. Postpaid. Band or Orchestra, 25c each. Male Quartette. 10c each.
Ah SO
tfliem
Qet
Machine

Them
Qet
tyorljour

The Kaiser
Will "Strafe" It
NrOsir-it
won't tickle
the Kaiser.
But
maybe
that's
why
it's
sweeping the good old
U. S. A.derful
withmelodyit'sandwoninspiring words. Geo. W.
Meyer has put the real
spirit of 1918 into his
peppery military music
— and Howard Johnson
has written the words
that will linger in the
memory of every American when the Rhine is
crossed and the guns
are
it willstacked.
get you. Get it —

Just Like Washington Crossed The Delaware
General Pershing Will Cross The Rhine
cbobus

by

be

benefited

this

advertise-

ment which

in

appear

THE

SMTUIWAY

EVENING

On

POST

Thursday,

Juit like Wash-icg-lon_-

MAY

Ihe Bhilie,— As they rol-Ioweil al-ler

16th

George, At dcir old Val-lcy Forge, Our boys will break that
s

Its for your lar.d and my land And lie sake of

"You

can't

Just like Wash-i
artj Gen-'ral Per-shiogwill cross the Rhine—
(c) LEO. FEIST, IncN.Y.

andg
L e"kis
let smak
up s "son
REA
—Awith
a teasing melody and tantalizing
word
but s.
hum Youit. can't
sing it,helpor
ve
whis
d it.it once
heartle
Full you'
of life
and spirit— the kind of
song you like to hear
once, twice, and a hundred times. True love
n't run smooth but
does
"I'm Sorry I Made You
Cry'' is the smoothest
love song in years.
Words and music by
N. J. Clesi.

A Hit
That Hits Home
^jUTof
four
years Belgium,
a land offor desolation has grown Benoit's,
Levenson's and Garton*s
"My Belgium
"--a
beautiful
song thatRose
reaches
the heart. It's a real, undeniable appeal that makes
a real impression — you
can't get away from its
captivating 'melody and
wonderful words. "And
tho' they've taken all your
sunshine
and dew,beauty
we'll
make an American
of you" are two of the
lines you'll love in this
song. Learn it now.

I'm Sorry I Made You Cry

in

Songs

3

ing these

go

featur-

by

wrong"

Player
Piano
It Will Tease You
Till It Gets You

will

displays.

your

-■ -r, _ Im soi- ry

fin sor- ry, dear,_

you forTg*lj-vont you for-give?_ I
Dom let us say pood bye

One lit- tie void, ore lit-lle

-tie kiss woni you try?_

You,

of

notice

course,

how

we

It breaks my

•yon sigh, Jmsor-ry I nudeyoi
(C) LEO.FEIST.IgcNJY.

"plug
them

home";
for

your

ing Machine,

get
Talk-

etc.

My Belgian Rose
Rose- my droop-Ji:g Bcl-glan Po:
ev - ry hour of

-row you've hii, Youll hal

*h!(h lo be glad; You were r.oi born to vain, for you will bloom a gain, Ar.il tho' iheyVe tak-en ail your sun-ahlte and ilew. Wc\l

Hook

Up

With

the

A - mcr - 1 - can beaU-ty of JTW
c-v- er here, My Bel-glsu
© LEO.FEIST.il. e.N-Y.

BUY
WS.S.
WAR HAVINGS STAMPS
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B. R. Forster, President of Brilliantone Steel
Needle Co., Pledges All Profits for Current
Year to Patriotic Purpose — Splendid Step
On the opening day of the Third Liberty Loan
an important announcement was issued from the
offices of the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. in
the Marbridge Building, New York, to the effect
that B. R. Forster, president of the company,
will ded cate every dollar of profit made during the year 1918 to the purchase of Liberty
Bonds. The company have already purchased
$25,000 worth of these bonds and will continue
so to do as their profits accrue.
It was announced at the formation of this
company, months before they actually started
in business, that their business slogan would be
"Made in America by American Labor." It is
needless to state that this slogan has been rigidly lived up to. This latest patriotic endeavor
is entirely in accord with the spirit of the firm.
According to the achievements of the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. during the first thrgj
months of their existence, it would seem that tne
amount to be invested in liberty Bo&^s during
the year will reach a very large fj>3Ure
B. R. Forster has just returrj^g from an extensive trip which covered twe-nty.seven States and
totaled about 8,000 mjjg£ He found business
conditions goodJ^f£ughout the territory he
covered
, butjpg
are comin^
rf^^^y
tne reports,
South. butOrders
in very
strong,jn he
they
are sosfje
hewhat -hampered at the present moment
>>tfot being
b
'J>j^iot
able to turn out the needles fast
enough. During the shortage their factories
have concentrated in turning out half-tone
needles only and for the past few weeks deliveries have been made of this grade exclusively.
Their rapid growth has already necessitated
the enlarging of their offices. Adjourning offices have been secured and work will be shortly
started in tearing down the partitions.
Eugene Latham, who recently joined the col-
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ors from this company, was a recent visitor
at the offices. B. R. Forster, with Mrs. Forster,

B. R. Forster
are enjoying the pleasures of Atlantic City,
where Mr. Forster is at present taking a muchneeded rest.
EDISON

INSPECTORS

CALLED

IN

The staff of Edison mechanical inspectors have
been called in for their annual get-together to
check up the developments in connection with
the New Edison phonograph preparatory to
their returning to the road. The mechanical inspectors will remain at Orange to assist in the
School of Mechanical Instruction, which will be
given for the benefit of the dealers who attend
the coming Edison dealers' convention and will
return to their territories late in the summer.
Mrs. H. C. Ernst, wife of H. C. Ernst, of the
executive offices of the New York Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesalers, left for Dayton
this week to attend the funeral of her stepfather, who was killed in an elevator accident.
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WILL HAVE 28^ STARS IN FLAG
The Service Flag of the New York Talking
Machine Co. Is Steadily Becoming Starrier —
The Men Are Ready for Service
The service flag in the offices of the New
York Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesalers,
will have six new stars within a few weeks, for
six members of the company's forces have
either, enlisted or will join the National Army in
the very near future. These men are Maurice
Stegner, one of the assistants to George A.
Kelley; Roy Johnson, receiving clerk; Frank
Ferrier, packer; Y. Moore, packer; Henry Roth,
stock clerk; Fred Meltzer, stock clerk, and
Rocco Renna, porter. All of these boys will be
in the National Army with the exception of Mr.
Meltzer, who is a member of the U. S. Army,
Cavalry Division.
With these new names the New York Talking Machine Co.'s flag will have twenty-eight
stars, for twenty-one of the company's staff
are now in the service of Uncle Sam. Considering the fact that this organization is a comparatively small one, this record is remarkable,
and it is probable that this company's staff has
a greater proportion of boys who are ''doing
their bit" for their country than any other concern in this industry. Quite a number of the
New York Talking Machine Co.'s staff are
now "somewhere in France," and the letters that
are being received by their friends "over here"
reflect a spirit of optimism and patriotism which
is characteristic, of the American boys "over
FRED
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Talking Machine Co.
97 Chambers St.
Near Church St. New York
VICTOR DISTRIBUTERS

ARMY

Fred Marasak, who for the past couple of
there."has been assistant to A. H. Dodin, presiyears
dent of the Talking Machine Repair & Sales
•Corp., 176 Sixth avenue, recently enlisted in the
United States Army. Mr. Marasak already has
two brothers in the army. A third brother,
Charles Marasak, is manager of the Victor store
of L. A. Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lend

Lend
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Important addresses made by President

The

Talking

Machine

Men,

Inc.

Coughlin, Geo.W. Hopkins, J. Newcomb
Blackman, Marion Dorian, John R.Young
and J. H. Tregoe — Fine Program Offered

Hold

Their

Annual

The annual dinners of the Talking Machine
Men, Inc., have always been notable events in
the local trade, but the last dinner, held on April
10 at the Hotel McAlpin, outshone all previous
affairs, due largely to the efforts of the entertainment committee, under the direction of J. J.
Davin and Sol. Lazarus, who provided an array
of talent of a caliber that at various stages made
most of the diners forget to eat, temporarily.
The dinner itself was a mighty good one at
that, as vouched for by over 300 talking machine
men, their wives and friends in attendance. The
entertainers included the Hawaiian Troupe,
which has made so many successful Victor records, Joseph C. Smith and his orchestra, Charles
Harrison, Arthur Fields, Henry Burr, Sally
Hamlin and Jasper's Trio, all of them well

Annual Banquet of the
known to the talking machine men through records they have made for various companies. Miss
Hamlin, in fact, is believed to be the youngest
record artist, and proved her ability in person
by reciting "Follyanna."
Must Watch Credits, Says J. H. Tregoe
When the time came for the after-dinner talks
President J. T. Coughlin took up his duties as
toastmaster and after explaining that Congressman Daniel Stephens, father of the Stephens'
Bill for price maintenance, and Henry C.
Brown, assistant to the general manager of the
Victor Talking Machine Co.,. who had been
scheduled to speak, were unable to be present,
introduced J. H. Tregoe, secretary-treasurer of
the National Association of Credit Men of New
York, who gave a talk that was for the most
part along patriotic lines. In the matter of
credits, however, Mr. Tregoe declared that this
was the time for merchants to co-operate and
that loose credit, a mistake in normal times,
was little less than criminal right now. He declared that business men must see to it that
terms of credit were closely observed for their
own protection.
George W. Hopkins' Inspiring Address
The feature of the evening was a talk by
George W. Hopkins, general sales manager of
the Columbia Graphophone Co., who fully lived
up to his reputation as a speaker on the subject of salesmanship. Mr. Hopkins declared
that in his opinion the business men of the
country should endeavor to do twice as much
business as in the past as one factor in doing
their part in the war and in developing the nation's financial power.
He maintained likewise that the talking machine manufacturers and dealers -were doing as

Banquet

much for their country as those who are actually under arms, for the music that they supply
aids in assuaging the sorrows of those who are
called upon to face the loss of loved ones, and
likewise helps the boys actually in the trenches
by providing them with cheering melodies. In
every sense the business is essential.
He also referred to the recent Supreme Court
decision in the matter of price fixing, declared
that manufacturers must now depend upon
legislation to get redress, and referred to steps
now being taken by the various Governmental
boards in the fixing of prices on basic raw materials.
Mr. Hopkins described the operations of the
price cutter and the reason for his actions and
told how certain standard articles were offered

"Endeavor to learn of the houses in your vicinity which are not supplied with Grafonolas.
Then take a kodak snapshot of the house, have
it finished and attach it to the head of a letter,
send to the owner or occupant of that house
with the query: 'Why is there not a Grafonola
in this house?' accompanied by a short selling
talk. The personal touch is almost sure to
make the proper impression."
Mr. Hopkins also made a plea for consistent
and liberal advertising by the dealer, and stated
that statistics show that 84 per cent, of the business failures are among non-advertisers. He
also maintained that organization funds should
be used liberally in the cause of music, with
the ultimate idea of making America a singing
nation. Mr. Hopkins closed his address by tell-

Talking Machine Men, Inc., at Hotel McAlpin on Evening of April 10
at reduced prices, with a view to selling the
ing what Columbia service represented at this
customer other articles upon which a profit could
particular time, and offered some convincing
facts for the consideration of the dealer.
be made. The speaker drew upon his experiences in other lines of industry to prove the
J. N. Blackman Talks for Liberty Loan
necessity of the salesman believing first in his
J. Newcomb Blackman, president of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers,
own product and mentioned that only the man
was the next speaker, and reviewed briefly some
who is himself sold on his product can really
be successful.
of the problems that are facing the trade at
this particular time. Mr. Blackman pointed out
Mr. Hopkins said it is his belief that the
what business men were expected to do in supaverage talking machine salesman was too technical and failed to realize that the buyer likes
port of the war program of the nation, and emphasized the fact that we had a big job ahead
to be flattered by having the features of the
of us and were handling it in a big way. He
machine or records presented to him in a mandeclared that in this country business men were
ner that he can understand and appreciate.
asked to buy Liberty Bonds bearing interest,
For the dealer and manager Mr. Hopkins declared that the head of the house should ento provide finances for the war, while in Gerdeavor particularly to stamp his personality on
many business men had all their assets conscripted in exchange for a piece of paper posthe people employed by him, and by that means
sibly of no value. Mr. Blackman cited some of
multiply himself among his salesmen. Everyone likes to do business with the head of the
his experiences ' at Washington in connection
house, he said, and proper training will give to with the war excise tax, the Cary bill and other
assistants the ability to give the same personal
important legislative matters, and ended his adsort of service.
dress by making a strong appeal for subscriptions to the Third Liberty Loan through the
"Don't run your store the other fellow's way,
trade committee. Air. Blackman is chairman
but work out your own way," said the speaker.
of
the talking machine division of the Liberty
"To follow in the footsteps of a competitor and
Loan committee of the Allied Music Trades.
to adopt his ideas is a sign of weakness and the
imitator rarely meets with any success. Think
Marion Dorian's Witty Address
Marion Dorian, auditor of the Columbia
up new ways of getting business and holding
Graphophone Co., spoke next, and as is his.
it. As an instance in point, don't leave a cususual custom confined himself principally to'
tomer alone in a booth while searching for the
record he has asked for. See that there is a some genuinely humorous remarks about nothselected bunch of records in each booth, and
ing in particular. He kept his audience convulsed for several minutes and in closing beput one on the Grafonola and start it playing,
came serious for the moment and urged liberal
on leaving the room. This idea as one has actually resulted in increasing record sales where
support for the Liberty Loan, not only for patriotic reasons, but in appreciation of what Mr.
it has been adopted. There are also many other
(Continued on page 104)
plans
that
will
get
results
if
properly
applied.
-
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Blackman had done in the interests of the industry as a whole at Washington.
Columbia Record by General Pershing
Mr. Dorian sprung the sensation of the evening, however, when he announced that his
company had just received a cablegram from
England to the- effect that General Pershing, of
the American Expeditionary Forces in France,
had made a Columbia record. General Pershing is probably the leading figure in America's
military life to-day, therefore the announcement of his record was accepted at its - true
value.
Some Other Talks

John R. Young, head of the convention bureau of the Merchants' Association of New
York, through whose efforts the talking machine
men have been able to use the rooms of the
Merchants' Association as a meeting place, next
offered some comments on the commercial importance of New York and other matters within his ken, after which J. T. Coughlin, president of the association, spoke at some length
on organization and co-operation, urging the
necessity of talking machine dealers getting together, particularly in times such as these. He
spoke for honesty in business dealings, and
pleaded that the dealers forward their own cause
by placing their confidence one in another.
Dancing Ends Evening's Entertainment
At the conclusion of the dinner and speechmaking the talking machine men indulged in
dancing to the strains of Jasper's Celebrated
Jazz Orchestra until it was time to go home
and change to business suits in order to take
tip the threads of business the next morning.
The success of the evening as a whole was
due to the untiring efforts of J. J. Davin, of the
New York Talking Machine Co., and chairman
of the arrangements committee, and Sol. Lazarus, secretary of the Talking Machine Men, Inc.
Their elaborate plans of entertainment went
through without a hitch, for which they deserve
congratulations.
The present officers of the Talking Machine
Men, Inc., are James T. Coughlin, president;
Henry Mielke, vice-president for New York; H.
Jaffee. vice-president for New Jersey; A. P. McCoy, vice-president for Connecticut; A. Galuchie, treasurer; Sol. Lazarus, secretary, and
William Berdy, financial secretary.
Genuine
Period Styles
Authentic adaptations of Adam, Louis XVI, Sheraton
and Queen Anne periods, harmonizing perfectly with
the styles whose names they bear, are a feature of the
case work on the Marvelous
MAGNOLA
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W. C. Strong to Make Headquarters at Meisselbach Division of Otto Heineman Phonograph
Supply Co. — An Authority on Motors

S. N. Rosenstein, president of the Phonograph Clearing House. Inc., states that he has
achieved remarkable success with the products

Otto Heineman, president of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., announced this
week that W. C. Strong, who has been one of
the company's factor executives at Elyria, O.,
for the past two years, will in the future make
his headquarters at the plant of the company's
Meisselbach division in Newark, N. J. Mr.
Strong, who is recognized as one of the foremost authorities on motor construction in this
country, will act as assistant to A. F. Meisselbach, head of the Meisselbach division and vicepresident of the Otto Heineman Phonograph

of Barnhart Bros. & Spindler,' Chicago, the
agency for which he secured recently. These

Supply Co. Mr. Strong's many years' experience will doubtless enable him to render invaluable assistance to Mr. Meisselbach.

DON'T

YOU

products, which, include '"Superior" tone arm reproducers, etc., are meeting with a read}' sale,
and Mr. Rosenstein considers himself very fortunate in being able to offer these phonograph
parts to the Eastern trade. He states that it
requires only a demonstration to sell these products, as the manufacturer and dealer is easily
convinced by actual demonstration that this tone
arm and reproducer can be merchandised to excellent advantage.
Miss X. L. Moody is now in charge of the
Victor retail department of Philip Werlein, Ltd..
Xew Orleans, La.
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W^tcKirvJ The Music Come Out
Give us the Opportunity to tell you more about this
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John B. Taylor Conducts Interesting Experiment in Playing Records Backward — Declares
Tonal Effects Are Entirely Changed

Louis Buehn Secures Services of William H.
Nolan, a Victor Man of Countrywide Reputation— Now Building for the Future Trade

John B. Taylor, who is a talking machine enthusiast, has done much experimenting with
talking machines and records, and has delivered
a number of illustrated lectures on the "Development ofthe Phonograph and a Microscopic
Study of Records," has aroused particular interest through his experiences in playing records backward and reversing tones, tune and
speech. In telling of his experiments in reversing records, Mr. Taylor said recently:
"Such reversed sounds, besides being curious,
are worthy of study from a physical and psychological basis. Playing backwards was an old
device in the early days of hand-driven, tinfoil phonographs, but these were so imperfect
as to tone quality that any critical study of the
change in quality was not possible. According to the theories of tone quality since Helmholtz, the quality of a tone is not influenced
by the phase relations of the several sound wave
partials which make up the . tone. By this theory the quality of a tone should be unchanged
by playing backwards. Experiment shows that
this is true provided tone quality is defined in
a restricted, physical sense which is more limited than the average musician means by the

Philadelphia, Pa., April 8. — Louis Buehn, head
of the Louis Buehn Co., prominent Victor wholesalers of this city, is one of those who have full

word 'quality.'
"In these experiments it appears that an
even, sustained tone, whether vocal or instrumental, is practically the same for normal or
backward rotation of the record, but, since
many instruments do not, and others are quite
incapable of producing even, sustained tones,
there are surprising effects from these reversed
records, especially from the percussive instruments such as piano, cembalon, harp, xylophone,
bells and celesta. When reversed, these all in
some degree resemble wind instruments.
"To show the ability of the phonograph as a
single instrument to reproduce the tone qualities of the many musical instruments of diverse
shapes, sizes and means of sounding, a pleasing
and instructive feature has been the display of
a slide picture showing a performer and instrument at the same time that the phonograph
plays a characteristic bit by the same instrument. Ihave had more difficulty in finding suitable records for this series than in finding pictures for the slides."
A NOTABLE

VISITOR

FROM

CHICAGO

George L. Davidson, one of the owners of the
Talking Machine Shop, Chicago, 111., exclusive
Victor retailers, accompanied by Mrs. Davidson,
was a visitor to New York this week, after
spending a few days in Philadelphia visiting
some of Mrs. Davidson's friends and relatives.
While in New York Mr. Davidson took advantage of the opportunity to call upon several
of the local Victor retailers in order to gain
an insight into conditions in the local trade.
Mr. Davidson is one of the foremost members
of the retail talking machine industry in Chicago, and his rise in this business has been
little short of phenomenal. He started several
years ago with a small capital, and last year
did a business of more than $250,000. His establishment now occupies a four-story building
in the "musical center of America," and this
store, which contains more than twenty demonstration booths, is considered one of the finest
Victor establishments in America. '

One of the factors that has meant success for
the Buehn Co. in the past, and means further
success in the future, is the practice of selecting for the organization young men of broad
experience in the Victor game — men like F. B.
Reineck and Chas. W. Miller; E. P. Bliss, a
former factory man and later with Lyon &
Healy; and L. D. Callahan, who came to him
with the experience of several years gained in
traveling from coast to coast for the Victor Co.
And now Mr. Buehn announces the addition
to his organization of Wm. H. Nolan.
Wm. H. Nolan is known to the trade from
California to Long Island. During Mr. Nolan's
connection with the Victor factory he traveled
all sections of the country, and during the
Panama-Pacific Exposition directed much of the
work of the Victor Temple at San Francisco —
an exhibit unsurpassed by anything ever before
attempted in the annals of the talking machine
industry. Mr. Nolan's work won such flattering attention that Lyon & Healy, of Chicago,
induced him to take the management of their
retail department, probably the largest retail department in the United States..
After two years with Lyon & Healy Mr.
Nolan re-entered the wholesale end of the work
with the New York Talking Machine Co., where
his wide experience was utilized in the development of improved retail methods among the
dealers of New York City and vicinity.
IMPORTANT

William H. Nolan
confidence in the future of the talking machine
business, and is making preparations accordingly in building up and strengthening the organization of the company. Mr. Buehn realizes
that the present shortage in machines and records is but the natural temporary result of
wartime economic readjustment, and that conditions are bound to return to normal.

calion, style "K," to Johan Baumann, a delegate representing the Norwegian Commission
which has been visiting this country for some
time past in the interest of the Norwegian Government.
It is interesting to note that the Brazilian.
Danish and Norwegian Commissions have all
recently purchased Vocalions to take with them
to their home countries. Incidentally they all
selected style "K" Vocalions.
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THE

SUBSCRIBING

TO LIBERTY

As The World goes to press the drive for the
Third Liberty Loan is in full swing and there
is every prospect that the local talking machine
trade will go "over the top" with far more than
its normal share of subscriptions. The Allied
Music Trades of Xew York have pledged
through Julian T. Mayer a minimum of $1,000,000
for the loan, and J. Newcomb Blackman, president of the Blackman Talking Machine Co., and
sub-chairman of the committee with direct responsibility for the talking machine trade, stated
that his trade would probably raise at least onequarter of the total amount.
Late this week Mr. Blackman stated that possibly 5200,000 had already been raised by the
talking machine men, with much more in sight,
and that trade subscriptions to the third loan
would far exceed those recorded for the second.
Liberty Loan talks at the annual dinner of the
Talking Machine Men, Inc., on Wednesday
night are believed to have stimulated subscriptions to a considerable degree. The members
of the committee assisting Mr. Blackman include George W. Hopkins, of the Columbia
Graphophone Co.; Emanuel Blout, Roy J. Keith,
Xew York Talking Machine Co.; Lipman Kaiser,
S. B. Davega Co.; A. P. Plumb, Musical Instrument Sales Co.: E. H. Jennings, Sonora Phonograph Corp.: R. H. Morris, American Talking
Machine Co.; Thos. S. Green, Silas E. Pearsall
Co.; G. T. Williams; C. L. Price, Ormes, Inc.:
Max Landay, Landay Bros.; T. E. W. Carlson,
C. H. Ditson & Co., and Joseph Schwetz. I.
Davega, Jr., Inc.
It might be mentioned that a substantial subscription to the Liberty Loan from the talking
machine trade at this particular time should
have a most desirable effect in Governmental
circles, as indicating full support of the Government in the war, and that subscriptions,
therefore, should be made wherever possible
through the trade committee.
NEW
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Local Talking Machine Trade Interests Going
"Over the Top" With Flying Colors — J. N.
Blackman, Committee Chairman, Anxious to
Establish New Trade Record

COVERING

TALKING

TERRITORY

Thomas McCreedy, who formerly represented
the Victor Co. in Ohio, is now in charge of Xew
York territory, succeeding R. X. Lagow. He is
a man splendidly equipped for this important
post, who believes in co-operating with Victor dealers for the best interests of the industry.
F. W. C. Hayes, formerly manager of the
Victor department of Philip Werlein, Ltd., Xew
Orleans. La., has left to take charge of the
Brunswick phonograph department in that city.
He has recently established new Brunswick
dealers in Jackson, Meridian, Columbus, Hattiesburg, Brookhaven and Lexington, Miss., Baton
Rouge, Crowley and Jennings, La.

CRYSTAL

EDGE

MICA

DIAPHRAGMS

Let us send you samples today of our diaphragms and you will readily understand why
the best talking machines are equipped with
Crystal Edge Mica diaphragms exclusively.
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use only the very finest selected mica,
the best diaphragm material in the world.
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GLOBE=WERNICKE

CO., 109 West

Interesting Information About the Sectional
Disc Record Cabinet of This Company Issued
Cincinnati, O., April 6. — In connection with
the exploitation of its sectional disc record cabinets, the Globe-Wernicke Co. of this city has
prepared attractive literature, which can be used
to excellent advantage by the dealer.
The company has emphasized the fact that
these sectional
disc record
cabinets solve
an important
problem, and a
recent piece of
literature entitled "How to
sell more records" reads in
part as follows:
"Why is it, Mr.

American

YORK

ninety compartments, so that
each record,
whether 10-inch
or 12-inch, has its
compartment. In other
words, there is a
place for every
The Unit Idea
record and every
When the unit is filled.
record is in its place
a second unit is placed between the first and
the top sections, and so unit after unit is added
vertically and horizontally as space permits.
"Dealers who place these sections on their
salesroom floors, and explain the quick filing
and finding facilities of this system, will undoubtedly develop an active demand for records,
own

Talking Machine Dealer,
that for three or
four months
after a customer
buys a talking Sectional Disc Record Cabinet
machine he will also buy records in quantities,
and then suddenly refuse to buy more? Why
is it that, a few months after selling a machine, you can telephone the buyer and get his
permission to send him the latest records from
which to make a selection, and that after this
period, your experience reaches you that it is
useless to send him any more of these records
with the hope of his retaining any appreciable
number?

"We believe that we have solved this problem
for you bv the introduction of our sectional disc

NEW

record cabinet, which is an elaboration of the
Globe-Wernicke system of sectional bookcases,
that is, a top. a
unit, and a base.
The unit has

LITERATURE

"At first hand the reason would seem to be
that he is tired of his new 'toy,' but many dealers
have told us that the difficulty is the proper and
adequate housing of the records he has bought
from you. The space at his disposal for filing
the records has become crowded, and he has
taken the road of least resistance and made up
his mind not to buy any more records for the
time being.

Broadway,

as the use of this system eliminates the 'bugbear' of 'Xo room for any more records.' Our
new catalog, Xo. 317. will give you an adequate
idea of our unit svstem."
GOLDSMITH

BREAKS

INTO PRINT

Milwaukee, Wis., April 9. — Harry A. Goldsmith, secretary and sales manager of the Badger Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesalers,
broke into the "'Who's Who" column of the
Milwaukee Journal on last Friday evening. A
personal sketch stated in part that "Harry A.
Goldsmith acquired a becoming bashfulness
while engaged in the newspaper business in
Calumet, Mich., from which he has never recovered. Mr. Goldsmith believes a bass drum
never sounds so loud as when one pounds it
himself, but is more effective if the world is
doing the pounding." The sketch also stated
that Mr. Goldsmith was born in Chicago thirtyfour years ago, and was brought up in Calumet,
Mich.: that he is unmarried, but is willing,
and is a member of the Press, Elks and Advertisers clubs, the M. A. C. the M. A. of C, and
the Masons. A portrait of Mr. Goldsmith accompanied the sketch.

Maid"

Phonograph

We are ready to offer the trade the "American
Maid" phonograph, an instrument which has a
tone quality that is unsurpassed. Hence — the
slogan — "Purity and Sweetness of Tone". No
matter what record you may want to hear, the
"American Maid" is at your service.
model plays any and all records.

Every

We manufacture six models, retailing at $17.50,
$45, $65, $90, $125 and $150, and each model
is finished in mahogany or oak. We guarantee prompt
deliveries.
Manufactured
C. JOHN

A.

WOODS

&
WRITE
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Our $17.50 Model— Mahogany or Oak
EXPORT
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play, so that each Columbia representative can
use that part of the service which best suits
his particular needs. This department has recently completed its newspaper advertisingschedule, which includes a campaign in seventy

CO.

President Whitten Makes Formal Announcement of the Change of Name of the American Graphophone Co. — Will Not Affect the Personnel or the Policies of the Company
a reorganization plan dated December 14, 1917.
"The names of the American Graphophone Co.
and the Columbia Graphophone Co. have always
been more or less confusing to our dealers, and
for this reason and other advantages in the reorganization we have changed the name 'American Graphophone Co.' to 'Columbia Grapho-

Francis S. Whitten, president of the Columbia Graphophone Co. and the American Graphophone Co., sent out a letter this week to Columbia representatives formally announcing the
change of the latter company's name to the Columbia Graphophone Mfg. Co. The name of
the Columbia Graphophone Co. remains as it
is at the present time.
The letter sent out by President Whitten announcing the American Graphophone Co.'s
change in name reads as follows:
"As of this date, April 1, the name of the
American Graphophone Co. is changed to that
of the Columbia Graphophone Mfg. Co. This
change is made pursuant to a special meeting
of the stockholders of the American Graphophone Co. held on March 25, 1918, at which
time the officers and directors of the company
were authorized to sell and transfer practically
all the assets of the American Graphophone Co.
to the Columbia Graphophone Mfg. Co. under
ARTISTIC

WINDOW

Mfg, Co.'
"The phoneColumbia
Graphophone Mfg. Co. assumes all the liabilities of the American Graphophone Co. and the officers, directors and department heads of the Columbia Graphophone
Mfg. Co. are now occupying the same positions
they previously held with the American Graphophone Co.
"The change in question does not in any way
affect your relations with the Columbia Graphophone Co., which continues to be the sole sales
agent of the Columbia Graphophone Mfg. Co.,
as it previously was of the American Grapho-

Made by the United Music Stores of Portland,
Me. — Features Display Put Out by Columbia
International Record Department
The international record department of the
Columbia Graphophone Co. recently received the
accompanying photograph from the United
Music Stores, Portland, Me.; this illustration
showing a window display that was recently
used by this progressive and successful Columbia
dealer. This display incorporates some of the
new window service ideas completed by the international record department which are being
used to excellent advantage by many dealers
throughout the country.
The United Music Stores expressed their
hearty commendation of this display and stated

Record

— Placed

with

us

is handled

satisfactory

attention

to

perfectly

a

large,

Window Display of United Music Stores
papers published . in twenty-three languages.
This advertising is inserted without using the
Columbia Co.'s- address, so that the local talking
machine dealers may receive the full benefit of
this publicity.

that twophone Co."days after it was installed the store
closed the biggest foreign language record business in its history. As an example of the sales
appeal of this display, it is interesting to note
that on the very day it was placed in the window two Danish sailors happened to pass the
window and were so favorably impressed with
the Danish cut-out that they left an order for
a $78 outfit, to be delivered to their ship.
The United Music Stores conducts one of
the most attractive talking machine establishments in New England. It has a remarkably
fine location, being situated on the most prominent corner of Portland's best business street.
R. F. Bolton, sales manager of the Columbia
Co.'s international' record department, states
that this department has made arrangements
whereby it can furnish the dealers with the complete display, or different sections of the dis-

DISPLAY

Your
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to every

BEECROFT=BLACKMAN,

'Beecroft-Blackman, Inc., has been organized
in New York for the purpose of taking over by
assignment the Beecroft United States Letter
Patent No. 1,244,944, issued October 30, 1917,
covering the placing of moulding on top of talking machine cabinets to hold Victrola IX. The
new corporation plans to issue licenses on a royalty basis to desirable manufacturers of cabinets
for the use of Beecroft patents. Several arrangements tothat end have been entered into.
The leading figures in the new corporation are
Clement Beecroft, long connected with, and
widely known in, the talking machine cabinet
field, and J. Newcomb Blackmail, president of
the Blackman Talking Machine Co., New York,
who likewise needs no introduction to the members of this trade.
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You want your order promptly filled; you want the records carefully packed; you want your shipping instructions followed; you
want conscientious, painstaking attention given your needs; you want service that is real co-operation —
These factors applied to each and every order, large and small, is each month increasing the list of retailers whom we serve.
TRY US ON YOUR NEXT ORDER ! Our service is based on the desire to aid in adding to your business.
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«<
and what it did to the figures of the same month
a year ago would be a shame to tell. But Mr.
Parks is right on the job; for instance, on Saturday, before the .close of the month, he received a carload of machines. He had a lot
of orders for Washington and Southern points,
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"D-A"— BED-SET— DOUBLE

CONSTRUCTION
Sectional
or knonk-down,
in three-foot
units,efficient
with
pilaster
columns
between, with built
a patented,
simple and
interlocking device permitting satisfactory setting-up by local
labor.economical
Regular and
stock satisfactory
booths andto knock-down
construction
most
the buyer, allowing
the
purchasement orofremoval
matchedof additions
at
any
time,
or
the
the whole installation withoutrearrangedamage
to equipment or building walls or partitions.
REGULAR SPECIFICATIONS
This equipment
specified
soundproof.
be understood, however,is that
the asbooths
are onlyIt must
commercially
soundproof. It is impossible to make demonstration booths
absolutely soundproof unless masonry walls are built between.
The booths
specified
nearly between
soundproof
is possible to construct
with areair aschambers
all as
the itwood
and
glass panels and with invisible felt insulation provided at
points in contact with walls or floors.
S — Each
section
complete
in itself,
in PARTITION
a single piece,
eight three-foot
feet over all.
Double
laminated
and
veneered panels to prevent warping or splitting, with air
chambers
between,
Double, extra
"A"
quality glass,
24 in. throughout.
x 46 in., throughout.
Inner heavy,
glass lights
set in removable frames for cleaning.
ARTHUR
BUSINESS

L. VAN

VEEN

CONSTRUCTION— SOUNDPROOF
l/J
DOORS constructed with double wood panel and glass
surfaces, with air chambers between, like sections. With
double rabbeted jambs all around. Doors fitted with glass
knobs and sanded brass finished hardware.
ROOFS ofsections.
heavy, ribbed sky-light glass set in framed,
interlocking
side.FINISH in any natural wood color — same inside and outTHE INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPHED
This installation
two 6 x treatment
9-foot booths,
white
enamel
finish, with consists
Adam of
decorative
on cornice
and pilasters. Decorations finished in old ivory glaze. The
record racks were specially designed and may be seen in
the rear of the store photographed.
Thisway,installation
New York City.built for R. F. Fitzsimons, 2SS5 BroadRECORD RACKS
racks are Each
made record
in 3-footracksections,
8 feetshelves
high,
to These
matchrecord
the booths.
has three
for 10-inch
records
and
three
for
12-inch
records,
with
upright dividing partitions, 3% inches apart on centers. Each
section of rack holds ahout 1,400 records.
Write for a copy of our new catalog.

& CO, Marbridge Building, New
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Some Dealers and Distributors Report Wonderful Trade, Others Slowed Up by Lack of Goods —
Good Advertising From Concerts — Why W. S. Parks Is Happy — Activity With Victor Dealers
Baltimore, Md., April 9.— Talking machine business in Baltimore is in a peculiar condition at
this time. Some of the dealers and distributors
are reporting wonderful business with remarkable increases over the same period of previous
years, while others report a falling off due
to the lack of goods — not to the lack of demand
for machines and records, however. The month
opened with better receipt of goods than for
some time past, but not near enough to meet
the pressing demand.
The present condition has caused several of
the distributors to adopt a policy of forcing
dealers to sell the kind of records they can
get or do without additional machines.' This
in a measure has resulted in creating business
of a new kind and records that have been in
stock for as long as six and eight years are
now moving out of showrooms. Many instances are reported of the buyers accepting
what they could get instead of what they want.
Dealers are forcing their salesforce to study
their stock better so as to meet the present
conditions of shortage of goods with as small
a loss as possible.
Both the Victor and Columbia concerns were

Luf

ranc

Quality

able to obtain some good advertising for their
records last week. The Victor Co. took advantage of the fact that Amelita Galli-Curci was
billed to be the special soloist with the Symphon}' Society of New York at the Lyric on
April 4 and advised music lovers to hear her
and then hear her on the Victor in the home.
Two

days before the performance announcement was made of the illness of the artist and
Lucy Gates, soprano, was substituted. The Columbia Co. at once let loose display advertising
urging the public to hear Miss Gates and then
to have Columbia records make her ever present in their home. Thus both companies benefited by the unfortunate event for one and
the fortunate event for the other as the demand
for Galli-Curci records and the Gates records
are the greatest the dealers in the respective
lines have ever had for any individual record.
It's the old saying that it's an ill wind that
blows no good.
W. S. Parks, manager for the Baltimore
branch of the Columbia Co., is very happy over
the phenomenal business done by his branch
during March. It proved to be the greatest
month's business that the branch has ever done,
RECORD

DELIVERY

ENVELOPES

START THE NEW YEAR
WITH A GOOD SUPPLY
by Placing Your Order Now
Samples and Prices Furnished Cheerfully
Write Today
SA\
EHVEfcOPEJT

LEWIS

Get the Best Alivays
C. FRANK

654 Book Building

DETROIT, MICH.
T.M.W.1217

so he hired two big motor trucks and at 4 o'clock
in the morning had the machines at the station.
These machines were loaded as soon as business opened and the machines were rushed to
Washington. The facilities for Southern shipping out of Baltimore by boat being a little
congested at this time Mr. Parks through this
stunts was able to get his goods started for
their destination promptly by this move. It
was just a trifle more expensive, but proved to
be a way to get around the freight situation.
Mr. Parks announces the appointment of Daniel
De Foldes, as head of the dealers' service department.
F. K. Pennington, assistant general sales
manager of the Columbia Co., was in Baltimore
during the month and expressed himself as well
pleased with the business conditions here. It
was his first visit to the new quarters.
From General Manager H. L. Willson, of the
Columbia Co., Mr. Parks received the following
wire: "Heartiest congratulations to you and
Baltimore's sales force on splendid March sales."
He also received a wire from A. J. Heath, former Baltimore manager, but now in charge of
Philadelphia headquarters for the Columbia,
which stated: "Put it over on Philadelphia."
Mr. Heath was in Baltimore to spend Easter
and met Mr. Parks.
The Hopewell Furniture Co., Hopewell, Va.,
who have just "received their first line of Columbia goods, are overjoyed with the outlook
for good business. Thurman & Boone Co., Roanoke, Va., who have been handling the Columbia line for some time, have just rearranged
their store, installed new booths and redecorated their talking machine department.
A. B. Creal and W. M. Korhammer, Jr., who
are on the road for Columbia, have been sending in fine orders. P. W. Peck, who looks after
the Carolinas, made a hurried trip to headquarters during the week looking after stock.
W. C. Roberts, manager of E. F. Droop &
Sons Co., Victor distributors, is doing a fine
retail business, but his wholesale business is
retarded because of his inability to obtain goods.
He says it's a regular record famine. With his
wholesale trade he is demanding of all dealers
that they buy an equal amount of the kind of
records obtainable with every order for machine. In this way he says that he has been
able to move records that have been on the shelf
for at least eight years. Mr. Roberts reports
that the demand for Galli-Curci and Heifetz
records have been phenomenal. Had he been
able to get the goods he says he would have
shown very close to a 50 per cent, if not better
increase over last year's business.
Henry Eisenbrandt, of H. R. Eisenbrandt &
Sons, Inc., Victor distributors, is very short of
goods and is making every effort to get more
goods, but with little success. He says that
business has naturally suffered because of the
lack of records. He visited headquarters during the month and will make another trip there
the coming week.
I. Son Cohen, of Cohen & Hughes, Victor
distributors, says he has been unable to fill the
demand for goods, despite the fact that he has
been able to obtain some goods by shipment,
although not near enough to go around.
Jesse Rosenstein, for the National Piano Co.,
Pathe distributors, has been able to get some
goods, but is still short of machines and records.
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. have
changed their Baltimore headquarters and are
now located at 107 Hopkins place. They are
steadily expanding their business.
llammann-Levin Co., Victor dealers, report a
fine business in both machines and records, and
say the business of the past six months is way
ahead of the same period of a year previous.
The Mann Piano Co., Leopold Ehrlich, sales
manager, Victor dealers, says that March business is simply fine in both records and machines.
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During War Times Discussed Most Interestingly
by H. N. McMenimen

What Additions to Cost Necessary to Determine
Them — Some Interesting Data

H. N. McMenimen, of the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., recently gave a very interestinginterview in connection with the importance of
music in war times, and the fact that it should
be recognized as an absolute essential.
In this talk Mr. McMenimen said in part as
follows: "In war times music is an essential.
It is a necessity in the ranks of the fighting
man, for it instils the firmness of morale neces-

A letter has been received by the New York
Times from John Connors, secretary and treasurer of the Howe & Rogers Co., of Rochester,
N. Y., containing a schedule of profit calculations which he thinks will be found very useful
by the average business man. It shows, for instance, that 5 per cent, added to the cost of an
article is equal to a 4J4 per cent,
nya profit on the
selling price. The remainder of the table follows:
ING
ADDITION TO
14J4
COST.
PRICE.
cent.
13
7
I6V3
9
10 per cent.
cent,
15
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
20 28^
15 per cent.
16 per cent.
27 54
cent.
17*/2 per cent.
cent.
20 -per cent.
25 per cent.
cent.
23
33^
30 per cent.
cent.
25
40
33 lA per. cent.
39H
26
cent.
35 per cent.
per cent.
37J4 per cent.
per
cent.
45 per cent,
31
42
y3
cent.
35!/2
44A
per
50
cent.
cent,
cent.
55 per
37 'A per
per
cent,
per
60
per
per cent.
70
cent,
65 per
cent.
per cent,
40
cent.
per
per cent,
cent,
per cent.
per
50
80 per
per
per cent,
cent,
per
cent.
per
46
per
cent,
75
41
90
.100 per cent,
cent.
per
per cent,
85 schedule
per
ter,"This
per cent.
per
appeared some years ago in apernewspaper
per
in
which n I believe was and is still published
per per
per
Springuciu,
masa.
nav
igfield, Mass.
I± have
never seen it pubper
lished since in any paper."
r
ppeer
per
HOW BOTEFUHR DEVELOPS per TRADE

H. N. McMenimen
sary to success in war. It is important in the
lives of civilians because it strengthens moral
fibre and dissipates depression. Whether it be
the stirring strains of a sonorous band, or the
sounds of a soothing, sympathetic voice, it is a
tonic in war times; it is a mental exhilaration
that engenders physical recuperation. England
and France found profound solace in melodious
sounds. We may sacrifice nonessentials in this
period of stress, but we can ill afford to neglect
a cherished part of our cultural activities.
"Music is the universal tongue, the democracy
of art, it is mental food; the kind that sustains
and brings out the finer things of character, and
is as necessary to us in war times as the smile
of fortitude on the face of our soldiers."
The line of demarcation between luxuries and
necessities is hard to see — when the necessities
insist on masquerading as luxuries.
JOSEPH
MUSANTE
Electro-plater and Silversmith
Gold, Silver, Nickel and Antique Finishes
Specializing in phonograph parts and musical instruments
168 CENTRE ST.
NEW YORK
Telephone, Franklin 3053

will spend in placing more machines in houses
along this same road. Then he will start
gathering up the machines, a day or so being
sufficient for a trial. In nine cases out of ten
the people who have tried the Grafonola will
keep it. However, if one of them should decline to buy, the agent will load the machine
in- his car and take it with him on his further
work down this road. When he finally comes
to a house that has not yet tried a machine, he
will leave it at this house. In this manner the
agent saves a great deal of time in placing
machines and his work is even simpler than
that of an agent working in a city, because his
delivery expense and time occupied in picking
up the Grafonola when it is not sold is reduced to a minimum. Mr. Botefuhr has been
distributing considerably over twenty-five Grafonolas a month in the Pittsburg neighborhood,
and one can easily imagine the large trade in
records which he is building up for himself.
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Wall-Kane Steel Needles
Take two standard disc records of the
same selection, play one ten times with
the same WALL-KANE loud needle;
play the other record, the same selection,
ten times, but with ten, new, full tone
steel needles.
You will find that the record played
ten times with the same WALL-KANE
needle will sound clearer, will have less
surface noise, and that under the magnifying glass the grooves of the record
played ten times with the ten steel
needles will seem to be more disturbed.

Live Talking Machine Man of Pittsburg, Kan.,
Has Built Up Big Business Among the Miners
as Well as the Wealthy in His Section
Pittsburg, Kan., April 3. — Frank S. Botefuhr
has developed a business in Grafonolas that
keeps him hustling. He has been established
in the music business in Pittsburg for several
years and has a high-class retail store which is
patronized by the wealthy classes as well as
others. The chief trade in Grafonolas, however,
is though the Pittsburg territory, scores of machines having been placed in the last few
months even in the homes of the miners, that,
judging from their exterior, would have none
of the modern conveniences and the essentials
of American life. The miners, however, are
getting $4 and $5 a day and they can work three
days a week and have more money to spend
than the ordinary city clerk who makes $100 a
month.
One of the plans of distribution Mr. Botefuhr
has operated very successfully is as follows:
One of his subagents will take two or three
machines to his automobile and drop them at
houses along the route. He will place maybe
five or six along one of the main roads in the
territory, in houses as close together as he can.
Perhaps the next day and the following day he

Beware

of Imitations

Package of 50 WALL-KANE needles.
Loud, Extra Loud and Medium, greater
value than 500 ordinary steel needles, retails for 10c, costs the dealer 6yic.
Jobbing territories open
Progressive Phonographic Supply Co.
145 West 45th Street, New York
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Jobbers and Dealers Getting Some Small Shipments of Machines and Records — Talking Machine
Dealers' Association Discusses Trade Problems — General Happenings
Los Angeles, Cal., April 6.— The situation here
in regard to getting stock has brightened up to
a certain extent, and all of the local jobbers
have been receiving small shipments of both
records and machines during the last month.
However, most dealers are a long way from having all the goods they need, as most of the machines received are already spoken for, which
leaves none for present trade. The demand
keeps up to all expectations and only the lack
of goods prevents last year's records from being broken.
The Victor, Edison and Columbia jobbers
seem to think that the freight situation will not
be as strained as before and that goods will be
coming through nearer to schedule time than
before. This will be a great relief to the local
dealers as the old "freight" excuse is getting
rather time-worn even if true.
It really is remarkable that business has kept
up as well as it has, considering the number
of ways in which our patriotic citizens are coming to the front in defense of our Government
by buying bonds, stamps, etc.
A great many persons are still sending machines and records to our nearby cantonments
and many soldiers and sailors are themselves
purchasers, especially of records, when in our
city on leave. The phonograph has become very
popular with the soldier boys, who get a great
deal of enjoyment and entertainment from
playing them. When donated for that purpose,
all dealers will be glad to send them to the
camps free of charge.
Talking Machine Association Meets
The Retail Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Southern California held its regular
monthly meeting at the Piatt Music Co. store
last Tuesday evening, with practically every
member present. It was decided at this
meeting to continue the trial plan of refraining from advertising talking machine terms
for another thirty-day period, as it seems
to have been proving very satisfactory. The
proposition was also discussed to further regulate sales, on a more uniform basis, by requiring
that the first payment equal 10 per cent, of the
contract price, with $5 as the minimum for such
payment; that 7 per cent, interest be exacted
in all instances on deferred payments, and that
tne free records accompanying machine sales
shall not exceed one-half the amount received
as the first payment. These matters, however,
were only discussed with a view to preparing
the members for definite action at the next meet-
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ing, which will be held on April 30, at Barker

Bros.
A. A. Tanner, Victor dealer in Monrovia, Cal.,
recently gave a benefit concert for the Red Crosswith a Victrola XVI electric. The machine
alternated with other musical numbers and the
concert was a big success with a large attendance. In all more than $500 was made for the
Red Cross.
Dan Voorhies, wtih the Brunswick Phonograph Co., is very enthusiastic about the way
his line of machines is taking in southern California. Mr. Voorhies has placed agencies from
Bakersfield in the north to San Diego in the
southern part of the State, also several agencies
in Arizona. The Brunswick is represented in
'Los Angeles by the Barnes Music Co., LyonMcKinney and Smith, large furniture dealers,
and Hamburger & Sons, the largest department store in the Southwest. The Brunswick
Co. are located at 845 South Los Angeles street.
McCormack's Sensational Drive
One of the most notable musical events that
have taken place in our city for some years was
the Red Cross concert given by John McCormack and his company on March 18, at the
Shrine Auditorium. An immense audience was
present. In fact, hundreds were unable to obtain tickets and the concert was a huge success
from every standpoint. Mr. McCormack was
very enthusiastically received by the large audience and had to respond to numerous encores.
About $11,000 was realized for the Red Cross
Society, and besides donating his services to the
concert Mr. McCormack autographed forty-five'
of his favorite records, which were sold by the
Red Cross at prices ranging from $25 to $100.
Twenty-five of the records were donated by
Barker Bros, and twenty by the Southern California Music Co.
The T. J. Johnston Music Co., for many years
located on Main street, near Fourth, are moving to 406 South Broadway, where they will
open an up-to-date music store of pianos, sheet
music, small goods and talking machines. They
are agents for the Victor and Columbia lines,
and will have a very fine department.
The Curtis-Colyear Furniture Co., of 507 South
Main street, Pathe dealers, report a fine business for March. Their business has been growing so fast that they are contemplating enlarging the department in the near future.
Sherman, Clay & Co. Expand
Sherman, Clay & Co., Victor wholesale, who
have occupied part of the fifth floor in the Par-
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HOFFAY TALKING
MACHINE
3 West 39th Street
New York City
malee-Dohrmann Building for the last ten years,
have just succeeded in leasing the entire floor,
and are busy at present moving and remodeling.
Chas. Ruggles, their local manager, is delighted
with the change as his former space was entirely too small for the volume of business that
he now has. When finished they will have
nearly 13,000 square feet of space which will
give them one of the largest jobbing houses
for their line in the West.
The Columbia Phonograph Co., wholesale, report a brisk demand from dealers for their new
period designs, several of which have been sold
since they were placed on exhibition. Mr.
Stidham, their manager, is very much pleased
with their business, and has placed many new
agencies since January 1— several of whom handle the Columbia line exclusively.
Edison Co. Take Over Local Concern
One of the most important changes in the
jobbing line that has taken place in Los Angeles has just been consummated — namely, the
taking over by Thomas A. Edison, Inc., of the
Diamond Disc Distributing Co. This is in accordance with the policy of the Edison Co. to
control the wholesale line on the Pacific Coast,
this office being the last link in the chain, which
extends now from Seattle to San Diego. A. C.
Ireton, with headquarters at San Francisco, will
be Coast manager for the new company, which
will be known as the Edison Phonograph, Ltd.
Mr. Ireton was formerly general sales manager
for the Edison Co. at East Orange, N. J. The
Los Angeles office will now have the entire
State of Arizona as the El Paso wholesale house
will be closed. C. A. Lovejoy, who has had
charge of the Edison wholesale both for the
Southern California Music Co. and afterward
the Diamond Disc Distributing Co., will be retained as local manager.
Barker Bros, have enlarged their talking machine department by the addition of several new
demonstration booths. C. A. Booth, their manager, says business is fine, and if it keeps up and
they are able to get the goods, it will be necessary to enlarge again next fall. April first
was the day for the formal opening and each
customer was presented with a beautiful rose as
a souvenir. Barker Brothers handle the Victor, Edison and Sonora machines.
Madam Melba was the recipient of a most
beautiful loving cup given to her hy several of
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the leading dealers of Los Angeles. The occasion was on the night of her concert, April 8,
at Trinity Auditorium. The presentation
speech was made by Len Behymer, our local
impresario, in his usual faultless style, and the
Madam responded with a few well-chosen words
of thanks. The following dealers were the donors of this beautiful gift: Andrews Talking Machine Co., Barker Brothers, Geo. J. Birkel Music
Co., Southern California Music Co. and the
Wiley B. Allen Co.
Hamburger & Sons had the formal opening
of their new phonograph department on April
1. It is located on the third floor and is complete in every detail. Every person calling at
the department received a beautiful souvenir.
This house will carry the Columbia and Brunswick machines.
C. H. Yates, special Coast representative of
the phonograph department of the BrunswickBalke-Collender Co., is now making his headquarters in Los Angeles, dividing his time between this city and San Francisco. He formerly
covered Southern territory for the Diamond
Disc Distributing Co., Edison jobbers, and later
managed the Spokane branch of the Pacific Phonograph Co. until sold to Edison Phonographs,
Ltd., in 1917. Mr. Yates expects to build up
an excellent trade for the Brunswick in this
territory.
STRONG

DEMAND

FOR SMALL

MOTOR

Reported by the Melophone Talking Machine
Go. — Materials Purchased Before War

THRIVING

SCRANTON

The Temple of Music is becoming more than
a retail store, for it has a concert hall, which

STORE

Temple of Music Has Most Artistic Victor
Quarters Under Management of G. W. Deetz

seats 500 people, and which has been the sceneof many important musical events. Mr. Deetz
has made this store a community proposition,

Scranton, Pa., April 8. — One of the most successful talking machine establishments in this
section of the State is
the Temple of Music in
this city, which handles the- Victor line,
and has developed a
profitable Victrola and
Victor record business.
This establishment is
under the management

and its prestige, together with the store's splendid sales totals, reflect the practicability of his
ideas in this field.
CLEVER

PUBLICITY

POINTER

The T. L. Rdark Estate, house furnishers and
Victor dealers in Greenville, Ky., have adopted
a most attractive gummed label for placing on
Victrolas sold by the company. The gummed
label is attractive in design and, in addition to
the well-known Victor trade-mark, carries the
name and address of the company. It has a
metallic finish, and represents dull brass in appearance. The' company states that it will be
glad to send a sample of the label to other dealers on request.

of Guy W. Deetz, formerly connected with
the Emerson Piano
Co., Decatur, 111., and
G. W. Deetz
well known in Western
talking machine circles. Mr. Deetz came to
Scranton with a thorough knowledge of the retail Victor business, and his practical experience
in this field has been an important factor in
the success of the Temple of Music.
This establishment was opened last fall by
Stoehr & Fister, and is considered one of the
most attractive Victor establishments in the
East. It is a consistent user of advertising
space in the newspapers, and Mr. Deetz, who
is a firm believer in the value of this publicity,
takes advantage of every opportunity to feature the Victor line.

CREDITORS

TO MEET

A meeting of the creditors of the W. K
Cowan Furniture Co., bankrupt, Chicago, will
be held on April 15 in Room 907, Monadnock
Block, 53 West Jackson boulevard, when creditors may examine the bankrupt, file their
claims and transact other business in like order.
Don't put off till to-morrow the Liberty Bond
you can buy to-day.

The Melophone Talking Machine Co. are finding the demands for the small single spring
motor to be on the increase. ' Since the first
of the year several contracts have been closed
whereby deliveries in quantity lots during the
balance of the year will be made to several concerns. The Melophone Co. has been unusually
successful in meeting the requirements of the
trade wishing a small motor for popular-priced
machines which will give reasonable service.
One of the reasons why this house can still
market their small motor at low prices, according to the officers of the company, is the fact
that all the materials entering into the motors
were purchased before the war. Henry Sobel,
president of the Melophone Talking Machine
Co., is very active in the third Liberty Loan
drive, being a member of one of the committees of the Patriotic Service League.
OTTO

B. HEATON'S

NEW

WAR

POST

Columbus, O., April 8. — Otto B. Heaton, one of
the proprietors of the Heaton Music Store, at
369 Fifteenth avenue, this city, has been appointed Army Secretary for the Y. M. C. A.,
and will leave for France very shortly to take
up his new duties. Mr. Heaton has long been
interested in Y. M. C. A. work and feels that he
can best do his bit by assisting that organization
in its efforts to increase the comfort of the
soldiers on the field. The business will be continued by his brother, C. W. Heaton.
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AND

MACHINE
DEAN

FACTORIES

The Resources of These Establishments and the Methods of Manufacturing the Various Products
Enlighten Branch Managers of Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. During Recent Visit
When the branch managers of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Inc., visited New
\ ork recently for their annual conference, one
of the most enjoyable trips during this conference was a visit to the factories of the company's Meisselbach division at Newark, X. J.
One day was spent at this plant, and the visiting managers were greatly impressed with the
efficiency which characterizes every department
of the Meisselbach factories. They marveled at
the new machinery which was recently installed,
and, after going through the factory from garret to cellar, stated that they now readily understood how the Meisselbach motor had gained
its fame and prestige in the phonograph industry.
A. F. Meisselbach. head of the Meisselbach
division of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. and vice-president of the company, is
a pioneer in the motor manufacturing industry,
and his intimate knowledge of every detail of
motor production has enabled him to place his
motor in the front ranks of the industry's products. Mr. Meisselbach is ably assisted by Pliny
Catucci, w-ho is recognized throughout the trade
as possessing a technical knowledge of motor
construction that is second to none. He has
developed and perfected many important improvements that have contributed materially to
the success of the Meisselbach motor.
A. F. Meisselbach & Bro. started in business
thirty-five years ago as manufacturers of fishing
reels, and a few years ago placed the Meisselbach motor on the market. From the moment
it was introduced this motor won the approval
of the manufacturers, and this factory has been

arms, and sound boxes have won new laurels in
the talking machine industry.
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managers
a day at
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how Dean steel needles are manufactured. They
quickly recognized the fact that, there are many
intricate processes connected with steel needle
production that are hardly appreciated by the
talking machine industry as a whole, and under
the guidance of Chas. E. Dean and John M.
Dean, Jr., inspected every department of the

the Meisselbach Division of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Newark, N. J.
their stay in Xew York the branch plant. The Dean division of the Otto Heineof the Otto Heineman Co. also spent man Co., although the "baby" of the organizathe factories of the company's Dean
tion, is becoming more important day by day,

Plant of
A Group of the Visiting Branch Managers
division
at
Putnam,
Conn.,
where
Dean
steel
far 'oversold for more than two and a half years.
The company was amalgamated with the Otto
needles are manufactured. They had an opporHeineman Phonograph Supply Co. a year ago,
tunity of going through the new building, which
and since that time Meisselbach motors, tone
was recently completed, and saw at first hand

the Dean Division, Putnam, Conn.
and Adolf Heineman, assistant general manager
of the company, who is in charge of this division,
is proud of its equipment and increased output
aimed to meet world-wide demands.
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Talking Machine Men, Inc., Cast Tie Vote on
Question of Barring Jobbers From Active
Membership — Other Questions Taken Up
The feature of the regular monthly meeting
of the Talking Machine Men, Inc., held in the
rooms of the Merchants' Association in the
Woolworth Building on Wednesday, March 20,
was the discussion and vote on the amendment
to the by-laws recently introduced and designed
to confine active membership in the organization to retail dealers exclusively and place jobbers and wholesalers in the class of associate
members.
J. Newcomb Blackman, who is president of
the National Association of Talking Machine
Jobbers, made a strong talk in favor of the
amendment and gave some excellent reasons for
making the change. Henry Mielke and others
also spoke in favor of the measure. Those opposed to making the change in the by-laws included Irwin Kurtz, A. H. Mayers and Max
I,anday. Several votes were taken on the question, but the final result was a tie, and it was
decided to postpone the final decision until the
next meeting, when all members will be notified
to attend for that special purpose.
Various other committees, including that on
membership, and the one entrusted with securing a general agreement to charge 6 per cent,
interest on instalment contracts, reported progress.
J. H. Mayers, chairman of the nominating
committee, presented the following slate for the
coming year, which will be voted on later: J. T.
Coughlin, for president; Sol Lazarus, vice-president, New York; A. H. Tusting, vice-president,
New Jersey; A. B. Clinton, vice-president, Connecticut; E. Leins, financial secretary, and A.
Galuchie, treasurer. Irwin Kurtz was nominated recording secretary but declined and the
nomination was left open.
It was felt by the majority of the jobbers, as
well as a number of the dealers, that to obtain
the best results each branch should have its
own association, and that the membership in
the Talking Machine Men, Inc., should be confined exclusively to retailers, as planned originally. The wholesalers were of the opinion
that they could still give the retailers the benefit
of their advice when desired, and of their cooperation through the holding of associate memberships inthe association.
The opposition centered largely around the
claims of Max Landay, of Landay Bros., who
has done excellent work in developing the membership of the association and strengthening its
treasury, that to bar him as a jobber from active membership, would be to curtail his usefulness to the organization.
The sacrifices we are exacting of the noble
American boys who are going to the bloody
fields of France for the lives and liberty of us
who stay at home call to us with an irresistible
appeal to support them with our most earnest
efforts in the work we must do at home. — Secretary McAdoo. Buy Liberty Bonds.
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J. A. Sandee, of the Victrola Department of L.
S. Donaldson Co., Minneapolis, Tells of Plans
of Procedure in This Connection
Minneapolis, Minn., April 3.— J. A. Sandee,
manager of the Victrola department in the big
department store of L. S. Donaldson Co., this
city, has methods of doing business that should
interest talking machine dealers generally, inasmuch as they have proven successful. Mr.
Sandee came to Minneapolis something like a
year ago from Milwaukee, and, although the
Donaldson department was supposed to be on
a very profitable basis at that time, he made it
yield still greater returns.
The big end of the increased sales Mr. Sandee
attributes to the mail order department which
he has cultivated most assiduously while the
approval system for records has been of substantial help in building up the business. The
house issues twice each year a big mail order
catalog in which Mr. Sandee is allotted two
pages; one he devotes to records and the other
to machines, and on both he has planted the
most compelling advertisements he is able to
produce. They are pulling the business, the
approval feature for records having proven most
successful. The approval plan also is operated
in the city, but not to as great dimensions as in
the country.
In the city the delivery wagons leave records
as indicated by approval customers. These are
allowed twenty-four hours in which to make se-

Melophone

COMPLETE

lections and must then deliver the records or
the equivalent in cash to the delivery wagon
drivers, who cover the entire city and have
regular routes. Rural patrons are permitted
forty-eight hours within which to make returns.
All approval customers are listed in a card
index. On the respective cards are enumerated
the catalog numbers of the records requested
in black ink and the numbers of the records
taken later appear in green ink. A hasty glance
at the card discloses at a glance whether the
customer is a "live" one, that is to say, an actual buyer, or a "dead" one. The latter soon
are eliminated, if they refuse to heed a gentle
reminder that the Donaldson Co. is not operating its approval system solely for the amusement of people. From 12,000 to 14,000 records
are kept in stock.
Manager Sandee makes excellent use of the
appearance of phonograph stars in Minneapolis
by striking advertisements and in other ways.
Harry Lauder on a recent visit to Minneapolis
was the guest of the Donaldson Co. at the
store for an entire day and made a big hit.
Galli-Curci and Evan Williams records were
featured when those distinguished artists visited
Minneapolis.
Says an experienced salesman: The great
factor in selling is the human factor, and not
the things we sell. The things must be right,
of course; but it's people who buy and use the
things, and therefore it's people whom we must
interest and deal with in getting rid of things.
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Simple in construction, the most satisfactory and durable of all small motors.
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soss
INVISIBLE

HINGES

Preserve

Beauty
In many beautifully designed, finely finished Talking Machines, Pianos, Music Cabinets*
Piano Players and Benches, the elimination of the unsightly protruding Hinge is essential
to preserve the beauty of the design.
Design and Construction
The fine cabinet work which is required in many instances to preserve the disguise of the instrument requires that the
hinges be as inconspicuous as possible. SOSS Hinges are invisible.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "T"

SOSS MANUFACTURING
DETROIT — 922 David Whitney Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO— 164 Hansford Bldg.

PENNINGTON ONJWESTERN TRIP
Assistant General Sales Manager of Columbia
Co. to Visit Company's Branches
Frank K. Pennington, assistant general sales
manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
left Wednesday night for a trip to the Columbia
branches in Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Cleveland
and Detroit.
Before leaving for the West Mr. Pennington
commented upon the fact that the Columbia Co.
closed in March the biggest month in the history of its business. This record is remarkable
in many respects, and indicates the wonderful
strides which the Columbia Co. has made during the past year. April has also started in as
a record-breaker, and it is quite possible that
this month will outdistance the figures for
March.
BRICK

BROS.

MERGE

435 Atlantic Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
COMPANY,
LOS ANGELES — 22 4 Central Bldg.
CHICAGO— John C. Bold & Co., Clark and Washington Sts., Conway Bldg.

ONE

OF DETROIT

S PROGRESSIVE

Detroit, Mich., April 6. — Under the heading of
"The Store Within a Store," there recently appeared in the Michigan Druggist, a magazine
for the retail druggist, a very interesting article
in connection with the Pathephone salesrooms
in the general offices of Williams, Davis, Brooks

TALKING

MACHINE

STORES

an impression that will please and last. Even
the 'stars' hang on the walls.
"Especially interesting is the view of the show
windows from the 'street.' They are dressed in
the latest approved displays which are made
from cut-outs and panels furnished by the pho-

STORES

Leon & M. B. Brick, proprietors of Brick's
Music House, Brooklyn, N. Y., successful dealers in talking machines, music, kodaks, etc., have
merged their two stores, formerly located at
1S08 Pitkin avenue and 1743 St. John's place,
and moved the entire stock of both stores to
elaborate new quarters at 1803 Pitkin avenue.
Formal opening of the new store was held on
April 6.

"The Music Without the Blur!"
This ideal of talking machine manufacture is attained
more nearly than by anv other, in the construction
of the
•- MARVELOUS

Interior and Facade of Pathephone Salesroom in
the General Offices of Williams, Davis, Brooks
& Hinchman Sons, Detroit
nograph manufacturers, some standard fixtures
and a few records taken from stock. The illustration, which is greatly reduced, conveys but

MAGNOLA

"Built by Tone Specialists"
"Magnola's Tone Deflector eliminates the scratch"

'atcKiivy TKeAVjsic Come Out
We want to show you how to make money with
MAGNOLA; and how MAGNOLA is the best buy
on the Talking Machine Market to-day.
Send us your name and let us send you some real
Talker Tips.
MAGNOLA

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ. President
General Offices Southern Wholesale Branch
IS30 CANDLER BLDG.
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE
ATLANTA, GA.
CHICAGO

& Hinchman Sons, of this city. This wellknown concern is the Michigan jobber for the
products of the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co.,
and has succeeded in developing a splendid
dealer representation for these products. The
firm was established in 1819, and is therefore
one of the oldest firms in the country handling
talking machines.
The article reads:
"The phonograph dealer who visits Williams,
Davis, Brooks & Hinchman Sons, Michigan
agents for Pathephones, finds in their office a
'store within a store.' This store within a store,
as illustrated by the above photographs, is like
hundreds of phonograph shops on the main
streets of New York, Chicago, Detroit and other
large and small cities.
"In this store, which is of the usual dimensions, isa demonstrating booth with the familiar
ventilators; several phonographs in an interesting arrangement — set at various angles, here a
lid lifted or doors open — all planned to make

little of the real 'sales-ability' of the displays
which were arranged with much thought and care.
"The "store within a store,' besides being an
admirable model in every detail, makes a convenient salesroom for Williams, Davis, Brooks
& Hinchman Sons, as it is pleasantly isolated in
their large general offices.
"Williams, Davis, Brooks & Hinchman Sons
is perhaps the oldest firm handling phonographs,
having been established in 1819. The company,
however, has been in the phonograph jobbing
business about two years. In this time they
have twice enlarged their record stock floors to
meet the requirements of a rapidly growing busiL. N. Bloom, Edison jobber at Cleveland,
drove to Orange last week to personally deliver
the new Marmou car purchased by C. H. Wilson, vice-president and general manager of
ness." A. Edison, Inc. Mr. Bloom reported
Thomas
bad roads in places and made the trip in remarkably short time conisdering the period of
the year.
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The Economic Position of the Gramophone
Industry Interestingly Analyzed — Displaying
Enemy Manufactured Goods for Information
and Emulation Where Necessary — The Labor
Situation — War Needs Dominating Everything— Records Continue to Go Up in Price —
Murdoch Trading Co., Ltd., - Rehabilitated
After the Fire — Winner's Record Exchange
Scheme — Talking Machine Society News —
Granados Dances Recorded — Records by Clara
Butt— J. H. Pease's Enterprise — The Apprenticeship System Being Revived — All the
News From England Interestingly Presented
■London, England, E. C, March 30. — The future
economic position of the British gramophone
and record industry, as with other trades, is a
matter in which we all are interested. During
the last decade statistics have enlightened us
regarding the rapid growth of continental exports to all parts of the world, and particularly
so in the case of Germany. In the latter instance, the percentage of increased returns in
almost every department of commerce, has given
our manufacturers, and indeed, the British Government, reason to think. There is much to
ponder over. While I need not at any great
length enter upon a disquisition as to the reasons why British world trading has proportionately declined in comparison with German
attainments, one cannot balk the fact that continental methods and adaptability have proved
superior to the British system in the race for
commercial eminence. Consideration must also
be given to the important difference between
the two systems as regards labor conditions
and fiscal policies. I am not going to commit
myself to any definite prognostication, but the

MACHINE

STREET

E. C, LONDON,

WORLD

W. LIONEL

signs already point to a severe British handicap,
not on production capacity, as so much on the
question of prices, whatever the terms of peace
may be. The claims of labor are growing somewhat exorbitant, and the enormous wages now
paid reflect the standard which is already on
the cards as a post-war demand. There are
many other prospective factors, but none the less
real, which British commerce must face. Enterprise and new developments are thereby restricted. The German workman will put in
longer hours at a less wage than the British
workman, and with the additional aid of Government support in the way of subsidies, continental concerns possess a flying start on their
competitors. Face the position frankly; look
both ways, and we shall be able better to appreciate where our prospects of commercial
growth commence and end. One is moved to
the expression of such thoughts by the continual
reproaches leveled at the heads of British manufacturers for their alleged inability to study
local conditions in the different world markets.
There may be something in it, but not to the
great extent the newspaper scribes would have
us believe. Let us have done with the persistent adjurations to prepare for the war after
the war; let's get the real war over first, and
then act instead of talking. The Government
is doing all that need be at the moment, by
arranging exhibitions of enemy manufactured
goods from all parts of the world. One such
display has recently been opened at the Department of Overseas Trade, 73 Basinghall
street, London, where some 10,000 samples of
German and Austrian goods are on view.
Eighty different world markets are represented.
It should be of the greatest possible service to

'His
— the

STURDY,

MANAGER.

British firms, as showing in which branches of
trade the Germans excelled, and the demands
of the markets to which they sent their goods.
To meet these indicated trade openings every
effort will doubtless be made, but we must not
run away with the idea of attaining immediate
success. There are too many insurmountable
difficulties in the way, which cannot be overcome while the war is on. As an instance to
manufacture one line of goods in which the Germans previously excelled, one British firm, put
down plant no less than four times, but on each
occasion it has been commandeered by the
Government for war output. It is now almost
an impossibility to obtain sanction for the installation of plant for other than actual war
work, and as all suitable factories are fully
utilized, it will be seen that the prospects of
capturing enemy trade is not so bright as to
justify so much discussion as is gratuitously
leveled at British enterprise. In this connection, the talking machine trade is a typical example. Before the war our markets were controlled by enemy and neutral manufacturers,
particularly as regards motors. Where are the
British motors to-day, after three and one-half
years of freedom from enemy imports? Their
absence is not due to lack of ability to make
them. It is due solely to lack of facilities, and
until the war is over these facilities will not
be available. By then', however, the British
motor will soon make its appearance. Meanwhile, let us have done with so much talk. Let
us get on with the humanitarian task ahead
and get the war over!
"His Master's Voice" Records of Pamela
The popular
musical oncomedy
"Pamela," now
(Continued
page 116)
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Branches
DENMARK: Skandinavlsk Grammophon-Aktleselskab, Frihavnen, Copenhagen.
"His Master's Voict"
This

Copyright

intensely human picture stands for all that is
best in music

— it is the " His Master's Voice "
trade-mark, and it brings to you,
no .matter where you are, the
very best music

of every kind,

sung and played by the world's
greatest artists — the greatest

FRANCE : Cle. Francaise du Gramophone, 115
Boulevard Richard Lenoir, Place de la Republlque, Paris.
SPAIN:
Barcelona. Compafila del Gram6fono, 56-68 Balmes,
SWEDEN: Skandlnavlska Grammophon-Aktlebolaget, Drottnlng Gatan No. 47, Stockholm.
RUSSIA: The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 45, Nevsky
Prospect, Petrograd (Petersburg) ; No. 1
Solyanka, Solyanoi Dvor, Moscow; 9, Golorlnsky
Prospect, Tlflls; Nowy-Swiat 80, Warsaw; 83,
Alexandrowskaya Ulltsa, Riga; 11 Michallovskaya
Dlltsa, Baku.
INDIA: The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 13ft, BalUaghatta
Bombay. Road, Calcutta; 7, Bell Lane, Fort,
Great

Britain :

AUSTRALIA: S. Hoffnung & Co., Ltd., Sole
Concessionaries of The Gramophone Company,
Limited, 163, Pitt Street, Sydney.
NEW ZEALAND: Gramophonlum, Ltd., 118-120
Victoria Street, Wellington.
SOUTH AFRICA: Darter & Sons, Post Box 174,
Capetown ; Mackay Bros., Post Box 251 , Johannesburg; Mackay Bros. & McMahon, Post Box 419,
Durban; Ivan H. Haarburger, Post Box 105,
Bloemfonteln ; Franz Moeller, Post Box 108, Bast
London; B. J. Ewlns & Co., Post Box 80, Queenstown; Handel House, Kimberley; Laurence &
Salisbury.
Cope, Post Box 132, Buluwayo; The Argus Co.,
EAST AFRICA: Bay ley & Co., Lourenso
Marques.
HOLLAND: American Import Co., 22a, Amsterd
Veerkade, The Hague.
ITALY: A. Bossl & Co., Tla Oreflci 2, Milan.
EGYPT (Alto for the Soudan, Greece and the
Ottoman Empire): K. Fr. Vogel, Post Box 414,
Alexandria.

singers, pianists, violinists, orchestras and bands — all enshrined
in the unequalled
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FROM OUR LONDON HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 115)
being played at the Palace Theatre, is rich in at the rate of six to one. All makes of records,
except two or three specified, are accepted as
pretty songs and love melodies, a combination
of fun and sentiment. The part of fair Pamela
scrap, and on a minimum consignment of six
is charmingly undertaken by Miss Lily Elsie,
dozen, the Winner people pay carriage both
whose beautiful voice has been faithfully
ways. Dealers who agree to the terms are offered a guarantee that the company will not
"caught"' by the "His Master's Voice" in a
series of solo and duet records (with Owen
vary the exchange terms, notwithstanding the
upward tendency of prices, for a period of two
Xares), comprising the hits of the piece. All
the vocal numbers are accompanied by the Palyears, subject to three months' notice being
ace Theatre Orchestra, conducted by Herman
given in writing. There are various minor
qualifications, and all interested are invited to
Finck. On a splendid twelve-inch double we
write the Winner Co. for exact particulars.
have a potpourri of the songs charmingly reAs between dealer and manufacturer there is
corded by the Mayfair Orchestra. The music
a
mutual value in this exchange scheme. The
by Frederic Norton is throughout of that qualcompany
secure a goodly supply of material,
ity, which quickly attains the standard of popof which there is a shortage, in addition to the
ularity that greets one here, there, and everywhere. These "Pamela" records bid fair to obvious publicity advantages. On the dealer's
side is the important consideration of always
reach great sales, and the trade is therefore ordering heavily.
having fresh up-to-date stock by the acquisition
of new current titles for broken or otherwise
Another Record Increases in Price
unsalable records. It is therefore a business
As I foretold when the comparatively recent
scheme which, as such, benefits equally all
increase in the price of eighteen-penny discs
was announced, it has come about that other
parties subscribing thereto. On these grounds
there can be no hesitation in recommending the
record makers are falling into line on the quesretailer to investigate the merits of this offer,
tion of price. Messrs. Pathe Freres have held
which, I think, can be accepted on its face
out as long as possible, as much for political
value
as a good proposition for both sides.
reasons as any, I imagine. Outside a few inProposed Revival of Apprenticeship System
significant makes, records of all grades have
This subject, which had become a strongly adbeen affected by war-time circumstances, nevocated one generally before the war, is again
cessitating an alteration in price. The enorarousing interest in certain trade quarters,
mously increased cost of materials, labor, transit and other charges since the war blazed out
though it is realized that no substantial revival can take place until after the declaration
in August, 1914, has . either meant increased
of peace. Upon the occasion of a recent adprices for records, or bankruptcy. Manufacdress, Lord Leverhulme, who, by the way, himturers loyally refrained from making any alteraself served an apprenticeship, said:
tion until compelled bythese conditions so to do,
and even now I venture to think that the 33J^%
"We welcome the proposed revival and
strengthening of the ancient apprentice system.
average price increases agreed upon will have
There is no doubt that the individual training
to be revised in alignment with the still expanding cost of manufacture, before the war is over.
given by the father or master with expert
knowledge was far more to them than any
The manufacturer's profit is cut to a minimum.
other experience they had. What is most valRecord buyers are, generally speaking, earning
uable in this system is the individual human
exceptionally good money, and it would be no
touch.
We were becoming far too mechanical
hardship to them if they had to pay a little
more for the splendid quality records now is- Businesses in every direction were getting larger,
sued. Output facilities are short of the demand,
and the shopman might never see the manager."
Some few years ago the writer took an active
and increased prices would ease the situation to
the advantage of the trade generally.
part in developing the old apprenticeship system. It was found that employers, especially
A Continuous Record Exchange Scheme
those of the arts and crafts school, were eager
It has ever been a thorny question as to the
to sign indentures of apprenticeship with suitbest way of insuring to every dealer an up-toable boys, often without a premium, but were
date stock. Some records get broken, some bein
later
years somewhat reluctant to bind themcome second-hand by reason of shop use, while
selves,
owing to the failure of the courts to
others take up more or less permanent lodgings'
with the dealer, for somehow or other their
strongly uphold the agreement when, as not insales are too few and far between to warrant
frequently happened, the apprentice broke away
house room. These three classes of records
for a more immediately lucrative blind-alley occupation.
represent scrap, which may now be exchanged
under a system recently devised by the Winner
To-day, the system is more or less a dead letRecord Co. for new records. The scheme is
ter, though, owing to the general scarcity of
based upon a continuous exchange in force all labor, employers are only too willing to teach
their trade to women. And the women have
the year round, except during the busy months
come forward splendidly. They have shown an
of November, December and January. By this
system dealers can at any time make a clearaptitude which has quickly won an undreamt-of
success, in trades previously thought to reance of their scrap records for new "Winners"
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quire years of tuition to insure proficiency. May
the good work go on, as much in the interests
of the gramophone, as of other industries, until
our warriors are ready to discard the sword in
favor of their old-time associations.
Smart Reorganization After Disastrous Fire
Notwithstanding the loss of their Farringdon
road premises and the whole of the valuable
stock by fire, as reported a few issues ago, the
Murdoch Trading Co., Ltd. (now incorporated
with J. & G. Murdoch, Ltd.), have already got
things in fine working order at their new location, 59 Clerkenwell road, London, E. C, and
are replenishing as fast as possible new stocks
of gramophones and records and other musical
instruments. In certain lines and parts there
will naturally be a shortage for some little time,
owing to the great difficulty of manufacture,
but dealers may continue to rely upon a good
service from this enterprising firm.
A Reputation Regained: Old Offense Wiped Out
How a musical instrument trader regained
his good name and was restored to his rank Is
told in a brief announcement in a recent issue
of the London Gazette, as follows:
"The permission granted to Lieutenant-Colonel and Hon. Colonel Thomas James Stockall (now known as Thomas James) to retain his rank and to wear the prescribed uniform
on retirement, also the award of the Volunteer
Officers' Decoration, which were canceled in
the London Gazette on November 16, 1909, are
hereby restored. Never mind what was his offense; it is a thing of the past and rightly belongs thereto, in view of his Royal pardon, upon
which all having knowledge of the past incident, will heartily congratulate the gallant ColOn the outbreak of war Colonel Stockall unsuccessfully offered his services to the war office, and upon attempting to enlist in the ordinary way was rejected on account of age. He
eventually took a position as civilian clerk in
theonel."
army pay corps under an assumed name.
The happy sequel was the grant of a free pardon from the King. Good luck, prosperity and
long life to Colonel Stockall
The Elman String Quartet
An outstanding record of merit on the "His
Master's Voice" March supplementary list is
No. OS056 Quartet in G major, Adante (C. Von
Dittersdorf) by the Elman String Quartet, comprising Mischa Elman and Messrs. Bak, Rissland and Nagel, of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. This attractive melody is rendered in
a manner which bespeaks a true sympathy be'PHONOKINO.
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tween the players, each instrument blending in
a rich volume of sound and perfect ensemble,
controlled by the great violinist, Mischa Elman.
Of the recording itself one need only say that
the "H. M. V." musical director is a master.
Memos From "The Voice"
Home on leave, Corporal Stewart Gardner
was a recent visitor to "His Master's Voice"
factory. He took the opportunity of recording several songs.
Congratulations to Lieutenant Toplis Green
on winning the military cross for a brave action
at the front!
A Musical Box on Records
A refreshing novelty, with a charm all its
own because it brings back memories of former days, will be found in William Murdoch's
Columbia record this month of Laidow's "Musical Box."
Historical Notes as Aid to Advertising
Most advertisers commence their advertisements with a mention of the goods they have
to sell. For displayed advertisements that is
perhaps the best method. But there are other
forms of publicity, and particularly effective is
the editorial style adopted by Thos. Edens Osborne, the Belfast gramophone factor, who centers the interest of his readers by an initial
chat regarding Belfast history. The "Historical
Notes" series is running in all the chief local
newspapers. Easily coupled up with an introduction along these lines is the advertisement
offer, and I should imagine it is a profitable
style to adopt; it is certainly commendable.
The Talking Machine Society Movement
Society news is now a regular feature of the
various British gramophone journals, which allocate each month a liberal amount of space to
the doings of these associations. Notwithstanding that many members are now engaged in
more warlike pursuits, the movement is as vigorous as ever. Occasionally we hear that some
new society is in process of formation at this
or that town, the object being to promote the
development of music generally, and of the
gramophone or phonograph in particular. As a
result of these informal gatherings, where discussions take place anent the relative values of
different makes of records, helpful criticism and
suggestions for the betterment of mechanical

from page 116)

Each member is nothing less than a walkingadvertisement for the gramophone, and as such
deserves every encouragement.
Much Illness Prevalent
1 The changeable weather conditions recently
experienced, combined with the extra strain
placed upon all by wartime circumstances, has
resulted in much illness, the talking machine
community being no exception. The tendency
is to carry on at all costs, owing to scarcity of
stuff, and early symptoms of illness which in
the ordinary way would justify a rest, are neglected. It is perhaps an unwise policy in the
long run, for in many cases a serious breakdown
sooner or later is in consequence unavoidable.
A number of leading gramophone men in this
way have been compelled to rest awhile, though
in a few cases illness has supervened. Among
others, I learn that Mr. Gilberg, of W. H. Reynolds, Ltd., who has been laid up for some time,
is now well on the road to convalescence. It
is to be hoped he will soon be in harness again.
Employment of Aliens Controlled
By an order in council the provisions of the
Aliens Restriction (Consolidation) Order, 1916,
is extended to provide that as from March 1 a
male alien between the ages of eighteen and
sixty-one may not undertake or perform work
for an employer in certain scheduled occupations, unless permission in writing has been obtained by him from the Director-General of National Service. Aliens engaged upon such work
prior to March 1 may continue without any such
permission until notice to the contrary is sent
or given to him and to his employer by the
Director-General. Employers are required to
have regard to the provisions of this order in
employing aliens. A list of occupations and
trades classified is given, but in the usual official way, so that it is not quite clear whether
the gramophone trade is affected. I should
be inclined to think it is, as coming under the
item of "miscellaneous manufactures," or "miscellaneous occupations." Anyway, to be on the
safe side, British firms should obtain a ruling
from the Director-General of National Service.
Granados' Spanish Dances
Probably no single orchestral record of the
kind has ever attained so immediate a success
as has met the Columbia record of the first two
of Granados' five Spanishes dances, played by
Sir Henry J. Wood's Orchestra. Sympathy
with the ill-fated composer, who lost his life
at the hands of the Germans, probably played
some part in this, but, over all, the merit of the
enchanting music itself, and the remarkable per-
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music often emanate to the advantage of record manufacturers, who are not adverse to trying out any suggestion likely to prove of value.
The societies are composed of enthusiasts,
each of whom in turn takes over the responsibility of the weekly-night entertainment. This
is usually in the form of a carefully-chosen program, interspersed with studiously critical comments, both instructive and highly interesting.
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We have tens of thousands of perfect
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reproduction. Price to clear
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Orders for less than gross lots not accepted
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"The Old Folks at Home," by Clara Butt
There are songs of which the world will never
weary — songs, that hackneyed though they may
be, seem to clutch at the heartstrings and fill
the air with memories. And there are singers —
but not many — who can infuse those songs with
a life that makes them throb in our very ears.
Old Folks at Home" —
is "The Clara
song Madame
Such a asinger,
such
Butt. Once more,
a perfect Columbia record by the divinelygifted contralto who seems to have sung her
soul itself into it. Indeed, she declares it to be
the finest record of her voice yet made.
A Dealer's Wartime Enterprise
A retailer of the "push and go" order is J. H.
Pease, of Southend and Leigh. Nowadays most
dealers are on the defensive, which, circumstances considered, is not altogether a matter
for criticism. Offensive tactics though usually
prove the more successful way of conducting a
business, as witness the bold move recently
made by Mr. Pease in opening up additional
showrooms in Southend. The business has been
formed into a private limited liability company
under the style of J. H. Pease (Southend), Ltd.,
and, following this, certain developments have
taken place. The whole concern has been reorganized, and, with the addition of the new
premises mentioned, Mr. Pease will undoubtedly enhance his already splendid local reputation
for prompt and up-to-date service. In addition
to most musical instruments, all the chief makes
of records are stocked as fully as is possible
these days, and it is seldom a customer cannot
get the titles he wants.
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including, "Marching Through Georgia" — "Dixie" — "Arkansas Traveller" — "Red, White
and Blue" — "Star Spangled Banner," etc., etc., Recorded by Full Regimental Band of
H. M. SCOTS GUARDS.
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ADVERTISING
Any member ofCLASSIFIED
the trade may forward
to this office
a "Situatioii" advertisement intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure,
and it will
free. Replies
warded be
withoutinserted
cost. Additional
spacewillwillalsobe beat forthe
rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the
cost uf same will be 25c. per line.
WANT to meet a talking machine man or a
business man who would like to enter the talking machine business; one who has a large
business acquaintance to help finance and assist an established, growing manufacturing business. We have the best patented sound box
and tone arm on the market, and have been in
business since 1912. We want to branch out,
and have a splendid, paying proposition for the
right man. All details gladly furnished to responsible parties. Address "Box 516," care The
Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave., New
York.
SALESMEN WANTED— Salesmen calling
on the music and phonograph trade. We are
offering a "side-line that will double your income
by calling on one or two people in each town.
No samples to carry. Article very much in
demand. In answering please state territory
you are now covering. Address Morton J. Ross
Music Co., 54 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
WANTED— High-class Victrola salesman.
We have a permanent position with exceptional
opportunities for a young man of ability and
ambition. Must be clean cut, of unquestioned
habits, capable and willing to work. City and
climate the finest in the world to live and work
in. Answer with full particulars, references and
salary expected. Address Thearle Music Co.,
640 Broadway, San Diego, Cal.
WANTED — Young man with ten thousand
dollars cash that has had experience in the phonograph business to take half interest and the
management of an Edison disc and cylinder
business established ten years, in a city of two
hundred and fifty thousand in the northwestern
part of Ohio. Ten thousand dollars in good
accounts and about ten thousand dollars in new
stock and fixtures. Excellent opportunity for
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Retail Phonograph

Stores

Business established 15 years, possessing
many valuable contracts and exclusive
rights, in one of the most desirable locations
in Massachusetts. Is rapidly growing and
is now doing considerably over $100,000
business. Owner has many money-making
ideas, and would like to combine with individual or individuals, preferably those
in same or kindred lines. No triflers or
curiosity seekers need apply, and only
those possessing either capital or resources of $10,000 and above should answer this advertisement. Negotiations are
to be treated in strictest confidence.
Address Box 507, c/o The
Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., N. Y. City.
EXPERT FINISHERS WANTED— We can
use a number of coarse rubbers, oilers and
patchers on phonograph cabinets at once. Our
men in this department of our factory are earning $4 to $5 per day. Address BrunswickBalke-Collender Co., 629 South Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
WANTED — By a firm in Canada an expert
phonograph mechanic, one who thoroughly understands the assembling, adjustment and repairing of motors and sound boxes. Address
"Box 512," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York.
WANTED — An experienced lateral cut recorder for New York record manufacturing
plant. Splendid proposition and permanent position for Al man. Address "Box 513," care
The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
New York.

an active man. Address "Box 508," The Talking
Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.

JOBBERS and salesmen wanted to handle
high-class line of phonograph on commission
basis. Exclusive territory can be arranged.
These instruments are attractive in design and
absolutely trouble proof. Retail from $50 to
$215 in six models. Applicants must be in
position to purchase own samples. We will
carry acceptable accounts in any amount. Write,

AN
AND

giving full particulars. Address "Box H. P. S.
No. 65," care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York.

OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPERIENCE
CAPITAL — The war opens an opportunity to join a firmly established organization
for a man with actual and thorough experience
in the manufacture, marketing or financing of a
high grade phonograph or records. Only a
man whose past record shows results accomplished; who is resourceful and aggressive and
possesses initiative and who is willing to back
these qualities with capital will meet the requirements. Your first letter must contain the
proof and complete information. Address "Box
509," care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York.
WANTED— A reliable salesman well acquainted with wholesale and retail trade, to introduce an article used in the phonograph line.
Gives more value for the money than others.
Costs less. Apply stating experience, firms
worked for, salary or commission, etc. Address "Box 510," care The Talking Machine
World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
TO THE TRADE— Dealer has stock of records which he will close out in 100 lots for cost.
First answers will be first served. Address Jos.
Dumas, 54 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
WANTED — Exclusive Victor agency, city or
nearby town. Price no object. Address "Box
511," care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York.
SALESMEN wanted on a commission basis
to sell popular priced talking machines. Only
those capable to show results need apply. Address R. L. Kenyon Mfg. Co., Inc., 220 Fifth
Ave., New York.
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WANTED SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVES
— Paramount records are now ready for the
trade. An attractive proposition is open for
several good salesmen in various parts of the
country. Strictly commission basis. If interested send photo of yourself, give your employer,
territory you cover and how often. Also any
other information that you think fits you to
handle the Paramount record. Address The
New York Recording Laboratories, Inc., Port
Washington, Wis.
SITUATION WANTED— Thoroughly reliable young man wishes to make connections
with responsible firm in the capacity of assistant traffic man, or shipping clerk, where there is
a chance for advancement. Has had several
years of practical experience in this line, much
of which was in Chicago talking machine trade,
and can furnish the best of reference. Is
prepared to go to any point for interview. Address "M. R. 30," care The Talking Machine
World, 209 South State St., Chicago, 111.
POSITION'
WANTED
— Mechanic
with 15 years1
ence constructing
and repairing
phonographs
of all experimakes,
part of years with Victrola line, with one of the largest
music houses in this country desires to make a change.
Capable executive, thoroughly efficient with modern methods.
Can furnish the very best of references. Address "Box
514,"
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
New York.
POSITION WANTED— Talking machine salesman, five
years' experience. Inside position large city preferred.
Familiar with all well known machines. References. Address "A.111.P. 2," Talking Machine World, 209 So. State St..
C hicago,
SALESMEN WAN TED— Calling on music and furniture
trades to sell popular line of records and talking machines.
Address "A. P. 7," The Talking Machine World. 209 So.
State St., Chicago, 111.

STEEL
NEEDLES
100 Needles in Envelope, per 1,000
0.60
Sapphire Needle for Pathe or Edison
0.25
MAIN SPRINGS
For
size l"x0.
" Columbia
" Motors,
"
size
H"xO.28x11',
23x10', each...
each.. 0.60
0.35
"
"
"GOVERNOR
size J4"x0.22x8i4',
each. 0.24
SPRINGS
For Columbia Motors, bent., per 100
1.75
For Victor Motors, per 100
1.50
For Heineman, Markell, etc., per 100
0.60
THUMB SCREWS FOR STYLUS BARS
For Victor Soundboxes, per 100
1.50
For Columbia Soundboxes, per 100
1.50
MICA DIAPHRAGMS
For Victor Soundboxes, each
0.15
For Columbia Soundboxes, each
0.25
For all standard Soundboxes, each
0.22
NEEDLE CUPS
Needle Cups, nickel plated, per 100
2.00
Needle Cups, per 1000
17.50
Covers to nickel cups for used needles, per 100. . 1.25
Covers, per 1000
10.00
Green Felt for 10" turn-tables, each
0.15
Green Felt for 12" turn-tables, each
0.20
FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO.
1491 DeKalb Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.
DEALERS
We pay cash for your stock or overstock of records. We buy all makes in
any quantity.
Please give detailed information and
the lowest price acceptable.
ILLINOIS RECORD SERVICE,
Commercial Bldg.,
Dearborn and Lake Sts., Chicago, 111.

FOR

SALE

An established talking machine and
piano store situated in a live Massachusetts city. Store has two soundproof
booths,tivelylarge
attracfitted up.display
Rent space
low. Aandbigis bargain
for some one, and can be purchased at a
low figure. Reason for selling owner has
two other stores and cannot give it his
best attention. A live wire can get a nice
income
of it. Address
Wire,"
care Theout Talking
Machine "Live
World,
373
Fourth Ave., New York.
I
WILL PAY SPOT CASH for any
amount of disc records in any language,
and for talking machines of all descriptions; phonograph parts of all makes and
steel
needles.
AddressWorld,
"Box 373
515,"
care
The Talking Machine
Fourth
Ave., New York.
ATTENTION DEALERS
50 Double Spring latest style mahogany machines
with cover $10; 100 Horn disc machines, $1.75;
new reversible tone arms, 50c up. Bargains in
envelopes, albums, reproducers, etc. (References
the Chatham Bank), The Woolworth (Est. 18861,
1065 Second Ave. (56th St.), New York.
FIXTURES FOR SALE
Will
sacrifice
at a deep,
loss 1"-S lineal
feet made
of shelving.
feet
high
and in12 good
inches
of good 66 lumher and
condition.in the
Also white,
15 upright
pieces,
feet
high and 12 inches deep, that can be used for these same
shelvesting wlueh
have
already
been
notched
and
only
need
fitup, also additional record shelving in white enamel
and a counter in white enamel. If you desire to secure
shelving and a fine counter at a real bargain, write at
once. Republic
Address "M.
21." care
World.
Bldg., R.Chicago,
I1L The Talking Machine
STEEL NEEDLES
Repair parts for all talking machines made; main
and governor springs, double and single spring
motors, tone arms and sound boxes and complete
machines. All at lowest prices.
FULTON TALKING MACHINE CO.
640 Broadway
New York City
WANTED — Position as salesman or department manager bv A-l Victor man, 26. married. At present in charge
of talking machine department of large Western music
house. Six years' experience in Victrola business, doing
Inlying, newspaper advertising, window trimming. Can
furnish the references you want. Prefer town west of
Chicago
of not
less than
25,000.
AddressAve.,
"W. New
N.,"York.
care
The Talking
Machine
World,
i73 Fourth
POSITION WANTED— Thoroughly experienced Phonograph and Record salesman for either road or managing
establishment, can vouch for seventy-five thousand dollars
grossestbusiness
per annum,Address
now with
company,
highgrade credentials.
G. leading
II. Coryell,
Saratoga
Hotel, Chicago. HI.
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Washington, D. C, April 8. — Talking Machine.
— Emile Pathe, Paris, France, assignor to the
Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., New York. Patent No. 1,251,565.
Some of the objects of this invention are to provide in a talking machine improved means for
supporting a sound box arm; to provide in a
talking machine an improved sound box arm.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is a
fragmentary top plan view of a talking machine
constructed in accordance with this invention;
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the connection between the sound pipes and the
amplifying chamber.
Fig. 3 is a horizontal sec-

Fig-. 2 a fragmentary front elevation of the same;
Fig. 3 a fragmentary side elevation of the same;
Fig. 4 a fragmentary horizontal section on line
4— 4 of Fig. 2; Fig. 5 a fragmentary section on
line 5— 5 of Fig. 1; Fig. 6 a fragmentary top
plan view of a modified form of sound box arm
constructed in accordance with this invention;
and Figs. 7 and 8 are a fragmentary side elevation and a fragmentary rear elevation respec-

tively of a modified form of sound box arm constructed in accordance with this invention.
Phonograph. — Reinhold Thomas, Brooklyn, N.
Y. Patent No. 1,251,592.
This invention relates to improvements in phonographs and has for its object to provide an
improved type of reproducing device comprising
sound box, tone arm and amplifier, mounted for
moving as a unitary structure over the record.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a sectional view
on the line 1— 1 of Fig. 2, with parts in elevation
illustrating a phonograph embodying this invention. Fig. 2 is a plan view with parts in section on the line 2 — 2 of Fig. 1, illustrating the

subject matter of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a central longitudinal sectional view of a form of amplifier embodying the invention. Fig. 4 is a similar view
illustrating another form of amplifier. Fig. 5
is a detail view illustrating a means for giving
the amplifier bias toward movement in one direction.
Cabinet Talking Machine. — Howard D. Darlington, Dayton, O. Patent No. 1,253,010.
This invention relates to cabinets for talking
machines. An object thereof is to provide a
cabinet of a novel construction in which sound
pipes are utilized in connection with the amplifying chamber of the cabinet. Another object
is to provide a cabinet which is made of metal.
Figure 1 is a perspective elevation of a cabinet embodying the invention. Fig. 2 is an enlarged longitudinal section thereof illustrating

tion on line 3 — 3, Fig. 2, and Fig. 4 is a plan view
of a cabinet cylindrical in form.
Sound Reproducing Machine. — Anton H. Rintelman, Chicago, 111. Patent No. 1,252,843.
This invention is concerned with the styli and
their supporting mechanism used in sound reproducing machines, and is designed to produce
such styli and to support them as to produce the
very best possible reproduction of the tones
recorded, thus enabling the varying of the loudness of said tones at will.
To this end, a novel needle or stylus has been
devised, preferably with a plurality of points to
adapt it for the different types of this record,
such as the zigzag Columbia and Victor records
and the hill and dale Edison and Pathe records,
together with a holder therefor, which enables
one to easily position the needle perfectly relative to the groove in the disc, and also to regulate within a very wide degree the loudness of
the tone produced by the single needle, without
impairing the quality thereof.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a sound box and
a part of a tone arm having the invention applied thereto. Fig. 2 is a central longitudinal
Section, on an enlarged scale, through the needle
holder in a plane parallel to the face of the

diaphragm. Fig. 3 is a similar view, but with
the needle adjusted for a lighter tone. Fig. 4 is
a cross section, on a still larger scale, on the
line 4 — 4 0f Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is an end view of the
needle detached, on the same scale as it appears
in Fig. 4, and Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are side elevations
of the needle as seen from three different sides.
Sound Modifier for Phonographs. — Peter McAllister Maccaskie, Hot Springs, Alaska. Patent No. 1,253,407.
This invention relates to phonograph sound
boxes and particularly to means for regulating
or modifying and thereby improving the tone
of a phonograph without the necessity of changing the needles.
The general object of the invention is the provision of a device of this character which is
adapted to be detachably mounted upon any
ordinary sound box and be therefore applicable
to a large number of different phonographs.
A further object of the invention is to provide
a device of this character which has a tone
modifying element which may be applied to the
stylus arm or lever at various points there
along so as to dampen, modify or soften the yi-

brations of the diaphragm afnd thus achieve the
same object as is achieved by changing the
needles or styli from hard needles to medium
and soft needles.
A further object of the invention in this connection is to provide a dampening or modifying
member composed of a combination of different substances disposed in such relation to each
other that the modifying member may be shifted
to bring any one of the different substances
into engagement with a stylus arm, to thus variously modify the action of the stylus arm.
A further object of the invention is to provide means whereby the tone modifying element may be pressed with greater or less force
against the stylus arm.
Still another object is to provide a shifting
tone modifying element, shiftable not only into
various positions relative to the stylus arm itself, but also into various positions with relation
to the diaphragm.
This invention is illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein: Figure 1 is a face view

of the sound box provided with attachment; Fig.
2 is a side view of the sound box provided with
attachment, the cross bar 14 being in section;
and Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the sound
modifying member and rod 16.
Centering Means for Phonograph Records.—
Bertram M. Hansen, San Francisco, Cal. Patent No. 1,253,374.
This invention relates to improved center
bearings for phonographic records and the like
wherein the aperture is brought concentric with
the approximately concentric sound convolutions ;and the objects of the invention are:
First, to provide an improved central bearing for phonographic records and the like that
shall be adapted to resist wear and thereby
prevent the enlargement of the record aperture
whereby the alinement of the sound convolutions to the axis of rotation may be preserved.
Second, to provide an improved central bearing or centering means whereby the central
aperture of the record may be alined or arranged approximately concentric with the sound
convolutions of the record.
Third, to provide improved means adapted to
reduce the frictional engagement of a reproducing needle with the record and thereby improve the harmony of the selection being rendered.
Fourth, to provide improved means whereby
the wear on the sound or impression convolutions or grooves may be eliminated.
Figure 1 is a plan view of a phonographic
record disclosing the invention applied thereto.

Fig. 2 is an enlarged broken transverse sectional view of a- record disclosing more fully
in detail the construction and arrangement of
the invention.
Talking Machine. — John A. Weser, New York,
assignor to Weser Bros., same place. Patent
No. 1,253,317.
This invention is concerned primarily with
talking machines in which disc records are used
to vibrate the reproducing diaphragm through
the usual needle. For such machines there are,
at present, two popular types of records on the
(Continued on page 120)
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market, in one of which the groove for causing
vibrations of the diaphragm is of a uniform
depth with respect to the disc but has its sides
of irregular outline to cause lateral movements
of the needle therein as the groove is moved
with respect thereto, while in the other type of
disc the groove is of true spiral form with respect to the disc but is of irregular depth so
as to impart vertical movements to the needle
with respect to the disc as the record rotates.
It iias been proposed previously to provide a
tone arm and sound box of such construction
as to permit the use of the sound box with
cither of the above described types of records,
it being understood, of course, that the direction of vibration of the needle must, at all
times, be normal to the plane of the diaphragm.
Such known devices, however, usually entail a
complete modification of the usual type of tone
arm and the construction thereof in several
sections interconnected through pivotal joints
which permit movement of the sound box
through widely divergent planes. Such movement entails a displacement of the needle and
the sound box through a very appreciable angle
so that such known constructions not only involve the objections of expensiveness of manufacture and multiplicity of parts, but also those
of bulkiness and awkwardness in adjustment.
The principal object of the present invention
is to overcome all of the objections enumerated
above and so to construct the tone arm and the
sound box and mount the same with respect to
each other that the needle may be quickly and
easily positioned with respect to the grooves
of the particular type of disc to be played
without moving the tone arm and without displacing the sound box bodily with respect to
said arm. Another object of the invention is
to make it possible to secure such adjustment
without modifying appreciably the usual form
of tone arm and by making the adjusting devices between the latter and the sound box of
simple and inexpensive character. Still another object of the invention is to permit an
adjustment of the character described without
displacing the needle itself through an appreciable distance, the movement of the sound box
with respect to the tone arm taking place about
an axis which is nearly coincident with the
axis of the needle. A further object is to improve the construction of tone arms for graphophones by providing a simple and effective
pivotal joint therein whereby the outer end of
the arm with the sound box may be readily
swung in a vertical plane when the needle is
lifted from the record.
In these drawings Figure 1 is a view, partly
in vertical section and partly in elevation, of a
tone arm and sound box embodying the invention, the range of movement of the tone arm

by reason of the improved joint therein being
indicated in dotted lines. Fig. 2 is a view in
plan of the devices illustrated in Fig. 1, part
of the tone arm being broken away to show, in
horizontal section, the improved joint. Fig. 3
is a fragmentary view indicating a portion of
the tone arm and showing the sound box in a
position at 90 degrees to that shown in Figs. 1
and 2 to permit the reproducing of vibrations
caused by a laterally undulating groove. Fig.
4 is a view in side elevation showing the sound
box illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.
Sound Rfxording and Rki'roducing Machine. —
David Frederick McGuire and Kenneth Douglas
McGuire, Hornchurch, England. Patent No.
1,254,330.
This invention relates to sound recording and
sound reproducing machines employing disc rec-
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ords and of the type adapted both for the recording of sounds and for the reproduction of
sounds thus recorded, the invention being principally adapted for domestic and office use.
The object of the present invention is to
provide an improved form of machine of the
above character in which the reproduction of
the recorded sounds may be effected through
the usual tone arm, sound chamber or amplifying horn without damage to the record, due

from page 119)

come by improving the construction.
In the use of a continuous wire employed as
a stylus, it is of the utmost importance when
feeding the wire that the latter be fed a predetermined distance, and to this end it is the
purpose to provide a gage so arranged that
when positioned in the path of the end of the
wire, the latter will be limited, which always
insures a uniform stylus.
Then again when

to the fact that by reason of this inventor's
construction the recording stylus or like member and the reproducing member both move
across the face of the record in the same path
instead of as is usual the one member moving
in a rectilinear path and the other in a curved
The invention consists in a sound recording
path.
and sound reproducing machine comprising in
combination a record supporting member, a tone
arm, a member movable rectilinearly across
the face of the record and means connecting
the tone arm with this latter member but
slidable upon said member.
The invention also comprises a sound recording and sound reproducing machine of the
above character, having a carrier for the recorder and reproducer, rotatable about a vertical axis, so that either the recorder or reproducer may be moved into its operative position.
The accompanying drawings illustrate two
modes of carrying out the invention: Figure
1 is a front elevation of one form of device in
accordance with the invention when applying it

to an ordinary gramophone; Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the arrangement shown in Fig.
1; Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are views illustrating details; Fig. 6 is a view showing a modification
in accordance with the invention; Fig. 7 is a
side view of the arrangement shown in Fig. 6;
and Fig. 8 is a fragmentary view of a portion
of the device in Fig. 6; Figs. 9 and 10 are a
side view and front view respectively of a detail shown in Fig. 2; Fig. 11 is a view showing a
detail; while Fig. 12 is a view illustrating a
modified form of reproducer.
Sound Box.— Henry C. Miller, Waterford, N. Y.
Patent No. 1,254,425.
This invention relates to improvements in
means for dispensing with individual needles in
connection with sound reproducing machines,
particularly where records having grooves provided with lateral undulations are employed.
The principal objects of the invention are to
provide means for employing a continuous piece
of thin wire to be used as a stylus, and gage the
feeding of the latter to insure of the correct
projection1 of the wire; to provide improved
means for feeding the wire; and to provide
safety means to prevent the sound box falling
and destroying a record.
The use of a continuous wire for a stylus for
sound reproducing machines is old in the art,
numerous attempts having been made to operate the wire automatically, others semi-automatically, and still others being operated purely
by guess. However, in all such structures
known the details are so arranged that foreign sounds are produced, the same being necessarily conveyed to the amplifier and mingling with the reproduction Furthermore,
these foreign sounds cause a material loss of
;i number of the liner tones, and according to
this invention these defects are materially over-

tl.e wire is to be fed the gage is so constructed
that when it is in operative position the wire
clamp will be simultaneously released to permit the feeding of the wire.
This invention also aims to provide simple
and effective means for storing the wire, the
same consisting of a magazine having frictional
means for holding it in any position when properly set.
A number of records are destroyed by the
sound box dropping, and to overcome this difficulty there is provided special means for holdr
ing the sound box in any position within a given
range. This feature of the invention is so constructed as not to interfere with the free movement of the needle in the record grooves, the
binding action between the parts taking piace
only after the sound box is slightly elevated
from the record.
In the drawings: Figure 1 is a perspective
view of the improvement. Fig. 2 is an enlarged
detail view on the line x — x of Fig. 1. Fig. 3
is an enlarged view of a portion of the sound
box and the magazine, the latter being in section. Fig. 4 is a central section taken through
the sound box, the parts being separated. Fig.
5 is a perspective view of a part of the stylus
lever, and the wire clamp, the parts being separated. Fig. 6 is a detail perspective view of
the wire and the manner in which its end is
held in the magazine. Fig. 7 is a detail perspective view of the means for preventing the
sound box falling on the record. Fig. 8 is a
detail view of the magazine friction clamp. Fig.
9 is a detail perspective view of a different form
of the invention. Fig. 10 is a detail end view
of the same. Fig. 11 is a detail perspective
view of the parts shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
Sound Box— Richard James Prettie, Jamaica,
N. Y., assigned to the Aeolian Co., New York.
Patent No. 1,253,527.
This invention relates to improvements in
sound boxes, the features and advantages of
which will be apparent to those skilled in the
art from an understanding of the following
description.
In the latter, Figure 1 is a face view of the
sound box with a portion broken away; Fig. 2
is a section partly in elevation on the line 2 — 2
in Fig-. 1 looking in the direction of the arrows;

IP
Fig. 3 is an enlarged detail of Fig. 2. Fig. 4
is a section partly in plan through the line
4 — 4 in Fig. 3, and Fig. 5 is an enlarged view
of the hack of the stylus arm.
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A2514 Any Old Place
the Gang
(I'lJ be There),
Arthur
Fields Goes
and Peerless
Quarette
Faugh-a-Ballah Peerless Quartette
A2507 Jazzin' the Cotton Town Blues,
George H. O'Connor
There's Always Something DoSn' Down in
Dixie
George
H. O'Connor
A2506 On the Road to Home, Sweet Home,
Campbell and Burr
Bring Back My Daddy to Me
Robert Lewis
A2513*Then
I'll Find
Paradise James
Are You
From MyHeaven?...
HenryHarrod
Burr
A6032'Tom, Dick and Harry and Jack (Hurry Back)
— Medley one-step. Introducing (1) Give Me
a Kiss by the Numbers; (2) I'll Come Back
to
WhentheIt'sArms
All Over;
When I'm
ThruYouWith
of the (3)
Army,
Prince's Band
The Wild, Wild Women — Medley one-step. Introducing (1) The Greatest Thing I Ever
Did; (2) There's a Green Hill Out in Flanders;
(3) For France and Liberty. . .Prince's Band
A2499*Rag-a-Minor — One-step
Prince's Band
Rigoletto Rag — One-step Prince's Band
A2500* Yankee from "The Land of Joy" — Fox-trot,
Prince's Band
Off to Havana — A La Habana Me Voy from
"The LandVOCAL
of Joy"SELECTIONS
— Fox-trot. . .Prince's Band
A2505 I've
Billy Champion
Williams
Little Found
Bit of Kelly
Cucumber Harry
A2502 Polly-Wollv-Doodle Harry C. Browne
Push Dem Clouds Away
Harry C. Browne
A2504 The Larboard Watch. Columbia Stellar Quartette
Bring Back My Bonnie to Me,
Columbia Stellar Quartette
A2468 Old Black Toe. . .Paulist Choristers of Chicago
My Old Kentucky Home.
Paulist Choristers of Chicago
HENRY BURR SINGS FAVORITE HYMNS
A2498 Where is My Wandering Boy Tonight?
Henry Burr
Tesus Lover of My Soul
Henry Burr
A7526 "How Old Mr. Toad WonThornton
a Race,W. Burgess
How Old Mr. Toad Happened to Dine with
Buster Bear
Thornton W. Burgess
INSTRUMENTAL SELECTIONS
A2503 Melodie in F,
Mery Zentay, Philip Hauser at the Piano
Tales of Hoffman. Barcarolle (Radiant Night),
Mery Zentay, Philip Hauser at the Piano
A2497 Carry Me Back to Old Virginny,
Nellie floone Wetmore
Old Folks at Home. .Nellie Hoone Wetmore
A6031 Rigoletto.
Quartette
Lucia Di Lammermoor.
Sextette,Prince's Band
Prince's Band
TWO
THRILLING MARCHES
A2510*Hands Across the Sea — March. .Prince's Band
Anchor's Aweigh — March
Prince's Band
A2501 The Lizard and the Frog Prince's Orchestra
Arabian
Serenade
Prince's
A6026 (a) Madrigale (b) Moment Musical, Orchestra
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Grande Valse from Suite Ruses D'Armour,
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
MAY MID-MONTH LIST ON SALE APRIL 10
A6030*Someday They're Coming Home Again,
Nora Bayes
I May Stay Away a Little Longer.. Nora Bayes
A2512*Wedding Bells (Will You Ever Ring for
Me),
Al 'Jolson
Just
a
Little
Cottage
(I'll
Call
it
Home,
Home)
Sterling Sweet
Trio
A6028*Keep
the
Home
Fires
Burning,
Oscar Seagle and Columbia Stellar Quartette
Pack Up Your Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag
(And Smile, Smile, Smile),
Oscar Seagle and Columbia Stellar ■ Quartette
A2511*My Sweetie
Samuel Ash
I (With
Don't You)
Care to Live in Any Marble
Samuel Halls
Ash
A2508*IForHate
Robert
the toTwoLoseof You
Us
Samuel Lewis
Ash
A6029*Just a Baby's
Prayer
at
Twilight
—
Medley
foxtrot. Introducing (1) Wedding Bells (Will
You Ever Ring for Me); (2) I'll Take You
Back toBellItaly
Prince's Band
Liberty
— Medley fox-trot. Introducing
(1)
Never Forget to Write Home; (2) Some
Night; (3) Just a Simple Country Maiden,
Prince's Band
A2509*O Sole Mio (My Sun),
Louise, Ferera and Greenus
My Hawaii (You'reLouise,
CallingFerera
Me), and Greenus
A6027 Valse in A Flat, Opus 42
Percy Grainger
Polonaise in A Flat Major, Opus 53,
Percy Grainger
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POPULAR SONGS
18441 Send Me a Curl
O'Hara
All Aboard for Home, Sweet Goeffrey
Home,
Louis James and Shannon Four
18443 Everybody's Crazy 'Bout the Dog-gone Blues
(But I'm Happy)
Marion Harris
the Land o' Yamo Yamo....Van and Schenck
18452 In
If You Look in Her Eyes,
Elizabeth Spencer-Henry Burr
Blue Bird
Elizabeth Spencer
18453 Each Stitch is a Thought of You, Dear,
Henry Burr
A Little Bit of Sunshine,
Charles Hart and Shannon Four
18455 The Last Long Mile,
• Charles Hart and Shannon Four
K-K-K-Katy
Billy Murray
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
45150 Roses of Picardy
Lambert Murphy
Garden of Roses Lambert Murphy
18442 Love's
Long Boy — Medley one-step (for dancing),
Victor Military Band
Indianola — Fox-trot (for dancing),
Victor Military Band
18450 Sweet Emalina, My Gal — One-step (for dancing),
Sergeant MarkePs Orchestra
While the Incense is Burning — Fox-trot (for
dancing)
Fuller's Orchestra
RED SEAL Earl
RECORDS
Giovanni
Martinelli,
Tenor
— In Italian
64772 O ben tornato, Amore! (Welcome,
Love!),
Cecilia Deni-Emilio A. Roxas
Maud Powell, Violinist
74547 Four American Folk Songs
Herbert Witherspoon, Bass
COLUMBIA
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SPECIAL RELISTING OF THE CYCLONIC SUCCESS
"THE MISSOURI
WALTZ," VOCAL AND
INSTRUMENTAL
20024 Missouri Waltz (Logan) . American Republic Band 10
Love
Me atFox-trot.
Twilight,. .American
from "Step
this Way"
(Grant).
Republic
Band 10
20293 Hush-abye, Ma Baby (Missouri Waltz) (Knight;
Logan-Eppel)
Campbell
and
Burr 10
They Needed an Angel in Fleaven (Morecaldi).
Tenor
Henry Burr

1918

A. EDISON,

INC.

S3074 Elegie (Jules Massenet). Tenor, in French,
Guido Ciccolini
'O Tenor,
Sole Mioin (My
Sunshine)
(Eduardo
di Capua).
Italian
Guido
Ciccolini
S2125 Chant Hindou (Hindoo Song) (H. Bemberg).
Soprano, in French
Odette Le Fontenay
Le Nil (The Nile) (Xavier Leroux). Soprano,
in French
Odette Le Fontenay
82129 O Dry Those Tears! (Teresa del Riego). Contralto Caroline Lazzari
80365 Oft in the Stilly Night. Contralto. .Caroline Lazzari
Douglas Tender and True (Lady John Scott).
Contralto
Amy Ellerman
Wonderful Thing (Clare Kummer). Soprano,
Betsy Lane Shepherd
S038S Down in Lily Land (F. Wallace Rega). Contralto and Tenor,
Marion Evelyn Cox and John Young
Is it Nothing to You? (Edgar-Trevor). Soprano,
Betsy Lane Shepherd
80389 Hold Thou My Hand— Sacred (Emelyn R. Moffatt)
Metropolitan Quartet
Why I Love Him — Sacred (B. D. Ackley). Baritone , Robert E. .Clark
80390 Zampa Overture — Part 1 (F. Herold),
American Symphony Orchestra
Zampa Overtrue — PartAmerican
2 (F. Symphony
Herold), Orchestra
80391 I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen (Thomas
P. Westenrlorf). Violin, Violoncello, Flute
and Harp
Venetian Instrumental Quartet
Quanto
io t'amo
Violin,
Violoncello,
Flute and
Harp(Satta).
Venetian
Instrumental
Quartet
50459 Felicia Waltz (Vernon Eville). For Dancing,
Jaudas' Society Orchestra
Sunshine of Your Smile Waltz (Lilian Ray).
For
Dancing
Orchestra
50466 Sari Waltz (E. Kalman) ..Jaudas'
ImperialSociety
Marimba
Band
Stars and Stripes Forever March (Sousa),
Imperial Marimba Band
PATHE
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40122 Vocal Gem Medley, No. 1. "Musical Comedy
Hits" (Bolton-Wodehouse-Kern). Introducing
1. "Siren's Song."
2. "An Old-Fashioned
Wife."
3. "Till the Clouds
Lyric Roll
VocalBy."Ouintet
40122 Vocal Gem Medley. No. 2. "Camp Fire Songs."
Introducing 1. "Good-bye Dolly Gray." 2.
"Honey Boy." 3. "Comrades." 4. "When
Tohnny Comes Marching Home." 5. "There'll 12
Be a Hot Time in the OldLyric
TownVocal
To-night,"
Ouintet
20315 —TheAccordion
Darktown Accomp
Strutters' Ball (Brooks).
Arthur 'Tenor
Fields
In
the
Land
o'
Yamo
Yamo
(McCarthy-Fischer).
Tenor — Accordion Accomp
Arthur Fields
20198 One Day in Tune (Hanlev) .. Campbell and Burr
"I'm Sorry I Made You Cry" Harry
(Clesi).
Tenor,
McCIaskey
20201 The Wild. Wild Women Are Making a Wild
Man of Me (Piantadosi). Tenor,
Eugene Mack
Chin, Chin Chinaman (Hanley) .. Peerless Quartet
20199 Lorraine (My Beautiful Alsace-Lorraine) (BryanFischer). Baritone. ...... .Warwick Williams
Give Me the Right to Love You (Glatt),
Sterling Trio
20200 When
the "Yanks"Baritone.
Come .Warwick
MarchingWilliams
Home
(Jerome-Furth).
Tom, Dick and Harry and Jack (Ager). Tenor,
Eugene Mack
20197 Keep
the Country's Saving Arthur
Fuel (MeCarron). Cool,Baritone
Collins
Regretful Blues (Hess). Tenor. . Arthur Fields
20312 There's
Another Angel Now in Big
Old City
Killarney
(Bernard)
Four
Faugh-A-Ballah (Olman). Tenor.
Tames Dohertv
NEW STANDARD BALLADS SUNG FN ENGLISH
27011 The Star Spangled Banner (Key).
PaulTenor,
Althouse
When Johnny
Comes
Marching
Home
(Lambert).
Tenor Paul Althouse
5202S Moonlight, Starlight (Gilberte), (Waltz Song).
Soprano
Grace Hoffman
The Nightingale's Trill (Ganz). Grace
Soprano.
Hoffman
25011 Who Knows? (Ball). Tenor. . .Craig Campbell
Mary of Argyle (Nelson). Tenor,
Craig Campbell
20323 Little Mother of Mine (Burleigh). Tenor.
Lewis James
Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming (Foster).
Tenor Lewis James
20324 Keep the Home Fires BurningLTniversitv
(Novello).Ouartet
When the Great Red Dawn Is Shining (LocktonSharpe).
Baritone
Roval Dadmun
NEW PATHE "DE LUXE" DANCE RECORDS
20319 When You Come BackAmerican
(Frey). Republic
One-step, Band
The Story Book Ball (Montgomery-Perrv). Foxtrot American Republic Band
20320 Going Up, from "Going Up" (Harbach-Hirsch).
Medley one-step. Introducing "Here's to the
Two of Waltz
You"
American Republic Band
Midnight
(Holland),
American Republic Band
NEW NOVELTY ACCORDION DANCE RECORDS
20321 My Sweetie (Snyder-Louis-Young). Medley foxtrot. Introd ucing "Meet !NTe at the Station,
Dear." Accordions Boudini Brothers
A Scotch High-Ball (Arr. by Boudini Brothers).
Medley
Pipes."
2. "Annieone-step.
Laurie." Introducing
3. "Blue Bells1. "Bag
of Scotland."
4. "Auld Lang Syne." Accordions.
Boudini Brothers
NEW PIANO AND DRUM RECORDS
20326 Hungarian Rag (Lenzberg). One-step,
Eubie Blake Trio
American Jubilee (Claypoole).
EubieFox-trot.
Blake Trio
NEW INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
59055 Minuet in G (Op. 14. No. 1) (Paderewski).
Piano solo
Rudolph Ganz
Melody in F (Rubinstein).
Piano solo,
Rudolph Ganz
20322 Hearts and Flowers (Tobani). Violin solo,
Edmund Thiele
Will You Remember (Sweetheart), from "Maytime" (Romberg).
Violin Edmund Thiele
29193 White Bird (Hager), "Whistling Novelette,"
Joe Belmont
La Mattchiche (Borel-Clerc) . Ocarino
solo,
Albert Carroll
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30014 Pasadena Day March (Vessella).
ParamountMarch
Military Band
Lights Out (McCoy). March
Paramount Military Band
March,
30015 Here They Come (Bergh). Paramount
Military Band
Liberty Lads (Lee-Orian-Smith),
Paramount Military Band
Part 1 (Von Suppe),
30016 Poet and Peasant Overture,
Paramount Symphony Orchestra
Poet and Peasant Overture, Part 2 (Von Suppe),
2046
Paramount Symphony Orchestra
Sunshine of Your Smile (Cook-Ray). Cornet
solo
Richard McCann
Oh, Dry Those Tears (Del Riego). Richard
Cornet solo,
McCann
VOCAL RECORDS
30017 Good Bye (Tosti). Soprano solo, orch. accom.,
Grace Kerns
Sing
Me Love's Lullaby. ContraltoMargaret
solo, orch.Abbott
accom
Where the River Shannon Flows (Russell).
30018 Tenor solo
McCIaskey
When You and I Were Young, Maggie (Johnson).
Tenor
McCIaskey
30019 Come Where My Love Lies Dreaming (Foster),
University Quartet
The Rosary (Nevin). Baritone solo.. Royal Dadmun
30020 Love's Old Sweet Song (Bingham-Molley). Contralto solo
Abbott
I solo
Love You Truly (Jacobs-Bond).
Contralto
Margaret Abbott
(Gramer). Baritone solo. ..Royal Dadmun
30021 Hosanna
The Palms (Faure). Baritone solo... Royal Dadmun
OPERATIC SELECTIONS
50002 Dio Possenti (Even Bravest Heart), (Gounod).
Italian. From Faust
Edward Zinco
Sei Vendicata Assai (Thou Art Avenged),
(Meyerbeer).
Italian. From Dinorah.
Edward Zinco
BROADWAY HITS
2047 Baby's Prayer at Twilight (Jerome). Tenor
solo
y, . . . . Henry Burr
One Day in June (Goodwin-HanleS"). Duet,
Campbell
and Burr
2048 Liberty Bell (Goodwin-Mohr).
Quartette,
bell
effects
Peerless Quartette
Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here (Morse).
tette Peerless QuarQuartette
I Wasn't Skeered— But I Just Thought I Better
Go
Home.
Negro
dialect
Arthur
Collins
2049
Everybody's
Crazy
'Bout
the
Doggoned
Blues
(Creamer & DANCE
Layton). RECORDS
Comic duet. Collins & Harlan
2050
Havanola.
Dance
number,
foxtrot. Banjo,
saxaphone, piano
Van Eps Trio
Ragging the Scale. Dance number, fox-trot.
Banjo, saxaphone, piano
Van Eps Trio
EMERSON
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PATRIOTIC AND POPULAR SONG HITS
Revoir, But Not Good-bye Soldier Boy
7338 Au (Brown-Al
Von Tizer). Patriotic solo, orch.
accomp.
Harry Evans
the Rockin' Rosa Lee (Overstreet). Darkey
7345 Oncomedy
duet, orch. accomp Collins and Harlan
Sayman-Marr).
a Prayer for
the Boys
There
(GrossPatriotic
solo, Outorch.
accomp.,
Harry Evans
I'm Going to Follow the Boys (Monaco-Rogers).
Harry Evans
7346 Patriotic solo, orch. accomp
Lorraine, My Beautiful Alsace-Lorraine (BryanFisher). Tenor solo, orch. accomp. . .Robert Rice
7349 Lafayette We Hear You Calling (Mary Earl).
Patriotic solo, orch. accomp
Harry Evans
Good-bye Barney Boy (Breshem-Morse) . Irish
patriotic solo, orch. accomp. . .Peerless Quartet
Off to France (Sullivan-Pollak). Patriotic solo,
Harry Evans
7344 orch. accomp
Cleopatra
(Bryan-Tierney).
Character song,
orch. accomp
Arthur Collins
Keep
Cool Home
the Country's
I Flad
to Come
in the DarkSaving
(C. R.Fuel,
McCarron).
Character
song,
orch.
accomp
Arthur
7348 The Missouri Waltz (Hush-a-Bye, Ma Baby)Collins
(Shannon-Logan). Tenor solo, orch. accomp.,
Robert Rice
Kathleen Mavourneen (Crawford-Crouch). Tenor
solo,
orch.
accomp
Frank
Woods
7347
Sing
Me
Love's
Lullaby
(Terris-Morse).
Tenor
solo, orch. accomp
Frank Woods
A Dream (Cory-Bartlett) . Tenor solo, orch.
accomp
FAVORITE DANCE RECORDS James Price
If You Look in Her Eyes (L.
Hirsch).
Fox-Band
trot A.
Emerson
Military
7342 National Emblem (E. E. Bagley).
March and
one-step
Emerson Military Band
A Baby's Prayer at Twilight for Her Daddy Qver
There (Jerome-Lewis-Young). Fox-trot,
7341
Emerson Military Band
Gate City (A. F. Weldon). Emerson
March andMilitary
one-step. Band
7343 Li'l Liza Jane (Countess Ada De Lachau). Onestep...!
Emerson Military Band
'A step
Frangesa! (P. M. Costa).Emerson
March Military
and one- Band
Kilima Waltz (Hawaiian Ukulele and guitar duet).
7339
Ferera
ITilo March
(Hawaiian
ukulele Louise
and and
guitar
duet)
.....Louise
and
Ferera
7340
Calicoco
(Hugo Frey). F'ox-trot.
piano Trio
and saxophone
Van banjo,
Eps Banta
Silver Heels (Neil Moret).
One-step, banjo,
piano and saxophone Van Eps Banta Trio
GENNETT

RECORDS

• NEW POPULAR RECORDINGS
&
7646 JustYoung-Jerome).
a Baby's Prayer
Twilight
(Lewis
Tenorat with
orch accomp.,
Chas. .Hart
The Dream of a Soldier Boy (Dubin-Monaco)
Tenor with orch. accomp
Chas. Hart
7647 Minnehaha (She Gave Them All the Ha! Ha!)
(Hart-Nelson).
Tenor
with
orch,
accomp.,
«
Ad. J. TTalil
(Continued on page 122)
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There's Something :Bout a Uniform That Makes
the Ladies Fall (Fink-Silver). Tenor with
orch. accomp
Arthur Hall
7642 I'll Come Back to You When It's All Over
(Brown-Mills).
Baritone with orch. Arthur
accomp..Fields
Three Wonderful Letters From Home (Goodwin &
MacDonald-Hanley).
Tenor
with orch.
accomp
Chas. Hart
7641 Hello, I've Been Looking for You — From New
York Hippodrome (Golden-Hubbell) . Tenor
with orch. accomp
Arthur Hall
Liberty
Bell (It's
Ring accomp.
Again) .Arthur
(Good- Hall
win-Mohr).
TenorTime
withtoorch.
STANDARD VOCAL NUMBERS
10039 Oil voulez-vous aller?
(Tell Me, Beautiful
Maiden!)
(Gounod).
In French — Soprano
with Flute Obbligato by Paul Henneberg,
Frida Benneche
"Lucia" — Mad Scene " (Donizetti). In Italian —
Soprano with Flute Obbligato by Paul Henneberg , Frida Benneche
7648 Silver Threads Among the Gold (RexfordDanks).
Vocal Trio with orch Sterling Trio
When You and I Were Yonug, Maggie (Butterfield). INSTRUMENTAL
-Tenor with orch. RECORDS
accomp Henry Burr
10038 Starr March (Rich)
Starr Military Band
French National Defile March (Turlet).
Gennett Military Band
10040 Serenade (Titl). Violin, Flute and Piano,
Gennett Trio
Serenade
d'amour (Von Blon). Violin,
Flute Trio
and Piano
Gennett
7517 A Love Thought (Miglivacca). Accordion Solo,
Peppino
Faust — Waltz (Gounod). Accordion Solo. . .Peppino
7644 New Orleans Jazz (My Dixieland) (Richardson),
Gennett Orchestra
Tasmo (One-step Oddity) (Klohr),
Tunior's Jazz Orchestra
SPECIALTY Harrv
NUMBERS
7643 Cohen Telephones the Garage (Comic Mono
logue)
Geo. L. Thompson
Cohen at the Telephone (Comic Monologue),
Geo. L. Thompson
7619 A Comic
Coon's Selections
Trip to with
Heaven
Traps (Golden)
and Banjo),(Coon
Golden-Heins
Jimmy Trigger (Golden) (Coon Comic Selection
with
Drums
and
Traps)
Golden-Heins
GENNETT ART TONE RECORDS
12503 Swanee River (Old Folks at Home) (Foster).
Piano accomp. by Francis Moore. . .>. . .Helen Ware
Gentle
"(Ware).
Piano accomp.
FrancisShadows
Moore
Helen byWare
12502 Humoresque
(Dvorak).
Piano accomp. byHelen
Fran-Ware
cis
Moore
Ave Maria
(Schubert).
Piano accomp. byHelen
Fran-Ware
cis
Moore
10019 Vulcan's
Song
—
"Philemon
et
Baucis"
(Gounod).
With orch. accomp
Frederic Martin
Gipsv John (Clay). With orch. accomp.,
Frederic Martin
10030 When the Bell in the Lighthouse Rings (LambSolman). With orch. accomp Frederic Martin
Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep (Knight).
With orch. accomp
Frederic Martin
DEATH

OF PHILIP

WOHLSTETTER

l'hilip Wohlstetter, vice-president and general
manager of the Imperial Talking Machine Co.,
New York, N. Y., and Wilmington, Del., died
suddenly April 2 at his home in New York.
Mr. Wohlstetter, who was forty-eight years old
at the time of his death, was well known in talking machine circles throughout the country,
having been identified with the industry for
many years. He is survived by a widow and
four children. Funeral services were held at his
late home on the afternoon of April 4 and were
largely attended.
PUBLISHES

INTERESTING

ARTICLE

Samuel Wein, who is well known in the talking machine industry as a technical expert, has
recently published an interesting article entitled
"Modern Photographic Developers," which has
been issued as a practical hand book. Mr. Wein
has contributed many articles to prominent magazines, and his present work in the laboratory
of a well-known talking machine manufacturer
may result in important technical discoveries.

READY

TALKING
SELLING

211 Marbrldgt BI4g.. 34th St. and Broadway, New York City
Manufacturers of Regina Music Boxes; Reginaphones;
Coin-operated Mandolin Orchestrions; Vacuum
Cleaners and other specialties.

EDISON
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WORLD

PHONOGRAPHS

Mrs. C. W. Friend, who has been a very successful Edison dealer at Carson City, Nevada,
was recently asked to whom she sells New Edisons. In reply Mrs. Friend wrote: "I am
sending you a photograph given me by a pleased
customer, and shows some of the people to

TO

MINERS

IN

NEVADA

The owner of this instrument has already purchased seventy records, and there has been a
good deal of comment on the class of music he
selects for his miner friends back in the mountains. Think of those fellows listening to the
Rigoletto Quartet, Chopin's Nocturne in E flat,

The New Edison Furnishing Music in the Wilds of Nevada
whom I am selling New Edisons. It is not
only a great advertisement for the New Edison,
but shows our beautiful Nevada scenery to advantage. I have found that a miner always
buys the best money can buy and this sale was
the most satisfactory sale I have ever made.
NURSERY

RHYMES

WITH

RECORDS

Volume of Children's Verse Issued, Containing
Columbia Phonograph Records of the Same
If you were suddenly asked for a plan to
make nursery rhymes sell phonograph records,
or for a scheme to make valentines sell garden
seeds, or to devise a method whereby candy
and books would sell each other, the chances
are
would interested
be stumped,in says
Ink."a
Yet you
if those
such ''Printers'
a plan had
chance to think over the proposition for awhile
no doubt they would be able to suggest several ways whereby one product would sell another that" may be entirely foreign to it. Such
plans are being worked right along. For instance, Harper & Brothers recently issued what
they call a "Bubble Book." It contains, in
illustrated verse, the stories of "Tom, Tom the
Piper's Son," "Jack and Jill" and "Mary Had a
Little Lamb." Three of the pages in the book
are in the form of envelopes. In each of these
is a special Columbia record, giving the singing
version of these famous nursery rhymes, and
which can be played on a phonograph. It is a
urrque combination
of pictures, verses and

REFERENCE

DEALERS
Send for our "Trial Proposition" on the
Regina Hexaphone- — the latest and best paying popular priced coin-operated instrument
for use in public place*.

MACHINE

OF

Meyerbeer's Cavatina and such things. Think
of this sort of music floating up from a canvas
tent up among the pines while miners in overalls listen attentively. They don't want ragtime. They want the best music the New Edison offers."
music. By listening to the songs a child can
learn to read the book, and sing the verses.
Here we have an idea that induces the music
store to handle nursery books — an item which
formerly they would consider entirely out of
their line. On the other hand, the plan gets
phonograph records into book stores.
RECEIVING

Sapphire needles for Edison
Sapphire needles for Pathe
in stock ready for delivery
MERMOD & CO., 505 5th Are., N. Y.

REPEAT

ORDERS

"Our new Xo. 1012 album is meeting with
very pleasing success, and we have received
numerous repeat orders from our dealers," said
Philip A. Ravis, vice-president of the New York
Album and Card Co., New York. "We were
fortunate in securing additional factory facilities
for the production of our albums, as the demand for the 1012 album lias taxed our resources, even though our capacity has been
considerably augmented. Our Nyacco metal
back album continues to be the leader of our
line, and judging from the orders already in hand
for this album, this season will be an active
one for the Nyacco metal back product. This
album has many distinctive features, and the
fact that it lies perfectly flat when opened is
one of the reasons for its success."

GENERAL

NEEDLES
WE MANUFACTURE
Diamond needles for Edison

MANY

SUPPLIES

REPAIRS
All Makes of Talking Machines
Repaired Promptly and Efficiently
TALKING MACHINE REPAIR
AND SALES CORPORATION
ANDREW
H. DODIN, President
176 Sixth Avenue
New York
TELEPHONE, CHELSEA 8437

THE
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Talking

VICTOR
DISTRIBUTORS
VICTORS EXCLUSIVELY
W e make a specialty of getting the trier
out on time — every time.
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
CINCINNATI AND CHICAGO
Two point} of supply; order from the nearer

TALKING

the

MACHINE

WORLD

Leading

Machines

Where

Dealers

May

Jobbers

in

America

Secure
StAjNDARdTaLKING flACHWfi Co
Pi tx SBUR GH

The

COLUMBIA
Product

TEST
OUR

IT.

Victor

VICTOR

Record

Service

Ready, Full Stock*, and Prompt Deliveries
from Convenient Shipping Centers
all over the United States.

has a reputation for efficiency.
Suppose you try it
E. F. DROOP
& SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET. WASHINGTON. D.C.
231 N. HOWARD STREET. BALTIMORE. MD

Smith,

Kline & French
PHILADELPHIA

Co.

Wholesale Distributors for

QUALITY
INSTRUMENT Of
t
H
T
S
c
ono
CLEAR AS A BELL
In PENNSYLVANIA, NEW
and DELAWARE

JERSEY

W. J. DYER
& BRO.
NORTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE

VICTOR
Machines, Records and Supplies
Shipped Promptly to all
Points in the Northwest

THIS

REFERS
MR.

TO

YOU,

DEALER

Every talking machine jobber in
this country should be represented
in this department, no matter what
line he handles or where he is located. The cost is slight and the
advantage is great. Be sure to have
your card in this department of
The Talking Machine World
each month. It will pay you a big
profit on the investment.

Exclusively

EASTERN TALKING MACHINE
177 Tremont Street, Boston
VICTOR

CO.

DISTRIBUTORS

Distributors
Atlanta,
PryorGa..
St. Columbia Graphophone Co., 68 N.
Baltimore,
Md., Columbia
Graphophone Co., Ill
West German
St.
Boston, Columbia Graphophone Co., 137 Federal
St.
Buffalo, N. T„ Columbia Graphophone Co., 623
Main St.
Chicago, III., Columbia Graphophone Co., 14 N.
Michigan Are.
Cincinnati,
Columbia
119 W. O..
Fourth
Ave. Graphophone Co.. 117Cleveland.
O., Columbia Graphophone Co., 1376
Euclid Ave.
Dallas,
Elm Tex.,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co., 1011
Denver.
arm Colo.,
Place. Columbia Stores Co., 1608 GlenDetroit, Mich., Columbia Graphophone Co., 401
Woodward Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
44 N. Pennsylvania St.
Kansas
1027 City.
McGee Mo.,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co.,
Los Angeles, Cal., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
745 S. Broadway.
Minneapolis, Minn., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
412-414 Nicollet Ave.
New Haven, Conn.. Columbia Graphophone Co.,
206 Meadow St.
New Orleans, La., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
517-525 Canal St.
New York City. Columbia Graphophone Co., 55
Warren St.
Omaha. Neb., Schmoller & Mueller Piano Co.
Philadelphia, Pa., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
210 N. Broad St.
Pittsburgh. Columbia Graphophone
Co., 101
Sixth St.
Portland, Me., Columbia Graphophone Co., 43
Exchange St.
Portland. Ore., Columbia Graphophone Co., 428431 Washington St.
Salt Lake City. Utah, Columbia Stores Co.,
221 South West Temple.
San Francisco. Cal.. Columbia Graphophone Co.,
130-150 Sutter St.
Seattle, Wash., Columbia Graphophone Co., 911
Western Ave.
Spokane, Wash., Columbia Stores Co., 818
SpragueMo.,Ave.Columbia Graphophone Co., 1127
St. Louis,
Pine St.
Tampa, Fla„ Tampa Hardware Co.

DEALERS WANTED— Exclusive selling rights
given where we sre not actively represented.
Write for particulars to the Columbia Graphophone
Co., Wholesale Department, Wotlworth Building,
New York.
Headquarters for Canada:
Columbia Oraphophons Co., Mt-S-7 Sorauren Ave.
Toronto, Ont.

Sherman Jpay& Go.
San Francisco. Los Angeles, Portland. Seattle, Spokane
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS OF
VICTOR PRODUCTS

The Electric Supply & Equipment Co.
Exclusive Wholesale Distributors for
Southern New England

rj

ano

CLEAR AS A BELL Q
Complete stocks carried in Boston and Hartford
Or QUALITY
Little Bldg.
RUMENT 103
ST
IN
Allyn St.
t
STM
BOSTON,
MASS.
HARTFORD, CONN.

The

PERRY B. WHITSIT
Distributors of

CO.

Victrolas and Victor Records
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Southern Victor Dealers
Largest Stock VICTROLAS and RECORDS.
Prompt Shipment and Lots Freight Rates.
WALTER
D. MOSES
& CO.
Oldest Music House in Virginia or North Carolina.
RICHMOND, VA.

OLIVER
DITSON
COMPANY
BOSTON

Chicago.
Largest V I C TO R Tal kins
Machine Distributors East of
Creator! of "The Faatett Victor
Service."
Let tell yon mar*
about oor service.
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JOBBERS OF THE NEW EDISON, EDISON RE-CREATIONS,
^EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA AND BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS
CALIFORNIA
New York — The Phonograph Corp. of El Paso— El Paso Phonograph Co., Inc.
LOUISIANA
Manhattan.
only.)
Los Angeles — Diamond Disc Distribut- New Orleans — Diamond Music Co., Inc.
ing Co.
Syracuse
E. Bolway
Son, Inc. Ogden — Proudfit UTAH
MASSACHUSETTS
W. —D.Frank
Andrews
Co. ft(Amberola
Sporting Goods Co.
San Ltd.Francisco — Edison Phonographs, Boston — Pardee-Ellenberger Co.
VIRGINIA
MICHIGAN
Buffalo— W. D. & C N. Andrews Co. Richmond — C. B. Haynes & Co.
COLORADO
(Amberola only.)
Detroit — Phonograph Co., of Detroit
Denver — Denver Dry Goods Co.
MINNESOTA
WISCONSIN
OHIO
CONNECTICUT
Cincinnati — The Phonograph Co.
H. Lucker.
Milwaukee
—
The
Phonograph Co. of
Milwaukee.
New Inc.Haven— Pardee-Ellenberger Co., Minneapolis— Laurence
Cleveland — The Phonograph Co.
MISSOURI
OREGON
Ltd.
GEORGIA
Kansas
Gty City.
— The Phonograph Co. of
Kansas
CANADA
Portland — Edison Phonographs. Ltd.
Atlanta — Phonographs Inc.
St. Louis — Silverstone Music Co.
Montreal—
R, S. Williams ft Sons Co..
PENNSYLVANIA
ILLINOIS
MONTANA
Philadelphia — Girard Phonograph Co.
Helena — Montana Phonograph Co.
Chicago — The Phonograph Co.
St
John—
W. S.H. Williams
Thorne ftftCo.,
Pittsburgh
Phonograph Co.
Toronto
— R.
SonsLtd.Co.,
only.) — Buehn
NEBRASKA
James I. Lyons. (Amberola only.)
Williamsport
— W. A.ISLAND
Myers.
RHODE
Omaha — Shultx Bros.
INDIANA
Ltd.
Ltd. — Kent Piano Co.. Ltd.
Providences — J. A. Foster Co. (Amberola Vancouver
Inctanapolis — Kipp Phonograph Co.
only). NEW JERSEY
Winnipeg — R. S. Williams 4 Sons Co.,
Paterson — James K. O'Dea (Amberola
TEXAS
IOWA
NEW YORK
Des Moines — Harger ft Blish.
Dallas — Texas-Oklahoma Phonograph Calgary—
Ltd. R S. Willisms ft Sons Co.,
Sioux City — Harger & Blish.
Albany — American Phonograph Co.
THE NEW
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WHAT

WAR

COOPERATION

Cents

ACCOMPLISHED

Famous Diva, so Widely Known Through Her
Records, Surprised at Her Concert by Gift
From Leading Victor Dealers in Los Angeles

Samuel Gompers Pays Tribute to the Influence
of the Talking Machine for Good in the
Trenches in France as in the American Home

Brooklyn Dealers Saved From Loss Through
Exchange of Information Regarding Operations of a Talking Machine Swindler

Los Angeles, Cal., May 1.— In recognition of the
fact that she was the first great prima donna to
give her art to. the world through the medium
of the Victor, Mme. Melba was presented with
a silver loving cup by L. E. Behymer, the local
impresario, during her concert at Trinity Auditorium on the evening of April 3.
The presentation was made on behalf of the
Andrews Talking Machine Co., Barker Brothers,
Wiley B. Allen, Geo. J. Birkel and Southern
California Music Co., leading Victor dealers of
this goahead city.
"I don't know what to say. I don't think I
deserve this. Give them all my love.
I shall

While in Cleveland recently to boost the sale
of Liberty Bonds Samuel Gompers, president of
the American Federation of Labor, paid a high
tribute to music and musical instruments and
the part they are playing in the world war.
Mr. Gompers declared that the talking machine
has made army camps and even the trench dugouts "seem like home" to tens of thousands of
American soldiers.

' How co-operation can save money for talking
machine dealers was instanced in a most emphatic manner recently in this city. It appears that a man giving a New York City address attempted to purchase a talking machine
from Frederick Loeser & Co., of Brooklyn. The
deal was just about to be closed when the quickwitted salesman glanced at the name and remembered that he had seen an advertisement in
one of the New York papers giving the same
name and address as did the customer, and offering a Victrola, slightly used, at a low price.
He, of course, refused to conclude the sale, except on a cash basis, and the customer went out.
The salesman immediately called up J. J. Cavanaugh, manager of the talking machine department of A. I. Namm, in Brooklyn, and advised
him of the occurrence. Mr. Cavanaugh also
recalled the name and address of the New York
party, and found that his house had sold a Victrola to the man some time before. He immediately went to the New York address in his
automobile and asked the party if he had a Victrola to sell at a bargain. "Sure," said the man,
and pulled off the cover of a machine from
which the nameplate had been removed. Mr.

"The war is developing a love for music and
talking machines are doing their part wonderfully well," said Mr. Gompers. "Through the
agency of these instruments and records the
boys who have given up homes and home environment are permitted to enjoy good music,
to listen to the words of the world's great
singers, orchestras and bands. The words of
that wonderful song, 'Home, Sweet Home,'
mean more than they ever did to all true
Americans. Talking machines, player-pianos
and other musical instruments are making 'home,
sweet home' out of many a place that would be
dreary if these musical instruments were not
available. Like the movies, talking machines
are great stimulants to back up our fighting men
on sea and land, in training camps or back of
the firing line in the war zone."
Douglas Fairbanks also paid a high tribute
to the "good that talking machine music is doing
during this' war" while here. He appeared
jointly with Mr. Gompers at the Keith Hippodrome and the Central Armory making appeals
for bond buyers.
NEW

Mme. Melba and Cup Presented to Her
always keep this trophy among my most treasured possessions. I thank those who have
given me this most heartily," said Mme. Melba.
In presenting the cup Mr. Behymer said that
the Victor dealers of southern California recognized in Mme. Melba one of the greatest benefactors the talking machine knows, making possible the development and recognition of the
talking machine as a musical instrument of the
highest order, by her co-operation with the
Victor Co.
The cup was an elaborate silver affair, presented just after she had finished singing
Tosti's "Good-bye." The following inscription
was engraved on the face: "To Mme. Nellie
Melba, Dame Commander of the British Empire, the first great prima donna to give her
art to the world through the medium of the
'Victrola.' " Then followed a list of the names,
of the dealers making the presentation.
TALKERS

FOR

COOLIES

IN FRANCE

Records From America Help to Cheer Chinese
Laborers Behind the Lines
Not only is the talking machine with its records afriend of the allied soldiers in the trenches
on the Western front, and for that matter of
the enemy soldiers, but it appears that even
Chinese coolies, who are employed in large
numbers back of the French front, are also
strong admirers of that instrument. Talking
machine records in the Chinese language and
recordings of Chinese music have been sent to
France from the United States, and proved the
source of entertainment for the Chinese worker.
Knowing a dozen languages won't help unless
you know how to make a living in one of them.

DEPARTMENT

IN ASBURY

PARK

Asbury Park, N. J., May 4.— The Steinbach Co.,
this city, has opened an elaborate new Victrola
department in its present store. The new department isequipped with four handsome soundproof demonstration booths, and an excellent
equipment for the display of machines and the
storing of records. It is declared, to be one
of the finest departments in this section of the
State.

Music

for

the

Cavanaugh flashed a Deputy Sheriff's badge,
made known the real purpose of his errand, and
ended up by taking the machine back to the
store with him. Inasmuch as the second payment was not yet due on the machine there
would have been little redress for the store
through the courts.
It is lack of co-operation between merchants
that encourages many swindlers to operate, and
permits them to operate successfully. With
the talking machine men getting together, as
they are in New York, watching advertisements
as did the Loeser salesman, and endeavoring to
remember names of those who it is believed
are fraudulently inclined, much can be done to
prevent losses. The important thing, however,
is co-operation and a willingness to advise a
competitor of the operations of swindlers and
thereby offer protection to one another.

Gamps

Knights
the
by
Robert G. Wulf, director of construction on
the Committee of War Activities of the Knights
of Columbus, recently outlined for The World
what the Knights of Columbus are doing toward
providing talking .machine music for the military forces. Mr. Wulf said in part: "Up to the
present time this organization has erected something like ninety buildings in the various cantonments, encampments and marine and naval
stations throughout the country. In each building a talking machine has been installed with a
collection of at least twenty-five of the latest
records.
"It is our information from our secretaries in
the different camps that the talking machines
and records play an important part in the entertainment ofthe soldiers, and that the records
are being played from early in the morning until late at night.
"We feel confident that the soldiers are interested in all kinds of music; and record donations from any source will be greatly appreciated.
"We cannot say what kind of machines or records are most desired, for the reason that in
the majority of instances we ordered this equip-

of

Provided

Columbus

ment long before the soldiers arrived at camp.
■It was our idea that they would be mostly interested in popular music and not in the classical music or songs.
"In addition to the talking machines, we also
have player-pianos in each building with a new
assortment of music rolls for the entertainment
of The
the Knights
soldiers." of Columbus very evidently have
a clear conception of the part that music plays
in keeping up the morale of the soldiers, and
will undoubtedly make good use of any donations of records, machines or music rolls sent
to them.
In answering the inquiries of the general public, talking machine dealers can refer prospective givers to the Committee on War Activities,
Knights of Columbus, Woodward Building,
Washington, D. C. Talking machine merchants
who may themselves be collecting records for
the use of the Knights of Columbus by getting
in touch with the same headquarters will be
able to determine what military units have the
greatest need of records, etc. This will be a
move along the lines of efficiency and concentration.
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There are two mental attitudes regarding the
prospect who is a hard nut to crack, a difficult
man to sell. One of these attitudes is that of
the salesman who "gets peevish over such a prospect and gives him up and tries ever after to
get even with the fellow for not buying.
The other attitude, and the right one, is that
of regarding the hard man to sell as a challenge to salesmanship and a stimulant to effort.
The salesman who gets this attitude sets deliberately about finding a way to get behind the
defense of the customer — for there is a way to
get behind the defense of anyone in a position
to buy.
The man who is not easily won over usually
He does not
sticks better when he is won.

PLANNING

FOR IOWA

Hard

and

Salesmanship

MACHINE

a

to

Sell

Stimulus

change his mind or back out without reason.
If you find out how a man feels about your
proposition, and why he feels so, you will be
able to handle him. Put yourself in his place
and talk from that side. Instead of so much
about w-hat "I have to sell," say more about
what "you need to buy." Emphasize the
"You" instead of the "I."
Dig into that man's problems and discover
why he thinks your talking machine or phonograph would not suit him. Don't begin to
try to get him to buy before you have even
shown the advantages of what you have to offer. Sales are not made so easily. And don't
waste preliminary time in talk about the
weather, war or politics.
You may inadverThis event, which would have been extraordinary, was found to be impossible after investigation on the part of Mr. Mickel, owing to the
fact that neither of the artists was in a position
to specify definitely whether his or her appearance would be an assurance, owing to certain
engagements, which were contracted for previously. However, the services of these two
artists are still in question as to whether the
contracts can be filled.
Should it be impossible for the above-mentioned artists to appear, a suitable program
(such as has always been successful at these
conventions) will certainly be instituted, and it
is desired by the executive committee that a
two-day session be held instead of the one-day
session as of previous conventions. Judging
from the responses already noted from members, the third annual convention will be a far
greater success than the two previous ones, as
the interest on the part of the members is very
noticeable. The membership is increasing each

CONVENTION

Elaborate Arrangements to Be Made for the
Third Annual Meeting of the Iowa Victor
Talking Machine Dealers' Association

Des Moines, Ia., May 6.— A meeting of the
executive committee of the Iowa Victor Talking Machine Dealers' Association was held in
this city recently at the offices of the Mickel
Bros. Co., the Victor wholesalers, at 411 Fourth
avenue, for the purpose of considering various
plans and suggestions for framing a program for
the third annual convention of that organization, some time in August.
The executive committee consisting of W. A.
Stoaks, president; W. P. Deal, secretary; Joseph Britt, treasurer, and E. E. Hobbs, member
at large, was present in a body, as were a number of association members, including representatives from the following houses: McGregor
Bros. & Coen, Creston, la.; Schlick's Music
Store, Charles City, la.; Lohr & Donahoe, Ft.
Dodge, la., and Harmony Hall, Iowa City, Ia.
• Through their co-operation a tentative program
was considered, details of which will be worked
out and announced to the association during
this month.
George E. Mickel, member of the association
and general manager of Mickel Bros. Co., of
Des Moines and Omaha, suggested that the association endeavor to have Galli-Curci and Jascha
Heifetz appear during the convention in a recital or concert to be held in Des Moines at
the Coliseum.
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Matters of the utmost importance will come
up for discussion at the convention, owing to the
year.
shortage of Victor products, and it is to be
hoped that by the time of the convention (which
will be held the latter part of August) the Victor Co. will have had an opportunity to overcome the ever-increasing shortage of its products and that the fear which has been entertained, and which naturally would be entertained
on the part of some dealers, will be a matter of
past history as to the future outlook of their
business.
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a

Challenge

a

Effort

tently get the man into a discouraged frame of
mind by reminding him of extraneous business
conditions. You know what will interest people who are prospective buyers of musical instruments, even if they are hard nuts to sell.
The prospect may not at the outset care two
straws about your particular line, but if he is
interested in music at all, he will discuss with
you many phases of the question and if he
listens, you can get him coming your way.
When you get a person asking questions
about and showing an interest in something
you know more about than he does, then you
have made a start. Once you have made a
start, if you get no farther, the fault is your
own.
ENJOY

GALLI=CURCI

CONCERT

By Means of Victor Records in the Osterhous
Free Library in Wilkes-Barre
A representative of a New York publishing
house who recently visited Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
made the following observations which are
passed along to readers of The World for information and use when available. He said: "I
am a plain, ordinary book agent, classed with the
dogs and baby carriages and therefore unwelcome in most public buildings. However, my
roving disposition carries me all around the
country, and I have noticed a few things which
would benefit 'us' New Yorkers. For instance,
I dropped into the Osterhous Free Library here,
and enjoyed a really fine concert by Galli-Curci
and other stars. Of course, it was on the talking machine, but what does that matter? The
place was crowded. It was a regular concert
with programs, and the 'Star Spangled Banner'
was played and honored. The local merchants
loan selections to this library."
INCORPORATES

BUSINESS

Westfield, Mass., May 4. — The business of
George H. Sharp & Son, which was established in this city in 1893 by George H. Sharp,
was recently incorporated, and in future will
be known as the George H. Sharp Co. The
company specializes in talking machines and
music, and the business will be enlarged to take
in considerably more territo^'.
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Victrola IX-A, $57.50
Mahogany or oak

Victrola VI-A, $30
Oak
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Talking

Machine

Co.

Camden, N. J., U. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Wholesalers
"Victrola" is thedesignating
Registered the
Trade-mark
the Victor
products ofof this
CompanyTalking
only. Machine Company
Warnings The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or sale of
any other Talking Machine or Phonograph products is misleading and illegal.
Important Notice.
Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically
co-ordinated and synchronized in the processes of manufacture, and
their use, one with the other, is absolutely essential
to a perfect reproduction.

Victor
Albany, N. Y
Atlanta, Ga

Gately-Haire Co., Inc.
Elyea-Austell Co.
Phillips & Crew Co.
Austin, Tex
The Texas.
Talking Machine Co., of
Baltimore, Md Cohen & Hughes.
E. F. Droop & Sons Co.
H. R. Eisenbrandt Sons, Inc.
Bangor, Me
Andrews Music House Co.
Birmingham, Aim. Talking Machine Co,
Boston, Mass Oliver Ditson Co.
The Eastern Talking Machine
The Co.
M. Steinert & Sons Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y. .. American Talking Men. Co.
G. T. Williams.
Buffalo, N. Y
W. D. & C. N. Andrews.
Neal. Clark & Neal Co.
Burlington, Vt.. .. American Phonograph Co.
Butte, Mont
Orton Bros.
Chicago, 111
Lyon & Healy.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Chicago Talking Machine Co.
Cincinnati, O
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Cleveland, O
The W. H. Buescher & Sons
The Co.
Collister & Sayle Co.
The Eclipse Musical Co.
Columbus, O
The Perry B. Whitsit Co.
Dallas, Tex
Sanger Bros.
Denver, Colo The Hext Music Co.
The Co.
Knight-Campbell Music

Des Moines, la.,
Detroit, Mich...
Elmira, N. Y...
El Paso, Tex..
Honolulu, T. H.
Houston, Tex..
Indianapolis, Ind.
Jacksonville, Fla..
Kansas City, Mo.,
Lincoln, Nebr
Little Rock, Ark..
Los Angeles, Cal.,
Memphis, Tenn. ...
Milwaukee, Wis...
Minneapolis, Minn
Mobile, Ala
Montreal, Can
Nashville, Tenn...
Newark, N. J....
New Haven, Conn
New Orleans, La..
New York, N. Y..

Wholesalers
Mickel Bros. C«.
Grinnell Bros.
Elmira Arms Co.
W. G. Walz Co.
Bergstrom Music Co., Ltd.
Thos. Goggan & Bro.
Stewart Talking Machine Co.
Florida Talking Machine Co.
J.
W. JenkinsArms
SonsCo.Music Co.
Schmelzer
Ross P. Curtice Co.
O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Sherman, Clay & Co.
O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Badger Talking Machine Co.
Beckwith, O'Neill Co.
Wm. H. Reynalds.
Ltd. Gramophone Co.,
Berliner

Omaha, Nebr

A. HospeBros.Co. Co.
Mickel
Peoria, III
Putnam-Page Co., Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.. C.
Louis
Buehn Co., Inc.
J'. Heppe.
The
D. Ornstein
Penn George
Phonograph
Co., Inc.Co.
The Talking Machine Co.
H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pa W. F. Frederick Piano Co.
C. C. Mellor Co.. Ltd..
Standard Talking Machine Co.
Portland, Me
Cressey & Allen, Inc.
Portland, Ore Sherman, Clay & Co.
Providence, R. I... J. Samuels & Bro., Inc.
Richmond, Va
The Corley Co.. Inc.
W. D. Moses & Co.
Rochester, N. Y...E. J. Chapman.
The Talking Machine Co.
Salt Lake City, U. Consolidated Music Co.
The John Elliott Clark Co.
San Antonio, Tex. Thos. Goggan & Bros.
0. K. Houck Piano Co.
San Francisco, Cal. Sherman, Clay & Co.
Price Talking Machine Co.
Henry Horton.
Seattle, Wash
Sherman, Clay & Co.
Sioux Falls, S. D. . Talking Machine Exchange.
Philip Werlein, Ltd.
Blackman Talking Mach. Co. Spokane, Wash Sherman, Clay 4 Co.
Emanuel Blout.
St. Louis, Mo
Koerber-Brenner Music Co.
C. Bruno & Son, Inc.
1. Davega, Jr., Inc.
St. Paul, Minn W. J. Dyer & Bro.
S. B. Davega Co.
Syracuse, N. Y....W. D. Andrews Co.
Charles H. Ditson & Co.
Toledo, O
The Whitney & Currier Co.
Landay Bros., Inc.
New York Talking Mach. Co. Washington, D. C.Cohen
& Hughes.
E.
F. Droop
& Sons
Ormes, Inc.
Robt.
C. Rogers
Co. Co.
Silas E. Pearsall Co.
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ALBUM

CUSTOMERS

A Place for Every Record and Every
Record in its Place
Albums are an Indispensable Requisite in the
talking machine business and wherever records are
sold. Practical and handy. Save time and records.
A profitable adjunct to the business.
We manufacture di>c Record Albums to fit cabinets of all sizes and styles. With the indexes they
are a complete system for filing all disc records.
We have unexcelled manufacturing facilities, and
considering quality our prices are the lowest. Write
us, giving quantity you may desire, and we will
quote prices.
OUR ALBUMS ARE MADE TO CONTAIN VICTOR,
COLUMBIA,
PATHE' AND ALL
OTHEREDISON,
DISC RECORDS

MAKING THEIR SELECTION
NATIONAL
ATLANTA

TRADE

PUBLISHING

SOMEWHAT

SPOTTY

CO.,

239 S. American St., PHILADELPHIA,

ATTRACTIVE

STORE

IN MINNEAPOLIS

Shortage of Machines and Records Felt — Meanwhile Business in General Was Never Better

Nye & Nye, in the Brunswick Shop, Have an
Elaborate Establishment

Atlanta, Ga., May 4. — The talking machine
business in this city during April was a little
"spotted." In addition to the Very critical condition in Europe there was and is a shortage of
goods, one of the leading manufacturers not having in stock at the present writing a single $55,
$160 or $215 model.
Just what effect the conference of the manufacturers recently held in Xew York City will
have on the future of the business is somewhat
uncertain, but it certainly appears that there is
to be some curtailment in production. Probably this will make the public eager for what is
left to be marketed and will in this way make
easy sales for the dealer.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 8. — One o£ the outstanding establishments in the talking machine
trade in this city is the Brunswick Shop of Xye

After cable news in r-egard to General Haig's
famous "back to the wall" stand was received,
there was a noticeable increase in buying and a
better feeling all round. This now world-celebrated order will live in history with "Don't give
up the ship" and "England expects every man to
do his duty."
Talking machine dealers in the South and
many of the fraternity in Xew York, Philadelphia, Bridgeport and elsewhere, will read in this
paper with regret of the death recently of Richard Thornton, of Atlanta, Ga., for years identified with the phonograph business in Atlanta,
and one of the pioneers of recent years in the
growth and development of the industry.
Chamberlin, Johnson, DuBose Co., this city,
one of the bestf-known and foremost dry goods
houses in the South, have recently moved into
a new six-story fireproof building on Whitehall
street, in the shopping center, and have engaged
Edgar Brotherton, a former Atlantian, but recently with D. H. Holmes Co., New Orleans, to
take charge of their Victrola and Sonora department.
Without detailing reports from each individual
firm in the city, we can say that business in
general is good, and all are anticipating a continuance of activity throughout the summer.
The Columbia Graphophone Co. has qualified
the Kenny Furniture Co., locally, and it is understood that this concern is doing well with
this widely known line.

A

Really

Price

is

a

Good

Nye & Nye's Attractive Store
& Xye, who are in possession of most attractive quarters, fitted out elaborately for the special requirements of their business.
The Xye & Xye shop is located at 712 Marquette avenue, right in the center of things,
and the amount of business already being han-

View of Display Room and Booths
died more than justifies the handsome equipment. The firm is composed of Walter G. Xye,
a former Mayor of Minneapolis, and George M.
Xye, a former member of the Minneapolis Legislature. Both men are naturally widely known
to the citizens of the city, and this fact has
helped them to build up a clientele that is constantly growing.
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Dealer

ALBUMS

will give the dealer and his patrons true value and the
highest quality. A complete line of alhums that stand
for the best in their respective grades.
Write for samples of our three numbers

NEW

YORK

ALBUM

&

CARD

CO., 23-25 Lispenard St., NEW

YORK

PA.

THE PERFECT PLAN
TRADE

MOVES

IN WAR

TIMES

The Attitude of Dealers Toward Goods Other
Than Machines and Records Discussed by
F. O. Wilking, of the Ready-File Co.
In a recent letter to The World F. O. Wilking,
president of the Ready-File Co., Indianapolis,
Ind., points out the tendency which that company has found on the part of the dealers toward
making a special effort to push the sale of accessories during war times.
He says in part:
"One of the most interesting developments of
war times is the changing attitude of talking
machine dealers toward goods other than machines and records. This was forcibly brought
to my attention during a recent trip through the
Central West, when both dealers and jobbers
of the most progressive type showed an entirely
new disposition to warm up to the extra profit
that Ready-File makes for them. Dealers who
had previously shown only slight interest in our
proposition have become enthusiastic boosters:
distributors that have been ordering in 100 lots
are now ordering in 400 and 500 lots.
"The explanation lies partly in the fact that
our goods are constantly becoming better
known, but deeper than that is the inability of
either distributor or dealer to get all the machines and records needed to supply the demands of the trade. The fact that his profit on
machines and records has been cut by curtailed
production has made many dealers to put more
effort behind sell'ng other goods. Each dealer
is anxious to have his books look at least as
good at the end of 1918 as they did a year before, and he is consequently keenly interested
in any device such as ours, which permits him
to make an extra profit on each sale.
"In this awakening may lie the salvation of
many dealers. It is a fact that there are accessories, anumber of them, that show the dealer
a better profit than either machines or records.
Our advice to every dealer is to investigate these
devices now, while his machine and record stock
is short, pick out those that suit him and get
his sales force in the habit of including them
in every deal. Thus he will keep his business up
to the mark for the present, and be in a position to greatly increase it when the factories
get through doing war work."
NEW

PATHE

NUMERICAL

CATALOG

The Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., Brooklyn,
X. Y., has just issued a new numerical catalog
of Pathe records which lists all records up to
and including the May supplement. It is interesting to compare this catalog with the old
edit ion, as the increased size of the publication
indicates the remarkable strides made by the
Pathe Freres record library during the past
lew months. At the present time the Pathe
library contains a complete library of all classes
of records, and the popularity of Pathe recordings isincreasing rapidly with Fathe representatives in all sections of the country.
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Victrola IV-A, $20
Oak

Victor

Victrola VI-A, $30
Oak
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Victrola XVI, $215
Victrola XVI, electric, $270
Mahogany or oak

trola issupreme.

Victor
Victrola X-A, $85
Mahogany or oak

Talking
Camden,

Machine

Co.

N. J., U. S. A.

Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Wholesalers

Victrola XVII, $265
VictrolaMahogany
XVII, electric,
or oak $325

"Victrola" is the Registered Trade-mark of the Victor Talking Machine
Company designating the products of this Company only.
Warning : The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or
sale of any other Talking Machine or Phonograph
products is misleading and illegal

Victrola XI-A, $110
Mahogany or oak

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically co-ordinated and synchronized in the processes of manufacture, and their use, one with the other, is absolutely
essential to a perfect reproduction.
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for the trade as a whole, that this result can be accomplished.
It is not the time for standing aloof or arguing over details. Any
orders issued, or any actions taken against the industry, are going
to be against the trade as a whole and will hit every individual
manufacturer in it. This fact must not be overlooked.
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THE need for some definite central organization of talking
machine manufacturers was emphasized strongly last month
when the industry was called upon to appoint a committee to
confer with the United States Fuel Administrator regarding
measures for curtailing the output of talking machine factories.
It is true that representatives of the larger companies conferred with the Fuel Administrator, but he preferred to deal
with the trade at large and, therefore, a representative committee
was suggested. Of course, such a committee was appointed at
the meeting in New York on April 30, but it meant a delay
of several weeks before definite action could be taken. Had there
been an organization in existence representative of the entire
trade, an agent of, or committee from that body would have been
in a position to have followed up the matter to a conclusion with
the Fuel Administrator earlier in the month.
It is probable that there will be other matters which will
require the attention of the united trade in the future and before
the war is over, and the industry should not be caught napping
again. Hence the necessity of a permanent committee of representative men, or an individual, if one can be found to satisfy all
parties, being appointed to provide official representation for
talking machine manufacturers. Matters with the Government
can thereby be discussed and adjusted quickly to avoid suspense.
The piano and allied trades have followed this plan through the
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, and it has proven most
successful.
The request from the Fuel Administrator that the talking
machine trade appoint a committee to confer with him on the
question of curtailment came as a surprise to many, as it was
believed that the general order curtailing the output of musical
instrument factories 30 per cent applied also to talking machine
plants. It was learned, however, that an order was issued for a
conference with the General Counsel of the Music Industries
Chamber of Commerce, who was unable to state at that time that
he represented the talking machine division of the trade. The
Government does not desire to take up matters affecting the trade
at large with any one or two companies in the trade. When a
united trade opinion is desired, it must be what it professes to
be — the opinion of the members, or a majority of the members,
of one particular industry. It is only by getting together in
some form of organization, even if only for the period of the war,
and the appointment of a committee with the power to speak

With a committee appointed, an effort should be made to
gather together honest statistics regarding trade, capital invested,
number of employes engaged, those beyond the draft age, or
women, amount, value and character of materials used, value and
equipment of plants, and other essential details for presentation
in collated form to the Federal officials. It has already been
learned by other branches of the industry that the general statement that "music is a war necessity," for its worth in preserving
the morale of citizens and soldiers, does not get anywhere in
Washington. The fact that there is a large amount of capital
invested and that so many thousands of people are dependent
upon the industry for their livelihood is listened to with attention.
There are many ways of gathering these statistics without
jeopardizing the business secrets of any one manufacturer. The
disinterested outsider has been intrusted with similar statistics
by more than one big industry, and practically without exception
has proven faithful to the trust. These are not times for fancy
talks. What Washington wants are facts — cold, hard facts —
that can be considered in a businesslike manner, and the trade
should see that such facts are available.
RECENT

events indicated that conditions demand

a more

general co-operation between talking machine wholesalers
and between dealers in the matter of a redistribution of surplus
record stocks in order to preserve a most efficient balance. It is
an acknowledged fact that record supplies from the factories are
far from being normal, and due largely to labor conditions will
possibly drop off even more, regardless of any Federal curtailment order. This shortage does not exist alone in the new and
most popular records, but it is felt right through the line of the
standard catalog selections. The seriousness of the situation is
evidenced by the fact that not alone wholesalers but dealers have
felt warranted in sending out representatives throughout the
country to gather up what surplus stock they could to fill gaps in
regular catalog stocks, but often with indifferent success.
One jobber, in calling upon his fellow jobbers for any record
stock they could spare, declared that he was completely out of
close to 2,000 records from his regular lists. Under such conditions, the wholesaler or dealer- who is burdened with surplus
records is simply fooling himself by neglecting to make an effort
to get in touch with jobbers or dealers in or out of his territory,
who may not only be able to use those particular records, but
who would be glad to get them. When wholesalers are willing
to pay retail prices for stock records, and perhaps a few popular
numbers thrown in, for the sake of keeping their record assortments in half-way presentable shape, then the situation is serious
enough to receive earnest consideration.
FROM the earliest ages the value of music as a therapeutic
has been recognized and appreciated and it is not surprising
to learn that Mrs. Isa Maude Ilsen, of Hamilton, Ont., has made
extensive use of music to win the convalescent and diseased soldiers of Canada back to the fulness of health and happiness.
Music she believes — and she has been demonstrating in practice
the truth of her tenets — possesses a tremendous power considered as a medicine.
She say's the part that music may play toward bringing back
to normal our soldiers who are sick with minor ailments before
they go to the front or are wounded after reaching the battle
line is no small one. Mrs. Ilsen knows whereof she speaks. For
nearly two years she has been the volunteer superintendent of the
Military Infirmary of Hamilton, where a great number of Canadian soldiers suffering from wounds and illnesses caused by the
war have been treated. It is in this institution that she has
proved the practical value of music in the sickroom.
At present Mrs. Ilsen is drafting a plan for the United States
military authorities which will s^ive them an idea of the possibilities to be gained from the application of her principle. She
will use her recent experience to illustrate the enormous
bilities of music in therapeutics.

possi-
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Talking machine music is being used to-day in many hospitals as a curative influence, and has been especially effective
are suffering from forms of "shock"
particularly where soldiers nervous
system, making them in a
which disturb the entire
measure a wreck for a considerable time. The selection of the
records to be used is, of course, an important matter. They have
to be gauged in accordance with the actual physical condition
of the patient so that the influence exercised is most beneficial.
The effect of music on different patients varies, and just like
medicine, what cures one may harm another. In this domain
the talking machine is destined to fulfil a noble mission.
I UST

another reminder about terms: The stock of machines

J and records on the dealer's floor are, regardless of fixed price
agreements or anything else, worth more to him right now than
when he bought them, whether it was three weeks or three
months-ago. This higher value is based on the fact that once off
his floor they will leave a gap that may not be filled for some
months to come. Meanwhile, he is paying rent and carryingoverhead on that gap. Why, therefore, sacrifice these machines
and records on long time terms. Demand cash wherever possible,
for right now it is the dealer's right to do so, and barring cash,
make the terms reasonable — that is, reasonable to the house.
Meanwhile

many dealers are selling only for cash.

RECENT cases in -the West where "gyp" dealers, and even
that class of legitimate dealers in talking machines whohave been convicted of misleading advertising and punished
therefor, indicate that State advertising laws and local ordinances
really have some "kick" in them and are not to be trifled with.
When a few more cases are successfully pushed in other sections
of the country that will serve to force on erring members of the
trade generally that they either have to be good and tell the truth
or stand punishment, so much the better off will be the industry.
Up to a couple of years ago the talking machine industry
was remarkably free from misleading advertising. The leading
manufacturers have always set high standards for their publicity. They endeavored to present facts instead of fiction;
based their claims on truth and devoted their arguments to selling their own lines rather than in knocking those of competitors
and trading upon competitors' reputations.
There is now evident in some quarters, however, definite
attempts to cast reflection on the products of competitors, or to
market unknown lines on arguments based on instruments of
recognized standing. The "Victrola-like" or "Grafonola-style"
of instruments offered at bargain prices by "gyp" dealers have
become too common to permit of their being ignored any further,
and the Music Industries Better Business Bureau, with headquarters inMilwaukee, is taking cognizance of this fact and has
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TO

OUR

SUBSCRIBERS

If your copy of The Talking Machine World does not reach you
on publication date, or a few days thereafter, do not assume that
it has gone astray. The existing railway congestion has had a
serious effect on the handling of mail, particularly second class
matter, and brought about unusual delays. Kindly wait a few
days longer than usual before writing to us, as the paper will
probably arrive safely

already succeeded in prosecuting several cases successfully, while
others are under investigation.
The New York District Attorney's office has also been investigating local advertisers of the "gyp" type, and has promised
to prosecute any of this ilk when proof can be furnished that
they are uttering misstatements.
It is all up to the legitimate dealer to protect his own interests. If he sits quietly by and considers that the "gyp" dealer is
not doing enough to hurt him to make prosecution worth while,
he is simply encouraging a malignant growth in the industry.
The thing to do is to investigate personally so far as possible
every questionable advertisement, whether by "gyp" or legitimate
dealers, and to present the facts before local authorities or before
the Better Business Bureau, and prompt action can be obtained.
Keeping the industry clean means to keep it healthy.
TALKING machine and record manufacturers are taking no
undue credit to themselves when they acknowledge that
they are doing real good for the fighting men of the nation at this
time. Hardly a military unit, ship or hospital but has one or
more talking machines, and a suitable supply of records, and the
cry is constantly for further supplies of talking machine outfits
for new units not yet equipped. The Y. M. C. A., for instance^
consider the talking machine sufficiently important to appro;
priate a substantial portion of their funds for the purchase 6f
such outfits for their various huts in this country and France;
And so it is with the Knights of Columbus. Even the enemy
enjoys the talking machine, for a story comes from London
of an officer who while engaged in a drive against the Germans
found several records in No Man's Land, and close to their
trenches. It is said that Washington has divided the products
of the country into three classes unofficially, they being first,
food; second, war materials, and third, everything else. From
tesults already shown it would seem that talking machine records
might have a fair chance of edging into the second class.
THE phenomenal success of the Liberty Loan Rally of the
Allied Music Trades, at Carnegie .Hall, on April 30, was due
in great measure to the work of the talking machine men and tjie
generosity of the manufacturing companies and their artists. '.' :

"Plant"

Records

This

Spring

Join the corps of successful dealers who are planting seeds of record
profits for "picking" during the coming months.
And if the seeds are planted in the

PEARSALL

of

GARDEN

SERVICE

you'll find its fertile soil is prolific of early crops and good ones, too,
"Big Oaks from Little Acorns Grow" — use Pearsall Service on Victor
Records and watch the Acorn bank balance grow into a big oak.

SILAS
18 West

46th

E.

PEARSALL
Victor Distributors

Street

New

CO.
York, N. Y.
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There are reasons why it would be unwise,
from a broadly patriotic point of view, to curtail
talking- machine production. No doubt the representatives ofevery industry designated as nonessential have countless arguments to present
against the propriety of such designation. In
the case of the modern talking machine, however, the morale of the home itself, the very
foundation of the nation's institutions, is affected. It is that, and not any inclination to
evade bearing our full share of our country's
burden, that actuates talking machine manufacturers in feeling that the proposed curtailment
of fuel supply is not wise.
According to my understanding, it is the sense
of the administration that the production of
talking machines should be curtailed to the end
that labor thus released may be employed in
Government operations, and the money which
would be expended for the instruments may instead be invested in Liberty Bonds, thereby providing the Government with the means of purchasing the product of the labor. The benefit
that eventually would accrue to the Government under such program with reference to some
industries, such as pleasure automobiles, for
instance, is obvious. The difference in the
value of the program as applied to the automobile industry, which we have taken for comparison, and the talking machine industry, lies
in the fact that the former is not indispensable
to the morale of the home, while the latter most
certainly is.
Music is the most ennobling of all human
agencies. Without it the ideals of the nation,
and, hence, the nation itself would suffer. It
is essential to the home in which is to be maintained the mental attitude necessary to national
hope and courage.
The fact that, notwithstanding the withdrawal
of thousands of persons from the usual buying
channels, the demand for talking machines has
increased proportionately with the stress of war
conditions, the sales of the past six months having been the largest of any similar period in the
history of the industry, proves that the public
looks to this universal music reproducing instrument to renew the tremendous mental
energy daily consumed under the strain of our
present national crisis.
Through the talking machine the emotions
may be thrilled and hearts made happy. The
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patriotism that great bands and famous musicians impart in their masterful interpretation of
our national songs, expressing in the most poDEATH

OF RICHARD

business was excellent, but when the New Edison entered the Southern field he was selected
by the owners of the first modern Edison shop
in the Southeast to introduce the line into an
undeveloped field. It may be said that the present large sale of Columbia product in Atlanta
and vicinity and also the Edison ground work
can be attributed very largely to his ability and
efforts.

Well-Known Talking Machine Man of Atlanta,
Ga., Passes Away in New Orleans
Richard Thornton, of Atlanta, Ga., for a number of years identified with the talking machine
industry, recently passed away in New Orleans,
La., at the Presbyterian Hospital, of acute pneumonia, after an illness of only a few days, in his
thirty-fifth year.
He was identified with the Columbia Graphophone Co.'s Southeastern distributing headquarters in Atlanta from 1911 to 1915 as assistant
manager, and was regarded as one of the most
expert and experienced phonograph men in the
United States, his work in the various departments of the Columbia Co. having given him an
opportunity to learn the business from the
ground up, managerial, selling and financial.
In 1915 the Columbia Co. sold their retail
interests in Atlanta, and Mr. Thornton organized the Atlanta Talking Machine Co. at the old
stand on Peachtree street, becoming junior
partner and manager.
His success with this
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Charles W. Homeyer, well-known music dealer of 332 Boylston street, Boston,' Mass., has
just installed a line of Sonora phonographs and
is very enthusiastic over the possibilities of the
new line.
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Mr. Thornton was educated at the Atlanta
public schools, in preparatory schools in New
England and at Emory College, Oxford, Ga.
He was a member of the Chi Phi Fraternity,
and of the leading clubs of Atlanta, and was
universally beloved by all who knew him. His
untimely end will be mourned by hundreds of
friends all over the country.
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Schiff

turn inspire the boys "over there," and it will
prove the greatest element in preserving the
morale of the nation's war workers, both here
and at the front, by preserving the morale of
the home.
Talking machine manufacturers are not only
willing, but in common with every other American industry, are anxious to go to any limit to
serve the interests of the country, but they hope
a way may be found to do that without risking
- injury to the spirit of the nation which now,
more than ever, needs and depends upon the
talking ,machine for economical mental relaxation and clean home entertainment.

THORNTON

COMPANY

G.

The talking machine brings democracy into
the home and at this time, when events transcend the powers of the ablest writer or orator,
the amplification of music must be permitted to
perform its appropriate work of binding the people throughout the country so they may be held
together by common ideals and sympathies.
Music in the home is the most positive preventive of our deterioration to a morose practicability; itwill inspire the home folks to in
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tent manner the great ideals for which America
stands.
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music of the master, reproduced by the talking machine, can send into the very soul of the
lonesome mother or heartsick wife a message
of hope and cheer from the brave soldier at the
front, and only through the talking machine can
there be received in the home the message of
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IN ST. LOUIS
BUSINESS TOPICS DISCUSSED
IMPORTANT
Tri-State Victor Dealers' Association Have Interchange of Ideas on the Evils of Free Service,
Current Monthly Records and Salesmanship Requisites — Start Repair Shop for the Trade

J- »• MOORE RESIGNS AS MANAGER
Retires as Head of Successful Talking Machine
Department of Lion Drygoods Co.

were certain essentials that it was necessary to
teach, and as soon as it was found that the candidate for a sales place could not grasp these
requisites, that candidate should be placed in
the discard. He reminded the salesmen — and
women — present that there were many things
that they could do to bring about their own advancement by self-development. These efforts,
he reminded them, always brought excellent returns in the way of salary advancement, as
there was but one basis on which to fix the
salary of the salesman — that of the earning

Toledo, O., May 4— J. D. Moore, who about
five years ago opened a talking machine department in the Lion Drygoods Co. store in this
city, and has since acted as manager, resigned
recently to enter a new field upon leaving the
services of the company. Mr. and Mrs. Moore
were entertained at dinner by the employes of

St. Louis, Mo., May 8.— The last meeting of the
Tri-State Victor Dealers' Association, the first
to which the associate members — sales people —
were admitted, was entirely successful. The
experiment was as to whether the sales folk
would take an interest. They did. So the experiment was considered successful. More
meetings of this kind will be held, and it is believed that the sales folk will become so interested that it will be possible to get out-oftown members to send their sales forces to attend occasional special meetings. The program
was especially designed to interest those in the
selling end.
Val Reis was to have spoken on "The Evils
of Free Service — The Extent to Which Such
" Mr.
Service May Profitably Be Extended.
Reis was unable to be present, but President
Magoon introduced the topic and asked those
present for ideas. There was a good deal of
discussion, the chief idea being that there should
be a definite suggestion as to how far the salesman should go in promising service. At present the salesman -has to be entirely dependent
upon the customer's word as to what other dealers will do, as there appears to be no understanding. Some customers get the idea that
they are within their rights when they call to
have a service man sent out to wipe out scratches
to the cabinet. Others get the free service idea
so strong that they do not even try winding
up the machine before they call for assistance.
On motion, a committee was appointed, of which
E. C. Rauth is chairman, to outline suggestions
as to what free service is desirable and to report at the next meeting.
J. F. Hunleth talked on "Current Monthly
Records." Mr. Hunleth said that during the
present shortage of supplies of new records it
behooved each dealer to make his stock go as
far as he could. He took a recent monthly list
and called attention to the numbers in stock
similar to those on the list and suggested that
when a customer called for a certain new record
— say, a Caruso — that he be reminded of the
other and similar Caruso records in older stock,
and that these be played for him as well as
the new one — with no emphasis on the new one.
He said that experiments of this kind carried
out in his store have resulted in many sales from
the older stock and that in many cases the customer was better pleased with the older records.
He said that only the entirely new songs need
- be sold and sometimes there were good substitutes for these. He also reminded his hearers
that some of them had large stocks of excellent musical numbers that could just as well be
sold as not, as there was no satisfactory reason
for their going out of fashion — mere whim.
J. F. Ditzell, of the Famous & Barr Co.,
spoke at some length on the "Requisites of a
Salesman." He reminded his hearers that a
sales person was made — not born — that there

power.
Through the association the St. Louis members have- completed an arrangement for a common repair shop. The association has guaranteed a local motor repair man — said to be the
best in town — a certain amount of work if he
will hold himself at the call of the members. He
will make special prices and will guarantee all
of the work. This shop is not expected to
handle case work — only mechanical— but the repair man will have case, work done if desired.
This arrangement was made because good repair
men are becoming scarce, and it was felt that
by consolidating the work better results would
be obtained and men could be spared for other
work.

the talking machine department, on which occasion Mr. Moore was presented with a handsome traveling bag in token of their esteem.
The Victrola department of the Lion store is
operated on a very successful basis. No records are sent out on approval, and interest is
charged on all deferred payments. All accounts
are watched carefully through co-operation with
the credit department, with the result that there
are practically no repossessions.
LEASE

LARGER

QUARTERS

Minneapolis, Minn., May 3. — Owing to the increase in their Edison phonograph business, the
East Side Phonograph Co., this city, have
leased new and larger quarters at 209 East Hennepin avenue, which will be equipped to meet
the requirements of the company, and which
will be occupied about November 1, when the
lease on the present store at 416 Central avenue
expires.

You can sell every Victrola X-A
can get — and sell

and XI-A

you

With every one. Or you can sell the Victrolas
alone, making $2.75 or $3.00 less on each one.
Mail us this advertisement, with your name
and address on the margin. Full particulars
will be mailed at once.

Eeaisp
jftle
Co.,
3nc.
. INDIANAPOLIS,
U. S. A.
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Hector Charlesworth, who has written a series
of articles on talking machine and player-piano
music for the Canadian Home Journal, in the
course of one of them emphasizes a thought
that is interesting. He says: "While in a small
Ontario town I noticed a large advertisement announcing that records of Jascha Heifetz
could be procured from a local dealer. Less
than ten months ago the name of Heifetz was
unknown, even to the most noted musical critics
of New York. He came to America from Petrograd and gave a violin recital in that city about
the time of the first snowflakes. At once it was
recognized that a great star had risen in the
musical world, and his subsequent appearances
have created a furor wherever he has gone.
"But a decade ago such an incident would
have affected only a few large cities with halls
capable of containing the thousands that naturally throng to hear a new and celebrated man
of genius. In a small town, such as the one I
mention, the idea that Heifetz would become
a personage so well known as to be the subject of lengthy advertisements in the local newspapers would have been fantastic. Only a few
of the well-to-do, who might go on a journey,
could ever hope to hear him play the violin,
and his name would have been dismissed from
HERZOG
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RECORD

TALKING

CATALOG

New Catalog Portrays and Describes Over Sixty
Different Models of Cabinets
A new catalog of "Herzog Art Record Cabinets" has recently been published by the Herzog Art Furniture Co., of Saginaw, Mich. This
new catalog, which is a very handsome affair
in blue, white and black, portrays over sixty
different models of cabinets. It starts in with
a comprehensive view of the factory, and a pertinent discourse on why Herzog art record cabinets are a profitable accessory for talking machine dealers. Following this are a series of
profusely illustrated sections.
Section 1 is devoted to Victor record cabinets,
Section 2 to Columbia record cabinets, Section 3 to Pathe cabinets, Section 4 to Brunswick cabinets, Section 5 to Edison cabinets, Section 6 to Auxiliary cabinets, Section 7 to player
roll cabinets, Section 8 to a reproduction of the
various newspaper
cuts of Herzog cabinets
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centage
of
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have talking machines, Mr.
overshooting the mark to say that ten years
Charlesworth thinks that some artists will find
ago the ordinary reader of a small town newsit profitable to devote themselves exclusively to
paper would have been indifferent as to whether
the making of records and abandon public apJascha Heifetz was an anarchist or a new kmd
pearances altogether; just as certain lecturers
of mineral water. Now he is the possession of
and educators have abandoned the rostrum and
do their teaching entirely by the correspondence
method.
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may
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"This is not likely to occur in the case of
any artist of first-rate talent," says the writer, in
conclusion, "for the very good reason that public appearances in themselves, if successful, form
an advertisement for the records of an artist
of inestimable value. Yet the situation does
hold its possibilities for the singer who happens
to meet with misfortune other than the loss of
voice.

day

themselves

exclusively
making

to the

of records

the whole community. The sure barometer of
advertising expenditure shows that he has a
public everywhere, a'public infinitely larger (who
will know him through the records, and probably sees his face) than the throngs who are
crowding to hear him in the large cities."
which are available for use in the dealer's local
advertising. The volume is well written, admirably printed and produced, and should prove
of interest to all members of the trade.
LEE GILBERT

MARRIED

Lee Gilbert, a well-known talking machine
man of Omaha, Neb., recently married Miss
Weltha Gilbert, of Des Moines. It was a home
wedding of a most attractive sort, and the guests
included Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Mickel, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred. Bailey and Hugo Hayne, all of
Omaha, and all well known to the talking machine trade of the Middle West.
Mr. Gilbert started his career in the talking
machine industry at the Victor factory. From
there he went to Chase & West in Des Moines,
and later with Mickel Bros, in the same city.
He was transferred to the Omaha branch of the
Mickel Bros. Co. on February 1 of this year,
with which organization he continues to display
great energy as a Victor salesman.
THE
Automatic

"Suppose that Caruso, just for instance, had
been young enough to have been drafted for
the Italian army, and had met with the loss of
his legs or with some hideous facial disfigurement which precluded his ever appearing on
the stage again. He would, did his voice retain
its power, be able to continue to appeal to popular approval by making new records. The
same is true of every other noted singer of
either sex."
TO FEATURE

EDISON

LINE IN UTICA

New Concern Formed to Take Over the Business of the Utica Music Co., Inc.
Utica, N. Y., May 6. — A new company has
been formed to promote the sale of the new
Edison phonograph. This company will handle a probationary zone, having the exclusive
sale of the Edison instruments and records.
The stock, fixtures and lease of the Utica Music
Co., Inc., have been purchased and the Utica
business will be conducted at 261 Genesee street,
Crouse Building, where every model of the New
Edison and a complete stock of the Edison Disc
and Blue Amberola records will be found. The
members of the new company are Clayton L.
Wheeler, Arthur R. Knox, E. L. Kuhl and John
Schuderer. The Utica headquarters at 261
Genesee street will be under the management of
Arthur R. Knox and the Rome branch. 173 West
Dominick street, will be managed by John H.
Schuderer.

BROOKS

Repeating

Phonograph

Plays Any Kind of Record — Any Desired Number
of Times and Then Stops Automatically —
The Phonograph Sensation of the Age
DEALERS:
You cannot duplicate the value we offer for twice
the price. In size and appearance the "Brooks"
compares favorably with Instruments retailing for
$300.00 and up.
In tone qualities it is unexcelled by any talking
machine on earth ! In mechanical equipment and
automatic features it is years in advance of its
nearest competitor. We have been building talking
machines for three years — last year our sales doubled every four months. The BROOKS DEALER
has no competition. The machine creates interest
and discussion — it is self-advertising. Send for
particulars, terms, prices.
BROOKS
MANUFACTURING
Talking Machine Dept.
SAGINAW,

COMPANY
MICH., U. S. A.

View of Controlling Dial
This dial sets, starts and stops
tinuous.
the machine. Will play anj- desired number up to nine or conSimplest Machine to Operate
Instructions
Set the needle at the inner edge
of record cutting and then move
pointer to the figure designating the
number of times you wish record
That is all. You can now forget
the machine. When the record has
played.
been played as many times as set
for, the machine
matically with the will
tone stop
arm autosuspended in the air above record.
HEIGHT INCHES
OF CABINET 50
FURNISHED IN OAK OR
MAHOGANY
SPRING OR ELECTRIC MOTOR
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Columbia

Portable

for

Model

Grafonolas

Vacationists

"Vacations

with Music" —

That's the Columbia
days.

sales slogan for the next ninety

Make it yours, and your Summer sales will follow
your Thermometer upward. The hotter it gets, the
better your business.
Columbia
Price

Sell Portable Grafonolas

Grafonola

to the folks who

go to the

woods and lakes and shores, and there'll be no Summer
Slump for you. Your July will be a big, fat January.

$18

It is sound sales strategy.
Vacation time is joy time. People want to pack all
the fun possible into their play days. They jump for
anythingaway.
that makes
they're
And

how many

for mirth and spice-o'-life while

know

what joy there is in a "Vaca-

tion with Music?"
Make it your job — and your opportunity — to tell
them.

Columbia
Price

A vacation with all the live, up-to-date music always
ready to play. Stirring soldier songs, close harmonies
and splendid bands — for the twilight time when the
crowd gathers; dear old-time ballads or the haunting
strains of violin, floating out over the water in the velvet
darkness, when the little waves go slap-slap-slap against go
the side of the canoe.

Grafonola

Or snappy, catchy, cheery song-hits for rainy days —
glorious syncopations for dancing. Who can imagine
a vacation without dancing? Think of having all the
newest jazz riots, one steps, waltzes, right on tap in a
friendly, willing Grafonola.

$30

Here's a big opportunity
after it.

for the live salesman-

We've prepared a tremendous barrage of National
Advertising on the Portable Grafonolas as vacation companions— to be launcbed during June, July and August.
People are going to want

the Vacation

Models.

Tie up, friend dealer, tie up. Write — today — to
your Distributor about the Portable Models, prices,
Sales Helps, quantities, etc.
Remember

Columbia
Price

Grafonola

the

countersign —

"Vacations

with

Columbia
Graphophone
Company
Music."
Woolworth Building, New York

$45

iillinium ■

lillllillll
Visit

our

Exhibit

at the

National

Music

Show,

Gran
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la

Grafono

Central

High-Power

National

that will make
Advertising
Portable
Model
Grafonolas

During June, July and August — when people are going
by the hundred thousand to the Summer resorts — ColumModel
sales drive on the Portable
bia will make a powerful nolas
.
Grafo

it Easy

for

Saturday Evening Post, Collier's, American Magazine,
Scribner's, Literary Digest and Good Housekeeping.
Over six million combined circulation.
Is it big enough for YOU?
Then you PUSH — our ads will PULL.
IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Here's an entirely new field for Columbia Dealers. It is
a Department in itself. Foreign Language Records sell
fast — people who buy them have plenty of money now.
Nationally Advertised in Foreign Language Papers. Write for Details
INTERNATIONAL RECORD DEPARTMENT, COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY
Columbia

Graphophone

Woolworth

Palace,

New

York,

June

1 to 8, Space

Building,

36

to

Sell

The big idea back of the advertising is, "Vacations with
Music."
makes
that automatically
— an idea
powerful idea
It's a vacationist
for a Grafonola.
customer
a potential
every

The advertising schedule comprises full-page space in the

Thirty million readers.
COLUMBIA RECORDS

You

to 39

New

Company
York
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been maintained in the past that high efficiency
which has been characteristic of Victor advertising and publicity.
Ernest John, Widely Known as Editor of "Voice
"Associated with Mr. John on the editorial
of the Victor," Advanced to This Important
staff, which has already given the trade such
Post in the Victor Co. Organization
excellent service, will be Arthur S. Garbett and
The following letter sent to the trade by- F. A. Delano, writers of distinction and high
qualifications. On the advertising staff will be
Louis F. Geissler, general manager of the VicW. L. Marshall and H. E. Green, both men of
tor Talking Machine Co., requires no comment
established
worth and long experience.
beyond the endorsement of Mr. Geissler's views
regarding the experience and ability of Ernest
• "Ours is a highly specialized business requiring special talents and special training. Our one
consistent purpose is to be of greater service
to the trade, and so to be of greater service to
ourselves. To that end the above appointments
have been made; to that end, also, we ask your
earnest co-operation, which must assuredly be
to the advantage of all concerned."
For Mr. John it can be stated that by experience and training he is particularly well qualified to handle with success the problems connected with his new post. He was born in St.
Ives, a summer resort on the Cornish Coast of
England, recognized as the mecca for artists,
among them some of the greatest painters in
England. It was in his native town that he
secured a fundamental knowledge of art, that
has proved of great advantage to him in the
domain of advertising and editing.
Coming to the United States when still a
young man, Mr. John became associated with a
small town newspaper in Michigan, where he
had experience as editor, manager, circulation
manager, and more particularly as advertising
manager. Mr. John proved particularly successful in the last position, proving to his clients the value of advertising, even selling them
advertisements, and finally writing and designErnest John
ing the ads. After five and one-half years as
advertising manager, Mr. John resigned in 1910
John as qualifying him for his new post as adto go with the Victor Talking Machine Co. to
vertising manager of the Victor Co.:
take charge of specialized work. He was en"We take great pleasure in announcing the appointment of Ernest John as manager of the
gaged to go all over the country giving demonadvertising and editorial departments of the
stration lectures before the public on the musical value of the Victrola, and in addition actVictor Talking Machine Co., which departments
ing as special adviser to the dealers with whom
will be amalgamated under his direction.
he came in contact. At that time musicians still
"This highly important position requires not
thought of the talking machine only as a means
only a broad advertising experience, but certain
special qualifications, and, above all, an intimate
of supplying "canned" music, and the dealers
themselves lacked a full appreciation of the posknowledge of Victor business.
sibilities of the Victrola. It was to overcome
''As editor of the 'Voice of the Victor' and
this condition that Mr. John was sent on tour.
manager of the editorial department, Mr. John,
Mr. John worked so successfully that he was
with fourteen years of practical experience as
an advertising man, is already well known to called back to Camden to edit "The Voice of
the trade. We confidently believe in his abilthe Victor," the trade organ of the A'ictor Co.
ity to maintain in the future as fully as it has
Here his knowledge of practical matters, of
NEW

VICTOR

ADVERTISING
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Ward's

Khaki

PROTECT

Covers

YOUR MACHINES FROM ALL
KINDS OF WEATHER

and will enable you to deliver them
free from dust, scratches, bruises
and all other finish destroyers
Our covers are faced with Standard Khaki,
lined with a heavy grade flannel, interlined
with an exceptionally good grade of heavy
cotton or felt, diagonally and closely quilted,
and manufactured according to the usual
superior "WARD New London " quality.
Grade "D", medium size, $5.50
Grade "D", large size, $6.00
Grade "K", medium size, $8.00
Grade "K", large size, $8.50
Carrying Straps: No. 1 $1.00; No. Z $2.00; No. 3 $3.50
ORDER SAMPLE COVER ON APPROVAL
With Name of Machine silk embroidered on any Cover; extra,. -30c.
With
NameCovers,
and Address,
first Cover; extra $1.15
Same onDealer's
additional
each extra
60c.
Write for booklet

Grade " D " Cover with No. 3 Straps.

The
C. E. Ward
Co.
(Well-known Lodge Regalia House)
101 William St., New London, Ohio
Also Manufacturer* of Rubberized Covers
and Dust Covers for the Wareroom

DEALERS

THIS-

"The finest and most delicate pieces of mechanism do not prove
efficient onless properly labricated. Skill, Genios, Invention
and Workmanship most have the proper Oil. Stop and consider this when yon have to bny an Oil for household use."
IS BEST
FOR

ANY

TALKING

MACHINE

Being made in our Watch Oil
Dep't, the same care given in refining as in our " Watch Oil," as
all gums and impurities are exleaving it Colorless, Odorless and tracted,
Stainless.
BEWARE OF SCENTED OILS
Machines will not clog if oiled with NYOIL,
the U.willS. Gov't
Army
andNYOIL
Navy. is AusedcnaJby order
make ainpermanent customer of you.
use NYOIL for Sewing Machines,
forLadies
it is stainless.
Sportsmen find NYOIL best for Guns, for it
keeps them from rusting.
NYOIL is put up in loz., 3U oz. and
3 oz. Bottles, and in Pint,
Quart and Gallon Cans.
For Sale by all Talking Machine Supplies Dealers
WILLIAM F. NYE, New Bedford, Mass., U. S. A.

typography, design and illustration, combined
with a thorough knowledge of the dealers'
needs, and of Victor possibilities, enabled him
to produce a publication of unquestioned standing and value.
Mr. John's next appointment was that of assistant advertising manager to Henry C. Brown,
who was then manager. About eighteen
months ago, when the new "Editorial Department" was created, Mr. John was appointed manager, and in addition to editing "The \ oice" has
been called upon to get out the monthly supplement of new records, as well as catalogs, and
take charge of other important tasks. In this
new work he made good, and when the time
came to choose another advertising manager to
replace Mr. Brown, who had become assistant
to the general manager, Mr. John was accepted
as the logical man for the post.
Mr. John is a man of winning personality and
charm of manner. He makes friends quickly,
and what is more keeps them, although he is
not averse to a "scrap" if he finds that his rights
demand it. In other words, he has the necessary qualifications for a man who is advertising
manager of the Victor Co. and can be depended
upon to do big things in a big way.
VEECO

Moving

MACHINE

MOTORS

ARE

IN DEMAND

Improved Model Wins Favor of the Manufacturers— C. F. Simes in France
Bostox, Mass., May 4. — The Veeco Co., of this
city, manufacturers of the Veeco electric motor
and the Vitraloid turntables for talking machines, report a strong and growing demand for
their motors. The company recently put on the
market an improved type of motor, considerably
heavier than the old model, and with details
added that make for betterment. The motors
are coming through in good shape, and shipments are being made with regularity.
Charles F. Simes, formerly sales manager of
the Veeco Co., who enlisted in the U. S. Artillery last August, has been in France for
some time past, and a letter received at the
Veeco headquarters states that his battery has
already been in action on the Western front.
A VISITOR

FROM

CHICAGO

M. C. SchifF. president of the Vitanola Talking Machine Co., Chicago, 111., was a visitor to
The World sanctum in New York the closing
days of the month. On his trip East he was
accompanied by Mrs. SchifF. While the visit
was a business one in a measure, yet it also
marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of their
marriage. Both Mr. and Mrs. Schiff enjoyed
their silver wedding anniversary in a very pleasant sojourn in the nation's metropolis.
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AFTER

THE CASH

Prepared by J. I. Carroll on General Phases of
Salesmanship Are Right to the Point

Selection by Grand Opera Artist of Ragtime and
Popular Records Shocks Salesman

A Suggestion in "System" That Is Worth While
Where Cash Is Not Enclosed With Order

J. I. Carroll, assistant manager of sales of the
Emerson Phonograph Co., manufacturers of
Emerson records, sends out regularly to the
members of his sales staff interesting bulletins
which contain timely suggestions on important
topics, and occasional suggestions on general
phases of salesmanship. One of his recent bulletins, entitled "Pep," was enthusiastically received by the members of the staff. This bulletin reads as follows:

A certain shining light in the operatic world
was a visitor recently to one of our talking machine establishments, and needless to say his
visit caused quite a stir. The best salesman
was called into service, and without much difficulty an expensive talking machine was sold.
From there he journeyed to the record department to make a selection of records for his library. Immediately the record salesman prepared what he deemed would be an acceptable
list of operatic rcords to supply to this celebrity,
and he was led into the most attractive soundproof booth, the company possessed. List in
hand, the record expert suggested a duet from
"Boheme," a polonaise from "Mignon," the
"Caprice Viennois," and other numbers which he
thought would appeal to a man famous in the
operatic world.
The celebrity politely waited until the young
man had come to the end of the list, and his

The following suggestion of E. R. Marshall,

"The man who's on the job early in the morning and late at night — he's got it.
"The man who's alive to the opportunities in
each town, studies to profit by them, and then
goes to it with enthusiasm and determination —
that's it.
"The man who works the small towns as
eagerly and thoroughly as the big, and gets the
business in each — is supplied with it.
"The man who enthuses his dealers, gives
them sound advertising and practical merchandising suggestions; who is ever alert to help his
customer build up a successful department — has
a stock of it.
"The man who wastes no time, makes every
minute count, covers ground rapidly though thoroughly; who makes friends for himself and his
house — he surely has it.
"The man whose appearance is neat; whose
speech is clean cut, straightforward and businesslike; whose manner' is tactful, courteous,
gentlemanly, and who reflects credit on his
house — has a fund of it.
" 'Pep' is not noise or buncombe. It is life,
enthusiasm, energy, preparation, belief and confidence in yourself, your firm, your goods.
"Every salesman who lacks any of the elements of 'pep' should cultivate, them- — they bring
success." '
,
, j
...
. ; •'

breath as well, then said: "You are very kind
to have taken such trouble for me, but as I
hear so much opera and good music all the
time" (smiling), "I would now like to purchase
all the 'bad' music you have. The most syncopated ragtime, the most popular songs I will
have if you please — also some jazz band mixtures. You need not play them, just pick me
out about two dozen of your very latest and
lightest
music."
He arose
to go. The record salesman still
wore a terribly pained expression. He hovered
tremulously around— pencil in hand. "But may
I not send any opera records?" he asked rather
anxiously.
The celebrity was now at the elevator. "Just
a complete set of the kind I have named," he
shop.
returned, majestically, as he stepped out of the

which appears in the current issue of "System," may be of interest to talking machine dealers, some of whose business is by mail on a cash
basis :
"Sojnetimes orders that come into an Eastern
house are not accompanied by the necessary remittances. A rule of the house requires cash
with each order. How to get the remittance
without losing the order, or without offending
the customer, puzzled the manager until he
drafted this letter:
I note that the envelope which contained your recent
order contained no form of remittance. The envelope
bore no evidence of having been tampered with in the
mails, and it 'Occurred to us that perhaps you inadvertently sealed it without enclosing your remittance.
If this is so, will you be good enough to send it by
return mail, sending us back the enclosed order? Or, if
you did enclose your remittance, send us particulars regarding it. to have your reply on the back of this letWeter by return
hope
mail. .
"Experiments proved that the letter pulled.
Now it is written to every customer who fails
to send cash with his order."
MEETING

OF COLUMBIA

DEALERS

Retailers in Indianapolis District Gather for
Business Discussions
Indianapolis, Ind., May 4. — Dealers in this city
and vicinity who handle the Columbia line of
Grafonolas and records held a meeting recently at the Hotel English, where they listened to
excellent business talks by Ben. L. Brown, manager of the local branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co., Samuel Lemberg, special representative of the international record department of
that company; William Kobin, special representative of the. Dictaphone, and H. C. Barnes,
of the advertising department of the local paper.

Prestige

CONSIDER what it means, from the stand'
point of prestige, to introduce the CheneyPhonograph in your community.
This is the instrument whose serene purity of
tone and superlative cabinet design set a new high
standard in phonographs. The Cheney plays
better and it pays better. Each instrument sold
sells others.

Cheney
PHONOGRAPH
'Vlaijs all records -belter
The Cheney acoustic inventions, covered by basic pat'
ents, are revolutionary improvements. These commanding
advantages bring the Cheney dealer the cream of the phonograph trade.
Six Cheney Models— $60 to $300
Art Models— $200 to $2000
DEALER
CO-OPERATION
Cheney distributors are backed by a very complete and
effective Monthly Service, consisting of local newspaper
advertising and high'dass merchandising helps.
Full information supplied upon request
Cheney Phonographs will
be on exhibition at the
National Music Show
June 1st to 8th. Space
14, Grand Central Palace,
New York.

Cheney
Many phonographs play all records; only
the Cheney plays all records better

Talking Machine
CHICAGO
24 North Wabash
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In

Boston

JOHN H. WILSON, MANAGER,
Boston, Mass., May 8.— The Third Liberty
Loan campaign has ended and Boston has gone
"over the top." The talking machine tradehas certainly done its share and both heads of
establishments and employes have all been enthusiastic buyers of bonds. Such houses as
the Oliver Diston Co., Eastern Talking Machine Co., the wholesale department of the
Columbia, M. Steinert & Sons Co., Pardee, Ellenberger Co., Inc., Hallet & Davis Co., and many
others having helped considerably to swell the
total for this city.
The local business continues to be pretty
good, but with the last week of April and the
first week of May there was a general improvement all along the line and there is a
feeling that the early summer business will be
very good. But in the meantime there is a
notable shortage of goods which is felt by
nearly all the companies.
Great Columbia Meeting
The Columbia people had a great night on
Tuesday, April 23. It was the monthly meeting of the dealers and there were some special
features to make the occasion something out
of the ordinary. Manager Fred E. Mann presided and the 140 or more persons present
were entertained by Leon Rothier, of the Metropolitan Opera Co., who graciously consented
to take part before going to the opera house
where he was to appear later in the evening.
Mr. Mann played his accompaniments. Mr.
Rothier has seen service in the present war
and was in the front trenches at Verdun and
has also been at Rheims. Another who entertained was Arthur Fields, who sang quite a
number of songs, many of which are familiar
to the owners of Columbia records. Mrs. Fields
accompanied her husband. A. R. Harris, of the
record division of the sales department, came
over from New York to give a talk on the
June records. A number of the Columbia dealers present came from neighboring and more
distant cities.
W. A. Hine and R. F. Ott, of the Columbia
forces, visited the factory at Bridgeport, Conn.,
a short time ago, later going over to New York
to visit the executive offices.
Illness of Mrs. F. C. Henderson
F. C. Henderson, of the F. C. Henderson Co.,
who operates a chain of talking machine departments in a number of the large stores in
Boston and other places, has had the sympathy
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signed up are Harry Kittridge, of Lowell; the
Wentworth Music Co., at Skowhegan, Madison,
Brunswick and Waterville, Me.; John J. Forrest,
at Lawrence; C. C. Moir, of Cambridge; F. C.
Tucker, at Haverhill, and B. L. Couchar, of
Springfield. All of these stores are installing
the new nine-inch records, which, though out
only a short time, have been selling most satisfactorily everywhere.
Steinert Men in the Service
The Arch street Victor headquarters of the
M. Steinert & Sons Co., which is in charge
of Robert Steinert, is about to fly a service flag
to the breeze, for the house has certainly done
its share in providing good men for the service
of Uncle Sam. There is Emmet Ryan, an outside man for the company, who is now in

Opera ment
Co.,
finished were
a week's
engagehere.which
Houseshas included
M. Steinert
& Sons Co., Oliver Ditson Co., C. C. Harvey
Co., the Victor Co., which had the back page,
and the Columbia Co., which was featured by
the Grafonola Co. of New England.
Russell Steinert Did Good Work
One of the hardest-working men in the Liberty Loan campaign purchase was Russell Steinert, who makes his headquarters at the Boylston
street establishment of the Steinert Co. He
was in charge of Precinct 5 of Ward 8 and
was an important factor in disposing of a large
amount of bonds.
New Sonora Representatives
One of the important deals just closed by
Richard Nelson, manager of the New England
department of the Sonora, is that of Charles W.
Homeyer, a well-known Boylston street sheet
music dealer. Mr. Homeyer has arranged a single booth in the center of his warerooms and
he already has been able to interest a number

Value

Its

a policy
the

France attached to General Pershing's staff.
Leo McCarthy is another. He was an outside
wholesale man, and is now with a unit of
heavy artillery. Robert Tiffany is naval aviator
and is now in practice at Princeton. Frank
Griffin, of the repair department, is in the quartermaster's division at Camp Devens, Ayer.
Frank Cunningham, a branch manager, is at the
Charlestown Navy Yard attached to the paymaster's department. Charles Von Euw, head
of the stockroom, is at Fort Slocum, N. Y.
Represented on Grand Opera Program
The talking machine business was well represented in the program of the Metropolitan
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New

Victrola on the S.S. "Belfast"
Quite an innovation was tried out on April
29 when the passengers taking the initial trip
of the "Belfast" of the Eastern Steamship Lines,
Inc., sailing from this city to New York had
the pleasure of listening to a high-priced Victrola which had been installed by Herbert L.
Royer, who conducts a Victor shop in Chauncey
street, this city. Mr. Royer was on the boat,
the guest of the management, and he was on
hand to give the stewardess instructions from
time to time in regard to operating the machine. The selection of records was left entirely to Mr. Royer, and his choice were such
as certainly gave pleasure to all on board the
boat. It was noticeable that such a machine
is admirably adapted for use on a steamer and
the music carried well to many parts of the
boat. The Victrola is located on the upper
saloon deck and Mr. Royer has similarly installed one on the "Camden," which is the sister
ship of the line. This route to New York, known
as the outside line, has long been popular with
talking machine men during the summer
months.
Joins Chickering & Sons Forces
F. H. Robie, formerly associated with Steinert
& Sons, is one of the latest additions to the
Edison and Victor staffs of Chickering & Sons.
Business with this house keeps up quite well.
Associated with the Wm. Hengerer Co.
Boston friends of Wallace Currier, who was
long identified with the local Victor business,
hear occasionally from him^in Buffalo, where
he is associated with the William Hengerer
Co., and in charge of its Victor business. Mr.
Currier finds his new association very pleasant.
New Emerson Accounts
Oscar W. Ray, New England manager of the
Emerson Phonograph Co., had as a week-end
guest the early part of May Arthur H. Cushman, the company's sales manager, who spent
several days here going over the New England
situation, which is very promising. Some of
the new accounts which Manager Ray has just

practicing this policy we
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of his friends in the illness of his wife who
recently underwent a serious operation. She
is now well on the road to complete recovery.
Joins the Colors
Young Sugarman, a partner of Harry Rosen
at his School street talking machine shop, has
gone into service and is stationed at the Portsmouth, N. H., Navy Yard.
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of persons in this new proposition. Another
new account signed up by Manager Nelson is
the C. B. Moiler Co., a large furniture house in
Cambridge. Thomas Wardell, of Lowell, is still
another who will carry the Sonora. Clinton
Royer, formerly with the Steinert house, is
one of the latest to join the Sonora local forces.
Joseph H. Burke Married
Joseph H. Burke, who is associated with Richard Nelson in the New England management
of the Sonora, and who is now making his
headquarters at Hartford, Conn., was married
on April 29 to Miss Eleanor H. Keyes, of
Auburndale. The ceremony was performed at
St. Bernard's church, West Newton, and Mr.
Burke and his bride started off on a short
trip to Atlantic City.
Visited Edison Factory
George Lincoln Parker, who handles the Edison and Victor outfits, paid a visit to the Orange,
N. J., factory and laboratories of the Edison
Co. a while ago and he returned to Boston
convinced that the company is now turning
out some of the best records that have been
put out since the Edison proposition has been
before the public.
Aeolian-Vocalion Progress in Boston
The Boston office warerooms of the Vocalion Co. have been honored with visits from
New York of two of its important men in the
business. One was Thomas Pritchett, traveling
auditor, who was here for several days; and the
other was Douglas Langford, one of the traveling men from the company's New York office.
Manager Hibshman makes an enthusiastic report- over business which, for the month of
April'nesswas
of the busiof the considerably
same month inin advance
1917.
Close Many Good Contracts
Wholesale Manager R. O. Ainslie, of the
Pathe line, whose headquarters are at the warerooms of the Hallet & Davis Co., has been
closing some very advantageous contracts
throughout New England. One of the latest
concerns to be signed up is the Tuttle Co., of
Rutland, Vt., and it has taken a large initial
order. One of the new outside men, R. H. Reid,
has gone up to Rutland to help open up the
department which promises to be quite an adjunct to the commercial enterprises of that
city, for the Tuttle Co. has made special preparations to push the Pathe proposition in that territory.
Joins Brunswick Staff
Austin L. Fordham is the latest addition to
the staff of the phonograph department of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., which is featuring the Brunswick machine.
Mr. Fordham
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comes here from the company's retail store in
Washington, D. C. F. H. Walter, who is meeting with marked success in introducing the
Brunswick throughout his New England territory, is especially proud of the new model 350
which has just been received at the Boston
warerooms. It is considered an exceedingly
handsome machine by all who have examined it.
Big Showing of Artists
The Boston office of the Columbia Co. from
Manager Mann down was well represented at
the Boston Opera House on the evening of
April 24 when three of the Columbia artists sang
in "Rigoletto." These were Lazaro, Mardones
and Mme. Barrientos, all of whom acquitted
themselves splendidly.
Sympathy for the Patriotic Alsen Family
The many friends of the family of John Alsen,
formerly head of the Victor and Edison departments of the George Lincoln Parker warerooms, are full of sympathy for them in the
death of Henry C. Alsen, a brother, who as a
member of the 104th Infantry, was lately killed
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in France. John Alsen himself is now in France
where he went with the 101st Regiment and it
is of special interest that ever since he has
been away his sister, Miss Anna Alsen, who
is also with the talking machine department
of George Lincoln Parker, has sent her brother
The World each month, and he writes home
that the magazine is eagerly looked for. Thus
is The World to be found in the trenches.
There is also a third brother in the family
who entered the service. He, too, is somewhere
in France.
Visits New York Headquarters
W. H. Gould, sales manager of the educational
department of the Columbia Co., was over here
from New York the latter part of April. Mr.
Gould is most enthusiastic over the way the
public have been taking hold of the new line
of records which are so eminently adapted to
the homes where there are young people.
Henry Kahn, who runs a well-equipped talking machine (Continued
department onin page
the 22)
Jefferson build-

in

the
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Mass.
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FRANK
B.
CURRY
/^SOUND '~J 19 Wareham St.
Boston, Mass.
Co., came over from -New York. This meeting
was a valuable heart-to-heart talk and the dealers, who also were responsible for the evening demonstration and concert, felt well repaid for the time and thought put into the arrangements. James A. Frye, of the Victor Co.,
who happened to be in Boston at the time,
pla3'ed a part in putting the plan through and
in working out the details he had the able assistance of Henry Winckelman, of the Oliver
Ditson Co., and others. At the evening affair there was a sort of reception committee —
'Walter Gillis, Harry Parker, Mr. Newman, of
Steinert's; Charles Urlass, of the Eastern; Mr.
Bond, of the Eastern Co.; Mr. Freemon, F. C.
Henderson & Co., taking an active part.
Following is a list of the dealers co-operating
to make the concert and lecture a success: M.
Steinert & Sons, Eastern, Oliver Ditson Co.,
Jordan Marsh Co., Walter Gillis, A. M. Hume
Piano Co., Kraft, Bates & Spencer, A. J. Jackson Piano Co., George Lincoln Parker, Chickering & Sons, Shepard Norwell Co., Rosen
Talking Machine Co., Conclave Phonograph Co.,
H. W. Savage, Tosi Music Co., A. M. Phinney,
Hyde Park; Codman Square Music Co., J. J.
Cannell, Everett; McArthur Furniture Co.,
Royer Talking Machine Shop, C. E. Osgood
Co., Iver Johnson Co., M. J. Elvedt, Allston;
and C. C. Harvey Co.

IN BOSTON

Concert and Lecture by Oscar Saenger in Steinert Hall Attended by Many Victor Dealers
Boston, Mass., May 6.— There was a large attendance at a lecture on voice culture given recently by. Oscar Saenger, of New York, at Jordan Hall, and they left at the conclusion of a
pleasant evening convinced that as an aid to
voice culture the Victor plays an important
part. In New York Mr. Saenger is widely
known as a vocal teacher, and while he has
given these demonstrations there at various
times it is understood that this was the first
time he has given them outside his home city.
There was a group of excellent artists to assist
and they were heard in compositions from Verdi,
Kreisler, Caesar Cui, Tartini, Delibes, Gluck
and Paganini. The records which comprise Mr.
Saenger's course were brought into use. In
the forenoon there was a meeting of Victor
dealers held at Steinert Hali when a large group
of men was addressed by Mr. Saenger. For
this occasion C. V. Egner, one of the assistants of the traveling department of the Victor
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ing, Washington street, was a visitor to the
New York laboratories of the Columbia a short
time ago.
A wedding recently taking place in the ranks
of the Columbia forces was that of Miss Marion
Davis, of the wholesale order department, and
Charles E. Davis, physical instructor at the
Springfield Y. M. C. A. The bride's office associates presented her with a magnificent mahogany chest.
BIG VICTOR

MACHINE

A PROGRESSIVE PLYMOUTH STORE
The United Talking Machine Co., which have
very attractive quarters on Main street, Plymouth, Mass., report a very excellent demand
for Victor Victrolas and the full line of records
which they handle. Their establishment is nicely equipped with three mahogany soundproof

Partial View of Warerooms
booths, and two spacious record racks. Samuel
Feldman, manager of the store, is shown in a
partial view of the establishment herewith.
EMERSON

SELLER

SYSTEM

A SUCCESS

Boston, Mass., May 6. — By way of proving the
efficacy of the self-seller system inaugurated
some time ago by Oscar W. Ray, New England
manager of the Emerson Co., the following letter is of soecial interest, and at the same time
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Emerson Display at Smith Co. Store
it refers to the accompanying picture of the

PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers attached to
PER r- LCI ION ball-bearing tone arms No. 3 and No. 4
play all lateral cut records, on all types of Edison machines. Made in nickel and 24 carat gold finish, extra
fine quality.
Tone arms fitted to Edison machines only
The PERFECTION Flexi-tone reproducers will also
play Victor and Columbia records on all types of
Pathe machines, as they can be attached to the joint
that
is being sold with the machine for playing these
records.

PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers No. 3. No. 6
and No. 7 fit all types of Victor and Columbia machines.
Made in nickel and 24 carat gold finish, extra fine quality.

These reproducers and arms are the very finest made mechanically. The PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers are the most perfect phonograph reproducers built,
reproducing all lateral cut records, from highest pitched soprano, to lowest pitched
bass, as perfectly as the records were recorded in the recording room. Wonderful
clarity of sound, as well as great volume. Extra fine quality of finish guaranteed.
Manufacturers, jobbers and dealers will find in this line of reproducers just what they
have been looking for, as they are assembled by skilled workmen especially adapted
to this kind of work, producing a product built with watchlike precision.
All accessories in stock ready for immediate shipment. Phonograph manufacturers can have
PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers fitted to their machines. Write for prices, information, etc.
PHONOGRAPH

MANUFACTURERS

We have 6,000 sets of Universal Tone Arms and Reproducers, Nickel
finish, that can be used on any make of phonograph. These Arms
and Reproducers are ready for quick delivery. Write us for quantity
prices, information, etc.
NEW
16-18
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display at the Timothy Smith Co. out in Rox- 0
bury, which is only a short distance from the
downtown section of the city. The letter is
addressed to the Boston office of the Emerson
Phonograph Co. and reads as follows:
"In reply to your request for information in
regard tc developing of the sale of Emerson
records in our store we are pleased to give you
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the following data: Since increasing the s'zc
of our department and establishing the selfseller display racks with a girl in charge, we
have increased our sales so that we are now
selling between three and four hundred records
a week. Previous to our establishing the selfseller display racks with a girl in charge our
sales were only between thirty and forty records
a week. We have found the Emerson records
a very valuable piece of merchandise, not only
paying us a good margin of profit, but also
bringing a great many people into our store.
Very truly yours, Timothy Smith Co."
F. B. CURRY
In

INSTALLS

BOOTHS

Talking Machine
Department
of Jordan
Marsh Co. Store in Boston

Boston, Mass., May 8. — Jordan Marsh Co.
have had recently installed in their talking machine department a number of new "Curry"
soundproof demonstration booths and record
cases. These booths are of Honduras mahogany and lend to the department a very fine appearance. C. Hewett, manager of the department, enthusiastically expressed his approval of
the installation to Frank B. Curry, 19 Wareham street, this city, who has gained quite
some prominence through the installation of his
booths and record cases in the new Columbia
shop which was opened in Boston about a year
aeo.
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T virtue of knowledge, experience and equipment,
The Aeolian Company was the logical source from
which a higher development of the phonograph should spring.
The privilege of unfettered self-expression in music
was first given to mankind more than a quarter of a
, century ago by The Aeolian Company.
Successively, the reed organ, the pipe-organ and the
pianoforte were taken by this company, carried far beyond existing tonal standards and made available for all to play.
The Aeolian-Vocalions great point of departure from
other phonographs lies in its revolutionary device (the
Graduola) for controlling expression.
By using the Graduola one may actually play the
records — may shade and color the tone to suit the fancy
and thus introduce the delicate variations that every
artist himself introduces in his performances.

The
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Worlds

made
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by

Music

the

House
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calion

HEN

the Aeolian Company

phonograph, it brought to the problems involved an experience and resources unparalleled
in the music industry. This Company, through
its genius in developing new musical instruments,
and its success in raising the standard of those
already established, had assumed a position of
leadership.

unequivocal

It had become the largest
manufacturer of musical instru'
ments in the world, with 14
factories in America and Europe
and

branches

and

represent'

atives
in all the world's import'
ant cities.
It had originated the Pianola,
the first and most widely known
of the modern instruments
called "player'pianos" and the
one that has always been recog'
niz,ed as the standard ot all in'
struments of this type.
It had developed the modern
residence pipe'Organ and had
become the largest manufacturer
of these costly and magnificent
instruments.
It was

responsible for the

greatest of all pianofortes — the
Steinway, the Weber and the
Steck Grand Duo'Art Pianos.
And

it was

credited with

having done more towards
raising the standard of pianc
tone and quality, than had ever
before been accomplished by
any single manufacturer.
The Tonal Superiority of the
Aeoliari'Vocalion
It was this imposing and
successful music ' house from
which

decided to build a

the new

type of phono'

Vocalion
Graduola

graph — the Aeolian' Vocalion —
sprang.
With The Aeolian Company's knowledge of toncpro'
duction through various mediums — strings, pipes, sound'
chambers and resonant surfaces

phonograph tonally.
Faults, which others with
less knowledge and experience
in acoustics had been unable to
were

wholly

in

great part, overcome.
In the Aeolian-Vocalion, stri'
dency or muffling of tone were
absent, surface scratch was air
most eliminated, depth and free
natural tones of correct timbre
were secured.

The
Graduola ~bAa\es the
Phonograph a Real Musical
Instrument
Important as was the tonal
development of the AeolianVocalion, however, this instrument represented in another
way a still greater advance in
phonograph development.
Tone — or expression control,
as offered by its new and ex'
elusive feature — the Graduola
— is what essentially makes the
Aeolian'Vocalion the phono-

opportunity for spontaneous
and artistic expression control,
has been seriously considered
by musicians or taken a perma'
nent place in the musicworld.
For the first time in the history of the phonograph this
opportunity is offered by the
Aeolian'Vocalion.
vastly it improves the

phonograph, how much more
interesting it makes both the
instrument and its records, and
how satisfactorily it meets the
desire that practically all human
beings feel, for some way to
express their music 'thought, is
written in the wonderful success
thathasbeen

so quickly achieved

by the Aeolian'Vocalion.
Plays All Records
The Aeolian'Vocalion is the
ultimate phonograph. Actually
it would be difficult for imagina'
tion to picture a more complete'
ly satisfying instrument.
In addition to its tonal superb
ority and the new and wonder'
ful privilege it offers for playing
and coloring its music with your
own feeling, it offers the great
advantage of playing all records,
thus making the performances
of not one group, but practically
all the world's best musicians
available to the owner of an
Aeolian'Vocalion, while its
cases are far more attractive
than any phonographs
hitherto possessed.

have

Prices are — Conventional Models, $45 to $375; with
from $110.
Beautiful Models in Prevailing Period Styles
Catalog and complete information
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on the

ful in design, material and finish, and yet so

has gained universal recognition not

moderately priced that they have already caused
a sensation wherever they have been exhibited.

only as a greater phonograph, but as a playable
musical instrument.
phonograph

It is known

as the greater

In price they range from $215 to $650.
The attention of dealers is directed to the

because of its scientifically faithful

reproduction of the tones of all instruments and
voices.

opportunity that this new line of Period Vocalions presents. Popular demand is turning more

It is recognised by musicians every

where as the first phonograph

to take rank as

and more toward good taste in furniture — and
even the most modest of homes are now being
furnished in accordance with some historic

a real musical instrument, because of the Grad'
uola — which enables anyone to play the records
personally — adding the spontaneity and life to
the record which has hitherto been lacking.
Now
Company

"period." Here then, at practically regular
phonograph prices, are sixteen handsome models
harmonizing with these different furniture
periods. This new line of Period Vocalions is

again taking the lead, the Aeolian
is introducing sixteen entirely new

and original models of Period Vocalions.
Period Vocalions

These

being given wide and attractive publicity. It
will attract the best class of people wherever it

are designed to harmonise

with the fine furniture which is being used in the
home of today, and which takes its motifs from

is put on sale.
Any progressive merchant will appreciate
what an exclusive representation of this new
line of Vocalions would mean.

the famous cabinet designers of the historic past.
These

new Period Vocalions are so beautiTerritory

is now

being assigned for the representation

Aeolian- Vocalion.
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chines and records for all of Ohio, and D. W.
Smith is president, and L. N. Bloom secretary.
"Business is surprising us," said Mr. Bloom in
commenting on the increase of capital stock.
"We simply are growing and the increase became necessary under our plans for developing.
We are getting a fair stock of goods, but it
usually takes thirty days to get an order for

FUTURE

Business Active But Stock Scarce — Talking Machine Men Do Their Share for Liberty Loan —
Talking Machine Dealers' Concert Postponed — Attractive Window Displays — News of Month
Cleveland, O., May 7. — Dealers express confidence in the future. All agree that dealers
will have to make the best of the situation, now
that manufacturers are talking of curtailing their
output. .There are many handicaps to the
business in Cleveland, but distributors and dealers alike are looking at the situation with the
hope that conditions will brighten up later.
Cleveland's talking machine men certainly did
their share in putting across the Third Liberty Loan. Harland H. Hart, president of the
Music Trades Association, was chairman of a
committee which directed the loan campaign in
the Arcade, where scores of stores and offices
are located, and where tens of thousands of
people pass daily. At the Euclid avenue entrance Mr. Hart and his committee kept soloists and pianists busy during the noon hour
to hold crowds. Mr. Hart devoted the greater
part of his time to the bond sale campaign and
.declared he was glad to do his part.
Charles K. Bennett, president of the talking
machine men's organization, as well as the members, have also been doing their bit regularly.
The concert and benefit proposed a few weeks
ago by
the Talking
tion of Northern
OhioMachine
for the Dealers'
benefit ofAssociaY. M.
C. A. and Knights of Columbus workers in army
camps has been called off indefinitely. The dealers, at their April meeting, decided in view of
the fact that the "Y" people will put on a similar stunt, the proposed benefit would interfere
with "Y" plans.
In announcing the calling off of the proposed
benefit Charles K. Bennett, president of the
Talking Machine Men's Association, did not
say whether the project will be again taken up
later in the spring or summer. It was proposed
to give the entire proceeds to "Y" and Knights
of Columbus workers. Difficulty was also experienced in obtaining artists who sing for
talking machine record manufacturers, as these
singers are engaged in Liberty Loan campaigns.
The dealers were addressed by Rex C. Hyre,
assistant secretary of the Cleveland Music
Trades Association. He is attorney for the association members and discussed long-time payment plans for musical instruments, arguing
against these long-drawn-out sales. Mr. Hyre's
talk was similar to one he made at the annual
meeting of the Music Trades Association, several weeks ago at the Hotel Winton banquet.
Cleveland's music dealers responded faithfully
during the third loan campaign and their efforts contributed much in making the sale a
success. Music of all kinds played its role in
meeting, rallies and special sale stunts in and
. out of doors.
Talking machine dealers are making some unusually attractive window displays these days
which demonstrate their patriotic sentiments.
The Eclipse Musical Co.'s Euclid avenue retail
store has one of the most attractive displays of
Victor machines and records in the city. The
window is a decided novelty — a different type
from others. The talking machine offerings of
the Fischer Co. have never appeared to better
advantage, while the Collister & Sayle Co., Victor dealers, also had a novel display window last
week. Other concerns utilizing their windows
to advantage are the B. Dreher's Sons Co., the
Starr Piano Co., the Wolfe Music Co., the
Cleveland Piano Co., the Muehlhauser Bros.
Piano Co., Sonora dealers, and the "Harmony
Music Shoppe," of the Hart Piano Co., whose
Boy Scout window introduces a miniature camp
in which the talking machine plays a part.
A concert and benefit for Italian war orphans
was given at the Hotel Winton the evening of
May 2, featuring Signor Ricardo Stracciari, the
noted Italian concert singer. Stracciari records
by the Columbia Graphophone Co. were sold
at auction and the sale realized quite a neat sum
in addition to that received for tickets. Stracc'.ari's songs were well advertised through Columbia dealers in the city.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.'s Huron
road store is featuring the new sound reproducer the firm has been extensively advertising.
The Ultona promises to make a quick hit with
the public. The instrument was exhibited here
by a Chicago representative of the firm several
weeks ago and was hailed with delight. The
Cleveland office of the company reports a good
April business in the sale of Brunswick talking
machines.
The Ott Piano Mfg. Co. is offering a large
line of talking machines. These machines are
assembled in the plant, Euclid avenue and East
Nineteenth street, this city.
The Kaiser Music Store, in the Arcade,
swatted the German Kaiser a few days ago
when the word "Kaiser" was dropped. This
store has borne this name since 1848. The concern is now known as the R. L. White Music
Co. Mr. White, owner of the store, has attested his loyalty to the flag by dropping the
widely-advertised
name of his place of business.

The Colonial
machines
filled." Furniture Co., which handles the
Vita-Nola talking machine at retail in this city,
report a very excellent business. These instruments, which are made by the Vitanola Talking
Machine Co., of Chicago, are certainly appealing
to a larger clientele of Clevelandites.
BIG INCREASE

Louisville, Ky., May 7. — H. V. Boswell. manager of the talking machine department of the
Kaufman-Straus Co., this city, reports that last
month they had a fairly good business with a 75
per cent, increase over the same month last
year, but April showed a still finer business
with an increase of 300 per cent. This house
is doing some splendid advertising which is
bringing results. Their business extends over
the States of Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama,
and even as far East as New Jersey. Recently
they sold a C200 Edison in a Tennessee town,
and also filled an order the other day from
Newark, N. J., for an Edison C150, only five
miles from the Edison factory. This concern
is "digging" for business all the time and this
emphasizes that it pays to be constantly "on
MANAGER OF VICTR0LA DEPARTMENT
theE. job."
A. Christman, who some time ago left the
employ of the G. C. Aschbach Music House,
Allentown, Pa., to enter other fields, has returned to the service of that company as manager of the Victrola department.

for the purpose of expanding the company's
business.
The company distributes Edison ma-
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Talking Machine Department of Kaufman-Straus
Co. Reports 300 Per Cent. Increase

Cheney talking machines are very popular
in Cleveland. In many homes these makes have
supplanted other phonographs.
The biggest electric sign flaunted during the
night by any talking machine concern is that
which advertises the Edison. Few electric signs
in Cleveland attract more people at night than
this spectacular sign over the distributing offices of Edison machines. No other phonograph distributing agency approaches the Edison illuminations which are close to the Hotel
Statler, in one of the most congested districts
of the downtown retail sections.
The Phonograph Co. April 29 increased its
capital stock as an Ohio corporation from $150,000 to $500,000. The increase of capital was

Talking
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head expense, AND — you receive the active co-operation
of what are generally regarded as the most progressive
/
and successful Piano Manufacturers of this country.
/
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/
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/
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/
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/
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/
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PHONO-GRAND
(Not Coin Operated)
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TALKING

by a separate

electric motor

full and

clear.

independent

of

the piano.

Height 55 inches. Width 34 inches.
The first announcement of this instrument was made last October. Orders came to
us immediately in such quantities as to compel us to withdraw further advertising.
A
The

Demonstrated

success

of

Success

this instrument

is

months' trial before the retail public
utility and wonderful attractiveness.
The

representation
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at our office and salesrooms

Sales Building,

Kohler & Chase, San Francisco
Bartlett Music Co., Los Angeles
Simon Piano Co., Spokane, Wash.
W. L. Pace Piano Co., Beaumont, Texas
Frederickson-Kroh Co., Oklahoma City

Daynes-Beebe Co., Salt Lake City
Gaston Music House, Hastings, Neb.
Seattle Music Co., Seattle, Wash.
J. D. Mariner, Reno, Nevada
McKannon Piano Co., Denver, Colo.
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to whom

in New

Terminal

its

is

Will be on display at our Booth, No.
National Music Show, New York, June
Also permanently

proved

Six

been
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made

42d Street

:

Hollenberg Music Co., Little Rock, Ark.
E. Witzmann Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Seltzer Music Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hoeffler M(g. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Scofield Music Co.. Columbia, S. C.

to-day for prices and further particulars
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HOW SOME GERMANS "OPERATE"
Banker of Berlin Poses as Talking Machine
Dealer and Develops Big Company Which
Brings Him in Contact With U. S. Army
Nine days before the world war started in
1914 Johann Mayer arrived in New York and
passed the Immigration Inspectors as an ordinary German. He had money, how much is
not stated, and within a week or two he started
a little shop where he sold talking machines and
records. In Berlin he was a banker, but that
fact Mayer carefully kept from those with whom
he became acquainted. Four weeks ago agents
of the Department of Justice arrested Mayer,
and since then he has been in the Essex County
(N. J.) jail pending action by the Federal authorities.
The investigation,' so far as Mayer is personally concerned, is said to have been completed,
and a report on the case was sent to Attorney
General Gregory in Washington.
For three years after landing in New York,
according to officials, Mayer apparently devoted
all of his time to managing the little talking
machine store. He was quiet and apparently
harmless, paid his bills promptly, and always
seemed to have plenty of money, although his
business was not large.
For a little more than four months after Congress declared war Mayer continued his talking machine shop; but in August the business
went out of existence, and when next heard of
Herr Mayer had organized the Emm and Ess
Trading Co., soon to be followed by another
company, of which he was also a head, known
as the Military Sales Corp. Mayer was now
selling military equipment to officers and enlisted men.
The draft men were called to the colors and
began to mobilize. Mayer decided to establish
branches near some of the cantonments, and
picked out Camp Jackson at Columbia, S. C;
Camp Sevier at Greenville, S. C; Campe Greene
at Charlotte, N. C, and Camp Wheeler, near
Augusta, Ga. On the outskirts of each of these
big soldier cities the German opened a store;
in each he placed stock valued at about $12,000.
For more than five months the business
flourished, nobody dreaming that the man who
directed it was a loyal subject of the Kaiser.
Sol. Savery, another man concerned in the business, is said now to be in France and to have
organized a branch near one of the big American
overseas camps.

"Globe"
° NAME

TRANSFER
PLATES

STYLE 3
ELEVENJ'u1lI^[»(oTt?°lMlniHK
ENTIRE FLOORS

STYLE 5

STYLE 6

Can be easily and quickly applied on
TALKING MACHINES,
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FURNITURE, ETC.
You can order any of
the designs illustrated,
S!:: le I to 7, with your
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250— $16.00
500— $20.00
1000— $27.50
2000— $40.00
3000— $50.00
5000— $65.00
Complete transferring outfit included with every
order.
Write
folder "Youin
Need for
Decalcomanie
Your Business."

Globe

STYLE 7
CUTS ARE HALF SIZE

Co.
74 MONTGOMERY
ST.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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WORLD

Savery says he was born in the East Indies,
and that he is a loyal friend of the Allies. But
he bears a striking resemblance to Mayer, according to the Federal authorities — a resemblance so close that he might easily be taken
for a twin brother of the German head of the
Emm and Ess concern. All information concerning Savery is withheld by the Federal authorities. Itwas not admitted that he was under arrest or surveillance in France.
On March 16 agents of the Department of
Justice went to a house in Remsen street, Brooklyn, and arrested Mayer. At the same time
agents of the Government entered the various
stores near the cantonments and seized all the
data found, including information relating to
military transportation in the United States,
facts concerning the camps, the number of men
in tliem, and the nature of their equipment.
NEW

WILSON=LAIRD

The Wilson-Laird Phonograph Co., New
York, manufacturers of the Bliss reproducer,
have announced the appointment of Harrison F.
Thornell as sales manager of the company, and
Henry A. Day as office manager. Both of these
appointees have already assumed their new
duties, and Mr. Thornell is making plans for
an aggressive campaign in behalf of the company's product.
H. F. Thornell is well known in the talking
machine industry, having been associated with
the mechanical and merchandising divisions of
the business for many years. He is generally
recognized as one of the best-posted members
of the trade on recent developments in the perfection of reproducers, etc., and his thorough
knowledge of this field will doubtless be reflected in the activities advanced in behalf of
the Bliss reproducer.
Mr. Thornell has been visiting the trade
throughout the country, and has instituted a
campaign to interest the Edison dealers in the
Bliss reproducer. This campaign has produced
excellent results, and many Edison dealers have
placed good-sized orders for these sound boxes.
The company is making plans to have an attractive exhibit during the convention week of
the Edison dealers, June 3-8, and as its headquarters at 29 West Thirty-fourth street are
directly opposite the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
where the meetings will be held, the Edison
dealers will have an opportunity of inspecting
the Bliss reproducer at their convenience.
OODARD
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Let
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Attachment
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Edison Disc Phonograph
[Made under Patent No. 1,130,298)
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APPOINTEES

H. F. Thornell Becomes Sales Manager and
Henry A. Day Office Manager of the WilsonLaird Phonograph Co., of New York City
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Mr.

Edison

Dealer, if you

are

not already acquainted with this
master attachment which plays
all makes of records you are
losing money.

Playing a Lateral Cut Record

VOCALION

Bringing This Product to the Attention of the
People of Syracuse and Central New York
Syracuse, N. Y., May 6. — Godard's Music House,
215-17 James street, this city, is conducting an
active campaign in behalf of the Aeolian-Vocalion, emphasizing the special individual qualities of this product to the people of Syracuse
and Central New York. The importance of a
talking machine that will harmonize with the
furnishings of the home are brought to the attention of the public, and it is pointed out that
the Vocalion in a wide variety of period case
designs covers the whole range of present-day
requirements. The motifs of these designs
have been taken from historic pieces — the
Gothic, Elizabethan, Italian, Renaissance, Jacobean, William and Mary, Queen Anne and other

This accurate and simple device

periods.

supply Kent Attachments — if
yours does not order direct.

HOLDS

Decalcomanie
WHITE PIANO CO.

TALKING

SPECIAL

SALE

R. Montalvo, Jr., the well-known talking machine dealer of New Brunswick, N. J., recently
held a special sale of certain makes of machines
and records at his store, 209 Neilson street, his
lease of the premises running out on May 1. Mr.
Montalvo still maintains another very successful store in New Brunswick,

Playing a Hill and Dale Cut Record

is the product of the manufacturer who has specialized in
Edison attachments for years.
Most

any

Edison

Jobber

can

F. C. KENT & CO.
Manufacturers of Phonograph Accessories
Cor. Mulberry and Chestnut Streets
NEWARK,

NEW

JERSEY
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'The Dotted Line" to Be Presented at Forthcoming Dealers' Convention in June

Striking Display of Landay Bros. Based on Victrola Used in Crocker Land Exposition

Two years ago one of the big features of the

Landay Bros., New York, prominent Victor
wholesalers and retailers, have always made it
a policy of utilizing
their window display

Edison dealers' convention 'was the sales play,
"Bought and Nearly Paid -For," and last year
this principle was carried out further with an
act that made even a deeper impression, called
"Mr. Guy Wise, Esq."
There is being prepared for this year's Edison
dealers' convention, which will be held at the
Waldorf-Astoria June 6 and 7, another sales
playlet called "The Dotted Line," which will illustrate some good methods of getting the customer's signature on the dotted line. As in former years, it is expected that a private view of
this playlet will be given for the advertising and
sales experts in New York City, and it is understood that "The Dotted Line" will be as enthusiastically received as the two plays that preceded it.

town

by
a

Grafonola.

Columbia
Woolworth

A NEW

with-

Graphophone Co.
Building, New York

peal that made it the center of attraction during
the week that it was displayed.
The keynote of this display was the fact that
Donald B. MacMillan, of the Crocker Land Expedition, and famous Arctic explorer, who recently returned from a lengthy trip in the Arctic
regions, carried with him a Yictrola No. 9, in

space to excellent advantage, and the windows of their various
stores in the highclass shopping districts have won favorable comment from
members of the talking machine industry
and well-known advertising experts.
These displays have
usually been prepared
by the managers of
the various stores,
who, in addition to
FRIEDA HEMPEL TO BECOME CITIZEN
their merchandising
ability, have proven
Miss Frieda Hempel, the newest Edison star,
themselves efficient
who will shortly become an American citizen,
has announced her engagement to a prominent
and successful winsilk manufacturer of New York, where she will
dow dressing experts.
A Landay Window Display of Unusual Interest
make her home.
A recent window display in the Landay store
order to furnish entertainment for the members
at 563 Fifth avenue, which was prepared by H.
By this step Miss Hempel will forfeit property
of his expedition and the native Eskimos in
the lands that he visited.
of considerable value in Germany, because she
D. Berkly, manager of the store, is shown hereis disobeying the dictates of Kaiser Bill.
with, and this window has a human interest apThe original Yictrola that Mr. MacMillan
carried on his expedition is shown in this display, together with many unique and interesting
supplies which formed an important part of this
expedition. At the left-hand side of the window are displayed several photographs, including a picture which shows the Eskimos listenDayton
Motors
ing to a Yictrola, and another illustration featuring the Eskimos busily engaged in repairSold all over the world. Used in
ing a Yictrola. Included in the display are
all high-class talking machines.
many unique products incidental to an Arctic
expedition, and the fact that the average layman
very seldom has an opportunity of viewing these
Every manufacturer building" talking machines
knows that the success of his business depends
supplies contributed to the distinctiveness and
success of this window display. Above the Vicwholly upon the satisfaction his products give to the
trola was placed the original flag which Mr.
dealer and the user. Therefore he realizes that only
MacMillan used at the Crocker Land Expedithe best parts are good enough to put into his machine.
tion headquarters.
That's the reason thousands of Dayton Motors are being
sold. Their Superiority makes them
9}
The

Best

Motor

in

the

World

They embody the highest quality of mechanical perfection. -Made in different
styles and sizes; noiseless, easy-winding and durable.
Build satisfaction into your products by using our Quality line Dayton Motors,
Dayton Tone Arms, Dayton Reproducers. All styles and size-. They will
bring you more business and satisfy your customers. Write for full particulars.
The

Thomas

Mfg. Co., 322 Bolt St., Dayton,

Ohio, U.S.A.

PATHE

RECORD

PUBLICITY

The rathe Freres Phonograph Co. recently
mailed to its dealers a proof of the artistic fullpage advertisement that appeared in the Saturday Evening Post, featuring the new Pathe
record of the "Marseillaise," sung by Lucien
Muratorc, the great French tenor, who is a
member of the Metropolitan Opera Co., and
records exclusively for the Pathe Freres record
library. Accompanying the proof of this page
was a suggestion for newspaper advertising, and
there is no doubt but that the record of the
French national anthem, sung by this renowned
tenor, who has seen service in the French army
in the present war, will meet with a ready sale.
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Utilizing
Free

St.

Paul's

Talking

St. Paul has been presented with a musical
innovation by Miss Blanche Sorenson, of the
educational department of W. J. Dyer & Bro.,
and St. Paul likes the innovation.
The latest
enterprise of this versatile and energetic woman
is to produce a series of free Sunday recitals by
Victrolas in the municipal library — library recitals she calls them.
The programs begin at
4 p. m. and are arranged to continue about
one and one-half hours, being composed of about
fifteen numbers with suitable intermissions for
explanatory remarks.
The recitals show added
attendance with each recurring Sunday until the
assembly room of the library is taxed to contain the music lovers bent on hearing the concert. The two pre-Lenten recitals in particular
attracted much attention through the careful arrangement and selection of the numbers for the
occasions, which ranged from the old classics of
ancient church music to the modern sacred songs
by John McCormack, Alma Gluck and Schumann-Heink.
The recitals are prefaced by instructive talks on the general theme of the day
by Miss Sorenson.
That she is contributing
much to the musical life of St. Paul by this
enterprise there can be no question, but the
canny dealer will ask if the plan will sell Victrolas. Miss Sorenson says that it will and she
is a business woman of marked capacity.
Miss Sorenson, who was connected with the
educational department of the Victor Co. for
two years before becoming associated with the
house of W. J. Dyer & Bro. last fall, has
achieved a distinct success in her school work.
Her aim is to have the talking machine recognized as one of the indispensable aids to teaching in the public schools. It long has had a
place in" the music classes and for amusement
and entertainment, but also it has a distinct
place and duty in the classroom. It can be
utilized to advantage in the penmanship classes
by stimulating speed and rhythm in writing.
By requiring pupils to write certain letters in
time to music, suited to the movement in writing, they acquire a swing or rhythm which, by
careful manipulation of the talking machine, may
be developed into speed.
The study of geography, of history and of
English literature is stimulated by the playing to
properly chosen music, while folk dances and
foreign language study virtually demand the
constant use of talking machines to obtain the
best results.
Ornithology and kindred subjects also are
taught with the aid
worth while to study
a class of St. Paul
slides and talking
simply absorb the
faculty they possess.

TALKING

of talking machines. It's
Miss Sorenson instructing
tots with the aid of bird
machines. The children
instruction through every

It's worth while to tag around after Miss
Sorenson for a whole week, if one has the vitality, and observe her manifold duties.
' As an instance, she will hear of a school, not
necessarily a public school, that is without a
Victrola. The first step is to create a demand
among the teachers and pupils for such an instrument. She does it in various ways known
to herself. The next step is to provide the
money. She does this, too. She goes right
out among the parents and business men in the
district and raises the money. The next step
is to dedicate the Victrola with proper ceremony. She does that, too. She arranges the
concert, prepares the program, decorates the
rooms, and does anything that may be needed.
If piano music or a vocal solo is needed here
or there for the sake of varying the program
she will attend to that herself for she is a
skilled performer on the piano and a gifted as
well as a thoroughly schooled singer.
Arid besides she is a fluent and interesting lecturer. The result is that Miss Sorenson is

MACHINE
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Municipal

Machine
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Library

Recitals

on

For

Sundays

about the busiest mortal in the entire city of
St. Paul.
Reference has been made to the Sunday concerts known as the library recitals, but regularly every Friday afternoon she has charge
of the Victrola and Pianola recitals at Dyer's
music hall, and regularly every Saturday morning during the school year she is in charge of
the children's recitals. These, by the way, were
an innovation, by Miss Sorenson. The Friday
afternoon recitals have become an established
institution. In addition to the Victrola and
Pianola numbers some well-known soloist is invited to contribute a few numbers during the
recital.

pleased to participate on the programs, for they
always are assured a large and appreciative bod}'
of listeners. Often Miss Sorenson essays the
solo roles and invariably receives hearty and
generous approbation for her numbers. Good
judgment is always displayed in the selections
listed — in fact, they are models of program making as far as records are concerned.
Miss Sorenson was induced to come to St.
Paul by George A. Mairs, manager of the Victrola department of the big Dyer establishment.
It may be revealed that he is more than satisfied with the engagement, and with the extra
business accruing therefrom.

Pianists, violinists and singers of talent appear at the Friday and Sunday recitals and are

The success of every institution is built upon
a combination of individual selves.
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No weight of records to handle
No broken or misplaced records
100% increased capacity
Every record accessible
Automatic in opening
Files all records
Sells on sight

Filing Cabinets for use with Victrola VIII
or IX; Columbia Grafonola 15, 25, 35 and
50; Aeolian Vocalion D. & E., and other
portable styles of talking machines.

Automatic Carrying Cases
for Salesmen and Repairmen
are ideal — constructed on
the same principle as our
Record Containers. Every
dealer
ficiency. and jobber should
equip his salesmen with
them to increase their ef-
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They satisfy and please your customers — you
cannot afford to be without a sample in your
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line with Automatic Containers — they cost no more — hold more
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THE

Should

TALKING

Go-operate

turers in Educating
Talking machine dealers should be especially
eager at this time to avail themselves of all cooperative service offered to them by the manufacturers whose goods they handle. The leading institutions of the industry have set a
pace, as far as window bulletin displays, mailing circulars, electros for use in local advertising, poster cards, etc., are concerned, that is
probably the most elaborate and the most
brainy offered by any of the great American
industries. In fact, four and five colored posters, the handiwork of the finest artists and
printers in the country, have been so common
that many talking machine dealers have frequently failed to appreciate their real value.
The reports compiled by several of the leading
manufacturers show that the percentage of
dealers who make extensive use of the service
provided for their benefit is not much over fifty
per cent.
The main reason why dealers have not paid
greater attention to this service undoubtedly
lies in the fact that their business ran continuously good without special exploitation of the
machines and records which they handled. But
at the present time, even though orders continue to be far in excess of the dealers' ability
to supply, it is important to make use of the
service which the manufacturers are offering.
In the first place, nobody knows better than
the manufacturer what he is going to be able
to supply as the war goes on. Therefore, his
service to the dealer will be largely built around
what he knows he is going to be able to produce
in the nearest to satisfying quantities. Therefore, the dealer who utilizes and co-operates
with the manufacturers' service in war times
will truly be feathering his own nest.

MACHINE

the

WORLD

with

Buying

" The

Slogan

Dealers'
should

§j

' Ma\e

%

Count/"

J

dealers in like proportion. Obviously" this
means the cost of the free service supplied
by the manufacturer has gone up a total of
not less than fifty per cent. In the face of this
condition, the dealer can rest assured manufacturers are going to condense everywhere and
in any way possible. Expensive circulars, posters and bulletins are going to be supplied only
when there is a very pertinent message to
deliver. Novelties, decalcomanies, etc., for use
in interior and window displays are going to
be distributed with much care so that they are
put only in the hands of those who will make
fitting use of them. The slogan for dealers' ser-

Get

the

□

o

NEW VICTOR NUMERICAL CATALOG
Within the course of a few days the latest
of the successive editions of the Victor numerical catalog is to be mailed to the Victor trade.
This issue of May, 1918, will involve several new
features. A new method of binding will be
used which makes it possible to open up the catalog flat at any desired position, and which will
be of great convenience to every user. Another
special feature is the six ruled spaces preceding
each record number, which provide an excellent
method of taking stock and for keeping track
of the demand of each individual record. In
addition to this there are extra numbered ruled
spaces for the new records announced each
month and for use in this space gummed numerical pasters will be supplied as the new
records are released.
The American Phonograph Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., has been incorporated with capital
stock of $10,000 to manufacture musical instruments. The incorporators are: Peter Meeuwsen, G. L. Dornbos and Cornelius Essenbager.

Benefit

of the big business doing right now on
both talking machines and records
by handling

SALTER
Felt

Lined

Cabinets

These two styles are not only remarkable outfit sellers but are equally
attractive to people who have cabinet
machines but need more record
storage capacity.

SEND

FOR

CATALOGS

Showing many other attractive styles.
We also make a beautiful line of sheet
music and music roll cabinets.

SALTER
No. 19. Cabinet
(DOUBLE DOOR FRONT)
Made especially to hold the Victor- Victrola, No. IXA

337-49

MFG.

N. Oakley
CHICAGO,

CO.

Boulevard
ILL.

a

vice is going to be "Make everything count."
This being so, the talking machine dealer should
pay particular attention, as in this way he may
keep his promotion overhead low, keep his store
in line with the policies expounded by the parent
manufacturer and steadily increase the prestige his establishment enjoys in its home community. It is a time to eliminate all waste,
and there would be an obvious waste of a very
costly service and brain power should the dealer
fail to display the proper interest in what the
manufacturer is trying to do to help him while
our country is at war.

jj

Service

he,

Everything

for

Manufac-

Public

In the second place, the service offered by
manufacturers is bound to be increasingly powerful as the war goes on. The prices on printing have advanced not less than twenty per cent.,
on paper not less than fifty per cent., on postage
just fifty per cent., and on all the other materials used in the manufacturer's service to his

|

the
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No. 111. Cabinet (Opened)
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WINDOW

DISPLAY

FOR JUNE

Dealer Service Department of Columbia Co.
Has Prepared Very Artistic Display Which
Should Make a Strong Appeal to the Trade
The dealer service department -of the Columbia Graphophone Co., H. L. Teurs, manager,
has prepared for the use of Columbia representatives avery artistic window display for the
June records. This display, which is the
seventh monthly issue of this service, is reproduced herewith, and, judging from its appearance, itwill be one of the most successful
that has so far been prepared by this department.

in

town.
Columbia
Woolworth

XECORD

Don't

vacationist

Columbia record thereon, and the appearance
of all these records, supplemented with the regular Columbia commercial record, make a distinctive record display that should attract the
favorable attention of all passers-by.
Another feature of this display is a set of
unique price cards for Grafonolas, which depict
a large American Eagle swinging on the tone
leaves of the Grafonola type "K," with a medal
and ribbon effect suspended in the same fashion
nil the Grafonola type "F," and a miniature
trench scene where the boys are "going over
the top," for the smaller type instruments.
These new price cards, together with the large
central figure and the four smaller cut-out reco r d s. which mention certain
classes of music to be found in
the Columbia record catalog,
are of a permanent nature, and
may be used effectively and indefinitely with almost any window trim or interior decoration.

These displays are sold complete in seventeen pieces, at an
extremely nominal price, and
many dealers have placed their
orders for them, notwithstanding that occasionally their windows are too small to use some
parts of the outfit. Quite a
number of dealers have advised
the dealer service department
that thej' have utilized certain
banners and cards with a small
Grafonola and similar smaller
Columbia Record Window Display for June
material as the basis for their
The principal feature of the June display is display, and have received results which well
the direct tie-up with Columbia national ad- warranted the expenditure for the whole display.
Every Columbia dealer who has experimented
vertising, and it utilizes the same illustrations,
with this display material is enthusiastic in his
the same copy, the same colors, and the same
reports of the results obtained by the use of
general appearance that is carried by the Cothis service. In fact, subscriptions have been
lumbia Co. in its magazine advertising, supplement covers, and other literature that will be received in such large quantities from the Columbia distributing branches at the present time
used for the June records. Seventeen pieces,
that more than three times the number of sets
each indicative of "Joyous, sparkling, up-to-theare now being turned out than were originally
month music on Columbia records," lithographed
contracted for by the department.
in eight brilliant colors, constitute this complete
display.
Putting real pep into business is not done with
Records in illustrations and copy are the dominating feature of the whole display. Each
a bass horn. It's the soundless baton that
small and large card has a reproduction of a speeds up the band.

"INVINCIBLE"
The
The Sound - Boi that has Gained the World's Confidence
Plays all makes of records perfectly.
€J Pure, clear, sweet and with a solid and round tone.
^ Constructed to give service and absolutely guaranteed.
^ No superfluous parts, and production uniform — no seconds
Supplied with mica or our special composition diaphragm.
Write today for samples and prices. Ask
also to send you our No. 2 " Invincible."
NEW
JERSEY
REPRODUCER
CO.
847 Broad Street
NEWARK, N. J.
New Vvrk Ottlt-e: 1133 Broadway

EDISON

Graphophone Co.
Building, New York

STANDARDS

OF

PRACTICE

Valuable Booklet for Use of Amberola Dealers
Has Just Been Issued
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., have just brought out
a booklet for the guidance of their Amberola
dealers entitled "Standards of Practice." The
data for this book has been gathered from manv

STANDARDS

OF
PRACTICE
EDISON AMBEROLAS
EDISON BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS

New Booklet for Amberola Dealers
sources and represents years of study, based on
experiences and information secured from successful Amberola dealers and other authorities
on retail phonograph merchandising. The various paragraphs cover such items of importance as store arrangement, storing of records,
window displays, recitals, suggestions for advertising, motion picture slides, circularizing,
service to owners, canvassing, advertising, repairs, general adjustments and general instructions, and it is felt that the book will be in
great demand, as it answers many questions of
interest to Edison Amberola dealers.
Queer how so many would-be salesmen keep,
themselves on low salaries because they fail to
follow the cardinal rule of salesmanship — courtesy.
COTTON FOR FLOCKS
,
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Is L. M. Cole, Traveling Representative of the
Gibson-Snow Co., Syracuse — Reports Great
Activity in His Territory at the Present Time
h. M. Cole, traveling representative of the
Gibson-Snow Co., Syracuse, N. Y., Sonora jobbers, was a visitor to New York this week, and
during the course of his stay in the metropolis
called at the offices of The Talking Machine
World. Mr. Cole, who has been associated with
the talking machine industry for many years,
thoroughly appreciates the importance of a progressive trade paper, and has frequently suggested to his dealers that they subscribe for,
and read, The Talking Machine World from
cover to cover.
Mr. Cole leaves nothing undone to co-operate
with the dealers in his territory in every possible way, and in order to keep this service. before them at all times mails them many unique
forms of literature, which emphasize the sales
possibilities of the Sonora phonograph, and call
attention to some of its many qualities. Mr.
Cole recently mailed to his dealers a copy of a
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G. D. ORNSTEIN

Philadelphia, Pa., May 2. — At the recent meeting of the executive committee of the National
Association of Talking Machine Jobbers held, in
this city was the presentation of a handsome
silver service valued at over $1,000, to George
D. Ornstein, who recently became a Victor
wholesaler in this city, after serving for twenty
years in an executive capacity for the Victor
Co. The silver service was the gift of a number of Mr. Ornstein's closest friends in the
trade, and with an engraved minute was presented to Mr. Ornstein by Joseph C. Roush, of
the Standard Talking Machine Co. The gift
was especially appropriate inasmuch as Mr.
Ornstein, while with the Victor Co., had acted as
guide, teacher and friend td most of the present
Victor wholesalers, and many of them he had
actually seen through the forming and developing of their organizations.

FAULTLESS
CASTERS

Perfect construction and
inviting in appearance —
FAULTLESS
Casters
are still more pleasing in
actual use, in moving
phonographs.
Their gentle, easy moving qualities are most
essential and agreeable.

Send for Samples

"Move

the
FAULTLESS

Full Size
C-65

RECORDS

The Emerson Phonograph Co. has just issued a supplement of its new nine-inch records,
which includes recording of patriotic hits,
dance numbers, and popular song hits. These
records, which are all double-faced, retail at
65 cents each, and Emerson dealers are therefore afforded an opportunity of developing profitable business from the sale of these nine-inch
records. Many well-known artists are included
in this repertoire, and the Emerson Co. is preparing to handle a country-wide demand for
these new records.

FOR

A new catalog has recently been issued by the
Celina Furniture Co., of Celina, O., covering
their talking machine, the Harponola. It is
attractively laid out and is well printed on
super-calendered paper. The cover is a fine
half-tone reproduction of a home scene in which
the Harponola plays a prominent part. There
is an introductory article on the "Birth of the
Harponola," written by Ed. Brandts, vice-president and sales manager of the company. The
various models are described in detail and illustrated. The last few pages of the catalog are
devoted to advertising helps for the dealer and
reproductions of the various electrotypes which
are furnished him free for his newspaper advertising, as well as a few pieces of copy suggestions for use in same. At various places
throughout the catalog is reproduced the trademark of the Harponola, a girl playing the lute
and kneeling on a base marked Harponola.

C. M. Christianson Doing Well With the Columbia Line in Savannah, Mo.

SUPPLEMENT

SERVICE

Close Friends in the Trade Make Appropriate
Presentation to Newest Victor Wholesaler

TOWN

C. M. Christianson, who handles the Columbia line in Savannah, Mo., has sent to The
World an interesting picture showing a shipment of fourteen large Grafonolas lined up on
the sidewalk in front of his store, with his sales
staff standing in front of them. Mr. Christianson states that he does an excellent business
in Columbia graphophones and records, both
in the store and on trips through the surrounding country. For the latter work he has W. R.
Haskins, a veteran salesman, who still clings to
the horse and buggy in preference to the automobile, but finds that they get him where he
wants to go in all kinds of weather. Mr. Haskins incidentally manages to sell three or four
Grafonolas per week from his buggy.
Savannah, Mo., is a town of 1,800 inhabitants,
but according to Mr. Christianson shipments of
Grafonolas are cleaned out with great regularity. He has a horn projecting over the sidewalk with a tube connected with a Grafonola
inside the store in such a way that each time a
record is played for a customer the music is
also carried into the open air. He states that,
although the idea is not new, it has resulted in
the sale of a large number of machines and records to people who have stopped to listen to the
music.

SILVER

Just Issued by the Celina Furniture Co. Is Artistic and Full of Interesting Material

very interesting publication, "Sonora Policy,"
which was compiled by George E. Brightson,
president of the Sonora Phonograph Co. Together with this booklet, Mr. Cole sent a brief
resume of the Sonora dealers' convention held
in Syracuse last month, together with several
personal and individual touches which made this
literature well worth reading.
While here Mr. Cole commented upon the
fact that the dealers in his territory are closing a splendid business, and that the great majority of them report sales totals for the first
four months of this year well ahead of 1917.
They are all "cashing in" on the mammoth
Sonora advertising campaign, which includes
practically every form of profitable publicity. '
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the comfort it affords for those left at home, is
a necessity and is a good investment during
wartime.
No doubt there are members of the talking
machine industry who believed that war would
mean a falling off in the demand for talking
machines and records. But the purchasing public has not so willed, and manufacturers in
the talking machine industry find themselves
confronted with unfilled orders of a very exexceptional proportion. The fact is, that the shortage of machines and records which one hears so

Ever since war was first declared, leadingmembers of the music industry, as well as many
prominent officials in military and public life,
have endeavored to accurately portray the mission of music during- times of war. Many of
the addresses and writings on this subject have
been handled in masterly fashion, in that they
are founded on fact and not upon sentiment.
Innumerable cases have been cited where music
has been an important factor in stirring the
elan of the men on the fighting front, in restoring the spirit of the wounded in the hospitals,
in providing welcomed entertainment for the
soldiers who frequent the Red Cross canteen
and the Y. M. C. A. and K. of C. huts, and in
maintaining- the morale of the great civilian population behind the men in uniform. Indeed,
cases of this sort are of such common occurrence that great military leaders and strategists
themselves have not hesitated to give due credit
to the part that music plays in keeping up the
morale of the men in khaki and the civilian
army back home.
Further evidence of the great mission of music
in wartimes is found in the steadily increasing
demand for musical instruments. Naturally, if
music is as important as is claimed, then during
wartimes there must be a vigorous demand on
the part of the army and on the part of the navy
and on the part of the general public. This, in
fact, is the case. The leading manufacturers
of the talking machine report that the demands
for talking machines and records are far in excess of any previous years. The American public, notwithstanding- certain advice that the present is a time for rigid economy, has apparently,
after giving the matter due consideration, decided that talking machine music, considering

W. L. GARBER

AGAIN

IN SERVICE

Demand

n

a

W. L. Garber, formerly private secretary to
Arthur D. Geissler, president of the New York
Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesalers, who
enlisted in the U. S. Army some time ago and
was discharged because of physical disability,
recently appealed to the army authorities for
another examination. His appeal was granted,
and he passed the second examination with flying colors. According to his present plans he
will soon join the tank service, a new branch
of the army service that makes a distinctive appeal to those patriots who want immediate action
at the front. Since his discharge from the
army, Mr. Garber has been visiting the dealers
through New York State and Pennsylvania,
where he won the friendship of all the company's clientele. He is thoroughly familiar with
all methods of Victor merchandising.

much about these days is not really due so much
to a decrease in the production of previous years
as it is to a tremendous increase in the demand.
Talking machine dealers will do well to bear
this in mind before complaining about shortages.
It is, of course, understood by all that the production problems of the industry during the
period of war have been and are going to continue to be extensive and yet manufacturers
who can keep their output up to the figure of
1917 will still be falling far behind the current
increase in demand for their product.

joining Uncle Sam's service Mr. Stegner was
the guest of honor at a luncheon given by Roy
J. Keith, general manager of the New York
Talking Machine Co., at the New York Athletic
Club. There were six members of the company's sales staff present at this luncheon, and
Mr. Stegner was surprised to receive from Mr.
Geissler a gift of a handsome personal kit, which
he can use to excellent advantage "over there."
Ernest Fontan, formerly a member of the company's sales staff, who has been in one of the
army camps for several months, has written his
former co-workers that all of their supplies
have been packed in big wooden cases and nailed
up, marked for France. It is safe to say that
Mr. Fontan will soon be on the other side of the
Atlantic. John Connoly, another member of
the company's staff who is "doing his bit" for
his country, has sent several cards and letters
from "over there," expressing- his pleasure at
being in the big fight.
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M. C. Stegner, formerly assistant to George
A. Kelley, of the New York Talking Machine
Co., has enlisted in the U. S. Marine Corps, and
is now stationed at Charlotte, N. C. Before

Member of New York Talking Machine Co.'s
Staff Joins the Tank Service— M. C. Stegner
Enlists in U. S. Marine Corps — Given Nice
Send-Off by Associates — E. Fontan Writes

LONG
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DEPARTMENT
in. double face, lateral cut. all instrumental— 32c. in lots
of 100; 30c. in lots of 1.000; 29c. in lota of 5.000.
GOVERNOR SPRINGS— $1.00 per hundred: $6.00 per
thousand.
Manufacturers.Special price in large quantities for Motor
Genuine Diamond Points for playing EJison Records.
$1.25 each, 100 lot. $1.15 each; Sapphire Points for
playing Ellison Records. ISc. each, 100 lots, 14c. each ;
Sapphire Balls for playing PathS Records. 19c. each.
100 lot 16c. each. Needles — Steel in stock at all times
at moderate price as per quantity.
lots.NEEDLE
Covers.CUPS—
$7.50 $17.50
per M.per M. $16.00 per M in 5.000
COVER STAYS— No. 1, for Table Cabinets. 6 in. long.
9c. each. 100 lot, 7"£c. each; No. 2. for Floor Cabinets.
9 in. long, 17c. each. 100 lot, 13c. each; No. 3. heavy
each.
for Floor Cabinets, 10 in. long. 20c. each. 100 lot. 16c.
Continuous Piano Hinges, 28c. per foot; 100 feet. 21c.
per foot.
We also manufacture Special machine parts, such a«
worm gears, stampings, or any screw machine parts for
motor ; reproducer and part manufacturers.
Special quotations given to quantity buyers In Canada
and other export i>oluls.
Write for our 84-page catalog, the only one of its kind
In America, Illustrating 33 different styles of talking machines and over 500 different phonographic parts, also
gives description of our elite I rut Repair Department.

MOTORS — No. 01. 8-in. turntable, single spring, $1.25;
same motor with 10- in. turntable. $1.40. No. 1, 10 -in.
i urn table, double soring, plays two 10- iu. records, $2.95,
No. C. 10 -In. turntable, double spring, plays three 10-in.
records. $3.50 ; same motor with 12- In. turntable, $3.85.
No. 8, 12 in. turntable, cast- Iron frame, double spring,
plays threeframe,
10- in.bevel
records,
$4.8"),double
No. 9,spring,
12-in. plays
turntable,
cast-Iron
gear wind,
three
10-ln. records. $5.85. No. 10, 12-in. turntable, cast-iron
frame, bevel gear wind, double springs, plays four 10-in.
records. $6.85. No. 11, 12-in. turntable, cast-iron frame,
bevel gear wind, double spring, plays seven 10-in. records.
18.50.
TONE ARMS AN 0 REPRODUCE RS— No. 1, $1.00;
No. 2, plays all records. $1.25; No. 4, $2.05; No. 6,
$2.25; No. 7. $2.25; No. 8, $2.25; No. 9, $2.25. (Play
all records. >
MAIN SPRINGS — No. 00— %-ln.. 23 gauge. 9-0 ft.,
29c. each, 100 lob*. 25c each; No. 01, 1-ln., 23 gauge.
7 ft. 25c. each, 100 lots. 20c. each; No. 0. %-ln.. 20
gauge. 8-6 ft., 2.1c. each, i00 lots. 21c. each; No. 1.
%-ln., 25 gauge. 9-6 ft.. 39c. audi, 100 lots. 35c each;
No. 2. 13-16 hi.. 25 gauge. 9-0 ft.. 43c each. 100 lots,
39c. each; No, 3. %-in.. 25 gauge. 11 ft.. 4ftc. each. 100
lots, 4.1c. each ; No. 4, 1-in., 23 gauge. 10 ft,1 49c.
each, 100 lots. 45c. each; No. 5, 1-ln.. 27 gauge. 11 ft.,
85c
lots.10059c.lots.
each;
11 ft.,each,
90c. 100each.
85c.No.each.0, l^-in,, 27 gauge,
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Trade Helps to Put Liberty Loan "Over the Top"— Business as Active as Stock Supplies PermitColumbia Co. Settled in New Quarters— Month's News Tells of Trade Progress

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. in this
city is pushing its machines in all parts of the
State. The universal tone arm has proved a
great success and more dealers have been
signed up since its introduction than in double
any like period since the company first began
to place agencies.
Ray Solomanson, who has been connected
with the sale of talking machines in the Emporium for some time past, was recently drafted

Corcoran has been in charge. Mr. Black has
San Francisco, Cal., May 3.— The Liberty Loan
been temporarily located in Sacramento, where
efdrive in this city has not had the deterrent
the company has recently enlarged its store and
dealmachine
talking
the
of
business
fect on the
added a talking machine department. This
ers that was expected. Collections have been
a little slower in consequence of the desire of was the only branch of the company which was
without a department for the sale of this popin the army, and is now in training to "show
the city "over the top," but
the people to carryshows
ular musical instrument.
hardly any diminution.
the new business
goods to the Kaiser."
New Edison Jobbing House in Los Angeles
The dealers themselves have been busy with
The Edison Phonographs, Ltd., the local EdiSUGGESTIONSJTHAT INSPIRE
the loan and every one has generously subson jobber, with a distributing house at PortGeorge E. Brightson, Author of a Booklet That
scribed for the bonds. Some makes of talkland, has purchased the Edison merchandise of
ing machines are very scarce on the market, but
Is Full of "Meat" for the Man Who Aspires
the Diamond Disc Distributing Co., at Los Anfor nearly all there have been fair receipts this
geles and opened a jobbing house at that place.
month. The time on the road of these goods
"Sonora Policy" is the title of an interesting
This
gives
the company three jobbing houses
and inspiring article written by George E.
ago,
month
a
than
less
seems to average much
on the Coast.
Brightson, president of the Sonora Phonograph
and from this the dealers say that the freight
Mrs. Howard With Hauschildt Co.
situation is practically solved as far as their
Corp., New York, and recently issued in bookMrs. Helen B. Howard, who broke into the
let form for all Sonora employes.
lines are concerned. The difficulty of getting
talking
machine
business
as
saleswoman
for
and
factories,
the
in
Mr.
Brightson emphasizes the importance of
lies
all the stock wanted
Sherman, Clay & Co., Oakland, about six
for this the local dealers say there is no remedy
good will, referring to it as follows: "There is
months ago, has made such an extraordinary
one big element of success in this world, of
so long as the war lasts. Both wholesalers
success
that
she
has
been
called
to
the
manpersonal
success, and of business success, . and
busiof
plenty
is
there
that
and retailers say
agership
of
the
talking
machine
department
of
the
that
and
ness to be had in San Francisco,
that is good will." This subject is very interthe Hauschildt Music Co. in Oakland. Mrs.
interior of the State is even more prosperous
estingly discussed, and is followed by a splenHoward is a woman of most pleasing appearance
than the city.
did discourse on "service." The tremendous imand manners and is destined to go high in the
Take on the Pathe Line
portance of extending every customer a fair,
music world.
square and efficient deal is emphasized in one
Fred Stern, president of the Stern Talking
Improvements at Phonograph Shop
of the paragraphs of this article, and many sugMachine Co., has been East for nearly a month.
The
Phonograph Shop on Powell street, which
gestions embodying sound logic are presented
ashis
and
He will return in a few days now,
features
the
Sonora,
has
about
completed
the
to
the
employes
of the Sonora organization.
someannounce
to
him
sociates are looking for
renovation which began a .month ago. New
Co-operation and team work is the subject
thing of importance in the way of increased
racks have been installed and much additional
of one of the closing paragraphs, and from cover
stock when he gets back. The company have
to cover this admirably written article not only
storage
space
gained
thereby.
The
decorations
just taken over the Pathe Freres phonograph
are
in
a
delicate
tint
of
cream
and
the
shop
is
reflects Mr. Brightson's many years of experiline and report a good business in their new acone of the most attractive appearing sales places
ence in the talking machine industry, but forms
quisition.
in the city.
an
inspiration
for every Sonora employe.
Featuring Records Successfully
The
Starr
phonographs
are
making
good
progThe California Phonograph Co. has been feaVICTOR DECALCOMANIE POPULAR
ress in this State, according to the statement of
turing certain records in its windows by means
J. W. Steinkamp, who represents the Starr inof cards telling of the worth of the record that
The new trade mark decalcomanie recently ofterests in this season. He is making a drive to
is being pushed and says that this means of
fered by the Victor Talking Machine Co. to
place the instrument in the furniture houses and
Victor
dealers is proving decidedly popular.
pubthe
of
attention
the
to
bringing the goods
says that he is meeting great success in his acThis
decalcomanie
is slightly over twenty inches
presiLevy,"
A.
F.
lic has been very successful.
tivities.
dent of the company, says that goods are reachin width and portrays "His Master's Voice" in
Columbia Co. Settled in New Quarters
the original colors. It can be used on either
ing him in much larger quantities than for some
The
Columbia
Grafonola
Co.,
which
moved
time past. This is especially true with Victor
glass or wood and therefore is well adapted for
machines. The supply of needles is very much
use on store windows, doors, delivery cars,
into the new "Daylight" Building on Sutter
street last month, is about settled in its new
easier, he says.
wagons, etc. These decalcomanies cost 18 cents
each.
abode. Walter Waters, who was one of the
Miss Frances Gridman, manager of the record
salesmen
with
the
Columbia,
has
enlisted
in
the
department of the California Phonograph Co.,
Signal Corps and is now busy learning wireless
will leave for the East in a short time and will
The Cheney Phonograph Sales Co., of Clevetelegraphy.
Eight men have enlisted from the
land, O., has been incorporated with capital
visit the various factories making records durlocal house.
slock of $300,000 by E. M. Buel and others.
ing her absence.
George Hively, manager of the phonograph
department of the Eastern Outfitting Co., says
business with him keeps up wonderfully well.
April's sales were far ahead of those of last
year for the same month.
A
Message
to the
Big Run on Galli-Curci Records
The singing of Galli-Curci in this city brought
Edison
Dealer
about a boom in records made by her. All the
Victor dealers featured these records during
the entire month and the demand exceeded the
Complete the equipment of your
supply to such an extent that Byron Mauzy had
Edison Phonograph by using the
to have a shipment of records sent him by express. One way of advertising the singer was
"BLISS" REPRODUCER
to play
lateral cut records better than they are
of a grand piano in Mauzy's winthe display
dow with the label that it also was shipped by
now played on any other Phonograph.
express for the exclusive use of the singer. This
and the other publicity stunts pulled off caused
a bigger run on these records than occurred
Make the Edison Phonograph as far ahead of other Phonoeven in the recent case of McCormack.
graphs on lateral cut records as it now is in interpreting the
The Woolworth 5-10-15-cent store recently
Re-Created Edison Diamond Disc.
bought 13,000 Emerson records, which were being closed out at a bargain price by the Emporium. It is expected that the records will
We furnish
you with a "BLISS" REPRODUCER
to
achieve
this result.
go on sale somewhat below regular price.
Pacific Phonograph Co. in New Home
The Pacific Phonograph Co. has moved into
May we not send you samples and our dealers discount?
new quarters on California street. It formerly
occupied a place on Battery street.
WILSON -LAIRD
PHONOGRAPH
CO.,
Inc.
Wiley B. Allen Co. Activities
29 West 34th Street (Opposite the Waldorf Astoria) New York City
E. P. Corcoran, of the talking machine departCanadian Distributor! : HAWTHORN MFG. CO., 145 Yonge St., Toronto, Can.
ment of the Wiley B. Allen Co., has been ill for
Visit us during Convention week and make cur office your
several weeks, and has recently returned to his
headquarters while in Nero York
duties at the store. During the absence of
James J. Black, manager of the department, Mr.
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ECLIPSE MUSICAL
CO.'S NEW
WHOLESALE
HEADQUARTERS
Noted Cleveland Institution Has One of the Most Complete Departments and Executive Offices for
the Transaction of a Jobbing Business in the Talking Machine Trade
Ohio has frequently been rated as the liveliest State in the Union as far as the musical
industry is concerned. Whether or not Ohio
should retain this reputation unchallenged is, of
course, a debatable question, but at any event
there is no argument about the progressiveness

Sales Manager in Conference
the handsome quarters of the officers of the
company, a special record statistical department,
a record ordering department, a stenographic

THE
Announce

that

shown in the illustration. The machines can
be loaded right into the car from where the
stock is stored and the car run on to the elevator and lowered to the street.

department and an accounting and bookkeeping
department.
The record racks in the stock department,
in their make-up and general arrangement are
similar to those used by the leading Victor jobbers in the country. Slightly separated from
the main series is a "monthly record, rack" accommodating the issues of the two last months.
In addition to this there are individual racks
for the red seal, blue label and purple label records. This section immediately adjoins the regular record stock section.
The repair department is equipped with a
complete repair bench and a sanitary re-graphiting compartment. A complete stock of all Victor parts is kept in a large well-systematized
cabinet which may be seen in the background
of one of the pictures accompanying this article. There is also a separate apparatus with
an adjustable standaid for testing motors.
The shipping department is noteworthy for

Office of General Manager
of the Eclipse Musical Co., Victor distributors,
located in Cleveland. This institution has steadily moved ahead, as far as its own private business is concerned, and has been decidedly instrumental in the formation and development
of the Northern Ohio Dealers' Association, and
other activities tending toward the betterment
of the retail trade.
The Eclipse Co. recently established new
wholesale headquarters in the Cadillac Building,
on Euclid avenue. The new headquarters is
made up of a very handsome set of executive
offices, an extensive department for the many
series of record racks in which the wholesale
stock is stored, a special division where the surplus stock is kept, a packing department, a
shipping department, a department where record
orders are filled, checked and double checked,
and a repair department.
The executive offices embrace, in addition to
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Loading Truck Right on Stock Floor
Among the live-wire officials who are responsible for the efficient way in which the new
Eclipse wholesale division has been organized
and efficiently conducted are T. H. Towell,
president; P. J. Towell, vice-president; C. K.
Bennett, general manager; E. B Lyons, sales
manager, a-nd Earl Poling, Jack Kennedy and
Xorman H. Cook, traveling representatives.
OPENS

NEW

JEWEL

LABORATORY

H. J. Smith Opens Quarters in Newark, N. J., to
Manufacture Talking Machine Jewels
H. J. Smith, who for the past twenty-seven
years has been connected with the talking machine industry, recently opened a laboratory for
the manufacture of jewels at 833 Broad street,
Newark, N. J. Mr. Smith has been connected
with some of the largest organizations in the
field, including Thos. A. Edison, Inc., American
Well Equipped Repair Department
the efficiency which prevails therein. All scrap
paper and scrap cardboard is jammed in a bailing machine and all excelsior is kept in a metallined excelsior container. It is as near fireproof as modern devices can make it. From the
packing department Victrolas and Victor records make their exit from the Eclipse headquarters by one of two routes. The first of
these is through what is known as the "express
bins" which adjoin the packing department and
which are immediately in front of the elevators.
These express bins are five in number and
classified in accordance with the different express companies and other kinds of shippers,
so that the representative of each different kind
of transportation knows exactly what is meant
for him and where to get it.
The other method of shipping goods out is
decidedly unique. The Cadillac Building was
designed throughout for automobile purposes,
and there is a rapid, large-elevator service, and
because of this fact the Eclipse Co. is enabled
to bring their motor trucks up and right into
the floor where the Victor stock is kept as

SCHILLING
JOSIAH

PIANO

CO.

of

NEW

PARTRIDGE

Eclipse Co.'s Room for Packing Records
Graphophone Co. and the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. He is one of the best-known jewel
experts in the country, and his products include
phonograph and sapphire reproducing points, recording laboratory jewels, jewel bearings for
electrical instruments, rough diamonds and diamond powder. The plant is one of the best
equipped in the country, and is fitted for the
carrying on of experimental work. One of the
policies of the H. J. Smith plant is an open invitation to the trade to Visit the laboratory at
all times.

YORK
&

SONS

CO.

NEW YORK FURNITURE EXCHANGE. 46th ST. AND LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK
HAVE BEEN APPOINTED SELLING AGENTS
FOR THE WELL-KNOWN
The Quality
Phonograph

The Quality
Phonograph
with a
Spruce Soundboard

St

RADIVARA

with a
Spruce Soundboard

'KNOWN
FOR
TONE"
The house of Josiah Partridge <& Sons Co. needs no introduction by us. For 75 years their name has been associated with the furniture trade and
they have recently reorganized their expert selling staff throughout United States and foreign countries to cover the piano and music trade.
Stradivara is the only phonograph in the world that contains a spruce sound board, being built on the principle of the piano and violin.
This high-grade phonograph truly reflects the genius of the world's greatest violin maker. 7 MODELS FROM $50 TO $250.
Compare all othe: makes of present-day phonographs with the Stradivara and you will easily learn why it is marvelously superior.
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Wool worth Building, New York

SELLING
How

TO THE BUSY

MAN

One Talking Machine Dealer Handled a
Difficult Situation Successfully

"I had a little experience with one salesman
who knew how to get on with busy people with
whom he wanted to do business. It took only
about thirty seconds for him to show that he
and I would not quarrel because of any tendency
to take up my time unnecessarily," said a business man the other day.
"I was busy when he first called and I showed
it. 'Pretty busy this morning?' he asked pleasantly. 'Yes,' I said, perhaps a little crustily, 'I
am busy. I have a lot of mail I want to get
off before noon.' 'All right,' he replied, 'I'm
not going to bother you now. I want to talk
to you about talking machines and I have something to say that will interest you. Can you
give me fifteen minutes some time during the
day? I promise to take no more time than that
unless you wish me to do so. You needn't
worry about my boring you. I don't do business that way.'
"I couldn't refuse a request like that or even
be grouchy about granting it. I named a time.
At that time he walked in. He did not show
up half an hour ahead of time and make me
nervous by standing around waiting. He did
not act with such deliberation that I would be
afraid he would overstay his time. He laid his
watch where he could see it and where I could
see that he saw it, but where I could not see it.
At the end of thirteen minutes he had said his
say with the impressiveness and with the brevity of a four-minute speaker. He took up his
hat and his watch. 'I appreciate your giving
me this hearing,' he said. 'I would like to talk
ray proposition over with you definitely some
day soon, but I won't ask you now to make an
appointment.'
"If he knew, or surmised, he had interested
me so I would want him to stay longer then and
give me his proposition then and there, he did
not show it, but he was properly appreciative
when I told him I was interested and would hear
the rest of his story at once."
TO MAKE

DEMONSTRATION

BOOTHS

H. Mickelas, 164 McKibben street, Brooklyn, N. Y., who has been in the cabinet business
for fifteen years, has inaugurated a department
that will devote itself entirely to the construction of demonstration booths, record racks and
store interiors for dealers. Some three years
ago Mr. Mickelas started to take care of this
class of business, and the results were so satisfactory that he deternjiined to enlarge his factory, so that he could, cater to the demands of
the dealers.
The booths constructed by Mr. Mickelas are
soundproof and include all of the features desired by talking machine dealers. A number of
installations have been made in local territory,
and these customers have expressed their satis
faction with the booths in every respect.

BEWARE

OF WAR

RUMORS

Talking Machine Dealers Should Be on Guard
Against Untrue Statements Regarding the Affairs of Manufacturers Put Out by Competitors
In these times talking machine dealers should
be particularly upon their guard against insidious rumors. Reports have been circulated in
the trade to the effect that the factories of certain manufacturers have been commandeered by
the Government, and further that this or that
manufacturer will be unable to supply goods as
promised, and still further that this or that
manufacturer has a financial interest in competitive concerns.
When the talking machine dealer hears rumors of this kind he should make careful note
of the sources from which they emanate. It
should be easy to detect cases where the representative 'of a certain line is taking unfair
advantage of a contemporary manufacturer. It
is reasonable to suppose that each individual
company will inform its clientele of dealers regarding any important action it may take affecting the welfare of their dealers, and it is also
reasonable to suppose that the circulating reports about competitors which have not been
authorized by the company to which they refer
is inspired by malicious motives.
Dealers should see that the traveling representatives of every manufacturer in the talking
machine industry paddle their own canoe, in that
they explain the merit of their own product and

The

institution and do not resort to unsupported
claims about the war weaknesses of other perhaps more successful competitors.
F. C. KENT

MOVES

TO NEW

PLANT

Manufacturer of Talking Machine Attachments
in Newark, N. J., Installs New Equipment, Including aModel New Tube Bending Machine
F. C. Kent, the well-known manufacturer of
phonograph attachments of Newark, N. J., recently moved from 24 Scott street, to the corner
of Mulberry and Chestnut streets. In his new
plant he has installed a large number of new
machines and among others one of his own design which is used to bend brass tubing. This
new machine not only bends the tubing but
leaves every angle and dimension at their original size. In speaking of this new machine the
officers of the company said "There are only a
few such machines in the country and. our industry was largely in need of such machines."
All the Kent attachments will be produced with
the new machine as well as several new products the company has in mind, including a new
one-piece brass tone arm. While brass is expensive at the present time the fact that much
labor and time is saved by the new method
as well as the fact that there are no joints or
rough edges, will, according to F. C. Kent, make
his new tone arm very desirable. The announcement of the delivery of the tone arm will be
issued later.

NEW

VEECO

THE

ELECTRIC

WITHOUT

A

MOTOR
FAULT

The improved Veeco Electric Motor for Talking Machines represents the last word in scientific development
with special regard for the purpose for which it is intended.
Runs on either A. C. or D. C, 100-125 volts without adjustment. Can be supplied to run on any voltage from
6 to 250.
Supplied mounted on 12" or \2y2" square mahogany
boards, all ready to install.
SEND FOR A SAMPLE AT ONCE
Then, after testing it thoroughly, place orders at once
to insure delivery.
THE VEECO motor and the VITRALOID turntable
make a complete motor unit for high-class machines.
THE
248 BOYLSTON

VEECO

COMPANY

STREET
BOSTON,
The Original Producers of a Complete Electric
Drive for Talking Machine Manufacturers' Use
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JOBBERS

MEET

Bope-Hayes Co. Reports Good Sales Follow^
ing Recent Exhibit of How Pathe Records
Are Made — Fischer Co. Renders Assistance

Executive Committee of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers Discuss Important Topics at Meeting in Philadelphia

Columbus, O., May 4. — The Bope-Hayes Co.,
of this city, which handles the products of the
Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., recently installed
in its store a very effective record-pressing exhibit, which demonstrated the method employed
by the Pathe Freres Co. in pressing Pathe discs.
This exhibit attracted wide attention, and crowds
of people visited the store daily in order to gain
an insight into methods which have usually been
considered technical and mysterious to the average layman.
The Bope-Hayes Co. was very well pleased
with the success of this exhibit, and after it had
closed wrote a letter to the Pathe Freres Co.

The executive committee of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers held a
meeting on April 22 and 23 at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., and at this meeting discussed a number of important topics incidental to present business and national conditions. The members of the committee in behalf of the association determined to utilize all
possible means at their command to co-operate
with the Government in its war program. They
discussed the entire recent situation in the business as it has been affected by the war, and will
be affected in the future.
The executive committee discussed at length
the means that should be adopted to co-operate
with the factory in eliminating all possible waste
in the conduct of the business. The members
of the committee realized that they must make
sacrifices as the result of the country being in
war, and discussed ways and means of adjusting their businesses so that the burden may be
carried as lightly as possible, and so that they
may assist the Government in fulfilling its war

stating as follows: "We are more than pleased
with the success of the exhibit, and moreover
believe we will do a wonderful business in Pathe
goods this year.
"We placed ten phonographs in country homes
yesterday, and notice quite an increase in our
record sales. We have continuous inquiries
from owners of other phonographs as to how
to play Pathe discs on their instruments. We
are now arranging quite a campaign of newspaper advertising and soliciting about 5,000 live
prospects, which we received during the exhibit.
We are going to do our best to lead the Pathe
sales in Ohio this year, and thoroughly believe
that we can 'go over the top.' We wish to thank
you for sending us Mr. Gates, who helped us
materially in arranging the exhibit."
The Fischer Co., of Cleveland, O., Pathe distributors, co-operated with the Bope-Hayes Co.
in arranging this exhibit, and R. J. Jamieson, of
this company's staff, spent the entire week in
Columbus in order to co-operate with the company in every possible way.
Mr. Jamieson arranged far a banquet for the
Bope-Hayes Co.'s employes, and left nothing
undone to assist the company in making the
exhibit a success.
BRASS

PLAQUE

FOR VICTOR

DEALERS

Very handsome brass signs are now being
offered to Victor dealers by the Goodman Co.
of New York. At the left of the brass plaque
the Victor trade mark is shown in green, to the
right of this in heavy black appears the word
"Victrolas," and beneath this in smaller letters
and in green "Victor records."
The Government needs the help of every man
and woman in the United States.
Stand by!
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plans.
The members of the committee not only
pledged their own support to subscribe to the
utmost of their ability for Liberty Bonds, but
to also help in the general advertising campaign
in behalf of the Third Liberty Loan, and to
carry out their influence as far as possible among
the members of the association in behalf of
the loan. The committee also voted to appropriate $1,000 out of the funds of the association
to purchase bonds in the present loan.
Owing to war conditions the committee decided to defer announcing a definite program for
the annual convention until a few weeks later.
Full details and plans will be ready at that time.
Among the members of the committee in attendance at this meeting were J. N. Blackmail,
Blackman Talking Machine Cor, of New York,
president of the association; I. Son Cohen,
Cohen & Hughes, Baltimore, Md., vice-president;
J. C. Roush, Standard Talking Machine Co.,
Pittsburgh, secretary; A. A. Trostler, Schmelzer
Arms Co., Kansas City, Mo., treasurer; W. D.
Andrews, W. D. Andrews Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
A. A. Grinnell, Grinnell Bros., Detroit, Mich.
George Mickel, Mickel Bros. Co., Omaha, Neb,
Andrew McCarthy, Sherman, Clay & Co., San
Francisco, Cal.; E. C. Rauth, Koerber-Brenner
Co., St. Louis, Mo.; W. H. Reynalds, Reynalds
Music Co., Mobile, Ala., and C. Alfred Wagner,
Musical Instrument Sales Co., New York.

1LJL|jI
J SPRING LUBRICANT
GRAPHITE PHONO
If CI FV'^
makes the will
Motornot make
gooddry up, or
Is preparedIlsiey's
in theLubricant
proper consistency,
run out,
become sticky or rancid. Remains in its original lorm indefinitely.
Write for special proposition to Jobbers.
MANUFACTURED BY
ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St., New York
Established 1853
STANDARDIZE

THE 'CLEAR TONE' LINE

Lucky 13 Phonograph Co. Make Important Announcement— Will Institute Aggressive Advertising and Sales Campaign
The Lucky 13 Phonograph Co., of New York
City, announced this month that it had completed arrangements whereby the Cleartone
line of phonographs, which it manufactures, will
be standardized, and an aggressive advertising
and sales campaign instituted in its behalf.
This line has been on the market for several
years, but D. Bartelstone, head of the company,
decided recently that the success of the line
well warranted the inauguration of plans that
would make it even more successful than it
had been in the past.
With this idea in mind Mr. Bartelstone visited
many of the leading cabinet factories throughout the country, and finally succeeded in placing a contract with one of the most prominent
manufacturers in the West. This concern has
been making high-grade cabinets for several
years, and its products have won recognition
throughout furniture circles as embodying quality and attractiveness.
Mr. Bartelstone placed a very large order for
cabinets, which called for immediate delivery,
and also made plans for an advertising and
sales campaign to assist Cleartone dealers in
developing their business with this line. This
campaign is now under way, and judging from
the inquiries for agencies already received, this
line will receive splendid representation in all
sections of the country.
In addition to distinctive cabinet designs,
Cleartone phonographs will be equipped with
motors, tone arms and sound boxes of recognized standard and prestige. The line is now
complete, and dealers are being signed up daily
C. J. Cassutt, proprietor of the Seattle Music
House, 1216 Third avenue, Seattle, Wash., is
now having the interior of his store entirely remodeled on an elaborate scale and will in the
future devote himself exclusively to featuring
the Brunswick phonograph and Pathe records.
The Liberty Talking Machine Co., Chicago,
has been incorporated with capital stock of $5,000 by Robert Bachrach, S. Sidney Stein and
Hirsch E. Soble.
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GOGGAN

THE
& BROS.' FINE FLOAT

Elaborate Display Attracts Much Attention in
Trades' Parade Held During the Recent Annual Spring Carnival in San Antonio
San Antonio, Tex., May 4. — One of the big
features of the recent trades' parade held in
this city in connection with the annual Spring
Carnival was the elaborate float entered by
Thos. Goggan & Bros., and which is shown herewith. The player-piano at one end of the float
was kept going almost constantly throughout
the parade, and at intervals four young ladies

TALKING
OCCUPY

MACHINE

ELABORATE

NEW

WORLD
room, and packed and shipped from there. The
machine stock is carried in the spacious basement. Incoming machines are run into the basement on a steel chute, specially designed. Outgoing Victrolas are lifted on an electric sidewalk elevator and loaded directly into trucks.

QUARTERS

The Neal, Clark & Neal Co., Buffalo, Now Settled in Their New Home
Buffalo, N. Y., May 6.— The Neal, Clark &
Neal Co., the Victor wholesalers, have moved
into their new wholesale quarters at 778-780
Washington street, where they occupy two
floors running through from street to street.
Each floor is 40 x 200 feet, giving the firm a
total of 16,000 square feet of floor space. The
place was laid out under the supervision of
V. W. Moody, who has had considerable experience in the planning and organizing of wholesale talking machine establishments.
Probably the most interesting feature of this
new plant is the arrangement of the record
stockroom, which might be compared to a
gigantic fireproof vault, with ample ventilation.
The entire stock, both open packages and reserve stock, will be carried in the- new record
room, which is 25 x 100 feet. After the record
orders have been assembled they are taken into
the packing room, off the end of the record

NEW

ENGLAND

RATES

INCREASED

Interstate Commerce Commission Grants Increases in Passenger and Freight Rates
Washington, D. C, May 3. — Increases in class
freight rates ranging between 5 and 15 per cent.,
and in passenger rates to 2% cents a mile on
New England railroads were allowed to-day by
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The Commission ordered that mileage rates
might be increased to an average of 2% cents,
and authorized other changes in passenger
schedules to bring in many million dollars more
to the roads. .
The Commission specified a scale of class
rates for the leading railroads and somewhat
higher rates for minor lines in New England.

Goggan & Bros.' Carnival Float
from the Goggan establishment rendered wellknown selections in quartet form on violin, mandolin, ukulele and cornet. At one end of the
float was a large Victrola electric, with the wellknown Victor dog sitting at attention close by
and listening to his master's voice. Small signs
in red, white and blue were placed about the
float bearing such mottos as: "The World Needs
Harmony," "Keep the Home Fires Burning,"
etc. On both sides of the float were placed
signs bearing the name "Thos. Goggan & Bros."
The fact that the company was established in
1866, and is, therefore, the oldest music house
in Texas, was strongly emphasized. The patriotic spirit was carried out in the decorations of
the float, which were made up largely of red,
white and blue bunting, and large red poppies.
A UNIOUE

SYNCHRONIZATION

A. T. Moulton Demonstrates a Perfect Synchronization Between the Pipe Organ, Piano
and Victor Auxetophone at the Broztel Hotel
A unique musical novelty has recently been
introduced to New York by A. T. Moulton.
With the aid of a small pipe organ, a piano
and a Victor Auxetophone, he produces a synchronized effect of a decidedly unusual character. The solo effects are carried by the talking
machine, and the bass effects by the organ.
Mr. Moulton uses his left hand and left foot to
play the organ, and his right hand and right
foot to play the piano.
For a number of years he made a study of
synchronizing these three instruments and first
performed for the public in one of Minneapolis'
leading hotels. After a number of months' engagement inthe Northwest with different hotels
he came to New York, and is at present providing musical entertainment for the d;ning
room of the Broztel Hotel, New York.
ATTRACTIVE
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LITERATURE

The Mutual Talking Machine Co. has just
issued an attractive four-page circular featuring Mutual tone arms and sound boxes. One
page of this circular illustrates the company's
No. 2 and No. 3 sound boxes which have been
adopted for general use by manufacturers. Another page is devoted exclusively to the Mutual
universal ball bearing tone arm, which, although
recently introduced, is now included in the equipment of many well-known makes of talking machines.
Wm. L. Phillips, president of the company,
states that the demand for Mutual products is
steadily increasing, and that the company is now
making arrangements to augment materially its
factory facilities. Mr. Phillips has received
letters from many manufacturers praising the
service given by Mutual tone arms and sound
boxes.
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The Lyric Record eliminates surface noise — is cut 160 threads to
the inch and plays from 33^ to 6 minutes. The catalog embraces all
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Philadelphia

Philadelphia, Pa., May 8. — The talking machine business in Philadelphia in April was most
satisfactory. With most of the dealers it
showed a gain over April of last year, and like
previous months it was limited to the amount
of stock that the Victor Co. — so far as Victor
dealers are concerned — were able to secure.
The Victor Co. have made promises to their
dealers in this district that they will be warranted in looking for more generous treatment
this month and in the months to come.
It is generally supposed here that the reason
why talker manufacturers have kept retailers so
short is that they were bending every effort to
get as much stock as possible to the dealers in
Canada before the law went into effect in that
country prohibiting the importation of musical
instruments into the Provinces.
Doing a Maximum of Business
Louis Buehn, of the Louis Buehn Co., states:
"We are doing a maximum of business, although
the shortage of Victor machines and records is
seriously felt. The month's total was slightly
less than last year. Business conditions are
good, so far as we are concerned, but we are
not getting enough goods."
Penn Phonograph Co. Will Remove June 1
The Penn Phonograph Co. report that there
was a slight falling off both in their machines
and records business over April a year ago, but
it was so small as not to leave very much regret. They have the assurance from the Victor Co. that they will be able to give their trade
very good service during the remainder of the
spring.
The Penn Co. have started the preparations
for their moving to their new building at 913
Arch street the first of June. There will be
four floors in their new quarters. . They will
not be able to fix the building to any very great
extent before they move in, but they already
have their racks under way, as well as all the
designs for the new installations.
Reports Large Columbia Business
Manager A. J. Heath, of the Columbia Graphophone Co., reports that their business has been
wonderful in April. It is the same old story
with them, that the amount of business done
was limited only by the amount of product they
were able to secure.
They have now several
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Philadelphia,

carloads on the road which will place the firm in
the position of being able to respond to any reasonable demand.
Mr. Heath says that a number of their dealers have called at their offices during the past
month, and they all report that their business
has been exceptionally good. One pleasant feature, he says, is that the trend for the taking
of the higher-priced instruments is most encouraging, and that in the farm districts they are
buying for cash, which indicates a healthy condition prevailing.
Mr. Heath was in New York several days last
week, and at the present time F. S. Binger, the
traveling auditor of the company, is at the local
offices.
Mr. Heath says:
"The record situa-
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tion has improved, and I believe we shall be
in a position to give the dealers better service
this month than any time in the past. It was
a common sight during the past month to have
automobile trucks come here from our territory
for machines and records. Leading among
those who made the trip were J. E. and E. W.
Nace, of Hanover, Pa., and Fink & Corbett, the
dealers Expansion
of Pottstown."
of Dictaphone Business
The Dictaphone Co. report that they had a
most satisfactory business in April, and were
very much gratified with the attention given the
machine at the recent Business Show held in
this city from April 15 to 20. They have added
a couple of new men to their sales force, and
among their visitors were Frank Dorian and N.
F. Milnot, general sales manager of the Dictaphone. Both of these men were here for the
show.
Closed Good Edison Trade in April
Herbert E. Blake, formerly Blake & Burkart,
leading dealer here in the Edison product, reports that his business in April was fair, but not
as large as in March. It just about equaled the
business of last April. Machines and records,
Mr. Blake says, are coming through in very fine
shape. The fine surface on the new records is
going to be of great help to the Edison dealers.
Mr. Blake, the Edison representative, in his
latest publication of "Re-Created Notes," states
that he has sold a large number of Edison Army
and Navy models to the soldier boys at Camp
Dix and Camp Meade. He makes the suggestion
that any person wishing to contribute to the
pleasure of the boys, either by purchasing new
records for these machines or sending them records of which they have become somewhat tired,
if they will deliver them to him at Eleventh and
Walnut streets, he will see that they reach the
boys in the camps in the name of the donor. and
at no cost to giver or receiver.
Edison Dealers Meet
At the meeting of the Edison Dealers' Association, which was held at the Bingham House
yesterday, May 7, there were no set speeches,
but all of llu- dealers participated in a discussion as to the selling proposition. The result
was most satisfactory.
I n the campaign for the Liberty Loan in Phila-
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delphia the piano and talking machine dealers
were placed in one class, and a sum set for them
to raise. This sum was not entirely reached,
and of the money subscribed more than threefourths came from the leading talking machine
dealers.
L. H. Crabtree Somewhere in France
L. H. Crabtree, the son of the president of
the International Mica Co., of Philadelphia, is
now in the service of his country "somewhere
in France." Mr. Crabtree, Jr., is a member of
the 109th Infantry, United States Army, and
in addition to doing his bit over on the other
side is instrumental in turning out large quantities of the International Mica Co.'s product for
Government purposes, these products beingused for gas masks, etc. This is the kind of
service which will win the war, and Mr. Crabtree and the International Mica Co. are to be
complimented on their devotion and the patriotic spirit shown in thus serving their country.
Pathe Activity in Quaker City
Walter L. Eckhardt, of the Pathe Shop, has
arranged to start a series of unusual concerts in
this city beginning this week. They will be
given daily at 11.30 in the morning and 3.30 in
the afternoon. The Pathe did great work for
the liberty Loan; upon the arrival here of the
great Orchestra Pathe it was almost immediately shipped to the Statue of Liberty erected
south of the City Hall, where concerts were being given on it constantly for more than a week,
and the young ladies in charge of the work there
said that the Pathe was the best Liberty Bond
salesman they had.
Mr. Eckhardt is delighted with the work accomplished by his men in April. When the
month began he set for them the March quota,
which had been so gratifying. They protested
that with the Liberty Loan and other hindrances
they could not accomplish it. They made the
quota, and as each man reached his sales quota
Mr. Eckhardt took him out and bought him a
good dinner.
Among the several visitors to the Pathe Shop

PHILADELPHIA
in April were Messrs. Lehming, Emerson and
O'Neill, of the Pathe Co.
The Weymann Family in the Nation's Service
Harry W. Weymann, president of H. A. Weymann & Son, widely known as Victor wholesalers, and also as manufacturers of the famous

by the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., has
added a number of new distributors to their list
in April, including the Hurley dealers in Camden, Bridgeton, Wilmington, Atlantic City,
Wilkes-Barre, etc., and all the stores of the J.
B. Gillies Co. They are at present negotiating
with one of the largest stores in this city for
handling the Brunswick.
The newly developed "Ultona" on the Brunswick— the "all-record reproducer" has been
making a very strong impression here. By the
use of the "Ultona" the different makes of records can be played by simply changing the position of the attachment. It is a most effective
contrivance.

Herbert W. Weymann

H. Power Weymann

Doing Well With the Vita-Nola
The Vitanola Distributers Co., 1025 Arch
street, report a steadily expanding demand for
the Vita-Nola made by the Vitanola Talking
Machine Co., of Chicago. The diversity of
styles displayed combined with the intrinsic
merits of these products have enabled them to
make a wide appeal.
E. G. EVANS

Harry W. Weymann
Weymann and Keystone State instruments and
other specialties, which are popular in the talking machine and piano trades, is well represented
in the United States Army and Navy, his two
sons, H. Power Weymann and Herbert Weymann, being in war service. H. Powers Weymann is with the 315th Infantry, U. S. Army, and
is stationed at Camp Meade, Md., while Herbert
Weymann is chief yeoman in the United States
Navy stationed at League Island, Philadelphia.
Both are fine types of manly Americans, who
are destined to give a good account of themselves in the service of the United States, and
Mr. Weymann has reason to be particularly
proud, because he has given his two only children to the nation. Hats off to him!
New Brunswick Distributors
The Brunswick machine, handled in this city

NOW

A GARAGE

OWNER

Popular Talking Machine Man Embarks in New
Venture as a Side Line
E. G. Evans, the popular salesman with C.
Bruno & Son, Victor wholesalers, New York,
has embarked in the automobile business as a side
line, and is one of the owners of the Cos Cob
Garage, located on the Boston-New York Post
road, near Greenwich, Conn. Mr. Evans says that
he is doing a lively business, inasmuch as several
hundred cars, including heavy trucks used in
cross-country transportation, pass along the Post
road every day, and an excellent percentage of
them stop for supplies and repairs. Many of
Mr. Evans' friends have already found his garage a haven of rest while en route along the
Post Road. Meanwhile, Mr. Evans still gives
his usual careful attention to the Victor business.
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pansion—Jones Co. Feature Foreign Records— Liberty Loan Campaign Big Success

Kansas City. Mo., May 4.— Business in the
Kansas City territory continues splendid. In
fact, it is good in every line, consequently money
is plentiful and people are spending it. And
more and more the talking machine is being
regarded as a necessity in every home, so good
prospects are not hard to find. Nowadays every
dealer says he has half a dozen prospects to
one machine. Dealers are therefore able to dictate their own terms and are almost all cutting
out the small payment plan. There is of course
in the Kansas City territory, with the big demand for machines, a tremendous shortage of
records. The patriotic records continue to be
the big sellers. Every dealer reported that, despite the shortage, his record business was excellent for the month of April (and this month
was handicapped by the Liberty Loan campaign
and the strike).
The Wunderlich Piano 'Co., which is one of
the biggest music firms in the middle West,
recently took on the Brunswick line. Martin
& Adams, Wichita, Kansas's leading house, also
recently added the Brunswick, as did the Darrow
Music Co., of Tulsa, Okla. The BrunswickBalke-Collender Co. Kansas City branch stated
that its business was spreading tremendously

"The Music Without the Blur!"
This ideal of talking machine manufacture is attained
more
of the nearly than by any other, in the construction
MARVELOUS
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and that the Kansas City territory was opening
up into a very excellent field.
E. A. McMurtry, manager of the wholesale
department of the Columbia Co., reports increasing business not only in Greater Kansas
City but in the whole territory. "Particularly
in the country, the dealers are waking up to
the big field for the Columbia machine," he said.
"In fact, so splendid is the demand and the
prospects are so good for an even far greater
call for machines and records, that we are
doubling our floor space in effort to keep pace
with the strides of our business." The company
has taken over the adjoining storerooms. The
remodeling will be done by the middle of the
month when a total floor space of approximately
12,500 square feet will be had. This additional
room will be used entirely for the wholesale record department. The present quarters of that
department are entirely inadequate. Two carloads of records were recently received and as
many have been sold in the past few weeks.
This department has instituted the new card
index system adopted in the record departments
of all the Columbia wholesale branches and has
added some improvements that will aid in the
local distribution. The additional room will
give the company two more windows for display purposes; two will be used for the Dictaphone and two for the Grafonola. The Dictaphone department had, during April, the secondbest month in its history.
J. J. Wiedeman, formerly Columbia salesman
in this territory, has resigned to go back to his
home town — Cleveland, O. — where he will enter
the automobile supply business. He has been
succeeded by William Roy.
The Henly-Waite Music Co. recently took on
the Artophone line and is doing splendidly with
it in addition to the Columbia.
The Junkins-Riley Co., formerly Pathe jobbers, will soon open a splendid up-to-date retail
store, The Pathe Shop, at 202 East Tenth street.
They will specialize in the art models.
The Jones Store Co.'s Victrola department
has recently fixed a plan concerning the sale of
its machines on time. Ten per cent of the purchase price must be paid down at once and
the rest must be paid for in twelve months.
A. A. Trostler, manager of the Victrola jobbing branch of the Schmelzer Arms Co., has
just returned from a visit to the Victor factory.
"Business continues excellent," said Mr. Trost-

ler. "We could dispose of a great many more
machines than we are able to get. The demand
is great in Kansas City and in local territory."
Miss Jessica Owens has succeeded Robert Lasseter in the management of the Columbia department in the Kansas City Photo Supply Co.
J. P. Price, Price & McNeal, Maryville, Mo.,
is going into Government service.
Mrs. Nellie Williams, head of the Victrola department of the Jones Store Co., stated that they
have been recently encouraged with the marked
success in their foreign record trade, principally Mexican. In the first place, with the
present scarcity of labor, the Mexicans all are
holding down $25 a week jobs at the packing
houses and, as they live so much more cheaply
than Americans, they are better able financially
to buy machines than many Americans who are
making as much or more. And they are sure
pay. They seem to be very timorous and in
great awe of the American man's jail, and in
fact there is a deep-rooted fear in most of them
that if a single payment is missed or delayed
they will be thrown immediately into prison.
Consequently payments come in as regular as
clockwork; in some cases they have even
brought their money up before it was due, saying that their wives would not be home on the
day the collector came to call.
In the Liberty Loan campaign, in which Kansas City far exceeded its quota, a great deal of
credit was accorded to music and talking machine men of the city who were as well represented as subscribers and as volunteer workers
the campaign week.
B. F. Woodward, manager of the Edison Shop,
was pumping air into a tire on his machine when
the rim blew off and struck him, breaking an
arm and a leg. He is rapidly improving.
The six weeks of story dancing, under the
direction of Miss Baldwin, recently closed at
The Edison Shop with a highly successful program in which five hundred Kansas City children took part. The dancing, to the Edison of
course, was given in the Auditorium Theatre
with a large audience. The newspapers devoted
much space to the affair.
C. L. Smith, of the Edison wholesale, in Kansas City, is now at Jefferson Barracks, where
he was called May 10.
The Edison Co., in its tone tests with Glen
Ellison, Scotch baritone, had the greatest success— both in the city and rural districts. The
dealers who held tone tests outside of Kansas
City were: Carl Latenser, Horton, Kan., and
Atchison, Kan.; D. B. Hickey, Chanute, Kan.;
Eshelman, St. Joseph, Mo.; Chas. Sauer, Chillicothe, Mo.; G. W. Sherman, Breckenridge, Mo.
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Internal Revenue Commissioner Roper Hands Down a New Order Bearing on Sales of Talking
Machines and Other Musical Instruments Which Is of Paramount Importance
which the gross profit to be realized when the
property is paid for bears to the gross contract
price. If, for any reason, the vendee defaults
in his instalment payments and the vendor re-

Washington, D. G, May 4. — One of several
rulings just handed down by Internal Revenue
Commissioner Roper affecting income and excess profit taxes is of exceeding interest to this
industry, in which he holds that dealers in
goods sold on the instalment plan shall return
their profits proportionately as the gross profits
stand to the gross contract price. Of course
this new ruling applies to the business of 1918,
on which the income tax returns will be made
next year. The decision as to instalment selling
follows:

TALKING

"3. The conveyance to the purchaser and an
immediate reconveyance by way of chattel mortgage to the seller.
"4. Conveyance to a trustee in trust to hold
the title, pending performance of the contract
and subject to its provisions.
"In view of the fact that in a number of States
it is held that the form first mentioned shall not
be enforced according to its terms, but will be
regarded as a sale with a chattel mortgage
back to secure the unpaid purchase price, it is
desirable that a uniform rule be established
which will be equitable and applicable to all.
"The rule prescribed is that in the sale or contract for sale of personal property on the instalment plan, whether or not title remains in the
vendor until the property is fully paid for, the
income to be returned by the vendor will be
that proportion of each instalment payment,

YOU

USE

Washington, D. C, May 4. — In the summary
of exports and imports of .the commerce of the
United States for the month of February, 1918
(the latest period for which it has been compiled), which has just been issued, the following
figures appear:
Talking machines to the number of 5,565,
valued at $154,943 were exported in February,
1918, as compared with 3,786 talking machines,
valued at $90,633, sent abroad in the same period
of 1917. The total exports of records and supplies for February, 1918, were valued at $104,376,
as compared with $89,180 in February, 1917.
For the eight months' total 60,711 talking machines were exported, valued at $1,675,681 in
February, 1918, and 48,729, valued at $1,202,394
in 1917, while records and supplies valued at
$1,275,514 were sent abroad during 1918, as
against $966,463 in 1917.
INCORPORATED
The American Recording Laboratories, Passaic, N. J., have been incorporated with capital
stock of $25,000, for the purpose of manufacturing phonograph records. The incorporators
are: Carlton E. Sanderson, Mabel C. Sanders,
and George Thornton.
A reputation built on "front" can never come
"back" — after being side-swiped by Time.

TONE

possesses the property, the entire amount received on instalment payments less the profit
originally returned will be income to the vendor
to be so returned for the year in which the
property was repossessed.
"This ruling amends Articles 117 and 120 of
Regulations 33, Revised, and revokes all previous decisions and rulings which are in conflict
herewith."
COLUMBIA

EXPORTS

The Figures for February Presented — Exports
Show Machines and Records Both Increase

"It has been ascertained that dealers in personal property who sell on the instalment plan
adopt one of four ways of protecting themselves
in case of default, namely:
"1. A provision that title is to remain in the
seller until the buyer has performed his part of
the agreement.
"2. A conveyance of title to the purchaser subject to a lien for the unpaid portion of the purchase price.
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Conference of Columbia Branch Managers in
Atlanta, Dallas and New Orleans Held in the
Latter City — Excellent Reports Made
New Orleans, La., May 6. — A conference of
the Columbia branch managers in New Orleans, Atlanta and Dallas was held in this city
at the local offices of the Columbia branch.
Many practical subjects were discussed during
the course of the meeting, and it was gratifying to learn that every manager in attendance
predicted that April and May business would
show a substantial gain over last year. The
fact that the company had closed in March the
biggest single month in its very successful history was the subject of enthusiastic comment
among those present. The managers who attended the conference were W. F. Standke, New
Orleans manager; Westervelt Terhune, Atlanta
manager, and F. R. Erisman, Dallas manager.
Several of their assistants were also present,
and the executive offices in New York were
represented by O. F. Benz, of the general sales
department, who gave a very interesting and
effective address during the meeting.
APPOINT

COAST

REPRESENTATIVE

Boston, Mass., May 9. — The New England
Talking Machine Co., 16 Beach street, manufacturers of tone arms and reproducers, this city,
have announced the appointment of W. S. Gray
as their representative in San Francisco, whose
headquarters are in the Chronicle Building.
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Badger Companies on Roll of Honor — Trade Excellent— New Brunswick Dealers — Goldsmith
in Public Eye — C. J. Orth Features Puritan
Milwaukee, Wis., May 12.- — One of the principal duties of the local talking machine trade
during the last four weeks or more was to help
in effecting a subscription to the Third Liberty
Loan that puts most other cities of this class
to shame. Uncle Sam asked Milwaukee to subscribe not less than $14,600,000 to the third
issue. As a matter of fact, the total subscription at the close of the campaign was found to
be $21,000,000, or an oversubscription of approximately 50 per cent. On the roll of honor appeared the names of the Badger Talking Machine
Co., Victor jobber, and the Badger Talking Machine Shop, Victor retailer, each for $10,000.
So far as can be ascertained, these were the
largest subscriptions made by any Milwaukee
music industry.
The total subscription made by the music
trades division, in charge of Henry M. Steussy,
president of the Milwaukee Association of Music
Industries, exceeded $75,000. This fine showing
was made without sending a committee to visit
the individual factories and dealers to importune them to buy bonds.
Local talking machine dealers, both wholesale
and retail, have been kept busy as never before
during the early spring season. As April advanced and finally May was entered, it became
more and more a question of obtaining machines and records than to sell them. And it
appears as if this will continue to be the situation from this time on, at least while the war
lasts. It does not apply to all makes of instruments, but is particularly true of the Victor,
Edison and other of the older machines.
Thomas I. Kidd, manager of the Milwaukee
branch of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
concluded arrangements just prior to May 1 for
placing the Brunswick in the new establishment
in the Plankinton Arcade of the Milwaukee
Piano Mfg. Co. Hundreds of visitors attended
the formal opening of the new store on May
1, and much time was spent in inspecting the
special exhibit of Brunswick models which Mr.
Kidd provided for the occasion. Henry M.
Steussy, president of the Milwaukee Association
of Music Industries, is general manager of the
new store.
Concerning Harry A. Goldsmith, secretary of
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The members of our Company are always available and
will gladly see you personally or write you at any time we
can possibly serve you.
Why not communicate at once with us?
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the Badger Talking Machine Co., Victor jobber,
Milwaukee, the "Who's Who" column of the
Milwaukee Journal in a recent issue had the
following interesting things to say:
''Harry A. Goldsmith acquired a becoming
bashfulness while engaged in the newspaper
business in Calumet, Mich., from which he has
never recovered. Mr. Goldsmith believes a bass
drum never sounds so loud as when one pounds
it himself, but is more effective if the world is
doing the pounding.
"Mr. Goldsmith was born in Chicago thirtyfour years ago and reduced the city's population by one before he was old enough to begin
his education. This, he says, he began in the
public schools of Calumet and has not yet finished. Leaving the newspaper business, he returned to Chicago, where he was engaged in
the brokerage business until about four years
ago, when he became one of the organizers of
the Badger Talking Machine Co. and came to
Milwaukee. His interests have spread to several other allied industries and Mr. Goldsmith
declares he is in Milwaukee to stay.
"Mr. Goldsmith's residence is 585 Stowell avenue; he is unmarried. (But in confidence he said
he is willing and named some qualifications.)
He is a member of the Press, Elks and Advertisers' clubs, the M. A. C, the M. A. of C. and
is Paul
a Mason."
F. Seeger, manager of the talking machine department of the Edmund Gram Music
House for the past nine years, resigned May 1
in order to accept the position of manager of
the North Shore Talking Machine Co., Victor
retailer, 603 Davis street, Evanston, 111. Mr.
Seeger will assume his new duties on. May 15.
The Ellis Reproducer Co. of Milwaukee has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000
to develop the business created by James H.
Ellis, inventor and patentee of a universal reproducer for talking machines that can quickly be
substituted for the regular device.
Mr. Ellis
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Mr. Dealer:

Don't miss sales by being out of
stock.
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If you are not familiar with the " best reproducer for playing EDISON RECORDS." send us
$3.50 and we will send you one on 10 days' approval.
Money refunded if not satisfactory.
State Make

of Machine

CO.
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has been manufacturing the reproducer at 410
Jefferson street.
Charles J. Orth, since March 1 exclusive distributor of the Puritan in Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, has been obliged to increase both the
traveling sales force and the staff at the local
store in order to keep pace with the growth
of the popularity of the Wisconsin-made product.
Mr. Orth has placed a number of excellent
agencies throughout the territory and his policy
of selecting only the leading merchant in each
community to take on the representation of the
Puritan has won him a splendid lot of new trade.
The sale of Puritan records also is growing beyond all expectations.
Emil O. Schmidt, piano and talking machine
dealer, recently paid a fine of $100 and costs in
the police court upon being adjudged guilty of
having violated the Wisconsin fraudulent advertising law. Mr. Schmidt advertised that he had
purchased the entire bankrupt stock of the Republic Phonograph Co., Inc., Chicago, and was
placing it on sale "at considerably less than
wholesale price." The advertisement also contained afacsimile telegram purporting to have
been received from Arthur S. Nestor, trustee
of the Republic Co., reading:
"Your offer accepted for the bankrupt stock
of the Republic Phonograph Co. Shipping you
fifty machines to-day; balance to go forward
upon receipt of packing box. Waiting your inAt the trial it developed that Mr. Schmidt had
structions."
purchased only a part of the Republic's bankrupt stock and that the prices at which he
advertised them for resale were $30 above the
wholesale and $15 above the regular retail price
of the instrument. Furthermore, the telegram
was branded as a "fake" and evidence was shown
that Mr. Schmidt himself wrote the message,
which was taken to Chicago by a friend and
dispatched from there. Mr. Schmidt protested
his innocence but the court found him guilty
and imposed the heaviest fine yet meted out
under the act.
Albert E. Smith, proprietor of the Wisconsin Music House, 20 North Carroll street, Madison, Wis., has moved his establishment to beautiful new quarters at 215 State street. The new
store is probably the handsomest in the capital
of Wisconsin.- Due attention has been paid to
the Victrola department. A feature is the stock
of more than 10,000 Victor records which the
house carries at all times. An assortment such
as this seldom is seen in a city of less than
itants.
100,000 population. Madison has 38,000 inhabThe Madison newspapers recently published
illustrations of a huge load of Victrolas being
delivered by truck to the Forbes-Meagher MusicCo. of that city. The house is a Victor retailer
and the shipment, of which a part was illustrated, is considered^ the largest that has ever
been received in the State capital.
Wiley L. Ballinger, retail jeweler, 17 West
Alain street, Madison, Wis., has installed a talking machine department.
R. Boeing, Hustisford, Wis., is a recent addition to the list of Brunswick retailers.
The George D. Ornstein Co., Victor wholesalers, recently established in Philadelphia,
have incorporated with capital stock of $150,000.

Vicsonia
Manufacturing
313 East 134th Street (Bronx)
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Increase Your Record Sales

BOOTHS
Demonstration Booths
Mean Additional Record
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Write for a copy of our
NEW CATALOG

Illustration

Van Veen "Bed-Set" Sectional
Booths can be erected as easily
as a bed (no skilled labor required). Booths shipped on short
notice anywhere. Room sizes
any multiple of 3 feet. High
grade finish, will match your
sample if desired. Sound-proof
construction. We design and
build complete interiors. We
also build record racks, which
are described in our new catalog.
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. recent installation for
N. FRIEDBERG
1658 Pitkin Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Has Forced Distributors and Dealers to Analyze the Victor Catalog, Says J. C. Roush, of Pittsburgh—Idle But Meritorious Stock Being Brought to Attention of Public— Interesting Chat
"I am firmly convinced the present record
shortage is in one respect at least one of the
best things that could happen to the average
Victor dealer," said President Joseph C. Roush
of the Standard Talking Machine Co. of Pittsburgh to a representative of the Talking Machine World in answer to a question regarding
the present record situation. Mr. Roush was
in Philadelphia April 22 and 23, attending an
executive meeting of the National Association
of Talking Machine Jobbers, of which he is secretary.
"And to many of the distributors, too," he
continued, "it has forced our noses back into the
big general catalog where the best music of all
time is waiting for a chance to be sold. All of
us have been carrying stocks of hundreds of
records on our shelves for years which would
have been snatched up by the public only we
were too busy selling supplement records to
discover them ourselves.
"Distributors and dealers alike are now feverishly thumbing the big catalog, checking old
stocks, playing over records which haven't been
out of their covers for years — and are getting
closer to the heart of the Victor game than
ever before in their Victor careers.
"And if the experience of others is anything
like my own, they are getting many a surprise
— and are having a lot of fun with this research
work."
"Can you tell us some of the things you are
doing to interest your dealers in these catalog
numbers?" he was asked.
"The study of our own record conditions has
as an immediate object the supplying of dealers
with salable numbers to take the place of those
not now available. Such records we list, classify
and push through all the agencies at our command.
"In the first place our road men carry lists
of numbers and stocks to assist dealers in keeping their shelves filled with good salable records. Orders for the records not being pressed
are discouraged — those for available records are
encouraged.
"Then twice a month we issue a list of twenty
records which we urge the dealer to push
through his sales force for two weeks. This
serves two important purposes. It boosts a
dealer's record sales and it gets his salesmen
intimately acquainted with twenty good catalog
records After a salesman has played a good
record from one of these lists over and over

again for his customers and recognizes how easy
it is to sell, that record becomes one of his
permanent favorites. He will continue to recommend it long after the two weeks have elapsed —
in fact, it has been added to his growing vocabulary of good Victor 'hits.' It goes without saying that only records are so listed which a
dealer can get.
"Each month a hanger is furnished dealers
listing eight to a dozen numbers of the same
nature for a dealer's booths and windows. These
hangers are headed 'Victor Records Every One
Should Own' and are somewhat similar to those
issued by the Victor Co., but list only records
in stock in our territory.
"About once in three months a classified list
is prepared for the dealer's distribution, listing
twenty to twenty-five 'in-stock' records under
four different classifications — dances, violin
numbers, etc.

H.

J.
JEWEL

MANUFACTURER

BIdg., 47 West 34th St., New

York

"On our record delivery bags, and in fact in
every other way we know we list for the dealer
and for his record buyers, those General Catalog numbers which are practically unknown,
have distinct merit and can be secured in considerable quantities.
"The results have fully justified these special
efforts. We have made a feature of these lists
since last September, and we would not discontinue them now even though every record in
the catalog were available. Despite shortages
of all kinds, embargoes, delayed shipments and
all the other distributors' troubles during these
months, our record business has increased steadily, and we attribute this largely to these special
drives on 'records-in-stock.'"
FORDHAM

SHOP

INCORPORATED

The Fordham Victrola Shop, Inc., New York,
has been incorporated with capital stock of $15„000 to deal in pianos, Victrolas and musical instruments generally. The incorporators are
Lillian Stime'l, Charles Somberg and James J.
Collins.
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"HOFFAY"
The

AIRTIGHT

As the trade-mark

Machine.
reads, is

"The Worlds Musical Instrument"
Increases the value of records of all makes

We

No. 100
With "Resurrectone" $100.00
With "Half-ForkTone" §95.00

The Wonderful Resurrectone

Are

Closing

DISTRIBUTOR'S
TERRITORY

What

is your
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requirements

and

?

tone" $140.00
Tone"
§135.00
With
"Half-ForkThe Half-Fork-Tone
The next best reproducer. Remarkable for
its clear and loud sound. It is equipped
on the Hoffay wherever specially ordered.
It is also sold to fit other machines.

With in
its theexclusive
fork" andhasmeldo
equal
world. "tuning
Its clearness
lowness have the timbre and warmth of the
natural voice, string or wind instruments.
Forms the regular equipment for the
Hoffay, but is also sold for other machines.

PRICE: Nickel-plated 56. 22 karat goldplated §7.50. for
To Edisons.
fit standardMoney
machines
and
attachments
refunded
if reproducer
from
receipt. returned within five day.

PRICE: Nickel-plated $10. 22 karat goldplated §12.50. To at Victors, Sonoras,
and attachments for Edison machines, etc.
Money refunded if reproducer returned
within 5 days from receipt.

The "HOFFAY," with its great sound reproducing qualities, and its MANY exclusive features and "Selling Points," is a line worth while
handling. Our increasing business and REPEAT
orders prove it.
THE "HOFFAY" is THE line to start new
dealers ; THE line to get a share in the business
of dealers handling the most advertised makes,
because it truthfully compares favorably with
any of them, and THE line that gives maximum
value to records of all makes.
The "RESURRECTONE" resurrects music
and "resurrects" Dealers. Not only a source of
profit to you as a Distributor, but as Sales Agents
showing Dealers what to expect from the complete AIRTIGHT instrument.
The "HOFFAY"

gives TRIPLE

PROFITS.

W rite to-day — the Season is nearly on and
your territory may be open.

tone" $11)0.00
n mi "Half-ForkTone" SIM5.00

Hoffay Talking Machine Co., Inc.
3 West 29th St.,
New York City, N.Y.
(Hoffay products nre protected by patents granted and
pending. Infringements will i>e prosecuted.)

tone" $250.00
With "Half-ForkTone" $215.00
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Our Dealer
Proposition
We will send you this machine on receipt of $54.00,
or satisfactory references.
It comes in either Oak or
Mahogany, with space for
rive albums, and will play
five ten-inch records on
one winding. . Accurate
Automatic Stop. Machine
mounted on Casters. First
grade throughout. Try it
out for five days, and if
you
feel that
it isbest
the
ideal don't
machine
and the
you ever handled, return
it at our expense, and we
will refund the money at
once.
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$100

will bring you profitable business. Profit plus Prestige are
two factors that the dealer knows when he handles the
Hoffay Air-Tight Talking Machines.
The Hoffay embodies tonal qualities of the highest,
superb construction, distinctive design of cabinet and perfected features of modern invention that tend to make the
Hoffay the nearest thing to perfection. Each model is a
dominant figure in the industry at its price.
TAKE ADVANTAGE
of our trial offer and see what handling the Hoffay will
mean to you.
Write for Agency proposition for your territory

Banking references furnished
and required
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Baldwin Co.'s Great Columbia Trade — Aeolian Co.'s Fine Liberty Loan Showing — New Pathe
Dealers — Big Call for Victrolas and Records — Some Columbia Changes — The News of the Month
Indianapolis, Ind., May 4. — Business during
April exceeded the expectations of most of the
local talking machine dealers who had anticipated that the Liberty Loan drive and tax-paying
time would be felt.
The Columbia Grafonola department of the
Baldwin Piano Co. store rounded out its first
year, April 1, and C. P. Herdman, manager, said
that he was pleased at the record. This April's
business was far ahead of April last year, Mr.
Herdman said. With each supplement of Columbia records Mr. Herdman is giving a patriotic
monthly calendar to his customers, which advertises the Baldwin store's talking machine
department.
F. K. Pennington, assistant general sales manager of the Columbia Co., visited the Indianapolis branch several days ago. He informed Ben
Brown, Indianapolis Columbia manager, that the
business for March was the biggest in the history of the company. C. E. Wilson has been
placed in charge of the foreign record department of the local branch which is constantly
growing. John Barlow, manager of the Columbia department of the Beasinger Outfitting Co.
at Louisville, Ky., is pleased with the Columbia
business, Mr. Brown said.
Morris Rosner, manager of the Vocalion department of the Aeolian Co. store, left Wednesday to join the army. Serge L. Halman, manager of the store, said that the Vocalion business has been satisfactory. Mr. Halman was
proud to report a 100 per cent. Third Liberty
Loan Bond record for the local employes of the
Aeolian Co.
H. E. Whitman, manager of the talking machine department of the Pearson Piano Co., said
that the Edison business held up well during
April, and that a shortage of certain models of
Victrolas was all that held down the Victor
business. The record business also has been
good.
A. H. Snyder, manager of the Edison Shop,
reported that April business for this year showed
an increase of 42 per cent, over April last year.
The average sale was $207, Mr. Snyder said,
showing that his salesmen were putting across
the business for the higher-priced Edisons.
George Standke, manager of the Brunswick
Shop, said that April proved to be the best

Other Models
$140. $190. $250

Inc.

month since the holidays. Mr. Standke attributes many of the Brunswick sales to the new
models with Ultona attachment, which is causing much favorable comment and has been well
advertised. In featuring the Ultona Mr.
Standke had a large model made for the window
display electrically lighted to show the idea of
the attachment.
At the Pathe Shop business in machines and
records is reported good. H. A. W. Smith, manager, is still visiting Buffalo,' N. Y.
R. B. Goldsbury, in charge of the Pathe wholesale department of the Mooney-Mueller-Ward
Co., has signed a contract with the Trustees'
Harco Association Store, of Harco, 111. This is
a co-operative store backed by 5,000 miners, and
Mr. Goldsbury is expecting to see the store do
a big Pathe business. E. J. Groenwoldt has
been added to the talking machine department
of the Mooney-Mueller-Ward Co., and will be
on the road. The W. P. Johnson Drug Co.,
of Greenfield, Ind., has put in a line of Pathe
machines.
W. E. Pearce, of the Brunswick talking machine department of the local branch of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., is urging his
dealers to sell the higher-priced models, and
not to be content with selling the smaller
models. The O'Donnell Hardware Co., of
Washington, Ind., has opened a Brunswick department. A.J. Kendrick, of the Brunswick Co.,
was in Indianapolis recently on a tour of the
Brunswick dealers. Charles Veneman, of Mimcie, Ind., is doing a nice Brunswick business,
Mr. Pearce said.
O. C. Mauer, manager of the talking machine
department of the Kiefer-Stewart Co., distributors of the Sonora and Stewart phonographs,
said that business was splendid. He has already
placed his fall orders.
The demand for Victrolas and Victor records
keeps steadily up and both are harder to get,
is the report received from the Stewart Talking Machine Co. This concern is striving to
keep its stock of machines and records up to the
minute in order to give their dealers the best
service in spite of all obstacles. Emerson
Knight, advertising manager of the company,
has enlisted in the U. S. Marine Corps and expects to leave next week for service.

Jewell Cartmill, secretary of the Kipp Phonograph Co., distributors of the Edison, reported
a satisfactory April business.
Under the name of the "Music Interests of
Indianapolis," local talking machine dealers and
piano dealers have started co-operative advertising in the local newspapers featuring the
"Music in the Home" idea. A full-page ad appeared last week in one of the evening papers.
SCHOOL

OF MECHANICAL

INSTRUCTION

There will be a school of mechanical instruction at the Edison laboratory on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, June 3, 4 and 5, the three
days just preceding the Edison dealers' convention.
This has always been a feature of the week
the convention is held and each year the attendance is larger and larger, showing that the dealers are becoming more and more aware of
the importance of being fully acquainted with
the instruments they are selling. All the new,
as well as the old, improvements are going to
be discussed during this three-day session and
a large attendance is looked for.
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FRENCH, SPANISH
ITALIAN,
ALSO ETC.
F.M.C FRENCH
MILITARY
CONVERSATION
Cash in now on the
Language Phone Method
and Rosenthal's Practical Linguistry
II requires no scientific salesmanship to sell our records.
The courses are so simply arranged that the demonstration satisfies the prospect. The French Military
Course, 5 Double Discs, and Military Manual, (Retail
$10.00) is ideal for Army, Navy, Red Cross
Excellent Line for Summer Trade
Send for Particulars
THE LANGUAGE PHONE METHOD
992 Putnam • 2 West 45th Street, - New York
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J. T. Coughlin Elected President at Annual
Meeting — Reports Show Year's Progress
The annual meeting and election of the Talking Machine Men, Inc., was held on Wednesday afternoon, April 17, in the Assembly Rooms
of the Merchants' Association in the Woolworth
Building.
Prior to the usual order of business the body
was addressed by J. Newcomb Blackman, chairman of the talking machine division- of the Al-

up, and after much discussion this was defeated
through the inability of those wishing the
change to muster a two-thirds vote. Another
amendment was then offered, making it optional
with the jobbers whether they became active
or associate members. This latter was laid on
the table until the next meeting.
The election of officers then followed with
the result that J. T. Coughlin was elected president; Sol. Lazarus, vice-president for New York;
A. H. Tusting, vice-president for New Jersey;
A. B. Clinton, vice-president for Connecticut;
E. Leins, financial secretary, and A. Galuchie
treasurer. The election of an executive committee and a recording secretary was laid over
until the next meeting.
The Talking Machine Men, Inc., have made
great strides during the past year, not only in
adding to their membership, but in accomplishments, and from the attendance at recent meetings, which has been large, it will not be surprising to see the organization make further
gains during the balance of the year; at least the
indications point that way.
BROOKS

BUSINESS

S0N0RA

MOTOR

MANUFACTURERS'
OPPORTUNITY
ARE IN POSSESSION OF THE FOLLOWING PARTS
1500 Spring Cups.
1000 Spring Cup Separators.
335 Ratchets.
400 4-weight Spring Governors.
PARTS FOR COLUMBIA MOTORS
We will dispose of these together with the tools complete for making
cups and separators. — Write for terms.
JAQUITH
MACHINERY
BUREAU,
Inc.
100 PURCHASE STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
WE
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by the Sonora Phonograph
Co. to "Put
BuLiberty
y SalesLoan
Over" Successfully the
The Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., Inc., "did
its bit" in the recent Liberty Loan campaign by
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This is one of several advertisement! contributed by
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Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street. 50 Brodaway (Standard Arcade)
279 Broadway at Reade St. Brooklyn: 1285 Fulton Street.
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in the WorldLrTY.c£w
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Manufacturers of the Brooks Phonograph Making Arrangement to Double Their Output

J. T. Coughlin, President
lied Music Trades Liberty Loan committee.
Mr. Blackman made a stirring address in the interest of the drive, and the. result was that a
spontaneous decision by almost every man who
attended was made to take some bonds, subscription blanks being on hand for the purpose.
The afternoon's total amounted to $40,000 and,
of course, this is only a small part of what the
trade is doing, as many had subscribed liberally previously.
The annual reports of the recording and financial secretaries were then read, both of whom in
addresses called attention to the growth of the
organization and the progress it had made during the past fiscal year.
The new amendment to the by-laws to make
jobbers associate members only was next taken

LOAN

Two Examples of the Many Striking Ads Used

EXPANDING

Saginaw, Mich., May 6. — The business of the
Brooks Mfg. Co., of this city, manufacturers of
the Brooks phonograph, is increasing to such
an extent that the company is planning at the
present time an expansion all along the line,
with the idea of obtaining facilities which will
enable it to more than double its output. The
company is adding new dealers to its lists from
all parts of the country, and the sales department states that as soon as the dealer receives
his sample machine, good-sized orders are forthcoming immediately.
Some of the well-known phonograph dealers
who were recently added to the lists of Brooks
representatives have informed the company that
their requirements for the Brooks automatic repeating phonograph will be covered by carload
orders next fall, and that their customers are
enthusiastic in their praises of the instrument.
The automatic repeater, which is an exclusive
Brooks device, has been an important factor in
the success of this phonograph, and its simplicity and efficiency has won recognition from
the dealers everywhere.

LIBERTY

One of the Sonora Liberty Bond Ads
devoting their, entire advertising in a total of
fourteen newspapers in New York and Philadelphia to a series of hard-hitting messages which
attracted widespread comment and attention.
. ftmpmftftftftftftftftftftpsftftftftftftftft
Buy
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This is one of several advertisements contributed by
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INC.
SONORA PHONOGRAPH
SALES CO.
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OlflORGE K. UIUOHTSPN. PRESIDENT
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1311 WALNUT
Mnkcrs of STREET
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Talking
Machine
ft
in the World
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Another Sonora Liberty Bond Ad
Two of these advertisements are reproduced
herewith, and it can easily be seen that the character and originality of the layouts and text
made it difficult for the average newspaper
reader to pass them by without giving them due
notice and attention.
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Excellent Volume of Trade Gives Reason for This Attitude — Music Industry Booms Liberty Loan
— Columbia Co. in New Wholesale Quarters — Record Orders Should Be Confined to Actual Needs
Buffalo, N. Y., May 4— Even in face of a
shortage of machines and records, embargoes,
depleted staffs, etc., Buffalo talking machine
dealers and jobbers are maintaining their customary optimism. As hundred percent loyalty
will admit of no pessimism, they are not borrowing trouble as to what restrictions the Government may place on their business from now
until the time when the tide of Prussian terrorism is stemmed. They are confident that Uncle
Sam will place on them no unfair burdens, no
business-destroying curtailments.
Buffalo talking machine dealers and jobbers
joined with the piano men in putting over the
music trades' end of the Third Liberty Loan.
Their quota of $150,000 was oversubscribed.
Their committee was composed of William H.
Daniels, chairman; C. N. Andrews, George A.
Goold, Jacob Hackenheimer, Robert L. Loud,
N. R. Luther, Ben Neal and C. H. Wood. They
worked at full speed, increasing right up to the
last minute. At the close of the campaign Saturday evening, May 4, they attended a jollification dinner at the Iroquois Hotel. At this
session Chairman Daniels and his co-workers
were warmly congratulated on their success.
The name of the Adams-Koenig Piano Co.
has been changed to the A. F. Koenig'Piano Co.
A. F. Koenig has bought out the interests of
L. B. Adams in the concern. Mr. Koenig expects to add an important line of talking machines to his stock.
L. M. Cole, Eastern representative of the Gibson-Snow Co., Inc., Syracuse, . was a Buffalo
visitor. "Lennon & Clarke, of Watertown, N.
Y., have been appointed Sonora agents," said
Mr. Cole. "This firm sold its initial delivery before the second shipment arrived."
A. H. Trotter, Western New York representative of the Gibson-Snow Co., has established
eleven Sonora agencies in Buffalo.

The business of the former Syracuse branch
of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. is now
handled by the Buffalo office of that concern.
F. G. Eigenbrod is in charge of the phonograph
department of the Buffalo branch. L. J. Fartell is resident salesman of the Syracuse territory, with headquarters in Utica.
Lingard Loud, son of Robert L. Loud, will
continue his training as a U. S. flyer. He was
recently graduated from the ground school of
aviation at Princeton. In the Victrola department at Mr. Loud's store two new demonstration booths have been added.
Patriotic rallies were held recently by the
employes of the William Hengerer Co. and J. N.
Adam & Co., Victrola dealers. Each employe
signed a pledge to engage in national service
work of some kind and "to constantly support
our boys by every means in our power."
Motor truck freight routes from this city to
points within a 150-mile radius will be organized
by the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce. Talking machines will probably be among the goods
shipped over these routes.
Victor & Co., Pathephone jobbers, had striking window displays for the Third Liberty Loan.
This firm and its employes and customers were
heavy purchasers of the bonds.
The Jones Piano Co. has closed its Buffalo
store.
The store of the Winegar Piano Corporation
has been remodeled and attractively redecorated.
A. B. Smith, dealer of Akron, O., was a Buffalo visitor.
R. E. Smith, salesman for the Hoffman Piano
Co., Sonora dealers, has originated some attractive merchandising signs at that store.
The Columbia Graphophone Co. has moved
into its new wholesale quarters on the second
and third floors at 733-737 Main street. The

company has invited its friends to patronize 51
the
numerous retail Columbia dealers in this city.
W. D. & C. N. Andrews, Victor wholesalers,
are working out a method to reduce the circulation of Victor monthly supplements. The
firm has sent out a letter to dealers on this subject. An excerpt from the letter follows:
"Owing to war conditions the Victor Talking
Machine Co. is experiencing great difficulty in
supplying sufficient monthly supplements as well
as records. They have asked us to lower our
demands to actual needs. In order that we may
co-operate with them we are going to ask you
to specify the lowest quantity with which you
can circularize your customers."
This subject was discussed at the last meeting of the Talking Machine Dealers' Association
of Buffalo. A committee was appointed to
handle this matter.
IMPRESSIVE

SIGN FOR

GOETZ

The Goetz Music Store of Philadelphia has
recently erected a very handsome Victrola electric sign. It is hung over the sidewalk so as
to meet the gaze of people moving both up and
down the street. Each letter in the word Victrolas is in white opal glass, which is set into
a large dark green square, thus giving a very
strong contrast when the interior is lighted up.
At the top of the sign is the Victor trade mark,
which is worked out in art glass, and which is
also illuminated from within. At the bottom
is a rectangular glass in which appears the name
of the Goetz Music Store. The whole sign
measures four and one-half feet in width and
twenty feet in height. It is a very impressive
affair.
Mr. Talking Machine Merchant: Why not
have some advertising cards or postal cards
printed; the former you could enclose with a
letter. In addition to the article you are featuring on the card, print a little street map showing the vicinity and location of your store.
Make it easy for people to find you.
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Retail Price, $40
By selling low-priced machines you do not
tie up your money for a long period
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for Special Discounts

Immediate
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Retail Price, $50
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Low prices cause quick sales and
bring quick returns
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The equal of any records at a 75c price — in length of playing,
quality of tonal production, and in value to purchaser.
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"Lest We Forget," one of the finest and most
thrilling films ever shown in Canada. One of
the scenes shows a group of soldiers in the
trenches enjoying. a talking machine, and for this
scene the Victrola supplied the music. At a special invitation showing of the film the Victrola
was also used.
Manager C. J. Pott, of the local branch of
the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.,
Inc., has been obliged, by reason of the firm's
increasing business, to arrange for new premises. It is expected by May 1 the company's
Canadian headquarters will be moved from the
Lumsden Building, where they have been since
opening the Canadian branch a year ago, to 172
John street. Here they will have the advantage
of having the offices and warehouse together,
thereby permitting a closer personal supervision of all incoming and outgoing shipments.
Owing to the increased office work at the Heineman Canadian headquarters, Mr. Pott is to have
the assistance of L. Green, who has come to
Toronto from the New York office. Mr. Green
has had a wide experience and is thoroughly
posted on the Heineman policy.
One of the most interesting and helpful Musical Hours for Children held since this notable
educational feature was commenced by the R.
S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., some weeks ago,
took place at the Williams' Recital Hall, 145
Yonge street, Saturday morning, with an excellent representation of school children and
for which the Edison phonograph supplied all
the music. The undoubted feature of the occasion was the "Parade of the Allies," a musical
promenade in which all school children attending took part, and a flag dance. An extemporaneous talk on the life of Thomas A. Edison by
one of the girl scholars* and re-creations on the
New Edison completed a most enjoyable program.
Ralph Cabanas, formerly manager of the Columbia business in Canada, has just returned
to Toronto from a visit to Mexico. Before going South Mr. Cabanas launched the Talking
Machine Supplies Co.
The Walker Talker, manufactured by the
Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Ltd., Kitchener, Ont., is fitted with a Brooks automatic repeating device for which this firm have the
Canadian rights.

Columbia dealers all over Canada featuring
Bedtime Stories by Thornton W. Burgess are
having a phenomenal sale of these records.
I. Montagnes & Co., Canadian Sonora distributors, have inaugurated a retail advertising
service for the benefit of their dealers. Messrs.
Montagnes are arranging to manufacture all
lines of Sonoras in Canada, several of the smaller
types having already been produced in Canada.
This action was decided upon whether the importation of musical instruments from the
United States should be prohibited or not. Mr.
Van Gilder has just returned from a visit to the
Sonora factory at New York and succeeded in
securing a further supply of goods.
The Starr Co. of Canada express their gratification with the success that has followed their
introduction of the Starr line to the Canadian
trade and they are now starting out on their
second year with still greater confidence.
Maud
Powell, Victor violinist, and Grace
SOME

QUESTIONABLE

Canada

Kearns, Columbia celebrity, recently appeared
in concert recitals in Toronto. The trade benefited from their visit, as a large number of records of both artists were disposed of.
The Robert Simpson Co., Ltd., featured Alma
Gluck records prominently on their delivery
wagons and in the windows of the store doors

READY

When Alterations Are Completed This Will Be One of the Most Complete Plants in the Dominion
— Heineman Co. Branch to Remove — Sonora Distributors Start Service Campaign — Other News
Toronto, Ont., May 6. — The management of the
Columbia Graphophone Co. are literally "camping on the job" in order to rush the completion
on their new factory premises which, as announced in the last issue of The World, has
been secured at 54-56 Wellington street West,
this city. The whole interior arrangements of
the building are in the hands of the contractors
for remodeling. The general offices will be in
keeping with what a factory should be. Special
thought and planning is being given to the installation of the hydraulic presses for record
manufacturing. The workmen will be provided
with lockers and a lunchroom. The entire
building is to be filled with fireproof partitions
and sprinkler system. Every effort is aimed at
providing factory conditions that will permit a
largely increased output and a closer co-operation with Columbia jobbers and dealers. It is
expected that the factory will be ready for occupation by May 1. J. P. Bradt, the general
manager for Canada of the Columbia Co., recently paid Montreal a visit.
Multifile Systems, Ltd., are endeavoring to interest the Canadian talking machine trades in
their system of filing records which they term
"Flexible."
A Victrola XVI was used at the Regent Theatre in Toronto in connection with the run of
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just previous to this exclusive Victor artist's
appearance in the Queen City.
E. V. Warne, Peterboro, who recently took
on the Pathe line, announces that he has had to
reorder quickly to keep his range of models and
records as complete as possible.
John A. Sabine, of the Music Supply Co., was
a recent visitor to New York.
The Music Supply Co., distributors of Columbia lines, announce that they have leased
a warehouse for storage purposes. Office and
shipping departments remain at the present address, 36 Wellington street East.
Very attractive phonograph salesrooms have
been completed by Frank Stanley on the second
floor of his building on Yonge street. These
rooms are intended for the better class trade,
while the cheaper business is to be handled in
the rooms on the mezzanine floor.

SALES

METHODS

IN

MONTREAL

Evil of the "Gyp" or Private House Sale Exposed — W. F. Evans Tells of Conditions in British Columbia— Expensive Models in Demand — New Agencies Arranged for — Important News Presented
On a recent trip East, Walter F. Evans, head
of Walter F. Evans, Ltd., the well-known music house of Vancouver, B. C., visited Toronto
and Montreal en route to New York and other
Eastern centers. In Montreal Mr. Evans visited the factory of Berliner Gramophone Co.,

Montreal, Canada, May 6. — The matter of small
manufacturers of phonographs selling machines
from private addresses has been brought to the
attention of the writer on more than one occasion and it was only recently where one barefaced incident was related to your correspondent
which showed how the public are being gulled
and the industry as a whole is bound to suffer.
Various modes of misrepresentation are being
used in their endeavor to sell machines and records, such as "Owner going to the front,"
"Moving," "Death in the family" and numerous
other plausible misleading statements. The
trade should call a meeting and stop this practice or evil and should interview the daily newspapers and have them prohibit fraudulent advertising of this nature. It is not fair competition to the manufacturers who have business taxes, war taxes, etc., to have to compete
with dealers of this character who have no
business tax or overhead charges to meet. The
proof is there and all that is wanted is quick
action on the part of the trade to suppress for
once and all this growing evil and by so doing
they will not only be protecting themselves but
at the same time confer a favor on the musicloving public by stimulating the interest in music and allowing them to still maintain their belief in the legitimate talking machine dealer,
otherwise it is bound to leave a bad taste in
the mouths of some people who are always
looking for a bargain and in reality are not
getting it. Dealers should bring to the mind
of every person whom they sell a machine the
fact of the one price system which has been
the means of building up this industry and putting the phonograph
business where
it is.

Talking

a great booster.
"Every month sees an increase in our Victrola
department," said J. Donat Langelier, "and if
indications prove correct we will eclipse all
previous records in our talking machine department despite war-time handicaps."
Popular selling Victor records the past month
include patriotic songs by Alan Turner and
(Continued on page 54)

Machine

and
SPRINGS,

THE

Ltd., his firm being exclusive "His Master's
Voice" dealers for many years, in addition to
having the Heintzman agency and handling
sheet music and small goods. The Evans store
is well located, and is one of the brightest and
up-to-date in the West, and Mr. Evans is a musician of unusual training and talent.
Regarding conditions and prospects in British
Columbia, Mr. Evans had only an optimistic
viewpoint. The Vancouver dealers, since deciding to organize some months ago, have had regular meetings, and the resultant acquaintanceship and greater confidence in each other, he
considered an important advantage to the music
business of the city.
H. P. Labelle & Co., Ltd., will exhibit a full
line of Pathe machines at the forthcoming
sportsmen's show to be held in Montreal.
Indications are bright and rosy for a prosperous summer trade, is the way Tom Cowan,
of the Cowan Piano & Music Co., puts it, while
referring to the Brunswick line, of which he is
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TRADE CONDITIONS IN THE DOMINION OF CANADA— (Continued from page 53)
ince of Quebec, the Canadian Graphophone Co.
Gitz Rice, and the recordings of Paul Dufault
TRADE NEWS FROM WINNIPEG, MAN.
have disposed of their retail branch store to
and Mr. Dufresne and not overlooking Heifetz
A. A. Gagnier, who will carry on the business
records, whose appearance in Montreal the past
The Berliner-Gramophone Co. Book Some Big
under the name of the Canadian Graphophone
month made an extra heavy demand upon the
Orders Through Thomas Nash's Visit — Robert
& Piano Co.
stocks of Victor dealers.
Shaw Tells of Columbia Expansion — Edison
C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., are well satisfied with
N. G. Valiquette, Ltd., are consistent believers
Sales Reported Good by Babson Bros.
present conditions. Recent Pathe sales included
in printer's ink, the result being that everybody
a number of art models in Sheraton. Columbia
knows that they handle the Pathephone and
Winnipeg, Can., April 29. — Thomas Nash, of
Pathe records and can give their clientele Al
and Sonora lines have showed up equally as good
the Berliner Gramophone Co., Ltd., who is as
service.
in volume of business closed.
well known to the trade here as in his own home
C. Lamoureux has recently moved to 661
The new Victrola store of Gauvin & Cour- "
town, has returned East after a visit to WinniMount Royal avenue East, where a store in
peg and Calgary. The Western Gramophone
chesne's in the Auditorium Building, Quebec,
keeping with the Columbia line is conducted.
has been completely reorganized and a large
Co., distributor of His Master's Voice products,
experienced an avalanche of orders for Harry
Managing-Director J. E. Tourangeau, of H.
stock displayed. A number of comfortable par- •
lors for the private hearing of Victrolas and
P. Labelle & Cie., Ltd., is building up a phonoLauder records as a result of that idol's recent
records has been installed.
graph business second to none in the city with
visit. An interesting development of record
the Pathe as its leader. Manager H. C. Foisy
business here is the greater ratio of sales of
That a good line of talking machines and records can be sold from a departmental store as
is an energetic hustler. A number of new demgrand opera music and records of the classics.
onstrating parlors have been installed to meet
The demands from the most remote places for
well as a music store or anywhere is ably demthe needs of customers.
the best of music is also convincing evidence of
onstrated by Almy's, Ltd., where Miss Vezina
J. W. Shaw & Co., since removing their
in charge of the Columbia Grafonola departthe country's musical development and the part
Grafonola department downstairs, have trebled
ment holds sway.
that the talking machine has taken in fostering
their
business
both
in
the
number
of
machines
public
appreciation of the best in music.
"Our clientele take much more readily to the
and records sold, says Manager A. Rampsberger.
Robert Shaw says that Columbia records are
expensive models of Aeolian-Vocalion and SoThe demand is still confined to the higher priced
nora phonographs than they do to the cheaper
coming in such quantities as to indicate considColumbia models.
erable factory improvements, over 25,000 havtypes," said Charles Culross, "because," conAn
exclusive
Brunswick
shop
will
be
opened
ing
arrived
in the last few days.
tinued the speaker, "merit tells and merit sells."
in Montreal very shortly in the premises to be
The records of Louis Graveure have had a big
W. J. Whiteside, who specializes in His Massale as a result of the two recitals given by
vacated by Gervais &-' Hutchins at 582 St. Cathter's Voice lines, is doing so with creditable
erine street West on May 1. Peter Sydney
results and his business is showing rapid strides.
this artist. Mr. Shaw also says Columbia needles
Berlind will be in charge.
Columbia, Edison Amberolas and other lines
are now to be had in all four grades. He recontinue popular with the rapidly increasing list
ports all round vastly increased business. .
An exclusive phonograph store has been estabof customers at Wm. Lee, Ltd., store.
lished at 4864 Sherbrooke street West in WestBabson Bros, report Edison sales up to the
J. J. Freund, of the New York office of the
mount by Fred J. Smith, the first dealer to in- average and collections fair, shortage of devade this select territory.
liveries from the factory being the chief trouble.
Thomas Motor Co., recently called on the Montreal trade.
The City House Furnishing Co., 1340 St. Lawrence Boulevard, are now carrying a. full and
TRADE NEWS FROM REGINA, SASK.
Layton Bros, recently pulled off a very succomplete line of Victrolas and Victor records.
cessful recital of Edison re-created music and
Regina, Sask., March 11. — In the annual circulaare well satisfied with the results.
The Canadian Graphophone & Piano Co. have
tion campaign of the Post of this town one
built up a large business in foreign records and
The Berlind Phonograph Co., Ltd., are well
Columbia Grafonola valued at $100 and fifteen
satisfied with the demand for the Brunswick line.
maintain a separate department for the sale of
Columbia $24 machines figured in the prize list,
Polish, Russian, Italian, Greek, Hebrew and
According to L. J. Bourgette, manager of the
all of which were purchased from Child &
Rumanian records. This firm are carrying ad- Gower, Columbia representatives in Regina.
Edison department of Goodwin's, his departvertising in all the leading foreign papers in the
ment is exceedingly busy and the call is daily
G. W. Johnston, for the past five years manUnited States and Canada and ship records as
increasing for the Edison Diamond Disc maager of the phonograph department of Scythes
far
as
British
Columbia,
Sydney,
Winnipeg
and
chine and records. Columbia product is like& Co., of this town, and who has recently joined
points in the Far West.
wise showing a good volume of sales.
the 77th Battery, was lately tendered a banquet
W. Craig, of the Pathe Co., recently called on
by the firm and staff. He was also presented
the trade in Montreal.
FEATURING PATHE RECORDS
by the firm with a shaving kit and by the staff
Madame Didier, who has established a Pathewith a wristwatch. Short speeches were made
Howard E. Brillhart, who has recently opened
phone business of her own in Dupuis Freres
expressing regret at losing Mr. Johnston and
a new music store at 531 Thirteenth street, Oak
store, is well pleased with the call for period
wishing
him good luck. There was a fine mumodels.
land, Cal., is featuring the Pathe records in adsical program.
dition to the Kimball line of musical instruIn order to devote their entire efforts to the
ments.
wholesaling of Columbia products in the ProvCONTAINS PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS

Melophone

Single

Spring

Motor

The May issue of the Emerson "Spotlight," a
house organ, published for and by Emerson record dealers, made its appearance this week, and
this issue contains many practical suggestions
that can be utilized to excellent advantage by
Emerson representatives. Under the heading
of "What Other Dealers Do," there are presented numerous suggestions in connection with
the ideas and plans that have been tried out by
Emerson dealers and found successful. There
is an excellent article entitled "A Good Phonograph," by Joseph I. Carroll, assistant manager
of sales, and the dealers are advised that Emerson record advertising is now appearing in the
leading newspapers of New York, Boston and
Philadelphia. There are reproductions of various forms of Emerson advertising, and this
issue as a whole is the best one that has yet
been published.

COMPLETE

WITH

10-INCH TURNTABLE

Simple in construction, the most satisfactory and durable of all small motors.
Plays 2 ien-inch records with one winding.
Three years' successful record as the best single spring motor manufactured.
PRE-WAR

PRICES

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERIES

Melophone
Talking
Machine
Co.
380 Lafayette Street, New York
29 E. Madison Street, Chicago

CLOSE

MANY

IMPORTANT

CONTRACTS

Detroit, Mich., May 6.— Lewis C. Frank, of this
city, who manufactures a complete line of record
and delivery envelopes for talking machine dealers, has been closing a number of important contracts during the past few months with wellknown dealers throughout the country. Mr.
Frank stated recently that paper of all styles
and grades has advanced greatly in price within
the past six weeks, but that he is leaving nothing undone to co-operate with his clients and is
now selling his product at prices considerably
lower than the increased costs should warrant.
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RECORDING
LABORATORIES
New York City

PRESSING PLANT
(Occupying Above Buildings Exclusively)
Grafton, Wisconsin

&he
For

Golden
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Independent

continuous profit from come-back record
THE
sales is the big end of the talking machine
business. Here's the record you can push with
your machine without advertising competing lines
— an independent record that works with you and for you
building up a constantly increasing record business — a
good record that nets a good profit and brings your customers back to you again and again for more — that's the
A

of

Profit
Dealer

Paramount — the new ten-inch hill-and-dale cut doubledisc — to be played with steel or fibre needles.
Some of the most popular artists record for Paramount
Records (see over). We maintain our own recording laboratories in New York City, the home of the best talent,
where popular songs are first introduced. The records are
pressed in our modern plant at Grafton, Wis., shown above.
In clearness of tone, length of selection and appearance,
Paramount Records are unsurpassed.

Snappy,

Up=to=the=Minute,
JilUHit
List
The regular monthly releases are accompanied by exceptionThe outstanding feature of Paramount Recally attractive advertising material in various forms.
ords is the POPULARITY of the selections offered.

There are no weak combinations — both selections
on each record are winners. The Paramount list
comprises only the choicest gems of standard popular sellers
in operatic numbers, standard songs, band and orchestra
selections, latest dance music, instrumental solos and musical
comedy hits especially picked for their ready selling qualities.
JOHEERS:
The

New

York

Write

for our Special

Recording

You Can Get Paramount

Get your full share of the big record profits. Build
a growing trade. Be one of the first to cash in
on this live record proposition. Establish your store
as Paramount
headquarters in your locality —
send the coupon right noW for particulars.
Introductory

Laboratories,

Records
III.
Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co., Adams and Franklin Sts., Chicago,
Automatic Container Co., 301 Tacoma Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Moore & Evans, 32 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Jos. Hagn Co., 306 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

Proposition.

Inc., Port Washington,

Wis.

from Any of These Jobbers
J. A. McDonald Piano and Music Co., Halifax, N. S. , Canada
Noyes Bros. & Cutler, Inc., Park Square, St. Paul, Minn.
The American News Co., 15 Park Place, New York City
M. D. Swisher, 115 So. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
-

Name.

✓

T. M. \
May 15, '1

Recording
f f
The New YorkDate
Laboratories, Inc.,
Port Washington,
Wisconsin, U.S.A.
By return mail send prices

f
dealers' discounts and furthe
* information about Paramoun
Records to
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Dead-Stock

Numbers

in

a Rich, New
List of Big-Hit
Round Her Neck She Wears a Yellow Ribbon
Supplement Six ( Released May 20,' 1 8)
Byron G. Harlan } 2053 65c
Records for Dancing
Life is a Merry Go Round DanQuinnj
Livery Stable Blues
Orch. 1 30033 -j^
Instrumental Records
The Dark Town Strutters Ball Saxojazz
Jazz Orch.
Pretty
Polly
Blondcll's Saxophone Quart. 30025 75
More Candy Yerkcs Jazarimba Band!
Wait Till the Cows Come Home
30034 75c
" c
Accordion Solo Delroy
(Waltz)
Love
First
Humoresque — George
Yerkes Jazarimba Band J
Hamilton Green 1>jqq22 75
Popular Songs of tne Day
Venetian Love Song — Xylophone Solo Green I
c
Good Morning Mr. Zip. Zip, Zip — Baritone
Traumerei — Violin Solo Samuel Gardner 30024 75c
Solo
Arthur Fields 2052 65c
Spring Song — Violin Solo
Samuel Gardner
Aw Sammy — Baritone Solo with Orchestra
Aloha Land — Hawaiian Guitars —
Arthur Fields
Flute obligato Louise & Fercra & Rose [ lf,c- ,r
Au Rcvoir. but Not Good Bye Soldier Boy
LouiseGuitars
& FereraJ f ZU:°
Henry Burr]> 2054 65c
0 Sole Mio (di Capua)-Hawaiian
Bring Back My Daddy to Me Henry Burrj
Liberty Loan March Paramount Mil. Bandl innj-i 7Three Wonderful Lcttersfrom Home— Masscy\ 2051 65c
A Little Bit of Sunshine - Roydcn D. MasscyJ
Paramount Mil. Band iWli /3c
Patrol of the Scouts
The

Month

New

York

Recording

Laboratories,

Inc., Port

the Paramount
Sellers

Like

Angels Dream Waltz
Venetian Love Song

Line

Paramount Orchestra 30031 7c
Paramount Orchestra

Standard and Sacred Songs
My Own United States Royal Dadmun 2nrila
Marseillaise Royal Dadmun
D
1 r\ j
30028
I Hear You Calling Me
C. H. Hart1,
Ireland Must Be Heaven Lewis James 30029
For All Eternity
Alan Turner 30031
Oh Promise Me
Alan Turner.
Vacant Chair
Shannon Four 30027
Sometime You'll Remember Lewis James,
Face to Face
Royal Dadmun
Brighten the Corner Where You Are
"-30026
Royal Dadmun
Can't You Hear Me Callin' Caroline Evans \30030
I Cannot Sing the Old Songs
Lewis James
Washington,

1

These

Wisconsin
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H
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75c
75c
75c
75c
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Suggestion Made That Needle Packages Be Increased to Two Hundred at Retail Price of
25 Cents— Timely Chat With Adolf Heineman

Oregon Talking Machine Men Discuss Terms
and Record Approval System But Fix No
Standards of Practice for Members

Commenting on general conditions in the
steel needle field Adolf Heineman, assistant general manager of the Otto Heineman Phonograph
Supply Co., New York, who is in charge of the
company's Dean division, remarked to The
World: "The trade doubtless understands that
we have been leaving nothing undone to cooperate, with our clients in every possible way,
even though this has required the expenditure
of time and money far beyond expectations.
For example, we are using in the manufacture
of Dean steel needles only the highest grade
carbon steel, and, with the tremendous shortage
of raw material the past year, it has been a very
serious problem to secure this steel in sufficient
quantities to fill the requirements of our trade.
"However, we have surmounted these difficulties until, at the present time, we are producing Dean steel needles in far greater quantities than ever before. Our factories in Putnam, Conn., and Newark, N. J., are working to
capacity, and we have every reason to believe
that our patrons will be satisfied with our service during the coming year.
"One of the many problems that have confronted us during the past few months is the
increased shortage of paper. The use of paper
is an important factor in the steel needle industry, as our vast output necessarily calls for
the consumption of paper for envelopes in tremendous quantities.
"For many years the standard needle package
in this country has been the envelope containing 100 needles, but many of our customers
have suggested to us during the past few months
that we inaugurate a plan whereby steel needles
would be merchandised in packages of 200 instead of 100.

Portland, Ore., May 4. — The Portland (Ore.)
Talking Machine Dealers' Association held a
regular monthly meeting at the Imperial Hotel
recently with a large attendance and the question of terms was paramount. Frank Case,
manager of the Wiley B. Allen Co., made an
excellent address in which the province of the
association was discussed, Mr. Case taking the
stand that while all matters relating to the talking machine business should be fully and freely
discussed at these meetings, it was not well for
members of the association to criticize terms
made by other firms. Each house has its own
method of transacting business, Mr. Case said,
and as long as the business is done in an honorable manner it is not open to criticism by the
association. James Loder, of Bush & Lane,
said that members should be broad-minded
enough to discuss all subjects and not to take
what was said as criticism. There was a lively
tilt, free from personalities, and the association
seemed to agree that the question of terms
should be left to the individual houses, although
it was suggested that it was to the interests of
all dealers to keep payments up since money has
become so easy in Portland.
Strong arguments were made pro and con on
the subject of letting records go out on approval.
L. D. Heater, of the Columbia; E. B. Hyatt, of
the Hyatt Talking Machine Co.; James B. Loder,
of Bush & Lane; Paul B. Norris, of Wiley B.
Allen; Mrs. Baker, of Sherman, Clay & Co.; C. A.
Alphonse, of the Hyatt Co.; W. L. LeVanway,
of Graves Music Co.; R. Callahan, of Johnson
Piano Co., and Frank Case, of Wiley B. Allen,
all took part in a spirited discussion and after
a vote of the association it was agreed that it
was a good thing to let customers have records
on approval. Mr. Heater declared that it would
not be long before the association as an association and the members as individuals would find
that the practice is not good. Mr. Hyatt took
the position that dealers with small demonstration rooms could do nothing else than send out
records and said that otherwise much business
would be lost. Mr. Case took the position that

"These jobbers and dealers tell us that this
is an opportune time to educate the ultimate
consumer to the idea that the standard package
for needles is a package of 200 retailing at 25
cents. This plan is timely in view of the fact
that many dealers in different parts of the country are now endeavoring to retail the package
of 100 needles at 15 cents, but would welcome
a standard package of 200 needles at a retail
price of 25 cents.
"From a patriotic standpoint this suggestion
is an excellent one, for, as the trade probably
knows, the Government has already taken steps
to readjust the paper situation in view of the
alarming shortage of this product. In addition
this plan, if generally adopted, will mean a tremendous saving in paper and labor, and will
give the dealer a larger profit on every sale.
"As a matter of fact, the unit of needle shipments in the export trade has for some time
been a package of 200 needles. We are making shipments to South America, Australia, and
all points of the globe on a basis of 200 needles
to a package, and we feel sure that this same
unit of shipment could be utilized satisfactorily
in this country, with a material saving of paper
and labor, and increased profits for the dealer."
A form of detectaphone small enough to be
worn under a man's shirt front and record conversations on a cylinder attached to his belt
has been patented by a resident of Washington.
FOR
20 SHARES
MACHINE

SALE
VICTOR

TALKING

CO. COMMON

STOCK

Their statement as of December 31, 1917, showed
undivided profits were more than times their
capitalization. Last year they earned over 130%
WILLIS

O. HEARD

Lafayette Building

Philadelphia, Pa.
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No. 404 [Vertical Interior]
For Victrolas IV and VI
And Columbia 25 or 35.
Height, 32 in. Width, 17 in. Depth, 17 in. Holds
208 Victor records. Quartered Oak Front. Mahogany Front. Average weight, crated, 75 pounds.
[If horizontal shelving is desired, order No. 1404.]
[When felt interior is wanted, order No. 404F.]
Making
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Current
War,

among

Best

of

Shortages
other things,

has brought about a national shortage of both
talking machines and talking machine records.

it all depended on the dealers' using their brains
in the approval business and said that if records
were sent out to the right people business could
be improved in no little degree.
The association went on record as in favor of
high- terms but declined to make it obligatory
on the members to fix any special schedule for
the members.
At the May meeting the association will elect
officers.

Naturally this reduces the
normal cash turnover of the

NEW

The Udell line of trademarked
cabinets stands supreme in its field
The high quality of workr
ship and the unusual beaut
of design that characterize
<
all Udell cabinets, insure
profitable cabinet deparl
ment for'the dealer.

SELECTIONS

talking machine merchant,
but many enterprising
dealers have been quick to
recognize the best way to
up for these shortages is to push the sale of
Udell record cabinets.

make

ON LYRIC RECORDS

Latest List Issued by Lyraphone Co. of America Is Full of Interest
The Lyraphone Co. of America, manufacturers of the Lyric records, have just issued their
new catalog of popular songs and dance selections. These latest releases comprise all of
the songs of the moment as well as several new
additions to the standard catalog of the company. A campaign to popularize the Lyric
record is now under way and special emphasis
will be made on the firm's long list of foreign
records
as well as their complete standard catalog.
The foreign records include numbers in
Neapolitan, Italian, Polish, Russian, Hungarian,
Jewish, Hebrew, Roumanian and Servian.
Jacques M. Kohner has been appointed sales
manager of the company and promises the trade
immediate deliveries in large or small quantities. Mr. Kohner has been connected with
several record companies and has an enviable
record for creafing sales. In a recent statement he said: "Promptness and service is my
motto, and that is mostly what the trade wants
at this time."

MARK
WriteTRADE
for Catalog

The

^

UDELL WORKS
1205 WEST 28th STREET

INDIANAPOLIS,
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grade

wonderfully
which,

briefly

as follows:

The highest grade of steel needle of domestic manufacture, and
playing one record only, is first subjected to chemical processes by
s^*^ which the grain of the needle is made very much
's*!*>
finer (see illustration under magnifying glass).
After this process the needle looks all black,
like illustration No. 1 . Considerable quantity of the
charcoal in the original needle is now eliminated, and
the needle greatly strengthened by the finer grains
and the elimination of the charcoal.
The
°\

point of the needle

is then subjected

to

various chemical processes.
While in this process
the needle looks like illustration No. 2.

Three different coats of certain chemical solutions are placed on the point of the needle, softening the
point, so much so that the needle will positively play at least ten records before the friction with the grooves
will wear off these coatings and reach the original grain of the point.

To

the

Dealers:

Practical test offered to dealers to prove the superiority of
Dealers who believe in merchandising an article of the
highest quality, and handing
out to the public the greatest
value should handle the
Wall-Kane

Steel

WALL-KANE

STEEL

NEEDLES

Take two standard disc records of the same selection, play one
ten times with the same WALL-KANE
loud needle ;
play the other record, the same selection, ten times, but with ten,
new, full tone steel needles.

Needle

You will find that the record played ten times with the
same WALL-KANE
needle will sound clearer, will
have less surface noise, and that under the magnifying
glass the grooves of the record played ten times with
the ten steel needles will seem to be more disturbed.

BEWARE
Jobbing

Territory

Progressive

loud; each package containing 50 WALL-KANE
NEEDLES, retailing for 10c. Price of stand to dealers,

Houses

Progressive
145

West

45th

IMITATIONS

This handsome metal enamel display stand holds 60
packages, 2 doz. extra loud, 1 doz. medium and 2 doz.

for

Open

OF

$4.00.

Single packages, 6/^c.
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IVlachine
Talking
[Note. — This is the fifteenth in a series of articles on
write in at least four separate parts, correspondthe general subject of the musical possibilities of the talking to the four-part harmony of soprano, coning machine. The aim of the series is to develop these postralto, tenor and bass-baritone, familiar in chorus
sibilities from all angles, thus opening up fields for sales
expansion oftentimes neglected wholly or in part. — Editor.]
music. Four-part writing for voices is the oldest form of concerted music and the simplest.
Applied
to the quartet of stringed instruments,
THE RECORDS OF STRING QUARTETS
violin (soprano), second violin (alto), viola
Explain it how you will, mankind has come
(tenor) and 'cello (baritone-bass), the musical
results are not only satisfactory in width and
nearer to producing the harmonies of the blest
richness of the chords, but ever so much betthrough the medium of four-stringed instruter in all respects of beauty, sweetness of inments than in any other way ingenuity has ever
tonation and capacity for emotional expression.
devised or is likely to devise. There may be
The String Quartet
some to whom the thrilling beauties of a fine
The string quartet, so-called, was thus worked
quartet are closed, whose mentalities are irreout by Josef Haydn and by him developed into
sponsive to the loveliness of the most perfect
the basis of the elaborated form of orchestral
form yet fashioned out of the material of music.
But there is no use in worrying about people of writing. Even now, though instead of one instrument for each voice, the modern orchestra
that sort. What is worth while is to tell my
may
contain
sixteen first violins, sixteen second
talking machine friends that when they do not
violins,
fourteen
violas, fourteen violoncellos and
push some of the very fine existing records of
ten contrabasses, the basic idea is the sam-e and
concerted string music they fail to do a very
the composer bases all his writing on the notion
wise and a very necessary thing.
Form
of the simple quartet of these stringed instruments, first violin, second violin, viola and bass.
Let me go into it a bit deeper. The art of
Haydn developed this form, as has been said,
music expresses itself in various ways. Some
of these ways have become, as it were, standardized. The opera, the symphony for orchestra, the sonata or ballad or nocturne for piano;
these are some of the standardized forms into
which musical expression has coalesced. Now,
one of these, and one of the most beautiful and
appropriate, is the quartet of stringed instruments. More than a hundred years ago Haydn
was working out in the peace and security of his
position as leader of the private orchestra of
a great Magyar prince the problem of putting
to the most perfect use the beauties of the violin family of instruments. The violin itself,
queen of musical instruments, is unsurpassed —
nay, unequaled — in all that makes for musical
loveliness. Its tone, at one moment strong and
vigorous, at another yielding and melting, at
still another joyous and keen, swelling and dying out at the magical touch of the musician's
bow, is something that has never been equaled
for sheer musical value by any other product of
man's ingenuity. It offers an almost literally
perfect medium for the production of musical
tone. And, to bring the matter up-to-date, it
is splendidly fitted to the requirements of the
recording disc of the talking machine.
A Melody Instrument
But the violin has one great disadvantage. It
is strictly a melody instrument. To a limited
extent double-notes can be played on it, and to
a still more limited extent chords of three
notes; by a process of arpeggiation. Yet both
of these extensions of the violin's capacity are
technically hard to produce and far from bringing about the needed filling-in which is demanded for a musically self-contained instrument.
Unless, in fact, music can be performed in
at least four parts, it is not satisfactory to the
ear. The piano and the organ alike; of course,
are capable of this and more; hence their tremendous utility, overcoming the obvious defects of their tempered intonation, the shrieking
of their minor thirds and the growling of their
sixths and sevenths. Their harmonic capacity
lifts them above all these defects and makes
them musically indispensable.
The Other Strings
Now, in order to produce musical effects as
complete and self-contained as the piano or organ alone gives it is necessary to back up the
violin with auxiliary instruments. The use of
the piano or organ with the violin is not satisfactory, for the tones of piano or organ do
not blend well with the smaller instrument.
Fortunately, however, the violin family contains other instruments, lower in pitch, which
together with the violin enable the composer to

and wrote many "string quartets" — as the form
itself has likewise come to be called. Mozart
followed him, and in turn he was followed by
the greatest of all quartet writers, as he was
the greatest of all musical composers — Beethoven !
Almost every other composer who has ever
attempted to express himself in art-forms has
tried his hand at the string quartet. Mendelssohn, Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, are a few
of them. It is a simple form, merely writing
for four instruments, each of which is virtually
a duplicate of the next, at a different pitch. Yet
no form of music is so hard to write well, none
so seldom written well, none so seldom well
performed. With all this, nevertheless, no
other form of musical expression is half so lovely, half so fascinating to the musical taste, as
this.
A really fine quartet, like some of Mozart's,
like Beethoven's in B flat, is a breath from
Heaven, a glimpse of sweetness and light such
as mortal man can scarce experience from any
other source.
Fortunately, the string quartet

B^

William

1
in
New York City

the

Braid

White

The violoncello is the baritone of the quartet.
But it is a baritone with a range of voice that
runs up to the soprano and down to the bass.
This is a noble instrument and one which has
made a wonderful hit with the music-lovers who
buy instrumental records. The work of such
men as Josef Holmann, Hans Kronold, Anton
Hekking, Leo Schultz and Pablo Casals has
splendidly brought the beauties of the 'cello before the minds of record buyers. Its tone is
noble, manly and capable of considerable
nuance; but its prevailing thought is, after all,
melancholy.
The string (Continued
quartet, then,
is a powerful
instruon page
59)

229 Fulton Street

A.

Wolf

MANUFACTURER
1

of

lends itself wonderfully well to recording, and
some extremely good records of such music have
been made. Of these I shall speak below.
The Four Fiddles
The four instruments which comprise the
stringed quartet are two violins, a viola, and a
violoncello, or 'cello, as it is usually called. The
two violins in no way differ from each other,
but to the second violin is allotted the part of
the alto voice in a four-part song; that is to
say, the range of sound from G below treble
staff to C above the staff, or thereabouts. The
first violin may range through the entire compass of its tones. It is the solo instrument par
excellence, doing the showy work and gaining
the hearer's interest more quickly, just as the
soprano in the quartet does. But the two violins
often interchange. The reason for having two
violins is, of course, found in the fact that
otherwise there would be a sort of gap between
the range of the violin and that of the viola
which would be awkward and hard to fill up.
The Viola
The viola itself is a lovely instrument, but one
that only too often sinks into obscurity in the
light of the violin tone. It is a somewhat larger
violin, tuned a fifth below the other. Its
strings are C (below middle C), G, D, A, instead of G, D, A and E. It is quieter and
somewhat more melancholy in tone quality. But
its voice, though gentle, is the voice of all voices
the loveliest, the mellow
contralto tones of a
charming woman. " "Cellos"
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merit for the production of musical works of the
highest order. It is neither noisy nor titillating. Its thought is pure, simple and lovely. It
relies on its sweetness and light rather than on
adventitious ornament.
Quartets
The various works that have been written in
quartet form are very many in quantity. But
in form they are the same. The quartet is
written just as is a symphony for orchestra or
a sonata for piano, but in simpler and less
florid form than either of the others. It usually has three movements, or even , four, an Allegro, aslow Andante, a gay Scherzo and a brilliant or thrilling Finale. The first movement
contains the usual two themes, one bright and
vigorous and the other gentle and feminine.
These are worked out, developed, repeated and
closed, like the regular first movement of a
sonata or symphony. «The Andante or Adagio
is a slow song, in which the full beauty of the
singing tone of the instruments can always be
brought out. The Scherzo is gay and tripping,
testing the technical powers of the performers
to the utmost and the Finale is powerful and
conclusive, bringing the composer's thought to
an appropriate close. Testing
Much most interesting experience may be had,
and much very valuable information, too, by
testing out before offering for sale the string
quartet records in stock. As a mere beginning,
and mainly for the purpose of becoming acquainted with the tones of the four instruments,
separately and blended, it is well to try such
a piece as the Humoresque on two American
airs, as played by the Zoellner String Quartet.
This is found in the Columbia catalog. Then
the Victor catalog contains records by a string
quartet composed of Mischa Elman and
Messrs. Bak, Rissman and Nagel, of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra. These artists have produced records of the Andante from Haydn's Emperor Quartet, a Minuet (Scherzo) from one of
Mozart's quartets and the slow movement from a
quartet by von Dittersdorf.
The Victor String Quartet has recorded
movements from three of Beethoven's lovely
works in this form. These are the very height
and depth of the quartet writer's art and every
one who wants to appeal to the intelligence of
his buyers should soak himself in them. He will
then have no trouble in selling them.
Incidentally, the above-named quartets, the
Zoellner Quartet and others have recorded also
smaller

pieces,

like
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Sahlstrom Corporation Acting as Representative
for Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.,
Stradivara Phonographs and Emerson Records

Dvorak's Humoresque, and others adapted from
piano and orchestra. These are useful indeed
for getting the customer acquainted or broken
in. The real thing can follow later.
Some day a complete quartet will be recorded
on a set of double-faced records. How soon
this great step in the musical evolution of the
talking machine shall be definitely taken will
largely depend upon the intelligent demand of
the dealers. The present article has been an
attempt to prepare the ground for this demand.
MARVEOLA
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Portland, Ore., May 4. — The Sahlstrom Corp.,
handling the Stradivara talking machine and Emerson records and distributors of the Western
division of the Otto Heineman Phonograph
Supply Co., has established itself at 405 Morrison street. L. E. Gilham is the manager of the
local branch, the main business here being
wholesale. This company has the agency for
eleven states for machines, eleven states for the
Otto Heineman Co. and six states for the Emerson records. Mr. Gilham says he intends to
establish dealers in town for the Stradivara.
The company has started off with phenomenal
sales for Emerson records, which have not been
well-known in Portland until recently. There
is a good supply of Stradivara machines yet on
hand, but sales have been so large that Mr.
Gilham says he is now anxiously awaiting another shipment from the East. A Stradivara
grand, just unpacked during the visit of The
Talking Machine World correspondent, was sold
at once.
The Sahlstrom Corp. is the outgrowth of the
Hudson Arms Co., the oldest and for many years
the largest sporting goods house in Portland.

SIX DISC RECORDS

Unique Weser Bros. Model Can Be Controlled
by Buttons or Will Operate Automatically —
Will Be Feature of Weser Exhibit in Booth
Seven National Music Show
Among the unique exhibits at the National
Music Show will be that of the Marveola, a
talking machine de luxe, manufactured by Weser
Bros., Inc., 520-530 West Forty-third street, New
York. It will be on display at Booth seven, and
will play from one to six standard disc records,
of eight, ten or twelve inches. These records
may be placed upon the turntable at one time,
the operation of the machine being controlle.d
by electric buttons. The mechanism of this
machine has been so perfected through the ingenuity of the late John A. Weser, that these
buttons may be, if so desired, placed in a different room from the machine. They control the
machine in such a way that they start, stop or
discharge any . particular selection at any time,
or will repeat any record, or part of any record, at will, the mechanism shifting to the next
record automatically, or at the will of the operator. This machine is particularly adaptable
for the purposes of demonstrating records, and
for dance music. Besides being controlled by
the buttons, it may be set to play at regular intervals, atime arrangement being installed at
the
side
of the turntable in the top of the cabinet.

JENKINS

EMPLOYES

FORM

CLUB

Men of Kansas City Music House Also Organize a Military Company for Local Guard
Kansas City, Mo., May 6. — Some seventy .of
the employes of the J. W. Jenkins' Sons Music
Co. recently organized a club which is to have
for its purpose the social welfare of the employes, and the creation- of a military company
which will later become a unit of the Seventh
Regiment, National Guard of Missouri. Thomas
W. Hendricks, who served on the border in
1916, is captain; E. R. Corbett, graduate of a
military school, first lieutenant; J. W. Wornock,
who has seen service in the navy, second lieutenant; J.Stukenberg, top sergeant, and C. E.
Hall, now a member of the National Guard, first
sergeant.
Samuel Beatty was elected president of the
social club.

The operating of the machine is almost human
in many respects. As one record is played a
metal finger lifts the record off and slips it into
a receptacle at the side of the cabinet. The
tone arm goes back to its original position and •
another selection is played automatically. The
Under ordinary conditions, new customers do
machine derives its power from ordinary elecnot appear fast enough to take the place of
tric light current, a storage battery, a spring
motor, or both. This machine will be shown in the old ones, and every progressive merchant
realizes the importance r>f making every cusconjunction with the other styles of Weser phonographs which include various artistic models.
tomer a permanent one.
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No continual expense for needles, no needles to lose, to be out of just
when needed, to become scattered around the house, to prick the fingers,
with perhaps serious consequences (especially in the case of children), to
be put in their mouths by children, or to wear out expensive records when
carelessly

2. —

Records

used.

Instead,

almost

a permanent

unwearable

and

GENUINE

unbreakable,

DIAMOND

stylus.

that retail in the United

States at 60c, 75c and $1.00 — less than the price of talking machine
records of the same individual selections, or selections of the same class.
3. —

Marvelously sensitive Edison reproducer, the result of more than two
thousand separate and complete experiments by the greatest inventor of
the age.

4. —

Simplest

5. —

Completely
as $35.

6. —
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7. —

Extensive library of records
dollar trade.

8. —

Musical superiority proven
tests with talking machines
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class talent in the musical
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ever put into a phonograph.
States, as low

world.

especially suited to the less-than-one-hundred-

before phonograph experts by comparative
costing from two to five times as much.

the personal

supervision

of Thomas

A. Edison.

Constant enthusiasm of dealers and sustained interest of owners because
of complete satisfaction and extraordinary value for amount invested.
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Business for April Exceeds Expectations— Cohen & Hughes Open Exclusive Wholesale Department— Columbia Expansion — Fifty Per Cent. Increase at Droop's — News of the Month
Baltimore, Md., May 4. — There is a much better feeling over business in April among the
dealers and jobbers in Baltimore than for several months. The reason is that all of them
equaled or bettered the business of the same
month of a year ago and went ahead of most of
the month's trading for the year. Goods arrived better than those in most instances by
express and boat, while the motor truck played
a big part in making possible sales. Advertising
by individual dealers besides the regular monthly
ads of the Columbia and Victor Cos. kept the
retail business alive and sound business, methods by some of the dealers in going out into
new markets for goods helped business.
One of the most interesting events of the
month was the opening of the exclusive wholesale department of Cohen & Hughes, Victor distributors, at their Saratoga street building, just east of Howard. This building was
erected by the firm less than a year ago, and
part of it was leased to the Maryland Piano Co.
A few months ago the Maryland Co. needed
larger quarters and moved to Howard and
Franklin streets, and I. Son Cohen, head of the
firm, decided to separate entirely his wholesale
and retail businesses.
A feature of this department is that it is
headed by a young woman, Miss E. M. Griffin,
who for a number of years has been Mr.
Cohen's private secretary. Miss Griffin is well
acquainted with the wholesale trade and having been a close student under Mr. Cohen has absorbed equally well the Victrola business and
knows all of the details. The first floor, that
is, half of the first floor, is devoted to general
offices with a rest room for visitors, while the
other half of the ground floor is devoted to the
shipping department, with garage facilities for
the company's motor trucks. The building is
a three-story affair and the entire second floor
and part of the third are devoted exclusively to
record department and the balance of the building for the caring for the surplus stock of machines. The two departments of the firm are
separated so well now that every record used
by the retail department is charged out just the
same as an outside customer, and Miss Griffin
says she plays no favorites, so that the retail
department of the firm is given no preference
over any of her outside customers.
The firm has been making good use of its
motor trucks to get machines and records. Mr.
Cohen has been keeping some of his big trucks
busy coming to and from the Victor factories, and a great deal of goods is delivered to
customers along the routes without having to
be rerouted at the Baltimore office. Mr. Cohen
says he has not been able to get nearly enough
goods, but business has been coming along very
well, and the motor trucks have made possible
some business despite the general shortage of
goods. Among the customers who visited the
firm during the month were James McFaquar,
of S. Kann Sons & Co., Washington; J. F. Hargest, Pocomoke City, Va.; Mr. Caulfield, of
Burke-Hume & Co., Norfolk, Va.; Mr. Levy, of
Ferguson, Lillenfeld Co., Norfolk, Va., and
Charles Jacobs, of Jacobs Brothers.
Harry M. Little, in charge of Cohen &
Hughes' retail department, reports a fine business for the month. Mr. Little recently had an
exceptionally fine window display featuring
Victor records and a Victrola. A large American flag from a flag staff with a cardboard soldier on guard and with grass and lanes of gravel
made the window most timely. Various Victor records arranged artistically were placed in
various places about the display. During the
early part of the evening an electric light shaped
into a searchlight effect was thrown on the
Stars and Stripes. The cardboard soldier was
made by Mr. Little, by cutting the figure out
of a large Marine poster that is being used to
stimulate recruiting.
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Showing a substantial increase for April over
the same month of a year ago, and making the
quota set for the month, W. S. Parks, manager
of the Columbia Graphophone Co.'s Baltimore
headquarters, is well pleased with business.
This was accomplished despite the fact that
goods are not coming in as well as he wouM
like to have them. But Mr. Parks just forces
goods in when he is able to get the factory to
have them started. Motor trucks have been
pressed into service. He has his goods shipped
to Hagerstown, about a hundred miles from here,
and sends trucks there for the goods. Instead
of bringing the goods back to Baltimore he has
his men reroute them there and a great deal of
the shipment is delivered from that point by
either freight or motor trucks.
During the month Mr. Parks made a flying
trip to Roanoke and Lynchburg, Va., and stimulated the dealers to activity. He says the prospects for business there are bright, and he expects to see some fine results come out of that
section. Among the visitors to the Columbia
headquarters during the month were Mr. Freeman, of the Hopewell Furniture Co., Hopewell,
Va.; Mr. Carey, of the Columbia Co., Norfolk,
Va.; Mr. Coteen, of the Phillips, Levy Co., Norfolk, and Mr. Freedberg, of the Virginia Mercantile Co., Norfolk; M. B. Kornman, of 706 H
street, N. E., Washington, a new Columbia dealer, and Kelly Moust, now manager for Lansberg,
Washington,
and formerly of Hecht's Washington store.
Daniel De Foldes, in charge of the dealers'
service department and the international record
department, made a trip to New York last week
and from headquarters obtained some fresh
ideas for his place. P. W. Peck and A. B. Creel,
two of the Columbia road men, have purchased
new motor cars as the result of the fine business
done by them in March.
C. Fred Smythe, in charge of the Dictaphone
Co., for Columbia, and who took charge of that
department in January, has broken all records
for sales. He not alone has bettered any previous month's business done here, but he has
beaten the fine marks each month that he has
been making and Manager Parks is more than
pleased with the record of his Dictaphone man,
because he was responsible for bringing him
to this city.
Harry Dise has been placed in

charge of the accounting department of the
Baltimore Columbia branch, and he has reorganized the branch and introduced many up-todate methods.
W. C. Roberts, manager for E. F. Droop &
Sons Co., Victor distributors, is very happy this
month, for he is able to report an increase of 50
per cent, in his business. This is the first time
since the holiday season that Mr. Roberts was
enabled to make any kind of showing. Aside
from one month's December business April was
the best month that the firm ever had. Mr.
Roberts was able to get goods through by express and by boat from Philadelphia. Mr.
Roberts also was able to run ahead by the fact
that he was able to obtain big shipments of
records from some Western jobbers. Among
the visitors to the Droop Co. during the month
were George Lyons, of Ornstein & Co., Philadelphia; J.W. Wheatley, Easton, Md., and Kirk
Johnson, Lancaster, Pa. Maurice Kirsch, of
the wholesale department, made a tour through
Pennsylvania during the month. This is the
first time that Mr. Roberts has sent a territory man out for several months. Retail business is more than holding its own, but many
sales for records are being lost because of shortage in this department.
Jesse Rosenstein, for the National Piano Co.,
Pathe distributors, was in New York last week
looking over the field and was making a determined effort to get more goods. The Standard
Furniture Co., of Murfreesboro, N. C, has become a Pathe distributor. Eddie Rosenstein,
who for a time looked after the wholesale department, has enlisted in the Aviation Corps
and is now at Kelly Field, Tex. Business with
the firm is reported as good.
H. R. Eisenbrandt Co., Victor distributors,
report retail business good, but wholesale business not as good as they would like to have it,
owing to shortage of goods. They have been
able to get in some goods, but not near enough
to meet the demand of their trade.
The Victrola department of the Maryland
Piano Co., Inc., John Slockbower, manager, is
now in shape and the half a dozen booths of
white ivory on the first floor make a very attractive place. Indirect light effect is used and
the general scheme of the place is of an ornamental and tasteful nature.
Sol. Rosenstein, of the Rosenstein Piano Co.,
Columbia dealer, has just inaugurated an international department for records in his store and
has the place ornamented with the colors of the
Allies. He is looking forward to fine business.
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LEIBOWITZ

OPENS

NEW

STORE

Talking Machine Man in Bronx Now Has Two
Establishments in Fine Residential Center —
Handling the Columbia Line With Success
One of the most successful talking machine
dealers in the Bronx is Louis I. Leibowitz, who
recently opened a new
store at 1082 Southern
boulevard, which has
been meeting with remarkable success. Mr.
Leibowitz has another
store at 897 East 163d
street, and as these two
establishments are located in a residential
center that is growing
steadily, Mr. Leibowitz has been able to
Duild up a very large
record trade in addiLouis I. Lemowitz tion to a splendid talking machine business.
A few years ago Mr. Leibowitz became interested in the possibilities of the talking machine

The Main Store on 163d Street
business, and after making a careful study of
the field was successful in securing a license to
merchandise
the products
of the Columbia

Record

Cleaners

Graphophone Co. Mr. Leibowitz then opened
the store at 94 East 163d street, handling the
Columbia products exclusively, and through the
use of aggressive merchandising methods and
by carrying a complete stock of machines, with

New Store on Southern Boulevard
a representative library of records, soon succeeded in building up a large and very profitable
trade.
Always on the lookout to expand his business
Mr. Leibowitz made a survey of the neighborhood and became convinced that Southern
boulevard, near Westchester avenue, was a very
desirable location for a phonograph store, and
last fall leased the store at 1082 Southern
boulevard.
This store was fitted up most attractively
and an efficient mailing campaign soon produced good results. Mr. Leibowitz is an enthusiastic admirer of Columbia products, and
one of the most important branches of his business is the foreign language record division, and
the demand for this type of record is increasing
rapidly.
Joseph A. Cramer is now the sole owner and
proprietor of the Odeon Music Co., which handles the Brunswick phonograph as well as pianos
and musical instruments, at 28 Liberty street,
New Brunswick, N. J. Dr. F. E. Elmer is no
longer connected with the company.
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FOR STRADIVARA

Schilling Piano Co. Announces Appointment of
Josiah Partridge & Sons Co., Well-Known
Furniture House, Who Will Give This Machine Wide Representation
An important deal was consummated the first
of the month when the Schilling Piano Co., 112
West Twenty-third street, New York, Eastern
distributors of the Stradivara phonograph, consummated an arrangement with Josiah Partridge
& Sons Co., with executive offices and showroom at the furniture exchange, Forty-sixth
street and Lexington avenue, New York, whereby on May 1 they became the selling agents
for the Stradivara.
Josiah Partridge & Sons Co. is one of the
oldest furniture houses in the country, having
been established over seventy-five years ago, and
is selling agent for such well-known concerns
as C. B. & J. Warner Co., Inc., Warner Shade
& Novelty Co., and the Lewisburg Chair Co.,
Lewisburg, Pa., and others. They maintain a
vast selling organization which will now represent the Stradivara and will cover thoroughly
the entire music trade as -well as the furniture
industry throughout the United States, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, Argentina, Chile
and various other foreign countries. With the
consummation of the new arrangement the promotion of the Stradivara machines has been
greatly augmented, and it will undoubtedly acquire an international as well as national reputation.
McCREERY HELPING "OUR BOYS"
Advertise Plan of Collecting and Buying Records and Machines for Soldiers and Sailors
The Victrola department of James McCreery
& Co., Fifth avenue and Thirty-fourth street,
carried the following advertisement suitably displayed in the New York papers during the past
week:
''To collect records and talking machines for
our soldiers and sailors.
"To help this cause James McCreery & Co.
have adopted the following plan of buying records and machines for our soldiers and sailors:
"James McCreery & Co. will pay you 10 cents
for each old record brought into the store (this
excludes all German records, as these have been
interned), provided you purchase an equal number of new ones, and
"James McCreery & Co. will pay you from $5
to $15 (depending upon condition and value) for
every old talking machine, provided you purchase an equal number of new ones.
"Or, if you do not wish to buy any new records or a new machine, and you want to give
your old ones to the soldiers and sailors, bring
them in, and James McCreery & Co. will deliver
them free of charge to the Y. M. C. A., Knights
of Columbus or Jewish War Relief, who will
forward them to the camps. On request we will
call for machines or records."
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ST. LOUIS TRADE "OVER THE TOP"
This Is True Not Only in Sale of Liberty Bonds,
But in Business — Active Despite Shortage in
Stock — Kieselhorst Takes on Brunswick Line
— Vocalion Demand Increases — Other News
St. Louis, Mo., May 8. — Talking machine dealers
here expected a quiet month in April because
of the Third Liberty Bond campaign, but it
appears that St. Louis went "over the top" in
talking machines as well as in Liberty Bonds.
As a matter of fact, the dealers did not have
much to say about April business until after
the success of the loan was assured. It may
be that they did not want any one to think
they had been getting money that should have
gone for bonds, but when the success of the
loan was announced they talked freely. It
may have been that they wanted to wait for
the end of the month to be certain of their
total, fearing all the time that there would be
a slump. Increases as high as 44 per cent,
over the previous April are reported.
These increases, of course, were with the fortunate dealers who have sufficient stock to make
sales when the opportunity offers. There is no
denying that there is a shortage of Victor machines, especially mahogany finish. A good
many dealers have waiting lists for these machines and will have a nice run of business
when the opportunity offers.
The Columbia, Edison and Brunswick are
giving their trade a fair supply, in some cases
all demands are being met. The jobbing trade
was especially good during April, according to
all reports. Small-town merchants are expecting a splendid summer business and are ordering freely. City dealers are piling up orders
to fortify themselves against a possible shortage.
The Kieselhorst Piano Co. announce that
Brunswick machines, Columbia machines and
records and Pathe records would be sold from
the Olive street store, which has been heretofore an exclusive Victrola store. Concerning
this change, Mr. Kieselhorst remarked: "Of
course, the adding of these two lines will mean
changes and more business. Our facilities of
one floor devoted to talking machine sales
booths and another floor for record sales have
already proved inadequate, so we are going to
enlarge these facilities as rapidly as we can. We
expect to put ten additional record sales booths
in the basement part of our building at once.
At the Market street store (known as the Piano
and Talking Machine Exchange) we will show
the lower-priced machines. Record sales have
not been a great success there, and we will withdraw the records entirely from that store and
sell them here." The Columbia line of machines and records have been on sale in the
Market street store for some time.
At Aeolian Hall Manager Guttenberger reports excellent increases in Vocalion business,
both in jobbing and retail. A number of the
new dealers are taking hold well. Vocalion
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for literature and information — The Creator of The Widdicomb will call by appointment during May and June on prospective

jobbers and large retailers.
records are now being sold at wholesale to
the newly-established exclusive Vocalion dealers, but are not yet on sale at Aeolian Hall, the
reason being that so far the supply has not
been adequate to taking care of the exclusive
dealers and the big retail run on a popular number at Aeolian Hall. Mr. Guttenberger hopes
to offer Vocalion records at retail after May 15.
Several of the new machines with the Universal tone arm are on exhibit at Aeolian Hall
and have been highly praised. Especially has
this praise been given to the playing of the various makes of records.
Ben S. Phillips, who was manager of the Columbia retail store here, has joined the Vocalion
sales staff.
Manager Irby W. Reid, of the Columbia
wholesale department, reports excellent general
business in the entire territory. He has been
busy keeping in touch with the various promotion plans being put on by his dealers, to all
of which he lends especial attention. The continued success of the Columbia window display
sets have proven interesting, also to observe
how the idea has been adopted by others. A
local dealer in a rival line saw the point so well
that he is using hand-painted sets of his own
design. They are of excellent workmanship, have
certain individual touches for this store, which
shows how well the idea has taken.
Wholesale Manager Salmon reports excellent
country and city trade and that deliveries have
been up to the most exacting mark.
He says

that
cent. record orders have been filled about 95 per
The reports of reductions in the supply of
machines is not at all to the liking of dealers;
they make no secret of that but they are making
no complaint. They believe that the move is toward winning the war and that suffices for them.
The Home Talking Machine Co., a southside
Columbia house, on the first of the month announced that it had arranged for a motor delivery service on records and machines for the
entire city.
The line of machines made by the Vitanola
Talking Machine Co., Chicago, which is distributed inthis city by the Witte Hardware Co.,
is steadily growing in demand, and the Rice-Stix
Drygoods Co. and the Phoenix Furniture Co.
are doing an excellent retail business with the
Vita-Nola. Many new dealers have been entered up during the past month.
THE

RIGHT

START

IN ADVERTISING

A good start in advertising is like a good
start in any kind of a race — it gives one courage
and confidence. But a bad start does not always
foreshadow a failure, rather a reverse. If the
experience is used rightly it should switch the
advertiser onto the road for success.
The door to the temple of success is never
left open. Every one who enters makes his
own door, which closes behind him to all others.
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Members Decidedly Well Pleased With Their First Effort, Which Drew a Capacity AudienceWill Benefit Business — J. L. Hudson Co. Occupies Handsome New Home — Other Happenings
chine companies and all were very well known
in their respective fields. They include Billy
Murray, Arthur Campbell, Henry Burr, Sterling
Trio, Peerless Quartet, Fred Van Epps, Theodore Morse, Byron G. Harlan, Arthur Collins
and John H. Meyers. The artists arrived in
the morning and were the guests of members
of the Talking Machine Dealers' Association,
being entertained at luncheon at the Detroit
Athletic Club and taken for motor rides in the
afternoon. The concert committee consisted of
Sam F. Lind (Columbia), chairman; Wallace
Brown (Brunswick); Max Strasbury (Victor and
Columbia), and Ed Andrew, of the J. L. Hudson Co. (Victor). But right here we want to
give credit to every member of the local association, as all of them did their share in selling tickets and working up interest to make the
concert a success. The entire profits of the
concert have already been turned over to Detroit's Own Regiment, 339th, at Camp Custer
cantonment. Next year, if all is well, the Detroit Association will give another recital or
function of some kind for patriotic charity.
The gala event of May was the opening of
the new music store of the J. L. Hudson Co.
at 68-80 Library avenue, removing from the
former location at 188-190 Woodward avenue.
The new store is a fireproof building, about 60
by 120 feet in size, six stories high with a full
basement. The company spent more than
$75,000 in remodeling it and installing a ventilating system, automatic sprinkler system,
pneumatic tube cash carrying system. This is
exclusive of the many thousands spent for decorations, rugs, carpets, electric light fixtures,
etc. E. P. Andrew, general manager of the

Detroit, Mich., May 9.— In querying Detroit
talking machine dealers regarding April business we find that it was just about normal with
the same month of 1917, but if we base figures
on the gross for the first four months of 1918
as compared with the same period in 1917, we
can safely report that this year's business is
ahead, regardless of the repossessions this year,
which naturally have been greater. It seems
to be the same cry as during March — that machine business is fair — record business is very
good — and collections improving. And you must
remember that the Third Liberty Loan drive
was on for three weeks during April.
The future really looks good for Detroit. It
is true that we are very short of homes and
also we are short about 30,000 mechanics and
laborers. Wages are higher than ever before,
and the Detroit Board of Commerce is working
with the Federal Government doing all it can
to bring the required number of workers here.
Detroit manufacturers are blessed with big war
orders, and it only remains for them to secure
sufficient help to increase production.
Michigan went dry on May 1 without any
ceremonies or any unusual scenes. A great
many of the former saloon places are continuing in business, handling soft drinks and nearbeers. However, the ultimate effect of prohibition ought to be beneficial to the music industry inasmuch as many men will be staying
home more than formerly, and their wives are
bound to have more money with which to equip
their homes.
The recital given April 30 at the Arcadia
under the auspices of the Detroit Talking Machine Dealers' Association was most successful, and the members feel that they have every
reason to feel proud of their initial undertaking in this respect. Something like 3,000 people
attended the concert, and had it not been for
the hard rain which started right after the supper hour, keeping many people at home who had
planned to come, the auditorium would never
have held all the people. As it was, the crowd
who did come enjoyed every minute of the concert as evidenced by their enthusiastic applause.
The function started at 8 o'clock sharp and ran
until 11.13. Some of the artists simply could
not get through the crowd encoring and insisting upon "more" and "more." The artists
who appeared were from the various talking ma-

store, was given authority by the "powers that
be" to spare no expense in making this new
store as fine as money would go, and he
has brought out an atmosphere of coziness
and artisticness that is exemplified in few
music stores. There are stores more massive and more impressing in some ways, but not
for quietness and coziness. The first floor has
two large windows, but they have no background so that from the front you can see clear
through to the rear. One of the windows will
always be for talking machines and records
while the other one will be for pianos, players,
etc. The sheet music, small goods departments, and fourteen
record demonstrating
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booths, occupy the first floor. Also a service counter sales, which is quite an innovation,
as all sales are made over this counter, the stock
being in racks in the rear of the counter. The
second floor has the general accounting offices and the music roll department. The third
floor has the private office of Ed Andrew, Jr.,
an assembly room for his salesmen and about
twelve booths for displaying talking machines
exclusively. In other words, the third floor is
entirely for talking machines, both Victor and
Sonora. On the fourth floor is the general office of E. P. Andrew, general manager of the
store, the office of the sales manager, an assembly room for the sales staff, and large, roomy
parlors for exhibiting straight pianos, both upright and grands. In the rear of this floor is
space devoted to used pianos. On the fifth
floor is the display of piano players, while on
the sixth are finishing, tuning and stock departments. The basement is also for stock. The
decorative colors throughout the store are
French gray, French blue and French DuBarry
rose. All fixtures even to the door hinges are
aluminum and silver, and all exposed woodwork
is dull finished American walnut, which includes the counters and main entrance doors.
The entire week of April 29 was given over to
"openings," and each day was specifically devoted to some particular purpose. For instance,
Monday night, April 29, was given over from 7
to 10 p. m. to music dealers, talking machine
dealers, anyone affiliated with the allied trades.
Nearly every dealer in Detroit, Windsor and
nearby towns came to the store and attended
the opening. Tuesday was not scheduled, as
everybody had their minds on the concert that
evening given by the Detroit Talking Machine
Dealers' Association, the sale of tickets being
at the Hudson music store. Wednesday afternoon, Wednesday evening and Thursday afternoon were for the public. Thursday night was
for the music teachers, music instructors and
music professors, while Friday evening was for
the 3,000 employes of the J. L. Hudson store
and the department managers. Saturday was
"open" for business in the regular way, and we
are glad to say that Saturday business was better than expected. During the first week of the
openings there was "something doing" on every
floor. On the first floor was a five-piece orchestra; on the second was the Hudson Quartet,
one of the finest quartets in the country; on the
third floor was a trio; a vocalist was on the
fourth floor, Miss Elois Johnson, and Ursula
Dietrich demonstrated the Apollo and ArtApollo on the fifth floor. Among the beautiful
floral pieces for the opening were those presented
by the Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., Charles
Marshall, Detroit manager; Grinnell Bros.,
Robert Ailing, of the Edison Shop, and Sam F.
Lind, of the Columbia Graphophone Co. The
new Hudson music store is a monument to the
music business and the Hudson Co., and it is
sure to be very successful, being in the very
heart of business activities and convenient to its
former Woodward avenue location.
Wallace Brown, Brunswick dealer, has opened
a branch store in the Polish district in northeast Detroit,_ which is in charge of an experienced phonograph man who speaks Polish. In
addition to English records, foreign records will
be handled. It is the intention of Mr. Brown,
inasmuch as he has the exclusive agency for
Detroit and Wayne County, to open Brunswick
branches in other parts of the city during the
next four months, so that by fall he will have
branches established in the east, west, north and
northeast sections.
The various wholesalers of talking machines
and phonographs are of the same opinion in discussing the future. All say they have a good
stock on hand, and believe they will have a big
fall business if they can only get the goods.
Burton Collver, who formerly was with Grinnell Bros., and now with the Cheney Talking
Machine Co., of Chicago, spent several weeks in
Detroit and Michigan recently. Mr. Collver
has put on quite a number of accounts and is
confident of big fall business for the Cheney
phonograph.
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CITY TRADE

STILL GROWING

Jobbers and Dealers Report Strong Increase in
Volume of Business Handled Despite Stock
Conditions — Rural Business Coming Well
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., May 6. —
Springtime is not the best time for selling talking machines, yet the Twin City dealers, particularly those in the jobbing section, are satisfied and, even more so, with their results in
April and the outlook for May. Jobbers figure
on a growth of from 25 to 100 per cent, in the
volume of sales for the first half of 1918 as
compared with the corresponding period of last
year. This rather describes the local situation
in St. Paul and Minneapolis in a brief way.
W. J. Dyer & Bro., St. Paul, and the Beckwith-O'Neill Co., Minneapolis, Victor jobbers,
are making desperate efforts to assemble something that looks like a stock before the big rush
begins. They know that it will be difficult to
supply their needs, as the demands from the
suburban districts even now take everything
that comes to their warerooms almost before
the goods are unpacked. There is only one
satisfaction to the managers, and that is that
nothing has any chance of becoming shopworn.
Now that is a pleasant thought, as there are
some lines of trade in which the fear of goods
becoming shopworn is persistent and perennial.
Edison business in this Northwestern territory will show a very substantial increase. The
Minneapolis and St. Paul retail houses have sold
much more than a year ago while the jobbing
trade of the Minnesota Phonograph Co. will
show better by from 40 to 50 per cent., according to President Laurence H. Lucker.
A part of this increase is due to a systematic
spurring and coaching of the rural dealers. As,
for instance, the house had an account in one
of the most prosperous towns in Redwood
County, Minnesota, but the man was not doing
what he should with his operators. So the
house sent down one of their live wires — ■
Stinchfield is his name. In an even week he had
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Reports from the Columbia wholesale headclosed sales aggregating more than $2,700. The
quarters in Minneapolis are in every way satisdealer got a goodly bundle of money — that he
fying.
The balance sheets to date show everyhis
had
he
also
and
—
deserve
not
really did
thing in favor of Manager Sprague and a coneyes opened. It is believed that his blindness
tinuance of good business is to be expected.
has been cured, at least for a time.
The new Brunswick phonograph is running
about 100 per cent, better in sales than it did a
VERDI'S VIEWS OF THE GERMANS
year ago, according to E. L. Kern, manager
A letter of exceeding interest appeared in the
in this territory for the Brunswick-Balke-ColNew York Times the other day from Edwin C.
lender Co. He predicts that the new tone arm
permitting the Brunswick to play any and all disc
Boykin, who is connected with the editorial department of Edison publicity in Orange, N. J.
records will make it the great favorite all over
The
communication
was based upon an extract
the country, and that the only limit will be the
from
a
letter
written
by Giuseppi Verdi, the
ability of the factories to reproduce instruments. Mr. Kern is devoting considerable time
great Italian composer, at the time of the
Franco-Prussian war in 1870, and which Mr.
to the task of obtaining men for the company's
Boykin deemed most appropriate to bring to
Dubuque factory, which is losing men continually through the draft. He has met with some
light at the present time in view of war developments in the zone in which the Germans are at
success, but finds that other industries are in the
field for the same class of men. A shortage
present operating. It read as follows:
"Our men of letters and politicians well may
of machines is quite within the range of possibilities with the restrictions on material and
boast of German knowledge and science and —
labor on one side and the continued demand
God forgive them — even of the arts of those
on the other. Mr. Kern has opened an account
conquerors; but a glance backward would let
with the Hagen-Newton Co., Fargo, N. D., them see that the old blood of the Goth is still
which is installing the most modern and comrunning in German veins; hard, intolerant despisers of all that is not German, and inclined
plete phonograph headquarters in North Dato a boundless rapacity. Men of brains, but
kota. The plant will include several demonstration booths, a large record rack and proper
heartless, strong and uncivilized. And that
display facilities, and will take the lead in every
King [William I., grandfather of the present
way, say its promoters.
Kaiser], who, in the name of God and Providence constantly on his lips, destroys the best
Jay H. Wheeler, manager of the Pathe department of the G. Sommers Co., has gone to part of Europe and thinks himself destined to
New York to select the fall stock. While he reform the manners and punish the vices of our
modern world!
What a missionary!
was away his assistants were superintending the
construction of a gigantic record storage plant.
"The composer of 'Trovatore' and 'Aida' was
It will have a capacity of 100,000 records, and
not without insight into the true character of
almost any one would concede that such a numthe kindespoilers
in closing. of the world," remarked Mr. Boyber of records is quite a lot.
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Although the appearance and construction of these
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best quality in tonal construction and have the
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PORTLAND

DISTRICT

Oregon Talking Machine Men Keep Things Going and Overcome in Some Measure the Shortage
•
of Machines and Records — New Concerns Enter the Field — General News of Interest
Portland, Ore., May 4. — Scarcity of talking machine records of patriotic and popular airs has
been one of the chief barriers to splendid business in the record departments in Portland for
several- months, but this condition is rapidly
being alleviated and some of the lines have so
managed that the pinch has scarcely been felt.
The Columbia Co.'s local branch has been fortunate in having a splendid supply of records
and has been able to supply all dealers with
what they have asked for. The Third Liberty
Loan has not hurt business at all at this house,
according to Manager Heater. Henry Schmidke,
a valuable member of the sales force, has been
drafted and will leave for camp in a short time.
An arrival of Pathe machines aided materially
in assuaging a shortage of stock at Calef Bros.,
only one machine being on hand when the shipment reached Portland.
Shipments of records from Chicago, Salt Lake

and Denver have done much to relieve the shortage at the Hyatt Talking Machine Co. The
situation as regards Victor and Edison records
was becoming critical, but now Mr. Hyatt believes he will be able to take care of his trade.
Four months ago the Graves Music Co. received two carloads of talking machines. The
day before Easter only ten of them were left.
To-day there is not a machine in stock and orders
have been taken for so many more that another
big shipment, momentarily expected, will last
only a short time. In fact, a third big order
has been forwarded even before the arrival of
the second lot. W. L. Le Vanway, in charge of
the phonograph department at the Graves store,
says that April business was SO per cent, greater
than in March, with every indication of continued prosperity.
A big shipment of Victor and Columbia records reached the Meier & Frank Co. in mid-
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April and a big demonstration was given in the
music hall April 16. A large crowd was in
attendance. Demand for Brunswick machines
has continued at the Wakefield Music House
and the supply is now so short that there are
not enough left in stock to fill the demonstration booths.
Shortage of Victor and Edison machines is
reported by the Reed-French Piano Co.
Dealers report that they have been able to
meet the demand for Columbia records and this
is ascribed to the fact that the Columbia people
are sending virtually all their records by express,
although the time required for deliveries is
not much less than it was for freight shipments
in pre-war days. Small graphophones are also
being sent by express. Graves Music Co. has
been boosting the sale of small Columbias and
has been doing a big business with 15s, 18s
and 45s. Special advertising has been given by
this house to these instruments. The same house
reports sales of Edison and Stradivara machines
in such quantities that it is almost impossible
to supply the demand.
Classical records as well as popular and patriotic records have been in demand. Since the
Frieda Hempel, Louis Graveure, Mischa Elman
and Galli-Curci concerts in Portland the records of these artists have been very popular.
The G. F. Johnson Music Co. reports an everincreasing demand for records of the Victor
French courses, both teachers and soldiers making heavy inroads on the stock of these records.
Reports from Baker, in Eastern Oregon, are
that Frey's Sporting Goods Store is making a
fine display of Brunswick talking machines.
From the Morris Music House at Eugene,
Ore., in the Willamette Valley, comes word that
the new Edison is having a big sale.
Eilers Music Store has been fortunate in disposing of surplus record stock through the
energy of Miss A. Bennett, in charge of the
record department. Miss Bennett has realized
the shortage of popular and patriotic records and
has been showing customers good numbers, of
which there is a surplus, and satisfactory sales
have resulted.
Sherman, Clay & Co. are feeling the shortage of
Victrolas, according to F. D. Addis, of the Victrola department. Business is increasing so rapidly at this house that sales could be tripled
over last year's mark if machines could be obtained. Machines shipped more than two months
ago have not yet been received here. The public is still calling for the larger machines.
Shortage of the larger-sized Victrolas at the
G. F. Johnson piano store has made it necessary to supply customers with smaller machines,
says R. F. Callahan, sales manager of the talking machine department of this house. Now a
big shipment of big machines has arrived and
sales are picking up wonderfully.
One of the new houses in Portland has been
doing a large business with the Victor and
Brunswick machines. The Seiberling-Lucas
Music Store, formerly a small goods and sheet
music store, has become one of the big houses
of the city since putting in talking machines.
Graves Music Store has one of the liveliest
phonograph departments in the city. Manager
Le Vanway delivered twenty-three talking machines in one day recently, all makes, and some
were large, handsome instruments.
BOOKING

GOOD

BUSINESS

Illsley, Doublcday & Co., New York, manu
facturers of Illsley 's graphite phono spring
lubricant, are making plans for a prosperous
year with this product, as the majority of the
manufacturers using this lubricant have already
placed large orders for 1918 to cover their requirements. The company states that it is receiving inquiries month after month from dealers
and jobbers, through its advertising in The Talking Machine World, and that these inquiries
have been turned into profitable sales. This
lubricant has been, merchandised to the trade
with the idea of making it a standard in the field,
factory.
and the results to date have been very satis-
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Columbia Graphophone Co
Wool worth Building, New York

U. S. COURT

GIVES

FINAL

DECISION

ON

VICTOR

CONTRACTS

District Court Hands Down Findings Against the Contract System of That Company to Settle
Formally Long Discussion — System Already Abandoned — L. F. Geissler Explains Situation
The daily papers on May 4 published some
sensational and, in many cases, misleading statements regarding the decision handed down recently by Judge Augustus N. Hand in the United
States District Court for the Southern District
of New York, against the Victor Talking Machine Co. Some of the papers even went so far
as to declare or insinuate that the decision practically ordered the dissolution of the company.
As a matter of fact, the ruling of the Federal
District Court above referred to was upon the
contract system of the Victor Co., regarding
which there was some question following a decision of the Supreme Court against that company a year or so ago. It was decided to get
a court ruling on the contract, and the decision
of the District Court represents that ruling,
which will be accepted by the Victor Co. without appeal.
In discussing the case, Louis F. Geissler, general manager of the Victor Talking Machine
Co., said: "The decree issued by Judge Hand
against the Victor Talking Machine Co. is the
outcome and final and formal action in a long
discussion which has been pending with the
Government for some time relative to our license
or contract system of doing business'.
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MAGNOLA

'a.tckir\J tKe Music Come Out
This
your
plans

is only one feature of many that will command
interest and attention. Let us send you handsome illustrated catalog and information as to our
for helping you to make money with MAGNOLA.

MAGNOLA

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ, President
General Offices Southern Wholesale Branch
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE 1530 CANDLER BLDG.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA, GA.

"The decision of the Supreme Court of more
than a year ago against us made it patent to us
that our contract system, although sustained by
practically all court decisions up to that time,
would no longer be considered legal by the
Government; hence, on May 29, 1917, we notified,
by letter, all our trade that our license agreements were voided and no longer effective, for,
while we and our counsel thought the contract
all right, the Government evidently did not, and
it was necessary to get a definite ruling in order
to close the discussion. The company agreed to
accept the court decree.
"The decree signed by Judge Hand is of importance only in the sense that it definitely concluded the discussion which had been in progress between the Government and the company.
The practices complained of having been discontinued long ago, no changes by the Victor
Co. as a result of the decree are necessary."
REPEAT

ORDERS

Ingenious Features
chines Commend
ager Kingsberg
Country — Secure

FOR HOFFAY

LINE

of "Air-Tight" Talking MaThem to Trade — Sales ManPlanning Trip Throughout
Larger Floor Space

"Repeat orders evidence, as nothing else can,
what favor the Hoffay air-tight talking machines
find with dealers," declared Alexander Kingsberg, sales manager of the Hoffay Talking Machine Co., 3 West Twenty-ninth street, New
York.
He is at present calling on the trade in adjacent territory, preparatory to covering the
United States and Canada to place agencies, and
states that the manifestations for the Hoffay are
more marked than ever and will result in a banner year. The steadily increasing demand for
the Hoffay talking machines has necessitated the
expansion of quarters at the Twenty-ninth street
address and negotiations are being made for
still larger floor space.
"It is not at all surprising that the Hoffay
machines with their ingenious features are being taken up so rapidly by dealers throughout
the United States and Canada," Mr. Kingsberg
remarked: "The universal tone arm enables the
playing of all makes of records and the 'Resurrectone' reproducer to the highest degree acquits itself of the artist's interpretations. Voluntary testimonials have given us more ground
than ever upon which to substantiate our claims
regarding the standing of the Hoffay air-tight
talking- machines."

"Don't send out letters simply to keep stenographers busy. Employ a sufficient number to
mail the necessary amount — and keep them going all the time. Don't let mail leave your office
without
Publicity.an advertising enclosure of some kind. —

10 PER CENT. WAR TAX IN CANADA
War Excise Budget Provides Heavy Burden for
Talking Machine and Record Manufacturers
Ottawa, Can., May 4. — 'Nothing has created so
much talk in commercial circles for some time
as the recent budget speech delivered by the
Hon. A. K. MacLean, acting Minister of Finance. The piano and phonograph industries
came in for their share as was expected, and
there will be levied a war excise tax equal to
10 per cent, upon automobiles, gramophones,
graphophones, phonographs, talking machines,
cylinders and records therefor, mechanical
piano and organ players and records therefor,
when manufactured or imported after the 30th
day of April, 1918, on the duty paid value when
imported and on the price when manufactured
and sold, provided that such war excise tax
shall not be payable when the articles are manufactured for export.
USES

FOR

RECORDS

AND

NEEDLES

When Musical Value Is Gone They May Still
Prove of Use to the Handy Housewife
All the phonograph records you don't care to
hear any more are still of use, the Illustrated
World advises housewives. On ironing day take
out one record and place on the board and you
will be introduced to a new and improved ironing wax when you lightly place the iron on the
record.
Take all the old needles and put them into a
bottle or small jar on the sink, and whenever
you have a dirty bottle, such as a milk bottle,
vinegar cruet, etc., just pour them into it and
shake well. In half a minute the bottle will be
clean.
The

BEST

TALKING

MACHINE

NEEDLE

On the Market — Packed in Counter Salesman
rfR PACK*01
mMSR
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES
EACH NEEDLE WILL PLAY 10 RECORDS
■(Mites fdnja^Frinnisra !i-aS^
n£j&lJ:!3 usSzsiza! .'laaosBii JnaajgiHg !L
ay OhniBXQ jjjSjjjo-qo dmsSsBS jcn

EB.CH NEE01_E.NVM.1_ PLAY lO RECOR
50 Needles to a box and they retail at 10c. per Box.
60 Boxes to a package $6.00.
This package costs you $3.90 net.
Your profit is $2.10willandgiveyoursatisfaction.
customer gets a needle that
60 Broadway
The Fred. Gretsch Mfg. Co. Brooklyn. N.Y.
Manufacturers of Musical Instruments
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Aeolian-Vocalion Record Now Ready for the Market — Embodies New Recording Features — Is Hill
and Dale Cut, Ten and Twelve-Inch, Single and Double Faced — Will Be Marketed Through
Vocalion Representatives — Recording Studio in New York Splendidly Equipped
The Aeolian Co., New York, is now ready to
announce to the talking machine trade the new
Aeolian-Vocalion record. The first list of records is now ready for general distribution, and
plans are being formulated whereby the merchandising of this record will be conducted in
the thoroughly efficient manner which characterizes all Aeolian merchandising plans.
Behind this important announcement in behalf
of the Vocalion record lies an interesting history of progress and development. The Aeolian
Co. has never been satisfied to place any product on the market bearing its name, without
knowing that this product represented something different and distinctive. In fact, it has
been this constant aim to give the musical world
something new that has made the Aeolian Co.
world-famous and a recognized leader in international musical development.
The Aeolian Co. in its very successful history
has always endeavored to create rather than to
imitate. It has been a pioneer in the playerpiano and organ fields, and its player-piano products have won recognition the world over. The

introduction of the "Graduola," which was embodied in the Vocalion in order to permit of
tone control. The "Graduola" has won recognition as one of the simplest and most efficient
means of phonographic tone control yet devised.

lian Co. decided that a talking machine record
bearing the Aeolian name was the only practical solution of this problem. It was determined that nothing would be left undone to
make the record bearing the Aeolian name a
worthy companion to the other famous Aeolian
products, and with this determination in mind,
the technical staff was instructed to concentrate
its efforts upon the production of such a record.
For two years these scientists and tone experts experimented with new and different systems of recording. No time or expense was
spared in the hope that one of these new systems might be utilized in the production of a
record that would fully satisfy the Aeolian executives and technical staff.
Experimentation was going forward in the
Aeolian technical laboratories when a cablegram was received at Aeolian Hall from the
company's English branch, saying that an inventor had submitted samples of a phonograph
record which was of marked superiority, and that
there was a possibility of acquiring the process
by which it was made. Following this cablegram a number of specimen records were received and given exhaustive hearings and tests.
In order to insure the acquisition of so valuable a method the president of the Aeolian Co.
made a special trip to London in order to investigate the matter personally. He found that
the improvements in the new process were so
important that its inventor had already been
able to secure patents in all of the principal
countries.
Further investigation strengthened the first
favorable impression the records had made, and
after a short period of negotiation, the patented
rights to the new method were purchased, and
the men responsible for the new record were
engaged to continue the development of the system under the auspices and in the laboratories
of the Aeolian Co.
Discussing this method of recording from a

Duo-Art reproducing piano, the company's most
recent development in the player-piano industry,
has won enthusiastic endorsement from the most
famous musicians, who acclaim it as one of the
greatest achievements in the history of music.
When the Aeolian Co. a few years ago decided to manufacture talking machines it did
not make any immediate announcement to this
effect, but for several years the company's technical experts thoroughly investigated the scientific features of the talking machine. Every
known improvement and scientific achievement
was given careful consideration during this
period of investigation, and this research was
especially significant in view of the fact that
the Aeolian Co.'s technical staff comprises not
only musicians and artisans of great ability, but
several scientists of note. For several years
these men labored to develop the phonograph,
working for two 3rears in collaboration with
Professor Dayton C. Miller, of the Case School
of Applied Science, one of the greatest living
authorities on tone and tone quality.
Finally in 1914, these technical experts decided that they "were ready to introduce the
Aeolian-Vocalion phonograph and this instrument was presented to the musical world as
an instrument that embodied numerous improvements of great musical value. The subject of musical tone was thoroughly discussed
in all literature that the company issued," and
when the instrument was placed in the hands
of the dealers, it carried with it the absolute
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scientific standpoint one of the Aeolian Co.'s
technical experts remarked:

Where the Vocalion Records Are Made
After the perfection of the Aeolian-Vocalion
phonograph and its subsequent success with
musicians and the general public, the Aeolian Co.
continued to experiment in the different realms
of phonograph research, but the company's
technical experts finally reached the stage where
they were in a position to tell the officers of
the company that in their opinion "the AeolianVocalion phonograph represented the acme of
perfection, musically and scientifically."
In this report there was also submitted a suggestion that the musical prestige of the AeolianVocalion phonograph could be further strength-

"As is generally understood, all sounds — musical tones included — are conveyed to the ear
by what are known as sound, or tone waves.
These waves, while intangible and invisible, can,
by means of recently devised scientific appliances, be observed, measured and accurately estimated, through certain effects they produce.
"While investigation of musical tones through
various apparatus is not new, no such accurate
observation has hitherto been possible, and it is
of more than passing interest to know that the
Aeolian Co., in addition to its own completely
equipped acoustical laboratories, has been in a
position to profit by these new appliances and
researches of their inventor, who is recognized
as one of the most noted contemporary authorities on the phenomena of sound.
"It has been established that all musical

Two Views of the Handsome and Splendidly Appointed Artists' Room in Aeolian Recording Studio
endorsement and guarantee of the Aeolian Co.
toncs are composite in character — that is, each
cned if a record was perfected that would hartone is composed of a greater or less number
The success instantly achieved by the Aeolianmonize completely with the scientific perfection
of individual tones. Every composite tone, such
Vocalion reflected the importance of the new
of the Aeolian-Vocalion. In other words, these
as a note of the human voice, the violin, or
scientific and musical qualities which it emexperts expressed their belief that further progbodied.
other instrument, has a fundamental or basic
ress in the phonograph field was not possible,
The distinctive and outstanding feature of the
tone,
and a long or short series of overtones as
except in the development of the record.
Aeolian-Vocalion was its tone quality and the
With its customary progressiveness the Aeowell.
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the waves entering the large end of the horn,
and being brought down and intensified as they
approach the smaller end.
Here they strike
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the process employed makes possible, are reproductions ofthe sound waves that have been
recorded. The fidelity of this correspondence
is the exact measure of the similarity between
the original instrument and the phonograph's
reproduction of it.
The Vocalion Method of Recording
"The problems presented in record-making are
exceedingly difficult. Sound waves are usually
delicate and complex. To reproduce the natural timbre of the violin, or any other instrument, every minute variation of its wave must
not only have its exact counterpart in the line
cut in the wax, but the needle, or reproducing
point of the phonograph, must be of a nature
to 'feel' and respond to these almost imperceptible variations. Herein lies the superiority of
the Vocalion method of recording and reproducing. By this method the resistance of the
cutting tool to the wax is reduced to a minimum, and the minute vibrations in the sound
waves, caused by partials or overtones, are capable of being accurately recorded. The new
method catches these delicate tone elements and
faithfully records them.
"The Vocalion method of reproduction with
the fine-pointed needle in turn seeks out and
reproduces what has been recorded, with the
result that recorded tones, whether of voice or

One of the Recording Rooms in the Aeolian-Vocalion Laboratories
upon the diaphragm, which vibrates in response
ing factor. When sounded, a musical note creates a number of distinctive waves, one for to their impulse.
each of its partials. These vary in what may
"Connected with the center of this diaphragm
by a delicate lever bar
be called strength, as the partials themselves
is a fine cutting tool.
vary with the voice or instrument.
This
tool, moving in
"No sooner are these waves formed than they
all merge into one wave which carries in the
response to the motion
of the diaphragm, cuts
irregularities of its outline all the waves of all
a line in a revolving
its partials.
It is essential to a comprehension
disc of soft wax, which
line corresponds in configuration with the outline of the sound waves
entering the horn.
"The wax is then allowed to set or become
hard. After receiving
a bath in an electrochemical solution,
which cuts it with copNo. 1. Tuning Fork. — The tone of a scientifically mounted
per, the disc with the
tuning fork is absolutely devoid of partial tones, hence the
tone wave it creates is entirely free from the irregularities
line of sound imprinted
foundtial waves.
in other tone waves, which are caused by their parReception Salon in the Vocalion Studios
upon it is carried
of this subject to understand that in recording
through various depths before the phonograph
instrument, reappear in almost their exact origand reproducing musical sounds the realism of record is finally completed.
inal character, far clearer than has ever been
effect is entirely dependent on maintaining the
"The reproduction of the sounds recorded is possible before. This gives a sense of satisshape of these waves.
(The accompanying illusfaction in listening to Vocalion records not expractically a reversal of the process of record-

No. 2. The Flute. — The tone of the flute contains but few
partial tones. The tone wave it creates is consequently far
less regular than those caused by other instruments. This
simplicity in the flute's tone, while possessing distinctive
beauty, especially
contrast, makes it comparatively uninteresting as a soloby instrument.
trations show the differently shaped waves peculiar to various instruments.)
Making a Record
"The process of record making is to-day practically standard with all the older companies, and
remarkable results have been achieved in view

No. 4. Oboe. — Here we have a tone wave which shows
unmistakably a tone of very distinct individuality. The
pronounced
irregularities
of the
oboe's
tone tones.
wave are caused
by
the dominance
of certain
of its
partial
ing. A needle or some other point is inserted
in the sound groove, and as the record revolves,
is moved either back or forth or up and down,
in obedience to the variations in the line.
"Through another lever, to which the needle
is attached, its movements are transmitted to a
reproducing diaphragm contained in the phono-

No. 6. Trombone. — The tone wave of this instrument denotes unmistakably the quality of its tone. Rich in partial
tones and hence interesting and expressive, it is very characteristic and dominated by full, pealing notes.
perienced in others. They sound richer, fuller,
deeper, more .beautiful and more natural.
"Moreover, due to the difference in method,
Vocalion records contain practically one-third
more music than others; ten-inch records playing as long as the ordinary twelve-inch, and

No. 3. — French Horn. — Here is another instrument with a
smooth, more or less fluent tone, though quite different in
quality from that of the violin. From the appearance of
its tone waves, one might almost anticipate the rounded
mellow beauty of this instrument.
of the difficulties offered by the systems employed.
"Briefly, this method involves a specially devised horn, into which the sound is projected,

No. 5. Violin. — The tone of the violin has many partial
tones. None of these is aggressively dominant, however;
hence the fluent smooth quality of the instrument. This
is shown in the photograph of its tone wave. There are
many irregularities in the wave, but they are all too small
to influence its general symmetry.
graph sound box. This diaphragm, vibrating in
consonance with the movements of the needle,
creates new sound waves.
These, as nearly as

No. 7. Human Voice. — This tone wave was created by
pronouncing
the vowel
voicecontaining
is particu-as
larly rich in partial
tones,sound
some "ah."
voices The
indeed
many as forty very appreciable.
twelve-inch records playing correspondingly
When the Aeolian Co. had perfected its new
{Continued on page 70)
longer."
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The Vocalion record will be merchandised
through Vocalion representatives exclusively,
and a complete library of all classes of music
will be offered to these dealers. According to
present plans the records will be double and
single faced, and a ten-inch double-faced record
will retail at 75 cents and upward, and a twelveinch double-faced record at $1.25 and upwards.
Is a Hill and Dale Cut Record
The Aeolian-Vocalion record is a hill and
dale cut record, played with a needle, and the

floor and the artists' room on an upper floor are
all furnished in a way that cannot fail to impress the artist favorably and at the same time
arouse in him a keen desire to make the best
record that is possible.
This recording studio is splendidly equipped
in every department, and under the capable di-

method of recording and was ready to start
manufacturing- Aeolian-Vocalion records, it decided that it would give this very important
branch of its business befitting quarters. The
company believed that
the actual work of recording should be recognized as the most
vital factor in the production of a record,
and, although there
was plenty of room
available in Aeolian
Hall on Forty-second
street, arrangements
were made to occupy
an entire building at
35 West Forty-third
street for recording
purposes exclusively.
After leasing the
building the Aeolian
Co.'s executives made
a careful study of the
■ most intimate details
of recording from a
general standpoint.
&\e Aeolian Company Announces
The
Negotiations were
completed whereby
Vocalion
Record
many well-known artists were engaged to
make Aeolian-Vocalindustry.
As a sourceimprovement,
of invert- ous nature of the results accotnion records exclusivetion,
no otherprogress
hou=e and
has aven remotely pushed.
The new Vocalion Record
approached
thisCompany
ly, and as this list
record of achievement. s rotable
Today, tocomesreality.a sympathetic step rearer
The
Aeolian
Company
stands
v/here with the old system
steadily increased, the
w.thout
a rival in itsof comprehenonly
thetonebroader,
elementstbe
nve
understanding
music
and
in
any
could stronger
^ recorded,
company realized that
musical values of the phonograph, its broad and scientific knowledge ncw system records the tone in
First: the Aeolian-Vocalion — °f various instruments for us entirety. The finer oven ones — .
the subject of envirthat wonderful phonograph which producing tc
those, subtle partials that give to
onment was an imthree
years andag° leapt
s^rtled
^= over- The . Hew
Musical Vduesfinal touch
insFum,OTtindividuality and
sical
world
almost
,
*
night into the premier position
0} the Voealum Record beautyarejorofthefirst
timccaught
portant item in the
among all such instruments.
HpHE phonograph record itself is and imprisoned by a far more
Second: the Vocalion Record — -L a marvelous invention. Tohold delicate and scientific method,
making of a successgiving the Aeolian-Vocalion, for inmelodious
an inert and
the Vocation
Those Record
who hear
the newof
thefirstrime,aRecordfuIlyworthy
notesinarticulate
of a humandiscvoice
are conscious
ful record.
ofproduction.
its extraordinary powers of re- -almost
— the vibrant
tones
of
a
viohn
—
new
impressions.
To
the
baffies comprehension. phonograph remains — tosight
hearing'
It is only logical to
fallen a ^little.tb°?shorthaveof dency — the lack ^derxy
of richness«> striand
Product ofMusic
the World's
¥ tisae.
assume that an artist
House Leading .hitherto
nature
— if notes
some character, some of'5 16bodyEone:— theThf:vagueness
of indi- who enters a cold and
"COR nearly half a century, The richness, some of the mote deli- vi duality — all the effects hitherto
X^Acolian
Companyas thehas'foremost
main- cate
lost in typical performances
of even the best phonotained
its influence
position
their qualities
recording
—haveitisIs*beeu
dreary room prior to
creative
in the music The
only wonder
theno wonder,
marvel- graph
by natural verities of aresound.replaced
making a record will
—Atin theAeolian
Hall on district,
West 42nd
and at Record
The Aeolian
Company's
a INVITATION
L Ivvarious
Branchesowners
thethenewStreet
Vocalion
is nowof other
on exhibitiopersons
n- The numerous
ofMetropolitan
thein music
Aeolian-is ofVocalioru
owncordially
en ofinvited
phonographs
make
hardly be imbued with
and
all
to
whom
progress
interest,
are
to
the
public
informal
demonstration of these Records, which for the present will be continuous throughout each
day.
a spirit of warmth and
enthusiasm. On the
other hand, if the
<&e A MANHATTAN
AEOLIAN
COMPANY
MHE BRONX A BROOKLYN
JkNEWARK.
artist is received in a
29 West 42 "Street 367Eutl49*St 11 Ptabujh A»t S^BrcadSt
tastefully furnished
and artistically decOpening Announcement of Aeolian-Vocalion Records
orated saloon, where
AN!
a piano is at hand for impromptu and informal
rection
of experienced musical and recording exrehearsal or practice, it is only natural that he
perts the record is turned out in its entirety
in this studio. There are accommodations for
should enter the recording room with complete
every process incidental to the manufacture of
assurance and enthusiasm, and the finished record will doubtless reflect the mood of the artist.
the record, and the officials of the company,
Recording Studios Beautifully Furnished
together with the artists and other interested
department heads, are afforded the opportunity
With this idea in mind, the Aeolian Co. arof listening to the completed record in the
ranged to furnish its recording studios on Fortystudios with the knowledge that every detailed
third street in a thoroughly artistic and attractive manner. The reception room on the main
process has been completed in that building.

Save
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BOOTH

We

your

accompanyingin reproduction
of the
nouncemeht
local newspapers
willopening'angive some
idea of the campaign that the Aeolian Co. will
inaugurate in behalf of its new record. These
records will be presented through the medium
of consistent national magazine advertising, and
through every other form of publicity that has
been utilized in Aeolian advertising campaigns
in the past.
With the Aeolian spirit and organization behind this record, together with its musical and
scientific qualities, it is safe to assume that the
Aeolian-Vocalion record will soon take its place
as an Aeolian product that is entitled to worldwide recognition. Every form of co-operation
will be offered the company's dealers in merchandising the Aeolian-Vocalion record, carrying out the company's plans of giving their
dealers 100 per cent, service in handling Aeolian
products.
H. N. BARRIGER

IN NATION'S

SERVICE

Head of Traveling Sales Staff of Crafts-Starr
Phonograph Co., Richmond, Va., Joins Colors
Richmond, Va., May 6. — H. N. Barriger, who
has been at the head of the traveling sales staff
of the Crafts-Starr Phonograph Co., of this city,
factory distributors for the Starr phonograph
and Gennett records, has just been called into
Uncle Sam's service. Mr. Barriger had been
remarkably successful in introducing these products to the dealers in his territory, and among
the representatives which he recently established were the following: Darnell & Thomas,
Raleigh, N. C; Winchester Electric Co., Charlotte, N. C; F. H. Andrews Music House, Charlotte, N. C; Lancaster Department Stores, Lancaster, S. C, and many other dealers who are
well known in their respective localities.
A. J. Crafts, president of the company, states
that business has kept up very well this year,
and that collections are excellent. The only
difficulty experienced by the company is in the
accumulation of reserve stocks, but so far this
house has been able to take care of its dealers
with a reasonable degree of promptness, which,
in view of existing transportation difficulties, is
a Very gratifying record. Owing to the difficulties inobtaining large shipments from the factory, the company has done no retailing, but
the fact that it has conducted its wholesale department exclusively has been quite a factor in
enabling it to take care of its dealers' requirements.
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closed resolution — it will put you solidly on record as a 100 per cent. American. Your customers will think more of you and will tell
others of your patriotic stand.
Let us take this aggressive action without
any delay — the situation demands it.
Executive Committee,

RECORDS

Association Formally Advocates the Internment of All Records of German Music, Those Made by
Enemy Alien Artists and of Pacifist Tenor, for Period of the War — An Important Move
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 7. — German operas and
music have been placed under the ban by the
Metropolitan Opera Co. and other operatic and
concert organizations. German books and
books showing German influence have been removed from public and private libraries, and
now the executive committee of the Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Pittsburgh has
made plans for interning German vocal and instrumental records and records of a pacifist nature for the period of the war.
The executive committee declares that there
is a distinct public sentiment against the sale
and use of records of German music or records
made by Germans, or German sympathizers,
and that in their opinion it is better to remove
the German records from shelves voluntarily
than to wait for a suggestion to that end from
outside sources.
The association has recommended that the
German records be interned, but the action is
not compulsory on the individual member.
Each dealer must determine for himself whether
he is to take the step of laying aside such records for the period of the war, or scrapping
them entirely.
The resolution as adopted by the executive
committee of the local association reads:
"Whereas, Victor, Edison and Columbia record stocks now on hand in the trade generally
include vocal selections in the German language
and instrumental records of German airs, and
"Whereas, Traffic in these German records,
or the playing of them, is not consistent with
our conception of true Americanism,
"Be It Resolved, That there be prepared, at
once, a list of all Victor, Edison and Columbia
records in any essential respect German, including other records of a pacifist nature, or by organizations or artists of known pro-German
tendencies; and that such list be supplied to our

Increase

Through

Taking

membership and the trade, with the recommendation of this committee that the records
named therein be immediately withdrawn from
stock and interned for the period of the war.
"Talking Machine Dealers' Association of
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EXPOSITION

During the first week in May business was
particularly good with both the wholesale and
retail phonograph departments of the New York
branch of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
In the wholesale department during this week
an average of one new dealer a day was added
to their already large list.
E. G. Bryson, representing the house in Baltimore, has been transferred to the New York
branch and been placed in charge of the Brooklyn territory.
The Brunswick phonograph has been displayed
at the Furniture Exposition held at the Grand
Central Palace, New York City, from April 29
to May 18. The exhibit was under the immediate supervision of Chester Abelowitz and C. J.
Klacke. Results so far have proved very satisfactory, indeed, and the exhibit has been directly
responsible for the closing of several new dealers for the Brunswick line who placed large
initial orders.

Record

utmost dispatch. '
The same superior service that is so rapidly building our business
can have a definite part in increasing your own!.
ON

After sounding the sentiments of the local
trade, it appears that the great majority of the
dealers will follow the suggestion of the association officials to the letter, although there are
some who will follow their own ideas- as to the
records to be interned.

true American or give pleasure to a "Hun."
In conformity with the above the enclosed
resolution and list were adopted. This list is
the result of a very intimate study of the Victor, Edison and Columbia catalogs. It includes
all records, both vocal and instrumental, which,
in any particular, show either German origin or
sympathy, all patriotic and national airs of other
enemy countries, all records by artists or organizations whose whole-hearted loyalty for
America has been questioned.
It is recommended that every one of these
numbers be packed away until the final shot
against Germany and her allies has been fired,
and all insidious propaganda, espionage and sabotage have been crushed out of existence for
all time.
Give as wide publicity as possible to the en-

We make it a point to fill every order within a few hours' time,
at the most, after it is received. The transportation facilities at our
command enable us to make delivery to any part of the country with

US

A list containing close to one thousand records in German or records of German music,
and other records deemed objectionable during
the war, taken from the Victor, Columbia and
Edison catalogs, were sent to members of the
association, with a letter and the copy of the
resolutions.

problem.
Talking machine dealers have the alternative
of some quick action on their own initiative or
of the same action but at the direction of our
Government. The day is close at hand when
German records and those who distribute them
will both stand as menaces before the public.
In our opinion it is far better for us as patriotic citizens to remove from stock and store for
the duration of the war every record which, by
any possibility, might cause displeasure to a

Increase it through carrying "live" numbers. Through having
the stock to meet the demands of your record-buying public — and
through their coming to know that their Record wants can always be
supplied at your store.
Our service aids you in keeping your stock to a point of highest
completeness at all times.

TRY

Talking
Machine Dealers' Association of
Pittsburgh.

The resolution
was sent to all members of
Pittsburgh."
the association, accompanied by the following
explanatory letter:
May 6, 1918.
To Talking Machine Dealers:
We are face to face with the German record

Your
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Streets

— They're

a sure source of added

DETROIT

profits !
Let us add your name to our list of those receiving our advance announcement of best selling Records — as
selected -by our committee of twelve. You'll find it of great assistance in ordering. Mailed free each month.
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RICHMOND

DID ITS SHARE

COLUMBIA

MEET

OF NEEDLES
Riccardo Stracciari
wholesale branch of the Columbia Graphophone
Co. Lambert Fried!, manager of this branch, who
was responsible for the inauguration of these
meetings, which have been a remarkable success, presided at this meeting, and in his opening address gave a stirring appeal in behalf of
the Third Liberty Loan. In fact, his appeal
was so effective that during the course of the
meeting subscriptions were received from more
than fifteen Columbia representatives present.
In the course of his address Mr. Friedl called

The Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.
is using to excellent advantage an article which
recently appeared in the newspapers entitled
"Phonograph Needles Scarce." The company
has made a" reprint of this article and is utilizing
it as an envelope enclosure in order to impress
upon members of the trade that it is to their
advantage to place their orders now for phonograph needles.
The article, which appeared in the New York
Times, reads as follows: "Due primarily to
the difficulties manufacturers are experiencing in
obtaining carbon steel, there is said to be developing ascarcity of phonograph needles. And
in face of this condition, the demand for needles
of this sort in this country is constantly increasing. In export fields also, it is reported phonograph needles from this country are sought
in steadily increasing quantities. There have
been a few lots of needles imported to this country from Japan, but there also the shortage of
carbon steel has militated against any increased

the dealers' attention to 1917 figures, which indicated that on the basis of a population of
100,000,000 in this country there were sold last
year talking machines on a proportion of one
to every 120 people. Figuring on a basis of
five people to a family, Mr. Friedl stated that
only one family out of 'twenty-four had bought
machines in 1917, and expressed the belief that
at least one family out of every eight could be
sold a phonograph without choking the channels of trade.

production."

The

other

DEALERS

Phonographs

patented features of Phon

Difference

The dealers convene for these monthly meetings in order to hear and discuss the midmonth
records which are placed on sale the 10th of
each month. These meetings really afford the
only satisfactory means of demonstration for
the dealers, and the interest which is being evidenced in these monthly gatherings is shown
by the fact that more than 300 Columbia representatives were present at this meeting.
A. R. Harris, of the general sales department of the Columbia Co., who is directly in
charge of record promotion, and who is a recognized authority in his field, commented briefly
upon each record, leaving it to the dealers to
decide whether or not the record was worth a
large or small order. Order blanks were furnished to each dealer, so that after hearing the
records they could indicate their initial orders.
During the course of the afternoon Mr. Harris introduced the Farber Sisters, co-stars with
Al Jolson in his new production at the Winter
Garden. These talented and popular actresses
have arranged to make Columbia records exclusively, and their first record will go on sale in
the very near future. This record is entitled
"How'd You Like to Be My Daddy?" and these
artists favored the company with a rendition
of this selection, which was reproduced immediately afterward from their Columbia record.
Short addresses were made by Louis S. Sterling, managing director of the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., London, Eng., who is in this
country for a month's visit, and by George W.
Hopkins, general sales manager of the Columbia Co.
The most important feature of the afternoon
was the introduction of Riccardo Stracciari, famous operatic baritone, who records exclusively
for the Columbia Co. He recently appeared in
New York for the Chicago Opera Co. and won
unanimous praise from every musical critic.
He favored the dealers with several selections,
and the enthusiastic applause which he received
from the Columbia representatives reflected the
importance of his acquisition to the Columbia
recording staff. Mr. Stracciari has made several new Columbia records which will go on
sale in the near future. These, like his previous recordings, are destined to win favor.
There were present at the meeting several
dealers from Albany, Poughkeepsie, Middletown,
Nyack, and other points up State, and in addition to the Columbia executives mentioned prer
viously, there were also in attendance R. W.
Knox, advertising manager of the Columbia
Co.; N. F. Milnor, sales manager of the Dictaphone division; Theodore Bauer, director of the
operatic and concert division; G. C. Jell, general manager of the record laboratory, and L.
L. Leverich, assistant advertising manager.
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The fourth regular meeting of Columbia dealers in metropolitan territory and up-State was
held last month in the Green Room of the Hotel McAlpin, under the auspices of the local

Richmond, Va., May 8. — During the intermission at the annual May Festival of the Wednesday Club, of this city, a patriotic scene was enacted that stirred Richmond deeply and was felt
throughout the country. This concert was one
of a series arranged for by the Corley Co., of
Richmond, in direct keeping with their slogan,
"The House That Made Richmond Musical."
The affair was held in the Auditorium, the largest meeting place in the city and a capacity
attendance was recorded.
The Russian Symphony Orchestra stirringly
rendered "Dixie" and spirited Liberty Loan appeals in speech and song were made by Sophie
Breslau, Mabel Garrison and others. The scene
was thrilling. The audience rose to its feet
as one man and the pledges commenced to pour
in. And they continued to pour until approximately $2,250,000 was subscribed. This, together with amounts pledged at other meetings,
put Richmond away ahead of her allotted quota
to the Liberty Loan.
It is interesting to note that this meeting in
Richmond was held on the identical night and
hour that the members of the music trade rallied at Carnegie Hall and pledged their contributions tothe great loan at an equally enthusiastic meeting.
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Important Addresses Made at Fourth Regular
Meeting — Stracciari Entertains and Addresses
Made by Messrs. Friedl, Hopkins and Sterling

Great Concert Arranged for by the Corley Co.
Helps to Raise Over $2,250,000 for the Liberty Loan — An Inspiring Gathering
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Amplifier
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d'Amour
is of an entirely new type and one never before used.
It is constructed in two chambers, being walled about
with violin wood and is constructed upon the same
principle as that of a violin. Not only is the volume
in "Phon d'Amour" materially increased, but this is
accomplished without any sacrifice of the characteristic
overtones of voice or instrument.
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Prominent Member of the Trade Assumes This
Important Position With the Emerson Phonograph Co. — Splendidly Equipped for the Post

Piano and Talking Machine Dealers Asked to
Give 10 Per Cent, of Receipts on May 22 to
the Fund — C. Alfred Wagner Is Chairman

The Emerson Phonograph Co., New York,
manufacturer of Emerson records, announced
this week the appointment of H. T. Leeming
as general manager of the company with headquarters at the executive offices, 3 West Thirtytifth street, New York. Mr. Leeming assumed
his new duties on Monday, and in this important post will be in complete charge of the production and merchandising of Emerson records.
H. T. Leeming has been associated with the
talking machine industry for more than fifteen
years, having spent thirteen years with the phonograph division of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., and
during the past few years, has occupied important executive posts with the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. He is thoroughly familiar with
every detail of the production and marketing of
talking machines and records, and as general
manager of the Emerson Phonograph Co. will
have unlimited opportunities to develop the tremendous possibilities for the Emerson record.
R. D. Wyckoff, treasurer of the Emerson Phonograph Co., who formerly occupied the post
of general manager, remains as treasurer and
a director of the company. Mr. Wyckoff has
many other important interests in addition to
the Emerson Phonograph Co., and the appointment of Mr. Leeming as general manager will
give him a chance to devote a part of his time
to these varied interests.

May 22 has been set aside as the day on which
every piano and talking machine dealer in New
York City will give 10 per cent, of their gross
sales to the Red Cross. C. Alfred Wagner,
vice-president and general manager of Chickering & Sons, is chairman of the piano and talking machine committee of the profit-sharing
days for the Red Cross, and under his able direction itis expected that splendid results will
be secured.
Berthold Neuer, retail manager of Wm. Knabe
& Co., and A. P. Plumb, of the Musical Instrument Sales Co., are doing intensive work in the
piano and talking machine fields respectively
under Mr. Wagner's direction, and the responses
to date to this patriotic appeal have been very
gratifying. Mr. Wagner has been quite active
the past year in behalf of Red Cross work, and
his efforts have been fraught with success.
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It was announced last week at the offices of
the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce,
that the first members of the talking machine
trade to apply for membership in that organization had been duly elected to membership. They
are the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., and the Bell Talking Machine Corp.,
New York.
HAS

LEFT

FOR

ENGLAND

Louis S. Sterling, managing director of the
Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., London, England, who has been spending the past six weeks
at the executive offices in New York, left the
city last week for London. While here Mr.
Sterling discussed plans and policies for the
future, and visited the factory and various
branches throughout the country. He enjoyed
his visit greatly.

PHONOGRAPH

EXCLUSIVE

FEATURES

SHOW

jfp

The Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.,
New York, has extended a cordial invitation to
all members of the talking machine industry who
are planning to be in New York during the
week of the National Music Show, June 1-8, to
make the company's booths their headquarters
during their visit in the East. This music show
will be held at the Grand Central Palace, and
judging from all indications will be an emphatic
success.
This company has arranged to install a complete exhibit of Heineman products in Booths
40 and 41, and in addition these products will
be displayed through the medium of the various exhibits conducted by the talking machine
manufacturers who use Heineman and Meisselbach motors, tone arms, sound boxes, etc.
At last year's music show held in Chicago the
Heineman exhibit was one of the most popular
at the show, but Otto Heineman, president of
the company, has made arrangements whereby
this year's exhibit in New York will far surpass the 1917 display. There will be many
unique and timely ideas introduced during the
course of the show, which will doubtless make
the Heineman booths a popular Mecca for visitors.
One of the most interesting features of the
Heineman exhibit will be the first formal presentation of the new Heineman records. This
latest addition to the Heineman family is now
ready for the trade, and judging from the inquiries received from manufacturers and dealers throughout the country this part of the exhibit will receive the careful attention of all
members of the talking machine industry who
visit the National Music Show.
EMPLOYES

MACHINE

Two Eastern Concerns Become Members of
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce

NEW

Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. Extend
Invitation to Industry to Visit Their Booth at
National Music Show, New York, June 1 to 8

EDISON
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is produced in seven beautiful models (mahogany or oak), each is equipped with the Regina
Co.'s new sound box and tone arm. The larger
types of Reginaphones have quadruple spring
motors which play for thirty minutes and all
models have our own make motors, simple, durable, smooth running, with worm driven governors.
The new Regina sound box is unique, always
in the same position ; to change from lateral cut
position to vertical or vice versa a quarter turn
is made, the sound box still remaining at the
same angle and the needle's position never
changing. This feature while revolutionary is
the greatest improvement the industry has had in

New Reginaphone Style 900

Regina Sound Box

The tone arm and sound box are the simplest in construction and performance of any
years.
playing both the lateral and vertical cut records and do away with any objections found in
the universal tone arm. The special diaphragm
brings out the tone of either type of record with
equal facility and in full volume.
The tone amplifying chamber found in most
of the larger models sends the sound waves up
instead of in the usual forward manner, thus
giving the Reginaphone a tone of rare beauty
and almost perfect naturalness.
These machines will sell on demonstration.
Our proposition will therefore interest every
live dealer.
47 W. 34th Street

TO AID RED CROSS

The Edison war committee of 200, composed
of employes and executives of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., have prepared a popular entertainment
and dance for the evening of May 16 for the
benefit of the Red Cross. The music for dancing will be furnished by the Edison Band, and
the entertainment will be provided by Edison
artists.

■ ftp*

209 So. State Street

New York City
FACTORY:
Manufacturers

RAH WAY,

Chicago, III.
N. J.

of the Regina Music Box and other musical instruments
for over 25 years

THE
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FEDERAL

CURTAILMENT

Several Meetings Held in New York Recently and Committee Appointed to Act for Entire Trade to
Discuss With the Washington Officials the Proposed Curtailment of Output
In the assembly hall of the Columbia Shop,
New York, there was held on Tuesday afternoon, April 30, for the first time in the history
of the trade, a convention of talking machine
manufacturers and their representatives, for the
purpose of discussing a matter of vital interest
to the entire trade, i. e., the curtailment of the
output of talking machines and records by order
of the Government.
The call for the meeting was sent out by R.
L. Freeman, secretary of the Victor Talking Machine Co., at the suggestion of P. B. Noyes,
director of curtailment, after a conference some
time ago between Mr. Noyes and representatives of several talking machine manufacturers,
with the idea of reaching some trade agreement
regarding a basis of curtailment that would be
presented to the Federal officials.
Over thirty talking machine men, representing the leading, concerns in various sections of
the country, answered the call and the meeting
was presided over by H. L. Willson, general
manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., as
temporary chairman, with J. Schechter, representing the Sonora Phonograph Corp. and the
Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., as secretary.
After a lengthy and frank discussion of the
general trade situation, particularly as it is at
present affected and may in the future be affected by war conditions and Government requirements, during the course of which various
suggestions were offered as to the course to be
pursued by the trade, a committee of ten was
appointed to act upon the matter of curtailment
for the trade as a whole.
In addition to H. L. Willson, the chairman,
and J. Schechter, the secretary, the committee
of ten consisted of R. L. Freeman, Victor Talking Machine Co.; Chas. Edison, Thomas A. Edison, Inc.; E. A. Widmann, Pathe Freres Phono-

graph Co.; Arthur Cushman, Emerson Phonograph Co.; L. Rommell, Bell Talking Machine
Corp.; W. H. Alfring, Aeolian Co.; Julius Balke,
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., and Louis Mandel, Mandel Mfg. Co., Inc.
It had been generally believed that the recent
order of the fuel administrator curtailing the
■output of pianos and parts 30 per cent, for the
months of April and May also applied to talking
machines and records, inasmuch as the order
referred to "musical instruments." Several representatives of prominent manufacturers, however, were called to Washington to confer with,
the fuel administrator regarding the plans for
curtailing the industry, and it was learned that
the talking machine trade was to be considered
by itself, in the issues of any curtailment order.
The first general notice to the trade that the
fuel administrator contemplated a second curtailment order was found in a letter sent out by
P. B. Noyes, director of curtailment, to sixteen
well-known concerns in the industry, and which
read in part as follows:
"In order that sufficient fuel may be assured
industries essential to the conduct of the war,
the United States Fuel Administration has under consideration curtailment of fuel to be used
by less essential industries.
"Before taking any action regarding talking
machines we should be glad to confer with the
committee representing your industry.
"If the talking machine industry can organize
itself and form a war service committee that
will represent the industry as a whole, we will
be glad to arrange a conference with them be. fore any action is taken."
The letter of Mr. Noyes was followed almost
immediately by the call from R. L. Freeman for
the meeting at the Columbia Shop.
In addition to the committee . already mentioned, those who attended the meeting at the
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MAGNOLA

"Built by Tone Specialists"

Wa.tcMt\j tKe Music Come Out
Give us the Opportunity to tell you more about this
and other sales-making features of MAGNOLA construction, bysending us your name and address.
We
have
a handsome catalog, illustrated in colors,
asking.
that tells Magnola's story — and is yours for the

MAGNOLA

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ, President
General Offices Southern Wholesale Branch
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE 1530 CANDLER BLDG.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA, GA.
Columbia Shop included: H. B. Schaad, Aeolian
Co.; George W. Lisle and H. N. McMenimen,
Pathe Freres Phonograph Co.; F. N. Needham,
Sears-Roebuck & Co.; George E. Brightson,
president Sonora Phonograph Corp.; C. C.
Brooks, Brooks Mfg. Co., Saginaw, Mich.; R. D.
Wyckoff, Emerson Phonograph Co.; H. D. McNulty, Wonder Talking Machine Co.; J. D.
Manton, the Manton Shop, Inc., New, York;
Harry Gennett, Starr Piano Co., Richmond, Ind.;
J. Bartelstone, Lucky 13 Phonograph Co., New
York; L. Blumberg, Regina Co., New York; M.
C. Schiff, Vitanola Talking Machine Co., Chicago, and others.
The committee of ten appointed on April 30,
after a thorough study of the situation, met again
at the Columbia Shop on May 9 to report their
findings and decide upon a definite course of
procedure. At this meeting a subcommittee of
five was named to go to Washington and confer with the United States Fuel Administrator.
The committee of five consists of H. L. Willson, W. H. Alfring, R. L. Freeman, E. A. Widmann and Julius Balke.
At the meeting of the committee of ten also
a sub-committee of three, consisting of R. L.
Freeman, J. Schechter and E. A. Widmann was
appointed to compile data regarding the industry, from statistics that have been gathered,
and to prepare a brief for presentation before
the director of curtailment at Washington.
The committee has arranged to hold another
meeting at the Columbia Shop on May 16, when
the brief will be submitted for discussion, and
an effort will be made to hold a conference with
P. B. Noyes, director of curtailment, in Washington, on the following Monday.

CLEMENT

BEECROFT

309 W . Susquehanna Avenue
Philadelphia

Record Envelopes, Needles, etc.

Styles

Authentic adaptations of Adam, Louis XVI, Sheraton
and Queen Anne periods, harmonizing perfectly with
the styles whose names they bear, are a feature of the
case work on the Marvelous

WOODS

Also

Period

& SON IN NEW

QUARTERS

C. John A. Woods & Son, manufacturers of
the "American Maid" phonograph, have moved
their executive offices from 30 Church street
to 25 Church street. New York, in order to have
sufficient room at their command to properly
display this line of phonographs. At this address the company has ample space for demonstration display rooms for the service of dealers.
The company states that it has made a number of important agency connections during the
past few months, and it has also completed its
line in all styles and types. Factory facilities
have been also increased, and Mr. Woods is
making an energetic drive for the better class
of trade.
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Lon^-Horn

Sensation

of

the

Phonograph

Industry

is the most important discovery since sound
HERE
reproduction was first invented. Look at this
phantom illustration. See how the Lon£-Horn
extends from tone arm at the top to the sound chamber
at the bottom of the instrument. It means a bi& fullness,
richness and resonance of tone beyond comparison with
other sound- reproducing instruments. The Horn is of
saxophone design and entirely of wood.
sive and patented feature of the Puritan.

It is an exclu-

It is a remarkable selling argument for the dealer and a
real, definite, actual advantage to the purchaser.

UNITED

Note that the sound chamber

of the in-

strument— another exclusive Puritan advantage — and
is the beautiful convex cabinet. Another
mendous advantage in handling the Puritan line is
you have also our line of Puritan Records made in
own recording, laboratory. The Puritan plays any
record made.
Prices rang,e from $85 to $350.
another

still
trethat
our
disc

Write, wire or phone for our attractive proposition today.

PHONOGRAPHS
SHEBOYGAN,

is at the bottom

CORPORATION

WISCONSIN
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RECORD

PRICES

New Schedule of List Prices Formally Announced on May 8 and Became Effective on May 10 — Increased Manufacturing Costs and Curtailment of Output Given as the Reason
A new increase in the list prices of Victrolas
and records was announced by the Victor Talking Machine Co. in a telegram sent to Victor
wholesalers throughout the country on the evening of May 7, and received by them on May 8,
the increased prices becoming effective on May
10.
The increase in the list price of the various
styles of Victrolas, ranging from something less
than 5 per cent, to a trifle more than 10 per
cent, in certain cases, has become necessary, it is
explained, by the fact that manufacturing costs
are mounting steadily, while at the same time
production has been greatly curtailed through
scarcity of labor and other conditions brought
about by the war. A revision of the list prices
has been expected by the trade for some time
past, and therefore caused little excitement, even
though the notice carried with it the first increase in record prices.
The new prices on Victrolas are as follows:
Victrola IV-A, $22.50; Victrola VI-A, $32.50;
Victrola VII I-A, $50; Victrola IX-A, $60; Victrola X-A, $90; Victrola XI-A, $115; Victrola
XIV, $175; Victrola XVI, $225; Victrola XVI,
electric, $282.50; Victrola XVII, $275; Victrola
XVII, electric, $332.50; Victor 25, school machine, $85. Other new machine prices are in
proportion.
The list price of the Marconi records, covering the course in wireless telegraphy, have been
increased from $5 to $6 per set, and the price
of the French course from $2.50 to $3. The list
prices on all other Victor records, except double faced, Black Label, remain unchanged.
The 10-inch double-faced Black Label records
will be listed in future at 85c. and the 12-inch
double-faced Black Labels at $1.35. There has
in some cases been a readjustment of dealer's
discount by jobbers, but this is a matter that
rests entirely with the individual wholesaler.
In announcing the increase, together with the
discount that will apply to the wholesalers, the
Victor Co. stated in part: "It is necessary to
advise the trade that the demand for our products is far in excess of our capacity for production. For some years the Victor Co. has
found it difficult to meet the requirements even
of its old customers, and this deficiency in supply has increased with the labor conditions
caused by the present war. So far as possible

SERVICE

for

the company will endeavor as heretofore to
protect its old customers, through whom its business has been so largely developed, by meeting
their requirements as fully as possible."
It is a known fact that, although the costs of
materials and ever}1 other element entering
into manufacturing have increased tremendously since the beginning of the World War,
the list prices of Victrolas have only advanced
about enough to barely cover the War Excise Tax. The company has been absorbing
increased manufacturing expenses, and dealers
have been meeting heavy selling expenses out
of the same margin of profit. According to an
official of the Victor Co. a substantial increase
in prices would have been warranted over a
year ago, and yet the move was delayed.
Up to the present time the company has stood
pat on the list prices of records, although the
cost of shellac, the principal ingredient, has
jumped many hundred per cent., as has the cost
of everything else entering into record making.
The new increase in record prices does not begin
to offset the increased costs, to say nothing of
taking care of the 3 per cent, war excise tax on
each record produced.
WORKING

FOR

THE

RED CROSS

The Pittsburgh talking machine trade has appointed acommittee of six, consisting of J. C.
Roush and French Nestor, Standard Talking
Machine Co.; C. L. Hamilton, S. Hamilton Co.;
W. C. Dierks, C. C. Mellor Co.; A. C. Henk,
Columbia Graphophone Co., and George Hards,
W. F. Frederick Piano Co., to solicit subscriptions in the Red Cross campaign.
TALKING

MACHINE

MEN

TO MEET

A regular meeting of the Talking Machine
Men, Inc., will be held on Wednesday, May 15,
in the assembly room of the Merchants' Association in the Woolworth Building, when final
action will be taken on various amendments to
the constitution and by-laws and committees
appointed to act during the yean
Mrs. H. J. Raymond has taken over the talking machine business recently conducted by W.
E. Johnson in Corona, L. I.
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each Cabinet

Established 40 years
Capacity, 150 per day
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Quincy,

BRILLIANTONE

111.

CO. EXPANSION

Larger Quarters Needed to Meet the Increased
Demand for the Brilliantone Steel Needle —
Will Have Exhibit at National Music Show
That the additional space added to the headquarters of the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co.
in the Marbridge Building, New York City,
was an absolute necessity is well proven by the
fact that every square foot is utilized and it
will not be long before more room will be
needed. B. R. Forster, president of the company, reports that their output has reached tremendous proportions and, in keeping with the
policy that has been theirs since their incorporation, every order that is received is given
their immediate attention and shipped that very
day with the possible exception of cases where
the stock of the grade requested has run temporarily low. Several additions have been made
to the office force of the company, and the addition of a Mr. Kaufman has been announced for
the sales staff.
The Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. will be represented at the forthcoming National Music
Show to be held at the Grand Central Palace,
New York City, from June 1 to 8 by an interesting exhibit occupying two booths on the
mezzanine floor, numbers 101 and 102. Mr.
Forster will be glad to have the out-of-town
talking machine men make that booth their
headquarters during the show.
VICTROLA

FOR HOSPITAL

TRAIN

Machine and Supply of Records Will Entertain
Wounded Soldiers on First of New Hospital
Trains Turned Out by Pullman Co.— The Donation of a Chicago Club
Chicago, III., May 11. — A Victrola XI and
Victor records will entertain the wounded soldiers on the first hospital train that will be
operated in this country.
The H. Reichardt Piano Co., of 6423 South
Halsted street, this city, has just sold an outfit
to the Englewood Fellowship Club of Chicago,
who are donating it to the Government for use
on this hospital train.
They are now building at the Pullman shops
here twenty-four complete hospital trains which
will operate between the Atlantic ports and the
permanent Base Hospitals.
Train No. 2 is now nearing completion and
will be turned over to the Government within a
few days and this will be the first train put in
operation. It has been assigned to Fort Sheridan and the Great Lakes Training Station, both
located just outside of Chicago.
EDISON
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MEN

MATCH

PRESIDENT

When President Wilson made his subscription
to the Liberty Loan at a Washington theatre
toward the end of the Third Liberty Loan drive,
he did not realize that he was starting a popular movement which was called "Match the
President" and which eventually added many
millions to the Liberty Loan total.
The officials of the Edison Co. enthusiastically
set out to get as many of the Edison executives
as possible to make a last-minute subscription
on this "'Match the President" drive, with the
result that ninety-one subscriptions were obtained. The subscription sheet that was passed
around was headed "Match the President," and
Thomas A. Edison headed the list, followed by
Charles Edison. A telegram was sent by
Charles Edison to President Wilson telling him
of the eleventh hour successful drive.
OPENS

BRANCH

IN RUTLAND

Rutland, Vt„ May 10. — The United Talking
Machine Co. opened its branch at 7 Center
street, this city, last week with an interesting
concert at which the special features of the Columbia ami Pa the machines were demonstrated
to a large crowd of people.
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PLANS

FOR JOBBERS'

CONVENTION

Sessions to Be Held at Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, on July 1 and 2 — Program Will
Carry Out the Present War-Time Spirit

WE

Plans for the forthcoming convention of the
National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers are progressing nicely, although, due to the
uncertainty of existing conditions, the final arrangements will not be announced until just
prior to the convention to avoid possible disappointment.
The business sessions of the convention will
be held at the Hotel Traymore, the official headquarters, on Monday and Tuesday, July 1 and 2,
with the annual banquet held on July 2. The
program of the convention, both in the business
sessions and the entertainment features, is
strictly in keeping with the war-time spirit, and
the main object for the jobbers getting together will be to consider how they may adjust
themselves and their businesses to current conditions, and at the same time render the most
helpful effort in support of the Government and
its work in the matter of backing Liberty Loans,
Red Cross and other drives, and in other ways.
It is planned to have several prominent speakers
make addresses.
The banquet will be a modest affair, devoid
of the usual wines, although the diners may
gratify their individual desires in the matter
of refreshments.
Those planning to attend the convention
should make reservations direct to the Hotel
Traymore management to insure accommodations when the time comes.
In connection with the convention there will
also be held the annual golf tournament, the
arrangements for which are in the hands of
T. H. Towell, of the Eclipse Musical Co., Cleveland. The tournament will be held at the Atlantic City Country Club, where the talking machine men have shown their skill, or lack of it,
on previous occasions.
SOLDIERS

WANT

GOOD

MUSIC

Professional entertainers who have appeared
before thousands of soldiers in the training
camps in the United States are of the opinion
that one result of the innumerable concerts has
been the raising of the standard of the programs.
Says one singer:
"When the mobilization first began it was
supposed by many, including those who gave
talking machines and records, ^ that the men
wanted only ragtime, jazz band and mooneylooney-wishy-washy stuff, but a few of the good
old musical standbys given as encores soon
proved by the applause they won that the soldier boys' tastes are above those credited by
some producers to the Tired Business Man.
"The troops want the best music we can give
them, and sincemany of the headliners have appeared in the camps the audiences have become
critical.
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''One thing is sure, they don't want cheap
heroics about marching into Berlin. It doesn't
ring true, and if there is any place where a man
learns true valuations it is in the training

TRADE

CONDITIONS

The editor of the business department of the
New York Times keeps in close touch with the
talking machine trade evidently, judging from
the frequent mentions made of this industry in
his columns.
For instance, Saturday, he said:
"Considering the time of the year, the phonograph trade is experiencing considerable activity, according to reports from a number of manufacturers with offices in this city. Instalment
business in the medium-priced instruments is
said to be holding up very well in most, sections,
and in many cases is increased over the same
period in former years. The demand for very
high-priced phonographs in elaborate cabinets

STAMPS

YOUR

HOME

— Kindly have letter-carrier deliver
-for which I will pay on delivery:
each

CO.,

Inc.

seems not to be particularly heavy just now, but
the Third Liberty Loan and the season are held
to be chiefly accountable for this fact."
ATTRACTIVE

camps."
DISCUSSES

to me on(Date)
..$5. U. S. WAR-SAVINGS STAMPS at $.....
(Slate number wanted)
25c. U. S. THRIFT STAMPS at 25c. each.
(State number wanted)
Name
Address

keeps track

Write today for our new proposal on this
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way

of what you sell and what
in the simplest way.

SAVINGS

DELIVERED

GUARANTEE

WINDOW

DISPLAY

Pittsburgh, Pa., May 11. — The Goldenson Furniture Co., of this city, have recently been making some very attractive window displays of
the Brunswick phonograph, and the picture herewith, which was taken at night, gives an excel-

The Goldenson Furniture Co.'s Window Display
lent idea of the splendid arrangement of this
display,
interest. which has proven of exceeding public

Although only seventeen he had come to
"'join up," and was in the recruiting office answering some questions that the sergeant was
him.my- man," said the sergeant, "are
putting
"Look tohere,
you willing to die for your country?"
ment.
The recruit opened his eyes with astonish"No, sir," he replied; "I'm joining up to make
a. German die for his."
John H. Jensen, manager of the Brunswick
Shop in Terre Haute, Ind., has just opened a
branch in Clinton, Ind., where he is handling a
full line of Brunswick phonographs, pianos and
other musical instruments.
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Comes From Toronto to Take Editorship of the
Amberola Monthly — Has Had Wide Experience in Newspaper and Phonograph Fields

Joseph Hoffay Enthusiastic Regarding Outlook
— Improved Cabinet Construction Augments
Various Mechanical Attractions

P. A. Fuss has recently become editor of the
Amberola Monthly, published by Thomas A. Edison, Inc. He has had
a broad experience and
one which fits him well
for the new work he
has undertaken. He
started business with a
brokerage house on
Wall street, later became traveling auditor
P. A. Fuss
for the National Surety
Co., and next was traveling salesman with the
Thomas J. Plant Co., manufacturers of shoes,
becoming subsequently assistant to the advertising manager.
In the talking machine field he has acquired
two kinds of experience, the first with the phonograph department of a well-known trade
journal, and the second, as the Edison sales
manager of the R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Ltd., of Toronto, Canada. In addition to editing the Amberola Monthly Mr. Fuss will serve
as general assistant to the advertising manager
of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and will specialize
along the line of issuing publicity of general
trade interest.

Joseph Hoffay, president of the Hoffay Talking Machine Co., Inc., in a recent statement to
a representative of The World said he was
very much pleased at the development and prospects of the Hoffay business. In speaking of
the new grill work of the Hoffay machines Mr.
Hoffay said: "Increasing quantities of Hoffays
are being sold throughout this country and
abroad and our purpose in giving our new cabinets this distinctive feature was that they might
be immediately recognized, so that even when
placed on display in the show windows the
passer-by would note they were Hoffay instruments. As we believe the Hoffay tone is immediately recognized by those who have heard our
machines they also will now be able to recognize the cabinet itself.
INCORPORATED
The American Recording Laboratories, Passaic, were recently incorporated with the authorities of New Jersey, for the purpose of manufacturing and dealing in phonograph records, with
a capital of $25,000. The incorporators are C.
E. Sanders, M. E. Sanders and George Thornton, all of Passaic.
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BUSINESS

ACTIVE

IN PITTSBURGH

Conditions Favorable Despite Shortage — Peerless Record Makers Score — J. C. Roush Returns— Edison Tone Tests — German Records
Being Interned — Other News of Interest
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 6.>— Stock shortage in
many lines of machines and records and other
wartime conditions to the contrary notwithstanding, the Pittsburgh talking machine trade continues to go ahead in a really satisfactory manner. Jobbers and retailers are working hard,
and the results are apparent.
Two big things in the trade during the month
have been the appearance of the Peerless Record
Makers, under the auspices of the Talking Machine Dealers' Association, and a decision of
the executive committee of the association to
"intern" records of German music and records
by German artists for the period of the war.
The relative importance of these two big things
naturally
dividual. depends upon the attitude of the inThe Peerless. Record Makers, including such
well-known artists as Arthur Collins, Byron G.
Harlan, Billy Murray, Henry Burr, Albert
Campbell, Fred Van Epps and Theodore Morse,
appeared at Carnegie Music Hall on April 24
and attracted an overflow audience. Without
doubt the majority of the audience were talking
machine and record owners who appreciated the
opportunity of hearing and seeing their favorite
record artists in the flesh. The concert was
well handled, and without doubt produced results.
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RECORD
BRUSH
Patented Sept. 26 and Oct. 2, 1906
Sept, 10. Others
1907 andPending
Nov. 27, 1917

For

Victor
Victrolas
PRICE
GOLD PLATED
NICKEL PLATED
35c.
75c.
Insures Long Life to Disk Records and Preserves Tone
Automatical!)' cleans the Record Grooves and gives the needle a clean track to run in.
Preserves a clear Reproduction and prevents Records from soon getting scratchy. Makes the
Needle wear better. Dust and dirt in the Record grooves wear the Record out quickly and
grind the Needle so it cuts the Record.
SAVE THE LIFE OF YOUR RECORDS.
DIRECTIONS

FOR ATTACHING

BRUSH

1st. Clamp Spring Clips of Brush around Goose Neck, (see 1 and 2\ Place Record on
Turn Table and Needle in Sound Box. Move Spring Clips along Goose Neck to a
position where only outer bristle1* of brush will sweep the first few threads of record.
Test this by resting needle in first groove of record.
(See No. 3).
2nd Turn Spring Clips on goose neck to produce necessary pressure on record through yielding spring. Brush top must not touch edge of Sound Box when in operation (see* correct
position of brush on No. 3). Yielding Spring of Improved Cleanrite Brush eliminates
danger of too much pressure on record.
Circulars and Price List mailed on request.
Order from your Distributor or
HI M KH BMAN
97 Chambers

Talking Machine Co.
St. Ncar Church St New York

Just how the plan to intern records of German flavor during the war will work out remains
to be seen, but a list of nearly a thousand selections in the Victor, Columbia and Edison
catalogs has been submitted to the association
members.
At the local branch of the Columbia Co. Manager S. H. Nichols declares that March and
April have been the best months in the matter,
of sales that have ever been experienced by the
branch. Moreover, May has started off in a
big way, and indicates that this month, too, will
probably set a new record.
Joseph C. Roush, president of the Standard
Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesalers, who
returned recently from a vacation spent in
Florida, was tendered a special dinner at the
William Penn Hotel by the boards of governors
of the Mount Lebanon Country Club and the St.
Clair Country Club. The dinner was in the
nature of a special welcome.
The Dawson Bros. Piano Co. are displaying
Emerson records in a big way at their store,
957 Liberty avenue, and have given over considerable show window space to boost that line.
The Pathe Shop, the local headquarters of the
Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., has been featuring with great success recently a new twelveinch demonstration record bearing two scenes
from the third act of "Romeo and Juliet," by
the principals and chorus of the Paris Opera
Co., accompanied by the Opera Orchestra. The
demonstration record is offered at $1, which is
said to be just one-quarter of its actual value.
A number of new dealers have been signed
up for the Pathe line recently, they including the
Salem Music Co., Salem, W. Ya.; Butch & Son,
Harding, YY. Ya.; Dowd}r Phonograph Co.,
Clarksburg, W. Va., and C. C. Denham, Fairmount, W. Va.
A number of very successful Edison tone
tests have been held in towns embraced in the
Pittsburgh territory, under the direction of the
Buehn Phonograph Co., Edison jobbers of this
city. Other tone tests are also scheduled for
the near future.
TAKES

ON NEW

LINE

Clement Beecroft announces that he has relinquished his connection with the George A.
Long Cabinet Co., of Hanover, Pa., and will
hereafter represent the line of talking machine
cabinets made by the Nanes Art Furniture Co.,
which he will show in a large number of styles.
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Great Gathering of Talking Machine Men on
Kfjiy 8 Helped to Celebrate Formal Opening
oLTheir Handsome New Building

Vice-President and General Manager of New
York Talking Machine Co. Sold $200,000
Worth of Liberty Bonds in Recent Drive

St. Louis, Mo., May 8. — The Koerber-Brenner
Music Co., Victor jobbers here, held the formal
opening of their handsome new quarters, which
they occupied more than a year ago without
special observance, to-day. An opening was
planned when the new quarters were occupied,
and then came war delays, transportation delays,
a rush of business and other things that happen
to business these days; so no auspicious time
appeared until now.
The program called for steady entertainment
from 11 a. m. until midnight, and nearly 100
dealers of the district who were in attendance
enjoyed every minute of the day.
The guests assembled at the Koerber-Brenner
warerpoms, and, after an inspection of their
splendidly equipped and modern merchandising
and stock-keeping plant, left in automobiles for
a drive about the city, thence to the Sunset
Country Club Inn — a beautiful place where many
of the best St. Louis folk go to play golf and
for dinner dances. A luncheon was served here,
and the party returned to the Missouri Athletic
Association for the afternoon session, which
was along instructive as well as constructive
lines. .There were two factory men as speakers
and a repair expert. Moving pictures of the
Victor factory, to give the dealers an idea of
what a considerable industry they are a part,
was one of the several features of the gathering. The afternoon was all devoted to a discussion of business matters.
In : the evening the visiting dealers were the
guests of the Koerber-Brenner Co. at dinner —
as liberal a dinner as is compatible with war
times. Aside from the good things to discuss
on the menu, the entertainment included the
Temple Quartet — and there are few better in or
out of the record studios — the Haenschen Ragtime" Orchestra — which is so good that it has
had records made and sells them independently
— and other features that added to the enjoyment of"the evening.
The post-prandial program was in charge of
R. E. Lee as toastmaster. Mr. Lee has been
a newspaper man, soldier, and is a clever talker.
He introduced the various speakers and the
hosts. The chief speaker was W. E. Bilhimer,
who is regarded as the champion organizer of
life insurance salesmen in this section of the
country,' and for the last year has been the most
popular speaker in the community. He was
followed by A. W. Magoon, president of the
Tri-State Victor Dealers' Association, who told
of the good work the association is doing.
L. C. Wiswell, manager -of the Victor department of Lyon & Healy; A. A. Trostler, Victor
manager of the Schmelzer Arms Co., Kansas
City, Mo., were also among those who made eloquent addresses and were given an enthusiastic
reception. Messrs. Brenner and Rauth, the
hosts, were also called upon for remarks.
The. Koerber-Brenner warerooms, at 1714
Washington avenue, are on the ground floor of
a magnificent white tile building in the wholesale section. They are of massive mahogany
furnishings, very much on the plan of a banking dffice. The plans were made by a business
engineer who studied the business for several
months, and who gauged his plans for the time
when the Victor Co. would be able to supply
all of the machines needed for this territory. The
feature of the front office is a model show
window and demonstration room for the inspection of dealers. This is built in the corridor
and not seen from the street. The demonstration rooms are constructed of the latest folding
doors and are used for firm and dealer assembly
meetings, as twenty-four can be seated. The
real pride of the establishment is the record
stockroom, which is so ample that it has never
been ' taxed to capacity. It combines all of
the features which go to make an up-to-date
jobbing stockroom:

Roy J. Keith, vice-president and general manager of the New York Talking Machine Co.,
Victor wholesalers, was one of the most energetic workers in behalf of the Third Liberty
Loan. As a member of the talking machine
committee working for this loan Mr. Keith left
nothing undone to increase the figures for this
division, and when the final totals were ready
for presentation he had the honor of being able
to report the receipt of more than $200,000.
This total included the subscriptions of the
members of the New York Talking Machine
Co., every one of whom subscribed to one or
more bonds. The company itself also subscribed very liberally, and it is interesting to
note that at the present time the New York
Talking Machine Co. owns Liberty Bonds totaling more than its entire capitalization.

Arthur D. Geissler, president of the company,
in addition to a handsome subscription in New
York, also subscribed liberally at French Lick
Springs, where he spent a fortnight during the
loan drive. Incidentally, while at this famous
resort, Mr. Geissler bought a golf ball, which
was auctioned in behalf of the Red Cross. As
he paid $400 for this golf ball it is safe to assume that he will keep it for tournament play.
The $200,000 reported by Mr. Keith also includes a subscription of $33,000 given to Mr.
Keith by the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., well-known motor manufacturers, and
$60,000 of this total was raised at a concert
given at the University Glee Club at the Hotel
Aston At this concert Reinald Werrenrath,
the famous baritone and exclusive Victor artist,
conducted the drive for the Liberty Loan.
Twenty local Victor dealers also subscribed
to Mr. Keith's Liberty Loan total, and when it
is considered that twenty-nine members of the
company's staff are now in the service of Uncle
Sam, it can safely be said that this company is
"doing its bit" for democracy.
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L W. McCHESNEY
Is Appointed

WINS

PROMOTION

Assistant General Manager of
Thos. A. Edison, Inc.

Leonard W. McChesney, for many years connected with Thomas A. Edison, Inc., has been
appointed assistant general manager of Thomas
A. Edison, Inc., under C. H. Wilson.
Mr. McChesney started with the Edison organization about fourteen years ago in the ad-
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Rudolf Gaertner, president of the company, 81
expects to announce the details of this plan within
the next few weeks. The company will endeavor to provide the dealers handling Gloria
steel needles with an efficient system of cooperation, and several practical ideas have been
developed along these lines, to be soon released.

IMPORTANTAPPOINTMENTS

Ratified at Recent Meeting of Directors of Otto
Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.
At a meeting of the board of directors of the
Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. held
May 8 at the executive offices of the company,
25 West Forty-fifth street, New York, the following appointments were ratified:
A. L. Fritzsche was elected a director of the
company. Mr. Fritzsche is general sales manager of the General Fire Extinguisher Co.,
Cleveland, O., being a member of the executive
committee of that company. This is one of
the most prominent industrial concerns in the
Middle West, and is credited with doing the
largest fire extinguisher business in the country.
J. Schechter, a member of the law firm of
Schechter & Lotsch, New York, identified for
many years with the industry, was elected treasurer of the company, and Miss F. Aufrichtig
was appointed cashier.
Thos. E. Griffen was appointed manager of
the new Springfield, Mass., factory, and Charles
B. Kraemer assistant manager. Both are well
known in manufacturing circles, and will be in
charge of the new record factory.
PRICE QUOTATION

GOOD

R. F. BOLTON

OFF ON WESTERN

TRIP

Columbia Foreign Language Record Business
Shows Great Increase — New Literature

STEEL NEEDLES
2,000,000 Steel Needles Medium Tone, immediate
delivery, (loo in envelope), Samples upon request.
All goods C.O.D, with examination privileges.
,»
H. C. FLEMING
223 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago. 111.

LIBERTY

LOAN

The local talking machine trade made a wonderful showing in the recent Third Liberty Loan
drive, when the committee in charge of the
talking machine division of the Allied Music
Trades, under the chairmanship of J. Newcomb
Blackmail, rolled up a total of $1,000,000 in subscriptions, allowing the piano trade, as a matter of courtesy, to tie them at that figure. The
total subscriptions to the loan for the Allied
Music Trades was $3,017,250.
Although the official figures for the talking
machine men were given as a round million, that
department of the trade is also to be credited
with a substantial portion of the $651,700 subscribed at the great rally at Carnegie Hall on
April 30, at which musicians and artists associated with talking machine companies supplied
the greater part of the program. The story of
the rally appears in another section of The World.
The showing made by the talking machine
trade is particularly significant inasmuch as subscriptions to the second Loan amounted to
something under $250,000. In other words, the
trade quadrupled its record, and in doing so
made
a bigger gain than any other branch of
the industry.

SHEETS

The Gloria Phonograph Supply Co., New
York, which placed on the market last month
the Gloria steel needle, has just prepared a complete set of price quotation sheets for their
needles, in order to provide its patrons with a
standard set of prices that will apply to all orders. The company believes that this is the
only way to successfully merchandise any product, and this policy will be one of the important

When the totals of the subscriptions to the
Third Loan were reported by the committee of
the Allied Music Trades, the following significant telegram was sent to William G. McAdoo,
Secretary of the Treasury: "We pledged you
$1,000,000 for Third Liberty Loan and actually
raised $3,017,250, a gain of 276 per cent, over
our quota, which we hope will be considered a
highly essential response from a so-called nonessential industry. We are always ready to

factors in the company's sales and merchandising plans.
Since the introduction of the Gloria steel
needle last month requests for the agency for
this needle have been received from all parts of
the country. The company is living up to its
promise of making prompt deliveries of its
products, and arrangements have been consummated whereby factory facilities will be materially augmented in order to adequately handle
the increasing demand for Gloria steel needles.
Plans have been completed for an intensive
sales campaign in behalf of this needle, and

R. F. Bolton, sales manager of the international record' department of the Columbia
Graphophone Co., left this week for a trip
through the Middle West, which will include a
visit to the Columbia branches and representatives as far west as Kansas City and Minneapolis. Before leaving for the West Mr. Bolton commented upon the fact that the Columbia foreign language record business had
shown a splendid increase this year, the sales
totals for the first four months of 1918 being
far ahead of last year. This record is particularly gratifying in view of the many merchandising problems incidental to the war.
This department has just issued a very attractive set of booth hangers, listing records in the
various languages, each accompanied by a descriptive cut. These records are carefully selected from the general catalog, and as the lists
are changed monthly, the dealers will have an
opportunity of displaying practically the entire
catalog in their booths.
The newspaper campaign in behalf of foreign
language records which was recently inaugurated
under Mr. Bolton's direction is producing splendid results.

FOR

Talking Machine Trade Subscribes $1,000,000 of
$3,017,250 Reported by the Allied Music Trades
— J. N. Blackman's Able Chairmanship

Prepared by the Gloria Phonograph Supply Co.
for Convenience of Their Dealers — Plan Intensive Sales Campaign to Start Soon

Leonard W. McChesney
vertising department under his father, L. C. McChesney, and gradually progressed to the position of assistant advertising manager. In 1912
he resigned to become advertising manager of
the General Film Co., but returned shortly after
to the Edison Co. as sales manager of the motion picture division, succeeding H. G. Plimpton as general manager of this division. Until
the motion picture business of the Edison Co.
is entirely liquidated and closed out, Mr. McChesney will also retain the title of manager of
motion picture division.

WORK

So successful
answer
the call." was the work of Chairman
Blackman and his associates in the Liberty Loan
campaign that the piano men tried to have him
take the chairmanship for the trade in the coming Red Cross drive, but for business reasons
Mr. Blackman was compelled to decline.
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LOS ANGELES

"TALKER"

MEN

MEET

Large Attendance at Recent Meeting — Some Important Resolutions Passed Regarding Time
Sales and Interest — Some Interesting Talks
Los Angeles, Cal., May 4. — The Retail Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Southern

Graphophone Co
Building, New York

It was decided to make the next meeting an
open one and all employes in the local talking
machine departments are invited. A banquet followed by an informal dance will be the features.
Following are the names of the persons in
the accompanying picture: Reading from left
to right, seated, are Harold Jackson, manager
talking machine department, Wiley B. Allen Co.;

president, J. W. Booth, manager talking machine
department, Barker Brothers; first vice-president, C. W. Colyear, proprietor Colyear's Furniture Co.; second vice-president, E. Holland,
proprietor Vernon Music Co. Standing, left to
right, J. B. Chamberland, president Hollywood
Furniture Co.; Frank Salyer, manager talking
machine department, Bartlett Music Co.; Nathan
Shiresohn, proprietor Shiresohn Brothers; Howard Brown, manager talking machine department, Lyon-McKinney Smith Co.; H. H. Fish,
representative The Talking Machine World;
Wm. H. Richardson, manager talking machine
department, Southern California Music Co.;
Maurice Caulderon, proprietor, Repertorie Musical Mexicano; George S. Marygold, vice-president and general manager, Southern California
Music Co.; F. A. Hartment, manager talkingmachine department, Eastern Outfitting So.; B.
Piatt, proprietor, Piatt Music Co.; Frank Moreno, Barker Brothers; D. A. Costa, manager
talking machine department, Repertorie Musical
Mexicano.
EXHIBIT

AT

NATIONAL

MUSIC

SHOW

Chicago, III., May 9. — The Cheney Talking
Machine Co., of Chicago, will exhibit a full line
of their beautiful instruments at the coming
music show to be held in New York June 1 to 8.
The exhibit will be shown in Booth No. 44 on
the main aisle and will be under the personal
supervision of Burton Collver, Eastern representative for the Cheney Co.

Meeting of the Retail Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Southern California
George H. Barnes, proprietor Barnes Music Co.;
California had its regular meeting at Barker
Brothers on the evening of April 30. In all treasurer of association, E. S. Dible, manager
talking machine department, Fitzgerald Music
sixteen out of the twenty-three firms belonging
to the association were represented, and many
Co.; secretary, P. H. Beck, manager talking machine department, George J. Birkel Music Co.;
things of interest to the trade were discussed.
A resolution was passed limiting all contracts
to fifteen months, with all contracts to draw 7
per cent, interest. While most of those present
ASSIGNEE'S
SALE
seemed to be in favor of not advertising terms,
this matter was left to the discretion of the
different dealers with the understanding that if
they did the advertisement must contain a cut,
Paroquette
Record
Mfg.
the model and the price of the machine.
The following firms, Johnston Music Co.,
Starr Piano Co., Walter R. Gage Co., Broadway
Department Store, Hamburger & Sons and the
Company's
Assets
Musical Record Shop, have not joined the asSupreme Court: Kings County, New York.
sociation as yet, but committees have been apIn the matter of the General Assignment for the benefit of creditors of the Paroquette Record Mfg.
Company, Inc., Notice is hereby given that the undersigned Assignee will sell at public auction,
pointed to call on them, and it is expected they
through Joseph Peklstein, Auctioneer, on Wednesday, the 22nd day of May, 191S, at 10.30 A. M.
will all be in the fold by the next meeting.
at Model Loft Building No. 1, Bush Terminal Building, between 2nd and 3rd Avenues. 3.7th St..
Borough of Brooklyn, City of Brooklyn, New York, property and assets of the above estate, conThrough the courtesy of Mr. Booth, of Barsisting of a complete plant for the Recording and Manufacture of Phonograph Records, consisting of:
ker Brothers, the association picture was taken
Hydraulic Record Presses, Moulds, Rings, etc.
in the Barker Brothers photographic departSteam Tables, etc.
ment.
Accumulator, Pump, and Tank complete.
Auto Shellac Grinder, etc.
Only officers and department managers are
16" x 42" Mixing Mills, Blanking Rolls, Cooling Tables, etc.
Tumbler and complete mixing outfit.
eligible to membership in this body, but the
Recording and Shaving Machine and complete recording equipment.
Plating Tanks, Trimmers, etc.
association kindly elected as an honorary memComplete Machine Shop equipment.
Lathes, Drill Presses, etc.
ber The Talking Machine World's local correComplete equipment for making and melting wax.
spondent, H. H. Fish.
Complete Etching equipment, camera, chemicals, etc.
Edging
Machines.
Frank Anrys, vice-president and general manGenerators 000 Amp. and 1000 Amp., Motors, Pans, etc.
Switchboards, Rheostats, etc.
ager of the Wiley B. Allen Co., was present and
Pipes, Valves, Tanks, etc.
spoke at length on several subjects of interest.
30,000 Par-O-Ket Records, Phonographs, etc.
Master and Mother Matrices.
Wm. H. Richardson, chairman of the publicity
Office Furniture, Desks, Typewriters, Safes, etc.
subthat
on
talk
interesting
committee, gave an
MAURICE L. SHAINE
ject, and among other things spoke of the
Assignee
BURNSTINE
&
GEIST
"Memory Contest for School Children," advoAttorneys lor Assignee
cated by C. M. Tremaine, of the National Bu35 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK
reau for the Advancement of Music, and its bearing on the trade,
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OF FOLK

CO.
York
DANCES

Educational Department of Columbia Co. Announces aSpecial Set of Country Dances
Because of the introduction of physical training in schools throughout the country and the
widespread interest in folk dancing, the Columbia Co.'s educational department has prepared a special set of English country dances,
Morris dances, and sword dances, recorded under the personal supervision of Cecil J. Sharp,
a recognized authority on this work. These
records have been accepted for use in the New
York City schools. Mr. Sharp is an honorary
director of the English Folk Dance Society and
of the Stratford-on-Avon School of Dance and
Song. For three years he has been teaching
these English dances in the leading educational
centers of America, and his work has received
the highest praise.
There is a growing demand for penmanship
records that will give rhythmic count and instruction helpful to the school children in their
daily penmanship exercises. The Columbia Co.
takes care of this demand by the issuance of
the Kirby rhythmic penmanship records, which
is a splendid adaptation of the correct rhythmic
forms found in music, woven into rhythmic
counting patterns, for use in instructions in
handwriting. These records were made by J.
Albert Kirby, penmanship teacher of the High
School of Commerce in New York City, where
this rhythmic system is in daily use.
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"MANAGING

BUSINESS

IN WARTIME"

Secretary of the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co.,
Brooklyn, Receives Several Handsome Gifts
From His Co-workers on His Departure

Two Volumes Just Issued by A. W. Shaw Co.
Designed to Help the Business Man In This
Country to Meet His Present Problems

J. F. Watters, secretary of the Pathe Freres
Phonograph Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., is now a member of the National Army, and, after spending a

"Managing a Business In Wartime," a most
valuable work in two volumes, has just been
issued by the A. W. Shaw Co., of Chicago and
New York, and is designed to help the business man in this country to meet the problems
he is encountering just now, aided largely by
the experience of British business men during
their several years of war.
In the very first chapter — Adjusting a Business to Wartime Conditions — T. J. Zimmerman,
managing editor of the British System, tells
exactly how a British business met the new conditions and sudden problems that the war
brought.
Other chapters in the first volume are: What
American Business Men Can Learn from British
Experience; Hints on Handling Wartime Business; How Working Hours Affect Output;
Training the Boy Worker.
The second volume treats particularly of ways
for American business to meet wartime conditions, and the list of chapter titles suggests
the possibilities. Tor instance, The Probable
Effect of the War Upon Prices; A Short Cut
in Financing; How to Sell to the Government;
More Production with Fewer Men; Wartime
Buying Problems; and many others.
Nor are the business problems that will confront us, when peace is declared, forgotten.
Here are one or two of the subjects covered:
Where Will European Competition Find Us
Weakest? What Chance Has America After the
War? Preparing for the Trade Contest.
Some of the men who have made these books
valuable for American business men by their
contributions are Lord Leverhulme, Sir Charles
W. Macara, Rt. Hon. John Hodge, M.P., Minister of Labor; Laurence R. Dicksee, of the University of London; Ralph E. Heilman, of Northwestern University; W. R. Basset, of Miller,
Franklin, Basset & Co.; Reginald Trantschold,
John Hays Hammond, Theodore E. Burton,
Noble F. Hoggson, and other successful business men.
In short, these books show the American business man just what he must do to readjust his
business to the demands of war, from securing
the necessary help to the character of the product
he should handle, from the minor problems
which may be more or less obvious to anticipating the modifications that the Government might
otherwise suggest, sooner or later.
"Managing a Business in Wartime." A. W.
Shaw Co., Chicago and New York. Two volumes, cloth bound, $3.

few weeks in camp, will leave for "over there."
Before joining the National Army Mr. Watters
was presented with several handsome gifts from
his co-workers as a mark of their affection and
esteem; these gifts including a gold wrist watch
and a silver cigarette case striped and lined with
Although Mr. Watters has been connected
with
gold. the talking machine industry for only the
past few years, he has already won the friendship and esteem of Pathe jobbers and dealers
throughout the country-. A tireless worker and
possessed of a pleasing personality, Mr. Watters
during his two years' association with the Pathe
Freres Co. has rendered the companyr's clientele invaluable assistance and co-operation.
He joined the Pathe Freres forces as a member of the sales department, but his unusual ability and thorough knowledge of merchandising
soon enabled him to win important promotions
until he was finally' appointed secretary- of the
company. . Every member of the Pathe force is
numbered among his personal friends, and they
all wish him "God speed" as a member of
Uncle Sam's fighting forces.
RETURNS

FROM

CANADIAN

TRIP

George W. Hopkins, general sales manager
of the Columbia Co., returned to New York late
last week, after a visit to the company's
branches in Toronto, Buffalo and Cleveland.
Mr. Hopkins was gratified to find conditions in
these sections very satisfactory, and Canadian
business in particular is increasing by leaps and
bounds.
While at Buffalo Mr. Hopkins addressed the
members of the Greater Buffalo Club, who were
in session at the Hotel Lafay-ette, on the subject of "Psychology of the Little Things of
Business." This address was enthusiastically
received by the Buffalo business men, who appreciated the many effective points that Mr.
Hopkins emphasized in his talk.
Twenty-five submarine chasers, built at the
Bremerton Navy Yards, have been equipped with
Yictrolas.

PROMINENT
EDISON STAR "ADOPTS" COMPANY
OF INFANTRY
because her former accompanist is a member
Herewith is shown a picture of Christine
of it, and the picture shows the company going
Miller, noted Edison artist, inspecting Company
G of the 320th Infantry, at Camp Lee, Petersthrough ''inspection arms" for the benefit of its

Miss Christine Miller Inspecting Her Favorite Company at Camp Lee
burg, Va. Miss Miller, who in private life is distinguished visitor, who appears to be greatly
now Mrs. Clemson, has "adopted" this company
interested in the procedure.

SALES

STAFFSMADE

WELCOME

The general sales department of the Columbia
Co. has inaugurated a policy of inviting members of the sales staffs in the different branches
throughout the country to visit the executive offices, in order to permit the executives to become better acquainted with the men "on the
firing line," and so that the salesmen may acquire first-hand information regarding Columbia
products. The salesmen visit the factory at
Bridgeport and the recording laboratory and
return to their home cities imbued with an
adequate appreciation of Columbia efficiency and
quality.
Among the salesmen who visited New York
this week were H. L. Ireland and H. L. Fields,
of Pittsburgh, accompanied by Mrs. Ireland
and Mrs. Fields; Win. Roy, Kansas City branch;
Louis B. Sayer and George L. Schuetz, of the
Indianapolis branch, and W. M. Korhammer, of
the Baltimore branch. Mr. and Mrs. Ireland
and Mr. and Mrs. Fields made the trip to New
York from Pittsburgh, accompanied by K.
Mills, assistant manager of the New York
branch, and formerly, assistant manager of the
Pittsburgh branch, who had returned to the
"Smoky City" for a day or two in order to bring
his automobile to New York.
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Merchants' Association Declares It Will Harm
Publishers
The Merchants' Association recently sent the
following telegram, protesting against the application of zone postal rates on second-class
mail matter, to Senator John H. Bankhead,
chairman of the Senate Committee on Post
Offices and Post Roads:
"This association believes that the application
of zone postal rates on second-class matter must
inevitably greatly reduce the circulation of periodicals by making the cost of distant circulation
prohibitory, thereby greatly reducing the revenues of publishers, making the business generally profitless, and forcing many publishers out
of business. Such zone rates will be especially
destructive to the great publishing interests of
the Eastern States, inasmuch as the cost of circulation of their publications to distant points
will exceed their revenues from such circulation
and will, moreover, create conditions which will
heavily discriminate in favor of centrally located publishers.
"The Government, because of enforced decrease in the circulation of periodicals, would
fail to realize the increase in postal revenues expected from the application of zone rates to
second-class matter, and, further, would be deprived of large revenues from the excess profits
and income taxes by reason of the unprosperous
condition of the publishing business arising from
a prohibitory postal charge. The great decrease
in the circulation of periodical literature which
must result from a prohibitory postal charge
will, to a considerable extent, deprive the American people of educational opportunities of great
importance and benefit to them. For these reasons we urge that the proposed application of
postal zone rates to second-class mail matter be
not approved."
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EXPOSITION

To Open May 30 and to Remain Open Five
Months Each Year
In order to assist the manufacturers of the
United States in capturing their just share of
the export business of the world, and to provide them with a market place where they may
meet the foreign buyers who are coming to
this city from all over the globe, the New York
International Exposition of Science, Arts and
Industries is now being constructed here. It
will be opened to the public, beginning on May
30 and continuing until November 1. The exposition is to be permanent, along the lines of
Shepherd's Bush, London, and the annual trade
conference at Lyons, France. Each year it will
be open during the period indicated.
The exposition grounds cover twenty-seven
acres, and are situated at the East 177th street
subway station, West Farms. This is one of the
most accessible points in Greater New York, and
is said to have the best transportation facilities
ever possessed by an international exposition in
this or any other country. The exhibit buildings now under construction include a Palace of
American Achievements, Palace of Fine Arts,
Temples of Liberal Arts and Varied Industries,
and others housing features found at previous
expositions of this character.
That Canada will have a representative exhibit now seems assured. The directors of the
exposition have received notice that exhibits are
being assembled by the Provinces of Quebec,
Manitoba, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Ontario. It is expected that for the second year
of the exposition Canada will have an entire
building in which to house its products.
Charles F. Lilley, proprietor of the New York
Phonograph Co., of Elmira, N. Y., recently
celebrated his second anniversary in the business. He has been most successful since opening his store in Elmira, and has built up a large
and profitable clientele.

THEATREAT

MUSIC

Splendid Program Arranged for the Edison Display to Be Made at the National Music Show
in Grand Central Palace Early Next Month
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., have arranged their
section of the music show exhibit at the Grand
Central Palace as an Edison Theatre. This
theatre is to be fully equipped with all the necessaries of a regular theatre, will seat about six
hundred people and have a splendidly arranged
stage.
Verdi
Edison
recitals
by such

E. B. Fuller, who is in charge of the
tone test work, is arranging a series of
for afternoon and evening to be given
artists as Marie Tiffany, of the Metropolitan Opera Co.; Marie Morrisey, concert contralto; Vernon Dalhart, Frederick Wheeler, the
Fleming Trio and others. Anybody who has
never heard a tone test will find this a splendid
opportunity to become acquainted with this feature of Edison advertising.
The exhibit will be a view de luxe of the
celebrated Period models with some surprises in
new styles, and will be in a space adjoining the
Edison Theatre. There will also be shown in
this space the famous Army and Navy model
as -well as some of the regular models.
The Edison dealers' convention, which will be
held at the Waldorf-Astoria, takes place during
the same week as the music show, and it is expected that the Edison Theatre will be headquarters for hundreds of Edison enthusiasts.
L. Lehman, of May, Stern & Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa., was a visitor to New York recently calling at the Columbia executive offices and renewing his friendship with Manager Friedl, of theNew York branch, who, prior to his arrival in
New York, had been manager of the Pittsburgh
branch. May, Stern & Co. are one of the
largest Columbia dealers in that territory, and
Mr. Lehman's satisfaction with Columbia product is reflected in the company's fast-growing
sales totals.

Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co. Issue Booklet
Bearing on Talking Machine Cabinets

Hammacher, Schlemmer & Co., Fourth avenue and Thirteenth street, New York, have just
issued a catalog in which are illustrated and
listed various items of hardware which are used
on talking machine and phonograph cabinets.
Various kinds of hinges are shown, including
hinges of wrought brass with dipped butts, the
Soss invisible hinges, which are used by a great
many talking machine manufacturers, as well as
the top supports and slides, stay joints and desk
slides.
The book also contains illustrations of elbow
catches, grip neck casters, Philadelphia stem
casters, faultless casters and "Steel Gem" rollerbearing casters and the various parts which are
installed with it. A complete line of furniture
slides and leg tips as well as brass leg sockets
and flush pulls are shown. Several pages are
devoted to knobs, including brass knobs both
wrought and cast, polished and dull finished,
glass knobs and wooden knobs. A complete line
of mortise locks are also included, as well as
a display of fancy keys. Other items are corrugated steel fasteners, used for joints and wood
screws, paper covers, packing bolts and felt for
washers, discs, lining, etc.
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By order of the Supreme Court, Kings County,
there will be sold at auction on Wednesday,
May 22, the property and assets of the Paroquette Mfg. Co., which has made a general assignment for the benefit of creditors. The assignee, Maurice L. Shaine, will sell at public
auction through Joseph Feldstein, auctioneer, at
Building No. 1, Bush Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
the entire property and assets consisting of a
complete plant for the recording and manufacturing of phonograph records, 30,000 Par-o-Ket
records, and a large number of master and
mother matrices.
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Greatest

Mother

Stretching forth her hands to all in need;
to Jew or Gentile, black or white; know
ing no favorite, yet favoring all.
Ready and eager to comfort at a time
when comfort is most needed. Helping the
little home that's crushed beneath an iron
hand by showing mercy in a healthy, hu'
man way; rebuilding it, in fact, with stone
on stone; replenishing empty bins and
empty cupboards; bringing warmth to
hearts and hearths too long neglected.

r~

MACHINE

Seeing all things with a mother's
~~j sixth sense that's blind to jeal'
ousy and meanness; seeing men
j j

WORLD

in

EWorld

in their true light, as naughty children —
snatching, biting, bitter — but with a hid'
den side that's quickest touched by mercy.
Reaching out her hands across the sea to
No Man's Land; to cheer with warmer
comforts thousands who must stand and
wait in stenched and crawling holes and
water'soaked entrenchments where cold
and wet bite deeper, so they write, than
Boche steel or lead.
She's warming thousands, feeding thou
sands, healing thousands from her [— i
store; the Greatest Mother in the
World— the RED CROSS.

Every Dollar of a Red Cross War

Fund

goes to War

Relief
J

Contributedt'nued
throuahi>1at*3
DfoutMl
of Adv*rti*rina
Gortrnmmt
Committee on Public In/ormatury.

This page contributed to the Winning of the War
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Chicago, III., May 10. — Both the wholesale
and retail trade of Chicago are jubilant over
the showing that they made during the recent
Liberty Loan campaign. While it is true that
the allotment for the music trades of Chicago
was handled principally by piano men, the talking machine men proved themselves a potent
factor during the big drive by helping push their
quota of $700,000 over the top. When the final
returns of the big drive were officially announced itwas shown that from the music trade
alone there were 3,485 subscribers, and the
amount subscribed was actually $740,150 or approximately 6per cent, above the original allotment. All the manufacturers, distributors,
jobbers and retail men rolled up their sleeves
and took part in the fray, devoting every possible moment that they could to make the drive
a success.
However, the wholesale trade had a very good
month and are trying the best they can to take
care of their orders, which kept coming in principally from the outlying districts. The supply, however, was way below the demand, and
as a result distributors were very careful in
apportioning their goods in order to keep peace
in the family, so to speak. The record situation is somewhat improved over last month and
shipments are coming through from the plants
in better shape.
If the demand for records may be used as an
indicator of the nation's pulse, it is an assured
fact that the great wave of patriotism which
has swept over the country is growing more
intense. This is apparent because the demand
for patriotic numbers has increased in greater
proportion than any other time during the past.
With the retail trade there was a slight falling off in Chicago during the past month. This
was expected as, according to the majority of
the dealers, it is customary at this time of the
year — moving season. The falling off, however,
was principally for machines, but the record
business made a good showing and the sale of
patriotic and dance records had a tendency to
balance the deficiency in sales of machines, and
as a result kept the trade in a somewhat even
status.
He Went to Rockford
H. Elthorn, who for the past five years has
been traveling through the Indiana and Illinois

territory for the wholesale Victor department of
the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., was called to Rockford with others of the draft contingent, leaving on Monday of this week.
H. S. Conover Manages Department
H. S. Conover, who was formerly connected
with the wholesale Victor department of the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., has accepted a position with Simon Bros., of Gary, Ind., and is
now
ment. manager of their talking machine departEnlists With Canadians
Ray Cepek, who is in charge of the Victor
record order department at the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., left Chicago last week bound for the
Canadian training camp at Toronto, where he
enlisted in the British-Canadian overseas forces.
Edison Artist Sings
Hardy Williams, an Edison artist, is entertaining in person during the showing of the Thos.
A. Edison war film, "The Unbeliever," now appearing at the Auditorium Theatre. This war
drama was produced by Thos. A. Edison, Inc.,
in conjunction with the United States Marine
Corps. Mr. Williams renders patriotic songs
during the intermission.
S. A. Ribolla in New York
S. A. Ribolla, manager of the Chicago headquarters of the Otto Heineman Phonograph
Supply Co., spent a few days last week in New
York in the company's interests.
Move to Larger Quarters
The Emerson Phonograph Co. within a few
days will move the headquarters which it now
occupies on the fifth floor of the Regal Building,
7 East Jackson boulevard, to its new location
on the fourth floor of the same building. Manager F. W. Clement states that the new headquarters will occupy the space of approximately
five thousand square feet and the offices are being arranged so as to provide for several large
demonstration rooms. The shipping department will be on the same floor as well as the
general offices and demonstration rooms, and
arrangements have been made for a large space
in the basement which will be devoted entirely
to stockroom. Mr. Clement states that the
new nine-inch Emerson records have impressed
the trade very favorably, and from present indications the new field for these records is unlimited in that the independent dealers" are now
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able to supply their trade with large records,
which heretofore they were unable to do. A
large stock of these nine-inch records is carried by the Chicago headquarters and the wants
of the Central Western territory are supplied
from - this point.
To Jefferson Barracks
H. W. Higgins, assistant to F. W. Clement,
manager of the Chicago branch of the Emerson Phonograph Co., received his official notice
this week to report to Jefferson Barracks, St.
Louis, Mo., on April 6. Mr. Higgins has been
Mr. Clement's assistant for the past two years
and will be a great loss to the Chicago branch.
Reduced Price on Certain Styles
The Columbia Graphophone Co. announced
through a letter which was sent out to their
dealers a few days ago that their small-size talking machine type "E" had been reduced from $85
to $75. Columbia has two types of this machine, the large and the small, and this reduction
was made in order to differentiate as both .were
formerly quoted at the same figure.
W. C. Fuhri Visits
W. C. Fuhri, manager of the Chicago headquarters of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
made a short visit to the Columbia headquarters in New York this week.
Singing Lullabies
W. H. Wade, of the Wade Talking Machine
Co., is receiving congratulations from his many
friends in the trade, due to the fact that a
young lady by the name of Ruth Hall Wade is
now residing at his home. About two weeks
ago "along came Ruth" and since the arrival,
Daddy Wade has been an exceptionally busy
man memorizing various well-known lullabies.
A Busy Man
Frank P. Read, of the Automatic Container
Co., is up to his neck in' work these days in making preparations for the big show at New York,
and formulating plans for the big sales campaign to be launched by his company within
the next few weeks. He is establishing a large
corps of competent traveling salesmen and fitting them out with sample displays. He is also
fitting out a full line of the company's product
for exhibition purposes at the New York show
and will be in personal charge of the company's
booth, number 116 on the mezzanine floor. W.
{Continued on page 85)
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Another milestone in the great talking machine industry is almost reached. The success of the coming year will largely depend
upon the wisdom with which the experience of the past is applied.
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The Block Signal is essential in preserving the lives of passengers and
preventing accidents. For that reason wise travelers select the railroad with
this kind of equipment.

The
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A. Fricke, of the Lakeside Supply Co., will accompany Mr. Read to the show and will assist
him in taking care of the display. Both Mr.
Read and Mr. Fricke will demonstrate for the
benefit of the manufacturers attending just how
the Automatic Container Co.'s filing devices can
be used in all models of talking machines. A
very beautiful Artkraft model containing the
latest design of the automatic container filing
device is being prepared for the show by the
Lakeside Supply Co.
A. D. Geissler Visits
A. D. Geissler, president of both the Chicago
Talking Machine Co. and the New York Talking Machine Co., was a visitor to Chicago the
first part of the week, having come from French
Lick Springs, where he was enjoying himself
for about two weeks. After spending a few
days in Chicago Mr. Geissler left for his headquarters in New York.
Six Best Sellers
The six best Edison sellers for the past month
are: "U. S. Army Camp Songs"; "Bungalow in
Quogue" and "Just a Voice to Call Me Dear";
"Leave Tt to Jane" and "Sirens' Song"; "Jack
O'Lantern Fox Trot" and "Knit, Knit, Knit";
"That's Why My Heart Is Calling You" and
"Will You Remember"; "Naval Reserve March"
and "Spirit of America."
Pathe announce for the past month the six
best sellers as follows: "Who Knows?" and
"Mary of Argyle"; "Keep the Home Fires Burning" and "When the Great Red Dawn Is Shinr
ing"; "Vocal Gem Medley, No. 2; "One Day in
June" and "I'm Sorry I Made You Cry"; "Hungarian Rag" and "American Jubilee"; "Hearts
and Flowers" and "Will You Remember."
Six best Victor sellers for the months are:
"Four American Folk Song"; "Sweet Emalina,
My Gal" and "While the Incense Is Burning";
"Each Stitch Is a Thought of You, Dear" and
"A Little Bit of Sunshine"; "Everybody's Crazy

OUR

CHICAGO

HEADQUARTERS— (Continued

'Bout the Dog-Gone Blues" and "In the Land o'
Yamo Yamo"; "Roses of Picardy" and "Love's
Garden
of Roses"; "The Last Long Mile" and
"K-K-K-Katy."
The six best Columbia records for the month
are: "Quartet From Rigoletto" and "Sextet
From Lucia"; "I Hate to Lose You" and "For
the Two of Us"; "Any Old Place the Gang Goes
(I'll Be There)" and "Faugh-a-Ballah"; "On the
Road to Home, Sweet Home" and "Bring Back
My Daddy to Me"; "Keep the Home Fires
Burning" and "Pack Up Your Troubles in Your
Old Kit Bag (and Smile, Smile, Smile)"; "Tales
of Hoffman" and "Melodie in F."
Six best Emerson sellers for the month are:
"Au Revoir, But Not Good-bye, Soldier Boy"
and "On the Rockin' Rosa Lee"; "The Missouri
Waltz" and "Kathleen Mavourneen"; "A Baby's
Prayer at Twilight" and "Gate City"; "Kilima
Waltz" and "Hilo March"; "What Are You
Going to Do to Help the Boys?" and "I'm Going to Follow the Boys"; "Cleopatra" and
"K-K-K-Katy."
The six best Paramount sellers for the month
are: "Pasadena Day March" and "Lights Out";
"Poet and Peasant Overture, Part 1" and "Poet
and Peasant Overture, Part 2"; "Where the
River Shannon Flows" and "When You and I
Were Young, Maggie"; "Come Where My Love
Lies Dreaming" and "The Rosary"; "Baby's
Prayer at Twilight" and "One Day in June";
"Havanola" and "Ragging the Scale."
Gennett records: "Humoresque" and "Ave
Maria" (Helen Ware) (Art Tone record);
"Mary of Argyle" and "Eileen Allanna"; "Hilo
March," Aloha Oe" and "Ua Like No a Like"
(Hawaiian instrumental trio); "Good-bye Barney Boy" and "Yock-a-Hilo Town"; "Fox-Trot
Medley" and "One-Step Medley"; "Hello, I've
Been Looking for You" and "Liberty Bell."
Donates Victor to U. S. S. "Wilmette"
Mrs. Edwin Allen Mead, a prominent society

from page 83)

woman of Wilmette, has donated a large Victor cabinet talking machine to the crew of the
U. S. S. "Wilmette." The "Wilmette" was formerly the old steamer "Eastland," which capsized in the Chicago River, causing a loss of
s:x hundred lives. This boat has been recently
remodeled and converted into a scout ship for
the U. S. Navy and received its overhauling and
complement of men and guns at the shipbuilding yards in South Chicago. Many of the boys
of the crew are sons of well-known families of
Wilmette, and for this reason Mrs. Mead made
her donation. The talking machine was purchased from P. S. Ridgeway, manager of the
Victor department of the Cable Company.
New Home for Hiawatha
The Ottawa Pianophone Co., whose plant at
Ottawa, 111., was destroyed by fire a few weeks
ago, have purchased a splendidly equipped factory at Geneva, 111, only an hour's ride from
the Chicago market. It is a three-story brick
structure, thoroughly equipped for the exclusive manufacture of phonographs and is run
entirely by electric power with individual motors
for each machine. The plant is now in operation and several hundred cabinets are already
in progress through the factory. Within the
next few weeks they will be ready to make
shipments to their trade. At the general offices and wholesale warerooms in the Republic
Building, Sales Manager Fred Moynahan expressed his satisfaction that, although six weeks
elapsed between the burning of the plant and
the resuming of operations in the new factory
no cancellations of orders had been received,
this showing conclusively the value placed on
the Hiawatha agency by the dealers. It is the
intention of the company to change the name
to the Hiawatha Phonograph Co., and a meeting of stockholders has been called for June 3
in order to take the necessary steps to that end.
. (Continued on page 87)
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Brunswick Method of Reproduction, the opportunity for
dealers would be similar and
uninteresting.
Brunswick Dealers, however, have infinitely more to offer their customers.
And

Brunswick

of Reproduction.
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to hear this

A peep in our new sales portfolio will
make you read the whole interesting
story.
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Makes Important Widdicomb Deals
E. C. Howard, manager of the phonograph
division of the Widdicomb Furniture Co., of
Grand Rapids, spent considerable time in Chicago last month and announced that very important arrangements for the distribution of
Widdicomb phonographs had been made. A
full line of the beautiful instruments is now on
exhibition at the warerooms of H. P. A. Mossner, who opened headquarters at 532 Republic
Building last month as sales agent. The Widdicomb Sales Co. has been organized to do a jobbing business in the Widdicomb product with
headquarters at 327 South LaSalle street. Mr.
Ernst and Mr. Stewart, who control the concern, are experienced talking machine men and
are very enthusiastic regarding the new line.
They will carry a stock in Chicago for the benefit of their trade.
Mr. Howard made a trip to St. Louis a week
ago, and on his return announced that the great
Meyer Bros. Drug Co., of that city, known as
the largest wholesale drug house in the world
who have an army of seventy-five travelingsalesmen covering Southern and Southeastern
territory, had taken on the Widdicomb line and
would push it vigorously. Other Western distributors recently reported are Sanborn Kinney
Co., Sioux City, la., and the H. Dinwoodey
Furniture Co., Salt Lake City, Utah. Ben
Schweneger, formerly with the Manophone Co.,
is now on the road for the Widdicomb people.
He is making his headquarters in Cleveland and
has established some excellent dealers accounts
in the Buckeye State.
Youthful Record Maker
Good talking machine records have been made
of the voice of Master Howard Dewar, whose
mother, Mrs. Mary Allene Dewar, is a saleswoman for H. A. Rintleman, manufacturer of
Goldentone needles, with headquarters in the
Republic Building. The boy soprano has an
unusually fine voice and has appeared at very
notable entertainments in Chicago.
Mrs. Dewar
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is herself handling the records of her son's
voice with considerable success.
Attends Koerber-Brenner Opening
L. C. Wiswell, manager of the Victor department of Lyon & Healy, left for St. Louis on
Tuesday evening of this week to attend the
opening of Koerber-Brenner Co.'s new store at
1712-16 Washington avenue. The formal opening of the new quarters took place on Wednesday, May 8, and an elaborate program was offered. An informal reception and inspection of
the new quarters took place in the morning.
This was followed by a twenty-five-mile auto
trip through the business and residence section
in St. Louis up to the Sunset Hill Country Club,
where the guests partook of a buffet luncheon.
After luncheon the return trip was made to the
convention hall of the Missouri Athletic Association Clubhouse, where a Victor factory film
was shown. This was followed by practical
demonstrations by window trimming experts,
and in the evening the guests were given a banquet in the Athletic Club, where many speeches
were;made. After the banquet Mr. Wiswell gave
a strong talk on salesmanship, which was eloquent in the best sense of the word and full of
practical wisdom. Mr. Wiswell was accompanied by Mrs. Wiswell.
Andrew McCarthy a Visitor
Andrew McCarthy, treasurer of Sherman, Clay
& Co., San Francisco, and in charge of the Victor department of that company, was a visitor to Chicago the early part of the month. Mr.
McCarthy was returning to his headquarters
from a visit to New York and the Victor factories at Camden.
C. L. Egner Visits
C. L. Egner, assistant traveling manager' of
the Victor Co. with headquarters in Camden,
N. J., was in Chicago during the latter part of
April. While here he held a sales conference
with W. F. Fries, J. E. Durham and Wm.
Yeager, Victor traveling representatives. After
the meeting Mr. Egner left for St. Louis to hold

Distinctive
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for

(Continued
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a conference with the Texas, Oklahoma and
other Southern Victor travelers. Mr. Fries
travels Minnesota, Mr. Durham, Michigan, and
Mr. Yeager, Illinois for the Victor.
Ellis Visits Trade
G. P. Ellis, sales manager of the Chicago Talking Machine Co., spent the entire month of
April visiting dealers in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Michigan, Missouri, Wisconsin, Kentucky and
Ohio.
The Lakeside Rotometer
The Lakeside Supply Co. have installed their
new punch presses for making the Lakeside
Rotometer and are now ready to supply these
instruments in any quantities. These little instruments are designed so as to take up the
least possible space and are calibrated to indicate when the proper turn table speed has
been attained. This company also carries a
large stock of the Stephenson precision motors
and has established a repair service department
especially for this motor to serve the users in
Chicago and adjacent territory. The Lakeside
Supply Co. is also assembling one of their beautiful Artkraft models of their Luxfibre talking
machine for the Automatic Container Co. for
the purpose of demonstrating its automatic filing
device during the coming New York show. The
Artkraft Luxfibre machines are very beautiful
and have been most favorably commented on
by the trade, although they have been only on
the market about six weeks.
Godfrey Isaac, a son of the late Theodore
Isaac, who was president of the Klingsor Talking Machine Co., is now connected with the
Lakeside Supply Co., and is specializing on the
sale of their Artkraft Luxfibre talking machine
in both the wholesale and retail lines.
W. A. Fricke, secretary of the company, will
accompany Frank P. Read, of the Automatic Container Co., to the New York show and will assist him in demonstrating the Automatic Container Co.'s full
line of filing
devices.
(Continued
on page
89)

Exclusive

Dealers

ffc 4k. ^ ^
do not aim to manufacture a cheap line of talking machines — our proposition
is not a merchandising one but rather one to establish permanent Empire dealers in each city, on an exclusive agency basis. We are proud to state that all
our dealers are more than satisfied with the results they are having in handling the
Empire line and you are
certain to find this machine
WE

the one best "bet."
T
J
the Machine
that Plays

Model A 1
$140
EMPIRE RECORDS
RETAIL
AT POPULAR PRICES

*w

any

The Empire line comprises nine attractive models. Each
one has an automatic stop and our own Empire tone arm
and reproducer and an exceptionally high-grade motor.
Prices retail are from $27.50 to $215. Write today for our
dealers proposition and new catalog.

EMPIRE

Write 05 for " Dorothy " Booklet

-mm

Record

429 South

TALKING
MACHINE
JOHN H. STEINMETZ, President
Wabash

Ave.

CO.

Chicago,

Model B.
111.
$110
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Returns From Vacation
G. W. Davidson, of the Talking Machine Shop,
who for the past six weeks had been visiting
Philadelphia as well as the Victor plant in
Camden, returned to headquarters in Chicago
this week. Others of the Talking Machine Shop
now on vacations are Miss Pauline Tishler and
Frank Nail.
Like Morenus Talking Machines
The Morenus Piano Co., of this city, report
that business is developing very nicely, and that
dealers are particularly well pleased with the
special horn construction and acoustic properties of the talking machine. R. F. Morenus
has been out on the road a large part of the
last month demonstrating the Morenus machine
for some of his old friends in the piano trade
with the result that he has secured some excellent accounts who are already sending in
largely repeat orders.
B. & H. Co. Increase Capacity
The B. & H. Fibre Mfg. Co., makers of the
B. & H. fibre needles, have found the demand
for their product increasing at such a heavy
rate as to necessitate larger facilities; consequently, they have taken an entire additional
floor of the building at 35 West Kinzie street,
in which their factory is located, and it is now
being equipped for their purposes.
Inside of thirty days the company will place
a new package of fibre needles on the market.
The needles which will be known as the No. A
needles are considerably shorter than the standard fibre needles and naturally produce a greater
volume of tone. The price, however, will be
the same as the regular package, namely, 40
cents per hundred needles.
Puritan Distributor Active
James B. Orth, the new distributor for Puritan phonographs in Chicago, is dispensing luxurious-looking cigars in glass cases in his
richly furnished display rooms in the Republic
Building.
Also he is enthusiastic about the
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at Wabash avenue and Adams street. Various
prospects for the new long horn wonder — as
well-known patriotic records were rendered on
the Puritan is being advertised.
this machine, and by its use large crowds were
Mr. Orth says he never realized what stuconstantly attracted to the booth. The little
dents dealers are until they began to come to
machine
was donated for the purpose by the
him in ever-increasing numbers to inspect this
Victor
department
of the Rudolph Wurlitzer
new long-horn principle and tell him what he
Co.
didn't know about physics and the principles
Sings at Empire Concerts
of sound. Every one who sees it is so enMiss
Emma
A. Kiess, music teacher and conthusiastic that sometimes the cabinet is threatcert singer of Williamsburg, Pa., has made an
ened with destruction to get a real look at the
horn, consequently Mr. Orth is having especially built a skeleton model showing this feature, and will have this on exhibition in a few
days. G. A. Langheck and E. W. Graham, both
salesmen on Mr. Orth's staff, are now calling
on the trade in Missouri and southern Illinois,
where a lively interest is reported.
Empire Phono Parts Progress
John H. Steinmetz, president of the Empire
Talking Machine Co., spent several days at
Cleveland last month at the plant of the Empire
Phono Parts Co., of which he is secretary and
treasurer. President McNamara and he made
plans for the increasing of the output of the
plant in order to take care of the large volume
of business for the company's product. "Our
tone arms and reproducers will soon be the
standard equipment on a number of well-known
talking machines," said Mr. Steinmetz. "Furthermore, we will be ready about the middle of this
month with our new attachment for playing lateral cut records. The trade is showing much
interest in this device and we are anticipating a
large demand for it."
Big April for Vitanola
Jeffrey B. Sc'hiff, sales manager of the Vitanola Co., states that April proved to be one of
the largest months they have had since December. Orders are coming from all points.
Use Victor Machine
During the big Liberty Bond drive in Chicago a small Victor table machine was used by
those in charge of the Geo. P. Bent Co.'s booth

arrangement with the Empire Talking Machine
Co., of this city, by which she is appearing in
recitals given by Empire dealers throughout
Pennsylvania, singing in accompaniment with
(Continued on page 90)
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This wonderful tone arm and sound
box has been adopted by several large
talking machine manufacturers and
the outlook is that we are going to be
kept very busy taking care of our
orders.

Perfectly

Adjust

We are, however, splendidly equipped to handle a large volume of business, and those manufacturers who are
looking for a tone arm that will be an improvement over the equipment they are now using should write us at
once to submit sample and prices. The Empire Tone Arm and Reproducer are without question superior to any
on the market.
Write for Descriptive Circular
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Address all inquiries
to our Chicago office
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Occupy New Offices
The Combination Attachment Co. have moved
from the Republic Building to new and larger
quarters in the U. S. Annuity Building, 20 Jackson boulevard, E. They have four large rooms, as
suites 401 and 402 on the fourth floor, furnishing them with excellent offices and salesrooms
with a comfortable demonstrating parlor for
the purpose of showing the visitors the excellence of the Orotund and Superior sound boxes
and attachments for playing the various types
of records on all classes of machines.
New Perkins Plant
The Perkins Phonograph Co. has developed a
very large talking machine business in the last
two years and has purchased the plant of John
Kimmeth & Co., formerly utilized as a furniture factory on the southeast corner of Wood
and Clarinda streets. The purchase included a
four-story mill constructed sprinkler building
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Phonographs

Automatic

With

Brakes

with long
Also made
brake shoe
for 1 inch
offset

Patented Aut. 28, '17
Simple construction and easily attached.
Made in four styles to fit any make of tone arm.
Write for atlractioe quantity price
PERFECT AUTOMATIC BRAKE CO.
Room 400, 425 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
with ground dimensions of 70 by 130 feet and
a lot of 115 by 30 feet. The purchase price is
said to be $70,000. The company has heretofore manufactured at two plants, one on Wright
street and the other at the headquarters of Wilbur Perkins interests, 1925 South Western avenue. Now, however, all case work and assembling will be done at the new plant, although
the company will continue manufacturing their
own tone arms, motors and sound boxes at the
old location.
Manufacture New Cover Support
Barnhart Bros. & Spindler announce that they
will soon have ready for the market a new cover
support for phonographs. They state that it
has been thoroughly covered with patents and
will support the cover at any point at which it
is placed and will prevent it from warping.
The company is having an excellent demand
on the Scotford tone arm and the Superior universal reproducer.
Paramount Records Popular
C. J. Woodard, Chicago representative for the
New York Recording Laboratories, Inc., of
Port Washington, Wis., has moved his office
from 503 Cable Building to Room 204 Athenaeum Building, 59 East Van Buren street. Mr.
Woodard has a larger and more modern office
than formerly, and the new location enables
him to carry a larger sample stock of new Paramount records and to also accommodate visitors. Mr. Woodard has done excellent work
on the Paramount, and the numbers of local
dealers specializing on these records is constantly increasing. There are now four Chicago Paramount jobbers, namely, Carson, Pirie,
JScott & Co., the Automatic Container Co..
Moore & Evans and Joseph Hagan Co.
M. C. Schiff Talks on Curtailing Music
The following article on the curtailment of
music, written by M. C. Schiff, president of the
Vitanola Talking Machine Co., appeared recently
reading:
in
the Chicago Daily News, and it makes good
"Recently there appeared an article indicating the possibility that the Government would
take steps to curtail the production of musical
instruments, the industry being designated as
non-essential.

of the Hiawatha Phonograph
Geneva, Illinois

Dealers appreciate the wonderful
construction and finish.
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the fine talking machine trade for Julius Bauer
& Co.

Empire records as played on Empire talking machines. Miss Kiess' reputation as a singer results in attracting large audiences to these concerts, and her superb rendition of numbers has
been the subject of much comment in local
papers. Her engagement by President Steinmetz was brought about by a letter she wrote
the Empire Co. expressing her delight with the
Empire machine which she had purchased. Her
tribute to its excellence and her appreciation
of its value to her both as a singer and a teacher
led to a correspondence which resulted in her
engagement.
New Aeolian Manager
Fred Aylesworth, who for the past three
years has been manager of both the AeolianVocalion and Sonora departments of Julius
Bauer & Co., has resigned his position and will
take charge of the Yocalion department of the
Aeolian Co.'s branch at Indianapolis on May 15.
For a youngster he is to be complimented upon
the excellent results he produced in building up

Hiawatha

MACHINE

Building

"Since music in the home is the most positive preventive of deterioration to a morose
practically, it is essential to the degree that it
affects the morale of the home, the very foundation of the nation's institutions, and therefore
the morale of the nation. Music is the most ennobling of all human agencies. Without it the
ideals of the nation and hence the nation itself
would suffer. It is essential to the home in
which is to be maintained the mental attitude
necessary to national hope and courage.
"The message of patriotism that great bands
and famous musicians impart in their masterful
interpretation of our national songs, expressing
in most potent manner the great ideals for
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which America stands, will go a long way at
this time, when events transcend the powers of
the ablest writer or orator, toward binding together in common ideals and sympathies the
people throughout the country.
"Let us find some way for the industry to
serve the country without risking injury to the
spirit of the people who now, more than ever,
need and depend upon music for economical
mental relaxation and clean entertainment."
Personals and Visitors
Among the recent visitors to the Chicago
trade the past month were A. Cleveland, Beloit,
Wis.; Fred Leithold, of Leithold Piano Co., La
Crosse, Wis.; Wm. Hubble, of Wm. Hubble
Bro., Monroe, Mich.; W. C. Larrew, Knox, Ind.;
H. G. Power, Taylor Carpet Co., Indianapolis,
Ind.; H. E. Whitman, Pearson Piano Co., Indianapolis, Ind.; Fred Pearson, Pearson Piano
Co., Indianapolis, Ind.; Geo. P. Cheatle, Music
Shop, Springfield, 111.; Ensign Thor Norberg,
Norberg Music House, Moline and Rock Island,
111.; and D. J. Maher, of Maher Bros., Jackson, Mich.
New District Sales Managers
The Jones-Motrola, Inc., announce that W.
Afton Carter has been appointed district sales
manager for Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin with headquarters in Chicago, and that
F. L. Sheppy has been appointed district manager for Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and Iowa
with headquarters in Kansas City.
S. J. Turnes With Brunswick
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for Mechanics at Portland, Me. To use his own
words, "Sam," as he is popularly known
throughout the trade, says that he just couldn't
keep away from the old stamping ground and
is glad to be back among his congratulatory
friends on the Row.
Brunswick Activities
The following is a partial list of new agencies
that have been established by the talking machine department of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. during the past month: Porch Bros.,
Altoona, Pa.; Wunderlich Piano Co., Kansas
City; Kieselhorst Piano Co., St. Louis; the
Knabe Warerooms, Inc., Baltimore, Md., and
Washington, D. C; J. Goldsmith & Sons Co.,
Memphis; E. Witzmann Piano Co., Memphis;
and Hollenberg Music Co., Little Rock and
Pine Bluff, Ark.
SEEBURG

EXHIBIT

AT MUSIC

SHOW

Chicago Manufacturers Will Make Fine Display
of Phonogrand at National Music Show
Chicago, III., May 9. — One of the most interesting exhibits at the National Music Show in
New York from June 1 to 8 will be that of the
J. P. Seeburg Piano Co., of this city. They
will occupy Booth No. 14, and will be devoted

Sam J. Turnes, who was formerly "connected
with the Geo. P. Bent Co. in the capacity of
advertising manager, is now associated with the
phonograph division of the Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co. as advertising manager. After
leaving the Geo. P. Bent Co. Mr. Turnes went
over with the Burnett & Weinberger Co. as
sales service manager and remained with them
until he accepted his present position. Mr.
Turnes succeeds H. E. Nelson, who is now stationed at the U. S. Government Aviation School

to the Phonogrand, the company's remarkable
combination of electrically-driven player-piano
and phonograph. Illustrations of the instrument will be found in the company's advertisement elsewhere in this paper. The Phonogrand
was announced to the trade last fall, but the
company is now ready to go on the general market with it and have perfected their productive
capacity to that end. In the meantime it has
been tested in actual use, and a number of the
instruments have been sold from the retail warerooms of this city, where it has proven to be a
sight seller. In every instance the greatest degree of satisfaction has been expressed by purchasers. Furthermore, some of the best-known

Claims

Are

AH

But

dealers in the country have placed sample orders and are extremely pleased with the instrument and its selling possibilities. Repeat orders
are coming in rapidly.
The Phonogrand is but a little larger than a
large phonograph. The piano plays all standard eighty-eight-note player rolls and is especially adapted to the Q R S expression rolls
with which it reproduces wonderfully the playing of the great piano artists. The phonograph
is of the latest type and is equipped for playing
all types of records. It is operated by a separate electric motor, independent of that operating the player-piano. The Phonogrand is, it
must be understood, not a coin-operated instrument. It is designed particularly for home use,
but is also particularly adapted for clubs, hotel
parlors and other places where it competently
substitutes for both a good talking machine and
a full player-piano. Those who have heard the
instrument have been surprised at the volume
and quality of tone of both the player and the
phonograph. The Phonogrand is a strictly
unique instrument and will be inspected with
keenest interest by the visitors to the show. It
will also be shown permanently in New York
at the company's new offices and salesrooms in
the Bush Terminal Exposition Building, at 130
West Forty-second street.
WHAT'S

TIME

TO A HOG ?

Does not this old story illustrate clearly the
wrong viewpoint of the merchant who is habitually slow when meeting his obligations?
The mountaineer's razor-backs were running
loose and feeding on such fattening forage as
grass and green apples. "Why don't you pen
them up and fatten them quick with corn?"
asked the summer boarder. "It takes so much
time to get them ready for market so long as
they run wild." "Hell!" snorted the mountaineer, "What's time to a hog?" — Kansas City
Association Bulletin.

Right —

Only

Any manufacturer may claim for his
privilege. He may even think his
ments, so you know that makers, as
you believe them all, they all make
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product all the qualities there are. That is his
claims are justified. You read the advertisea rule, are not over-modest in that regard. If
super-phonographs. In your experience, that

theory doesn't hold.
THE
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must be good, because it sells — and stays sold. Many propositions look good
paper — but when you apply the real test — selling — how many can stand up and
the way the Vita-nola does? AFTER THE FIRST VITA-NOLA IS SOLD
YOUR TOWN
more buyers will come in and ask for it. The consumer likes

on
sell
IN
the

Vita-nola — because it gives a round dollar's worth of value for every dollar put into
it. For this reason every owner is a Vita-nola booster — and you know what consumer boosting means to your store. YOU GET A NICE PROFIT FROM
EACH
SALE. You get advertising of the best kind from each buyer — why
shouldn't you handle the Vita-nola in your town?
Write today for our catalogue and prices

VITANOLA
Trade Mark Registered

501-509
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Lakeside

Supply Co., Inc.

See and hear this beautiful talking machine at the
New York Music Show.
Booth No. 1 1 6 (Mezzanine)

The Luxfibre Case
Our ART-KRAFT Luxfibre case machines are now ready for the market and
can be supplied in any finish on short
notice. Equipped with best materials at
prices ranging from $200 to $300 retail.
Liberal dealers' discount. Write for particulars.
Lakeside Rotometers now ready for
delivery. We carry a full line of hardware and motors. We also handle the
Stephenson precision motor. Send us
your orders for diaphragms — any size —
any material.
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and on the third floor is to be found the stock
OPENING OF ELBEL BROS. STORE
and repair room. An automatic electric elevator in the rear building gives service to the
Nearly 12,000 People Attend— All Entertained
With Delightful Program — Description of four floors.
Representatives from several of the leading
Building — Many Representatives From Prominent Music Houses Present
music houses were guests at the store for the
opening day. They were W. W. Michaels, W.
South Bend, Ind., April 29. — Elbel Bros., Inc., C. Griffith and G. P. Ellis, of the Chicago Talking Machine Co.; J. F. Dunham, of Camden, N.
new store was a veritable bower of spring-time
J.: Warren K. Kellogg, of Toledo, O.; Henry
blossoms and greenery Saturday on the occaGennet, of the Starr Piano Co., of Richmond,
sion of the formal opening. Nearly 12,000 peoInd., and David F. Cordingley, New York City.
ple visited the store and were shown throughout
the day and evening.
On the basement floor the sheet music is to
FEATURE PARAMOUNT RECORDS
be found, an endless array of all kinds of music.
Active Campaign Inaugurated by the New York
Three soundproof "tryout" rooms are given over
to the player-pianos on this floor. On the first
Recording Laboratories, Inc., Port Washingfloor in the rear of the building is a beautiful
ton, Wis., in Behalf of These Records
green-tinted room, which is the recital hall.
An interesting feature of The World this
This room has a seating capacity of about sixty
persons and was filled during the entire day.
month is a supplement devoted to Paramount
records, made by the New York Recording
On the first floor are to be found twelve soundLaboratories, Inc., Port Washington, Wis. The
proof rooms for the tn-ing out of Victrolas. An
instant service record counter is on the first facts set forth therein give an excellent idea
floor near the offices.
of the development of this organization both
in the numbers represented as well as the artists
The front display window was tastefully arranged as a music room. Near the window was
connected with the recording department. This
placed a wonderful floral creation, the complicompany have inaugurated an active sales camments of the Chicago Talking Machine Co.,
paign, and with a well-developed organization
Victor distributors. A beautiful basket of pink
will bring the Paramount records to the attenroses which stood at the entrance of the music
tion of a large dealer and a purchasing clientele
throughout the entire United States.
room was the gift of the Whitney-Currier Co.,
Toledo, Victor distributors.
On the second floor, which extends over the
WINDOW THAT ATTRACTED MANY
Max Adler store as well as the Ebel Building,
the rooms are given over to the exhibition of
During the recent drive for the Third Libert}'
Loan the Flatbush Music Co., Brunswick dealers
grand and Duo-Art pianos. The walls of the
rooms are beautifully tinted and add much to of Brooklyn, N. Y., trimmed their windows
in a particularly attractive and patriotic manner,
the general attractiveness of the display rooms.
which drew quite heavy crowds. The BrunsDonahue's Orchestra played in these rooms durwick-Balke-Collender Co. were so pleased with
ing the evening. Beautiful roses were given as
the window that they had photographs taken
favors to the guests during the day and eveof
it and sent to all their dealers with a suggesning. Hundreds of p:anos and Victrolas were
tion that they use similar window displays.
on display in the six rooms on the second floor,
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a Distinct
a

Phonograph

Departure

Tonal

Practical
1

is

from

Viewpoint

The horn, which is entirely of wood, is built on the
principle of the saxophone and enters the tone chamber
at the bottom, not the top. The tone is big and full but
mellow, and
the artist's voice or instrument ifaithful
s the reproduction
to an unusualofdegree.
Among the other features is a unique tone moderator
which actually graduates : an exceptionally high grade
and acoustically correct tone arm and reproducer, and a
cover support which makes handling the lid a delight.
The case designs are right and the cabinet work
and finish unexcelled.
The MORENUS
Jumbo Tone Arm No. 4
Latest model plays all
records in ONE position.

A. OAK,
- - 48 inches high. Retail price, $1 10
B. MAHOGANY, 48
125
C. OAK and MAHOGANY, 50 inches high,

RETAIL PKICE $7.50 EACH
Prices to Bona Fide Dealers
Sample, $-4.00 each; lots of 6 to 11, $3.75 each;
lots of 12 to 49, $3.50 each; lots of 50 to 100,
$3.25 each. A further slight reduction on yearly
contracts in 100 minimum lot shipments. Patents applied for.

Retail price,

-----

150

Very liberal discounts to the trade
Send for our nen> descriptive catalog

LAKESIDE SUPPLY CO., Inc.
Phone. Harrison 3840

The

202 S. Clark St.

342

Chicago, 111.

is in 3 STYLES

West

MORENUS
Huron

St.

PIANO

CO.

CHICAGO,
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THE
TO THE COLUMBIA

Letter of Praise for the Columbia Grafonola
From Iowa Dealer Contained in Latest Issue
of the "Columbia Record" — Other Items
There is published in the latest issue of the
"Columbia Record," a house organ issued by the
Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, an interesting letter from L. Ginsberg & Sons, Des
Moines, la., relative to their satisfaction with
the Columbia line, which they handle in their
successful retail establishment in that city. This
letter, which is a tribute to the sales possibilities
of the Columbia product, reads, as follows:
"After six months of pushing Columbia Grafonolas we wish to compliment you on the wonderfully dependable machines you people put
out. Our troubles have been so small that you
can call them practically nothing considering the
number of Grafonolas we sell.

TALKING

MACHINE

of the society requests the Columbia Co. to supply them with copies of this display material
for use by the members of the society.
There are the usual number of articles featuring attractive window displays, with special mention of the signal success achieved by the Columbia international record department with its
new display service.
10 PER CENT. WAR

TAX
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WORLD

Attention!
Victor, Edison and Columbia
Dealers and Distributors
Don't forget, when a customer questions you as to what attachment will equip
his machine to make it universal, in playing all makes of records most perfectly
and without destruction, that

IN CANADA

Musical Instrument Manufacturers Much Perturbed Over Proposed War Budget

The Orotund

Ottawa, Can., May 6. — The members of the
piano and talking machine trade in the Dominion
are naturally quite excited over the War Revenue
Budget urged by the Hon. A. K. MacLean, acting Minister of Finance, and which, among other
things, would levy a war excise tax equal to 10
per cent, upon automobiles, gramophones,
"We may here state that our business during
phonographs, talking machines, cylinders and
the month of November, on Columbia Grafonolas exclusively, was over six times as much as
records therefor, mechanical piano and organ
the month of November, 1916, when we handled
players and records therefor . . . when
manufactured or imported after the 30th day of
several different makes, and did not push any
particular make.
April, 1918, on the duty paid value when imported and on the price when manufactured and
"We also wish to take this opportunity of exsold, provided that such war excise tax shall
pressing our appreciation for the way the
Schmoller & Mueller Piano Co. have handled
not be payable when the articles are manufactured for export.
our business, as they have many times gone out
Musical
instrument manufacturers in the
of their way to give us service.
United
States,
who are paying only a 3 per cent,
"Hoping that the Columbia Grafonolas will
war excise tax on certain of their products, are
continue to progress in the future as. they have
in the last six months, we remain, yours truly,
being regarded with envious eyes by the manufacturers of this country who see little hope of
L. Ginsberg & Sons (Signed), I. D. Ginsberg."
having
the
proposed tax of 10 per cent, cut to
Other interesting articles in this issue of the
any
appreciable
degree. An appeal, however,
"Columbia Record" include a letter from the
has
been
sent
to
George W. Pound, general
president of Townsend; Harris Hall, College of
counsel of the Music Industries Chamber of
the City of New York, referring to the fact that
Commerce of America, in New York, who carthis society has become deeply interested in the
ried on the fight before Congress in the interartistic series of window displays produced by
ests of the trade in that country, for advice and
the Columbia dealer service department for the
assistance in our own time of trouble.
use of Columbia representatives. The president

and Superior

attachments are the only scientifically perfected outfits on the market, playing all
makes of records, producing the greatest
musical results, positively reducing surface
sounds, and in many instances entirely
eliminating disagreeable scratching and
nasal effects. If you have Sot as yet had
a real demonstration as to the highest type
of music and entertainment from the
various makes of records, you should visit
our office, or ask for a personal demonstration.
If, after hearing our different attachments and reproducers with a few of the
-most beautiful records ever recorded, you
do not believe we have produced some
wonderful results which you have never
before thought possible on a talking machine, we will then apologize for wasting
your
You time.
will increase your sales of records
by handling these attachments.
We guarantee to improve the tone of
your machine. We sell attachments, tone
arms and jewel points, Diamond and
Sapphire.
Write for circulars and prices.
COMBINATION ATTACHMENT CO.
20 Jackson Boulevard, East, Chicago, III.

nmmnnmn^^

Qb

Jobbers

and

Especially those

Dealers

selling RilWncUDale

Records

se
y increa
greatl
^IIOU
d for
the can
deman
the best
Records by selling these
Reproducers and Attachments
applying them to standard
machines.
IDrite for
Quantity Prices
Liberal Arrangement for Jobbers
Superior

Universal

Reproducer
CThe Reproduced that pivots or its axistaking the correct angle for all makes of
Records— and the needle retains the same
center in both positions
Sample Retail
Prepaid Price
lUith Attachment for Hickel $4.10 $6.50
Uictor
Qold
5.00 s.oo
UWh Attachment for Tlickel 3.50 5.50
4.25 6.75
Tleuj Uictor Qold
U7ith Attachment for Tlickel 3.70 5.85
Columbia Qold
4.55 7.25
6.50
TDith Attachment for Tlickel 4.10
5.00 S.OO
Edison
Qold
TDith Attachment for Tlickel 3.70 5.35
4.40 7.00
Pathe arm
old sh)le Qold
As is— it fits the new Tlickel 3.15 5.00
3.75 6.00
arm.
Pathe u™ersal
Qold
.*This refers to the latest
type havingTonearm
the
enlarged

Scotford

"CThe
Superior
Reproducer that
gives1 haue
a depth
soundseem
that obsois so
wonderful
that allUniversal
other sound-boxes
ever ofheard
lete. Besides this marvelous depth and warm richness of tone, it has the
great advantage of a surprising musical volume. In all makes of records
overtones and undertones never before heard with other Reproducers are
brought out with pure, crystal-like clearness. Uour Reproducer places the
needle in exactly the right angle for either the Columbia and Uictor or the
Pathe and Edison Records. It is one of the feu? which safely play the Edison
Diamond Disc Records without skidding across the record, which causes
the jewel point to dig into the record and ruin it. Other makes slant too
much, therefore there is always the tendency, for them to slip from the groove
ana skid. All that I have said of the Superior is also true of the Scotford
model t. that wonderful Reproducer of yours that, with its large diaphragm, plays the Pathe, Edison, Lyric and other verticul-cut records with
so great and beautiful a tone. I have sixteen different Reproducers fitted
to my machine, but I know that for perfect articulation, beautiful tone and
volume,
your sound-boxes
have no equal."Alfredo L. Demorest
IPilmington,
Delaware
Ttlarch 28, 10X8
Uice-Consul of Paraguay

Barnhart

Brothers

Superior Specialties
for pLographs TTlonroe
rr"™,'c'""

Mill imniDinmmmm™^

Ttlodel

I

Reproducer
CThe original
Scotford Reproducer
— plaus
onlu Rill^and-Dale
Records, but
plaus them at their best
Sample Retail
Price
As is— it fits the TlickelPrepaid
$3.50 $5.50
Uictor
Qold
4.io
G.50
Uith Attachment for Tlickel 3.75 5.35
Columbia
Qold
IDilh Attachment for Tlickel

4.45
4.05 7.00
6.35

Palhe
Qold
4.75 7.50
Can be used on the
Edison with the Kent Attachment

&

Spmcller

&.Throop
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Liberty Loan Campaign, Successfully "Put Over," Engaged the Attention of Public — Machine Stock
Situation Improves — War Records in Favor — Harold Jackson With Wiley B. Allen — Other Items
Los Angeles, Cal., May 6.— The month of
April did not prove to be a very good month
for business in the talking machine line. In
fact, it was the poorest so far this year. Of
course, there were several good reasons for
this, and the best excuse, probably, was the
great Liberty Loan drive, which has just been
brought to a successful finish.
The machine situation has cleared up to a
considerable extent, and all of the local dealers have more machines in stock now than at
any time since January 1. Records, however,
are still hard to obtain and most stocks are
sadly depleted with very little hope of any
shipments in the near future. This shortage
has been a sort of blessing after all, as it has
made the merchants push the sale of many good
records that were poor sellers before.
The demand for the popular war records keeps
up, and it is impossible to get some of the numbers at present. The call for patriotic music is
good — the most popular being the "Star Spangled Banner" with "America" second. The
French national air seems to be the best liked
of the foreign songs.
G. C. Beckwith, of Beckwith-O'Neal Co., Victor wholesalers at Minneapolis, Minn., paid a
visit to Los Angeles after a month's sojourn
with his family at Coronado, Cal.
R. C. Daynes, who was connected with the
talking machine department of Barker Brothers
for several years, has left there to go into the
farm tractor business.
John Miller has left the Wiley B. Allen Co. to
accept a. position with Sherman, Clay & Co.,
local Victor wholesalers.
Howard Brown, manager of the talking machine department for Lyon-McKinley-Smith, is
very much pleased with his last month's business, and says that, although he did not do as
much as some months before, yet the cash business was larger and his average down payments
on instalment sales was 22]A per cent. This
company handles the Brunswick line exclusivelv.

Harold Jackson, for many years connected
with the Southern California Music Co., and
for the last three years on the road for the Diamond Disc Distributing Co., now the Edison
Phonograph, Ltd., has taken the management
of the talking machine department for the Wiley
B. Allen Co. Mr. Jackson is well known in
southern California in the music business, and
has handled the Edison line for years. The
Wiley B. Allen Co. are also agents for the Victor.
E. Holland, proprietor of the Vernon Music
Co., says business has been as good with him
OPPOSE

NEW

POSTAL
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LAW

Hear Protests Against Zoning Provisions for
Second Class Mail
Further protests against the application of
the new postal zoning provisions for second
class mail matter in the war revenue law were
made public this week. Ex-Attorney General
George W. Wickersham said: "There should
be no law against limiting intelligence. It is
against the public interest. The people are entitled to all the information they can get."
Dr. Charles A. Beard called the principle of

as ever. This is certainly a ray of sunshine to
the other dealers who have complained of a
considerable slow-up during April and are glad
to hear of some one whose business did not let
up. Mr. Holland's business is located quite a
way from the business center of the city, but
he has a fine trade and is always hustling for
more.
W. G. Bailey, window trimmer for the Southern California Music Co., has had some very interesting displays for the talking machine department lately. One that attracted unusual
notice was the "Spirit of '76." In this the figures were all working, the three dummies keeping time and even the flute player's fingers working to the tune of a lively piece. Mr, Bailey
displays great ingenuity in his animated signs
and has no equal on the Coast in this work.
BROWN

RECORD

CABINET

CATALOG

The Globe-Wernicke Co., Cincinnati, O., has
recently published a handsome catalog featuring the Brown disc record cabinets which are
made in four sizes, and the Globe-Wernicke sec-

the provisions "contrary to the principles on
which our Government was founded. Jefferson," he said, "promulgated the theory more
than a hundred years ago that newspapers and
periodicals were essential to the success of our
democracy. It is wrong in spirit and wrong
in theory to hamper the national development
of Newcomb
the country."
Carlton, president of the Western
Union Telegraph Co., said that the measure
should be repealed and a more equitable method
of raising revenue substituted.
NEW

INCORPORATION

The Disk Phone Piano Method, New York,
has been incorporated with capital of $100,000,
by L. T. Fetzer, J. V. and T. H. Robinson.

Cover of a Globe-Wernicke Catalog

The

Long -Horn

tional cabinets which are manufactured in standard and art mission styles. This catalog is being generally distributed among talking machine dealers, who are using it to excellent adness.
vantage in developing disc record cabinet busi-

Wonder

The Greatest Jobber
and Dealer Proposition
in America Today

COLUMBIA

TO MEET

Lambert Friedl, manager of the local wholesale branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
has announced that the fifth monthly meeting of
Columbia dealers in this territory will be held
on May 17 in the Myrtle Room of the Waldorfing.
Astoria Hotel, at 2 p. m. A very interesting

Phone, Write or Wire Us for
Territory in Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan and Missouri

want deliveries— you want
YOU
action — you want service. We
are in position to give you all three.
We want to demonstrate the advantages of the Puritan to you. We
want to show you how we are equipped

DEALERS

program is now being prepared for this meetArthur Goyet has taken over the music store
of H. T. Provost on Main street, Woodland, Cal.
He will handle talking machines.
to serve you

and help you make a bigger thing of the talking-machine
business than you ever made before. Come in and look
over the line. Remember, it means an excellent line of
records as well. All backed by a big advertising campaign.
Factory Distributors:

DEALERS EVERYWHERE ARE SELLING
QUANTITIES OF OUR
HANALEI
BANJUKES
(Ukuleles In Banjo Form)
A bigger hit than the Ukulele because much louder
and more pleasing in tone, and of more substantial
construction. Perfect two octave scales. A thoroughly
practical Send
instrument
for both catalogue
solo playing
and
work.
for illustrated
and
price club
list today,
as
The Banluke Is One ol the Biggest Seller*
In the Musical Instrument Line.

J4S-HVRTH
422 Republic Bl*j. tbkaiv
Pbwrc

&C&
Wabash 7b3V

SHERMAN,
CLAY
& CO.
Sole Manulacturers
163 Kearny Street
San Francisco
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HEINEMAN
"O^H"
RECORD
NOW
READY
FOR THE TRADE
Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. Announces Heineman Record — Hill and Dale Cut — Will
Be Sold Through Authorized Jobbers — Recording Studio in New York — Factory in Springfield, Mass.
Otto Heineman, president of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., New York, announced this week that the company is now
ready to place on the
market the Heineman
record, which will be
known as the "OkeH"
record. This name is
derived from the original Indian spelling of
the term colloquially
known as O. K., standi n g record
for "all
This
hasright."
been
in course of development the past year, and
Mr. Heineman has been
devoting a considerable
part of his time to the
Otto Heineman
perfection of this record, in order that it might be fully commensurate with the prestige and quality of the
other Heineman products.
According to present plans the Heineman record will make its formal trade appearance at
the National Music Show to be held at the
Grand Central Palace from June 1 to June 8, in
conjunction with the annual convention of the
National Association of Piano Merchants. The
Otto Heineman Co. has made arrangements for
an extensive exhibit at this show, and the Heineman record will be one of the features of this
exhibit, which will appear in Booths 40 and 41.
The Heineman record is a hill and dale cut
record, to be played with either a sapphire point
or a steel needle. The company is planning
to manufacture only ten-inch records at this
time, retailing at the uniform price of 75 cents.
All of the records will be double-faced, and the
library will include popular and standard se-

lections. The first list, ready for distribution
to the trade on June 1, will contain about fifty
records, and the artists listed in this first supplement include many of the best-known recording artists now before the public.
It is planned to merchandise the Heineman
record to the dealers through duly authorized
jobbers, and the prominence of the Otto Heineman Co. in the talking machine industry is reflected in the fact that the company has already received numerous requests from all parts
of the country for this valuable jobbing franchise. In fact, several appointments have already been made, and will be announced in the
very near future.
The recording laboratories for the Heineman
record are located in New York, and are under
the supervision of Charles L. Hibbard, technical director, and Fred W. Hager, musical director. Both of these men are generally recognized as two of the best-posted members of
the technical and musical divisions of talking
machine recording, and Mr. Heineman is very
pleased to announce their addition to his staff.
This record is manufactured in a large and
up-to-date factory at Springfield, Mass., which
is now a member of the Heineman group of factories. This manufacturing is under the supervision of Thos. E. Griffen and Charles Kramer,
both well known in their fields. Mr. Kramer
has personally supervised the construction of
several record manufacturing plants and is thoroughly familiar with every phase of this important work.
During the past few weeks visitors to the
company's executive offices have had an opportunity of listening to the Heineman record, now
christened the "OkeH," and they have all expressed their hearty approval of this record,
slating that it possesses musical qualities which

95

will undoubtedly win instant recognition from
talking machine dealers and the music-loving
This announcement of the Heineman record
public. another stride in the remarkable progress
marks
achieved by the Otto Heineman Phonograph
Supply Co. during the past two years. From
a modest beginning in a small office in New
York this company has marched steadily forward, until to-day it is the recognized leader in
talking machine motor production, and, in addition to its executive offices in the leading cities,
owns and controls factories in Elyria, O., NewMass. ark, N. J., Putnam, Conn., and Springfield,
The original product, the Heineman motor,
is now the head of a family of products which
includes Heineman motors, tone arms, sound
boxes, etc.; Meisselbach motors, tone arms,
sound boxes, etc.; Dean steel needles, etc., and
finally the Heineman record.
Each one of these products is a leader in its
field, and full credit for this wonderful progress
in the short period of two years must be given
to Otto Heineman, president of the company.
Thoroughly familiar with every phase of the
talking machine industry, and internationally
prominent as an expert on the technical end of
the business, Mr. Heineman has worked indefatigably to place his company in the front
ranks of the talking machine field. That he has
succeeded even beyond his expectations is indicated in the prestige and position that the
company now occupies.
DOEHLER

EMPLOYES

BUY

BONDS

The patriotism of the employes of the Brooklyn plant of the Doehler Die Casting Co. was
splendidly manifested by their subscriptions to
the extent of $56,000 to the Third Liberty Loan
so successfully launched recently. These men,
like millions of others throughout the country,
helped in a most emphatic way to put this loan
well "over the top."

COLUMBIA
DEALERS:
Eject-o-files are built to fit the style 75 and
others. Slip them in as they are wanted. Why carry that big stock of
85's, etc., when the Eject-o-file does the trick? "The
Efficient" and you are in business for dollars and cents.
VOCALION

Eject-o-file is

DEALERS : A receptacle for records that can be slipped into

your style F.-G.-H.-J.-&-K. They are "built to fit." Wonderful
venience and a powerful selling argument.
Ask the Salesman.

con-

EDISON DEALERS:
Eject-o-files are built to fit the style C-l 50 and 1 00.
Many dealers are reaping the benefits.
Why not you?
"BUILT TO FIT" any machine and a powerful asset for any dealer. Why
offer Albums, Envelopes and other antiquated methods of filing to your
customer? Eject-o-files are modern and efficient. Prices are phenomenally
low.

Style 70— Retail $10.00
7 IN

1

The "sectional Eject-o-file," an auxiliary cabinet, compact, large capacity. Can be conveniently placed on
table, stand, etc., or stands especially adaptable can
be had. Beautiful and artistic, mahogany and oak
finish, polished,
waxed or dull.
Each section a

Seven strong points in our feature is a powerful selling argument.
1 . Controlled entirely by gravity.
Will not get out of order.
2. Non-abrasive individual record compartments.
3. Records cannot warp, scratch or mar and are kept clean.
4. 1 0" and 1 2" records can be filed in any compartment
indiscriminately.
5. In beautiful oak and mahogany finish. Polished, waxed
and dull finish.

complete unit,
can be added
to, one upon
the other, you

6. Automatic out signal shows "when and where" a record
is missing.
7. Filing and finding a pleasure. Get the desired record
when it is desired.

EJECT-O-FILE
216

W.

Saratoga

Street

know, sectional
bookcase idea.

SALES

CO.

Baltimore,

Md.

Style 60— Retail $15.00
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also oiling the key where it rubs against the
escutcheon.
REPAIRS
TALKING MACHINE TROUBLES
HOW TO REMEDY THEM

4. Put vaseline on the spiral cuts of the turntable spindle and governor spindle.
5. See that brake leather is properly held in
place, and that turntable does not hit or rub
against any parts of the motor board attachments.

AND

Conducted by Andrew H. Dodin
[This department of The Talking Machine World is designed for the service of all classes of our readers, including those who make, and those who sell, talking machines.
Andrew H. Dodin, who conducts this department, has a
wide and
as a repairer
of talkingrepair
machines andenviable
conductsreputation
an exclusive
talking machine
shop bles
at through
176 Sixth
avenue,
New
York.
Tell
him
your
trouThe World and he will help you if possible.
The service is free. — Editor.}
KEEPING

TRACK

OF THE

These little hints, if given to and followed by
the machine owner, will save him trouble and
expense and will certainly conserve for other
purposes, the time of the dealer and repairman.
Proper Pressure of the Needle Point
New York, May 1, 1918.
Editor, Talking Machine World:
Would you kindly advise me regarding the
proper pressure of the talking machine needle
on the record to secure the best results? I
have had a lot of varied opinions on the subject,
but nothing authentic, and believe that the
pressure of the needle has much to do with the
and wearing qualities of the record.
—reproducing
S. B. B.

MOTOR

It seems to be the natural and usual thing
that a talking machine owner never looks at
the motor of his machine until it won't play
properly. Then almost without hesitation he
calls on the dealer from whom he purchased the
instrument and requests that it be repaired at
once. The dealer turns the matter over to his
repairman and upon his arrival at the scene of
the trouble he often finds a broken governor
spring — the leather out of the brake — the motor
screws loose so that the turntable hits the
brake or regulator — or some other little thing
wrong that takes about five minutes' actual
working time to remedy. The dealer has spent
some valuable time — the repairman possibly has
spent an hour or so riding to the house to
remedy a little fault that the owner could have
prevented if he had been given a few helpful
words at the time he purchased his machine.
In this time of war when all things call for
the conservation of resources, time in particular, why not make it a point to call the buyer's
attention to the following important facts:
1. A machine must be oiled at stated times.
2. If used to any great extent make a point
of going over the governor spring screws and
tightening them up about once every six months
— also the motor board screws and nuts.
3. Make a point of taking out the winding key
and oiling the threads on the winding shaft and

T

Answer. — Too much weight or pressure at the
needle point will certainly affect the wearing
qualities of the record. The correct weight
pressure at the needle point for disc records of
the lateral cut type is six ounces, and for the
Edison record four ounces.
When the Reproducer Goes Bad
Philadelphia, April 29, 1918.
A. H. Dodin, care Talking Machine World:
Some of my customers have complained that
after a year or more their machines have lost
certain of their tone qualities. I have investigated and everything seems to be all right even
to the adjustment of the reproducer. A friend
of mine suggested that perhaps the diaphragm
has lost its vibratory qualities. Could this be
a possible explanation of the trouble, and how
can it be remedied? — J. A. C.
Answer. — If the diaphragm is made of any
composition or material other than mica, it is
possible that the trouble will be found in the
diaphragm itself. In boxes where mica diaphragms are used it is always found that the
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Your
and

nearest

distributor

the fullest co-operation.
DELPHE0N

will give you
ipai

plus DELPHE0N

SERVICE

prompt

service

brings SUCCESS

THE DELPHEON
SHOP
DELPHEON
SALES COMPANY
117-119 Peachtree Arcade
25 Church Street
Atlanta, Georgia
New York City
WALTER
VERHALEN
VERBECK
MUSICAL SALES
Busch Building
435 William Street
Dallas, Texas
Buffalo, New York

CO.

Chicago Display
Sixth Floor, Republic Building
Or
The
BAY

write

direct to

DELPHEON
CITY

COMPANY
MICHIGAN

PROOF
Mr.
T. Cunningham,
Hattiesburg,
find Fred.
your products
are all you
claim for Miss.,
them said:
and that"I
is considerable." Thousands of Dealers and Repairmen are as which
well satisfied
LESLEY'S
PATCHING
YARNISH.
dries in with
10 seconds
and enables
them
to make perfect patches. Scratches, Holes, Broken
Veneer and Molding, or any other damage done to
varnish, can be repaired successfully with our No. 275
Finishers' Outfit. Price §3.00 D. S. A., or $3.30 Canada.
Contains enough material for 100 average patches and
is sold on a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. If you
have this kind
LESLEY'S
CHEMICAL
CO., of350trouble,
Virginiaorder
Ave., today.
Indianapolis,
Ind.
gaskets and adjustment of the needle arm are
the general cause of all troubles. It is understood that the mica is the correct thickness for
the diameter of the box, and it is shellacked
to the gasket in such a way that its edges do not
touch the cap of the box at any point in its circumference.
When Spring Slips While Winding
Harrisburg, Pa., April 26, 1918.
Editor,
WTorld: disc machine
I haveTalking
an oldMachine
style Columbia
with horn, and notice that every once in a while
the spring seems to slip and then catch on
again while winding. I may wind the machine
constantly for several hours without a slip
and then suddenly the spring will slip several
times in succession. When wound up the machine seems to run without difficulty. Can you
tell me what is likely to be the trouble, so that
I may have some guide before taking the machine apart? — T. L. B.
Answer. — You will find upon examination of
the springs that the trouble lies somewhere in
the hooking of the spring ends either on the
cage or shaft rivets. I have often had cases
like this and have found that in many instances
the spring wrould slip off the rivet head and then
on the next winding catch and hold firm, only
to slip off again when spring had completely unwound.
K0HLER

& CAMPBELL

SUCCESSFUL

Great Piano Manufacturing Concern Who Made
Intensive Study of Retail Phonograph Trade,
Has Found Many Dealers Who Can Successfully Handle Pianos in Their Display Rooms
A few months ago Kohler & Campbell, Inc.,
Fiftieth street and Eleventh avenue, New York,
numbered among the most enterprising organizations in the piano industry, started to devote
considerable attention to the piano requirements
of talking machine dealers.
In connection with their campaign they have
been conducting a consistent effort through the
advertising columns of The World with the result that they have discovered that talking machine dealers are finding that the handling of
pianos in connection with their line of machines
and other musical products is proving very successful.
The Kohler & Campbell organization has been
built up in such a way that they are in a position to offer not only pianos of an exceptional
value, but also a legitimate dealer's service,
which helps greatly in the presenting of the
product to the public as well as to the closing
of sales. The building up of this aid work to
the retail trade has been the result, in the phonograph field as well as in the retail piano field,
of intensive study of the requirements of the
general public and the various retail merchants
In this way the very best methods have been
adopted and are at the disposal of all dealers who
handle Kohler & Campbell pianos and playerThe belief, which Kohler & Campbell had,
pianos.
that the greater the harmony between the piano
industry and the talking machine industry the
more mutual benefits derived, has proved to be
a far-sighted reality, and to-day many talking
machine dealers are finding it profitable to handle pianos and player-pianos in connection with
their regular business.
If you are short of cash capital try investing
a few thousand smiles. Many a man has built
asmiles.
business with nothing much but a capital of
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To Handle the Wall-Kane Steel Needles Reported by President Tauber — Good Reports
From Talking Machine Trade in the East
In a chat this week with The World D. Tauber, president of the Progressive Phonographic
Supply Co., New York, sole distributor for
Wall-Kane steel needles, stated that the company's business during the past six weeks had
far exceeded expectations. New jobbers have
been appointed in all parts of the country, and
these jobbers state that their dealers are well
satisfied with the sales possibilities of the WallKane needle.
This needle is being merchandised to the dealers with an absolute guarantee that it* will play
ten records perfectly, and the company's . entire campaign has been based on this important sales argument. The Wall-Kane factory
has been considerably enlarged since the first
of the year, in order to handle the demand for
this needle, and judging from present indications additional factory space will be imperative in the near future, as the dealers throughout the country report a constantly increasing
call for the Wall-Kane needle.
Mr. Tauber has been visiting the trade in the
East during the past six weeks and states that
the dealers are enthusiastic in their praises of
the Wall-Kane needle. He has encouraged the
dealers to interest their customers in the scientific merits of this needle, and ha,s prepared
a simple test, which the dealers are using to excellent advantage, in order to illustrate the distinctive features of the Wall-Kane steel needle.
The more customers of the store a man shakes
hands with, the more of them are going to get
acquainted with him and come back. The politicians haven't made handshaking the first move
in every campaign without having first discovered that it is the very best-known method of
making folks feel friendly at first sight.

TALKING
PATHE

RECORD

BY ADAMO

DIDUR

The new list of Pathe records for June features an interesting record by Adamo Didur,
basso, of the Metropolitan Opera Co., who has
achieved signal success in many important roles.
This list also includes operatic vocal records
by Claudia Muzio and Florencio Constantino,
both of whom are well known in musical and
operatic circles.
The popular records for the month include
two songs by the Farber Girls, co-stars with Al
Jolson in his new show at the Winter Garden.
There are, of course, the usual number of popular selections by the Peerless Quartet, the Sterling Trio and other well-known artists.
There are also represented on the June list
the latest dance records, standard and sacred
vocal numbers, and instrumental records, including two records made by the Garde Republicaine Band.
ISSUE SUPPLEMENTARY

CATALOG

Wm. Volker & Co., Kansas City, Mo., Pathe
distributors, have just issued a spring supplementary catalog, which contains several pages
devoted exclusively to Pathe phonographs. This
catalog is mailed to more than 10,000 "live" dealers throughout the company's territory, and
is therefore a valuable link in the company's
Pathe campaign. There are reproduced in the
pages of the Pathe section several illustrations
of the standard Pathephone models, together
with some of the salient features of the Pathe
sales plan. There are three pages featuring
Pathe art models, together with photographs of
the Wm. Volker & Co.'s wholesale demonstration booths. This section is artistically compiled and cannot fail to impress the dealers favorably, and produce results for the Volker
Pathe department.
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One of the Features of the Diversified Supplement Issued by This Company for June

" The

Pathe Phonograph $225
Olher Models $30 to $225

MACHINE

NEW

QUARTERS

FOR

S0NA=T0NE

Company Discontinues Retail Branch to Concentrate on Wholesale Business — Many New
Agencies Will Soon Be Announced
The executive offices of the Sona-Tone Phonograph Co., Inc., have been moved from 3421
Broadway to 3366 Broadway, New York, corner of 136th street. The company has discontinued its retail branch in order to concentrate
upon the development of wholesale trade, and
in its new quarters will have plenty of room
for the expansion of its business.
In a chat this week with The World L. C.
Seiler, manager of the company, stated that the
only trouble experienced so far has been the
inability to secure sufficient merchandise to handle the requirements' of the dealers, but this
condition is now showing improvement, and
shipments are being made to all parts of the
country. Mr. Seiler expects to announce in
the near future a long list of agencies that
have been established the past few months, and
judging from all indications this phonograph is
meeting with a ready sale.
GETS

AGENCY

FOR CHICAGO

PRODUCT

Phonograph Clearing House to Represent Automatic Record Container Co. in the East
S. N. Rosenstein, president of the Phonograph Clearing House, New York, stated this
week that his company had been appointed
Eastern representative for the Automatic Record Container Co., Chicago. This device is
meeting with great success in all parts of the
country, and will be represented at the National
Music Show to be held at the Grand Central
Palace next month. Mr. Rosenstein states that
he has been closing a very satisfactory business
the past few months, and that the various lines
he now represents in the East are meeting with
a ready sale with leading manufacturers who
speak highly of their merits.

"

SERVICE—

Are

Important

to

You!

PATHE
Phonographs and Records are important to you because
they mean more customers and more sales right along month after
month.

No Needles to Change
The Pathe Sapphire Ball takes
the place of needles. It need
not be changed.
Long Life to Records
The Pathe
Sapphire
Ball cannot possibly
cut, grind,
rip
or mar the record's surface.
The Pathe Controls
With the Pathe Controla you
may increase or decrease the
tonal volume of the Pathg
Phonograph at will.
Plays All Records
Each Patb§ Phonograph plays
not only Pathe Records, but
all other makes of records,
and plays them perfectly.

Fischer Service is important because it means that you won't disappoint
any of these customers — that you can supply any Pathe Model or
any Pathe Records within 24 hours' time.
No, you won't lose any sales because of the frequent rushes on certain
Models or Records — you'll make all the big money coming to you on
Pathe Phonographs and Records, if you use Fischer Service.
THE

FISCHER
" Oldest Pathe

940 to 1030 Chestnut

CO.

COMPANY
Jobber "

Street

CLEVELAND,

OHIO
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DIAPHRAGMS

Crystal

C

Edge

machines

Mica

are equipped

diaphragms

with

exclusively.

We use only the very finest selected mica,
the best diaphragm material in the world.

A
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CO., 109 West
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Broadway,

FIXED

NEW
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PRICE

LAW

Federal Trade Commission Emphasizes the Need of Congressional Action to Deal With the PriceCutting Evil in View of Recent Decisions — Powers of Commission Curtailed by Present Statutes
Washington, D. C. May 7. — In a formal public
statement published May 4, the Federal Trade
Commission announced the policy which must
govern the disposition of all cases involving resale price control and the right of refusal to
sell. The commission declares itself bound by
the recent decision of the United States Supreme
Court in the Graphophone Case to forbid producers to indicate prices, to secure agreements
from dealers as to prices, or to refuse to sell to
or discriminate against price-cutters.
The most important feature of the statement
is its final paragraph in which the commission
frankly admits its inability under present law,
as laid down by the courts, to deal adequately
with the price-cutting evil and emphasizes the
need of remedial standard price legislation by
Congress "in the manner suggested by Mr. Justice Brandeis."
It seems unnecessary, and would obviously be
improper at this time, to comment further upon
the significance and potentiality of this vital declaration by the governmental agency whose special duty it is to study and pass upon the ethics
and public policy of commercial practices.
A complete copy of the commission's statement is as follows:
"For a considerable time there has been a
controversy throughout the country over the
question of the right of manufacturers, wholesalers, etc., fixing resale prices at which their
articles could be sold, and the right to maintain
such resale prices has been contended for by
them, and the question whether such right exists has been brought before the Federal Trade
Commission numerous times.
"Many hearings have been had, many complaints have been made, and much consideration has been given to the subject by that Commission. Many business concerns have been
refusing to sell to customers who would not
agree to maintain the resale price fixed by the
seller.
"The Federal Trade Commission has just disposed of the first of these cases in which com-

plaints have been issued charging violations of
law through fixing the resale price of articles,
and an order to cease and desist from this practice has just been issued by it in the case of
Chester Kent & Co., Inc., of Boston, manufacturers of proprietary medicines.
"Attorneys for the company admitted that in
the past the practices complained of had been
in use. The order, the first in cases of this
character, forbids the company to:
"(a) Indicate to dealers the prices for which
its proprietary or patent medicines shall be resold.
"(b) Securing agreements from dealers to adhere to such prices.
"(c) Refusing to sell to dealers who fail to adhere to such prices.
"(d) Refusing to sell to dealers who fail to adhere to such prices upon the same terms as dealers who do so adhere.
"(e) Furnishing any advantage to dealers who
adhere to the resale prices, while refusing similar treatment to dealers who do not adhere to
the prices.
"This order of the Commission follows the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States
in the American Graphophone Co. case lately
decided by it.
"Some of the most distinguished lawyers in
the United States have appeared before the Commission to argue this question, as well as many
of the leading business concerns of the country,
some of whom have insisted that the maintenance of resale prices was proper, and others
who have contended that it was not. Almost
all of the large department stores of the country have been heard in opposition to it.
"After full consideration the Federal Trade
Commission has decided to issue complaints
against all business concerns who refuse to sell
unless the purchaser will agree to maintain a
resale price fixed by the seller. The case just
decided is the first formal finding by the Commission to that effect.
"When once an article has passed from the
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Let us send you samples today of our diaphragms and you will readily understand why

M

FEDERAL

EDGE

TALKING

maker to a purchaser, he owns it, and the
owner of such article may sell it at any price
that he chooses, provided he does not himself
sell it at such price as to be below cost, and
thus thereby enter into unfair competition with
other retailers selling the same article.
"This decision is going to be open to considerable controversy in relation to the subject
matter thereof, and the matter will probably
have to be settled by an act of Congress in
the manner suggested by Mr. Justice Brandeis
in his concurring opinion in the Supreme Court
of the United States, in the case of the American Graphophone Co. The Stephens Bill which
is now in Congress is in relation to that matter,
but in the estimation of many business men
and others it is thought to be broader than it
should be. It may be that resale prices can be
so regulated by placing the power somewhere
protecting against unfair prices as to make it
work equitably, and be a fair method of competition in commerce, but that question will
undoubtedly have to be settled by Congressional action."
C. L. STEPHENSON

A PROGRESSIVE

STREET

MERCHANT

1898, the first type of 'His Master's Voice'
gramophone was introduced in Belfast by T.
Edens Osborne, of 11 Wellington place, who
holds the most extensive stock of gramophones,
phonographs and records in Ireland." This is
educational publicity of the right kind.

Dealers

We have applied for patents for Fibre
Victrola Trunks — they are made to last.

213 EAST BROAD

BELFAST

T. Edens Osborne, the enterprising talking
machine merchant of Belfast, Ireland, with his
usual keen-sightedness utilized for his publicity
in the local papers the article which appeared
in The Talking Machine World of March 15, referring to a "speaking machine" invented by
Mr. Miller, of Lurgan, in 175S. After giving
the "meat" of this article Mr. Osborne closes
one of his reading announcements as follows:
"One hundred and forty years later, October,

IV NET, $7.50
VI NET, $8.45

ORIGINATORS OF FIBRE VICTROLA TRUNKS

AGENT

whereby the users of the "Invincible" products
will receive 100 per cent, co-operation and service. Mr. Stephenson is planning to visit the
trade in the very near future, in response to
many inquiries that have been received from
well-known manufacturers regarding the use of
the "Invincible" sound box on their machines.

The ideal gift for the Military Camp here or abroad. Also in
much demand for the bungalow or vacation trips. A big sales
help for the smaller Victrolas.
STYLE
STYLE

SALES

The New Jersey Reproducer Co., Newark, N.
J., manufacturer of the "Invincible" sound box,
has announced the appointment of C. L. Stephenson as general sales agent. Mr. Stephenson has
opened New York offices at 1133 Broadway, and
is making plans for an aggressive campaign in
behalf of the company's products.
C. L. Stephenson has been associated with the
talking machine industry for the past two years,
and was formerly president of the Wilson-Laird
Phonograph Co. He is familiar with the most
important details of sound, box manufacture and
merchandising, and is now making arrangements

Victrola
for

NOW

RICHMOND,

VA

Trunks
Everywhere
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DOEHLER
DIE -CASTINGS
for tone arms, sound boxes and talking machine attachments
are STANDARD
throughout the industry.
Of the many instruments produced to-day from the most
prominent makes down, the greater number, by far, are equipped
with Doehler die-cast tone arm and sound box.
The enormous output of our three large plants permits of
advantages to the users of die-castings, as regards prices and
deliveries, not otherwise possible.

MAIN OFFICE AND EASTERN PLANT
WESTERN PLANT
B !RO O KLY^J • Y» NEW JERSEY PLANT
NEWARK, N. J.
TOLEDO.OHIO.
ACTIVE

ADVERTISING

IN CINCINNATI

Believed That New Campaigns by Dealers Will
Bring About Improvement in Conditions —
New Machines on the Market — General News
Cincinnati, O., May 8.— Talking machine merchants are again devoting space towards advertising machines and are giving attention towards
pushing records. This let-up in publicity may
explain a decline in the retail field of the past
month. Jobbers find exceptionally good business in the smaller centers in close reach of
rural sections, but not much doing in the big
towns.
The John Church Co. last week put its talking
machine on the market through the ChurchBeinkamp Co., the first lot consisting of two
sizes, the smaller one selling for $85. The feature of the instrument is a tone clarifying
chamber, the entire throat of the machine being
so shaped . as to eliminate any harshness that
otherwise might be heard.
W. E. Summers, Washington C. H., Ohio,
was a caller at the Phonograph Co. last week,
being entertained by Manager Peterson, who
reports a slight increase in shipping facilities.
Otto A. Gressing, recently with the Melville
Clark Co., has taken charge of the selling department of the Crystola Co., this city. Mr.
Gressing is entirely familiar with the machine
field, having been connected with the Victor
Co. and the Musical Instrument Sales Co. At
one time he had charge of the latter's St. Louis
branch.
He comes here from New York City.
April business with the Cincinnati branch of
the Columbia Co. was by far the largest April
in the history of this branch. Manager Dawson
states that record orders are coming in from the
factory more promptly than at any time for
several months.
The Cincinnati branch now has three traveling men covering the territory, and shipping requirements, have so increased that the local
branch finds it necessary to consider the matter
of moving to new quarters. They have taken
an option on a six-story building on West
Fourth street, near Central avenue, and hope
in a short time to complete negotiations for leasing the building which will be ample for their
requirements. This is a six-story building with
more than fifteen thousand square feet of floor
space and will be occupied exclusively by the
Columbia Co.
Carl Kraner, who recently made his first trip
for the Columbia Co., is making a splendid
record, and reports that business is showing
more than usual activity in the mining sections
of West Virginia, surrounding Huntington.
Mr. Spring, of Spring Brothers Co. department store, Eaton, O., was in Cincinnati a few
days ago visiting the local branch of the Columbia Co., and while in the city arranged with
the company for franchise to handle Columbia
goods. Their initial order was considerably
above a thousand dollars.
:The Walnut Hills Grafonola Shop recently

opened a beautiful Columbia store at 2507 Gilbert avenue, which is one of the best trading
points in Cincinnati, as it serves a community
of many thousand people. Miss Carrie Althauser, who was for several years assistant
manager of the Columbia Co.'s store in Louisville, Ky., is the owner and manager of this
enterprise.
H. L. Moorey, one of the traveling auditors
from the New York office of the Columbia Co.,
has been spending the past two or three weeks
at the Cincinnati branch going over the accounts.
J. C. Dubriel, who has been spending some
time with the Cincinnati branch, has gone to
Cleveland as assistant manager of that branch.
C. L. Byars reports a very satisfactory Vocalion business in April at the local Aeolian
store. A number of the larger instruments were
sold. Mr. Byars says business is not easy to
get these strenuous times, but the right kind
of salesmanship can get sales over, and it is
the hard sales that give the salesman real pleasure after all.
H. L. Lewis, formerly connected with the Edison Shop at Indianapolis, is now enlisted with
the Vocalion forces. Mr. Byars has also had
the good fortune of acquiring the services of
Geo. Kleeman, who was connected for some
time with the local Edison Co. These two men
have finished their preliminary training and are
now taking their regular turns in the trenches.
C. W. Neumeister, local representative of the
Otto Heineman Co., is about the happiest man
in the talking machine field of the Middle West
just now, for he stands to establish a new record in orders this year, thereby bearing out a
prediction made earlier in 1918.
"People," he said, "are just mad for needles.
This is just one of the big wants that are being supplied in liberal quantities just now. The
manufacturers want supplies.
Many are turn-
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WOMAN MANAGER

MAKING

GOOD

Miss N. Moody Introduces New Ideas in Retail
Department of Philip Werlein, Ltd.
New Orleans, La., May 4.— Miss N. Moody,
who recently took charge of the Victor retail
department of Philip Werlein, Ltd., reports an
unusual sale of Victrolas and records for this
time of the year. Miss Moody bears the distinction of being the on'ly retail Victor lady
manager in a large Southern city, and is fast
making a name for herself as being a very successful one. She has installed some very novel
selling ideas that are bringing in a large amount
of business.
NEW

BRUNSWICK

DEALERS

The Winegar Piano Corp., Buffalo, the Thomas
Piano Co., Inc., Lockport, and O'Reilly & Son,
Medina, N. Y., have been appointed agents
for the Brunswick talking machine.
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by a demand.
"There are several manufacturers in the Middle West, with good machines, who will be badly
disappointed with their results when the books
for the year are closed. They do not realize, apparently, that these are abnormal times and have
not used methods which should be in use under
such conditions. Yes, business is good in the
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ing out goods to their limit, believing that the
field will be unlimited for talking machines before the end of the year. This bears out an assertion that I have made, claiming that 1918
ought to be almost a record-breaker in the retail line. The histories of the allied belligerent
countries is identical to what the United States
is going through. There was a time when production almost disappeared, which was followed
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Machine, Record and Accessory Manufacturers Planning Elaborate Displays at Big Exposition to
Be Held at Grand Central Palace, New York, on June 1 to 8
Within two weeks after this issue of The
Talking Machine World is in the hands of its
readers, the National Music Show will be in full
swing at the Grand Central Palace, New York
City, the formal opening taking place on Saturday, June 1, and the show running until the
following Saturday, June 8.
The plans for the exhibition are now practically completed, and the exhibit space still
available is being contracted for rapidly. There
will be approximately fifty exhibitors, representing almost every branch of the music industry, with the talking machine trade particularly well represented, and the exhibits will occupy two floors of the Grand Central Palace.
The show committee, consisting of H. L. Willson, Columbia Graphophone Co.; William Maxwell, Thos. A. Edison, Inc., as well as J. A.
LeCato, George W. Gittins and C. C. Conway,
the latter three representing the piano and supply trades, have been working hard for several
months in co-operation with Charles H. Green,
manager of the show, to make the exhibition the
largest and most impressive of its kind ever
held, and it appears as though their efforts would
prove successful.
During the week of the show a number of
important trade conventions will be held in New
York, several of them right in the Grand Central
Palace Building. There will be the annual
gathering of the Edison dealers at the WaldorfAstoria, which it is expected will be attended
by over a thousand dealers. There will also
be held the annual conventions of the National
Piano Manufacturers' Association, the National
Association of Piano Merchants, the National
Piano Travelers' Association, the National Music
Roll Manufacturers' Association, and the Music
Industries Chamber of Commerce, bringing hundreds of dealers to the city, and incidentally to
the show.

Take the P»rr
Magnetic Reproducer —
The most sensitive of
reproducers. The permanent
magnetic device, an integral
part of the reproducer, acts
on the stylus box. Its possibilities in giving warmth and
delicacy in the tonal reproduction of quiet passages
make old-style sound boxes
seem obsolete. And in fortissimo passages where ordinary reproducers create unpleasant,bymusic the
destroying
blasts, caused
needle
jumping and losing its grip,
the Parr Magnetic Reproducer^ with its marvelous
flexibility, follows every
wave and vibration in the
record and takes everything
the record holds.

The Grand Central Palace itself is New York's
largest exposition building, and the home of the
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automobile, flower, motor boat, electric, and
other shows of international reputation and importance. The building is located at Fortysixth street and Lexington avenue, and within
easy
reach of the various prominent hotels in
the city.
Governor Charles S. Whitman, of New York.

The Grand Central Palace, New York, Where the National Music Show Will Be Held
will officiate at the opening of the show, and
representatives of the United States Army and
Navy will be in attendance. Many prominent
men of America's leading industries, recognizing
the national scope of the exposition and the
work that the music industry is doing in the
war, will be present during the week of the
show. The exposition will be the most digniTone-the
fied and educational affair of its kind ever
vital
thing
housed under one roof.
IF you, as a manufacturer, can talk and prove tone superiority
The increasing importance of the music indusin your product, you have a selling argument to overtry undoubtedly will be felt when the public
shadow all the "talking points" of cabinets, and designs
becomes acquainted with the rapid advances
and accessory features.
And you can talk tone superiority. You can put out a
made during the past year in things musical.
product that will be a revelation in tone-purity, tone-quality,
The various exhibits are bound to create an intone-volume. When you realize what vivid, lifelike, colorful
terest which will work for the benefit of the
tone can be produced and sustained by the talking machine
entire industry as a whole. The show will be
equipped with
a means of cementing co-operation on a broader
scale than ever before, and manufacturers, dealers and others will profit through this co-operaParr Magnetic Reproducer
tion. In other words, the show will be a big
fitted with the
store window for the industry, in which everyVibratone
Patented Diaphragm
thing new and novel will be displayed for the
public's approval. Those who believed that the
These two dominating and proven inventions open up
music industry was a non-essential one will
wonderful possibilities for manufacturers eager to put their
suddenly realize how important it really is, what
product at the top-notch of class and character.
it is doing to bring cheer to the boys in our
army and navy, what gladness and sunshine has
You want your product to be RIGHT !
penetrated into saddened homes through the
If you want your product worthy of your name, you
medium of music, and what can be expected of
certainly want that product to be right in its most vital
the
music industry of the future.
feature. And it will be right if it is equipped with the Parr
To
single out what each exhibitor is to
Magnetic Reproducer — the reproducer for those who seek
show would prove quite a task, although each
perfection.
one is planning special features of distinct inThe indestructible, non-crystallizing, always resilient
terest to both the trade and the public.
VIBRATONE PATENTED DIAPHRAGM
The Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. is to pracPossessing all the good points of mica diaphragms, it overcomes
tically transplant its laboratory from Brooklyn
all mica's bad features. Guaranteed uniform in quality, free from
bubbles, blisters and waves, the Vibratone Patented Diaphragm is nonporous,
non-absorbent.
It has
a definite function and it performs it. It improves tone;
JOSEPH
MUSANTE
in fact it creates new tone possibilities for every reproducer of other
Electro-plater and Silversmith
types.
Gold, Silver, Nickel and Antique Finishes
Specializing in phonograph parts and musical instruments
PARR MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
At Fourteenth St.
NEW YORK
168 CENTRE ST.
NEW YORK
1 UNION SQUARE
Telephone, Franklin 3053
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
Woot worth Building, New York

to the Palace, but, of course, it will be in miniature. Phonograph records will be made right in
the Palace, and in order to do this it will be
necessary to install all the equipment used in
the regular laboratory. Each night of the show
Pathe artists will be in attendance to register
their talents.
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., of Orange, N. J., are
to have a section of the show set apart for the
Edison Theatre. It will be fully equipped, will
seat about 600 persons and will be complete
in every way. Artists whose voices have been
recorded by Mr. Edison will be in attendance
daily and a comparison of their tone quality will
be made with that of the New Edison instruments.
The Columbia Graphophone Co., while it has
not announced the details of its exhibit, will,
nevertheless, have numerous surprises to offer
visitors to the show when the time comes, as
will the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply
Co., the Cheney Talking Machine Co., the Emerson Phonograph Co., the Automatic Record Container Co. and other concerns.
There will likewise be a distinct patriotic
touch given to the show by the announcement
that every dollar taken in for admission tickets
at the door will be devoted to the purchase of
musical instruments, records, etc., for the soldiers and sailors. The show, moreover, has the
endorsement of many of the leading members
of the trade who believe that just at this time
it will prove a powerful factor in impressing
upon the public generally the importance of our
industry.
Among the concerns who have already taken
space at the show are: American Piano Co.,
American Player Action Co., the Autopiano Co.,
Auto Pneumatic Action Co., Automatic Record
Container Co., Bennett & White, Inc., Brambach
Piano Co., Bjur Bros., Inc., Chickering & Sons,
Cheney Talking Machine Co., Columbia Graphophone Co., Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Estey Piano
Co., Estey Organ Co., the Glidden Varnish Co.,
Hallet & Davis Piano Co., Hazelton Bros., Inc.,

Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Wm.
Knabe & Co., Kranich & Bach, Kohler & Campbell, Inc., Laffargue Co., Murphy Varnish Co.,
Paul G. Mehlin & Sons, L. J. Mutty Co., Milton
Piano Co., National Lead Co. (Atlantic branch),
Operators Piano Co., Pathe Freres Phonograph
Co., Ricca & Son, Rythmodik Music Roll Co.,
Standard Pneumatic Action Co., Pease Piano
Co., J. P. Seeburg Piano Co., Staib-Abendschein
Co., Steinway & Sons, Soloelle Co., Inc., Q R S
Music Roll Co., Weser Bros., Inc., Wilcox &
White Co., Melville Clark Piano Co., Emerson
Phonograph Co. and Armour & Co.
H. A. YERKES' NEW POST
Becomes Assistant to H. L. Willson, General
Manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co.
H. A. Yerkes, one of the most popular members of the Columbia Graphophone Co.'s sales
staff, who has been occupying the post of field
sales manager since the first of the year, has
been appointed assistant to H. L. Willson, vicepresident and general manager of the company,
and will in the future make his headquarters at
the executive offices in the Woolworth Building,
New York.
Mr. Yerkes is one of the "veterans" of the
talking machine industry, and has been associated with the Columbia Co. for many years.
He is thoroughly familiar with every angle of
talking machine merchandising, and in the executive posts that he has occupied has achieved
signal success.
WHEN

IT'S TIME TO TRANSFER

If you are on the gloomy line,
Get a transfer;
If you're inclined to fret and pine,
Get a transfer;
Get off the track of doubt and gloom,
Get on the sunshine train — there's room,
Get a transfer.

NOW

ANNOUNCE

THE

REGINAPHONE

Regina Co. Ready to Place Their Latest Talking Machine Product on the Market — New
Line Is Produced in Seven Models
The Regina Co. with offices in the Marbridge
Building, New York, and a factory in Rahway,
N. J., who for the past twenty-five years have
been manufacturers of musical instruments and
who in more recent years have been actively
associated with the talking machine industry,
being the manufacturers of the Regina Hexaplione and other talking machine products, now
announce the Reginaphone, a talking machine
with many exclusive features.
This new line of machines is produced in
seven models, five of them of full cabinet size
and three table models. All the machines are
equipped with a new patent tone arm and sound
box, which plays all makes of records with equal
facility. Of special note is the fact that the
sound box always remains in the same position,
the point of needle remaining in the direct center and the vertical and lateral cut changes are
made by a quarter revolution of the sound box
without changing the angle.
All the larger styles are equipped with a quadruple spring motor, which will play for over
thirty minutes, and every model is equipped with
a tone modifier. While the larger models are
manufactured with an automatic stop there are
also start and stop push buttons. They also
contain a new style sound chamber which throws
the sound upward instead of in the usual forward manner. - The cabinets are in both mahogany and oak and are unusually attractive in
appearance.
A. J. KENDRICK

VISITS

SOUTH

A. J. Kendrick, of the phonograph division of
the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., was recently a visitor in New Orleans, giving his old
friends there the pleasure of seeing him once
more.

SONA-TONE
A

MODEL 100
$35, $70, $100, $150, $200, $250

Phonograph
of Distinction with the Tone You Can't Forget
SONA-TONE Quality means a resonant, full, liquid tone that comes from an especially
designed, all-wood sound chamber — and superior workmanship in material, finish and
equipment.
SONA-TONE Reliability means simplicity of mechanical construction — ease of operation —
and convenience and solidity of working parts.
SONA-TONE Service means the immediate ability of the purchaser to play all makes
of records — without attachment of any sort — and to play a library of from 250 to 1000
assorted records without further expenditure.
We believe that a Sona-Tone eliminates — to a greater extent than any other phonograph— the surface noises of the record.
We believe that it has the same quality of resonance as exists in the Stradivarius
violin.
From our sales record — previous to advertising— we believe that a SONA-TONE is a
superior phonograph for retail merchandising.
SONA-TONE
3366

PHONOGRAPH,
Broadway, New York City

The music is on the record — the tone is in the phonograph."

Inc.
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Greatest Demonstration of the Patriotism of the Music Industry Ever Seen Took Place at Liberty Loan Meeting at Carnegie Hall on April 30 — Subscriptions Total $2,200,000 — Farrar and
Caruso Sing — French and American War Heroes Wildly Applauded — Credit to Committee
Carnegie Hall was filled to capacity, and a
little more, and a tremendous crowd estimated
at close to 15,000 battled with police reserves
to enter the hall after the doors had been closed
in order to participate in the Liberty Loan
Rally of the Allied Music Trades on Tuesday
evening, April 30. It was without question
the greatest affair ever held under the auspices
of the music industry, and is believed to be the
most successful rally held by any industry, or
organization, in connection with the Liberty
Loan campaign.
It was a wildly enthusiastic crowd that answered the public call of the Allied Music
Trades to help Uncle Sam by subscribing for
bonds, and there was every reason for the audience to be enthusiastic, for sensation followed
sensation. For nearly two hours the audience
was almost constantly on its feet as a tribute
to the national anthems of one of the allied
countries, or in enthusiastic welcome of some
unit, military or naval, marching down the center aisle.
Even the most blase New Yorker might well
have fought for the privilege of enjoying a musical treat such as only the industry itself could
offer, and it might be said right here that, although men of all divisions of the trade worked
hard to make the affair a success, it was the
talking machine trade that contributed most to
the entertainment by providing the musical features which were a big factor in its success.
Bringing in the Colors
It was just about 8.45 p. m. when the Columbia Band on the stage, under the able directorship of Chas. A. Prince, opened the program with
a medley of patriotic American music, bringing the audience to its feet at the end with "The
Star Spangled Banner." Hardly had the strains
of the national anthem ended when the doors
opened and down the center aisle and on to the
stage was carried Old Glory under escort of a
full company each of sailors and soldiers. After
a brief drill, to the accompaniment of much
cheering, the fighting men took their places on
the stage where they remained for the entire
evening.
Geraldine Farrar Sings National Anthems
Geraldine Farrar, the famous opera artist, next
created a wave of patriotic emotion in the audience by singing "The Star Spangled Banner"
after kissing the emblem. As an encore she
sang the "Marseillaise," with a sailor holding
over her the Tri-Color of France. Next came
a selection from "Madame Butterfly," and as a
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Mutual Talking Machine Co., Inc.
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finale, "Annie Laurie," all sung to the accompaniment of the Victor Orchestra, under the direction of Joseph A. Pasternack.
Music's Contribution to Patriotism
James M. Beck, the noted publicist, who was
scheduled for an address, chose for his subject
"Music's Contribution to Patriotism," and in a
most interesting way cited many historical instances where music had played a part in matters of world importance. He told how music
served to reflect courage, and cited as an example the fact, that as the names of a few survivors of a naval engagement early in the war
were flashed on the screen in a small town
theatre in England, where the non-appearance
of a name meant that some one in the audience
had probably lost a loved one, the women arose
en-masse to sing "Rule Britannia." He offered as a prophecy that the time will come
when the Hymn of France will be sung again
in the city of Strassburg. "Let us hope," said
he, "that its strains will go down the Unter
den Linden in Berlin."
The Edison double male quartet next appeared, and sang several of the most popular
of the war songs of the day, including "Long,
Long Trail," "Keep the Home Fires Burning,"
and finally the Liberty Bond song, "What Are
You Going to Do to Help the Boys?" with
Cesare Sodero as director. For a time the audience refused to let them leave the stage.
French "Blue Devils" Prove Sensation
Next came one of the big sensations of the
evening, when the company of French "Blue
Devils," the men who at the beginning of the
war, nearly four years ago, occupied a section
of Alsace-Lorraine, and have not since yielded
an inch of the ground thus gained, came swinging down the aisle and on to the stage with
their needle-like bayonets gleaming in the light.
The men uniformed in dark blue, with tam-oshanters rakishly perched on one side of their
heads, were accorded an uproarious reception,
and lined up across the stage, stood at attention while their commander read a message to
the American people from General Foch, urging
support of the Liberty Loan.
Boys From "Over There" Wildly Received
Although it seemed as though the limit of enthusiasm had been reached in the reception of
the "Blue Devils," it was not a marker to the
tumult that arose when, unannounced, except
by the sudden playing of the band, a dozen of
Pershing's own men, three of them members of
the old Sixty-ninth Regiment, N. Y. N. G, and
now a part of the 165th U. S. Infantry, trooped
up to the stage. The United States soldiers,
all of whom had seen at least six months of
actual fighting, and several of them wearing the
Croix de Guerre, had arrived direct from the
firing line only a few days before, and were introduced individually to the audience. Sergeant
Eugene MacNeff, of the Sixty-ninth, explained
modestly how he happened to win the French
War Cross, but gave most of the credit to his
pal, Corporal Milo Plant, of the Sixty-ninth.
The unit to which the men belong made an excursion into the German trenches, but were
caught in a barrage, and had to make their way
back to their own lines as best they could. It
was then learned that eight men were left in
No Man's Land wounded or dead, and Sergeant
MacNeff and Corporal Plant volunteered to go
after them.
Seven were brought in success"NICHOLSON"
New Catalog Showing New Styles
RECORD
CABINETS
strictly high-grade construction at prices
BELOW COMPETITION
Write
of the catalog
our
special forfreea copy
advertising
help for and
dealers.
K. NICHOLSON FURNITURE CO.,^^
Sectional Bookcauma and Record Cabinets

Read the Trade Mark carefully,
that it isand
trulyyou'll agree
hear the machine,
The World's Musical Instrument
Improves All Records
Send for our Special Proposition
HOFFAY TALKING MACHINE CO.. Inc.
3 West 29th Street
New York City
fully. The eighth man was picked up in a bag
next morning and buried. The committee could
have started bond subscriptions right then and
there wouldn't have been a slacker in the house.
"Fighting Parson" Tells Experiences
Some first-hand information of what the fighting men of the Allies are enduring on the Western Front, of the barbarous fighting methods of
the Germans, and their delight in killing deliberately the aged, the women and infants, and the
hopes that the world is placing upon America
to turn the tide to victory, was furnished in a
most graphic manner by the Rev. Dr. Travis,
an American of the Canadian forces, and known
as the "fighting parson." Dr. Travis made a
long address, but every bit of it was interesting. He declared that, although America had
done much she had not done enough if victory
was to be assured, and recalled the promises
that had been made at our entrance into the
war regarding the airplanes we were to put
over the European lines. "We were under shell
fire for four months," he said, "and, by God, we
never saw an American airplane, although I had
told my comrades to look for the coming of machines bearing the
star."Pleads for Support
Sergeant
Empey
Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey, the author of
"Over the Top," and probably the best known
among the fighting men who have returned to
relate their experiences, gave one of his characteristic addresses, during the course of which
be flayed Americans for their apparent lack of
interest in, and support of, the war. He pictured a very dismal future unless America woke
up, and incidentally made a strong attack upon
pro-Germanism and the activities of German
agents in this country, who he said represented agreater menace than the Kaiser's army.
He said the man to look out for was not the
man who yelled "Hoch the Kaiser" in public,
because he was brave but foolish and we knew
where he stood. The fellow to guard against
was the man with the American flag in his buthole and wearing
Liberty
Bond the
andminds
Red'
Crosston buttons,
who worked
to poison
of his neighbors.

"Does It Play All Records?"
Certainly MAGNOLA does; and without any extra
attachments, too. This is only one feature, albeit a
most important
one, in the thoroughly
up-to-date equipment of the MARVELOUS
MAGNOLA.
MAGNOLA

"Built by Tone Specialists"

'e.tcKif\j TKe Music Corr\e Out
May we send you our handsome illustrated catalog
chock full of information concerning the wonderful
construction system of Magnola and the beauties of
its musical results, its artistic appearance and its
moderate price?
Send your name and let us tell you more!
MAGNOLA

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ. President
General Offices Southern Wholesale Branch
1530 CANDLER BLDG.
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At the conclusion of his address Sergeant
Empey asked for bids on a poster in oils rep-

took a kick at the helmet, one of them Sergeant Empey's sister, who managed to knock
over a couple of music stands in the orchestra.
Eyen the soldiers on the platform entered into
the spirit of the occasion and subscribed $6,500.
Rally a Huge Success
The rally was the biggest thing that has ever
been attempted in the trade, and the fact that
it went over without a flaw, and that the details were carried out like clockwork, is a distinct tribute to those who conceived the idea
and had the matter in charge. Anyone who has
ever had doubt regarding the possibilities of
music in arousing enthusiasm to the highest
pitch and in preserving the spirit of civilians and
soldiers, could not have left Carnegie Hall
without being converted to the cause.
Much credit, too, is due to the members of
the various committees in the trade and their
assistants for their work in soliciting bond subscriptions inthe audience.
The committee in charge of the rally consisted of the following:
C. H. Child, Victor

Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., chairman.
Talking machines and phonographs: J. Newcomb Blackman, Blackman Talking Machine
Co.; George W- Hopkins, Columbia Graphophone Co.; George Babson, Phonograph Corp.
of Manhattan; Walter Miller and E. H. Jennings,,Thos. A. Edison, Inc.
Pianos: Julian T. Mayer, J. & C. Fischer;
Frederick Steinway, Steinway & Sons; Mark
Campbell, Brambach Piano Co.; William V.
Swords, Aeolian Co.; E. P. Hamilton, Frederick
Loeser & Co., and George W. Gittins, Estey
Piano Co.
Music publishers: George H. Bliss, Q R S
Co.; Isidor Witmark, M. Witmark & Sons; J.
M. Priaulx, Charles H. Ditson & Co.; Lawrence
Ellert, B. F. Wood Co.
Musical instruments and supplies: George H.
Hilbert, of Carl Fischer, and A. W. Johnson.
Liberty Loan representatives: M. K. Parker
and George P. Learned.
Director of publicity: Henry C. Brown, the
Victor Talking Machine Co.
The

HARP0N0LA

"Victory," by Mrs. Julian T. Mayer
resenting "Victory," draped in an American flag
and pleading for Liberty Bonds. The poster
was the work of Agnes E. Mayer, and was donated by her to the cause. The bidding quickly
jumped to $160,000, the successful bidder being
H. L. Willson, of the Columbia Graphophone
. Co., who immediately returned the picture for
further bids.

A Talking Machine of Splendid
Performance and within
the means of the great
American People
A

means

The oil painting of "Victory," which was auctioned off for bonds, was the work of Agnes E.
Mayer, a well-known portrait artist, with studios in New York, and the wife of Julian T.
Mayer, chairman of the Liberty Loan Committee of the Allied "Music Trad'es. Mrs. Mayer
donated the picture for Liberty Loan work, and
at various rallies it was the means of raising several hundred thousand dollars' worth of bonds.
Caruso Sings Own Composition
One million four hundred thousand dollars was
subscribed in about fifteen minutes, when bond
selling ceased temporarily to permit of the appearance of Enrico Caruso, the famous tenor,
who sang several selections and as a finale rendered his own stirring composition in march
time, entitled "Liberty Forever," accompanied
by the Victor Orchestra.
$2,200,000 Subscribed for Bonds
Bond selling was then resumed with a vim,
with the result that the total subscriptions for
the evening were over $2,200,000. In other
words, the trade went "over the top" with a
will.
' Sergeant Empey proved an excellent stimuli-tor of interest in bonds, and created some
amusement by throwing a German helmet on
the stage and permitting all who would subscribe $1,000 to kick it off. Two young ladies
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The employes of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,
helped in a very material way to celebrate the
success of West Orange in going "over the top"
in the Third Liberty Loan drive. Robert A.
Bachman, vice-president and general manager
of the storage battery division, was grand mar-
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LIBERTY
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WORLD

PARADE

shal, and one of his principal aides was William
Maxwell, vice-president and general of the musical phonograph division.
One of the features of the parade was the attractive floats designed and built by Edison employes, afew of which are shown in the illustrations herewith, demonstrating the patriotism
of the entire Edison organization in a very
practical and forceful manner. The floats attracted much favorable comment for their artistic appearance.
NEW

"LIBERTY"

RECORD

May 15, 1918

pany, is the originator of this new product which
has been named the "Liberty Album." The
binding itself attracts attention by the fact that
it has a gold center imprint of Uncle Sam surrounded' by ships, guns and other war material
which will make the world safe for democracy,
and is a fitting addition to the company's products at this time. Over fifteen thousand of the
"Liberty Albums" were sold on the first day
of their release, thus demonstrating that the
trade feels the new product will have a favorable reception from the public.

ALBUM

Important Additions to the Line of the Boston
Book Co., Bound in Khaki
The Boston Book Co., manufacturers of record albums, have just placed on the market a
timely and appropriate record holder. The album is bound in khaki and is very patriotic in
appearance.
J. M. Alter, president of the com-

Scenes Taken During Recent Liberty Loan Parade in West Orange, Showing Edison Employes in Line, and Floats Built by Them
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HINGES

Preserve

No. 103

Beauty
In many beautifully designed, finely finished Talking Machines, Pianos, Music Cabinets,
Piano Players and Benches, the elimination of the unsightly protruding Hinge is essential
to preserve the beauty of the design.

Design and Construction
The fine cabinet work which is required in many instances to preserve the disguise of the instrument requires that the
hinges be as inconspicuous as possible. SOSS Hinges are invisible.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "T"

435 Atlantic Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
COMPANY,
LOS ANGELES — 224 Central Bldg.
CHICAGO— John C. Bold & Co., Clark and Washington Sts., Conway Bldg.

SOSS MANUFACTURING
DETROIT— 922 David Whitney Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO-164 Hansford Bldg.
WOMEN
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ADORN
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On April 6 a Liberty Loan parade took place • that city. In this parade the Udell Works, well
in Indianapolis which was unquestionably the known manufacturers of music roll and talking
biggest and most patriotic parade ever staged in machine record cabinets, participated with one
of their b i g 3^-ton
trucks. This truck
was loaded with some
of the good looking
women that are now
so conspicuous around
the Udell factory. The
sign displayed on the
top of the truck was
12 feet long by 3 feet,
wide. The slogan on
the sign brings out
the excellent point
that the Udell Co. is
helping to win

war by employing female labor, thereby
releasing men for
military service.

The Udell Float in Liberty Loan Parade
MANY

INTERESTING

ARTICLES

To Be Found in the Latest Issue of the Columbia Record — Advertising Plans and Window
Displays Used by Local Dealers Featured
Volume 2 of the "Columbia Record" in its new
form reached Columbia representatives recently,
and this very successful house organ, which is
intensely practical in its make-up and arrangements, has won high praise.
There are many interesting articles in this
issue, including the result of a tone test down
South, where the Columbia Grafonola won first
place by a substantial margin, and a timely article featuring the Grafonola military trunk,
which was recently introduced. There are several articles on different phases of Columbia
advertising, one article emphasizing the big selling idea which is in back of it. A reproduction of a recent window display prepared by the
international record department gives representatives who handle foreign language records
an opportunity to display these records to excellent advantage.
There are presented various illustrations of the
shops of Columbia dealers, each carrying out
some special feature worthy of mention. Buffham & Co., of Idaho Falls, Idaho, sent in a
very artistic window display that is reproduced,
and an artistic window display presented recently by the Rosen Talking Machine Co., of
Boston, is also shown. The delivery of a large
shipment of Grafonolas to N. E. Everitt, in
North Bend, Ore., forms another interesting
illustration.
There are reproductions of various newspaper
"ads" for Columbia dealers, together with a
wealth of incidental items received from all sections of the country that should pro.ve of interest to dealers.
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Many New Brunswick Agencies Established in
That Section of the Country
New Orleans, La., May 4. — The local branch
of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. reports a
very large sale of Brunswick phonographs and
the establishment of many new agencies for
that instrument in this territory. Among the
new dealers recently recorded are: R. C. Gaddis, Laurel, Miss.; Sharp Furniture Co., Natchez,
Miss.; T. M. Biossat, Lafayette, La.; Hyde Drug
Co., Popular, Miss.; Richard Bell Furniture Co.,
Lake Providence, Miss.; J. McGrath & Sons,
Broo'khaven, Miss.; J. E. Briggs Jewelry Co.,
Fayette, Miss.; Picon Drug Co., Eunice, La.; J.
J. Hollins Jewelry Co., Jennings, La.; W. Hemingway, Vicksburg, Miss.; Harry Hollins Jewelry Co., Crowley, La., and the Heidelberg Furniture Co., Hattiesburg, Miss.
The fellow who gives as little as he can get
by with will generally be forced to get by with

SONORA SALES SERVICE
Individual Sales Service for Dealers Introduced
by Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., Inc.
The Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., Inc., has
introduced a dealer's individual sales service,
which is well calculated to produce excellent returns for Sonora dealers. This sales service
will be issued each month, and in its present
form constitutes one of the most complete and
valuable dealer helps that has ever been prepared. A brief summary of this sales sefvice
will give some idea of its practicability, although this resume hardly does justice to the
quality and attractiveness of the many helps included in the service.
According to this summary this service will
include the following: 1. Answers to questions
the dealer wishes t«> ask about his business. 2.
Large window display frame with monthly card
change. 3. Small window display frame with
card change. 4. Appropriate window display
material of a decorative nature. 5. Examples
of good form letters. 6. Printed post cards to
send to prospects. 7. Leaflets, catalogs and
folders to send to prospects. 8. Suggestions on
selling. 9. Methods of securing filing and using
prospects' names. 10. Ideas as to effective office furniture, files, cabinets, etc. 11. Electrotypes or matrices of several suitable advertisements monthly, and special advertisements made
to the dealer's order. 12. A certain amount of
stationery free — the rest at cost. 13. Special
signs of various kinds. 14. Moving picture
slides. 15. Latest advance news of what other
dealers are doing throughout the country.
Frank J. Coupe, director of advertising and
sales for the Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., is
in charge of this very important work, and is
being ably assisted by L. C. Lincoln, who is now
associated with the Sonora advertising division
under Mr. Coupe's direction. Mr. Lincoln is
well known in the piano and talking machine
fields, having previously been advertising manager of Otto Wissner, Inc., where he was very
successful. Sonora dealers throughout the country are enthusiastic regarding the new service,
and Mr. Coupe confidently believes that every
Sonora representative throughout the country
will soon be enrolled for this monthly service.
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Although on the Market But Short Time Has
Met With Great Favor
The Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.,
New York, has been achieving signal success
with the Heineman new No. 77 motor, which,
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Several Managers and Salesmen Make
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New

stration rooms at the Bush & Lane house, which
has the exclusive sale of this machine, are. always well filled with interested prospects.
Mrs. Thomas Carrick Burke, chairman of the
music committee for the Fosdick commission,

Portland, Ore., May 4. — Changes were comparatively few in the various talking machine stores
in Portland in April
Dealers are congratulating themselves on the
fact that their experienced help has stayed
as well as it has in the
face of big opportunities opening on every
side and the great labor
shortage in the Pacific
Northwest. There
have, however, been
changes in virtually

is asking for Victrola records for the Soldiers'
and Sailors' Club of Portland, Ore. A piano
and Victrola have been donated by the G. F.
Johnson Piano Co., but records are needed.

every house in Portland.

The Fordham Talking Shop of the Bronx was
incorporated at Albany recently with a capital
stock of $15,000.
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the talking machine deAew
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& Frank Co. store, taking the place of Mrs.
Heineman Motor, New No. 77 Model
M. E. Gibson, who has
although it has been on the market a compara- resigned
Mr. Matney has had a great deal of
tively short while, has met with the hearty apexperience in the talking machine business, havproval and endorsement of talking machine
ing been with the Wiley B. Allen Co. in Portmanufacturers throughout the country. This
land and with Sherman, Clay & Co. in Spokane,
motor embodies many new and exclusive fea- Portland and Seattle. He has recently been at
the Graves Music Store here.
tures, some of which are shown in the accomDonald Smith, who has been with the Meier
panying illustration. The company's technical engineers spent many months perfecting
& Frank talking machine department, is at present in San Francisco visiting friends.
these new improvements, and the motor is offered to manufacturers with the usual iron-clad
H. A. Rayner, the well-known and popular
Heineman guarantee.
manager of the talking machine department of
the Eilers Music House, has resigned and acThe heavy paper
cepted aposition with the Hopper-Kelly Co. of
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salesman and recently connected with Bush &
Brin8 out YOUR
Lane Co. here, has resigned on account of ill
OWN NAME.
Every time an
health and has gone to Los Angeles to recuenvelope leaves your
store, let tisem nthe
advert on i t take
perate.
Miss Mabel Le Vanway, formerly with the
your name to the
homes and bring new
Graves Music store, has been elected treasurer
trade. The advertising
of the Oregon-Eilers Music House.
pays for the envelope.
Write for samples and prices.
Portland had a visit late last month from F.
B. Travers, manager of the Sonora Co., of San
Lewis C.Frank, 694 Book Bldg., Detroit
Francisco. Mr. Travers visited the Northwestern cities and is well pleased with the showing
made
by the Sonora dealers. The Sonora is
^HUBERT,
becoming popular in Portland and the demon'PHONOGF&Pti
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EDISON

HAS

SECOND

GRANDSON

Thomas A. Edison has a second grandson who
was born on April 22. He is John Edison
Sloane, son of Mr. and Mrs. John E. Sloane,
and was born in the Edison home at Llewellyn
Park. When the child was twenty-two hours
old Mrs. Edison, his grandmother, purchased a
$100 Liberty Bond for him.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT
CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT
OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912,
Of The Talking Machine World, published monthly at New
York,
April, 1918.
State N.
of Y.,
New forYork,
County of New York, ss.
Befo re me, a Notary Public, in and for the State and
county aforesaid, personally appeared August J. Timpe,
who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the Business Manager of The Talking
Machine World, and that the following is, to the best of
his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation),
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the
above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed
on the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor,
managing editor, and business managers are:
Publisher
— Edward
New York
City. Lyman Bill, Inc., 373 Fourth avenue,
Editor — J. B. Spillane, 373 Fourth avenue, New York City.
York City.
Managing
Editor — J. B. Spillane, 373 Fourth avenue. New
Associate
New YorkEditor
City.— J. Raymond Bill, 373 Fourth avenue,
Business
Manager
New York
City.— August J. Timpe, 373 Fourth avenue,
2. That the owners are: (Give names and addresses of
individual owners, or, if a corporation, give its name and
the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding
1 per cent, or more of the total amount of stock) : Edward
Lyman Bill, Inc., 373 Fourth avenue, New York City; Caroline L. Bill, New Rochelle, N. Y.; J. B. Spillane, .373 Fourth
avenue, New York City; J. Raymond Bill. 373 Fourth avenue, New York City; August J. Timpe, 373 Fourth avenue,
New York City; B. B. Wilson, 373 Fourth avenue, New
York Citv; Carleton Chace, 373 Fourth avenue, New York
City; L. M. Robinson, 373 Fourth avenue, New York City;
E. P. Van Harlingen, 209 South State street, Chicago, 111.
3. That the known, bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders owning or holding 1 per cent, or more of
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities arc:
(If there are none, so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names
of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any,
contain not only the list of stockholders and secuiity holders as they appear upon the books of the company but also,
in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation
for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the said
two
paragraphs
contain
embracingandaffiant's
full
knowledge
and belief
as tostatements
the circumstances
conditions
under which stockholders and security holders who do not
appear
uponsecurities
the booksin of
the -company
trustees,
stock and
a capacity
other asthan
that ofholda
bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of each issue of
this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or
otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six months preceding the date shown above is
(This
information is required from daily publications only.)
AUGUST J. TIMPE,
1918.
Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 20th day of March,
(Seal) EUGENE Notary
R. FALCK,
Public, 8.
(My commission expires March 30, 1920.)
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Passing of the New Man Power Bill Causes
1 Much Uneasiness in Talking Machine Trade —
Expected That the Trade Will Survive Any
Upheaval — Women Will Help Solve Labor
Problem — The United States Import Embargo
—New Editor for "The Voice"— What the Various New Record Lists Have to Offer — Supplying Machines and Records to the Fighting Men — Experimenting With Substitutes for
Steel Needles — Records by the Late Lord
Roberts — General Trade News of the Month
London, England, E. C, April1 26. — During the
last few months nothing so seriously untoward
has happened, as things go these times, to mar
the general belief of a steady future of wartime prosperity for the talking machine trade as
the passing of the new man-power bill. In
common with other trades, it will materially
affect the gramophone industry in more ways
than one.
But only for a time, I think.
Let us examine the situation calmly, in the
light of the nation's need. In the latter sense,
however much one may feel inclined to deplore
the recent reverse to the British arms and its
probable result, the potent fact remains that the
Allies are as ever determined to brook no
thought of defeat. There is some consolation
in the fact, too, that history is only repeating
itself — that, however we muddle through, we
shall eventually get there all the same. The
war has become more than ever a national one
for us, and I believe the Government is at
last alive to its importance. Officialdom no
longer holds the enemy as cheaply as the last
three and a half years' policy would seem to suggest. The nation has now to get into harness
and work and fight as never before.
Let the
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necessity for that sink into all minds, and we
shall the more easily resign ourselves to the
drastic action centered in the new bill which
provides for the wholesale cancelation of exemptions and the call up of all citizens between
the ages of eighteen and fifty.
Now, as to its effect. That there will be a
temporary dislocation and upheaval of commercial life there can be little doubt. Deletion has
been brought to such a pitch that one is inclined to think trade will suffer more by withdrawal of men from the administrative side than
by the calling up of subordinates and general
routine workers.
Among the luxury trades to be "combed" is
the musical instrument industry, most sections
of which are specifically mentioned in the official schedule. Whether this comb is to operate at once or gradually has not been clearly
defined, but this much is certain — a strict cancelation of exemptions held by the eighteen to
forty-one men of grades one and two if not of
grade three. Men of the first category coming
within the new age extension limit will doubtless be called up almost immediately; those of
category two, gradually, and of the third class
not at all unless, of course, conditions develop
which may render it necessary.
With the aid of women it is the forty to sixty
men who have kept alive the output of records
— only just. Indeed, during the height of the
season output has fallen short of demand. We
start then with a new demand for men that
can ill be spared from an already labor-pressed
industry. Yet these men are necessary in the
national interests, and they must go, however
much one regrets the cause which has made it
necessary.
How to replace them? — that is the
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— the
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question. On the one hand suitable female
labor is growing more scarce each day; on the
other hand, the gramophone trade is determined
to somehow survive. That it will triumph I
have not the slightest doubt. There may be
vacant places at the factory benches or the
pressing tables for a time. That cannot be
avoided. Salvation must come through two
sources, the women and time-expired or discharged soldiers. A further demand must be
made in the columns of the daily press and employment agencies for women, and if need be
the rate of pay for each "accepted" record must
be slightly increased. No effort must be spared
to bring in as quickly as possible the largest
number of women so that when the men have
to go they may be semi if not wholely proficient to carry on the good work of providing
the nation with a plentiful supply of music. To
fill up the gaps I am of opinion that to a great
extent reliance will need to be placed upon
women rather than ex-soldiers, since, if medically fit, few of the latter can withstand for
long a close atmosphere, particularly the heat
of a record-pressing room, after their open-air
life. Still, there exists a very large reservoir
of discharged men from whom to choose a suitable number, and for some time I believe record
manufacturers have been taking advantage of
this class of labor.
Given a due recognition of the immediate need
for persistent effort, there should be no prolonged shortage of factory labor, and in this
regard I am much more hopeful of the situation
than of the likely effect of the new bill on the
executive and administrative side of our industry. The loss of the men upon whom devolves
(.Continued on page 108)
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all the responsibility for the successful conduct
and administration of large businesses is regarded in trade circles with something like consternation, though, forsooth, in no spirit of
cavil.
Their chief concern is to reconcile the official
call with their very natural anxiety for the
carrying on of businesses which have been
nursed and built up over a period of long years
to a state of prosperity. It is rightly said these
times that no man is indispensable. True
enough though it may be, how is replacement to
be effected when all men of the same class have
also to direct their services into State channels?
That is the problem which time and circumstance alone can solve. Each firm will, of
course, make every effort to adjust itself to the
situation, and must succeed to an extent, but
the measure of their success is obviously dependent upon the chance needs, of the military situation. An important man may be called up
at any time, subject to a few days' notice. His
removal would very likely throw out of gear
the whole commercial machinery, other employes being interdependent upon his particular
work. It is not altogether a pleasing prospect
and one can only trust that in looking upon the
extreme side of things the result may not be so
disheartening as at present appears.
Among gramophone firms the present is a
time of preparation. An ounce of quick decision now is better than a ton of effort a month
hence. Never was the old adage "procrastination is the thief of time" more true than it is
to-day. We must all buckle to in the knowledge that if the Germans get through our businesses wouldn't be worth a damn.
In the foregoing I have touched upon but one
aspect of the new man-power bill, excluding to
the last any reference to its likely effect upon
record sales. Owing to the general social and.
commercial upheaval it will entail, talking machine men are of opinion that sales of luxury
articles may be adversely affected, for a time at
least. Consideration of the position convinces
me that there will be no great falling off in the
demand for mechanical music; it is too much of
a necessity in the national life, these times, and
as for soldiers and sailors — to them record
music is absolutely essential. If, therefore, a
shortage of sales is registered I firmly believe
it will be more the result of an output failure
rather than anything else. America is out to do
her "big" bit; so is Great Britain. We are, in
fact, doing it at terrible cost. In the face of
that, who shall say that anyone must overworry as to the preservation of the gramophone
industry?
United States Import Restrictions
The Board of Trade are in receipt, through the
-Foreign Office, of telegraphic information from
His Majesty's representative at Washington to
the effect that the War Trade Board have issued a list of commodities, licenses for the import of which into the United States will be
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REX

granted only under the following conditions:
If the goods are shipped to the United States
as return cargo from ports in Europe, and then
only when (a) They are shipped from a condelay. venient port, and (b) They are loaded without
The list of restricted imports from all countries specifies musical instruments and parts
thereof, while from Europe only phonographs,
gramophones, graphophones and parts thereof
included.
It is understood that the United States authorities, subject to the foregoing conditions,
will grant licenses freely for the import of
United Kingdom goods.
Applicants for import licenses will be required
to show that the conditions laid down have been
complied with. In the case of shipments from
Europe on and after April 15, therefore, it will
practically be necessary for the applicant for a
license to afford proof that shipping space for
the goods has been engaged; and such is understood to be the intention of the regulations.
After April 15' United States Consuls will not
certify Consular Invoices for goods included in
the list unless they are furnished with the number of the import license granted, or other evidence that a license has been issued. Shipping
agencies are advised not to accept for shipment consignments of listed articles without
similar evidence.
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Enquiries Solicited

Mikado" have, of course, been issued from time
to time, but this is the first complete set recorded under the direction of the popular
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co. The music and song
is produced in conformity with this company's
high standard of quality, the chief executants
having been chosen from such eminent artists
as Ernest Pike, John Harrison, Robert Radford,
Edna Thornton, Violet Essex, etc. It is altogether an artistic achievement of which everybody concerned may be justly proud, while from
a sales point of view it furnishes the dealer with
an excellent opportunity for unlimited trade,
having regard to the very wide appeal which this
opera makes.
"Winners" for Popular Titles

New Editor for "The Voice"
In the current issue of "His Master's Voice"
house organ C. F. Higham announces his relinquishment of"The Voice," which he has so
interestingly conducted since its inception. The
editorship passes to Miss G. Ivy Sanders.
It is interesting to note, by the way, that Mr.
Higham was recently admitted to the freedom
of the city of London.
The Wireless Voice at Sea
At the Royal Institution lectures Prof. J. Joly
recently described a radio-telephone in use by
the United States. In certain lighthouses where
there was no human being, a phonograph spoke
into a receiver, which converted its sounds into
ether waves, which in turn were picked up by
the ships and again translated into sounds.
Thus, on approaching Point Judas, the sailor
hears the words "Point Judas" called out again
and again. As he nears the dangerous point the
wireless voice will notify in a considerably
deeper tone: "Keep off; you are getting into
Sound travels under water with such clearness, said Prof. Joly, that a watertight watch
danger."
which had been lost in the sea and continued to
go was recovered by a diver, who traced it by
its tick from a considerable distance.
"His Master's Voice" Issue "The Mikado"
It will come as welcome news to the lovers of
the gramophone that the Gramophone Co. has
prepared a series of twelve-inch double-sided
records bearing the entire opera of Gilbert and
Sullivan's great favorite. Many records of "The

Shorn of all embroidered language one can
only describe the current issues of Winner records as representing the utmost possible value
in quality of recording as in the class of fare
provided. The current program presents a
galaxy of good things, there being a well-chosen
variety of vocal and instrumental numbers of
the popular order by artists of considerable
repute, as, for instance — The Two Bobs, Stanley
Kirkby, Band of H. M., First Life Guards, De
Busse, the Carlton Vocal Trio, the Bijou and
the Royal Court Orchestras, Corner House Ragtime Band, etc. A recent issue comprises a
double bearing thereon two of the greatest favorites of the day — "When the Bells of Peace
Are Ringing" and "Sergeant Daddy, V. C." (No.
3180), by Stanley Kirkby. It is altogether an
excellent record, and one which live oversea
dealers would do well to order heavily.
Up-to-Date
What must Not
be Quite
regarded
as a tribute to the
value of continuous publicity is found in the
publication of the Gramophone Co.'s title as the
Gramophone Typewriter Co. The artist who
drew the cartoon on the front cover of a recent
issue of "The Passing Show" will evidently be
surprised at the information that this well-known
firm dropped out the word typewriter from its
title almost a decade ago. He should take an
interest in some of the more current "His Master's Voice" advertisements!
Records by the Late Lord Roberts, V. C.
The great field marshal was not the only
wideawake man in this country (though there
were precious few) to warn us against, and to
prepare for, Armageddon, but his efforts and the
weight of his reputation created an impression
which cut deep into the minds of all thinking
men. His advocacy of conscription was fortunately "canned" by the "His Master's Voice"
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company on a series of six records. These records find many buyers these days, though in
this regard it is seldom one comes across a
public reference to them. One would have
thought to the contrary. Curious to relate, the
first public announcement of these records I
have seen for a long time reaches me from the
Emerald Isle, of all places! It is in the form of
an advertisement by Thos. Edens Osborne, the
great Belfast factor, whose temerity would be
surprising were it not that he evidently knows
his public. That a demand is anticipated is distinctly pleasing, and I hope the results will prove
even more so!
Gramophone Outfits for Jack and Tommy
There is no general conspiracy to provide our
soldiers and sailors with free gramophones and
records, but it is really surprising the several
channels which exist for their distribution and
collection from a generous public. One of" the
most popular organizations for this purpose is
the Daily Express Cheery Fund, which under
the guidance of one named "Orion" dispenses
all sorts of games and amusements to the different services. Free "drawings" have been instituted for outfits consisting of a fine Columbia trench gramophone, six double records and
a thousand needles. Any soldier or sailor acting for a group of comrades may participate by
making application, countersigned by an O. C,
to the Daily Express office, London. The
"drawings" take place periodically, the outfits
being equally divided between the two services.
By this scheme about forty free gramophone
outfits, value nearly £10 each, have been distributed in a few weeks. The demand is, of
course, greater than the supply, which is dependent upon a generous public. Unless more funds
are subscribed within the near future there will
be a falling off in the number of outfits available
for distribution. Here is a chance therefore to
supplement Orion's splendid efforts to provide
the right kind of amusement for the rest camps
behind the line — the line that keeps the enemy
from desecrating our Homeland. Who will
help? Any reader wishful of so doing either in
goods or in hard cash should communicate
with Orion at the above address, and receive
his grateful acknowledgment. Do it to-day!
The Shortage of Steel — Substitutes for Needles
Owing to the available supplies of steel for
all purposes other than war work having been
seriously curtailed, recourse has been had to substitutes for the ordinary steel gramophone needle.
A measure of success has been achieved by two
or three enterprising firms in the direction of
resharpening by a special process old or used
needles, but this method does not seem to have
altogether met what is to-day a difficult problem.
The bamboo or fibre needle is coming into
vogue at a greater rate than formerly, though
a certain amount of prejudice remains to be
overcome before this substitute can be regarded
as likely to materially counterbalance the steel
needle shortage, owing in part to its soft tone,
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and mainly to the initial expense of the reporting equipment. Where volume is the great desideratum, as it is with a large circle of gramophonists, the fibre point makes little or no appeal, and, except of necessity, is scarcely likely
to displace the steel needle.
There are a few sapphire points on the market, andseen
a glass
"believe.
I have
and one,
heardtoo,
of Ithese
types But
does what
not

Soundboxes

impress me with any favorable leaning towards
them. Their reproducing qualities are harsh
and strident, to say nothing of the abnormal
damage they cause to the record sound walls.
Experiments, I am told, w.th the ordinary
busu thorn, have given delightful results from
the v.ewpomt of tonal qual.ty. But here again
the work of their collection and shaping precludes the general use of such, as it is. not a
commercial proposition by any means.
A more interesting prospect is furnished by
the suggestion to utilize the spines from hedgehogs. This suggestion is reported as a "discovery" by an army officer, who has tried the
plan with great success. He gives it as his opinion that there is nothing to equal the purity and
deta.l of tone derived from a hedgehog spine,
and recommends all gramophonists to try it. A
somewhat dangerous piece of advice, I think,
ti.ough amusing to p.cture a band of music
lovers indulging in the noble sport of hedgehog

quality mica. Confidently recommended for cheaper machines, absolutely reliable and give excellent
reproduction. Price to clear

hunting. I th.nk, after all, 'twere better not to
forsake the steel needle!
A Special Sunday at Home Program
Quite a novelty in record lists is announced
by the Brit.sh Zonophone Co. It comprises a
program embodying sacred, classical and semireligious mus.cai items suitable for Sunday rendition for the family circle. The .dea has caught
on immensely among the wholesale and retail
trade, and many a live dealer reports the inauguration of special per.od sales, coupled with
local advertising and attractive window dressing.
I I is certa.nly an unique opportunity for a big
local sales campaign.

IF you are after a genuine offer of
soundboxes, you'll do well to
communicate with us immediately.
We have tens of thousands of perfect
soundboxes, fitted with the best

$50 per gross, F. O. B. London.
Orders for less than gross lots not accepted

Wire "Knotaslepe, London".
W.H. Reynolds (1915) Ltd.
45, City Road, London, E. C.
Write for new illustrated
Complete Catalogue
show they had the misfortune to become booty
for the Boche, who quite possibly made them
serve their turn for him. However, he, too, had
to abandon them, evidently in a hurry, as we
found them lying out in the open in No Man's
Land, where they had lain for a month, exposed
to rain and frost, not to speak of barrages, and
so forth. We think that after such a dose of
the horrors of war the records really play quite
well, even on our old war-worn machine."
To say the- least, it speaks well for the quality of the "His Master's Voice" record material,
that it could withstand so well the elements of
weather and warfare to the extent mentioned.
"Yes, Uncle," First on Columbia
Two orchestral records on a special issue of
Columbia are the first to be announced of the

A Gramophone Firm's "Tank" Contribution
As mob.le banks, the Tanks have been doing
great things around the country. The story of an
individual firm's contribution makes interest. ng
read.ng, as reflect. ng the determination of the
people to see the war through to the bitter end.
One week's contribution from Brown Bros., Ltd.,
and their staff amounted to no less than £8,500,
represent. ng a further investment of £5,000 by

popular musical play at the Prince's Theatre.
One is an orchestral selection giving the eight
principal numbers. The record is in two parts,
played by the London Revue Orchestra. The
other "Yes, Uncle," record is by Jacob's Trocaderians, and provides an unusually sparkling

the firm, and £3,500 by its members' War Saving Association. If every firm did as well as
this in the purchase of certificates and bonds
when the Tank calls, there will be little need
of worrying about the financial part of the war.
Many other music trade concerns have also
made substantial contributions.

In response Ato Strong
a very "Double"
wide demand, there is
announced this month a Columbia record of
"Smoke Clouds," the delightful song first introduced by Miss Jennie Benson in "Topsy
Turvy" and since the rage of the whole country. It is sung by Basil Lloyd, with 'cello
obbligato. On' the back it carries a fine recording of "Roses
Picardy."
The ofEnd
of a Perfect Day
All that was left after a fire at the mess of a
Provincial military camp was a copy of the song,
"The End of a Perfect Day."

The Adventures of Four "H. M. V." Records
In a letter to the Gramophone Co., Ltd., a
captain in the R. E.'s outlines an interesting
story of the adventures of four records. He
writes: "After doing their bit in the Cambrai
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inch

performance of "Widows Are Wonderful" and
"Think of Me," the play's outstanding songs.

RECORDS
and

12

inch

Lateral

We can ship you immediately, any quantity of Records :
BANDS
ORCHESTRAS
INSTRUMENTAL
SELECTION

OF

AMERICAN

Gut

SOLOS

VOCAL

AIRS

including, "Marching Through Georgia" — "Dixie" — "Arkansas Traveller" — "Red, White
and Blue" — "Star Spangled Banner," etc., etc., Recorded by Full Regimental Band of
H. M. SCOTS GUARDS.
Get Ready Now for the Big Trade coming and have
THE

TRADE MARK

FINEST

RECORDS

of THE

FINEST

Apply for Lists and Prices to INVICTA
Cables: Duarrab, London

TITLES

at THE

FINEST

PRICES

RECORD
COMPANY, Ltd.
1 New Inn Yard, London, E. C, England
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ADVERTISING
Any member ofCLASSIFIED
the trade may forward
to this office
a "Situation" advertisement intended for this Department to occupy a 6pace of four lines, agate measure,
and it will be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will be at the
rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type Is desired the
cost of same will be 25c. per line.
WANTED — Manager for phonograph department. A man with organizing ability and selling experience (with Edison phonographs) preferred. A good proposition will be offered to
the party who can show results. Apply with
full particulars, in confidence, to Layton Bros.,
550 St. Catherine St., W., Montreal, Canada.
WANTED — A manager for our phonograph
department at our Ottawa warerooms. Apply
with reference to C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., 512 St.
Catherine St., W., Montreal, Canada.
WANTED — A thoroughly experienced man
in selling and ordering records; one experienced
in Victor and Columbia records preferred; capable to take charge of record department for a
leading firm in large Western Coast city. Good
permanent proposition to right party. Must be
a business producer and know how to handle
other record sales people and get results. References required. Address "Box 517," care The
Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave., New
Ycrk.
FOR SALE: — Old established Victor agency
in Pacific Coast town of 45,000. Reasonable
rent and fine location. Also Eastman Kodak
agency and only stock of classified sheet music
in city. Best of reasons for selling. Address
"Box 518," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York.
WANTED — High class salesman in our
wholesale department to cover Southern States
principally. Excellent position for high class
salesman. Must be energetic and enjoy a reputation for getting results. Address Crafts-Starr
Phonograph Co., 218 North Second St., Richmond, Va.
SALESMEN wanted to sell phonograph dealers nationally advertised very successful phonograph attachment. Will give exclusive rights
in territories of six States each or less contributory to Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Atlanta,
Dallas, Denver, Los Angeles, Seattle, Minneapolis and San Francisco. Liberal commission.
Drawing account possible. State age, experience, present employer and expectations. May
arrange as side line some territories. Address
Jones-Metrola, Inc., 29 West Thirty-fifth St.,
New York.
LINES WANTED— Wholesale representative
with fine warerooms in Republic Building, Chicago, wants agency for medium grade talking
machine and also for accessories and articles
that go hand in hand with talking machine and
piano trade. Address "A. P. 27," care The Talking Machine World, 209 South State St., Chicago, 111.
EXPERIENCED SALESWOMAN of personality, driving automobile. Will solicit phonograph sales from farmers. Submit offers to
"M. A. 4," care The Talking Machine World,
209 South State St., Chicago, 111.
WANTED in Chicago, experienced packer
and repair man on talking machines. Give experience and references. Address Channing L.
Sentz, Marquette Building, Chicago, 111.
POSITION WANTED— Would like position
with talking machine manufacturer as laboratory experimental man or charge of construction. Am thirty-five years old with several
years' experience in every phase of the art. I
also have complete mechanical equipment for
experimental work and several valuable inventions which I would gladly turn over along with
my services to the right concern. Address "Box
519," care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York.

TALKING

MACHINE

WORLD

SITUATION WANTED — Young married
man now employed as manager of a wholesale
phonograph house wishes to make new connections with some large Chicago manufacturer. Thoroughly capable of assuming management of sales and advertising or handling
sales promotion work. Can furnish unquestionable references. Would also consider position
as Chicago representative for some outside
manufacturer. Address "A. P. 30," care The
Talking Machine World, 209 South State St.,
Chicago, 111.
WE WANT JOBBERS to represent us and
sell our product in Ohio, Wisconsin, Illinois,
New York State, Louisiana, Connecticut, Georgia,
Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, Michigan,
Texas and Missouri. We manufacture high
grade tone arms for Edison disc machines, also
liigh grade reproducers for use on Victor, Columbia, Sonora and Edison disc machines. We
have recently enlarged factory space, and can
make quick deliveries of large quantities. Write
for information, New England Talking Machine
Co., 16-18 Beach St., Boston, Mass.
TO THE TRADE— Have just bought 15,000
records. Closing out in hundred lots. Full details will be given upon inquiry. Address Jos.
Dumas, 54 West Lake St., Chicago, I1L
SALESMEN WANTED — Salesmen calling
on the music and phonograph trade. We are
offering a side-fine that will double your income
by calling on one or two people in each town.
No samples to carry. Article very much in
demand. In answering please state territory
you are now covering. Address Morton J. Ross
Music Co., 54 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
POSITIONconstructing
WANTED—
fifteen of
years'
experience
and Mechanic
repairing with
phonographs
all
makes. With the largest houses in this country; desires
to make a change. Capable executive, thoroughly efficient
with •modern methods. Can furnish best of references.
Will
go anywhere.
care The Talking
Machine
World, 373Address
Fourth "Mechanic,"
Ave., New York.
WANTED — Salesmen, sideline to dealers, filing cabinets
for phonograph records, patented, advertised, no samples,
sell from photographs; liberal commission. Automatic Container Co., 506 Republic Bldg., Chicago, 111.
POSITION WANTED — Young man, married, would like
to get position anywhere in talking machine line where
there is a chance for advancement. City or country. Can
be used as all-around man, as I can be a shipping clerk,
salesman, repair man. assembler, delivery man; willing to
work, not afraid cf hard work or long hours. Address
"Box New
520," York.
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave.,
POSITION WANTED — Experienced cabinet factory manager and designer wishes to make a change. Thoroughly
familiar with up-to-date methods. Forty years old. Highest
reference.Machine
Now employed.
"Box New
521," York.
care The
Talking
World, 373 Address
Fourth Ave.,
POSITION
WANTED
— Mechanic
with 15 years'
ence constructing
and repairing
phonographs
of all experimakes,
part of years with Victrola line, with one of the largest
music houses jn this country desires to make a change.
Capable executive, thoroughly efficient with modern methods.
Can furnish the very best of references. Address "Box
514,"
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
New York.
POSITION WANTED — Talking machine salesman, five
years'
largeReferences.
city preferred.
Familiarexperience.
with all wellInside
knownposition
machines.
Address
"A.
P.
2"
Talking
Machine
World,
209
So. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
SALESMEN WANTED — Calling on music and furniture
trades to sell popular line of records and talking machines.
Address
P. 7,"111.The Talking Machine World, 209 So.
State St.,"A.
Chicago,
WANTED — Position as salesman or department manager by A-l Victor man, 26, married. At present in charge
of talking machine department of large Western music
house. Six years' experience in Victrola business, doing
buying, newspaper advertising, window trimming. Can
furnish the references you want. Prefer town west of
Chicago
of not
less than
25,000.
AddressAve.,
"W. New
N.,"York.
care
The
Talking
Machine
World,
373 Fourth
POSITION WANTED— Thoroughly experienced Phonograph and Record salesman for either road or managing
establishment, can vouch for seventy-five thousand dollars
gross business per annum, now with leading company, highcredentials.
Address G. H. Coryell, Saratoga
Hotel.est grade
Chicago,
111.
CASH
Paid for list of names of phonograph
owners, any and all makes; all names
and addresses must be guaranteed as
machine owners, Victor, Columbia,
Edison Disc, etc. If you have a mailing list quote us your price.
Address Box 499, c/o The
Talking
373 FourthMachine
Ave., N. World
Y. City
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STEEL
NEEDLES
100 Needles in Envelope, per 1,000 needles
0.60
Sapphire Needle for Pathe or Edison, each
0.25
MAIN SPRINGS
For Columbia Motors, size l"x0.28xll', each... 0.60
"
"
"
size ^"x0.23xl0', each. . 0.38
".
"
"
size ii"x0. 22xSy2', each. 0.24
GOVERNOR SPRINGS
For Columbia Motors, bent, per 100
1.50
For Victor Motors, per 100
1.50
For Heineman, Markell, etc., per 100
0.60
THUMB SCREWS FOR STYLUS BARS
For Victor Soundboxes, per 100
1.50
For Columbia Soundboxes, per 100
1.50
MICA DIAPHRAGMS
For Victor Soundboxes, each
;
0.15
For Columbia Soundboxes, each
0.25
For all standard Soundboxes, each.....
0.22
NEEDLE CUPS
Needle Cups, nickel plated, per 100
2.00
- Needle Cups, per 1000
17.50
Covers to nickel cups for used needles, per 100.. 1.25
Covers, per 1000
10.00
Green Felt for 10" turn-tables, each
0.10
Green Felt for 12" turn-tables, each
0.15
FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO.
1491 DeKalb Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.

DEALERS
Cash in on your surplus and overstock records.
We pay cash. We buy all makes in
any quantity.
Please give detailed information
and the lowest price acceptable.
ILLINOIS RECORD SERVICE,
Commercial Bldg.,
Dearborn and Lake Sts., Chicago, 111.
WANTED— Victor and Columbia
records
any quantity. Instant cash.
Describe in"fully.
JOSEPH GRANGER,
1125 Wilson Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
WANTED — Will pay cash for dealers' stock of
talking machines and records, all makes. State
quantity, quality, whether records have been out on
trial or new stock and price in first letter.
THE RECORD EXCHANGE
32S West 2nd St.
Davenport, Iowa
FOR SALE
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
10-inch, 12-inch lateral ■ cut, standard make, at low
prices. A fine lot of different selections.
I. DECKINGER
3064 Albany-Crescent Ave.
New York, N Y.

FOR

SALE

An established talking machine and
piano store situated in a live Massachusetts city. Store has two soundproof
booths, large display space and is attractively fitted up. Rent low. A big bargain
for some one, and can be purchased at a
low figure. Reason for selling owner has
two other stores and cannot give it his
best attention. A live wire can get a nice
income
of it. Address
Wire,"
care Theout Talking
Machine "Live
World,
373
Fourth Ave., New York.

COMPLETE stock of Victor records for
sale. Price according to quantity purchased.
Also
Also large
recordquantity
racks. of steel and jewel needles.
WILSON-BROADWAY MUSIC CO.
1140 Wilson Avenue
Chicago, 111.

STEEL NEEDLES
Repair parts for all talking machines made; main
and governor springs, double and single spring
motors, tone arms and sound boxes and complete
machines. All at lowest prices.
FULTON TALKING MACHINE CO.
640 Broadway
New York City
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Washington, D. C, May 8.— Automatic Record
Repeating Means for Phonographs and the
Like. — Richard James Prettie, Jamaica, N. Y.,
assignor to the Aeolian Co., New York. Patent No. 1,255,117.
The present invention relates to automatic
record-repeating means for phonographs and
the like, the features and advantages of which
will be apparent to those skilled in the art from
the following description in connection with the
drawings.
In the latter, Figure 1 is a plan view of a
phonograph comprising one embodiment of the
record-repeating means, said figure showing the
parts in set position with the record playing;
Fig. 2 is a similar view except that the parts
are shown in tripped1 position with the needle
and sound box lifted off the record and in the
act of being carried back by the conveyer to be
replaced on the record at its starting point;
this figure further illustrates a change in the
adjustment of the device to make it do this
for a smaller record, e. g., a ten-inch record,
whereas Fig. 1 shows the adjustment for a
twelve-inch record. Fig. 3 is a plan view, on
an enlarged scale, of the mechanism underlying
the turntable; Fig. 4 is a vertical section partly
in elevation on the line 4— 4 in Fig. 3 looking
in the direction of the arrows; Fig. 5 is a similar view on the line 5— 5 in said Fig. 3; Fig.
6 is an underneath fragmentary view of the turntable on a larger scale to illustrate the movable
dog carried thereby; Fig. 7 is a vertical section
partly in elevation on the line 7 — 7 in Fig. 6
looking in the direction of the arrows; and Fig.

8 is an enlarged detail of Fig. 1, the switch
member being shown adjusted as for a ten-inch
record, Fig. 9 is an enlarged sectional view on
the line 9 — 9 in Fig. 2, looking in the direction
of the arrows, and Fig. 10 is a vertical section
on line 10 — 10 in Fig. 3.
'Sound Control Mechanism. — Nicolas Kolby,
Chicago, 111. Patent No. 1,256,025.
This invention relates to improvements in
volume controlling apparatus for sound reproducing machines. An important object of the
invention is to provide apparatus of the above
mentioned character, which is attractive in appearance, highly efficient in operation, and convenient to actuate.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of apparatus embodying the invention. Fig. 2 is a detail transverse section through the lower track for the
panel curtain.
Fig. 3 is an enlarged horizontal^

sectional view through a portion of the panel
curtain, Fig. 4 is a horizontal sectional view
taken on line 4 — 4 of Fig. 1, and Fig. 5 is a
transverse sectional view taken on line 5— 5 of
Fig. 4.
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Needle Sharpener. — Harry L. Notter, Chicago,
111. Patent No. 1,256,034.
This invention has for its object to provide
a device for sharpening needles, and which is
particularly adapted for sharpening needles of
metal or other material used on talking machines.
The invention has for its main object to provide a needle-sharpening attachment for soundreproducing instruments constructed and arranged with relation to the sound box thereof,
and the horn carrying such sound box so that
when it is desired to sharpen a needle engaged
wi,th the sound box the latter may be swung
on the pivot of the horn so that the needle enters the sharpening means and is held firmly
in position with relation to the sharpening element, and may then be sharpened and returned
to normal position for playing further talking
machine records.
The invention has for its further object to
provide a small, simple and efficient device of
the character set forth which may be easily attached to the casing of a sound-reproducing instrument in position for ready operation to resharpen needles used thereon.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a needlesharpening device constructed in accordance
with the invention.
Fig. 2 is a top plan view

of the same. Fig. 3 is a vertical longitudinal
section of the same on the line 3 — 3 of Fig. 2.
Fig. 4 is a fragmentary detail section on the
l'ne 4— 4 of Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a fragmentary
view in side elevation partly in section showing a portion of the casing of a sound-reproducing instrument equipped with a needle-sharpening device constructed in accordance with the
invention. Fig. 6 is a top plan view of the
same.
Phonograph Attachment. — Robert L. Baker,
Aurora, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Henry
Morgan,
same place.relates
Patent
1,256,099". in
This invention
to No.
improvements
phonograph attachments and particularly to
devices for cleaning a record in advance of the
needle so as to remove particles of dirt and dust
therefrom.
Devices have been provided for the same purpose as this invention but by reason of the particular construction of this device and by reason
of the specific way in which it is mounted upon
the native parts of the talking machine, advantages are secured that are not attained by
the previous devices. One disadvantage of
such devices already produced is that they are
attached to the shell of the sound box and
since they include spring elements, they present
readily vibrated bodies which are in position
to receive their vibrations from the diaphragm
of the sound box through the shell of the sound
box and when the phonograph is in operation
there is a tendency for such devices to vibrate
with a singing sound and interfere with the
clear tones of the instrument. In the construction the device is mounted upon the stem of the
needle post and moves therewith as the needle
post is moved with the needle. The needle post,
of course, has a positive movement with the
needle and not a vibration S'tlch as is imparted
to the diaphragm and thus the tendency of the

H 11

metal portions of this device to vibrate is prevented.
One object of the invention is to provide a
device of this character which is resilient in its
nature so as to readily accommodate itself to
varying conditions, due to the use of longer
or shorter needles.
Another and primary object of the present
invention is to provide a. cleaning brush which
may be mounted upon the stem of the needle
post of a sound box and which will lie with its
brush portion transversely of the line of movement of the record so that with the lateral
movement of the needle as it engages the sides
of the record grove, the brush will also move
laterally and as a result of this movement will

more thoroughly clean the record groove.
Another object is to provide a structure in
which, while the brush portion is movable vertically with respect to the needle and is held
against the record by spring action, there will
be resistance to lateral movement of the brush
with respect to the needle so that the brush
will move with the needle positively as stated
above.
Another object is to provide a device of this
character in which the cleaning element or
brush can be removed when worn out and a new
one placed therein, without the necessity for
removing the device from the phonograph.
In the drawing: Figure 1 is an enlarged elevation of the invention applied to the needle
clamp of a phonograph sound box; Fig. 2 is a
front elevation; Fig. 3 is an enlarged vertical
section on the line 3 — 3 of Fig. 2; Fig. 4 is an
enlarged section on the line 3 — 3 of Fig. 1.
Talking Machine Tone Arm. — Arthur R.
Schwarzkopf, Muskegon, Mich., assignor to the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, 111.
Patent No. 1,257,939.
This invention has for its object to provide
a universal talking machine tone arm for use
with records of both the bottom cut and side*
cut types and particularly those familiarly
known as the Victor, Edison and Pathe records.
A further object of the invention is to dispense with the necessity for detaching any
parts of the tone arm when it is desired to play
one or the other make of records, but to enable
this to be done by simply moving parts into
and out of operative position and which can be
done, easily and quickly by any user without special skill or instruction.
A further object of the invention is to proportion and dispose the parts so that the stylus
for each type of record will be held in place
in the groove under the proper pressure, thereby
preserving the desired tone volume and quality.
Figure 1 is a side elevation showing the invention arranged for playing an Edison record;
Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the invention as
shown in Fig. 1; Figs. 3 and 4 are sectional

views on the lines 3 — 3 and 4— 4 of Figs. 2 and
3. respectively; Fig. 5 shows the invention arranged to play a Victor record; Fig. 6 shows
both sound boxes thrown back in position at
rest, and Fig. 7 is a plan view of the invention
as shown in Fig. 6.
(Continued on l>age 112)
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LATEST PATENTS RELATING TO TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS— (Continued from page 111)
Talking Machine Sound Box. — Thomas F. scratching sounds accompanying tone reproducof a reproducer partly in section, the section beJones, Maywood, 111. Patent No. 1,258,341.
ing taken on the line 1— 1 of Fig. 2; Fig. 2 is
tion in talking machines may be almost entirely
This invention relates to sound boxes of talka section on the line 2 — 2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is
eliminated and only the tones sought to be rea plan view of the lock with the thimble in secproduced are heard. This invention further
ing machines, and its object is to provide a
tion; Fig. 4 is an elevation of the end of the
novel and improved mounting therefor whereby
provides a wooden tone
arm of a certain novel
it is free to rotate about its own axis rather
Fy 1
tone arm; and Fig. 5 is an elevation of the key.
than swing bodily about an axis outside of itinterior construction (-(>;:
Sound Box. — Richard James Prettie, Jamaica,
whereby a clearer and
self, this arrangement resulting in advantages.
N. Y., assignor to the Aeolian Co., New York.
Patent No. 1,263,468.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a fragment of
more soft tone reproduction isobtained.
the tone arm of a talking machine and the sound
The present invention relates to improveFigure 1 is a view,
ments in sound boxes and comprises improvements whereby the sound box can be converted
partly in section, of a
tone arm and sound box
to play either lateral or vertical wave records.
embodying the invention; Fig. 2 is a plan view
In the latter Figure 1 is a face-view of a
sound box illustrating one form or embodiment
of the supporting bearing for the tone arm.
of this improvement shown as if playing a
Attachment for Talking Machine. — Andre
lateral-wave disc record. Fig. 2 is a partial edge
Junod, New York.
Patent No. 1,259,242.
view of the sound box in Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is similar
This invention relates to that type of talkFigrJ.
ing machine emploj'ing a record carried on
the face of a disc which is revolved by a suitEg*
able motor, and has for its object to produce a
device whereby a sound box or reproducer may
•be employed for the purpose of reproducing
sound from a disc having a sinuous record
box carried thereby; Fig. 2 is a plan view theregroove in which the reproducing stylus is moved
of; Fig. 3 is a section on the line 3 — 3 of Fig.
laterally relatively to the face of the disc, and
2, and Fig. 4 is a section on the line 4— 4 of the same reproducer may be employed to reproFig. 1.
duce sound from a disc having a vertically cut
Sound Reproducing Machine. — Willard E. record groove in which the stylus is moved in
the direction perpendicular to the plane of the
Cleveland, Rochester, N .Y., assignor to George
disc.
Clay Cox, same place. Patent No. 1,258,189. A further object is to produce a device whereThis invention has reference to sound reproby the position of the sound box may be reducing machines and its purpose is more particularly to provide an apparatus that is readily
versed to give access to the needle holder withto Fig. 2 except that it shows the device adapplicable to and used in conjunction with
out reversing or in any way altering the posihras if to play a vertical-wave disc record;
Fiff:5. justed
tion of the tone arm or any part thereof.
pianos so that a phonograph mechanism may
Fig. 4 is an enlarged vertical section partly in
A further object is to produce a device in
be used either independently of or in conjuncelevation on the line 4 — \ in Fig. 2 looking in
which the sound vibrations set up by the diation or harmony with a piano. A more espethe direction of the arrows; Fig. 5 is a modificaphragm will be caused to travel into and
cial purpose of the invention is to afford a
tion, the view being otherwise similar to Fig.
through the tone arm without encountering obnovel drive or controlling mechanism that per4; and Fig. 6 is a side view of one of the parts
structions and without making sharp turns.
mits ready application of the device to a piano
in Fig. 5.
In the drawings: Figure 1 is a plan view of
structure. Another object of the improvement
Hinged-Cover Support. — Charles J. Bousfield,
resides in the novel construction and relationthe device operating in conjunction with a recBay
City, Mich., assignor to the Delpheon Co.,
ord
disc
having
a
sinuous
or
lateral
cut
groove;
ship of the horn to the record table, so as to
Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the same; Fig. 3 same place. Patent No. 1,262,167.
create a maximum of sound volume and clearThis invention relates to hinged cover supis a view similar to Fig. 1, but showing the deness in a minimum space and with due regard
ports for talking machine cabinets and the like.
to the simplicity of the construction.
One object of the invention is to provide
In the drawings: Figure 1 is a front elevameans for holding the cover open through the
tion of a piano, with a portion of the case
instrumentality of suitable mechanism conbroken away, and showing the application of a
trolled by the tension of a spring.
preferred form of the invention; Fig. 2 is a
Another
object resides in the provision of
horizontal sectional view on the line 2a — 2a of
Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is a front elevation of the upper
part of the piano case, with the record table in
playing position; Fig. 4 is a horizontal sectional
view showing the position of the record table
when out of operation; Fig. 5 is a plan view
of the keys and key levers; Fig. 6 is a central
vice engaging a vertical cut record; Fig. 4 is
vertical sectional view of the record table; Fig.
a
side
elevation of the same; Fig. 5 is an en7 is a plan view of the same partially broken
larged detail sectional view of a reproducer in
position to operate on a sinuous groove record;
Fig. 6 is a section on the line 6— 6 of Fig. 5;
Fig. 7 is a side elevation of the parts shown in
means whereby the tension of the spring is
Fig. 5; and Fig. 8 is an enlarged side elevation
exerted only when the cover is in open position.
of the device in position to operate on a vertical
cut record.
Figure 1 is a partial sectional side elevation
of a talking machine cabinet equipped with the
Locking Device for Talking Machine. — Joseph
improved cover supporting means, showing the
Wolff, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to the Sonora
mechanism in two different positions.
Phonograph Co., New York. Patent No. 1,Fig. 2 is an enlarged isometric view of the
259,189.
away; Fig. 8 is a perspective view of the housmechanism comprising the supporting means.
This
invention
relates
to
locks
and
more
paring and horn for the record table; Fig. 9 is an
ticularly to a device for securing the reproenlarged detail view showing the hinge connecIMPROVEMENT IN FOREIGN TRADE
tion between the two parts of the record table;
Fig. 10 is a sectional view taken through the
Department of Commerce Reports Substantial
hinge portion of the table and showing the latRecovery From Recent Decline
ter in its folded and inoperative position, and
Fig. 11 is a sectional view of the housing and
Washington, D. C, May 10. — March imports
horn for the record table.
and exports show a partial recovery from the
Talking Machine. — Henry Lobschutz, New
decline in recent months, according to a stateYork. Patent No. 1,258,128.
ment issued to-day by the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce.
The object of this invention is to provide an
improved tone arm for talking machines. More
ducer or speaker of a talking machine to the
Exports for March amounted to $531,000,000.
particularly it is one of the objects of the in- tone arm, and has for its object to produce a an increase of $119,000,000 over February. For
vention to provide a tone arm in which the
device whereby the reproducer will be securely
the nine months ended with March exports were
passages for the sound waves are constructed
locked to the tone arm, and cannot be removed
valued at $4,394,000,000, a decrease from the
by an unauthorized person.
almost entirely of wood. By using a wooden
$4,637,000,000
recorded for the nine months*
period
a year ago.
[fl the drawings: Figure 1 is a rear elevation
tone arm, the objectionable metallic, harsh or
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POPULAR SONGS
18458 For the Two of Us
Wright and Dietrich
I Hate to Lose You
Peerless Quartet
18460 What'll We Do With Him, Boys?,
J. ("Sailor") Reilly
Any Old Place the William
Gang Goes,
William
J. ("Sailor")
Reilly
18461 Three Wonderful Letters From
Home,
Charles Hart
Daddy
Mine (He's Got Those Elizabeth
Big BlueSpencer
Eyes
Like You)
18462 I'm Sorry I Made You Cry
Henry
Burr
One Day in June
Campbell and Burr
DANCE RECORDS
18457 At the Jazz Band Ball. One-step,
Original Dixieland Jazz Band
Ostrich Walk. Fox-trot,
Original Dixieland Jazz Band
35639 Forget-Me-Not. Waltz McKee's Orchestra
Felicia Waltz
Markels' Orchestra
VOCAL Sergeant
RECORDS
70117 The Laddies Who Fought and Won (Lauder),
45151 Lafayette (We Hear You Calling), Harry Lauder
Reinald Werrenrath
Freedom For All Forever. .. Reinald Werrenrath
35672 Gems from "Oh Lady! Lady!"
Victor Light Opera Company
Gems from "Going Victor
Up," Light Opera Company
35673 The Singing Soldiers. (Recitation),
James H. Heron
The Mother's Answer. (Recitation),
James H. Heron
RED SEAL RECORDS
Giuseppe de Luca, Baritone — In Italian
74572 Rinaldo
— Lascia ch'io pianga (My TearsHandel
Shall
Flew)
Geraldine
Farrar.
Soprano
—
In
French
88594 Thais — Meditation (Te souvient-il du lumineux
voyage) (Dost Thou Remember the Voyage),
Massenet
Jascha Heifetz, Violinist
74568 Hebrew Melody
Joseph Achron
John McCormack, Tenor
64773 God Be With Our Boys Tonight,
Fred G. Bowles-Wilfrid Sanderson
Ignace Jan Paderewski, Pianist
74545 Nocturne in F Major (Op. 15, No. 1)... Chopin
COLUMBIA

TALKING

GRAPHOPHONE
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CO.

A6038*Regretful
Blues
Nora Bayes
A Little Bit
of Sunshine (From Home),
Nora Bayes
T2528*The Yanks Started Yankin' (The Russians
Were Rushin')
Arthur Fields
Hunting
the Hun
Arthur
Fields
A2525 I'm in Love
Gus Van
How'd You Like to be My Daddy?
Farber Sisters
A2530 Good Morning Mr. Zip-Zip-Zip (Camp Song),
Eugene Buckley and Peerless Quartet
K-K-Katy (Camp Song)
Eugene Buckley
A2529 Three Wonderful Letters From Home,
Henry Burr
Good-bye, Barney Boy
Peerless Quartet
A2522*The
of the Fires
U. S. Going
A. ..Peerless
Keep Makin's
the Trench
for theQuartet
Boys
Out There
Peerless Quartet
A2520 If You Look In Her Eyes— From Robert
"Going Lewis
Up,"
Fancy You Fancying Me — From "Odds and
Ends of 1917"
Robert Lewis
DANCE
RECORDS OF THE MONTH
A2524*The Tickle Toe— Medley fox-trot. Intro.: (1)
If You Look in Her Eyes, (2) Do It for
Me — From "Going Up"
Prince's Band
Going
Up —Two
Medley
one-step.
Intro.: Up!
(1) Here's
to the
of You,
(2) Down!
Left!
Right! — From "Going Up"
Prince's Band
A6036*I Hate to Lose You — Medley fox-trot. Intro.:
(1) For
of Us,
(2) Rock-a-Bye
Your
BabythewithTwoa Dixie
Melody,
Tockers Brothers
Odds and Ends of 1917 — Medley fox-trot,
Tockers Brothers
THE MONTH'S INSTRUMENTAL SELECTIONS
A6039 Martha — Overture,
Philharmonic Orchestra of New York
Stradella — Overture,
Philharmonic Orchestra of New York
TWO SPLENDID MARCHES
A2531 Wisconsin Forward Forever — March,
Prince's Band
the Square
— March Alexander
Prince's Prince
Band
A2516 On
Espana
Waltz
Bonne Bouche Polka
Alexander Prince
A2517 Andante Cantabile Boston String Quartet
Traumerei
Boston String Quartet
A6034 Prince Igor — March of the Opera,
Orchestra
Caucassian Sketches — Suite Symphony
in Four Parts,
No.
II, "In the
Village"
Prince's
Orchestra
VOCAL SELECTIONS
49215 Traviata— Di Provenza 111 Mar II Suol,
Riccardo Stracciari
A6033 Gunga Din
H. E. Humphrey
The Road to Mandalay H. E. Humphrey
FAMOUS HYMNS BY FAVORITE ARTISTS
A2515 Flee as a Bird
Henry Burr
Take the Name of Jesus With You,
Henry
Burr
and
James Hall
BEDTIME STORIES
A7527 Buster Bear Gets a Good Breakfast.
Thornton W. Burgess
When Old Mr. Toad Was Puffed Up.
Thornton W. Burgess
TUNE MID-MONTH LIST, ON SALE MAY 10
A2521*In the Land O'Yamo Yamo..Van and Schenck
My Mind's Made Up to MarryVanCarolina,
and Schenck
A2526*Lafayette
Calling)
.. Reed Miller
All Aboard(Wefor Hear
Home,YouSweet
Home,
Arthur Fields
A2519*'N Ev'rything
Al Jolson
When You Play with the Heart of a Girl,
Sterling Trio
A2366*Levinsky at the Wedding— Part III. Julian Rose
Levinsky at the Wedding — Part IV. Julian Rose
A2523*Sweet Emalina, My Gal — One-step,
Earl Fuller's Rector Novelty Orchestra
Graveyard Blues — Fox-trot,
Earl Fuller's Rector Novelty Orchestra
A6035*Medley of Old Waltz Songs— Part I. Intro.:
(1)
Bowery,
(3) Sweet
Little Rosie
Annie O'Grady,
Rooney, (2)
(4) The
Daisy
Bell,
(5) After the Ball, (6) Molly 'O,Prince s Band

10
10

FOR

12

10
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12

JUNE,

WORLD

1918

Medley of Old Waltz Songs— Part II. Intro.: (1) Just
One
Girl,Sidewalks
(2) My of
Pearl's
Bowery
(3) The
New aYork,
(4) Girl,
Just
as the Sun Went Down, (5) She is More to
be Pitied than Censured, (6) In the Shade
the OldBut Apple
Tree (Soldier
Prince'sBoy)Band
A6037*Au ofRevoir,
Not Good-Bye
— 12
Medley one-step. Intro.: (1) That's the Kind
of a Baby for Me, (2) Won't You Say a
Word for Ireland?
Prince's Band 12
Just a Little Cottage — Medley fox -trot. Intro.:
(1) Give Me the Moonlight, Give Me the
Girl,
(2) If They'd Never Take
You From
Me
Prince's
Band 12
* Records marked with an asterisk will be featured on
cards and cut-outs of the June Dealers' Window Display.
EDISON

BLUE

AMBEROL

RECORDS

BEAUTIFUL CONCERT NUMBERS
28285 Melody in F (Rubinstein-Spalding) . Violin.
28284 Pianoforte by Andre Benoist Albert Spalding
Sunshine Song
(Solvejg's Lied) (Grieg).
Soorch. accomp
Julia Heinrich
3476 Darktown prano,
Strutters'
Ball
(Shelton
Brooks).
Male
voices, orch. accomp
....Premier Quartet
3479 Dixie
Volunteers (Leslie-Ruby).
Male voices,
orch. accomp
Premier Quartet
3478 Everybody's Crazy 'Bout the Doggone Blues, But
I'm Happy (Creamer-Layton).
Arthur Collins and Orch.
Byronaccomp.,
G. Harlan
3483 I'll Take You Back to Italy — Jack O'Lantern
(Irving Berlin). Orch. accomp.,
Ada Jones and Billy Murray
3477
I'm Going naco).
to Follow
the Boys
V. MoConversational
duet, (James
orch. accomp.,
Rachael Grant and Billy Murray
3480 'Round Her Neck She Wears a Yeller Ribbon
(For Her Lover Who is Fur, Fur Away)
(Geo. A. Norton). Tenor, orch. accomp.,
G. Harlan and Chorus
3473 Says I to Myself, SaysByron
I (Harry Von Tilzer).
Orch. accomp
Ada Jones
3474 Tickle Toe — Going Up (Louis A. Hirsch).
Tenor
Vernon Dalhart and Chorus
TWO BLOOD-STIRRING MARCHES
3471 American Aviation March (Creatore).
Creatore and His Band
Forward Forever March (John Philip
3481 Wisconsin
Sousa)
New York Military Band
HEART SONGS AND A NEGRO MELODY
3468 A Little Love, a Little Kiss (Lao Silesu). Tenor,
orch. accomp
Ralph Errolle
3469 Magic
of Your Eyes (Arthur A. Penn). Tenor,
orch. accomp
George Wilton Ballard
Old Sweet
3472 Mother's
Counter-tenor,
orch.Lullaby
accomp.,(H. C. Weasner).
Will Oakland and Chorus
3470 Nobody Knows the Trouble I See (American
Negro Melody) (Arranged by J. Rosamond
Tenor, orch. accomp. . .Vernon Dalhart
3465 OnJohnson).
the Banks of the Brandywine (Anatol Friedland). Tenor, orch. accomp. (vocal obligato
by Elizabeth Spencer) ....Walter Van Brunt
SACRED SONGS
3475 There's a Wideness
in God's Mercy (F. G. Illsley).
Contralto,
orch. accomp May E. Wright
3467 Work, for the Night
is Coming (Mason) ; and
Jesus, cred,Saviour,
Pilot Me (J..Metropolitan
E. Gould). Quartet
Saorch."SOME"
accomp
DANCES
Strutters' Ball — Fox-trot (Shelton
3462 Darktown
For dancing. . .Jaudas' Society Orchestra
3463 Li'IBrooks).
Liza Jane — One-step (Countess Ada De Lachau).
For
dancing Jaudas' Society Orchestra
3461 "Old Timers" Waltz. For dancing,
Jaudas' Society Orchestra
3482 Watermelon Whispers Fox-trot
(George Hamilton Green). Xylophone, orch. accomp.,
George
Hamilton Green
AN INSTRUMENTAL COMEDY
Elephant
and
the
Fly
(H.
Kling).
Piccolo and
3464 Bassoon, orch. accomp.,
Weyert A. Moor and Benjamin Kohon
A WORRY CHASER
3466 Whistling Coon
(Sam Devere),
Edward Meeker and Empire Vaudeville Co.
PATHE

10
10
10
in
10
10

MACHINE

FRERES

PHONOGRAPH

CO.

POPULAR "HITS" OF THE MONTH
20355 How'd You Like to Be My Daddy? (LewisYoung-Snyder)
The Farber Girls 10
There's a Lump of Sugar Down in Dixie
(Bryan-Yellen-Gumble) The Farber Girls 10
20351 'N Everything
— From "Sinbad," Winter Garden Show (DeSylvia-Kahn-Jolson),
Louis Winsch, Baritone 10
K-K-K-Katy (O'Hara) Louis Winsch, Baritone
20354 Theenfeld)
Last Long Mile — From "Toot-Toot"—
Arthur Fields,(BreitBaritone
Good-Bye, Barney Boy (Brennan-Morse)
,
Peerless Quartet
10
20350 My Little Rambling Rose (Freeman),
Campbell and Burr 10
She's
the Daughter of Rosie
O'Grady
Donaldson)
Henry
Burr, (BriceTenor 10
20330 The Soldiers of the King (Stuart),
Warwick Williams, Baritone 10
Laddie in Khaki (Novello),
Warwick Williams, Baritone 10
20353 I'll(Brown-Mills)
Come Back to You When Peerless
It's AllQuartet
Over 10
On the Road to Home Sweet Home (Van Alstyne-Kahn)
Sterling Trio 10
20352 Where the Morning Glories Grow (WhitingKahn-Egan)
Sterling Trio 10
For the Two of Us (Leslie-Ruby),
Campbell and Burr 10
NEW "LIBERTY LOAN" RECORD
20359 What Are You Going to Do to Help the Boys?
(Kahn-Van Alstyne) . .Arthur Fields, Baritone 10.
The Volunteers (Sousa). March,
American Regimental Band 10
20360 Rock-a-Bye Your Baby With a Dixie Melody
(Lewis-Young-Schwartz),
Arthur Fields, Baritone 10
What'll We Do With Him, Boys? (SterlingBaritone 10
NEW Lange)
STANDARD BALLADSArthur
SUNGFields,
IN ENGLISH
27507 Calm as the Night (Bohm),
Kathleen Howard, Contralto 10
Just A-Wearyin' forKathleen
You (Carrie-Jacobs-Bond),
Howard, Contralto 10
25012 The Little Gray Dove (Victor Saar). Violin,
flute and piano accomp.,
Grace Hoffman, Soprano 10
The Fairy Pipers (Brewer).
Piano and flute
accomp
Grace Hoffman, Soprano 10

20340 Loch Lomond
Myrtle Moses, Soprano
Irish Love Song (Margaret Ruthven Lang),
Myrtle Moses, Soprano
20343 The Kilties March (Murchison),
University Quartet
Lafayette, We Hear You Calling (Mary Earl),
Warwick Williams, Baritone
NEW SACRED SONGS
20342 The Church in the Wildwood (Dr. W. S. Pitts).
Unaccomp
.... Chautauqua
Quartet
When
the Roll
Is Called UpPreachers'
Yonder (Black),
Unaccomp
20341 Whispering
Hope Chautauqua
(Hawthorne),Preachers' Quartet
Lillian Heyward, Soprano and
Louise Brentwood, Contralto
Sweet Hour of Prayer (Bradbury). Organ
accomp
Louise Brentwood, Contralto
NEW RECORDINGS BY THE HAWAIIANS
20344 Missouri Waltz (Hush-a-Bye Ma Baby) (EppelLogan) . Louise and Ferera Waikiki Orchestra
Love's Old Sweet Song (Mollcy). Hawaiian
accomp
Cora Tracey, Contralto
NEW PATHE "DE LUXE" DANCE RECORDS
20357 A step
Baby's Prayer at Twilight
OneAmerican (Jerome).
Republic Band
Flower of the Orient (Savino).
Waltz,
American Republic Band
20356 O! Lady, Lady! (Kern).
Medley Fox-trot,
intro. : "You Found Me and I Found You,"
"When the Ship Comes
In," Republic Band
American
Pack Up Your Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag —
From "Her Soldier Boy."
one-step,
AmericanMedley
Republic
Band
NEW NOVELTY DANCE RECORDS
20358 Sarah From
"Oriental
trot." PianoSahara
duo with(Frey).
drums. Eubie
Blake FoxTrio
Bunch of Blues — Fox-trot, accordion
solo,Klass
Charles
20328 Stockyard Blues (Pinkard) — Fox-trot,
Van Eps-Banta Dance Orchestra
Popularity (Cohan)
One-step, Dance Orchestra
Van— ORCHESTRA
Eps-Banta
NEW BAND AND
RECORDS
40124 Hymn of the Nations, Part 1 (Verdi),
Garde Republicaine Band of France
Hymn of the Nations, Part 2 (Verdi),
Garde Republicaine Band of France
40123 Scenes Bohemiennes (Bizet). Prelude,
Garde Republicaine Band of France
Scenes Bohemiennes, No. 2 (Bizet). Serenade,
Garde Republicaine Band of France
29199 A Thousand Kisses (Joyce). Waltz,
Royal Court Orchestra
L'Amour Qui Rit (Fragson-Christine),
Royal Court Orchestra
20348 Fireflies (Savino). Intermezzo,
Pathe Concert Orchestra
Heart's Ease (Macbeth).Pathe
Intermezzo,
Concert Orchestra
20347 Deauville (Corbin).-" PolkaPathe
for Freres
flute, Orchestra
Nesting Song (Buot). Fantasie
for clarinet,
Pathe Freres
Orchestra
NEW OPERATIC VOCAL RECORDS
63023 Mignon
(Thomas),
conosciin Italian,
il bel sual?"
(Knowest
Thou the"Non
Land?),
Claudia Muzio, Soprano
Madame Sans Gene (Giordano), "Che me ne facoio" (What Will I Do?),
in Italian,
Claudia
Muzio, Soprano
59056 Manon Lescaut (Puccini), "Ange, Sirene ou
Femme)
(Angel,Florencio
Siren Constantino,
or Woman),
French
Tenorin
I ancora"
Pescatori (Idi Perle
par d'udirein
Hear (Bizet),
As In "Mi
a Dream),
Italian Florencio Constantino, Tenor
27506 Tales of Hoffman
(Offenbach), "Coppelius
Song." in French
Adamo Didur, Basso_
Sonnambula (Bellini), "Vi rawiso o luoghi
ameni"
(O, lovely scenesAdamo
long vanished),
Italian
Didur, Bassoin
NEW INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
20346 Souvenir de Venise (Quinn). Violin solo, piano
accomp
Jan Rubini
Firelight Fancies (Loth).
Violin solo, piano
accomp
Jan
Rubini
20345 American Patrol (Meacham),
Boudini Brothers, Accordionists
Hiram's Huskin' Bee (Sweatman-Bonnell-Daly) —
Characteristic medley.
Intro.: 1. "Down
Home Rag," 2. "Turkey In the Straw," 3.
"Chicken Reel,"Boudini Brothers, Accordionists
29198 Carefree and Happy. Zither and mandolin duet.
pianoWellaccomp
Hofersolo,
Brothers
How
You Dance!
Mandolin
piano
accomp
Antonio Devito
PARAMOUNT

RECORDS
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N. Y. Recording Laboratories, Inc., Port Washington, Wis.
Supplement
Six— All 10-inch.
ReleasedSONGS
May 20, 1918
STANDARD
AND SACRED
30028 My Own United States (Stange-Edwards),
Royal
Marseillaise (de L'Isle)
Royal Dadmun
Dadmun
30029 I Hear You Calling Me (Harford-Marshall),
Charles H. Hart
Ireland Must Be Heaven (McCarty-JohnsonFisher)
Lewis James
30031 For All Eternity (Mascheroni) Alan Turner
Oh Promise Me (de Koven)
Alan Turner
30027 Vacant Chair (Root)
Shannon Four
Sometime You'll Remember (Harms) .... Lewis James
30026 Face to Face (Herbert Johnson) Royal Dadmun
Brighten the Corner Where You Are (Gabriel).
Royal (Caro
Dadmun
30030 Can't You Hear Me Callin' Caroline
Roma)
Greek Evans
I Cannot Sing the Old Songs (Claribel) . .Lewis James
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
30025 Pretty Polly (Arranged by Blondell),
Blondell's Saxophone Quartet
First Love (Waltz). Accordion Solo
Delroy
30022 Venetian Love Song (Nevin). Xylophone Solo,
George Hamilton Green
Humoresque (Dvorak). Xylophone Solo,
30024 Traumerei (Schumann). Violin
Solo,Hamilton Green
George
Samuel Gardner
Spring Song (Mendelssohn). Violin Samuel
Solo. Gardner
2055 Oloha Land (Hawaiian Guitars).
Obligato,
LouiseFlute
& Ferera
& Rose
O Sole Mio (di Capua). Hawaiian Louise
Guitars,& Ferera
30023 Liberty Loan March (Sousa) .. Puritan Military Band
Patrol of the Scouts (Boccalari),
Puritan Military Band
30032 Angels Dream Waltz (Herman) ... Puritan Orchestra
Venetian Love Song (Nevin) Puritan Orchestra
POPULAR SONGS OF THE DAY
2052 Good Morning,
Mr. Zip,
Zip, Zip (Lloyd).
Bari-Fields
tone
Solo
Arthur
Aw Sammy (Baritone Solo). With Orchestra,
Arthur Fields
(Continued on page 1141
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2054 Au Revoir, But Not Good-bye, Soldier Boy
(Brown-Von Tilzer)
Henry Burr
Bring
Back My Daddy to Me (Tracy-JohnsonMeyer)
Henry Burr
2051 Three Wonderful Letters From Home (GoodwinMcDonald-Hanly
Royden D. Massey
A Little Bit of Sunshine (McDonald-GoodwinHanly)
Royden D. Massey
2053 Round Her Neck She Wears a Yeller Ribbon
(Norton)
Byron G. Harlan
Life Is a RECORDS
Merry Go Round
(Golden-Burt) . Dan Quinn
FOR DANCING
30033 Livery Stable Blues— Fox-trot,
Saxophone Jazz Orchestra
The Dark Town Strutters' Ball Cordes
(Shelton-Brooks),
Jazz Orchestra
30034 Wait Till the Cows Come Home (CaldwellCaryll
Yerkes Tazarimba Band
More Candy
Yerkes Jazarimba Band

7350

7355

7353
7354

7357
7351

EMERSON PHONOGRAPH CO.
PATRIOTIC AND POPULAR SONG HITS
What Are You Going to Do to Help the Boys?
(Kahn-Van Alstyne).
Patriotic solo, orch.
accomp
Harry Evans
Way Down There a Dixie Boy Is Missing
(Tierney-Murphy).
Patriotic
solo, orch.
accomp
Harry Evans
They Were All Out of Step But Jim (Irving
Berlin).
Patriotic character song, orcn.
accomp
Eddie Nelson
Second Regiment Connecticut March (D. W.
Reeves). March and one-step,
Emerson Military Band
Tom, Dick and Harry and Jack, Hurry Back
(Johnson-Ager). Patriotic solo, orch. accomp.,
D. (Bud) Bernie
That's
One orch.
Motheraccomp
Can Do (Reid-De Robert
Rose). Rice
TenorAllsolo,
All Aboard for Home, Sweet Home (BurkhartPiantadosi-Glogau).
Patriotic
solo, orch.
accomp
D. (Bud) Bernie
Mothers of America, You Have Done Your
Share (Ellis- Porter). Patriotic solo, orch.
accomp
Harry Ellis
The Last Long Mile (Emil Breitenfeld). Patriotic solo, orch. accomp
Arthur Burdin
The Stars and Stripes Forever (J. P. Sousa).
March and one-step Emerson. Military Band
K-K-K-Katy
(Geoffrey O'Hara).D. Stuttering
song, orch. accomp
(Bud) Bernie
What a Wonderful Dream It Would Be (Charles
K. Harris). Tenor solo, orch. accomp.,
Frank Woods

7358 'N Character
Everythingsong,(Deorch.
Sylvia,
Kahn and Eddie
Jolson).
accomp
Nelson
Chu Chin Chinaman (Hanley-MacDonald).
Quartet, orch. accomp...... Peerless Quartet
7356 I'msolo,
Sorry
I Made
You Cry (N. J. Clesi).
orch.
accomp
JamesTenor
Matthew
Killarney (Michael W. Balfe). Tenor solo,
orch. accomp
Frank Woods
7359 You're
a Better Man Than
I Am, song,
• Gunga-Din
(Ehrlich-Osborne).
Character
orch.
accomp
Henry Lewis
I Think You're Absolutely Wonderful, What
Do You Think of Me? (McCarthy-Carroll).
Baritone solo, orch. accomp
Henry Lewis
FAVORITE DANCE SELECTIONS
7360 There'll Be a Hot Time for the Old Men While
the Young Men Are Away
(George W.
Meyer).
One-step Emerson Military Band
The Handicap (George Rosey). March and
one-step
Emerson Military Band
7361 While the Incense is Burning I Dream of You
(Walter Smith). Fox-trot. .Emerson Military Band
Drums
7362 The
Le Pere
De La Victorie ....Emerson
(Father of -Drum
Victory)Corps
(L. Ganne). March and one-step,
Emerson Military Band
Garde Du Corps (Paris Chambers). March and
one-step
Emerson Military Band
LYRA PHONE
7109
7110
9106
9107
6136
6137

TALKING

MACHINE

6138 I Once Loved a Boy (Old Irish),
Mary Cavendish, Soprano 10
'Twas One of Those Dreams (Old Irish),
Mary Cavendish 10
6130 Villanelle (dell' Acqua) . Olive Marshall, Soprano 10
Deep River (Burleigh) . .Marion Green, Baritone 10
6131 'Twas Early One Morning (Old Irish),
Mary Cavendish, Soprano 10
Come Buy My Nice Fresh Ivy (Old Irish),
Mary Cavendish 10
3791 Bird's
Song
Lydia
Lindgren,
Soprano 1010
Swedish Folk Song Lydia Lindgren, Soprano
3792 Little
Solveig's
Lydia Lindgren,
Soprano 10
StarSong
in the Sky Above
Lydia Lindgren
10
3712 The Lord's Prayer Russian
(In Russian),
Choir Double Quartet 10
O Divine Redeemer (In Russian),
Russian Choir Double Quartet 10
POPULARS
5126 A Jerome)
Baby's Prayer at Twilight (Lewis-YoungTenor Solo 10
Sombre et Meuse (French March),
LyricSoldier
Military
5127 Au Revoir, But Not Good-bye,
BoyBand
(Al 10
Von Tilzer)
Baritone Solo 10
Red, White and Blue (Shaw),
Lyric Military Band 10
5128 My Belgian Rose (Benoit-Levenson-Garton)
Tenor ,
Solo 10
The Flag of Victory Lyric Military Band 10
5129 Just Like Washington Crossed the Delaware
(Johnson-Meyer)
10
American
Patrol (Meacham) . Lyric Military Band 10
5118 That's the Kind of a Baby for
Me
(Egan),
Samuel Ash, Tenor 10
Bring Me a Rose (Shisler) ... Samuel Ash, Tenor 10
5119 There's
Something in the Henry
Name Burr,
of Ireland
(Ager)
Tenor 10
Hawaiian Butterfly (Santly) Sterling Trio 10
SOLDIERS

ATTEST

TO

10
May 15, 1918

WORLD

5120 Cheer Up, Liza (Golden-Hubbell),
Peerless Quartet
Melody
Land
(Golden-Hubbell),
Peerless
Quartet
5121 I May Be Gone for a Long, Long Time (Von
Tilzer
Stanley Cochran, Baritone
Hail,
the Gang's
Morse)Hail,
.... Arthur
Fields All
and Here
Peerless(SullivanQuartet
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
Marche
Rakoczy
Lyric
Gypsy
Band
3782
Gypsy Waltz
Lyric Gypsy Band
Potpourri. Lyric Hungarian Orchestra
3783 Hungarian
Chanson Bohemienne.Lvric
Hungarian Orchestra
DANCE RECORDS
4139 Tickle Toe (Hirsch) — Fox-trot,
Lyric Dance Orchestra
Mighty Lak' a Rose (Nevin) — Waltz,
Lyric Dance Band
4140 Some Jazz Blues (Lake) — Fox-trot,
Lyric
Valse Boston (Drdla) .... Lyric Dance
Dance Orchestra
Orchestra
4141 Oh, Johnny, Oh, Johnny — One-step,
Lyric Dance Orchestra
Love's Old Sweet Song — Waltz,
Lyric Dance Orchestra
4142 Tom, Dick and Harry and Jack — One-step,
The Wild, Wild Women.. Lyric
Lyric Dance
Dance Orchestra
Orchestra
Me a Rose (Kalman) Marimba Band
4143 Throw
Tropical Skies — Waltz
Marimba Band
4136 Spooky Spooks (Claypoole) — One-step,
Lyric Dance Orchestra
Homeward Bound (Johnson-Meyer) — One-step,
Lyric Dance Orchestra
Don't Want to Get Well — Medley One-step
4137 IDarktown
Strutters' Ball (Brooks),
Lyric Dance Orchestra
4138 That's It (Creamer-Layton) — Fox-trot,
Broadway Fox Trot — Medley Lyric Band

POPULARITY

OF

THE

NEW
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EDISON

The popularity of music, and especially music
of the "canned" variety, is shown by the three
accompanying photographs, which depict the
New Edison Army and Navy model phonograph
doing its bit in some of the army camps in the
United States. The boys play the phonograph
whenever they find any spare time on their
hands, and the soldier who sent these pictures
wrote that the hardest worker in the entire
camp is the New Edison, as it is going practically all of the time, and the more it is played
the more the boys seem to enjoy it. All classes
of records, from grand opera to the jazziest
ragtime, are played and enjoyed by the soldiers,

CO. OF AMERICA

CONCERT AND OPERATIC SERIES
Rigoletto ("La Donna e Mobile" and "Questa o
quella")
George Rasely, Tenor
Trovatore ("Miserere")
... Olive
Marshall, Chorus
Mario
Rodolfi and
Metropolitan
Faust (Selections From),
Trovatore (Selections Lyric
From),-Symphony Orchestra
Lyric- Symphony Orchestra
William Tell Overture (Part One),
Orchestra
William Tell Overture Lyric
(Part Svmphony
Two),
Lyric Symphony
Orchestra
1812 Overture (Tschaikowsky)
,
Lyric Symphony Orchestra
Peer Gynt Suite (a) "Morning"; (b) "Asa's
Death"
LyricSONGS
Svmphony Orchestra
STANDARD
(a) The Star (Rogers); (b) May Morning
(Denza)
Olive Marshall, Soprano
She Is Far From the Land (Lambert),
George Rasely, Tenor
Lead, Kindly Light (Dykes),
Stanley Male Quartet
Nearer, My God, to Thee (Mason),
Stanley Male Quartet

READY
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The New Edison Is Very Much in Evidence in the Army Training Camps
and the commanding officers of the various Edison as a means of keeping up the morale of
units are unanimous in their praise of the New
the soldiers in the training camps.

REFERENCE

DEALERS
Send for our "Trial Proposition" on the
Regina Hexaphone- — the latest and best paying popular priced coin-operated instrument
for use in public places.

OF

GENERAL

SUPPLIES

REPAIRS
All Makes of Talking Machines
Repaired Promptly and Efficiently
TALKING MACHINE REPAIR
AND SALES CORPORATION

211 MarfcrMge Bldg.. 34th SI. and Broadway. New York City
Manufacturers of Reyina Music Boxes; RegJnaphones;
Coin-operated Mandolin Orchestrions; Vacuum
Cleaners and other specialties.

ANDREW
H. DODIN, President
176 Sixth Avenue
New York
TELEPHONE, CHELSEA 8437
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TEST
VICTOR
DISTRIBUTORS
VICTORS EXCLUSIVELY
We make a specialty of getting the order
out on time — every time.
The

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
CINCINNATI AND CHICAGO
Two points of supply; order from the nearer

Chas. L. Marshall & Co.
Wholesale Distributors for
Michigan of
^Ojjg. mi INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

OUR

IT.

VICTOR

Record

Service

has a reputation for efficiency.

Sta/vdakdTalking Machine Co
Pittsburgh

Suppose you try it.
E. F. DROOP
& SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET. WASHINGTON. D. C.
231 N. HOWARD STREET. BALTIMORE. MD

S T A R R
Phonographs
and GENNETT
Records
Complete Stock and REAL Service
Where

Dealers

May

Secure

*
BELL
AS Ar
ftp) e
CLE t
^J^Jr
Sor
also representing Sonora
graph Sales Co. of New
in State of Ohio
810 Empire

Smith,

PhonoYork

Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Kline & French
PHILADELPHIA

Co.

Wholesale Distributors for

ALITY
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CLEA
AS A BELL.
In PENNSYLVANIA, NEW
and DELAWARE

JERSEY

W. J. DYER
& BRO.
NORTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE

VICTOR
Machines, Records and Supplies
Shipped Promptly to all
Point* in ths Northwest

TheEkctric Supply & Equipment Co.
Exclusive Wholesale Distributor* for
Southern New England

>#W_ THE INSTRUMENT Of QUALITY
Conor.
CLEAR AS A BELL, C
^sWj^
Complete stocks carried in Boston and Hartford
Little Bldg.
103 Allyn St.
BOSTON, MASS.
HARTFORD, CONN.

THIS REFERS TO YOU, MR. DEALER
Every talking machine jobber in this country should be
represented in this department, no matter what line he
handles or where he is located. The cost is slight and the
advantage paristment of The
great,Talking
lie sureMachine
to haveWorld
your each
card inmonth.
this de-It
will pay you a big profit on the investment.

COLUMBIA
Product
Ready, Full Stocks, and Prompt Deliveries
from Convenient Shipping Centers
all over the United States.
Distributors
Atlanta. Ga., Columbia Graphopbone Co., 68 N.
Pryor St.
Baltimore, Md., Columbia Graphophone Co., Ill
West German St.
St. Columbia Graphopbone Co.. 137 Federal
Boston,
Buffalo,
Main N.St.T., Columbia Graphopbone Co., 628
Chicago, 111., Columbia Graphophone Co., 14 N.
Michigan Are.
Cincinnati,
Columbia
. 119 W. O.,
Fourth
Ave. Graphophone Co., 117Cleveland,
O.,
Columbia
Graphophone Co., 1378
Euclid Ave.
Dallas,
Elm Tex.,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co., 1011
Denver,
arm Colo.,
Place. Columbia Stores Co., 1608 GlenDetroit, Mich., Columbia Graphophone Co., 101
Woodward Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
44 N. Pennsylvania St.
Kansas
1027 City,
McGee Mo.,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co.,
Los Angeles. Cel., Columbia Graphopbone Co.,
745 S. Broadway.
Minneapolis, Minn., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
412-414 Nicollet Ave.
New Haven, Conn.. Columbia Graphophone Co.,
206 Meadow St.
New 517-525
Orleans,
La.,St.Columbia Graphophone Co.,
Canal
New Warren
York City,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co., 55
Omaha, Neb., Schmoller & Mueller Piano Co.
Philadelphia,, Pa., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
210 N. Broad St.
Pittsburgh,
Co., 101
Sixth St. Columbia Graphophone
Portland, Me., Columbia Graphophone Co., 48
Exchange St.
Portland,
Ore., Columbia
431 Washington
St. Graphophone Co., 4JtSalt Lake City. Utah, Columbia Stores Co.,
221 South West Temple.
San Francisco, Cal.. Columbia Graphophone Co.,
130-150 Sutter St.
Seattle,
Wash.,
Western
Ave.Columbia Graphophone Co., 911
Spokane, Wash., Columbia Stores Co.. Bin
Sprague Ave.
St. Louis,
Pine St.Mo., Columbia Graphophone Co., 1127
Tampa, Fla., Tampa Hardware Co.
Headquarters for Canada:
Columbia Graphophone Co., S6J-S-7 Soranrea Ave.
Toronto, Ont.
Executive Office
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO.
New York
Woolworth Building

PHONOGRAPH
CO.
Factory Distributors
218-220 NORTH SECOND STREET, RICHMOND. VIRGINIA
Write for Dealers' Proposition
Southern Victor Dealers
Largest Stock VICTROLAS and RECORDS.
Prompt Shipment and Lou Freight Rotes.
WALTER
D. MOSES
& CO.
Oldest Music House in Virginis or North Carolina.
RICHMOND, VA.

OLIVER

Largest VICTOR

Talking

COMPANY
of Distributors
"The FattestEast
Victorof
Machine
D IT S O N Cruton
Service." Let
ns tell yo« mors
oar
wn«.
BOSTONS

ROUNTREE-CHERRY
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
Wholesale Distributors for

CLKAK-AS

A BCL.L. Q

I Be stOsfM!ALITY
RUMENT Or QU
ST
IN
t
STH
IN NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA

Victor

Exclusively

EASTERN TALKING MACHINE
177 Tremont Street, Boston
VICTOR

CO.

DISTRIBUTORS

Sherman |piay & Go.
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Spokane
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS OF
VICTOR PRODUCTS

The

PERRY B. WHITSIT
Distributors of

Victrolas

and

Victor

COLUMBUS,

OHIO

CO.

Records

The

NEW

EDISON

Bears

of

the

Edison's

Stamp

Genius

JOBBERS OF THE NEW EDISON, EDISON RE-CREATIONS,
EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA AND BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS
New only.)
York — The Phonograph Corp. of
LOUISIANA
CALIFORNIA
UTAH
Manhattan. .
Los Angeles — Edison Phonographs, Ltd. New Orleans — Diamond Music Co., Inc.
Syracuse — Frank E. Bolway & Son, Inc. Ogden — Proud6t Sporting Goods Co.
San Ltd.Francisco— Edison Phonographs,
MASSACHUSETTS
W. D. Andrews Co. (Amberola
Eoston — Pardee-Ellenberger Co.
MICHIGAN
COLORADO
Puffalo— W. D. & C. N. Andrews Co. Richmond — C VIRGINIA
B. Haynes & Co.
(Amberola only.)
Denver — Denver Dry Goods Co.
Detroit — Phonograph Co., of Detroit.
MINNESOTA
OHIO
WISCONSIN
CONNECTICUT
Cincinnati — The Phonograph Co.
Milwaukee
— The Phonograph Co. of
New Inc.Haven — Pardee-Ellcnberger Co., Minneapolis — Laurence
Milwaukee.
MISSOURIH. Lucker.
Cleveland — The Phonograph Co.
OREGON
Kansas
City —City.
The Phonograph Co. of
Kansas
GEORGIA
Portland — Edison Phonographs, Ltd.
St. Louis— Silverstone Music Co.
Atlanta — Phonographs, Inc.
CANADA
Ltd.
PENNSYLVANIA
Montreal— R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
MONTANA
Philadelphia — Girard Phonograph Co.
ILLINOIS
Pittsburgh
—
Buehn
Phonograph
Co.
Helena — Montana
Phonograph Co.
Chicago — The Phonograph Co.
NEBRASKA
St. John—
W. S.H. Williams
Thorne && Co..
Williamsport—
W. A. Myers.
.limes I. Lyons. (Amberola only.)
Ltd.— R.
Toronto
SonsLtd.Co.,
only.) RHODE
ISLAND
Omaha
—
Shultz
Bros.
INDIANA
Providence — J. A. Foster Co. (Amberola Vancouver — Kent Piano Co.. Ltd.
only). NEW JERSEY
Indianapolis — Kipp Phonograph Co.
Winnipeg—
Paterson — James K. O'Dea (Amberola
TEXAS
IOWA
Co.
Ltd. R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Dallas
—
Texas-Oklahoma
Phonograph
NEW
YORK
Des Mcincs — Harger & Blish.
Calgary — R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Albany — American Phonograph Co.
Sioux City — Harger & Blish.
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E. W. Dahlberg, of Montgomery, Ala., Writes
in a Graphic Manner Regarding His Experiences as an American Soldier "Over There"
Atlanta, Ga., June 5.— E. N. Upshaw, secretary
of the Elyea-Austell Co., Victor wholesalers of
this city, recently received a letter from E. W.
Dahlberg of the Dahlberg Talking Machine Co.,
of Montgomery, Ala., who left his business in
the hands of his partner some time ago and
enlisted in the United States Marine Corps.
Mr. Dahlberg, who has been in France for some
time, took occasion to remark upon the presence
of "His Master's Voice" trade-mark in that
country. In fact, it is about as well known in
that country as it is in the United States. In
this letter, which was delayed in transit, he says:
"It's near 'taps' now, and someone just told
me to-day was Easter. How unlike a year ago.
But, you know, in a headquarters office in the
American forces yesterdays are the same as todays, and all to-morrows are the same. We
seldom know that Sunday has come, unless
someone reminds us. That is, unless one is of
Catholic religion; if he is, he goes to church.
There are some wonderful cathedrals here. I

wish I had the nerve to enter during 'session'
and see them inside. The two largest down
town have quite historic values. I haven't seen
a church of 'my kind' since I have been here.
Ninety per cent, of the people seem to be Catholics.
"Your friend, Mr. Edmond Clement, is singing in town. He has quite a wonderful voice.
Reminds me quite a lot of our own John. Recently Ihave heard Manon, Cavalleria and Pagliacci — all in French. Can you imagine 'Pagliacci,' a cheap Italian tragedy-comedy, translated into French? Gosh, when the nasal hit it,
I could hardly recognize it. Baritone only fair.
If Alma Gluck has a twin sister, she sang 'Nedda'
deliciously.
" 'His Master's Voice' appears in great big
letters on the main street, in front of a fine,
artistic place — having signs of much former
luxury. I asked my companion if the people
understood the meaning of 'His Master's Voice'
(because it's always in English), and she answered that it was a byword, even among the
kiddies, and about as well known as in America.

They haven't had a cabinet machine in years,
and not a new record in several months. Only
have a few old horns left. But they have the
usual Victor feeling over prospects, etc.
"Say, this is a great town for you and Foster
and Jack to visit while your wives stay home.

Value

of

Talking

Machine
York, June 15, 1918

like country villages, but this one does. There's
more champagne, wine, booze (of. all kinds) on
one block downtown than in fifty blocks in
New Orleans!
"I am several miles out (in the woods) and
have a big time getting into town. Hold up
trench trains — get cursed in French, but for
all that, I make it in due time. The town is
as large or larger in peace time than New Orleans, and it's some burg.
"You should hear me speak this lingo. I can
do it better than the natives, or rather I guess
I do, because when I pronounce a word absolutely according to Hoyle and they don't get it,
why, it's just over their heads (!). But, at that,
we get by — mostly with the aid of our hands.
The sign language, I find, is universal.
"The Big Uncle is taking care of us 'over
here' better than back in God's country — I mean
with reference to equipment, shelter, clothes,
food, etc. — and we very genuinely appreciate you
people's efforts and sacrifices in our behalf."
FOR

SUBWAY

WORKERS

Lively Strains Keep Track Repair Crew Going
at Lively Pace Throughout the Night
Both plain and fancy labor is getting so scarce
that special inducements are being offered by
the big corporations. In the hope of keeping
a track repair crew interested in its work and
entertained, a large talking machine is kept playing lively reels and jigs in the subway, just south
of the Ninety-sixth street station, where the
men are working at nights.
"We've had the talking machine playing for
the men all night," said the foreman, "and they
are doing good work. When they slacken up a
bit the record is played faster and they get in
the habit of keeping step with the music."
Just at that minute a particularly lively jig
was being played, and the subway laborers had
to step so lively that they got their feet all
tied up in the rails. Straightening them out
caused a grievous loss of time and then the
talking machine was slowed down to a dog trot.
NEW

INCORPORATION

The Farron S. Betts Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
was incorporated recently for the purpose of
manufacturing albums and cabinets for talking
machine records. The capitalization of the concern is $300,000, the incorporators being F. S.
Betts, J. W. Murphy and J. S. Keith.

Stick-to-it-iveness
Machine

Pretty nearly every good prospect for a talking machine buys one sooner or later. The
reason so many of them do not buy from the
dealer who first discovers they are prospects
is not so much that that dealer's line is not satisfactory as that the dealer does not stick to the
prospect long enough.
We find a man who is talking of buying. We
present our proposition to him. He is noncommittal and we accomplish nothing the first
time. We see him again after a few days and
he is less encouraging than before. We grow
discouraged. Then the third time we see him
he_says
he is not going to do anything' at present.
We think that lie has put off buying when all
that has happened is that we have not got him
interested in our proposition and he doesn't
want to encourage us to keep coming.
At all

Price Twenty-five

You know New Orleans, New York? I never
thought that any place could make them look

MUSIC

to

Salesmen

events, he does not prove responsive and we
have other prospects demanding attention and
we become interested in them and forget about
this one until the first thing we know we hear
he has bought elsewhere.
The only trouble was that we did not stick
to him, studying his case and trying to see the
proposition from his point of view, seeking to
discover just what he wanted and what we had
that would fill the bill. It may be that the
reason we did not get the order was that we
did not keep going until we happened to catch
the prospect in the right frame of mind. We
may have simply developed him to a point
where another dealer found him all ready to
sign up for almost anything with a case and a
sound box. Let's stick and study in every
instance until the prospect absolutely refuses our
proposition.

World
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THE RED CROSS

Noted Artist Asked Everyone Who Enjoys Her
Victor Records to Subscribe $1 to the Recent
Red Cross Drive — Results Are Excellent
Alma Gluck, noted singer and Victor record
artist, hit upon an unique plan for -aiding the
American Red Cross during its recent drive for
$100,000,000. Mme. Gluck, who has given her
time and services in many ways for entertaining the soldiers at the camps, and in helping to
provide for their comfort, came forth with the
suggestion that everyone who had heard her
voice through the medium of Victor records
should contribute at least $1 to the Red Cross
for the special Alma Gluck "Love Fund," in care
of that organization. It is said that close to
one million of Mme. Gluck's records are sold
each year, which led her to hope for big returns.
In talking of her plan Mme. Gluck said:
"It occurred to me that of all persons likely
to be moved into generous assistance of the
Red Cross in its humanitarian work in the midst
of this terrible war, the people who love music,
the men and women and children of tender
hearts that thrill with joy or sorrow or sympathy when they listen to simple songs, are
those naturally most likely to respond here. I
recalled the many notes of sweet and tender
sentiment that had come to me from my own
big musical family in this connection, and I
made up my mind that, if it were possible, I
should mobilize all of them — all to whom my
voice reached and who might care in some sweet
way to repay me for any pleasure it gave them
— into forming a sort of Alma Gluck army for
the Red Cross. If thereafter the plan is extended by other singers to their circle of songlovers in turn, I shall be most happy indeed."
The suggestion was certainly a happy one, far
no sooner was the plea sent out than money
came pouring in from admirers of Alma Gluck
in New York, from young girls who live way
out in little towns in the West, who love to
hear Alma Gluck sing "Little Grey Home in the
West," and checks came in from the South,
where her "Carry Me Back to Ole Virginny"
has won its way into their hearts — in fact, Alma
Gluck must have friends galore, for money in
abundance came in to the Red Cross as a result of this appeal.
Besides collecting thousands of dollars
through the "Love Fund" Mme. Gluck also donated $25,000 personally to the Red Cross, and
auctioned $10,000 worth of tickets for the Josef
Hofmann recital at Carnegie Hall. On the
opening day of the Red Cross campaign she collected $15,000. She said that she would endeavor to send each one of those who contributed to the "Red Cross Love Fund" an autograph photograph as an acknowledgment of
their kindness.
DOEHLER

CO. EXPANSION

Additional
Buildings
May
Soon
Become
Necessity to Meet Business Needs

a

The department of the Doehler Die-Casting
Co.'s Brooklyn plant devoted to the die-casting
of phonograph parts reports great activity. The
general business executed by this concern has
reached such proportions that additional building operations are already rumored. It is less
than a year since the great modern concrete
building, now used as the main building was
added to their group of buildings.
The General Recording Co., Manhattan, was
incorporated at Albany recently with capital
of $20,000, for the purpose of manufacturing records. Those interested are: J. C. Jackson, F.
W. Weeks, and H. Hemming, 1476 Broadway.
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Look out for the disturber in the sales organization, the fellow who is never satisfied, who
declares that everything about the store is operated on the wrong basis, who maintains that he
never gets a square deal and never loses an opportunity for wailing to his fellow employes.
Such a man can do a surprising amount of injury in any organization, unless he is checked
without delay.
There are times when a most competent salesman feels that he has considerable kick against
the way he has been treated or is being treated by
the house he is working for. If the manager is
wise he will endeavor to find out if there is any
basis for the complaint or dissatisfaction and
seek to adjust it. If the salesman has a real
grievance, and ponders over it, it interferes materially with his efficiency, and if he airs it, it
starts the rest of the staff to wondering whether
or not they are getting everything they should.
Adjust any warranted grievance without delay.
Either give the salesman what is coming to
him, if it is right, or explain to him where he is
in error, if such should be the case.
THE

HANDLING

OF RECORD

STOCK

Goodwin's, Ltd., of Montreal, Give Some Pointers on a Very Important Subject That Are
of Considerable Interest to the Trade at Large
Montreal, Que., June 3. — A simple, inexpensive
and satisfactory method of keeping their stock
of Blue Amberol records is thus explained by
Goodwin's, Ltd., of Montreal:
"Each compartment is twelve and one-half
inches high, four inches deep and two and threequarter inches wide. This permits the placing
of five records in each compartment and each
record projects about three-quarters of an
inch, so that it can be easily taken out. The
most important part of the system is that we
do not carry any duplicate numbers in any compartment. Briefly, in one set of racks we carry
a complete stock of ever}' record (one of each
only), as listed in the numerical catalog. In
this way we can tell at a glance the missing
records, and the entire stock can be taken in a
very short time. Of course, we carry a reserve
stock in addition to the above, and each morning
a list of records sold the previous day is taken
and if in the reserve stock, they are placed in
•ma m m m Mm
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The thorn in the side of the average manager
who wants to treat his men fairly and keep
them happy is the fellow who is continually oppressed by those employing him or associated
with him — that is, to hear him tell it. He is just
a disturber, without any definite aim other than
to appear cynical, and at the same time downtrodden. He gets the ear of the 3roung salesman who is perfectly happy over a recent increase in commission or salary, explains to him
that he is getting an unfair proportion of the
money he is making for the house, is worth more
money for the work he is doing, and generally
has not much to be thankful for beyond the
fact that he happens to be living.
The younger salesman is more than likely to
be impressed and influenced by the talk, to a
certain degree at least, and instead of working
at full speed for the generous reward he feels
will be his, is inclined to lay down and endeavor
to give to his house only that amount of effort
which his colleague declares he is being paid
for.
The chronic disturber is the I. W. W. of the

bus'ness organization, and should be pulled up
with a jerk. If he has a legitimate complaint,
give it attention. If, after adjustment, he is
still complaining, or if he cannot prove any gen- ,
uine reason for dissatisfaction, then the best
thing to do is to ask him to retire from the
organization.
No business organization, the majority of
whose members are dissatisfied, can work in a
way to get the greatest results. The handicap
is too great. Instead of entering wholeheartedly into the joy of the work at hand, the salesmen go about with the feeling that there is
something wrong with conditions in general
which they may or may not be able to fathom,
and they are inclined to spend too much time
consoling one another over what they consider
to be their hard lot.
By endeavoring to satisfy those that are willing to be satisfied, and putting the quietus on
the chronic growler without hesitation, the manager can do his share at least in endeavoring
to preserve an organization that is working hard
because it finds pleasure and profit by so doing.

the regular stock. If not in the reserve stock
they are immediately ordered, and in this way
our stock is always complete.
"The title and number of each record is kept
on separate cards. When records are ordered,
the number of records received is placed on each
card and those sold during the day are crossed
off each morning. When checking up the records sold, if we find a particular record is desired, the card is taken out and the record ordered. The card is kept out until the record
is received.

keeping method will help the dealer keep his
stock complete and a complete stock will help
him meet most any requirement of his record

"The importance of our system is that we can
tell in five minutes exactly the number of each
record out of stock and which it is necessary
to order; thus, as previously stated, keeping our
stock as complete as possible with practically
very little time and effort.
"It would hardly seem necessary for us to add
that an orderly and systematically kept record
stock helps a lot toward increasing record sales.
Many Amberol dealers show this, but for the
benefit of those who do not appreciate the fact
we might say that the more systematic and
complete a dealer keeps his record stock the
fewer sales he will lose through being out of
stock of certain records.
A systematic stockm m m mmmh
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customers."
NOW THE C. B. HAYNES

CO., INC.

Richmond, Va., June 3.— The firm of C. B.
Haynes & Co., 200 East Broad street, this city,
which has been conducting a wholesale and retail
business in Edison products since 1906, have incorporated under the style of the C. B. Haynes
Co., Inc., with $100,000 paid up capital, consisting of the following officials: C. B. Haynes,
president; Geo. E. Garnett, vice-president; E.
Bowman, secretary and treasurer. Mr. Bowman, a resident of this city, became connected
with the firm in September, 1915, and has proved
a very valuable asset. Geo. E. Garnett is a
traveling representative, and has been connected with the company for the last ten years.
C. B. Haynes, who is known as "Pop Haynes,"
is still at the helm. The firm's business has
shown an increase every month this year of
from 50 to 75 per cent, over last year — "even
if in war times" — and expect it to continue all
the year.
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Oak

Victrola 1V-A, $22.50
Oak
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Victrola X-A, $90
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Camden, N. J., U. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Wholesalers
"Victrola" is thedesignating
Registered the
Trade-mark
the Victor
products ofof this
CompanyTalking
only. Machine Company
Warning : The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or sale of
any other Talking Machine or Phonograph products is misleading and illegal.
Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically
co-ordinated and synchronized in the processes of manufacture, and
their use, one with the other, is absolutely essential
to a perfect reproduction.

Victor

Gately-Haire Co., Inc.
Elyea-Austell Co.
Phillips & Crew Piano Co.
Talking Machine Co., of
The Texas.
Austin, Tex
Baltimore, Md Cohen & Hughes.
E. F. Droop & Sons Co.
H. R. Eisenbrandt Sons, Inc.
Andrews Music House Co.
Bangor, Me
Birmingham, Ala. Talking Machine Co.
Boston, Mass Oliver Ditson Co.
.
The Eastern Talking Machine
The Co.
M. Steinert & Sons Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y... American Talking Mch. Co.
G. T. Williams.
Buffalo, N. Y
W. D. & C. N. Andrews.
Neal, Clark & Neal Co.
Burlington, Vt.. .. American Phonograph Co.
Butte, Mont
Orton Bros.
Chicago, 111
Lyon & Healy.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Chicago Talking Machine Co.
Cincinnati, O
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Cleveland, O
The W. H. Buescher & Sons
The Co.
Collister & Sayle Co.
The Eclipse Musical Co.
Columbus, O
The Perry B. Whitsit Co.
Dallas, Tex
Sanger Bros.
Denver, Colo The Hext Music Co.
^ The Co.Knight-Campbell Music

Albany, N. Y
Atlanta, Ga
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Victrola XVI, $225
Victrola
XVI, electric,
Mahogany
or oak,$282.50

Wholesalers

Des Moines, Ia....Mickel Bros. Ce.
Detroit, Mich Grinnell Bros.
Elmira, N. Y
Elmira Arms Co.
El Paso, Tex W. G. Walz Co. .
Honolulu, T. II Bergstrom Music Co., Ltd.
Houston, Tex Thos. Goggan & Bro.
Indianapolis, Ind.. Stewart Talking Machine Co.
Jacksonville, Fla.. Florida Talking Machine Co.
Kansas City, Mo. .J.Schmelzer
W. JenkinsArms
SonsCo.Music Co.
Lincoln, Nebr Ross P. Curtice Co.
Little Rock, Ark..O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Los Angeles, Cal. . Sherman, Clay & Co.
Memphis, Tenn. ...O. K. Houck Piano Co.
Milwaukee, Wis... Badger Talking Machine Co.
Minneapolis, Mlnn.Beckwith, O'Neill Co.
Mobile, Ala
Wm. H. Reynalds.
Montreal, Con Berliner
Ltd. Gramophone Co.,

Omaha, Nebr

V HospeBros.Co. Co.
Mickel
Peoria, 111
Putnam-Page Co., Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.. C.
Louis
Buehn Co., Inc.
J'. Heppe.

The
D. Ornstein
Penn George
Phonograph
Co., Inc.Co.
The Talking Machine Co.
H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.
Pittsburgh. Pa W. F. Frederick Piano Co.
C. C. Mellor Co.. Ltd.
Standard Talking Machine Co.
Portland, Me
Cressey & Allen, Inc.
Portland, Ore Sherman, Clay & Co.
Providence, R. I... J. Samuels & Bro., Inc.
Richmond, Va
The Corley Co., Inc.
W. D. Moses & Co.
Rochester, N. Y...E. J. Chapman.
The Talking Machine Co.
Salt take City, V. Consolidated Music Co.
The John Elliott Clark Co.
San Antonio, Tex. Thos. Goggan St Bros.
Nashville, Tenn O. K. Houck Piano Co.
San Francisco, Cal. Sherman, Clay & Co.
Newark, N. J
Price Talking Machine Co.
Seattle, Wash
Sherman, Clay & Co.
New Haven, Conn. Henry Horton.
Sionx Falls, S. D.. Talking Machine Exchange.
New Orleans, La... Philip Werlein, Ltd.
New York, N. Y . . . Emanuel
Blackman Blout.
Talking Mach. Co. Spokane, Wash. ... Sherman,- Clay & Co.
St. Louis, Mo
Koerber-Brenner Music Co.
C. Bruno & Son, Inc.
St. Paul, Minn W. J. Dyer & Bro.
I. Davega, Jr., Inc.
S. B. Davega Co.
Syracuse, N. Y....W. D. Andrews Co.
Charles H. Ditson & Co.
Toledo, O
The Whitney & Currier Ce.
Landay Bros., Inc.
New York Talking Mach. Co. Washington, D. C.Cohen
& Hughes.
E. F. Droop
& Sons Co.
Ormes, Inc.
Robt. C. Rogers Co.
Silas E. Pearsall Co.
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ALBUM

CUSTOMERS

A Place for Every Record and Every
Record in its Place
Albums are an Indispensable Requisite in the
talking machine business and wherever records are
sold. Practical and handy. Save time and records.
A profitable adjunct to the business.
We manufacture disc Record Albums to fit cabinets of all sizes and styles. With the indexes they
are a complete system for filing all disc records.
We have unexcelled manufacturing facilities, and
considering quality our prices are the lowest. Write
us, giving quantity you may desire, and we will
quote prices.
OUR ALBUMS ARE MADE TO CONTAIN VICTOR,
COLUMBIA, EDISON, PATHE AND ALL
OTHER DISC RECORDS

MAKING THEIR SELECTION
NATIONAL
DEATH

PUBLISHING

OF EVAN

CO.,

WILLIAMS

Singer Long Popular in the Talking Machine
Trade and the Musical World Passes Away —
Was Striking Figure in Concert and Oratorio
The announcement of the death of Evan Williams, the popular Victor artist, which occurred
in Akron, O., after a short illness on May 24,
has brought a sense of personal loss into every
home where there is a talking machine, for
there are few makers of records in the vocal
field who enjoy a wider popularity than did this
big-hearted and genial personality, who has
passed from us.
Evan Williams was probably the most distinguished oratorio tenor and lyric singer of the old
school on the concert stage. His concerts were
always a delight because of his programming
of many English and American .ballads, which
he sang with rare charm, and better still with an
enunciation that was a delight. He made records exclusively for the Victor Co., and it may
safely be stated that every one of his records is
a splendid example of good singing and perfect
record making. For some years his record of
Bartlett's "A Dream" was considered to be one
of the finest vocal record's made. Every expression, every nuance, every feeling was revealed in this record so masterfully that it
never failed to move its hearer as the singer
would in person.
Another fine example of his oratorio singing
in record form was "Sound the Alarm" from
"Judas Maccabeas"; but it is unjust to differentiate, for all of Evan Williams' records, those
in oratorio or ballad form, are perfect examples
of fine' singing, and they will remain the greatest,
monument to his memory — records that will
ever be treasured and admired.
Mr. Williams had well been termed a national
figure in the musical world. For twenty-seven
years he thought and sang and studied for better music throughout the nation. He was intensely American, and naturally very patriotic.
He had been doing magnificent work at the
camps entertaining the soldiers, and two of his
sons are fighting for Uncle Sam at the front.
Evan Williams was born in Mineral Ridge,
O., of Welsh parents, on September 7, 1867,
and as a young man was employed in the coal
mines near his home.
His rise from poor cir-

A

Good

Really

Price

is

a

cumstances to a high place in the musical profession was considered one of the most remarkable achievements in American musical history.
Mr. Williams made his first concert appearance with a Welsh choir in Galion, O., in 1891,
and five years later he distinguished himself in
an appearance with noted soloists at the music
festival in Worcester, Mass. He appeared in
England in 1894, and sang at many important

Evan Williams
concerts in London, returning to this country in
1897. His fame grew .rapidly and he was the
soloist with leading choral societies both in
England and the United States.
ing.Mr. Williams' death occurred in the City Hospital in Akron, O., and was due to blood poisonATTRACTIVE

VICTROLA

PRICE CARDS

I. Davega, Jr., Inc., Victor factory distributors,
125 West 125th street, New York, are issuing
an attractive line of Victrola price cards for
warerooms and window display. These cards
come in sets of nine and are printed in three
colors, red, white and blue, on a good quality
cardboard five and one-quarter by ten and onehalf inches. The card also contains a cut of
the style and the famous Victor trade-mark. It
is announced that these cards may be obtained
from any Victor distributor or direct from I.
Davega, Jr., Inc. A large demand has already
been felt, it is reported, for these cards.

At
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BACK
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Moderate
the

Dealer

ALBUMS

will give the dealer and his patrons true value and the
highest quality. A complete line of albums that stand
for the best in their respective grades.
Write for samples of our three numbers
NEW

YORK

ALBUM

&

CARD

THE PERFECT PLAN

FRAUDULENT

DEALERS

PROSECUTED

Music Industries Better Business Bureau Proceeds Against Those Who Advertise Talking
Machines in Misleading Manner
Milwaukee, Wis., June 4. — The very interesting
report of the Music Industries Better Business
Bureau for the month of April, issued recently,
includes briefs of four cases against concerns
advertising and selling talking machines on a
misleading basis. The action of the bureau
brought about several changes for the better in
the advertising of a Chicago mail order concern. Another dealer in Milwaukee likewise
changed his selling methods when approached
by a representative of the bureau. Still another
concern in Grand Rapids is being investigated
at the present time, while a Milwaukee dealer
was fined $100 and costs for making false statements in his advertising.
The Better Business Bureau asks for the cooperation ofall members of the trade interested
in an effort to stamp out misleading advertising

PUBLISHER

Maker

METAL

PA.

and the operations of "gyp" dealers or those
who sell from homes.

Album

Money

239 S. American St., PHILADELPHIA,

CO., 23-25 Lispenard St., NEW

YORK

AIDS RECORD

SALES

Sam Fox Publishing Co. Issues Special Advertising Matter Featuring Various of the Company's Songs Appearing in Record Form
The Sam Fox Publishing Co., Cleveland, O.,
is making a special feature of elaborate folders
and slips calling attention to the various numbers published by the company and recorded on
Victor records by Victor artists. Special attention has been given to the recording of "The
Prayer Perfect," by Alma Gluck, and of "I'm
A-longin' Fo' You," by Sophie Braslau. In
addition to the folders produced in elaborate
form, the Fox Co. has also issued hangers and
posters for window and showroom display.
AN IDEA THAT

SHOULD

BE USED

Piano Dealer Adopts Clever Stunt That Should
Appeal to Talking Machine Men
A progressive piano dealer has introduced an
idea into his store that might be copied with
profit by some talking machine dealers who have
demonstrating booths on an upper floor. The
piano dealer in question has an electric reproducing piano in a room on the second floor in
connection with a lighting fixture so that when
he is ready to take a prospect upstairs he
switches on the light, the piano starts to play
much to the mystification and genuine pleasure
of the visitor. It would be a very simple thing
for a live talking machine dealer to work the
same plan by connecting an electrically-operaied machine either in a room in the rear of the
store, or on an upper floor, with a lighting socket
so that it could be controlled with the regular
lighting switch and caused to start when the
light was turned on.
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Victrola XIV, $175
Mahogany or oak'
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Victrola VIII-A, $50
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Victrola IX-A, $60
Mahogany or oak
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Victor
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Victrola XVI, $225
Victrola XVI, electric, $282.50
Mahogany or oak

Victor
Victrola X-A, $90
Mahogany or oak

Talking
Camden,

Machine

Co.

N. J., U. S. A.

Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Wholesalers

Victrola XVII, $275
Victrola XVII, electric, $332.50
Mahogany or oak

"Victrola" |3 the Registered Trade-mark of the Vi-tor Talking Machine
Company designating the products of this Company only.
Warning : The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or
sale of any other Talking Machine or Phonograph
products is misleading and illegal

Victrola XI-A, $115
Mahogany or oak

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically co-ordinated and synchronized in the processes of manufacture, and their use, one with the other, is absolutely
essential to a perfect reproduction.
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in a manner that typifies that the United States is in the war
for keeps, and in the war to win.
Business, of course, will be what we make it. It would
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not be well to waste our energy and anticipate our strength
worrying and arguing over each changing phase which the daily
reports from the Western front depict. In fact it is not well
to ride the bumps of the war news from day to day. Of course
to follow and feel all the glees and glooms that reach us from
the front is human and exciting, but it involves much useless
wear and tear of the spirit. As James H. Collins recently
remarked :
"It is good business, good patriotism and good conservation to forget most of the headlines in the morning paper and
concentrate strictly upon the long, hard grind between to-day
and the final result. That will save your spirit, buck up your
resolution, and enable you to do your utmost in winning the
war. Moreover, it will enable you to get out of the war, as a
business man and a patriot, the utmost benefit from war adjustments. Those adjustments make for wiser and more economical
personal habits, as well as a business grounded in sound
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THERE is much to disturb one's mental poise these days. The
business man is face to face with problems of a most complex
and serious nature. There are demands on his purse and on his
time that are unprecedented, and it is not at all unnatural that
he should be worried. And yet anxiety over business problems
is the hardest thing with which a man's physical apparatus can
be burdened. It corrodes, wears and wastes the body and the
mind. The worrying habit is a mighty harmful one, because
things that frighten us most in business rarely ever happen. And
this applies just as fully to national affairs in these strenuous
war days.
During the month which immediately followed the entrance
of the United States into the war the calamity howlers were
much in evidence with statements that business was going to
smash, and that every industry would be extinct in due time,
unless those devoted to the making of munitions.
We are now entering on the second year of the war, and
none of these things has happened. The sensational newsmonger no longer has an audience ; we have oversubscribed to
three liberty loans, invested millions in thrift stamps, are building a bridge of ships that will enable our men and supplies to
cross the Atlantic, we have hundreds of thousands of men right
• at the front facing the enemy, and our factories everywhere
are running at top speed to furnish needed supplies.
The monev borrowed bv our Government is wendinsr its
way back into the channels of trade, for the working man

is

getting a large share of it— a larger share than ever he got in
history. His pay has been doubled and tripled, and he is enabled
to make purchases of essential luxuries, such as talking machines and other musical instruments in keeping with his wish
to have that which he has long desired.
The war has demonstrated that music is the great essential, the great consoler, the great up-lifter in the home of the
workingman as well as in the home of the rich in these days
of stress. It helps to stimulate the optimism of our people as
it heartens the youths of the country to don their martial habiliments to fight for right and justice.
There is no room for the pessimist to-day, for the country
was never in such a sound condition financially, and never before
was there such a wonderful illustration that the heart of the
nation has been stirred as never before in history. Men and
money

are being supplied to meet the nation's requirements

economy."
DECISIONS by the Supreme Court, as well as action taken
by the Federal Trade Commission, indicate that if retail
prices on patented and trade-marked articles are to be maintained
at a fixed standard in the future, special legislation to that end
will be required. As a matter of fact, it is reported from Washington that even now plans are being made for introducing a
new, or amended, Stephens bill into Congress at an early date,
the bill to be drafted along lines that will meet the situation as
now developed.
In addition to giving the
goods the right to fix the retail
on their goods, it is stated that
any method of price fixing must
Trade Commission.

manufacturers of trade-marked
selling price, or the resale price
the revised bill will provide that
have the approval of the Federal

Noted jurists with open minds have agreed that the manufacturer ofa trade-marked article must have some protection, for
he is the special victim of the price cutter. A nameless article
advertised at a reduced price may, or may not, be worth anything
the advertiser agrees to claim. Trade-marked goods, however,
have a fixed value in the public mind, due to advertising, and
the trade-marked name used in cut rate advertising naturally
proves of distinct advantage to the merchant following such
methods.
No less a man than Justice Brandeis of the United States
Supreme Court, in a dissenting opinion in a recent price fixing
case, gave it as his view that price maintenance should be
brought about through legislation, and intimated that the Federal Trade Commission should be given some authority in the
matter. Under such auspices there should be no fear of a manufacturer endeavoring to assert his price fixing prerogative in a
manner unfair to the retailer, for not only the retailer but the
ultimate consumer would have recourse to the Federal Trade
Commission in such an event.
The main thing now, however, is for the talking machine
trade, and particularly the retail element, to urge and support
legislation looking towards price maintenance. The industry has
been built on that basis. Standard prices have meant the success of every house in it, particularly the smaller dealers. Future
progress will undoubtedly depend upon the fixed price element to
a substantial degree.
It is a cause worth fighting for.
SUMMER is with us and thousands of families throughout
the country are planning for their annual sojourn in the
country. The time is not too early for the dealer to decide
on ways and means of getting some extra business out of the
summer resorts. Every cottager and every vacationist realizes
that the summer outing is incomplete without music. Whether
for the parlor, or the piazza, for dancing, or other entertainment, the talking machine is always ready to co-operate, and
its versatility is such that an orchestra, famous pianist, violinist, or singer, or one of the famous military bands can be provided on demand.
It matters 'little whether it is war time or. not, the fact remains
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that the talking machine is indispensable. It is truly an essential
to the joy and comfort of those who need consolation, owing
to the absence of loved ones, or affording joy and pleasure to
those who feel that victory is in the air — that our boys will soon
come marching home triumphant.

TO

OUR

These are days when it doesn't pay a business man to rest on his
laurels ; he must be up and doing, bringing his products continually before a new constituency.

period of fifteen months. The gross profit on this sale is $50,
which is 33^3% of the gross selling price of $150. If the talking

In this respect advertising is one of the necessary concomitants to success. The form of this publicity and how it
is pkced must depend upon the individual dealer, but there is
no getting away from the fact that advertising is an insurance against failure. It is true that some succeed without advertising, but it cannot be denied that their successes would have
been much larger and more pronounced had they advertised.
THE fact that booze and instalment collections don't mix has
been proven by his experience since Detroit went dry, according to Wallace Brown, a well-known talking machine dealer in
that city. In other words, the workman who formerly spent

machine dealer collects twelve payments during- 1918 of $10
each, he must enter 33}i% of such collections, or $40 as income,
when he makes out his income tax return for 1918. Should the
customer suddenly default in his payments after paying twelve
instalments, and the talking machine is consequently repossessed
in 1919, the dealer must enter $80 on his return for. 1919, payable
in 1920, as a result of such repossession. This figure represents
the entire amount of money collected on the instrument ($120)
less the $40 entered in the 1918 report on which the tax will have
already been paid.
Dealers should bear in mind that the percentage of profit
for the tax returns should be figured on the gross selling price
instead of on the cost. . In the example quoted above the talking
machine dealer really makes a gross profit of 50% ($50 profit on
$100 cost), but the percentage to be returned on the income tax
blank is only 33l/3% ($50 on $150 selling price).
The ruling is in no sense complex, but talking machine dealers should keep a careful account of their collections during the
year, so that they will have accurate figures on which to base
their returns in 1919.

several dollars investing in the regular Saturday night "edge,"
increasing his expenditures as the price of alcoholic refreshment
has advanced, now wends his weary way homeward with a full
pay envelope and the extra money therein is more than sufficient
to meet the payments on a talking machine or piano. Business
men in other sections of the country where Prohibition has gone
into force report the development of similar conditions. Regardless of personal opinion on the question of Prohibition, from the
viewpoint of the man doing an instalment business with the

WHAT
is to be accepted as a matter for congratulation by
the business world generally is the evident tendency at
present to place in positions of authority in the various war
bodies at Washington business men of recognized standing and
ability. In other words, it seems as though the day of the

average wage earner, the bone-dry movement is a good thing,
even though he is called upon to make good on some of the
taxes formerly paid by the liquor interests.

RECENT ruling by Internal Revenue Commissioner Roper
regarding the manner in which returns must be made on
instalment transactions during this year, on which an income tax
will be due in 1919, is of particular interest to talking machine
retailers who do an instalment business.
A

theorist is passing away, and that the practical business man —
the man who, while realizing the demands of war, has at the

The Commissioner has ruled that in making out the income
tax return next year, on business done during 1918, the dealer
who sells on instalments must enter upon His return a percentage
of each instalment collection equivalent to the percentage which
the gross profit bears to the gross contract price.
To use a purely arbitrary example, the tax will work out in
this fashion : A talking machine costing $100 wholesale is sold
on the instalment plan for $150, the payments running over a

same time a proper conception of means for meeting those demands at a minimum sacrifice on the part of business — is taking
his place. It is true that since the outbreak of the war business
men have been in the service of the Government, but in a majority of the cases they have been subordinated to Government
departments, and their efforts made ineffectual by the yards of
peace time red tape. It looks now as though modern efficiency
is taking the place of hide-bound precedent in Governmental
1 work, and it is a good sign for the country in general. It means
that we will get-more action for the money we spend.

you

There's always a few records constantly needed
so why not use P. S. S. — Pearsall Short Service.

Uncle
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feels that men

care of the odd
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Everyone can buy
can use P. S. S.
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buy W.
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So you have a combination — one to make'good profits and
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the best way of investing them.
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Service
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If your copy of The Talking Machine World does not reach you
on publication date, or a few days thereafter, do not assume that
it has gone astray. The existing railway congestion has had a
serious effect on the handling of mail, particularly second class
matter, and brought about unusual delays. Kindly wait a few
days longer than usual before writing to us, as the paper will
probably arrive safely

Where summer cottages are already supplied with talking machines there certainly is a big opportunity for selling
records. No matter how you view it there is business to be
had, but it must be gone after intelligently and persistently.

T'S almost impossible to tell today what
I
will want for Victor Records next week.

WORLD
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How

to

Fill

TALKING

the

the
Merchants'
Help continues to be big war problem of the
retail merchant.
The recent order of the Provost-General, declaring that men of draft age must "work or
fight," and that employment as a salesman in a
store does not come within the conception of
useful employment, means that many additional men will have to give up positions in
retail establishments and seek employment having a more direct application to war activities.
There are obviously two principal sources from
which the merchant must draw his help to fill
the places of those who are barred by the new
regulations.
One of these consists of men under or over
the draft age — boys of from eighteen to twentyone, and men over thirty-one. Apparently the
latter class is the more desirable, from the
standpoint of experience and judgment, though
in most cases higher remuneration would be
necessary.
The other class is composed of girls and
women. They are already being used in great
number in retail sales work, but principally in
department stores, specialty stores in most
cases preferring men except for selling women's
garments, toilet accessories, etc. But they must
be trained to handle all classes of retail sales.
Male help, as a general proposition, is extremely scarce. The inroads already made by
the war have limited the available supply, even
making use of those included in the draft, but
enjoying deferred classification as a result of
dependents or for some other reason. With
the latter eliminated as a result of the newest
order, which will doubtless be obeyed by most
draft registrants without hesitation or argument, the merchant must look around harder
than ever for desirable employes.
In England and other countries where retail
salesforces have been decimated as a result of
the war, it is noteworthy that about the only
men left on the floors of the shops are those
too old to go to the front. It must be admitted that there is something incongruous in
the sight of a young and sturdy man devoting
his efforts to selling in a store while thousands
of others are fighting and dying in the great
war. That is something that cannot be explained away, for the contrast is evitably felt
by the customer. Perhaps the substitution of
those who obviously are not fitted for military
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»
place. The store which employs him is thus
duties will have an excellent effect from the
unconsciously competing for his services with
standpoint of showing the public that the merevery other in the community, and he thinks
chants of the country are not using up mannothing of quitting one job for another. This
power that could be more profitably employed,
from the standpoint of winning the war.
is part of the general situation and irresponsibility of young men just starting out in the busiSalespeople are necessary; there is no gainness world.
saying that; but the immediate problem is to
The older man, on the other hand, has been
find those who can be utilized in the store organizations without hampering the work of buffeted in the sea of experience. He has
learned that things are not always what they
seem, and that a good position is not to be
tossed away lightly. Thus he is in earnest and
is determined to hold on to what he has. He
obeys willingly, he meets the trade courteously,
Merchants
Utilizing
and is satisfied with his situation. He is the
sort of dependable, reliable salesman who can be
Older Men
or
counted on to be on time and to stay until
the store closes.
Young Women
Comparatively few warerooms are at present
made up largely of men of this age and type,
in the Maintenance
but one feels justified in saying that the most
recent war development will bring many of
of the Sales Force
them into positions in the shops, taking the
place of younger men who are leaving for war
work, either in industry or in the ranks of the
fighters.
Many recruits will doubtless be obtained also
producing war materials, and without taking
from the ranks of women workers. In spite of
those who could do more good for the country
the large number who have been impressed for
if they were in uniform.
industrial work, and who already have filled into
Older men, say about forty-five, make excellent workers. There are many such who are
positions vacated by men who have gone to
available, and for whom the demand is less
war, there seems to be no trouble about getactive than for any other class of men.
ting others. College girls and other students
who realize the importance of productive labor,
The merchant may insist that these men are
and of releasing as many men as possible, are
"failures," since one of this type, who has
reached middle age without making a definite
taking up work of all kinds, and of course many
wives and other relatives of soldiers are doing
success and winning permanent and profitable
employment, evidently lacks the quality which
what they can to support themselves by emmakes for business advancement. Yet this is
ployment in and out of stores.
The main feature of employing girls and
not always equivalent to saying that they are
women is training. Few of them are inherently
not suited for work in stores. In many cases
capable of taking a position in a wareroom and
they fit into it splendidly, and not only make
handling it to advantage without preliminary
efficient clerks, but prove to have the knack
of making friends. What they have lacked is coaching and instruction, and the store which
initiative or something similar to it, but in a
has a large number of "new beginners" on its
floor should make a point of seeing that they
store the work of the salesman is usually "cut
are properly supervised, in order that the sales
out for him," as the saying goes.
One advantage of employing older men is service may not suffer.
By drawing on these two big sources of
that they are more likely to remain on the job
and be satisfied. The younger man, even
supply, the labor situation and the help question in the domain of retailing will be effectively
though somewhat more aggressive and producdealt with.
tive, is always looking around for a little better
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Plays Any Kind of Record — Any Desired Number
of Times and Then Stops Automatically —
The Phonograph Sensation of the Age
DEALERS:
You cannot duplicate the value we offer for twice
the price. In size and appearance the "Brooks"
compares favorably with Instruments retailing for
$300.00 and up.
In tone qualities it is unexcelled by any talking
machine on earth ! In mechanical equipment and
automatic features it is years in advance of its
nearest competitor. We have been building talking
machines for three years — last year our sales doubled every four months. The BROOKS DEALER
has no competition. The machine creates interest
and discussion — it is self-advertising. Send for
particulars, terms, prices.

View of Controlling DialThis dial sets, starts and stops
the machine. Will play any detinuous.sired number up to nine or conSimplest Machine to Operate
Instructions
Set the needle at the inner edge
of record cutting and then move
pointer to the figure designating the
number of times you wish record
That is all. You can now forget
the machine. When the record has
played.
been played as many times as set
for, the machine will stop automaticallypended with
the above
tone arm
in the air
record.susHEIGHT INCHES
OF CABINET SO

BROOKS
MANUFACTURING
Talking Machine Dept.
SAGINAW,

COMPANY
MICH., U. S. A.
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How the Yahr & Lange Drug Co. Advertised
the Eight Dealers Handling the Sonora Line
and Themselves in Milwaukee Recently
Milwaukee, Wis., June 3. — The Yahr & Lange
Drug Co., of this city, distributors in this territory for the products of the Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., recently used in the local newspapers astriking half-page advertisement which
won considerable comment in the local trade.
This advertisement was the first one in a series
of co-operative advertisements, and it served to
definitely establish in the minds of the local
trade the prestige and importance of the Sonora line.
The center of the space was used by the
Yahr & Lange Drug Co., which presented a
splendid selling talk relative to the tone qualities of the Sonora phonograph. Surrounding
this advertisement were the cards of eight Sonora dealers in this territory, each card presenting adistinctive message, and calling attention to some special merit of the Sonora phonograph. Among the dealers represented in this
co-operative advertising were Wm. Klug & Sons,
Thien-Pentler Sonora Shop, Alf. W. Fuchs, J.
B. Bradford Piano Co., Theo. Mueller, Noll
Piano Co., Edward Jensen and the Model Drug
Co.
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NEW YORK

CONCERTS

EXPORTS

The Figures for March
Presented — Exports
Show Machines and Records Both Increase
Washington, D. C, June 4. — In the summary
of exports and imports of the commerce of the
United States for the month of March, 1918
(the latest period for which it has been compiled), just issued, the following figures appear:
Talking machines to the number of 9,234,
valued at $239,049, were exported in March, 1918,
as compared with 7,417 talking machines, valued
at $187,833, sent abroad in the same period of
1917. The total exports of records and supplies for March, 1918, were valued at $199,903,
as compared with $163,632 in March, 1917. For
the nine months' total 69,945 talking machines
were exported, valued at $1,914,730 in March,
1918, and $1,390,227 in 1917, while records and
supplies valued at $1,475,417 were sent abroad
during 1918, as against $1,130,095 in 1917.
There isn't much hope for the man who gets
so peeved that he isn't on speaking terms with
his own conscience.

Co

FOR

FACTORY

Phonograph Co. of Cleveland Adopts Interesting Method for Reaching the Employes of
Various Industrial Plants in That City
- Cleveland, O., June 2. — The Phonograph Co.,
Edison phonograph wholesaler and dealer in
this city, has been conducting a series of factory concerts for the purpose of stimulating
business. The concerts are given at the various
factories during the noon hour, the first being
held at the plant of the Ohio Varnish Co. In
almost every case immediate sales of machines
and records to employes were noted.
L. N. Bloom, general manager of the Phonograph Co., felt that although the workmen in
the various plants, especially those with war
contracts, were making more money than they
ever made before in their lives, they were kept
so busy that they did not have time to investigate the full possibilities of the phonograph as
a factor in their homes, and took the opportunity to bring the machines and records to
them to simplify the matter of selection. It
was also proved that their judgment was right.

REPORT

President Emerson Tells of Company's Progress
for Year — Substantial Profit Reports
The Emerson Phonograph Co., New York,
has just issued its annual report for the year
ending April 30, 1918. Considering general manufacturing conditions for the past year, this
report is very satisfactory, as it shows a substantial net profit.
In submitting the report to the stockholders,
Victor H. Emerson, president of the company,
called attention to some of the important factors that entered in the company's manufacturing activities the past year. He commented
upon the fact that the retail price of the 7-inch
record was advanced from 25 cents to 35 cents,
insuring a more satisfactory profit to the company, its jobbers and its dealers. He also stated
that the new 65-cent record was meeting with
pleasing success, and that plans are now being
made for an aggressive campaign during the
remainder of the year. Referring to the outlook for 1918, Mr. Emerson said: "The outlook
for the coming year is difficult to forecast, as
it depends very largely upon the duration of the
war, the price of raw material, as well as fuel,
labor and transportation conditions."
The Helbig Bros. Piano Co., Washington,
C, has been incorporated with capital stock
$40,000 to manufacture and deal in pianos,
gans, talking machines and records. The
corporators are Fred W. Helbig, Jr., Harold
Helbig and Nettie M. Helbig.
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Other Models to $225
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No Needles to Change
The Pathe Sapphire Ball takes the place
of needles. It need not be changed.
Long Life to Records
The Pathe Sapphire Ball cannot possibly
cut, grind, rip or mar the record's surface.
The Pathe Controla
With the Pathe Controla you may increase
or decrease the tonal volume of the Pathe
Phonograph at will.

Williams

- Davis

26 E. Congress

Plays all Records
Each Pathe Phonograph plays not only
Pathe Records, but all other makes of
records, and plays them perfectly.
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Harry A. Goldsmith, of the Badger Talking
Machine Co., Milwaukee, Wis., Victor wholesalers, recently contributed the following interesting article on: "The Buyer of Foreign Records," through the "Voice of the Victor." The
ai ticle, which is worthy the consideration of
every talking machine dealer, reads as follows:
Groping about in darkness seeking musical
light the buyer of foreign records offers the
average Victor dealer a source of income of
considerable proportions. Nor should his business be sought after only for this reason, for
the buyer of foreign records knows a goodly
number of folks who are very anxious to own
talking machines, and he can give you a wealth
of prospects who are likely to be very profitable
for many years to come.
When you, as a. Victor dealer, were asked to
interest yourself in educational work — to open
an educational department — you looked askance
at the proposition. You did not grasp, possibly, just what latent opportunities there were.
It is needless to remind you of the tremendous
success that has attended this particular feature
of the Victor business.
To the live Victor dealer is offered like opportunities in starting a foreign record department.
Many dealers, no doubt, have felt they would
like to get some of the foreign business, but have
been a bit hesitant, fearing the complexities
which might arise.
A careful analysis of the subject clarified conditions materially. It is not so hard as it seems.
You ask how to proceed? It is really easy if
you will but take a little time to work out the
details.
Tony Andrianopolis shyly enters your store,
hat in hand, and asks if you have some Greek
records. Of course you have none, and in the
past simply told him so and turned away from
him. He slinked out of your store. You soon
forgot the incident. Now, had you invited Tony
into your office, inquired from him about how
many Greeks, for instance, lived in your city,
and put it up to him squarely if he thought it
would be profitable for you to carry Greek records, you might sit up surprised that you had
■wasted some wonderful opportunities.
Tony would likely have told you that there
were probably a hundred or more Greeks in
town, a score or more of whom owned talking
machines, and they have been buying records
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gave you some mighty good advice. Don't let
him get away. Just hand him a Greek catalog
and ask him to mark in this what records he
thinks you ought to carry for a starter. Tony
is going to be a little shy here. The moral
obligation of stocking you up with merchandise is great, and before 'he gets through with
that catalog he will have made a mental note
of every Greek talking machine owner and
just about what records each will buy.
Have faith in Tony. Order every single record he tells you to and go him one better.
When sending in your order to your jobber tell
him to include in this order such Greek records
as might have been omitted which he knows are
good sellers, and every wholesaler can give yoti
this information at a moment's notice. When
you get these Greek records in stock let Tony
know.
Tony will do the rest.
He will come into your store with one or
two friends and ask for Greek records. Now
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among your foreign friends. The old-fashioned
waltzes, polkas and schottische are always desired. It is needless to say that folk songs find
a ready sale. Modern English songs rarely
find favor when sung in a foreign tongue.
One might continue indefinitely pointing the
way to develop foreign record sales, but, after
all, the few suggestions given above and a
willingness on the part of the Victor dealer
to go half way with the B. of F. R. should
quickly result in profitable business development.

don't make the mistake of just taking a pile
of them and passing these out to him. Treat
him as you would one of your regular customers.
Better still, wait upon the group yourself.
Watch the face of each listener light up as they

BOOK

Buyers

What is true of the Greeks of your city is
equally true of other nationalities. With only
slight modifications you can proceed in a like
manner with each and every nationality represented in your community.
Just bear in mind one important factor, and
that is, every foreigner is just as hungry for
music as are your present regular patrons. The
B. of F. R. will prove a more loyal and consistent
customer of yours than you ever before had.
He will be your booster through thick and thin,
and more patient.
There are certain characteristics quite common to each group of B. of F. R. To illustrate, Italians respond quite the quickest to purchases of records from the general catalog, and
early buy Red Seal records. The Poles will
start out demanding loud records, progressing
later to a better class of selections. The Greek,
with a love of his old traditions, is a bit harder
to get interested in the general list. Because
they are neighbors, do not think the Swedish
and Norwegian folks will buy the same records.
If a Turkish customer happens in and you have
nothing to offer htim in his language he will be
interested in instrumental records listed in the
Assyrian and Greek catalogs, and vice versa.
The B. of F. R. will be greatly interested in
accordion records if his home was in any European country. The same is true of harmonica
records. Band numbers are extremely popular

Opportunities

Offered

the

hear some good old folk song. Maybe, after
a half hour's visit they will buy only two records, but you can gamble anything you want that
within another day the news will have spread
throughout the entire Greek community that
you have some Greek records. You can make
another mental wager, and win, that several
Greeks will buy machines from you within a
week after you have put in your stock of Greek
records.

from some dealer in MilNew York. He would add
difficulty in getting records
dozen or more of his friends
machines.
now, that there is some fine

business to be had among the Greeks, but don't
know how to stock up with Greek records. Go
a bit further.
You have discovered that Tony
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advertisement on the opposite page — 9
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When

the big national magazine advertisements begin to appear, creating a demand in
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Trunk

Outfits

?

They sell on sight — not only to folks who have soldiers in camp,
but to vacationists, automobilists, week-end parties, summer cottagers.
You can make up very attractive propositions on this model — let
us send you details of construction, prices, selling helps.
Columbia
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There's Profit in Columbia
Foreign Language Records
Here is a department that requires a small
investment — yet gives a quick turnover of
stock at a good profit. Write for details.
International Record Department
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO.
102 West 38th Street
New York

Co.,

New

York
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How the Mason Furniture Co., of Huntsville,
Brought Crowds to Their House and Orders
for Their Products — Enterprise That Pays
Huntsville, Ala., June 2. — One of the most
progressive of the Columbia dealers in this section of the country is the Mason Furniture Co.,
of this city, who handles the Columbia line exclusively. The Mason Co. owes much of its
success to its unique methods of publicity which
attract unusual attention and get excellent results. In connection with the company's annual spring opening held recently, one of the
evenings was devoted to the appearance of
Mason's Columbia Minstrels. The event was
widely advertised, and at the opening hour the
store was thronged with people, many standing

Mason Furniture Co.'s Recital Hall
on the street, being unable to get into the store.
The balcony at the back of the store had been
arranged for the stage, the railing on either side
of the stairway had been removed, and curtain,
wings, and drop all arranged in place, footlights
from an extension cord, all lending to the atmosphere of a real theatre.The program opened with ''America," sung by
Louis Graveure, followed by a Columbia minstrel
record, a trombone solo, violin solo, quartet
numbers, etc. The secret was a Grafonola concealed behind the scenes, but the acting was done
by seven of Mr. Mason's employes dressed up
as black-face comedians, acting out the records, even to "the lip movement. The result
was such that some of the audience were extremely hard to convince that a Grafonola entered into the evening's entertainment at all.
The audience was very generous with applause,
calling several members back again and again,
and Mr. Mason found it necessary to give a second performance of his "Famous" minstrel two
nights later.
The first performance had been

Ward's
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so popular and so much talked about that people
came from quite a distance to see it, one party
motoring sixteen miles in order to witness the
second showing.
Throughout the entire week the" store was
thronged with the people. The interior had
been tastefully decorated for the occasion, and
music was furnished by the Grafonola. The
Mason Columbia Minstrel has proved so popular that Mr. Mason has received numerous requests to stage this performance in several
nearby towns, which he will do, under the auspices of the local schools, charging a small admission, the proceeds of which will go to the
school in providing a school Grafonola outfit.
The accompanying photograph gives an idea
of the store, and the Grafonola department with
its goodly array of soundproof rooms will be
seen on the right side.
Mr. Mason carries the complete Columbia
record catalog, and does an exceedingly large
business, in both Grafonolas and records. This
enterprising firm recently received one shipment
of over sixty Grafonolas and has met with considerable success in the sale of the higherpriced instruments.
In closing let us state that Huntsville is given
a population of 8,000 people, and there is nothing unusual in the surrounding territory to make
it more prosperous than other counties.
Unique advertising, an attractive store, courteous and efficient clerks, and last but not least
tie ups, and taking advantage of the many helps
offered by the Columbia Co., are responsible for
their success.
FAIR METHODS

S0NORA

CO.'S GIFT TO RED CROSS

Contribution of $1,000 Made to Second War
Fund on First Day of Drive Appreciated by
Officials of the American Red Cross
As announced in last month's World, May 22
was generally observed by local talking machine
dealers as the day on which they donated 10 per
cent, of their sales to the Second War Fund
of the American Red Cross. Quite a number
of the local dealers joined in this plan, but the
Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., when advised of
this method of donation to the War Fund, decided that instead of contributing 10 per cent,
of its retail sales on May 22, it would do its
share for the War Fund through its usual channels.
George E. Brightson, president of the company, who has for many years been active in
behalf of a number of philanthropic and charitable interests, received recently a letter from
Wm. E. Breed, chairman of the American Red
Cross War Fund committee of New York, acknowledging the contribution of the Sonora Phonograph
Sales Co. This letter reads as follows :
"I cannot let this opportunity go by without
officially and personally acknowledging the
splendid contribution of $1,000 made by your
corporation to the Second Red Cross War Fund.
I trust that you will express to your hoard of
directors the grateful appreciation of the War
Fund committee for your generous gift, which
is a material help in continuing the work of the
Red Cross. Sincerely yours (Signed) Wm. C.

IN BUSINESS

Business is more or less selfish. The average
man aims to get the most that is possible for
his labor without much thought of the other
fellow. It is in the line of human nature. But
there is a clear line of demarcation between
selfishness and reason. Reason demands that
selfish interests be at least directed in a manner
that will not arouse injurious antagonism. The
merchant who employs unfair methods to obtain
trade through his unchecked selfishness ignores
good reason by inviting dangerous antagonism.
Treating competition fairly, treating the public
right, is in reality the best method for promoting selfish business interests.
The Linton Co., Philadelphia, Pa., has been
incorporated with capital stock of $25,000 to
manufacture musical instruments.
The incorporators are William Friehofer and others.

Moving
Covers
PROTECT YOUR MACHINES FROM ALL
KINDS OF WEATHER
and will enable you to deliver them
free from dust, scratches, bruises
and all other finish destroyers
Our covers are faced with Standard Khaki,
lined with a heavy grade flannel, interlined
with an exceptionally good grade of heavy
cotton or felt, diagonally and closely quilted,
and manufactured according to the usual
superior "WARD New London " quality.
Grade "D", medium size, $5.50
Grade "D", large size, $6.00
Grade "K", medium size, $8.00
Grade "K", large size, . $8.50
Carrying Straps: No. 1 $1.00; No. 2 $2.00; No. 3 $3. SO
ORDER SAMPLE COVER ON APPROVAL
With Name of Machine silk embroidered on any Cover; extra, .,30c.
With onDealer's
NameCovers,
and Address,
first Cover; extra $1.15
Same
additional
each extra
60c.
Write for booklet

Grade "D" Cover with No. 3 Straps.
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The
C. E. Ward
Co.
(Well-known Lodge Regalia House)
101 William St., New London, Ohio
Alto Manufacturers of Rubberized Coven
and Dust Covers for the Ware room

Mr. Brightson
Breed,
chairman." also received recently a letter of acknowledgment from Vice-President
Jones, of the National Park Bank, captain of
the bank's Red Cross War Fund team. Mr.
Jones acknowledged a contribution of $1,000
from the Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., expressing his appreciation
of the company's
eral donation,
which incidentally
was given libto
the bank the first day of the drive.
NEW

VICTOR

PATRIOTIC

RECORD

The Victor Talking Machine Co. have made
a special announcement of a new patriotic teninch double-faced, Black Label, Victor record,
'What Are You Going to Do to Help the
Boys?" Chas. Hart and Shannon Four, and
"Keep Your Head Down, Fritzie Boy," American
Quartet. This record was put out in advance as
a special, and will be listed in the regular July
supplement.
The Victor Co. further state that there is positively no end to the demand for patriotic music.
"What Are You Going to Do to Help the Boys?"
was one of the big hits of the Third Liberty
Loan drive and is enormously popular.
FOR

NATIONAL

TRADE=MARK

Washington, D. C, June 4. — Senator Pomerene, of Ohio, has introduced a bill "to authorize the adoption, registration and protection of
a national trade-mark to distinguish merchandise manufactured or produced in the United
States of America and used in commerce with
foreign nations, or among the several States,
or with Indian tribes, and to authorize the Secretary of Commerce to license the use of same,
and for other purposes." The bill has been referred to the Senate Committee on Patents.
A somewhat similar bill was introduced in the
House of Representatives early at the present
session of Congress, but up to the present time
the committee to which it was referred has not
reported it out.
J. B. SILVER

IN NEW

STORE

J. B. Silver, proprietor of the Progressive
Piano Co., formerly located at 3036 Kensington
avenue, Philadelphia, is moving to larger quarters at 3051 Kensington avenue, where he will
handle the Pease and DeRivas & Harris pianos
and players, as well as the Pathe Pathephone.
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Located at 209-217 West Washington Street- Increased Business Makes Move Necessary — Geo.
Stewart Appointed Fuel Administrator — Cheney Line With Pearson Co. — Interesting News Budget
Indianapolis, Ind., May 31. — The wholesale department of the local branch of the Columbia
Co. is moving into large quarters on the seer
ond floor of the Kirschbaum Building, 209-217
West Washington street. The retail store in
North Pennsylvania street will be conducted as
usual, but Ben Brown, manager, will have his
office in the wholesale department.
Increased business made it necessary for the
Columbia Co. to find suitable quarters for its
wholesale department. Up to the present time
the company has been handling its machines
through a warehouse, but now it will have room
enough in its new quarters to handle all incoming and outgoing shipments. Part of the first
floor of the building will be used for the shipping department. Mr. Brown is determined to
make his new department one of the best distribution places in the Columbia service.
George L. Schuetz, representative of the
Columbia Co. in Indiana, says that the country
business is keeping ahead of the city business.
H.'P. Dahlen, owner of the Talking Machine
Shop of Terre Haute, Ind., has sold out to the
Robertson Music Co. of that city. The latter
company will handle a complete line of Columbia machines and records.
C. P. Herdman, manager of the Columbia department of the Baldwin Piano Co. store, reports that business during May was good and
the demand for small machines for summer
purposes has been (brisk.
At the last monthly meeting of the Columbia
dealers, L. B. Sayer, Kentucky representative
of the Columbia Co., and George L. Schuetz,
Indiana representative, told of their recent visit
lo the Columbia factory and explained the features of record making. The monthly meetings
of the Columbia dealers have been well attended
and the dealers appreciate the opportunity they
get to come together.

Walter E. Kipp, president of the Kipp Phonograph Co., has gone to the Edison factory
and Jewell Cartmill, secretary of the company,
joined him in New York, where he attended the
Edison dealers' convention.
At the Edison Shop, A. H. Snyder, manager,
says that the Edison business is holding up well
with last year. Mr. Snyder has rearranged his
recital hall for the summer, calling it the rose
room and inviting women to use it as a rest
room during the summer while downtown shopping.
The Pearson Piano Co. is now selling the
Cheney phonograph and has been conducting
an advertising campaign on it. H. E. Whitman,
manager of the talking machine department,
is enthusiastic over the Cheney and says he
hopes to see it meet with satisfaction of the
public, as he believes his store is offering something that is right.
Business in the Edison and Victor lines continues substantial, Mr. Whitman says. The new
velvet Edison records are meeting with approval
and Mr. Whitman expects to see them increase
the sale of Edison machines.
F. A. Aylesworth, formerly manager of the
talking machine department of the Julius Bauer
store in Chicago, is now manager of the Vocalion department of the local Aeolian, succeeding Morris Rosner, who is in the army.
The Ultona is still the feature of the Brunswick business, George F. Standke, manager of
the Brunswick shop, reports. Mr. Stankde says
that many owners of other machines come into
the shop and ask to buy the Ultona, thinking it
is an attachment which can be bought separately
from the Brunswick. Mr. Standke continues to
arrange clever electric window display featuring
the Ultona from the standpoint that it plays all
records.
There is one new feature of the Brunswick

Get

the

Shop worthy of comment. It is a canary bird.
This bird is a little singer than accompanies the
playing of records so that many people who
come into the store are under the impression
the bird notes are in the record. The bird likes
the Jazz band records and he sways his body
to and fro while he warbles an accompaniment.
Mr. Standke has had many offers to sell the
bird, but there is nothing doing.
George Stewart, vice-president and wholesale
manager for the Stewart Talking Machine Co.,
jobbers of the Victor line, has been named
assistant fuel administrator for Marion county.
Mr. Stewart served in this capacity for a time
last winter.
Emerson Knight, advertising manager of the
Stewart Co., is now in the U. S. marine corps
at Paris Island.
General Sales Manager Collins of the Pathe
Co. visited the Mooney-Mueller-Ward Co., Pathe
distributors, recently. R. B. Goldsbury, in
charge of the local company's Pathe department,
says that the new process records of the Pathe
Co. are meeting with approval and with the new "
tone arm are boosting the sale of Pathe machines.
W. E. Pearce, of the Brunswick talking machine department of the local branch of the
Brunswiek-Balke-Collender Co., says that the
Brunswick business continues nicely. Mr.
Pearce is after contracts in some of the larger
cities of the State which he expects to close
soon.
E. L. Ruffing, of the Ruffing music store, Delphi, Ind., which recently began handling the
Brunswick, visited Mr. Pearce this week to place
an additional order for machines.
COMPETITION

IS AN INCENTIVE

In the fight for business no man or concern
has a monopoly of all the best brains and methods. Let competition be an incentive to your
energy and ambition. Give tbe other fellow a
fair, square deal and beat him out on your
merits.

Benefit

of the big business doing right now on
both talking machines and records
by handling

SALTER
Felt

Lined

Cabinets

These two styles are not only remarkable outfit sellers but are equally
attractive to people who have cabinet
machines but need more record
storage capacity.

SEND

FOR

CATALOGS

Showing many other attractive styles.
We also make a beautiful line of sheet
music and music roll cabinets.

SALTER
No. 19. Cabinet
(DOUBLE DOOR FRONT)
Made especially to hold the Victor-Victrola.No.IX A

337-49

MFG.

N. Oakley
CHICAGO,

CO.

Boulevard
ILL.

No. 111. Cabinet (Opened)
For Columbia $50.00 Machine
33% inches high. Top, 23 x 19>< inches
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Philadelphia

Philadelphia, Pa., June 8. — The talking machine situation in Philadelphia at the beginning
of June is practically the same as at the beginning of May. May was a very satisfactory
month so far as the amount of business is concerned, and where this business was not satisfied
was due entirely to the fact that the Victor dealers were compelled to turn much of it away for
want of merchandise.
The condition in May was about the same as
April in this respect. The percentage of shortage was about the same in the amount of goods
received, and the month showed a loss over the
May of a year ago — though not to any very
great extent — due entirely to conditions stated.
With the Edison, with the Columbia, with the
Pathe, and all other machines, this shortage was
not an existing feature, and in consequence all
of the companies named supplied their representatives here with the goods that were immediately needed. The transportation conditions
by these companies have been overcome during
the month and by means of the auto-truck transportation system now so adequately conducted
between Philadelphia and New York and intermediate points goods have been rushed through
by this means and with great promptness.
Big Columbia Business for May
Manager A. J. Heath, the local Columbia representative, reports that the business of the
Columbia has been exceptionally good in May.
During the past few months they have given a
great deal of attention to the ordering and building up of their stock in Philadelphia, and they
are, therefore, fortunate enough, at the present
time, to give their dealers exceptionally good
service on records from this on, and with the
same degree of completeness as they did in May.
Mr. Heath says that records are coming
through in exceptionally good shape, but they
have experienced some difficulties in getting machines through due to existing embargoes. They
brought over a number of shipments by express
during the month, which helped them to keep
their dealers supplied with merchandise. Mr.
Heath notes that business has been generally
very good with the Columbia dealers throughout his territory. Among his recent visitors
were F. W. Zerker, of the Regal Umbrella Co.,
York, Pa., and H. Israel, of the Harold-French
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Co., Reading, Pa. F. K. Pennington, the assistant general sales manager of Xew York, spent
several days in Philadelphia during the month.
M. J. Rogers, one of the Columbia boys, was
called to the colors in May. He was in charge
of their shipping and stock departments, and
was well known to all the dealers in PhiladelBlake Doing Well With the Edison
Herbert Blake, the leading Philadelphia dealer
phia.
in the Edison, reports that things were fine with
them in May, and that he had a "dandy" month.
He doubled the business of May a year ago, in
spite of the fact that at that time they conducted apiano department, since discontinued.
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He says they have been having some difficulty
in getting a complete supply of both machines
and records from the factory, and to put it in
li s words: "We are selling like the devil, and
nothing coming in in comparison." He says
that he was over to the factory last week, and
that he found them optimistic, but he added "we
cannot
optimism."
They sell
received,
however, quite a shipment of
both machines and records last Friday, which
will help them out materially.
News From Buehn Headquarters
Louis Buehn, of the Louis Buehn Co., reports
business somewhat below that of last year, and
added that Victor goods are coming over to
about the same extent as during April. Miss
A. M. Kiefer, who had been the bookkeeper at
the Buehn establishment for the past eight years,
was married on May 22. The employes of the
store presented her with a complete Victor outfit, machine, records, etc., and the firm presented
her with a very substantial check. Robert Carpenter, for a number of years connected with
the Buehn house, was called to the colors on
the 11th of Mai\
M. M. Hart, of Chester, Pa., has just completed extensive improvements to the talking
machine section of his business, and has added
several new booths.
Louis Buehn and his family motored to Ocean
City on Decoration Day, and Mr. Buehn did
not return to this city until Monday.
He will
shortly open his cottage there for the summer.
Brunswick Activity
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. report
that their May business far exceeded their expectations, and went away ahead of anything
for which they had hoped.
Last week the Brunswick-Balke people gave
a big recital at Atlantic City, which resulted in
the sale of a number of high-priced Brunswick
machines. The recital was in charge of a representative from the factory. The Ultona attachment has been creating a tremendous sensation
in this city. The firm is about to open some
big accounts here, and they have a number of
dealers up the State who recently signed up, including an especially gratifying account at Bethlehem.
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PHILADELPHIA
Distributors
Pathe Shop Exceeding Quota
The Pathe Shop notes that the sales force
not only exceeded the quota that Mr. Eckhardt
had set for May, but recorded the best month's
sales that they have had since they went into
the handling of the Pathe here. They also exceeded their best previous month in the retail
end of their business. Strange as it may seem,
the minimum they inaugurated in April carried
their retail business for May over with flying
colors regardless of the war saving stamps and
the war chest campaigns.
Mr. Eckhardt closed several very satisfactory
wholesale accounts in May, including the Bowby
Co., of Shickshinny, Pa., and Fread & Beam, of
Lansdale, Pa. Mr. Eckhardt's representative
said: "While we can naturally anticipate a falling off in our June business, nevertheless the
fact that the majority of our dealers are anticipating fall requirements, they are beginning to
place their orders now for large fall stocks, and
this will enable us to roll up a splendid business
in the month of June."
The Pathe Shop gave an elaborate series of
recitals from the 6th to the 11th of June inclusive, on the Orchestra Pathe, which created a
great deal of talk, so much so, in fact, that they
have been requested to grant the loan of this
machine by one of the largest moving picture
houses in this city.
Penn Phonograph Co. Prepared to Move
The Penn Phonograph Co. expect to move to
their new home at 913 Arch street some time
during the month. Mr. Barnhill says they will
have "a spasmodic flitting." Just at the present
time they ar,e removing the material from their
warehouse, and when the new building is
equipped to receive their regular stock they
will move it into place as rapidly as possible.
The entire establishment will be quartered in
the new home by July 1. They will have about
8,000 more square feet of space in their new
building, and it will be otherwise better adapted
to their business.
Business with the Penn Co. in May showed a

slight falling off, due to the inability to get
goods, and it is becoming clearly evident that
they will have to work with a curtailed stock
of machines and records during the remaining
summer months.
Doing Well With the Cheney Phonograph
G. Dunbar Shewell states that he has a fair
stock of Cheney phonographs on hand. lie
has been doing a very satisfactory business with
these machines. The entire building is beingremodeled, and the talking machine end will
lie adequately cared for. A section of fine
booths is being put in place on the first floor,
and Mr. Shewell will have a fine office on the
third floor front of the building.
H. A. Weymann & Son Report Progress
H. A. Weymann & Son have been most fortunate in being able to supply their dealers in
May in a way that has been most satisfactory
to them, although not to a full 100 per cent.
The system they inaugurated some months ago
of getting a big stock on hand has helped them
out considerably, and they are in very excellent
shape for the rest of the summer. While they
have lost several of their best men from this
department to enter the Government service,
they have been able to replace them with some
experienced salesmen and shippers.
Philadelphians at Edison Convention
There was a large representation from this
city to the Edison Convention in New York.
The first annual meeting of the local Edison
dealers was held at the Bingham House on
Tuesday evening of this week. There was to
be an annual banquet, but due to the fact that
it is also convention week in New York, the
Philadelphia banquet has been postponed until
the meeting in July. There was no election of
officers at this annual meeting, as it has been
arranged that the officers will be elected hereafter every January to serve for the year.
Miss Katherine Fuiicheon, for many years connected with the Estey Piano store, has left that
linn and has assumed a position with the Edison section of N. Stetson & Co., where her wide

experience will add much to the effectiveness
of that department.
George D. Ornstein, the new Victor distributor
at Eleventh and Chestnut streets, did a very
good business in May, his second active month.
Mr. Ornstein has taken his family to the shore
for the summer, and he went down on Decoration Day to remain over the week end. George
A. Lyons looks after- the business at the store
in Mr. Ornstein's absence.
Recent Visitors to Quaker City
Among the out-of-town prominent dealers the
past month who were in this city were Rudolph
Wurlitzer, of Cincinnati; John W. Jenkins, of J.
W. Jenkins' Sons Co., Kansas City, Mo., and
O. R. Boone, of the Birmingham Talking Machine Co., Birmingham, Ala.
PHILADELPHIA

DEALERS

ORGANIZE

Victor Retailers Form New Association in That
City at Meeting on May 27
Philadelphia, Pa., June 3. — The launching of
the Philadelphia Victor Dealers' Association
was accomplished with great enthusiasm at a
meeting on May 27 at the Adelphia Hotel, when
over fifty dealers turned out and enjoyed a pleasant luncheon together. Everyone became better
acquainted, and good fellowship seemed to be
the spirit of the meeting, while problems of
mutual interest were discussed.
The officers of the Philadelphia Association
are J. Ralph Wilson, president; Berthold B.
Todd, vice-president; Walter G. Linton, secretary, and George W. Huver, treasurer.
Firms in Camden, Wilmington, Norristown
and other localities adjacent to Philadelphia
have come into the association, thus greatly
widening its influence.
These dealers have organized with a desire
for a friendly acquaintanceship and a free and
frank interchange of ideas for the advancement
and development of their respective businesses
(Continued on page 22)
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PHILADELPHIA DEALERS ORGANIZE
(Continued from, page 21)
so that the interests of each individual member will be promoted.
It is estimated that much good is going to be
derived from the discussion of such subjects as
"The Rendering of Better Service to the Public," "Store Management," "Proper Stocking and
Purchasing of Goods," "Overhead Costs and Expenses," "Credits," "Advertising," and other
economic questions. The better solution of such
problems is bound to elevate the industry in the
eyes of the public, and have a direct bearing
upon the success of every member.
COURTLAND

SHAW,

JR., APPOINTED

Becomes Manager of the Dealer Service Department of the Columbia Co.
The general sales department of the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, announced
this week the appointment of Courtland Shaw,
Jr., as manager of the dealer service department.
Mr. Shaw succeeds H. L. Tuers, who left for
Ithaca recently to go in training at the aviation
grounds in that city, preparatory to obtaining an
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CO. ORGANIZED

New Company With Capital of $50,000 to Take Over the Distribution of This Phonograph — German
Records to Be Interned During War — Collister & Sayle Novel Display — News of the Month
Cleveland, O., June 2. — The Cheney Phonograph Sales Co., with a capital of $300,000, has
been organized under the Ohio laws to take over
the distributing business of the Cheney Sales
Co., and will maintain offices at 4400 Euclid avenue, this city. The officers of the company
are E. M. Buel, president; T. R. Buel, secretarytreasurer, and G. R. Madson, sales manager. He
was formerly with the Columbia Graphophone
Co. and is well known to the trade in Ohio,
West Virginia and central and western Pennwill supply.sylvania, the territory the newly organized firm
The Cheney talking machine has a rapidly
increasing sale in this section of the country
and the volume of business necessitated the formation of the company just launched.
The distributing agency will put out the product of the Cheney Talking Machine Co., of Chicago, and will have well-equipped offices in this
city for looking after business.
The Cheney talking machine has found popular favor in Cleveland because of the construction of the cabinets, which are from the widelyknown
& Gay. Grand Rapids, Mich., firm of Berkey
Charles K. Bennett, president of the Talking
Machine Dealers' Association of Northern Ohio,
has furnished the members with a list of the
German records to be interned during the war
period. The list contains about 1,000 titles and
includes all records which reproduce vocal or
instrumental selections in the German language
as well as selections of pro-Germans. This
action will bar all the orchestral selections of
Dr. Carl Muck, of Boston, and those of any
other musical director who has been interned
by the Federal Government.
The barred list has 535 Victor, 271 Columbia,
and 53 Edison records. The association members are pledged not to sell any of the records
listed and to withdraw them from sale.
comformity Brothers
with the Piano
association's
actionin
theInMuehlhauser
Co., dealers

Courtland Shaw, Jr.
officer's commission in the Aviation Section of
the Signal Corps.
Mr. Shaw has been associated with Columbia
retail activities for the past eleven years, and is
thoroughly familiar with all details of the retail
merchandising of Columbia products. From his
long and continuous experience in the retail
selling field he has acquired an adequate idea
of the dealer's requirements, and therefore knows
the true meaning of the term "dealer service."
ffiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Sonora machines, displayed cartoonist Opper's
cartoon drawn for the National Security League,
in their shop window. The cartoon represents
a machine called the "American Citizenship Phonograph." Before it stands a German-American
who offers a record bearing the words "Deutschland — Uber Alles." The cartoon is labeled,
"You Cannot Play That Record on This- Machine." These Opper cartoons have made a big
hit in Cleveland.
The Collister & Sayle Co., Victor retailers,

Efficient

PHE
*
ECLIPSE

efficiency

have been attracting attention by a novel display of war weapons, including a gatling gun.
The firm's show windows are always attractive
and the novel features were shown during the
city's campaign to raise a $6,0000,000 "Victory
Chest," which was oversubscribed $5,000,000.
During the drive Charles K. Bennett, manager
of the Eclipse Musical Co., Victor distributors,
was a member of the Cleveland Athletic Club's
team of record-breaking money finders.
The May Co.'s piano department is making
an advertising drive on Victrolas, featuring them
in extensive displays in the local daily newsCleveland police a few days ago had a chase
papers.
after a lot of talking machine records. Crafty
crooks robbed the music store of Charles H.
Rudolph, 10010 St. Clair avenue, of $200 worth
of property, mostly talking machine records.
Two well-dressed men called at the store and
asked to hear the strains of "Nancy Jane"
played. The pair selected $150 worth of records and told a clerk to pub them aside until
the next morning. During the night the records
were stolen.
Henry Dreher, of the B. Dreher's Sons Co.,
was one of the hardest workers for the "Victory
Chest" fund Cleveland raised. He is quite a
golfer, and after he had held up the players of
the
Club,
with Willowick
a substantial
sum.the caddies "came across"
The Starr Piano Co. is making a drive on
talking machines and using considerable space
in the Cleveland daily newspapers.
Bings' furniture store, one of the biggest in
Cleveland, is featuring Sonora talking machines.
fully.
This enterprising firm is one of the many which
is using phonographs to attract trade successWELCOME

TO THE TALKER

FIELD

A. H. Taylor, formerly traveling representative for the piano house of F. G. Smith, and
well known in piano circles throughout the coun
try, has purchased the Victor establishment formerly conducted by Mrs. Kaplan at Jamaica,
L. I. Mr. Taylor has entirely renovated this
store, installing new decorations and additional
soundproof booths, with the idea of making the
establishment one of the most attractive talking
machine stores in Long Island.
Probably the best and most profitable kind of
ability is amiability.
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Here

Are

the

Points

that make the Nightingale the highest quality machine offered to
the American public. This wonderful combination of features is
the result of several years' successful manufacturing.
It is equipped with the Stephenson Precision-made Motor.
The Scotford Tone

Arm

and Reproducer are used.

Not only are the finest veneers used, but the solid parts of the
cases are of genuine mahogany, black walnut and quarter sawed oak.
We make our own
unsurpassed.

cases and in cabinet work and finish they are

We guarantee it unconditionally against broken or defective parts for
a period of two years.
The selection of a phonograph line is a serious matter — on your decision both profits and prestige hang.
You must give perfect satisfaction to
your customers and assure yourself of an adequate
profit. On both these points the Nightingale
scores big.

Nightingale
422-26 N. Armour Street

Mfg.
Co.
CHICAGO
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FOR THE
EDISON

DISC

PHONOGRAPH

Patent No. 1,130,298

Patented March 2, 1915
SIMPLE

AND

ACCURATE

Made by manufacturers who
have specialized in Edison attachments for years.
This is not a new product —
hundreds of dealers are now
selling them, and thousands of
them are on the machines of
Edison owners.
If you

are not already acquainted with the Kent Attach-

ment and Sound Box, don't lose
time — send for one to-day.
Most Edison jobbers handle
our products. If yours does not
write direct.

F.

C.

KENT

&

CO.

Manufacturers of Phonograph Accessories
Cor. MULBERRY AND CHESTNUT STS.
Newark
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Business During the Past Month of Large Volume Despite Red Cross and Other Drives — HighClass Machines in Demand — Sales Have Been Limited Only by Supplies — Other News

INCREASE
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MACHINE

Jersey

Kansas City, Mo., June 8.— The talking machine trade in this vicinity for the past month
has been more than usually good, taking into
consideration the Red Cross drive and various
other patriotic activities. Many of the talking
machine men gave up an entire week's time to
the Red Cross. Burton J. Pierce, manager of
the Victrola department of the J. W. Jenkins'
Sons Music Co., and A. A. Trostler, who has
charge of talking machines for the Schmelzer
Arms Co., were both captains in General Jaccard's division in the campaign during War
Fund week, and devoted the entire week of May
20-27 to this work. The Kansas City quota of
$800,000 was reached the third day of the campaign and the final figures carried the city over
the top with a total of $1,296,000. Mr. Pierce
was the life of his division, leading the cheering
and demonstrations with the energy which characterizes his ball playing and recently his golf.
Just at this point it may be well to mention that
Mr. Pierce would suggest that any members of
the trade who visit Kansas City during the summer months had better bring their golf sticks
along. He promises them an interesting trip to
the Meadow Lake Country Club links. Mr.Trostler was in charge of a district which extended over a large section of territory and
was consequently difficult of access. However,
the results were very satisfactory, for although
not so large in amount as some of the more
prosperous districts, it registered practically 100
per cent, in the number of subscriptions, a point
more worthy of commendation.
William C. Chestnut, sales manager of the
Brunswick Shop, 923 Walnut, has been enjoying an unusually high class of trade, especially
in the more expensive machines. The majority
of the instruments sold range in price from $175
to $225, and a number of $350 models have been
sold. The new Brunswick line, which carries
the Ultona reproducer, has been very successful. There will be an exhibition of the special
$1,500 model which was shown at the Music
Show in Chicago last year at the Brunswick
Shop in the near future. Mr. Chestnut said this
week: "In order to protect ourselves from any
difficulty in completing a deal with drafted men,
we have adopted a ruling that no sales will be
made on the instalment plan to unmarried men
who are in class A of the first draft."
A. A. Trostler, manager of the Victrola department, Schmelzer Arms Co., said in regard
to business conditions: "It is not a question of
how business has been but one of getting goods.
If we could only secure the merchandise, trade
would be phenomenal under the existing circumstances. Ithas been very good. We have
interned all Central Power records or anything
pacific in nature, such as T Did Not Raise My

department of the Jones Store Co., has been in
charge of the department for just one year.
During that time the Victrola business has
grown remarkably, showing increases not only
in the sales but in the class of trade. "Although
we have suffered from shortage in goods, we
have been very successful in substituting machines and with our wide variety of records satisfying that phase of the demand. It has been
a year in which it has been necessary to resort
to original plans in salesmanship to overcome
the influence of the war. With us, the old plan
of selling Victrolas at just the price of the records is now as though it never existed. People
seem to have the cash and are willing to pay.
We are now carrying a large stock of accessories such as record files and Motrolas to give
complete
Williams. service to our customers," said Mrs.
O. D. Standke, who has charge of the Victrola department of the Geo. B. Peck Dry Goods
Co., is visiting his home near Clinton, Mo., for
a week or ten days.
E. S. Hall, of the Hall Music Co., considers
the increase in price in all talking machines and
records the principal matter of interest to the
talking machine dealers at present.
Miss Hazel Godfrey has recently been added
to the sales force of the Victrola department of
the Jones Stores Co.
Mr. C. L. Schwager has recently resigned his
position as office manager of the wholesale department of the Columbia Co., and left May 26
for Atlanta, Ga. He has accepted a position
as travelihg auditor for the Columbia Co., and
his first work will be in Atlanta. For four
years Mr. Schwager had been with the Kansas
City office.
O. A. Field, of the Field-Lippman Piano Store,
St. Louis, was in Kansas City recently as a
guest of A. A. Trostler.
The Columbia Co. is receiving a number of
very large orders for the General Pershing
records.
F. S. Allen, of the Musical Record Co., of Los
Angeles, Cal., was in Kansas City recently on
his way to the East.
F. S. Horning, Victor representative for the
central West, has been in Kansas City en route
to the Atlantic coast.

"Globe"
* NAME

TRANSFER
PLATES
Can be easily and quickly applied onMACHINES.
TALKING
PIANOS.
TYPEWRITERS.
SEWING MACHINES,
FURNITURE, ETC.

Boy to Be a Soldier,' for the duration of the
war. All records having a semblance of halfhearted support to the Government have been
D. M. Guthrie, manager of the retail departsuppressed."
ment of the Columbia Graphophone Co., says
that business is going along very nicely with
good prospects for an excellent summer season.
The Columbia Co. recently sold a beautiful
period design to Mrs. Wallace Robinson, wife
of the proprietor of the Hotel Baltimore. The
instrument, which sold for $1,750, was specially
ordered by Mrs. Robinson as part of the furnishings of her beautiful Country Club home. Mrs.
Robinson, who is a fine soprano and prominent
in musical circles,' has signed an exclusive contract to make Columbia records. Her first two
numbers will be "Mighty Lak a Rose" and "When
You and I Were Young, Maggie," with orchestra accompaniment. The records will be catalogued in September, The deal was consummated by Mr. Guthrie.
M. M. Blackmail, manager of the wholesale
department of the Edison Co., is in the East,
attending the convention at New York.
Mrs. Nell Williams, manager of the Victrola

STYLE 3
ELEVEN ENTIRE FLOORS

You can order any of
the designs illustrated,
Style I to 7, with your
copy, as follows:
250— $16.00
500— S20.00
1000— $27.50
2000— $40.00
3000— $50.00
5000— $65.00
Complete
transferring
outfit Included
with every
order.
Write
folder "YouIn
Ncod for
Decalcomanie

STYLE S

Your Business."
Globe

STYLE 6

Decalcomanie

WHITE PIANO CO.
J^IRBURY^NEBI^.
STYLE 7
CUTS ARE HALF SIZE

74 MONTGOMERY
ST.
Co.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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and look at a competitor's window display, but
this is simply because you want to see what
he is showing. It is not from the fact that you
have been impelled to stop on account of the
novelty of the display. Try it on another kind
of display. Does the imitation window that
lacks human interest appeal to you like that
which has this feature?
If you can put a person in your window and
make him portray a given subject, and make
the background a part of the setting, will you
not arouse a larger share of interest in your
display? If you even place a figure in there
that can do more than remain a figure you have
aroused an interest that will impel the public
to stop and1 ponder. If you place an animal in
the window that has a part to play in the role
you will have aroused attention. The public
does not want to be fooled, however, and you
should make your display real. The imitation
is a poor means of arousing and holding the
public's attention.
To-day there are a number of popular soldier records. There is a wide interest in all
that pertains to the life of the soldier. Why
not the display that has something of this kind
in connection with the record? Why not the
real war relics, the real rifles, bugles, flags, Red
Cross fixings? Why not the display that has
a man dressed up to represent a soldier or a
woman as a Red Cross nurse, that will make
clear the idea of a real scene? Pick out any
number that is now popular. Make it a part of
the window display that has a human interest
side.
Best get away from the commonplace and
make the record a real picture. Place a phonograph in the window and fix up a camp scene.
Place therein also some tents and a man or two.
If you cannot get live men, why, take figures,
but make the display a real one.

That

Features?

Interest

It is often more difficult to fool the public in
the matter of making a human interest window
display than some of us might believe. The reason why so many displays of this kind are failures is due to this very cause. There is nothing in the window that will excite attention,
admiration or comment. The public simply will
not become aroused in the commonplace. Further the public will not respond to the show that
is a make believe. You can fool the children
with fairy stories and kindred tales of fascinating lore, but the grown ups demand a more
well-defined reason for showing the same interest in your window.
Now, there is a great deal more truth in this
than some dealers might even think possible.
You may feel that your imitation, papier-mache
figures and your make-believe scenes that give
a faint idea of the impression you are trying to
make have really been effective, but the truth of
the matter is that your object more often has
not been attained. The interest in your own
windows cannot be had unless there is something
of value to attract.
Say that you have a new or a special record
that you want to advertise. If you care to
arouse the public interest in this, an interest
that will make the sale of the record worth while,
then you will have to give the public a reason
for stopping at your window and of becoming
interested. Your display signs and the little
effort that you add with a number of reading
signs, even though they depict something in connection with your record, will not bring the
desired results. The dealer who has a window
that simply has a talking machine therein and
then hopes that the public will come in to buy
a machine, can really count on little in this way.
There is lacking the very interest that you
have been hoping to arouse.
This is best given a personal test by trying
it on yourself. You might be induced to stop

WORLD

You will find an interest in this kind of display that you can never feel in the window that
has only a make-believe show. Invite the public to come in and hear these records. Ask
them to permit you to play them for the passerby. Come in and hear this record and all others.
Show that you are fully alive to the needs of
the hour and that you can arouse a feeling in
the public that will find a ready response.
IH

You

Cannot
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Windows

unless

is

Value

By

Albert

Some
B. Parsons

keep the public interested in your display. If
you can do so you should make a complete
change at least once a week. But keep the
public guessing as to the next window show that
you make. Pick out the popular records and
play them up. You will be surprised how much
real profit there is in this idea when it has been
given serious study. But it must be real. If
it is only a- stick, or a hatchet, or a gun, make
these items real, and not an imitation. You
cannot fool the public. No, there are too few
of them
how that will fall for your make-believe style.^
It is astonishing how much all of us love a
reality. It. is a part of our human make-up to
love that which is real. Can you not be benefited by this idea and .by the suggestion that can
be made a' part of your display? You want to
sell machines and records, but the only way to
do so with anything like a profit to yourself
is to keep the interest of the public alive and
the show window is the logical means when it
is made to act as a medium for the telling of a
human interest story.

Your
there

Something

=

Has
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to Attract

You will be surprised to see how eager the
public is for a story of this kind. But the imitation will never arouse that same display of interest. The public has been given so much
of this ordinary show that it has tired of the
sameness. There is a longing for something
that will be a real display. If you only have
an ordinary record you can make it appeal by
the nature of the window show that you make.
If you care to go to a little additional expense or to make an extra effort to arouse the
public in this way you can find ample time to

NEW

QUARTERS

FOR

PEARSALL

CO.

The Silas E. Pearsall Co., Victor distributors,
has leased the entire fourth floor of the building
at 10 East Thirty-ninth street, New York, a few
doors east of Fifth avenue. According to its
plans the company will move from its present
location at 18 West Forty-sixth street about
the 20th of June, and in its new quarters will
concentrate exclusively upon the development of
wholesale Victor business, discontinuing its retail business entirely.

PHONOGRAPH

MANUFACTURERS
Our

new

PERFECTION

Universal

tone

arms

models

7, 8, 9,

and 10 are now ready for shipment. Our new PUR-I-TONE
reproducers models 6 and 7 that are attachable to these tone arms
are ready for shipment in any quantity.
Our new Universal arms will play all makes of lateral and Hill and Dale records by a
simple turn of the reproducer. We guarantee that the PUR-I-TONE reproducers will
not only reproduce all records with perfect amplification of sound, but we also guarantee aperfect reproduction of high pitched soprano voices on lateral cut records, and
with extra fine clarity of sound. We have 50,000 sets of arms in 4 different forms ready
for quick shipment, also 4 different models of reproducers that are attachable to these
arms. PERFECTION Universal tone arms models Nos. 9 and 10 can be supplied with
or wkhout ball-bearing base, models Nos. 7 and 8 without ball-bearing base. These
arms and reproducers are guaranteed to be the very finest that are manufactured for use
on all kinds of phonographs. Write to us for quantity prices, advertising matter, etc.

NEW

ENGLAND
TALKING
MACHINE
Manufacturers of PERFECTION Phonograph Accessories

16-18 Beach

Street

CO.

BOSTON,

MASS.
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Exchange Bureau of Association Proving of Great Value — Many Conferences on Jobbers' Prices
— Membership Now Includes Leading Houses of St. Louis and Adjacent Cities
St. Louis, Mo., June 3. — Victor dealers in this
trade territory are showing much interest in
the Tri-State Victor Dealers' Association since
the formal opening of the Koerber-Brenner
Music Co. warerooms on May 8. At the dinner
given in connection with the Koerber-Brenner
meeting, President Magoon of the Tri-State
Association was a speaker and he explained the
objects and benefits of the association. As a
result, a number of membership applications
have been received by the membership committee. These will be submitted to the association at the next meeting, probably the third
week in June.
The greatest direct benefit of association has
been the Exchange Bureau. While not many
machines have changed ownership through this
bureau, which is under direction of John F.
Ditzell, of the Famous & Barr Co., the record
transfer has been very heavy. Some dealers
reported unusually heavy stocks of standard records and these were eagerly taken by other
dealers, especially by those dealers who have
learned the art of suggesting as substitutes for
the new numbers, older records by the same
singer or player.
Since the notices of the advanced prices by

That has made good in thousands of machines.
It has won wonderful and enduring popularity
and embodies the silent-running, reliable and
durable features that delight the customer and
satisfy the builder. The Dayton Motor is
considered by manufacturers as being
The

Best
In

the

Built

Motor

World

Build satisfaction into your products by using
our Quality line. Dayton Motors, Dayton
Tone Arms, Dayton Reproducers. All styles
and sizes. They will bring you more business
and satisfy your customers. Write for full
particulars.
THE
THOMAS
322 Bolt Street

MFG. CO.
DAYTON, OHIO

the Victor Co., local members of the Association have held several conferences to consider
the dislocation of jobbers' prices and the lessened profits to retailers on certain items. The
dealers decided not to take action at present but
authorized John F. Ditzell, who attended the
Piano Merchants' Convention in New York City,
to take up the point with the Victor factory
while he was in the East. He will report to
members of the association at the June meeting.
The following list of members does not include
the applications received as a result of the
Koerber-Brenner house-warming meeting:
A. M. Magoon, Kieselhorst Piano Co.; C. F.
Lippman, Field Lippman Piano Stores; Val Reis,
Smith Reis Piano Co.; J. F. Ditzell, May Department Stores Co.; F. Schanzle, Home Phonograph Co.; J. F. Hunleth, Hunleth Music Co.;
E. C. Rauth, Koerber-Brenner Co.; A. C. Thiebes, Thiebes Piano Co.; W. Gus Haenschen,
Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney; Wm. Bauer,
2619 Gravois, St. ' Louis, Mo.; J. Raigor, Raigor Art & Music Co., St. Louis, Mo.; J. Glaser,
IMITATION

RECORDS

FOR

WINDOWS

Dealer Service Department of Columbia Co. Announce Unified Display Feature for Dealers
In response to requests from Columbia dealers
throughout the country, the dealer service department of the Columbia Graphophone Co. has
just announced that it is ready to supply Columbia representatives with an imitation record
lithographed on sheet steel. These records can
be utilized to excellent advantage, as the dealers
have hitherto been hampered in exhibiting records in their display windows by the deterioration caused by the heat of the sun and the
gathering of dust in the record sound grooves,
rendering the records thus displayed unfit for
use, and a direct loss in money.
Many requests for the solution of this problem
actuated the experimentation with substitutes
that would withstand the extraordinary requirements of window display and still maintain the
appearance of actual records. Trials of cardboard, wooden and fiber substitutes proved unsatisfactory for many reasons, and after lengthy
tests of various materials, an imitation record
lithographed on sheet steel was perfected.
Imitations of Columbia records have been
manufactured in ten and twelve-inch- diameters,
single-faced, with regular blue and symphony
labels. Record edges are round-rolled giving
the appearance of actual record thickness. Each
imitation is punched with a hole in the center so
they may be substituted wherever the others
may be displayed.
These records arc furnished to the dealers in
sets of twelve assorted comprising three of each
type of record. There has also been issued for
use witli these imitations a record display easel

Graphophone
NEW YORK

Co

Tower Talking Machine Co.; J. Mediary, Stix,
Baer & Fuller D. G. Co.; A. E. Geitz, Geitz
Sewing Machine & Furn. Co., 4706 Easton; Fred
Coleman, Wellston Talking Machine Co., all of
St. Louis, and E. A. Parks, Parks Music House
Co., Hannibal Mo.; T. J. Price, Bracy-North
Hdwe. Co., Carterville, 111.; Jos. Knapp, Knapp
Jewelry Co., Belleville, 111.; W. L. Rhein, Walter
L. Rhein Piano Co., Belleville, 111.; Fred Lehman, Lehman's Music House, East St. Louis,
111.; Frank Beach, C. L. Beach & Son, Mansfield,
Mo.; E. Pat Boverie, Boverie Store Co., Ste.
Genevieve, Mo.; T. S. Gravenhorst, Gravenhorst's Store, Effingham, 111.; W. C. Daumueller,
Lebanon, 111.; Frank H. Feraud, Feraud Bros.,
Granite City, 111.; H. E. Arcularius, Neosho, Mo.;
J. T. Lochridge, Lochridge & Ridgway, Mayfield, Ky.; J. V. Johnson, Bry Block Merc. Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.; Herbert Highfi-11, Highfill Neifind Furn. Co., Caruthersville, Mo.; John Calveard, L'Harmonie Compagnie, Louisville, Ky. ;
E. T. Ballagh, Nevada, Mo.; Frank C. Cochran,
Piggott Music & Nov. Co., Piggott, Ark.; E. E.
Baker, Harrisburg, 111.; J. P. Brown. Jacksonville, 111.; Walter H. Shackleton, Kranusgill
Piano Co., Louisville, Ky. ; W. B. Decker &
Sons, Fairbury, 111.; Franklin Meyer, Carlinville, 111.
consisting of a sheet steel and
holder with easel adjustable to any
easel holds ten-inch or twelve-inch
a metal pin inserted through the
keeps the record in display position.
The Orpheum Record
incorporated in Albany
stock of $10,000, by A.
A. Stadhopoul, 247 West

wire record
angle. This
records and
record hole

Co. of Manhattan was
recently with a capital
and K. Poulus and M.
Twelfth street.
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FRENCH, SPANISH
ITALIAN, ETC.
ALSO
F.M.C FRENCH
MILITARY
CONVERSATION
Cash in now on the
Language Phone Method
and Rosenthal's Practical Linguistry
ll requires no scientific salesmanship to sell our records.
The courses are so simply arranged that the demonstration satisfies the prospect. The French Military
Course, 5 Double Discs, and Military Manual, ( Retail
$10.00"! is ideal for Army, Navy, Red Cross
Excellent Line for Summer Trade
Send for Particulars
THE LANGUAGE PHONE METHOD
992 Putnam • 2 West 45th Street, - New York
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World
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One of the real problems of every military
are given only the so-called necessities of life.
reader that "It is your patriotic duty to-day to
Military men have found that the modern man
organization in active service is that of preservtrade with the Victor dealer in your own city."
ing the morale of the troops at the highest
requires something different. Therefore, to-day,
The following had cards attached to the advertisement: Geo. H. Herrick Co., Attleboro;
point. Modern war conditions are particularly
we find in the cantonments of the country, even
with the expeditionary forces abroad, that our
John H. Newell, Beverly; Chickering & Sons,
nerve-racking to the soldier, for he is called
upon to spend weeks, or even months, inactive
Conclave Phonograph Co., Walter T. Gillis Co.,
troops are being well taken care of by the kind
in the trenches, but alert and ready at all times
of music from the talking machine, and also by
C. C. Harvey Co., Iver Johnson Sporting Goods
Co., Kraft, Bates & Spencer, Inc., Osgood,
to enter into a death grapple with the enemy.
the good literature which is so kindly allowed
In short, the heroics that have gone with other
them even in the greatest hours of danger. I Rosen's Royer Talking Machine Shop, M. Steinert & Sons Co., Henry H. Savage & Sons and
wars are almost entirely lacking in this. There
do not hesitate to predict that the music inthe Tosi Music Co., Boston; United Talking
are few charges across the open, or the excitement of passing from one battlefield to another.
11111 Machine Co., Brockton; W. E. Moore & Co.
and C. C. Moir, Cambridge; Fred B. Emerson
It is a war of waiting, of methodical campaignand Chelsea Music Co., Chelsea; Codman Square
ing, the sort of campaigning that wears on the
nerves.
Music Shop, Dorchester; S. Hirshberg & Son,
Our allies, even before we entered the war,
H
The talking machine
[ East Boston; Saul A. Rouffa, East Cambridge;
realized the necessity of talking machines at
J. F. Chaffin, Fitchburg; Travis & Cunningham,
Framingham; Fred W. Peabody, Gloucester; J.
the front. The English Government and prim
provides comfort, in- J
vate organizations sent thousands of talking
G. Heidner, Holyoke; 'A. M. Phinney, Hyde
machines and records over to France for the use
Park; Kneupfer & Dimmock, N. F. Edmester,
John J. Forrest, Lawrence; Bon Marche Dry
of troops in the field, and found them most ef- j| spiration and joy for ■
fective in distracting the mind of the soldier
Goods Store and WardeH's Music Store, Lowell;
Harry M. Curtis and G. W. Lord Co., Lynn;
from the grind of war during his brief periods
■
the boys at the front ■
of rest. There is hardly a military organization
Marblehead
SongMiddelboro;
Shop, Marblehead;
Music Store,
ReynoldsCaswell's
Music
in the United States to-day that is not provided with some sort of talking machine and a
Store, Milford; Harry Barish and M. A. Wood,
library of records.
Roxbury; H. G. Applin, Somerville; E. Caldwell, Stoneham; the Edwards Co., Southbridge;
The talking machine has established its place
dustry will come sooner or later to be recogK. M. Cahoon Co. and Clarkson Furniture Co.,
in the military life of the country, and has been
nized as a war industry, and something absolutely necessary for our army and navy and
Waltham; Fred'k J. Caldwell, West Somerville;
accepted as an essential. Hundreds of talkingeven for our military camps at home. It has
machines are in the camps over there. ThouGeo. Sharp, Westfield; Edw. Caldwell, Wobeen taken as a matter of course, by everybody
burn; Barnard, Summer & Putnam Co. and the
sands are in the cantonments here. I really befrom the President down, that talking machines
Worcester Phonograph & Supply Co., Worceslieve that individuals to-day are endeavoring to
must be provided for the boys training and for
ter; C. F. Maher, Laconia, N. H.; Desautels
see that talking machines are placed aboard
the boys at the front. The talking machine
every vessel afloat. Music is getting to play
Music House, Manchester, N. H.; Hassett's
has never been known to be a traitor; it means
Music & Art Shop, Pourtsmouth, N. H.; Miles,
an important part in this war. The music of
McMahon & Son, Stowe, Vt.; Harris & Mowry,
the talking machine soothes the raw nerves of good music, and helps to provide comfort and inspiration which usually follows. All good music
Woonsocket, R. I.
the boys who have just returned from the
trenches, lessening the mental lassitude of the
is patriotic, because in wartime comfort and inIn complimenting Mr. Fitzgerald on the splenspiration are to be regarded as a national state
reaction that follows, with soothing melody, and
did work accomplished in this co-operative adin every home.
helps in every way to make their lives more
vertisement, he very modestly said: "I wish to
*
# *
comfortable. Every one of the warring govemphasize that Thomas O'Brien, classified manager of the Boston American, and Arthur Burns,
ernments has made special efforts to supply
The foregoing article toy Mr. Fitzgerald aphis able assistant, are certainly two men in the
music for its soldiers, but human nature needs
peared in the Boston Sunday Advertiser and
advertising field that deserve wonderful credit
to keep regular hours, and talking machines,
American of May 26 followed by a striking adfor their ability to stick and win out on any
vertisement ofthe Eastern Talking Machine Co.,
which can be operated by any one at any time,
hard proposition that may arise, and believe me
depicting many of the leading Victor artists,
perform a service obtainable through no other
with suitable text matter, emphasizing that the
agency. We know, for instance, that it is an
co-operative advertising is one of the hardest
established fact that the soldiers will not endure
greatest artists of the world make records for
the Victor exclusively. This was followed by
the waiting periods of modern warfare without
propositions known."
Sometimes a better outlook is secured by a
the relaxation. Commanders of the army have
the individual cards of some fifty-four dealers,
:ritical inlook. Tried that lately?
found that the morale deteriorates when the men
in this connection it was pointed out to the

is the last word in the refining of high-grade oils, for every impurity is taken from it, leaving nothing but what is required to
keep machines in perfect condition, being combined of four oils
perfectly blended.
Will not Gum, Chill or become rancid; is free from acid. It is colorless and has
no sickening smell, being absolutely odorless.
"The finest
and properly
most delicate
pieces Skill,
of mechanism
do not prove
efficient
unless
lubricated.
Genius, Invention
and
Workmanship must have the proper Oil. Stop and consider this
when you have to buy an Oil for household use."
Hundreds of satisfied customer* have written us that they would never use anything else for
TALKING

NYOIL is put up in the
No. 16 (Cam)
No. 32 "
No. 128 "
No. 540 "

following sizes:
1 Pint
1 Quart
1 Gallon
5 Gallon

MACHINES,

GRAPHOPHONES, PHONOGRAPHS
SEWING MACHINES
NYOIL will lubricate the machinery and polish all woodwork

AND

and
be obtained of
Machine
Dealer 80%
in the
world,
and can
is manufactured
by any
Wm. "Up-to-date"
F. Nye, who Talking
for 50 years
has made
of all
the
Watch, Clock and Chronometer Oil that is used in America.
WM.

F. NYE,

NEW

BEDFORD,

MASS.,

U. S. A.

NYOIL is put up in thelfollowsizes:1 ounce
No. 1 ing
Bottle
No. 4 " 3 ounces
No. 8 " 8 ounces
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REDRAFT
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STEPHENS

TALKING

BILL

WM.

Believe That a Remodeled Measure, or an Entirely New Bill, Providing for Maintenance
of Resale Prices Under Auspices of Federal
Trade Commission, Will Be Offered

MACHINE

A. CONDON

NOW

SOLE

WORLD

AGENT

For the Gloria Steel Needle — Plans an Aggressive Sales Campaign — Demand Grows
The Gloria Phonograph Supply Co., New
York, has announced the appointment of Wm.
A. Condon as sole agent for the Gloria steel

It is now predicted that in view of the various recent decisions against the existing methods
of providing for the maintenance of fixed retail
prices, and particularly in view of the recent
action of the Federal Trade Commission in the
matter of price fixing, a new, or amended, Ste-

phens bill will be introduced into Congress at'
an early date which will be drafted along lines
• to meet the situation as now developed.
It is believed that in its new form the Stephens bill will still be designed, to give manufacturers of trade-marked goods the right to
fix the retail selling price, or the resale price, on
their goods, but will also provide that the price
fixing must have the approval of the Federal
Trade Commission. It is believed that legislative and judicial interests at present opposed to
the fixing of retail prices by private concerns
can be won over to the policy of price maintenance, provided such a policy shall be under
Government supervision.
Even Justice Brandeis, of the United States
Supreme Court, in a dissenting opinion in a
recent price-fixing case, gave it as his view that
price maintenance should be brought about
through legislation, and intimated that the Federal Trade Commission should be given some
authority in the matter.
Wm. A. Condon
With the Federal Trade Commission in
charge, the retailer, or the final purchaser, will .needle. He has already assumed his new duties,
have some recourse in the event that he felt and is making plans to establish an aggressive
that the price fixed on a certain article was
campaign in behalf of these products.
Wm. A. Condon is well known to the talking
higher than was warranted by the cost of manumachine jobbers and dealers throughout the
facture and distribution, in which event, the Commission would probably order an adjustment.
country, as he has been identified with the talking machine industry for many years. As one
There are four things a business man ought
of the founders of the Condon Auto-Stop Co.
he had occasion to visit practically all of the
to know — himself, his business, how to use his
important cities from coast to coast, and while
means and knowledge, and the — other fellow.

LONG

on these trips met the leading jobbers and dealers in every trade, center of importance.
He is now making plans whereby the Gloria
steel needle, which was introduced to the trade
a few months ago, will be merchandised efficiently and successfully. Arrangements are
being completed for the adequate distribution
of these needles, and Mr. Condon has perfected
sales and publicity plans which will doubtless
be of interest to the trade generally.
Since it was placed on the market a few
months ago the Gloria steel needle has achieved
pleasing success. Shipments have been made
to jobbers and dealers in all parts of the country, and the company is working on a strictly
uniform price basis, leaving nothing undone to
fulfil its promises of prompt deliveries of its
product.
GREAT

ROSTER

OF PATRIOTS

Another star was added this week to the service flag flying from the offices of the New York
Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesalers. This
star was occasioned by the fact that Henry
Roth, one of the company's stock clerks, is now
a member of the National Army and is in training at Camp Upton. The patriotism of this
company's sales staff constitutes a remarkable
record, for there is probably a greater proportion of the New York Talking Machine Co.'s
force now in the service of Uncle Sam than any
concern in the talking machine or allied, music
industries. Several of the members of the staff
are now engaged in battle at the Western front,
while others are getting ready to leave for
France at a moment's notice.
NEW

AUTOMATIC

BRAKE

The Weber-Knapp Co. of Jamestown, N. Y.,
have made preliminary announcement of a new
automatic brake which they have been developing for some time and which is already in
the process of manufacturing. It is claimed that
the device is very simple and a cordial reception of the new invention is expected.
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DEPARTMENT

MOTORS— No. 01, 8-ln. turntable, single spring, $1.25;
same motor with 10-in. turntable, $1.40. No. 1, 10-in.
turntable, double spring, plays two 10-in. records, $2.95.
No, 6, 10-in. turntable, double spring, plays three 10-in.
records, $3.50; same motor with 12-in. turntable, $3.85.
No. 8, 12-in. turntable, cast-iron frame, double spring,
plays threo 10-in. records, $4.85. No. 9, 12-in. turntable,
cast-iron frame, bevel gear wind, double spring, plays three
10-in. records, $5.85. No. 10, 12-in. turntable, cast-iron
frame, bevel gear wind, double springs, plays four 10-in.
records, $0.85. No. 11, 12-in. turntable, cast-iron frame,
bevel gear wind, double spring, plays seven 10-in. records,
$8.50.
TONE ARMS AND REPRODUCERS— No. 1, $1.00;
No. 2. plays nil records, $1.23; No. 4, $2.05; No. 6,
$2.25; No. 7, $2.25; No. 8, $2.25; No. 9, $2.25. (Play
all records. )
MAIN SPRINGS — No. 00— %-in., 23 gaugo, 9-6 ft.,
29c. oach, 100 lots, 25c, each; No. 01, 1-ln., 23 gauge.
7 ft., 25c. each, 100 lots, 20c. each; No. 0, %-in., 20
gaugo, 8-6 ft., 25c. each, 100 lots, 21c. each; No. 1,
%-in., 25 gauge, 9-0 ft., 39c. each, 100 lots, 35c. each;
No. 2, 13-16-in., 25 gauge, 9-G ft., 43c. each, 100 lots,
39c. each; No. 3. %-in., 25 gauge, 11 ft., 49c. each, 100
lots, 45c. each; No. 4, 1-ln., 23 gauge. 10 ft, 49c.
each. 100 lots. 45c each; No. 5, 1-ln.. 27 gauge, 11 ft.,
15c.
lots,10059c.lota,each;
11 ft.each.
90c. 100each,
85c.No.each.0. l'/i-ln., 27 gauge
RECORDS-POPULAR anil OKAMMAVOX Hrand. 10-

Lucky

and

stands

write

SUNDRY

very popular

In. double face, lateral cut. all instrumental — 32c. in lots
of 100; 30c. in lots of 1,000; 29c. in lots of 5.000.
GOVERNOR SPRINGS — $1.00 per hundred; $6.00 per
thousand.
Manufacturers.Special price in large quantities for Motor
Genuine Diamond Points for playing Eiison Records.
$1.25 each, 100 lot, $1.15 each; Sapphire Points for
playing Edison Records, ISc. each, 100 lots, 14c. each;
Sapphire
Ballseach.
for playing— Pathe"
each.
100 modcrato
lot 16c.
Steel inRecords,
stock at,.19c.
all times
at
price as Needles
per Quantity.
NEEOLE CUPS— $17.50 per M. $16.00 per M in 5,000
lots, ('overs, $7.50 per M.
COVER STAYS— No. 1, for Tablo Cabinets, 6 in. long.
9c. each, 100 lot, 7V4c each; No. 2, for Floor Cabinets,
0 in. long, 17c. each. 100 lot, 13c. each; No. 3, heavy
for Floor Cabinets, 10 III. long, 20c. each, 100 lot, 16c.
each.
Continuous Piano Hinges, 28c. per foot: 100 feet, 21c.
porWofoot.also manufacture special machine parts, such ai
worm gears, stampings, or any screw machine parts for
motor; reproducer and part manufacturers.
Special quotations given to quantity buyers in Canada
and other export points.
Write for our 81-page catalog, the only one of its kind
In America, illustrating 33 different styles of talking machines and over 500 different phonographic parts, also
gives description of our efficient Repair Department
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TRIBUNE

ATTACKS

RECORD

OFFER

The "Ad-Visor" Alleges That Certain Sections
of Landay Bros. Retail Advertising Were Not
Lived Up to in Actual Practice — Talking Machine Men., Inc., Congratulate Paper
The "Ad-Visor" column of the New York
Tribune, in which the attention of the public is
called to advertising statements in the New York
papers by various concerns which are believed
by the Tribune critic to be misleading, launched
an attack recently on Landay Bros., local wholesalers and retailers of Victrolas and records,
regarding a certain phrase in the Landay advertising.
The Landay advertising recently carried the
line: "A genuine $85 Victrola with all the records you want for $5 down and easy monthly
payments." The Tribune investigators claim
that the Landay salesman informed them that $5
worth of records were allowed on the $5 down
basis, and that records to a greater value would
require a larger initial deposit. The investigators allege that they demanded $50 worth of
records with the $85 machine and were informed that a $25 deposit would be required.
"In other words," as the published report of
the case reads, "they could have 'all the records
they wanted' on a $5 deposit provided they did
not want more than $5 worth of records." The
Tribune people claim that they brought the matter to the attention of the Landay house, and
that there was a temporary change in the advertising phraseology, but that the old offer
again appeared.
At the meeting of the executive committee
of the Talking Machine Men, Inc., held in this
city on May 23, the following resolution was
adopted:
"That the management of the New York
Tribune be congratulated on the stand it has
taken in the matter of the 'Landay advertising'
as discussed and criticized in their issue of even
date, and this committee does hereby concur
and sustain the action taken in this matter and
.believes that it will be of great benefit to the
talking machine trade of New York and vicinity, and it does furthermore instruct the secretary to send a copy of this resolution to the
New York Tribune and trade papers showing
the action taken at this meeting."

PATRIOTIC

PATHEPHONE

Graphophone
NEW YORK

WINDOW

Recently Carried by Brushaber in Detroit Has
Won Much Favor and Praise
Detroit, Mich., June 3. — The accompanying illustration presents a patriotic Pathephone window
display installed by Brushaber in their Gratiot

Co.

kind, as he was handicapped by unusual angles
for a phonograph display, as, owing to Detroit's
lay-out, almost every building has all manner
of angles but right angles.
The results, however, were very satisfactory,
and this display was commented upon very favorably by passersby and members of the local
trade.
In this display commercialism did not

Patriotic Pathe Display by Brushaber of Detroit
avenue store during the recent Liberty Loan
offend patriotism,
as the
dign'ty
of the Pathephones
was enhanced
by the
phonographs
being
campaign. This window is worthy of more than
placed
in
the
background
instead
of
in
the
most
passing attention in view of the various handicaps that were surmounted before it was in- prominent position in the display.
stalled. The manager of Brushaber's window
You can't learn to live without your income,
display department was "up against" a real probso learn to live within it.
lem in attempting to install a display of this

AUTOMATIC

The Everton Phonograph Co., Chicago, 111,
has been incorporated with capital stock of
$2,500. The incorporators are Thomas Wilkinson, Earl F. Hurd and Raymond B. Cunlifee.
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EMERSON

LOSES

BIG JUDGMENT

Appellate Division Reverses Decision of Supreme Court, Which Awarded $46,485 to Victor Emerson as Against Henry Waterson —
"Little Wonder" Records Basis of Suit
In a decision handed down by the Appellate
Division on May 31 the judgment for $46,485.59,
obtained by the Emerson Phonograph Co., as
assignor for Victor H. Emerson, in the Supreme Court, was reversed. The case grew out
of an arrangement made by Mr. Emerson with
Henry Waterson, whereby the latter secured exclusive distributing rights for the small "Little Wonder" records made by the American
Graphophone Co., by which company Emerson
was employed.
Mr. Emerson declared that he

demanded that Waterson agree to pay to him
one-half the profits he made from the sale of
the records, and in fact paid $1,700 at various
times.
Waterson claimed that he had to pay the
American Graphophone Co. so much royalty
that he did not make the profit he expected out
of Little Wonders and he sued Emerson for the
money advanced. Emerson, on the other hand,
alleged that Waterson had made a profit of
$200,000 out of Little Wonder records and
wanted the court to give him a judgment of
half that amount against Waterson. The lower
court did give Emerson a verdict of $46,485.59
against Waterson, which is now set aside.
The opinion handed down states that the testimony as to the alleged verbal contract between Emerson and Waterson is not conclusive,

but even if such a contract did exist, it would
be null and void in law, because Emerson was
at the time it was made a trusted employe of
the American Graphophone Co., and was receiving pay to work in their interests, therefore
he had no right to make such a contract.
HEAVY

DAMAGE

BY FIRE

The surplus stock of talking machines and
records in the cellar of the store of the Worcester Phonograph Co., 11 Trumball Square,
Worcester,
Mass., was badly damaged by fire
recently.
George W. Harris, piano dealer of Burlington,
Vt., is planning to move to a new location at 200
Main street, where he will feature the Henry
E. Miller piano, and the Edison phonograph.
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Proposed Bill, Which Will Undoubtedly Become a Law, Provides for a War Tax of 10 Per Cent,
be placed, but your correspondent believes
the general sentiment is one of cheerful readiness
to co-operate with the Government in raising
much needed revenue and a feeling that the Government has been careful not to impose an assessment that would seriously restrict the industry. It is felt that the piano trade has reason to feel elated that the contention of the
piano being a household and educational necessity has been recognized by the Government. In
regard to the 10 per cent, on player sales there
is a little uncertainty as to how this will affect the financing of the sales as the tax may
be required by the Government in a lump sum
when the sale has been made. The optimists
in the trade figure that this' tax may do good to
the industry in forcing better terms of payment.
So far as the talking machine trade is concerned it is not felt that the tax will interfere
with business. Because of the impost dating
from May 1, manufacturers and wholesalers are
uncertain as to what the necessary changes in
OTTO

Canada

prices will be and are protecting themselves by
a clause on all invoices of goods going out
since May 1.
Exception is taken, however, to the act and
the following vigorous protest is registered by

on the Manufacturers' Price on Players, Talking Machines, Rolls and Records
Toronto, Ont., June 5. — When the daily papers
on May Day announced that certain musical instruments were included in the list of articles
that the Government proposed to tax, uncertainty and much anxiety were felt in music
trade circles. The first report made it appear that
a 10 per cent, tax was to be imposed upon the retail selling prices of certain lines. This misapprehension was corrected by later reports that made
it clear that the proposed tax was to be on the
manufacturers' selling price, although even at
present writing there is necessarily indefiniteness
of detailed confirmation as to the proposed tax
measures and the working out of the collection
of them. It is clear that the specific lines are
player-pianos, player organs and music rolls,
talking machines and records.
In Toronto a general trade meeting of piano
and talking machine manufacturers and wholesalers was hurriedly summoned and a delegation appointed to visit Ottawa and obtain, if
possible, information that would remove some
of the uncertainty as to the conduct of business
in view of the proposed legislation. Inland
Revenue officers at various centers had notified
dealers that they must keep a record of all sales
made on May 1 and take an inventory of goods
on hand. It now appears that this warning was
not necessary in the case of retailers.
The delegation to visit Ottawa included Fred.
Killer, Henry H. Mason, H. G. Stanton and E.
C. Scythes. On their return, meetings of both
the piano and phonographic branches of the
business were held to receive reports and decide
on the next step to be taken. As a result a
circular letter has been issued to the trade from
the office of the secretary of the Canadian Piano
& Organ Manufacturers' Association, reporting
that the following points were tentatively established in connection with the excise tax. The
regulations here announced are subject to official
confirmation:
(1) Tax applies only through manufacturers and importers.
(2) Tax applies on all goods imported or shipped or delivered by manufacturers after April 30 (except in cases
mentioned in "exceptions").
(3) Tax applies on all imports whether now in bond
or transit.
(4) Tax is payable on duty paid price for imported
goods, and manufacturers' selling price for goods made
in
Thecase
manufacturers'
eachCanada.
individual
to form basisinvoice
of tax. price to dealers in
(5) Tax does not apply to parts or unfinished materials.
(6) Exceptions. Where manufacturer or importer has
received and accepted orders previous to May 1, which he
is legally bound to deliver at former prices and where he
cannot collect the tax, will have consideration as to refund
by applying to the Department of Inland Revenue.
(7) Payable from Canadian Manufacturers. Tax collected by Government for phonographs, records and player
rolls; May sales on June 1, 1918. For player-pianos and
mechanical organs; May sales on June 1, 1918.
Note: Efforts are being made to secure extension of
collection of records tax for two months, and players tax
for six months. No decision yet rendered. In event of
postponement of tax, a guarantee year bond will require
to be furnished satisfactory to the department.
(8) Tax is payable when goods are passed through Customs. This does not change present regulations covering
bonding.
(9) While bill has not been passed, it is understood that
when it is put in force it will be made effective as from
May 1, 1918.
While up to the time of going to press the
excise bill is still before the house, it is not
expected there will be any serious objection, and
that it will become law and effective as on May
1, 1918.
This special war tax of 10 per cent, on the
manufacturers' selling price applies to playerpianos and rolls, mechanical organs, talking machines and records.
Various opinions are, of course, expressed concerning the inclusion of musical instruments
among those lines on which a tax might fittingly
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a prominent dealer in the East: "The writer,
personally, feels that a big protest should have
been made against this tax on talking machines
by all manufacturers and dealers in phonographs.
Talking machines are far more than a luxury.
They are just as necessary for the uplift of
humanity and civilization as schools and colleges, and the Government might with as much
judgment and common-sense, tax school books,
newspapers, magazines, etc.
"Thought is a great motive power in this
world, and music is a mighty factor in helping
people to think aright. Some great writer has
said: 'If you wish to grow better then you
should look on a beautiful picture every way,
read a beautiful poem, and listen to a beautiful
musical
composition.'
"We feel
sure that if the members of our
Parliament realized the great blessing that talking machines are in the homes they would not
have placed such an excessive tax on these in-

struments."
PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLY

HEINEMAN

CO.'S

NEW

HOME

Now Located in Toronto at 172 John Street — G. W. Hopkins' Visit Enjoyed — Many New Stores
and New Agencies Announced — Recent Visitors to Toronto — Other News
Armand Heintzman, vice-president of Ger
hard Heintzman, Ltd., had a display of styles
of his firm's phonograph at the National Music
Show, which was recently held in New York.
The Musical Merchandise Sales Co., distributors of the Brunswick phonograph, announce

Toronto, Ont., June 6. — The local branch of the
Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Inc.,
is now at home in the new quarters at 172 John
street. The manager, C. J. Pott, has taken a
lease of the entire ground floor in the new concrete, fireproof building at the foregoing address
and has rearranged the floor space to house
both the offices and warehouse. Substantial
quarter-cut oak fittings have been put in, private
offices for Mr. Pott and his assistant, Mr. Green,
and an interdepartment phone service. From
Mr. Pott's desk he will be able to overlook both
the incoming and outgoing shipping departments. Soundproof rooms are also being installed.
The increased floor space will permit the carrying of a much larger stock of Heineman and
Meisselbach motors, tone arms and all parts.
The advantage of having all departments under
one roof and on one floor are quite obvious.
The Heineman branch had the recent pleasure
of a visit from A. F. Meisselbach of the firm's
Meisselbach division in Newark, N. J. In company with Mr. Pott, Mr. Meisselbach visited
a number of phonograph manufacturing plants
in Ontario centers, and Mr. Meisselbach makes
no secret of his enjoyment of a visit to Canada.
Mr. Pott is again visiting New York, where
he is attending the National Music Show in the
Grand Central Palace during the week of June
1 to 8.
H. M. Shaw, until recently in charge of the
Home Outfitting Co.'s exclusive Pathe store at
St. Catharines, has removed to Windsor, where
he is in charge of the Pathe department of Baum
& Brody, furniture dealers.

Talking

J. L. De Vaney, who was the Musical Merchandise Sales Co.'s representative in Alberta
and British Columbia, has enlisted in the Royal
Flying Corps. He is succeeded by K. A. Ross,
who has already a considerable connection in
the West. The firm also announce the opening of a Brunswick Shop in Winnipeg under the
management of H. E. Etenberg, in connection
with which it is proposed to put on an extensive
advertising campaign. The Musical Merchandise Sales Co.'s Western headquarters have been
located at 143 Portage avenue.
George W. Hopkins, New York, general sales
manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., addressed the Ad Club at London on May 16.
Mr. Hopkins addressed the Toronto Board of
Trade recently when his speech made a hit.
W. S. Car-r, of Niagara Falls, Ont., who is well
known in the Niagara Peninsula, has taken on
the Columbia line which he is featuring quite
extensively.
Judging from the letters received from John
Sabine, while the latter was in New York recently, he was considerably enthused over the
Columbia period models, displayed at the Columbia Co.'s Fifth avenue store. Mr. Sabine
(Continued on page 34)
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CANADA— (Continued

from page 33)
cating in their advertising copy the purchase of
Peterboro there was an exhibit of Pathe recvisited the company's head office in New York
machines before the new additional 10 per cent,
and the factories at Bridgeport.
ords and machines shown by E. V. Warne.
war tax is applied.
The Adams Furniture Co., after trying out vaH. S. Berliner, vice-president of the Berliner
The Berliner Gramophone Co., Ltd., with their
rious makes of machines and records, are now
Gramophone Co., Ltd., Montreal, was a recent
trade visitor to Toronto.
usual thoughtfulness for their customers on May
handling the Columbia line exclusively.
In their contribution to a patriotic fund being
1 (moving day in Montreal) placed their motor
G. W. Hopkins, general sales manager of the
trucks at the disposal of their customers movColumbia Graphophone Co., New York, spent
raised in London, the Starr Co., of Canada, ining their Victrolas and records absolutely free
cluded a Starr phonograph trench outfit. This
a week-end in Toronto looking over the comof charge.
is one that regularly sells at $110. With other
pany's new factory and Canadian head office
R. W. Burgess, manager of the Montreal
contributions it was put up at auction at the
premises.
branch of the Pathe Co., has been obliged to
At the opening of the Commodore Jarvis
Tecumseh House and realized $250, being purchased by Sir George Gibbons, who, with his
branch of the Navy League of Canada held in take a few weeks' rest in a sanitarium at Three
usual generosity, donated it to the boys who
Toronto's new Masonic Hall, the Sonora in Rivers, owing to a nervous breakdown.
The Musical Merchandise Sales Co. have been
are serving at the front.
charge of H. R. Braid, of I. Montagnes & Co.,
Canadian distributors of the Sonora, provided
O. C. Dorian, general manager of the Pathe
using large space in the dailies in the interest
of the Brunswick and the new Brunswick Shop
Co., will soon leave for an extended trip which
the musical entertainment in the luncheon parin particular which was opened to the public
lors. ;
will take him right through to the Western
Coast. He will call on some of the most imThe first firm to pay the new excise tax of the past week at 582 St. Catherine street West.
New dealers in Montreal include J. A. Ethier,
portant Pathe representatives in the West and
10 per cent, at the port of Toronto was I. Mon1901 St. Catherine street East, and J. L. Ethier,
will make a thorough study of conditions there.
tagnes & Co., who released a shipment of Sonora
W. K. Elliott, Brampton, Ont, has added the
phonographs on May 2. The 10 per cent, is 734 Notre Dame street, West.
George S. Pequegnat, who has been in charge
Brunswick line to his piano business.
payable on the importer's price plus the regAt the recent motor show in the armories in
ular tariff charge.
of Wilder's Music Supply Co. (phonograph de--*
partment) for some time, is severing his connection with that company on the first of June.
MONTREAL
TRADE
DISCUSSES
PROFITABLE
ADVERTISING
His plans as yet are unsettled, although he has
Does Display or Classified Advertising Bring Best Results — Talking Machines as Wedding Gifts had a number of flattering offers.
The death occurred very suddenly the past
— Artistic Sonora Display — New Brunswick Dealers — Death of John Ferns
month of John Ferns, who for some years had
and exchanges the classified columns brought
Montreal, Que., June 5.— An increasing demand
been handling "His Master's Voice" products in
is noticeable in the sale of phonographs as wedhim excellent returns, but when it came to ad- the north end of the -city. The late Mr. Ferns
ding gifts. In sounding out the local dealers
vertising and featuring a new machine he had
was for some years superintendent of the Berit seems that this business is not gone after as
to resort to display advertising and an illustraliner Gramophone Co.'s plant leaving there on
tion of the machine for direct results.
aggressively as it might be by some firms, while
account of ill health, and was one of the first
At Layton Bros, warerooms a window full of men to press Victor records in Canada.
others are hot foot on the trail of the would-be
bride and bridegroom. The information is Grafonolas attracted considerable attention and
gained from the engagement column of the daily
represented eighty-nine models of Styles 24 and
TRADE NEWS FROM WINNIPEG, MAN.
newspapers and from private sources.
38. Summer sales were considerably stimulated
The Montreal Light, Heat & Power Co., Ltd.,
by this effective window display. Sales ManG. W. Johnston Joins the Forces — Edison Tone
in their new and well-appointed showrooms in
Test Attracts — Robt. Shaw Discusses Record
ager W. W. O'Hara was responsible for the
their new building, have a rest room for their
unique window trim.
Situation — Big Order for Pathephones
lady patrons, et al. Musicales are given every
An annual event with Eugene Julien Co., Queafternoon. The Sonora furnishes the music and
bec, who do an extensive piano and phonograph
Winnipeg, Man., June 1.— G. W. Johnston, who
is from the warerooms of Charles Culross. One
business, is their exhibition which this year was
has been for the past five years manager of the
of their handsome show windows for demonpreceded by a dinner tendered to the press and
phonograph department of W. G. F. Scythes &
strating some of their electrical lines suitable
the directors of the firm by Eugene Julien. H.
Co., Regina, Sask., and has recently joined the
for a den featured an Aeolian-Vocalion furnished
V. Roy, who has charge of the music departSeventy-seventh Battery, was tendered a banby Charles Culross. It showed up to splendid
ment, had a full orchestra and his musical feaquet by the firm and staff, and presented by the
tures were appreciated by large audiences.
advantage in the cozy and well-furnished room.
firm with a shaving kit and by the staff with a
Speaking with a representative phonograph
wrist watch.
The recent appearance here of Martinelli revived
interest
in
the
recordings
of
this
famous
E. D. Morris, of the Morris Music Store, New
dealer who believes very strongly in printer's
ink the question was put to him as to whether
Victor artist and the Berliner Gramophone Co.,
Westminster, B. C, who suffered considerable
he found display advertising or condensed clasloss by fire in March last, has opened up again
Ltd., and all "His Master's Voice" dealers shared
sified advertising the most productive of re- alike in the spirited call for his records.
with a full line of Victrolas, pianos and players,
sults. He stated that on second-hand machines
Nearly all the phonograph dealers are advosmall goods and sheet music.
The New Edison with Florence Fennell in a
tone test recital drew large audiences to the
Hotel Vancouver in Vancouver, B. C. Edison
Hall (The Kent Piano Co., Ltd.) report some
nice sales as a direct result of the recital. This
MELOPHONE
MOTOR
artiste was also heard in recital in the Hotel
Empress ballroom in Victoria, B. C.
The Canadian Phonograph & Sapphire Disc
Co. report business good and collections ahead
of the average. Mr. Poisson recently visited
Montreal.
No.l

COMPLETE

WITH

10-INCH TURN

TABLE

Simple in conslruction, the most satisfactory and durable of all small motors.
Will play two ten-inch records with one winding.
Three years' successful record as the best single spring motor manufactured.
Immediate

Deliveries

Write

for

Quantity

Sample

$2.00

$125 up. The Hudson Bay Co.'s Calgary, Alta.,
house have also become agents for the Pathe
line of phonographs.

Prices

Melophone
Talking
Machine
380 Lafayette Street, New York

Robert Shaw says that the Columbia trade is
increasing every month with no shortage of records, owing to the improved factory facilities.
He says the supply of European records is well
to the fore: Owing to the publicity methods of
the dealer service department many dealers are
coming in on the window scheme.
Babson Bros, say Edison business has been
normal and records are coming through the factory a little better. On the whole there is little or no complaint. The new Edison records
are winning high praise.
The Hudson Bay Co., of Vancouver, B. C,
have just placed an order for one carload of
Pathephones. The most gratifying feature in
connection with it is that nearly 75 per cent, of
the whole order was made up of machines from

Co.

The Musical Merchandise Sales Co., Brunswick distributors, have located their Western
headquarters in Winnipeg at 143 Portage ayenu"
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is one of the principal features of the new
branch
store opened by Byron Mauzy in Oakland.

COAST

All Sections Report Increased Demand Despite Campaign for Red Cross and Other Funds — Northwest Especially Prosperous— What Leading Talking Machine Houses Say About the Outlook
San Francisco, Cal., June 2. — Taken as a whole
the month of May was a thoroughly satisfactory
one for the San Francisco talking machine trade,
both wholesale and retail, according to reports
from various establishments; in fact, better than
might have been expected in view of the strenuous campaign for Red Cross funds and other
diverting influences. Advices from other Pacific Coast cities indicate that the active demand for talking machines and records was not
confined to the Bay district. Local music houses
maintaining branch stores or selling dealers in
other sections of the Western territory report
very good returns from all directions. The
Northwest is especially prosperous on account
of the ra'pid growth of its shipbuilding industry,
which makes toward activity in practically all
lines of business including talking machines; the
interior of this State is in splendid condition from
an agricultural standpoint, and dealers in southern California, Arizona and New Mexico seem to
be getting their full quota of business also.
The increased freight rates did not come as
joyous news, but the local trade shows little
inclination to complain about war-time readjustments over which they have no control.
Acting With Sherman, Clay & Co.
"Business was never better at this time of the
year," is the way Andrew G. McCarthy, treasurer of Sherman, Clay & Co., sums up the
month's report for the Victor department, which
he gives his personal attention. The only difficulty, he says, is to get stock. Shipments have
been coming through from the factory in fairly
good time and in fairly large quantities, but
more goods could be used to excellent advantage on the Pacific Coast. Mr. McCarthy returned from an Eastern trip early in the month,
during which he visited the Victor headquarters
and looked after other matters for his company. Since he returned he has been interested
in the extensive improvements Sherman, Clay
& Co. are making at their wholesale Victor
branch in Los Angeles, Cal. The work was
started some months ago, but it was only this
month that tenants occupying part of the additional space vacated, so the plans for expansion could be brought to a close. Now the
company's Southern California quarters compare very favorably with any place of the kind
in the entire country, it is claimed. The same
plan of arrangement has been carried out in
the Southern city as was worked out for the
new wholesale Victor establishment, fitted , up
last year by the company on Mission street,
San Francisco.
Trade in Southern Points
Jas. J. Black, of the Wiley B. Allen Co., is
back at the San Francisco headquarters giving
his attention to the talking machine department
of the business, after spending some little time
at the firm's branch store in Sacramento, Cal.,
where a talking machine department was being
added. R. R. Draper has accepted a position
with the company as manager of the new department, and Mr. Black says he is sending in
very good reports from the capital city. At the
local store, business for May gave no ground
for complaint. Frank Anrys', genera* manager
of the Wiley B. Allen Co., has gone East on
a combined business and pleasure trip.
Conducting an Active Campaign
Mrs. Helen Plummer Howard, who was placed
in charge of the talking machine department of
the Hauschild Music Co., in Oakland, Cal., a
few weeks ago, has been conducting a very
active campaign and is getting splendid results.
At her instigation the company is giving away
a talking machine each week to some training
camp, cantonment or other branch of the army
or navy service, and is collecting records for
the use of the soldiers and sailors stationed in
this part of the country. A call for records is
incorporated in the firm's advertising, and a
box has been placed at the Liberty War Hut.
In this wav a great many are received, and

A new music store was recently opened at
531 Thirteenth street, Oakland, by Howard E.
Brillhart, who is handling the Pathe line.

Mrs. Howard says the men in the service are
very appreciative. Machines have been placed
on three submarine chasers built in this vicinity.
Mrs. Howard now has associated with her Miss
Fay Otis, formerly music history teacher at the
University High School in Oakland. Together
they are specializing along educational lines and
have succeeded in working up considerable interest. A few days ago Mrs. Howard demonstrated amachine at the shipyards in Alameda,
and she has arranged for a public demonstration
at the Quericli branch of the Public Libraries
in Oakland.
The Hauschild Music Co. has recently added
the Brunswick line of phonographs at its Oakland store.
Columbia Warerooms Almost Cleaned Out
The local warerooms of the Columbia Graphophone Co., under the supervision of F. A. Denison, are almost entirely cleaned out of stock,
as a result of very active selling during the past
month, and it now looks as if June business
might be curtailed to a considerable extent by
lack of machines to sell. The shortage of stock
applies particularly to machines, as records are
coming through in better shape than was the
case a few months ago, according to Mr. Denison, which is largely due to the fact that he
is having most of the shipments come by express instead of depending upon freight service.
Move Mauzy Machine Department
The talking machine department of the Byron
Mauzy music business in Stockton street has
just been moved from one of the upper floors
of the building to prominent space on the main
floor. Several soundproof demonstration rooms
have been installed and the new quarters are
being nicely fitted up. Edw. Humphreys has
charge of the department. He reports business
exceedingly good for this time of the year.
Mr. Mauzy left for New York recently, accompanied by his wife and daughter.
The White Music Co., which was organized
several months ago by Arthur White, formerly
manager of the talking machine department of
the Emporium in this city, to engage in business in Berkeley, Cal., has been granted permission by the State Corporation Commissioner
to issue fifty shares of its capital stock to Mr.
White and G. H. Leathurby in consideration of
money advanced to the corporation.
A nicely fitted up talking machine department
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Stern Talking Machine Corp. to Act as Pathe
Dealer in San Francisco
San Francisco, Cal., June 3. — Fred'k Stern,
president of the Stern Talking Machine Corp.
of this city, who returned recently from a two
weeks' trip to the East, closed arrangements
on this trip whereby his company will act as
Pathe dealers in this territory. Mr. Stern states
that he has already placed an order with the
Pathe Freres Co. for two solid carloads of
Pathephones and for approximately 20,000 records for immediate shipment.
It is the intention of the company to carry a
complete stock of Pathe records, having on hand
every single number in the catalog at all times.
The total stock of Pathe records will therefore
be approximately 100,000 records. A permanent
stock of Pathephones of about 750 to 1,000 machines will also be on hand, so that the company can adequately handle the requirements
of its clientele.
During the past month or so the Stern Talking Machine Co. received about 10,000 Pathe
records and about 100 Pathephones from the
local Pathe jobber, and these machines and records met with a ready sale. In fact, the business was almost phenomenal, and Mr. Stern is
naturally enthusiastic regarding the prospects
for Pathe business in all of the company's stores.
In a chat with The World correspondent he
said: "Having been able for the past two years
to declare a cash dividend to our stockholders,
amounting to about 20 per cent, at the close of
each year, we feel that we ought to be able to
do much better than that the coming year, as
the result of our handling Pathe products, because we consider the Pathe line far superior
to anything we have heretofore handled. If
the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. will supply us
with merchandise as fast as we order it, and I
have every reason to believe that they will, I
am sure that our business during the coming
year will far exceed our expectations.
"One other item which will materially increase our volume of business is the fact that
the* Pathe Freres Co. is so prompt in getting
out new record selections of the new popular
numbers.
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" Theoretically, music is a gratuity, a
luxury; practically, it has proven itself to be
a necessity. The simple truth is that one of
the vital forces of a nation is its music, and
that in the accomplishment of a huge task
wherein all its energizing processes are
required, the value of music should be care— Colonel E. M, Maikham,
303d Engineers, National Army
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Last Month's Business Exceeded Expectations — Death of C. H. Utley Regretted — Getting After
Vacation Trade — Laxity of Credit Out of Date — Columbia's Biggest Month — Other News of Interest
Buffalo, N. Y., June 9. — Even if millions of
dollars of Buffalo's money were diverted in May
to two worthy causes, the Third Liberty Loan
and the Red Cross, the local demand for talking machines and records was extra heavy in
the past month. May business at some of the
wholesale and retail stores showed a gain in
May, 1918, over the preceding period a year ago.
The A. F. Koenig Piano Co. has taken on the
Pathe agency. President Koenig is enthusiastic
over this line. His Pathe window display is enhanced by the use of a valuable oriental rug.
In the Red Cross campaign in May local
talking machine dealers figured prominently and
contributed generously. Red Cross posters and
banners were well displayed by these merchants.
The funeral of Benjamin D. Bing, of Bing &
Nathan, Sonora dealers, was held here recently.
Mr. Bing was sixty-one years old.
Members of the music trade industry learned
with great regret of the death of Chas. H. Utley,
the Edison dealer, and veteran piano merchant
of this city, who passed away recently after an
extended illness. The funeral from Trinity
chapel, of which Mr. Utley was vestryman for
twenty-five years, was largely attended. Mr.
Utley was born in Buffalo September 1, 1847,
and is survived by a widow and one son, Lieutenant Chas. Bach Utley.
Will local talking machine dealers follow the
lead of some of the piano dealers, who are clearing house on account of a shortage of goods
and slow transportation? In many cases the
merchants in question are repossessing instruments on bad accounts and selling them over
again to good prospects.
The advent of warm weather has various effects on the talking machine trade. When the
temperature rises some dealers and salesmen
sink into a state of coma, so far as stirring up

—The

Leonard

active - business is concerned. Others cultivate
the summer resort and country trade, or strive
for success among city prospects. The lastnamed campaigners have the foresight to realize
that the going is easier now than it may be in
face of "heatless Mondays" and other wartime
handicaps next winter.
C. Kurtzmann & Co. were represented at the
conventions in New York by J. H. Hackenheimer, H. C. Rice and Roy S. Dunn.
.The wise talking machine salesman these days
is impressing on his prospective customer that
music and patriotism are inseparable and that,
in wartime, music is really essential.
L. L. Hatfield, of this city, formerly sales representative of the Edison Co. in Canada, has
joined the Canadian Heavy Artillery.
■ War gardening is being practiced as an act of
patriotism and recreation by Charles Hereth,
New Edison dealer. Mr. Hereth has a farm at
Bomansville, twelve miles from Buffalo. He
is also an amateur florist. So far as business is
concerned, he advocates the extension of shortterm credit.
Harold J. Verbeck, of the Verbeck Musical
Sales Co., Columbia and Delpheon dealers, expects to go overseas shortly. He has been
training in aviation at Lake Charles.
Bach Utley has received his commission as
second lieutenant in aviation at Lake Charles.
The Kaeppel Piano Co. has taken on the Sonora line. Carl Kaeppel, of this firm, attended
the New York trade conventions. This firm is
displaying a service flag, Alvin Kaeppel having
joined the navy.
Laxity of credit by talking machine jobbers
and retailers is going out of date. Figuratively speaking, "Get the Money" is seared into the
mind of every salesman. In the employers' estimation, the sales person who can "bring home
the bacon" in the form of tangible payments for

Markels

3?

WORLD

Salesmen of the following firms are selling
War Savings Stamps: J. N. Adam & Co., Victor dealers; Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Co.,
Pathephone dealers; Bricka & Enos, Columbia
dealers; William Hengerer Co., Victor dealers,
and Walbridge i£ Co., Victor dealers.
Ralph C. Hudson, president of J. N. Adam &
Co., Victor dealers, is a member of an advisory
committee to draft rules to govern talking machine and other mercantile establishments along
lines on which factories are controlled.
In times like these railroad men are regarded
as g'ood talking machine prospects. As substantial wage increases are headed their way,
their purchasing power may be considerably increased within a few weeks.
"We have closed the biggest month in the
history of this branch," said O. M. Kiess, local
manager of the wholesale department of the
Columbia Graphophone Co., in speaking of his
May trade. "The largest previous month we
ever had was December, 1916. We have gone
ahead of that month by several thousand dollars. Our May, 1918, business was 81 per cent,
over May, 1917, and 90 per cent, over the trade
K. Pennington,
assistant general sales manin F.April,
1918."
ager of the Columbia Co., stopped off to inspect
the company's new quarters which he said have
the best facilities of any branch of the Columbia Co. in the United States. New Columbia
dealers include Lewin Bros., Ellicott Square.
Buffalo, and the Crane Piano Co., Syracuse.
At the Buffalo branch of the BrunswickBalke-Collender Co. a well-equipped balcony is
being- built for the exclusive demonstration and
display of Brunswick phonographs.
W. R. Gardner, manager of J. N. Adam &
Co.'s Victrola department, is pushing the sale
of the record "God Be With Our Boys Tonight." This song was featured by John McCormack, who appeared at the Broadway Auditorium for the benefit of the Knights of Columbus War Camp Fund.
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READY=FILE

CO. ENLARGES

FACTORY

Experiencing Big Call for Ready-Files for New
Edison Models and Needs More Room to Fill
the Orders Which Are Pouring in

graphs, for, as one dealer put it, ''the greater demand they can create, for Ready-File the greater
will be our extra profits from the sale of it."
Officials of the Ready-File Co. have expressed
themselves as being sure that the enlargement
now under way will enable them to give faster
and more satisfactory service to their customers.

Indianapolis, Ind., June 6.— The Ready-File Co.
announces the enlarging of that part of its
factory devoted to Ready-File for the New EdiM. E. SCHECHTER'S NEW POST
son. It is stated that these models were put out
Appointed
Eastern Sales Manager of the Otto
to fill a market that was thought somewhat limHeineman Phonograph Co.
ited, because the New Edison had been considered in the trade as an instrument that was
The Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.,
chiefly sold in the higher-priced models, while
New York, has announced the appointment of
Ready-File was to be made only for the 100A
M. E. Schechter as Eastern sales manager of
and 150C models. However, the Edison dealers
have shown unexpected interest towards this the company, with headquarters at the executive
offices, 25 West Forty-fifth street, New York.
filing device, and the demand has been very
. Mr. Schechter assumed his new duties the first
much stronger than was anticipated. - It is espeof the month, and spent considerable time at the
cially worth noting that many dealers have been
music
show getting acquainted with the memsending in frequent repeat orders for large quanbers of the out-of-town trade who visited New
tities, which seems to disprove entirely the
theory that the New Edison is sold only in the York during convention week.
Mr. Schechter is splendidly equipped to ocmore expensive models.
cupy his new post, as for several years he was
Ready-File for the New Edison is now considassociated
with the Sonora Phonograph Sales
ered by the officials of the company to be well
Co., having been purchasing agent for this comover the experimental stage, and to have come
pany for the past two years. He is therefore
to the point where a strong, well-balanced marfamiliar
with the manufacturing end of the inket can be relied upon. Hence the resolve to
dustry, and numbers among his friends and acgive the manufacturing of it larger quarters.
quaintances talking machine manufacturers from
Edison dealers in Indianapolis are wishing the
coast to coast. He is enthusiastic regarding the
Ready-File Co. the "best o' luck" in developsales possibilities of Heineman products, and is
ing this new necessity for New Edison phonoplanning to co-operate with the manufacturers
in every possible way.
"The Music Without the Blur!
This ideal of talking machine manufacture is attained
more
of the nearly than by any other, in the construction
MARVELOUS

MAGNOLA

"Built by Tone Specialists"
"Magnola's Tone Deflector eliminates the scratch"

APPOINTED SONORA DISTRIBUTOR
Richmond, Va., June 3. — The Rountree Cherry
Corp., Ill West Broad street, has been appointed a distributor for the products of the
Sonora Phonograph Sales Co. The company is
planning an active campaign in behalf of this
popular line, and well-known dealers throughout
this territory are being signed up regularly. The
Rountree Cherry Corp. is well known in local
retail circles, and every member of its sales
staff is enthusiastic regarding the possibilities
tory.
for developing Sonora business in this terriYou never know under what conditions a
worth-while idea may come to you. Keep your
eyes and ears open to impressions when you are
on the street, in any place where people gather
and talk. It is this alertness of mind that makes

TcKir\} the Music Corr\e Out
We want to show you how to make money with
MAGNOLA; and how MAGNOLA is the best buy
on the Talking Machine Market to-day.
Send us your name and let us send you some real
Talker Tips.
MAGNOLA

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ. President
General Offices Southern wholesale Branch
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE 1530 CANDLER BLDG.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA. GA.

you every day more and more receptive to outside impressions and furnishes you with ideas
you can use.

BOLTON

Graphophone
NEW YORK

ON WESTERN

Co.

CONDITIONS

Sales Manager of International Record Department, Columbia Co., Tells of Progress
Throughout West Based on Recent Trip
R. F. Bolton, sales manager of the international record department of the Columbia
Graphophone Co., New York, returned recently
from a Western trip which included a visit to
the company's branches in the leading Western
cities as far as Kansas City and Minneapolis.
This was Mr. Bolton's first Western trip in his
new capacity, and he was accorded a hearty welcome everywhere.
In a chat with The World Mr. Bolton expressed his appreciation of the splendid sales
efforts which the branch managers and their
staffs are advancing in behalf of Columbia foreign language records. The demand for these
records is steadily increasing, and judging from
all indications 1918 will be a banner year for
this important branch of Columbia activity.
The dealers throughout the West are utilizing
to excellent advantage the series of new hangers
recently prepared by the Columbia Co.'s international record department. They are enthusiastic regarding the sales value of these hangers,
and are also well pleased with the new advertising campaign inaugurated by this department
a few months ago. In fact, many of the dealers
are tying up their local advertising with this
national newspaper campaign in order to secure
maximum results from this publicity.
THE LIBERTY

PHONOGRAPH

CO.'S LINE

Minneapolis, Minn., June 4. — The Liberty
Phonograph Co., of this city, has just placed
on the market a line of phonographs which is
meeting with considerable success. The company has established quite a number of dealers
and, according to present plans, an active campaign will be advanced in behalf of these products. At the present time the company is concentrating on the production of two models retailing at$75 and $95, and these instruments embody numerous distinctive features, including a
wooden tone arm, automatic stop, speed regulator, and other desirable features. The company is making it a point to fill the orders of
its dealers promptly, and arrangements are being made to take care of an active fall trade.
Do not mistake activity for progress. If Paul
Revere had ridden a rocking horse he would not
have arrived.

Hardware
Machine
Talking
We manufacture hardware for all stylet of cabinet!
SocketsRodi
Lid Supports
Door Catches
Tone
Needle Cups
Knobs,
etc.
Sliding Casters
Needle Rests
Continuous Hinges
LOWEST PRICES
BEST QUALITY
Jamestown,
N. Y.
WEBER-KNAPP
COMPANY
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CONSTRUCTION Portable Units
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cost per sale
Moderate first cost
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ECONOMY . .
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Prompt shipments from
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stock ready
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I
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Profits

1000 dealers

Send tO'day dimensions of your available space. Plans and
estimates for a complete department will reach you promptly

1
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RAYBURN CLARK SMITH. President
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JOHN H. WILSON, MANAGER,
Boston, Mass., June 9. — Business is about what
one might expect at this season of the year and
with the conditions as they are recognized to
be. The times are surely just opportune to test
the mettle of a man. and those who hustle seem
to be the ones that get the goods. There are
times when business often comes to a man;
and there are occasions such as the present when
one waits a long time if the proper attraction
is not offered to induce trade. There are men
in Boston who are doing a most creditable business because they go after it, they exercise
every honorable means to draw business to their
establishments, and it is not to be wondered at
that they are optimistic. Even these houses
are working against great odds, for as is distinctly known in one or two cases they are
badly handicapped through lack of help, due
to the draft and other things. There is on
the other hand the men who complain that business is not what it should be; and while this is
a statement of fact that admits of great truth
these same men do not press out, branch forth
as they should to invite a better feeling.
Good Showing of Bostonians at Conventions
There is something of a laugh going the
rounds of the trade at the expense of some of
the boys who got "cold feet" and didn't care
to take any chances the first of the month in
trade congoing to New York for the music On
the day
vention via the outside water line.
was
there
escapades
U-boat
of the story of the
would
Boston
of
port
the
that
expectation
some
be closed, so this offered a fairly reasonable excuse for quite a group to cancel their passage
Eastern steamship line to New York;
the
on
but it happened that the "Belfast" sailed that
night all right, and the alternate boat sailed
the following night. Incidentally quite a number of talking machine men went over to New
York for the conventions, and it is seldom that
the trade has been so well represented from
Boston as this year. And nearly all of them
went by train!
Impressive Educational Exhibits
. At the Eastern Music Supervisors' conference
held lately in Boston both the Victor and the
Columbia Cos. had exhibitions which attracted
the attention of all the men and women in attendance. The exhibits were at the Hotel
Brunswick, which was the headquarters for the
conference, and each of these talking machine
companies occupied a large room of its own.
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Aeolian-Vocalion Expansion
Manager Hibshman, of the Vocalion Co., was

In

respect

EASTERN

existing

the officers at the Ditson Co.'s annual meeting
for the good showing his department had made
during
the preceding
the sort of
recognition
that makes year.
a man That's
feel good.
Some Recent Distinguished Visitors
H. L. Wilson, the vice-president and general
manager of the Columbia, accompanied by Louis
Sterling, the London manager of the company,
spent a few days in Boston lately, and Mr.
Sterling was most interesting in his recital of
some of the German bombing atrocities perpetrated on London. While here Mr. Wilson
and Mr. Sterling were entertained by Manager
Fred E. Mann. Another local visitor from
New York, too, was F. K. Pennington, assistant general sales manager of the Columbia.
Geo. Lincoln Parker Honored
Local Edison dealers were quite delighted at
the honor that came to George Lincoln Parker,
of the Colonial Building, in being invited to
preside at the sessions of the Edison dealers.
It was known in advance that Mr. Parker would
make a good presiding officer because of his

the

VICTOR

securing
Victor

Territory

at heart,
of Victor

dealer

make

conditions.
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STREET

Richard Nelson, manager for Southern New
England of the Sonora Co., went over to New
York the first part of the month, to be away for
the week. A few days earlier Mr. Nelson was
over at Hartford, Conn., conferring with Joseph
H. Burke, who is associate manager of the Sonora Co. Mr. Burke subsequently went over
to New York also. Business with Manager
Nelson has been good for the month of May.
Signs Up Many Pathe Agents
Wholesale Manager R. O. Ainslie, of the
Pathe line, was another who went over to New
York the first of the month. Mr. Ainslie since
taking hold of the Pathe line has met with
marked success. Within the next few weeks he
expects to make a trip through New England,
visiting the concerns which he has signed up
since associating himself with the Pathe.
Ditson's Immense Victor Business
The Victor department of the Oliver Ditson
Co. has been able to show a splendid volume of
business both in and out of season, and Manager
Henry Winkelman was lately congratulated by

individually

to the

is to help

one of the many attendants from this city to
the music trade convention in New York. Lately his staff have been successful in interesting
a number of prominent persons in the AeolianVocalion proposition and some large purchases
have resulted.
Sonora Activity

England

interests

England

STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

before leaving that the company's new nine-inch
record has been meeting with unparalleled success. H. T. Leeming, the new general manager for the Emerson Co., has been a visitor in
Ray.
town, making his headquarters with Manager

particularly

the
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W. H. Merrick Joins Emerson Forces
Oscar W. Ray, New England manager of the
Emerson Co., has just appointed a new salesman,
W ilfred H. Merrick, who has been manager of
the Cressey stores at Buffalo, N. Y., and the
Metropolitan stores at Pittsfield and Fitchburg.
He will take for his territory Maine, New Hampshire. Vermont and Eastern Canada.
Announce Many New Agencies
Manager Ray has lately signed up the F. H.
Thomas Co., which conducts a large establishment in the Back Bay and will handle the Emerson records; the Lippet Bros, at New Bedford:
Archie MacDonald at New Bedford; the Tuttle
Co. at Rutland, Vt.; Adams Music Co. at Burlington, Vt. Manager Ray, who is over in New
York, where he attended the music show, said

has

Our

And

the other evening to sing at Mechanics' Hall for
the benefit of the Knights of Columbus War
Camp Fund, and a feature of the concert was
the selling at auction of some of the McCormack records which had been autographed. One
of "The Star Spangled Banner" brought $120,
and one of "God Be With Our Boys To-night"
brought $100, while one of "Mother Machree"
sold for $105. Naturally the day following the
concert there was a renewed call for the McCormack records, but there were few of the
popular ones that could be had, owing to their
scarcity.

assured

SERVICE

WORLD

The Victor demonstration was in charge of
Mrs. Frances E. Clark, manager of the educational department for the company; and Miss
Gladys Barr, supervising instructor of the company's educational department. In charge of
the Columbia exhibit, which included several of
the leading styles of machines, was Frederick
Goodwin, and he had the assistance of Harry
B. Goodwin, of the western Massachusetts department, who is located at Holyoke; and Mrs.
Grace Drysdale, representing the educational department for the company in eastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
McCormack Records in Demand
John McCormack, the Irish tenor, was in town
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MACHINE

MACHINE
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THE
many qualities which would serve him in good
stead in such a position, one that invariably
tests a man's tact and good judgment.
Doing the Best to Please All
Wholesale Manager William Fitzgerald, of the
Eastern Talking Machine Co., these days is
called upon to exercise all the suavity of manner lie can muster because of the letters and
phones and wires which he receives complaining or remonstrating at the poor service received by dealers. This is all due to the
scarcity of goods, a fact which dealers do not
seem to appreciate, for having placed a good
sized order they think they should receive, if
not the whole consignment, at least a large proportion of it, which is not always possible these
days. So Manager Fitzgerald is doing the best
he can and trying through amiability and diplomacy to minimize all alleged grievances, which,
one may add, he is doing quite satisfactorily.
Interesting Many in the Vitanola
A very good May is reported by the New
England Vitanola Talking Machine Co., which
has local offices at 52 Chauncy street. Harry
Bergson, the treasurer, has been able to interest a great many persons in the Vita-Nola
proposition and to-day many furniture houses
and periodical stores are carrying this line. All
of New England is covered from this headquarters here and the two traveling men, James
Birmingham and J. S. Whitney, are finding
business good throughout the territory.
Will Soon Join Uncle Sam's Forces
Fred L. MacNeil, the affable young manager
of the talking machine department in the R. H.
White Co.'s department store, expects to be
called into service soon as he is in the present
draft call. He is hoping to be able to get in
a week's vacation before starting in upon his
duties for Uncle Sam. Mr. MacNeil has been
able to show some good business lately, and a
sale of Edison machines and records recently
advertised in the daily papers brought many
customers to the department.
Attended Edison Convention
Francis T. White, manager of the Victor and
Edison departments of the C. C. Harvey Co.,
is over in New York for the Edison convention. Ernest A. Cressey, vice-president of the
Harvey Co., also went over, he being interested
in both the Edison and the piano conventions.
New Brunswick Dealers
F. H. Walter, of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., returned to-day from Pittsfield, whither
he went to sign up Rice & Kelly, of that city,
who are to carry the Brunswick line. The company has installed handsome quarters for the
display and demonstration of the Brunswick
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Covers
WEATHERS

enable you to deliver your phonograph free of blemishes of all kinds.

These covers are made of Government Khaki, interlined with heavy felt or
cotton, fleece-lined, quilted and properly manufactured. Perfect protection
in all weather.
Made

in Two

Grades

Write for Prices and Descriptive
Catalogue
Use the Lansing Khaki Moving Cover
and your delivery troubles will be over.
E.
611

H.

LANSING

Washington

St., BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, Room 530 CHRONICLE BLDG.
WALTER S. GRAY, Manager

machines. Mr. Walter also has signed up the
Bnrke-Tarr Co., of Providence, R. I., and this
concern, too, has made ready to handle the
Brunswick machines under the most attractive
conditions. Mr. Walter is leaving to-night for
New York for the convention to remain away
until the end of the week.
Henning Enters the Navy
Edward Henning, Victor retailer at Egleston
square at the south side of the city, has entered
the navy. Prior to his enlistment in the service he sold his stock of Victor goods to Harry
Barish, at 324 Blue Hill avenue, and the latter is
now operating at this location as a Victor retailer.
Reports a Good Business
Walter Gillis, manager of the Victor department, lately handled by the Henry F. Miller
Co., reports a very good business for May, and
he has been called upon to furnish quite a number of packages of records for families about
to start on summer vacations. Mr. Gillis hears
frequently from his son, Walter, Jr., who is
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A dealers' night held a while ago at the quarters of the Columbia Co. in Federal street
brought together a company of about 125 men
(Continued on page 42)
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Longfellow's' recent appointments as a new attache of his force is William Sundell.
Dealers Hear Evan Davies

Largest

Needles

There

with the 101st Engineers at the French front.
Attended Edison Convention
L. H. Ripley, F. S. Boyd, Guy R. Coner and
T. E. Dean representing the traveling staff of
the Pardee-Ellenberger Co., went over the first
of the month to New York for the Edison convention. They had planned to go by the outside line, but at the last moment changed their
mind and took the train. Two days later Manager Silliman, of the Boston headquarters, went
over to New York to attend the Edison conferences.
Ralph W. Longfellow, manager of the Victor
and Edison departments of Chickering & Sons,
was numbered among the Boston men who attended the Edison convention. One of Mr.

in

the

reasons

Lowell,

Mass.
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Send for Descriptive Circular

and women who listened with the greatest delight to Evan Davies, one of the Columbia artists, who entertained with songs and monologues. Manager Fred E. Mann presided at the
entertainment and played Mr. Davies' accompaniments with rare artistic finish, for Mr. Mann
is a musician of distinction. O. F. Benz, who
is connected with the sales department, came
over from New York, and gave an informing
talk on records, which furnished the dealers with
a new insight into this department.
Some Other Columbia Happenings
M. H. Hanson, concert manager for Riccardo
Stracciari, the Columbia baritone, who is one
of the Chicago Opera Co. members, was in
town a few days ago making the preliminary
plans for a concert to be given in the fall by
this artist. He was a Columbia caller.
The many friends of "Billy" Parks, of the Columbia, who went to Baltimore some time ago,
received the joyful information a few days ago
that he has become a proud father, the heir to
the father's business ability and good nature being named William Scott Parks, Jr. There's
still time to enjo3r a smoke, Bill.
H. E. Gardiner, who has lately joined the sales
department of the Columbia, is spending a week
at the Boston offices of the company.
Thornton Burgess, the Columbia artist, came
over to Boston a few days ago for the opening
of the children's educational department at the
Shepard Xorwell Co.'s store. In his story telling he was accompanied by a Columbia machine.
Mrs. Grace Drysdale, of the Columbia's educational department, was on hand to assist.
Diplomatic J. A. Frye
James A. Frye, the business promoter for the
Victor, passed through Boston a few days ago.
Mr. Frye is spending much of his time throughout New England territory, and he has many
intricate business problems to settle, which the
trade says he is doing with rare judgment and
satisfaction to all concerned.
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Many Important New Agencies Announced by
W. B. Glynn Distributing Co., Who Cover
This Important Business Territory
The W. B. Glynn Distributing Co. for the Sonora phonograph in Northern New England
have recently placed this well-known instrument with the following concerns in Maine: the
Bussell & Weston Co., Augusta; Maine Music
Co., Rockland; Larose-Marcotte Co.. Lewiston;
D. T. Percey & Sons, Bath, and Jas. Fenderson
& Son, Biddeford: the following houses in New
Hampshire: the J. E. Lothrop Piano Co., Dover;
F. P. Meader. Rochester; Carey Furniture Co.,
Ashland, and these concerns in Vermont: the
Remington Furniture Co., Rutland; the Bailey
Music Rooms, White River Junction. These
are all representative concerns, who are splendidly fitted to display the Sonora to the best
advantage.
COLUMBIA

LINE WITH

BAILEY

CO.

St. Johntsbtjry, Vt., June 5.— Alden L. Bailey,
president of the Bailey Music Co., leading piano
dealers in northern Vermont and New Hampshire, have lately added the Columbia line to
their store in this city. This line also has been
added to the company's stores at Hardwick
and White River Junction, Vt., and Lancaster,
Berlin, Littleton and Colebrook, N. H. The
Vermont stores are under the management of
G. R. Magoon. while the New Hampshire stores
are supplied through the Portland, Me., branch.
The Columbia line has been taking very well
with the patrons of the several establishments.

Manufacturers-Jobbers—

Dealers

Are Now Being Marketed by the New England
Talking Machine Co.
Boston, Mass., June 1.— The New England Talking Machine Co., 16 Beach street, are now ready
to market their new Universal tone arms, models
7 to 10, inclusive, together with the new Pur-itone reproducers 6 and 7 that are attachable to
these tone arms. Many fine points are claimed
for the reproduction qualities of the Pur-itone and its high popularity in the trade is
forecasted. A large stock of these tone arms
and reproducers is on hand, which assures immediate delivery of orders. Descriptive advertising matter has also been prepared.
TAKES

ON THE

COLUMBIA

LINE

Burlington, Vt., June S.— The McAuliffe-Pope
Co., of this city, has taken on the exclusive line
of Columbia products which gives the company
two good representations in this city, the other
being the E. E. Clarkson Co., which is the principal department store of Burlington. Mr. McAulifte recently went to Boston to inspect the
line at the Federal street headquarters, and was
delighted at the methodical, shipshape arrangement of everything, and with the easy way business is dispatched, thanks to the careful S3rstem
insisted on by Manager Mann.
D. A. Ingalls, the Columbia's traveling associate for Vermont, has moved from Springfield
to this city. Mr. Ingalls has been with the
company two years, and he reports the conditions excellent in the Green Mountain State for
the Columbia line.
RUTLAND

DEALER

EXPANDS

Rutland. Vt., June 5.— The Turtle Co., of this
city, has taken over the goods of the Columbia
Co. and has opened a special shop next door to
its printing and stationery establishment. Mr.
and Mrs. M. O. Tyrrell are conducting the new
place, under the name of the United Talking
Machine Co. .For jobbing purposes the Tuttle
Co. is carrying the Pathe line. The opening of
the Columbia store was quite an event in the
city, and the Boston headquarters was represented byj. F. Carr, who went up especially for
the opening, while D. A. Ingalls, the company's
traveling associate for the Vermont territory,
also was on hand for the event. In the several
weeks that the shop has been in operation the
Columbia line has received its share of recognition.
INSTALL

FULL VICTOR

LINE

Worcester, Mass., June 3.— The firm of Barnard. Sumner & Putnam Co., Main street, has
lately installed a complete line of Victor Victrolas and records, having bought out the Victor stock held by the Worcester Phonograph
Co. at 11 Trumbull street. This is one of Worcester's leading department stores, and judging
by the way it has begun to interest the lovers
of the Victor machines there is a big success
ahead.

PERFECTION FLEX1-TONE reproducers attached to
PERFECTION ball-bearing tone arms No. 3 and No. 4
play all lateral cut records, on all types of Edison machines. Made in nickel and 24 carat gold finish, extra
fine quality.
Tone arms fitted to Edison machines only

MUSIC

PERFECTION FLEXI-TONE reproducers No. 3, No. 6
These reproducers and arms are the very and No. 7 fit all types of Victor and Columbia machines.
Made in nickel and 24 carat gold finish.
finest made mechanically. The PERFEC
TION FLEXI-TONE reproducers are the most perfect phonograph reproducers built,
reproducing all lateral cut records, from highest pitched soprano to lowest pitched
bass, as perfectly as the records were recorded in the recording room. Wonderful
clarity of sound, as well as great volume. Extra fine quality of finish guaranteed.
Manufacturers, jobbers and dealers will find in this line of reproducers just what they
have been looking for, as they are assembled by skilled workmen especially adapted
to this kind of work, producing a product built with watchlike precision.
All accessories in stock ready for immediate shipment. Write for prices, information, etc.
NEW
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FOR

WORKERS

From a paper by Gordon Gray, a writer on
sociological questions, we select the following
paragraphs:
"Too much music mixed in might mean work
mixed up: but. on the whole, harmony is the
antidote for monotony.
"The way to drain off life's drudgery is to
drink at the fountain of melody. Take all you
want. Musical inebriation has no harmful after
effects.
"What the world needs is more lilting music
and less alcohol. Turn on the phonograph and
turn off the spigots. Give the workers more and
better bars of music and fewer of the baser sort.
"Work accompanied by music is never hard.
"Obviously if music can take the sweat out
of sweatshops, the principle that harmony makes
burdens light and work easy is susceptible of
wide application."
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No matter what happens in the phonograph record market, you know that Emerson
Records cost the least. With the constant shifting of costs it behooves every dealer to
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Jobbers and Dealers Admit That Stock Situation Is Serious — Hope for Improvement — C. H. Grinnell's Views on the Subject— Brown Opens Branch Store — New Columbia Models — News in Detail
Detroit, Mich., June 5.— For the next three
is done and done quick to relieve the tense situmonths dealers in Detroit are going to give
ation— giving dealers merchandise that they can
most of their attention to stocking up with
sell — I am sorry to think what the dealers will
merchandise that is going to sell next fall.
be up against in the fall when business really
Dealers here are extremely optimistic about big
starts to boom. Even right now the demand is
fall trade and the only question with them is very good with Victor dealers both for machines and records but the trick is to get mer"will we be able to get goods?" That's the big
bone of contention — the big problem confrontWhat Mr. Grinnell says is no different than
ing every dealer regardless of whose line they
chandise."
what jobbers all over the country have to say.
are handling. Some of the jobbers express little
One leading dealer recently showed The World
hope of there being any improvement — in fact,
correspondent a letter he had sent out to some
some jobbers who have regularly sold local
dealers have frankly admitted that the situathirty jobbers, and every answer was about as
tion is most serious and that so many conditions
follows: "We would be glad to take care of you
have to do with making the future look rather
if we had the merchandise."
gloomy for merchandise. There is the labor
Wallace Brown, the Brunswick dealer, now
has a branch store on Chene street in the
shortage which is b3r no means improving; then
Polish northeast section of Detroit, with a
again, the Government having taken over so
Polish manager in charge. Business there is
many of the needed materials has hampered the
reported as being very good. Recently several
manufacturers' production and no one looks for
the manufacturers to increase production under
professional dancers were engaged for two days
these conditions; as a matter of fact, production
to "step the light fantastic" in the show windows. It resulted in tremendous crowds in
is certain to be curtailed and every jobber adfront of the store — at times the crowds blocked
mits that, they know it to be a fact; then again,
shipments are very bad — extremely slow —
the street car tracks. It was a good advertiswhether by freight or express. Goods on the
ing stunt and considerably popularized the
branch. Mr. Brown, who has the exclusive
way for weeks and weeks have yet failed to
put in an appearance, and there is no encourWayne County agency for the Brunswick, is
planning to extend his activities to all sections
agement that this condition will improve. It's
no longer a question of being able to sell talkof the city, giving him representation in ever}'
ing machines and records but merely a question
part of town. Mr. Brown celebrated his thirof getting the goods.
teenth month as Brunswick dealer in May — and
C. H. Grinnell, manager of the Victrola jobis quite enthusiastic over the outlook.
A number of dealers told the writer that most
bing division of Grinnell Bros., says the situation is most serious and he is more than willof their talking machine sales were among the
working people who were earning big money
ing that his views be expressed" in The Talking
Machine World. "Some of the trade papers
in the munition factories. "They are the real
have said we had a big stock and we want to
buyers of talking machines these days," said one
dealer. "The wealthy people are not buying
correct this impression," he declared to the
writer. "We have a good stock of old record
and neither are the poor people."
There has been quite a big demand for small
numbers and certain st3'les of Yictrolas, but they
are not the kind that are in popular demand
talking machines for boats and canoes priced
not over $15 or $25.
and that are selling and we don't know of any
way that they can be pushed out. You can
F. S. Kratzet, manager of the Brunswickhardly expect a dealer to push records that they
Balke branch at 247 Jefferson avenue, is not
have tried to sell and cannot — and the same
only very optimistic about future business, but
thing applies to some of the models. The kind
says that since the department was established
of Victrolas that we could sell large quantities
sales have exceeded considerably his anticipations. Of course, in Detroit Mr. Kratzet has
of we simply can't get except in such small
quantities that they don't stay in the warehouse
just the one dealer — Wallace Brown — but
long enough to be noticed. Unless something
through the State he has put on some splendid
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accounts of late and is getting many inquiries
from every corner of the State.
The Edison Shop of Detroit has had a number
of interesting window displays of late of warfare equipment for the soldiers. One display,
loaned by a Detroit physician just back from the
fighting lines, comprised a number of German
souvenirs, and they attracted a lot of attention.
Max Strasburg, of the Max Strasburg Shop,
Victor and Columbia dealer, says that while he
has a larger stock than ever, he could still stand
a lot more, and especially of certain models
which he is finding almost impossible to get.
Mr. Strasburg is watching every phase of his
business closer than ever — both the selling and
collecting end. In other words, he is really
after quality instead of quantity business. He
wants to avoid repossessions and troubles later
in locating anybody of doubt.
Sam F. Lind, the local Columbia branch manager, is showing a number of new models which
the Columbia have added lately. Sam is very
happy these days, as this year will be a record
one for the local branch. In the past three
months Sam has received a number of offers
from leading firms who were willing to spend
unlimited money to get a Columbia agency, but
he had to turn them down. "We are not trying
to take on more accounts in Detroit, but we prefer to . protect those already established," he
said. "While I have to turn down some wonderful offers, it pleases me to know that these people at least selected the Columbia."
Dealers selling Pathe phonographs and records are getting unusually good service and
shipments, in spite of war conditions. The
Michigan jobbers — Williams, Davis, Brooks &
Hinchman Sons — are carrying enormous stocks
in their warehouses, having anticipated some time
ago that there would be a time when manufacturers would of necessity slow up on their production on account of labor conditions, etc.
They report an excellent business and most
satisfactory prospects.
In the recent drive for contributions to the
Detroit Patriotic Fund the talking machine
stores co-operated most liberallj-. Not only did
100 per cent, of the Detroit dealers subscribe,
but manjr of them went so far as to underwrite
the subscriptions of their employes who pledged
themselves to pay on the monthly instalment
plan. The Edison Shop employes hit well over
the thousand-dollar mark. The employes of
Grinnell Bros, went around $7,000, while the
J. L. Hudson Co. employes, including those at
the music store, went up to nearly $50,000.
The Buhl Sons Co. and Geo. C. Wetherbee &
Co., who feature the Vita-Nola talking machine,
made by the Vitanola Talking Machine Co., of
Chicago, report an increasing demand for these
products in this section of the country. The
attractiveness of the styles and the satisfactory
tonal results have won for them a special clientele.
DISTINGUISHED

VISITORS

TO CITY

D. A. Creed, vice-president of the Chicago
Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesalers, and
G. P. Ellis, sales manager of this company, were
visitors to New York to attend the annual
stockholders' meetings of the New York Talking Machine Co. and the Chicago Talking Machine Co., and also the regular directors' meetings of the two concerns. These visitors from
the "Windy City" spoke optimistically of the
business situation in the West, stating that the
outlook is very satisfactory, with Victor dealers
closing a business that is limited only by the
available merchandise.
W

T. Smith, of Sebree, Ky., has recently secured the agency for the Edison phonograph.
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Dealers Complain of Lack of Machines and Records — Hope Lack Will Be Remedied This Month
— Crystola Co.'s Latest Novelty — Vocalion Expansion — Columbia Co.'s New Wholesale Quarters
outside. Just how well this is going to work
Cincinnati, O., June 4. — A rather serious shortage of records occurred during May, this causout of course can only be learned through exing quite a slump in the volume of business for
perience. As a general rule, girls do not prove
very satisfactory for outside selling work, but
the month. A like condition prevailed in the
I am inclined to think that the phonograph
machine end, which has not improved to any
extent with the change in the calendar month.
dealer is going to have to start a regular trainAll the dealers report the record situation to
ing course for women, and gradually train them
have improved with the entrance of June.
for this class of work."
The new wholesale headquarters of the local
Between fighting for sufficient supplies and
Columbia Graphophone Co. is now a reality.
trying to keep enough help around the shops
The company has moved to its new quarters
the man in the talking machine field is kept
and is located at 427-29 West Fourth street,
quite busy these days. There is a general tendency on the part of all to anticipate some kind
three blocks west of present location. The reof a bump these days and to try to overcome
tail department will continue to operate as forthe annoyance without the commotion a change
merly at the old address, 117-119 West Fourth
street, where the local Dictaphone offices will
might have caused in the old days.
also be located for the present.
The Crystola Co., this city, is experimentThe wholesale department will take up six
ing with something new in the talking machine
floors and the basement of the new building and
line. The exact idea of the change, this being
an attempt to get away from the conventional
will have every facility for handling all orders
with dispatch and accuracy.
phonograph atmosphere, has not been made
During the moving period business was a little
known as yet. It is intimated that the new maretarded and Manager Dawson stated to our
chine will be much more musical. The company
is figuring on getting out new advertising marepresentative that he desired to take this opporterial, one being a folder of four colors.
tunity of thanking the trade for the consideration extended the company during that time
D. W. Martin, Washington Court House, O.,
has become one of the dealers for the John
and to extend the hospitality of the new headquarters to all Columbia dealers.
Church Co.'s phonograph, spending part of last
week in the city arranging for his supplies.
The increase in business' during the past year
A 10 per cent, increase in the price of all has made this move imperative and the outlook
is greater than at any time in the past. With
things that go to make up a phonograph is prethe enlarged quarters and adequate facilities for
dicted by C. W. Neumeister, Cincinnati^ representative of the Otto Heineman Phonograph
handling the orders, etc., Columbia "Service"
is assured.
Supply Co. He believes the boost will be along
very shortly. In his opinion any person buildF. K. Pennington, assistant general sales manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., spent
ing phonographs now will double his money in
the next six or eight months.
a day at the local Columbia store injecting
"A splendid business in May" is the report of "pep" and enthusiasm into everyone and his
C. L. Byars, of the local Vocalion forces. He
usual good humor permeated the entire store.
reports a substantial increase for the month of Mr. Pennington is quite a favorite among CoMay over the same month of last year. These
lumbia employes and his visit was greatly enresults were especially gratifying in view of
joyed by all.
Miss Stella Green, formerly connected with
the fact that owing to the shortage of help
the local Columbia store, has again cast her lot
the- sales force was operating throughout the
month considerably crippled by lack of saleswith the company as assistant to Manager Armen.
rington of the Dictaphone department and was
cordially
welcomed by all the old employes.
"It is my impression," says Mr. Byars, "that
one of the most serious problems facing the reWilliam C. Wornhoff, who for some time has
tail phonograph business during the coming
months is the securing and holding of men of conducted the Phonograph Shop at 7512 Madison street, Oak Park, 111., has rented the store
selling ability. There is a probability that
at 131 Marion street, Oak Park, and has occuwomen will have to be impressed into the outside selling in the phonograph business if the
pied the premises with a big line of Edison phodealer intends to continue his aggressive policy
nographs and Columbia Grafonolas. Pianos
will also be handled in the new quarters.
of following up the prospective buyers on the
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patented features of Phon

Difference

CAMPAIGN

How the Pathe Phonograph Was Effectively
Used in the Recent Third Liberty Loan Campaign in Philadelphia — Scored Big Success
Philadelphia, Pa., June 2. — The Pathe phonograph manufactured by the Pathe Freres
Phonograph Co. was an active factor in the recent Third Liberty Loan campaign, being used
to excellent advantage by the local Liberty Loan
committee. The instrument was "on duty" in
front of the Liberty Statue during the four
weeks of the Liberty Loan drive, and was the
center of attraction during this period.
The loan committee was so enthusiastitc regarding the success of the Pathe phonograph
at this particular location that when the Phila-

Pathe in Front of the Liberty Statue
delphia Pathephone Co., local distributors for
the Pathe product, wanted to send the instrument to some other point, the members of the
committee offered to lease the machine for the
balance of the campaign. This offer was declined, however, as the company preferred to
let the machine remain where'it was without any
charge, in view of the splendid cause for which
it was working.
Handling a good line helps. Handling one
that is well known brings reputation to the retailer and more business.

the
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The
Amplifier
in Phon
d'Amour
is of an entirely new type and one never before used.
It is constructed in two chambers, being walled about
with violin wood and is constructed upon the same
principle as that of a violin. Not only is the volume

i

in "Phon d'Amour" materially increased, but this is
accomplished without any sacrifice of the characteristic
overtones of voice or instrument.
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Copyright, 1917, by
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Joseph F. Collins, Sales Manager of the Pathe
Freres Phonograph Co., Has a Host of
Friends Who Are Glad to Welcome Him
We take pleasure in presenting herewith Joseph F. Collins, sales manager of the Pathe
Freres Phonograph Co., and one of the most
popular members of the talking machine indus-

TALKING

MACHINE

experience has enabled him to render practical
assistance to Pathe jobbers and dealers in developing amarket for these popular products.
For the past year Mr. Collins has been devoting a considerable portion of his time to calling
t>pon Pathe jobbers and working in close touch
with the members of their sales forces. He has
co-operated with the jobbers in the development
of their Pathe activities, and has spent quite
some time with the various sales staffs while
they were perfecting their campaigns for developing Pathe business. He is a Pathe enthusiast, heart and soul, and this enthusiasm is
reflected in the fact that Pathe jobbers everywhere are frequently requesting Mr. Collins to
visit their cities in order that their travelers
may also be instilled with his particular brand
of enthusiasm.
LINE OF MOTORS

Joseph F. Collins
try. Although a young man in point of years,
Mr. Collins can well be considered one of the
"veterans" of the industry, for he has been associated with the talking machine industry from
practically its earliest days of development and
possesses an invaluable knowledge of every
phase of manufacturing and merchandising.
For the past four years Mr. Collins has been
associated with the Pathe Freres Phonograph
Co., and in the capacity of sales manager has
been an important factor in the success achieved
by Pathe products. He has visited the trade
in all parts of the country, and his many years'

WORLD

RESTRICTED

The Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.,
Inc., has just issued the following important
notice: "Owing to conditions in the raw material market, due to the necessary Government
work going on at present, coupled with the scarcity of experienced labor, it has been deemed advisable to restrict our line of motors to certain
types. We will supply motors No. 33, No. 77,
and No. 44 — this variety will cover a complete
line of phonographs from small ones to the very
best. By confining our production efforts in
this manner, we can assure our customers the
very best of service and deliveries."
The Meisselbach division of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. has also issued a
similar notice, the second paragraph of which
reads as follows: "We will supply motors No.
10, No. 12, No. 16 and No. 19 without automatic
stops — this variety will cover a complete line of
phonographs from small ones to the very best."
A worth}- Hindu maxim says: "Work as they
work who are ambitious. Respect life as they
respect it who desire it. Be happy as they are
happy who live for happiness alone."

TWO
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WIDDICOMB

PHONOGRAPHS

POPULAR

Manager Howard Extending Agencies for This
Instrument Throughout the Country — To Exhibit at National Furniture Show June 25
Grand Rapids, Mich., June 5.— The phonograph
division of the great Widdicomb Furniture Co.
here is exceedingly busy, having received very
large orders from its recently-appointed distributors as well as from representatives throughout
the country.
Manager E. C. Howard is highly pleased with
the reception so far given his efforts to produce
a Widdicomb high-grade phonograph of exceptional merit both as to tone, construction
and cabinet design. The beautiful showing of
art cases has in itself won many friends to the
line. The company now have in preparation
several beautiful new higher-priced art models,
samples of which they expect to be able to exhibit at the furniture show at Grand Rapids,
which commences June 25.
The company now has its phonograph production facilities fully organized and has of late
been able to make very prompt shipments to
its trade.
ISSUE ATTRACTIVE

SUPPLEMENT

The Emerson Phonograph Co. has issued an
attractive supplement featuring its new 65-cent
records. This supplement has an unusually artistic cover which cannot fail to attract the attention of music-lovers who receive it in the
mails from Emerson dealers, or who notice
it in the dealers' warerooms. This supplement lists patriotic hits, popular song hits and
selected dance records, as the company is issuing only this class of music in its 65-cent records.
These 65-cent Emerson records are meeting
with pleasing success throughout the country,
and the artists recording for this library include
some of the most popular artists now making
talking machine records.
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Dealers to Maintain Prices — Death of Geo. H. Eichholz Regretted — Important New Sonora Agents
— Badger Business Grows — Kesselman-O'Driscoll Co. Increase Capital — Puritan Phonograph Popular
Milwaukee, Wis., June 10. — Although not much
improvement can be noted in the promptness of
deliveries of machines, the situation in this regard as reported by Milwaukee wholesalers and
jobbers is relatively much better than that concerning records. During' the last three or four
weeks the local trade has encountered unusual
difficulties in obtaining adequate stocks of records, due to the enormous demand everywhere
and the inability of factories to produce them
in sufficient quantities to fill orders. It is said
that the number of back orders unfilled at this
time is undoubtedly the largest known in the
history of the talking machine trade.
The demand for machines in recent weeks has
been well maintained and jobbers say that their
bookings exceed those of the corresponding
period of last year all the way from 20 to 40
per cent., according to make. Certain limitations surrounding both the manufacture and
transportation of machines, arising from wartime
conditions, make it appear that for the time being the shortage of goods can hardly be relieved. At the same time the public is demanding talking machines and phonographs in
an enormous volume, also due directly to the
effects of war time, which again is proving to
be a great stimulant to music.
An encouraging factor in the local retail situation at this time is. the determination of Victor dealers to decline to take advantage of the
opening given them to disregard list prices. No
Victor dealer in Milwaukee desires to see a
price-cutting war and all are agreed that the
only way in which they can continue to do
business on a scale of reasonable profit is to
observe the catalog lists on machines, records
and supplies. Giving of discounts now is
frowned upon by the Government and, in addition, every modern business principle is against
such practices. Victor dealers are "hand-picked"
business men of high caliber, for the greater
part, and as such they like to observe highclass principles of doing business. Every
argument appears to be in favor of adhering to
advertised prices, and none against it. Promiscuous discount-giving has started many a
price-cutting war that has been the ruination of
many a business, and Milwaukee Victor dealers
want none of that, especially in times such as
these when every resource must be put into
play to assist the Government in winning the
war in the shortest possible time. It would
not be surprising, of course, to find one or two
retailers attempting to attract business by discounting lists, but in doing so they undoubtedly
are sealing their own doom as business men of
standing.
The Milwaukee Association of Music Industries, recognizing the value of the sessions to
dealers in talking machines as well as pianos
and other musical instruments, was officially represented at the annual convention of the National Association of Piano Merchants in New
York, June 4 to 7. The delegates were Paul F.
Netzow, with Leslie C. Parker, manager of Gimbel Bros.' Victor department, as alternate. A
special meeting of the Milwaukee Association
will be held shortly to hear the reports of the
New York meetings.
One of the most profound shocks ever experienced by the Milwaukee talking machine trade
was the announcement made on Memorial Day
of the sudden death of George H. Eichholz, one
of the best-known Victor and Edison dealers
of Milwaukee and the Northwest, and a pioneer in the trade. Mr. Eichholz was stricken
with a neuralgiac affection which is believed to
have attacked his spine. He complained of feelELECTRO-PLATING
of
PHONOGRAPH
PARTS
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Gold, Silver, Nickel and Antique Finishes
JOSEPH MUSANTE
168 CENTRE ST.
Tel. Franklin 3053
NEW YORK

ing ill on Tuesday, May 28, and took to his bed.
Early on Thursday morning, May 30, his condition became acute and he passed away before
physicians were able to administer further aid.
Mr. Eichholz was born in Germany in 1870,
and when twelve years old came to America with
his parents, locating in Milwaukee. When the
first talking machine store in the city was
opened by Lawrence McGreal in 1898, Mr. Eichholz left the life insurance business to enter his
employ as a salesman. This was in the days
of the first Edison machine. After five years
in the McGreal organization Mr. Eichholz went
into business for himself at 542 Twelfth street,
where the store is still located. He was appointed retail dealer in both the Edison and Victor, retaining the connections up to the present.
In 1912 he admitted as a partner Frank Preuss,
a faithful assistant, who, with Mrs. Eichholz,
will continue the business.
Mr. Eichholz had intended to be in New York
for the national conventions during the first
week of June, principally to attend the Edison
gathering. He was one of the founders and a
commanding figure in the Milwaukee Association
of Music Industries. The Middle Western
talking machine trade has had few members so
widely and favorably known as he.
The Yahr & Eange Co., distributor of the Sonora in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, recently
announced the appointment of the J. B. Bradford
Co., 411 Broadway, Mason & Hamlin representative, as a new downtown retail dealer. The
Bradford Co. operates a branch store at 429
Mitchell street, Juneau Theatre Building, and
has been dealing in the Victor. Fred E. Yahr,
president of the Yahr & Lange Co., who is giving his personal attention to its Sonora business, published a half-page advertisement in the
Milwaukee papers, giving representation to the
eight Sonora retailers who are located in this
city and county.
Always one of the busiest places in Milwaukee,
the offices and stockrooms of the Badger Talking Machine Co., Victor jobber, 135 Second
street, continues to show signs of further rapid
growth. The expansion of its trade has required
constant enlargement of its working forces, both
in the field and at the "base." Harry A. Goldsmith, secretary of the company, says this is
going to be its very best year, and when he
makes declarations of this kind they invariably
are fulfilled. The demand for Victor goods is
so large that it cannot be entirely filled, this
being true especially of records at this time.
However, the situation merely affords the big
jobbing house to demonstrate "Badger Service"
at its best, and the splendid manner in which
Victor retailers have been accommodated has
increased the list of patrons to an even greater
extent than before in recent weeks.
Miss Julia Wolf, in charge of the AeolianVocalion department of the Edmund Gram
Music House, has received word from her
brother, who has been in France for more than
three months, that he has been promoted from
corporal to sergeant of his unit of Wisconsin
field artillery.
The Kesselman-O'Driscoll Co., 258 West
Water street, better known as the Victor Palace, has been obliged to increase its capital stock
from $75,000 to $100,000 because of the rapid
growth of its business since it moved from the

northwest side to the downtown business district less than a year ago. At its new capitalization, the K.-O. Co. is one of the largest
Victor dealers in the Northwest — and still
growing. Louis M. Kesselman, president and
general manager, is an enthusiast over the Victor's future in Milwaukee, due to the tremendous
increase noted especially since the beginning of
America's participation in the war.
Brunswick trade throughout Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan continues to enjoy a most
healthy growth, and Thomas I. Kidd, manager
of the local branch of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., has nothing but good words to say
concerning business conditions in his territory.
The list of Brunswick dealers is constantly undergoing enlargement as dealers see the advantages of handling the line with its splendid backing. Mr. Kidd has a happy faculty of selecting
representatives of the highest standing in their
respective communities and this has increased
prestige mutually for product and dealer.
Kroeger Bros. Co., operating Pathephone departments in each of its four big department
stores, has increased its capital stock from $350,000 to $2,500,000. The organization has grown
from two stores to four within the last year, requiring the large capital extension. A. Levitt
is general manager.
"A prophet is without honor save in his own
country" is not applicable to the Puritan phonograph, manufactured by the United Phonographs Corp., Sheboygan, Port Washington and
Grafton, Wis., judging from the reports of business made by Charles J. Orth, 504 Grand avenue,
Wisconsin and Upper Peninsula distributor of
the Badger-made line. Mr. Orth again enlarged
his traveling force during the past month and
himself spent considerable time in the territory
because of the great interest displayed in the
Puritan. Mr. Orth is engaged in an interesting friendly competition with his brother, James
B. Orth, Chicago, also a large wholesale territorial representative of the Puritan, and the
two are working tooth and nail to create targets for the other to shoot at and improve upon.
Schefft's Victrola Shop, 849 Third street, has
taken a leading part in the organization of the
Upper Third Street Commercial Association, an
organization of retail merchants who desire to
maintain the prestige of Upper Third street as
"Grand Avenue's Only Rival" against the encroachment of leading business thoroughfares
in other parts of the city. Ernest Schefft was
chosen a member of the executive committee of
the association at the first election.
News comes from Eau Claire, Wis., that the
Sailstad-Payson Piano Co. is engaging in the
manufacture of talking machines, to be marketed
under the trade name of Multitone, with a universal reproducer.
"The good old reliable Columbia grows more
popular every day," said A. G. Kunde, 516 Grand
avenue, this city, distributor of the Columbia
line, in reviewing trade in recent weeks. "We
are especially hard pressed for stocks of records, although we have none too many machines
to spare. If business keeps up this way for six
or seven months longer we shall easily outstrip
our best previous year and show a splendid surplus. There's nothing the matter with Columbia
The Industrial Appliances Corp., New York,
business."
has been incorporated with capital stock of $10,000 to manufacture phonograph devices. The
incorporators are N. V. Rothenberg, J. J. Sullivan and M. C. Kahl.
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Most Complete and Interesting Volume Giving
Fullest Details of the Meisselbach Line
The Meisselbach division of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. has just issued a
handsome catalog featuring the motors, tone
arms and sound boxes that comprise the Meisselbach line. This catalog is complete in every
detail and is particularly worthy of praise for
the clear-cut illustrations that are featured and
the detailed specifications that accompany each
illustration.
The Meisselbach motor has for many years
been one of the most popular and successful
motors in the talking machine industry, and
has won recognition as a dependable motor that
can be used by the manufacturers of high class
machines with every confidence in its ability to
render service and satisfaction. Among the
Meisselbach motors that are presented in this
new catalog are motors Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12, 15,
16, 17, 18 and 19. All of these motors are specially adapted for use in their respective fields,
and in addition to featuring illustrations of the
motors together with specifications, this catalog
also shows the component parts of each motor
with their designated numbers so that duplicate parts may be ordered with maximum convenience and ease.
There are also listed in this catalog some of
the popular Meisselbach accessories, including
speed regulators, turntables, turntable brakes,
winding cranks, etc. Two pages are devoted to
the Meisselbach Universal tone arms Nos. 97
and 95, which have achieved signal success, and
another page shows the Meisselbach sound
boxes, jewel needles and attachments.
The foreword of this catalog gives an interesting history of the Meisselbach motor and
some of the fundamental qualities that characterize this product. Several paragraphs from
this foreword read as follows:
"For thirty years A. F. Meisselbach & Bro. (taken over
in May, 1917, by the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply
Co.) have been manufacturing high-grade mechanical devices. In the production of mechanical devices, it is experience that counts. Clever design, good materials, able
workmen are important, but it is long experience which
welds all these elements together, and gives the final perfection to the product. It is because of these thirty years
manufacturing a large number of items of kindred character, that to-day this same factory is able to turn out a
phonograph motor of the highest excellence in every part,
and so harmonize and adjust part to part that it satisfactorily fills the phonograph needs and can be counted
upon to give perfect performance, even in the most adverse
conditions. A. F. Meisselbach & Bro. have reached this
position of enviable pre-eminence largely because of the

WALTER
SAN

expert guidance of their activities and the capable and experienced inventors and mechanics that have been associated with them. The best metallurgical and technical experts of the country have continuously worked with the
experimenters and designers of the Meisselbach products
with the result that no item in any field has been put out
whichpractical
has nottests.
been subjected to the very highest scientific
and
"While ofthescience,
firm art
has and
produced
items
many
branches
sport, it
has used
made in
a special
study of the conditions and the requirements of the phonograph trade, and hence the motors, sound boxes, tone
arms, needles and other talking machine accessories which
are described in the following pages of this catalog, represent really the cream of the factory's efforts. The factory's ideal has been to turn out talking machine motors and
accessories that should prove themselves in every way superior in design, workmanship and operation to anything
heretofore produced, either in this country or abroad.
This reputation has actually been obtained, and is being
in every way sustained and improved upon by the present
organization.
"No piece of mechanism produced, not even a watch, is
called upon to meet so many exacting and practical requirements as a phonograph motor. It has to meet not
only the demands of the laws of mechanics, but also the
still more rigid demands of the laws of music. It must
be miraculously precise and delicate in its operation and
yet must be able to endure the handling of the most inexpert andductionrough
musical
reprothe motor person.
must turnForthesatisfactory
turntable with
absolutely
perfect rhythm. A shade of hesitation throws the music
entirely off key, and the rendition is spoiled. Absolute
perfection of speed regulation is therefore imperative.
Silence in operation is another imperative essential. Any
clicks, or grindings or whirrings in the mechanism will be
heard through the music and spoil the rendition. These
are only two of the many unrelenting specifications imposed upon the motor maker to the meeting of which this
factory has successfully devoted their efforts.
" 'Meisselbach' motors are super-silent in operation, supersteady in regulation and super-sturdy in construction.
They wind easily and silently, are long playing, and in
every way
for the phonograph owner all mechanical eliminate
anxieties.
a mechanical
only"Theone designing
operation and
of theperfecting
problem.of An
experimentaldevice
motoris
or two, of the highest perfection such as might be turned
out by a group of expert mechanics, might not possibly
turn out satisfactorily in quantity production. This side
of the matter has had special attention, and the wide experience gained in the manufacturing of various kinds of
devices has enabled this factory to develop a motor upon
the most practical commercial production basis. This has
been a matter not only of perfection of design in the
motor, but also of inventing and developing production
machinery. Rough or approximate work is incompatible
with the smooth running and silence absolutely essential
in a talking machine motor. All gears must fit, and
every dimension must be exact to the fraction of a thousandth of an inch. Therefore, . the delicate gauges, carefully tested templates and the accurately adjusted automatic
machinery
the manufacture
of 'Meisselbach'
motors, are employed
important infactors
in their ultimate
success.
"Each of these machines is absolutely designed for the
purpose as, for example, the hobbing machines for making
the spur gears are of special design, particularly adapted
for the delicate wheels of the phonograph motor. Hobbed
gears, after long experimenting, were proved to be the
only type
that true
would
the running
hair-breadth
required for the
and give
smooth
of theprecision
phonograph

COAST

The order of the Australian Controller of Cusmotor."
toms, requiring a full statement in the invoice
covering goods shipped to Australia of the value
of those goods in the country of exportation at
the date of the invoice, is to be strictly enforced
after June 30 on all shipments subject to ad
valorem duties, according to a statement of the
official representative of the Australian Department of Trade and Customs in this city.
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TRUCKS

Kansas City Music House Solves Transportation
Problems by Inaugurating Delivery by Motor
Truck to Its Various Branches
Kansas City, Mo., June 1. — The initial step
toward utilizing the highways as a means of
reducing the burden of railroad transportation
of freight was taken by the J. W. Jenkins' Sons
Music Co., recently, when a G. M. C. truck
made the trip to Tulsa, Okla., carrying a load

One of the Jenkins Delivery Trucks
of merchandise. The trip was made in good
time, over good roads, and no difficulties were
encountered.
A. J. Cripe, manager of the Tulsa branch of
the firm, found that in order to give better service and actually cover his rapidly growing field
it would be necessary to have a truck for delivery and transfer work. With this in mind,
W. H. Cannon was sent to Kansas City and
given a two weeks' course in handling pianos.
The company, which has a squad of seven G.
M. C. trucks to take care of the heavy delivery
and transfer work here, then provided a similar
one for the Tulsa branch, loading it with two
pianos and a full equipment for transfer work,
such as derricks, block and tackle, grand boards,
etc. On the sides of the truck were large signs
bearing the inscription, "Our Own Truck Line,
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MACHINE

Mr. Cannon
Kansas
City to started
Tulsa." Monday morning, May
20, at six o'clock, and arrived in Tulsa Tuesday
evening without any mishaps.
NEW

COMMITTEES

ARE APPOINTED

At Meeting of Executive Committee of Talking
Machine Men, Inc.
At a meeting of the executive committee of
the Talking Machine Men, Inc., held last month
the following committees were appointed by
President Coughlin:
Outing committee: Messrs. Leins, Galuchie.
Lazarus, Birns and Hunt.
Membership committee: Messrs. Galuchie,
Rjddle, Davin, Lazarus and Kaiser.
Legal committee: Messrs. Mielke, Kurtz and
Leins.
secretary.
E. G. Brown, of Rayonne, N. J., was elected
Willingness to learn from others displays
intelligence.
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JUST as Columbia Records give you the best
music of all ages, so Columbia Grafonolas
bring you the most beautiful designs of all
artistic periods. More than ever American
women are giving careful attention to the
harmonious furnishing of their homes. In response to a genuine need, the Columbia
Grafonola has led the way in worthily adapting to the uses of good music the best designs
of the world's master craftsmen.

(aj£ • , ■

Gothic Design
of Columbia Grafonola

THE originals of the twenty-three Period
Grafonola designs now available are among
the chief treasures of American and European
art museums. All artistic periods are represented, from Gothic and Elizabethan to Adam
and Chippendale. Thus you may be sure of
obtaining a design that will fit in with the
decorative treatment of your home.
These Period Grafonolas have a superb richness of tone — full, smooth, and pure, as the
music floats out through the silken interspaces of lattice or grille. All are electrically
equipped, the motor starting and stopping
automatically. As musical instruments, no
less than as artistic cabinets, they are worthy
of a place in any home. Prices of Period
Grafonolas range from $250 to $2100; Standard
models from $18 to $250.
A handsome illustrated catalog of Period Grafonolas sent upon request
Columbia Graphophone

Design
Adam
of
Columbia
Grafonola
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Demand for the Past Month Has Exceeded All Expectations — Salesmanship in Machines Now
Counting More Than Ever — Details of Mailing Division — Novel Check on Record Publicity
St. Louis, Mo., June 5. — The talking machine
business went through the Red Cross drive in
this district, which was the first "over the top,"
in splendid shape, but according to recent reports there followed a lull after that, lasting
until the first of June, when business again began
to pick up. But despite the let-up and the handicap of a shortage of machines of particular
sizes, a number of the houses report that May
of this year will exceed all other Mays.
And this is considerable of a record, too.
None would have predicted such a thing two
months ago when, with sizes then broken, it
was brought home to the dealers that there were
to be fewer machines manufactured than for
many months previous. Dealers then imagined
that their totals would shrink immediately, but
they did not foresee the record demand. A
number of dealers in this city are now selling
more records monthly than the total of their
machines and records three years ago, and some
are selling more records than machines, in
figures.
The record business is a curious proposition.
The people have money and they are bound to
spend it and they, apparently, want music. They
come to the record room dead set on a certain
number they have seen advertised recently but
which is out of stock. Then enters a bit of salesmanship, ifit exists in the demonstrator. J. F.
Hunleth read a paper at a Tri-state Victor Dealers' Association meeting in which he outlined,
taking several current records as samples, how
nearly old records were like new ones, and told
of incidents in which older records had proven
the first choice when heard in contrast with the
new ones. He suggested this because often it
is impossible to obtain enough of the new records to meet the demand. A number of dealers
recently have been bringing this fact before
their help and the result has been astonishing
in the selling of what was considered dead stock
and selling records of which jobbers had a supply. Dealers who handle several makes of records are having these listed as to common numbers, so that they can meet the demands from
the most ample stock and still satisfy the customer. Sometimes a customer insists in having
the record asked for or none and goes elsewhere, but the chances are that if he is a few
days late in asking for a popular record, some
one will get the chance to substitute for him,
for the stocks of those records which strike the
popular fancy are quickly exhausted, as the distribution ispractically equal.
Salesmanship in machines now is counting
more than it ever has before, because all local
stocks are broken on certain sizes and finishes
which are those chiefly in demand, and the task
becomes that of turning the customer to something in stock, perhaps to another make, for the
exclusive dealers are becoming fewer daily.
Practically all of the larger dealers have a second line and some of them are buying on the
market lots of machines that appear to be satisfactory, regardless of the name.
Manager Staffelback, of the Hellrung & Grimm
House Furnishing Co., Pathe jobbers, has organized amailing division which he has placed
at the disposal of his dealers. The plan is that
the dealer supplies the names, the mailing division will prepare the monthly supplements, special releases and other record advertising, all
with the dealer's imprint, and address and stamp
them and deliver to the dealer by parcel post.
All the dealer has to do is to break the wrappings and place them in the postoffice. The
idea of sending them to the dealer in package
is to give him the advantage of the local postmark and to assure him that the work is being
well done. This mailing c^ivisi on has been
established to meet the complaints of dealers
that they have not the extra help needed to get
out the monthly bulletins when they come. As
help becomes harder to get, few small establishments have any elasticity in their working

force, most forces being driven to keep up the
regular work, consequently the bulletins lay in
the corner until too old. The mailing division
is scheduled to work at cost and it is believed
that after the merchant has paid for the work
and stamps, he will not neglect the mailing.
Manager Guttenberger, of the Vocalion department, at Aeolian Hall, says that the newly
established jobbing department is meeting with
extraordinary success. The recent improvements in the Vocalion and the fact that there
is a Vocalion record is making a big hit. He
says that already a number of persons have
come into the store to hear Vocalion records
played on a Vocalion machine, saying that
while they do not own a Vocalion, they have
heard of this record and are anxious to hear it.
The later comment never indicates a disappointment, but many go out of their way to
praise the product.
Manager Irby W. Reid and wholesale manager
Salmon of the Columbia Co. visited the Columbia factory last month to see what was doing
and to get a better understanding of the trend
of the trade from a higher up viewpoint. They
returned well satisfied with the prospects and
were kept busy for a number of days catching
up with the business. The Columbia jobbing
trade is especially pleasing and deliveries have
been of a good average up to date.
Customers are the only trouble at the Mozart
factory, according to President Fitzgerald. And
the trouble with customers is that there are so
many of them and they want so much. Trade
has been exceedingly satisfactory and the factory has overcome the handicap of the fire, of
some months ago, and is doing wonders toward
meeting the demands.
Albert Vogel, for eight years a member of
the talking machine staff of the Thiebes Piano
Co., joined the Marines and left June 4 for training camp.

General Manager Goldberg and Retail Manager
51
Schlude, of the Silverstone Music Co., attended
the Edison convention in New York this
month. President Silverstone is going in for
golf, motoring and other pastimes that keep him
outside much of the time in an effort to get his
strength back. He is again feeling in very good
health, but has been warned by his doctor not
to get too anxious to get back at work.
Manager Ditzell, of the Famous & Barr Victrola department, tried a novel means of checking record advertising. He selected a record
not on recent current lists, described it as to
music and other features at considerable length,
but he took especial pains not to mention the
name of the record or give any wide clew to
the name. The result was rather satisfactory.
There were numerous telephone calls from persons wanting to know what the name of the
record was, some informing him that he had
spoiled the ad by forgetting to put in the name
and other persons frankly came to the department and said their curiosity had been aroused
and asked that the record be played for them.
The Kieselhorst Piano Co. is completing the
housing arrangements for the two lines of records, Pathe and Columbia, recently added to the
Victor as on sale there. The adding of these
two lines is going to make the first floor rather
crowded for the present, but as soon as men can
be spared from more important work, additional
record sale space will be provided.
The announcement made the middle of the
month that Vocalion records were on sale at
Aeolian Hall led to a very satisfactory demand
from Vocalion owners. The verdict reported by
purchasers was more than satisfactory — "it was
extremely pleasing" — according to Manager
Guttenberger.
Ben S. Philips, for a long time a salesman
and later retail manager for the Columbia Co.
here, is on the Vocalion staff at Aeolian Hall.
The Vita-Nola talking machine made by the
Vitanola Talking Machine Co., Chicago, which
is featured locally by the Rice Stix Drygoods
Co., the Witte Hardware Co., and the Phoenix
Furniture Co., is in excellent demand.
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[Note. — This is the sixteenth in a series of articles on
the general subject of the musical possibilities of the talking machine. The aim of the series is to develop these possibilities from -all angles, thus opening up fields for sales
expansion oftentimes neglected wholly or in part. — Editor.]
GEORGE

Possibilities

Musical

HANDEL

The puristical fuss-button might insist on
writing it "Georg Friedrich Haendel," but a
man who spent only one-third or less of his
life in his native Saxony and more than forty
years in continuous residence within the limits
of the British Isles, who became a naturalized
Englishman, spoke, thought and wrote English
only, and who composed music in a style peculiarly and characteristically English upon themes
which only Englishmen could at the time have
relished, can hardly be called aught else than
an Englishman. Such George Frederick Handel
undoubtedly considered himself and such his
whole marvelous career has proclaimed him
ever since to be.
It has been well said that no one man has
ever had a more extraordinary influence upon
the social life of his community. To this day
British and the American social life has been
astonishingly under Handelian influence in many
unsuspected ways. The oratorio of "The
Messiah" has formed the most important element in the art-feelings of uncounted thousands
of English-speaking people for nearly two hundred years; and its drawing power is as great
to-day as ever. The dead are buried to the
accompaniment of the "March from Saul," the
living sing in Church the hymn-tunes of Handel,
the great are welcomed with the strains of
"Hail to the Chief" and the musical daughters
of uncounted proud parents have struggled
through the strains of "Lascia c'hio piangia"
and "Angels ever bright and fair."
"The Messiah"
Each Christmas time, in innumerable towns
and cities of the United States and Great Britain,
great choral societies and humble church choirs
alike are to be found giving, wholly or in part,
the immortal measures of "The Messiah." The
music of Handel is literally the most AngloSaxon music that can be imagined and we are
perhaps not without justification if we claim
Handel for ourselves and decline to be ashamed
of our pride in him.
- Naturally, the recorded music of Handel
available to the owners of talking machines is
considerable in quantity and particularly good
in quality. Naturally, also, the interest which
the dealer should have in becoming acquainted
with Handel's music more than superficially,
and in promoting its steady sale, ought rightly
to be very large. Hence, some few of the very
interesting facts about an intensely interesting
life and its musical product may rightly claim
a place here.
Youth
George Frederick Handel was born at Halle
in the year 1685, and was therefore contemporaneous with J. S. Bach, who first saw the
light during the same year in the little town
of Eisenach. The young George Frederick had
for father a worthy but sadly prosaic surgeon,
who plied simultaneously the trade of barber.
It was not expected that the young boy should
be destined for any calling save one of respectability and worth; but genius laughs at bonds.
The lad soon found his own choice and it was
music. Forbidden to learn, he discovered in
the lumber room of his home, hidden away in
an attic, an old broken down spinet. On this
he secretly taught himself to play. There is
a well-known picture by the British artist Dicksee showing an attic room at midnight and at
its door a troop of half-dressed, half-frightened
people who have burst in carrying candles and
a blunderbuss.
The candle light {alls on a

slender child seated before a spinet, and the
title is "The Child Handel." That was the beginning of one of the most remarkable careers
the world has yet witnessed.
The worthy Doctor Handel did not without
much reluctance, after much persuasion, agree
to permit his son to follow the beggarly profession of music, as he sincerely thought it to
be. But a fortunate accident, leading to the
child's talent being brought to the attention of
the Doctor's princely employer, settled young
George's fate and from thenceforth he was devoted to the study and practice of the divine
art. His early career was not very exciting and
about all that need be said about it is that
young Handel made himself the best organist
and very nearly also the best harpsichordist of
his age, while he likewise became no mean performer on the violin and could even sing quite
respectably. He was organist at the university
of his native town, when only fourteen years
old, and when his father died about this time
began to support himself wholly from his musical earnings. In the year 1705 he actually composed and brought out, though without much
success, two operas in the then prevalent Italian
style, thin and insipid enough in all conscience,
Italy
but remarkable productions
for a boy. But
greater work was in store for him.
In those days the music Mecca was Italy.
There the best singers, instrumentalists and
composers were to be found, in generous quantity. Young Handel much wanted to get over
the Alps but he was twenty-one before he could
manage it. Once there, however, II Sassone
(The Saxon) as he soon came to be called, swept
all before him. His extraordinary talents
astounded the Italian virtuosi and made for
him a fame that reached from one end of
Europe to the other. His early ventures in
Italian opera were further extended during this
stay and he for a time became quite Italianized.
But this phase of his career was to be only
incidental.
"Signor Handello"
In the year 1710 Handel, who had meanwhile
become court-musician and composer to the
King of Hanover, obtained leave to go to Eng-
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Anyhow, the "Signor" came to London and
found that the enterprising Aaron Hill, who
had taken the new Haymarket Theatre and was
putting on a season of the fashionable Italian
opera, had already let it be known that the
Signor would have a new original opera ready
for the opening; which was all of fourteen
days off! Handel set to work and got it out,
and the result was Rinaldo; certainly the finest
thing that had ever been done of its kind and
one which abounds with still lovely music. Of
course, a modern opera audience would find
Rinaldo dreadfully tedious, simply because taste
has changed and we no longer can sit through
an interminable series of recitatives and set airs.
Still, you will find recorded in each of the leading catalogs, the gem of the opera "Lascia
ch'io piangia," sometimes Englished as "Mid'
lures, mid' pleasures," sometimes called "Leave
me to languish." Look for it under Rinaldo
and you will find it in the Victor, the Columbia
and the Edison catalogs.
This record, whether you take SchumannHeink's, Julia Claussen's or Adelaide Fischer's
interpretation, gives a perfect example of the
ancient style of Italian operatic music. It consists of a recitative followed by an air. A
recitative is a short declamatory passage in
which some point vital to the story is brought
(Continued on page 54)
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land, whither he had been invited on the strength
of his now European reputation. He was to
compose for his debut an Italian opera and
it is a significant commentary on the artificiality and insipidity of public taste that it was
thought proper to introduce him as Signor
Handello, not as Mr. Handel. In fact, Handel
was nicknamed both Mynheer Handel and Signor Handel later on during his British career,
but these were rather affectionate pet-nanies.
"Signor Handello," however, meant that a composer had no chance unless he was an Italian
or supposed to be one. England has not always been free, in later days, from this affectation. Good honest Dan Foley, one of the
finest Irish singers that ever lived, thought it
well to call himself Signor Foli, and then there
was Signor Sullivan, otherwise Tim Sullivan,
bless him!
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out. It is a simple melody intoned by the voice
and set to words that explain the stage of the
action reached. The voice sings with no accompaniment save that of an occasional chord
brought in to give emphasis and support. This
is followed by the air or song proper. In the
case we are considering, the air "Mid' lures,
mid' pleasures" is one of the loveliest melodies
ever written by man. Its sweet stately beauties
are as fascinating to-day as when they were
written more than two hundred years ago. It
makes a lovely record and all should know it.
Of the more than forty operas that Handel
composed during the next few years, not one
survives, but the indefatigable recorders of music
have preserved for us the well-known so-called
"Handel's Largo" which is in reality an air
from his opera "Xerxes." (Classical themes
were favorites with opera-makers in those days.)
This has been sung, played, orchestraed and
banded till everybody knows it. Several good
records of it in various forms are available.
"Tweedledum and Tweedledee"
From merely being a composer, Handel became in due course a manager. Now, grand
opera management has always been a sure road
to bankruptcy except where wealthy guarantors
or government subsides have smoothed the way,
So Handel, after his final settlement in England
for keeps after 1718, found himself in due course
stranded on the shore of the bankruptcy court.
His troubles were largely due to the jealousies
between his partisans and those of the rival
managers who were brought out to ruin him.
Troubles with prima donnas and high-priced
tenors, the social quarrels with ladies of society that followed, and the consequent formation of a society clique determined to ruin him,
led to the importation of Buononcini from Italy
as a rival composer at a rival theatre. Thus
London enjoyed a first-class operatic war and
the town was agog with it. Dean Swift's witty,
malicious tongue obtained undue credit for the
clever jingle' which hit off the tempest in a
teapot so cleverly and besides gave two new
words to the language.
Everybody knows it:
"Some say, compared with Buononcini
That Signor Handel is a ninny;
Others aver that he to Handel,
Is scarcely fit to hold a candle:
Strange that such difference should be
'Twixt Tweedledum and Tweedledee."
The dean was not the author, but what of that.
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In the Domain of Oratorio
The solid, honest, bluff character of stout old
George Frederick would not stand the petty
stupidities of this sort of thing however, and in
1737 he found himself not alone ruined in
finances but in health. It was at this time that
his naturally religious and quite thoroughly
Anglo-Saxon nature found itself drawn towards
the contemplation of sacred oratorio, as a form
of composition which might give rise to words
of real artistic worth and lead to the development of new and splendid musical material. The
sacred oratorio is peculiarly a Handelian form
of musical work and has remained almost
purely English and American. The Anglicized
Mendelssohn tried his find hand at it, Papa
Haydn too, and such men as Arthur Sullivan,
Gaul and Gounod were proud to be associated
with it. In effect, the oratorio is an opera,
sung without action or costume, its story based
on some biblical episode, with words drawn
from the scriptures and music of appropriate
character. It involves, as developed by Handel,
great choruses, quartets and solos for tenor,
bass, soprano and contralto. Its subject, as
was said, is always biblical.
Judas Maccabaeus, Israel in Egypt, Saul,
Judas, Joshua and a number of others flowed
in succession from Handel's pen. Beginning
with his first experiment in setting the story
of Esther, he continued, in face of many disap ointments, to persevere in his chosen work,
till he burst upon the world with the immortal,
forever glorious "Messiah," composed in the
extraordinarily short space of twenty-one days,
and first sung, not in the London which had
irritated and flouted his genius, but in Dublin,
where his friend, the Duke of Devonshire, was
Lord Lieutenant, for the benefit of the prisoners
for debt confined Immortality
in the city's Marshalsea.
Performed with a handful of singers and a
small orchestra the success of this extraordinary work was so profound and overpowering
that Handel's waning fame was restored in an
instant. Since that year, 1742, "The Messiah"
has been performed almost annually on the
largest scale. Since the great Handel festival
of 1784 in London, the choirs have become larger
and larger. Crystal Palace performances in
London have massed five thousand voices of
chorus and five hundred instruments of orchestra, with a great organ to boot, before audiences
numbering ten thousand and more.
The Handel
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and Haydn Society in Boston, for a century
last, has faithfully fulfilled its task of keeping
green the memory of this marvelous work.
Oratorio societies in New York, in Chicago, in)
Cincinnati and elsewhere have never ceased to
carry on the good work; and to-day the man,
woman or child within range of a musical center who has not heard "The Messiah" is somehow, one feels, defective.
Push Them!
In the circumstances is it not absurd that
every dealer does not push to the limit, especially during the winter months, the sale of
Messiah and other Handel records? Between
the Victor, Columbia and Edison catalogs one
can make up almost the entire Messiah. The
immortal airs "He Shall Feed His Flock," "I
Know That My Redeemer Liveth" and "The
Trumpet Shall Sound," the divinely inspired
choruses "The Glory of the Lord" and above
all "Hallelujah," have been splendidly recorded.
Thus the veriest dweller in the wilderness may
become acquainted with the wonders of Handel's genius. It is said "of him that, in his
later years, he used to tell, in "his quaint English, about when he was composing the "Hallelujah," "I did tink the heafen wass opened and
the anchels and archanchels ascenting and descenting!" Who
can wonder?
Westminster
Abbey!
Handel died in London at his house in Brook
street, in the year 1759, at the age of seventyfour. For some years he had been blind, but
he continued to direct performances of his oratorios till almost the end. He was given a public funeral, and buried in Britain's Pantheon,
Westminster Abbey, near the bodies of Addison
and Steele, of Johnson, Goldsmith and Garrick,
among such a glory of illustrious dead as perhaps no other so small spot on earth can boast.
In Handel's House
My friends call me a Handel-worshiper. One
might have worse titles to consideration. Perchance the fault, which I cheerfully own, is
really ineradicable; for my father was married
in Handel's house in Brook street, where the
grand old man lived for the last twenty years
of his life. There in that fine old place still
may be seen the very recess where his organ
was placed, the very room in which he worked.
Most of our family were born in that house. Is
it any wonder we love his memory?
AN ARTISTIC

WINDOW

DISPLAY

The Emerson Phonograph Co. has prepared
for the use of its dealers this month an artistic
window display service which is the most ar-

JOBBER
Write today
Seven Patterns in stock
STYLE FOR EVERY
DEMAND
Cabineti only
SELL

BEFORE
BUY

YOU

Send us Motors; we
install and ship
Customer

Direct

No freight
No handling
your
Save you $4.00 to $5.00
each Cabinet
Established 40 years
Capacity, 150 per da^
JOSEPH

KNITTEL

SHOW

CASE

CO.

- - - Quincy,

111.

Emerson Display for Dealers
tistic display issued in this series to date. The
display has found instant favor with Emerson
dealers, due to its simplicity of construction,
which enables t he dealer to install it with the
utmost ca-c and with an extremely small expenditure.
R. H. Coker has opened a music store at 222
East Fourth street, Olympia, Wash., where he
will feature the Bush & Lane pianos and players,
and the Sonora phonograph.
The only way to beat a time clock is to make
it tell of you instead of letting it tell on you.
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Employes of Victor Wholesalers Enjoy Ninth Annual Get-Together Party at Murray's on June 1
— President Blackman Recites Record of Long Service — Some of the Guests
The ninth annual banquet of the employes of
the Blackman Talking Machine Co., New York,
Victor wholesalers, was held Saturday, June 1,
at Murray's, and was attended by the officers,
employes and several invited guests. It had
been originally intended to make this annual
event similar to the outings of previous years,

J. Newcomb Blackman
and Decoration Day had been chosen as the day
on which the 1918 outing would take place. In
view of President Wilson's proclamation, however, setting forth the manner in which Memorial Day should be observed this year, the
officers of the company decided that it would
be more befitting the spirit of the times and the
occasion to eliminate the outing and other incidental features, and have instead a dinner at
Murray's.
The .employes of the company entered enthusiastically into this idea, and when they
gathered at the table on June 1 looked forward
to an interesting evening which would leave
pleasant recollections for the coming year. They
were not disappointed in these expectations, for
this year's dinner was the most successful that
has yet been given by this well-known house.
Some nine years ago J. Newcomb Blackman,
president of the company, inaugurated a plan
whereby the employes of his company would
share in the profits, and based this profit-sharing upon an employe being in the service of the
concern for one year. The company's fiscal
year closes on April 30, and the distribution of
the profits has been marked each year by a
gathering of the employes and tlie officers of
the company. These outings and gatherings
have undoubtedly been important factors in the
splendid success achieved by the Blackman Talking Machine Co., for they have given the employes an opportunity to get acquainted with
each other personally, aside from their business
interests, and to establish an esprit de corps
that lias increased steadily year after year.
At Saturday'- dinner Mr. Blackman presided

as toastmaster, and in his opening address gave
his employes and guests a brief resume of the
history of the Blackman talking machine. He
pointed out that the company is now sixteen
years old, and that when it inaugurated its
profit-sharing plan nine years ago it was one
of the very few concerns who recognized the
value of such a plan. Since that time the idea
of sharing profits with employes has become
general throughout the country, and practically
all of the leaders in the industrial world have
adopted this plan.
When the company started business in 1902
the personnel of the force consisted of Mr.
Blackman and one employe, Frank Roberts. Today the staff numbers thirty, and out of this staff
of thirty, twenty-one members were entitled to
share in the 1918 profits, including Mr. Roberts;
a remarkable record that indicates the spirit of
loyalty and co-operation which characterizes the
activities of the Blackman force.
Delving into statistics Mr. Blackman pointed
out that these twenty-one members of his staff
had given the company 111 years of service. The
veteran of the force, Frank Roberts, secretary
of the company, has been with the Blackman
Talking Machine Co. for sixteen years; John L.
Spillane, assistant secretary, has been a Blackman stalwart for thirteen years; James F.
Ashby, assistant treasurer, has been associated
with the company for eleven years; H. C. Lansell, traveling representative, and Miss L. D.
Peters, of the general sales force, have been
members of the Blackman staff for nine years,
and George Thau, head of the shipping department, has been a member of the Blackman force
for seven years.
Mr. Blackman expressed his appreciation of
the loyalty and service of his employes, and in
turn assured them that each and every member
of his staff could depend upon the heartiest cooperation and assistance from himself and
every officer of the company. In the course
of his address Mr. Blackman paid tribute to the
five members of the company's staff who are
now in the service of Uncle Sam, and also furnished those at the dinner with a comprehensive idea of the duty which every true American owes to his Government at this critical
time. Mr. Blackman was one of the leading
spirits in the remarkable success achieved by
the Allied Music Trades division in the recent
Liberty Loan, and has always been an active
worker in behalf of all patriotic and charitable
interests. ' His talk was enthusiastically received by everyone present, and left a deep impression on the minds of his employes and the
other guests.
Two of the guests of honor at the dinner were
Seaman Alexander J. Wilckens, who is now a
member of the U. S. Naval Reserve Force, and
Private A. D. Robbins, who is a member of the
663d Aero Squad.

Both of these "boys" were
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formerly associated with the company's traveling staff, but are now "doing their bit" for Uncle
Sam. Three other members of the Blackman
forces are also fighting for democracy, including Lieutenant James H. Giles, 104th Field Artillery,N.who Callanan.
is now "somewhere in France";
Private C.
Aviation Training Camp,
and Private Paul Wordsworth, Ordnance Department. Seaman Wilckens and Private Robbins gave informal addresses which met with
hearty applause.
On behalf of the officers and employes Fred
P. Oliver, vice-president and general manager of

Fred P. Oliver

Frank Roberts

the company, expressed to Mr. Blackman the
sincere appreciation of every member of the
staff for the spirit of affection and good will
which Mr. Blackman has sponsored in his organization. Mr. Oliver bespoke the continued
loyalty of the Blackman staff, with the hope
that each year's dinner would mark the closing
of a successful year for the company.
Besides sharing the profits, the officers of the
company, together with a number of the employes, also received dividend checks as stockholders, including Frank Roberts. Fred P.
Oliver, James F. Ashby. John L. Spillane.
George Thau who
and received
H. C. Lansell.
stockholders
dividends The
were othe:'
Mrs.
J. Xewcomb Blackman, Mrs. Fred P. Oliver,
Mrs. A. A. Houghton and Mrs. Irene G. Blackman. The other employes of the company who
shared in the distribution of profits were A. J.
Wilckens, A. D. Robbins. E. S. Palmer, John
Hanley, John Mills. Frank Tillinghast, Charles
R. Marquis, Miss L. D. Peters, James Toll, Mrs.
A. Miller, Miss R. Dunger, Miss M. V. Johnstone, Mrs. E. Reighton and Miss V. Hirshberg.
INCORPORATED
The Prima Talking Machine Co.. Wilmington,
Del., has been incorporated with capital stock
of $98,000.
H. J. SMITH — Jewel Manufacturer
MANUFACTURER OF -Phonograph Diamond and Sapphtre Reproducing Points— Recording Laboratory Jewels
— Jewel Bearings for Electrical Instruments — Rough
Diamond — Diamond Powder — Experimental Work.
Telephone 2896 Market
833 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
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DEATH

OF DANIEL

Q. WILLIAMS

Veteran of the Cabinet Industry Passes Away in
Indianapolis — Was Seventy-eight Years Old
and Had Been in the Trade for Forty-five Years
The host of friends in the trade of Daniel G.
Williams, ''Uncle Dan," veteran traveler for the
Udell Works, Indianapolis, Ind., and one of the
best-known and most popular men in the cabinet
trade, will learn with regret of his death at
his home in Indianapolis, on May 21.
A life of remarkable activity came to an end
when Daniel G. Williams passed away. This
wonderful man had been sick for about thirty
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that was the way he was built. We quote from
a letter received a few days ago from one of
his friends in the trade: "I have had the p'leas^
ure of knowing this gentleman for forty years
or ever since 1 was a tiny young fellow. He
was an inspiration not only to everyone in this
concern, but to all the people he called on
throughout the United States. In all my experience Ihave never known of a man who was
so well thought of and highly respected as
'Uncle Dan.' Everybody that he has come in
contact
withindeed
will miss
him."
His was
a life
that was worth while,
and, although he is gone, the memory of him
will always be fresh in the hearts of those who
were privileged to know him.
SENDING

"SMOKES"

TO THE

BOYS

Talking machine men are good sports, and are
seeing to it that the boys ifa the trenches are'
getting smokes. Contributors to the New. .York
Sun Tobacco Fund contain the names of many
talking machine men, and the employes of the
Victor Talking Machine Co., of Camden, N. J.,
are well represented. The "Smokeless Monday
Club," of which J. W. Jaggers is president, consisting of employes of the Victor Co., send a
weekly gift to The Sun, all representing sacrifices made by the members in order to add tc
the comforts of the boys at the front. Their
usual Monday donation runs about $20.
Daniel G. Williams
days, and inasmuch as he was stricken with
pneumonia it was impossible at this advanced
age to get his strength back and get well:
"Uncle Dan" Williams had traveled continuously for the Udell Works since 1873 or for
forty-five years. In fact, he was the first vicepresident of the original concern known as the
Udell Ladder & Woodenware Works. Before
his connection with the Udell Works he was
president of the firm of Todd, Carmichael &
Williams, who were in the book business many
years ago on Washington street. While traveling for this concern he became interested in
some original step ladder patents and prevailed
on Calvin G. Udell, then of Chicago, to come to
Indianapolis and start a factory. It was the
year of 1873 when the Udell Ladder & Woodenware Works was launched with Mr. Williams as
vice-president.
There are hut few men who live to the ripe
old age reached by "Uncle Dan," and the remarkable thing about it all is that up until his
last sickness he traveled over a big territory,
and his last trip when he was gone for six
weeks was one of the most successful he ever
had. He was of that genial, jovial disposition
that makes friends on all sides, but at the same
time when he was on the road he was up and
coming all the time, and after the exchange of
courtesies it was business first with him. It
is: not an exaggeration to say that Daniel
Williams was the best-known and the oldest
salesman in the talking machine, piano, wooden-ware, furniture and music field.
He was born on July 18, 1839, in Cornish, N.
H., and would have been seventy-nine years old
on the 18th of July of this year. He joined the
First Baptist Church of Indianapolis in 1854 and
was the oldest member, having belonged to that
church for sixty-four years. Besides the widow,
he is survived by five children of a former wife,
who was Miss Anna Gabbert, of Columbus, Ind.
The five children surviving are Frank Williams,
of Shreveport, La.; Miss Cora Williams, of Denver, Colo.; Mrs. Grace Heiner, of Waverly, Kan.;
Mrs. Maude Koons, of Indianapolis, and Mrs.
Charles Greenstreet, of St. Louis.
He was laid to rest in a beautiful lot in Crown
Hill Cemetery Friday morning, May 24. "Uncle
Dan" Williams was an inspiration to all who
came in contact with him, and his acquaintance
unquestionably had a wonderful influence upon
the younger men he came in contact with. He
was a very hard worker — in fact, some of his
best friends thought he worked too hard, but
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LOS ANGELES

DEALERS

MEET

First Open Meeting of Retail Talking Machine
Dealers' Association Brought Together About
One Hundred and Twenty-five People
Los Angeles, Cal., June 1. — The Retail Talking Machine Dealers' Association of Southern
California gave their first open meeting on the
evening of May 21. A fine banquet followed by
a dance was the attraction and nearly everyone
connected with the talking machine industry,
both retail and wholesale, here was present.
This delightful affair was given by the dealers
as a sort of get-together and get-acquainted occasion, and was held at the Sierra Madre Club
on the thirteenth floor of the Los Angeles Investment Building.
Everyone had a good time and dancing and
other entertainment was in order during dinner
and much credit is due to the committee, composed of E. S. Dible, Frank Salyer and Harold
Jackson, for the fine time enjoyed by everyone.
Never before has there been such a gathering
together of the "trade" in Los Angeles, and the
festivities did not end until near midnight.
It is to be hoped that the association will give
another of these happy parties in the near future,
as they will bring the talking machine people
closer together and have a tendency to help
business in general by establishing a better understanding between the
different dealers.
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Victor
Victrolas
PRICE
GOLD PLATED
NICKEL PLATED
35c.
75c.
Insures Long Life to Disk Records and Preserves Tone
Automatically cleans the Record Grooves and gives the needle a clean track to run in.
Preserves a clear Reproduction and prevents Records from soon getting scratchy. Makes the
Needle wear better. Dust and dirt in the Record grooves wear the Record out quickly and
grind the Needle so it cuts the Record.
SAVE THE LIFE OF YOUR RECORDS.
DIRECTIONS

FOR ATTACHING

No. 2
NECK
GOOSE

BRUSH
No. 3

SOUND
BOX

Goose Neck (see 1 and 2>. Place Record on
1st. Clamp Spring Clips of Brush around Box.
Move Spring Clips along Goose Neck to a
Turn Table and Needle in Sound
position where only outer bristles of brush will sweep the first few threads of record.
(see No. 3).
Test this by resting needle in first groove of record
yield2nd. Turn Spring Clips on goose neck to produce necessary pressure on record through
ing spring. Brush top must not touch edge of Sound Box when in operation (see correct
position of brush on No. 3). Yielding Spring of Improved Cleanrite Brush eliminates
danger of too much pressure on record.
Circulars and Price List mailed on request.
Order from your Distributor or
MAN
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gratified to see the splendid manner in which
Lyric records were being distributed. Arrangements were made to triple the stock carried so
that better shipments could be made to the various dealers.
Arthur Siewiersky, sales manager, has lately
completed plans for an aggressive sales and advertising campaign which will undoubtedly
startle the trade. He is well pleased with the
way Operollos are being distributed and looks
forward for an exceedingly large increase in
sales this fall.
It is expected to have the new Operollo
models ready for market in a very short time,
after certain minor improvements have been perfected.

DIAPHRAGMS

Let us send you samples today of our diaphragms and you will readily understand why
the best talking machines are equipped with
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Conditions Are Such That Dealers Are Worried — Hope for Better Luck This Month — Enormous
Crops in Northwest Insure Big Volume of Trade This Coming Fall — L. H. Lucker Goes East
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., June 6. — Any
one having a stock of talking machines, whether
it be of Victors, Edisons, Columbias, Pathes,
Brunswicks or any other standard make, will be
able to dispose of the entire stock in a day or
two if he will only bring the lot to the Twin
Cities. Jobbers declare that the factories do
not begin to supply their needs and what the
retail dealers say of the jobbers because of the
latter's failure to supply machines is hardly
printable in a fastidious periodical such as The
Talking Machine World.
Take it in the Victor trade. W. J. Dyer &
Bro., in St. Paul, and Beckwith-O'Neill Co.,
Minneapolis, declare that they are able and willing to double their business, but the old mother
company won't let them; that is to say, will not
supply the wherewithal in the shape of instruments. Then call on the Minnesota Phonograph
Co., jobbers in the Edison products, G. Sommers Co., jobbers of the Pathe products, and
the Northwest offices of the Columbia, and the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., and you hear a
repetition of an ancient song, "Can't get goods."
It is known, almost to the point of a fact, that
the Northwest can absorb thousands of machines
more than are being allotted to it. Every
dealer, whether selling in lots or by the instrument, says so, and one is fain to believe the
universal story. The policy out this way is to
prepare for a big fall trade. It is realized that
the Government may curtail the factory output
30 or more per cent., that freight regulation may
prevent the shipment of talking machines and
that other grievous things may happen, but the
Twin City people are going ahead regardless of
all and are not borrowing trouble. The blows
will be heavy enough, if they come, without
anticipating them at this time.
Jay H. Wheeler, manager of the Pathe department of the G. Sommers Co., returned last
week from New York and the East after placing
a big order for the fall stock. He came home
to find the new 100,000-record stacks in place
and ready for the arrival of a carload or more
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grafonolas
Two

FOR

hospital

UNIT

of These Instruments and Records Selected for Albany Base Hospital

of records. The spring business of the house,
The Columbia Graphophone Co., New York,
he states, was far in excess of the volume for recently sold two Grafonolas and a library of
Columbia records to Base Hospital Unit No.
the spring of 1917.
33,
known as the Albany Base Hospital. This
Laurence H. Lucker, president of the Minnesota Phonograph Co., left Saturday evening in
the company of Milton Lowy, of the staff, and
various Northwestern Edison dealers for the big
Edison convention. His reports indicate that
trade is not quite as active as it was, but the
demand still exceeds the supply. Trial balances
show that the gross business for the first four
months of 1918 was 18 per cent, above the gross
for the corresponding period of 1917.
Road men for all the houses are advising their
principals to prepare for a heavy rural demand
after the crops begin to move. It looks now as
though the yield will be immense and in that
event the Northwestern farmers, in spite of the
calamity howlers, like the Non-Partisan League
and other professional crepe hangers, will be
rolling in money. Some portions of North Dakota are entitled to some returns at that, after
two successive bad years.
BUDGET

OF OPEROLLO

DOINGS

Messrs. Kaufman and Gast Make Strong Team
in Patriotic Work as Well as in Booking Orders— Lyric Records Well Distributed
Detroit, Mich., June 7. — Walter Kaufman, assistant sales manager, and Charles Gast, a couple of live wire boosters for the Operollo Phonograph Co., came back to this city just in time
to expend their surplus energies in the Patriotic
Fund drive. Walter and Charlie teamed together their last trip and by the extraordinary
splendid results produced this combination has
proven to be very successful. After Detroit
had raised its proper quota for the Red Cross
and other patriotic funds these "road wizards"
again started out to stock up Operollo dealers
throughout the South and Southwest.
Jacques Kohrner, of the Lyraphone Co.,
stopped in on his way West and was surely

For

the

Nurses Surrounding Grafonola for Base Hospital
unit is now awaiting transportation orders for
France, and the nurses are mobilized at Ellis
Island, with Miss Mattie M. Washburn, of Albany, chief nurse in charge.
Quite a number of nurses recently visited the
Fifth Avenue Shop of the Columbia Co., where
they spent some time viewing the beautiful Columbia period models, and listening to some of
the latest Columbia records. The Columbia
Grafonolas and the records are providing pleasing entertainment for the nurses during their
training period at Ellis Island, and will doubtless be in constant demand when the base unit
reaches "over there."

Summer

Trade

Victor 4-A's and 6-A's in conjunction with Corley Fibre Trunks are an ideal
combination for the bungalow. Sell these trunks not only to new prospects,
but to every owner of a Victor IV or VI.
Also ideal for the military camp.
Retail Prices, Style IV - $10^2
Retail Prices, Style VI
WRITE FOR WHOLESALE PRICES
PATENTS

APPLIED

ORIGINATORS
213 EAST

BROAD

STREET

FOR— THEY

ARE

MADE
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$12^2
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GARBER WRITES OF HIS NEW DUTIES
Interesting Letter From W. L. Garber, Now
Training at Gettysburg, Received by World

TALKING

MACHINE

WORLD
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PRIZE WINNER
IN EMERSON
PHONO
CO.'S WINDOW
CONTEST
The Emerson Phonograph Co. announced this
displays that were presented for the consideration of the judges embodied many unusual and
week the prize winners in the store and window

There was received this week at the office of
The Talking Machine W orld an interesting letter from W. L. Garber, who is now a member
of the Tank Corps in training at Gettysburg,
Pa. Mr. Garber was formerly private secretary
to Arthur D. Geissler, president of the Xew
York Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesalers,
and more recently was a member of the company's traveling staff. He selected the Tank
Corps because of the unusual opportunities that
it affords for vigorous action at the front, and
his letter reads as follows:

praiseworthy features.
The first prize, consistworth of recingords,
of $75
was awarded to the
S. S. Kresge Co., 532 Congress street, Portland, Me.
This window display is reproduced herewith, and is
undoubtedly worthy of the
honors bestowed upon it.
The second prize, consistingords,
of $50
worth to
of S.recwas awarded
A.
Wolpert. 1935 South street,
Philadelphia, Pa. The
third prize of $25 worth of
records was won by the
Black S. Hansen Co.. 611
Commercial street, Waterloo, la.
The following five Emerson dealers were awarded

"I had a letter day before yesterday from Mr.
Keith advising me he would see to it that I
received each month's issue of The Talking Machine World and 'Voice of the Victor.' This
news made his letter doubly welcome. I arrived here on the night of May 23, and the next
day two other 'previous service' men and myself
out of our new detachment from Fort Slocum
were selected as sergeants for the Casual Company— a detention or quarantine camp, through
which all recruits are recorded, examined and
finally transferred to their respective battalions,
either the Light or Heavy Tank service. \Ye
keep an average of 1,200' men here and transfer
them as needed. Sometimes we receive two hundred or more recruits after midnight, which
means 3 a. m. or later before we turn in.
'Most of all officers attached here have now
been assigned to new battalions formed and the
casual camp has been turned over to the noncoms, and it is some job keeping track of a
thousand or more strange faces. Yesterday
afternoon we (four of us) drove over to Chamliersburg and picked up five men who had been
confined to camp and had slipped out.
"I understand my old artillery regiment, in
which is Morris Owens, another N. Y. Talking
Machine Co. boy, has arrived 'over there.' As
anxious as- 1 am to get over, I would rather be
here in the 'Tanks.' because when we do get
over we'll raise
"We are camped on the field where Pickett
made his famous charge, and have plenty of local
atmosphere to make us work hard to get in
the big fight. The esprit de corps here is marvelous, and the caliber of men above the average. Lots of good luck. Sincerely, W. L.

prizesordsofeach:$10Timothy
worth of
recSmith,
2257 Washington street,
Boston, Mass.; Jordan &
Marsh, Washington street,
Boston, Mass.: the Record
Exchange. 2017 South
street, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Feiler Furniture Co., 819
Central avenue, Cincinnati.

display contest, which closed on May 15. The
contest was a decided success, and some of the

O.; S. S. Kresge Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
All the displays presented were most excellent, and reflected credit
on the participants. It
certainly emphasized their
originality in conceiving artistically arranged
window displays

CABINETS
Equipped

or Unequipped

Garber."

RECENT

WILSON-LAIRD

PUBLICITY

The Wilson-Laird Phonograph Co., New York,
factors and distributors of the Bliss reproducer,
have just issued an effective four-page folder
that gives eight reasons why the Bliss reproducer should be used. These reasons are presented in handy form, so that the folder may be
utilized by manufacturers and dealers as an envelope enclosure, and is directed particularly to
Edison dealers. It is noteworthy for the absence of technical details and for the abundance
of practical sales arguments.
The company has also issued a new price list
that shows a reduction in the retail price of the
gold-plated Bliss reproducer and also a reduction
in the prices of dozen lots. This reduction in
price was made possible because of the company's fast-growing business and the fact that
it has been able to place its factory on a basis
of maximum efficiency. There will be no further changes made from the new price list for
the balance of 1918, and the company has advised its trade that it hopes to maintain these
prices without any advance during the period of
the war.
Plans are now being made to handle a large
fall and winter business, and the company is creating through its advertising an active demand
for the Bliss reproducer. This campaign has
befen particularly successful with Edison dealers, although many well-known manufacturers
have expressed their intention of using this reproducer exclusively on their machines during
i In coming vear
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Quotations and samples promptly forwarded upon request
Don't be caught short
Cover yourselves now
INTERNATIONAL
MICA
COMPANY
Offices and Factory, 37th and Brandywine Streets, WEST PHILADELPHIA, PA.PA.
AMELIA CO.
MONTREAL
WEST PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO,
ILL.
CAN.
PHILADELPHIA
(Insulation Dept.)
VA.
PA.

IN ATLANTA

Business Held Up Well for May — New Columbia Dealers — Advance in Price of Machines Interests Trade — Record Sales Are Expanding
Atlanta, Ga., June 6. — Business in Atlanta during May was well up to the standard of previous
months, and without exception dealers report
that they are doing well.
There have been some changes in connection
with lines already established, as well as new
stores to open.
The Atlanta Phonograph Co., the president of
which is Mr. Riley, was the original Columbia
man in Atlanta, way back in 1901 or 1902, but
who became later the first Edison dealer in this
city, has qualified recently as a Columbia dealer,
and is reported as doing finely with that old and
popular line.
Zaban Furniture Co., 119 Whitehall street, has
also taken on the Columbia line, being new
dealers in the talking machine field. They
have begun an intensive advertising campaign,
and are selling a large quantity of phonographs
and records.
The feature of the month was the advance in
the price of Victor goods, on May 10, and among
those in closest touch with the situation it is
considered not improbable that the Columbia
and Edison lines will both advance in price
within a few weeks.
Notable artists to visit Atlanta in May were
Miss Anna Case, of the Edison, who passed
through for points further South, stopping here
about two days, and visiting the Edison stores.
Charles W. Harrison, who sings for nearly all
the leading companies-, and Miss Geraldine Farrar, the Victor artist, who rendered a delightful
concert at the Auditorium Armory, entertaining
a large audience of music-lovers and prominent
citizens. Miss Farrar is a close friend of a
number of the most prominent people in the
city, and, owing to her frequent visits here with
the Metropolitan Opera Co., has had the opportunity of cultivating these friendships from time
to time.
The local distributors for the Columbia, Victor and Edison lines say that their business is
far ahead of the same period in 1917.
The small towns throughout the South are
heavy buyers of talking machines, most of them
having from one to three talking machine stores
fully supplied with all types of machines and a
complete stock of records. It is estimated that
the smaller towns and rural centers are taking
from five to seven times as large a volume of
goods as they were two years to thirty months
ago.
Both the Ediphone and the Dictaphone continue to book an increasing volume of sales.
The use of these great time-savers is becoming
almost universal.
Edison is announcing the new records by Miss
Frieda Hempel. They are excellent re-creations and will find a ready sale among those who
really like high grade music.

MACHINE

Some anxiety is felt as to the ability of dealers to get sufficient stock in future to operate
on, as Government requirements are constantly
growing, but no acute shortage is anticipated
during the rest of this year at least.
A SUCCESSFUL

CANADIAN

HOUSE

G. W. Lindsay, Ltd., of Montreal, Are Winning
a Big Following for the Pathe
Montreal, Can., June 3. — G. W. Lindsay, Ltd.,
of this city, one of the most successful piano
houses in Canada, has been achieving pleasing
success with the Pathe line, and has. developed
an extensive clientele for Pathephones and
Pathe records. This concern is carrying the
Pathe line in its branches in Quebec, Ottawa,
Three Rivers, Brockville, Bellville, Kingston,

An Artistic Lindsay Window
Cornwall, and the manager of each branch is
enthusiastic in the possibilities for future Pathe
business.
The window display shown in the accompanying photograph was presented recently in the
Montreal branch of G. W. Lindsay, Ltd., and
was created by Leopold A. Poulin, one of the
most successful members of the Lindsay sales
staff. Mr. Poulin is in charge of the various
window displays featured at the Montreal headquarters, and these displays have contributed
materially to the success of the Pathe line in
this city.
VICTROLA

FIBER TRUNKS

IN FAVOR

John G. Corley, president of the Corley Co.,
Victor distributors, of Richmond, Va., attended
the conventions and music show during the past
week in New York. Mr. Corley reported generally good business in his section of the country, and particularly commented on the great
popularity of the Victor fiber trunk that they
produce. He said that orders for the trunk are
now being received from coast to coast, and
that at least one of these trunks was in every
cantonment in the country. The demand for
them is steadily expanding.

KANSAS

CITY TRADE

HAPPENINGS

Talking Machine Men Throughout Missouri
Most Optimistic — Willard Pierce Joins the
Victrola Department of the Jenkins House —
Other News From a Lively Trade Center
Kansas City, Mo., June 4. — B. T. Woodward,
manager of the retail shop of the Edison Phonograph Co. on Eleventh and Grand, is now back
at his desk after being confined for seven weeks
to his home, from a broken left arm and leg.
''Business is far ahead of last year and we considered 1917 very satisfactory from a commercial standpoint. It is interesting to note the demand for our new Art mo'del. Our patrons
are calling for a high class machine. Just yesterday our sales included three laboratory
Miss at
Jessica
models
$285." Owens has been head of the
phonograph department of the Kansas City
Photo Supply Co. for nine weeks, and since her
advent the record sales have increased wonderfully. Miss Owens reports that the demand for
the Grafonola is stronger than ever. "We are
making 'the most convenient Columbia shop'
our slogan," said Miss Owens.
M. M. Blackman, manager of the Edison
wholesale, W. Hinde, Northern Missouri representative, and C. T. Cunningham, Kansas traveler, are attending the Edison dealers' convention at New York, June 5, 6 and 7. They are
expecting to remain about two weeks longer.
Herman Woolsey, of the Victrola department
of the J. W. Jenkins' Sons Music Co., is spending his vacation at the home of his mother at
Fort, Scott, Kan.
Willard Pierce, son of Burton J. Pierce, manager of the Victrola department of the J. W.
Jenkins' Sons Music Co., has completed his
year's work at Kansas University and is now
assisting his father in the department. Young
Mr. Pierce is a member of the Phi Gamma Delta
fraternity.
NEW

POST

FOR 0. F. BENZ

George W. Hopkins, general sales manager
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., announced
this week the appointment of O. F. Benz as amember of the sales department. Mr. Benz
succeeds, and will do the work of A. R. Harris,
who- has enlisted in the U. S. Navy. He will
act as a member of the general sales department in connection with record activities, representing the department at the record laboratories at the factory, etc., and will co-operate
with the Columbia clientele in the promotion of
record sales. Mr. Benz has been associated
with the Columbia Co. for the- past ye.ar, and is
well equipped to occupy his new position.

SONA-TONE
A

Phonograph
of Distinction with the Tone You Can't Forget
SONA-TONE Quality means a resonant, full, liquid tone that comes from an especially
designed, all-wood sound chamber — and superior workmanship in material, finish and
equipment.
SONA-TONE Reliability means simplicity of mechanical construction — ease of operation —
and convenience and solidity of working parts.
SONA-TONE Service means the immediate ability of the purchaser to play all makes
of records — without attachment of any sort — and to play a library of from 250 to 1000
assorted records without further expenditure.
We believe that a Sona-Tone eliminates — to a greater extent than any other phonograph-— the surface noises of the record.
We believe that it has the same quality of resonance as exists in the Stradivarius violin.
From our sales record — previous to advertising— we believe that a SONA-TONE is a
superior phonograph for retail merchandising.
SONA-TONE
3421

$35, $70, $100, $150, $200, $250

PHONOGRAPH,
Broadway, New York City

" The music is on the record — the tone is in the phonograph. "

Inc.
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nism is the new Columbia motor unit. This
unit embodies a new motor plate, which is fitted

INTRODUCED

Arouse the Enthusiasm of Dealers and Visitors to the National Music Show, Where They Were
Exhibited the Past Week — Their Individual Features Described
One of the most important features of the exhibit of the Columbia Graphophone Co. at the
National Music Show last week was the first
public presentation of four new models of Columbia Grafonolas which aroused the enthusiasm
of dealers and others who visited the booths by

This cabinet is made in red mahogany, English
brown mahogany, American walnut satin finish,
golden oak, fumed oak and early English oak.
Type "L-2" measures A7y2" in height with
casters; 21%" in width, 19%" in depth. It is
equipped with ten record albums with a capacity
of twelve 12" records for each album. This
cabinet is made in red mahogany, English brown
mahogany, American walnut satin finish, golden
oak, fumed oak and early English oak. It is
beautifully inlaid in satin wood, and presents a
very artistic appearance.
All of these Grafonolas can be equipped with
either spring or electric motors, as the cabinets
are designed to accommodate either type of
motor.
One of the noteworthy features of these new-

with a hinge so that it can be disconnected from
the cabinet quickly.
construcTypeThis
E-2 ingenious
tion permits of changing
motors
immediately. A

Type G-2 features, everyone
reason of their distinctive
predicting that these new artistic Grafonolas
would meet with phenomenal success. While
the four models are reproduced herewith, the
illustrations hardly do justice to the attractiveness and beauty of the cabinet designs.
Type "E-2" measures 42%" in height, 19%"
in width, and 21%" in depth, with a record capacity of seventy-five records. This cabinet is
made in red mahogany, English brown mahogany, American walnut satin finish, golden oak,
fumed oak and early English oak. This design
is very pleasing to the eye, and will harmonize
in a room with almost any design of furniture.
Type "G-2" has a height of 46^" with casters;
a width of 19%" and a depth of 21". It has a
record capacity for eighty-five records. This
cabinet is made in red mahogany, English brown
mahogany, American walnut satin finish, golden
oak, fumed oak and early English oak. One of
the distinctive features of this cabinet is a
drawer in the bottom which may be used for
either catalogs or for spare records.
Type "K-2" measures 46 5/16" in height with
casters; 21^" in width, 19%" in depth. It is
equipped with seven record albums, with a capacity of twelve 12" records for each album.
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of these' instruments, there are many distinctive
mechanical features which will doubtless contribute materially to their success.
The most important feature of this mecha-

your
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Grafonolas is the tone quality, which has won
L-2
Type experts
hearty praise from tone
and well-known
musicians. Tone quality was, of course, a prime
consideration in the production of these new
Grafonolas, but in addition to the tonal merits
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tical position, and by drawing the plate forward.
The hinge remains fastened to the cabinet.
There is also included in this new motor unit
an improved motor frame, made for each of the
following spring barrels; one, two, three and
four. Three and four spring motors are fastened to the hinge motor plate, the one and two
spring motors are attached to the cabinet motor
board. There is also a new spring barrel that
it fitted with a bayonet lock instead of screws
for fastening the cups and separators. These
can be easily disconnected by holding the cup
and turning the separator slightly, then pulling
it endwise.
All of these new models of Grafonolas are
equipped with the Columbia non-set automatic
stop, which requires no setting or any attention whatever when playing a record. The
motor is started in the regular way by moving
the start lever and the automatic device will
stop the motor when the record is through playing regardless of the size of the record. This
does not in any way interfere with moving the
start and stop lever by hand. No adjustment is
necessary when playing different sized records,
because the lever that stops the motor is connected with the tone arm. While a record is
playing it holds back the automatic stop until
the entire record is played. At this point the
tone arm loses its .power and the stop works
perfectly.
The new Columbia automatic stop is composed
of simple durable parts which connect with the
tone arm and with the motor. It is concealed
beside the other mechanism under the motor
plate. Every part is in view and easily accessible when the motor plate is raised.
This automatic stop was perfected after
lengthy experimenting at the Columbia laboratories, and was approved by all of the company's
mechanical experts before it was pronounced satisfactory. Itwas in constant use on the models
at the music show last week, and won the approval of Columbia dealers who predicted that
its use would add considerably to the sales
possibilities of the new Columbia Grafonolas.

Try

the
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and

— Foreign Vocal
Records.

of

FROM

present.
The Red Cross have
supplying the soldiers
ords and are handling
and
machines
left by
camps.

CALIFORNIA

interested themselves inwith machines and recmost of the old records
persons for the different

The new draft regulations are liable to hit a
pretty hard blow to the dealers by taking from
them some of their best record and machine
salesmen, as many in the trade are eligible for
first call. The ladies, acting in this capacity,
are liable to be at a premium if many more
of our boys are called to the colors.
The Southern California Music Co., 332 South
Broadway, Victor and Edison dealers, had a
very interesting exhibit last week demonstrating the wireless course gotten out by the Victor Co. An aerial was strung from the second
to the third floor and a wireless operator was

Instrumental

Aid

Saenger

Course

course

What wonderful profit-making possibilities are presented in the incomparable
assortment of Records issued by the
Victor Company.
the Grinnell
Service
Your Next Record Order

on

placed on a platform in front of the large middle
window where he could be plainly seen from
across the street. The sounder was placed on
the ledge outside the window and the sparking, of course, attracted a great deal of attention. The operators were obtained from the
Y. M. C. A., which has included the wireless in
its course.
The Barnes Music Co., for many years located at 131 South Broadway, have moved to
the old location of the Bartlett Music Co., 231
South Broadway, opposite the City Hall. Mr.
Barnes has remodeled his store and now has
an up-to-date and attractive store. The Barnes
music store are exclusive Columbia dealers.
The Birkel Music Co. report business as good
during May and on the increase. Mr. Beck,
manager of the talking machine department,
says he is pretty well supplied with machines
except Victrola XIV, which are hard to get.
T. A. CLARKE

WITH

CHAMBERLAIN

SMITH

OPENS

NEW

STORE

Albert E. Smith recently opened a store at
215 State street, Madison, Wis., where he will
carry a full line of pianos, Victor talking machines, records and sheet music.
INCORPORATED

IN GRAND

on

Order

— And learn what our great stock, complete
equipment, determination to serve you
best and unsurpassed facilities mean in
greater satisfaction and as a definite aid in caring for the demands of

your Record-buying public.
Let us send you regularly, each month,
advance lists of those numbers which our
record-selecting committee

decide will lead

in popularity. It's free. Glad to send it
whether you purchase from us or not.
You'll find it a great help in ordering.
Complete

Stock ot Victrola Accessories

and Parts

Grinnell
Bros
Distributors of Victrolas and Records
First

and

State

RAPIDS

The Michigan Phonograph Co., of Grand
Rapids, Mich., has been incorporated with a capitalization of$3,000.

Record

your

CO.

Theodore A. Clarke, for the past eight years
associated with the Victor line in New Haven,
Conn., has taken up new duties as manager of
the Aeolian-Vocalion department at the Chamberlain Co.— Connecticut's most progressive and
finest furniture house.
The Chamberlain Co. have a complete line of
Aeolian-Vocalions and records and report Vocalion business in New Haven good at the present time.

Service

Grinnell

in French."
— Records of Marconi-Victor
in Wireless Telegraphy.
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Lbs Angeles, Cal., June 4. — Business during
the month of May was very gratifying to all
the talking machine dealers in Los Angeles, and
showed them that the slump during April was
only temporary. The trouble now is the lack
of goods which seem harder to obtain all the
time. As shipments are coming through much
faster under the new management than in previous months it looks as though the shortage is
at the factories, and, if so, there appears to be
no remedy, at least not at the present.
Most of the Los Angeles dealers have pretty
fair stocks on hand at present, but these will not
last very long, and it now looks as though there
will be a scarcity in most of the popular models
of all the standard makes. From September
each year business has always increased each
month up to the holidays, and the wise man is
the one who will look ahead and get his machine and records now and call it a Christmas

Oscar

"First

MACHINE

Business in May of Excellent Volume — Dealers
Carrying Fair Amount of Stock But Find It
Difficult to Get Renewals — Exhibit of Victor
Wireless Course — Barnes Co.'s New Quarters
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PLANT

DESTROYED

BY FIRE

'INSPECTIONS AND TESTS'
Details of a Most Informative Booklet Issued
by Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co.

Made by Salter Mfg. Co. to Fit Into Edison
A100 Disc Phonograph in Great Demand

Columbia Co. Factory in England a Total Loss
— L. S. Sterling on His Way to London

"Inspections and Tests" is the title of a valuable booklet just issued by the Otto Heineman
Phonograph Supply Co. This booklet, which is
profusely illustrated, gives manufacturers and
dealers some idea of the care that is taken in

Chicago, III., June 9. — The Salter Mfg. Co.,
well-known manufacturers of talking machine
record cabinets, of this city, have been having
an excellent demand for their special filing cabinet which is made to fit into the shelf of the

Louis S. Sterling, managing director of the
Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., London, Eng.,
who has been spending the past six weeks in
New York, received a cablegram last week advising him that the London plant of the Columbia Co. had been totally destroyed by fire.
The original matrices, which were stored in a
fireproof building some distance from the factory, were saved, but the loss is estimated at
from $500,000 to $750,000.
The cablegram stated that every building in
the London plant was a total wreck, and in
view of the restrictions placed by the Government on the construction of new buildings, Mr.
Sterling has not yet made any definite plans for
the future. He left for London on Monday,
June 3, and will immediately assume charge
of all reconstruction activities. The disastrous
fire started in a building on an adjoining street,
and quickly spread to the buildings occupied by
the Columbia Co.

the manufacturing of the "Motor of Quality.'"
This company has originated and improved
many different methods for carrying out in the
most exact manner possible the full definition
of the words "inspections and tests." From the
raw material, throughout every operation in the
manufacture, inspections and tests are interposed so that any deviations from the standard
that may occur can be corrected immediately.
Hundreds of these inspections take place during
the processes of manufacturing the various parts.
In the booklet just issued by the company
there are listed a few of the most important of
these inspections, and in addition there are presented illustrations of some of the most popular
Heineman products. There are reproduced herewith on the facing page eight of the illustrations shown in this booklet, together with a brief
resume of each inspection or test. These illustrations will give some idea of the efficiency of
the Heineman factories, which has resulted in
the international success of the Heineman motor
of quality.
Why

Break

Just

File

Records?
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Marvelous

MAGNOLA

'a.tcl\ir\J the Music Con\e Out
This
your
plans

is only one feature of many that will command
interest and attention. Let us send you handsome illustrated catalog and information as to our
for helping you to make money with MAGNOLA.

MAGNOLA

S0NA=T0NE

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ. President
General Offices Southern Wholesale Branch
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE 1530 CANDLER BLDG.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA. GA.

Edison A100 Disc, Equipped With Cabinet
Edison A100 Disc machine as shown in the accompanying illustration. This cabinet was produced as a result of numerous demands from
Edison dealers for a good filing device for this
instrument. It is made, of course, to harmonize with the machine arid is finished in the
same wood or finish. It is made with the care
which characterizes all of the Salter products,
and is equipped with the famous?-,Salter feltlined shelves, holding thirty-two rccf^Ehjj in individual compartments. The compartments are
all numbered and an index card is also furnished.
The Salter Co. also furnish a felt-lined filing
rack for installation in the interior of the Edison C150 phonograph. The rack fits perfectly
and is instantly installed. The company manufactures an extensive line of cabinets for other
machines and also a fine line of record cabinets
for surplus record use.
R. E. RAE

WITH

COLUMBIA

SHOWROOMS

IN N. Y.

The Sona-Tone Phonograph, Inc., manufacturer of the Sona-Tone phonograph, has reopened its showrooms at 3421 Broadway, New
York, corner of 139th street, where a complete
Kne of these instruments are on display for
the convenience of visiting .ifdealers. The executive offices are now located at this address, and
L. C. Seiler, general manager of the company,
is leaving nothing undone to co-operate with the
Sona-Tone clientele. The company's Brooklyn
store is closing a very satisfactory business.
The

BEST

TALKING

MACHINE

NEEDLE

On the Market — Packed in Counter Salesman

1

VIOL&PHONE

PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES
EACH NEEDLE WILL PLAY 10 RECORDS
dnb&n®} ans&B&l cnaffiHS®
SaS©® Jtfflti3ffl3 fiisrpsm Iisn^EEa}

£<kCH NKDLE.W1LL PLA.Y lO RECORDS

CO.

Robert E. Rae, formerly sales manager of the
Jones-Motrola, New York, is now a member of
the general sales department of the Columbia
Graphophone Co., with headquarters at the executive offices in the Woolworth Building, New
York. Mr. Rae, prior to joining the JonesMotrola, was associated with the Western Electric Co., and is well qualified for his new post.

50 Needles"to
60 a5box~and^they"'retaira£l
Boxes to a package $6.00.0c. per~Box.1
This package costs you $3.90 net.
Your profit is $2.10 and your customer gets a needle that
will give satisfaction.
Broadway
»• 60
Brooklyn,
N.Y.
The Fred. Gretsch Mfg. Co.
Manufacturers of Musical Instruments
Canadian Wholesale Agent, H. A. BEMISTER
10 Victoria St.. Montreal, Can.
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Dealers Are Awakened to Real Opportunities Despite Many Disturbing Factors — Maryland as a
Whole Reports Large Volume of Business — Important Changes and Developments of the Month
Baltimore, Md., June 7.— Optimism for the future and good business for the past month is the
keynote of the Baltimore situation among the
talking machine men. Business showed up very
well during the past month, many of the dealers
reporting increases, while others considered their
business good. Shipments of both records and
machines were received during the month. The
demand for both machines and records continues to be in excess of the supply.
Retailers everywhere are showing good results. Those dealers who were panic stricken
a few months ago because of the war have
awakened to the present opportunities and are
showing plenty of real activity. This is evident from various quarters. Their show windows are more attractive and up to the minute
with the appeal to buyers. Newspaper advertising is also showing up very well.
Baltimore has looked after many visitors from
the Southern territory during the past month
and all of the jobbers entertained their customers. Many of the callers visited all of the
establishments in the hunt for goods.
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. added a
new account to their list during the month,
Knabe Warerooms, Inc., both in Baltimore and
Washington putting in a line of machines.
Other new accounts are expected to be announced very shortly.
W. S. Parks, manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co. here, is doubly overjoyed this month,
the great month's business done during May
being one reason and the other being the arrival on Sunday of William Scott Parks, Jr.
Mrs. Parks as well as the heir are both reported
doing nicely.
S. C. Cook, assistant manager for Columbia,
made a trip through North Carolina and part of
Virginia and found the dealers in an optimistic
frame of mind. The tobacco crop promises
to be a record one and this means that the
farmers through the section will have plenty
of money, which, dealers say, forecasts good
business.
During the month the Columbia Co. gave a
reception to Evan Davies, of the Columbia vocal
staff, and there were present more than fifty
dealers of the city and nearby territory. More
than sixty persons attended the affair, and it is
hoped to hold gatherings of the kind monthly.
These gatherings are for the purpose of bringing the dealers and the workers of the company
closer together. Mr. Davies impersonated Harry
Lauder and many old-time Southern characters.

Miss Katherine Carey, of the local Columbia
office, accompanied Mr. Davies as well as other
persons on the piano.
Miss E. M. Griffith, in charge of the wholesale
department for Cohen & Hughes, Victor distributors, reports good business, but not quite up
to a rear ago, because of lack of goods. The
firm has just added another two-ton motor
truck to its equipment, which will be used exclusively in handling the Washington business
so as to get goods to customers in that territory and in the South, shipments for the Southern territory being made in some instances better from Washington. Among the visitors to
the distributors during the month were Mr.
Levy, of Ferguson, Lillenfeld & Lightfoot Corp.,
Norfolk; Mr. Ripple, of Martinsburg; Mr.
Clemens, of Clemens Bros., Chattanooga, Tenn.;
Joseph Isaac, of Goldsborough, N. C.
Hipolito Lazaro, the famous tenor of the Columbia, took a prominent part in the Second
War Fund drive of the Red Cross. He appeared a number of times at the Liberty Hut,
near Union Station and helped to bring money
from the pockets of the interested ones to help
"Greatest Mother on Earth" to support the nation's Army of Defense.
George C. Maust, manager of the Grafonola
department of Lansburg & Bro., Washington,
spent several days at Columbia headquarters
during the month. He is reorganizing the
Grafonola department of which he recently assumed charge. Among the other visitors to
Columbia headquarters were Mr. Whipple of O.
J. DeMoll & Co., Washington, D. C; B. H.
Sommers, Ellicott City, Md.; Mr. Friedberg, of
the Virginia Mercantile Co.; J. J. Carey, of the
Columbia Co., Norfolk, Va., and Mr. Phillips,
Washington, W. C.
Mr. Foster has been placed in charge of the
music department of Hecht Bros. & Co.
Word comes from the Columbia dealers in
Richmond, Norfolk and Washington that all of
them are making a liberal display of the Period
Grafonolas. April and May, according to J. J.
Carey, of the Columbia Co., Norfolk, was the
largest in the history of the company.
B. A. Koteen, formerly secretary and manager of the Virginia Mercantile Co., Norfolk,
Va., has withdrawn from the company and is
now manager of the Grafanola department of the
Phillips, Levy Furniture Co., of that city.
P. W. Peck, who travels through North Carolina for the Baltimore office of the Columbia
Co.. delights in figures and says that the per
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capita sale of Columbia products in Edgecomb
County is $1 per every inhabitant of the county.
He has also figured that the first three months
of this year show 124 per cent, increase in Columbia products for North Carolina over the
same period of 1917.
W. C. Roberts, manager of E. F. Droop &
Sons Co., Victor distributors, reports good business during May, which showed an increase over
the same month of 1917. The increase was 25
per cent. Retail business with the firm is showing fine increases, and Mr. Roberts is hoping
he will be able to get goods to meet his everincreasing demand. For several months past
Mr. Roberts says the monthly shipments of records from the Victor factory are sold before
they arrive, and he is having a hard time keeping his dealers satisfied. E. H. and C. A. Droop,
of the firm, were present at the convention in
New York during the week.
George White, of the Southern Furniture
Co., Richmond, Va., states that the Grafonola
business for this year constitutes a very substantial part of their present business, and because of this fact arrangements are now being made to greatly enlarge the department.
H. S. Jones, of Clark & Jones Piano Co., with
headquarters in Birmingham, Ala., and with a
chain of stores in the South, visited all of the
dealers.
Jesse Rosenstein, of the National Piano Co.,
Pathe distributors, says he has been getting a
liberal shipment of machines and records during
the month and that business is fine.
W. T. Davis, of the Victor Co., was in Baltimore a great deal of time during the month
looking over the trade.
The Vita-Nola talking machine, made by the
Vitanola Talking Machine Co., of Chicago, is
handled in this city by the Baltimore Bargain
House, Robt. Lipnick, 654 West Baltimore
street; the Peabody Piano Co., the Hub Piano
Co., 122 North Liberty street, and A. W. Steere
& Bro., 830 North Gay street, and all of these
concerns report a steadily growing demand for
this product.
A VISITOR

FROM

NEWPORT

A visitor this week at the executive offices
of the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y., was Mrs. I. Richstaedt, who conducts two successful Pathe shops in Newport,
R. I. She is a firm believer in the musical
qualities and sales possibilities of Pathephones
and Pathe discs. In a chat with The World
she stated that her Pathe sales were steadily increasing, and that, according to her present plans,
she would open a third store in the very near
future, handling the Pathe line evclusively.
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George Lincoln Parker Presides Over Annual Gathering of Edison Dealers Held Last Week
— Mr. Edison's Great Message — Mr. Maxwell's
On Thursday and Friday, June 6 and 7, the
fourth annual convention of Edison dealers took
place at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, with
Geo. Lincoln Parker, of Boston, as chairman.
The program for Thursday morning started
with an address of welcome from Thos. A. Edison, Inc., delivered by T. J. Leonard, general
sales manager of the phonograph division. Following this Geo. L. Parker delivered his convention address. Wm. Maxwell, vice-president,
and manager of the phonograph division, spoke
next and his subject was "Yesterday, To-Day
and To-Morrow." During his talk he intimated
that there would be an increase in price on the
Edison instruments about September 1, but that

Playlet Well Received— New

volving salesmanship psychology of a very high
order. It elucidated in an interesting manner
the way in which the so-called "High Brow"
talk, if used with discretion, becomes a matter
of great interest to the prospective purchaser
of an instrument. The sketch also brought out
various points about the New Edison and the
Edison Re-Creation, which the dealer should emTHOS.

A.

EDISON'S

Convention
at Waldorf-Astoria

Edison Velvet Surface Record
phasize in case of competition with other instrumen.The session was then adjourned in order that
the conventionites might visit the Grand Central Palace in the afternoon, and each one was
given tickets for the National Music Show as
he passed out of the door. It is needless to
say that they enjoyed their visit.

INSPIRING

On Friday morning the Edison convention
was again resumed and started off with a message from Thos. A. Edison delivered by Wm.
Maxwell, which read as follows:

67

ADDRESS

ON

FRIDAY

the most important thing in the world to-day.
We must not put our own selfish interests above
the interests of the nation. We must give and

Thos. A. Edison's Message
To my friends, the Merchants of the United
States and Canada who handle Edison Phonographs and Records:
These are strenuous days, with the fate of
civilization hanging in the balance. However,
the world is safer to-day than it was in July
last year, when you gentlemen were assembled
in this same room.
Germany prepared and

The Delegation From Cleveland
we must do to the full limit of our respective
abilities, in order that the war may be won in
the shortest possible time. On the other hand,
we should oppose in all proper ways the hysterical and immature ideas that from time to time
are advanced by men, who, either through inexperience in business or indifference to the business prosperity of the country, propose measures
of incalculable harm and of relatively small advantage.

Edison Crowd From Syracuse, N. Y.
there would be a thirty-day notice given out
in advance of the change in order that the Edison dealers might, by announcing the coming
change in price to the public, have an opportunity to bring some pending sales to the closing point.
E. C. Boykin followed and answered questions
1 to 8, inclusive, which were of great interest to
the dealers. Following this there was an open
discussion in which matters of general interest
were brought up and debated. The next speaker
was T. J. Leonard, who answered questions 9
to 14, after which an open discussion again "ensued. A speech was then delivered by Robt.
J. Bolan, of East Orange, N. J., whose subject
was "Too Much Money." A. P. Burns, assistant to Mr. Leonard, then answered question
15. Col. F. B. T. Hollenberg, of Little Rock,
Ark., and Gust. Holmquist, of Erie, Pa., in
turn discoursed on the subject of "Won't Pay
Interest." Phillip Haberman, vice-president of
the Commercial Investment Trust, New York
City, then treated in a very clear way on the
matter of "Borrowing Money."

W. D. Wilmot,

Delegation From the Boston Zone
of Fall River, Mass, spoke next and took as
his theme "Want a Discount." V. E. B. Fuller,
general supervisor of the Edison Co., closed the
speakers' session with a brief talk about the
National Music Show, which he urged the dealers to attend while they were in New York and
incidentally to visit the Edison exhibit there.
The morning session closed with a one-act
comedy entitled "The Dotted Line," written
by Wm. Maxwell and produced by E. C. Boykin. It was a very cleverly written sketch in-

No legitimate industry is non-essential except
as it interferes with the conduct of the war,
and then only to the extent to which it interferes. No statistician can prepare figures that
can be accepted safely as a guide to the curtailment that should occur in the manufacture of
the so-called non-essentials. What we need to
do is to speed up. It is not a question of what

George Lincoln Parker, Chairman
trained for this war as a pugilist trains for a
championship prize fight. She expected to deliver the knockout punch in the fall of 1914. Her
boasted far-sightedness proved to be gravely at
fault. To-day, after nearly four years of warfare, Germany is still trying vainly to land a
knockout. Like a desperate pugilist, who feels
his strength ebbing rapidly and knows he can
last but a few more rounds, the Hun is staking
everything on the chance of landing a lucky
punch. General Foch, like a clever boxer, now
parries and gives ground, but the time will come
when he will strike, and there will be behind
his blow the greatest moral and military force
that has ever been invoked on the field of battle
— the gallant veterans of France, the dauntless
British; the daring Italians, and hundreds of
thousands of our own brave boys, who will write
history. this war the proudest page in this nation's
during
We are in this war and we must see it through
to a conclusion that justifies the sacrifices we
have made. I do not say that Germany must
be crushed. It may be that her deluded people
will strike the scales from their eyes and overthrow the powers that have plunged the world
into war. But however the result is accomplished, there is but one result with which we
can be satisfied. Germany must be cured forever of the desire to wage war.
I have spoken about the war, because it is

Richmond's Delegation (C. B. Haynes to Left)
we must not do, but a question of what we
must do. We must win the war. We must
provide all the arms, ammunition, ordnance,
aeroplanes and equipment that can be transported to Europe, and we must build ships as
rapidly as possible. We must make all the other
goods that we can possibly make. We must
keep on creating new wealth. We must keep
our manufacturing organization in good runningorder. We must continue to go after foreign
(Continued on page 68)
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trade, and we must prepare ourselves for the intense competition for foreign markets that will
occur after the war.
We hear a good deal of talk about luxuries.
Luxury is a relative term. What is luxury for
one man is almost a necessity to another. 'No
matter what is said or done, the increased earning power of the American people is going to
result in the increased purchase of luxuries and
the urge to possess luxuries will do more to
speed up production than all the prize contests,
bonus plans and proclamations that can be devised. The laziest and most non-productive
man in the world is the man whose wants are
the simplest. The fellow who has a family that
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IN NEW

YORK — ( Continued from page 67)
Comprehensive Advertising Display
Knock-Out Kid, who has never lost a decision."
Gust. Holmquist, of Erie, Pa., came next and
In Suite 122 in the Waldorf-Astoria during
the Edison dealers' fourth annual convention at
treated on "Records on Approval." E. TrautNew York a comprehensive and exhaustive diswein, mechanical supervisor of the Edison complay was made of the many ways in which Thos.
pany, explained the method for "Keeping InstruA.
Edison,
Inc., employs publicity for the benements Properly Timed." M. A. Alfred, of Hartford, Conn., and W. E. Jones, of Cape Charles,
fit of Edison dealers. Samples of all of the different kinds of advertising were on exhibition,
Va., both spoke on "Will Wait for More Recas
were
the different advertising novelties that
ords." R. Montalvo, Jr., of New Brunswick,
are
available
through the Edison company for
N. J., treated on the subject "Am Not Quite
Ready Yet." Lesley I. King, of Columbus. O., the dealer to display in his own establishment.
The novelties included the rotogravure pordiscussed the solution to "Want to Talk It Over
traits of the best-known and most popular arWith My Husband," and D. H. Marchant, of
Wadsworth, S. C, held the other side of this
subject and took as his theme "Want to Talk
It Over With My Wife."
Tone Tests Discussed
V. E. B. Fuller, general supervisor of the Edison Co., followed this series of short talks with
a discussion on "Tone Tests" and "Lectures on
Music." W. McPhillips, of London, Canada,
then talked on the matter of "Record Service."
An open forum was then declared and discussions followed bearing on numerous topics of
interest. Mr. Maxwell closed the session with
a little speech entitled "Until We Meet Again."
The New Edison Velvet Surface Record

William Maxwell
wants luxuries and is endeavoring to gratify
them is the man who is usually working the
hardest and procuring the most.
Some of you may have been told that music
is a non-essential. My views on that subject
are probably well known to you. The time is
not far distant when music will be recognized
as a greater essential than books. Don't let
anybody make you believe that music is a nonessential. Merchants who sell good musical instruments are performing a useful service to the
nation.
Many Interesting Talks
The next dealer on the program was M. L.
Eshelman, of St. Joseph, Mo., who spoke on
"Conditions Too Uncertain." J. Craig Youmans, of Newton, N. J., came next and dwelt on
"Paying for Bonds," and he was followed by
A. Petrone, of Newark, N. J., and C. J. Lionhart, of Norman, Neb., both of whom spoke" on
"Living Costs So Much." W. W. O'Hara, of
Montreal, Canada, and A. P. McCoy, of Waterbury, Conn., made interesting talks on the subject of "Don't Want to Buy Luxuries."
J. W. Scott, the Amberola supervisor, followed with a discussion
on "The Diamond Amberola," and in his talk
he was assisted by
the "Knock-Out Kid,"
whom lie introduced in
part as follows : "Ladies
and gentlemen, before
making a few remarks
a-b o u t the Diamond
Ambcrola, I want to
introduce t h c world's
champion lightweight,
lie has never been defeated. He is known
from t h c Atlantic to
Knock-Out Kid
the Pacific and from
Hudson Bay to the Rio Grande as the 'Knock' > i » t Kid.' I,allies and gentlemen, I take great
pleasure
in introducing
Amberola
50, the

The outstanding feature of the Edison dealers'
convention was the announcement of the new
velvet surface record. This latest re-creation
of the Edison laboratories is considered a great
step forward in the manufacture of disc records,
in that it practically eliminates the surface noise
hitherto found on records. It was also stated
that this record is of a nature which simplifies
production. A novel method of announcing this
new velvet surface record to the conventionites
was used. It was introduced by a most beautiful and charming young lady, who made her
debut in the early part of the convention and
offered to auction off the first velvet surface record. The offer was promptly accepted and after
considerable cross-bidding W. O. Pardee, of the
Pardee-Ellenberger Co., of New Haven, Conn.,
finally bid in the prize at the very liberal figure
of $550. "The Velvet Surface Girl," as she became familiarly known by all the conventionites,
spent the balance of the two days during which
the convention lasted selling autographed velvet surface records, the proceeds of the sales
going to supply Army and Navy Models of the
New Edison and Edison re-creations for use on
the transports plying between the United States
and France. Needless to say, a great many autographed records were purchased and the transport fund rose to considerable proportions.
BANQUET

OF

THE

EDISON

On Friday evening, June 7, the Edison jobbers and dealers, many of whom brought their
wives, sat down to a most excellent repast in
the banquet hall of the Waldorf-Astoria, as the
guests of the officials of Thos. A. Edison, Inc.
There were in all nearly eight hundred guests,
the greater part of whom were old-time friends
with each other.
The banquet hall had been decorated most
tastily along patriotic lines for the occasion and
the entire assemblage rose to sing the "Star
Spangled Banner" as the prelude to partaking
of a most excellent dinner, about which the
attractive menu card contained the following
words: "Mr. Oscar Tschirky has sought to
demonstrate by our dinner this evening that the
strictest observance of the Food Administration's rules imposes no hardship on the epicure" and ii didn't. During the meal an allstar vaudeville was presented on the stage at one
end of the hall through the courtesy of Joseph
M. Schenck and under the direction of J. II.
I ,ubin.
The "Dinner Show," as it was called, contained several acts from "Keith's First Circuit," and needless to stay proved very entertaining. At one point during the show program
an interruption was made for the rendering of

The Velvet Surface Girl
tists, the special signs, placards and busts of the
great masters of music, etc., etc. At one end of
this hall was shown a model window prepared
by Ellis Hansen, the famous window display
man. This window display was most attractive and was designed in such a way that the
panels could be replaced from time to time
so as to give an entirely new effect at a very
moderate cost.
L. C. McChesney, advertising manager, Arthur J. Palmer, assistant advertising manager,
and P. A. Fuss, editor of the Amberola Monthly,
took a very justifiable pride in the exhibit shown
in Room 122.
JOBBERS

AND

DEALERS

a "Gag Song" which contained many clever
quips about various celebrities in the Edison
trade. The verses ran as follows:
GAG SONG
Now listen, friends, just for a bit, just keep your seats
right where you sit
And lend an ear to what I have to say.
Now,
with your remarks
attention,that
I'll come
thank your
you not
Any indiscreet
way. to mention
Of course you all have heard of
That comes and twitters gossip in
Well, he met me at the door, and
For what he said was all in fun —

that tiny little bird
your ear.
I hope no one gets sore,
so never fear.

lie said, "Now Walter Kipp is known as quite a clip,
He's the Bourbon Kid and likes his little toot,
He Loves the merry clatter of the chips — but can the chatter
When he's playing 'Home, Sweet Home' upon his flute.
There's our old friend, H. E. Blaks. He can hardly keep
awake.
You know, he comes from C//tcrburg, Pa.,
Sh. what's that I hear? Wake up, papa, dear,
For you'll have to walk the floor till break of day.
Hello, I.. J., how's friend Bourgette? Now don't get in a
Just sit calmly there and keep a level head.
There's
nothing
sure
out to get riled about. All your friends will
pet, run
If you start to cuss and shout to raise the dead.
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Well, well, if there ain't Ollie Rouse. Live anywhere near
Bryan's house?
Whose Bryan? Dogged if I remember now.
How's things out in Nebrasky ? Hooverizing? Nitsky,
Did I hear you say? You tip 300! Wow!
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Have you heard the story told of how Montalvo, Junior,
bold
And daring as the bravest pioneer,
Made a talker of his own. He must be 'shown.'
Now he'd swap one for a stein of 'almost' beer.
K. M. Kahoon, of Waltham, Mass.. lie dreams of diaphragms and gasKets. If he had a million still he'd pine
For another million more. O, please don't slam the door.
Where you going? Out for more Priscilla wine?
Charlie
meet, Sauer, it's awful sweet for you with us to-night tu
How could you leave your prospects for a day?
Won't they be lonesome, Chas. ? Won't they miss your
knockout gas ?
What's the latest rag out Chillicothe way?
Here, waiter, bring a microscope. I thank you. That will
help, I hope
To find a man I'm trying hard to see.
"Does anybody know muh ? I'm from Enid, Oklahoma.''
Why, sure we do. You're great, big, little Mr. Lee.
I've another search
He's long and lean,
Say, how d'ye leave
What you drinkin',

oo

to make for a lanky, human rake,
but his heart's as big as that.
St. Jo? Did the hull town see yuh go?
Estrelman? A split of anti-fat?

There's a Coca-Cola souse and lie's somewhere in this house.
He's E. G. Bassett — hails from Bristol, Conn.
"Have
for I a piece of gum? No? Why?" "No, thank you, sir,
Still has the piece I learned to chew upon."
Mr. Thomas, you all know Dan. Why, he's the only man
Who gave a thousand tone tests, so they say,
He'd rather fish than eat. As he walks along the street
The barbers swear they'll get him yet some day.
Out Erie way there lives a man. Why, long ago he tied
the can
To anything related to a smile,
Saloon's
shame ! his middle name. Not the kind you're thinking —
Mr. Holmquist's eating ice cream all the while.
In the good old sunny South, where they water at the
mouth
When you mention chicken broiled or stewed or fried.
Lives Pittman, suh, whose mind is always on "the other
kind,"
Of Greenville, North Ca'lina, he's the pride.

o
o
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Billie Maxwell, here's a tip. The favonfe has got the pip,
I heard it from a stableboy who knows.
Here's your chance to make a kill that will make the
booki-es ill
Play all your cash and then go hock your clothes.

C

As sure as I'm a sinner, it was at the jobbers' dinner
That they carried out Tom Leonard by his feet.
Says Tom, "I can't recall what happened there at all."
No pink stuff, waiter. Lemonade, and make it sweet.

o

In an old Rhode Island town lives a man of great renown,
They call him Daddy Wilmot with affection,
They must have shut the place up tight, bein's he's down
here to-night.
At least he started off. in this direction.
If in Chicago you should be and you went around to see
Mr. Goodwin at his office, home or club,
And you asked "Say, where's the bach'?" They'd simply
say, "You'll catch
Him playing porpoise in the A. A. Swimming tub."
From
shows."Our Lady of the Snows" he came down to see the
That isn't what he told the folks at home.
-With golf Dick Williams piddles and he dotes on ancient
fiddles,
While the little flies do fox-trots on his dome.
When the dinner was nearly over, William
Maxwell jumped up on the rostrum and in his
characteristically vigorous style announced that
there were a few left of the new Velvet Surface
Recreations, autographed by Mr. Edison, that
would be sold at five dollars each, the proceeds
going to the Transport Fund. These were
quickly grabbed up by the crowd until just one
remained and this Mr. Maxwell would not part
with except by auction to the highest bidder.
The first offer was for $50 and from that figure
th.e bidding steadily climbed until it reached the
high mark of $480. By this time Mr. Maxwell
had warmed up to his role as auctioneer in great
style and it was quite evident that the last of
the Velvet Surface Recreations was going to go
{Continued on page 70)
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for more than the first, which Mr. Pardee secured for $550. But at this point Walter Kipp
suggested that after all the money for the
Transport Fund was more important than the
winning of the particular record. He announced
that Charles Edison would start a pot with $400
and that he as a jobber would add $200 to that
amount. The idea quickly spread and as
each new jobber pledged $200 he was called up
on the stage. Before the wave of enthusiasm
became exhausted for lack of additional material, the very large amount of $6,000 was raised
by the Edison Jobbers. Mr. Maxwell announced
then that each of the subscribing jobbers would
be sent an autographed Velvet Surface Recreation together with a personal letter from Mr.
Edison. Following this a great number of dealers contributed $25 each until the total for the
evening reached $8,000.
The "Transport Fund" having been successfully oversubscribed, a most delightful concert
was given by a number of the most popular
FIRST

ANNUAL

DEALERS

IN NEW

YORK — (Continued

Edison artists. The caption of this concert was
"The Songs Our Soldiers Sing," and in line with
this each of the artists sang two or three of the
best of the war compositions, such as "Keep
the Home Fires Burning" and a few of the national anthems, notably the "Marseillaise" and
the "Battle Hymn of the Republic." Among the
popular Edison artists who were present for the
banquet and who favored the banqueteers with
songs were Frieda Hempel, now Mrs. William
Kahn. Marie Morrisey, Ida Gardner, Edette le
Fonteney, Merle Alcock, Caroline Lazzari, Amy
Ellerman, Betsy Lane Shepherd, Ralph Errole,
Arthur Middleton, Marie Tiffany, Arthur Fields,
Billy Murray and Ed Meeker.
The attendance at the dealers' convention and
banquet was unquestionably the largest in the
history of Edison reunions. The register
showed over 660 names covering Edison dealers,
jobbers and travelers from all parts of the country. The list is so extensive that lack of space
prevents us from printing it.

CONVENTION

OF

EDISON

TRAVELERS

Wm. Maxwell Presides at Important Gathering of Edison Traveling Men at the Waldorf-Astoria on
June A— Many Valuable Suggestions Brought Out in the Important Subjects Discussed
present, Verdi E. B. Fuller talked on the Edison
tone tests and their value as a means of creating
interest and sales, following which the convention adjourned for luncheon at the Waldorf, at
which Mr. Maxwell acted as toastmaster, and
during which the travelers vied with each other

" The first annual convention of the travelers of
Thos. A. Edison, Inc., which was held at the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, on Wednesday,
June 4, was attended by approximately one hundred Edison travelers from all over the country, and so successful was the affair that it
will become an annual event in connection with
the regular yearly Edison conventions.
The morning session opened at 9.30, with T.
J. Leonard, sales manager of the phonograph
division, as temporary chairman. Mr. Leonard
greeted the travelers with a happy speech, in
which he introduced the permanent chairman of
the convention, William Maxwell, vice-president
of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., and manager of the
musical phonograph division, who opened the
program with an interesting talk -on the "Velvet
Surface — the New Edison Re-Creation, " which
was followed by five-minute talks on the record
shortage situation and how best to meet it, the
talks being in the nature of an open forum. E.
C. Boykin, director of sales promotion and editor of "Along Broadway," next told of the aims
and purposes of that interesting Edison house
organ, and was followed by L. C. McChesney,
who gave a most important talk on advertising.
Following another general discussion by those

THE

NEW

in saying "Here's
The afternoon
first talk of the
Taylor, the new

one you haven't heard yet."
session convened at 2.30, the
afternoon being given by W.
Edison supervisor, who took

as his subject "Factory Circularizing," which
was followed by an open forum concerning the
best methods to be pursued by the travelers in
aiding the dealers in their territory to build up
sales. A. P. Burns, assistant sales manager,
next talked on travelers' reports, followed by a
general discussion concerning suggested improvements which could be made in the method
of making reports, during which many valuable
ideas were brought out.
E. C. Trautwein next gave a terse talk on
"Mechanical Service," and the convention was
closed by H. P. Durant, who talked on banking
accommodation.
Following the adjournment, the travelers went
for dinner, and in the evening attended a performance of "Sinbad" at the Winter Garden as
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guests of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., a social event
which was greatly enjoyed.
The important feature of the travelers' convention was the manner in which all those present got together, and discussed in the open
forums, which followed every talk, problems of
particular interest to the man who is handling
Edison goods. Many of the informal talks
made by those present were deemed so important that each man who participated has been
requested to write a brief resume of his talk
and send the same in to the Edison headquarters in order that every one of the many good
ideas introduced at the convention may be put
into practical operation.
Despite the fact that this was the first gathering of Edison travelers which has been held, the
attendance was so large, and the interest so evident, that the success of the future conventions
of the Edison travelers is unquestionable.
Those present at the Travelers' convention
and their location were: Albany, N. D. Griffin.
P. R. Hawley; Atlanta, W. L. F. Rosenblatt,
B. K. Troutman, A. C. Witherington; Boston,
F. H. Silliman, L. H. Ripley, G. R. Coner, F.
S. Boyd, T. E. Dean; Chicago, C. E. Goodwin,
H. D. Buchanan; Cincinnati, A. O. Peterson, P.
H. Oelman; Cleveland, B. W. Smith, L. N.
Bloom, M. G. Kreusch; Dallas, A. H. Curry,
O. P. Curry, N. B. Johnson, C. L. Rankin;
Denver, W. C. Wyatt; Des Moines, G. C. Silzer;
Detroit, R. B. Ailing; Indianapolis, W. E. Kipp,
L. P. Brock, J. Cartmill; Kansas City, M. M.
Blackman, C. P. Cunningham, W. M. Hinde;
Milwaukee, W. A. Schmidt, G. J. Campbell;
Minneapolis, L. H. Lucker, H. E. Stinchfield;
New Haven, W. O. Pardee, F. T. Keeney, F.
L. Stoddard; New Orleans, F. S. Hemenway,
L. T. Donnelly; New York, G. L. Dabson, F.
O. Faul, C. R. Lee, A. W. Toennies, R. Montalvo, Jr.; Ogden, R. Proudfit, T. S. Hutchison;
Omaha, D. W. Shultz, C. Hough; Philadelphia,
R. B. Cope, W. Babcock, J. Robinson; Pittsburgh, A. A. Buehn, J. B. Gowdey, W. S. Rippey, Jr.; Richmond, C. B. Haynes, G. R. Garnett, Edgar Hill; St. John, N. B., J. G. Harrison,
J. D. McCarthy; St. Louis, M. Goldberg, A. O.
Reynolds, J. A. Schlichter; Sioux City, G. U.
Silzer; Syracuse, F. E. Bolway, Jr., J. G. Brown,
J. Essig, Jr., C. I. Eddy; Toronto, R. S. Williams,
T. A. Dillon; Vancouver, B. C, D. H. Kent;
Williamsport, W. A. Myers; Winnipeg, O.
Wagner.
IDENTIFYING

AIR RAIDERS

BY SOUND

Interesting Experience Which Shows That Anyone With a Sense of Absolute Pitch Should
Be Able to Identify Hostile Air Raiders
The writer of an article in an English musical
paper who points out that Gotha aeroplanes
"drone" on the note A flat, while English machines prefer E and F, has surely overlooked
an important point, says the London Daily
Chronicle, when he suggests that anyone with
the sense of absolute pitch should have no difficulty in identifying hostile raiders by their
sound. The pitch of a sound depends on the
number of vibrations reaching the ear in a given
time, and the number varies according as to
whether the source of the sound is moving towards or away from the listener. Given a Gotha
hustling at 100 miles an hour, its A flat could
vary as much as a perfect fourth, which is more
than the difference between it and the British
machines' E or F. If an express train sounds
its whistle while approaching and passing
through a station, the pitch of the whistle —
though actually the same all the time — will appear to rise as the train comes into the station
and fall as it passes out. In the first case, the
sound waves reach the ear more frequently, as
tlic source is approaching, and in the second
less frequently as the source is retreating. It
would he the same with the Gotha's A flat — if
it is always that note, whatever the speed of the
machine, which is highly improbable. Some
rather interesting deductions.
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Father of Present Stephens Bill States to The
World That He Plans to Present a New Measure to Congress Embodying New Ideas in the
Matter of Controlling Resale Prices Under
Supervision of Federal Trade Commission
Washington, D. C, June 6. — Since the recent
decisions in the United States Supreme Court
and the District Court against price fixing under
certain conditions, and against systems to that
end which were formerly in vogue, and in view
of the attitude taken by the Federal Trade
Commission in the matter of retail price maintenance, there has been considerable speculation
as to what attempts will be made to legalize
retail price fixing on trade-marked articles, and
especially what will be the fate of the Stephens
bill. No less a person than Justice Brandeis of
the United States Supreme Court has stated that,
there is an opportunity for establishing price
maintenance through legislation and under Governmental supervision, and it has been hinted
that an amended Stephens bill, or perhaps an
entirely new measure along the suggested line,
will be offered in Congress.
Congressman Dan V. Stephens, of Nebraska,
father of the present Stephens bill, is of the
opinion that it is possible to legalize the fixing
of retail prices by producers, if the Federal
Trade Commission is given some jurisdiction,
and plans a new bill embodying that idea. In
an interview with The Talking Machine World
to-day Congressman Stephens set forth his
ideas as follows:
"In my opinion legislation will be possible,
after the pressure of this war legislation is past,

Graphophone
NEW YORK

along the lines that' I have heretofore indicated
in a statement given to the press, namely, that
in my judgment it will be possible to legalize
the fixing of resale prices by producers, providing a complainant who feels that a price is unfair can have recourse by filing his protest
against the price fixed with the Federal Trade
Commission for review, the Federal Trade Commission being empowered to go into the question of the fairness of the price fixed and coming to a final decision. The penalty that would
follow an adverse decision of the Trade Commission would be the withdrawal of the right to
fix the resale price. Each case would be decided
upon its own merits. The advantage of this
legislation appears to me to lie in the fact that
the rights of the people would be absolutely
preserved when anyone felt justified in making
a complaint. The probabilities are that there
would be practically no complaints made as
there will be ample and vigorous competition
between all brands. In the second instance the
producer would be no worse off under such
legislation than he is now, as under the court's
decision he is unable to control his resale price
at all. • Under the proposed legislation he would
be able to control the resale price, providing
his price was fair. If it wasn't fair he would
be no better off under the new legislation than
he is now.
"It appears to me that legislation along this
line is feasible and will meet the approval of
many members of Congress who have heretofore had doubts of the wisdom of the legislation that has been proposed in the Stephens
bill. As soon as the war work clears away sufficicently to justify it my intention is to present
a bill to Congress embodying this idea."
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NEW
Dealers

SCHUBERT

RECORDS

Will Receive
New
Numbers Each
Month — First Records Bring Praise

The Bell Talking Machine Co., of 44 West
Thirty-seventh street, New York, is now producing a number of new Schubert records, which
are being heartily received by representative
dealers throughout the country. The announcement of the records, which came a few months
ago in The World, brought many inquiries, and
the company has been making every effort to
get matters into such shape that the dealers
should receive a steady supply. From now
on this supply will be available, and a considerable number of new records will be produced
each month. The first records include a number of standard and most popular selections of
the day, and many enthusiastic letters regarding
the success which the dealers are having with
them have been recently received at the office
of the company.
NEW

DEPARTMENT

IN ST. PAUL

Howard Farwell & Co. Install New Series of
Demonstrating Booths in Their Store
St. Paul, Minn., June 3. — The new talking
machine department of Howard Farwell & Co.,
piano and music dealers of 25-27 East Sixth
street this city, are now considered among the
most attractive in the Northwest. The elaborate
sound-proof booths are grouped on the main
floor, and occupy about half the space there.
The booths are built of lathe and plaster, and
have a very permanent appearance. Both the
Victor and Columbia lines are handled.
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Chicago, III., June 10. — The wholesale trade of
Chicago is working harder than ever before in
an effort to take care of the vast amount of
business on hand. There is, seemingly, no let-up
in the steady stream of orders coming in, especially from the country districts. Wholesale
dealers in general agree that the major factor
governing their activities depends entirely upon
the
amount of goods
being turned in
out turn
by" the
manufacturers.
The manufacturers
are
working overtime in trying to take care of the
demands made upon them. Nevertheless, in
spite of the overtime their output is way below
normal owing to a scarcity of skilled labor.
Some of the larger manufacturers in trying to
meet the situation have instructed their traveling
representatives not to spend so much time in
booking orders, but to scout around and be constantly on the lookout for labor — especially experienced woodfinishers, coarse rubbers and
trimmers are needed.
This is the situation that the wholesale trade
of Chicago is facing. It is practically true of
the entire country. For this reason the wholesale dealers of this section are using the utmost
care in taking orders and are delivering only
to those who are able to buy on short time and
pay the most cash with their orders. As one
jobber so aptly stated, there exists in the trade
to-day an ideal condition, one that every jobber
and manufacturer in the country should take
advantage of, and that is, pick your trade, cull
out the weeds and in a short while the "Gyp"
dealer will be a part of history only.
The record situation remains in about the
same condition that it has been for the past
few months, that is, the demand is greater than
the supply. A few large shipments of records
brought a slight relief to the situation the latter
part of the month, but this stock quickly disappeared in filling back orders.
The retail trade is not so active locally as
compared with country business. The demand
;ifor machines in Chicago is not very strong, as a
■whole and, if we may be permitted to use the
expression, the record situation is a "goat getter." The buying public continues to make
strong demand for popular patriotic selection,
especially war songs and dance music with a
touch of the military, but these are not forthcoming in adequate quantities and as a result

a great deal of business that could be carried on
by the retailer is lost, for a time at least, so
many of them declare.
New Empire Art Model
The Empire Talking Machine Co. has just
announced the completion of their new period
design art model talking machine which will be
offered to the trade in the near future. This
machine is of Queen Anne design and is one of
the most beautiful ever offered to the trade.
The workmanship is of the same fine quality
so characteristic of all Empire instruments. The
artistic beauty of the machine is enhanced by an
elaborately designed grill covering the opening
of the tone chamber and a delicate festoon is
arranged around the borders of the paneling.
W. B. Fulghum Visits
Walter B. Fulghum, formerly manager of . the
order department of the Victor Co. and who
now operates the Victrola Shop at Richmond,
Indiana, spent Sunday of this week in Chicago
After a brief visit here he left for the East,
where he intends to visit Philadelphia and
New York ' and renew acquaintance with his
old friends at the Victor factory and others in
the trade. In addition to the Victor store Mr.
Fulghum owns and operates four prosperous
farms near Richmond. He reports that he has
increased his business 200 per cent, and that
the country trade is very good.
C. T. M. Co. Men With Colors
W. C. Griffith, assistant sales manager and
junior member of the Chicago Talking Machine Co., is now one of Uncle Sam's boys, having entered the army service on May 27 with
other selects. He has been assigned to the
Fourth Co., First Provisional Regiment, which
is stationed at Camp .Wheeler, Macon, Ga. Mr.
Griffith tried to enlist with the regulars four
times but was declined on account of defective
vision. Mr. Griffith was one of the most popular men in the Chicago trade and began his
career with the Chicago Talking Machine Co.
about four years ago, and in January, 1917. was
made junior member in the company by President Geissler. His work brought him rapid promotion. He started as a floor salesman with
the company and was then given a traveling
representative's position, which was followed
very quickly by his promotion to assistant sales
manager...
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and has been appointed as instructor of calis'thenics, gas defense and pistol practice. Sergeant Coudret is connected with Co. 5, Quartermaster's Division, Camp Johnston, Fla., and
gives instructions to two classes each day.
Praises Paramount Records
The Michigan Phonograph Co., of Grand
Rapids, Mich., were recently appointed jobbers
for the Paramount records. In a letter to the
manufacturers the New York Recording Labora^
tories, of Port Washington, .Wis., Geo. M. Cook,
the president of the company, speaks very enL
thusiastically regarding the records, and in con^
elusion says: "The future of the 'Paramount' is
assured, as it fills a long-felt want in the talkf
ing machine ' industry. Paramount recording^
are clear and distinct, surface noise is reduced
to a minimum, and the catalog' is well balancedj,
both musically
and From
commercially."
Returns
Eastern Visit
D. A. Creed, vice-president of the Chicago
Talking Machine Co., and G. P. Ellis, sales
manager, returned the first part of the month
from a visit to New York, where they had been
attending a directors' meeting both of the New
York and Chicago Talking Machine Companies,
Fibre Needle Popularity
F. D. Hall, president of the B. & H. Fibre
Mfg. Co., is heartily satisfied with the current
demand for both the B. & H. fibre needles and
for the B. & H. pointer, which met with such
favorable reception from the trade since it was;
(Continued on page 75)
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Another milestone in the great talking machine industry is almost reached. The success of the coming year will largely depend
upon the wisdom with which the experience of the past is applied.
Ask the man who sells Wade Fibre Needle Cutters — he knows
from experience that they are ready sellers.
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— they give "20 or more" new points to each fibre needle.
— each repoint is identical to the original point — their use
means increased sales of fibre needles, the habitual use of
which lengthens the life of the records, renders more
natural reproduction, increases the enjoyment and
— last but not least, regular jobbers' discounts apply
Write for Samples

WADE

Another popular man of the Chicago Talking
Machine Co. who recently entered the service
was Richard G. Johnson, who had charge of the
shipping department. He started with the company about six years ago and was very well
liked for his happy and genial disposition. Mr.
Johnson enlisted in the regular army on May
21 and is now attached to the Fourth Recruiting Co. at Fort Macintosh, Laredo, Texas.
Private Emmett A. Creed, brother of D. A.
Creed, vice-president of the Chicago Talking
Machine Co., is now with the regular army and is
stationed with Co. I, Thirteenth Infantry, a|
Camp Fremont, Cal.
Wins Promotion
James A. Coudret, former assistant to j.
H. Steinmetz, president of the Empire TalkingMachine Co., has won his chevrons as sergeant
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The Block Signal is essential in preserving the lives of passengers and
preventing accidents. For that reason wise travelers select the railroad with
this kind of equipment.

The

Chicago

Cover
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is essential in preserving the lives of records and preventing
There's no possible way for the cover to fall and break
finger when a talking machine is equipped with the
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COVER
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placed on the market a few months ago. The
necessity of increasing the capacity of the plant
because of the increasing demand for the fiber
needle and the consequent enlargement of the
working forces revealed a peculiar condition. Mr.
Hall found that, although the wages paid by the
B. & H. Co. are very liberal the scarcity of
younger women on account of the demands
made by munition and war supply manufacturers was so great' that it was necessary to
train in women ranging between fifty-five and
sixty-two years of age. Somewhat to his surprise he rinds these women all proving themselves most decidedly efficient, and show an interest and enthusiasm in the work that is highly
commendable.
Brunswick Shop Activities
A. B. Stowall, retail manager of the Brunswick Shop, is enthusiastic over the business conditions now prevailing. "We have a very j^ood
demand for higher grade instruments," stated
Manager Stowall, "but with the lower price
machines we are not doing so well. Collections have been exceptionally good with us,
and we look forward to a very good business
during the summer months."
Six Best Sellers
The six best Victor sellers for the month
are: "Just Like Washington Crossed the Delaware, General Pershing Will Cross the Rhine"
and "I May Stay Away a Little Longer"; "War
Ballad Medley" and "Eclipse Medley"; "There's
a Little Blue Star in the Window" and "Some
Day They're Coming Home Again"; "From the
North, South, East and West"; "Little Mother
of Mine"; "The Volunteers" and "Liberty Forever!"
The Columbia announce the following six best
sellers for the month: "Levinsky at the Wedding" (part III) and "Levinsky at the Wedding" (part IV); "Regretful Blues" and "A
Little Bit of Sunshine"; ' 'N Everything" and

OUR

fingers.

a record or smash
No.

1

TOP

HINGES

Co. Chicago,6 Illinois

HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 73)
Paramount six best sellers for the month
'"When You Play With the Heart of a Girl";
"In the Land O' Yamo Yamo" and "My Mind's
are: "Aloha Land" and "O Sole Mio"; "Three
Wonderful Letters from Home" and "A Little
Made Up to Marry Carolina"; "If You Look
Bit of Sunshine"; "Good Morning Mr. Zip, Zip,
in Her Eyes" and "Fancy You Fancying Me";
Zip" and "Aw Sammy"; "Can't You Hear Me
"Medley of Old Waltz Songs."
The six best Edison sellers for the month
Callin', Caroline?" and "I Cannot Sing the Old
are: "Explanatory Talk for We lo Dissi' " (did
Songs"; "Wait Till the Cows Come Home" and
I not tell you?) and "Ve lo Dissi" (did I not
"More Candy"; "Livery Stable Blues" and "The
tell you?); "Bendemeer's Stream" and "My Love
Darktown Strutters' Ball."
She's But a Lassie Yet"; "Forever is a Long,
The six best Emerson sellers are: "What Are
Long Time" and "My Hawaii, You're Calling
You Going to Do to Help the Boys?" and "Way
Me"; "Light as a Feather" and "Valse 'Erica' "; Down There- a Dixie Boy is Missing"; "They
"Band Festival at Plum Center" and "Bill's Dog
Were All Out of Step But Jim" and "Second
Towser"; "Buzzin' the Bee" and "Pozzo OneRegiment Connecticut March"; "The Last Long
Mile" and "The Stars and Stripes Forever";
Pathe dealers announce the following six best
" 'N Everything" and Chu Chin Chinaman";
"K-K-K-Katy" and "What a Wonderful Dream
sellers for the month: "The Yanks Started
Step."
Yanking" and "Round Her Neck She Wears a
It Would Be"; "The Missouri Waltz" and
"Kathleen Mavourneen."
Yeller Ribbon"; "What'll We Do With Him
Miss Stein in Charge
Boys" and "Rock-a-Bye- Your Baby With a
Miss
Esa
Stein
is now in charge of the recital
Dixie Melody"; "Tishomingo Blues" and "Somehall
at
Lyon
&
Healy,
having succeeded Bob
body's Done Me Wrong"; "American Patrol"
Taylor, who was recently called to the colors.
and "Hiram's Huskin' Bee"; "Fireflies" and
Miss Stein was formerly connected with the
"Heart's Ease"; "Deauville" and "Nesting
record department of Lyon & Healy.
Enthusiastic Over Conditions
The Aeolian Co. announce the six best selling
W. E. Cotter, wholesale and retail manager
new Vocalion records as follows: "Annie
Song."
of
the phonograph division of Thos. E. Wilson
Laurie"; "Review of the U. S. Fleet" and "Lib& Co., returned on Wednesday of this week
erty March"; "Pussy Willow" and "Sally Tromfrom a very successful ten-day trip through
bone"; "Un .Bel Di" (Some Day He'll Come);
Dallas, Houston, Ft. Worth, Kansas City and
"Hungarian Rhapsody (parts I and II); "Just a
St. Louis. Mr. Cotter is very enthusiastic reBaby's Prayer at Twilight" and "Wondrous
garding conditions throughout the district
Eyes
Araby."
The ofsix
best Gennett records for the past
which he visited, and states that prospects are
increasing more and more. While in Housmonth are: "Swanee River" and "Gentle
ton he visited the Rick Furniture Co., who
Shadows" (violin) (art tone) Helen Ware; "Fox
were holding a ten-day sale, and on the first
Trot Medley" and "One-Step Medley"; "Spring
day they sold eighty-five phonographs.
Song" and "La Blanche Waltzes"; "Hail! Hail!
"Considering the conditions brought about
the Gang's All Here" and "I Don't Want to
by the war," stated Mr. Cotter, "business is
Get Well"; " 'N Everything" and "Somebody's
very good.
The harvesting crop throughout
Done Me Wrong"; "Good-Bye, Barney Boy"
(Continued on page 77}
and "Yock-A-Hilo Town."
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the. N?w Brunswick
I^Ua T Ilfrvnn — a distinctive feature of
Method of Reproduction. Here the
Ultona is in position for playing a
Pathe Record. The Ultona is adapted,
very ever
simply,
play them
all records,
make, andto play
at their whatbest.
Only The Brunswick has this zvonderful feature.

Old
Which
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vs.

New

of Phonograph

Story
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For

New

Your

Customers?

Brunswick

HE choice is now distinct. Your offering is one or the other — old type or
new. Of the old, there are many. So far the one instrument that has attained the coveted new standards is The Brunswick.
And this is due to The Brunswick

Method

of Reproduction.

Until all phonographs abandon the one-record idea, until all discard metal in
tone amplification, until all forsake old crudities, the new Brunswick will have few
rivals. It stands magnificently alone — the supreme phonograph achievement of
recent years.
Only The

Brunswick

Until the coming of The Brunswick, each
phonograph had its own chief attractions.
None had them all.
And mostly, the fame depended on the
make of records with which the instrument
was co-named.
Some folks said all phonographs were
alike — all good. And that the records depended upon luck for their tone.
But The Brunswick has gained its nationwide fame by combining all the better features and discarding the troublesome. And
so it is called "All Phonographs in One."
The new Brunswick Method of Reproduction sets higher standards. Never before
have records been played so faithfully.
"Phenomenal"— The Verdict
The new Brunswick came out in April.
Now thousands know them. All over the
country. And these thousands agree that
there is no phonograph like The Brunswick.
They praise The Ultona, and The Bruns-

wick Tone Amplifier, two features of The
Brunswick Method of Reproduction.
The Ultona is adapted, at the turn of a
hand, to any type of record. It is practically
automatic. Each type of record is reproduced according to its exact requirements
— the proper diaphragm, the exact needle,
the precise weight.
The Ultona is a distinctly new creation,
not an attachment nor a makeshift. Every
record is played at its best, whatever make.
The Brunswick Tone Amplifier is equally
far in advance. Old acoustic problems have
been solved. This brings the utmost in
fine tone.
Only Brunswick Dealers have all the advantages and opportunities that come with
the new Brunswick. From every Brunswick
Dealer we are receiving substantial and increasing orders, and generous expressions
of increased success due to this bettered
instrument.
In a number of cities there are openings
for Brunswick Dealers, and in such places
we offer complete co-operation. Maybe such
an opportunity exists for you. Upon your
inquiring, we shall be glad to explain our
proposition.

THE BRUNSWICK- BALKE- COLLENDER
CO.
Branch Houses In Principal
ors Co*
DistributSales
Canadian
Cities of United States,
Merchandise
CHICAGO Musical
General Offices:
Mexico and Canada
Excelsior Life Building
Toronto
{1202)

The B runswick
Retails from
$32.50 to $1500
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Texas, especially around Dallas, was a bumper.
In some parts of this section the corn is shoulder
high. Wheat was fine all the way through Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri and Illinois. This is
the finest crop we have had in years, and if
the present satisfactory condition continues it
augurs well for our trade."
Business Is Flourishing
"Judging from the orders we are receiving
from talking machine manufacturers for die cast
parts, the trade is maintaining a healthy condit'on at present and counting on a substantial
demand this fall," says L. D. Allen, manager
of the die casting department of Barnhart Bros.
& Spindler, this city. Mr. Allen also remarked
that many manufacturers located in the Central
States were finding it advisable to establish supply connections nearer home so as to avoid delays caused by embargoes. Chicago labor for
normal pursuits is more plentiful than in the
East, where so many factories have been placed
o:i munitions and war supplies exclusively.
Good Business in Pennsy.
, A. R. Mitchell, of Williamsport, Pa., was a
visitor to the Chicago trade this week. Mr.
Mitchell, who is the Pennsylvania wholesale representative for the Empire Talking Machine
Co., spoke very enthusiastically concerning the
business conditions throughout his territory.
"There seems to be no end to the business in
sight for the talking machine men in our part
of the country," stated Mr. Mitchell, due to
the big wages of the munitions workers as well
as large crop prospects.
Booze Versus Music
Hundreds of Detroiters are now buying music
instead of booze, according to an article which
appeared in a Detroit newspaper quoting Wallace Brown, the well-known Brunswick dealer
of that city, as saying that during the brief time
prohibition has been in force in Michigan many
citizens who once used their dollars each week
for drink are now buying machines and records
instead. The
people who
purchase
on the
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(Continued

from page 75)

weekly payment plan are less often in arrears
now since Detroit went dry. Mr. Brown stated
further that he is selling more machines this
year than last and traces the increase in his
business directly to the abolition of intoxicating liquors. His portrait accompanied the
article.
New Manophone Offices
The Chicago offices and warerooms of the
Manophone Co. have moved from their former
quarters in the North American Building to
Room 604 in the same building where they have
more space and better opportunity for display.
Manager A. C. Einstein has been- on a trip
through the South and Southwest.
New Factory Facilities for Wilson & Co.
W. E. Cotter, manager of the phonograph department of Thomas E. Wilson & Co., states
that they have made arrangements by which
they will have a large plant in Wisconsin devoted to the manufacture of Wilson machines.
They will have a complete new line of seven
machines and will be in a position to care for
their trade as they have not been hitherto.
New Phonograph Co.
The Everton
Phonograph Co., of Chicago,
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$2,500. The incorporators are Thomas Wilkinson, E. F. Hurd and Raymond B. Cunliffe.
Opens Repair Shop
Oscar J. Kloer. well known in the talking machine and piano trades of Chicago, has opened
a talking machine repair shop in the Athenaeum

cessory Co., of Dallas, Texas, Vitanola distributors for the Lone Star State, have been running
practically without stock, awaiting carload shipments which are on the way.
New Incorporation
The Stetson Phonograph Manufacturing Co.
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$3,000 b-y A. V. Carney, Francis V. Healev and
B. B. Collins.
R. R. Souders for Service Abroad
Robert R. Souders, at one time with the
Columbia Co. in Berlin, Germany, later manager of their branch at Dallas, Tex., for ten
years and recently featuring the Sonora record
for the Minneapolis Drug Co., passed through
Chicago a few days ago en route for overseas
duty for the Y. M. C. A. -Mr. Souders is an
active church man and is well fitted in every
way for the work he is undertaking: He leaves
behind him his family consisting of Mrs. Souders and four children in Minneapolis where he
owns a beautiful home.
C. J. Woodard Marries
C. J. Woodard, the Chicago representative for
the New York Recording -Laboratories, Port
Washington, Wis., manufacturers of Paramount
records, will be married on June 12 to Miss
Elizabeth Roach, a charming young Milwaukee
woman at the Jesu Church in that city. After
a honeymoon spent in Michigan the couple will
take up their residence in Chicago. Mr. Woodard is a man long connected with the talking
machine and piano trades and since he took the

Iluilding, 59 East "Van Buren street, and is
already doing an excellent business. Mr. Kloer
is making a specialty of dealers' work and has
the facilities and expert assistance to take care
of it promptly.
Vitanola Busy

Chicago representation for the 'Paramount people has not only widened his acquaintance in the
trade, but has established some excellent accounts. He has a host of friends in Chicago
and elsewhere who extend him their very best
wishes.
Mandel Progress

The Vitanola Cd. have been having an unusually fine business the past month, they report, and the demand from their distributors
has been greater than they have been able to
cope with.
The Standard Phonograph & Ac-

Don't

take

M. B. Silverman, sales manager of the Mandel Mfg. Co., returned this week from a business
trip East made especially for the purpose of
. - (Continued on page 79)

a

chance

Don't take the chance of losing a good customer by selling him a
phonograph of inferior quality and have him dissatisfied with it
later on.
Give your customers the best value their money can buy — put in the
EMPIRE
line and build up a real and permanent phonograph
business.
The

Empire machines are of excellent construction and the equipment is all of the highest quality. Each model has an automatic stop.
Made

in nine models,

ranging from
to $215 list.
Tonal

$27.50

quality is beyond comparison.

— the Machine
Showing Miss Emma Kiess singing tothe accompaniment ofan Empire Talking Machine
Illustrating Model A-l, $140

Empire

429

South

Wabash

that

Plays

any

Record

Write today for our complete catalogs of Empire
Machines and Empire Records, and full information regarding our Splendid
Dealer Helps

Talking
JOHN H. STEIN MET

Machine
Z, President

Avenue

Co.

Chicago,

111.

EMPIRE RECORDS
RETAIL AT
POPULAR PRICES
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perfecting their selling organization in that section. While in New York Mr. Silverman engaged Lawson V. Moore, who has had long experience in the talking machine and piano lines,
to represent the company in Georgia and Florida
with headquarters at Jacksonville, Fla. Colonel
Moore is thoroughly acquainted with the Southern trade and will, no doubt, receive excellent
results with the Mandel in his territory.
Herman Levy, formerly with the Bell Talking
Machine Corp., will travel in the interests of
the Mandel Co. in the eastern portion of New
York State under the direction of S. Auerbach,
manager of the company's Eastern offices at 41
Union square. George W. Howe will cover the
western part of New York.
The company has recently developed a most
liberal co-operative plan for the dealers which
has met with the decided approval of those to
whom it has been presented and are operating
under it. "It enables the dealers to extend their
talking machine business in a most satisfactory
manner," said Mr. Silverman, ''and our trade is
showing its appreciation of our liberal policy.
Details are naturally of a confidential nature, but
we would be glad to take the matter up in detail
with those who are interested." In view of the
comparative shortage of machines, owing to war
conditions, the company had decided to concentrate on the manufacture of three models
only, and selected those selling at retail at $60,
$90 and $125, as these had proven to be those
for which the demand was the greatest.
Now Hiawatha Phonograph Co.
At a meeting of the stockholders of the Ottawa Pianophone Co. on Monday of this week
it was formally voted to change the name of
the company to the Hiawatha Phonograph Co.
The new name incorporates the name of the
company's product and avoiding reference to the
former location of the plant. The new factory
at Geneva is now in full operation and shipments are going forward in a most satisfactory
manner. The company is to be congratulated
on the very speedy recovery from the fire
which destroyed the Ottawa plant only a few J
weeks ago and the loyalty of their dealers, none,
of whom canceled their orders, but expressed \
evidence of their appreciation of the merits of
the Hiawatha line. The new plant is splendidly
equipped for the production of quality goods,
and the Hiawatha phonographs are coming
through in more perfect condition than ever.
The general offices and wholesale warerooms
of the company are, as from the inception of
the business, on the tenth floor of the Republic Building, Chicago.
Brunswick News Items
"Business with us has really never been better," said H. B. Bibb, sales manager of the phonograph division of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., "and our entire attention at this time
is being given to the matter of increased production. Both our Chicago and Dubuque factories are working overtime and we are scouring the country for experienced woodfinishers,
coarse rubbers and trimmers. This class of
labor is scarce, but we have been able to hold
our old employes and secure a number of new
ones. We have found it necessary to discontinue many of our small contracts and are not
accepting the larger ones except in a few cases
where representation is particularly desired."
W. T. Houston, formerly assistant manager
of the Brunswick Shop, Chicago, has now been
appointed manager of the Brunswick Shop at
Toledo, O.
Morris Summerfield, who has been in charge
of the record stockroom at Brunswick headquarters here, left this week for the Great
Lakes naval training station.
The Field-Lippman Piano stores at Dallas,
Texas, and Flat River, Mo., have taken on
the Brunswick line.
Emerson Activities
F. W. Clement, manager of the Chicago
branch of the Emerson Phonograph Co., reports a very big demand for their new nineinch records. This record is proving to be a
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very attractive seller with the trade, due to its
keeping up with the popular music of the day.
"Our shipping department is kept busy all the
time in supplying the entire Central West from
this office. We have established quite a number of big accounts during the last month and
are carrying on an extensive advertising campaign throughout the local newspapers of Chicago as well as the papers in the States adjacent to Illinois. The demand for seven-inch
records has grown and we are keeping up to
date with these records as well as with the
new large ones. We have put on two new
traveling representatives for Michigan and Indiana. Harry Zimmerman is covering the former State for us and H. T. Steiner is our new
man for Indiana."
Uncle Sam Kicks the Kaiser
The Aeolian Vocation is attracting passersby
to its window by means of a little automatic
contrivance which sets upon the record impersonating by means of two miniature dolls
Uncle
Sam
kicking
the Kaiser.
This is

from page 77)

placarded by an attractive sign bearing editorial
comment from the New York Sun relative to
this little contrivance. It is identical with the
one that attracted so much attention throughout the trade several summers ago wherein
Uncle Sam was booting Villa, but in this instance Uncle Sam is being kept busy using his
foot on Wilhelm.
More Stars on Service Flag
The large service flag in the retail Vocalion
warerooms on Michigan avenue which bore 803
stars has had three more added to it this week,
A. C. Mason and Fay Fulton, both of the sales
force, having entered the service. H. W. Fredericks, cashier, has also been called to the
colors. Messrs. Fredericks and Mason went
into the army, but
Mr. the
Fulton
Over
Top joined the navy.
Ed Blimke, Columbia's wholesale representative, who covers the west side territory of
Chicago, went over the top during the month
of May for the sale of records and is credited
(Continued on page 81)
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No Springs Nor Weights To Adjust— Plays All Makes of Records Per fectly
Dealers who have once seen the EMPIRE Tone Arm and Reproducer will
never be satisfied with any other style of equipment on the machines they handle.
Manufacturers who have not yet ordered samples should do so. at once, as we are
now still in position to accept a limited number of contracts for 1918 delivery.
The EMPIRE Tone Arm can be furnished in 4 standard lengths, or in special
lengths to fit any requirement of the manufacturer, thus insuring that it will fit borings of motor boards properly, and without alteration.
Made in either nickel or gold-plated finish.
Write our Chicago Office for Descriptive Circular and Quotations

Showing the Empire Tone Arm set in position (or
playing vertical cut records

The Empire

Phono

Showing the Empire Reproducer turned back to
permit insertion of needle

Parts

Company

427 So. Wabash Ave. - - Chicago, 111.
Factory - 1102 W. 9th St., Cleveland, Ohio
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Backed by the unlimited facilities, and strong financial resources of a big organization, our talking machine experts have developed the most remarkable phonograph
on the market
Vita-Nola.

today — the

Step by step, with past
failures and successes to
guide them— with new
and hitherto unknown
scientific facts to aid their
work — these

men

111!

have

produced
a veritable
triumph in phonograph
construction.
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LAKESIDE ROTOMETER.
RETAIL PRICE $2.50
Calibrated so swinging arm is level with pointer at 7S revolutions per minute.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
Patents Pending
We have a large quantity of both Edison and Pathe Sapphire needles.
Write for prices.
LAKESIDE
202 South Clark Street

SUPPLY
Tel. Harrison 3840

with disposing over 30 per cent, of the total
sales of Columbia records from the Chicago
office.
Record Container Demand Grows
The Automatic Container Co. announce that
they are rapidly completing their plans for an
extensive selling campaign to cover the entire country. Many new agencies have been
taken, on and these, together with the traveling
representatives,
cover practically the entire
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 79)
Edison Men to Convention
phragm for their new Superior universal reproAmong those making up the large party of
ducer now being manufactured by Barnhart
Edison dealers who left on the evening of
Bros. & Spindler, of this city. Tests of the
June 4 for the Edison dealers' convention at
new diaphragm were recentl3r conducted by Mr.
New York were E. A. Vaughn, of Princeton,
Scotford in the presence of a number of prominent talking machine men and music lovers,
111.; Zar Hagley, of South Bend, Ind.; FrankHoover, of Sterling, 111.; H. E. Wig-ell, of Towle
and the verdict was universal that Mr. Scot& Hypes, Clinton, 111. The party which was in ford has scored another triumph and produced
charge of A. D. Wayne, retail manager of the
a "d:'aphragm that for mellowness and natural
Phonograph Shop, Chicago, . stopped off for a quality of tone, without losing any of the brilliance or volume afforded by the best mica, is
day's visit to Niagara Falls before going on to
New York, where they arrived Thursday morn-,
unique. The diaphragm is of a very handing. C. E. Goodwin, general manager of the
some appearance, contrasting nicely with the
Phonograph Co , had intended to be among
nickel or gold finish of the reproducer frame.
those going down, but business matters necesPatents have been applied for, and Barnhart
Friday. sitated his leaving for New York on last
Bros. & Spindler are already producing the diaphragms in considerable quantity.
Columbia Business Big
New Diaphragm Perfected by Scotford
L. K. Scotford, the inventor of the Superior
W. C. Fuhri, manager of the Chicago branch
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., reports a
reproducer, Scotford tone arm, and other pho(Continued on page 82)
nograph specialties, has perfected a new dia-

A

Tonal

Wonder

The

Style 5-1 Automatic Container
United States from Texas to the Canadian
border and from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
Their new style 5-1 cabinet has met with mucti
favor throughout the trade, and as a result numerous large orders are coming in. This cabinet is very artistically designed and it comes
either in mahogany or oak. Each cabinet holds
a maximum of one hundred records, being built
in one tier of five units each, as may be seen
by the accompanying illustration. Each unit
will hold twenty of either the ten or twelve
inch records! This cabinet comes with a complete filing system, index book and numbered
guides and ccmes in handy for those dealers
who make a specialty of handling the small
table machines. W. L. Ceperly is now associated with the Automatic Container Co. and
has been appointed secretary. Mr. Ceperly will
have charge of the retail cabinet sales of the
company and has. made his headquarters with
that of the Automatic Container Co. in Room
506, 209 South State street, this city.
Victrola or U. S. S. "Leviathan"
A well-known resident of Chicago recently
purchased a No. 17 Victrola from the Talking
Machine Shop and has presented it to the officers' lounge of the U. S. S. "Leviathan." This
ship was formerly the "Vaterland."

Morenus Phonograph has won widespread recognition because of its unusual tonal
quality. The novel all-wood horn which enters
at the bottom (not the top) of the scientifically
constructed tone chamber has proven itself
astonishingly efficient in securing a most pleasing
tone and a remarkably faithful reproduction of
the record.
The Equipment is high grade in every respect,
plays both types of records, has cover support
setting top at any desired angle, original tone
moderator, etc.
The Morenus cases are superb productions in
every respect.
The MORENUS
A. OAK,

-

-

is in 3 STYLES

48 inches high.

B. MAHOGANY, 48 "
"
C. OAK and MAHOGANY, 50
Retail price,

Retail price, $110
"
"
125
inches high,

-----

150

Very liberal discounts to the trade
Send for our new descriptive catalog

The
342

West

MORENUS
Huron

St.

PIANO

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 81)
very large increase in business for the month
O'Brian, Sr., it is said, was one of the most
of May over that of the corresponding month
prominent dental surgeons in the city of New
York.
of last year. "In comparison with May of this
H. H. Michael, V. K. Tremblett, and H. L.
year and May of last year," stated Mr. Fuhri,
Woodward, all traveling representatives for the
"we have more than doubled our business. The
month of June is starting out very good and
Chicago Talking Machine Co., are enjoying a
month's vacation.
from present indications will undoubtedly overMr. Henschen, manager of the phonograph
shadow June of last year. Shipments of recdepartment of Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney,
ords are coming through in fine order, but
St. Louis, was a Chicago visitor this week. He
machine shipments are not coming through the
reported business with his house as good and
way we we would like to have them."
came to Chicago to see what the prospects
C. F. Baer, assistant manager of the Columwere of securing goods.
bia Graphophone Co., has been a very busy
man these days holding two jobs. One is his
Earl C. May's New Post
Earl C. May, who for the past year has held
regular position with the Columbia Co. and
the other is as a juror in the Civil Courts.
important positions, including that of advertisVisitors and Personals
ing manager, with Bunte Bros., of Chicago, has
resigned this important post, and on June 17
James Meagher, of the Forbes-Meagher Music
will assume charge of the advertising and sales
Co., Madison, Wis., spent a few days in Chicago
for the Cheney Talking Machine Co., whose
the early part of the month.
H. L. O'Brian of the retail sales force of products are steadily gaining in popularity
the Aeolian Vocalion has been called to New
throughout the country. Mr. May's headquarters will be at 725 Marshall Field Annex.
York owing to the death of his father. Mr.
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Equip

Your

Perfect

Phonographs

Automatic

With

Brakes

with long
Also made

Samples
$1.00 Each
Cash with order

brake shoe
for 1 inch
offset

State make
of tone arm used

Patented Au£. 28, '17
Simple construction and easily attached.
Made in four styles to fit any make of tone arm.
Write for attractive quantity price
PERFECT AUTOMATIC BRAKE CO.
Room 400, 425 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
INTRODUCING

THE

NIGHTINGALE

Details of the Progress of the Nightingale Mfg.
Co., Who Make the Nightingale Phonograph,
Under the Presidency of H. B. Wolper
Phonographs
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stamp
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Company

Chicago, III.. June 1.— The Nightingale Mfg.
Co., whose well-appointed factory is at 426
North Armour street, is a concern that has
grown rapidly since the inception of the business
several years ago. Harry B. Wolper, the president, is a thoroughly practical man and has entire active charge of the business, the other
officers and stockholders being prominent men
associated in other lines of trade. From the
beginning Mr. Wolper worked along extremely
conservative lines until they knew that they had
passed through the experimental stage and had
a machine which they could successfully offer
to the trade at large. The machine proved a
success at first and successive increases in output have been necessary. Only four months ago
they added an entire additional floor in the large
building in which their factory is located. Unlike many of the newer manufacturers, the company makes all its own cases and take.s a great
deal of pride in their perfection. There is no
skimping anywhere. Not only are the finest
veneers used in the panels, but all the solid
parts of the case are made of genuine mahogany,
oak or walnut as the case may be. The company have sought to use the very best possible
equipment in their machines and are proud of
the fact that the Nightingale is equipped with
the Stephenson precision-made motor, a fact
which Mr. Wolper says has enabled him to
eliminate motor complications entirely. They
are using the Scotford tone arm and reproducer
and the best possible equipment throughout.
The choice of the name, Nightingale, for the
talking machine was a happy one and the attractive trade-mark is becoming increasingly
well known in the trade. An artistic announcement from this company appears on page 23. this
issue.
TAX

ON SALESMEN

IN ARGENTINA

The matter of replacing the various separate
provincial taxes on commercial travelers in
Argentina by a single tax for the entire country has again come up for discussion, according to Commercial Attache Robert S. Barret in
Buenos .Aires. The proposal is indorsed by the
leading newspapers of Buenos Aires, which point
that the overcentralization of Argentina's
out
business, making Buenos Aires the center of
commerce, is largely due to the old system
which has tended to keep commercial travelers
out of the interior of the country. It is thought
that a law requiring these "commercial missionaries" to pay one tax to the Federal Government which would permit them to take their
samples anywhere in the country would do a
great deal toward developing the business of
the entire country more evenly.

THE
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MISS

ESSEN

IN UNIQUE

POSITION

Is the Only Woman Demonstrator in the Wholesale End of the Talking Machine Trade— Now
With James B. Orth & Co., of Chicago
Chicago, III., June 6— No, Helene Essen is
not a movie actress, but a much rarer specimen
of femininity. She is said to be the only traveling woman demonstrator of phonographs in the
wholesale end of the talking machine business.

TALKING

MACHINE

public Building, this city, where she is demonstrating to dealers the merits of the new Puritan phonograph.
In discussing the Puritan she said: "If 'you
love a jazz band or the beautiful organ tones
of a saxophone alone, you will quickly understand the point the Puritan scores in the 'Saxophone Construction' of its tone chamber. It is
just this long horn construction that makes the
music, whether it is Galli-Curci's singing, or
Sousa's Band playing brass instruments, as mellow as an organ note." After she explains a
few more points to you, you will find yourself
an enthusiast before you know it.
Miss Essen is tackling a regular man's size
job, but says that is always what she wanted,
and now feels she can take it without cheating
some poor man out of a job, because he is
needed "over there."
TO MAKE

BUYING

<The

WORLD

PLEASANT

S. E. Lambert Tells of the Good Work of the

omiEOEaniDmnE

3

Scotf ord and
Qbnearm

3

Superior

Universal

Reproducer
Qhe

Ideal

Combination
Plays All JTiakes of Records
as they should be played
Price of Sample Prepaid
Ilickel, $5.25
Qolcl, $6.50
adjusted
for
Cabinet
measuring 8% inches from center of Tonearm
base to center of Turntable shaft

Columbia Co. in Printers' Ink

Helene Essen
When the Edison Diamond Disc phonograph
was first introduced to musical Chicagoans, Miss
Essen occupied the platform in the concert hall
of the Edison Shop, and gave "Talks With
Records," showing the merits of the instrument, and gave facts and anecdotes concerning
the artists and composers. Later, she helped
to introduce the Sonora, and now she is connected with James B. Orth & Co., of 422 Re-

Attention!
Victor, Edison and Columbia
Dealers and Distributors
Don't forget, when a customer questions you as to what attachment will equip
his machine to make it universal, in playing all makes of records most perfectly
and without destruction, that

The Orotund

and Superior
attachments are the only scientifically perfected outfits on the market, playing all
makes of records, producing the greatest
musical results, positively reducing surface
sounds, and in many instances entirely
eliminating disagreeable scratching and
nasal effects. If you have not as yet had
a real demonstration as to the highest type
of music and entertainment from the
various makes of records, you should visit
our office, or ask for a personal demonstration.
If, after hearing our different attachments and reproducers with a few of the
most beautiful records ever recorded, you
do not believe we have produced some
wonderful results which you have never
before thought possible on a talking machine, we will then apologize for wasting
your time.
You will increase your sales of records
by handling these attachments.
We guarantee to improve the tone of
your machine. We sell attachments, tone
arms and jewel points, Diamond and
Sapphire.
Write for circulars and prices.
COMBINATION ATTACHMENT CO.
20 Jackson Boulevard, East, Chicago, 111.

Under the heading of "Campaign to Make
Buying a Pleasant Transaction," S. E. Lambert
presented in last week's "Printers' Ink" a very
interesting article in which he called attention
to the campaign that is being inaugurated by the
Columbia Graphophone Co. to make it easy to
shop for talking machines.
Included in this article were reproductions of
some of the recent advertisements used by this
company in its national advertising, and the
text of the article emphasized their distinctive
features, pointing out that the advertisements
that have been appearing the last few months
are designed to make it easy for people to buy
a Grafonola.
The article further reads:
"George W. Hopkins, general sales manager
of the company, points out another reason why
it is advisable to employ such copy at present.
Thousands of workmen are now earning more
money than they ever dreamed of making before.
For the first time in their lives a musical instrument is possible and naturally many of them will
wish to gratify their desire to own one. However, these men are not accustomed to going
into elegant stores, such as phonographs are
sold in. They are apt to be a bit shy about
visiting such places. The advertising overcomes
their hesitancy and makes it much easier for
them to take the step.
"The make-it-easy-to-shop appeal is not monopolizing the campaign. Another object oi the
effort is to give class and distinction to the
product. An interesting phase of this end of
the advertising is the publicity that is brought
to bear on the company's Fifth avenue shop in
New York. This is regarded as one of the
handsomest specialty stores in America. Something over $80,000 was put into its furnishings.
Each demonstration parlor in it is furnished to
correspond with the period designs of the cabinets shown in it. As dealers from all over the
country come to New York, they are, of course,
anxious to see this store. It shows them the
ideal way to sell Columbias, and it inspires them
with the possibilities of the business. In a
sense it might be called a manufacturer's laboratory store, as it gives the company firsthand knowledge of the buyer in action. Dealers
are encouraged to send their prospects to the
Fifth avenue store. There they meet the Columbia under ideal conditions. Any sales that
are made in this manner are credited to the outof-town retailer sending the customer to the
store on the avenue.
"Many advertisers labor under the delusion
that it is not necessary for advertising men to
have- an intimate knowledge of retailing. If it
were necessary to explode this delusion, the
present Columbia campaign, which is accounted
highly successful, would do so. It is a typical
example of how a study of the problems that
the dealer is up against can be turned into ammunition for national advertising. In the last
analysis the influences that get people to buy
goods at retail are the same influences that sell
goods nationally or through advertising."

Distinctive Features
CThe Reproducer pivots on its axis (as illustrated above), taking the correct angle
for all makes of records, and the needle
retains same center in both positions.
Surface noise is less than with any other
reproducer — surface scratchings being
reduced to a minimum through perfect
proportioning of the stylus construction,
and placing the needle in the center of
the groove at the correct angle.
<The split construction of the frame and
face ring of the Reproducer, together
with the method of pivoting the stylus
bar, and perfect insulation — effect a sensitive and free vibration — and prevent a
pinched tone resulting at anu time from
natural contraction or expansion of the
metal parts.
The reproduction is the mellow, natural
quality of tone— absolutely getting away
from the usual sharpness and metallic
eff ect so noticeable in most reproducers.
Sound waves act upon the same principle
as light UMves — they travel in a straight
line until they meet some obstruction,
from which they are deflected at right
angles. CThe right angle turn at the back
of the Scotford Tonearm causes less
breaking up and confusion of the sound
waves than occurs in the curved arm.
CThe connection between the Reproducer
and Tonearm is perfectly insulated with
a hard rubber bushing. Inside diameter
of the Tonearm is correct to accommodate the volume obtained from the latest
records.
The right-side turn for changing needle is
handier than the old style turn-back, and
when in position for the Hill-and-Dale
records there is no interference with
lowering the cabinet cover.
CThe lateral movement at the base is simple, free and permanently satisfactory.
Inside there is no obstruction to interfere
with passage of the sound waves. There
are no loose balls in the bearings, therefore no buzzing noise can occur from the
great vibration on high notes.

Barnhart

Brothers

& Spirtdler
Ttlonroe and <Throop Streets— Chicago
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AIDS RED CROSS

IN NEW

WORLD

HAVEN

Rotary Club Editorial Urges Normal Spending
for Luxuries, Especially in View of the Fact
That War Has Brought Profit to Many

Loomis Temple of Music Arranges a Most Effective Window Display While Manager
Leichter Assists in Collecting Funds

In the page conducted in the New York Tribune by the local Rotary Club each week, there
appeared recently a most convincing editorial
on the fallacy of hoarding and saving to an unusual degree during these war times. It is all
well enough, the editorial declared, to save for
a rainy day, as the average individual is taught
in childhood. The editorial continues, however,
to say:
"But there is a difference between saving for
a rainy day and hoarding up money for a peaceful one.

New Haven, Conn., June 3. — One of the most
effective window displays in this city in the interests of the Red Cross drive, which ended

"The war has profited many. Men whose
manual labor brought them little more than the
proverbial crust of bread in years gone by, today, by that same labor, are able to afford a
talking machine, a suburban lot, or even a
flivver. Men whose particular business has been
an atrophied branch on the tree of commerce
have had an influx of orders which have simply
swamped them.
"To save this country from a financial panic
and subsequent business depression which would
prove fatal under the existing conditions, it is
necessary to put that money in circulation. It
must not be hoarded!
"It is legitimate to make unexpected money.
It is legitimate to save some of it to guard
against future discomfort. But it is decidedly illegitimate to corner currency or merchandise at this critical period.
"Get busy and circulate your money. This
is no time to have a 'one way pocket.' If your
profits warrant it, be as profligate as your nerve
permits. Paint your house. The painter needs
the money and will sing your praises.
"Buy a talking machine and send your old one
to one of the camps. Ride in taxis. Even
though you suspect the chauffeur of being a
thug he may have a wife and eight very hungry
children to support.
"Buy generously of things not needed on the
other side — the shopkeeper's rent is the same,
if not increased.
Spruce up your wardrobe.

pianos

Chamber

victrou

was $350,000, and Xew
Haven went over the
top with over $625,000,
or nearly double its

Perhaps the designer, the buttonhole maker and
the tailor are too old to enlist or learn a new
trade. Circulate your money. Help people to
smile. Don't compel them to weep. And if you
can, forget about that rainy day. Because if
there ever comes a day rainier than this one, God

R. A. IZOR BECOMES

help us all. It is
"Keep moving
money moving.
the Kaiser move

Indianapolis, Ind., June 8. — R. A. Izor, who
has been identified with the phonograph business in Indianapolis for a number of years, has

the world's Rainy Day!
yourself. And keep your
That's what is going to make
from Berlin to Bondage!"

SALES

MANAGER

Weil-Known Talking Machine Man Appointed
Sales Manager of the Brunswick Shop in Indianapolis— Has Had Wide Experience

The Friedberg Talking Machine Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., has been incorporated with capital
stock of $10,000 by T. W. Guttenberg, H.
Schnapp, and N. Friedberg.

These are exclusive,
patented features.
Write, wire or phone us fcr
territory in Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan and Missouri.

In addition to these advantages you
have also the Puritan line of Records,
making this a doubly profitable proposition. And back of all this you
have our active service, deliveries
and a bi&, live advertising, campaign.

There is some excellent open territory. Get in touch with us now.
Factory Distributors:

JASBVRTHoCT
Republic

MUSIC

pianos, including the
Knabe, Emerson,
Fischer, Mehlin and
other makes, Victrolas,
music rolls,
vaRed Cross Window at the Loomis Temple of Music
rious small
musical
recently, was that arranged by the Loomis instruments, sheet music, etc., handled by the
Temple of Music at 837 Chapel street.
The company.

3. The Convex Cabinet.

422

OF

the company name
running around the
r i m, while between
the spokes appear the
names of the various

at

THE dealer or the jobber who
handles the Puritan line can
dominate the phonograph business
in his territory — by offering real
and exclusive advantages to prospective customers.

TEMPLE

chief feature of the display was a life-sized figure
of a wounded soldier with a Red Cross nurse
bending over him, and the appeal was unmistakable. A reproduction of the window is
shown herewith.
Max B. Leichter, manager of the Loomis
Temple of Music, in addition to giving the window, also gave much of his time to working on
one of the teams in collecting money.
The allotment for the city

The Loomis Temple
of Music has adopted
quota.
a very attractive
poster label, resembling in form
an with
automobile wheel

1. The Lon& Horn.
2. Sound
Base.

LOOMIS
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BUKj. Sbka^

Pbvn*

Wabash

7fr5U

R. A. Izor
recently been appointed sales manager of the
Brunswick Shop. George F. Standke, manager
of the shop, is pleased with the acquisition of
Mr. Izor to his sales force.
ENLARGE

VICTOR

DEPARTMENT

Terre Haute, Ind., June 8. — Four new and attractive soundproof demonstration rooms have
just been completed for the enlargement of the
Victrola department of the Herz store. The
rearrangement of the department also provides
for more attractive display parlors and more
convenient record stock files. The enlarged department was formally opened on Wednesday.
Thursday and Friday, June 5, 6 and 7, with
special musical programs which pleased the
large audiences in attendance.
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brought out that the custom had been abused,
but E. B. Hyatt showed a card which he pastes
on all records taken out on approval which he
thinks has solved the difficult. This card reads:
Extra Special
When records are taken on approval
and none retained, a minimum charge of
50 cents will be made to cover cost of
bookkeeping and clerical expenses.
Mr. Hyatt said this relieved them from a
great deal of trouble from people who would
get records for use at parties and return them
the next day without purchasing any.
C. Guy Wakefield, of the Wakefield Piano
C. ; H. E. Burr, of Gadsby's Furniture Co., and
W. A. Matney, of the Meier & Frank Co., were
elected members of the association.

ASSOCIATION

Many Subjects of Interest to Talking Machine Trade Considered at Gathering of Portland MenE. B. Hyatt Unanimously Elected President — Other Officers — Shortage of Records Discussed
Portland, Ore.. June 4. — Early closing of the
talking machine houses in Portland on Saturday evenings during the summer months was
decided upon at the regular monthly meeting
of the Portland Talking Machine Dealers' Association which was held at the Imperial Hotel
Wednesday evening. May 29. at which twentyseven dealers were present and at which the
Victor. Columbia, Edison, Brunswick and
Sonora machines were represented.
As to early closing it was decided that in
June all talking machine dealers would close
their stores at 7 p. m. and during July. August
and September at 6 p. m.
Paul B. Norris, manager of the Wiley B.
Allen Co. talking machine department, called
the attention of the dealers to the fact that
it could only be suggested to dealers not belonging to the association to observe this rule,
and that they would have to decide for themselves relative to early closing, although he
maintained that the propriety of a suggestion
could not be denied. Taylor C. White and C.
A. Alphonse were appointed a committee to
get signatures of those agreeing to the early
closing plan irrespective of what non-members
of the association might do.
Interest on deferred payments was one of
the principal topics of the session. With the
exception of the furniture stores and department stores — all of which handle talking machines— all dealers in talking machines have
adopted the interest plan. H. E. Burr, who has
charge of the talking machine department of
Gadsby's Furniture Store, thought it very probable that the firm would adopt the plan of
the talking machine houses. W. Matney of
the Meier & Frank Co., thought the management
of that big department store would also fall
in line. James Loder, manager of the phonograph department of the Bush & Lane Co., sug-
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gested that the furniture and department stores
might co-operate if' they were asked to do so
and were invited to -join the association.
E. B. Hyatt was unanimously elected president of the association at the annual election,
which was one of the features of the meeting.
Taylor C. White was elected vice-president and
C. A. Alphonse secretary. W. L. LeVanway,
who has been acting secretary for two months,
has joined the signal corps and will leave Portland in a few weeks. He will be much missed
by the association, as he has been one of its
most valued members.' On announcement of
his enlistment, the entire membership rose silently and stood at salute in tribute to the young

TELLS

OF BUSINESS

GROWTH

Chas. Staffelbach, Who Visited New York Last
Week, Reports Big Pathe Business Being
Done by the Hellrung & Grimm Co., St. Louis

Shortage of records came in for interesting
patriot.
discussion and revealed a rather serious condition in the trade. It was brought out that
word from the factories of the Columbia, Victor and Edison people was that the labor shortage was acute and that many women are filling
places formerly held be men. L. D. Heater,
manager of the Columbia branch in Portland,
said that in the London factor}- of his firm there
are only two or three men left and they are
old men unfit for war. He pointed out that it
is impossible to supply goods in England, despite England's reduced purchasing power, so
said it could be seen readily how hard it must
be to meet an ever-increasing demand in this
country. Dealers on the Coast are inclined to
look for a serious shortage in the fall, especially as the Government will use more cars for
wheat and troop movements.
The question of sending out records on approval was again brought up and it developed
among the dealers that almost all had discontinued the practice, save in the cases of wellknown customers who really wanted to btfy
after hearing the records at home.
It was

Chas. Staffelbach. manager of the Pathe division of the Hellrung & Grimm House Furnishing Co., of St. Louis, Mo., Pathe jobbers, was a
visitor to New York this week, spending some
time at the executive offices of the Pathe
Freres Phonograph Co., and also visiting the
Pathe booth at the music show. In a chat with
The World Mr. Staffelbach commented upon
the fact that his company is closing a remarkable Pathe business, the sales of Pathephones
and Pathe records so far this year showing a
substantial increase over the entire year of
1917. He states that Pathe products are gaining rapidly in popularity throughout his territor3r, and that his house is planning to institute
an aggressive Pathe campaign in behalf of this
line, which will include active and intensive cooperation with the Pathe dealers. He placed a
good-sized order while in New York, and judging from all indications his optimism will be
reflected in a banner Pathe business this coming fall.
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CONVENTION
OF JOBBERS'
ASSOCIATION
IS POSTPONED
Membership Votes Almost Unanimously to Call Off Annual Gathering Scheduled for July at Atlantic City, Owing to War Conditions — Follow Recommendation of Executives
It has been officially announced that the annual convention of the National Association
of Talking Machine Jobbers, scheduled to be
held at Atlantic City, July 1 and 2, has been postponed indefinitely, as a result of the practically
unanimous vote of the membership of the organization. Itwas felt by the officers that in
view of war conditions, and the general situation existing in the trade, no real benefit could
be gained by holding a general convention, although it is probable that a meeting of the
executive committee will be held in the near
future.
The abandonment of the convention brings
up the question of taking care of the annual
election of officers at the expiration of the present terms, but some move will likely be made to
re-elect the present board.
Secretary J. C. Roush, secretary of the association, sent out a general letter to the members under date of May 31, the letter reading
in part as follows:

"At the executive committee meeting of our
association held in Philadelphia, April 22 and
23, the advisability of holding our convention
this July was thoroughly discussed and it was
the consensus of opinion of your committee
that this year's convention be called off for
patriotic and other reasons. Final action was to
be postponed, however, until May 20 to await
further developments.
"Nothing having arisen, however, to justify
a reversal of this opinion, I have been instructed by President Blackman to notify you
that your executive committee recommends that
no convention or meeting be held this year,
unless conditions change enough to make said
meeting necessary, at which time you will be
asked to vote on the advisability of holding

a meeting in the fall. Every member is aware
of the constant changing war and other situations affecting our business, and it is believed
that we will show a more patriotic spirit by

have

for
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us

West

125th
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Otto Heinerrian, president of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., New York, announced this week the appointment of John A.
Cromelin as general sales manager of the company. Mr. Cromelin will assume his new duties
next week, and make his headquarters at the
executive offices of the company, 25 West Fortyfifth street.
John A. Cromelin is one of the best known
members of the talking machine trade, having
been associated with the industry for many
years. Until recently he was vice-president
and general manager of the Columbia
Graphophone Co., and for a number of years
held the important post of general manager of the Columbia Co.'s European interests with headquarters at London. He possesses athorough knowledge of every phase of

for

John A. Cromelin
doubtless enable Mr. Cromelin to develop the
sales of Heineman, Meisselbach and Dean products to excellent advantage.
Mr. Cromelin will, of course, devote a considerable portion of his time to the new Heineman "OkeH" record, which was placed on
the market last month. This record is achieving signal success, and Mr. Cromelin's intimate
familiarity with record production and merchandising will undoubtedly contribute to the international success of the "OkeH" record.
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John A. Cromelin, of International Fame in the
Talking Machine Trade, Assumes This Important Post With the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., New York

immediate

Write

talking machine manufacturing and merchandising, and is generally recognized as one of the
ablest executives in this field. Mr. Cromelin
has for some time been a keen admirer of the
plans and policies of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., and the rapid strides that
this company has made the past two years will

by postponing the proposed convention indefinitely. Should the situation warrant it, a general convention of the body may be held some
time in the fall.

cabinets

all Victor

Co

riot meeting as usual in Atlantic City this year."
In voting against the holding of the convention as scheduled, the members of the organization agreed thoroughly with the officers on the
fact that their interests could best be served
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Vallorbes Economical Semi-Permanent Needles perform more than double duty — their
use not only conserves steel for vitally essential war weapons and materials, but serve their
users in equally as serviceable and effective manner.
If you are inclined to these needles simply because of patriotic motives or perhaps on
account of the shortage of steel needles, you have a surprise awaiting you, for, unlike most
enforced economies, they really do you a favor — either as a dealer or user. In the first instance, they attach to the sale of a single package, the highly required and desired profit,
and, in the second case, their reproducing qualities are really wonderful — no needles yet
have quite equalled them. This is especially true of the soft and medium tone grades.
Finally, they also do the records they play a real favor, for it is quite obvious that with
their parallel shape of needle points that do not enlarge their diameter as a result of wear,
they cannot exert unequal wearing influences on walls of record grooves, as do the old
style changeable steel needles, all of which are tapered in shape and dimension, and which
from the start of playing a record to the finish is undergoing a change in dimension from
which arises the necessity of discarding the needle once used.
Vallorbes Semi-Permanent Needles are made of a special alloy metal, which results in
combining to an appreciable degree the hardness of carbon and the toughness of chrome.
Moreover, being made of one piece throughout, there are no separate points to work loose and
a better sympathetic relationship arises with stylus bar of sound box than would be the
case with a separate needle point inserted into a different kind of metal holder. Furthermore, this one-piece construction also permits of three separate and distinct tone grades,
i. e., soft, medium and loud.
Neat, handy and attractive cards are especially made to accommodate these needles.
Each card of five needles is placed in a separate transparent moisture-proof envelope and
readily retail for 15 cents for the card of five needles and play far more records than IS
cents' worth of old-style changeable steel needles.
They are packed for shipment in cartons containing 100 packages of a tone grade, and,
as orders invariably follow samples, better save time and order a carton of each tone grade
at once, otherwise,
Send
Sample

30

Cents

Card

in Stamps

of Each

Tone

LANCASTER,

PA.

for a
Grade
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VACATIONIST

Talking Machine Retailers Now Have Opportunity for Realizing on Stocks of Smaller Machines for Use of Campers, Etc.

WE

From practically every section of the country
comes the report that the heaviest demand is
for the higher, or rather medium-priced machines, those selling from $75 up to $165 or so,
and that therefore the most serious machine
shortage is found in the styles retailing at those
prices. At the same time, both wholesalers and
retailers have on hand for the most part substantial supplies of the smaller types of machines, those without tops, retailing for $35 or
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Write today for our new proposal on this
Wiley B. Allen Co. Vacation Window
less, and for which the normal demand is not
at all heavy at this time.
Quite a number of retailers have already
realized that this year, as has been the case in
other years, the small machines in substantial
numbers can be sold to campers and vacationists generally, who do not care to subject
their high-priced machines to the rough handling
and exposure incident to the summer vacation.
It would seem that this year particularly an
especially strong drive should be made to place
the small machine, and thus make up in some
measure for the loss of business, due to the
shortage of the more elaborate models.
There has already been received at The World
office numerous photographs of special window
displays designed to attract the attention of
vacationists, and the accompanying view of the
show window of the Wiley B. Allen Co., Portland, Ore., offers a fair example of elaborate
window treatment.
The campaign should not stop at the window,
however, but machines for vacation use should
be advertised strongly and matter sent out
through the regular mailing list and advertisements in the resort sections of the local newspapers. Publicity in summer resort booklets
and advertising sections of newspapers hits the
vacationist just at the time he is making his
plans for the summer and therefore at a time
when he is most interested.
Why not make every "talker" store a center
of neighborhood war activity?
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WAR

Back the Government
With
All Our
Strength— How Best to Do It

President Wilson, in his statement calling
upon every man, woman and child to pledge
themselves on or before June 28 to save constantly and to buy regularly the securities of
the Government, says: "May there be none unenlisted on that day!"
As the President points out, "This war is one
of nations — not of armies — and all of our 100,000,000 people must be economically and industrially adjusted to war conditions if this nation is to play its full part in the conflict."
Our nation, not our army and navy only, is
at war. And that means that all of us not actually fighting must do our part.
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That part consists in giving the army and the
navy all the support of which we are capable.
To do that each one of us must first of all be
a producer to our maximum ability and a consumer of necessities only, for every bit of man
power and every particle of material is necessary for the use of the army and navy and for
the making of the things essential to our citizens.
As a maximum producer and as a consumer
of necessities only, each one of us will be an
accumulator of savings. And these savings can
be invested in War Savings Stamps with benefit both to the Government and ourselves.
CHANCE

TO MAKE

FIFTY

DOLLARS

One of the surprises at the National Music
Show held in New York last week was the
offer of a prize of $50 in Thrift Stamps by The
Music Trade Review, New York, for the best
article treating on "The Value and Importance
of Music in War Time." The judges to pass
upon the merits of the essays submitted are
Lieutenant John Philip Sousa, C. M. Tremaine
and the Editor of The Review. The contest
cioses on June 20.
LAW

TO END

TRADE

BRIBERY

Washington, D. C, June 6. — The Federal
Trade Commission last month sent to both
branches of Congress a communication urging
"the enactment in the public interest as an aid
to the preservation of fair and free competition,
a sufficient law striking at the unjustifiable and
vicious practices of commercial bribery; and
that such law be so comprehensive as to strike
at each person participating in any such transThe Federal Trade Commission has found
commercial bribery to be general throughout
actions,"
many
branches of industry, and scores of complaints have been issued by it on that account.
Fourteen States at present have laws prohibiting such practices.
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OF 'BIG BUSINESS' "
NEW YORK TIMES ON "MISTREATMENT
Prominent Metropolitan Newspaper Treats Most Illuminatingly in Its Editorial Columns of Recent
Supreme Court Decision in the Shoe Machinery Combination Litigation
Under the caption, "Mistreatment of 'Big Business,' " the New York Times in a recent editorial made some illuminating comments on the
decision of the Supreme Court in the shoe machinery combination litigation which will be read
with interest by business men in every line of
trade in view of recent developments in this
and other industries. It is a comprehensive
handling of a question which is of vital moment
to business men who desire to build up a business along honorable lines of expansion that
will be of benefit to the nation and to humanity and still enjoy protection for their rights.
The editorial read:
"For seven years the Shoe Trust has been bitterly pursued upon what the Supreme Court
calls the 'innuendo' of the Government that it
restrained interstate trade. By four to three the
court decides that the Government was wrong in
its aspersion as matter of law. As the court
was so evenly divided, the defendant trust can
hardly be blamed for a course which had never
teen condemned by authority and which was
approved by business practice. The acquittal of the trust is condemnation of its prosecutors because they have so persistently refused to take their law from the courts. One
Attorney General has even gone so far as to
complain that he alone cannot enforce the law
against restraint of trade. He formally expressed his regret that 'a number of Federal
judges have been and still are apparently reluctant to enforce the Sherman act.' Now the
highest court asserts that the Department of

by insinuation on a mistaken
Justice
the law.
view of prosecutes
"If the case stood alone, it would be an undesirable state of affairs, but it is only one of
many cases. Only a short time ago Government representatives sat around the same table
with many distinguished defendants, at the suit
of "the Government on complaints which the
Government could not proceed with. Public
interest would not allow that seven suits against
the biggest of the trusts should be pressed to
a conclusion, although the trusts were eager
for finality regarding their legal status. Such
a condition of affairs indicates nothing less than
a reign of terror which should be ended. Is it
extreme to take the position that the Attorney
General and the trusts alike should take their
law from the courts?
"Another suggestion — the trust cases are
mostly prosecuted and decided on the law rather
than the facts. There have been not a few cases
where trusts were attacked on the ground that
they restrained trade under the law, although
they promoted trade in fact. In the Shoe case
there is no question that the manufacture of
shoes was enlarged, whatever may have been
the fact about the machinery trade. The interest of the public is that the law should be
enforced, and restraint of the machinery trade is
not to be condoned, if proved. But the public
interest is rather in shoes than in shoe machinery, and the effect of the trust's plan is affirmed by the court to be helpful to the small
shoemakers, who were able to operate with

ne
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The World's
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Send for our Special Proposition
HOFFAY TALKING MACHINE CO.. Inc.
3 West 29th Street
New York City
leased machinery which they could not buy. To
prosecute big business which helps the little
men in trade cannot be in the public interest. If
there were complaint from the public that the
making of shoes was obstructed, or made costly,
or that other shoemakers were estopped in their
trade by the trust, the Department of Justice
might have an excuse for its persistence. But
the public is not in court, except through the
-Attorney General. The court explicitly remarks
that the victims of the lease system were not in
court.
"All unobserved, there has grown up a practice oppressive to business which has not been
convicted of anything. Within a few days a
plea of guilty has been accepted by the Attorney General in what might be called his personal court. He arraigned the trust before
him, and the trust accepted his view of the law
rather than contend in such an unequal contest.
It is natural enough, and yet those trusts which
resist such practice are more to be commended.
The Department of Justice is empowered to
prosecute the guilty, but it is an innovation that
the Attorney General should arrange the terms
on which business men may engage in interstate commerce without the assistance of the
courts. If such trade licenses are to be issued,
it should be by authority of law, by some official
who has been given the authority which the
Attorney General seems to usurp. Between the
abdication of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the quasi-usurpation of the Department of Justice, the men of large affairs who
wish to obey the law are put in an undeserved
quandary. The railways and the trusts have
deserved discipline and have been scourged until
they have repented. Is it not also time that the
Government should recognize that conditions
have altered, and that the la'w has teeth enough
of its own, without a false set condemned by the
courts and common sense?"
BRUNSWICK
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Occupying Larger Quarters — New Dealers Appointed— Many Visitors During Month

Records
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Co.,
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The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. have
moved the New York branch of their phonograph department to the second floor in the
same building at 29 West Thirty-second street.
This change has provided larger and more attractive quarters for the proper display of their
exceptional line of talking machines.
The space formerly occupied by the department is now being used by the Railroad Administration of the Government for an immense
midtown ticket office for all roads.
Two models of the Brunswick phonograph
were sent to the music show held at the Grand
Central Palace, New York, during the past week
and were to be seen at the attractive exhibit of
the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co., where they
were used in demonstrating these needles.
P. L. Deutsch, assistant secretary of the company, came East from headquarters in Chicago
to attend the music show, also F. H. Walters,
of the Boston branch sales staff. Mr. Walters
reported excellent business in his territory.
Among the many Brunswick dealers in town
for the occasion were O. A. Field, of Field-Lippman Co., St. Louis, and John Duncan, manager of the Brunswick department in the Gamble-Desmond Co. store in New Haven, Conn.
Mr. Duncan placed his fall order while in town.
Among the list of new Brunswick dealers for
the month is James Quinn. .of Brooklyn. Mr.
Quinn is a well-known dealer and the prestige
ot the Brunswick line in that borough is greatly enhanced by his taking over the line.
S. Bersin. 410 Grand street. New York, has
also installed the Brunswick line in his new
store on Second avenue.
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Annual Red Letter Event Takes Place on Wednesday, August 7— Bear Mountain Will Be the
Rendezvous and Every Talking Machine Man Should Keep the Date in Mind
Mark the date on your calendar now with a
big red circle, Wednesday, August 7, the date
of the annual outing of the Talking Machine
Men, Inc.
According to information already obtainable
regarding the plans for the affair it will be a
genuine trade event, and the member of the
local trade who is unfortunate enough to miss
it will be cheating himself out of some real enjoyment.
The outing will be held at the Bear Mountain
Inn, the popular up-the-Hudson resort, and arrangements have been made for the party to
sail up the river on the Albany Day Line, leaving the foot of West Forty-second street at 9
a. m.
In order to prevent the trip from becoming
monotonous in any sense J. J. Davin, of the
New York Talking Machine Co., has arranged
for the original Dixie Land Jazz Band from
Reisenweber's to accompany the party and fill
the air with sweet melodies on frequent occasions during the sail and at the park. The
band has donated its services for the occasion,
in appreciation of efforts put forth by Mr.
SOME

HINTS

ON CLEAN

BUSINESS

Misdirected Effort and Pep Back of the Wrong
Product Often Gets Surprising Results — The
Proper Idea Is to Put Energy Behind the
Right Kind of Business and Right Product

Davin in its behalf. There will also be other
surprises
the
day. in the way of entertainment during

RECORD
CONTAINER
PATENTS ALLOWED

At Bear Mountain there will be a baseball
game between Columbia and Victor interests
in the association as the chief event. There
will also be races of various sorts and other
games in sufficient variety to suit all tastes.
An elaborate dinner will be served at the Bear
Mountain Inn at 1 o'clock.
Those in charge of the arrangements urge
that jobbers and dealers not only attend themselves, but arrange to let as many of their employes off for the day, in order to make the affair successful in every way. It is felt that with
employes called upon to do much extra work
through shortage of help, a little recreation is
really due them.
The committee in charge of the outing consists of Sol. Lazarus, E. Leins, J. E. Hunt, J. T.
Coughlin, Saul Birns and J. J. Davin. Information regarding the outing, as well as tickets,
may be obtained from A. Galuchi, treasurer of
the Talking Machine Men, Inc., 724 Bergen
avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
forts to disseminate it. Enthusiasm and energy
carry with them a convincing power.
Unfortunately this convincing power results
from enthusiasm and energy put forth in a
wrong cause, just as truly as when expended
in the interests of right.

Holds 100 Records
Styl
Filing Cabinets for use with Victrola VIII or
IX; Columbia Grafonola 15, 25. 35 and 50;
Aeolian Vocalion D. & E., and other portable
styles of talking machines.

A
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—Expands

File

Outside the Cabinet

Wait a minute! Perhaps "unfortunately" is
not the right term to use in relation to the undoubted fact just stated. Maybe it's fortunate
that this is so. Perhaps it is calculated to make
the fellow with a bag full of truth work and
energize and enthuse harder, to sell his commodity than the fellow who is spending his
young life in a frenzied effort to peddle a bunch
of wrong.

Every record accessible
Opens Automatically
Files all records
Sells on sight

TEST offered to dealers to
prove the superiority of

It doesn't put cast iron deers on your front
lawn or gold-plated lightning rods on your
house if you make a blamed good rat trap and
then sit down and think about it. The chances

These cabinets combine business sense with parlor style. A
complete modern filing system

Wall-Kane Steel Needles
Take two standard disc records of the
same selection, play one ten times with
the same WALL-KANE loud needle;
play the other record, the same selection,
ten times, but with ten, new, full tone
steel needles.
You will find that the record played
ten times with the same WALL-KANE
needle will sound clearer, will have less
surface noise, and that under the magnifying glass the grooves of the record
played ten times with the ten steel
needles will seem to be more disturbed.

are that you won't have the lawn for the cast
•iron deer or a house that could sport a goldplated lightning rod. You'll just keep on
washing your own dishes in the shack in the
wilderness, and the fellow with the cheap trap
and lots of sand and advertising ability and
sales push will be working towards a monopoly
on deers and dears and lightning rods.
Of course, he would go a good deal farther
if he had both your rat trap and his own pep

J. E. Gerlick, a well-known figure in the Western music trade, contributes some words of value
to every talking machine salesman who believes
in doing business on an energetic, straightforward basis, in the following remarks:
The truth will win if we make serious ef-

and persistence. But that's an additional narrative, as R. K. would enunciate.
Take it in the talking machine trade. There
are two classes of intrinsically good talking
machines, those which sell (in a large way) and
those which don't. Just think this over and
after you have thought a while ponder somewhat and then contemplate.
On the other hand, Mohammed had a rotten
sort of religion, but he managed to get a lot of
disciples, didn't he?
There has never been a suspicion on the fact
of the white-robed ones that the Devil and his
imps were easy competition. It's difficult to
get the same punch in a clean advertisement as
in one of the bunko-steering type.
Business is a game. It would never be a con
game
rules. if everyone played in accordance with the

Beware

of Imitations

Package of 50 WALL-KANE needles.
Loud, Extra Loud and Medium, greater
value than 500 ordinary steel needles, retails for 10c, costs the dealer 6y2c.
Jobbing territories open .
Progressive Phonographic Supply Co.
145 West 45th Street, New York
1

If the clean athletes all exercised their powers
every minute of the time, the boys with the
stiletto would never get a look in in this or any
other industry.
MAKING

DRIVE

ON SUMMER

TRADE

The Shepard Co., of Providence, R. I., are
making a special drive these days after summer trade, and in this connection are boosting
the Victrola VI-A.
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No broken or misplaced records
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A. W. Mason, retail manager of the GatelyHaire Co., Victor wholesalers, in the capital city
of New York State, is not letting the public in
Albany forget that music is proving a decidedly
important factor in the war. In a recent interview published in the Knickerbocker Press Mr.
Mason declared that music was one of the
greatest weapons America has for winning the
war, and said:
"In music, as in our lives, there are many
kinds of food, and there is a field which is far
greater and almost limitless in its scope. That
is the lieder and concert songs of a great number of composers of the older classical schools
and of the present day such as Debussy, Chadwick and many others.
"If one would take time to study the programs of the concert artists they would find
this kind of music represented in a far greater
degree and used much more frequently than they
realized. It appeals to all classes. It is musically instructive and the increased demand for
this music shows conclusively that the public
is rapidly acquiring a taste for such instructive
material.
"Some of the greatest things musically have
been done for the music loving public within
the last few years, through the talking machine. My experience has taught me that the
public is ever willing, receptive and ambitious
to grasp the better class of music, although I
will add that many still prefer the so-called
popular music, but this is to be expected, notwithstanding the aim of the minority toward expecting better things.
"A short time ago Caruso made the statement that he did not understand why two records from a noted opera which he had made for

Greatest
the

War,

Weapons
Says

one of the large talking machine manufacturers
a few years previous, were among the poorest
selling records in his repertoire. Artistically
he considered them of great credit to himself,
and he spoke with much disappointment at the
lack of appreciation of these and other numbers
of the same character.
"I do not claim to be original in this, but
some years ago I realized that the music loving public was constantly looking for the 'gems.'
I started to gather these 'Pearls of Great Price'
at that time, and believe at present that I have
the greatest collection of the 'prizes' of any individual in the Victor talking machine business.
I study the catalog to-day as a boy at school
studies his grammar. Thus each day new ones
are unfolded to me.
"Another department .of which the public has
but little knowledge is the educational. Few
realize that at present there are 5,250 talking
machines in the schools of the country, and
many thousands of records. These records
are by no means confined to marches and dances,
but in many instances are used in the English
l.terature classes, in the study of music forms
and compositions. Even the little folks are taken
care of in this department, as all the widely
known fairy tales are reproduced.
"It is indeed gratifying to the retail salesman
to see the constant demand for this class of
records.
"We have recently installed an extensive Red
Seal department in our store and here every
day we meet the music lovers of our city.
"Xever, in the history of the nation, has the
value of music been so clearly demonstrated as
at the present time.
"Simply because we are at war, and simply

A.

America
W.

Mason

because the average individual has become reconciled to the fact that we must sing while we
fight, we now have a condition that has never
presented itself before.
''We have community singing, army singing
at cantonments, and many other forms of vocal
work, all of which tend to promote the music
atmosphere and aid the spirit of the nation.
Food, shelter, clothing and music are the four
essentials of life, but too little attention is paid
to the real merit and the great value of music.
"A disgruntled nation lacks the spirit essential to success. We must have a happy, willnation.
man's
son punch.
of us
must ing,
be aggressive
there and
there Every
with the
happy
We, as Americans, have the punch, but let it be
the happy, willing punch, backed with a song,
and we have accomplished more than weeks
and weeks of dry military routine can accomplish, toward making our boys feel that we are
there to win.
"Sending our boys to the front without music
is akin to sending them without our well wishes.
We will win, and the quicker we realize, both
combatants and noncombatants, that their spirit
is their success, the quicker the great conflict
will be over. Just let our boys, our red-blooded
boys, feel that thej- can whistle and sing, and
swear, when and where they please while in
the conflict, and just so quick will we see the
merit of our American blood; the initiative produced from such liberties. Discipline is essential, to be sure, but freedom of mental activities
is also essential. Let them sing. Encourage
it. It makes them fight like hell in fact.
"They have their own little pet parodies that
we little realize in civil life and every one of
them has a kick to it that might make us hesi-

COLUMBIA
DEALERS:
Eject-o-files are built to fit the style 75 and
others. Slip them in as they are wanted. Why carry that big stock of
85's, etc., when the Eject-o-file does the trick? "The
Efficient" and you are in business for dollars and cents.
VOCALION

Eject-o-file is

DEALERS : A receptacle for records that can be slipped into

your style F.-G.-H.-J.-&-K. They are "built to fit." Wonderful
venience and a powerful selling argument.
Ask the Salesman.

con-

EDISON DEALERS : Eject-o-files are built to fit the style C-l 50 and 1 00.
Many dealers are reaping the benefits.
Why not you?
"BUILT TO FIT" any machine and a powerful asset for any dealer. Why
offer Albums, Envelopes and other antiquated methods of filing to your
customer? Eject-o-files are modern and efficient. Prices are phenomenally
low.

Style 70— Retail $10.00
7 IN

1

The "sectional Eject-o-file," an auxiliary cabinet, compact, large capacity. Can be conveniently placed on
table, stand, etc., or stands especially adaptable can
be had. Beautiful and artistic, mahogany and oak
finish, polished,
waxed or dull.
Each section a

Seven strong points in our feature is a powerful selling argument.
1 . Controlled entirely by gravity.
Will not get out of order.
2. Non-abrasive individual record compartments.
3. Records cannot warp, scratch or mar and are kept clean.
4. 1 0 " and 1 2" records can be filed in any compartment
indiscriminately.
5. In beautiful oak and mahogany finish. Polished, waxed
and dull finish.

complete unit,
can be added
to, one upon
the other, you

6. Automatic out signal shows "when and where" a record
is missing.
7. Filing and finding a pleasure. Get the desired record
when it is desired.

EJECT-O-FILE
216

W.

Saratoga

Street

know, sectional
bookcase idea.

SALES

CO.

Baltimore,

Md.

Style 60— Retail $15.00
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type of which we proudly say 'That's Our American Boy.'
"While I heartily agree with John in everything he says, for he has pleased millions in
his career, there is still another side to vocal
work amongst the soldiers and civilians of this
nation, namely, that of creating an appreciation
among all for better music. Music that will last
just as 'Silver Threads Amongst the Gold' has
lasted with our parents and forebears.
"We should introduce to the public, favor,
encourage and insist upon, recognition of such
aitists as Gluck and Galli-Curci and the lovely
melodies emanating from the instruments of
such artists as Heifetz and Powell. What a
wonderful treat to think of our boys singing
some of Gluck's sweet little simple airs — our
own homely selections that are peculiarly ours.
These selections last with our boys. They do
not tire of them quickly, and furthermore they
speak of our musical America in far away
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STEPHENS

93

will
Grafo-

it?

Columbia

tate in private life were we to hear it, but it
is the good old American spirit that prompts
it. You have heard the proverbial 'Don't swear,
or you won't catch fish' which is simply another
sample of the spirit of Americans who will not
accept defeat easily, and are bound to win in
a mild fishing contest — a contest between the
angler and the fish.
"John McCormack says 'Send Me Away With
a Smile' is the ideal soldier song. John knows,
for he is just in the very youthful fervor of life
— only thirty-two years old, and were it not for
the fact that he is of greater value individually
as a singer, for he has got together some $100,000 for the Red Cross, he would undoubtedly
be a soldier this very minute. He is one of the

WORLD
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NEW YORK

BILL TO PASS

DISCUSS

Secretary of American Fair Trade League Believes That It Will Become a Law With Very
Few Changes — Many Misleading Statements
Concerning the question of Federal legislation
to provide for the maintenance of resale prices
by the producers of trade-marked articles, Edmond A. Whittier, secretary of the American
Fair Trade League, declares that there have been
many inaccurate and misleading statements
made by individuals and published in newspapers
and magazines regarding the standard price situation.

Co.

CURTAILMENT

QUESTION

Following Receipt of Letter From Director of
Curtailment, Local Talking Machine Manufacturers Meet and Discuss Situation

"The situation has been so delicate that I
have felt it unwise to let any statement concerning the situation or the league's attitude go
out," stated Mr. Whittier to The World. "I
think I am justified, however, in saying that I
have no doubt of the eventual passage of the
Stephens bill without modification or change except the wholly inconsequential one which will
reserve to the Federal Trade Commission, upon
complaint or on its own initiative, the right to
investigate the economic effect of any specific
contract and to prevent its use or require such
modification as the commission may decide the
public interest requires. All rumors or suggestions of the probable passage of a different form
of bill have nothing to justify them in fact."

Upon receipt of a letter from P. B. Noyes, director of curtailment, a few days ago, regarding the question of curtailing in some measure
the production of talking machines and records,
a number of local talking machine manufacturers held a meeting at the Columbia Shop on
Wednesday afternoon, and went over the situation thoroughly in an effort to arrive at some
definite basis upon which to approach the director of curtailment should any reduction in
output become necessary.
Despite reports to the contrary, it was stated
that no curtailment order directed against the
talking machine industry had been issued from
Washington to date, nor has any announcement
been made that such an order will be issued at
any definite date, or at all.
The talking machine manufacturers plan to
hold another meeting of the committee appointed to act in the interests of the trade on
Wednesday of next week, when the question of
possible curtailment will be further threshed out
and an effort made to secure an audience with
Dr.- Noyes and go over the situation with him
in person.

You can at least be in the second line of defense— be a war saver.

Currin Bros., of Portland, Ore., have secured
the Brunswick agency.

France."
AVIATORS

SEND

PLEA

FOR RECORDS

Bee

croft

Fliers at West Point, Miss., Have a Talking
Machine, But Lack Records
The aviators who are in training at West
Point, Miss., have written the New York Evening Journal stating that they have a talking
machine which they bought from their none too
generous salaries, but they are shy on discs,
particularly of patriotic songs, and that cheering jazz music stuff which set so many Broadway feet to tripping last winter. One of these
aviators suggested that perhaps through publicity these much-needed records may come
their way, so the suggestion is passed along.
CLOSE
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AMERICA

Byron R. Forster, president of the Brilliantone
Steel Needle Co., New York, in a chat with The
World this week predicted an increasing shortage in needles and a general raise in prices in
the needle market in the not far distant future.
Mr. Forster also reports that they have very recently closed one of the largest details in the
history of the firm with a large South American
firm. Mr. and Mrs. Forster expect to make
their summer home in Atlantic City, Mr. Forster commuting each week-end.

I am

with the Nanes

Correspondence

CLEMENT

solicited.

BEECROFT

309 IV. Susquehanna Avenue
Philadelphia
Also
Record Envelopes, Needles, etc.
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BOOTHS
Illustration shows a
recent installation for
N. FRIEDBERG
1658 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Write for a copy of our
NEW CATALOG
Van Veen "Bed-Set" Sectional
Booths can be erected as easily
as a bed (no skilled labor required). Booths shipped on short
notice anywhere. Room sizes
any multiple of 3 feet. High
grade finish, will match your
sample
if desired.
construction.
We Sound-proof
design and
build complete interiors. We
also build record racks, which
are described in our new catalog.

Our Style B

ARTHUR

VAN VEEN & CO.
Marbridge Building

Prepare for a Machine
Shortage by Developing
Record Sales
FIXTURES

FOR DISPLAY

L.

47 W. 34th St, N. Y.
Telephone
- - Greeley 4749
PURPOSES

Series of Five Attractive Fixtures for Columbia Dealers Just Prepared by the Dealer Service Department of This Company

DEALERS EVERYWHERE ARE SELLING
QUANTITIES OF OUR
HANALEI
BANJUKES
(Ukuleles In Banfo Form)
A bigger hit than the Ukulele because much louder
and more pleasing in tone, and of more substantial
construction. Perfect two octave scales. A thoroughly practical instrument for both solo playing
ana club work. Send for illustrated catalogue and
price list today, u
The Banluke Is One of the Biggest Sellers
In the Musical Instrument Line.
SHERMAN,
CLAY
& CO.
Sole Manufacturers
103 Kearny Street
San Francisco

COUNTRY

OF ORIGIN

Bill Now Before Congress to Enforce Labeling
of Articles Made in This Country With Distinctive Mark to Indicate Their Origin

Hanger for Monthly Lists
attract the attention of passers-by and visitors
to the warerooms. The monthly hanger display
fixtures include wall and window fixtures of

A bill is now before Congress to enforce the
labeling of articles made in this country with
a distinctive mark so as to show their place of
origin. It is hoped that, despite the present
pressure on the time of our Congressmen, this
measure will receive consideration. The proposition is not a novel one, having been broached
fiom time to time for several years. There is
much to be said in its favor, and from more than
one standpoint. The first impression of the
merits of the proposal would be that its enactment would prevent the use of the sign "imported" on man}' things which are really made
here, but which is employed as a pretext to get
higher prices for them. This has resulted in a
belittling or undervaluing of many meritorious
goods of domestic make. But this is only one
aspect of the matter. There is no questioning
the advertising value in export trade of a distinctive American stamp on articles produced here.
This implies, of course, that the articles themselves have merit, and it is part of the plan to
see to it that they are kept up to standard. Such
a control would also be of much value to domestic
purchasers, assuring them of quality. The Germans, in their foreign trade, set great store on
the value of the "Made in Germany" label. So
much so was this the case that they did not
hesitate to apply it to articles made elsewhere
but which their exporters handled. In this way
thej- managed to get a lot of business which
other countries, the United States included, might
have obtained direct.

The dealer service department of the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, has just advised Columbia distributors throughout the
country that there is now ready for the .use of
Columbia dealers a series of five attractive fix-

Columbia Catalog Rack
tures for the display of the various Columbia
hangers and catalogs in the dealers' warerooms.
This department experimented with various
models, and after receiving sets of these fixtures from many manufacturers finally adopted
the designs that are shown herewith as best
suited for the requirements of Columbia representatives. These fixtures are being sold to the
dealers at cost price, giving them not only the
benefit of the additional business that this
method of publicity cannot fail to produce, but
also providing them with store equipment carefully worked out and delivered to them at a
price considerably lower than that for which
they could be secured from the manufacturers
through ordinary channels.
This series includes three metal fixtures for

TO SHOW

the display of the "Columbia Midmonth Specials" hangers; two large monthly hanger display fixtures, and a Columbia catalog rack.
The midmonth hanger fixtures comprise a wall,
window and a counter fixture, all calculated to

TRANSFER

ENTIRE

VICTOR

STOCK

Grand Ratids, Mich.. June 9. — M. Marin has
transferred his entire Victor stock and good
will to the Lyric Music Co., who will carry on
this business in the Boston Store, this city.
MAESTROLA
MAHOGANY CABINET
MACHINES, SIZE 15x15x7}^
■t
Motor worm gear plays 2%
to 3 minute records, one winding. Price in dozen lots $5.00 each, sample
$5.50.
4machine
1

"Midmonth Specials" Hanger
artistic design, and the catalog rack provides
plenty of room for the adequate display of all
tlic catalogs incidental to Columbia products.
7
VISITORS

TO THE

CITY

Several of the salesmen connected with the
Columbia out-of-town branches were visitors at
the executive offices recently, including S. \V.
Lukas and J. P. J. Kelly, of the Pittsburgh
branch, and Lyman Rryan, of the Baltimore
branch,

Steel needles and phonograph parts selling at the old
prices during June and July regardless of the scarcity of
these
supplies.
Now is the time to place your order. Be
wise and
save money.
FULTON TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
640 Broadway
New York City, N. Y.
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Matrix Made by General Pershing for the Columbia Graphophone Co. — Original Brings
Big Price at Auction — Will Be One of a Series
of Records to Be Made by Famous Americans
As announced some time ago in The World,
the Columbia Graphophone Co. has made arrangements whereby it will soon release a record made by General Pershing, commander of
the American Expeditionary Forces in France.
A golden matrix of this record was auctioned
at the Metropolitan Opera House during the
recent Red Cross drive, and was purchased by
George M. Cohan, the actor, for $2,700. Mr.
Cohan re-donated the matrix to the Red Cross
committee, who will in turn present it to President Wilson to be filed in the archives at Washington.
In connection with this Pershing record the
following article appeared this week in one of
the local newspapers:
"One of the most valuable historic records
of the present war is a phonograph record. It
is a matrix of General Pershing's voice amid the
din of battle — a wax cylinder contained in an
ordinary leather sack now in the mail compartment of a convoyed vessel which was headed
yesterday for an Atlantic port on the American
continent.

WAR

PLANS

FOR

CREDIT

Association Will Discuss How
Government

MEN

TO

SUPPLY

MUSIC

About $50,000 was raised to buy talking machines and other musical instruments for the
sailors of the American Navy at a remarkable
concert given at the Metropolitan Opera House
on the evening of June 10, which was participated in by every operatic artist of international
fame. Not only the entire staff of the Metropolitan, but others such as Lucien Muratore,
John McCormack and Harold Bauer, pianist,
contributed their services. The money will be

VICTROLA

FOR TORPEDO

STATION

The Y. M. C. A. hut at the Naval Torpedo
Station at Newport, R. I., is now proud of a
magnificent new Victrola which has been donated by a prominent New York woman. The
sailor boys are quite tickled with this gift.

The

Ellis

distributed by the Women's Naval Service.
REMOVE

TO LARGER

QUARTERS

The Columbia Stores Co., Spokane, Wash.,
have removed from W818 Sprague avenue to
N161 Post street, a splendidly equipped threestory building. This company has stores also
in Denver and Salt Lake City.

Melodious
Reproducer
(illustration is exact size)

Weight is less than four ounces.
It brings to life the individual voices
and instruments in REAL-TONE: No
soprano note too high. No bass tone
too low. ALL reproduced as natural
as life — as perfect as contained in the
record.

J
■
BH
BB

Retails for Nickel $10.00— Heavy

Gold Plated $12.50

That the ELLIS "melodious" REPRODUCER "Talks for itself 'most convincingly' "
is the evidence of all users. It makes a special appeal to lovers of the better class of
music, although at the same time it brings out detail of individual instruments of Jazz

jjl Bands and "rag-time."
EB
"Phonograph Cranks," enthusiasts, some having had six years' continuous usage of
BB
the Ellis Melodious Reproducer to back up their judgment, tell the many wonderful
B]|
-.

stories that visiting friends say "I thought that voice human and you surprise me by telling me 'it's a talking machine playing.' "

BB

The following is a testimonial from Mr. J. F. Poche, a "musical critic and well known
to the Piano Trade and Talking Machine Industry." He writes over his signature.

■

Plans outlining how the business men of
America may give the most efficient support to
the Government in time of war will be discussed at the . war convention of the National
Association of Credit Men to be held in Chicago June 18, 19, 20 and 21. There will be 1,800
delegates present, representing the 24,000 members of the association. Among those who will
address the convention are John Burke, treasurer of the United States; and Paul Warburg,
vice-governor of the Federal Reserve Board.
J. H. Tregoe, secretary of the association,
said yesterday that one of the principal topics
of discussion at the convention would be the
great burden placed upon business men by war
taxes. Another topic will be the matter of preparing for after-the-war business problems.
Prizes will be awarded for the best papers on
trade acceptances. It is estimated that $50,000,000,000 is carried annually by the credit
men, with $4,000,000,000 always on the books.
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"Mr. Ellis: It affords me great pleasure indeed
to addtliat
my you
testimonial
numberyourof
those
already to
havetheingreat
qualifying
wonderful reproducer, as the only one in the country. isIt unnecessary.
is so far superior
to any that
compari-is
son
The following
incident
conclusive proof of above statement.
"The early part of December took me to the
Providence Building to see Mr. LaVelle, who has
his Operatic Studio in said building.
"As I was waiting for the elevator I heard a
gorgeous voice, in a most delightful selection,
and I was so much impressed with the voice
that I inquired of the Elevator man 'who is the
singer?' 'This is not a lady singing,' said the
elevator man. 'it is a Victrola.' I replied, 'it is

impossible, I am familiar with all of the different
styles and makes of talking machines, having
sold them for a number of years, and it is impossible to reproduce a voice in that way. To
my greatwhere
surprise
I wasentertained
ushered into
Studio,
I was
by Mr.
Mr. Ellis'
Ellis
with his marvelous Melodious Reproducer with
selections
fromMartinelh,
Caruso^ Melba,
Galli-Curci,
son, Journet,
Gluck,Mabel
HomerGarriand
others. I must in conclusion state unqualifiedly
that your Reproducer is the only one giving an
absolute reproduction of the Human voice, Violin,
Piano, thereby deceiving the most exacting experts. " (Signed) Very truly yours.
"J. F. POCHE."

There is a gentleman who wrote "would be willing to walk from Chicago to Milwaukee to get an Ellis Reproducer were there no other way to obtain one."
A dealer in a far-off country wrote, "Mr. Ellis, my customers wonder why your wonderful reproducer isn't known all over the World . . . please find draft to pay for
DEALER : I am now able to take good care of a few more dealers who wish
more."
fortyMR.
to give their patrons "the finest of music" with "all the harmonics" which are "hidden"
in the wonderful Victor and Columbia Records.
The Ellis Melodious Reproducer is intended for exclusive trade — your customers
will "appreciate your kindness for introducing the Ellis Melodious Reproducer."

J.

TRADE

Forbes & Wallace, of Springfield, Mass., are
featuring the Victrola and Victor records to
good advantage these days and building up a
very large volume of business.

$50,000 RAISED

The Meiklejohn Co., the well-known piano
dealers of Providence, Pawtucket and Woonsocket, R. I., have recently opened a talking
machine department on the second floor of their
handsome building in the first named city. The
business is under the management of Allen T.
Waite, and Edison and Starr phonographs and
records are being handled. The new department is admirably arranged, and under the capable management of Mr. Waite should score
a great success.

gg|

UP LARGE

CO. IN LINE
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For the Sailors of the American Navy — To Buy
Talking Machines and Other Musical Instruments— Noted Artists Assist at Concert

Best to Aid the

BUILDING

WORLD

Open Talking Machine Department in Providence Store Under Management of Allen T.
Waite, an Experienced Talking Machine Man

"Duplicates of this priceless vocal record have
been hidden away in France and England to
insure them against loss from submarine attack.
It is an exhortation to the American people and
will be produced at patriotic meetings, rallies,
school, club and social gatherings and in homes
throughout the length and breadth of the land.
"Unlike the text of Lincoln's Gettysburg address and similar priceless national historic
papers, this record will not be merely a Pershing
relic to look reverently upon, but a new Liberty
Bell, to be rung when desired — an ever-living
voice, transmitting through the sense of sound
the message of its author.
"Immediately upon the arrival of the matrix
it will be rushed to Bridgeport, Conn., home of
phonograph record and munition making, where
everything is in readiness to strike off copies
of the record. Then, with all the speed that
the mails afford, the message will start on its
nation-wide circle of inspiration— to every city,
village and hamlet, to cantonments and scattered, isolated camps.
"The germ of the idea out of which this movement grew had its inception in the brain of Guy
Golterman, a prominent attorney of St. Louis."
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SEXTON'S

NEW

DELIVERY

TRUCK

Washington Dealer Perfects His Victor Service
by Installing Automobile Service
Washington, D. C, June 8. — K. C. Sexton, 629
Pennsylvania avenue, S. E., Victor dealer, recently added to his delivery equipment a handsome Ford delivery truck, which is one of the
most attractive trucks used by any member of
the local talking machine trade. This truck is
being used to excellent advantage, and Mr. Sex-

Sexton's New Delivery Auto
ton states that it is enabling him to render his
patrons maximum service and efficiency in delivering Victrolas and Victor records.
The truck, which is shown herewith, was manufactured bythe Hoover Wagon Co., York, Pa.,
and represents the last word in the development
of the small motor truck. The famous Victor
trade-mark is reproduced on the side panels, and
the general appearance of the truck has won
many favorable comments.
ORGANIZE

COMPANY

TALKING
NEW

WAR

MACHINE

REVENUE

WORLD
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is of the sort to permit the officials to draft what
they believe will be the best measure to meet
the situation. Incidentally, the President has
taken the stand that lobbying on the proposed
measure should be prohibited. It is stated in
Washington that, should the Ways and Means
Committee follow the recommendations of the
Treasury Department in drafting the bill, there
will be little opportunity for protest from individuals, but should the House Committee draw
a bill along its own lines, it will simply invite
protests in the sending of multitudes of attorneys and witnesses to Washington to petition
to the Senate Committee for relief, as was the
case with the last bill.
Members of the trade will do well to keep
informed regarding the progress of the bill and
the conditions under which it is drafted, in order to be prepared to put forward their claims
for relief in the event that such action is desirable. The trade is perfectly willing to carry
its full share of the burdens of war, but it may
be that the proposed bill might intentionally, or
unintentionally, contain something that would
place an excess burden on the industry.

BILL COMING

Trade Would Do Well to Watch Progress of
Proposed New Measure and Be Prepared to
Protect Their Interests if Threatened
Members of the talking machine trade, and
particularly the organizations within the trade,
would do well to watch closely the actions of
Congress in connection with the proposed new
War Revenue bill, which it is planned to rush
through with little delay. President Wilson
has already signified his determination to have
a tax bill, the burden of which shall rest chiefly
upon incomes and war profits, with a good share
placed on luxuries. Although no particular
products are classed as luxuries in the first announcement, itwill not be improbable that some
Congressman may insist at the outset in putting musical instruments in that class, despite
all that has been done to prove to the contrary.
It is declared that the Government ha.s secured
the services of financial experts in drafting the
proposed new law, and it is declared that the
evidence now in possession of the Government
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IN COLORADO

Loveland, Colo., June 6. — A company is being
reorganized in this city by C. I. Jackson, to be
known as the Jackson Phonograph Co., for the
purpose of manufacturing talking machines.
The capital will be $250,000, and the majority
of the preferred stock will be taken up by local
people. Those interested outside of Mr. Jackson are J. M. Cunningham, George Walker, E.
McNeal and Thomas McKee. It is planned to
build a factory in Loveland as soon as capital
is secured to commence manufacturing this machine, which is the invention of Mr. Jackson.
An acoustic feature of the instrument is a
wooden tone arm and tone chamber.
FILE PETITION

IN BANKRUPTCY

The Cathedral Chime Co., Inc., chimes and
phonographs, at 106 Reade street, has filed a
petition in bankruptcy, with liabilities of $35,800,
of which $35,669 are unsecured claims, and assets of $9,462, consisting of stock, $6,130; machinery and tools, $2,250; debts due on open account, $421, and cash in bank, $30. Judge
Mayer has appointed Maurice Meyer receiver
in $2,000 bond.
PROSPERITY

IN THE SOUTH

C. B. Haynes, of the C. B. Haynes Co., Inc.,
the veteran phonograph jobber of Richmond,
Va., who was in the city recently attending the
Edison convention, expressed himself enthusiastically regarding business conditions in the
South. In the course of a chat with The World
he stated that the purchasing power of the people had materially increased within recent years,
and that there was a good demand for phonographs of the more expensive types, with the
popular demand running from $150 to $200.
The Denver Drygoods Co., which handles the
Edison in Denver, has started a vigorous billboard advertising campaign in which the Edison is strongly featured.
The Victor department of the Anthony Furniture Co., of Providence, R. I., reports a very
excellent volume of business which is only limited by the scarcity of stock.
J. R. Leach, of Arleta, Ore., has secured the
agency for the Brunswick phonograph.
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THE
REMARKABLE

VICTOR

TALKING

Chicago. III., June 12. — Lyon & Healy have
ready for dealers another of the remarkable Victor posters for which they have achieved such
a reputation. It is a twenty-four sheet poster,
nine feet high by twenty feet long, lithographed
in four colors on high quality sunproof poster
paper. It is extremely timely, the legend being
"Get your home a Victrola. Music is a necessity." The illustration shows a charming little
maiden and a Victor record emerging from an
envelope on which is the legend, "Here comes
the record fairy." Ample space is left for the
name of the dealer. The supply of the posters
is limited and dealers are urged to place their
orders now. The exclusive use of this poster
will be given to one dealer in each town. They
are furnished the trade practically at cost.
Lyon & Healy have also just published for
the benefit of the dealers a very beautiful exclusive Victrola calendar. The essential feature
is a reproduction in colors from a painting by
Arthur J. Wells of a home group of mother and
children around a Victrola, and it is one of the
most artistic productions of the kind that have
reached this office in many a day. There is no
other printing on the calendar except a flap at
the top on which the name of the dealer is
printed. The company is taking orders now for
delivery November 1.
ENORMOUS

EXPORT

TRADE

From a position of third place among the nations of the world as an exporter of manufactures, which it occupied previous to the war,
the United States has suddenly become the
leader, having outstripped Great Britain and
Germany, according to a compilation by the
National City Bank. In 1917 our exports were
over $4,000,000,000.
SECOY

CO. INCORPORATED

The Secoy Co., of Piqua. O.. recently incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000, and will
manufacture automatic stops for talking machines. The company formerly operated a plant
at Sidney, O.
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POSTERS

Lyon & Healy Have Now Ready for Dealers
Twenty-four-Sheet Poster Nine Feet High,
Twenty Feet Long, in Four Colors, Which
Should Command Public Attention — Also Issuing an Exclusive Victrola Calendar
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offer for immediate
facturing well-known
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sale a plant in the east that has been manuand successful sound box for the past year.

Purchaser will secure absolute rights to VALUABLE
BASIC PATENTS that cover exclusive features which
make this sound box the best on the market. We can
prove this assertion.
We have an established trade; over 5,000 sound boxes
have been sold, and purchaser will get a paying business in addition to stock on hand, fixtures, lathes, etc.
Owner leaving for the coast necessitates sale.
Have
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....
NOVELTY

At the request of Columbia dealers to provide them with a summertime advertising novelty, the dealer service department of the Columbia Graphophone Co. has worked out a plan
whereby Columbia dealers can secure at a comparatively little cost a supply of unusually attractive fans bearing effective and specific selling

Machine

World

NEW

YORK

tion. This also applies to garden parties, hotel
dances, indoor affairs, etc.
The face of the fan conveys forcibly the gen-

suggestions.
The department has suggested to the dealers
that the distribution of these fans inside of the
store covers only a small part of its possibilities.
Its biggest opportunity to produce sales comes
in the many ways that will readily occur to the
live dealer. A fan may be included with every
package leaving the store. It may be sent to
the mailing list, and be used also in adding to
the mailing list by its distribution at opportune
affairs. Picnics, athletic meets and parties provide many opportunities for effective distribu-
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eral selling idea of using Grafonolas during the
summer. This general message is made specific on the reverse side, where the popularpriced models are featured, together with a suit-
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Mr. Dealer:
Don't miss sales by being out of
stock.
Order NOW.

If you are not familiar with the " best reproducer for playing EDISON RECORDS," send us
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able list of summertime records. Special lists
of international records may also be inserted.
All details are given, and sufficient room is loft
for the dealer's name and address.
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Exhibitors
at

of

National

Talking

Music

At the National Music Show which was held
at the Grand Central Palace, New York, during
the week of June 1 to 8 inclusive, and which
was formally opened with appropriate ceremonies by- Governor Charles S. Whitman, of
New York, the talking machine trade vied with
the other- branches of the music industry in
the prominence of its various displays. In
fact, a large part of the informal entertainment
provided in connection with the various exhibits was offered by the various talking machine concerns, who brought prominent artists
to the show to sing in tone tests and in demonstrating recitals in their special booths or
theatres.
Thos. A. Edison, Inc., for instance, gave two
fine test recitals each afternoon and evening
in the Edison Theatre at the east end of the
mezzanine floor, where 300 people could be accom odated at one time. The prominent artists appearing at the tone tests seldom failed
to attract a capacity audience.
Then the Columbia Graphophone Co. with a
large space on the main floor entertained the
crowd at intervals with the songs by prominent artists on the Columbia list, while the
Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. made one of the
hits of the show with its complete record pressing plant at which records were actually made
before the eyes of the visitors and then distributed to the holders of lucky numbers.
The manner in which the piano trade has
taken cognizance of the value of the talking
machine was evidenced not alone by the displays of machines made by the different piano
houses, by at least three types of player-pianos
in which were incorporated talking machines,
making combination instruments.
The list of talking machine exhibitors at
the show and what they had on display was as
follows:
Automatic Record Container Co.
The Automatic Record Container Co., Chicago, manufacturers of the clever automatic
filing cabinet for talking machine records, had a
comprehensive display in charge of Frank P.
Read. • The automatic record container was
shown installed in several types of cabinets, and
also in a handsome wicker case machine, the
products of the Lakeside Supply Co.. Chicago,

Ct
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DEALERS
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Increase your record sales by selling
them Cortina language record sets.
A timely set for which there has been
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Send for full information. Advertising
matter and poster-hangers free.
Cortina Academy
12 East 46th Street

of Languages
:: New York

Machines

Show,

New

and

York

and which in itself represented the exhibit of
the latter company. The Automatic Record
Container Co. also showed and demonstrated
the Paramount records for which they have the
Western jobbing agency. The display greatly
interested the visitors.
The Autopiano Co.
The Autopiano Co., New York, player-piano
manufacturers, showed a new type of Pianista,
a player-piano in which was incorporated a talking machine with a horn running to the spool
box in the center of the instrument. It aroused
the attention of visitors.
Brilliantone Steel Needle Co.
The Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. had a large
exhibit at the music show held at the Grand

Supplies
Largest Music Show in the History
of the Trade Formally Opened
by Gov. Whitman on June 1st

Of timely interest was the Cortina Military
French-English course with manual. The exhibit was in charge of A. Sage Swanson, of the
Cortina sales staff.
Melville Clark Piano Co.
One of the features of the exhibit of the Melville Clark Piano Co. was the Apollophone, a
combination of the Apollo player and a talking
machine introduced some time ago, and which
has proven very popular. This instrument is
the work of Melville Clark, the noted inventor
of the Apollo player-piano.
Columbia Graphophone Co.
The Columbia Graphophone Co. presented a
remarkably handsome display occupying four
booths on the center aisle. This display was
divided into several
sections, each one of
which attracted the
attention of visitors to

the show.
This exhibit was noteworthy
for the many new
products which made
their initial bow to
the trade, and which
are described in detail
in another section of
this issue of The
World. Several popu 1 a r Columbia art
models were also featured to excellent advantage in one of the
booths.
The international
record department of
the Columbia Co. displayed alarge map of
Exhibit of Brilliantone Steel Needle Co
Europe, which was
Central . Palace, New York, from June 1 to 8. accompanied by detailed figures showing the
population in the United States of the various
Besides Booths 101-102 on the mezzanine floor
they also had a table at one of the important
entrances where their needles were on display.
Their booth was attractively furnished and their
shield trade-mark, which has become so well
known in the trade, was much in evidence.
Steel needles, probably 10,000 times larger than
actual size, were also featured in the display
and attracted much attention. Not only were
samples of the Brilliantone needle freely distributed but attractive souvenirs were issued as
well in the form of leather-covered memorandum
books. Byron R. Forster and H. W. Acton were
personally in attendance at the booth and welcomed many .of their out-of-town friends.
Two of the most attractive styles of Brunswick phonographs were installed in the exhibit.
Columbia Art Model Room
These machines not only added to the general
European nationalities. Group figures, which
effect of the exhibit but served to demonstrate
form. a part of the new Columbia international
the reproducing qualities of the Brilliantone
record window display, were also used with
steel needles. These machines also furnished
this map, and the exhibit as a whole combined
many impromptu concerts during the day and
evening.
Cheney Talking Machine Co.
The Cheney Talking Machine Co. exhibited
a new line of console models ranging in price
from $225 to $1,100. A feature of the exhibit
was a Japanese model known as a Fuji design,
which was created by one of the most noted
Japanese artists in the world.
A complete line of the regular Cheney models
was also displayed and a new machine in a
Berkey & Gay cabinet, for the retail price of
$60, created much attention on the part of the
dealers and other manufacturers. The booth
was in charge of Burton Collver.
Cortina Academy of Languages
The Cortina Academy of Languages had a
very interesting exhibit at the music show at the
Grand Central Palace, New York. Their various language courses were demonstrated to all
callers at their booth on the mezzanine floor.

Columbia International Record Room
practicability and attractiveness.
The display
was conceived by Anton Heindl, manager of
the Columbia international record department,
{Continued on page 101)
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and the exhibit was in charge of R. F. Bolton,
sales manager of the department.
During the course of the week a number of
Columbia artists appeared at the booth and
gave informal concerts; these artists, including
the Farber Sisters, Arthur Fields, Lewis James,
Evans Davies and others. Under the auspices
of the International Record department there
were also presented the Serbian Tambouritza
Sextet and the Russian Balalaika Orchestra,
who gave several concerts during the week. The
Sextet's offerings were decidedly unique, and
their records will also be presented in the
general Columbia lists, in addition to the regular "E" series of international records.
One corner of the Columbia booth was devoted to the educational department, which conducted a "Children's Hour." This very interesting display was in charge of W. A. Willson,
business manager of the department, and W.
H. Gould, sales manager.
The complete Columbia display was in charge
of R. W. Knox, advertising manager of the
Columbia Co., assisted by H. E. Speare, manager of the Columbia Fifth Avenue Shop. Lambert Friedl, manager of the New York branch,
was on hand daily, with members of his staff
to welcome the dealers. Visitors from the executive offices included H. L. Willson, general
manager; George W. Hopkins, general sales
manager, and Frank K. Pennington, assistant
general sales manager of the company.
Eclipse Talking Machine Co.
The Eclipse Talking Machine Co., of Paterson, N. J., had an exhibit of their Eclipse electric self-starting phonograph. The Eclipse 'is
novel inasmuch as it can be operated by dry
batteries or by direct or alternating current.
Among the exclusive features of the Eclipse
is the Sibley sound box, and the push button
that repeats the record at any time during the
rendition, a point which is advertised as especially helpful to singers. The booth was in
charge of James T. Sibley, president of the
compan}' and inventor of the instrument; Albert
R. Winans, vice-president of the company;
Thomas E. Piatt, treasurer, and Walter O.
Bacon, secretary.
Thos. A. Edison, Inc.
One of the chief centers of interest during
the entire period of the show was the Edison
Theatre, occupying a large section at the Western end of the mezzanine floor, and with a
capacity of 300. Throughout the week special
recitals were given twice each afternoon and
evening, at which prominent artists appeared
and sang and played in comparison with their
recreations on the new Edison. Among the
artists were Miss Marie Morrisey, contralto;
Vernon Dalhart, tenor; Harold Lyman, flutist;

TALKING
MACHINES

MACHINE
AND

SUPPLIES

WORLD
AT

MUSIC

berola phonograph, and the Edison army and
navy disc phonograph, which has proven so
popular with the fighting forces. Verdi E. B.

Edison Concert Hall at Music Show
Fuller, general supervisor of Thos. A. Edison,
Inc., with a staff of assistants was in charge
of this magnificent display.
Emerson Phonograph Co.
The Emerson Phonograph Co. showed a complete line of Emerson products, including the
new 65-cent records and the popular Emerson
7-inch records. Artistic displays of these records together with effective window-hangers
and showcards gave visitors to the show an
adequate idea of the splendid publicity and
co-operative helps that are being issued by this
company for the benefit of Emerson dealers.
Arthur H. Cushman, manager of sales, was in
charge of this exhibit, assisted by J. I. Carroll,
assistant sales manager, and several members of
the sales staff.
Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co., Inc.
One of the most attractive exhibits at the
show was that of the Otto Heineman Phono-

101
SHOW — (Continued

from page 99)

recording for the Heineman record library appeared at the booth and gave informal concerts;
among these artists being Joseph Phillips, Miss
Inez Barbour, Miss Rosa Torregrosa, comic
opera prima donna, Chas. Hart, John Myers,
Lewis James and Byron G. Harlan.
The Heineman exhibit was in charge of W. C.
Strong, who was ably assisted by M. E.
Schechter, A. A. Foute, and other members of
the staff. Otto Heineman, president of the
company, W. G. Pilgrim, assistant general manager, A. Heineman, assistant general manager
C. J. Pott, Toronto manager, and G. R. Kunkle,
chief engineer of the Elyria factory, were also
on hand to receive visitors.
Innovation Electric Co., Inc.
The Innovation Electric Co., Inc., New York,
displayed the "Innovation" electric motor, a
self-winding motor that can be attached to any
phonograph without change in construction or
interfering with the regular crank wind. The
booth which attracted attention was in charge
of W. W. Rosenfield, president of the above
company,
and F. N. Davison, sales manager of
the company.
Lakeside Supply Co.
The Lakeside Supply Co., of Chicago, exhibited several of their new tone arms and
sound boxes which were very original in design
and one of which latter played either lateral or
vertical cut records without any shifting of the
position of the sound box. The Lakeside Co.
also had on display one of its luxifibre ArtKraft talking machines which embraces several
novel features.
The new Lakeside rotometer,
which is a great
"shortcut" in the testing and regulating of
motors, was also on
exhibit. Mr. Fricke
came on from Chicago to take charge.
National Lead Co.
The booth of the
National Lead Co., in
charge of W. P.
Brown, contained an
exhibit of die castings
of talking machine
and
player-piano
parts. Of particular
interest to the player
or talking machine
man were sound

Partial View of Extensive Heineman Exhibit
boxes, tone arms, elgraph Supply Co., Inc., which occupied two
bows, player valves and transmission frames as
booths on the center aisle. The company had
well as parts for mechanical players.
many new and important products to call to the
Operaphone Mfg. Co.
attention of visiting members of the trade,
The Operaphone Mfg. Co., Long Island City,
N. Y., displayed and demonstrated a complete
including the new Heineman "OkeH" record,
which was presented
selection of the new Operaphone ten-inch hill
to the public and to and dale records, under the direction of E. A.
the trade formally for
Carter, of the company. The new'records mark
a distinct improvement over the former Operathe first time. This
phone products, and interested the visitors.
new record was heartPathe Freres Phonograph Co.
ily praised by visiting
The Pathe Freres Phonograph Co. occupied
dealers and manufacthree large booths at the show, this exhibit be- ■
turers, who were suring one of the most interesting displays from
prised to learn that
a trade and general viewpoint. The feature of
the Otto Heineman
this exhibit was the presentation of a record
Co. had already compress in actual operation, and this press turned
pleted an extensive
out hundreds of records which were distributed
repertoire
in- to the visitors free of charge on the basis of
cluded which
records made
the drawing of winning numbers. The exhibit
by some of the most
was crowded every afternoon and evening, and
popular artists now
before the public. The
the New York public evinced the keenest interest in the complicated equipment which is inrecords were demoncidental to the pressing of records.
strated throughout the
In another section of this display there were
week in a soundproof
booth. A complete
featured several' new Pathe art models which
line of Heineman and
will be ready for formal announcement in the
Part of Edison Exhibit Showing Period Models
Meisselbach motors,
very near future. These designs inckfde sevMarie Tiffany, of the Metropolitan Opera Co.;
eral models after the antique periods, and their
tone arms, sound boxes, etc., were also on disthe Fleming Trio, and others. The concerts
distinctive beauty won considerable praise from
play, together with Dean steel needles. These
the visitors to the show. A new Pathephone
never failed to attract a large audience. In the
products were also featured through the metrench model was also displayed for the first
exhibition space outside the theatre were shown
dium of various well-known phonographs which
used these motors, tone arms, etc.
several of the leading period models of the
time, and its practicability was thoroughly ap(Continued on page 102)
new Edison, as well as the new Edison AmDuring the week many well-known artists
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EXHIBITORS OF TALKING MACHINES AND SUPPLIES AT MUSIC SHOW—
preciated by the many dealers who visited the
In addition to the large display of PhonoPathe booths.
grands the consoles of two of the very famous
During the course of the week many Pathe
Seeburg-Smith unified organs were shown. One
artists appeared at the exhibit and gave informal
of the consoles was of a $15,000 organ and the
other was of a $5,500 organ, and both gave an
concerts, among these artists being the followexcellent idea of the musical possibilities in the
ing: Jan Rubini, famous violinist; Grace Hoffman, concert soprano; Fred Van Eps, Frank
great unified organs built by this company.
Banta. Arthur Fields, Lewis James, the Farber
J. P. Seeburg, president of the company, came
Sisters, Dominico Savino, Wm. Simmons, Louis
on from Chicago for the purpose of acquaintWinch, Royal Dadmun and the very popular
ing the many dealers visiting New York with
team, Collins and Harlan.
the great sales possibilities of the hew type
instrument, the Phono-grand, through retail
The display was in charge of H. N. McMenipiano and talking machine establishments. Chas.
men, managing director of the company, together with J. F. Collins, general sales manager,
Seltzer came on from Pittsburgh to co-operate
Marshall Brugman and O. J. Valliere. E. A.
with Mr. Seeburg at the National Music Show.
Starr Piano Co.
YVidmann, president of the company, was also a
frequent visitor at the booth.
The Starr Piano Co., Richmond, Ind., devoted
Plaza Music Co.
their space at the show to an elaborate display
of a half dozen of the more popular models of
The Plaza Music Co. and the Supertone Talking Machine Co. occupied a joint exhibit, and
the Starr phonograph which has come strongly
displayed a complete line of Supertone talking
to the fore during the past year. In connection
machines, Magnedo and steel needles, B. & H.
with the phonographs there were displayed and
demonstrated the new Gennett records, also
fibre nedeles, Wade & Wade fibre needle cutters, etc., together with standard music rolls,
made by the Starr Co. The exhibit, which atThomas Mfg. Co. talking machine motors, sheet
tracted much attention during the week, was
under the supervision of Wm. C. Klumpp.
music and accessories. J. H. Roos and A. Germain were in charge of this exhibit.
J. P. Seeburg Piano Co.
STEPHENSON, INC., ENTERTAIN
The J. P. Seeburg Piano Co., of Chicago, deStephenson, Inc., manufacturers of the "Stevoted the spacious and richly furnished quarters
phenson Precision Made" talking machine motor,
of Booth 14 to an exceedingly attractive exhibit
had a special display of their motors during
of the Phono-grand, which is a new combinathe past week at their New York offices at
tion instrument of individual exterior appear1 West Thirty-fourth street, where Frank T.
ance, including a player-piano and phonograph
Nutze, vice-president and general manager, was
as separate units. The Phono-grand was shown
in charge. Mr. Nutze is well known to both
in many different finishes, including mahogany,
talking machine manufacturers and to piano
Circassian walnut, golden oak and mission.
dealers, having been for many years interested
in the trade as a piano manufacturer, and during
convention week he was enabled to meet many
of his friends. A very novel invitation to visit
the Stephenson offices was sent out by the company to the trade in the form of a little maga/TONE ARMS 5 SOUND BOXES
zine edited by Frank T. Nutze, very friendly in tone and carrying information in regard to
entertainment
to be found by the visitors while
Place Your Orders
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from page 101)
Compton-Price Co.
Among the talking machines which were displayed in the booth of the Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply Co. at the National Music Show,
June 1 to 8, was the Stradivara manufactured by
the Compton-Price Co., of Coshocton, O., the
selling agents for which are the Schilling Piano
Co., 112 West Twenty-third street, New York.
Thomas Mfg. Co.
Thomas Mfg. Co., of Dayton, O., made a comprehensive exhibit of the different models of
the "Dayton" motor and the "Dayton" tone arms
in its booth. The parts of the motors were
shown before assembling and gave an excellent
chance to see the high quality products and
principles of construction incorporated in them.
Weser Bros.
Weser Bros, had as their particular feature,
besides a great variety of pianos and playerpianos, the Marveola, the talking machine which
plays six disc records, and can be controlled at
will by three electric buttons. This machine
attracted considerable attention. The booth
was in charge of W. S. Weser, vice-president
and general manager of the company, and sales
manager M. Levian.
seph Hoffay, president of the above company,
he was successful in forming connections with a
number of live piano dealers who in the future
intend to feature the Hoffay products.

"Does MAGNOLA
It Playdoes;
Alland Records?"
Certainly
without any extra
attachments, too. This is only one feature, albeit a
most important
one, in the thoroughly
ment of the MARVELOUS
MAGNOLA.up-to-date equipMAGNOLA

"Emit by Tone Specialists"

SHOWROOMS

The Hoffay Talking Machine Co., 3 West
Twenty-ninth street, had a number of visitors
at their showrooms during the past week. These
included both manufacturers and dealers, the
manufacturers being chiefly interested in the
Hoffay "Resurrectone," the patented sound box
which the company produces.
According to Jo"NICHOLSON"
New'Catalog Showing New Stylet
RECORD
CABINETS
strictly high-grade construction at prices
BELOW COMPETITION
Write
of the catalog
our
special forfreea copy
advertising
help for and
dealers.
Sectional Bookcatm*
and Rmcord
Cabinmts '
E C0.,c^
N FURNITUR
K. NICHOLSO

'e.tcKir>j tKe AVisic Come Out
May we send you our handsome illustrated catalog
chock full of information concerning the wonderful
construction system of Magnola and the beauties of
its musical results, its artistic appearance and its
moderate price?
Send your name and let us tell you more!
MAGNOLA

TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
OTTO SCHULZ. President
General Offices Southern Wholesale Branch
711 MILWAUKEE AVENUE 1530 CANDLER BLDG.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA. GA.
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DOEHLER
DIE -CASTINGS
for tone arms, sound boxes and talking machine attachments
are STANDARD
throughout the industry.
Of the many instruments produced to-day from the most
prominent makes down, the greater number, by far, are equipped
with Doehler die-cast tone arm and sound box.
The enormous output of our three large plants permits of

advantages to the users of die-castings, as regards prices and
deliveries, not otherwise possible.

MAIN OFFICE AND EASTERN PLANT
WESTERN PLANT B ROOKLYN.
Y» NEW JERSEY PLANT
TOLEDO. OHIO.
NEWARK. N.J.

STEADILY

IMPROVING

CONDITIONS

PREVAIL

IN

PORTLAND

Dealers Make Excellent Reports Regarding Business Prospects — Labor Conditions Are More Settled in Various Lines — Stock Shortage Is the Only Serious Worry Prevailing in the Trade
Portland, Ore., June 4. — That labor conditions
are growing more stable in Portland is apparent from a visit to the various talking machine
houses in the city where there have been almost
no important changes in the sales staffs in the
last month. Dealers attribute this largely to
the tone of the business, which is such as to
make the salesmen want to stay with their
positions. The approach of summer, however,
has found a start of the vacation period and this
has somewhat disrupted some of the staffs.
May business in the talking machine field
was more than satisfacto'ry and dealers all have
excellent comparative reports showing a big
increase in sales and a remarkably better condition in collections than at this time last year.
Collections are reported to be even better now
than they were a month ago and this end of
the business is declared to have been never
healthier. Sales were not quite as large in May
as in the earlier months of the spring, when
Portland experienced a real boom in the talking machine field, but they were large enough
to cause satisfaction to the dealers.
Dealers are a unit in declaring that shortage
of stocks is the one and only cause for falling
off in sales in machines, many customers" refusing to await deliveries which cannot be made
on the spot and finally not buying at all.
Taylor C. White, manager of the Victrola department of Sherman, Clay & Co., says that his
firm could not ask for any better business than
that of the past month. Three electric Victrolas were sold in one day by F. D. Addis, of
the department, and this was only a sample of
the business being done by the firm. The visit
of Galli-Curci to Portland did much to stimulate the sale of her records.
The Victrola department of the G. F. Johnson Piano Co. reports even better business in
May than in April. R. F. Callahan, manager of
the department, says they cannot get enough
Victor machines and he attributes the growing business of his department as> much to the
popularity of the line as to the methods which
he has put forth to get business.
Paul B. Norris, manager of the talking machine department of the Wiley B. Allen Co.,
handling a large line of Victrolas and Edisons,
said: "We didn't get business in big bunches
in May as we did in April, but compared with
last year at this time business is away up."
Mr. Norris' business has been so good that
he has just bought a new automobile truck to
deliver machines. The show windows of the
Wiley B. Allen Co. have recently presented some
unusual and attractive scenes arranged by Mr.
Norris and his assistants. The excellent location of the store on a corner of two principal
streets makes these windows well known and
admired by Portlanders.

L. D. Heater, manager of the Portland branch
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., says that
the freight congestion is very much lessened
and that his firm is now receiving shipments
in from thirty to forty days after they leave
the factory. Part of a carload of Columbias
is now on the way from Seattle and several
carloads are due any day from the factory.
One unusual demand which Mr. Heater notes
is for military trunks for holding Grafonolas.
These come from soldiers at Camp Lewis,
Wash., and Vancouver Barracks, Wash. Mr.
Heater says the soldier trade is a big one. He
recently sold 235 Columbias to Camp Lewis in
one order. Soldiers at Vancouver are also buying a great number of Columbia records at the
local Columbia stores.
The Wakefield Music House reports excellent
sales of Brunswick machines. C. Guy Wakefield, manager, says that many new handsome
styles have recently been received and that these
have added materially to sales.
When $9,000 worth of Sonora machines arrived at the Bush & Lane house recently the
firm congratulated itself on the fact that at
last it had a complete line of Sonoras — all
lines and finishes — on hand. Under the excellent management of James Loder, manager of
the talking machine department, many sales
have been made of all machines handled.
L. E. Gilham, manager of the Stradivara Talking Machine Co., says that business is very
good and that the out-of-town trade has been
very brisk. New record rooms have been added.
The Johnson Phonograph
Co., of Astoria,

DON'T

YOU

Ore., has sold out its entire business, carrying
the Columbia and Victor lines, to the Owl
Drug Store, of Astoria, of which John L. Ray,
formerly of Lewiston, Idaho, is proprietor.
J. H. Dundore, general manager of the Portland branch of Sherman, Clay & Co., has
gone to Washington, D. C, on governmental
business. Mr. Dundore is connected with the
food conservation movement.
Absolute confidence in the Edison phonograph was displayed by E. B. Hyatt, of the
Hyatt Talking Machine Co., where he presented
Madame Florence Ferrell, who sings for the
Edison Co., in a most successful concert before
a large and fashionable audience last month at
the White Temple here.
"I was greatly surprised," says C. R. Cordner, manager of the phonograph department of
Eilers Music House, "to find how little effect
the recent Liberty Loan and Red Cross drives
had on the talking machine business. For a
week it was rather dull, but the interval between
the two drives was so lively and we have been
so busy that it has more than offset the lack
of business throughout the drives.
A new method for finishing checked talking
machine and piano cases has been invented by
Joe Baker, of the Harold S. Gilbert Piano Co.
It is of such value that since its inception Mr.
Baker's time has been fully occupied in finishing checked machines for the various talking
machine houses of Portland.
The Victrola department at the Lipman,
Wolfe & Co. store is well supplied with both
machines and records. While some popular
records have been entirely sold out, Miss Florence Isaacs, in charge of the record department, shows her good salesmanship by persuading customers to listen to other records and
always with good results.
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DEALERS' MEETING
SINGS AT COLUMBIA
HIP0LIT0 LAZARO
Large Attendance at Fifth Monthly Gathering of Columbia Metropolitan Dealers, Held Recently
at the Waldorf-Astoria — Midmonth Records Introduced by Lambert Friedl

NEW DEPARTMENT IN SACRAMENTO
Kimball-Upson
Co. Enters
the Phonograph
Field on Large Scale With Brunswick Line

The fifth monthly meeting of the Columbia
dealers in metropolitan territory was held late
last month in the Myrtle Room of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, and this meeting was the
most successful that has yet been held in this

Sacramento, Cal., June 3.— The Kimball-Upson
Co., the prominent sporting goods house of
this city, has opened a phonograph department,
and will handle Brunswick phonographs and
Pathe records exclusivel}'. The company has
purchased the building adjoining their present
quarters, and have installed a number of handsome demonstrating booths. The new department will be in charge of R. R. Bent, while
Mrs. Baker will have supervision of the record
end. New Brunswick dealers are also reported
in Oroville, Red Bliff, Willows, and Corning,
Cal.

the past year to the assistance received from
the Columbia dealers, and bespoke their continued co-operation during the coming year.
During the course of the afternoon Mr.
Friedl reminded the dealers that a Columbia
record made by General Pershing would be
placed on sale very shortly, and incidentally
introduced a record made by Ambassador James
W. Gerard, for the Nation's Forum. This record, which is remarkably clear and distinct, carries an important message to the American peoThe most important feature of the meeting
was the introduction of Hipolito Lazaro, the
ple.
famous Spanish tenor, who is a member of the
Metropolitan Opera Co., and an exclusive Columbia artist. Mr. Lazaro has won international renown, and is generally recognized as
one of the foremost tenors of the present generation.
Responding to the hearty reception which he
received from the Columbia dealers, Mr. Lazaro

Hipolito Lazaro
important series of gatherings. Lambert
Friedl, manager of the local wholesale branch
of the Columbia Co., under whose auspices these
meetings are held, presided at this gathering, and, as usual, his informal address and general comments contributed materially to the enjoyment of the meeting.
These meetings are called monthly in order
to permit Columbia dealers to listen to the midmonth records, and Mr. Friedl has been providing programs that have won the hearty appreciation ofthe Columbia representatives.
More than 300 Columbia dealers and their
friends were present at this meeting, and
Mr. Friedl took advantage of the opportunity to
thank the dealers for their loyalty and co-operation the past year, and mentioned that he is
now entering upon his second year at the local
Columbia wholesale branch. He ascribed any
measure of success that he may have achieved

RECORDS
The greatest series of 75c. records ever made.
10-INCH DOUBLE SIDED
ALL STARS
ALL SELLERS
New list by 15th monthly
Dealers, write for list and prices
BELL TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
44 WEST 37th STREET. NEW YORK

sang selections from "Rigoletto," "L'Africana"
and "La Favorita."
The closing address of the meeting was made
by Wi J. Johns, president of the George Batten
Co., New York, one of the country's foremost
advertising agencies, which is in complete charge
of Columbia publicity. Mr. Johns emphasized
the fact that the main idea back of recent
Columbia advertising is to link up every item
of this publicity in such a way that the dealers
will receive maximum benefits from this advertising. To visualize this thought he used
enlarged sketches of recent Columbia advertisements, and pointed out to the dealers how the
color pages used by the Columbia Co. in all
of the leading national magazines are also
made the basis of the monthly supplements, the
monthly hangers, window displays, and, in fact,
every form of publicity used during that particular month.
HOME

FURNISHERS

MEET

The semi-annual convention of the National
Home Furnishers' Association, Inc., will be
held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on
Thursday, July 11, at 10.30 a. m. An important
program of discussion has been arranged for
the dealers who attend.
SHELTON
ELECTRIC
PHONOGRAPH
MOTOR
We have increased our factory facilities to handle the demand for the
Shelton Electric Motor, and are
now ready to make prompt deliveries.
Write for our Special Agency Proposition
SHELTON
30 East 42nd

ELECTRIC
CO.
Street, NEW YORK

TIMELY

COLUMBIA

LITERATURE

Attractive Folder on Patriotic and Wartime Records Just Issued Is Up to Date
"Columbia Patriotic and Wartime Records" is
the title of a timely and attractive folder just
issued by the Columbia Graphophone Co. for
use by its dealers during the Fourth of July
period. This folder is designed in the national
red, white and blue colors, and the front cover is
especially worthy of note, as it depicts five
thumb nail sketches in colors incidental to the
music of "Yankee Doodle," "Oh, Say, Can You,"
"Tramp, Tramp," "There'll Be a Hot Time" and
"Over There." In fact, this cover, because of
its distinctive beauty, could well be adopted for
use on expensive posters and window hangers.
Under the heading of "Patriotic and Wartime
Records" there are listed in this folder practically every type of record that the Columbia
dealer can feature to his clientele for Independence Day. In addition to the standard patriotic
records that are always prime favorites in the
home of every music-lover, there are listed
popular hits of the day, which form an important part of the present monthly supplements
issued by the Columbia Co. Medleys of patriotic
airs and the leading semi-patriotic, vocal and instrumental selections of the day make this list
an excellent one for Columbia dealers.
Leo. E. D. Schatney,
the Providence store of
Co., has been awarded a
lieutenant in the National
Record Delivery
Envelopes
Safe - Swift - Secure

formerly manager of
the Aeolian-Yocalion
commission as second
Army. ■
The heavy paper
means protection;
the button and cord
mean
speed on— more
you
can wait
customers.

Brine out YOUR
OWN NAME.
Every
time your
an
envelope leaves
store, let tisthe
ement on itadvertake
your
name
to new
the
homes
and
brine
trade. The advertisina
more than pays for the envelope.
Write (or samples and prices.
Lewis C.Frank, 694 Book Bldg., Detroit
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HINGES

Preserve
Beauty
In many beautifully designed, finely finished Talking Machines, Pianos, Music Cabinet?)
Piano Players and Benches, the elimination of the unsightly protruding Hinge is essential
to preserve the beauty of the design.

No. 103

Design and Construction
The fine cabinet work which is required in many instances to preserve the disguise of the instrument requires that the
hinges be as inconspicuous as possible. SOSS Hinges are invisible.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "T"

SOSS MANUFACTURING
DETROIT— 922 David Whitney Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO-164 Hansford Bldg.
THE

ELLIS=MELODIOUS

REPRODUCER

435 Atlantic Avenue, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
COMPANY,
LOS ANGELES— 224 Central Bldg.
CHICAGO— John C. Bold & Co., Clark and Washington Sts., Conway Bldg.
WINDOW

DISPLAYMAKES

BIG SALE

Receives High Praise From Prominent People
Who Have Used It — Fits Any Machine

Portland, Ore., Woman Buys Fifteen Victrola
Outfits for Use of Soldiers in Camps

The Ellis-Melodious reproducer has been recently introduced to the trade by J. H. Ellis,

Portland, Ore., June 4. — Fifteen handsome Victrola machines and $10 worth of Victrola records for each machine were bought at the Portland store of Sherman, Clay & Co. this month
by Miss Constance Brown, a patriotic woman
from New York City who is visiting Portland.
Miss Brown sent the machines and records as
a donation to the soldiers of the spruce division in camp near Newport, Ore. She was passing the Sherman, Clay & Co. store, was attracted by a patriotic window display and entered the Victrola department and made the
purchase. She told Taylor C. White, manager
of the Victrola department, that had it not
been for the .window display the thought of
buying the Victrolas would possibly never have
entered her mind.

P. O. Box' 882, Milwaukee.

This new repro-

Ellis-Melodious Reproducer
ducer, invented more than five years ago, has
since that time been put through all kinds of
tests through which it has emerged victoriously
and with a long line of recommendations and
tributes regarding the artistic quality of its
reproduction. Many very complimentary letters have been received from lawyers, doctors,
musicians, newspaper critics and others who
have tried it out and are still using the EllisMelodious reproducer. It is made to fit practically any make of machine, and is furnished
nickel-plated, heavy gold-plated and finest goldpainted.
DOEHLER

TOLEDO

PLANT

EXPANDS

HONORED

St. Joseph, Mo., June 6. — Walter L. Eshelman^
an Edison dealer, was recently elected president of the Rotary Club, of this city. This
honor was conferred upon him in recognition
of his high standing in the community and his
untiring efforts in the advancement of music in
St. Joseph and vicinity.
Louis S. Sterling, managing director of the
Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., London, Eng.,
sailed for London Monday, after spending two
months in this country visiting the executive
offices. Mr. Sterling is not quite ready to announce his plans for the rebuilding of the Columbia plant in London, which was totally destroyed by fire recently.

it goes without saying that, owing to his experience as a talking machine man, he will look
after the needs of our boys abroad and provide them with the best of entertainment. Mr.
Souders is not unacquainted in EuroPe> having
served: the Columbia Co. in an important capacity in Germany and other European points.
Don't tell all you know.
better than conversation.

the

vital

Conservation is

thing

IF you, as a manufacturer, can talk and prove tone superiority
in your product, you have a selling argument to overshadow all the "talking points" of cabinets, and designs
and accessory features.
And you can talk tone superiority. You can put out a
product that will be a revelation in tone-purity, tone-quality,
tone-volume. When you realize what vivid, lifelike, colorful
tone can be produced and sustained by the talking machine
equipped with
Parr

company has found it necessary to'.take over
the adjoining plant of the Ohio Electric Co.,
doubling the present capacity of the plant.
While the greater part of the plant's activities
are devoted to Government war work, the needs
of the regular trade are getting close attention.
L. ESHELMAN

INY. M. C. A. WORK

Robert S. Souders, who has long been prominent in the talking machine industry, through his
early connection with the Columbia Co., and
who has helped to introduce the Sonora in
Northwestern territory since his association
with the Minneapolis Drug Co., was in New
York last week on his way to Europe, where
he will be associated with Y. M. C. A. work
for the United States soldiers abroad. Mr.
Souders will act as field or hut secretary, and

Tone—

The Toledo plant of the Doehler Die-Casting
Co., which is housed in a model factory building
completed a little over a. year ago, has in this
short space outgrown its quarters.
In order to provide for this expansion this

WALTER

R. S. SOUDERS

No. 101

Magnetic Reproducer
fitted with the

Vibratone

Patented

Diaphragm

These two dominating and proven inventions open up
wonderful possibilities for manufacturers eager to put their
product at the top-notch of class and character.
Take the Parr
Magnetic Reproducer —
The most sensitive of
reproducers. The permanent
magnetic device, an integral
part of the reproducer, acts
on the stylus box. Its possibilities in giving warmth and
delicacy in
tonalpassages
reproduction the
of quiet
make old-style sound boxes
seem obsolete. And in fortissimo passages whete ordinary reproducers create unpleasant,bymusic the
destroying
blasts, caused
needle
jumping and losing its grip,
the Parr Magnetic Reproduce^ withfollows
its marvelous
flexibility,
every
wave and vibration in the
record and takes everything
the record holds.

You want

your product to be RIGHT

!

If you want your product worthy of your name,
certainly want that product to be right in its most
feature. And it will be right if it is equipped with the
Magnetic Reproducer — the reproducer for those who

you
vital
Parr
seek

perfection.
The indestructible, non-crystallizing, always resilient
VIBRATONE PATENTED DIAPHRAGM
Possessing all the good points of mica diaphragms, it overcomes
all mica's bad features. Guaranteed uniform in quality, free from
bubbles, blisters and waves, the Vibratone Patented Diaphragm is nonporous,
non-absorbent.
. It has
a definite function and it performs it. It improves tone;
in fact it creates new tone possibilities for every reproducer of other
PARR MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
At Fourteenth St.
1 UNION SQUARE
NEW YORK
types.'
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WORLD'S
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a "Situation" advertisement
intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will
be at the rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the cost of same will be
25c. per line.
SALESMEN WANTED— If you cover the
phonograph trade in any section of the United
States and are interested in a live proposition,
either as a side line or as your main line, we
have an interesting offer. In answering state
territory now covered. Address "Box 522,"
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave., New York.
TRAVELING SALESMEN WANTED—
Salesmen having a record for producing clean
high-class business will do well to communicate
with the Widdicomb Furniture Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich.
EXPERT FINISHERS WANTED— For our
Chicago factory. Course rubbers, oilers and
patchers on phonograph cabinets at once.
Wages $4 to $5 per day. Apply BrunswickBalke-Collender Co., 340 West Huron St., Chicago, 111.
PARTNER wanted by an established woodworking and cabinet manufacturer who has also
been specializing on the construction of soundproof talking machine booths. A responsible
business man with small capital will find this
proposition an excellent one. A growing business and a fine opportunity for the right man.
Address with full particulars, "Box 523," care
The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
New York.
SALESMEN WANTED— Salesmen calling on
the talking machine trade. We are offering a
side line that will add materially to your income.
In answering please state territory you are now
covering. Address "Box 524," care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
WANTED TOP NOTCH SALESMEN— We
desire to secure a few top notch salesmen who can
represent, the Cheney phonograph in Southern
and Middle Western territory. Men of the very
highest type, who possess the qualities of initiative, tact, enthusiasm and genuine sales ability will find this a most unusual opportunity. If
you feel that you are the man we are looking
for write giving a brief resume of your experience and qualifications, references required. Address Cheney Talking Machine Co., 24 North
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
MANAGER wanted for the only exclusive
phonograph store in Ottawa, Ontario, having
excellent location, established organization and
handling Edison and Columbia lines. Exceptionally good opportunity for man of ability.
Write, giving experience, age, qualifications and
salary expected, to "Box 525," care The Talking
Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
TO THE TRADE— Dealer has stock of 1,950
Columbia records, all new, not let out on trial,
will sell for cost. First answers will be served
first. Address "Box 530," care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
POSITION desired by manager of Victrola
department. Have had ten years' experience as
manager of one of New York's largest stores
doing $500,000; salary $3,000. Further particulars
by letter. Address "Box 531," care The Talking
Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED— Would like position
with talking machine manufacturer as laboratory experimental man or charge of construction. Am thirty-five years old with several
years' experience in every phase of the art. I
also have complete mechanical equipment for
experimental work and several valuable inventions which I would gladly turn over along with
my services to the right concern. Address "Box
519," care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York.

FOR SALF. — Victor Victrola business in New
York City, centrally located, doing a large and
prosperous business, with unlimited possibilities.
Must sell on account of being drafted for National Army. Have also Columbia contract,
and do an excellent kodak business. Big opportunity for live man. Address "Box 533,"
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave., New York.
FOR SALE— Old established Victor agency
in Pacific Coast town of 45,000. Reasonable
rent and fine location. Also Eastman Kodak
agency and only stock of classical sheet music
in city. Best of reasons for selling. Address
"Box 518," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York.
TO THE TRADE— Have just bought 15,000
records. Closing out in hundred lots. Full details will be given upon inquiry. Address Jos.
Dumas, 54 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
SALESMAN1,
with phonograph house, whoexperienced,
knows the wants
music, position
piano, furniture
and
department store trade in the entire South and Middle
West; fine
reference.
"BoxAve.,
G. New
R.," York.
care The
Talking
Machine
World, Address
373 Fourth
POSITION WANTED — Talking machine salesman or
manager,
nine preferred.
years' experience,
inside best
position.
New York
or Brooklyn
Can furnish
references.
Address
"Box
526,"
care
The
Talking
Machine
World,
373
Fourth Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED— Manager of phonograph department open for place. Now employed. Can bring two good
salesmen
withWorld,
him. 373
Address
ing Machine
Fourth"Box
Ave.,527,"
New care
York.The TalkPOSITION WANTED — Expert in hill and dale and
lateral recording. Have sample of work that shows superior
quality, also knowledge of latest methods of plating and
familiar with every detail of record making. Address
"Box 528," care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED — Sales or advertising manager
with Chicago talking machine manufacturer or local representative for outside concern. Experienced. References.
.Address
"J. N.
care The
South State
St., 6,"
Chicago,
111. Talking Machine World, 2M
POSITION WANTED— An exceptionally good talking
machine repairman seeks new position. Will go anywhere.
Address
"Box New
529,"York.
care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave.,
SALESMEN wanted who are desirous of making big
money
selling Machine
standard World,
records.209Address
8," care
The Talking
South "J.
StateN. St.,
Chicago, 1 1.
POSITION WANTED— Mechanic with fifteen years'
experience
constructing
repairing
phonographs
of *all
makes. With
the largestandhouses
in this
country; desires
to make a change. Capable executive, thoroughly efficient
with modern methods. Can furnish best of references.
Will
go anywhere.
care The Talking
Machine
World, 373 Address
Fourth "Mechanic,"
Ave., New York.
WANTED — Salesmen, sideline to dealers, filing cabinets
for phonograph records, patented, advertised, no samples,
sell fromtainer Co.,
photographs;
506 Republicliberal
Bldg.,commission.
Chicago, 111.Automatic ConPOSITION WANTED— Young man, married, would like
to get position anywhere in talking machine line where
there is a chance for advancement. City or country. Can
be used as all-around man, as I can be a shipping clerk,
salesman, repair man, assembler, delivery man; willing to
work, not afraid of hard work or long hours. Address
"Box 520," care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave., New York.
POSITION WANTED — Experienced cabinet factory manager and designer wishes to make a change. Thoroughly
familiar with up-to-date methods. Forty years old. Highest
reference.
Now employed.
"Box New
521," York.
care The
Talking Machine
World, 373 Address
Fourth Ave.,
POSITION
WANTED—
Mechanic
with 15 years'
ence constructing
and repairing
phonographs
of all experimakes,
part of years with Victrola line, with one of the largest
music houses in this country desires to make a change.
Capable executive, thoroughly efficient with modern methods.
Can furnish the very best of references. Address "Box
514," York.
care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave.,
New
POSITION WANTED— Talking machine salesman, five
years' experience. Inside position large city preferred.
Familiar with all well known machines. References. Address "A. P. 2," Talking Machine World, 209 So. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
SALESMEN WANTED — Calling on music and furniture
trades to sell popular line of records and talking machines.
Address "A. P. 7," The Talking Machine World, 209 So.
State St, Chicago, 111.
WANTED — Position as salesman or department manager by A-l Victor man, 26, married. At present in charge
of talking machine department of large Western music
house. Six years' experience in Victrola business, doing
window trimming. Can
advertising,
newspaper
buying,
furnish the
references
you want. Prefer town west of
care
N., 'York.
"W. New
AddressAve.,
25,000.
less than
of not
Chicago
The Talking
Machine
World,
373 Fourth

PhonoWANTED — Thoroughly experienced
POSITION
or managing
graph and Reeord salesman for either road
dollars
thousand
seventy-five
for
vouch
can
establishment,
highcompany,
leading
with
now
annum,
per
grossestbusiness
Saratoga
Coryell,
H.
G.
Address
credentials.
Hotel. grade
Chicago,
III.
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STEEL
NEEDLES
100 Needles in Envelope, per 1,000 needles
0.60
Sapphire Needle for Pathe or Edison, each
0.25
MAIN SPRINGS
For Columbia Motors, size l"x0.28xll', each... 0.60
"
size %"x0.23xl0', each. . 0.38
"
"
size M"x0.
22x854', each. 0.24
GOVERNOR
SPRINGS
For Columbia Motors, bent, per 100
1.50
■ For
For Heineman,
Victor Motors,
per 100
1.50
Markell,
etc., per 100
0.60
THUMB SCREWS FOR STYLUS BARS
For Victor Soundboxes, per 100
1.50
For Columbia Soundboxes, per 100
1.50
MICA DIAPHRAGMS
For Victor Soundboxes, each
0.15
For Columbia Soundboxes, each
0.25
For all standard Soundboxes, each
0.22
NEEDLE CUPS
Needle Cups, nickel plated, per 100
2.00
Needle Cups, per 1000
17.50
Covers to nickel cups for used needles, per 100. . 1.25
Covers, per 1000
10.00
Green Felt for 10" turn-tables, each
0.10
Green Felt for 12" turn-tables, each
0.15
FAVORITE PHONOGRAPH ACCESSORY CO.
1491 DeKalb Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Robert

Simpson

Toronto,

Require
Victrola

Co., Ltd.

Canada

a first class experienced manager . for
and

Gramophone

Department
Repairs for the Trade at Reasonable Prices
Out-of-town work solicited. We have a full supply of Springs for all makes of Phonographs, also
a line of phonographs at remarkably low prices. See
our wonderful double Spring Motor that works with
the Governor instead of against it.
Tone arms, sound boxes and needles, automatic
stops. Send postal for prices to
AGLOW BROS.
325 Snediker Avenue
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

RECORDING

MACHINE

Will purchase a new, or used, if in perfect condition, with necessary accessories.
Also experienced recording man is wanted.
"Box 532," care The Talking Machine World.
373 Fourth Ave., New York.

DEALERS
We give record service to any
dealer on all makes of disc
records.
Illinois

Record

Service
Chicago,

Building
Commercial

RETURNS

FROM

Illinois

WESTERN

TRIP

Frank K. Pennington, assistant general sales
manager of the Columbia Graphophone Co., returned Monday from a week's Western trip,
which included a visit to Columbia branches in
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indianapolis and Buffalo. Mr. Pennington states that conditions in
this territory are splendid, every Columbia
branch manager reporting sales totals far in
advance of last year. The Buffalo branch
closed in May the largest business in its history, and Mr. Pennington was advised this week
by Fred E. Mann, manager of the Boston
branch, that the month of May was the largest
month so far this year. Another encouraging
report was also received this week from W. C.
Fuhri, manager of the Chicago branch, who
states that the sales totals for May showed an
increase of 100 per cent, over last year. In
fact, in all sections of the country the business
situation is most satisfactory.
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Gieat Deal of Nonsensical Talk About Luxuries,
in Which Talking Machines Are Featured,
Appearing in the Daily Press — The Subject
Reviewed — The Manufacturing Outlook —
Death of Eric Dunlop — Vallorbes Jewel
Needle in London — Important Association
Formed — Review of New Records — Gramophone Co., Ltd., Announce Adjustment in
Prices — French Tax on Luxuries — The News
London, England, E. C, June 3. — A good deal
of unnecessary alarm has been engendered in
trade circles by the repeated ravings of a certain section of the press anent the plans of the
Government for the alleged suppression of luxury trades, among which most of the scribes
alluded to are pleased to include all musical instruments. Arising from the official decision to
levy a tax on so-called luxuries the subject is
one which may or may not apply to the musical
instrument trade. Until the committee appointed to enquire into this matter has issued its
report clearly defining the class of goods that
may reasonably be considered pure luxuries in
contradistinction to actual necessities, any discussion along definite lines is not only futile
but is likely to create an impression which,
perhaps unwittingly, would lead to official conclusions unfavorable to the best interests of
the trade. There can be no doubt that the feeling in official circles regarding the defining of
luxury goods mainly applies at present to such
commerce as expensive articles of feminine attire. The only shadow of justification for inclusion under this category of musical instruments is the fact that pianos are taxed as luxuries by the French Government, the amount
being 10 cents. Beyond this no official ruling

MACHINE

STREET

WORLD

E. C, LONDON,

W. LIONEL

has yet been indicated, and the supposition that
gramophones and records, for instance, are a
luxury is entirely premature. The claim might
not have stood the test of too close an investigation in pre-war days, but in war time there is a
decided argument against it.
Evidence of the necessity.for an unlimited supply of mechanical music is felt on all hands,
anywhere and at all appropriate times. More
especially is this so with regard to military and
naval establishments, where music is officially
encouraged. To hospital patients music is
medicine. Without it their recovery would be
prolonged considerably. That is recognized by
the medical profession as an actual fact. At
the rest camps, too, the gramophone occupies
an honored position. The daily demand is for
more, and yet more, and the pity is that the
call from our gallant lads cannot be wholly
satisfied. The situation at home is much the
same; music being an absolute necessity for
many weary munition workers whose main relaxation itis after their overlong daily strenuous labor. These facts challenge completely
those scribes whose pens might be used to better advantage than in writing ignorantly of the
relative value of mechanical music, and in this
connection a good case is furnished for immediate counter-action on the part of the recently
established Gramophone Association. Steps
should at once be taken for the formation of
a propaganda section. Its value would prove
inestimable during the period of crisis through
which the talking machine trade is now passing.
Another aspect of the present situation, here,
and which I have previously mentioned in these
columns, refers to the threatened Government
action that luxury or non-essential trades must
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furnish a larger quota of men for the forces
and for work of urgent national importance.
This has been interpreted by many as in the
nature of a serious proposal to suppress the musical instrument trade altogether. Serious
though the position may be, it is quite unthinkable that the Government has any such intention. A vital factor in the prosecution of the
war from a financial viewpoint is the maintenance of general commerce and the upkeep of
money values abroad by the encouragement of
export trade. In these circumstances, to suggest that the Government is out to' destroy or
seriously impair our industry, is, to say the
least, scarcely founded upon a good perspective. That the sifting of men from the factories will temporarily dislocate output is quite
possible. But the transfer of such labor will
most certainly be sufficiently gradual to enable
manufacturers to find and, it is hoped, train
suitable substitutes. In this regard, the chief
difficulty is to find the right class of labor. It
must be borne in mind that the country is pretty
well drained, the prior claims of the services
and munitions factories having left but a residue from which to choose. The mainstay will,
of course, be women, but the sources of labor
supply provided by discharged soldiers is not
being neglected. No great success has so far
attended the manufacturers' efforts to secure
the services of discharged men owing to their
inability or unwillingness after an open-air life
to stand the humid atmosphere, for instance,
of the record-pressing departments. But such
as are available for this and other perhaps more
suitable work in talking machine factories
should be impressed into the service of this in(Continued on page 108)
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Branches
DENMARK: Skandinavlsk Grauimophuu-Aktl
eselskab, Frihavnen, Copenhagen.
Copyright

FRANCE: Cie. Franchise du Gramophone, 115
Boulevard Richard Lenoir. Place de la Republlque, Paris.

intensely human picture stands for all that is

SPAIN:
Barcelona. Compania del GramAfono. 56-58 Ralmes.

'His Master's Voice"
This

— it is the " His Master's Voice "
trade-mark, and it brings to you,
no matter where you are, the

SWEDEN: Skandlnavlsba Grammopbon-Aktlebolaget, Drottnlng Gatan No. 47. Stockholm.
RUSSIA: The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 45, Nevsky
Prospect, Petrograd (Petersburg) ; No. 1
Solyanka, Solyanol Dvor, Moscow ; 0, Golorlnsky
Prospect, Tlflls; Nowy-Swlat 30, Warsaw; 83.
Alexandrowskaya TJlltsa, Riga ; 11 Mlchailovskays
Ulltsa, Baku.

very best music

INDIA: The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 139, BalUaghatta
Bombay. Road, Calcutta; 7. Bell Lane. Fort.

best in music

of every kind,

sung and played by the world's
greatest artists — the greatest

Great

At ST KALI A: S.Agencies
Hoffnung & Co., Ltd.. Sole
Concessionaries of The Gramophone Company,
Limited, 163. Pitt Street. 8ydney.
NEW ZEALAND: Gramophonium, Ltd.. 118-120
Victoria Street. Wellington.
SOITH AFRICA: Darter & Sons, Tost Box 174.
Capetown; Macbay Bros.. Post Box 251 , Johannesburg; Mackay Bros. & MeMahon. I'i>st Box 419,
Durban; Ivan H. Haarburger. Post Box 105.
Rloemfonteln : Franz Moeller, Post Box 108, Bast
London; B. J. Ewlns & Co., Post Box 86. Queenstown; Handel House. Klmberley; Laurence &
Cope.
Post Box 132. Buluwayo; The Argus Co..
Salisbury.
EAST AFRICA: Bayley & Co.. Loureoso
Marques.
HOLLAND: American Import Co.. 22a. Amsterd
Veerkade, The Hague.
ITALY: -A. Bossl & Co.. Via Oreflcl 2. Milan.
EGYPT (Also
for' the
Soudan,
and 414.
the
Ottoman
Empire):
K. Fr.
Vogel.Greece
Post Box
Alexandria.

Britain :

singers, pianists, violinists, orchestras and bands — all enshrined
in the unequalled
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FROM OUR LONDON HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 107)
dustry with the least possible delay. Time is Canada and England was drafted abroad as a
the essence of all things, and not more so than
not unimportant unit of the Canadian Cameroons.
in this matter. We may rest assured, therefore,
that every effort will be made to suitably replace
It all happened at the time of the great rethose men in the factories and offices who in the
treat; a terrible head wound which, though
national interests are required for work rightly
borne with patience and cheery fortitude right
considered of greater importance.
to the last, ended fatally on April 20 at the
King George Hospital, London. The funeral
The call-up of men of the new age classes
— fortj--one to fift3'-one — has already commenced,
took place with full military honors at St. Annotices have been issued to those up to the
drew's, Hornchurch. In the general condolence
and sympathy extended by the trade to Mr.
age of forty-five. This does not necessarily
and Mrs. Arthur S. Dunlop. the writer begs
mean that men of these groups occupying exsincerely to participate.
ecutive and administrative positions in the commercial world, if medically passed, will be
Increased Prices of "His Master's Voice" Models
The gramophone trade is not unaffected by the
drafted to military or naval units right away.
A great deal, of course, depends upon their
generally increased cost of commodities and materials, and it is not therefore surprising that
medical classification and the needs of the services. But in any case official consideration will
new prices are from time to time necessitated.
be shown, and possibly time allowed for the
In this regard the Gramophone Co., Ltd., recently advised the trade of an adjustment in the
firms concerned to find substitutes, as in the
price of their various models, the new rates to
case of factory employes. Given a sufficiently
go into effect May 15. Dealers were warned
reasonable period of time, business should not
that after this date any sale below the new
be so seriously dislocated as many at first were
prices would be construed as a breach of the
inclined to think, but for all that the prospect
is not regarded with indifference, as it will be
price-maintenance agreement.
Vallorbes Jewel Needle for British Market
exceedingly difficult to replace the class of men
in question.
A British sales depot for the Vallorbes Jewel
With it all, the possibility of gramophones
Co.'s 50-record needle has been established here
and records being placed under the category of by the Murdoch Trading Co. On the face of it,
a luxury must not be overlooked. By many it this new needle may be regarded as a veritable
is regarded as certain. If the tax is levied on
godsend, for the supplies of steel for needles
the sale of talking machine goods, I am able to do not improve, and are not likely to. The
say the rate will be in the neighborhood of 17 scarcity still exists, and as I have reported
in these columns at different times we are reper cent, of the retail purchase price. The duty
is recoverable from the seller and it is to be
duced to meeting the shortage by collections of
used needles and placing them on the market
denoted, and collected, by stamps.
Details of New French Tax
again after resharpening. This is, of course,
According to reports from France the new
not general, the percentage of repointed needles
French Finance Law promulgated on March 22, being but small in comparison with the sales of
and one section of which applies particularly to new needles. Nevertheless, any efficient subarticles classed as de luxe, places a tax of 10
stitute, such as that now under mention, is welcome. The claim, however, that the Vallorbes
per cent, on the retail selling price on all the
various articles listed, including all pianos other
needle is good for fifty records should be accepted liberally, especially so anent its likely
than upright (cottage) pianos. Among the
effect on the wear of the records. On the other
articles subject to the tax when their retail price
exceeds a certain sum are included: musical
hand, if the claim is justified by results, it must
be accepted as meaning that fifty is the safety
instruments, other than the piano (phonographs,
gramophones and mechanical pianos) and all margin beyond which it would be undesirable
in the interest of the record to go. This is an
their accessories, when the selling price is over
academic question. The number of records
150 francs, and upright pianos and harmoniums,
when the retail selling price is more than 1,200 played by one needle depends on the operator.
francs.
We have heard of a steel needle being used
twenty or more times, and still considered good.
The Toll of War— Eric Dunlop
It is with something akin to a sense of perIt should be used only once, but there are peosonal loss that we have to record the death of
ple who fail to detect any difference in quality
Eric Arthur Dunlop, only son of Arthur S. after several times' playing, and therefore to
Dunlop, the editor of The Sound Wave. As
them it is all right. Anyway, the Vallorbes is
very welcome, and we have no doubt will find a
may be surmised it is yet another case among
the many young lives sacrificed to the god of ready market.
The Clarion Record Exchange Plan
war. Mr. Dunlop was but twenty-three years
I am advised that the Clarion Record Co. is
of age. A few years ago he emigrated to the
Golden West where he was making splendid
prepared to exchange unsalable, worn, or otherwise tired-out records (cylinder wax only) for
headway when this Armageddon suddenly denew ones, on the basis of three to one. Each
scended upon an unprepared world. With the
returned record must be complete in its own
spirit of his race he joined up as soon as was
possible, and after a period of training both in cylinder box with lid complete. Broken records

REX

GRAMOPHONE
are making a Specialty of

CO.

EXPORT
in
Horn, Hornless & Portable Disc Machines
REX GRAMOPHONE CO. 2 Elizabeth Place
Rivington Street, LONDON, E.C. 2
Cable Address "Lyrecodisc, London" Enquiries Solicited
which cannot be so returned the company will
purchase as old wax at the rate of nine pence
per pound. All parcels must be carriage paid.
Other details in connection with this exchange
may be obtained direct from the company.
The Sense of Winner Records
Whoever is responsible for the Winner repertoire knows a thing or two. That is evidenced
by the presentation each month of just those
titles which seem to be most in demand. Obviously, it is not merely coincidence, for the
lists, as we know, have to be prepared often
many weeks in advance of publication. It is
just
the outcome
of knowing which
one's is
public
the
exercise
of a discrimination
at —times
almost second-sight. The latest Winner program to hand bespeaks this sense in a wonderful degree. It comprises a real galaxy of upto-date selling titles by such talent as for instance the Two Bobs, the Elliotts, Stanley
Kirkby, the Carlton Vocal Trio, De Busse (organ accordion solos), the Band of H. M. First
Life Guards, Royal Court Orchestra, the Corner House Ragtime Band, and other artists
equally good.
A special issue is "On the Good Ship YackiHicki-Doo-La," by the one and only Billy Merson, the popular character comedian. With the
aid of a sort of buccaneering crew, Billy boldly
lays siege to the fair damsels, and we may be
sure he doesn't get the worst of his temerity.
"When First We Met," on the reverse of this
disc, is a capital sentimental ditty in which Billy
Merson is at his best. Overseas traders could
not do better than carry a goodly stock of these
quick-selling records.
Gramophones and Records Wanted at the Front
These days when we hear so much regarding
the non-essentiality of the talking machine
trade, it is a severe commentary upon ignorant
scribes who never lose a chance to run down
the trade in that sense, that the Y. M. C. A.
are appealing for a large number of gramophones and records on the strength of their being urgently necessary at the Front, to make
good the losses incurred during the recent great
retreat, when 130 fully equipped Y. M. C. A.
huts were destroyed.
Who will help?
An All-British Gramophone at Last!
The story of an enterprising trader's fight in
behalf of an industry that was previously monopolized by enemy manufacturers was recently
told to the' Shoreditch Military Tribunal by
Francis Nottingham, of the Rex Gramophone
Co. Since war broke out his machines had been
made from parts mainly imported from Switzer-
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Co., Ltd.
Manor Needle Works
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Machine
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Best Prices — Best Quality
Inquiries Solicited
land, and during the last twelve months £1,000
was paid as import duty. Mr. Nottingham explained how, after three years' continuous effort, he at last succeeded in getting a British
firm to make motors and other parts. An all
British Rex Gramophone is now being supplied
to the trade, and before long it is anticipated
that the main output may honestly be described
and guaranteed as British throughout. This accomplishment necessitated the placing of orders
for thousands of different parts. Notwithstanding the almost hopelessness of the prospect during this period, Mr. Nottingham has won out.
His persistency of effort has reached the success
it deserves, and what I have seen of the British
Rex Gramophone leads me to conclude that
complete success is in store.
Incidentally it might be mentioned that Mr.
Nottingham established his claim for exemption, the Tribunal agreeing that he was doing
much better work than he could do in the army!
Organize Important Association
It will be good news to many that a serious
attempt is in being to grapple with the many
problems which beset the trade. With this object a meeting of musical instrument manufacturers and others was held last month, the result being the formation of a society under the
somewhat long-winded title of The Association of Gramophone and Musical Instrument
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers. Of the
important firms represented, the following may
be mentioned: Barnett Samuel & Sons, Ltd,
Barnes & Mullins, Beare & Sons, Besson &
Co., Ltd., J. E. Hough, Ltd., J. G. Murdoch
& Co., Ltd., the Gramophone Supply Co., Ltd.,
Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., British Polyphone Co., Ltd., etc.
The general objects are: To promote, protect
and secure the varied interests of manufacturers
of and wholesale dealers in gramophones and
musical instruments and their accessories. The
specific objects will cover a variety of matters
of vital trade interest, as for instance post-war
conditions, etc., prospects, tariffs, import and
export difficulties, supplies of raw material,
transit facilities, wages, to supply information
anent foreign trade, etc. Membership is open
to any firm or person engaged in the musical
instrument trade as a manufacturer or whole-,
sale dealer. The minimum annual subscription
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The present endeavor, it will be observed, expaid. cludes retail dealers from membership. Previous trade associations, long since defunct, were
confined solely to the retail section. We now
branch out in an entirely opposite direction, in
which we hope success may be achieved. At
no time perhaps was an association more necessary than to-day, when a strong lead is required for the direction generally of the whole
trade. We should have welcomed an open invitation for membership of the retail trade, for
undoubtedly the inclusion of the leading retailers
would tend to strengthen the work of the
association and carry influence in official quarters. However,- while the position is one of
great interest, we refrain from further comment at the moment, as undue criticism at this
stage would perhaps not be of great advantage

Soundboxes

IF you are after a genuine offer of
soundboxes, you'll do well to
communicate with us immediately.
We have tens of thousands of perfect
soundboxes, fitted with the best
quality mica. Confidently recommended for cheaper machines, absolutely reliable and give excellent
reproduction. Price to clear
$50 per gross, F. O. B. London.
Orders for less than gross lots not accepted

Wire "Knotaslepe, London".

to
say.the association is fairly "on its feet," so"
until

W.H. Reynolds (1915) Ltd.

"Popular" Records to the Fore!
Some of the many difficulties which beset
British record manufacturers during war time
were referred to in the course of an interview
with the manager of the Sound Recording Co.,

45, City Road, London, E. C.

Ltd., makers of the "Popular" series of records. One of the chief sources of concern is
the constant upward tendency in the price of
all materials, the effect being to render quotations, for parcels of records almost impossible.
The cost of paper bags has increased from a
few shillings per thousand to anything up to
35/ — ; insurance and freightage rates generally
are to-day a serious item, not to mention the
extra import dues levied on goods into the
United States, and a hundred-and-one other wartime expenses too numerous to mention. The
price of records must go up proportionately,
and another general rise is likely within the
near future. Notwithstanding, a big export trade
is still maintained.
Up-to-date issues of "Popular" records are a.
regular feature, and traders may always rely
upon being able to obtain the latest London
hits, vocal and . instrumental. Details of the
company's offer will be found elsewhere in this
section.
What They Say of Zonophones
What they say of Zonophones is "Play that
again!" The sentiment reflects nothing but universal appreciation of Zonophone quality.
Glance at supplement No. 2 for 1918 and the
reason is immediately obvious. Its fare is particularly rich in talent and the variety of selections must be acceptable to all dealers.
There are no less than twenty double-sided
discs! G. O. 29 carries Harry Lauder's stirring
appeal for £1,000,000 to complete the fund he is
raising on behalf of maimed Scottish soldiers
and sailors, and on the reverse side he sings that
patriotic song, "Shoulder to Shoulder." The
great violinist, Miss Mary Law, gives a fine example of her technique, the selections being accompanied with string quartet and piano. Vic-

GUARDSMAN

Write for new illustrated
Complete Catalogue
tory Overture, Part 1 and II, the Bing Boys on
Broadway, Victoryland selections, all by that
splendid instrumental organization, the Black
Diamond Band — represents typical examples of
good recording. Other artists contributing to
the list may be mentioned, Sydney Coltham,
Herbert Payne, Foster Richardson, Peter Dawson, Florrie Forde, George Formby, Juan Okoni
(ukulele with piano), Elsie and Dorothy South
gate (violin and Mustel organ), Royal Cremona
Orchestra, etc., a list that of a truth represents
the essence of all good things musically.
Gertie Millar for Columbia
Another great musical comedy "star," in the
person of dainty Gertie Millar, joins the rank>,
of those recording only for Columbia, the
medium through which her talents are conveyed
being the charming musical comedy "Flora,"
which graces the stage at the Prince of Wales'
Theatre, London.
"The Lilac Domino" on "His Master's Voice"
This attractive musical play is the rage of
London just now, and judging by the favorable
attitude of the public, it is likely to run an unusual period. It teems with music of an exquisite and light character — the mind-staying
kind that attains the height of popularity by
being hummed here, there, and everywhere. A
series of six double records has been issued by
"His Master's Voice" Co. consisting of instrumental and vocal numbers, played and sung by
eminent artists.
Pathe Freres Appoint New Recorder
Congratulations to G. C. Hallett upon his recent appointment as Messrs. Pathe's superintendent of recording.
Of wide experience in
(Continued on page 110)
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including, "Marching Through Georgia" — "Dixie" — "Arkansas Traveller" — "Red, White
and Blue" — "Star Spangled Banner," etc., etc., Recorded by Full Regimental Band of
H. M. SCOTS GUARDS.
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form to their traditions and their customs.
all branches of the talking machine trade, Mr.
monds, pearls, jewelry in gold or platinum. In
Since
the tax is to be collected at once, the
the
second,
objects
which
in
a
general
way
are
Hallett is, we should surmise, eminently fitted
for the job. His talents are exceptional and
in every-day use, such as clothing, but which are
figures given represent current prices. The result has been that in a large number of cases
of a sumptuous character, when they fetch high
up-to-date — fresh from Wadsworth, where he
we have allowed exceptional figures, clearly
lately held the onerous position of manager of prices. Finally, certain articles which are de
higher than those ruling for purchases before
the Clarion Record Co., Ltd.
luxe by nature, such as motor-cars, lose this
the war. It will evidently be necessary to pro"The Lilac Domino" for Columbia
character when they are employed in the exerceed with a revision of these basic prices when
cise
of
a
profession;
for
example,
the
furs
of
In "The Lilac Domino," J. L. Sacks' magnifithe market resumes its normal state.
a chauffeur or the carriage of a doctor. The
cent production at the Empire Theatre, London,
has a feast of music the like of which has not
law, indeed, is intended to hit only the display
A very important question, and one which
of wealth and not the instruments of labor; it may have a serious reaction on the yield of the
been enjoyed in light opera for many years. At
tax, has been settled by the heading of Schedule
taxes luxury but does not wish to paralyze
the Empire it promises to repeat the success
B, which stipulates that the tax is due, not by
effort.
achieved in New York, and certainly has the adreason of the sale price, but only by reason of
The first difficulty that the commission had
vantage of a fine cast, with Miss Clara Butterthe excess of this price over the basic price
worth, the well-known prima donna, Mr. Jamieto grapple with in drawing up the schedules consisted in making a classification as complete as
son Dodds, the popular baritone, and Mr. Frank
appearing in the schedule. This solution appears to satisfy the demands of equity and to
possible, with designation sufficiently clear as
Lalor as comedian, as principals. And the Coaccord with the conception of luxury which we
to avoid all difficulties in application. In this
lumbia Co., with an enterprise that is thoroughly
have indicated above. Up to a certain price the
matter we thought we could not do better than
typical, has secured the exclusive rights to the
purchase of a piece of furniture, of an article
to follow the customs of the trade; it is the
Empire production with the original artists,
of clothing, corresponds to a real need: luxury
the present being a series of six fine double
traders who will be, in the application of the
records.
and consequently the tax, only ought to begin
law, the principal collectors of the tax; it was
above that price.
Link Between Manufacturer and Dealer
necessary, therefore, to make our schedules conThe new editress of The Voice, the chatty
"His Master's Voice" organ, inaugurates in her
FAREWELL
DINNER
TO H. L. TUERS
NOW
IN THE SERVICE
first issue an excellent plan whereby the local
■
P„,.
■I
BL
difficulties of dealers may be solved by mutual
H. L. Tuers, forventilation and discussion in The Voice. To
merly manager of the
this end a page will be reserved each month, and
dealer service department of the Columbia
it is hoped an exchange of views or advice from
■
m :.HIGraphophone
Co.,
the company, which is freely offered, will result in the elimination of many of the small
New York, left Saturday for Ithaca, N.
difficulties -which beset the retail trade under
Y., where he will take
present conditions.
^
J
a course in training
Norwegian Exports Prohibited
It is announced that the exportation of compreparatory to becoming an officer in the
modities of all kinds from Norway is now proAviation Branch of
hibited except under official authorization.
Women Substitutes at the Victor Co.
the Signal Corps. Mr.
Much interest has been aroused in British
Tuers was the guest
of honor at a farewell
trade circles by the announcement in The Voice
dinner, given last
that the Victor Talking Machine Co. has reWednesday by his
placed 2,000 of its cabinet factory male staff by
"uevrM.t.
former associates,
women workers! The same scheme is operating
fill RETV0IRtvc^s.
CMHKZK
in most of the gramophone factories here.
who presented h i m
Tax on Luxuries — French Report
with an aviator's coat
Former Associates of H. L. Tuers Entertain Him at Dinner
French Parliamentary papers contain the text
and helmet. This dinof a report on the French Luxury Tax addressed
ner, which was informal, served to emphasize
dealer service department by Courtland Shaw,
the affection and esteem in which Mr. Tuers
by M. de Villeneuve, president of the CommisJr..
who has had several years' experience as a
sion to the Minister of Finance. In view of the
member of the Columbia sales staff, and who
is held by every member of the Columbia organization.
introduction of a similar impost in this country
has a thorough knowledge of the dealers' reMr. Tuers is succeeded as manager of the
the President's explanation of the principles
quirements.
which guided his colleagues and himself in predesire. Almost any one can attract attention.
paring the schedules of articles to be taxed is
SELLING FACTS TO CONSIDER
Plenty of people can create interest. Lots of
of interest, and the salient passages of the refolks can bring about desire. But the essential
Pertinent Pointers That Are Worthy of Considport art reproduced below. The actual schedthing is to have the customer satisfied after
eration by Young Salesmen in the Talking
ules have already appeared in The Daily TeleMachine and Every Other Trade
the goods are bought. It is expensive to sell
graph, and other journals.
customers goods they do not want. You cannot
It would have been vain (says the report) to
treat all customers alike. To some customers
When you start to sell, hear in mind one fact
attempt a rigorously exact definition of objects
you must smile, to others you may speak freely.
— the prospective customer lias a mind, and on
called luxury objects. We judge that the quality
this mind depends much whether we do or
A firm, fixed rule cannot be laid down for sellof luxury articles depends on three elements;
ing. One thing is certain: All customers are atthe nature of the article, its price, and its deswhether we don't sell. The mind of every custracted by a face that does not frown. It is
tomer runs through the same process before
tination. In the first category are included arwell to keep this in mind.
the sale: first, attention; second1, Interest; third.
ticles which are essentially de luxe, such as dia-
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Washington, D. C, June 8.— Phonograph. —
Marshall B. Peal, Brooklyn, N. Y. Patent No.
1,265,502.
This invention relates to a phonograph, and
particularly to means for automatically causing
the phonograph to cease all mechanical motion
after the stylus or needle has completed its
course of travel relatively to the sound producing surface of the record.
A further object is to provide a record having
means adapted to co-operate with features embodied in the phonograph structure for causing
the rotation of the record to cease after the
sound producing surface of the record has been
traversed by the stylus or needle.
A further object is to provide a device which
may be either incorporated into the record at
the time of manufacture of the record, or which
may be attached to the record at a subsequent
time adapted to co-operate with features of the
phonograph machine for causing the operation
of the machine to cease at a pre-determined
time.
Figure 1 is a top plan view of a phonograph
machine having a record in position thereon,
provided with this invention, certain mechanism
of the machine being illustrated diagrammatically. Fig 2 is an enlarged vertical detail sectional view taken upon the plane of line II — II
of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a fragmentary sectional view
taken upon the plane of line III — III of Figs.
1 and 2. Fig. 4 is a similar view taken upon the

plane of line IV — IV of Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a perspective view of one of the parts included in this
invention. Figs. 6, 7 and 8 illustrate modifications. Fig. 9 is a perspective view illustrating
a further modification; and Fig. 10 is an enlarged sectional view illustrating still a further
modification.
Talking Machine Mechanism. — Archie E. Parnall, Chicago, 111., assignor to Frank W. Williams, same place. Patent No. 1,265,498.
This invention relates to talking machine
mechanism. One of the objects of the invention
is to provide improved means whereby the tone
arm may be connected with machines having
different types of amplifiers.
Figure 1 is a vertical section of a talking machine in which the amplifier is inclosed in a

casing below the record support. Fig. 2 is a
vertical section of a talking machine in which
the amplifier is mounted above the record support.
Machine for Continuous Reproduction of
Phonographic Compositions. — Charles S. Andres
and Wm. T. Jones, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors
to the Sound-O-Photoplay Co., same place. Patent No. 1,265,286.
This invention relates to a machine in which
means are provided whereby the continuous
reproduction of speech or music recorded on
phonographic disks may be obtained.
The object of this invention is to provide
means whereby a number of phonographic disks
may be played or operated one after the other
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WORLD
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without stopping the machine to change " the
disks, and to provide controlling means whereby
a second disk is brought into operation successively with a former disk when the latter has
reached the end of the subject matter recorded
thereon, thereby causing a continuity of the
sound or speech.
Figure 1 is a view in perspective of a machine
embodying this invention. Fig. 2 is an elevation
showing the mechanism employed to operate
the turn-tables and the mechanism connected
with the reproducer. Fig. 3 is an elevation,
partly in section, of a fastening-nut to center
the disk on the false-turntable, and spindle for
the latter. Fig. 4 is a vertical sectional view of
a hollow shaft, turn-table and attaching means
for the latter. Fig. 5 is a detail showing the

mechanism for operating the bell-crank lever.
Fig. 6 is a detail showing the means for connecting the bell crank and the lever for operating the same. Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic view
of a motor operating circuit, shown in full lines,
and a test lamp circuit, the latter being shown
in dotted lines, as contemplated in this invention.
Phonograph or Talking Machine— John P.
Constable, West Orange, N. J., assignor to the
New Jersey Patent Co., same place. Patent No.
1,265,179.
This invention relates to phonographs or talking machines. The principal object of the invention isto provide an improved mounting for
the horn or sound conveyor which forms a part
of the phonograph or talking machine. In the
preferred form of the invention, the phonograph
reproducer is caused to move across the record
by mechanical feeding means, and another object of the invention is to provide improved
means for rendering the mechanical feeding
means inoperative and for disengaging the reproducer stylus from the record surface.
Figure 1 represents a view partly in elevation
and partly in section showing the preferred em-

bodiment of the invention. Figs. 2 and 3 represent views in perspective of parts of the device
shown in Fig. 1; and Fig. 4 represents a view
partly in section and partly in elevation of a
detail of construction.
Talking Machine. — William G. Beard, New
York, assignor to Henry C. Burnstine, same
place. Patent No. 1,264,883.
The present invention relates to certain im-

111

provements in means for reproducing sound,
and more particularly in such as employ a rotating disk record.
The object of the invention is to provide an
improved mounting for the tone arm whereby
the necessary movements thereof are facilitated,
fied.
and assembling of the various parts is simpliFigure 1 is a plan view of the top of a machine employing the invention, Fig. 2 is a sec-

tional view on the line 2 — 2 in Fig. 1, Fig. 3
shows a detail in elevation, and Fig. 4 is a bottom plan view of the tone arm gimbal removed.
Sound Box.— Louis Menge, East Orange, N. J.
Patent No. 1,264,201.
This invention relates in general to sound
transmitting mechanisms and specifically relates
to improvements in recording and reproducing
sound boxes for gramaphones, phonographs, and
like machines which employ a vibratory diaphragm in connection with a stylus arm or lever
operatively associated with the diaphragm to
transmit motion to and from the same.
It is well known in the phonographic trade
at present that different types of sound boxes
now on the market respond differently to the
different characters of records used. For instance, amachine using one form of sound box
gives the most pleasing effect when used with
a record having high vibratory notes, such as
a violin record; while another form of sound
box responds best to some other character of
record, such as a vocal record. It is generally
true that each sound box works best with only
one or possibly two similar types of records.
Under these conditions an obvious objection, to
the known types of sound boxes now in general
use is that they are not susceptible of giving
uniformly good results with the different forms
of records and accordingly one of the objects
of the invention is to provide a sound box capable of being quickly adjusted to best suit the
particular character of playing record in use.
Most of the sound boxes now in general use
appear to reproduce, superimpose, and rather
emphasize the overtones on the record and perceptibly reproduce the high pitch foreign noises

resulting in the squeaking so objectionable in
phonographic devices. Another object of the
invention is to minimize this sharp note effect
and to provide a sound box which while accurately reproducing the basic sounds originally
produced on the record, at the same time will
mellow the reproduced tones so as to give a
rich, full timbre without depriving the tones of
their full musical note values.
This latter object is attained broadly by providing a very thin and sensitive vibratory diaphragm formed from a specially adapted wood
and by securing to the diaphragm one end of
a relatively light and delicately pivoted stylus
arm, the other end of which arm is designed to
have a playing stylus operatively mounted
therein. As a further refinement in the stylus
arm feature of the invention, the same is constructed from a relatively small tuning fork,
the free ends of the prongs of which are fixed
to the diaphragm transversely of the line of
grain therein.
In the drawings: Figure 1 is a face view
shown in plan of a sound box illustrating a preferred form of the invention; and Fig. 2 is a
central sectional view taken approximately on
the line 2—2 of Fig. 1.
{Continued on page 112)
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Phonograph. — Charles S. Burton, Oak Park, 111.,
assignor to the Melville Clark Piano Co., Chicago, 111. Patent No. 1,264,268.
The purpose of this invention is to provide
an improved construction of a phonograph
adapted to be combined with a piano and contained within the casing thereof.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a piano embodying this invention. Fig. 2 is a front elevation of the phonograph mechanism contained
in the piano case, showing certain parts of the

piano case and mechanism for the purpose of
indicating the relative location of the phonograph in the case. Fig. 3 is a vertical section at
the line 3 — 3 on Fig. 2.
Talking Machine. — Francesco Cirelli, Philadelphia, Pa. Patent No. 1,264,273.
One object of this invention is to provide improved sound transmitting apparatus for talking
machines which renders it unnecessary to employ a horn or cabinet construction such as has
been the custom to employ prior to this invention.
Another object is to so construct the improved sound transmitting apparatus that it can
be used in various positions and places, such for
example as on an ordinary table or board and
can be moved bodily independently of the record support.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of the invention
shown in operative engagement with but
mounted independently of a motor driven record. Fig. 2 is a view of similar nature to Fig.
1 but showing the invention out of engagement

with the record. Fig. 3 is an enlarged section
on the line 3 — 3 of Fig. 1 showing the upper
portion of the horn in outside view. Fig. 4
is an enlarged sectional plan taken on the line
4 — 4 of Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary
section taken on the line 5— 5 of Fig. 4 showing
a portion of the tone arm in outside view.
Guidinc Device for Phonograph Tone Arms. —
John A. Shoemaker, Ada, Minn. Patent No.
1,264,691.
The object of this invention is to provide
means for automatically locating the position
of the tone arm and the diamond point or needle
with respect to the starting point of the groove
or path in the record, the device having particular application to the Edison phonograph where
the tone arm is raised and lowered to separate
the diamond point from the record or position
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connecting the sound box with the sound tube.
it thereon preparatory to- the operation of the
machine.
Fig. 3 is a view in longitudinal section taken at
right
angles to Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a view similar
Figure 1 is a plan view of the top of an Edito Fig. 3 illustrating a modification in which
son phonograph with the invention applied
the damper is in the sound tube and the couthereto. Fig. 2 is a plan sectional view of the
pling is dispensed with. Fig. 5 is a view in
horn, arm, with the invention connected therelongitudinal section illustrating a modification
with. Fig. 3 is a detail sectional view, taken on
in which the damper is located entirely in the
the line 3— 3 of Fig. 4, showing a portion of the

device mounted on the wall of the cabinet. Fig.
4 is an elevation of the horn arm and a section
of the cabinet, showing the relative arrangement of the path-finding device thereon.
Tone Arm for Phonographs. — Robert H. Cone,
Jr., St. Louis, Mo. Patent No. 1,264,017.
This invention relates to phonographs of the
disk type, and its object is to enable both records having vertical undulations and those having transverse undulations to be played by the
same instrument.
The invention consists in an arrangement of
sound box and tone arm, and a joint connection
between the sound box and the tone arm for
enabling the sound box to be set in either of
two positions at right angles to each other.
The invention further consists in a joint connection between the sound box and tone arm
permitting the sound box to be turned up off
of the record and out of the way. The invention also consists in a joint connection for
holding securely the sound box in either of two

positions of adjustment, and which permits
changing from one position to the other by
merely twisting the sound box with the hand.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a tone arm and
sound box embodying the invention, showing
the sound box in position for playing records
having vertical undulations. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section of the same in a vertical plane
through the axis of the tone arm; Fig. 3 is a
cross-section of the tone arm on the line 3 — 3
in Fig. 2; and Fig. 4 is a cross-section of the
elbow portion of the tone arm, on the line
4— 4 in Fig. 2.
Sound Reproducing Machine. — David L. Suiter,
Philadelphia, Pa. Patent No. 1,263,816.
This invention relates to improvements in
sound reproducing machines, an object of the
invention being to provide improved means for
modifying or restraining the sound waves during the operation of the device so as to bring
out the desired expression, and to control the
volume of sound by manually operated means
without interfering with the ordinary functions
of the device.
Heretofore, various attempts have been made
to control the volume of sound, but it is understood that such devices have been defective,
largely, because of the fact that the controlling
device or damper is located too far away from
the diaphragm so that the sound waves are
thrown backwardly, causing a confusion of
sound and therefore interfering rather than aiding in the proper reproduction.
With these improvements the damper is
located as close to the diaphragm as possible so
that the control of the sound waves is had before any appreciable volume of air is in motion
toward the outlet.
Figure 1 is a top plan view illustrating a preferred form of the invention. Fig. 2 is a view
in longitudinal section, partly in elevation showing the improved damper located in a coupling

sound box. Fig. 6 is a view in section on the
line 6— 6 of Fig. 5; and Fig. 7 is an enlarged
view in section illustrating the butterfly valve
or damper shown in Fig. 2.
Sound Amplifier for Phonographs. — Herman
Thimgan, Denver, Col., assignor to the Colorado
Phonograph Co., same place. Patent No. 1,263,625.
This invention relates to improvements in
means which, when used in conjunction with the
horn of a phonograph, will amplify the sound
of the instrument, obviate the harsh, metallic
sound so apparent in such instruments, and
eliminate all unnatural conditions in the reproduction of the voice or sound.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is an elevation view
of the invention, partially in section; Fig. 2 is

T'T 1 sectional"P^t
a longitudinal
view£ taken on the line
2 — 2, Fig. 1; and Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view
taken on the line 3 — 3, Fig. 2.
Talking Machine. — Thomas Kraemer, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Domestic TalkingMachine Corp., same place. Patent No. 1,262,810.
This invention relates more particularly to
means for. modifying the sounds produced by
a talking machine, and its primary object is to
provide an improved expression device adapted
for convenient manual operation to effect individual interpretations of musical or spoken compositions.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side elevation
of a talking machine embodying the improvements; Fig. 2 is a broken sectional view taken
vertically through the mouth of the amplifier
illustrating improvements of the invention in
side elevation; Fig. 3 is an enlarged broken sectional view taken on a vertical plane through

the mouth of the amplifier and the valve therein,
transversely to the view shown in Fig. 2; and
Fig. 4 is a broken sectional plan view taken on
a horizontal plane coinciding with the bottom
of the deck of the talking machine.
Galli-Curci scored a great success in Los Angeles at her recent appearance there.
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20366 Three
Wonderful
Letters From
win-MacDona
ld-Hanley),
RECORD
COLUMBIA

BULLETINS
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CO

POPULAR HITS OF THE MONTH
A2539 "Pay Day" (That Was His Favorite
Call),Fields
Arthur
What'll We Do with Him, Boys?Peerless Quartet
A2540*We Stopped Arthur
Them atFields
the Marne,
and Peerless Ouartet
Hike! Hike! Hike! (Along the Peerless
Old Turn'Pike),
Quartet
A2541 When Alexander Takes His Band to France,
Bob White
When it Comes to a Lovingless Day,
Arthur Fields
A2543 There's
a
Little
Blue
Star
in
the
Window
it means all the world to me) Henry (And
Burr
Mammy's
Little
Pansy
Chas.
Harrison
A2533 The Story Book Ball
Campbell and Burr
Musical Sam from Alabam' ... Peerless Quartet
A2544*Won't
Dear Daddy
(To Sisters
a Itta
Bitta You
Doll Be
Likea Dear,
Me)
Farber
I Want a Daddy Like You
Farber Sisters
DANCE RECORDS
A2547*Down Home Rag — Fox-trot,
Earl Fuller's Rector Novelty Orchestra
I Ain't Got Nobody Much — Fox-trot,
Earl Fuller's Rector Novelty Orchestra 10
A2537*Turkey
in the Straw
— Medley
fox-trot.
(1) Arkansas
Traveler,
(2) The
PreacherIntro.:
and
the Bear
Jazarimba Orchestra
Hello,
America,
Hello! — Medley one-step.
Intro.: (1) In the Land of O'Yamo Yamo, 10
(2) I'm Always Thinking ofJazarimba
Georgia, Orchestra
A6044*There's a Service Flag Flying at Our House —
Medley one-step. Intro.: (1) Who Said Dixie,
(2) Say a Prayer for the Boys Out There,
Jockers Brothers
I'll(1)Think
of You
— Medley
Alimony
Blues,
(2) Myfox-trot.
RainbowIntro.:
Girl 12
from "The Rainbow Girl" .. .Jockers Brothers
A6043*My Mind's Made Up to Marry Carolina — Med- 12
ley fox-trot. Intro.: (1) Ev'rybody's Crazy
'Bout the Doggone Blues, But I'm Happy, 12
(2)
I
a Daddy
Keep theWant
Trench
Fires Like
GoingYou.
for .Prince's
the Boys Band
Out
There — Medley one-step. Intro.: (1) The Little Good-for-Nothing's Good for Something
After All, (2) You're a Better Man Than I 12
Am, Gunga-Din
Band
METROPOLITAN
OPERA HOUSE Prince's
ORCHESTRA
A604l*Ballet
Music
from
"Faust."
Part
I.
(a)
Valse,
(b) Allegretto,
Metropolitan Opera House Orchestra 12
Ballet MusicMetropolitan
from "Faust.Opera Part
Adagio, 12
HouseII.Orchestra
AMERICAN FANTASY PLAYED BY PHILHARMONIC
A6040*American
UnderOrchestra
the direction
Stransky Fantasie.
. Philharmonic
of Newof Josef
York 12
L'Estudiantina
—
Waltz.
Under
the
direction of
Josef Stransky,
Philharmonic Orchestra of New York
NEW PIANO RECORD BY JOSEF HOFMANN
A6045*Valse
No. La1..Jongleuse,
Josef Hofmann
(1) TheBrillante
HuntingOpus
Song,34 (2)
Josef Hofmann
A2536 The Regiment's Return (March) .. Prince's Band
On Review (March)
Prince's Band
A2534 The Torpedo and the Whale
fromStellar
"Olivette,"
Columbia
Quartet
Noah's
Ark
Columbia
Stellar
Quartet
A2532 Come Join in Our Laughter,
Irene Young and Al H. Weston
He Laughs and So Do I
Al H. Weston
A2469 Nobody
Knows
de
Trouble
I've
Seen — Seagle
Negro
Spiritual
Oscar
I Don't Feel No Ways Tired — Negro
OscarSpiritual,
Seagle
TUNE MID-MONTH LIST ON SALE JUNE 10
A2542*Hello, Central, Give Me No-Man's Land,
Al Jolson
We'll
Do Our Share (While You're
Over
There)
Robert Lewis
A2545*Just
Like Pershing
Washington
Delaware
(General
Will Crossed
Cross thetheRhine),
Arthur Fields and Peerless Quartet
What Are You Going to Do to Help the Boys,
Peerless Quartet
A2538*Just
a Baby's
.Prayer at Twilight (For Her 10
Daddy
Over There),
Edna White Trumpet Quartet
Fancy You Fancying Me,
Edna White Trumpet Quartet 10
10
A2546*I'm
SorryHimI Made
Cry
Robert
I Want
Back You
Again
Sterling Lewis
Trio 10
A2535*Sweet
and Farrar
Low, and Columbia Stellar Quartet 10
Amparito
Mighty Lak' a Rose
Amparito Farrar 10
49333*Elegie.
Ricardo
Stracciari,
Violin Obligato by Sascha Jacobsen 12
A2548*Regretful Blues — Fox-trot,
Wilber C. Sweatman's Original Jazz Band 10
Ev'rybody's Crazy 'Bout the Doggone Blues
But I'm Happy — Fox-trot,
Wilber C. Sweatman's Original Jazz Band
A6042*Are You from Heaven — Medley Waltz. Intro.: 12
"Chimes of Normandy" .... Prince's Orchestra 10
Blue Bird — Medley Waltz. Intro.: "Mammy's
Little Pansy"
Prince's Orchestra
*Records marked with an asterisk will be featured on
the cut-outs and cards of July Monthly Window Display.
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18451 A Soldier's Day
Geoffrey O'Hara
Parodies of the Camp
Geoffrey O'Hara
18468 There's
a Little Blue Star in the Window,
Henry Burr
Some Day They're
Coming
Home
Again,
Macdonough and Orpheus Quartet
18469 Just Like Washington Crossed the Delaware,
General Pershing Will Cross the Rhine.
Peerless Quartet
I May Stay Away a Little Longer,
Peerless Quartet
18470 Your Lips Are No Man's Land But Mine,
Campbell and Burr
Our Country'sDANCE
in it Now
RECORDS Orpheus Quartet
18466 War Ballad Medley — Fox-trot
Pietro
Medley — One-step
Pietro
35675 Eclipse
The Rainbow Girl — Medley fox-trot.
Victor Military Band
Oh Lady! Lady! — Medley fox-trot,
Victor Military Band
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
70120 From the North, South, East and West,
Harry
45152 Bring Back My Soldier Boy to Me..
OliveLauder
Kline

10
10
10

10
10
in
10
12

FOR

JULY,

1918

God Bring You Safely to Our Arms Again,
18471 The Volunteers — March ... Victor Military Band
Liberty Forever! — March .. Victor Military Band
RECORD'S
RED
Tenor
Caruso,
EnricoSEAL
Emilio de Uogorza, Baritone — In Spanish
S9083 A la luz de la luna (in the Moonlight),
Anton-Michclena
Geraldine Farrar, Soprano
87290 The War Baby's
Adele Farrington
Alma Lullaby
Cluck, Soprano
74559 Angels Ever Bright and Fair (from "Theodora"), Handel
John McCormack, Tenor
64778 Little Mother of Mine,
Walter H. Brown-H. T. Burleigh
Philadelphia Orchestra — Leopold Stokowski, Conductoi
/4567 Orpheus — Ballet (Dance of the Spirits),
„
Christoph Willibald Gluck 12
The
following record appears
in the July, 1918, supplement. Do not duplicate order on this number:
18467 What Are You Going to Do to Help the Boys? 10
(Gus Kahn-Egbert Van Alstyne),
Charles Hart and Shannon Four 10
Keep Your Head Down, Fritzie Boy (Lieut.
Gitz Rice)
American Quartet
EDISON BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS
FRIEDA HEMPEL ON THE FIRST ROYAL PURPLE
AMBEROL RECORD
29007 Aloha Oe (Farewell to Thee), (Queen Liliuokalani). Soprano and Male Voices, Orch. ac,,coirlP
Frieda Hempel and Criterion Quartet
29008 My
Old Kentucky
Home (Stephen C. Foster).
Soprano and Male Voices, Orch. accomp.,
Frieda Hempel and Criterion Ouartet
CONCERT RECORD
2S286 Gypsy Trail (Tod B. Galloway). Orch
Arthuraccomp.,
Middleton
REGULAR LIST
3494 Bing!
Bang! Male
Bing Voices,
'Em onOrch.
the Rhine
(MahoneyFlynn).
accomp.,
Premier Ouartet
3300 Daughter of Rosie O'Grady (Walter DonaMson). Oreh. accomp
Ada Jones
3496 Each Stitch Is a Thought of You, Dear (Billy
Baskette). Contralto and Quartet, Orch. ac- comp
Helen Clark and Criterion Ouartet
3488 Farmyard Medley, Descriptive Sketch. Unac■
_frivolity
c°mP
Premier
Quartet
3489
One-step (George Hamilton
Green).
Xylophone, Orch. accomp. .George Hamilton Green
3499 Tickle Toe — Fox-trot — Going Up! (Louis A.
„ ,„, THirsch)
Orchestra
3485
Umbrellas to Mend One-step Jazzarimba
(Mel B. Kaufman). For Dancing
Frisco Jazz Band
3503 When the Ships Come Home — Oh, Lady! Lady!
(Jerome Kern). Contralto, Orch. accomp.,
Helen Clark and Chorus of Girls
3081 Garden Dance (Vargas) Imperfal Marimba Band
3025 In Honeysuckle Time (Marshall) . Collins and Harlan
3080 Just One Day (Lange). Tenor
George Wilton Ballard
3146 Poor Butterfly (Hubbell). Fox-trot ... Taudas' Band
3077 Wondrous Rose (Burnham). Contralto . Helen Clark
83074
82125
82129
80365
80388
80390
80390
80391
50459
50466

THOS.

A. EDISON,

INC.

Elegie (Jules Massenet). Tenor in French,
„
Guido Ciccolini
'O Tenor,
Sole Mioin (My
Sunshine), (Eduardo Guido
di Capua.
Italian
Ciccolini
Chant Hindou (Hindoo Song), (H. Bemberg).
Soprano, in French
Odette Le Fontenay
Le Nil (The Nile), (Xavier Leroux). Soprano,
in French
Odette Le Fontenay
O Dry Those Tears! (Teresa del Riego). Contralto Caroline Lazzari
Oft in the Stilly Night. Contralto .. Caroline Lazzari
Douglas! Tender and True (Lady John Scott).
Contralto
Amy Ellerman
Wonderful Thing (Clare Kummer). Soprano,
Betsy Lane Shepherd
Down in Lily Land (F. Wallace Rega). Contralto and Tenor. . Marion Evelyn Cox, John Young
Is it Nothing to You? (Edgar-Trevor). Soprano Betsy Lane Shepherd
Zampa Overture — Part 1 (F. Herold),
Sacred
Metropolitan Quartet
Why I Love Him (B. D. Ackley). Sacred.
Baritone
Robert E. Clark
Zampa Overture — Part 1 (F. Herold),
American Symphony Orchestra
Zampa Overture — Part American
2 (F. Herold),
Symphony Orchestra
I'llF.Take
You
Home
Again,
Kathleen
Westendorf). Violin, Violoncello,(Thomas
Flute
and Harp
Venetian Instrumental Quartet
Quanto
io t'amoViolin,
Violoncello,
Flute and
Harp
Venetian
Instrumental
Quartet
Felicia Waltz (Vernon Eville). For Dancing,
Society Ray).
Orchestra
Sunshine of Your Srnile Jaudas'
Waltz (Lilian
For
Dancing
Jaudas'
Society
Orchestra
Sari Waltz (E. Kalman) .... Imperial Marimba Band
Stars and Stripes Forever (Sousa). March,
Imperial Marimba Band

PATHE FRERES PHONOGRAPH CO.
POPULAR "HITS" OF THE MONTH
20367 Just Like Washington Crossed the Delaware
(Johnson-Meyer) Invincible Four
Hello,
Central, Give Me. Irving
No Gillette,
Man's Tenor
Land
(Lewis-Young-Schwartz)
20360 Rock-A-Bye _ Your Baby With a Dixie Melody (Lewis-Young-Schwartz),
Arthur Fields, Baritone
What'll We Do With Him, Boys? (SterlingLange)
.Arthur Fields, Baritone
20361 Round Her Neck She Wears a Yeller Ribbon (Norton) Collins and Harlan
The Yanks Started Yankin'Louis
(McCarron-Morgan)
Winsch, Baritone ,
20362 Just a Little Cottage (Harriman-Egan),
Sterling Trio
■ The Little Good For Nothing's Good For Something After All (Klein-Von Tilzer) .
Campbell and Burr
20363 Bring Back My Daddy to Me (Tracey-JohnsonMeyer)
Harry McClaskey, Tenor
- When the War Is Over I'll Return to You
(Dudley-Watson) Peerless Quartet
20364 I Hate to Los You (Gottler) . .Peerless Quartet
A Little Bit o' Sunshine (Hanley),
Louis Winsch, Baritone
20365 Tishomingo Blues (Williams),
Arthur Mack, Baritone
Somebody's
Done
Me
Wrong
(Walker-Skidmore),
Arthur
Collins, Baritone
io

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

. .Sang Hush-A-Bye
Harry McClaskey,
When \ou
Baby to MeTenor
(Ol- 10
„,.„, Au man-Logan-Ghck)
25014
Revoir, ButTilzer),
Not Good-Bye Sterling
Soldier Trio
Bov 10
(Brown-Von
Percy Hemus and his Buddy Boys 10
Break the News to Mother (Harris),
NEW
DPercy
BALLADS and
SUNGhis IN
ENGLISH
Boys 10
Buddy
„„.,,~
»T„,„TheSTANDAR
27012
Melody of
HomeHemus
(Stephenson),
Jean (Burleigh)
Paul
,.
Paul Althouse,
Althouse, Tenor 10
25013 Lullaby, from "Erminie" (Jakobowski) .
Oh, Hush Thee, My Baby (Wittaker),
TT , '
Alma Beck, Contralto 10
20377
Sorter
„„„,.„■ Miss
„You (Smith),
Beck, Contralto
WilliamAlmaSimmons,
Baritone 10
Gypsy Love Song (Herbert),
29201 De
„ Ole
'Banjo (Gatty),
Gordon MacHughes, Baritone 10
American Harmony Quartet 12
Good^Night (Gatty) .American Harmony Quartet 12
NEW SACRED RECORDINGS
40126 Jerusalem (Parker-Nella) . . B. Stonehill, Baritone 12
Zion (Huhn)
B. Stonehill, Baritone 12
NEW BAND RECORDS
20369 Lights Out (McCoy)—American
"March," Regimental Band 10
Liberty Lads (Smith) — "March,"
20370
Intro.: "The
Maple Band
Leaf 10
„„,_„ O,
~ Canada,
„
,Medley, American
Regimental
Forever," "Vive La Canadienne,"
"
Regimental(British
Band 10
God Save
the King American
— Rule Brittania
Anthems)
American Regimental Band 10
40127 Espana, Part- 1 (Chabrier),
Garde Republicaine Band of France 12
Espana, Part 2 (Chabrier),
Garde Republicaine Band of France 12
NEW "CASEY" LAUGHALOGUES
20327 Casey at the Circus
..Russell Hunting
Casey Serenades His Girl Russell Hunting 10
10
NEW DANCE RECORDS PLAYED BY THE HOTEL
BILTMORE DANCE ORCHESTRA
trot, Do They All Take the Night Boat to Al20368 Why
bany? from "Sinbad"
(Schwartz) — One-step 10
Hotel Biltmore
Dance Orchestra
. (Hazay Natzy. Director) 10
When I Feel Sad and Lonely (Fuller) — FoxHotel Biltmore Dance. Orchestra
(Hazay Natzy, Director) 10
29200 Toot Toot (Kern) — Medley one-step. Intro.:
"When Biltmore
You Wake
Up Orchestra
Dancing," "If,"
Hotel
Dance
(Hazay Natzy, Director) 12
TheHotel
Dooster
(Lake)Dance
— Fox-trot,
Biltmore
Orchestra
(Hazay Natzy, Director) 12
71001 I'll Think of You, from "The Rainbow Girl"
(Hirsch) — Medley
fox-trot, "My Rainbow
Girl,". .Hotel Bikmore Dance Orchestra,
(Hazay Natzy. Director) M
Songs
the NightDance
(James)
— "Waltz,"
Hotelof Biltmore
Orchestra
(Hazay
Natzy, Director) 14
RETESTED
NINE
PATRIOTIC
PATHE
RECORDS
FOR JULY
40033 America (My Country 'Tis of Peerless
Thee), Quartet
Massa's in de Cold, Cold Ground,
Peerless Quartet
40094 Joffre March, "dedicated
to
Marshal
Joffre," Band
American Regimental
Army Bugle Calls — Star Spangled Banner,
American Regimental Band
20125 Departure of the First U. S. Troops for France,
Russell Hunting with Chorus and Band
My Own United States. .. .David Irwin, Tenor
27002 Dixie
David Bispham, Baritone, and
Male Chorus, Band accomp.
Our Country Forever. 3and
David Accomp.
Bispham,,- Baritone 10
27003 Tommy
Lad
David
Bispham, Baritone
Marching Through Georgia,
David Bispham Baritone, with Male Chorus
and Band accomp. 10
70119 Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean,
Maryland, My Maryland,James Stevens, Baritone 14
James Stevens, Baritone 14
20126 The Star Spangled Banner,
George Stewart, Tenor, and Male . Chorusin
Good-Bye, Little Girl, Good-Bye,
David Irwin, Tenor 10
70140 The Stars and Stripes Forever,
Pathe Military Band 14
Light Cavalry Overture Pathe Orchestra 14
30373 American Overture, Part 1, including "Hail
Columbia," "Home Sweet Home," and "Red,
White and Blue" Pathe Concert Orchestra 12
American Overture, Part 2, including "Yankee
Doodle," "America," "Dixie Land," and "Star
Pathe Concert
NEW Spangled
OPERATICBanner"
AND CLASSIC
VOCAL Orchestra
RECORDS12
63024 Mefistofeles (Boito) "L'altra notte" (Last Night
In the Deep Sea) — InClaudia
Italian,Muzio, Soprano 12
La Wally (Catalani) "Ebbene andro sola e
lontano"
(Then I WillClaudia
Go Alone,
Far) — 12
In Italian
Muzio,and Soprano
52029 Theme and Variations (Proch),
Grace Hoffman, Soprano, Piano, Flute and
Violin accomp. 12
Nymphs and Fauns (Bemberg),
Grace Hoffman, Soprano, Piano,
and 12
. ViolinFlute
accomp.
NEW INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
40128 Caprice
Paganini, No. 13 (Paganini-Herman),
Violin desolo
Charles Herman 12
Danse Homgroise, No. 5 (Brahms), Violin solo,
Charles Herman 12
20371 Washington Post Boudini
(Sousa) Brothers,
— "March,"Accordionists 10
Dolores Waltz (Miglia)— Old Italian Waltz,
Boudini Brothers, Accordionists 10
20375 Martin
et Martine (Chaulier)
"Fantaisie
with 10
Bells"
Pathe —Freres
Orchestra
The Bellstaisie with
of Bells"
Saint-Quentin
"Fan- 10
Pathe (Cantelon),
Freres Orchestra
20376 The Deep Blue Sea (Brewer) — Piccolo solo,
George
Romping Bessie (Rossiter) — -Banjo
solo. Ackroyd 10
Thomas
20378 The Memphis Blues — Fox-trot (SaxophoneMalin
and 10
Piano)
Wadsworth and Arden 10
Mv Lonesome Girl — Fox-trot (Saxophone and 10
Piano)
Wadsworth and Arden
EMERSON

10
10
10
10

Home (Good-

PHONOGRAPH

CO.

Seven-Inch Records
PATRIOTIC AND POPULAR SONG HITS
7372 God Be With Our Boys To-night (Bowles-Sanderson)— Tenor Solo, orch. accomp. . Frank Woods
(Continued on page 114)
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(Continued from page 113)

Just Before the Battle, Mother (George F.
Root) — Tenor Solo, orch. accomp. .. .Frank Woods
7370 Just Like Washington Crossed the Delaware,
General Pershing Will Cross the Rhine (Johnson-Meyer)— Patriotic Solo, orch. accomp.,
D. (Bud) Bernie
Bring Back My Soldier Boy to Me (HirschMagine) — Tenor solo, orch. accomp. . Frank Woods
7373 When Johnny Comes Marching Home (Louis
Lambert) — Patriotic
Novelty
Song, orch.
accomp
Harry Evans and Excelsior Trio
The Russians Were Rushin', the Yanks Started.
Yankin'
(McCarron-Morgan) — Patriotic
orch. accomp
D. (Bud)Solo,Bernie
7366 We'll Keep Things Goin' Till the Boys Come
Home.
Girls?accomp
(Sterling- Solman)
CharacterWon't
Song,We orch.
Edith— King
What'll
We
Do
With
Him,
Boys?
The
Yanks
Made a Monkey Out of You (Sterling-Lange)
— Patriotic Character Song, orch. accomp.,
George L. Thompson
7371 After the War Is Over Will There Be Any
"Home Sweet Home?" (Pourmon-WoodruffAndriou) — Tenor■
Solo, orch. accomp..Frank Woods
A Little Bit of Sunshine From Home (Macdonald-Goodwin-Hanley) — Patriotic Solo, orch.
accomp
Harry Evans
7365 I'm Hitting the Trail to Normandy, So Kiss
Me Good-Bye (Charles Snyder) — Tenor Duet,
orch. accomp
Rice & Rhodes
Oh! Min! (Olsen-Jones) — Novelty Comedy
Song, orch. accomp
Eddie Nelson
7364 Those terDraftin'
Blues
(Maceo
Pinkard)
—
CharacSong. orch. accomp
Arthur
Collins
When It Comes to a Lovingless Day (Jack
Frost) — Character Song, orch. accomp.,
Eddie Nelson
7363 Just a Little Cottage. I'll Call It "Home Sweet
Home" (Harriman-Egan) — Vocal Trio,
orch. Trio
accomp
Excelsior
Turn Those Wonderful Eyes Away (Spero-Peck)
— Sentimental Ballad, orch. accomp. . .Henry Lewis
7352 The Sunshine of Your Smile (.Lilian Ray) —
Tenor Solo, orch. accomp
....Robert Rice
Somewhere a Voice Is Calling (Arthur F. Tate)
— Tenor Solo,
Robert Rice
BIG orch.
DANCEaccomp
HITS
7368 I Hate to Lose You {Archie Gottler) — Fox-trot.
Emerson Military Ban 1
Jack Tar (John Philip Sousa) — March and onestep
Emerson Military Band
7369 Some Shape (George L. Cobb)Emerson
— One-step
Military Band
Valse Marie (Harry Israel),
Emerson Military Band
HEINEMAN PHONOGRAPH SUPPLY CO.10
10
1001 Star Spangled Banner
Band 10
American Patriotic Meclley....
Band
1002 Dance of the Hours
Band 10
Music from Coppelia
Band 10
1003 Ballet
Poet and Peasant
Band
Carmen Selection
Band 10
1004 UkeH Military March
Band 10
10
American Patrol
Band 10
1005 National Emblem
Band
Naval Reserve ,
Band 10
10
1006 Boston Commandery March
Band 10
Land
of
the
Maple
Band
1007 Over There
Sterling Trio 10
Before the Battle, Mother. .Campbell-Burr
1008 Just
They Were All Out of Step But Jim. . ..Ada Jones
The Little Good for Nothing, etc. . Campbell-Burr 10
10
1009 Keep
the Home Fires Burning. . . .Joseph Phillips 10
Long Trail
McClaskey
1010 There's
VYhen thea Long,
Boys Come
Home Harry Henry
Burr 10
The Trumpeter
Charles Hart 10
1011 Because
Harry McClaskey 10
Only Dreaming
of You
Reed Miller 10
1012 I'm
Good-night,
Little Girl,
Good-night,
10
Harry McClaskey 10
Because
I
Love
You.
Dear
Lewis
James
1013 Maid of the Mill....
Reed Miller 10
Clang of the Forge
Greek Evans 10
1015 Just
a Wearyin' for You
Marie
Violets
GraceMorrisey
Kerns 10
1016 Silver Threads Among the Gold. Sterling Trio 10
Way Down Yonder in de Cornfield,
Peerless Quartet
1017 When You and I Were Young, Maggie,
Sterling Trio 10
10
Kentucky Babe
.Peerless Quartet 10
1018 Beautiful Isle Somewhere Meyer and Gillette 10
and Low..;
Croxton Quartet
1019 Sweet
Holy City
Joseph Phillips
Ye-Attila
Croxton Quartet 10
1020 Praise
O Morning Land
Meyer and Gillette 10
Crucifix
Hart and Phillips
1021 Down, Down, Down on the O-hi-o,
10
Collins and Harlan 10
Cleopatra
Collins
1022 Alimony Blues
Collins 10
Three Pickaninnies Collins and Harlan 10
1023 Dei by Day in Dixie
10
Jones and Thompson 10
'N'
Everything
Thompson
10
1024 Cohen 'Phones the Garage George Thompson 10
Colored Recruit, The
Golden and lleins
1025 Oh,
Lady, Lady
Van Eps Quartet
Sing, Ling Ting
Van Eps Quartet 10
10
1026 Rainbow Girl
Jazarimba Orchestra 10
Castle Valse
Jazarimba Orchestra 10
1027 Camouflage
Orchestra
Leave It to Jane
Van Eps and Orchestra 10
1028 Jazzie Addie
Jazzarimba Orchestra 10
Tickle Toe
Band 10
1029 Drowsy Water
Hawaiian Duet 10
Hawaiian Hula Medley
Hawaiian Duet
1030 Traumerci
— V. Dubinsky 10

NEEDLES
WE MANUFACTURE
Diamond needles (or Edison
Sapphire needles for Edison
Sapphire needles for Pathe
in stock ready for delivery
MERMOD & CO., 505 5th Ave., N. Y.

TALKING

MACHINE

WORLD

The Swan
V. Dubinsky 10
1031 Cavalleria Rusticana Intermezzo — Violin
Fred solo,
Landau 10
Titl s Serenade — Cello and Flute Duet,
Schubert and Wagner 10
LYRAPHONE CO. OF AMERICA
CONCERT AND OPERATIC SERIES
7111 Good-night — Quartet (from "Martha"),
Lyric Opera Quartet
Potpourri (from "Lohengrin"),
Lyric Symphony Orchestra
9108 Tannhauser Overture — Part I (Wagner),
Lyric Symphony Orchestra
Tannhauser Overture — Part II (Wagner),
LyricSONGS
Symphony Orchestra
STANDARD
6139 Just a Wearyin' for Miss
You Esther
(Jacobs-Bond),
May, Contralto
Kentucky Babe (Geibel),
Miss Esther May, Contralto
6140 The Americans Come (Fay Foster),
Freedom, For All, Forever John
(Lieut.Vernon,
Hillian),Tenor
John Vernon, Tenor
6141 Will You Remember (from "Maytime"),
James Tree,
Tree, Tenor
Because
James
Tenor
6142 Any Time's Kissing Time (Chu
Chin
Chow),
Henry Burr,
Tenor
At Siesta Time (Chu Chin Chow),
Esther Mav, Contralto, and Henry Burr, Tenor
POPULAR SONG HITS
5130 What'll We Do With Him,Arthur
Boys (Sterling-Lange)
Fields, Baritone
Allies Patrol (Grant) — March
Lyric Band
5131 We Stopped Them at the Marne (Lieut. Gitz
Rice)
Arthur Fields and Male Quartet
Canadian Patrol (Dewellyn) — March. Lyric Band
5132 If He Can Fight Like He Can Love,
James Tree, Tenor
The Volunteers (Sousa) — March. .. .Lyric Band
5133 Your
Lips Are No Man'sJohn
Land Lawrence,
But Mine Tenor
(Empey-Morgan)
United Empire March (Hughes) Lyric Band
DANCE
AND INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
4143 Sweet
Intro. "Cleopatra,"
from Little
"Sinbad"Buttercup.
— Medley One-step,
Lyric Dance Band
4144 Oh, Lady, Lady (Kern) — Medley
LvricFox-trot,
Dance Band
Stock Yard Blues (Pinkard) — Fox-trot,
Van Eps Trio
4145 When the Saxophone Is Playing —trotMedley
Van Eps FoxTrio
While the Incense is Burning — Medley Fox-trot,
Lyric Dance Band
4146 Somewhere in Hawaii . (MacMeekin),
Louise and Ferera
Hawaiian Nights (Roberts) .. .Louise and Ferera
EMERSOls^HONOGRAPH

10
10
12
12
10
10
1
10
1
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

CO.

Sixty-five Cent Records
PATRIOTIC AND POPULAR SONG HITS
932 They Were All Out of Step But Jim (Irving
Berlin) — Patriotic Character
Song, orch.
accomp
Eddie Nelson
'N' Everything
— Character Song, orch.(DeSylvia-Kahn-Jolson)
accomp
Eddie
Nelson
937 The Russians Were Rushin'. The Yanks Started
Yankin'
(McCarron-Morgan) — Patriotic
Song,Fields
orch. accomp
Arthur
WeWithStopped
Them (Lieut.
at the Marne.
To
Germany
Gitz Rice)It's—Arthur
PatrioticFields
Solo, orch.
accomp
928 The Last Long Mile (Emil Breitenfeld) — Comic
Patriotic Solo, orch. accomp
Harry Evans
A Little Bit of Sunshine From Home (Macdonald-Goodwin-Hanley) — Patriotic Solo, orch.
accomp
Harry Evans
934 Take Me Back to Dear Old Blighty (Mills-Godfrey-Scot )— Patriotic Solo, orch. accomp.,
Arthur Fields
Keep the Home Fires Burning Till the Boys
Come Home (FordJNovelle) — Patriotic Solo,
orch. accomp
Harry Evans
931 You're a Better Man Than I Am. Gunga Din
(Ehrlich-Osborne) — Character Song, orch.
accomp
Henry Lewis
I Think You're Absolutely Wonderful. What
Do
You
Think
of
Me?
(McCarthy-Carroll)
Baritone Solo. orch. accomp
Henry —Lewis
930 I'mSolo,
Sorryorch.
I Made
You Cry (N. J. Clesi)
— Tenor
accomp
James
Matthew
I'm Always Chasing Rainbows (Carroll-McCarthy)— Tenor Solo, orch. accomp Samuel Ash
935 Just
a Little(Harriman-Egan)
Cottage. I'll Call
It "Home
Home"
— Vocal
Trio, Sweet
orch.
accomp
Sterling Trio
"Forever" Is a Long, Long Time (MacBoyle-Al
Von Tilzer) — Tenor Solo, orch. accomp.,
Frank Woods
936 Chimes
of Normandy
(Wells-Bryan) — Vocal
Trio, orch. accomp
Sterling Trio
Bring Back My Soldier Boy To Me (HirschMagine) — Tenor. Solo, orch. accomp. . Frank Woods
929 There's
Long,accomp
Long Trail (King-Elliot) —Henry
Tenor Burr
Solo. aorch.
The Missouri Waltz. Hush-A-Bye Ma Baby
(Shannon-Logan) — Tenor Solo, orch. accomp.,
Henry Burr
FAVORITE DANCE AND BAND HITS
938 There'll Be a Hot Time for the Old Men While
the Young Men Are Away (Clarke-Meyer) —
One-step
Emerson Military Band
I Hate to Lose You (Archie Emerson
Gottler) —Military
Fox-trot, Band
933 National Emblem (E. E. Bagley) — March and
one-step
Emerson Military Band
Gate City (A. F. Weldon) — March
one-step, Bam!
EmersonandMilitary

REPAIRS
All Makes of Talking Machines
Repaired Promptly and Efficiently
TALKING MACHINE REPAIR
AND SALES CORPORATION
ANDREW
H. DODIN, President
176 Sixth Avenue
New York
TELEPHONE, CHELSEA 8437

June 15, 1918

N. Y. RECORDING LABORATORIES
RECORDS FOR DANCING
30036 Athene Waltz
Paramount Dance Orchestra
Missouri Waltz (Knight- Logan-Eppel),
Paramount Dance Orchestra
30042 Moonlight Waltz. Red, White and Blue Marimbo Band
Captain Betty — One-step,
Red, White and Blue Marimbo Band
30033 Livery Stable Blues— Fox-trot,
Original Saxo-Jazz Orchestra
The Darktown Strutters' Ball Cordes
(Shelton-Brooks),
Jazz Orchestra
POPULAR, STANDARD AND SACRED SONGS
2057 They Were All Out of Step But Jim Ada Tones
Lovingless Day
Ada Jones
30043 Onward, Christian Soldiers (Sullivan) . Shannon Four
Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young
Charms (Moore)
Harry McClasky
30037 Danny Deever (Kipling-Damrosch) .. .Royal Dadnum
Evening Star (Tannhauser) Royal Dadnum
30044 The Dear Little Shamrock (Cherry) .Charles H. Hart
The Kerry Dance (Molloy) Charles H. Hart
30038 Sing Me to Sleep (Greene)
Lewis James
Killarney (Balfe)
Lewis Tames
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
30040 Morning, Noon and Night Overture, Part I '(Von
Suppe)
Rogers Symphony Orchestra
Morning, Noon and Night Overture, Part II
(Von Suppe)
Rogers Symphony Orchestra
30031 Minuet in 5<G" (Beethoven) — Violin Samuel
Solo, Gardner
Serenade (Shubert) — Violin Solo .... Samuel Gardner
30041 Annie Laurie (Scott) — -Violin Solo. . .Arthur Gramm
Silver
Among the Gold Arthur
(Danks) Gramm
—
Violin Threads
Solo
30035 Blaze Away March (Holzmann),
Paramount Military Band
Jolly Coppersmith (Peters) . Paramount Military Band
PROSPERITY

IN THE

SOUTH

W. Terhune, of Atlanta, Tells of Improved Conditions in That Section — Visitors to Columbia
Headquarters During the Past Week
There were quite a number of visitors recently at the executive offices of the Columbia
Graphophone Co. in the. Woolworth Building,
New York, including several of the branch managers from different parts of the country.
Among these visitors were James P. Bradt, general manager of the Columbia Co.'s Canadian
business; Irby W. Reid, manager of the St.
Louis branch, accompanied by C. R. Salmon,
one of the members of his sales force; Westervelt Terhune, manager of the Atlanta branch,
and A. J. Heath, manager of the Philadelphia
branch.
All of these callers spoke enthusiastically of
the Columbia business being closed in their respective territories, and as every Columbia
branch is showing a substantial gain over 1917
this enthusiasm was substantiated by sales totals
for the past four months.
In a chat with The World Mr. Terhune commented upon the very satisfactory industrial
and financial status of the South at the present
time. The Columbia branch in Atlanta has
averaged more than 100 per cent, gain for every
month of 1918 as compared with 1917, and Columbia dealers in the Atlanta district are closing a banner year. Mr. Terhune commented
upon the fact that a large proportion of Columbia representatives in his territory are discounting their bills, and retail merchants in the
South are in splendid financial shape. This
gratifying condition cannot fail to benefit the
Eastern manufacturers in all lines, who will find
in the South a permanent and profitable market for their merchandise.
SOME

SALES

POINTERS

Before you make an approach, put yourself
in your prospect's place. Try to imagine how
he feels, what he is thinking, what he needs.
Talk your goods over with him beforehand.
Don't say one word that will bump him off the
order-track. And when you've sold him in your
mind, march in and sell the man himself.
Many a sale is lost because the salesman did
not get at the real object in his prospect's
mind. Don't use up your energy, therefore,
overcoming a "straw" objection set up for you
to shoot at. Use strategy to find the real obstacle— then demolish it. Don't understudy the
machine that turns out form letters by the
hours. — System.
DISPLAY

CORTINA

METHOD

The show windows of C. H. Ditson & Co.
were devoted last week to a novel display of the
Cortina method of studying military French by
means of talking machine records and accompanying text books.
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VICTOR
DISTRIBUTORS
VICTORS EXCLUSIVELY
We make a specialty of getting the order
out on time — every time.
The

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
CINCINNATI AND CHICAGO
Two points of supply; order from the nearer

OUR

IT.

VICTOR

Record

Service

has a reputation for efficiency.
Suppose you try it.
E. F. DROOP
& SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET. WASHINGTON, D. C.
231 N. HOWARD STREET. BALTIMORE, MD

Chas. L. Marshall & Co.
Wholesale Distributors for
Michigan of
ALITY
BUMENT OF QU
ST
IM
S
STH
rj
ono
CiSAH AS A ©ELL

810 Empire

Smith,

BIdg., Detroit, Mich.

Kline & French
PHILADELPHIA

Co.

Wholesale Distributor* for
QUALITY
INSTRUMENT Of
t
H
T
S
r,
ono
CLEAR AS A SELL

In PENNSYLVANIA, NEW
and DELAWARE

JERSEY

W. J. DYER
& BRO.
NORTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE

VICTOR
Machines, Records and Supplies
Shipped Promptly to all
Points in the Northwest

TheElectric Supply & EquipmentCo.
Exclusive Wholesale Distributors for
Southern New England
LITY
T O? QUA

S«

IMSTBUMEM
CLEAR

S T A R R
Phonographs
and GENNETT
Records
Complete Stock and REAL Service
Where

also representing Sonora Phonograph Sales Co. of New York
in State of Ohio

AS A SELL. C

Complete stocks carried in Boston and Hartford
103 Allyn St.
Little Bldg.
BOSTON, MASS.
HARTFORD, CONN.

THIS REFERS TO YOU, MR. DEALER
Every talking machine jobber in this country should be
represented in this department, no matter what line he
handles or where he is located. The cost is slight and the
advantage paristment of The
greatTalking
Be sureMachine
to haveWorld
your each
card in
this de-It
month.
will pay you a big profit on the investment.

StajvdardTaI/King Hackine Co
PlTTSBUK&H

Dealers

May

Secure

COLUMBIA
Product
Ready, Full Stocks, and Prompt Deliveries
from Convenient Shipping Centers
all over the United States.
Distributors
Atlanta, Oa., Columbia Graphophone Co., 68 N.
Pryor St.
Baltimore, Md„ Columbia Graphophone Co., lfr
South Howard St.
Boston, Columbia Graphophone Co., 137 Federal
' phone Co., 737
ia Grapho
, N. t
S
Buffalo
Main
St.T., Columb
Chicago, 111., Columbia Graphophone Co., 14 N.
Michigan Ave.
Cincinnati,
Columbia
Graphophone Co., 117*
119 W. O.,
Fourth
St.
Cleveland,
O.,
Columbia
Graphophone
Co., 137f
Euclid Ave.
Dallas,
Elm Tex.,
St. Columbia Graphophone Co., 1011
Denver,
Colo., Columbia Stores Co., 1808 Glenarm Place.
Detroit, Mich., Columbia Graphophone Co., 401
Woodward Ave.
Indianapolis, ind., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
44 N. Pennsylvania St.
Kansas City, Mo., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
1027 McGee St.
Lot Angeles, Cal., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
745 S. Broadway.
Minneapolis. Minn., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
412-414 Nicollet Ave.
New Haven, Conn,, Columbia Graphophone Co.,
206 Meadow St.
New Orleans, L,a., Columbia Graphophone Co,,
517-525 Canal St.
New York City, Columbia Graphophone Co., 55
Warren St.
Omaha, Neb., Schmoller & Mueller Piano Co.
Philadelphia, Pa., Columbia Graphophone Co.,
210 N. Broad St.
Pittsburg*,
Columbia Graphophone Co., 632-64Q
Duquesue Way.
Portland/ Me., Columbia Graphophone Co., 43
Exchange St.
Portland. Ore., Columbia Graphophone Co., 428431 Washington St.
Salt Lake City, Utah. Columbia Stores Co.,
221 South West Temple.
San Francisco. Cal.. Columbia Graphophone Co.,
130-150 Sutter St.
Seattle. Wash., Columbia Graphophone Co., 911
Western1 Are.
Spokane, Wash., Columbia Stores Co.. 818
Sprague Ave.
St. Louis,
Pine St.Mo., Columbia Graphophone Co., 1127
Tampa. Fla.. Tampa Hardware Co.
Headquarters for Canada:
Co., 54-56 Wellington
Columbia Graphophone
St., West, Toronto. Out.
Executive Office
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO.
New York
Woolworth Building

PHONOGRAPH
CO.
Factory Distributors
218-220 NORTH SECOND STREET, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Write for Dealers' Proposition

Southern Victor Dealers
Largest Stock VICTROLAS and RECORDS.
Prompt Shipment and Low Freight Rates.
WALTER
D. MOSES
& CO.
Oldest Music House in Virginia or North Carolina.
RICHMOND, VA.

OLIVER

Law,! VICTOR

COMPANY
D IT S ON

Creator.
"Th. utor*
FartertEast
Victorof
Machine.( Distrib

_ '
N

S TO

BO

Service."

Talking

Let « tell yoa mors

**-*

ROUNTREE-CHERRY
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
Wholesale Distributors for
r,
tnut
CLEAR. A£ A BELL.
Of QUALITY ]
RUMENTbe satisfied!
jf»!§eINST
a^mSt
STHt
IN NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA

Victor

Exclusively

EASTERN TALKING MACHINE
177 Tremont Street, Boston
VICTOR

CO.

DISTRIBUTORS

Sherman,
May & Co.
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Spokane
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS OF
VICTOR PRODUCTS

The

PERRY B. WHITSIT
Distributors ot

CO.

Victrolas and Victor Records
COLUMBUS, OHIO

!• •-■ ■'- -i- i< >:> 'I' •:• •'■! '5 * >T- £
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The

NEW

EDISON

Bears

of

the

Edison3

Stamp

s

Genius

JOBBERS OF THE NEW EDISON, EDISON RE-CREATIONS,
EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA AND BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS
UTAH
CALIFORNIA
New only.)
York — The Phonograph Corp. of
LOUISIANA
Manhattan,
Los Angeles — Edison Phonographs, Ltd. New Orleans— Diamond Music Co., Inc.
Ogden
—
Proudfit
Sporting Goods Co.
Syracuse — Frank E. Bolway & Son, Inc.
San Ltd.Francisco — Edison Phonographs,
MASSACHUSETTS
W. D. Andrews Co. (Amberola
Boston — Pardee-Ellenberger Co.
VIRGINIA
COLORADO
MICHIGAN
Buffalo— W. D. & C. N. Andrews Co. Richmond — C. B. Haynes It Co.
(Amberola
only.)
-Denver
Dry
Goods
Co.
Detroit
—
Phonograph
Co.,
of
Detroit.
DenverMINNESOTA
OHIO
CONNECTICUT
WISCONSIN
H. Lucker.
Cincinnati — The Phonograph Co.
Milwaukee
— The Phonograph Co. of
New Inc.Haven — Pardee-Ellenberger Co., Minneapolis — Laurence
Milwaukee.
MISSOURI
Cleveland — The OREGON
Phonograph Co.
Kansas
City—City.
The Phonograph Co. oC
Kansas
GEORGIA
Portland — Edison Phonographs, LtdSt. Louis— Silverstone Music Co.
Atlanta — Phonographs, Inc.
PENNSYLVANIA
MONTANA
Montreal — R. S.CANADA
Williams & Sons Co.,
ILLINOIS
Philadelphia — Girard Phonograph Co.
Ltd.
Helena — Montana Phonograph Co.
Pittsburgh
— Buehn Phonograph Co.
Chicago— The Phonograph Co.
only.)
St.
John—
W.
H.
Thome &* Co.,
NEBRASKA
James I. Lyons. (Amberola only.)
WilliamsportRHODE
— W. A.ISLAND
Myers.
Toronto — R S. Williams
Son*Ltd.Co.,
Omaha— ShulU Bros.
INDIANA
Providence
Co. — J. A. Foster Co. (Amberola Vancouver — Kent Piano Co., Ltd.
only), NEW JERSEY
Indianapolis — Kipp Phonograph Co.
TEXAS
Paterson — James K. 0*Dca (Amberola
Winnipeg
IOWA
Ltd. — R S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Dallas
—
Texas-Oklahoma
Phonograph Calgary—
NEW
YORK
Des Moines — Harger ft Blish.
Ltd.
R S. Williams & Sons Co..
Albany — American Phonograph Co.
Sioux City— 1 larger & Blieh.
THE NEW
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